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Where it is necessary or desirable to identify 
the electrodes or capacitors, the curved ele-
ment represents the outside electrode ( marked 
"outside foil," "ground," etc.) in fixed paper-
and ceramic-dielectric capacitors, and the 
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For the AM, CW and SSB operator 

the best for power, 
e  HT-32B TRANSMITTER. Preferred by the 
most experienced amateurs for SSB/AM/CW oper-
ation because of advanced features . . . beam-
switching modulator with unusually high carrier 
suppression stability—CTO direct reading in kc., and 
complete 10-meter coverage. 

FEATURES: Beam-deflection, high level sideband 
modulator for low-noise, high-stability signal, Halli-
crafters' exclusive 5.0 Mc. quartz crystal filter with 
sideband rejection of 50 db. or more; CTO direct 
reading in kilocycles to within 1 kc.; 144 watts plate 
input (P.E.P. two-tone). Five band output (80, 40, 
20, 15, 10 meters). All modes of transmission—CW, 
AM, SSB. Unwanted sideband down 50 db. or more. 
Both sidebands transmitted on AM Precision gear 
driven CTO. Exclusive Hallicrafters patented side-
band selection. Logarithmic meter for accurately 
tuning and carrier level adjustment. Ideal CW key-
ing and break-in operation, push-to-talk and full 
voice control system built in. Keying circuit brought 
out for teletype keyer. 

FRONT PANEL CONTROLS, FUNCTIONS 
AND CONNECTIONS: Operation — power off, 
standby, Mox., Cal., Vox.—P.T.T. Audio level 0-10 
R.F. level 0-10. Final tuning 80, 40, 20, 15, 10 
meters. Function—upper sideband, lower sideband, 
DSB, CW. Meter compression. Calibration level 
0-10. Driver tuning 0-5. Band selector-80, 40, 20, 
15, 10 meters. High stability, gear driven VFO. 
Microphone, key and headphone monitor jacks. 

TUBES AND FUNCTIONS: (2)-6146 Power out-
put amplifiers. 6CB6 variable frequency oscillator. 
12BY7 R.F. driver. 6AH6 2nd mixer. 6AH6 3rd 
mixer. 6AB4 crystal oscillator. 12AX7 voice con-
trol. Audio amp. 12AU7 audio amp, and carrier 
oscillator. 7360 modulator. 12AT7 sideband select-
ing oscillator. 6AH6 1st mixer. 6AH6 4.95 Mc. 
amp. 6AU6 9 Mc. amp. 5R4GY HV rectifier. 5V4G 
LV rectifier. 0A2 voltage regulator. 

REAR CHASSIS: Co-ax antenna connector, FSK 
jack, AC accessory outlet. Line fuse. Control con-
nector, ground stud, AC power line cord. Cabinet 
20" wide, 101/2 " high, and 17" deep. Approximate 
shipping weight 86 lbs. (Conforms to F.C.D.A. 
specifications.) 

SX-115 RECEIVER. First in its class for AM, 
CW and SSB reception. Truly a deluxe receiver 
offering band pass filter front end—equivalent of 
four tuned circuits preceding first mixer—crystal-
controlled, high frequency oscillator-5 step selec-

tivity plus exclusive upper-lower sideband selection 
—linear CTO, direct reading in kc. A perfect match 
for Hallicrafters' HT-32B and HT-33B exciters and 
transmitters. 

FREQUENCY COVERAGE: Nine 500 kc segments 
covering 3.5-4.0 Mc.; 7.0-7.5 Mc.; 14.0-14.5 Mc., 
21-21.5 Mc.; 28.0-30.0 Mc.; (4 segments); and WWV. 

FEATURES: High order of mechanical and elec-
trical stability; linear tuning; constant tuning rate; 
separate noise limiters for SSB/CW/AM; amplified 
dual loop AVC with fast attack-slow release; spuri-
ous signal and image rejection better than 60 db. 
1 kc calibration marks; transmitter-type VFO with 
differential TC; 100 kc crystal calibrator; crystal 
controlled 1st and 3rd conversion oscillators; select-
able sidebands; selectivity variable in five steps from 
500 to 5000 cycles; product detector for SSB/CW 
envelope detector for AM; I.F. type noise limiter for 
SSB/CW automatic threshold series type for AM; 
band gain equalization; audio inverse feedbacks; 
"S" meter functions with AVC off. 

SENSITIVITY: Less than 1 microvolt on AM— 
less than 1/2  microvolt on SSB/CW. 

TUNING MECHANISM: Back-lash free gear 
driven tuning mechanism. 

TUBES AND FUNCTIONS: 6DC6 R.F. ampli-
fier — 6BA7 1st mixer — 12AT7 crystal oscillator — 
6DC6 1st I.F. amplifier-6BA7-2nd mixer-6CB6 
VFO-6DC6 2nd I.F. amplifier-6BA6 3rd mixer-
12AT7 SSB switching oscillator-6DC6 3rd I.F. 
amplifier-6BY6 product detector-6BJ7 2nd AVC, 
AM detector, ANL-12AX7 BFO 1st audio ampli-
fier-6AQ5 audio output-6AU6 100 kc crystal cal. 
—6AU6 "S" meter amplifier-6AU6 1st loop AVC 
amplifier-0A2 voltage regulator-five silicon diodes. 

FRONT PANEL CONTROLS: R.F. gain; A.F. 
gain; tuning; selectivity; function selector (upper-
lower SSB; upper-lower AM; on-off switch); cal set 
lock; receive-standby switch; notch frequency; BFO 
pitch; AVC/ANL (AVC on-off; SSB/CW ANL; 
AM/ANL); antenna trimmer; band switch; cali-
brator on-off; headphone jack. 

AUDIO OUTPUT IMPEDANCE: 3.2 and 500 
ohms. 

POWER REQUIREMENTS : 105/125V, 50/60 
cycles AC 85 watts. 

PHYSICAL DATA: 16" wide x 101/2 " high x 16" 
deep. Shipping weight 47 lbs. 



whose experience demands 

clarity and performance 
HT-33B LINEAR AMPLIFIER. Famous for ef-

fortless power! Heavy duty components leave plenty 
of reserve even at the maximum legal limit for ef-
ficiency and long life (conforms to F.C.D.A. speci-
fications). 

FREQUENCY COVERAGE: Complete coverage of 
amateur hands; 80, 40, 20, 15, 10 meters. 

FEATURES: Rated conservatively at the maximum 
legal input. Third and fifth order distortion products 
down in excess of 30 db. Built-in R.F. output meter 
greatly simplifies tune-up. All important circuits 
metered. Maximum harmonic suppression obtained 
through pi-network. Variable output loading. Pro-
tection of power supply assured by circuit breaker. 
HT-33B is a perfect match to Hallicrafters' famous 
HT-32B in size, appearance and drive requirements. 

CIRCUIT DETAILS: This power amplifier utilizes 
a PL- 172 high efficiency pentode operating in class 
AB I. The tube is grid-driven across a non-inductive 
resistor, thus assuring the maximum stability under 
all possible conditions. Band switching is accom-
plished by one knob which selects the proper in-
ductance value for each band. The output circuit 
is a pi-network with an adjustable output capacitor, 
accommodating loads from 40 to 80 ohms. 2 panel 
meters are provided: one is circuit switched to 
measure grid current, screen current, plate voltage 
and R.F. output voltage. A second meter continu-
ously monitors cathode current of the PL- 172. 

TUBES: (1) PL- 172 high power pentode; (2) 3B28 
rectifiers; (6) 0A2 screen regulators. 

FRONT PANEL CONTROLS: Meter selector; 
Filament switch; High Voltage switch; Bias adjust-
ment; Bandswitch; Plate tuning; Plate loading. 

PHYSICAL DATA: Gray and black steel cabinet 
(matches HT-32B) with brushed chrome knob trim. 
Cabinet: 20" wide x 101/2 " high x 17" deep. Ship-
ping weight approx. 130 lbs. 

REAR CHASSIS: Co-ax input; co-ax output; 
filament and bias fuse; cutoff bias relay terminals; 
screen fuse; ground terminal. 

rjum"T.o. KEYER". The "Stradivarius" of 
electronic keyers. All-transistorized, compact de-
sign, employs digital techniques. Meets all the re-
quirements of the perfectionist in CW operation. 
Size: 71/2 " long, 25/8" high, 53/4 " deep. Weight: 5 lbs. 

CIIISPEAKER. Specifically designed for com-
munications. Compact, lightweight and beautifully 
styled. Flat response from 300 to 2850 c.p.s. Input 
impedance: 3.2 ohms. Size 51/2 " x 51/4 " x 31/4 ". 
Weight 21/2  lbs. 

SX-101A RECEIVER. Far ad-
vanced in technical features and per-
formance. Known throughout the world 
as the "Heavyweight Champion" for 
ruggedness and dependability. Provides 
the sensitivity and selectivity you need. 

FEATURES: Complete coverage of 
80, 40, 20, 15, 10 meter bands plus 
a 2 and 6 meter cony. band; Dual scale 
"S"-meter functions with AVC off. Spe-
cial 10 Mc. position for WWV. Dual 
conversion. Exclusive Hallicrafters' up-
per-lower sideband selection. Tee-notch 
filter. Full gear drive from tuning knob 
to gang condensers. 40:1 tuning knob 
ratio. 100 kc. evacuated marker crystal. 
Five steps of selectivity from 500 cycles 
to 5000 cycles. Direct coupled series 
noise limiter for improved noise reduc-
tion. Sensitivity—one microvolt or less 
on all amateur bands. 52 ohm antenna 
input. Antenna trimmer. Relay rack 
panel. Double spaced gang condenser. 

FRONT PANEL CONTROLS: Main 
tuning knob. Crank knob for rapid 
scan, pointer reset, antenna trimmer, 
tee-notch frequency, tee-notch depth, 
sensitivity, band selector, volume, selec-
tivity, BFO, response — (upper-lower 
sideband AM-CW). AVC on-off, AVC 
fast-slow, ANL Cal. Rec./standby. 

TUBES AND FUNCTIONS: 6DC6, 
R.F. amplifier-6BY6, 1st converter-
12BY7A, high frequency oscillator — 
6BA6, 1650 kc. I.F. amplifier-12AT7, 
dual crystal controlled 2nd conversion 
oscillator-6BA6, 2nd converter-6DC6 
50.75 kc. I.F. amplifier-6BJ7 AM de-
tector, ANL, AVC — 6BY6 SSB/CW 
detector-6SC7 1st audio amplifier & 
BF0-6K6, audio power output-6BA6, 
"S"-meter amplifier-6AU6, 100 kc. 
crystal oscillator-0A2, voltage regu-
lator-5Y3, rectifier. 

PHYSICAL DATA: 20" wide, 101/2 " 
high and 16" deep—Panel size 83/4 " x 
19"—weight approximately 74 lbs. (Con-
forms to F.C.D.A. specifications.) 



SSB equipment with the performance 
characteristics of the expensive 
a price everyone can afford 
OD HT-37 TRANSMITTER. We took the "heart" of 
the world famous HT-32B and put it in this precision-
engineered AM/CW/SSB transmitter—same final am-
plifier, same rugged VFO construction and same VOX 
circuitry. The result—you get excellent performance 
characteristics for smooth, distortion-free speech qual-
ity at a very moderate price. 
FEATURES: 144 watts plate input (P.E.P. two-tone); 
five band output (80, 40, 20, 15, 10 meters); all modes 
of transmission—CW/AM/SSB; unwanted sideband 
down 40 db. at 1 kc; distortion products down 30 db. 
or more; carrier suppression down 50 db.; modern styl-
ing; instant CW Cal. from any mode; both sidebands 
transmitted on AM; precision VFO; rugged heavy duty 
deluxe chassis; 52 ohm pi-network output for harmonic 
suppression; dual range meter for accurate tuning and 
carrier level adjustment; ideal CW keying; full voice 
control system built in. 
FRONT PANEL CONTROLS, FUNCTIONS, 
CONNECTIONS: Operation—(power off, standby, 
mox, cal, vox); Audio gain; R.F. level; Final tuning; 
Function—(upper sideband, lower sideband, DSB, CW); 
carrier balance; Calibration level; Driver tuning.; Band 
selector VFO; Microphone connector; Key jack. 

TUBES AND FUNCTIONS: (2)-6146 Power output 
amplifiers; 6CB6 Variable frequency oscillator; 12BY7 
R.F. driver; 6AH6 1st Mixer; 6AH6 2nd Mixer; 6AB4 
Crystal oscillator; 12AX7 Voice control; 12AT7 Voice 
control; 6AL5 Voice control; 12AX7 Audio Amplifier; 
12AT7 Audio amp and carrier Oscillator; 12AT7 Audio 

rigs ... at 

Modulator; (2)-12AT7 Balanced Modulators; 5R4GY 
HV Rectifier; 5V4G LV Rectifier; 0A2 Voltage Regu-
lator. 

REAR CHASSIS: Co-ax antenna connector; Line 
fuse; Control connector; AC power line cord. 

PHYSICAL DATA: Matching unit for SX-111; cabi-
net is gray steel with brushed chrome trim and knobs. 
Size: 9" high x 19 1/4 " wide x 15 1/2 " deep. Shipping wt.; 
approx., 80 lbs, 

SX-111 RECEIVER. The receiver that has all the 
essential characteristics of the durable SX-101A—yet 
in the price range that makes it a wanted unit in any 
shack. Sensitive is the word for its operation—rugged is 
the word for its dependability. Beautifully styled and 
precision built in the true Hallicrafters tradition of ex-
cellence in performance. 

FREQUENCY COVERAGE: Complete coverage of 
80, 40, 20, 15 and 10 meters in five separate bands. 
Sixth band is tunable to 10 Mc for crystal calibrator 
calibration with WWV. 
FEATURES: AM/CW/SSB reception. Dual conver-
sion, Hallicrafters' exclusive selectable sideband oper-
ation. Crystal-controlled 2nd converter. Tee-notch fil-
ter. Calibrated "S"-meter. Electrical calibration adjust-
ment. Series noise limiter. Built-in crystal calibrator. 
Exceptional electrical and mechanical stability. Large 
slide-rule dial. Envelope detector for AM and product 
detector for SSB/CW. 



SENSITIVITY: One microvolt on all bands. 
5 steps of selectivity from 500 to 5000 c.p.s. 

TUNING MECHANISM: New friction-and-
gear type with 48:1 tuning ratio. Virtually 
eliminates backlash. 

CONTROLS: Tuning; CAL Reset; Antenna 
Trimmer; T-notch Frequency; R.F. Gain; A.F. 
Gain; Band Selector; Function (off-on, stand-
by, upper or lower sideband, calibrate); AVC 
off-on; BFO off-on; ANL off-on; Selectivity. 

TUBES: 12 tubes plus voltage regulator and 
rectifier. 6DC6 R.F. Amplifier; 6BY6 1st con-
verter; 6C4 Oscillator; 6BA6 2nd converter; 
12AT7 Dual crystal controlled 2nd conversion 
oscillator; 6DC6 1650 kc. I.F. amplifier; 6DC6 
I.F. amplifier (50 kc.); 6BJ7 AVC-noise limiter 
AM detector; 12AX7 1st audio and BFO; 
6AQ5 Power output; 6BY6 Product detector; 
6AU6 Crystal calibrator; 5Y3 Rectifier; 0A2 
Voltage regulator. 

POWER SUPPLY: 105-125 volts, 50-60 cycle 
AC. 

PHYSICAL DATA: Size: 183/4  " wide x 101/4 " 
deep x 834" high. Attractive gray steel cabinet 
with brushed chrome trim. Shipping weight 
approximately 40 lbs. 

ft-.) HT-41 LINEAR AMPLIFIER. NEW 
and POWERFUL! Here is the low cost 
linear amplifier you've been looking for—with 
the capabilities of delivering the "Big" signal 
on the air! Ideally engineered with conserva-
tively rated components. Ideal companion for 
the HT-37 in both styling and price. 

FEATURES: Complete coverage 80 through 
10 meters. Adjustable pi-network output. All 
important circuits metered. Built in R.F. out-
put meter to simplify tune-up. Built in driver 
pad. Standby bias supply for complete cutoff 
during receive. 

CIRCUIT DETAILS: This new high power 
linear amplifier employs two 7094 tetrode-type 
tubes. These tubes are connected as high Mu 
grounded grid triodes in Class B. Input circuit 
designed for 50 to 75 ohm exciters. A com-
pletely self-contained power supply uses 866A 
tubes connected in a full wave rectifier circuit 
possessing exceptional regulation. Provision 
also made to control cutoff bias by proper con-
nections to terminal strip on rear of chassis. 
Overload protection provided by fuse which 
protects plate, filament, bias and blower circuits. 

TUBES: (2) 7094; (2) 866A rectifiers. 

FRONT PANEL CONTROLS: Filament 
switch; high voltage switch; meter switch; band 
selector; plate tuning; plate loading. 

REAR CHASSIS: Co-ax input; co-ax output; 
AC line cord; plate, filament, bias and blower 
fuse; terminal strip for bias cutoff relay control 
and AC control circuits; terminal strip for in-
ternal input; grounding bolt and lug. 

PHYSICAL DATA: 191/4 " wide x 9" high x 
15 1/2 " deep. Cabinet in gray steel with brushed 
chrome trim and knobs. Shipping wt.; 97 lbs. 

CII=DTRANSVERTERS. A sen-
sible, new approach to VHF operation! Engineered 
with the usual Hallicrafters precision, these trans-
verters will convert your present 10-meter station 
to VHF ... AM, CW, SSB, RTTY, FM capability. 
All modes of transmission and reception on your 
present equipment are useable with these units. A 
nuvistor front end in the receiver section provides 
excellent sensitivity and noise figure. 

FEATURES: Converts received VHF signals 
down to 10 meters for reception. Converts 10-
meter signal to VHF for transmission. 5894 tube 
in transmitter final amplifier can be driven up to 
120 watts input. Can be driven by exciters with 
10 to 100 watt capability. Built-in coaxial antenna 
rela\ 

FRONT PANEL CONTROLS AND FUNC-
TIONS: Power on-off, range selector; tuning; 
loading; output indicator; plate current meter. 

e  

TUBES: 12AT7 crystal oscillator; 6AH6 buffer 
amplifier; 6CW4 R.F. amplifier (REC.); 6AN4 
mixer (REC.); 12BY7 mixer (Xmit); 6360 driver 
(Xmit); 5894 final amplifier. 

REAR CHASSIS CONTROLS AND FUNC-
TIONS: Receiver co-ax.; antenna co-ax fitting; 
transmitter co-ax. input hi.; transmitter co-ax. 
input low; power and control socket; bias adjust, 
filament and relay fuse; hi-voltage connector. 

POWER REQUIRED: 750 volts @ 160 MA; 250 
volts @ 70 MA; minus 60 volts @ 10 MA. 

PHYSICAL DATA: 8" high x 17" wide x 87/8" 
deep. Gray steel cabinet with silver trim. 

MODEL P26—POWER SUPPLY. Hallicrafters 
power supply for these units supplies all voltages. 
Only one supply necessary for operation of either 
the HA-2 or HA-6 when used in stations set up for 
6 or 2 meter operation. 

o,r-.12:1 SPEAKER. Modern design eliptical as-
sembly, heavy magnet has fully saturated air gap 
for exceptional damping, distortion-free response. 
Switch at rear for selection of music or voice re-
sponse. Use with SX-100, SX-110, SX-62A or any 
receiver with 3.2 ohm output. Handsome, gray 
steel cabinet, 6541" high x 13 1/4 " wide x 81/4 " deep. 



Now!-with Hallikits-

build an economical 

high quality amateur 

band transmitter 

and receiver 

Orà HT-40 TRANSMITTER. Perfectly comple-
ments the high performance qualities of the SX-140 
receiver. This crystal-controlled 75 watt transmitter 
has all the Hallicrafters design, quality and engi-
neering features that are equally important to both 
beginners and old timers. 

FEATURES: You get excellent CW performance 
as well as AM. Full band switching, 80 through 6 
meters. Enjoy easy tune-up and crisp, clean styling 
that has efficient operation as well as appearance in 
mind. Unit is fully metered, TVI filtered. 

SPECIFICATIONS: Maximum D.C. power in-
put: 75 watts. Power output in excess of 35 watts 
CW, 30 watts peak AM phone. ( Slightly less on 6 

meters.) Frequency bands: 80, 40, 20, 15, 10 and 
6 meters. 

TUBES AND FUNCTIONS: 6DQ5 power out-
put; 6CX8 crystal oscillator and driver; 12AX7 
speech amplifier; 6DE7 modulator; silicon high 
voltage rectifiers. 

FRONT PANEL: Function (AC off, tune, standby, 
AM, CW); Band Selector ( 80, 40, 20, 15, 10, 6); 
Drive control; Plate tuning, plate loading, Crystal-
VFO; Grid Current; Meter; AC indicator light; R.F. 
output. 

REAR CHASSIS: Microphone gain; antenna co-
ax connector; remote control terminals; AC power 
cord. 

SX-140 RECEIVER. It makes good operat-
ing sense to team up this quality-engineered receiver 
with the HT-40. In combination, these two units 
will give you an excellent performing station for a 
very modest investment. 

FEATURES: You get complete coverage of all 
amateur bands 80 through 6 meters, with extremely 
high sensitivity and sharp selectivity. Unit has R.F. 
stage; S-meter; antenna trimmer; and crystal cali-
brator. Tuning ratio is 25 to I. 

CONTROLS: Tuning; Antenna Trimmer; Cal Re-
set; Function (AC off, standby, AM/CW/SSB); 
Band Selector; Cal on-off; R.F. Gain; Auto. Noise 
Limiter on-off; Selectivity/BFO; Audio Gain; phone 
jack; "S"-meter Adj. 

TUBES AND FUNCTIONS: 6AZ8 tuned R.F. 
amplifier and crystal calibrator; 6U8 oscillator and 
mixer; 6BA6 1650 kc. I.F. amplifier and BFO; 6T8A 
2nd detector, AVC, ANL and 1st audio; 6AW8A 
audio power amplifier and "S"-meter amplifier; ( 2) 
silicon high voltage rectifiers. 

Both units available fully wired and factory tested. 

HA-5 DELUXE VFO. A heterodyne-type VFO for all amateur bands, 80 
through 2 meters. A 30 to 1 tuning ratio provides precision tuning. 

FEATURES: Illuminated dial. Built-in spotting switch. Self-powered crystals 
supplied for 80 through 10 meters. ( Crystals for 6 and 2 meters available from 
Hallicrafters.) 

OUTPUT FREQUENCY RANGE: 3.5 Mc. to 4.0 Mc.. 7.0 Mc. to 7.5 Mc., 8.0 
Mc. to 8.222 Mc.. and 8.333 Mc. to 8.833 Mc. 

POWER SOURCE: 105V AC to 125V AC, 60 cycles. 

TUBE COMPLEMENT: VFO and crystal oscillators, 6U8; mixer, 6BA7; out-
put, 6AQ5; voltage regulator, 0A2. 

PHYSICAL DATA: 7" wide x 5" high x 81/2 " deep. Shipping weight: 8 lbs. 
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Time-proven, value-prç•ven 
general coverage receivers 

• • ...... 

S-120 

S-120 RECEIVER. World's most popular 
short wave receiver! Provides dependable per-
formance in standard broadcast and three short 
wave bands. New, three-way antenna system for 
maximum flexibility. Clean, compact "look" of 
performance on the outside too! 
FEATURES: Coverage of 540-1650 kc. plus 
short wave from 1650 kc. through 31 Mc.; Electri-
cal bandspread; slide-rule dial with imprinted 
guide to frequencies of foreign, gov't., aviation, 
etc.; Three-way antenna system — built-in, high-
gain ferrite loop for AM, 45" collapsible whip, 
plus terminals for long wire or doublet antenna. 
all bands; Front panel BFO/sensitivity control; 
built-in 5" speaker; front-panel headphone jack 
automatically disables speaker. 
FRONT PANEL CONTROLS: Main Tuning; 
Bandspread Tuning; Band Switch; Audio Vol. AC 
Off; BFO/Sensitivity. 
TUBES AND FUNCTIONS: 12BE6 converter; 
12BA6 I.F. amplifier/BFO; 12AV6 1st audio. 
AVC and detector; 5005 power amplifier. Selen-
ium rectifier. Thermistor heater regulator. Two 
dial lamps. 105-125V AC/DC at 30 watts. U/L 
listed. 
PHYSICAL DATA: Gray steel cabinet with 
bright chrome trim, black dial. Size: 13 1/2 " wide 
by 57/8" high by 83/4 " deep. Shipping wt.: 11 3/4  lbs. 

C.) sx_100 RECEIVER. Most versatile re-
ceiver o a ! Has everything you need for all-
around listening. Beautifully styled. Compactly 
built—time-proven. 
FREQUENCY COVERAGE: 540 kc.-34 Mc.— 
Band 1: 538 kc.- 1580 kc.—Band 2: 1720 kc.-4.9 
Mc.—Band 3: 4.6 Mc.- 13 Mc.—Band 4: 12 Mc.-
34 Mc. Bandspread dial is calibrated for the 80, 
40, 20, 15 and 10 meter amateur bands. Inter-
mediate frequency: 1650 kc. and 51 kc. 
TYPE OF SIGNALS: AM/CW/SSB. 
FEATURES: Selectable side band operation. 
"Tee-Notch" Filter. Notch depth control. An-
tenna trimmer. 100 kc. crystal calibrator. Logging 
dials. Full precision gear drive. Second conversion 
oscillator crystal controlled — temperature com-
pensation of high frequency oscillator. Phono jack. 
Socket for D.C. and remote control. 
CONTROLS:. Pitch control, reception, stand-by, 
phone jack, response control ( upper and lower side 
band selector), antenna trimmer, notch depth, cali-
brator on-off, sensitivity, band selector, volume, 
tuning, AVC on-off, noise limiter on,off, band-
spread, selectivity. 
AUDIO OUTPUT IMPEDANCE: 3.2/500 
ohms: AUDIO POWER OUTPUT: 1.5 watts with 
10% or less distortion. POWER SUPPLY: 105/ 
125 V., 50/60 cycle AC. 

o f! 0 55 "c; G 0.,; 0-

SX-100 SX-110 

TUBE COMPLEMENT: 6CB6 R.F. amplifier; 
6AU6, 1st converter; 6C4, H.F. oscillator; 6BA6, 
2nd converter; 12AT7, Dual crystal second oscil-
lators; (2) 6BA6, 50 kc. and 1650 kc. I.F. ampli-
fiers; 6BJ7, AVC-DET-ANL; 6SC7, 1st audio and 
BFO; 6K6, Power output; 5Y3, Rectifier; 0A2, 
Voltage regulator; 6C4, I.F. amplifier—( 51 kc.); 
6AU6, 100 kc. crystal marker. 
PHYSICAL DATA: Gray black steel cabinet 
with brushed chrome knob trim, patterned silver 
back plate and red pointers. Piano hinge top. Size 
18%" wide x 81/2 " high x 103/8" deep. Shipping 
weight approximately 42 lbs. (U.L. approved). 

SX-110 RECEIVER. An all-purpose re-
ceiver with many of the most wanted features 
originally designed for the higher priced equip-
ment. 
FREQUENCY COVERAGE: Broadcast Band 
540-1680 kc plus three short wave bands cover 
1680 kc-34 Mc. 
FEATURES: Slide rule bandspread dial calibrated 
for 80, 40, 20, 15 and 10 meter amateur bands 
and 11 meter citizens' band. Separate bandspread 
tuning condenser, crystal filter, antenna trimmer, 

Meter, one R.F., two I.F. stages. 
INTERMEDIATE FREQUENCY: 455 kc. 
TUNING ASSEMBLY AND DIAL DRIVE 
MECHANISM: Ganged, 3 section tuning capaci-
tor assembly with electrical bandspread. Circular 
main tuning dial is calibrated in megacycles and 
has 0-100 logging scale. 
AUDIO OUTPUT IMPEDANCE: 3.2 and 500 
ohms. 
TUBE COMPLEMENT: Seven tubes plus one 
rectifier: 6SG7, R.F. amplifier-6SA7, converter 
—6SG7, 1st I.F. amplifier-6SK7, 2nd I.F. ampli-
fier-6SC7, BFO and audio amplifier-6K6GT, 
Audio output-6H6, ANL-AVC-detector-6Y3GT, 
rectifier. 
AUDIO POWER OUTPUT: 2 watts. 
POWER SUPPLY: 105/125 V., 50/60 cycle AC. 
PHYSICAL DATA: Gray steel cabinet with 
brushed chrome trim. Size 183/4 " wide x 8" high 
x 101/4 " deep. Shipping weight approximately 32 
lbs. 

f4) S-108 RECEIVER. Features the same basic 
performance characteristics as the SX-110 (above) 
without the "S" meter, antenna trimmer and 
crystal filter. Speaker built in 

x)mmunications are born at... hall/crafters 
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TONE MODULATOR --. The No. 90751 Tone Modulator is a small 
package containing a transistor audio oscillator and its mercury battery, 
which plugs into the phone jack of a Grid Dip Meter to modulate 
the signal at approximately 800 cycles for applications requiring 
modulated signal. Dimensions: only 21/4  x 135s. u 13 In. 

No. 90751, less battery   

AUDIO CLIPPER The No. 75016 Audio Clipper is a small 
plug-in symmetrical type clipper with self-contained mercury batteries. 
It may be used to clip noise for CAA, reception as well as for A-M 
or $58, or it may be used to clip o sine wave input to form a square 
wave output. Dimensions: only Pk X 1556 x 134 in. 

No. 75016, less batteries   

ANTENNA BRIDGE —  The Millen 90672 Antenna Bridge is an 
accurate and sensitive bridge for measuring impedances in the range 
of 5 to 500 ohms ( or 20 to 2000 ohms with baton) at radio frequencies 
up to 140 mc. The variable element is an especially designed differen-
tial variable capacitor capable of high accuracy and permanency of 
calibration. Readily driven by No. 90651 Grid Dipper. 

No.. 90672   

BALUNS The No. 46672 ( 1 for each amateur band) wound 
Baton is on accurate 2 to 1 turns ratio, high 0 auto transformer with 
the residual reactances tuned out and with very tight coupling between 
the two halves of the total winding. The points of series and parallel 
resonance are selected so that each Balun provides on accurate 4 to 1 
impedance ratio over the entire band of frequencies for which it was 
designed. Suitable for use with the No. 90672 Antenna Bridge or 
medium power transmitters. 

No. .46672-80/40/20/15/10   
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MILLEN NO. 90651 
GRID DIP METER 

The Na. 90651 MILLEN GRID DIP METER is compact ens 
romolétely self contntned. The AC rower supply is o 
the " transformer" type. The drum dial has seven call 
broted uniform length scales from 1.7 MC to 300 MC wilt 
generous over lops plus an arbitrary scale for use will 
special application anduclors. Internal terminal strip per 
mils battery operation for antenna measurement. 

No. 90651, with tube  

Additional Inductors for Lower Frequencies 

No. 46702 — 925 to 2000 KC   
No. 46703 — 500 to 1050 KC   
No. 46704 — 325 to 600 KC   
No. 46705 — 220 to 350 KC   

HIGH VOLTAGE POWER SUPPLY —  The No. 90281 higt 
voltage power supply has a d.c. output of 700 volts, with maximum 
current of 235 ma. In addition, a.c, filament power of 6.3 volts a 
4 amperes is also available so that this power supply is an ideal uni 
for use with transmitters, such as the Millen No. 90801, as well at 
general laboratory purposes. The power supply uses two No. 816 
rectifiers. The panel is standard 81/4 " o 19" rack mounting. 

No. 90281, less tubes   

REGULATED POWER SUPPLY A compact, uncased, resit/  
fated power supply, either for table use in the laboratory or for 
incorporation as an integral port of larger equipment. 250 v.d.c. 
unregulated at 115 ma. 105 v.d.c. regulated at 35 ma. Minus 105 
v.d.c. regulated bias at 4 ma. 6.3 V. a.c. ot 4.2 amps. 

Na. 90201, with tubes   

HIGH FREQUENCY RF AMPLIFIER A physically small unit 
capable of a power output of 70 to 85 watts on Phone or 87 to 110 
watts on C-W on 20, 15, 10, 6 or 2 meter amateur bands. Pro• 
vision is made for quick band shift by means of the Na. 48000 series 
VHF plug•in coils. The No. 90811 unit uses either an 829.8 or 3E29. 

Na. 90811 with 10 meter band coils, less tube   

PHASE-SHIFT NETWORK — A complete and laboratory aligned 
pair of phose•shift networks in a single compact 2" x 1,/," x 4" 
case with characteristics so as to provide a phase shift between the 
two networks of 90 ° -l-1.3 ° over a frequency range of 225 cycles to 
2750 cycles. Well adapted for use in either single sidebond transmitter 
or receiver. Possible to obtain a 40 db suppression of the unwanted 
sidebond. The No. 75012 precision adjusted phase-shift network elirni-
notes necessity of complicated lab equipment for network adjustment. 

Na. 75012   
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The No. 90923 oscilloscope is an extremely compact (31/2 
inches high) rack panel general purpose oscilloscope 
utilizing the type 3XP — 3 is 11/4  inch rectangular face 
tube. The No. 90923 is complete with vertical and hori-
zontal amplifiers for balanced deflection and a very linear 
sweep generator. 

Miniature input terminals ore on both the front panel and 
the rear for vertical- amplifier input, horizontal amplifier 
input and synchronizing input. The linear sweep generator 
covers two cycles per second to 30 kcs. per second in seven 
overlapping ranges. The trpc, is unusually sharp and 
bright due to 2040 volts accelerating potential. 

The No. 90923 is ideally suited for many applications, 
and in particular, for production test, Its small panel uses 
up very little space in o test rack and the mu- metal shield 
around the cathode ray tube shields et against magnetic 
fields so that this oscilloscope may be used atturcneit 
locations with strong stray magnetic fields. -The cathode 
ray tube is of the mono-accelerator type in which the 
electron beam is accelerated at the electron gun so that 
field distortions ore minimized and excellent deflection 
linearity is ochieved os well as a very uniform spot size 
over the entire area which the beam scans. 

MILLEN ONE INCH MODULE OSCILLOSCOPES — Minia• 
•urized. packaged panel mounting cathode ray oscilloscope designed 
f or use in instrumentation in place of the conventional — pointer type — 
moving coil meters uses the 1" tube. Panel bezel matches in size and 

'ltype the standard 2" square meters. Magnitude, phase displacement, 
wave shape, etc. ore constantly visible on scope. 

No. 90901, ' CPI, less tube   Na. 90911, IEP1, less tube   

FLAT FACE OSCILLOSCOPE —  90905-B 5- inch Rack Mounting 
Basic Oscilloscope features include: balanced deflection, front panel 
input terminals, rear panel input terminals, astigmatism control, blank-
ing input terminals, fiat face precision tolerance Dumont 5ADPI tube. 

BASIC OSCILLOSCOPES —  The No. 90902, No. 90903 and 
No. 90905 Rack Panel Oscilloscopes, for two, three and five inch 
tubes, respectively, are inexpensive basic units comprising power sup-
ply, brilliancy and centering controls, safety features, magnetic shield' 
ing, switches, etc. As o transmitter monitor, no additional equipment 
or accessories are required. By the addition of such units as sweeps. 
pulse generators, amplifiers, servo sweeps, etc., all of which can be 
constructed on companion rack panels, the ' scope unit may be 
expanded to serve any conceivable industrial or laboratory application. 

'SCOPE AMPLIFIER —  SWEEP UNIT —  Vertical and horizon-
tal amplifiers along with hardtube, sow tooth sweep generator. Com-
plete with power supply mounted on a standard 51/4" rack panel. 
No. 90921, with tubes  

POWER SUPPLY FOR OSCILLOSCOPE —  750 volts d.c. at 3 
ma. and 6.3 volts a.c. at 600 ma. 117 volts 50-60 cycle input. 
Designed especially for use with No. 90901 and No. 90911 one inch 
instrumentation oscilloscopes. 4s/e in. high o 11/4  x 21/e. Octal plug 
for input and output. Entire assembly including rectifier is encapsulated. 

No. 90202, Power Supply ( complete)   

MILLEN NO. 90923 RACK 
MOUNTED OSCILLOSCOPE 

BEZELS FOR CATHODE RAY TUBES — Standard types ore 
of satin finish block plastic. 5" size has neoprene support cushion 
and green lucite filter. 3" and 2" sizes have integral cushioning. 

No. 80075 ( 5") . 80073 ( 3")   80072 ( 2")   80071 ( 1") 

WORM DRIVE UNIT —  Cast aluminum frame may be panel 
or base mounted. Spring loaded split gears to minimize bock lash. 
Standard ratio 16/1. Also in 48/1 on request. 

No. 10000 — ( state ratio) . 

RIGHT ANGLE DRIVE —  Extremely compact, with provisions 
for many methods of mounting. Ideal for operating potentiometers, 
switches, etc., that must be located, for short leads, in remote parts 
of chassis. No. 10012 

AMATEUR BAND MONITOR OSCILLOSCOPE 

î
A- M or SSE e 3.5 to 54 Mc. 
Blanks out on Standby 
Individual coil for each band 

SCOPE — Na. 90932 is a complete 
oscilloscope for monitoring the mode, 
loted r•f output of o transmitter. Built. 
in link- coupled tuned circuits cover all 
amateur bonds 3.5 to 54 mc. All circuits 
and accessories ore built•in. The moni• 
tor will display the r.f envelope and/or 
the trapezoidal monitoring pattern of 
single side bond transmitters or ompli• 
lude modulated transmitters. It shows 
the linearity or non.linearity of Closs•B 
r•f amplifiers, the parasitic oscilla-
tion, neutralization, and r-f output. 
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TUBE SOCKETS DESIGNED FOR APPLICATION — MODERN 
SOCKETS for MODERN TUBES! Long Flashover path to chassis per-
mits use with transmitting tubes, 866 rectifiers, etc. Long leakage 
path between contacts. Contacts are type proven by hundreds of 
millions already in government, commercial and broadcast service, 
to be extremely dependable. Sockets may be mounted either with 
or without metal flange. Mounts in standard size chassis hole. All 
types have barrier between contacts and chassis. All but octal and 
crystal sockets also have barriers between individual contacts in 
addition. 

Voltage regulator dual contact bayonet socket, 33991 black phenolic 
insulation and 33992 with low loss mica filled phenolic insulation. 

FLEXIBLE COUPLINGS — The No. 39000 series of Millen " De-
signed for Application — flexible coupling units include, in addition to 
improved versions of the conventional types, also such exclusive orig-
inal designs as the No. 39001 insulated universal ¡oint and the No. 
39006 " slide-action" coupling ( in both steatite and bakelite insulation). 
The No. 39006 " slide-action" coupling permits longitudinal shaft 
motion, eccentric shaft motion and out-of•line operation, as well as 
angular drive without backlash. 
The No. 39005 and 39005.B ( high torque) are similar to the No. 39001, 
but are not insulated. The steatite insulated No. 39001 has a special 
anti- backlash pivot and socket grip feature. All of the above illus-
trated units ore for 1/2 " shaft and ore standard production type units. 
The No. 39016 incorporates features which hove long been desired 
in a flexible coupling. No Backlash — Higher Flexibility — Higher 
Breakdown Voltage — Smaller Diameter — Shorter Length — Higher 
Alignment Accuracy — Higher Resistance to Mechanical Shock — Solid 
Insulating Barrier Diaphragm — Molded as a Single Unit. 

CERAMIC PLATE OR GRID CAPS — Soldering lug and con-
tact one-piece. Lug ears annealed and solder dipped to facilitate each 
combination " mechanical plus soldered' connection of cable. 

No. 36001—°/¡8"   No. 36002-3/8"   No. 36004-1/8"   

SAFETY TERMINAL — Combination high voltage terminal and 
thru-bushing Tapered contact pin fits firmly into conical socket provid-
ing large area, low resistance connection. Pin is swivel mounted in 
cap to prevent twisting of lead wire. 

Na. 37001, Black or Red   No. 37501, Low loss   
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MILLEN TUBE SOCKETS 

No. Description No, Description 

33002—Crystal Socket 3/.." x . 125"   33004-4 Pin Tube Socket 
33102—Crystal Socket . 487" o .095"  33005-5 Pin Tube Socket 
33202—Crystal Socket 1/2 " o . 125"  33006-6 Pin Tube Socket 
33302—Crystal Socket . 487" x . 050"  33008-8 Pin Tube Socket 
33407—Miniature Socket only, ceramic  33991—Socket for 991.... 
33409—Noval Socket only, ceramic  33992—Socket for 991  
33307—Miniature Socket, Shield, ceramic . 33207-829 Socket  
33309—Novol Socket, Shield, ceramic  33305—Acorn Socket  
33405-5 Pin Socket Eimac  

STEATITE TERMINAL STRIPS — Terminal and lug are one 
piece. Lugs ore turret type and are free floating so as not to strain L4 
ceramic on wide temperature variations. Easy to mount with series 
of round holes. 1400 volt and 3500 volt series. 

POSTS, PLATES, AND PLUGS — The No. 37200 series, in. 
cluding both insulated and non-insuloted binding posts with associated 
plates and plugs, provide various combinations to meet most require. 
monts. The posts have captive heads and keyed mounting. 
The No. 37291 and No. 37223 are standard in black or red with other 
colors on special order. No. 37201, No. 37202, and No. 37204 and 
No. 37222 are available in black, red, or low loss. The No. 37202 is 
also available in steatite. 

No. Description No. Description 

37201—Single plates, pr 37212—Duol plug  
3729I—Single plates ( tapered), pr.37222—Non-insuloted binding post 
37202—Dual plates, pr 37223—Insulated binding posts  
37204—Double dual plates, pr  

DIAL LOCK — Compact, easy to mount, positive in action, does 
not alter dial setting in operation! Rotation of knob "A" depresses 
finger " II" ond " C" without imparting any rotary motion to Dial. 
Single hole mounted. 

No. 10050  

TUBE CLAMP — No. 33087 is easy to use, easy to install, effec-
tive in function. Available in special sizes for all types of tubes. Single 
hole mounting. Spring steel, cadmium plated. 



ANEL DIALS — The No. 10035 illuminated penal dial has 12 
c 1 ratio; size, 81/2" o 61/2 ". Small No. 10039 has 8 to t ratio; size, 
" x 31/4 ". Both are of compact mechanical design, easy to mount 
rrcl have totally self-contained mechanism, thus eliminating back of 
and interference. Provision for mounting and marking auxiliary 
3ntrols, such as switches, potentiometers, etc., provided on the Na, 
)035. Standard finish, either size, flat block art metal. 
HAFT LOCKS —  In addition to the original No. 10050 and No. 
7061 " DESIGNED FOR APPLICATION ' shaft locks, we can also 
trnish such variations as the No. 10062 and No. 10063 for easy 
rumb operation as illustrated above. The No. 10061 instantly can. 
tris any Plain " 1/4  shaft" volume control, condenser, etc. from 
plain" to " shaft locked" type. Easy to mount. 

;•1 

DIALS AND KNOBS —  Just a few of the many stock types of 
small dials and knobs ore illustrated herewith. 10007 is 11/4 " diam-
eter, 10009 is 23/.." and 10008 is 31/2 "• 
HIGH VOLTAGE INSULATED SHAFT EXTENSION — 
No. 10061 shaft locks and the No. 39023 insulated high voltage 
potentiometer extension mountings ore available os o single integrated 
unit — the No. 39024. The proper shaft length is independent of 
the panel thickness. The standard shaft has provision for screw driver 
adjustment. Special shaft arrangements are available for industrial 
applications. Extension shaft and insulated coupling are molded as o 
single unit to provide accuracy of alignment and ease of installation. 

Na. 39023, non locking type   No. 39024, locking type   

17, 11.1.811 
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12000 and 16000 SERIES TRANSMITTING CONDENSERS 
— Rigid heavy channeled aluminum end plates. lsolantite insulation, 
solished or plain edges. One piece rotor contact spring and connec-
ion lug. Compact, easy to mount with connector lugs in convenient 
ocotions. Same plate sizes as 11000 series above. 
"he 16000 series has same plate sizes as 04000 series. Also has 
onstant impedance, heavy current, multiple finger rotor contactor 
d new design. Both 12000 and 16000 series available in single 
Ind double sections and many capacities and plate spacing. 

/8000-29000 SERIES VARIABLE AIR CAPACITORS —  
•Designed for Application," double bearings, steatite end plates, 
admium or silver plated brass plates. Single or double section 
022" or .066" air gap. End plate size: '°/ts" o 13/4 6"• Rotor Plate 
adius: 1/4 ". Shaft lock, rear shaft extension, speciol mounting 
crochets, etc., to meet your requirements. The 28000 series has 
emi-circular rotor plate shape. The 29000 series has approximately 
freight frequency line rotor plate shape. Prices quoted on request. 
Aany stock sizes. 

NEUTRALIZING, CAPACITOR —  Designed originally for use 
n our own No. 90881 Power Amplifier, the No. 15011 disc neutral' 
zing capacitor has such unique features os rigid channel frome, 
horizontal or vertical mounting, fine thread over-size lead screw 
with stop to prevent shorting and rotor lock. Heavy rounded-edged 
polished aluminum plates are 2" diameter. Glazed steatite insulation. 

Jo. 15011   

04000 and 11000 SERIES TRANSMITTING CONDENSERS 
.-- Another member of the " Designed for Application•• series of trans-
mitting variable air capacitors is the 04000 series with peak voltage 
ratings of 3000, 6000, and 9000 volts. Right angle drive, 1-1 
ratio. Adjustable drive shaft ongle for either vertical or sloping 
panels. Sturdy construction, thick, round•edged, polished aluminum 
plates with 11/4 " radius. Constant impedance, heavy current, multiple 
finger rotor contactor of new design. Available in all normal 
capacities. 
The 11000 series has 16/1 ratio center drive and fixed ongle drive 
shaft. 

PERMEABILITY TUNED CERAMIC FORMS —  In addition to 
the popular shielded plug-in permeability tuned forms, 74000 series, 
the 69040 series of ceramic permeability tuned unshielded forms 
ore available as standard stock items. Winding diameters available 
front 3/16" to 1/2 " and winding space from 11/32" to 11/2 ". 

No. 69041—(Copper Slug)  Na. 69052—) Iron Core)  
No. 69042—Oron Core/  No. 69054-11ron Core)  
No. 69043—(Copper Slug)  No. 69055—)Capper Slug)  
No. 69044—Oron Core)  No. 69056—Oron Core)  
No. 69045—(Copper Slug)  No. 69057—(Copper Slug)  
No. 69046—( Iron Core)  No. 69058—Oren Core)  
No. 69047—)Copper Slog)  No. 69061—(Copper Slug)  
No. 69048—Oron Core)  No. 69062—Oren Core)  
Na. 69051—)Copper Slug)  
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TRANSMITTING TANK COILS — A full line — all popular 
wattages for all bands. Send for special catalog sheet. 

Nos. 42000, 43000, 44000, 48000  

MINIATURIZED HIGH RELIABILITY VARIABLE CAPACITORS 

NO. 25000 SERIES 

TUNABLE COIL FORM — Standard octal base of low loss mica-
filled bakelite, polystyrene 1/2" diameter coil form, heavy aluminum 
shield, iron tuning slug of high frequency type, suitable for use up to 
35 mc. Adjusting screw protrudes through center hole of standard 
octal socket. 

No. 74001, with iron core  
Na. 74002, less iron core  

RF CHOKES — Many have copied, few have equalled, and none 
have surpassed the genuine original design Millen Designed for Appli-
cation series of midget RF Chokes. The more popular styles now in 
constant production are illustrated herewith. Special styles and varia-
tions to meet unusual requirements quickly furnished. 

No. 34100 — 2.5 mh., 250 ma  No. 34105 — 1.0 mh., 300 ma  
No. 34101 — 2.5 mh., 250 ma  No. 34106 — 1.0 mh., 300 ma 
Na. 34102 — 2.5 mh., 250 ma  No. 34107 — 1.0 mh., 300 ma  
No. 34103 — 2.5 mh., 250 ma  Na. 34108 — 1.0 mh., 300 ma....-
No. 34104 — 2.5 mh., 250 ma  Na. 34109 — 1.0 mh., 300 ma.--

MILLEN COIL FORMS — Made of low loss mica filled brown 
bakelite. Guide funnel makes for easy threading of leads through pins. 

Na. 45000  
No. 45004  
Na. 45005  

MACHINED FROM SOLID BARS OF EXTRUDED BRAS; 

Modern demands for miniature precision, high O varlabls 
air dielectric capacitors with high reliability require tha 
all of the stator plates be machined from a solid block o 
brass and that oll of the rotor plates be machined from 
solid block of brass. Staked, soldered, or washer.spacec 
types of construction are adequate for larger capacitor: 
with wider air gaps but are entirely inadequate for minia 
tore high reliability capacitors for use at high frequencies. 
The stator terminal is an integral part of the stator. TM: 
results from extruding the exact shape required. The rotoi 
shaft is an integral port of the rotor, thus alignment ol 
shaft with rotor is perfect and there ore no pins al 
press fits. 

Special capacitors which can be manufactured using al 
or port of the tooling for standard capacitors ore designer 
and manufactured to order. 

SPECIAL RF CHOKES — Figures 1 and 4 illustrate special type 
of RF chokes available on order. The popular 34300 and 34200 serie 
are shown in figures 2 and 3 respectively. 

OCTAL BASE AND SHIELD — Low loss Phenolic base will 
octal socket plug and aluminum shield can 17/16 x 11/4  a 31 iis. 

No. 74400  

MINIATURE POWDERED IRON CORE RF INDUCTANCES 
The No. 1300 — Miniature powdered iron core inductances. 0.107 ii 
dia. x Ve in. long. Inductances from 3.3 microhenries to 2.5 milli 
henries 4- 5%. RIA standard values plus 25, 50, 150, 250, 350, 500 
and 2500 microhenries. Three layer solenoids from 39 to 350 micro 
henries. 1/4  in. wide single pi from 360 to 2500 microhenries. Specie 
coils on order. 

PHENOLIC FORM RF INDUCTANCES — The No. 34300 In-
ductances — Phenolic coil form with axial leads. Inductances from 
0.15 rnicrohenry to 2.5 rnillihenries EIA standard values plus 
25, 50, 150, 250, 350, 500, and 2500 microhenries. Solenoids from 0.15 
to 16 microhenries. Single pi from 18 to 300 microhenries. Multiple 
pi for higher inductances. Forms Y32” dia. x Yu, in. long, Vié" x Ye, 

o 1/4 ", and 1/4 " x 1". Special coils on order. 

MINIATURE IF TRANSFORMERS — Extremely high O — 
approximately 200 — Variable Coupling — ( under, critical, and over: 
with all adjustments on top. Small size 11/16" x 19/16" x 17/6" Molded 
terminal base. Air capacitor tuned. Coils completely enclosed in cup 
cores. Topped primary and secondary. Rugged construction. High 
electrical stability. 

No. 61455, 455 kc. Universal Trans  
No. 61453, 455 kc. BFO  
No. 61160, 1600 kc. Universal Trans  
No. 61163, 1600 kc. BFO 
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MINIATURIZED COMPONENTS 
DESIGNED for APPLICATION mioiatunzed components 

developed for use in our own equipment such as the 90901 Oscillo-
scope, are now available for separate sale. Many of these parts 

are similar, in most details except size, to their equivalents in our 
standard component parts group. In certain devices where com-
plete miniaturization is not paramount, a combination of standard 
and miniature components may possibly be used to advantage. 

For convenience, we have also listed on this page the extremely 
small sized coil forms from our standard catalog. mina s space • 

CODE DESCRIPTION 

A001 Bar knob for 1/4 " shaft. 1/2 " high by 1/4 " long. 
A006 Fluted black plastic knob with brass insert for 1/4 " shaft. 

1/2 " high by 1/4 " diameter. 
A007 Vs" black plastic dial knob with brass insert for 1/4 " shaft. 

1/4 " diameter dial. 1/4 4," high. 
A008 W' black plastic knob. Same as no. A007 except for style. 
A012 Right angle drive for 1/4 " shafts. Single hole mounting. 
A014 1" bar dial for 1/4 " shaft. 1/2 " high. 180° or 280° dials for 

clockwise or counter-clockwise rotation. 
A015 I" fluted knob dial for Vs" shaft. 1/2 " high. Same dial plates 

as no. A014. 
A017 11/4 " diameter fluted black plastic knob for Vs" shaft. 
A018 Knob, same as no. A007 except with 1/4 " diameter skirt. 
A019 Knob, same as no. A007, but without dial. 
A021 Miniature metal index for miniature dials. 
A050 Miniature dial lock. 
A061 Shaft lock for 1/4 " diameter shaft. 1/4"-32 bushing. Nickel 

plated brass. 
A062 Shaft lock with knurled locking nut. 
A066 Shaft bearing for Vs" diameter shafts. Nickel plated brass. 

Fits l7,Ls" diameter hole. 

type 

CODE DESCRIPTION 

E001 Steatite ceramic standoff or tie- point. Integral mounting 
eyelet. 0.205" overall diameter. 

E201 Black or red plastic binding post plates for No. E222. 
E202 Black or red plastic plates for two binding posts spaced 1/2 ". 

E212 Black or red plastic plug for two binding posts spaced 1/2 ". 
E222 Metal binding post with jack top. 
E302A to E306A Steatite ceramic terminal strips. Ms" wide. Tee-

1 d Vs" on centers Screw  or solder type 
thru-terminals. 

1300-3.3 to 1300-2500 Complete line of miniature inductances 
3.3 to 2500 microhenries. 1/4 " long. Diameter 0.115" to 
0.297". 

M001 Insulated universal ¡ oint style flexible coupling for 1/4 " dia. 

M003 sShoalitcln eoupling for Vs" dia. shafts. Nickel plated brass. 
M004 Universal joint style flexible coupling for 1/4 " diameter shafts. 

Inverted hubs for short length. Not insulated. 
M005 Universal joint style flexible coupling for Vs" diameter shafts. 

External hub for maximum flexibility. Not insulated. 
M006 Universal ¡ oint style flexible coupling for 1/4 " diameter shafts. 

Spring finger. Steatite ceramic insulation. 
M008 Plastic insulated coupling with nickel plated brass inserts for 

M017 Plastic insulated flexible coupling for " diameter shafts. 
11/4 " 1/22"dlioanmgetbeyr shafts.i 3/4.  ,, Vs 

diameter. Bronze yoke. 
M023 Insulated shaft extension for 1/4 "-32 bushing and Vs" shaft 

For mounting sub- miniature potentiometer. 
M024 Locking insulated shaft extension similar to no. M023. 
69043 Steatite ceramic coil form. Adjustable core. Winding space 

1/4 " diameter by 11/2 2" long. Mounting 4-40 hole. 
69044 Steatite ceramic coil form. Adjustable core. Winding space 

0.187" diameter by Ms" long. No. 10-32 mounting. 



FOR EVERY APPLICATION 
m IMMEDIATELY AVAILABLE- FROM STOCK U 11 

Over 1,000 items to cover virtually every electronic application 400 Hermetic items, 
proved to MIL T 27A, eliminate costly test delays. . Highest reliability in the field. . 
Immediately available from your local distributor. Write for catalog. 

LOW PASS HIGH PASS BAND TELEMETERING TELEGRAPH 
PASS 60 to 12000 CYCLES. 400 to 70000 CYCLES. 425 to 2975 CYCLES. 

TRANSISTOR COMPACT 
Mini° WIDE RANGE 

SMALLEST SIZE 

MINIATURE HERMETIC 
HIGNEET POWER 

OUNCER 

ULTRA COMPACT 

TRANSISTOR LINE 
POWER ADAPTORS 

550V 
.2* FRAM BATTERY 

TRANSISTOR SUPPLY 
TO 50V 7.5A 

VOLTAGE ADJUSTORS ... 
STEPDOWN ISOLATION 

UNITS TO 2500 W. 

COMMERCIAL GRADE 

COMPLETE LINE OF AUDIO & POWER 
UNITS FOR COMMERCIAL EQUIPMENT. 

And Special Units to 
Your Specifications 

PERMALLOY DUST 
VARIABLE VARIABLE DECADE LOW PRESA. TOROIDS HIGHEST CI, 
STANDARD HERMETIC INDUCTOR TO 2500 HYS ACCURACY, STABILITY. 

HERMETIC 
POWER 

COMPONENTS 
Military, Industrial 

PLATE TO 6 KV CT 

t_aq 

REACTORS TO 1.25A 

FILAMENT 400 CYCLE 

FOR TUBE, TRANSISTOR, 
CHOPPER, AND MATCHING 
SERVICE. .8 to 12 OZ. 

MINIATURE WOUND CORE, 
.03 TO 23 uSw.. 

AMATEUR 
SERIES 

COMPLETE LINE OF 
AUDIO & POWER FOR 
HAM, MARINE, ETC 

HIGHEST 
FIDELITY 

HIPERMALLOY 

LINEAR STANDARD 

BROALICmST ANA 
H I•F I FAVORITES 

MAGNETIC 
AMPLIFIERS 

è 

FOR SERVO MOTORS 
2 TO 18 WATTS. 

REPLACEMENT TYPES 

AUDIO, POWER, FILAMENT AND 
REACTORS TO 200 MA. 

UNITED TRANSFORMER CORPORATION 
150 Vorick Street, New York 13, N. Y. 

PACIFIC MFG. DIVISION: 4008 W. JEFFERSON BLVD., LOS ANGELES 16, CALIF. 

EXPORT DIVISION, 13 EAST 40th STREET, NEW YORK 16, N. Y. CABLES: "ARLAB" 
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COLLINS 

The finest amateur equipment built... 

YOUR PORTABLE HAM SHACK 

Collins KWM-2 SSB Transceiver 
This versatile single sideband transceiver serves 

both your fixed station and mobile needs on 
any fourteen 200-kc bands between 3.4 rric and 

29.7 mc ( except 5.0 — 6.5 mc). Crystals are 
provided for all HF bands except 10 meters 

where one crystal is supplied with provision 
for two additional crystals. Now you can move 

your ham station from the desk to the mobile 
mount in your car in minutes. 

The compact, lightweight KWM-2 provides 

ample power on 80 through 10 meters with 
175 watts PEP input on SSB, or 160 watts on 
CW. With a two-tone audio keyer and a con-

verter unit, the transceiver may be adapted for 

RTTY use. 

Filter-type SSB generation, Collins permeability-

tuned oscillator, crystal-controlled HF double 
conversion oscillator, VOX and anti-trip cir-

cuits, automatic load control, and RF inverse 

feedback are top features of the KWM-2. 

The Collins 2.1-kc Mechanical Filter, RF amp-
lifier, tuned circuits and several tubes perform 
the dual role of transmitting and receiving. CW 

break-in and monitoring sidetone circuits are 
built in. Four plugs in the mobile mount con-
nect the KWM-2 automatically. A connector 

provides for antenna selection or loading coil 

selection for mobile operation. 

The KWM-2 is easy to operate. The planetary 

20-kc-per-turn knob allows accurate tuning. 
One-kc divisions on all bands provides ease of 
tuning and meeting schedules on frequency. 

Includes 100-kc crystal calibrator. 

The KWM-2 weighs 18 lbs. 3 oz. and meas-
ures 73/4" H ( including legs), 143/4" W, and 

13 1/4 " D. Mounts, accessories and power sup-
plies are available for 12-v dc, and 115- and 

230-v ac operation. 
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The finest amateur equipment built... 

THE COLLINS S/LINE 
System Engineered to Give 
You the Finest in Fixed 
Station SSB Performance 
For the advanced radio operator who wants the 
only system engineered fixed station available, 
Collins offers its famous S/Line. Based on a 
systems concept, each unit of the S/Line aug-
ments the others, giving you a complete single 
sideband station. 

With the receiver and transmitter intercon-
nected, the two may be operated as a trans-
ceiver. A frequency control switch provides for 
separation of transmit and receive tuning. 

Finished in gray tones, with clean, smooth lines 
and front panels of dark gray simulated leather, 
Collins S/Line is equally welcome in your ham 
shack, den or family room. Each time you go 
on the air with a complete Collins S/Line, you 
are assured of the cleanest, clearest signal on 
the amateur bands. 

1i 30L-1 



;2S-1 Transmitter 

The 32S-1 is an SSB or CW transmitter with 
a nominal output of 100 watts between 3.4 and 
29.7 mc ( except 5.0 to 6.5 mc). Crystals fur-
nished cover HF amateur bands and 200 kc on 
10 meters. Input power is 175 watts PEP on 
SSB or 160 watts on CW. 

Features built into the 32S-1 include Mechan-
ical Filter-type sideband generation; stable, 
permeability-tuned VFO; crystal-controlled HF 
oscillator; RF inverse feedback for better linear-
ity; automatic load control for higher average 
talk power, and protection against flat-topping. 

For ac operation, the 516F-2 Power Supply is 
used with the 32S-1; for 12-v dc operation, the 
MP-1 Power Supply may be used. 

312B-4 Speaker Console 

The 312B-4 provides a unitized control for 
the S/Line or the KWM-2. It houses a speaker, 
RF directional wattmeter with 200- and 2000-
watt scales, and switches for station control 
functions. 

75S-3 Receiver 

The 75S-3 provides SSB, CW and AM recep-
tion between 3.4 and 29.7 mc ( except 5.0 — 6.5 
mc) by selection of the appropriate HF hetero-
dyning crystals. Crystals furnished cover HF 
amateur bands except the 10 meter band, where 
one crystal is supplied plus provision for two 
more. 

Features incorporated in the 75S-3 include dual 
conversion with a crystal-controlled first hetero-
dyning oscillator; bandpass first IF; stable, 
permeability-tuned VFO; RF amplifier designed 
to minimize cross modulation products; 2.1-kc 
Mechanical Filter and 200-cycle crystal filter; 
excellent AVC characteristics; both product and 
diode detector; rejection notch filter; manual 
and crystal BFO, and AGC time constant con-
trol. The advanced design of the 75S-5 includes 
the use of only 150 volts on vacuum tube plates, 
use of silicon diodes in lieu of conventional 
high vacuum rectifier; and the choice of three 
degrees of selectivity ( also optional Mechanical 
Filters for AM). Provision for obtaining power 
from a dc power supply is also made. 

With the new Collins 75S-3, you can be assured 
of the finest amateur receiver available for recep-
tion of the CW, SSB, or RTTY modes. 

75.S-1 Receiver 

The 75S-1, designed primarily for SSB, incor-
porates such features as Collins famous fre-
quency stability; dual conversion; 2.1-kc Mech-
anical Filter with provision for adding 500-cps 
Mechanical Filter for CW; AVC system tailored 
for SSB; silicon rectifiers, and provision for AM 
reception. 

30S-1 and New 301.-1 Linear Amplifiers 

The 30S-1 is a completely self-contained, single 
tube, grounded grid linear amplifier. Requiring 
70 to 100 watts driving power ( from the 32S-1 
or KWM-2), it provides the full legal power 
input for SSB, CW or RTTY. The tube used 
is the Eimac 4CX1000A. The 30S-1 may be 
used on any frequency between 3.4 and 29.7 mc. 
A special comparator tuning circuit allows tune-
up at low power to avoid exceeding the legal dc 
input of 1 kw. Push button selection of either 
linear amplifier or exciter output from the front 
panel. Antenna relay included. Conservatively 

rated. 

The new compact 30L-1 Linear ( the same 
size as the famous KWM-2) provides for 1000 
watts PEP input on SSB ( 500 watts average dc) 
and 1000 watts average on CW, and has a self-
contained power supply. It is designed to be 
driven by Collins KWM-1, KWM-2 or 32S-1, 
as well as from most other 70-100 watt 
CW/SSB exciters. The new unit also features 
RF inverse feedback; automatic load control; 
silicon rectifiers and a high/low power switch. 
Instant warm-up time. Automatic antenna 
switching from exciter to amplifier included. 

Extended Frequency Versions of the SiLine 

The 328-1 and 75S-3 are available in extended 

frequency versions, designated the 75S-3A and 

32S-2. The two differ from the original in that 
an additional crystal board has been added 

beneath the chassis. In this board is placed the 
standard complement of ham band crystals nor-

mally received with the equipment. The upper 
board is available for the placement of what-

ever additional crystals may be desired up to 
a total of 14. A front panel switch is added to 

allow switching between the two crystal boards. 

19 
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COLLINS 

The finest amateur equipment built . . . 

COLLINS S/LINE AND 
KWM-2 ACCESSORIES 

302C-3 Directional Wattmeter — Measures forward 
and reflected power on 200- and 2000-watt scales with 
accuracy and without calibrating adjustments. Coupler 
unit mounts separately from indicator-control box. 
Power loss and mismatch introduced by the instru-
ment are negligible. Fixed or mobile applications. 
351E Table Mounts — For mounting the S/Line and 
KWM-2 and accessories on planes, boats, etc. May be 
fastened to any flat surface. Front clamps attach to the 
feet of the units to hold them securely. 

351D-2 Mobile Mount — Provides secure mounting 
for KWM-2 in most automobiles. Cantilever arms 
fold out of the way when the unit is removed. Mating 
plugs connect power, receive-transmit antenna, noise 
blanker antenna, speaker and antenna control as 
KWM-2 slides into place. Power Supply Cable 
included. 
DL-1 Dummy Load — A 100-watt resistive load for 
all HF frequencies. Connects permanently in antenna 
coax line. Front panel or remote switch allows selec-
tion of "antenna" or "load." Provides easy comparison 
of antenna SWR and non-band interference tune-up. 
Will absorb 30L-1, 30S-I outputs for short periods. 
Choice of Type N or RCA antenna connectors. 
3I2B-5 Speaker Console and External PTO — 
Used with the KWM-2 in fixed station operation to 
provide separation of receive and transmit frequencies, 
speaker, directional wattmeter, plus switching for func-
tional control of system. Styled to match KWM-2. 

399C-1 Speaker and External PTO — Contains a 
speaker and a PTO ( as in the 312B-5). 
136B-2 Noise Blanker— An accessory for the 
KWM-2 for mobile operation. This noise blanker 
provides effective reduction of impulse-type noise — 
particularly ignition noise. Requires separate antenna 
resonant at 40 mc. Properly installed, this 136B-2 
can be the difference between operating and not oper-
ating when around other cars. 

312B-3 Speaker— Contains a 5" x 7" speaker and 
connecting cable. Styled to match receiver, transmitter. 

516F-2 AC Power Supply — Operates from 115 
ac, 50-60 cps. Provides all voltage for the 32S-1 

and KWM-2. Cabinet has provision for mounting a 
speaker styled to match the KWM-2. 

MP-1 Mobile Power Supply — A transistorized 
inverter powered from a 12-v automobile, aircraft, 
or boat storage battery to the voltages required for 
operation of the KWM-1, KWM-2 or KWM-2A. 
Wiring cable is normally supplied with 351D-2. 

440E-1 Cable — For use with MP- 1 when the 
351D-2 mount is not used. 22' long with plug to 
match KWM-2 on one end; provision for solder 
lugs on opposite end. 

PM-2 Portable Power Supply — The new PM-2 is 
compact, lightweight, and provides all voltages needed 
for the KWM-2. Connects easily and quickly to rear 
of KWM-2. Operates from either 115 y ac or 220 

ac at 50-400 cps to provide a completely portable 
SSB and CW station. Contains a small speaker. The 
PM-2 and KWM-2 may be carried in the CC-2 
carrying case, with a combined weight of less than 
45 pounds. 

MM-1 Mobile Microphone — A dynamic micro-
phone designed to fit comfortably in your hand. A 
5' length of coiled cord and attached PJ-068 is sup-
plied with the 22-ounce microphone. For use with 
the KWM-2 or the S/Line. Push-to-talk switch. 
Hanger bracket furnished. Brushed aluminum finish. 
MM-2 Boom Microphone — A high-impedance 
reluctance microphone/single earphone combination 
for fixed or mobile operation. PTT not required; 
operates with VOX control. Sponge-padded headband 
clasps head firmly but lightly. Microphone boom and 
ear pipe adjustable for proper fit. Cord and attached 
plugs furnished. 
CC-2 Carrying Case— Specially designed Samsonite 
Silhouette case for the KWM-2/PM-2 or 30L-1. 
Attractive molded Royalite interior protects equip-
ment against rough handling. Two spare pockets. 

MM-3 Boom Microphone— A high- impedance 
boom mike which has the same characteristics as the 
MM-2 except that there is no earphone built into the 
headset of the MM-3. Ideal for fixed station use where 
freedom of movement is desired. 

SM-1 Desk-Top Microphone — A high- impedance, 
dynamic mike with styling and output level to match 
S/Line and KWM-2. Satin aluminum finish. Five-foot 
coiled cord and attached PJ-068 plug furnished. 

35IR-1 Rack Adapter — Matching gray rack panel 
with hardware for mounting 75S-1, 32S-1, KWM-2 
or 30L- I. Supporting shelf holds unit securely. 
351R-2 Rack Adapter— Matching gray rack panels 
with hardware for rack mounting S/Line and KWM-2 
accessories, 516F-2, 399C- I, 312B-4 and 312B-5. Sup-
porting shelf holds unit securely. 
399B-4 Novice Adapter — Plugs into 32S-1 to pro-
vide four crystal-controlled channels for novice oper-
ation of 32S-1. Crystals not furnished. Removal of 
one 6146 reduces power of 32S-I to proper level. 

399B-5 Novice Adapter — Plugs into KWM-2 to 
provide four crystal-controlled channels on transmit. 
Receiver remains PTO tuned. Crystals not furnished. 
Removal of one 6146 reduces power of KWM-2 to 
proper input for novice use. 

I
For further information on the Collins S/Line 
and accessories, see your nearest authorized 
Collins distributor or write: Amateur Sales, 
Collins Radio Company, Cedar Rapids, Iowa. 



All that's new in PLASMA research 
 Nammirimmr-.~..imminum 

if 

read 

December 

Proceedings 
for the facts! 

No matter what your field in elec-
tronics, having a working knowl-
edge of plasmas is greatly to your 
advantage. Why? Because plasmas 

are becoming increasingly important 
in electronics research and application. 

Think of the major new developments in 
this field. Scientists are using gaseous 

plasmas to convert heat directly into elec-
tricity. Will this affect your work? Of course 

it will! Others are designing new vacuum pumps, 
again with gaseous plasmas helping to increase effi-

ciency. Do you see the impact this will have on vacuum 
tubes, on a whole host of electronics products? 

Much specialized research has been done on gaseous 
plasmas in the last few years. Much more is being planned. To 
catch up with it, you'd have to read a mass of technical 
papers weed through conflicting theories, and often find at 
the end that the research is not pertinent to your work at all. 

Realising this . . . 
Proceedings of the IRE devotes its entire December issue 

to a survey of plasma research and findings to date . . . 
More than 15 technical papers, each one written by an au-
thority, will spell out what plasmas are, how they behave, 
what they can do. Guest editor is Dr. E. W. Herold, Vice 
President, Research, Varian Associates. 

Every special issue of Proceedings in the past 
has remained a definitive reference work for years. 
Many were sold out almost immediately. If you 
are not a member of the IRE, make sure of your 
copy of the December special issue on plasmas by 
sending in the coupon immediately. 

Proceedings of the IRE 

The Institute of Radio Engineers 
1 East 79th Street, New York 21 

more than 15 definitive papers 
covering the following areas 

of plasma research 
and application: 

1 Fundamental plasma processes 

2 Applications to communications 

3 Electric power generation 

4 Propulsion systems 

5 Low density plasma explora-

tions 

6 Generation and amplification of 

oscillations in plasmas 

7 Diagnostic procedures 

The Institute of Radio Engineers 
1 East 79th Street, New York 21 

Please send me the December 1961 issue of Proceedings of the IRE, 
containing a survey of the research carried out on plasmas. 

D Enclosed is $3.00 (for non-members only).* 

D Enclosed is company purchase order. 

'Extra copies to IRE members, $1.25 each (limit: 1 extra to a 

member). 

--

COMPANY --

ADDRESS--

21 
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Write for FREE 4- page 

color brochure describ-

ing " Messenger", " Per-

sonal Messenger -, an-

tennas and accessories! 

VIKING fit 
ADVENTURER—Sell-contained ... 50 watts CW input ... tugged 807 
transmitting tube ... instant bandgwitching 80 through 10 meters. 
Crystal or external VFO control— wide range pi- network output—timed 
sequence keying. With tubes, less crystals. 
Cat. No. 240481-1 Kit   Net $ 54.95 

NAVIGATOR-40 watts CW input . .. also serves as a flexible VFO 
exciter. 6146 final amplifier tube—bandswitching 160 through 10 
meters. Built-in VFO or crystal control. With tubes, less crystals. 
Cat. No. 240-126-1 Kit   Net $ 149.50 
Cat. No. 240-126-2 Wired, tested    Net $ 199.50 

CHALLENGER-70 watts phone input 80 through 6; 120 watts CW 
input 80 through 10 ... 85 watts CW on 6 meters. Two 60Q6A final 
amplifier tubes. Crystal or external VFO contrui—TVI suppressed— 
wide range pi-network output. With tubes, less crystals. 
Cat. No. 240-182-1 Kit   Net $114.75 
Cat. No. 240-182-2 Wired, tested   Net $ 154.75 

6N2— Rated 150 watts CW and 100 watts phone— instant bandswitch-
ing coverage 6 and 2 meters. Fully TVI suppressed— use with "Viking 
I, II", " Ranger I, II", "Valiant" or similar power supply/modulators. 
(»Mies by crystal control or external VFO with 8.9 flic. output. With 
tubes, less crystals. 
Cat. No. 240-201-1 Kit   Net $ 129.50 
Cat. No. 240-201-2 Wired, tested    Net $ 169.50 

10 METER "MESSENGER"—A compact, superbly-engineered trans-
ceiver. Ideal for fixed location or mobile operation. Completely crystal 
controlled, the 10- Meter "Messenger" contains 10 t ubes (including 
rectifier). Instant selection of five frequencies in the range of 29.4 to 
29.7 mos., within a 300 kc. segment of the 10-meter band. Super-
heterodyne receiver has excellent sensitivity and selectivity. ANL, 
AVC—positive action "squelch" ... wide range pi-L network output 
. . . push-to- talk ceramic microphone! Transmitter section uses a 
7054 crystal oscillator coupled to a high gain 7061 final amplifier— 
delivers a clean, crisp, well modulated signal! Unit is light weight, 
easy to install. With power cords, tubes, microphone and 29,640 kc. 
crystals for National Calling and Emergency Frequency. 
Cat, No. 242-201 115V AC only   Net $ 129.75 
Cat. No, 242-202 115V AC/6V DC  Net $ 139.75 
Cat. No, 242.203 115V AC/12V DC   Net $ 139.75 

10 METER "PERSONAL MESSENGER"—Compact, hand.held crystal 
controlled transceiver. Available in 100 milliwatt or ,1 watt Output 
models. Contains eleven transistors and four diodes. Unit is flexible 
and day to operate. Superheterodyne receiver with exclusive tuned 
RF amplifier gives twice the sensitivity and more than 40% increase 
in range over similar type units with conventional circuitry. Both 
transmitter and receiver sections have staggered tuned circuits for 
frequency coverage from 29.450 mc. to 29.70Q mu, wddout returned 
any portion of either section. POwerful twostage transmitter punches 
signal home even at extreme ranges—delivers higher power output 
than similar units with same rated input! Shaped high output " push-
pull" audio provides unmatched intelligibility and razor-sharp voice 
reproduction for 100% copy! For operation with penlight cells or 
rechargeable nickel cadmium batteries. Accessories, in addition to 
those listed below, include earphone and plug, car cigarette lighter 
adapter. 
Cat. No. 242-103 10 Meter "Personal Mess eeeee ", 100 mililwatt, 

with 29.640 crystal, 8 penlight cell•battery case .. . Net $ 109.50 
Cat. No, 242-104 10 Meter "Personal Mess eeeee ", 1 watt, with 
29.640 crystal, 8 penlight cell battery case ... Net to be Announced 

Cat. No. 251-806 Leather carrying case and strap . . . . Net $8.50 
Cat. No, 230-804 Rechargeable nickel cadmium battery. Plugs into 
115 V AC outlet to recharge   Net $ 19.95 

RANGER II— Now—a new version of the popular 75 watt CW or 65 
watt AM "Ranger". The "Ranger II" transmitter also serves as an 
RF/audio exciter for high power equipment. Completely self-con-
tained instant bandswitching 160 through 6 meters! Operates by 
built-in VFO or crystal control. High gain audio-timed sequence key-
ing, TVI suppressed. Pi-network antenna load matching from 50 to 
500 ohms. With tubes, less crystals. 
Cat. No. 240-162-1 Kit   Net $249.50 
Cat. No. 240-162-2 Wired, tested    Net $359.50 

VALIANT-275 watts input CW and SSB (P.E.P. with auxiliary SSB 
exciter) 200 watts phone. Instant bandswitching 160 through 10 
meters— built-in VFO or crystal control. Pi-network output matches 
antenna loads from 50 to 600 ohms. TVI suppressed—timed se-
quence keying— built-in low pass audio filter—self-contained power 
supplies. With tubes, less crystals. 
Cat. No. 240-104-1 Kit   Net $349.50 
Cat. No. 240-104-2 Wired, tested    Net $439.50 

FIVE HUNDRED— Full 600 watts CW-500 watts phone and SSB 
(P.E.P, with auxiliary SSB exciter). Compact RF unit designed for 
desk-top operation. All exciter stages ganged to VFO tuning—may 
also be operated by crystal control. Instant bandswitching 80 through 
10 meters—TVI suppressed— high gain push-to-talk audio system. 
Wide range pi-network output. With tubes, less crystals. 
Cat. No. 240-500-1 Kit   Net $749.50 
Cat. No. 240-500-2 Wired, tested   Net $949,50 

E. F. JOHNSON COMPANY 



Choice Among Nation's Amateurs! 

arm% 

"COURIER"— Rated a solid 500 watts P.E.P. 
input with auxiliary SSB exciter as a Class B 
linear amplifier; 500 watts CW or 200 watts 
AM linear. Self-contained desk-top package— 
continuous coverage 3.5 to 30 mcs. Drive re-
quirements: 5 to 35 watts depending on 
mode and f re quency,desired. TVI suppressed. 
With tubes and built-in power supply. 
Cat. No. 240-352-2 Wired . . . Net $289.50 

The world at your fingertips! 
VIKING "KILOWATT" AMPLIFIER— The only trans-
mitter that provides maximum legal power in all 
modes—SSB, CW, and plate modulated AM. Class C 
final amplifier operation provides plate circuit effi-
cienciesin excessof 70%with unequalled broadcast-
type high level amplitude modulation. Two 4-440A 
tubes in Class AB2 easily deliver 2000 watts P.E.P. 
(twice average DC) in SSB mode—provides 1000 
watts input AM with two push-pull 810 tubes in 
Class B modulator service. 1000 watts input Class 
C CW. High efficiency pi-network output circuit will 
match 50 to 500 ohm antenna loads. Pedestal con-
tains complete unit. Excitation requirements: 30 
watts RF and 10 watts audio for AM: 10 watts peak 
for SSB. With tubes. 
Cat. No. 240-1000 Wired   Net $ 1595.00 
Cat. No. 251-101-1 Matching accessory desk top, 
black and three-drawer pedestal . . Net $ 132.00 

"THUNDERBOLT—The hottest linear am-
plifier on the market-2000 watts P.E.P. 
(twice average DC) input SSB: 1000 watts 
CW; 800 watts AM linear. Continuous cover-
age 3.5 to 30 mcs—instant bandswitching. 
Drive requirements: approx. 10 watts Class 
A132 linear, 20 watts Class C continuous wave. 
With tubes and built-in power supply. 
Cat. No. 240-353-1 Kit   Net $524.50 
Cat. No. 240-353-2 Wired . .   Net $589.50 

INVADER—More exclusive features than any other Transmitter'Ex-
citer on the market today! Specially developed high frequency. 
symmetrical, multi-section band-pass crystal filter for more than 60 
db sideband suppression—more than 55 db carrier suppression! 
Instant bandswitching 80 through 10 meters—no extra crystals to 
buy—no realigning necessary. Delivers solid 200 watts CW and PEP. 
SSB input; 90 watts input AM. Built-in VFO—exclusive RF controlled 
audio A6C and ALC (limiter type) provide greater average speech 
power. Wide range pi•network output circuit—extremely smooth. 
VOX and anti- trip circuits. Fully TVI suppressed. Self-contained heavy-
duty power supply. Wired, tested, tubes and crystals. 
Cat. No. 240-302-2   Net $619.50 

HIGH POWER CONVERSION—Take the features and performance of 
your " Invader" ... add the power and flexibility of this unique 
Viking " Hi- Power Conversion" system ... and you're "on the air" 
with the " Invader 2000". Wired, tested, includes everything you 
need—no soldering necessary—complete conversion in one evening. 
Cat. No. 240-303-2   Net $619.50 

INVADER 2000—Here are all of the fine features of the - Invader", 
plus the added power and flexibility of an integral linear amplifier and 
remote controlled power supply. Rated a solid 2000 watts P.E.P. 
(twice average DC) input on SSB; 1000 watts CW: and 800 watts input 
AM! Wide range output circuit (40 to 600 ohms adjustable). Final am-
plifier provides exceptionally uniform "Q". Exclusive " push-pull" 
cooling system. Heavy-duty multi-section power supply. Wired, tested. 
power supply, tubes and crystals. 
Cat. No. 240-304-2  Net $1229.00 

WASECA, MINNESOTA 

"6N2 THUNDERBOLT"- 1200 watts (twice 
average DC) input SSB and DSB, Class A131; 
1000 watts CW, Class C; and 700 watts input 
AM linear. Continuous bandswitched cover-
age on 6 and 2 meters. TVI suppressed. 
Drive requirements; approx. 5 watts Class 
AB1 linear, 6 watts Class C CW. With tubes 
and built-in power supply. 
Cat. No. 240-362-1 Kit   Net $524.50 
Cat. No, 240-362-2 Wired . .   Net $589.50 



Cat. No. 250-29 

Cat. No. 250-34 Cat. No. 250-42 

Cat. No. Cat. No. 
250-37 138-117 

POWER REDUCER-Up to 20 watts continuous dissipation with 
100-150 watt transmitters, used as exciters for Viking " Kilowatt". 
Cat. No. 250-29   Net $ 13.95 

POWER DIVIDER- Up to 35 watts continuous dissipation with 
50-75 watt output transmitters, when driving Viking " Kilowatt". 
Cat. No. 250-34   Net $25.50 

ATTENUATORS-6 db attenuation with power dissipation to serve 
as exciters for Viking " Thunderbolt". 
Cat. No. 250-42-1 for Viking " Ranger"   Net $21.50 
Cat. No. 250-42-3 for HT-32 or similar unit   Net $21.50 

"SIGNAL SENTRY"- Monitors CW or phone signals up to 50 mc. 
without tuning. Energized by transmitter RF. With tubes. 
Cat. No. 250-25   Net $22.00 

CRYSTAL CALIBRATOR- Provide accurate 100 kc check points to 
55 mc. with tube, crystal, power cable and extension lead. 
Cat. No. 250-28   Net $ 17.95 

"WHIPLOAD-6"-For standard mobile whip. High efficiency base 
loading. Instant bandswitching 75, 40, 20, 15, 10 meters. 
Cat. No. 250-26   Net $ 16.95 

bkze-cora,2,9-. 
Write today for our 

newest Amateur Catalog! 

Available now-

contains photos, 

schematics, and detailed 

specifications! 

® 

STATION ACCESSORIES 

"6N2" VFO-Replaces 8 to 9 mc, crystals in frequency multi-
plying 6 and 2 meter transmitters. Output frequency range: 
7.995 to 9.010 mc. 
Cat. No. 240-133-1 Kit   Net $34.95 
Cat. No. 240-133-2 Wired, tested   Net $54.95 

"6N2" CONVERTER- Instant switching from receiver operation 
to 6 or 2 meter transmitters. Available in kit or wired, in ranges: 
26.30 mcs., 28.30 mcs. 14-18 mcs. or 30.5.24.5 mcs. 
Cat. No. 250-43 Kit   Net $59.95 
Cat. No. 250-43 Wired, tested   Net $89.95 

"MATCHBOXES"-Completely integrated antenna matching and 
switching systems for transmitters. Bandswitching 80 through 
10 meter5. 
Cat. No. 250-23-3 275 watts, with directional coupler and 
indicator . . . . . . Net $86.50 

Cat. No, 250-23 Less' directional 'coup-1er '''''' **** 
indicator . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Net $54.95 

Cat. No. 250-30-3 *********** with directional coupler and 
indicator   Net $ 149.50 

T-R SWITCH- Instantaneous break-in on SSB, DSB, CW or AM. 
Power supply and provision for RF probe. 
Cat. No. 250-39  Net $27.75 

LOW PASS FILTER-Wired and pre-tuned. 
Cat. No. 250-20 52 ohms impedance  Net $ 14.95 
Cat. No. 250-35 72 ohms impedance 

Cat. No. 250-25 

  Net $14.95 

Cat. No. 250-28 _ 

Cat. No. 250-26 

Cat. No. 
..111.114% 114-310 

Cat. No. Cat. No. 

Cat. No. 138-420 114-450 114-500 

FIRST 

CHOICE AMONG 
THE NATION'S 

AMATEURS 

DIRECTIONAL COUPLER AND INDICATOR- Provides continuous 
reading of SWR and relative power in transmission line. 
Cat. No. 250-37 Coupler   Net $ 11.75 
Cat. No. 250-38 Indicator   Net $25.00 

"ROTOMATIC ROTATOR"-Supports up to 175 lb. beam antenna. 
Rotates 1 RPM, 12,000 to 1 gear reduction. Top plate hinged to 
tilt 90°. Desk top control and indicator. 
Cat. No. 138-117   Net $335.00 

PRE-TUNED BEAMS-With 3 elements, boom and balun matching 
sections. 
Cat. No. 138-420-3 20 meters   Net $139.50 
Cat. No. 138-415-3 15 meters   Net $ 110.00 
Cat. No. 138-410-3 10 meters   Net $ 79.50 

PRACTICE SET-Constant frequency buzzer and key; adjustable 
tone; powered by two dry cells or "C" battery. 
Cat. No. 114-450   Net $4.90 

STANDARD KEYS-With Johnson "cushion-contact" design for 
smooth keying action. 
Cat. No. 114-310 Black wrinkle, no switch  Net $3.10 
Cat. No. 114-311-3 Chrome plated, with switch .   Net $6.10 

DELUXE SEMI-AUTOMATIC KEYS-Adjustable from lowest to high-
est speeds. Smooth, easy action. 
Cat. No. 114-500 W' contacts, black wrinkle base .. Net $ 17.95 
Cat. No. 114-501 le contacts, chrome base  Net $20.65 

E. F. JOHNSON COMPANY • WASECA, MINNESOTA 



It pays to insist on 

'Rn crystals 
STANDARD OF EXCELLENCE SINCE 1934 

AMATEUR TYPES 
Fundamental, PR Type Z-2 
Frequency Ranges in Kcs.: 3,500 to 4,000 
8,000 to 8,222 (2M); 8,334 to 9,000 (6M). 

Rugged. Low drift, fundamental oscillators. High activity and 
power output. Stands up under maximum crystal currents. Stable, 
long-lasting; ± 500 cycles $2.95 Net 

(All Z-2 Crystals calibrated with a load of 32 mmfd.) 

Third Overtone, PR Type Z-9A 
Hermetically sealed; calibrated 24,000 to 24,666 and 25,000 to 
27,000 Kc., ±-3 Kc.; .050" pins $3.95 Net 
6 Meters, PR Type Z-9A 
Fifth overtone; for operating directly in 6-meter band; her-
metically sealed; calibrated 50 to 54 Mc., ±-15 Kc.; .050" pins. 

$4.95 Net 
CITIZENS BAND CLASS "D" 
Type Z-9R, Transmitter 

FCC assigned frequencies in mega-
cycles: 26.965, 26.975, 26.985, 
27.005, 27.015, 27.025, 27.035, 
27.055, 27.065, 27.075, 27.085, 
27.105, 27.115, 27.125, 27.135, 
27.155, 27.165, 27.175, 27.185, 
27.205, 27.215, 27.225, 27.255, 
calibrated to .005%. (Be sure to 
specify manufacturer and model 
number of equipment) $2.95 Net 

CITIZENS BAND CLASS "D" 
Type Z-9R, Receiver 

Specify I.F. frequency, also wheth-
er receiver oscillator is above or 
below transmitter frequency. Cali-
brated to .005%. (Be sure to specify 
manufacturer and model number 
of equipment.) $2.95 Net 

Type Z-9R, Radio Control 
FCC assigned frequencies in mega-
cycles: 26.995, 27.045, 27.095, 
27.145, 27.195, 27.255; calibrated 
to .005%. (Be sure to specify manu-
facturer and model number of 
equipment.)    $2.95 Net 

Type 2XP 
Suitable for converters, experimental, etc. Same holder 
dimensions as Type Z-2. 
1600 to 12000 Kc., (Fund.) -±5 Kc $3.45 Net 

$4.45 Net 12001 to 25000 Kc. (3rd Overtone) ± 10 Kc  

ALL PR CRYSTALS ARE UNCONDITIONALLY 
ORDER FROM YOUR JOBBER. 

GUARANTEED. 

(80M); 7,000 to 7,425 ( 40M); 

COMMERCIAL TYPES 
Commercial Crystals available from 
100 Kc. to 70 Mc. Prices on request. 

Type Z- I, MARS and CAP 
Official assigned frequencies in 
the range. Calibrated to .005%. 
1600 to 10000 Kc $3.45 Net 

Type Z I, TV Marker 
Channels 2 thru 13.---$6.45 Net 
4.5 Mc. Intercarrier, 
.01% $2.95 Net 

5.0 Mc. Signal Generator, 
.01% $2.95 Net 

10.7 Mc. FM, IF, 
.01%  $2.95 Net 

Type Z-6A, 
Frequency 
Standard 
To determine band 
edge. To keep the 
VFO and receiver 
properly calibrated. 
100 Xc. 66.95 

Net 

Z-6A 

PETERSEN RADIO CO., inc. 2800 W. Broadway 
COUNCIL BLUFFS, IOWA 

EXPORT SALES: Royal National Corporation, 250 W. 57th Street, New York 19, N. Y., U. S. A. 
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FOR SALE: 

MEMBERSCRIPTIONS! 

IIo, it's not a piece of ham gear, but every ham 

should have one. Nearly all active horns do, 

and even some nonhams have at least one in the 

family. It's not edible but it does give you something 

to chew on. Part of it is intangible, the other part is 

black and white, but should be read. 

e hat is it? Shucks, 0M—a memberscription is a 

combination membership in the American 

Radio Relay League and a subscription to QST • 
magazine. It's an investment in goods and services * 

that can't be duplicated anywhere for twice the 

price. It's an investment that pays dividends right • 
from the first doy and increases in value over a 

period of years. 

illfflyhe fellow who already has a memberscription 

well knows that his investment helps support an 

organization that represents his hobby at all inter  • 
national radio conferences, in the Congress, and be-

fore domestic regulatory agencies, an organization 

that publishes over a dozen books and booklets to 

help the beginner get started and the licensed ham • 
advance himself, an organization that sponsors 

conventions, contests, and awards such as DXCC, 

WAS, and the RCC, and an organization that is 

completely governed and run "By and For the Ama  • 
teur." 

?e biggest tangible dividend is QST magazine, 

packed with the latest of everything, and de-

livered 12 times during each memberscription. When • 
saved, back issues of QST make an unsurpassed and * 

invaluable reference library of technical as well as 

historical data. 

• 
• 

• 

• 

WEST HARTFORD 7, CONNECTICUT 

........................ 

leemberscribers: Sign up your friends, enemies, 

good ops, and bad ops (maybe exposure 

to QST will help them lose their LIDS). Whatever the 

motive, every ham should get a memberscription 

and join with nearly 100,000 others in working 

toward making ham radio a hobby we can all 

continue to enjoy and be proud of. 

Memb e iptions only $3 a year in the U.S., 
$3.25 in Canada, and $6 elsewhere 

THE AMERICAN RADIO 
RELAY LEAGUE, INC. 

More UHF 
Power for Mobile 

Applications 

The air-cooled RCA-8121 and RCA-8122 high-perveance 

"tetrodes" offer more UHF power than ever in compact 

"low-cost" mobile communications. Featuring a 13.5. 

volt heater, these beam power tubes give dependable 

performance with battery operation. The RCA-8072 is 

a conduction-cooled version of the radiator types. These 

three unique types employing ceramic-metal construc-

tion represent another first from RCA for mobile use. 

RCA CERAMIC-METAL TUBES FOR MOBILE USE 
Typical CW Operation 

Type Cooling 
Maximum 

plate 
Dissipation 

Plate 
Volts 

Freq. 
Mc 

Useful 
Power Output 

Watts 

8121 Conduction 100' 700 
50 
175 
470 

110 
105 
85 

8122 Forced-Air 150 1500 UP to 
500 

235 

8072 Forced-Air 400 2000 up to 
500 

300 

May be higher depending on heat-sink design. 

e 

The Most Trusted Name in Electronics 
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BEAM 
POWER 

for All Powers 
Whether you're on SSB, AM, or CW— 
QRP or QRO—there's an RCA beam power 

for every amateur transmitter power 
level and for frequencies to 
450 Mc and beyond. 
Beam power tubes make it practical to 

build compactness into your rig. They do the 
job with fewer stages, less expensive 
components, fewer controls. RCA beam 
power tubes deliver the power with 
relatively low plate voltages. Thousands of 
commercial transmitters prove out these facts. 

For more useable "transmitter watts" 
for your dollars, "Socket-up" with RCA beam 
power tubes. Check the chart at the right 
for the types you need—and order direct 
from your RCA Industrial Tube Distributor, 

Popular RCA ' Beam" Power Tubes for Transmitter Application 
(listed according to power- input ra logs) 

RCA 
Type 

Class 
of 

Service 

Max. 
Plate- 
Input 

Watts• 

Max. 
DC 

Plate 
Volts• 

Max. 
Freq. 

For full 
Input 
(Mc) 

Max. 
useful 
Freq. 
(Mc) 

Heater (H) 
or 

Filament (F) 
Volts 

5763 CW 
AM 

17  
15 

350 
 30 0 

1 50 175 6.0 (H) 

6417 Same as RCA-5763 except fo heater voltage 12.6 (H) 

2E26 
CW 
SSB 
AM 

40 
37.5 
27 

600 
500 
500 

} 125 175 6.3 ( Fi) 

2E24 Slme as RCA-2E26 but has quick- heating filament 6.3 ( F) 

6893 Same as RCA-2E26, except fo heater voltage 12.6 (H) 

832-A' CW . 
AM 

50** 
36" 

750 
600 

)200 250 
6.3•(H) 
12.6o(H) 

807 
CW 
SSB 
AM 

75 
90 
60 

750 
750 
600 

60 125 6.3 (H) 

1625 Same as RCA- 807, except for heater vol age 12.6 (H) 
and use of medium 7- pin base 

6524' 
CW 
SSB 
AM 

85** 
85'• 
55" 

600 
600 
500 

1 100 470 6.3 (H) 

6850' Same as RCA-6524 except fo heater voltage 12.6 ( H) 

4604 CW 90 750 60 175 6.3 ( F) 
quick- heating 

6146 
CW 
SSB 
AM 

90 
85 
67.5 

750 
750 
600 

) 60 175 6.3 (H) 

6883 Same as RCA-6146, except for heater voltage 12.6 ( H) 

829-B• 
CW 
SSB 
AM 

120" 
120" 
90'• 

750 
750 
600 

} 200 250 
6.3•(H) 
12.61o(H) 

7203/ 
4CX250B 

CW 
SSB 
AM 

500 
500 
300 

2000 
2000 
1500 

} 500 — 6.0 (H) 

7094 
CW 
SSB 
AM 

500 
400 
335 

1500 
2000 
1200 

} 60 175 6.3 (H) 

813 
CW 
SSB 
AM 

500 
450 
400 

2250 
2500 
2000 

30 
} 

120 10 (F) 

'Twin-Type " Total for both Units •For parallel- heater connection 
*For series-heater connection •Max. Rat .ngs for amateur 

For technical data on any of these types write RCA, Commercial 
En ineerin Section A-11-M Harrison N.J. 
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INTRODUCING... 
THE BARKER & WILLIAMSON 

TRANSMITTER 

AVAILABLE EARLY 1962 

All New Design - Frequency Stability 
Superior to anything offered today 
No free-running Oscillators! 

• SSB . . . CW . . . AM. 

• Frequency coverage: Amateur bands 80 
thru 10 and most MARS frequencies. 

• Sideband Attenuation better than 50 db. 

The ccrà 

• Carrier Suppression . . . 50 db or better. 

• Distortion products down by 40 db. 

• Power Input: CW 180 Watts . . . 
SSB 140 Watts PEP. 

6100 is a NEW transmitter with NEW features — 

Establishing a NEW standard of performance. 

BARKER & WILLIAMSON, Inc. 
(Pack Communications equipment Since 1 92 

BRISTOL, PENNSYLVANIA • STillwell 8-5581 
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Grounded Grid Linear Amplifier 

This smartly-styled full kilowatt pack-
age of power takes up no more table 
space than a receiver. Can be driven 
by commercial and home-built exciters 
in the 100-watt output class. Includes 
R.F. section complete with tubes, 

blower, filament and bias supply and 
optional input matching unit. Pi-
network output circuit for precise 
tuning and loading on 80-40-20-15-10 

meters. 

POWER SUPPLY UNIT LPS-1 — 
Designed as companion to the LPA-1 
for side-by-side installation or remote 
location. Switching panel removable 
for remote control. Full wave single-
phase bridge rectifier with four Type 
816 mercury vapor tubes included. 
R.F. filtering. Heavy-duty trans-

former core stacks and superior high-
voltage insulation for reliable, con-
tinuous operation at 1 KW. 

COAXIAL TYPE SWITCHES 

These switches are used for 
switching 52 or 75 ohm coaxial 
lines. By the twist of a knob 
test instruments, antennas, 
transmitters, receivers and 
many other devices may be 
switched in or out of a coax 
line circuit. SO-239 connectors 
are provided on Models 550A 
and 551A. Rating is 1KW ampli-
tude modulated. Frequency 
range to 50Mc. Cross talk is 
-45db and - 60db between 

alternate outlets at 30Mc. Size 4" overall o 21/4" depth. One 
inch shaft length. Shipping weight 2 lbs. Other models are 
available to order, including single and multiple gang units 
with " UHF", "BNC", "N" and "phono.tyPe" connectors as 

specified. 

TR SWITCHES — FOR 52-72 OHM COAX LINE 

A self-contained unit that provides 
automatic changeover of antenna 
from receiver to transmitter or visa 
versa, with no signal loss. Ideal for 
break-in operation on CW and SSB 
or push to talk on AM phone. Model 
381 has selectable bandswitching, 
providing high order of sensitivity 
and selectivity. Handles full legal 
limit of power on AM, CW and SSB. 
Model 38013 is for medium power 
applications. Provides broadband 
circuitry to eliminate tuning and 
adjustment. 
Model 381—Size 41/4 04"051/4" Model 380B—Size5"x31/4"x31/4" 

Shipping wt. 5 lbs. Shipping wt..4 lbs. 

TRANSISTORIZED POWER CONVERTERS 

AND INVERTERS 
Reliable solid state, shock re-
sistant DC to DC and DC to AC 
Power units. They operate from 
12 volts oc utilizing power tran-
sistors as switching elements. 
Units eliminate vibrators and 
rotating components, providing 
higher efficiency in a smaller 
package. They are ideal for all 
types of mobile equipment 
where high voltage DC from a 
12 volt DC Dower source is required. 
Max. size 41/4" x 51/4" x 3'1/4" 
Ship. wt. not over 1.5 pounds 

BARKER & WILLIAMSON, Inc. 
BRISTOL, PENNSYLVANIA 

600 GRID DIP 

METER 

PI-NETWORK INDUCTORS 

Ultra-compact highly efficient 
and intergrally bandswitched, 
these pi- network inductor as-
semblies incorporate novel de-
sign features. They are designed 
for single or parallel tube opera-
tion from 80 through 10 meters. 
Windings provide ample current 
carrying capacity. Maximum"Q" 
over the entire operating range. 
Model 851 for 500 watt finals 

FILAMENT CHOKES 
Grounded Grid Amplifier 

Broadband characteristics from 80 
through 10 meters inclusive, requir-
ing no tuning. Used with standard 
types of filament transformers. Cased 
in sturdy steel shells with mounting 
brackets. Two types available. 

Model No. FC-15: for use with one 
or two tubes requiring a total of not 
more than 15 amps filament current. 
Dimensions: 11/2" x 11/2" x 41/4 ". 

Model No. FC-30: for one or two 
tubes requiring a total of not more 
than 30 amps filament current Di-
mensions: 2" x 21/4" x 5". 

A highly sensitive, accurately calibrated 
instrument which can be used as an RF 
Signal Monitor, Auxiliary Signal Gener-
ator, and Absorbtion Wave- meter. 
The wedge shape makesit easy to handle. 

Plug-in coils are protected-
by colored vinyl plastic 
Sleeves. Sensitivity control 
permits adjustment for dis-
tinctive dips throughout 
entire 1.75 to 260 mc range. 
Overall size 3" x 3" x 7": 
Wt. approx. 2 lbs. Operates 
from 105-125 v-ac 50-60 
Cycles. 
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AUDIO PHASE SHIFT NETWORK 

These components are for use in 
SSB suppressed carrier radio-tele-
phone applications. No larger than 
a 615 tube, the model 350 consists of 
an octal base that fits into a standard 
octal tube socket. It is designed to 
split any audio signal, from 300 to 
3,000 CPS, into two equal amptitude 
components which are 90° + 1.5° 
out of phase with respect to each 
other. Model 350 Type 2Q4 

CYCLOMETER TYPE COUNTER 

For units that must be rotated in 
excess of 360° and reset to the same 
point. Available for 10 or 100 turns 
to within one- tenth of a turn. Front 
plate is 3" x 3". Depth from front of 
panel is 1"46" .Either type available 
with a positive stop to limit the num-
ber of shaft rotations and a positive 
shaft lock. Price is determined by the 
application. Standard finish is black 
crackle. Other finishes on special Order. 

10 Turn Cyclometer- Model No. 3901 

100 Turn Cyclometer- Model No. 3902 
Numbers decrease with clockwise 
rotation 

Model No. 3902-1 
Numbers increase with clockwise 
rotation. 

",•• 

Shipping Weight 5 lbs. 

MODEL 725 BALUN 
A universal model handling 1KW on 
CW and 100% modulated AM phone, 
4KW PEP on SSB. 

Frequency range 1.5 to 30Mc. For 
use with any antenna having a 300 
ohm feed point. VSWR better than 
1.5:1 over entire range. Negligible 
insertion loss. Coaxial imput fittings, 
ceramic feed through output. 
Weather-proof steel case size 3½" x 
4,/1" x iVA4". Shipping weight 21/2 
pounds. 

LOW PASS FILTERS 

1KW rating. Will reduce serious and 
unwanted radiation to a minimum of 
85 db throughout the TV band and 
in excess of 100 db on channel "2". 
No tuning or adjustment required. 
The waveguide principle, employed 
in design of these units, permits a 
novel multi-section construction and 
assembly for greater attenuation in 
less space, at a lower cost. Units are 
equipped with SO 239 connector fittings. 

Model 425 for 52 ohm coax lines 
Model 426 for 75 ohm coax lines 
Size 11" x 2" x 3" 

COAX 

Model CC50 

RF 

ANTENNA CONNECTORS 

These connectors provide a weather 
proof, mechanically strong connec-
tion between a coaxial feed line and 
the center of a dipole antenna. It 
has an aluminum housing, rust 
proof eye- bolts and steatite insula-
tion. Provision is made for internal 
soldered connections. Unit is fur-
nished with rubber bushing for use 
with small coax cables and includes 
cement and instructions for installa-
tions. Size of both units 6',¡" x 53/4" 
x 11/2". Shipping weight 2 lbs. 

Model CC5I (Military Type) 

PLATE CHOKE MODEL 800 

This unit is ideal for parallel or 
series fed high power final amplifier 
circuits. It is used for operation in 
the amateur bands- 80 through 10 
meters inclusive. Winding is on a 
high quality grooved steatite form, 
threaded on both ends, for mounting 
with a Vi"—#20 screw. Rating is 
2500 VDC at 500 Ma. Size 6"x 5/4" 
in diameter. Shipping weight 1 lb. 

BALUNS BIFILAR COIL TYPE 

Baluns are impedance matching de-
vices which function to transform a 
75 ohm unbalanced RF power source 
to either a 300 or 75 ohm balance load 
or visa versa. They are used to feed 
and match single or folded dipoles, 
or beam antennas, fed with coax 
lines. B&W halons will handle 250 
watts AM phone, 500 watt CW and 
1KW on SSB. Type 3976 kit ( illus-
trated) consists of two Type 3975 
coils and a compact 3977 mounting 
bracket with connector fittings. 

MATCHING UNITS 

MODELS LPA•MU AND LPA•MU-2 
A compact pretuned bandswItching 
turret assembly for correcting mis-
match between a fixed driver- exciter 
unit and the broadbanded input 
circuitry of the LPA-1. Recom-
mended for driver- exciter units 
whose output impedance is fixed to 
a single value, and for cases of 
marginal output inadequate to drive 
the LPA-1 to a full KW on all bands. 

Model LPA-MU fits the LPA-1 
Linear Amplifier and is coupled with 
the Pi- Network final tank circuit. 

Model LPA-MU-2 is similar to the 
IPA- MU, but is designed for Barker 

Williamson's previous Models 
L- 1000-A and L- 1001-A Grounded 
Grid Linear Amplifiers. 

AIR WOUND COILS 

legkaPti#141 

II 

All types from 25W thru 1000W 

BARKER & WILLIAMSON, Inc. • BRISTOL, PA. 
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BIAS 

SUPPLY 

FINAL 

AMPLIFIER 

SCREEN 

GRID 

SUPPLY 

PLATE 

SUPPLY 

Cross off two power supplies with one of Eimac's new zero- bias triodes! 

Another major advance from Eimac: the first high power zero-bias triodes anywhere. Just one of these new 

tubes will eliminate both screen grid and bias power supplies to simplify your circuit designs. 'Ake your pick 

of three types: the 3-400Z, shown above, (plate dissipation: 400 watts) ... the 3-1000Z ( 1000 watt plate dis-
sipation) ... the ceramic-metal 3CX10,000A7 ( 10,000 watt plate dissipation). Each offers a power gain of over 

twenty times in grounded grid service. And their small size accommodates today's lower, more compact equip-

ment. You'll find these zero-bias triodes ideal for class B RF and audio amplifiers. And you'll 
find them only at Eimac ... world leader in transmitting tubes. For ratings, specifications, 

other details, write: Power 'llibe Marketing, Eitel-McCullough, Inc., San Carlos, California. 
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Leading Manufacturer of 

NEW DUOBANDER 
Both 20 and 40 meter band operation 
is made possible through a unique 
Hy-Gain development — the linear 
decoupling stub, eliminating the use 
of inductance and capacity traps and 
decreasing the 40 meter element 
length by 35%. Beta match for 
maximum gain and low SWR into a 
single 52 ohm coax feed. 5KW . PEP; 
3KW AM. Boom 24 ft.; longest ele-
ment 40 ft. All aluminum with hard-
ware indite treated. Model 013-24. 
$188.50. 

NEW 6 & 2M DUOBANDER 
A single transmission line system for 
6 & 2 meter operation. 52 ohm 
coax fed, with forward gain of 8.0 
db on 6M, 15.0 db on 2M. F/B 
averages 15-20 db and SWR 1.5. to 1 
or less. Rugged construction of 
We OD aluminum boom, 7/16" OD 
elements. Boom 10 ft, longest ele-
ment 10 ft. Model D8-62, $32.95. 

NEW DOUBLETS 
Trapless Hy-Fan doublet takes un-
limited power on 40 & 80 Meters, 
single feed line, 52 ohm coax fed. 
Copper clad steel stranded wire, 
cycolac center and end insulators. 
SWR less than 1.51 both bands. 
Length 130 ft. Model 2BDP, $19.95. 

New Trap Doublets supplied with solid 
state " Slim Line" traps for each 
band for maximum radiation effi-
ciency, center & end insulators. 
nylon rope for extending lower ele-
ment, and copper clad stranded steel 
wire. Take 500 watts AM, 1 KW 
PEP. Model 3BDT (10-20M). $17.50 
Model 4BDT ( 10-40M), $24.50 Model 
5BDT ( 10-80M). ne,g5 

TRIBANDERS 

VHF BEAM 

eM..y-Gain Amateur Allilliggems feature 
the finest commercial construction possible 
in line with practical beauty. New and effi-
cient concepts improve performance; — the 
solid state "Slim Traps", the Hy-Gain Beta 
Match, the Linear Loading Principle, the 
Capacity Hat and others. 

A complete line of accessories is also avail-

le ill 
=de for'the linigtistems,— stacking and 
mounting kits, add-on kits for the Verticals, 
a telescoping mast for the Halos, and more. 
For the complete story on the entire Hy-Gain 
line, ask your local ham dealer   there are 
more than 500 throughout the world — or 
write directly to Hy-Gain. 

We invite you to compare any Hy-Gain an-



Amateur Communication Antenna Systems 
2-Element Thunderbird. 

Model TH-2   
3-Element Thunderbird. 

Model TH-3   
4- Element Thunderbird  

Model TH-4 

Boom 6 ft., longest element 26 ft. 

Boom 14 ft., longest element 26 ft. 

Boom 16 ft., longest element 32 ft. 

10-20A08Fap ew self-supporting 13.5 ft. high. 
Model 12AVS  $ 21.95 

10-40M Trop Vertical, self-supporting 21 ft. high 
Model 14AVS  $ 29.95 

Hy-Tower, a trapless vertical for 10-80M, 50 ft. overall. 
Model 18HT  $139.50 

$ 69.95 

$ 99.75 

$117.50 

VERTICALS 

2 Meter, 5 Elements. Beta Match, 9.0 db gain. 
Model 25  $ 8.95 

2 Meter, 10 Element. 12 ft. Boom. 13.4 db gain. 
Model 210  $14.95 

11/4 Meter, 11 Elements. Folded ratio dipole. 
14.2 db gain. Model Ill  $13.95 

3/4 Meter, 13 Elements. 8 ft. Boom. 16.1 db gain. 
Model 313  $12.95 

lillrElervIgfflifflin. Model 68B $32.95 Element seam, gain. Model 65B  $ 18.95 

6 Meter Halo, mounts 1" mast. Model HH-6B $ 12.95 
2 Meter Halo, 14" diameter. Model HH-2B $ 5.95 

25-50 Mc coverage. Weight 8 lbs. 
Model GP-1C  $32.70 

50-88 Mc coverage. Weight 5 lbs. 
Model GP-2C  $21.90 

100-500 Mc coverage. Weight 3 lbs. 
Model GP-3C  $14.97 

Discone, 50-500 Mc. Unity gain. 
Model DS-1  $29.97 

6 METER BEAMS 

HA LOS 

GROUND PLANES 

MONOBANDERS 

40 Meter, 2- Element "Hy-Seven". 
Model 402B  $99.75 

20 Meter, full sized. 8 db gain. 
Model 2038  $65.95 

15 Meter, 8 db gain. 25 db F/B. 
Model 153B  $38.50 

10 Meter, 8 db gain. 25 db F/B. 
Model 103B  $32.95 

ROTO-BRAZE Mine, Brake, Control Unit, 16" Wall 
Map Indicator, Model RBX-1  $199.95 

tenna with any similar competitive system 
. . . for gain, for consfruction excellence, for 
price . . . and for operation, before you 
choose. 

Hy-Gain Antenna Products also manufactures 
complete lines antenna system s for Citizens 
Band, FM, the Commercial fields and other 
special categories. 

antenna 
products 

1135 No. 22nd St. 

Lincoln, Nebr. 
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SPACE 

PROBE 

D ' r 

SYLVAI 
B S 

co 

Tuning, scanning, monitoring, searching, probing for that one signal: 
a new zone, state or country. That demands dependable sigs from the xmtr, 

1 and aviation communications men have been relying on SYLVANIA POWER 

high sensitivity with maximum signal-to-noise at the rcvr. 

Take a tip from professional "space probers." Industrial, military, broadcast, 

TUBES and SYLVANIA RECEIVER TUBES for years for solid copy. They get 
them from their local franchised SYLVANIA INDUSTRIAL TUBE DISTRIBUTOR. 
You get them, too, today. 

Electronic Tubes Division, Sylvania Electric Products Inc., 1740 Broadway, N.Y. 19, N.Y. 

sy.,LVANIA ER, 
GENERAL TELEPHONE &ELECTRON/OS 
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C>NICIONALRADIOCOMPANY,INC. 

TO: All Handbook Readers 

have a new 
since we  
catalog on the press this 

page shows only three of 
National's recei Send 

vers.  
you'd 

for a free copy if 
like full details on our 

line, includi complete ng 
the famous NC-400, the 
brand new NC-105 and the 

popular NC-303. Address 
your letter or postcard to 

National Radio Co., 
Dept. RH, Melrose 76, 

. ' ll rush you one 
Mass We  
of the first copies off 

the press. 

rATIONAL'S TRIO OF PACE-SETTERS 
e are the three new receivers that are already setting the pace for the industry—Each offering 
more solid performance in its price area than you will believe. . . until you tune one. We invite 
totryallthree —thenselecttheonethatbestsudsyourrequirements. 

NC-270... 
Precision double-conversion 80 through 6 meter amateur receiver featuring rock- like stability and 
unchallenged VHF performance. Five degrees of variable IF selectivity, including selectable SSB with 
product detector, 1.0 uy sensitivity, 60 db deep T- notch filter, built-in 100 KC calibrator, crystal-
controlled 2nd converter. More features than any other receiver in its price range. $279.95 am. net. 

NC-190... 
The 540 KC-30 MC general coverage receiver that tunes like a ham- band-only unit. 1.0 microvolt 
sensitivity, double conversion with five main tuning ranges, 5.0 KC, 3.0 KC, and 600 cycle variable IF 
selectivity, full SSB/CW AGC and product detector, 60:1 bandspread vernier drive and National's 
exclusive dial selector, providing instant choice of calibrated amateur or foreign broadcast bands. 
$219.95 am. net. 

NC-155... 
National's newest—A double conversion 80 through 6 meter ham- band- only receiver offering superb 
performance completely out of proportion with its price. With its basic design derived from the famous 
NC- 270, the NC- 155 features 5.0 KC, 3.0 KC and 600 cycle variable IF selectivity, full SSB/CW AGC and 
product detector, and a velvet 60:1 dial drive that makes SSB signals as easy to tune as AM. 1.0 micro-
volt sensitivity on 6 meters, too! $199.95 am. net. 

e NATIONAL RADIO COMPANY, INC. MELROSE 76 MASS 
A WHOLLY OWNED SUBSIDIARY OF NATIONAL COMPANY, INC. 

:port: AD AURIEMA, INC., 85 Broad St., New York, N.Y. Canada: TRI -TEL ASSOC., LTD., 81 Sheppard Ave. W., Willowdale, Ont. 



The complete line of Gonset Amateur Equipment 
offers superlative performance at moderate cost 

COMMUNICATOR IV- 2 METER TRANSCEIVER 

Completely new — inside and out! transmitter power greater 
thon ever at 24 watts input. High level speech clipping and 
10 watts of audio insure full talk power! Transmitter is crystal 
controlled, offers choice of six frequencies. Broadband cir-
cuitry in driver eliminates panel controls. 

Receiver uses latest frame grid VHF tubes in RF and mixer for low 
noise figure of 4-6 db, triple conversion with crystal controlled 
first conversion ... excellent sensitivity, selectivity. Also auto-
matic noise limiter, adjustable squelch, "S" meter, slide rule. 
type dial, panel speaker. Built-in power supply operates on 
both 115V AC and 12V DC. DC supply is transistorized, elimi-
nates vibrator. Power cables are supplied for shift from AC to 
DC. Size: 5" H, 12 1/2" W, 11" D. Weight, 21.8 pounds. 

DC operation is with negative ground only. 

Less Microphone Model #3341 Amateur Net 369.50 

COMMUNICATOR IV-6 METER TRANSCEIVER 

Communicator IV for 6 meters is the same size and general 
appearance as the 2 meter model. Tunable receiver covers 49.9 to 
54.1 with the 50-51 mc ronge spread over one third of the 
dial ronge. Receiver is triple conversion type, has sensitivity 
of 1.0 ;iv for 10 db ( S-I-N)/N or better. Noise figure is 6-8 db. 

Transmitter operates at power input of 24 watts, has six crystal 
control positions with socket for external VFO. 

Crystals ore in the 8.333 to 9 mc range. Equipment has push• 
to- talk provisions. 

2- way power supply, 12V DC and 115V AC is built in. DC 
supply is transistorized, operates negative ground only. 

Less Microphone Model #3342 Amateur Net 349.50 

COMMUNICATOR IV- 1% METER 
TRANSCEIVER 

The first commerically-produced " package" operating on the 
amateur 220 megacycle band! Operates at on input power of 
20 watts— substantial for VHF — incorporates an excellent 
superheterodyne receiver. 

Triple conversion receiver is continuously tunable over the fre-
quency range of 219.7 to 225.3 mcs. To comply with OCDM 
requirements, additional provision is made for spot frequency 
reception on one crystal controlled frequency. Receiver sensi-
tivity is 1.0 r.ry for 10 db (S NUN ratio. Noise figure is 
6-8 db, exceptional for equipment of this general type. Adjust-
able squelch and ANL are included. 

Transmitter is crystal controlled, offers choice of 6 frequencies. 
(Required crystals are within the range of 8.143 to 8.333 mcs.) 
Provision is made for external VFO. Power input to PA is 20 
watts, amplitude modulated by P•P 6805s operating in Class 
ABl. High level speech clipping and audio shaping are 
incorporated. 

Unit is identical in size and general appearance to the Com-
municator IV 2 meter model. 2-way power supply for 115V AC 
and 12V DC ( negative ground) is built in. 

Less Microphone Model # 3351 Amateur Net 394.50 

VFO FOR 6, 2 AND 11/4 METER 
COMMUNICATORS 

New VFO is designed for use with all Gente! Communicators 
including Models I, It, Ill and IV. Dial scale is calibrated far 
50,144 and 220 megacycle bands. Microphone connector with 
FM modulator is provided to allow VFO to be used for Narrow 
Band FM. Excellent stability. 

Model #3357 Amateur Net 69.50 

GSB-201 SSB RF LINEAR AMPLIFIER 

This entirely new linear amplifier is exceptionally Compact— 
is only 8,/2" high, 12 5/x" wide and 17" deep — lends itself 
readily to table- top mounting. It is finished in blending light 
colors, presents a handsome clean-cut oppeorance. 

The linew amplifier covers 80, 40, 20, 15 and 10 meter 
amateur bands, incorporates full bandswitching, has pi network 
output. Power input rating is 1500 watts PEP SSB, 1000 watts 
CW, 400 watts AM. This amplifier can be driven by exciters 
in the 65.150 watt category, GSB-100 and similar units. Stable, 
grounded•grid circuitry is used. 

GSB•201 incorporates a numbe, of desirable operating features 
which include the use of low cost Type 81IA tubes. Older type 
vacuum tube rectifiers ore replaced by modern, long•life silicon 
types in the high voltage supply. Antenna changeover relay it 
built-in. A panel switch permits preliminary tuning to be done 
at low power. A full vision panel instrument is switchable to 
indicate plate current or relative power output. 

Amateur Net 

*PEP input is approximately twice 00000 ge d.c,input, 

399.50 

GR-212 DUAL CONVERSION RECEIVER 

Dual conversion for increase selectivity. Variable BFO. Sensi-
tivity: At least 6 db ( S+N)/N at 1 µv ( mod. 30% at 400 cps) 
input on all H.F. Bands. Two full- vision, illuminated, slide- rule 
type dials provide instant identification of broadcast and short-
wave frequencies. Panel- mounted " S" meter. Band- spread 
tuning knob is inertia fly- wheel weighted for smoothest tuning. 
Separate band•spread dial for amateur bands. For 115V AC 
operation. 

Amateur Net 99.50 
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GR-211 ALL BAND RECEIVER 

Similar in appearance to the GR-212. General coverage from 
standard broadcast through 34 mc band, including WWV, 
foreign & Voice of America. Printed circuit techniques and 
advanced design for extra sensitivity, better, quieter reception, 
even on highest frequency bands. 5 tubes, two solid state recti-
fiers. TRANSFORMER-POWERED (not oc/dc) for higher over-all 
gain, better signal-to-noise ratio. Circuit features leading to 
higher sensitivity include quality, high- Q, permeability-tuned 
coils. Two full- vision, illuminated, slide- rule type dials provide 
instant identification of broadcast and short-wave frequencies. 
Vernier tuning knob counter-weighted for smooth, non- critical 
short-wave tuning. For 115V AC operation. 

Amateur Net 69.50 

SUPER 12 SIX-BAND CONVERTER 

Super 12 provides coverage of 6 amateur bands: 10, 15-20, 40 
and 75 meters plus 19 and 49 meters for coverage of inter-
national shortwave broadcasts. Calibrated dial scale uses 
various colors to aid in identification of bands. Planetary drive 
provides vernier tuning. 

Sensitivity and stability are excellent. Antenna trimmer on 
panel maximizes antenna in use. BC-HF switch permits instant 
return to standard BC. Super- 12 is attractive .. blends well 
with instrument panel of modern cars. Compact size facilitates 
mounting. Highest quality components and precision workman-
ship ensure long, trouble- free operation. Installation is simple, 
non- technical — no alteration or internal connections to existing 
broadcast receiver. Converter simply patches into antenna input 
connector of car radio ... attaches to 12 volt accessory post 
under dash. Install in minutes with ease. 

12 volts DC neg. ground only. 

Amateur Net  89.50 

G-50 6 METER FIXED STATION 
COMMUNICATOR 

G-50 is a complete station " pack-
age" for 6 meter operation. 
Receiver is highly sensitive, selec-
tive superhet with " S" meter, 
ANL, adjustable squelch, panel 
mounted speaker. Transmitter uses 
6146 in pi network final at 40-50 
watts input. Frequency control is 
by crystal or built-in highly stable 

VFO. Latter gangs with multiplying stages, eliminates excita-
tion controls. Dial is calibrated 50-54 mcs. Modulator uses 
two 6L6GB's. Compact housing, 71/2" H, 13" W, 12 1/2" D con-
tains receiver, transmitter, power supply. For 115V AC opera-
tion. 

Amateur Net 319.50 

CD MODEL. Similar in general appearance to standard amateur 
model but is certified as meeting applicable specifications 
under OCDM U-68. Cabinet is same size as amateur model, has 
appropriate CD markings. Mic. and crystal certificate included. 

Model #3300-CD Amateur Net  349.50 

NOISE CLIPPER Designed for use with either mobile 

or fixed receivers that utilize the 
more common types of second de-

tector. Reduces such interference as 
ignition noise, certain types of 
power leaks, and other forms of 
"Pulse" type noise having a low 

repetition rate and short pulse 
length. Utilizes a miniature diode 
in a form of series gate. Easy to in-

stall. Complete instructions fur-
nished. 

Model #3001 Amateur Net 11.95 

G-76 ALL BAND TRANSCEIVER FOR FIXED 
OR MOBILE SERVICE 

O•76, an entirely new unit consisting of transmitter and receiver 
in a single compact housing. Provides AM or CW operation on 
80, 40, 20, 15, 10 and 6 meter amateur bands. The G-76 
incorporates proved design features of the famed Gonset 
G-66/G-77 " Twin sparklers," adds many new advances for 
top fixed station and mobile operation. 

Receiver is dual- conversion with 1st 1-F at 2065 kcs, 2nd 1-F 
at 262 kcs. Features include BFO for SSE and CW reception — 
automatic noise limiter. Unit has excellent selectivity and sensi-
tivity. Transmitter and receiver oscillators are temperature com-
pensated. Transmitter has stable VFO for all bands except 50 
mcs which is crystal control only. Crystal control of other 
bands is optional. Power input to transmitter is 100 watts AM, 
phone, 120 watts, CW. Final tube is 6D05 operating into pi 
network output. Control is push- to- talk or by T-R switch on 
panel. Meter facilitates tuning, acts as " S" meter on receive. 
Dimensions: 12 1/2 " W, 5" H and 10 1/2" deep. Unit has internal 
socket for crystal calibrator (optional) also panel switch for 
calibrator operation. 

AC and DC power supplies are available as accessory items at 
145.00. 

Amateur Net  399.50 

MONITONE 

For use as a code practice oscil. 
lator and as an effective monitor 
for phone and CW xmtrs. Has 
audio oscillator controlled by 
external circuits, provides audible 
tone on panel speaker or ear-
phones. Separate pitch and 
volume controls. Uses RF pickup 

from ;tint, for operation as effective CW or phone monitor. 
Operates from 115 VAC with isolating circuitry so that neither 
keying nor earphone leads are " hot" to ground. 

Model # 3022 Amateur Net 29.50 

GC- 105 "GOONEY BIRD" COMMUNICATOR 
Silicon diodes to save current drain ... calibrated tunable 
receiver utilizes low- noise 6BZ8 RF tube sensitive in ' Cascade'' 
circuit. AVC is applied to avoid possibility of blocking by 
strong local signals. Special gang- tuned circuits give high 
image rejection. Dual purpose meter automatically switches 
from relative signal strength to relative output. Increased 
modulation capabilities with high level clipping. All tunable 
circuits controlled from front panel. Tune-up procedure simpli-
fied by use of broad•banded exciter stages. Completely com-
patible with Gonset's new model 3357 VFO or 6 crystal 
positions available. Input: 6/12 DC or 115 AC volt operation, 
power cables supplied. Output: 6 watts nominal. Dimensions: 
61/2 " high, 15 1/2 " wide, 8" deep. 

Amateur Net 239.50 

For further information on Gonset products see your nearest 
Gonset Distributor or write to — 

G- 0 1\T S '17 
DIVISION OF YOUNG SPRING & WIRE CORPORATION 

801 SOUTH MAIN STREET, BURBANK, CALIFORNIA 
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Flat response penetrates QRM more 
effectively because it permits an 

actual increase in RF power output! --

More effective cardioid pattern, 
essential for SSB, cuts accidental 

tripping of VOX circuit! 

Low frequency sound entrance 
Mod-frequency sound •ntrance Fron sound entrance t  

Inert•nce prevents entrance 
o, rod and he, trequencies Breath blast and world ',leek, 

Exclusive E-V Variable- D* ( Variable Distance) provides three sourdu 
cancelling entrances at different fixed distances in back of tho di-
aphragm. These entrances, utilizing the proper acoustical impedances, 
combine to form an effective front-to-back spacing which varies in 
distance from the diaphragm Inversely with frequency. The resulting 
phase and amplitude eonditioria provide a uniformly irue cal dioid 
pattern M all frequencies. "Pat. Pending 

"My new 664 resulted in better 
and more consistent 'DSO's." 

"The 664 surpasses its claims 
in difficult operational 
environments." 

"During DSO's ... everyone 
preferred the 951." 

"I am really sold on the 664." 

"I have had many unsolicited 
compliments since using the 729." 

"The performance of the 664 
matches its thoroughbred 
appearance." 

"My 664 microphone vastly Im-
proved my SSB transmission." 



Average Peak- Power and Intelligibility! 

M=OCIEJELE 

eier.rofed 
migimRenulDo=gmiNIE 

Model 664 for Highest Front-to-Back Dis-
crimination Manufactured, Plus Peak-Free 
Wide-Range Response! 

The effective strength of all sounds arriving at the 
sides of the 664 are reduced by as much as 50%, 
and arriving directly at the back of the microphone 
by as much as 90%. This uniquely effective design 
permits you to work at twice the distance from 
the microphone ... a perfect invitation for "arm 
chair" QS0's—with no VOX tripping problems. 

Smooth, peak-free response guarantees maximum 
P.E.P. Remember, a peak in response in or out 
of the voice range will limit maximum modulation 
and result in reduction of P.E.P. You do not have 
to talk with your lips on the mike. For best results, 
sit back and talk naturally. 

Virtually indestructible Acoustalloy4) diaphragm 
withstands high humidity, temperature extremes, 
corrosive effects of salt air and severe mechanical 
shock. Extra ruggedness means extra service, year 
after year. 

MORE 664 FEATURES: Output-55 db. On-off switch 
(can be wired for relay control). 150 ohms or Hi-Z out-
put selected at cable connector. Satin chromium finish. 
High-pressure die-cast case. Pop-proof filter plus mag-
netic shield. 90° swivel mounting. 18 ft. cable. 7% in. long 
(less stand coupler) by 1% in. diameter. Net Weight 
1 lb., 10 oz. Amateur Net, $51.00. Matching desk stand 
with DPDT switch. Model 419S, $9.00. Less switch. 
Model 419, $6.00. 

The World's Finest Mobile Microphone. 
Model 600D Dynamic Widely Known 
As Military Types T-50 And M-105/U I 

Designed for high articulation under rugged 
mobile conditions, the Model 6000 
provides all the advantages of 
a dynamic element with peak-free, flat 
response for maximum P.E.P. 

High-impact case soaks up physical abuse, 
feels comfortable at any temperature, 
fits hand naturally. Extremely high 
output of S5 db. is ideal for mobile equipment 
with severe audio requirements. Available 
in 50, 250 ohms or Hi-Z. DPDT switch. 
6 ft. coiled cord. Panel mounting bracket 
included. Model 6000 Amateur net. $28.50. 

MODEL 729SR 

Lowest-Cost Ceramic Cardioid Available 
...Includes Every Feature Essential 
For SSB Operation. Flat, Smooth 
Response From 300 To 3,000 CPS! 

Rugged enough for mobile operation, 
the slim, small Model 729 fits easily 
in your hand or slips into the desk 
stand or floor stand adapter provided, 
without any hardware adjustments. 
Hi-Z output -60 db. Two-tone grey, 
pressure die-cast and plastic con-
struction. Shielded, 8% ft. cable. 7% 
in. long by 1% in. wide. Net weight 
1 lb. Ceramic element unaffected by 
high heat, humidity. Model 729. Am-
ateur net, $14.70. Model 729SR with 
relay-control switch. Amateur net, 
$15.90. 

MODEL 951 

MODEL 600D 

ELECTRO-VOICE, INC., Commercial Products Division 

Department 1212HB Buchanan, Michigan 

First True Crystal Cardioid With 
Variable-D Design. Combines 

High Output With Excellent Noise 
Rejection At Modest Cost! 

Finest crystal microphone available 
for SSB. Variable-D design of Model 
951 cuts room noise, interference from 
receiver speaker to a minimum. Al-
lows gleater working distance to mi-
crophone. Peak-free rising response 
for high intelligibility. Hi-Z output -60 
db. High-pressure, die-cast finished 
in Metalustre grey. On-off switch. 
Shielded, 18 ft. cable. 5% in. long 
(less stand coupler) by 1% in. diam-
eter. Net weight 1% lbs. Model 951 
Amateur net, $32.70. Matching desk 
stand with DPDT switch. Model 418S, 
$9.00. Less switch. Model 418, $6.00. 

See your Electro-Voice 
distributor and choose an 

Electro-Voice Microphone 
... For the fastest, easiest 

and least expensive way 
to boost the efficiency 
and quality of your rig! 

Satisfaction is guaranteed 
or your money refunded! 

gketcYlecz 



HARVEY 

it, 

AUTHORIZED 
DISTRIBUTORS 

RCA Tubes and Harvey Service... 

For Double Dependability! 

HARVEY's line of RCA tubes is so complete, that HARVEY 

can fill virtually any requirement ... right from stock ... and 

deliver at almost a moment's notice. 

This is particularly important to AM, FM, and TV Broad-

casters, Industrial and Commercial users, Amateurs, and 

Service-Technicians, all of whom depend on tubes for sus-

tained operation of important electronic equipment. 

Write, Wire or Phone for 

PROMPT HARVEY SERVICE 

Harvey's New Harn Radio 
Center. The latest and best in 
ham gear is always on display. 
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ARRL WORLD MAP 
Printed in eight colors on heavy mop paper 
with 267 countries clearly outlined. Continental 
boundaries, time zones, amateur prefixes, 
plainly marked. Size: 30 x 40 inches. $ 2.00. 

LIGHTNING 
CALCULATORS 

Quick and accurate answers with ARRL Light-
ning Calculators! Type A for problems involving 
frequency inductance, capacity. Type B for re-
sistance, voltage, current and power. $ 1.25 
each. 



Although primarily a ham magazine, QST is found on the desks of engineers, technicians 
and ¡ust about everyone in the electronics field. There is something for everyone in QST, from 
the Novice to the Old Timer. QST and ARRL membership $ 5.00 in U.S.A., $ 5.25 in Canada, 
$6.00 elsewhere. 

*THE RADIO AMATEUR'S HANDBOOK Internationally recognized, universally consulted. 
Packed with information essential to the amateur and professional alike. Hundreds of photos, 
diagrams, charts and tables. $ 3.50 U.S.A., $4.00 U.S. Poss. and Canada, $5.00 elsewhere; 
Clothbound Edition, $6.00 in U.S.A. and Possessions and Canada, $6.50 elsewhere. 

*A COURSE IN RADIO FUNDAMENTALS A complete course of study for use with the Radio 
Amateur's Handbook. Applicable to individual home study or class use. $ 1 U.S.A. proper, $ 1.25 
elsewhere. 

*HOW TO BECOME A RADIO AMATEUR Tells what amateur radio is and how to get 
started in this fascinating hobby. Emphasis is given to the needs of the Novice licensee, with three 
complete simple amateur stations featured. 50e. 

*THE RADIO AMATEUR'S LICENSE MANUAL Complete with typical questions and answers 
to all of the FCC amateur exams— Novice, Technician, General and Extra Class. Continually 
kept up to date. 50e 

*LEARNING THE RADIOTELEGRAPH CODE For those who find it difficult to master the 
code. Designed to help the beginner. Contains practice material for home study and classroom 
use. 50e. 

*THE ARRL ANTENNA BOOK Profusely illustrated, the Antenna Book includes information 
on theory and operation of antennas for all amateur bands; simple doublets, multi-element 
arrays, rotaries, long wires, rhombics, mobile whips, etc. $ 2.00 U.S.A. proper, $ 2.25 elsewhere. 

*SINGLE SIDEBAND FOR THE RADIO AMATEUR A digest of the best SSB articles from 
QST. Includes discussions of theory and practical "how-to- build- it" descriptions of equipment. 
$1.50 U.S.A. proper, $ 1.75 elsewhere. 

*THE MOBILE MANUAL FOR RADIO AMATEURS It's a collection of articles on tried and 
tested equipment that have appeared in QST. A "must" for the bookshelf of anyone interested in 
the installation, maintenance and operation of mobile stations. $ 2.50 U.S.A. proper, $ 3.00 
elsewhere. 

*HINTS AND KINKS If you build equipment and operate an amateur radio station, you'll 
find this a mighty valuable book in your shack and workshop. More than 300 practical ideas. 
$1 U.S.A.proper, $ 1.25 elsewhere. 

QST BINDERS 
No need to let your copies of QST rest 
in a disordered pile. A QST binder will 
keep them neat and orderly. Each holds 
a one-year file. $3.00 (available in 
U.S. and Possessions only). 

SUPPLIES 
Active amateurs need these supplies, ARRL Logbook, 500 
U.S.A., 600 elsewhere. Minilog, 3oe U.S.A., 350 elsewhere. 
Radiogram blanks, 350 per pad postpaid. Message de-
livery cards, 50 each stamped, 20 each unstamped. 
Members' stationery, 100 sheets $ 1.00; 250 sheets $ 2.00; 
500 sheets $ 3.00. 
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AMERICAN RADIO RELAY LEAGUE 
Administrative Headquarters: West Hartford, Connecticut, U. S. A. 

  1 9 . . 

tk 

AMERICAN RADIO RELAY LEAGUE, 
West Hartford 7, Conn., U. S. A. 

Being genuinely interested in Amateur Radio, I hereby 

apply for membership in the American Radio Relay 

League, and enclose $5.00* in payment of one year's dues. 

$2.50 of which is for a subscription to QST for the same 
period. [Subscription to QST alone cannot be entered for 
one year for $2.50, since membership and subscription 

are inseparable.] Please begin my subscription with the 
 issue. 

The call of my station is  

The class of my operator's license is  

I belong to the following radio societies  

Send my Certificate of Membership 17] or Membership 
Card D (Indicate which) to the address below: 

Name   

A bona fide Interest in amateur radio is the only essential requirement, but full 

voting membership is granted only to licensed radio amateurs of the 

United States and Canada. Therefore, if you have a license, 

please be sure to indicate it above. 

*$5.00 in the United States and Possessions. 

$5.25, U. S. funds, in Canada. 

$6.00, U. S. funds, in all other countries. 
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,Aow Mosley can help choose 
Ithe antenna for you 
n amateur, commercial and military communications systems 

liow can you select an antenna that you know is right 
for you? You can know for sure if you investigate be-

fore you invest. Asking other hams or other engineers 
which antenna they have used or recommend is a very 

effective way to investigate the relative merits of any 
antenna or antenna system. 

Hams who own one of the famous Mosley line of am-
ateur antennas will tell you that they perform as well, 
or better, than advertised. But after you have talked 
with other hams, see your distributor. He will be glad 
to explain the relative merits of such famous Mosley 
antennas as those shown on the right. 

Electronic engineers, too, who have used one of 
Mosley's new line of commercial antennas wi II agree 
that they are built to the same high standards of en-
gineering, material and workmanship as the world 
famous Mosley amateur antennas. 

We will gladly supply the names of dozens of leading 
commercial, military and industrial organizations who 
have installed Mosley point-to-point antennas in stan-
dard configurations which are available " off the 
shelf " and " customized " antennas in HF and VHF 
ranges. Write our Government and Industrial Division 
for our new catalog " Antenna / Systems 1961 /62". 

dc, 

MER 

Ater.S44, 
e 

Bi-Directional 
Vertical Ground 
Plane 

Yogi Six Element 

Model TA-20-40 

Model S-402 

oak for this black and yellow decal in tile 
windows of nearly 250 amateur and indust-
rial electronic equipment dealers. These 
signs Identify dealers who carry in stock 
the Mosley antenna for you. 

atzs-ley &GI/1,071°4 
4610 N. LINDBERGH BLVD. BRIDGETON. MISSOURI 



CON 

, 

GPR-90 

• 
•••• 
GPR-90RX 

GSE 

SBT-1K 

SSB • DSE 

CON. • . The Model CON Operating Console is an unusual 
"add a unit" type enclosure used in Point to Point, Air-
Ground, Airport Control Tower, Mobile and Shipboard instal-
lations where maximum operating efficiency and equipment 
flexibility is required. The units are made up of standard 19" 
assemblies which can be used to form straight line, "L", "U" 
and many other arrangements  Bulletin (211) 9001 

OPR-90 (R-825 /URR) . . . a general purpose communica-
tions receiver of the double conversion superheterodyne type 
covering the frequency range of . 54 to 31 mcs. Stable — selec-
tive — accurate — built-in crystal calibrator. 

Bulletin ( 179) 3005 

GPR-90RX(12-840,URR) . Provides the same high quality 
characteristics of the GPR-90 but also permits the use of 10 
precisely adjustable crystal positions available from the front 
panel plus a rear deck input for an external high stability 
control oscillator or synthesizer  Bulletin (205) 3005 

GSB... Single Sideband Adapter of the filter slicer type per-
mitting accurate and simple tuning of SSB, AM, CW and 
MCW. Filter provides additional selectivity and pass-band 
tuning. Upper and lower sidebands are selected by a flip of 
a switch   Bulletin ( 194) 4002 

SBT-1K ( ) .. Single Sideband Transmitter is a conserva-
tively rated general purpose transmitter providing at least 
1 KW PEP from 2 — 32 mcs. — SSB — ISB — AM — CW — FS. 
Rugged, compact, serviceable, completely bandswitched — 
ideally suited for mobile, marine, fixed station operations. 
Four models available. Bulliettn 1001 

GPT-750 ( ) 2(AN/URT-17A)  is a fully bandswitched, 
continuously tunable (2-32MC) radio transmitter. The building 
block concept makes this transmitter versatile, easy to install, 
operate and maintain. Nineteen models available. SSB, ISB, 
DSB, AM, CW, FAX, FS. The GPT-750 ( )2 is ideally suited 
for fixed station, mobile and shipboard operation. 

Bulletin 227 ( 1007) 

GPT-750 

di dal 
• 

""...•• 

lief, ‘, 1 



H F/ILF communications 
it's TMC 

• ISB • CW • MCW • AM • FS 

VOX (0-330B FR) . . . a direct reading, high stability, Vari-
able Frequency Oscillator providing continuously variable 

output over the frequency range of 2-64 mcs. 
Bulletin ( 134A) 2010 

ML-2 . . . The TMC Frequency Shift Exciter System, Model 
XFL-2 is combined low and high frequency shift system. The 
system combines the TMC Low Frequency Adapter, Model LFA 
with TMC Frequency Shift Exciter, Model XFK to provide ver-
satile operation over a wide range of frequencies- 1 to 6.9 
mcs. and 50 to 500 Kcs. Bulletin ( 154) 2021 

SBT-350 ( ) . . . Compact, rugged Radio Transmitter 
capable of at least 350 watts PEP from 2-32 mcs. SSB-1S8— 
DSB—CW—MCW—FSK low level AM—completely band-
switched— five models available Bulletin (220) 1003 

PTE-3 (AN , GRM-33A) ... Single Sideband Analyzer designed 
for the specific purpose of tuning and aligning single sideband 
exciters and transmitters permitting a visual analysis of inter-
modulation distortion products, hum and noise The PTE-3 
consists of 3 basic TMC units: Spectrum Analyzer Model FSA 
(AN URM-116A); A VFO TMC Model VOX (0-330B FR) and 
a Two-tone Generator TMC Model TTG (0-579A;URT). 

Bulletin (231) 6001 

GPT- 10K (AN FRT-39) ... is a conservatively rated general 
purpose radio transmitter capable of at least 10 KW PEP out-
put from 2-28 mcs. All power amplifier stages are linear and 
the final incorporates a ceramic tube for greater efficiency 
and reliability. All components housed within a single attrac-
tive enclosure including sideband exciter — VFO, spectrum 
analyzer, F.S. Exciter and complete "on the air" testing cir-
cuitry. Bulletin (207C) 1008 

The TECHNICAL MATERIEL CORP. 

MAMARONECK, NEW YORK 

and Subsidiaries: 

Ottawa, Ontario, Canada • Alexandria, Virginia • Garland, Texas 

Lo Mesa, California • Pompano Beach, Florida. 

GPT-10K 

=CI 
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VOX 

XFL-2 

SBT-350 B 



SPECIALISTS IN PRECISION RADIO 

CRYSTALS AND QUALITY 

ELECTRONIC 

EQUIPMENT QUALITY ELECTRONIC 
EQUIPMENT FROM 
INTERNATIONAL 

NUVISTOR 
PRE AMPLIFIER 

Single stage triode 
amplifier. Inductive 
neutralization. Available 26 mc through 
160 mc. 

Kit  $5.95 
Wired and tested $9.95 
Coupling section  (each) .95 

Mounting Chassis  (each) $2.00 

CONVERTERS 

TOC 1 Crystal 
controlled. Three 
transistors. RF stage. Available all amateur 
bands 6 through 80 meters.* 600-1600 kc 
IF or 6 mc IF for use with JOB-1 $16.50 
See catalog for other frequencies. 

TOM 
Crystal controlled. Three transistors. Avail-
able for any 1 mc band of frequencies be-
tween 54 mc and 160 mc. 600-1600 kc IF 
or 6 mc IF for use with TR8-1. 
54 mc to 100 mc $20.50 

100 mc to 160 mc $20.50 

COMPLETE LINE TRANSIS-

TOR SUB-ASSEMBLIES FOR 
COMPACT RECEIVER/TRANS-
MITTER CONSTRUCTION 

CONVERTER (TRC-1) Three tran-
sistors, crystal controlled 6 mc IF 
standard. 10 meters. Wired and 
tested with crystal $14.50 

AUDIO UNIT (IRA-2) Three tran-
sistors. Input 100,000 ohms and 50 
ohms. Speech input for dynamic 
microphone. Push-pull power amp. 

Wired and tested $14.50 

MIXER IF UNIT (TRB-1) Six tran-
sistors, 2 diodes. Crystal controlled 

1 - 4 
5 - 24 

25 to 99 
100 or more 

*less crystal 
Crystals for Oscillators 

100 kc - 1999 kc 
2000 kc - 60 mc   

FM-5000 
FREQUENCY 
METER 
Beat frequency 
measuring device. 
Incorporates a 
transistor counter 
circuit, self con-
tained batteries, 
low RF output 
for receiver 
checking, audio 
oscillator, trans-
mitter keying circuit, and plug-in oscilla-
tors, including heating circuit. 
Frequency meter, including batteries, acces-
sories and complete instruction manual, 
less oscillators and crystals $375.00 

Plug-in Oscillators* 
$25.00 ea. 
15.00 ea. 
9.00 ea. 
8.25 ea. 

$8.75 ea. 
6.25 ea. 

rO-IL 100 kc 
OSCILLATOR 

44  Prima circuit 
oscillator for band 
edge calibrator and 

frequency standard. Power: 
150 vdc hi 8 ma, 6.3 vac hi) 

150 ma. 
Kit complete with 
tube and crystal 
Wired and Tested 

$12.95 
$15.95 

F0- 1A F0-18 OSCILLATORS 
F0- 1A (fundamental operation) 
200 kc to 15,000 kc. 
Tolerances of .01% 
and .005% with appro-
priate F0-1 crystal. 
Tolerances of .0025% and 
.001%. Available wired 
and tested. Power: 210 
vdc hi 5 ma, 6.3 vac hi 150 ma. Tube 6BI-16. 
F0-111 (overtone operation) 15 mc - 60 mc iq 
five ranges. Power: 150 vdc hi 8 ma, 6.3 
vac 175 ma. Tube 6AK5. 
Kit ( less tube and crystal)     $3.95 
Wired and tested 
(less tube and crystal)   $6.95 

TRANSISTOR 
CONVERTER 

'Ye`, et:11k CASE 
MOUNTING 

- 4( 
1.,‘0 (.5 Mounting 

èwg4 # case for TRC-4 
or TRC-5. Complete with all items neces-
sary for installation in vehicle $4.95 

F0-11 
CRYSTAL OSCILLATOR 
Compact crystal oscilla-
tor. Frequency range 2 
mc to 15 mc. Fundamen-
tal mode crystals. Uses 
International F-605 or 
FA-5 Crystals. Power: 210 
vdc plate hi 5 ma, 6.3 
vac et 150 ma. Tube: 
6BH6. Wired and tested 
with tube less crys-
tal $4.75 

local oscillator. Noise limiter and 
squelch. 6 mc input. Wired and 
tested with 2 crystals $32.50 

TRANSMITTER UNIT (TRT-2) Three 
transistors. Crystal controlled. 
Switch for two frequencies. 10 
meter range. Transmitter less 
transistors  $10.00 
Transistor Kit  $ 9.00 

OSCILLATORS. Three separate 
transistor units with total of 8 fre-
quency ranges ( 100 kc to 60 mc). 
TRO-1 100 kc and 200-2000 kc. 

TR 0-2 2000 - 20,000 kc. 
Overtone 15 mc to 60 mc in 5 
ranges. Specify 
frequency  (each) $4.00 

VFA-1 

CASCODE PRE-AMPLIFIER 
For 2 meters or 6 meters. Mounts 
in standard 3" x 4" x 5" minibox. 
Power 250 vdc @ 10 to 15 ma, 
6.3 vac @ 400 ma. Tube 6I3Q7A. 

50 mc Kit with tube $4.95 
Wired with tube $8.95 

144 mc Kit with tube $4.95 
Wired with tube $8.95 



FOR DEPENDABILITY IN 
COMMUNICATIONS... SELECT 
INTERNATIONAL CRYSTALS 

AMATEUR CRYSTALS 
Types FA-5, FA-9, FM-9 1000 kc to 137 mc .01% Tolerance 

Wire mounted plated crystals for the Amateur or 
Experimenter where tolerance of .01% is per-
missible and wide range temperatures are not 
encountered. 
Designed to operate into a load capacitance of 32 
mmf on the fundamental between 1000 kc and 15 mc. 
Designed to operate anti-resonance on 3rd over-
tone modes into grid circuit without additional ca-
pacitance load. Fifth overtone crystals and seventh 
overtone crystals operate 
HOLDERS: Metal hermetically seal-
ed. FA-5 and FA-9 are HC/6U pin 
type. FM-9 is HC 18U pin type. 

CALIBRATION TOLERANCE: -± .01% 
of nominal at 30 C. 

TEMPERATURE RANCE, -- 40° to I 
70 C. t .01% of frequency at 30'C. 

DRIVE LEVEL: Recommended, maxi-
mum 3 milliwatts for overtones; up 

at series resonance. 
to 80 milliwatts for fundamentals, 
depending on frequency. 
FREQUENCY RANGE: FA-5 and FA-9 
1000 to 20,000 kc fundamental; 10 
mc to 60 mc third overtone; 60 roc 
to 137 mc fifth and seventh over-
tone. Fro-9 8000 hc. to 20,000 kc 
fundamental; 20,000 kc to 60 mc 
third overtone; 60 mc to 110 mc 
fifth overtone. 

COMMERCIAL CRYSTALS 70 kc to 137 mc—Type F-6 

Wire mounted, plated crystals for use in commer-
cial equipment where close tolerances must be 
observed. All units are calibrated for specific load 
presented by equipment. Crystals are available 
for all major two-way equipment and in most cases 
the necessary correlation data is on file. Prices on 
request. 
DLSCRIPTION AND DATA; Low drift 
Al-Cut blanks are used in these 
units bove 500 kc, and low drift 
DT and CT-cut blanks are used in 
units below 500 kc; any crystal can 
be supplied for operation with or 
without an oven. 

IMele e.thetetTóni " §e-C rti + 90 C. 
-±.002% from —30' to + 60" C. 

DT-CT—±-.01% from —40° to +70° C. 

" ie.Ugr't To? LnEoRmAZIEà -4-30' C. 
DT-CT—.01% of nominal at +30° C. 

PRIVE LEVRS: 
Maximum, Al — 

10 milllwatts 900 hc. lo 999 kc 
4 milliwatts 10,000 kc to 24,000 frc 
2 milliwatts 25 IIIC to 137 mc 

DT CT — 2 milliwatts 

MODEL C-12 
ALIGNMENT OSCILLATOR 
Crystal controlled for generating standard 
signals in alignment of IF and RF cir-
cuits. Accommodates FT- 1 crystals from 
200 kc to 15,000 kc. Special oscillators 
for frequencies to 60 mc. Complete with 
power supply for 115 vac. Oscillator with 
case, cover and carrying handle ( less 
crystals)  $69.50 

F-700 

,..à.;e1LCI11111111MIMINIIMArk 

INTERNATIONAL'S 

COMPLETE 

CATALOG FREE. 

SEND FOR YOURS 

TODAY! 

CRYSTALS FOR USE IN MILITARY 
EQUIPMENT CAN BE SUPPLIED TO MEET 

SPECIFICATIONS OF MIL - C - 3098B. 18 NORTH LEE — OKLA. CITY, OKLA. 



SAVE UP TO 50% 
ON THE NEWEST, FINEST AMATEUR RADIO 
GEAR WITH 

HEATHKIT 
Yew llits 
Forty new kits have joined the Heathkit line this fall...choose from 

over 250 quality kits ... the world's most complete line! 

iVeuf emaraiitee 
We guarantee you can build any Heathkit and have it perform to factory 
specifications... now you can buy in complete confidence! 

/Val ,No--,Moitey Dow', Zerms 
Now it's even easier to buy from Heath! Any order from $25 to $600 

can be paid for on Heath's time-pay plan with no down payment! 

Yew 1962 ileathkit Catalog 
It's the world's biggest kit catalog ... 100 pages ... complete descrip-

tions, specifications and many schematics. It's yours FREE! 

Specially-designed for CW work... 
new novice CW TRANSMITTER KIT HX-11 

An excellent transmitter for the novice or CW amateur who ap-
preciates a clean, quality signal and real distance getting power! 
Features 50 watt RF power input on 80 through 10 meters, built-
in low pass filter, single-knob bandswitching, switched antenna 
relay power and pi-network output coupling for complete oper-
ating convenience. A "tune-operate" switch allows off-the-air 
tuning and a large "clear view" meter indicates final grid or 
plate current. Easy access to crystal socket is provided by a metal 
pull-out cabinet plug. Power supply is built-in. Careful design 
and high-quality components used throughout make this kit easy 
to assemble and assures long, reliable and trouble-free perform-
ance for years to come. An outstanding "watts-per-dollar" value 
in amateur gear. 17 lbs. 

Kit HX-11... NO MONEY DOWN, $5 mo. $43.50 

The DX-60 Surpasses Quality and Performance of 
Transmitters Costing Far More! 

This outstanding phone and cw transmitter offers far more in 
quality and performance than any other unit in its price and 
power class! A front panel switch selects any of four crystal 
positions or external VFO. Controlled carrier modulator and 
silicon diode power supply are built in. Single knob bandswitch-
ing for 80 through 10 meters and pi-network output coupling 
provide complete operating convenience. Panel meter shows final 
grid or plate current for easy tuning. Assembly is a marvel of 
simplicity with clean, rugged construction and thoughtful cir-
cuit layout. A precut, cabled wiring harness eliminates tedious 
wiring and the informative instructions furnished make it an 
ideal kit for the novice. May be run at reduced power for novice 
operation. Less crystals. 25 lbs. 

Kit DX-GO,..NO MONEY DOWN, $9 mo. $82.95 
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New low cost, broad coverage 
Heathkit VFO HG-10 
Covers 80 through 2 meters with each band separately calibrated 
on a rotating drum-type slide-rule dial. Uses a series tuned Clapp 
oscillator with regulated plate voltage for stability and a cathode-
follower output stage for load isolation. Features 28:1 vernier 
gear drive, and "spotting" switch for off-the-air tuning. Powered 
by transmitter. Styled like the Heathkit DX-60 and plugs into 
it directly. Easy to build. 12 lbs. 

Kit HG-10... NO MONEY DOWN, $5 mo. $34.95 

Improve your receiver performance 
with this new Heathkit "Q" MULTIPLIER 

May be used with any receiver having an IF frequency between 
450 and 460 kc. This "electronic filter," with effective "Q" of 
approximately 4,000, provides either a sharply-peaked IF curve 
for CW, a broad peaked IF curve for AM or SSB, or a deep 
sharp notch for rejecting heterodynes on CW, AM and SSB. 
Both peak or notch positions are tunable to any point in the 
receiver's IF bandpass. Ideal for CW reception and heterodyne 
rejection on receivers or transceivers employing fixed bandwidth 
mechanical filters such as the Collins 75S-1. Power supply is 
built-in. 2 lbs. 

Kit HD-11 $14.95 

New! ... nothing else like it anywhere ... 
the Heathkit "TUNNEL-DIPPER"... 
exclusive tunnel-diode oscillator! 

First of its type! Performs like a "grid-dip" meter but uses a tun-
nel-diode oscillator and transistors—no tubes! Built-in battery 
supply for complete portability ... use it anywhere for alignment, 
trouble-shooting, etc. Features color-matched coils and dial 
scales for easy reading; printed circuit board for easy assembly. 
Protective cover has storage space for coils. Enclosed vernier-
driven drum-type tuning dial prevents accidental change in 
settings. 3 lbs. 

Kit HM-10... NO MONEY DOWN, $5 mo $34.95 

gttee Cat dog 
Send For Your FREE 1962 
Heathkit Catalog now! It 

details the complete 
Heathkit line of quality 
kits ... over 250 ... the 

world's largest selection. 
We'll send your friends 

free copies too! 

HEATH COMPANY 
Benton Harbor 9, Michigan 

Please send the Free Heathkit catalog. 

Name  

Address  

City  Zone State  
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DO YOU WORK 

IN ELECTRONICS? 

Your Purchasing Agent will thank you 
for reminding him that our 

INDUSTRIAL SALES DIVISION 
can make immediate off-the- shelf 
deliveries of most everything he needs, 
at lowest factory OEM quantity prices. 

Tell him that his request on Company 
letterhead to our Dept. HB will bring 
him a copy of our new 

INDUSTRIAL BUYER'S GUIDE 
(East Coast only) 

BECAUSE ... 
Here, at Harrison's, in the World's Largest Trading Center, 

is where you get the most for your money!—The newest equip-
ment, the best friendly service, the greatest values, the 
easiest terms, the "hottest" trade-in deals! 

Nowhere else can you see such a tremendous array of all 
the latest and finest Ham gear, waiting for you to inspect, 

vg select, try out, then take safely home with you. 
soi So, hurry on in (it really is a shorter trip than you think!) 

hq to HAM HEADQUARTERS, U.S.A. Bring along your old rig, for 
my tip-top trade-in deal. I guarantee you'll go home happy! 

73. sa .geepted4., W2AVA, 
(Of course, if you can't visit us, my mail and phone order 
service is still the best in the world!) 

HARRISON 
225 GREENWICH ST. 

NEW YORK 7, N. Y. 

BArclay 7-7922 
— LONG ISLAND STORE — 

144-24 HILLSIDE AVE., JAMAICA 
REpublic 9-4102 



JI Oin SDKth3 

BEGINNERS INVITED! There's always a warm, friendly wel-
come awaiting you here, by experienced Hams who are glad to 

advise and help you along in our great hobby! 
Pictured is one of our most popular sections — the Harrisou 
Trade-In Center, where your choice of hundreds of like-new 
receivers and transmitters can be picked up at a fraction. of 
original cost, can later be turned in toward other gear. 

Come on in, to "Ham HeadQUarters, USA", and enjoy all the ad-
vantages that make Harrison Radio the greatest place in Ham-
dom! It's less of a trip than you might think — and well worth it. 
02 blocks straight downtown from Holland Tunnel. At Barclay 

Street, 2 blocks West of City Ball." BCNU 

73, Sd eaereem, W2AVA 

P. S. ASK FOR YOUR HARRISON 
CHARGE ACCOUNT, NOW! 

HANOI 



STEP UP TO QUALITY 
RECEIVERS, TRANSMITTERS 

In Stock RIGHT NOW at Your 
HAMMARLUND Distributor 
Thrill to the stability and precision of professionally de-
signed, carefully manufactured equipment for amateur use. 
Scan these pages, and you are sure to find the unit you want. 

$399.50 
AMATEUR NET 

NEW! HX-50 
The first BIG STEP in transmitter history 
—Hammarlund quality- plus features that 
literally burst forth in this new, compact 
filter- type transmitter. Power input 130 
watts, P.E.P. Two tone output...50 watts 
at 10 meters...75 watts or better at 80 
meters. Features slide rule dial with 
band- in- use neon indication. 

HQ 100A Single Conversion 

General coverage receiver with extra convenience 
and performance through independently controlled, 
continuously variable BFO and Q-Multiplier. 

$189 Amateur Net* 

HQ 145X Dual Conversion Above 10 MC 

Pin-point accuracy with single-crystal controlled 
fixed frequency channel plus top-quality general 
coverage reception. $269 Amateur Net 

*24 hour clock-timer—$10 optional 
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HAMMARLUND QUALITY.. 
AND ACCESSORIES 

MR 30X MR 50X 
True split channel crystal controlled mon-
itor receiver. Factory tuned to any spe-
cific channel within the frequency limits 
of the instruments. Multiple channels 
available. MR 30X-25 to 54 MCS. MR 50X 
—147 to 174 MCS. $199.50 Amateur Net 

HQ 170 
Optimum reception of SSB amateur 
bands. Triple conversion. Razor sharp 
slot filter with up to 60 db attenuation. 
The amateur band Specialist. 

$359 Amateur Net' 

HQ 180 Triple Conversion 

The quality standard for the industry. 
The very finest general coverage receiver 
available. 18 tube superheterodyne unit 
for the best in SSB, AM and CW reception. 

$429 Amateur Net 

HQ 110 
For the amateur bands. Optimum selec-
tivity. Dual conversion 12 tube superhet-
erodyne. $249 Amateur Net 

HX 500 
100 watt output of the best performance 
you ever heard. Advanced design SSB 
transmitter that offers every feature you 
want—and more. $695 Amateur Net 

HQ 105TR 
Citizen-Ham band transceiver that in-
corporates a full-coverage receiver. Now 
available with built-in speaker in place 
of 24 hour clock-timer. $219.50•1 

tHQ 105TRS (Built-in speaker) $224.50 

S-100 S-200 SPEAKERS 
Matching speakers for use with HQ 100A, 
HQ 110, HQ 105TR and HQ 145X, HQ 170 
and HQ 180 respectively. Extended cov-
erage. S-100 $14.95 S-200 $19.95 

NEW ELECTRONIC KEYER 
EK-1B 

Self contained, battery operated unit 
with its own built-in speaker. Features 
ratio control which permits personal 
"touch" and a full range of speeds for 
novice or expert operation. 

$39.95 Amateur Net 

IMPROVED NOISE SILENCER 

Complete, ready to install unit that sup-
presses impulse noise level in any loca-
tion for HQ 170 and HQ 180 receivers. 
Eliminates ignition or other pulse-type 
noise that would otherwise obliterate 
signal. $33.50 Amateur Net 

CRYSTAL CALIBRATOR— 
XC 100 

New plug-in type— provides markers every 
100 KCS. HQ 145X, HQ 170, and HQ 180 
chassis factory prepared for XC-100 in-
stallation. $15.95 Amateur Net 

MANUFACTURING COMPANY, INC., 
an affiliate of Telechrome 

53 West 23rd Street, New York 10, N Y. 
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LEO I. MEYERSON, WOGFQ, SAYS: 

Now You Pay "NO MONEY DOWN" 
WITH OUR NEW CHARG-A-PLAN CREDIT PROGRAM' ($20.00 Min.) 
* ADD-ON PURCHASES AS YOUR CREDIT GROWS 
* SMALL MONTHLY PAYMENTS 
* PROMPT SHIPMENT 
* IMMEDIATE DELIVERY 

Receives 
Transmits 

ALL BAND 
VERTICAL 

ANTENNA KIT 
80-10 Meters 

Designed as a space 
and money saver. 
. . . Ground or roof 
mounted, self - sup-
porting: handles up 
to 1 KW on 10-80M: 
band change by tap-
ping clip. No guys; 
no radials; 23 feet 
overall. Heavy wall 
aluminum tubing. 52 
ohm coax fed. 

NO 
MONEY 
DOWN 

Only 

14" 

Only 

$ 29 "  

DesKit 
Handsome, functional desk with sloping 
top, designed for Amateur or Experimenter 
use. Durable 1,4" Nova-Ply. Easily as-
sembled in a few minutes without glue. 
Holds over 500 Iba. Handy, slide-out leaf. 
Wood-Mosaic finish. Full size: 49%x-
29Y4x31". Shpg. wt.: 99 lbs. Slipped 
truck or express. 

FIXED OR MOBILE 

TC-6 

6M 
Transceiver 

Kit Only 

$3995 

New WRL TechCeiver-6 has superhet 
receiver, built-in noise limiter, is tun-
able 48-54 MC. Crystal controlled 
Xmttr. using std. Xtals. ( FT 243-8h1C). 
Over 1 watt output. Built-in push-to-
talk. 9-tube performance. Smallest 
Transceiver available: 5x9'4 x6". 
Matching 115VAC supply, Kit $ 15.95 
Matching 12VDC supply, Kit $24.95 

SS-3 

Boosts weak signals 
pass. For any 455 
with no modification. 
115VAC. Ultra high 
by-step instructions. 

SIGNAL SLICER 

Only 

$1 595 

by narrow band-
Kc Receiver IF, 
Self-powered for 
"Q" coils. Step-

NEW WRL DUO-DOUBLETS 

Dual band operation, single 52-ohm feed, copperweld 
wire. Weather proof insulato s included. Usable on 
15M. Full half wave, each band. 

ALL COPPERWELD FOR STRENGTH 

Model 84 (80 & 40 meters)   

Model 42 ( 40 & 20 meters)   

$7.95 
$7.45 

NO MONEY DOWN • NO MONEY DOWN 

noteTHE-e„ 
Easily installed, heavy 
gauge steel, grey fin-
ish. 115 volts. Bulb 
included. Simply at-
tach cord to terminals 
of 115V antenna relay. 

LARGE UNIT 
(l0%1[3%0") 

SMALL UNIT 

(1%:2;f3:6%") 

495 

$2.49 

Antenna Tuner 
$1fl95 MM- 100 

1 

_ ,•• •• 

New Mini-Matcher Kit op-
erates with any Xmttr. of 
power input 100w CW, 
75w Fone or less. Matches 
to high impedance anten-
nas. Unbalanced input and 
output. High quality ma-
terials & assembly manual. 

Regular 10% down payment plan 

COLIN EAR 

6-METER 
VERTICAL 

Self-supporting verti-
cal, 13 ft. high. DX 
power gain from the % 
electrical wave vertical 
radiator. Uses %-wave 
radials. Clamps to std. 
masts up to 1%" O.D. 
3 DB gain on 6M. 62 
ohm coax fed. 

Only $2995 

still available to our 

LOW COST 

6-M BEAM 

Only • 

$1295 

Light weight, spaced for 
maximum gain I 7 dbl. 
F/B 18 db. Rugged 4% ft. 
boom. Aluminum. May be 
rotated with TV rotator. 
Can be shipped parcel poet. 

customers! 
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From 
"the house the hams built" 

OFFICIAL HALLICRAFTERS WARRANTY SERVICE STATION 

FECT COMPANIONS 
for Novice, Technician, General! 
MODEL SX140 

A high performance, low cost ham band receiver, 80-6 
meters. AM /CW /SSB, BFO /Q multiplier, antenna 
trimmer, ANL, "S" Meter and many other features. 
Wired, $ 124.95. Kit, $89.95 

MODEL HT40 

Carefully designed AM/CW transmitter for 80-6 Meters. 
Crystal, or external VFO control ( with HA5 VFO). 52 
ohm pi output with TVI shielding. Dual range metering. 
Excellent CW keying. 75 watts maximum input power. 
Wired. $ 109.95. Kit. $ 89.95, 

MODEL 

1-32t1 

JUST 

--

Amateur Net 

Companions for the Most Discriminating Amateur Operation 
SSB / AM / CW / FSK 

Complete ham band coverage 80-10 meters plus tuning 
range for external 2 and 6 meter converters. Dual 
conversion, Sil selection, built-in calibrator. Every 
feature carefully designed to result in top performance 
on reception, be it AM / CW / SSB /FSK. 

A new table top, high efficiency amateur band trans-
mitter, providing SSB/AM/CW /FSK output on 80-10 
meters ( full 10M coverage). A new dial calibrated 
directly to 1 KC. New sealed crystal filter for best per-
formance. 144 watts input ( PEP). Both sidebands on 
•%M. 52 ohm pi output. Full VOX and break in CW. 

MODEL 

SX101A 

JUST 

$445 00 

Amateur Net 

You Can Rely On HALLICRAFTERS For Superior Products! 

BUY WRL USED GEAR WITH CONFIDENCE 

2 WEEK TRIAL AFTER PURCHASE. We guarantee 
you must be satisfied with performance or you may re-
turn the equipment within 2 weeks for refund. 
90 DAY PARTS WARRANTY. We guarantee your in-
vestment 90 days by our "Same as New" 90 day war-
ranty on all parts. 
BONUS FEATURE! Full 90 day return credit: WRL 
offers a 90 day return privilege whereby you can trade 
back equipment for full credit (subject to equipment not 
being damaged) on any of our NEW equipment of 
higher value. All shipping F.0.13. WRL. 

50 fi each 

Giant Wall Maps 
HAM OR CITIZENS BAND 

Send for these Call Area mapa for 
your Ham Shack today! 28x36", in 
multiple colors, showing various call 
areas for either Amateur Radio or 
Citizens Band, time zones, monitor-
ing stations, etc. Both now avail-
able at 50e each. 

WORLD RADIO LABORATORIES 
3415 WEST BROADWAY • COUNCIL BLUFFS. IOWA 111" 2 

LEO: PLEASE RUSH ME THE FOLLOWING COMET KITS:   

HALLICRAFTERS GEAR:   

SEND Li LATEST FREE RECONDITIONED EQUIPMENT LISTS: 

NAME:   CALL • 

ADDRESS   CITY 5. STATE 

H FREE FLYER 



RHEOSTATS 

RESISTORS 

11•11 
RELAYS 

. 

TAP SWITCHES 

TANTALUM 

CAPACITORS 

VARIABLE 

TRANSFORMERS 

GERMANIUM 

DIODES 

when you specify Ohmite components.. 

you build reliability into your product 

HMIITE® 
INDUSTRY—PREFERerFú COMPONENTS 

RHEOSTATS—Insure permanently 
smooth, close control. All-ceramic, 

vitreous-enameled: 12 1/2 , 25, 50, 
75, 100, 150, 225, 300, 500, 750, 
and 1000-watt sizes. 

OHMITE RELAYS—Five stock mod-
els—DOS, DO, DOSY, CRU, new GR, 
in 235 different types, three of which 
are enclosed. At 115 VAC or 32 VDC, 
noninductive load, Models DOS and 
DOSY have a contact rating at 15 
amp; Model DO, 10 amp; Models 

GR and CRU, 5 amp. Wide range 
of coil operating voltages. 

TANTALUM CAPACITORS— Units 
are available in three types: sub-
miniature, insulated, wire-type, in 
13 sizes. All 5 MIL sizes of foil-
type. Four sizes of slug-type tanta-
lum capacitors. All feature high 
performance in minimum space 
and a wide range of capacitance 
and voltage ratings. 

POWER RESISTORS—Wire-wound, 
vitreous-enameled resistors. Stock 
sizes: 25, 50, 100, 160, 200 watts; 
values 1 to 250,000 ohms. "Brown 
Devil" fixed resistors in 5, 10, and 
20-watt sizes; values from 0.5 to 
100,000 ohms. Adjustable power 
resistors; quickly adjustable to the 
value needed. Sizes 10 to 200 watts, 
to 100,000 ohms. Wire-wound axial 
lead resistors in stock sizes of 1, 3, 5, 
& 10 watts; values, 1 to 50,000 ohms. 

R. F. CHOKES — Single-layer-
wound on low power factor cores 
with moistureproof coating. Seven 
stock sizes, 3 to 520 mc. Two units 
rated 600 ma; others, 1000 ma. 

BE RIGHT WITH 

°MUTE 

eel» 

TAP SWITCHES—Compact, high-
current rotary selectors for a-c 
use. All- ceramic. Self - cleaning, 
silver-to- silver contacts. Rated at 
10, 15, 25, 50, and 100 amperes. 

PRECISION RESISTORS— Four 
types available: molded silicone-
ceramic, vacuum- impregnated, en-
capsulated, or metal film. Toler-
ances to ± 0.1% in ye, 

34, 1, and 2-watt sizes, from 0.1 
to 2,000,000 ohms. 

VARIABLE TRANSFORMERS—Mod-
el VT2, 11/2  amp rating, output 
voltage, 0-120/132V; Model VT4, 
31/2  amp rating, output voltage 
0-120/140V; Model VT8, 71/2  amp 
rating, output voltage 0-120/140V; 
Model VT20, 20 amp rating, output 
voltage, 0-120/140V. Also 36-volt 
units. Input voltage all models, 
120V, 60 cycles. Thirty-nine stock 
models, cased and uncased. 

Write for Stock Catalog 
OHMITF MANUFACTURING COMPANY 
3608 Howard Street, Skokie, Illinois 



MASTER MOBILE-TOPS IN QUALITY & PERFORMANCE 
NEW DELUXE HI-"Q" COILS 

New wide space deluxe 
antenna coil. Greater effi-
ciency on individ. bands. 
Easily handles 750 W. 
P.E.P. Lightest coil of its 
kind commercially avail-
able. Use with 36" base 
sect. 60" whip. 

15M  S 5.95 
20M   6.95 
40M   7.95 
75M   9.95 
160M   14.95 

3 ELEMENT 
BEAM 

NO. SR- 500 

Power gals 
app. 5 (7DB) fwd 
din 10 to 1 Inter 
red, from sides & 

rear. VSWR-1.1 to 1 at band 
center when fed with 52 
ohm coax. 

SR-500-10 $24.95 SR- 500-6 $ 12.95 
SR-500-11. 24.95 SR- 500-2 10.95 

FIBRE-GLAS ANTENNA 
The Feather- Weight with 
Spring- Steel Strength. Com-
pletely weatherproof. Fibre-
glas covering, minimizes elec-
trostatic noises generated by 
heat, moisture and foreign 
particles in the air. 

FO-130 60" 14.95 
FG-72 72" 4.95 
FG-84 84" 5.15 
FG-96 96" $5.25 
FG-103 103"$6.95 

MASTER-MAGIC à 
TUNABLE WAND II 

New! easy- to- install, single 
band, top- loaded, plastic co-
vered fiber-glas antenna. Maxi-
mum performance on the des-
ired band. 

10 Met.- 5 Ft. I. $8.95 
11 Met.- 5 Ft. L. 8.95 
15 Met.- 5 Ft. L. 8.95 
20 Met.- 5 Ft, L. 8.95 
40 Met.- 6 Ft. L. 9.95 
80 Met.- 6 Ft, L. 9.95 

NEW! SLIM-JIM 

t 96" 
WHIP 

•LL-BAND 
CASE LOADING 
ANTENNA LOU 

FOR 10, 11, 
15, 20, 40, 80 

METERS 

SIZE 13/4 "x 19" 

Positive action, 
just slide whip 
in or out to 
loading point 
and lock nut 
into position. 

NO. 
B-1080 

$1795 

MONOPOLE ANTENNA 
Folded radiating 
element for in-
stallation requir-
ing a ground 
plane configura-
tion and a wider 
useful ronge. 

SR-600-2 2 Met. $ 14.95 
SR-600-6 6 Met. 16.95 
SR-600-10 10 Met. 24.50 
SR-600-11 11 Met.. 24.50 

SR-600 

WRITE 

FOR 
FREE 

CATALOG 

No.444 $ 17.80 No.445 $7.95 No.446 $13.45 
Adjustable to any bumper No holes to drill 

6 or 12 
volt 

models 

Complete 

$24" 
MASTER MATCHER & FIELD 

- STRENGTH METER. Automatic-
ally tunes entire band by 
remote control. 

MULTI-BAND COILS 
New plug-in type, operates 
with std. 3' base, 5' whip. 
Q of 525. 500 W input. 
Oper. with 52 ohm cable. 
Factory pre- tuned. 

No. 900-10,15,20,40,75M 
No. 999-10,15,20M 
No. SSB-156-40, 75M 

- YOUR 
CHOICE 

TWIN 6 - 2 METER BEAM 
May be rotated by 
TV rotor. Complete 
with baluns, match. 
harness to 52 ohm. 
Vertical or horiz. 
pol. Trem. forward 
gain. Excel'. front 
to back ratio. Light-
weight, sturdy. 

With PL-259 COAX $16" 

î UNIVERSAL MOUNTS 
e Heavy duty comm. ant. 

«. mts. Can be attached 
through opening as 

!.inm small as 3/16". For 
spring or whip. Pheno 
insulators. 3/«"-24 th. 

530 Double SS. $21.95 
v... 531 Single SS. 11.95 

520 Db. S-Cad. Pl. 7.95 
519 SI. S-Cad. Pl. 4.95 

100X 
Heavy 
Duty 

100 

tr 
Model (4.1  %"-24th. 

Model 232-C 232 Series 140 100WX $2.95 

232X Base Mount-H.D.-Dble. Tpred. Spring-Swivel Base . .$ 9.85 
232XC Base Mount-H.D.-Dble. Tpred. Spring-Coax, Conn. . 9.85 
232XSSC Base Mount-H.D.-D. Tpd. Sg.-Sp. Sless-Coax Conn. 14.95 
232XS$ Base Mount-H.D.-Qble. Tpd. Spg.-Spec. Stainless 14.95 
321 or 321C Base Mount-Where no spg des.-w. sp. rig type ball jt. 7.95 

No. 1-11 
Swivel Mount 

Fits all antennas 

All products are for Universal Use-Mobile, Home, Marine, C.A.P., Civil Defense, Emergency, etc. 

Mathi Mo4iie Alumets Yew. 
4125 W. JEFFERSON BLVD. • LOS ANGELES 16, CALIF. 

AT LEADING 
RADIO JOBBERS 
EVERYWHERE 
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BELDENnin 
Wire and Cable for every 
Ham Application 

Ham Transmission Lines—RG/U Type 

Belden 72-ohm RG/U Cables are designed for 

lowest losses, longer service life, and maximum 

dependability. Cables are essentially flat with 

no peaks in attenuation to reduce signal on 

either high or low frequencies. 

Ham Transmission Lines— 

Parallel Type 

Belden transmission line cables are made with 

brown virgin polyethylene for best weather 

resistance and lowest losses. Uniform quality con-

trol prevents standing waves and mismatches. 

Power Supply Cables 

Provide dependable service as power supply 

cords, interconnecting cables on electronic 

equipment, remote control circuits, special 

press-to-talk microphone circuits, and other 

ham applications. Designed for long service 

life with excellent mechanical and electrical 

characteristics, and uniform quality. Special 

¡acket offers maximum resistance to abrasion 

and ozone. 

8241 Type RG-59/U 

8238 Type RG-11/U 

1(3,[1f{1,uti 

8235 
300 Ohm-1 KW ( RF) Rated 

8210 
72 Ohm-1 KW ( RF) Rated 

8454 

8453 

8405 
Shielded Power 
Supply Cable 

60 
One wire source for Everything Electronic and Electrical 
8-10-0-A 



Service Rated-
Quality Controlled- Easy-to-Use--
Packaged Lengths 

8868 

- 

8488 

8484 

,40e'N ers‘ 

MIEN 

8525 

""— 'imor-1 

High Voltage Lead 

New, improved lead offers smaller diameter 

and greater flexibility and voltage . 150" OD, 

25,000 V working voltage and 50,000 V break-

down. 

Antenna Rotor Cables 

Sturdy, flexible, plastic insulated cable for all Ham 

antenna rotor applications. Cables are color 

coded for easier hook-up. Chrome, vinyl plastic 

jacket resists sun and aging. 

Coiled Retractile Cables 

Microphone—Telephone 

A variety of types and lengths for most applica-

tions. Microphone cables offered with 1, 3, and 4 

conductors in vinyl and neoprene—telephone 

cords with 3 and 4 conductors, vinyl only. 

Hook-Up Wire 

All colors, types, sizes, insulations, and tempera-

ture ranges in stock at your jobber. Available in 

packaged lengths for easy handling. 

belden 
WIRENIAKER FOR INDUSTRY 

SINCE 1902 — CHICAGO 

Magnet Wire • Lead Wire • Power Supply Cords • Cord 
Sets and Portable Cord • Electrical Household Cords • Elec-

tronic Wires • Welding Cable • Automotive Wire and Cable 61 
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DX151 

electron tube 
HELPFUL CHARTS 8. LITERATURE FREE: Write for CONDENSED 
TUBE CATALOG, information at a glance, rapid tube data refer-
ence tables, 25 pages of condensed information arranged 
for quick reference. Address your distributor or Amperes direct. 

6961 6757 

I \ 

ORP60 ORP50 Z510M 5894 7377 

7093 EY88 

Arr,r-r•rer 
i111 

6939 

18517 

0.5 
18515 

6977 

A 

6688 EFTS 7459 

Amperex 
The prices shown here are suggested list prices. For original equipment manufacturer prices, 
please write directly to the factory. 

COMMUNICATION 

RECTIFICATION 

RADIATION DETECTIO 

ELECTRO-MEDICAL 

Detailed Data Sheets on any of thi 
tubes, and applications engineer 
service are yours for the aski 

RADIATOR CREDIT FOR 
FORCED AIR-COOLED TUBES 

Tube Type Users Allowar 

889RA   $20 
891R, 892R   30 
5604   75 
5667   20 
6445   30 
6447   30 
6757   75 
6801   75 

"Price on request. 
tPrice includes 10% Fed. Excise T. 
ALL PRICES SUBJECT TO CHAN: 
WITHOUT NOTICE. 

•••••• OOOOOO •••••• 

ask A mperes 

about AMPLIFRAME tube 

*AMPLIFRAME, a new concept 
electron tubes, designed and me 
produced exclusively by Ampere 
Incorporates the unique FRAME GR 
...the closest approach to the id: 
"Physicists grid"—electrical char: 
teristics but no physical dimensior 
The FRAME GRID results in: • higl• 
transconductance per milliampere 
tighter G., and plate current tole 
ance • low transit time • low capa 
tances • lower microphonics • rugg 
construction 

ELECTRONIC CORP. 
HICKSVILLE, L. I., N. Y. 
IN CANADA: PHILIPS ELECTRONICS 
INDUSTRIES LTD., TUBE, SEMICON-
DUCTOR 8. COMPONENT DEPTS., 116 
VANDERHOOFAVENUE,TORONTO, 17. 



Suggested 
Type No. Resale Price 

BEAM POWER TUBES 
807 $3  50 
6146   5.90 
6159   5.90 
PE06/40N . . .   5.95 

DIODE, CLIPPER 
6339  $44.50 

COUNTERS, GEIGER 
75N   $16.50 
75NB3   16.50 
90NB   27.00 
90NB3   27.00 
90NB4   27.00 

27.00 
100C   54.00 
100CB   58.00 
100HB   54.00 
100N   43.50 
100NB   46.00 
120C   90.00 
120CB   95.00 
120N   90.00 
120NB   95.00 
150N   61.00 
150NB   66.00 
153C   91.00 
200C   67.00 
200CB   71.00 
200HB   67.00 
200N   56.00 
200NB   58.50 
230C   43.00 
230N   41.00 
240C   43.00 
240N   41.00 
912NB  53.00 

COUNTING, 
INDICATOR TUBES 
  $11.80 

2303C   10.65 
2502S   11.50 
2510M   11.00 
2550M   12.00 
ET51   61.00 
6370/ET . . . 5.25 
6370/EIT . . . . 16.50 

DIODES, DAMPER 
#6AL3   $2.80 
t6R3/EY81 . . .   2.80 
16AQ3  2.60 

TWIN DIODE 
5726/6ALsw . . . $2.10 

DIODE, VTVM 
6923  $13.00 

IGNITRONS 
5551A   $ 65.00 
5552A   99.00 
5553B   245.00 
5555   316.00 
5822A   116.00 
7585  99.00 

TUNING INDICATORS 
1M3 $1  95 
6BR5 245 
6CD7 365 
6DA5   2.45 
6FG6 295 
DM71  2.00 

KLYSTRON, REFLEX 
2K25  $39.50 

MAGNETRONS 
2J42   $ .. 
5586   417.00 
6972   325.00 
7091   .4, 

PENTODES 
•#3EH7   $ 2.90 
*#3EJ7   2.90 
•#4EH7   2.90 
*#4EJ7   2.90 
#6AU6   2.10 
#6BA6   2.00 
t6BQ5   2.60 
#6BX6   3.15 
6CA7   5.60 
#6CW5   3.50 
#6DA6   2.85 
*#6EH7   2.90 

Suggested 
Type No. Resale Price 

PENTODES (Con't) 
*#6EJ7   2.90 
*88Q5   2.60 
#45B5   3.50 
828 . .   27.60 
5654/6AK5W .   3.45 
*5847   17.50 
6007   1.50 
6008   1.50 
6083   14.25 
6084   3.75 
6227   3.75 
#6267   2.75 
6375   11.50 
6686   5.00 
6688   8.00 
6688A   8.06 
6689   4.50 
#7189   3.60 
*7534   16.50 
7693   4.20 
7694   4.20 
*7737   9.00 
EFP60   8.75 
tEL37  5.75 

PENTODE, DUO-DIODE 
#6 DC8  $3.25 

TRIODE-PENTODES 
:6E11_8   $3.80 
#6BM8   3.20 
#60X8   3.20 
#6U8   3.30 
#50BM8   3.50 
7643  5.25 

PHOTOMULTIPLIERS 
50AVP   $ 62.00 
50AVP-SP . .   78.00 
51UVP   308.00 
52AVP   120.00 
53AVP   80.00 
53AVP-X . . 88.00 
53UVP   462.00 
54AVP   158.00 
55AVP   210.00 
56AVP   496.00 
56UVP   696.00 
57AVP   850.00 
58AVP   850.00 
150AVP . 62.00 
150AVP-SP . . 76.00 
150CVP . . . . 84.00 

RECTIFIERS 
#1S2A   $ 2.75 
#5AR4   4.20 
#5RAGY   1.90 
#6CA4   2.10 
#6V4   1.50 
16X4   1.65 
575A   22.15 
673   22.15 
8020AX  24.00 

RECTIFIERS, MERCURY 
857B   $235.00 
866AX   3.10 
8698   160.00 
869BL   160.00 
872AX   11.65 
6508   80.00 
6693   25.00 
7136   25.00 
8008AX 10.65 

RECTIFIERS, XENON 
3828   $ 7.60 
4632  13.50 

VOLTAGE REFERENCE 
TUBES 

85A1/0E3 . . . . $2.75 
85A2/0G3 . . . . 2.50 
5651  2.50 

VOLTAGE REGULATORS 
0A2   $1.75 
OB2   1.90 
90C1   2.50 
15082/6354 . .   3.00 
6354  3.00 

TETRODES 
4-125A   $ 36.00 
4-250A   46.50 
4-400A   48.00 
4CX250B 39.35 

Suggested 
Type No. Resale Price 

TETRODES (Con't) 

4CX250F 39.35 
4X150A 29.35 
4X150D 29.35 
4X2508 . . . . 36.50 
4X250F . . . . 36.50 
4X500A . . . . 128.50 
6075   250.00 
6076   305.00 
6079   60.00 
6155   36.00 
6156   46.50 
6883   5.90 
6979   42.50 
7527   48.00 
7609   29.35 
$7699  16.00 

TETRODES, BEAM 
813   $21.10 
7378  45.00 

TWIN TETRODES 
829B   $19.00 
832A   15.90 
5894 COMM .   32.40 
5894 MIL . . .   35.40 
5895   18.50 
6252   32.40 
6360 COMM .   6.30 
6360 MIL . . .   6.70 
6907   32.40 
6939   14.00 
7377  25.00 

THYRATRONS 
2021   $ 1.85 
3C23   11.98 
6328   36.00 
5632/C3J . . .   15.50 
5684/C3JA . . 19.80 
5685/C6JA . . . 27.80 
5727   2.70 
AX260  150.00 

THYRATRONS, HYDROGEN 
6268   $32.50 
6279  45.00 

THYRATRONS, MERCURY 
5557/FG17 . . $ 9.50 
5559   23.00 
5560/FG95 .   33.00 
5869   25.00 
5870   100.00 
6786 . . . . .   200.00 
AX105/FG105   53.33 

THYRATRONS, XENON 
2050   $ 3.35 
5544   30.50 
5545  29.30 

TRIODES 
*t2ER5 . . . . $ 2.80 
*#2FY5   2.80 
*#3ER5 2.80 
*#3FY5   2.80 
#6AT6   1.90 
#6AV6   1.65 
•#6ER5 2.45 
•t6FY5 2.80 
#6Q4   6.00 
#6R4   5.10 
356   660.00 
450TH   77.00 
450TL   77.00 
501R   225.00 
502   210.00 
502R   235.00 
504R   245.00 
805   20.10 
810   25.65 
811A   8.10 
812A   8.10 
833A   53.65 
834   19.30 
838   20.00 
845   20.80 
849   185.00 
849A   165.00 
880   595.00 
889A   235.00 
889RA   370.00 
891   275.00 
891R   430.00 
892   270.00 
892R   425.00 
5604   570.00 

Suggested 
Type No. Resale Price 

TRIODES (Con't) 

5619   423.00 
5658   595.00 
5666   280.00 
5667   370.00 
5771   660.00 
5823   2.50 
*5842   17.50 
5866   20.00 
5867   30.00 
5868   55.00 
5923   165.00 
5924   231.00 
5924A   275.00 
6333   290.00 
6445   455.00 
6446   305.00 
6447   465.00 
6756   388.00 
6757   535.00 
6758   173.00 
6759   206.00 
6800   350.00 
6801   505.00 
6960   150.00 
6961   210.00 
6961A   230.00 
7004   160.00 
7092   125.00 
7237   180.00 
7459   230.00 
7804   440.00 
7805   402.00 
7806   795.00 
7807   584.00 
HF200   49.50 
HF300   40.50 
TBL2/400 . . 250.00 
TBL2/500 . . 270.00 
283200 . . . . . 395.00 

TRIODE, INDICATOR 
6977  $3.50 

TWIN TRIODES 
*#4ES8   $4.55 
6AL5W   2.10 
#6AQ8   2.60 
*t6DJ8   2.45 
*t6ES8 4  55 
*#6GM8   4.55 
#6J6   2.80 
t9AQ8   3.10 
#12AT7   3.05 
#12A07 245 
#12AX7   2.55 
#17EW8 260 
5920   2.95 
6085 3  75 
6201   4.20 
6211 235 
6463   3.50 
*6922 5  50 
*6922 MI 5.50 
#7025 2  90 
7062   2.40 
7119   3.15 
*7308   6.00 
7316   2.00 
E92CC  2.40 

TRIGGER TUBES 
COLD CATHODE 

7710 $1  95 
7713 4  30 
250T 2  20 
270U/7710 . . . 1.35 
270W/7709 . . . 2.10 
271U/7711 . . . 1.95 
2300T 495 
Z803U   5.50 
2805U/7714 . . . 2.35 

PHOTO 
CONDUCTIVE CELLS 
  $ 2.95 

ORP30   3.80 
ORP50   1.95 
ORP60   .75 
ORP61   .75 
ORP90   1.95 
61SV  22.00 

PENTAGRID 
6687 $1  55 

BEAM DEFLECTOR TUBE 
6218   $15.00 
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WALTER ASHE 
TRADES HIGHER  

(he always has since 1922/ 

You always save money dealing with 
Walter Ashe Radio ... because we always 

offer you more for your used transmitters, 
receiver or other surplus amateur gear*. 

Find out for yourself .... tell us what you 
have to trade and what you want. 

We guarantee you'll be genuinely surprised 
by the Walter Ashe deal! Use the 

coupon below .... mail it today! 

DO YOU HAVE OUR NEW 

144 PAGE AMATEUR CATALOG? 

L-
?(_ 

-IT'S 

Check the coupon 
... get the amateur's 

most complete 
catalog of the newest 

in equipment, parts 
and supplies... 

everything 
you need! 

Catalogs mailed only 
'Made since 1945 to U.S. and Canada 

Phone: CHestnut 1-1125 

WALTER ASHE RADIO CO. 
Dept. H-62, 1123 Pine St., St. Louis 1, Mo. 

WALTER ASHE RADIO COMPANY 

Dept. H-62. 1123 Pine Street, St. Louis, Missouri 

I am interested in  

What is the Ashe "Surprise" allowance on  

Nome 

Address  

City 

LE Send New Catalog 
 Zone State 

D Send Reconditioned Bulletin I 
 —J 

,9tiettcutt 
ADVERTISING IN THE 1963 HANDBOOK AT NO 
CHARGE TO QST ADVERTISERS WHO QUALIFY 

TO ALL ADVERTISERS IN QST 
AND THE RADIO AMATEUR'S 
HANDBOOK AND THEIR AD-
VERTISING AGENCIES 

a. An advertiser who uses a total of 6 

pages but not as many as 15 pages 
in QST during the twelve months of 

November 1961 through October 1962 
can run a half-page in the 1963 HAND-

BOOK at no charge. The ad can be 

vertical or horizontal and either black & 
white or black & white and red. 

b. An advertiser who uses a total of 15 

pages or more in QST during the 
twelve months of November 1961 
through October 1962 and who buys 
one page or more in the 1963 HAND-
BOOK can run one additional full page 
in the HANDBOOK at no charge. The 
additional page can be either black & 
white or black & white and red. Or, if 
the advertiser does not buy a page in 

the 1963 HANDBOOK he qualifies for 
a half-page as outlined in the preceding 
paragraph a. 

QST and the Handbook — 

The combination covering 

the electronic markets: 

Amateur, Industrial, Government 

Advertising Department 

AMERICAN RADIO RELAY 

LEAGUE 

38 La Salle Rd. 

West Hartford 7, Conn. 
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COMPRESSION 

LOCK 

LOADING COIL 

TOP WHIP IS 
MOVABLE, ALLOWS 
CONTACT WITH 
WINDING AT 
POSITION OF BAND-SPANNER, an exclusive Webster design— 
DESIRED BAND distinctive— fine looking on any car—a top performer 
RESONANCE I r, 7 1. on 80-40-20-15-10 meter bands (and MARS frequencies)— 

one of the finest antennas for use with multi-band equip-
ment. Easily handles transceivers with power inputs of 100 

CONTACT IS watts or more; Collins KWM-2, Gonset G-76 among others. 
SELF-CLEAN I NG, 
SELF-CENTERING Loading inductor is wound directly on upper portion 

of strong, lightweight fiberglass support column. Exact 
resonance anywhere within any band is obtained by 

INTERNALLY simple, plunger-type adjustment of stainless steel 
EXPOSED top whip. Winding is contacted internally, is encapsulated 
COIL TURNS in durable epoxy for lasting exterior protection. 

No exposed joints to corrode, no flimsy plastics involved. 

.-.-.—."..:„ Strong! Durable! Unaffected by moisture. t . 

BA 
SPA 
E R 

D 

streamlined mobile antenna 
for effective 5- band operation 

FIBERGLASS 
COLUMN 

TWO MODELS: 
Short Band-spanner, 60" telescoped, 93" extended. 

Long Band-spanner, 63" telescoped, 117" extended. 
41;1`tiefetkrykiefeests4 

Either model: 2475 
(less mount) 

Write today for your free copy, 
spring. 

39.00 38.00 

TWO COMPLETE ANTENNA "PACKAGES" 

FREE BOOKLET No. 1 

"'Mobile Antennas — 

simple steps 
(long or short 

with universal 
type) complete 

with bumper 

(long or short 
type) complete 

Band Spanner 

No. 2 ( 

to peak performance." ball mount and 

Band Spanner mount and heavy 

heavy-duty duty spring. 

WEBS TER MANUFACTURING 317 ROEBLING ROAD, SOUTH SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF. 
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E-I WAY QUALITY SERVES YOU BEST... 
Year After Year! 

•NO GUYS 

•TILTS OVER 

• CRANKS UP 
& DOWN 

55,000 PSI HIGH TENSILE 
STEEL FOR MAXIMUM 
STRENGTH I 

CHALLENGER 
Standard duty two section Tower. 
Cranks up to 40' and down to 24'. Will 
support 3 el., 15 M Mini-beam or 3 el. 
tribander at 40' in winds up to 50 mph 
without guys. 
Model RBD 40-P (painted)   $ 99.50 
Model RBD-40-G (galv.)   134.50 
Model with GPK D-40  50.00 
or BAK-D ( building attcrh kit)  6.75 

RBD-40 

HOT DIPPED GALVANIZED 
AFTER FABRICATION. 

i. 
MEDALIST 

Sturdy two section tower.Cranks up to 
' 41 ft. and down to 24 ft. Supports a 

triband or equivalent at 41' in 70 mph 
winds or 125 mph when cranked down. 

' Model RBS-40P ( painted)." $ 169.50 
1 Model RBS-40G(galv.)  209.50 
Model GPK-S40 (ground post)  75.00 
Model BAK-S40(building attach)" 10.50 

SATELLITE  
i 

A 3 section tower. • Cranks up to 58' and 
, down to 25'. Will support a 4 el., 20M full 
r size beam or a 6 el. triband at 60' in wind 

upto6Omph...NO GUYS! 140mph cranked 
I down. 

Model RBX 60-3p(painted) $335.00 
Model RBX 60-3G ( Galv.)  410.00 
Model GPK 60-3 (ground post)  120.00 
Model BAK-X (building attach).— •17.00 

Res-40 RBX-60.3 

HP 

* Self-supporting to 34 ft. 
* Famous E-Z Way Rotor Head. 
* Light weight 10 ft. section 

weighs only 29 lbs. 
* Climbable ladder on three 

sides, 

NEW "HP" Economy Series 
The HP series is a low cost Ham 
tower that is built to take it. 
The famous E-Z Way design has 
incorporated 55,000 PSI steel 
into the m an uf ac tureaf a II towers. 
Light weight and easy to erect. 
Hot dipped galvanized, electric 
arc welded and comes complete 
with base plate and wall bracket. 

Model HP- 34 

Model HP-44._..101.90 
Model HP- 54.. 118.85 

WRITE FOR COMPLETE 

44 

G-10 
G-10... FOR HAM, CB, TV or 
TWO WAY. 

E- Z Way's "G-10" is all 
NEW! Here is the Tower de-
signed to!take it, with dur-
ability built-in every inch 
of its superb construction. 
55,000 PSI steel ... X-Type 
bracing ... Light weight, 
10 ft. sections weigh only 
29 lbs. These are only a 
few outstanding features 
that mak• this tower the 
strongest of its kind in the 
field. Fast, easy erection, 
up to 280 ft. guyed, or 40 
ft. self-supporting. Com-
pletely electric arc welded 
and hot dipped galvanized 
after fabrication. 

The NEW " Stack Pole" lets you 
really get up there! 
DETAILS TO BE ANNOUNCED 

1962 

DETAILS ON ALL E- Z WAY TOWERS. G - 1 0 

E-Z WAY TOWERS, Inc. P.O. BOX 5767 TAMPA 5, FLORIDA 
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your choice of  

2 G R EAT '--7E/C0 7 
TRANSMITTERS... 

90-WATT 
CW TRANSMITTER #720 
Kit $79.95 Wired $1'i9.95 

*U.S. Pat. # D-184,776 
"Top quality"—ELECTRONIC 
KITS GUIDE 

Ideal for veteran or novice. 
"Clean" 90W CW, 65W AM-
phone with EXT plate modu-
lation. 80 through 10 meters. 

60-WATT 
CW TRANSMITTER #723 

Kit $49.95 Wired $79.95 

"Compact; well-planned lay-
out. Clean-sounding, abso-
lutely hum- free carrier; 
stable." — ELECTRONICS 
WORLD. 
Perfect for novice or ad-
vanced ham needing low-
power standby rig. " Clean" 
60W CW, 50W AM-phone with 
EXT plate modulation. 80 
through 10 meters, 

TRANSISTOR CODE PRACTICE 
OSCILLATOR #706 

Complete with battery 
Select variable 

tone, flashing light, 
or both together. 

Phone jack for private 
use. Efficient speaker: 

clean loud signals. 
Kit $8.95 Wired $12.95 

HIGH-LEVEL 
UNIVERSAL 

MODULATOR-
mint-j.:T-e- DRIVER #730 
Kit $49.95 Wired $79.95 

Delivers 50W undistorted audio for 
phone operation. Can plate- modu-
late transmitters having RF inputs 
up to 100W. Unique over- modula-
tion indicator. Cover E-5 $4.50. 

DC-5MC 
LAB 8, TV 5.. 

OSCILLOSCOPE 
#460 

Kit $79.95 
Wired $129.50 

5" PUSH-PULL OSCILLOSCOPE #425 
Kit $44.95 wired $79-95 

New! CITIZENS BAND 
WALKIE-TALKIE #740 

Complete with re-
chargeable battery 
and charger. 9 tran-
sistors, 1 diode. Full 
superhet. U.S. made. 

Kit $54.95 
Wired $79.95 

GRID 
DIP 

METER 
#710 

Kit $29.95 Wired $49.95 
Includes complete set of coils 
for full band coverage. Continu-
ous coverage 400 kc to 250 mc. 
500 ua meter. 

-r  

designed 
by Hams... 
for Hams... 

to the highest 
Ham standards 

110111.110•••••• 

CITIZENS 

BAND 

TRANSCEIVERS 

Superhet; pre-
aligned xmitter 
osc; match dif-
ferent antennas 

by variable " pi" network. Single 
& multi-channel models. 
From Kit $59.95 Wired $89.95 

PEAK-TO-PEAK 
VTVM # 232 

& exclusive 
•UNI-PROBEfi) 

Kit $29.95 
Wired $49.95 

VACUUM TUBE VOLTMETER #221 
Kit $25.95 Wired $39.55 

see 
".°61irri‘ ° • ••• eeeee 
• IIHH‘l • 

Kit $69.95 

TUBE TESTER #625 
Kit $34.95 wired $49. 65 

DYNAMIC 
CONDUCTANCE 

TUBE 
& TRANSISTOR 
TESTER #666 
Wired $105-95 

RF SIGNAL 
GENERATOR 

#324 
(150kc-435mc) 

Kit $26.95 
Wired $39.95 

TV- FM SWEEP GENERATOR 
& MARKER #368 
Kir $69.95 Wired $119-95 

I
S
0
.0
6
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O
N
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d 
S
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EICO 
ELECTRONIC INSTRUMENT CO., INC. 

3300 NO. BLVD., L.I.C. 1, N. Y. 
Export Dept., Roburn Agencies,Inc. 
431 Greenwich St., N. Y. 13, N. Y. 

EICO, 3300 N. Blvd., L.I.C. 1, N. Y. / OS-62 
El Send free Catalog & name of / Name  
neighborhood distributor. 

Send free " Short Course for Address  
Novice License." 1:1 Send 
36- page STEREO HI-FI GUIDE: 
25c enclosed for postage I City  Zone  State  
& handling. 

Add 5% in the West. 

ENGINEERS: Excellent career opportunities in creative electronics design. Write to the Chief Engineer. 
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A General Electric Two-Way Radio 
to solve every communication 
need 

The Progress Line: 
Proven performance leader 

Since 1955 General Electric's tubed 
Progress Line has served customers with 
economical, high power, high reliability 
two-way radio. A wide range of models 
satisfies every mobile communication re-
quirement. For field-proved performance 
and low maintenance cost even under the 
most rugged conditions, specify the Prog-
ress Line. 

General Electric's TPL: 
Extra-feature performance leader 

General Electric's Transistorized Progress 
Line offers highest performance . . . plus 
standby battery drain so low that you never 
have to turn off your TPL unit . .. fits in 
more places, in more positions, than any 
other two-way mobile radio you can buy. 

The General Electric Pacer: 
Compact economy leader 

The General Electric Pacer gives you every 
advantage of quality FM communication 
for limited range applications at the excep-
tionally low price of $419.00 . . . and the 
lowest battery drain of any mobile radio in 
its class means important additional savings. 

Many successful General Electric mobile radio authorized service stations 
were founded by licensed radio amateurs, and many now utilize the skills of 
hams on a part-time or full-time basis. Find out how you can become a 
General Electric service technician. Write National Service Manager, 
General Electric Company, Communication Products Department, Section 
31, Mountain View Road, Lynchburg, Va. 

GENERAL ELECTRIC 
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If It's Shown 

In This Handbook 

Henry 

Has It! 

HENRY gets the new equipment First 

YOU get the world's best Terms! 

Low Terms 

Long Trades 

Complete Stocks 

Low Prices 

100% Satisfaction 

You get the best terms anywhere because Henry finances all the 
terms with his easy time payment plan. 10% down (or your 
trade-in accepted as down payment), 20 months to pay. 

Henry wants to trade and he trades big. YOU get truly liberal 
allowances on your equipment. Tell us what you want to trade. 
We also pay cash for used equipment. 

Henry has everything in the amateur equipment field, new or 
used . . . transmitters or receivers, and Henry has the NEW 
equipment FIRST. 

Henry's large purchasing power means low prices to you. You 
just can't beat our wholesale prices. 

Henry gives you a guarantee of "100% satisfaction" or your 
money back at the end of a 10 day trial. 

rite, phone or visit a Henry Store Today! 

Radia Stares 

ollorld's Largest Distributors of Short Wave Receivers" 

Bob Henry 
WOARA 
Butler, Mo. 
ORchard 9-3137 

Ted Henry 

VV6UOU 
11240 West Olympic 
Blvd. 
Los Angeles 64, Calif. 
GRanite 7.6701 

Walter Henry 
931 North Euclid 
Anaheim, Calif 
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Learn Code the EASY Way 
Beginners, Amateurs and Ex-
perts alike recommend the 
INSTRUCTOGRAPH, to learn code 

and increase speed. 

Learning the INSTRUCTOGRAPH way 
will give you a decided advantage in 
qualifying for Amateur or Commercial ex-
aminations, and to increase your words per 
minute to the standard of an expert. The 
Government uses a machine in giving 
examinations. 

Motor with adjustable speed and spacing 
of characters on tapes permit a speed range 
of from 3 to 40 words per minute. A large 
variety of tapes are available — elemen-
tary, words, messages, plain language and 
coded groups. Also an "Airways" series for 
those interested in Aviation. 

MAY BE PURCHASED OR RENTED 

The INSTRUCTOGRAPH is made in sev-
eral models to suit your purse and all may 
be purchased on convenient monthly pay-
ments if desired. These machines may also 
be rented on very reasonable terms and if 
when renting you should decide to buy the 
equipment the first three months rental 
may be applied in full on the purchase 
price. 

ACQUIRING THE CODE 

It is a well-known fact that practice and 
practice alone constitutes ninety per cent 
of the entire effort necessary to "Acquire 
the Code," or, in other words, learn teleg-
raphy either wire or wireless. The In-
structograph supplies this ninety per cent. 
It takes the place of an expert operator in 
teaching the student. It will send slowly at 
first, and gradually faster and faster, until 
one is just naturally copying the fastest 
sending without conscious effort. 

BOOK OF INSTRUCTIONS 

Other than the practice afforded by the 
Instructograph, all that is required is well 
directed practice instruction, and that is 
just what the Instructograph's " Book of 
Instructions" does. It supplies the remain-
ing ten per cent necessary to acquire the 
code. It directs one how to practice to the 
best advantage, and how to take advantage 
of the few "short cuts" known to experi-
enced operators, that so materially assists 
in acquiring the code in the quickest pos-
sible time. Therefore, the Instructograph, 
the tapes, and the book of instructions is 
everything needed to acquire the code as 
well as it is possible to acquire it. 

MACHINES FOR RENT OR SALE 

in3iruciograph 

ACCOMPLISHES THESE PURPOSES: 

FIRST: It teaches you to receive telegraph symbols, 
words and messages. 

SECOND: It teaches you to send perfectly. 

THIRD: It increases your speed of sending and 
receiving after you have learned the code. 

With the Instructograph it is not necessary to impose 
on your friends. It is always ready and waiting for you. 
You are also free from Q.R.M. experienced in listening 
through your receiver. This machine is just as valuable 
to the licensed amateur for increasing his speed as to 
the beginner who wishes to obtain his amateur license. 

Postal Card WILL BRING FULL PARTIC-
ULARS IMMEDIATELY 

THE INSTRUCTOGRAPH CO. 
4707 SHERIDAN ROAD 

4700 S. CRENSHAW BLVD. 

CHICAGO 40, ILLINOIS 

LOS ANGELES 43, CALIFORNIA 
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ALLIED 
gives you every advantage 

HIGHEST TRADES: Get the absolute 
most for your old equipment. Tell us what 
you've got and what you want— we'll 
come up fast with the best deal anywhere. 

RECONDITIONED GEAR: Large selec-
tion, new set guarantee. Ask for latest 
list of top reconditioned equipment at 
lowest prices. 

NO MONEY DOWN: Easiest terms ever 
with Allied's new Credit Fund Plan—up to 
50% more buying power; up to 24 months to 
pay. Extra: 15-day trial on all ham gear. 

ALLIED RADIO 
Dept. 33 

100 N. WESTERN AVE., CHICAGO 80, ILL. 

Saiwigq ahtateim, c,,L 41 geet4.-

the most widely used 

Amateur Supply Catalog 
KEEP IT HANDY 

get everything from our largest stocks 

of station gear and electronic supplies— 

immediate delivery at lowest prices... 

GET THE HAM-TO-HAM 

HELP YOU WANT 

Our staff of 50 Amateurs goes all-out to 
give you all the help you want. You'll like the 

kind of personal attention you'll get at Allied. 

You'll get to know helpful Hams like: 

,"z f 

'41toetett,' 

W9WHF 
Jim Sommerville 
(Ham Division 
Manager) 

K9LOK 
John Chais 
(Ham Shack) 

W9VHI 
Don Kobiljak 

(Trades 8 Tech 
Help—Mail or 

Phone) 

W9HLA 
Joe Gizzi 

(Ham Shack) 

W9OBB 
Tasker Day 
(Horn Shack) 

W9BHD 
Joe Huffman 
(Ham Shock) 

In Milwaukee 
W9NGV 
Lowell 

Warshawsky 



RADIO HANDBOOK 

-gives comprehensive, up-to-the-minute data 
for designing and building radio equipment 
Extensive theory—the Radio Hand-
book covers practically every phase 
of radio theory, in simplified, easy-
to-grasp form. 

Latest design data — all original 
material—enables you to design any 
standard type of transmitting and 
receiving equipment, from medium 
to ultra-high frequencies. 

(os 

Latest construction data—broadest 
coverage in the field. You get com-
plete original information on how to 
build and operate advanced high 
performance equipment. Plans in-
clude details on attractive styling. 
All data clearly indexed. 800 pages 
— all editorial — with hard cover. 
The largest RADIO HANDBOOK 
ever published. 

at your dealer, plus any tax $8.50 

*Order from your favorite electronic parts distributor 

If he cannot supply, cc rid us his name and your remittance, and we will supply; foreign, add 10%. 

EDITORS and ENGINEERS, Ltd. 

Dealers: Electronic distributors, order from us. Bookstores, libraries, newsdealers order from Baker & 
Taylor. Hillside, Ni. Export (exc. Canada), order from H. M. Snyder Co., 440 Park Ave So.. N.Y. 16. 

Summerland 4, California 
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RADIO SHACK 
YOWZ ?(Qadqua)t&A 3Dx ama&u geti 

HIGHEST TRADES . 
EASIEST TERMS . . 
HAM EXPERTS . . 

Call or write WIRY, Art Bates Amateur Rat/lo 
Correspondent, c/o Radio Shack for a terrific 
trade-in deal! 

Use Radio Shack's New Revolving .Charge! 
There's NO MONEY DOWN and up to 24 months 
to pay an anything you purchase. 

Everyone you talk to or write to concerning 
Amateur equipment will be a "Ham" himself, 
knowledgable, courteous ready to serve you! 

ivEle/ NATIONARLERCAEDIVIOCOMPANY 
ERS  

. . . For The Finest In Amateur Performance 

NC-270 RECEIVER 
A true performance pace-setter! Patented ferrite filter 
and instant sideband selection provide for upper and 
lo*ei sideband with linear heterodyne detector and 
separate carrier reinsertion. Dual conversion 80 through 
6 meter coverage, crystal calibrator. .#440X750 

$279" 
$15 monthly 

$21 9 95 
$13 monthly 

1 99 95 
$11 monthly 

NC-190 RECEIVER 
Advanced design general coverage receiver! Instant 
choice of calibrated amateur or popular foreign broad-
cast bands. Sensitivity better than 1.0 gV for 10 db 
S/N ratio. Ferrite filter provides 600 cy., CW, 3 KC 
SSB, 5 DC AM bandwidths. #4509380 

NC-155 RECEIVER 
Designed exclusively for ham band operation, the 
NC-155 features superb sensitivity (1 µV for 10 db 
S/N on all bands), top stability and shaped selectivity! 
Double conversion on 90 through 6 meters. Full 
SSB/CW AGC, separate product detector. 45b039 

r-------1 
RADIO SHACK CORPORATION, Dept. RA- H 

730 Commonwealth Ave., Boston 17, Mass. 

Please " QUOTE BIG" on my model 

I would like to trade in toward 

1_ I would like to purchase 

Name 

Address 

City 

El Check 
L.  

State 

El Money Order El C.O.D. 

NC- 155 

NC- 190 

NTS.3 SPEAKERS 

For All Of The Above Receivers 

$ 9„ • Modern Design 
• Top Performance 

Designed from a single sheet of alumi-
num, the NTS-3 speakers are perfectly 
damped, low distortion reproducers. 4" 
cone diameter. Imp. 3.22. #440X751 

NOW THERE ARE EIGHT RADIO SHACKS TO SERVE YOU 

BOSTON, MASS. 
730 Commonwealth Ave. 

REgent 4-1000 

WEST HARTFORD, CONN. 
39 South Main St. 
ADams 6-5441 

BOSTON, MASS. 
167 Washington St. 

REgent 4-1000 

STAMFORD, CONN. 
29 High Ridge Rd. 

DAvls 5-4371 

SAUGUS, MASS. 
N. E. Shopping Center 

CEnter 3-5350 

NEW HAVEN, CONN. 
230-234 Crown St. 

STate 7-7121 

BRAINTREE, MASS. 
South Shore Plaza 

Victor 3-9200 

PROVIDENCE-CRANSTON, R. I. 
1301 Reservoir Ave 

SEND FOR BRAND NEW 1962 RADIO SHACK CATALOG! 336 BARGAIN-FILLED PAGES! 
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21-1X 
Gold- Plated 
Base Top 

VIBROPLEX 
THE PIONEER 
WORLD'S NO. 

ALL LABOR TAKEN OUT OF SENDING 
SEND BETTER — Vibroplex 
makes uniformly good signals at 
any speed. They are sharp and 
easy to read. You will like them. 
SEND EASIER---'Vibroplex is a 
perfectly balanced key. You are 
relieved of all nervous and mus-
cular tension. 

Vibroplex Original 
Praised by its many thousands of satisfied 
users for ease of operation, sharp, clear sig-
nals and all around excellence. They are 
precision machined and trouble proof. A 
strong favorite of the elite. Standard, with 
circuit closer, chrome top parts and gray 
base, 619.95. DeLuxe, with red trim, jewel 
movement and polished chrome base, $23.95. 

Vibroplex Blue Racer 
A duplicate of the Original Vibroplex except 
for being only half the size, weight 2 lbs. 8 
ose. Does the same fine work as the larger 
models. Standard, with circuit closer, chrome 
top parte and gray base, $22.45. DeLuxe, 
with chromium base and top parts, red trim 
and jewel movement, priced at 626.95.* 

Avoid Imitations! 
The "BUG" Trade Mark 

Identifies the 
Genuine Vibroplex. 
Accept no substitute 

1 KEY 

AND ALWAYS THE LEADER 
SEMI- AUTOMATIC 

tires the arm 
upsets the Nerves 

Never 
Never 

"PRESENTATION" 

74 
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SEND FASTER — Vibroplex 
gives you greater speed. More 
speed than you can ever use. But 
it's there if you need it. 
SEND LONGER — Vibroplex 
keys last longer. Many keys are 
still in use after 30 or more years. 
Nothing to get out of order. 

Replace your old-fashioned key with 

all its annoyances with an improved 
NEW VIBROPLEX. Enjoy sending 

as never before. Choose yours from 
those illustrated here. 

"VIBRO-KEYER" 

Supplies the answer to many years of re-
quests for Vibroplex parts for a keying 
mechanism in constructing an electronic 
transmitting unit. Features a beautiful 
base, size 3 se by 4 Se and weighing 2% 
pounds. Red finger and thumb pieces, 
same large 3,f6" contacts on main frame 
and trunlon lever as used in Vibroplex. A 
real beauty, adjustable to suit your speed 
requirements. Standard model, priced at 
$17.95: Deluxe model. with Chrome Plated 
Base, priced at only $22.45. 

*Cord and wedge, $ 1.75 additional. 

New Super DeLuxe 

VIBROPLEX 
Presentation 

The Super DeLuxe model's JEWEL 
MOVEMENT completely revolutionizes 
sending. Makes It easy for every operator. 

It has SUPER-SPEED CONTROL 
mainspring; you go from slowest to high-
est speed without changing weights. 

Vibroplex has TOUCH CONTR OL, 
adjustable to your individual desire. 

Vibroplex has FIRM STANCE, a very 
important item. The robber feet are so 
placed the key stays in position. 

RICHLY DESIGNED — 24k gold-
plated base top, polished chromium 
machine parta, red trim and jeweled 
movement. DeLuxe, only $33.91. 

Vibroplex Lightning Bug 

Improved design with slotted weights that 
can't work loose. A bridged damper frame 
that protects key against damage. In-
stantly adjustable dot contact spring may 
be removed without disturbing speed 
weights. Precision machining, trouble proof 
and adjustable to any speed. Standard. 
with circuit closer, gray base and chrome 
top parts, priced at 521.4$. DeLuxe model. 
priced at 525.95.* 

Vibroplex 

Carrying Case 
NEW SPECIAL ENLARGED Edition 
of PHILLIPS CODE, $2.75 Postpaid 

Also Includes: United Rahn Time Chart 
Radio Code Signals Commercial "2" Code 
International Morse Aeronautical "Q" Code 
American Morse Miscellaneous AbbrevIa-
Russian, Greek, Arabic time. Used International 
Turkish and Japanese wire, submarine cable and 
Morse Codes radio telegraph circuits. 
World Time Chart 

Get your copy today: 

Prices subject to change without notice 

Keeps key like new. Black 
simulated morocco. Flexible 
leather handle. Protects key 
against dust, dirt and mois-
ture. Insures safe-keeping 
when not in use. With look 
and key, $6.75. 

Every Vibroplex key 
has 3/16 contacts and 
is available for left-
hand operation. $2.50 
extra. 

THE VIBROPLEX CO., INc., 833 Broadway, New York 

W. W. ALBRIGHT, President 

IF YOU SEND YOU SHOULD USE THE VIBROPLEX 

3, N. Y. 



Certified Performance 

Storm 
Champion 
Antenna 

Vehicular Swivel Base 
Antenna Antenna Quick Mount 
Mounting Mounting 
Hardware Hardware 

- with CP Co ner Reflector 
Antennas 

COMMUNICATION 
ANTENNA 
SYSTEMS 

Stationmaster 

Antennas 

Parabolic 
Antennas 

Monopole Antennas 

Complete RF Cable 
and Connector Systems 

Cre 

Vehicular Coaxial 
Antennas Antennas 

CP "certified performance" components are available for every type of two-way 
communication installation. Specify CP for base station and vehicular antennas, 
coaxial cable systems, hardware and accessories. Consult CP for recommendations 
on your specific requirements. 

New catalog available! Contains complete information on CP antennas and acces-
sories plus a handy technical data section. Write on company letterhead for your 
copy, today! 

• 

COMMUNICATION ANTENNA SYSTEMS FOR AMERIÇAN ttusilyt 

MARLBORO, NEW JERSEY. U.S.A. — Telephone: HOpkins 2-1880 (Area Code 201) 
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Get Your Commercial 
Ticket Easier and Faster With 
The Completely Up-To-Date ... 

(May 15, 1961) 

RADIO OPERATOR'S 
LICENSE Q & A 

MANUAL 
—by Milton Kaufman— 

Completely up-to-date to May 15, 1961 with new 
supplement. All FCC question revisions and 
question re-numbering. 

More people have earned their commercial radio 
licenses with this famous book than with any 
other available today. —It is the best book for 
FCC license preparation! It is just as indispens-
able to anyone who desires a commercial 'ticket' 
as it is to the licensed operator, as a reference 
volume. Truly, it is a book anyone interested in 
radio operation can't afford to be without. The 
Q&A Manual covers elements 1 through 8. It is 
the only book giving the question—the answer 
and a detailed follow-through diacuesion on 
every vital technical question in the FCC Study 
Guide. This makes it very easy to answer cor-
rectly multiple choice questions! 
It is so effective as a teaching aid that it is the 
standard text in schools teaching commercial 
radio operating as well as by industrial organi-
zations. All fundamentals required for all kinds 
of commercial licenses are included. Numerical 
examples in the follow-through diecuesion show 
how problems are solved and answers arrived at. 
There are many illustrations to make the tech-
nical questions and answers picture-clear. The 
manual is based on government study guide and 
supplementary FCC releases. In every regard, 
there is no equal to this book. 

Here is what leading publications in the 
communications field soy about the G/14 Manual. 

"Thorough treatment"—QST. 
"up-to-the- minute . . . presentation. Method 

is clear, logical and easy to read . . ." 
WIRE AND RADIO COMMUNICATIONS.  

CONTENTS: Element I, Basie Laws (New) 
...Element II, Basic Operating Practice ( New) 
... Element III, Basie Radiotelephone .. . Ele-
ment IV, Advanced Radiotelephone ... Element 
V, Radiotelegraph Operating Practice . . . Ele-
ment VI, Advanced Radiotelegraph ... Element 
VII. Aircraft Radiotelegraph ... Element VIII, 
Ship Radar Techniques,, . Appendix I, Part 13: 
Rules Governing Commercial Radio Operators 
. . . Appendix II, Extracts from. Radio Laws 
. . . Appendix Ill, Conventional Abbreviations: 
International Morse Code . . . Appendix IV, 
Small Vessel Direction Finders . . . Appendix 
V, Automatic Alarm, Index. 
#130, Cloth Bound, 736 pp.  Only $7.10 

Get it at your electronic parts distributor 
or bookstore, or order direct from 

Wel JOHN F. RIDER PUBLISHER, INC. 
116 West 14th Street, New York II, N. T. 
A division of Havdel Publishing Co , Inc. 

TRANSmITTER FOR 8 s 2 

Amateur Net $675. 

Have \ ou heard about 
them' new Clegg advances 

in VHF? 
Spectacular advances in the field of electron-
ics in recent years are presenting outstanding 
opportunities to manufacturers and the 
serious VHF amateur alike. 

Research and development at Clegg Lab-
oratories have played a consistent role in the 
design and engineering of superior VHF 
equipment for the serious operators on these 
bands. From this continuing research have 
come such products as the Clegg ZEUS trans-
mitter for 6 and 2 meters, the INTERCEP-
TOR VHF receiver, the 99'er transceiver for 
6 meters, and the 2 x 4 audio oscillator. 

Each of these units is outstanding in its 
field. The ZEUS, for example, provides 185 
power-packed watts on both 6 and 2 meters. 
Automatic feedback control of low level 
speech clipping permits maximum talk power 
without splatter. The INTERCEPTOR re-

ceiver, using the latest nuvistors in r.f. stages, 
provides a noise figure of less than 2 db. 
and sensitivity of better than .25 microvolts. 

The 99'er provides a complete VHF station 
for the ham with a limited budget. 

Ask your distributor about these new Clegg 
VHF units today. Or write for complete 
information. 

CAMLABORATORIES 
502 RT. 53, MT. TABOR, N..1 

OAkwood 7-6800 

CLEGG SIPER 

6 METER TRANSCEIVER 
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Cable Address "Uncledave" CALL ALBANY HE 6-8411 NITES GR 7-5891 

NOW THAT LONG WINTER EVENINGS ARE COMING, YOU WILL WANT 

THAT SHACK OF YOURS TO BE IN SHAPE TO HANDLE THE INCREAS-

ING ACTIVITY OF THE BANDS WITH THIS HALLICRAFTERS EQUIPMENT 

MODEL HT-37. 
The HT-37 has 
been carefully 
engineered to 
give you the 
best phasing 
unit at a mod-
erate price. 
Complete table-
top high effi-

ciency amateur band transmitter, giving SSB, AM or CW 
output on 80, 40, 15 and 10 meters. 70-100 watts P.E.P. 
output c.w. or SSB, 17-25 watts carrier on AM phone. Un-
wanted sideband down 40 db at 1000 cps; modern styling, 
instant c.w. CAL signal from any mode; precision V.P.O.; 
rugged heavy-duty deluxe chassis; 52 ohm pi network 
output for harmonic suppression; dual range meter for ac-
curate tuning & carrier level adjustment; ideal c.w. keying; 
full voice control system built-in $450.00 

MODEL HT- 41. 
Truly a ham's 
dream! The HT-41 
linear amplifier is 
an ideal compan-
ion for the HT-37 in 
price,style,and per-
formance.Complete 
coverage 80 thru 10 
meters; adjustable 

pi-network output; all circuits metered; built-in R.F. output 
meter to aid tune-up; standby bias supply. High efficiency, 
grounded-grid circuit; new 7094 beam-power. $395.00 

MODEL HA-4 "T. O. 
Keyer." "The Stradi-
varius of Electronic 
Keyers." Hallicrafters 
offers this equipment 
for the discriminating 
c.w. operator who 
wants perfection. The 

HA-4 is a transistorized keyer, using digital techniques. Its 
circuitry features a constant ratio of dot-to-space-to-dash 
over entire speed range of the instrument. Two speed ranges, 
8-18 and 18-50 wpm. The unit employs 8 transistor and 10 
semiconductor diodes. Transformer operated. A high voltage 
transistor is used to key the transmitter.  $59.95 

MODEL 5-120. An-
other popular Hallicraft-
ers precision- built 
receiver with many de-
sirable features: Covers 
broadcast band 

.1: L.7 c •• 550-1600 kc. plus 
three short-wave bands 
1600 kc-30 Mc. Slide 

rule bandspread dial, separate bandspread tuning con-
denser; band selector, main tuning, bandspread tuning; 
standby-receive, B.F.O./selectivity, AC on/off vol.; 455 
kc. intermediate frequency; power supply 105/125v. 
50/60 cycle AC/DC-30 watts. Gray Steel cab, with silver 
trim 131/2 " w., ea" h x 83/4 " d. Shipping weight approxi-
mately 12 lbs $69.95 

MODEL 5X-115. 
This is a new triple. 
conversion heterodyne 
type communication 
receiver. Combines 
high,mt accuracy, sta-
bility, sensitivity; linear 
tuning, constant tuning 
rate, built-in 100 Kc 
crystal calibrator, sen-

sitivity less tnan I microvolt, selectable side bands, image 
rejection better than 60 db. band gain equalization, audio 
inverse feedback, and many other features. Covers nine 
500 Kc segments. 

3.5- 4.0 Mc 21.0-21.5 
7.0- 7.5 28.0-30.0 (4 segments) 
14.0-14.5 WWV 

$595.00 

MODEL HA- 5 DELUXE 
VEO. High stability hetero-
dyne-type for all bands. Three 
tubes plus voltage regulator 
and silicon rectifiers. Extreme 
stability. Illuminated dial cali-
brated for all amateur bands, 
80 through 2 meters. Output 
frequency range: 3.5 Mc. to 
4.0 Mc., 7.0 Mc. to 7.5 Mc., 

7.8 Mc. to 8.3 Mc., and 8.333 Mc. to 8.833 Mc. Excellent key-
ing; 30 to 1 tuning ratio permits precise tuning $79.95 

Write Uncledave 
W2APF 

with your needs 
and problems 

TRADE-INS ACCEPTED AND 
FOREIGN TRADE SOLICITED 

BANK FINANCING 

TIME PAYMENTS It Months to pay. Life 
Insurance at act extra Ceti 

UNCLE DAVE'S 
RADIO SHACK 
A SUBSIDIARY OF 
FORT ORANGE RADIO 
DISTRIBVING -CO. 
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I KW pi dux 

Two coils required. 
Coax connector not included. 

air dux 
w0t7ND COILS 

air dux" BALUN 

Unbalanced coax lines used on most trans-
mitters can be matched to balanced lines 
of either 75 or 300 ohms impedance by 
using the B2009 air dux coils. May be 
used with transmitters and receivers with-
out adjustment over the frequency range 
of 80 through 10 meters, and will handle 
power inputs up to 200 watts. 

B2009 Coil with hardware 
MB2009 Mounting plate 

eff" 
Standard Air Dux! 

A wide selection is 

available from Jobbers 
nationally. 

2 new pi dux assemblies 

The 500 and 1000 watt pi dux assemblies 
are compact yet conservatively rated. The 
high frequency coil sections are silver 
plated for high tank circuit efficiency. A 
complete technical sheet is included with 
each assembly. 

eel95-1 500 watt pi dux Assembly 
195-2 1 KW pi dux Assembly 

Indented pl dux® 
Wire Length L 

Cet.No. Dia TPI Size of Coll oh. 

816A 1 16 18 3% 18.0 
1014A 1% 14 18 22% 18.3 
1212A 11/2  12 16 21/2  18.3 
1411A V% 11 14 21/2  18.0 
1609A 2 9 14 3 18.1 
2007A 21/2  7 12 31/2  18.6 
2406A 3 6 10 3% 18.7 

vanl-pitch pl dux" 

820D10 
121206 
160806 
200805 
240804 

11/2  
2 
21/2  
3 

20 & 10 
12 & 6 
8 & 6 
88.5 
88.4 

18 
14 
12 
12 
10 

3 
313/ 

41/2  
33 

314 

18.0 
18.6 
18.1 
18.2 
18.6 

That's our business! We 

now supply a majority of 
the air wound coils used 

by leading equipment 

Illumitronic has the 

most complete line 

of PLASTIC ROD, 

TUBING and SHEET. 

Also HARNESSING 

and CABLING 

materials: 

ZIPPERTUBING 

SPIRAL WRAP 

SPIRAL COVER 

VINYL SLEEVING 

LACING CORD 

CABLE CLAMPS 

( 

iliumitronic 

0 Sunnyvale, california 

engineering 
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$849$ 

TX-86, ONE OF THE 

MOST VERSATILE HAM 

XMTRS EVER MADE 

90 W. CW, 90 W peak Phone 
80 through 6 meters, easily adJusted 

for novice use 
Mobile or fixed use, size: 5" x 7" x 7" 
Xtal controlled or can take VFO 
Final 6146 runs straight through on 

all bands 
Pi-net output ckt, TVI suppressed 

Complete kit, 
specify 6 or 12v fil  

Wired & tested, 
specify 6 or 12v fil  

MODEL PS-3 AC POW. SUPPLY FOR TX-86 
Completely wired and tested $44.95 

AC- I, NOVICE 
CW XMTR 

Mal controlled for 40 and 80 
meters CW 

Pi-net output ckt. TVI sup-
pressed 

Includes heavy duty AC Power 
Supply 

15 w. Input; 6V6 osc., 6X5 
rect. 

Mod. AC• I complete kit 
for any 1 band 
Extra coil kit for other band 

$10995 

$19 95 

 $.75 

LEARN CODE & THEORY FAST 

2 & 6 METER CONVERTERS & POWER SUPPLY 

Featurcs included on both models' 
Crystal Controlled 
RF Rejection: over 70 db spurious & image 
Gain: over 30 db 
IF Rejection: over 100 db 
Noise Figure: better than 4 db 
Tube Lineup: 2 meter Converter has new, imported 6ES8 high 

gain, low noise, cascode lot RF Amp., 6128A 2nd RF Amp. & 
Mixer, 6J6 Ose —Multiplier. 

6 meter Converter has 61388 Cascode 111, Amp and 
6I:8A Mixer and Osc. 6 meter 2 meter 

Model Model 

CB-6 CB .2 
$19.95 $23.95 
$27.50 $33.95 

Converter complete with tubes and xtal 
for 7-11 or 14-18 mc. IF output in 
Kit form with instructions 
Wired and tested 
Kit or Wired models for any other output 
frequencies ( 30.5-34.5 mc, 28-30 mc, etc.) 

Power Supply for CB-6 or CB.2 
Mod. PS•IK, Kit   $10.50 

Mod. PS- 1W, Wired and Tested  $11.50 

$1.00 extra 

No. 1—Junior Code Course. Consists of 10 recordings (alphabet 
through 7(¡ W. P. M.). Includes typical FCC type code exams. 
Free Instruction book on learning how to send and receive code the 
simplest, fastest way: plus charts to check your receiving accu-
racy; plus leatherette bound album. SK95 
No. 100-01 Junior Code Course-78 rpm. Net Each  
No. 100-45 Junior Code Course-45 rpm. Net Each 59.99 
No. 100-33 Junior Code Course-33% rpm. Net Each 4.95 
No. 2—Senior Code Course. Includes everything in No. 1 course 
plus 12 more recordings (alphabet through 18 W. P. M.), plus 
typical FCC type code exams for General Class and 2nd Class 
Commercial telegraph licenses. Includes album. S 1150 
No. 101-01 Sent« Code Course-78 rpm. Net Each.... 
No. 101-45 Senior Code Course-45 rpm. Net Each...51 0.4Q 
No. 101-33 Senior Code Course-334 rpm. Net Each 61.5ci 
No. 3—Complete Radio Theory Course. A complete, simplified 
home study theory course in radio covering the novice, technician, 
conditional and general classes—all under one cover—with over 
400 typical FCC type questions to prepare for license examination. 
No technical background required. S295 
No. 102-01 Radio Amateur Theory Course—Net Each  
No. 4—Advanced Code Course. Prepares novice operators for the 
amateur general class and second class commercial license tests. 
Contains 12 recordings (8 through 18 W. P. M.) plus a complete 
code book; plus typical FCC code examinations for general and 
commercial tests. SK95 
No. 103-01 Advanced Code Course-78 rpm. Net Each 4.11 
No. 103-45 Advanced Code Course-45 rpm. Net Each  
No. 103-33 Advanced Code Course-334 rpm. Net Each. 4.55 

\ feet 

CPS.MTK kit   

CP13.11TW wired 

TRANSISTORIZED CODE PRACTICE 
OSCILLATOR AND MONITOR 

Serves as code practice sac. and phone-CW 
monitor without making any changes. Builds 
into small 2-piece satin finish copper case. 
Power required: 2 Eveready jt912 cells. 

$46$ 
$575 

CODE PRACTICE OSCILLATOR, KITS 

Available in kit or wired form. Produces, • 
pure, steady tone without clicks or chirps. 
Will handle a large number cf headphones or 
keys. Converts easily to an excellent CW mon-
itor. Variable tone control and volume control. 
Built-in V speaker. Operates on 110 volts AC 
or DC. 

Amen(' No. CPS-KT—Kit. including tubes. Net Each .. S1 3.78 
Ameno No. CP 5- WT—Wired. with tubes. Net Each.... 14.5 

11111.1111111M1 

AUTHORIZED DISTRIBUTORS OF 
ELECTRONIC PARTS & EQUIPMENT 

Arrow's Export Dept. 

Ships To All Parts Of The World 

AR R O WPIECTRONKS 
65 Cortlandt Street, New York 7, N. Y. • Illgby 9-4730 

525 Jericho Turn ike Mineola N. Y. • Pioneer 6-8686 

Trode.ins Welcomed 

Your old equipment is worth 
money at Arrow. Get Arrow's 
deal before you buy. 



With SPRAGUE CAPACITORS and RESISTORS 
you build Reliability into your equipment! 

CAN-TYPE ELECTROLYTICS 

Twist-Lok ' Capacitors 

Hermetically sealed in 
aluminum cases. With-
stand high temperatures 
(85°C), high surge voltages, 
high ripple currents. 

Screwbase Capacitors 

Aluminum cases. Will with-
stand high a-c ripple. Avail-
able with lugs or Insulated 
wire leads. Common or 
separate negative terminals. 

High pi Capacitors 

Molded phenolic cases. 
Ratings to 10,000 gF. De-
signed for low voltage 
(to 50V) filter circuits. 

TUBULAR ELECTROLYTICS 

Atom.":"' Capacitors 

Tiny, dependable single or multiple 
section units. Have low leakage, long 
shelf life. Metal case construction 
with outer Kraft tube. 

CID  
Litil—Lytic ' Capacitors 
Ultra- small, excellent for transistor-
ized circuitry. All- welded construc-
tion—no pressure joints to cause 
"opens". Low leakage, extremely 
long shelf life. 

PAPER-FILM TUBULARS 

— 
Black Beauty Capacitors 

Dual dielectric (polyester film and paper) 
combines best features of both. Solid 
impregnant, nothing to leak or drip. 
Molded case. Withstand high temper-
atures, high humidity. 

Orange Drop!' Capacitors 

Dual dielectric ( polyester 
film and paper), with solid 
impregnant. Double dipped 
in epoxy resin. Radial leads, 
ideal for printed wiring 
boards. 

CERAMIC CAPACITORS 

Cera_m ite® Ceramics 
Silvered flat- plate design for high 
by-pass efficiency, high self- resonant 
frequency.Tough moisture- proof coat-
ing. Available in general application, 
high- K, temperature stable, and tem-
perature-compensating types. 

Il r Buttonhead Ceramics 
y Flat- disc capacitor element 

sealed in top of hex head for 
easy screw- mounting. Low 
self-inductance, high self-

resonant frequency. Available for 
by-pass or feed-thru applications. 

OIL CAPACITORS 

Rectangular Oils 

For transmitter power sup-
plies and other high voltage 
applications. Hermetically 
sealed in rugged metal 
cases. Oil-impregnated, oi I-
filled. High insulation re-
sistance. 

Screwbase Oils 

Cylindrical screwbase can 
for easy single hole mount-
i ng. Oil- impregnated, oil 
filled. Small size, will fit 
tight spaces. 

HYPASS® CAPACITORS 

Exclusive 3-terminal feed-thru units 
which effectively by-pass vhf cur-
rents. Suppress TVI from trans-
mitters, diathermy, line-conducted 
radiation, etc. 

SK-1 SUPPRESSIKIT® 

Contains every-
thing needed for 
effective mobile 
radio noise sup-
pression of R-F in-
terference beyond 
400 mc. For autos 
with 6 or 12 V gen-
erators. 

For complete data on these and other Sprague compo-
nents, get Catalog C-614 from your Sprague Distributor, 

or write to Sprague Products Company, 505 Marshall St., 

North Adams, Massachusetts. 

MICA CAPACITORS 

"Postage-stamp" Micas 
Silvered (+ 5% cap. tol.) or standard 
(— 20% cap. toi.). Carefully-selec-
ted, electrically graded raw mica 
assures maximum quality 

Transmitting Micas 
Voltage ratings to 2500 WVDC, 5000 V 
Test. R-F current tested before and 
after molding. 

WIREWOUND RESISTORS 

Arimaiirceuww-ç 
Koolohm Resistors 
Insulated shell power resistors 
wound with ceramic- insulated wire. 
Completely moisture- proof. Ratings 
to 120 watts in inductive and non- in-
ductive types. 

Mae— 
Blue Jacket!' Resistors 
Vitreous enamel coating guards 
against humidity and failure from 
electrolysis. Ratings from 2 to 10 W. 

SPRAGUE® 
world's largest capacitor manufacturer 
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Get into this rapidly growing 
field with 2nd Class Ticket and 

LAMPKIN MOBILE- SERVICE METERS 

LAMPKIN 105-B MICROMETER 
FREQUENCY METER 

FREQUENCY RANGE on local trans-
mitters 0.1 to 175 MC — to 3000 MC by 
measuring in multiplier stages. ACCU-
RACY conservatively guaranteed better 
than 0.0025(4 —actually 9 out of 10 results 
come within 0.001%. CALIBRATION 
table for each meter; charts show percent-
age off-frequency from FCC assignment. 
DIAL 4" diameter, 40 turns, totals 8000 
divisions spread over 42 feet—resettable 
better than 5 parts per million. CRYSTAL 
thermometer on panel automatically indi-
cates dial checkpoint. SIGNAL GENER-
ATOR—a pinpoint CW source for mobile-
receiver final alignment. 

heSleel 
.111" JIMA 

•1914111,01.01 WM} 

LAMPKIN 205-A 
FM MODULATION METER 
FREQUENCY RANGE — Continuous 
25 MC to 500 MC. No coils to change. 
Rough and vernier tuning controls. PEAK 
FM swing shows directly on indicating 
meter—calibrated 0-12.5 or 0-25.0 peak 
KC, positive or negative. No charts or 
tables. ACCURATE—within 10% at full 
scale. FIELD STRENGTH METER — 
Reads relative transmitter output. PRO-
TECTED — Panel components recessed 
behind edges of the case. PORTABLE — 
Just a 2-finger load. 

JUST THESE TWO METERS—WITH NO ADDITIONAL CRYSTALS OR FACTORY ADJUSTMENTS— 
WILL CHECK FREQUENCY AND FM MODULATION ON HUNDREDS OF TRANSMITTERS. 
LAMPKIN METERS ARE PREFERRED TEST EQUIPMENT—BY MUNICIPALITIES, 46 OUT OF 
50 STATES, BY MOST 2-WAY RADIO MANUFACTURERS, AND BY THOUSANDS OF INDEPEN-

DENT MOBILE-SERVICE ENGINEERS. 

FREE BOOKLET—with facts 
and figures—send for "HOW TO 
MAKE MONEY IN MOBILE-
RADIO MAINTENANCE". 

MAIL COUPON TODAY! 

BRADENTON, FLORIDA 

NEW . . . THE PPM METER . . . AN 
ACCESSORY FOR THE TYPE 105-B . . . 
ACCURACY BETTER THAN 0.0001%, AMPLE 
FOR SPLIT-CHANNEL FREQUENCY CHECKS. 

r-
Measurements Section 

Lampkin Laboratories, Inc. 
Bradenton, Florida 

At no obligation to me, please send 

III " How To Make Money in Mobile-Radio Maintenance!" 

ID Technical data and prices on Lampkin Meters 

Name   

Add.e.>  

City lone State 



THRULINE 

DIRECTIONAL RF WATTMETERS 

Model 43 and Rigid Line Series 
Direct reading . . . "thru" type 
measure forward or reflected 
power in complete systems under 
operating conditions ... inserted 
between transmitter and anten-
na or load ... full scale power 
and frequency range determined 
by plug-in elements. 

50-Ohm nominal 

Medal Connectors 
ELEMENTS 

Frequency Net) Power ROMPS 

43 QC TYPu* 

2.30 50, 100, 250, 500, 
1000 watts 

25.60: 50-125; 
100.250; 200-500; 

400-1000 

5, 10, 25, SO 
100, 250, 500 
1000 watts 

4712 1%" EIA 2.30; 25-60; .25, . 5, 1, 2.5, 
4715" Flanged 50.125; 100.250; 5KW 

200-500: 400-1000 
460 3./." ( IA 2-30; 25.60; 1, 2.5, 5. 10, 
4610" Flanged 50-125; 100-250; 25KW 

200.500; 400-1000 
4902 614" (IA 2.30; 25.60; 2.5, 5, 10. 25, 

Flanged 50.125; 100.250; 50KW 
200-500; 400-1000 

4910 
Flanged Per Customer Specifications   

'Double Socket Thruline for monitoring of forward 
and retie ted power. 

to measure rf power... 

TERMA LINE 

r THRULINE 
..to absorb rf power 

Riedel 
Freq. 
Ronne 

Moe. 
Power Power Ronne Scales 

Input 
Connector 

6254 30-500 mc 1 w 25, 50, 100, 250, 
500 and 1000 

milliwatts 

Female " BNC" 

61 30-500 mc 80 w Choice of two 
compatible scales. 

Lowest . 5 watt 

Female " N" 

611 30-500 mc 60 w Dual Range 
0.15/60 w 

Female "N" 

612 30-500 mc 80 w Dual Range 
0.20/80 w 

Female " N" 

67 30-500 mc 500 w 0-25/100/500 watt Female " N" 
694 2- 30 mc 1000 w 0/1000 watt QC Type* 

6835 30.500 mc 1200 w 0-120/600/ 
1200 watt 

QC Type* 

67C• 30.500 mc 2500 w 0-100/500/ 
2500 watt 

Female " N" 

arar iOoled on High Rarge 

Model 74 718 72E 72.2 
Positions Six Eight Reversing 

Switch 
Two 

Coaxial 
Circuits 

One One Two Two 

Connector Type N female connectors are standard on all 
models to receive UG-21/U series plug. Use 
adapters with othe cables and connectors. 

Model 
Moo. 
Power 

FrImwency 
Runge 

'Moe. 
VSWR 

Input 
C  

80 Series 5 w 0-4 KMC 1.25 Male or Female, 
N; C; BNC 

80 A 20 w 0-2 KMC 1.2 Female " N" 
8130 50 w 0-4 KMC 1.2 QC Type* 
818 80 w 0-4 KMC 1.2 Female "N" 
8135 150 w 0-4 KMC 1.2 QC Tyre* 
82A 500 w 0-3.3 KMC 1.2 Female "N" 
8201 500 w 0-2.5 KMC 1.25 QC Type* 
8833 1000 w 0.2.5 KMC 1.25 QC Type* 
8813 1000 w 0-2.0 KMC 1.25 1% (IA Flanged 
888 1200 w 0-2.0 KMC 1.25 31/. ( IA Flanged 
8890 2500 w 0-2.5 KMC 1.25 QC TYPere 
82C•• 2500 w 0-3.3 KMC 1.2 Female " N" 

8950••• 5000 w 0-2.5 KMC 1.25 QC TYPI* 

Other water-cooled lo ds up to 50KW can be supplied. 

•VSWR is 1.1 or less to 1000 mc on all models - 
with " N" connectors. 

••Water Cooled • * Forced Air 
*QC TYPE: Bird Quick-Change Connector, designed for rapid change. 

Available in following types: 
Female or Male N, C, HN, BNC, LC, LT, 
UHF, and Y." EIA flanged. 

Complete 
Specifications 
on request. BI 

TERMALINE 

RF ABSORPTION WATTMETERS 

Portable - Non Radiating 

Portable ... direct reading ... non- radiat-
ing "load" type wattmeter .... used in field 
or laboratory to measure and absorb power 
. . . accuracy 5% of full scale . . VSWR 
1.1 to 1 maximum over operating range. 

COAX WITCH 

COAXIAL SELECTOR SWITCHES 

Dependable, manually- operated switches 
for selecting antennas, receivers, trans-
mitters or other apparatus with coaxial 
connections. Ideal as a system component 
in electronic equipment where reliable, re-
peated channel switching is required; pull 
knob, rotate, and push in to make contact. 

TERMA LINE 

RF LOAD RESISTORS 

Quick-Change Connectors 

Reflection- free terminations for 50-ohm co-
axial lines . .. low VSWR . non- radiating 
. . . water cooled rating 2500 W to 50 KW 
... air cooled rating to 2.5 KW . . . forced 
air to 5 KW. Quick-Change Connectors 
(*QC Type) available on many models. 

COAXIAL RF FILTERS 

Our extensive engineering and manufac-
turing facilities are at your command for 
the custom design and manufacture of 
filters to your specifications. Intelligent de-
sign, skillfull manufacture assure you of 
highest performance and reliability. New 
miniature filters, as light as five ozs., are 
available and can be produced in quantity. 

B ELECTRONIC CORPORATION 
30303 Aurora Rd., Cleveland 39 (Solon), Ohio 

CHurchill 8-1200 TWX CGN FS 679 

Western Representative: 
VAN GROOS COMPANY, Woodland Hills, Calif. 
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E 
ALL NEW 1962 
B-A CATALOG 
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35-Atu'ideecer 
..,011 14 

114,11.1111111e. DURSTEINAPPLEDEE CO. 

THE OUTSTANDING 

$$$ SAVING 
BUYING GUIDE 
FOR EVERYTHING 

IN RADIO, TV. 

ELECTRONICS 
FOR 35 YEARS 
Send for it now and see for yourself the 
amazing money-saving prices on the latest 

of everyth1ng in Electronics. From parts 

and tubes to complete Hi-Fi systems, 
you'll get the most for every dollar when 
you order from this Giant catalog. 

B-A has hundreds of items not listed in 
any other catalog—and all at unbeliev-
able low prices. You'll find page-after-
page of • Tools • Kits • Tape Recorders 
• Phonos • LP Records • Radios • Ham 
Equipment • Public Address and Inter-
coms • TV Antennas and Tubes • Photo-
graphic Equipment and Film . . . all 
backed by B-A's money-back guarantee 
and rushed to you by the fast efficient 
service developed by over 35 years of 
mail order experience. 

CLIP THIS 
COUPON AND 
MAIL TODAY 

Dept. 67, 1012 McGee, Kansas City 6, Mo. 

LI1 Rush me New 1962 B-A Catalog No. 621 

Name  

Address  

City Zone State 
_J 
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DK60 SERIES RELAYS PRICED FROM . . . $12.45 

See any one of our 700 Dealers and Distributors In 
U. S. and Canada for catalog sheets or write: 

COAXIAL RELAYS 
4 different models, A.C. or D.C. 

land Types C, TNC, 

BNC, N, and *UHF 

Connectors/ 

3/:$ 3t3 % 1 Vs 
Less than 9 oz. 

STANDARD RELAYS INCLUDE: 

DK60 — SPOT r.f. switch. 

0X60-G — SPOT r.f. switch with special "isolation" con-
nector in de-energized position. 

0K60-2C — SPOT ri. switch with DPDT auxiliary contacts. 

DK60-G2C — SPDT ri. switch with DPDT auxiliary con-
tacts and special "isolation" connector in de-energiz-
ed position. 

* Relays available in weatherproof boxes for exterior 
installation. 

* Ganged, multiple position switch arrangement avail-
able for remote control selection of antennas. 

* Unconditional guarantee for period of one year. ( We 
will repair if faulty within one year.) 

r.f. SPECIFICATIONS: 

Low VSWR: less than 1.151 frpm 0 to 500 mc. Low 
Loases: Pure silver contacts. Parts In crucial positions 
plated with fine silver. Low Cross Talk ( greater than 80 
db) ( in energized position) in 1>K60-G and DK60-G2C 
through use of patented " Isolation connector". High Power 
Rating: ( a) 1 kw through straight connectors ( b) to 10w 
through • isolation connector"— excellent for video switch-
ing. SPOT r.f. Contacts: ri. leakage extremely low, be-
low typical cf. connectors. 

MECHANICAL SPECIFICATIONS: 

High Contact Pressures: Long life expectancy greater than 
1 million operations. Continuous Duty: Teflon feed-through 
terminals used on coil to provide connection ease. 

ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATIONS: 

Wide Variety of Coll Voltages; 6.12,24.32,48.110,220 D.C. 
volts at 2.0 watts: 6,12,24.110.220 A.C. volts at 6 volt-
amps, 50-60 cps. ( Special voltage or resistance available 
on request.) Less Than 50°C Temperature Rise Above Am-
bient: Maximum operating temperature is 100°C except 
on special order. Auxiliary contacts available for power 
control—DPDT at 5a. 110 y A.C. on DK60-2C and DK60-
G2C. 

Manufactured by DOW-KEY COMPANY, Thief River Falls, Minnesota 

TRANSISTORIZED 

TELEPHONE 

INTERCOM SYSTEM 
Model SA 10W 

$23.95 2- unit set 

)f
 FULL-SIZE PHONES w/SPIRAL CORDS! 

Ideal for few feet or up to 9 miles. Each phone 

sends pleasing signal tone; black button for 
talking. Receiver is transistorized crystal unit; 
transmitter is carbon unit. Each unit has spiral 
phone cord. Operation requires no switching. 
Use several units together. Imported. 

has separate red button, which when depressed 

R.F. FIELD 

STRENGTH METER 
Single Band 1 to 250 MC. 

Model PSI-1 21 x 3Me x 1%6" 
Compact! Sensitive! ' Checks antenna efficiency, 
load matching. etc. Requires no battery or other 
power source. RF measured on accurate meter. 
Telescoping antenna to 10 3/4 ", Earphone kick 
provided for monitoring; case has powerful mag-
net to grip fender, etc. Imported. 

SEND FOR FREE CATALOG 

Available direct or through 

your local distributor 

GRID DIP METER 
WIRED — READY TO USE 

Completely calibrated 

Freq. coverage 
1.5 to 300 MC ,n 6 ranges 

$36.99 

Ronges color•coded to match coils, undamped 1 
MA meter. Variable sensitivity control for op-
timum grid current adjustment. Calibrated dial, 
adjustable hairline, allows precise accuracy. 
Phone jack permits use as modulation monitor. 
Oscillator tube is OAFS. 61/2 x 31/1 a 11/2 ". 6 
coils supplied. 117V, 50-60 cps. 2 lbs. Imported. 

WITH FREE LEATHER CASE 

20,000 

ohms per volt 

MULTITESTER 
$15.95 

• High sensitivity — 20,0001)/V 
• New design; wide scale arc 
• Compares with Oh" meters 
• Measures 31/4"W a 
• Compact black bokelite case 

DC V. ranges: 5-25-250-500-2500 
@ 20,0000 per V. 
AC V. ranges: 10-50-100-500-
1000 @ 10,0000 per V. 
DC current: 50 ea, 2.5 ma. Imported 

Model TS-60 

ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS, INC. 
Dept. 666 — 3 Wolcott Ave., Lawrence, Mass. 
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PENTA POWER TUBES 
HIGH-EFFICIENCY 

Penta power tubes are used by the leading manufacturers of amateur, commercial, and 
military communications equipment. Follow the example of those who know the wisdom 
of using only the best. Specify Penta tubes whenever you want long life, reliability, and 
maximum efficiency. 

Voits 

Fi I. 
Current 
Amps. 

Plate 
Diss. 

Max. W. 

Plate 
Voltage 
Max. 

Plate 
Current 
Ma. Max. 

Screen 
Voltage 
Max. 

Price 

PL-172 BEAM PENTODE 6.0 8.2 1000 3000 1000 600 $135.06 

PL-175A BEAM PENTODE 5.0 14.5 400 4000 350 800 $ 50.00 

PL-177A BEAM PENTODE 6.0 3.2 75 2000 175 600 $ 29.00 

PL-6549 BEAM PENTODE 6.0 3.2 75 2000 175 600 $ 29.00 

PL-4E27A BEAM PENTODE 5.0 7.5 125 4000 200 750 $ 45.00 

PL-4021 POWER TETRODE 5.0 6.5 125 3000 225 600 $ 36.00 

PL-4021A POWER TETRODE 5.0 6.5 175 3000 225 600 $ 37.50 

PL-5022 POWER TETRODE 5.0 14.5 250 4000 350 800 $ 46.50 

PL-4-65A POWER TETRODE 6.0 3.5 65 2000 150 600 $ 27.00 

PL-4-400A POWER TETRODE 5.0 14.5 400 4000 350 800 $ 48.00 

PL-4-1000A POWER TETRODE 7.5 21.0 1000 6000 700 1000 $132.00 

PI-250R RECTIFIER 5.0 10.5 - 60,000 250 - $ 36.00 

Fil. 
Volts 

Fil. 
Current 
Amps. 

Plate 
Diss. 

Max. W. 

Plate 
Voltage 
Max. 

Plate 
Current 
Ma. Max. 

µ Price 

PL-254W POWER TRIODE 5.0 7.5 100 4000 225 25 $25.00 

PL-6569 POWER TRIODE 5.0 14.5 250 4000 300 45 $37.50 

PL-6580 POWER TRIODE 5.0 14.5 400 4000 350 45 $45.00 

..... 

PL- 172 
Beam Pentode 

PL- 175A PL- 177A 
Beam Pentode Beam Pentode 

PL-4E274 
Beam Pentode Power Tetrode 

PL-4021A PL-5D22 
Power Tetrode 

PL-4-65A PL-4-400A PL-4-1000A PL-6569 PL-6580 PL- 184A 
Power Tetrode Power Tetrode Power Tetrode Power Triode Power Triode Socket and Chimney 

ENTA LABORATORIES, INC. Santa Barbara, California 
FIELD ENGINEERING REPRESENTATIVES AND DISTRIBUTORS SERVING MAJOR CITIES. 

For further information write for complete Penta catalog. 
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NORTHERN 
CALIFORNIA'S 

FOCAL 
POINT 

for the newest and 
finest equipment / 

for the radio / 
/ / / 

amateur /  
, N 

•-...-.- $ 1 / / [ 

¡ I 

I 

Serving 

the • ntir• 

Western 

Region 

from the 

San Francisco 

Bay Area. 

Over 200 

different lines 
representing virtually all 

nationally known and 
advertised bt ands. 

Liberal trade-in allowances. 

An excellent time-payment plan . . . 

Courteous, friendly service by our staff 
which includes over fifteen licensed radio amateurs. 

A complete, well staffed department to 
give you excellent service on your mail orders. 

Phone Elmar TEmplebar 4-3311 

E L MAR electronics 
140 11th STREET OAKLAND 7, CALIFORNIA 

TWX-0,473 0 WU -Fax 
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Naturally. This smart ham is using a University Model 70. It's dynamic! Now his QS0's are more 
frequent with better quality. You'd be surprised at the compliments he gets. He's also improved his 
SSB transmissions ... found the perfect budget-minded way to increase peak power and intelligibility. 
And he doesn't have to swallow this microphone to be heard. All he does is sit back, relax and speak 
normally. The Model 70 does the rest. Why not let it do the same for you. Comes complete with 
integral 15-foot 3-conductor shielded cable, Model SAIO slide-on stand adapter and cloth carrying 
bag. Check the 'specs'. No other dynamic of its type can match the great Model 70! Only $29.95* 
SPECIFICATIONS 

Frequency Response: 50-14,000 cps (which extends to 
a usable limit in the 18,000 cycle region). Impedance. 
30/50; 20,000 ohms. Output Level: 30/50 ohms: —50 
db/1 mw/10 dynes/cm2; — 143 db E1A sensitivity 
rating; 20,000 ohms into high impedance input; 28 
mv / 10 dynes/cm7. Hum Reference: — 120 db/.001 
gauss. Dimensions: 1-5/32" maximum diameter, 6" 
maximum length. Shipping Weight: 21/4 lbs. Finish: 
Acrylic silver-gray and non-reflecting black. 

*Model 71 also available with on-off slide switch $34.95. 

Write for new 12-page catalog with complete details 
on the entire University Modular Microphone line. 
Desk 00-11 University Loudspeakers, Inc., 80 South 
Kensico Ave., White Plains, New York. 

A Division of Ltng-Temco-Vought, Inc. 
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THE BEST THERE IS 
TODAY - 

MEASUREMENTS' NEW 
MODEL 760 

STANDARD FREQUENCY 
METER 

Frequency Ranges: 25-50 mc 
150-175 mc 
450-475 mc 

Accuracy: at 25 rric .0004% 
at 475 mc .00002% 
with crystal adjusted 
to WWV 

Crystal: oven temp. controlled 

A SOUVENIR OF 
WORLD WAR I 

TELEFUNKEN WAVEMETER 
TYPE K.W. 61g 

Frequency Range: 40 kc-2000 kc 

Accuracy: 5% 

This instrument was calibrated just 
23 days before the end of World 
War I 

Price $980.00 F.O.B. Boonton 

SINCE 1939 - MANUFACTURERS OF FINE 
PRECISION ELECTRONIC TEST EQUIPMENT 
Measurements "FAMOUS FIRSTS" Include: 

• First commercial signal generator with built in tuning motor 
• First commercially produced electronic peak voltmeter 
• First commercially built pulse generator 

• World famous Megacycle Meter, covering 100 kc to 940 mc 
• First commercially successful FM testing equipment designed 

especially for Mobile Communications 
• And now a completely new concept of frequency measurements 

Write for complete catalog 

ie...Neu% 
.49e ' 

MEASUREMENTS 
A McGraw-Edison Division 

BOONTON, NEW JERSEY 
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BIG NAMES NAMES 
IN AMATEUR EQUIPMENT 

IN STOCK AT 

*141111111ATEUR 
HEADQUARTERS 
SHOP °oNFEAAIERICA'S LARGEST 
COMPLETE RADIO SUPPLY HOUSES 

Everything in electronics...you name it — we have it! 
Every known and trusted brand ... every type of radio 
equipment and parts always in stock to assure you of 
prompt service and delivery. We ship around the Globe 
... guaranteed complete satisfaction on all orders. 

Call or write about your needs. Near new and used 
equipment. List sent on request. 

TRADE IN your old equipment for Liberal Allowance. 

CONVENIENT CHARGE PLAN — 10% DOWN 

FREE 

FOR SPEEDY SERVICE 
call or write 

Joe Notch, KOUFE, Manager 
Hamateur Dept. 

LARGE, FULL SIZE 

WORLD WALL MAP 
SHOWING RADIO PREFIXES AND 

TIME AROUND THE GLOBE 
Send 50c in coin for your wall map. En-
joy the thrills and fun of contactmg more 
than 2,000,000 licensed statIoneall ovei 
the world. 50.c will he refunded with your 
next order. 

*Copyright, 1960 

• Includes: listening to S.W. broadcast, ship to shore. etc.: also mors than 350.000 
amateurs—potential leOs for you. 

r— USE THIS COUPON TODAY FOR FREE 
Gentlemen: I am enclosing 50e in coin — Please send me map. I 
understand 50g will be refunded with my first order. 

NAME   

ADDRESS  

CITY  
I am interested in the following equipment  
El Send me literature and price list 

STATE  

1-1B-62 

E LOW = Bonn 
LEADERS IN ELECTRONICS 

FOR MORE THAN 35 YEARS 

COMPANY 
1211 LaSalle Avenue • Minneapolis 3, Minn. 

FEDERAL 9-6351 
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NEW! "GOO BASECOM 
FOR VHF-FM TWO WAY 

MOBILE RADIO 

the new 680 series offers 

HIGH PERFORMANCE at 

MODERATE COST with 

LOW MAINTENANCE! 

* PROVEN PERFORMANCE... all the out-
standing features of the popular " 580" series, 
plus the following. 

* HIGH POWER ... 100 watts output 25 to 
50 mc, 75 watts 144 to 174 mc, both base 
and mobile. 

* TONE SQUELCH ... two way tone squelch 
compatible with other systems to EIA stand-
ards. 

* Meets all FCC and OCDM requirements. 

"GOO FLEETCOM" 
COMBINATION 

• MOBILE CONTROL HEAD 

• SPEAKER 

• TRANSISTOR POWER SUPPLY 

ATTENTION DEALERS! 
Write for stooilolde territories. 

* SIMULTANEOUS RECEPTION...dual front 
end receiver for monitoring two frequencies 
anywhere in the band. 

* TRANSMITTER FILAMENT SWITCH ... re-
duces battery drain when on " stand-by". 

* MONITORS REMOTE CONTROL ... base 
station monitors remote transmissions. Inter-
com provided. All functions available at 
remote position. 

RADIO COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT 

COMMUNICiTIONS COMPINY, Inc. 
M 34. FLORIDA 
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BARRY ELECTRONICS 

HIGH VOLTAGE PLATE TRANSFORMER: 

Input: 115 VAC @ 60 CPS. 
Secondary: 3000-2500-0-2500-3000 VAC @ 350 Ma. 
Insulated for 10 KV. New, factory lopen-framel 
construction. 
Size: 5'H x 7'W x 6-1/2"D. Wt: 25 lbs. $34.95 

RCA PRECISION 300 KC CRYSIAL USCILLA1 OR: 

Accuracy plus 'or minus 0.0012%. Contains Precision 
500 KC crystal, BMS lobs Crystal oven, 5840 sub, 
miniature tube. Hermetically sealed nickel plated 
rectangular case. Mounts in standard 7 pin miniature 
socket, Requires 6.3 VAC or DC, 75 to 100 V.D.C. 
With schematic, RCA Type A8838300-1. Size: 
4-1/2"H x 1-7/16'W x 1-1/8"D. Wt: 1 lb. Cat. 
#4-500 CRV. 10r1g. Govt. Cost: $172.001 
VERY SPECIAL . . . ONLY $3.75 

HI- VOLTAGE DYNAMOTOR: 

Input: 12.6 VDC. 
Output: 700 VDC @ 260 Ma. 
Brand new. Compact. Mfd. by Sangamo. Looks just 
like famous Carter compact Dynamotor. With 
mounting brackets. $13.95 

2.5 KW MODULATION REACTOR 
TRANSFORMER: 

Primuty ImpeLlutiLei 12,000 Ohms. 
Secondary Impedance: 7500 or 5000 Ohms. 
Mode for use with single power supply for Class 13 
Audio and Class C R.F. For use with separate power 
supplies; use one 5 to 10 Henry Choke and one 
I Mfd. capacitor. New original boxed. Net wt. 
102 ibi. $42.50 

VHF TRANSMITTER: 

Perfect for 2 meter and/or 1-1/4 meter conversion. 
Late, modern design. Uses two 6201's Into single 
Amperes 6340 twin Tetrode. Xmtr only 4' x 4 x 11'. 
Only 3-3/4 lbs. Complete with 10-1/2' chrome 
antenna. Furnished complete with A and B Battery 
pack, & connection cable and schematic & con-
version info. . ith C030: Dietary woighti 23 lbs• 

PRICE: $ 15.00 with all tubes. 

(We can ship without battery - some price $15.001. 

BRAND NEW MODEL 61720 FALLOUT 
DETECTION METER: 

Lightweight, hand operated, detects and measures 
dangerous levels of radioactive fallout. Citizens 
version of the official fallout detection meter used 
by Office of Civil Defense. Unit is transistorized and 
runs on only 2 flashlight batteries. Measures gamma 
radiation dose rates as high as 500 roentgens per 
hour. Designed to be used in determining radio-
active contamination levels that may result from an 
enemy attack. $4 9.9 5 

JENNINGS UCS VACUUM VARIABLE CAPACITOR 

Capacity: 10 to 300 Mmf. at 10 KV 
Complete, less shaft. 
Originally sealed Jennings. 
Government carton. Shpg. Weight: 5 lbs. 

Reg. Net Approx. $141.00 

SALE PRICE: $49.00 

30 WATT MOBILE TRANSMITTER: 

Uses 5618 crystal oscillator into CBS 5516.amplifier. 
Modern design. Only 7 lbs. net weight including 
built-in 6 V. vibrator power su'pply. Completely 
enclosed in aluminum cabinet 15-172"H x 7'W x 8"DI. 
Furnished with crystal that doubles near 10 meter 
band. Will require slight and easy modification for 
10 meter operation. A real beauty. 
With tubes - $11.95 

COAXIAL CABLE 

COAXIAL CABLE - FACTORY FRESH STOCK! 

Type 

RG-8/U 

RG-8A/U 

PG- 11/U 

RG-11A,111 

RG-58/U 

RG-58A/U 

RG-59/U 

RG-59A 'U 

Nominal Price Price 
Impedance Per 100' Per 1000' 

52 Ohms 

52 Ohms 

72 Ohms 

72 Ohms 

52 Ohms 

52 Ohms 

72 Ohms 

72 Ohms 

$8.50 

12.00 

8.00 

9.00 

4.50 

5.00 

4.50 

5.00 

$80.00 

115.00 

75.00 

85.00 

40.00 

44.00 

40.00 

44.00 

AUTHORIZED DISTRIBUTOR FOR 
NATIONAL, HAMMARLUND, JOHNSON, C- D, 
WESTINGHOUSE, MOSLEY, B & W, CENTRAL 
ELECTRONICS, TMC, AND OTHERS. 

TUBE HEADQUARTERS OF THE WORLD!!! Complete inventory of Transmitting Special- Purpose, Radio, TV, 
Foreign, C.R. - 1st Quality Tubes. Name Brands Only. Guaranteed. Sensible Prices. 

(We carry complete line of Westinghouse tubes). 

WRITS FOR THE "GREENSHEET" CATALOG (excellent values on Ham Gear, components, equipment, electron 
tubes, etc.) A must for every Ham and buyer of electronic parts. 

BARRY ELECTRONICS CORP. DEPT. OA 

512 Broadway, New York 12, N. Y. 

(2 Enclosed is money order or check and my order. 

D Send copy of the Exciting "Greeneeet" Catalog. 

Name  Title 

Company  

Address  

City   State 
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INDUSTRY- PROVED SEMICONDUCTORS 

FOR YOUR HAM APPLICATIONS 

MUGIR SILICON RECTIFIER CELLS 
Ratings: Le 500 ma —ZOO Le 800 PRY. Diffused junc-
tion ... high power capability ( to 750 ma) ... 
kits containing standard clipholders and hard-
ware also available ... 5M series. 

Belle* SR-218 

MINIATURE SILICON RECTIFIER CELLS 
Ratings: te 750 ma- 200 te 600 PRY. High power 
capability ( to 750 ma) ... peak surge current 
capacity ( to 50 amps) ... Ideal for TV diode 
replacements... 5A series. 

Bulletin 511-212 

SELENIUM RECTIFIER STACKS 
Ratings: From 100 ma te 50 amps. Low forward volt-
age drop and low leakage characteristics make 
this series ideal for a wide variety of power 
applications. 

Bulletin SR-170 

SURMINIATURE SELENIUM DIODES 
Wee te 28 ma-48 le 384 PRY. High efficiency/ 
low cost diodes provide stable operation over 
—50°C to + 100"C range ... reverse resistance 
to 30 megohms at 30 volts ... withstand 1 second 
surges to 550 ma ... 1N1625 series. 

soma 50.1630 

For complete technical data on 

these or other IR products, 

see your local IR distributor. He 

can supply you with most of 

these items right off the shelf. 

SO 500 KIT, 111 REPLACEMENT 
Ratiug: 500 ma at 130 sac. All-purpose silicon 
replacement kit offers radio-TV men simple 
means of replacing all existing silicon rectifier 
types. Hermetically sealed diode can be wired in 
or plugged into fuse-clip. To 100 C; needs no 
heat sink. 

lulletin 18 505 

SILICON RECTIFIER TUBE EQUIVALENTS 
Ratings: 05 te 1250 ma • 1500 te 10,500 PIV. Highly 
reliable series of tube replacement rectifiers rated 
from 1500 to 10,500 P1V, 85 to 1250 nu offer the 
superior characteristics of silicon on a wide range 
of high voltage applications. 

Billet]. 511.201 

SILICON ZENER VOLTAGE REGULATORS 
Ratings: From 250 milliwatts te 10 watts. A complete 
series including sub-miniature glass types, minia-
ture single junction types, multiple junction types 
and double anode units. 
250 and 400 mw glass types. 750 milliwatt and 
1 watt types, 3.5 and 10 watt typos.'• 

Relletins SR-265* and 51-210” 

UNISTAC SILICON TV RECTIFIER 
Rating, 750 ma at 130 vac. A direct and universal 
replacement for all existing selenium stacks up to 
500 ma. Eyelet construction. No -special socket: 
conversion kit or drilling required. Especially 
suited to the elevated operating temperatures 
inherent in most TV sets. 

Bullet TV.500 

SOLAR CELLS AND PHOTOCELLS 
Wide range et silicon and selenium types. Silicon solar 
cells with conversion efficiencies to 13% ... silicon 
readout photocells with response times to 5 psec 

seleniurn photocells in wide variety of sizes 
and shapes. 

Bulletins SR•280 Milken) and PC-649 (Selenium) 

INTERNATIONAL 
ssnaovv=cm RECTIFIER 

INTERNATIONAL RECTIFIER CORPORATION: EL SEGUNDO. CALIFORNIA • PHONE OREGON 13-13281• CABLE RECTUSA 

WORLD'S LARGEST SUPPLIER OF INDUSTRIAL SEMICONDUCTORS AND RECTIFIERS 
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for 50, 144 and 
220 Mc. bands 
Lowest Noise 
22 0B Gain 

'13" wired and tested 

e 

-r. 

Add an Ameco Nuvistor Preamplifier to your converter 

or receiver to improve the noise figure and gain. 
Image and spurious rejection will also be improved 

as the Model PV has two tuned circuits. Compact, 

easily connected, low power requirements. 

Model PV with tube, wired and tested. 
State which band  $13.95 

For any band, 80, 40, 20, 15 or 10 meters, the Ameco 
Model PH Preamplifier has a better noise figure than 

most multiband receivers, 23 db. minimum gain, will 

improve image and spurious rejection with its two 
tuned circuits. Especially effective on 10 or 15 meters. 

Model PH with tube, wired and tested. 
State which band  $13.95 

Write Deot HB 62 

AMERICAN ELECTRONICS CO. 
178 HERRICKS ROAD, MINEOLA, LI, N. . 

for 50 MC 
144 MC and 
220 MC Bands 
Low Noise Figure 
High Gain, High Image, 
Spurious & IF Rejection 
The new deluxe "Cadillac" line of Ameco VHF Converters 
uses three RCA Nuvistors—two as RF amplifiers, the 
third as the mixer. This combination produces an ex-
tremely low noise figure, high gain; high image, spurious 
and IF rejection. These converters do not become obso-
lete as the output frequency is easily changed when a 
new receiver is acquired. The CN Converters are built on 
a compact (2"x21/2"x63/4") satin finished copper chassis. 
A gain control is included. Power requirements: 100 to 
300V. at 30 ma. and 6.3V. at 1A. The Ameco PS-1 Power 
Supply is ideal, available in Kit form (PS- 1K) at $ 10.50 
or Wired and Tested (PS- 1W) at $ 11.50. 

Model CH-50W, CN-144W, CN-220W Nuvistor Converter, 
wired and tested for any one band (specify IF output). 

$44.55 

Model CH-50K, CN-144K, CN-220K Nuvistor Converter, in 
kit form, for any one band (specify IF output)  $31.95 

Write Dept. HB-62 

Wired & Tested 

$4495 

Kit $3195 

I. 

AMERICAN ELECTRONICS CO. 
178 HERRICKS ROAD, MINEOLA, L.I., N. . 

NEW 1—C)NIV PRICES III 

MODEL TB 1000-4 
Ceub p,,c• 

- 
MODEL TB 1000 

Budget Terms 
only $9.30 per month 

Rated I KW 

Four working elements 
on all three bands. 

AND 
IT'S SO EASY TO BUY 

• Use the order form below 

• Check the model of your 

choice 
• Mail coupon 
Your antenna will be rushed to you for ry e ore 

you buy' evaluation. 
Thousands of amateurs who have used this plan have found 
that there is no better way to investigate value in relation to 

cost, before buying. 
If you desire, use time payment plan—low monthly payments. 

ALL MODELS . . • 

• Are Pre-tuned and Easy to Install 
• Have Custom Fittings of Cast Aluminum 
• Use a Single 52 ohm Coaxial Trans-

mission Line 
• Have completely weather-sealed Fre-

quency-Dividers' 
• Have 6061-T6 Aluminum in the Ele-

ments •Pa1 Pend rice, sub'ec 

HORNET 
ANTENNAS 

0 e 

_..-- 

Superb construction and unequalled perform-
ance has gained world wide acceptance for 

Hornet antennas. ASK THE AMATEUR WHO 
OWNS ONE! 

Cash Pric• 
$79.75 

Budget Terms 
only $7.45 Per 'n', on' 

Rated I KW 

HEAVY DUTY 
MODEL TB 750 

Cash Price 

$59.75 
Budget Terms 

only $ 5.50 per month 

Rated 750 watts 

MODEL 

TB SOO 

Budgei Terms 
only $4.70 per month 

Heavy Duty 

erg• without 

MAIL YOUR ORDER TODAY — NO MONEY REQUIRED WITH ORDER 

o ice 

;—; 

tet 

A. 

oe 

O 

)-
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BIRTCHER 

Tube I Transistor! Component, Cooling 
and/or Retention Devices 

NOW AVAILABLE FROM AUTHORIZED 
DISTRIBUTORS FROM COAST TO COAST 

KOOL KLAMPS 

TUBE CLAMPS 

JAN SHIELD INSERTS 

TOP HOLDING 
RETAINERS 

TRANSISTOR 
RADIATORS 

TRANSISTOR CLIPS DIODE RADIATORS 

TYPE 2 TUBE CLAMPS PRINTED CIRCUIT 
BOARD RETAINERS 

CALIFORNIA, Gardena 
Bell Electronics 
FAculty 1-5802 

CALIFORNIA, Los Angeles 
Bell Radio Supply 
PLeasant 3-4495 

CALIFORNIA, Palo Alto 
Zack Electronics 
DAvenport 6-5432 

CALIFORNIA, San Diego 
Bell Electronics 
BRowning 8-4350 

CALIFORNIA, San Francisco 
Zack Electronics 
MArket 1-1422 

CONNECTICUT, Hamden 14 
Cramer Electronics 
ATwater 8-3581 

D.C., Washington 
Capitol Radio Wholesalers Inc. 
HObart 2-0800 

FLORIDA, Miami 
Airwork Corporation 
TUxedo 7-8253 

ILLINOIS, Chicago 50 
Merquip Electronics, Inc. 
AUstin 7-6274 

MARYLAND, Baltimore 1 
Wholesale Radio Parts Co. Inc. 
MUlberry 5-2134 

MASSACHUSETTS, Newton 64 
Cramer Electronics, Inc. 
WO 9-7700 

MICHIGAN, Detroit 35 
S. Sterling Company 

BRoadway 3-2900 

MINNESOTA, Minneapolis 
George Spencer, Inc. 
LI 5-8811 

MISSOURI, St. Louis 32 
Interstate Industrial Electronics 
WYdown 4-7585 

NEW JERSEY, Summit 
R. P. Luce and Company 
CRestview 3-9250 

NEW YORK, Buffalo 2 
Summit Distributors 
TT 4-3100 

OHIO, Dayton 4 
Srepco, Inc. 
BAldwin 4-3871 

OKLAHOMA, Tulsa 19 
Radio, Inc. 
LU 7-9124 

TEXAS, Dallas 1 
Adleta Company 
Riverside 1-3152 

TEXAS, Houston 19 
Busacker Electronics 
JA 6-4661 

WASHINGTON, Seattle 
Seattle Radio Supply, Inc. 
MAin 4-2341 

THE BIRTCHER CORPORATION 
INDUSTRIAL DIVISION 

WBDTCI 
Call letters of 
Charles Blocher, 
sales manager 
of The Butcher 
Corp, 

745 S. Monterey Pass Rd. • Monterey Park, California • ANgelus 8-8584 
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You get more for your money from NEWARK 
Check these HAMMARLUND values 

(with these Newark extras) 

• Top trade-in allowance on 

your present equipment 

• Immediate delivery from • Complete— experienced 

Newark's complete stocks technical assistance 

FOR TOP PERFORMANCE AT MODERATE COST 
New HX-50 Transmitter. Brand new, with ultra- modern 
circuitry, using Compactron and Nuvistor tubes, and 
all the latest features. A truly versatile unit with up to 
75 watts output on SSB-CW, 15 watts AM, covering all 
bands, 80 thru 10 meters, plus MARS frequencies. 
Accurate calibration, readable to 500 cycles. With 
built-in antenna changeover relay. Measures a'compact 
914" H x 9" D x 17A" W. 
Newark Catalog No. 97F430 net $39950 

HQ-110C Receiver. Dual conversion, 12-tube super-
heterodyne unit covers all 7 amateur bands, 6 thru 160 
meters. Has many features of higher priced receivers... 
separate linear detector for SSB and CW, C)- multiplier 
for continuously variable high selectivity, built-in 100KC 
crystal calibrator. With 24- hour clock timer, die-cast 
aluminum front panel. 
Newark Catalog No. 97F427 net 

HQ-110 (Without clock) No. 97F429 net $24900 

$25900 

Newark's new 500 page, 1962 
Catalog No. 72. with complete details 
on these and many other ham 
units available from Newark stock. 

AN AMATEUR STATION OF UNEXCELLED PERFORMANCE 
HX-500 Transmitter. Top performance. Filter type side-
band transmitter delivers power output of 100 watts 
PEP on SSB, CW, NBFM, RIT?, on the entire 80 thru 
10 meter bands. 25 watts AM output. Stability below 
100 cycles. Built-in keying and antenna relays. Auto-
matic level control prevents overloading and increases 
talk power. Can be rack- mounted. Many other important 
features. 
Newark Catalog No. 97F431 net $695°0 

HQ-170C Triple Conversion Receiver. This 17-tube 
receiver provides best possible reception of SSB, CW, 
and AM signals on the 160 thru 6 meter bands. Band-
width selectivity is variable from 0.5KC to 3KC; SSB 
and CW sensitivity 0.5 microvolts for 10:1 signal:noise 
ratio. Adjustable 445KC slot filter eliminates heterodyne 
interference. 24- hour clock timer. 
Newark Catalog No. 97F433. net $369°0 

HQ-170 ( Without clock) No. 97F434 net $35900 

ELECTRONICS CORPORATION 
Write Dept. HB-62, Attention Ham Shack for trade-ins. 
223 W. Madison St. • Chicago 6, Ill. • STate 2-2944 

In Inglewood, California call: OR 8-0441 • In Grand Rapids, Michigan call: CH 1-5695 

In Detroit call: UN 1-6700 • In New York City call: AL 5-4600 • In Denver call: SK 7-3371 
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MODEL SB-12a 

From the makers of the time-honored Panada 

proven performers 
for amateur, laboratory 
and production use 

MODEL PR- 1 

tors 

Single Side Band 8‘ 
Communications 
Systems Analyzers 

SSB-3a 
SINGLE SIDE BAND 

spectrum analyzer 
2 mc-40 rm. 100 cps — 40 mc with Optional REC-1. 

Set up, adjust, monitor and trouble shoot SSB and AM transmitters 

and receivers ... with one convenient, compact and comprehensive 

package. Uniform sensitivity over entire range. 

Quick, accurate measurement and display of 

• 2-Tone distortion tests • Vestigial carrier amplitude 

• Dynamic transmission bandwidth • Out-of-band radiations etc. 

• Residual hum sidebands 

MODEL SSB-3a 

PANADAPTOR for amateur use 
PR- 1, for ham operation, features simLltane-

ous visual observation of many signals on 

3-in. CR tube over a band of frequencies 

up to 200 kc. For spotting replies to your 

CQ's ... selecting QRM-free spots ... second 

aural receiver for 3-way QS0's... and a 

host of other uses. 

PANADAPTORS provide continuous 

monitoring to find and analyze inter-

ference (splatter, harmonics), RF para-

sitic:, irregular transmissions. They are 

tuning aids for SSB and telemetry 

signals. Two models (SA- 8b and SA- 3, 

in many types. Please specify receiver 

IF when inquiring or ordering. 

PANALYZORS 
Low cost RF spectrum analysis to 1000 mc (higher with external mixers). 

• Analyze AM, FM, SSB transmitters • Investigate pulsed RF signals 

• Spot spurious oscillations and modu)ation 

3 models, 513-3, SB-8b, and SB-12a, in many types for narrow and broad band moni-

toring and analysis. 

Measurement theory and applications are discussed 

in THE PANORAMIC ANALYZER. Get on our mailing 

list for this free, helpful publication. 

Write today, for detailed specifications and applications of these versa-
tile, economical Panoramic instruments... and NEW CATALOG DIGEST 

Attractive professional career opportunities available. 

PANORAMIC ELECTRONICS, INC. 
576 So. Fulton Ave., Mt. Vernon, New York • OWens 9-4600 
TWX: MT-V-NY-5229 • Cables: Panoramic, Mt. Vernon N. Y. State 

Formerly Panoramic Radio Products, Inc. 
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THE SHORT CUT 

TO CODE 

SPEED 

SCIENTIFIC CODE COURSE 
Especially designed for the beginner. 
Teaches the basic principles of code oper• 

ation scientifically. 

Here's your chance to learn quickly and 

easily ... to get maximum speed and pro-
ficiency in code ... right in your own home. 
You can save time and money learning the 
fundamentals of code sending and receiv-

ing and the principles of fast, efficient 
operating with the world-famous CANDLER 

SYSTEM. 

prepare 

yourself for 
your big 

opportunity 

Picture yourself at your own transmitter ... send-
ing out radio code, messages that will be received 
around the globe. Yes, operators are waiting to 

communicate with you today, tonight or any 
time. The knowledge of the world . . . intimate 
friendships you will gain . . . may help you 
in your business, may be a stepping stone to 
success. 

Wouldn't you like to be the invaluable link 
with the outside world in time of disaster? 
Or to serve in a national or local emergency? 

Be ready for service when the opportunity arises! 
Learn radio and telegraphy now — the Candler 
way. 

For 50 years the CANDLER SYSTEM has trained 
beginners for all telegraphing requirements, all 
operator licenses, highest ratings, and FCC spec-
ifications, both amateur and commercial. The 
record of famous amateurs and expert operators 
who learned the Candler way is proof of what the 
Candler System offers you. Send for details today! 

CANDLER SYSTEM Dept 58, 2077 Locudost St 
Denver 7, Colora 

YOU COULD 

WORK 

WONDERS WITH 

A 

GOTHAM 

VERTICAL 

ANTENNA! 

FREE 
Send a card for our valu-

able catalog of 50 different 

antennas with specifications and 

characteristics. Gives bands and fre-

quencies covered, element informa-

tion, size of tubing used, boom 

length, shipping weight, feed 

line used, polarization, 

and other data. 

Airmail Order Today — We Ship Tomorrow 

GOTHAM D0. RAhl 
1805 PURDY AVE., MIAMI BEACH, FLA. 

Enclosed find check or money-order for: 

V40 VERTICAL ANTENNA FOR 40, 20, 15, 

10 AND 6 METER BANDS. ESPECIALLY 

SUITED FOR THE NOVICE WHO OPERATES 

40 AND 15 $14.95 

V80 VERTICAL ANTENNA FOR 80, 40, 20, 

15, 10 AND 6 METER BANDS. MOST 

POPULAR OF THE VERTICALS. USED BY 

THOUSANDS OF NOVICES, TECHNICIANS, 

AND GENERAL LICENSE HAMS $16.95 

V160 VERTICAL ANTENNA FOR 160, 80, 

40, 20, 15, 10 AND 6 METER BANDS. SAME 

AS THE OTHER VERTICAL ANTENNAS, EX-

CEPT THAT A LARGER LOADING COIL 

PERMITS OPERATION ON THE 160 METER 

BAND ALSO $18.95 

HOW TO ORDER. Send check or money order directly 
to Gotham. Immediate shipment by Railway Express 

charges collect. Foreign orders accepted. 

Name  

Address  

City  Zone. State  
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rELEvi.vori 
CAMERA 

• 

TV STATION PACKAGE 

• 

Ling-Mitter TV Transmitter 

Ling Spectator TV Camera 
Ling-TV Video Monitor 

1" f 1.9 Lens 

Yagaflector Transmitting Antenna 

Transmission Line 

UHF Converter 

Dual Bow Ti. Receiving Antenna 

OPERATE YOUR OWN TV STATION 

LOW COST 
AMATEUR'S 

TELEVISION STATION 

COMPLETELY 
PACKAGED 

FOR OPERATION IN 
THE FCC ASSIGNED 
420-450 MC BAND 

• Unconditionally Guaranteed 

• Amateur Net Package Price 

$1995°° 
• Suitable Financing 

May Be Arranged 

ELECTRON CORPORATION 
Designers And Manufacturers Of Quality Television Systems 

P.O. Box 5570 • Dallas, Texas 
A SUBSIDIARY OF LING-TEMCO-VOUGHT, INC 

itlt • s tir 
10 dAvilmi  

LAFAYETTE RADIO 1962 340-PAGE CATALOG 
Our biggest and best catalog to fill all your ham needs. 

PROFESSIONAL QUALITY 

t COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVER 

, KT- 320 Semi-Kit 79.95 

; HE- 30 Wired   99.95 

CC C 4.,, Imported 
SUPERHETERODYNE 
COMMUNICATIONS 

RECEIVER 
64.50 
79.95 

Imported 

DELUXE '• 

:17111 / 
TRANSCEIVER6•METER 

NE-45 Wired 109.50 

CAT 
# 620 24 Hour Service • Lowest Prices 

• Satisfaction Guaranteed or Money Refunded 
Lafayette's new 3-in- 1 easy-pay plan 
—no money down, up to 24 months to pay 

Imported 

9-TRANSISTOR C.B. 
"WALKIE TALKIE" SWR AND 

HE- 29A Wired 39.95 FORWARD 
2 fcr 79.82 POWER 

METER 
HE- 34 Wired 16.95 

OMB UM UM MO MUM MI UMO OMB OM Me UM II 

I LAFAYETTE RADIO, DEPT. RAH-2 

" P.O. BOX 10, SYOSSET. L. I., N. Y. 
I E Rush my FREE Lafayette 1962 Catalog 620 
D Please send Stock #   enclosed. 

I NAME 
a ADDRESS 
11 CITY ZONE STATE 
 MD MD IM OMB ...... IMB IB 

Imported 

_1 
— •I 
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Write today for detai:ed terhnical information to 

COOLING DEVICES 
for electronic packages 
MODEL D201 PF SERIES SAUCER 

ROTRON 

ROTRON mfg. co., inc. 
79 Schoonmaker Place 
WOODSTOCK, NEW YORK 
In Calada: The Hoover Co . Ltd HarmIton. Ont 

The world's most complete and comprehensive line 
of precision fans and blowers for cooling electronic 
devices. Submit your cooling problems to Rotron. 
Customer engineering services from coast-to-coast. 

WRITE FOR INFORMATION STATING AREA OF INTEREST... 



COMPLETE OUTFITTERS 
FOR THE 

I HAM 

I COMMUNICATIONS 

I ELECTRONIC 
ENGINEERS 

• 

EUGENE G. W ILE 
218-220 South 11th St. Philadelphia 7, Pa. 

WAlnut 3-1343 

Distributors of 

Nationally Advertised Lines of 

RADIO, TELEVISION and ELECTRONIC Parts 
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FROM ' WORLD'S LEADING MANUFACTURER OF HIGH SPEED MORSE TELEGRAPH EQUIPMENT. 

MODERN 
EQUIPMENT 

FOR LEARNING MORSE CODE 

PERFORATORS, TRANSMITTERS, ETC. 

re" 4-.54/...•, as..vey.5.•,••;¡..•..,r-,Sve.-•t-,42"..'rea;;., ; 

ONT TRANSMITTER MODEL 115 
Ideal for learning Morse code, permitting insertion 

of extended pauses between letters and words. 

• 

leell:MelterrYee'l* 

"HOW TO LEARN MORSE" :.5. tee 

E:y5 

le 

G RIM]: 

Ri••••,t+,•4 4 e5.5:,15•Yci.451,4,..ei-5--:.s 

ONT MORSEINKER MODEL 1532 
Operates from tone frequency signals or 
by Morse Key. Especially designed for 

training purposes. 

‘?" 

Booklet describing 

Morse training 

Lfrifrier free c-iop 

110 

TELCOLAB CORPORATION 
CHRYSLER BUILDING 

NEW YORK 17, N.Y. 

U.S, Representatives of: 

"tV 

ieemegmreeee-r -:.-1;gefle,17 ,rerezli 

ONT KEYBOARD PERFORATOR MODEL 50 
An instrument for preparing a perforated Morse 
code slip for use in a transmitter. Maximum 
speed of operation 750 characters per minute. 
Provided with a special locking device prevent-
ing the simultaneous depression of two keys. 

ALSO COMPLETE RANGE OF 
AUTOMATIC INSTRUMENTS FOR HIGH 

SPEED MORSE TELEGRAPHY. 

GREAT NORTHERN TELEGRAPH WORKS, COPENHAGEN. DENMARK. 

Distributors of Canada: TM C Canada Limited, R.R. No.5, Ottawa, Ontario. 



in clear plastic 

or metal cases... 

METERS 

550 Series 

CLEAR-PLASTIC CASES: One look will make every ham en-
thusiastic about the modern, expensive- looking 850 series ... 
and you will be pleased to find the meters cost only 20it more 
than the equivalent metal cased meter. Equally good news will 
be the longer, more visible scale arc ... the removable front 
...and the availability of zero adjusters on all AC or DC ranges. 

ATTRACTIVE METAL CASES: In certain applications—for panel 

appearance or specialized service conditions, you may prefer to 
select from the long-time metal favorites, the basic Models 550 
or 950 as illustrated. Although all have been modernized in 
appearance recently, each continues to fit 2 5/32" mounting 

hole. See Catalog 94 covering all types, including many with 
zero adjuster, 

CHOICE OF MANY TYPES: AC and DC Ammeters, Milliameters, 
Voltmeters and Resistance Meters. AC meters are double-vane 
repulsion type with jeweled bearing. DC are polarized-vane 
solenoid type, or moving magnet construction. Well over 200 
ranges and types. Among the most popular are a 0-3 DC 
Milliammeter with 500 ohms internal resistance and built-in zero 
adjuster, and a 0-1 DC Milliammeter with 1,000 ohms internal 
resistance and zero adjuster. 

I(CTIFIFIt TYét 
1.4001l 1110 

850 Series 
Shown actual size, zero adjuster optional 

950 Series 

NEW EDGEWISE METER: The 350 series provides an ideal w« 
to dress up a panel. The clear jewel-like plastic front is ve 
rich looking and gathers light for easy reading of its long scat 
Yet it takes very little panel space and costs much less the 
you would expect. 

DEPENDABLE PERFORMANCE: By for the best torque-toweigl 
ratio in its field gives you a sturdy meter with fast respons« 
and ability to duplicate readings. Accuracy well within th 
standard 5%. 

REASONABLE PRICES: Typical of the exceptional values or 

the meters illustrated. 0-150 DC Ma, $ 2.15 in the 550 or 95 
Series, $ 2.35 in the 850 Series; 0-10 DC Ma in the 350 Serie 

$3.45; 0-1 DC Ma (with zero adjuster), $ 3.75 in 550 or 95 

Series, $ 3.95 in the 850 Series; -20 to 3VU in the 850 Serie 

$5.85. Other meters are correspondingly low in price. You get th 

benefit of low costs made possible by large. quantity productioi 

GUARANTEED: For one year against defective workmanshi, 
and material. Will be repaired or replaced if sent postpaid 1. 
the factory with 40ft handling charge. 

WIDELY AVAILABLE: Stocked by leading electronic part 
distributors for prompt deliveries. 

URITE METERS 130 Wallace Street • New Haven 8, Connectic 
P. O. Box 1818 



Increase both performance 
and reliability of your 
ham equipment with 
these Amphenol products 

Polyfoam® Coaxial Cable can boost your signal strength 

as much as 35%. Uses an inert-gas-expanded polyethylene 

to increase dielectric constant to 1.50 instead of the usual 

2.26. Your Amphenol distributor carries RG-8, 11, and 59 

in stock. 

RF Connectors. The most complete line available any-

where—and your Amphenol distributor has the type and 

size you need on the shelf available for immediate delivery. 

DK Coaxial Switches for antenna switching and similar 

applications. 14 basic models meet every ham requirement 

for low cost, high reliability and long life. 100% inspected. 

Your Amphenol distributor has all commonly used types in 

stock. Ask for Catalog No. S4. 

Do you have this catalog?Amphenol catalog IEC-4 
shows virtually every type of connector and coaxial 

cable you'll ever need, plus technical specs. Your copy 

is free from your Amphenol distributor, or write us 

direct at 2803 S. 25th Ave., Broadview, Illinois. 

Distributor Division/Amphenol-Borg Electronics Corporation 
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DOC AULWURM, W6BBC, maintains contact with 
other Raytheon field engineers and headquarters 
staff personnel from his Piedmont, California home. 

FIELD ENGINEERING WITH A FUTURE 

Doc Aulwurm and his "traveling" ham rig 

Arthur ( Doc) C. Aulwurm, Senior Field En-
gineer, and his compact ham rig have trav-
eled the world working on a wide variety of 
challenging assignments for Raytheon. Doc's 
story is highly typical of the Raytheon 
Field Engineer. 

Since Doc joined Submarine Signal Com-
pany (a predecessor of the present Raytheon 
organization) in 1945, he has tackled spe-
cialized tasks in Karachi, Pakistan; Lake-
hurst, N. J.; and San Diego, California, 
among other places. 

Doc is now working on sonar equipment at 
Mare Island Naval Shipyard, California. 

Future assignments may carry him to other 

parts of the world or to headquarters in 
Massachusetts. 

Perhaps you too can qualify for a Raytheon 
field engineering future. Requirements are 
previous experience plus an E.E. degree or 
equivalent in practical know-how in guided 

missiles, fire control, ground and bombing 
radar or sonar. 

Benefits: attractive salary, insurance, edu-
cational programs, relocation assistance, 
opportunity for advancement. For details, 
forward your resume to Ronald Guittarr, 
Electronic Services Division, Raytheon, 
Northwest Industrial Park, Burlington, 
Massachusetts. 

RAYTHEON COMPANY 

ELECTRONIC SERVICES DIVISION 
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Band-Pass Filters 107 

nance curve. For single-signal reception, the 
audio-frequency image can be reduced by 50 db. 
or more. Besides practically eliminating the a.f. 
image, the high selectivity of the crystal filter 
provides good discrimination against adjacent 
signals and also reduces the noise. 
Two crystal-filter circuits are shown in Fig. 

5-25. The circuit at A (or a variation) is found 
in many of the current communications receiv-
ers. The crystal is connected in one side of a 
bridge circuit, and a phasing capacitor, C1 is 
connected in the other. When C1 is set to balance 
the crystal-holder capacitance, the resonance 
curve of the filter is practically symmetrical; the 
crystal acts as a series-resonant circuit of very 
high Q and allows signals over a narrow band of 
frequencies to pass through to the following 
tube. More or less capacitance at C1 introduces 
the "rejection notch" of Fig. 5-24 ( at 453.7 kc. 
as drawn). The Q of the load circuit for the filter 
is adjusted by the setting of RI, which in turn 
varies the bandwidth of the filter from "sharp" 
to a bandwidth suitable for phone reception. 
Some of the components of this filter are special 
and not generally available to amateurs. 

BAND-PASS FILTERS 

A single high-Q circuit ( e.g., a quartz crystal 
or regenerative stage) will give adequate single-
signal reception under most circumstances. For 
phone reception, however, either single-sideband 
or a.m., a band-pass characteristic is more de-
sirable. A band-pass filter is one that passes 
without unusual attenuation a desired band of 
frequencies and rejects signals outside this band. 
A good band-pass filter for single-sideband re-
ception might have a bandwidth of 2500 cycles 
at -6 db. and 10 kc. at -60 db.; a filter for a.m. 
would require twice these bandwidths if both 
sidebands were to be accommodated. 
The simplest band-pass crystal filter is one 

using two crystals, as in Fig. 5-25B. The two 
crystals are separated slightly in frequency. If 
the frequencies are only a few hundred cycles 
apart the characteristic is a good one for c.w. 
reception. With crystals about 2 kc. apart, a 
reasonable phone characteristic is obtained. Fig. 
5-1 shows a selectivity characteristic of an am-
plifier with a bandpass (at -6 db.) of 2.4 kc., 
which is typical of what can be expected from a 
two-crystal band-pass filter. Compare this with 
the single-crystal characteristic of Fig. 5-24. 
More elaborate crystal filters, using four and 

six crystals, will give reduced bandwidth at 
-60 db. without decreasing the bandwidth at 
-6 db. The resulting increased "skirt selec-
tivity" gives better rejection of adjacent-chan-
nel signals. "Crystal-lattice" filters of this type 
are available commercially for frequencies up to 
10 Mc. or so, and they have also been built by 
amateurs from inexpensive transmitting-type 
crystals. ( See Vester, "Surplus-Crystal High-
Frequency Filters," QST, January, 1959; 
Healey, "High-Frequency Crystal Filters for 
S.S.B.," QST, October, 1960.) 
"Mechanical" filters can be built at frequen-

Fig. 5-25--A variable-selectivity crystal filter (A) and a 

band-pass crystal filter (B). 

cies below 1 Mc. These are made up of three 
sections: an input transducer, a mechanically-
resonant filter section, and an output transducer. 
The transducers use the principle of magne-
tostriction to convert the electrical signal to 
mechanical energy and back again. The mechani-
cally-resonant section consists of carefully-
machined metal disks supported and coupled by 
thin rods. Each disk has a resonant frequency 
dependent upon the material and its dimensions, 
and the effective Q of a single disk may be in 
excess of 2000. Consequently a mechanical filter 
can be built for either narrow or broad bandpass 
with a nearly rectangular curve. Mechanical fil-
ters are available commercially and are used in 
both receivers and single-sideband transmitters. 
The signal-handling capability of a mechani-

cal filter is limited by the magnetic circuits to 
from 2 to 15 volts r.m.s., a limitation that is 
of no practical importance provided it is recog-
nized and provided for. Crystal filters are lim-
ited in their signal-handling ability only by the 
voltage breakdown limits, which normally would 
not be reached before the preceding amplifier 
tube was overloaded. A more serious practical 
consideration in the use of any high-selectivity 
component is the prevention of coupling "around" 
the filter ( coupling from input to output outside 
the filter), which can only degrade the, action of 
the filter. 
Band-pass filters can also be made by using a 

number of high-Q inductance-and-capacitance 
circuits, but their use is generally restricted to 
frequencies around 100 kc. At higher frequencies 
it is easier to get desirable selectivity by other 
means. 

Q Multiplier 

The "Q Multiplier" is a stable regenerative 
stage that is connected in parallel with one of 
the i.f. stages of a receiver. In one condition it 
narrows the bandwidth and in the other condi-
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tion it produces a sharp "null" or rejection 
notch. A "tuning" adjustment controls the fre-
quency of the peak or null, moving it across the 
normal pass band of the receiver i.f. amplifier. 
The shape of the peak or null is always that of a 
single tuned circuit ( Fig. 2-50) but the effective 
Q is adjustable over a wide range. A Q Multi-
plier is most effective at an i.f. of 500 kc. or 
less; at higher , frequencies the rejection notch 
becomes wide enough (measured in cycles per 
second) to reject a major portion of a phone 
signal. Within its useful range, however, the Q 
Multiplier will reject an interfering carrier 
without degrading the quality of the desired 
signal. 

In the "peak" condition the Q Multiplier can 
be made to oscillate by advancing the "peak" 
(regeneration) control far enough, and in this 
condition it can be made to serve as a beat-
frequency oscillator. However, it cannot be made 
to serve as a selective element and as a b.f.o. 
at the same time. Some inexpensive receivers 
may combine either a Q Multiplier or some other 
form of regeneration with the b.f.o. function, and 
the reader is advised to check carefully any in-
expensive receiver he intends to buy that offers 
a regenerative type of selectivity, in order to 
make sure that the selectivity is available when 
the b.f.o. is turned on. 
Vacuum-tube versions of the Q Multiplier for 

455-kc. i.f. amplifiers are available in kit form; 
a transistorized version is described later in this 
chapter. A Q Multiplier will be of no use on 
c.w. or s.s.b. reception when used with a receiver 
that employs an oscillating if. stage for the b.f.o. 
Some of the inexpensive "communications" re-
ceivers are of this type. 

Tee Notch Filter 

At low intermediate frequencies ( 50 - 100 kc.) 
the T notch filter of Fig. 5-26 will provide a 
sharp tunable null without an extra vacuum tube. 

l< 

+ 250 

Fig. 5-26—Typical T-notch filter, to provide a sharp 
rejection notch at a low i.f. Adjustment of L changes 
the frequency of the notch; adjustment of R controls 

the depth. 

The inductor L resonates with C at the rejection 
frequency, and when R = 4Xj/Q the rejection 
is maximum. (X, is the coil reactance and Q 
is the coil Q). In a typical 50-kc. circuit, C 
might be 3900 µAL, making L approximately 
2.6 mh. When R is greater than the maximum-

attenuation value, the circuit still provides some 
rejection, and in use the inductor is detuned or 
shorted out when the rejection is not desired. 
At higher frequencies, the T-notch filter is not 

sharp enough with available components to re-
ject only a narrow band of frequencies. 

Additional I.F. Selectivity 

Many commercial communications receivers, 
and particularly the older ones, do not have 
sufficient selectivity for amateur use, and their 
performance can be improved by additional i.f. 
selectivity. One method is to loosely couple a 
BC-453 aircraft receiver (war surplus, tuning 
190 to 550 kc.) to the front end of the 455-kc. 
i.f. amplifier in the communications receiver 
and use the resultant output of the BC-453. 
The aircraft receiver uses an 85-kc. if. ampli-
fier that is sharp for voice work (6.5 kc. wide 
at -60 db.) and it helps considerably in backing 
up single-crystal filters for improved c.w. re-
ception. 
The BC-453—sometimes called "The Poor 

Man's Q-Fiver"—uses 12-volt heater tubes and 
is designed for 24-volt operation. If a 24-volt 
transformer is available, no wiring changes will 
be necessary. If a 12-volt transformer is avail-
able, the heaters can be rewired. It is usually 
less expensive to obtain the proper transformer 
than it is to buy 6.3-volt tubes for the receiver. 
Any plate-voltage source of 125 to 250 volts at 
40 to 80 ma. will be adequate for the B+ supply. 
A b.f.o. switch and audio and i.f, gain controls 
should be added to the BC-453 before it is used 
with the short-wave receiver. Its performance 
can be checked by tuning in aircraft beacons or 
low-frequency broadcast stations. 
Maximum selectivity will be obtained from 

the BC-453 when the plungers in the i.f. cans, 
accessible by unscrewing the caps, are pulled 
up as far as they will go. 
The BC-453 can be coupled to the receiver 

through a length of shielded wire or small co-
axial line. The inner conductor is connected to 
the antenna post of the BC-453 and the shield 
is connected to the case. The shield should be 
connected at the other end to the short-wave 
receiver chassis, and the inner conductor, suitably 
insulated, should be wrapped once or twice 
around the plate pin of the first i.f. amplifier 
tube in the short-wave receiver. It may require 
a little experimentation before the proper cou-
pling is obtained; the objective is enough cou-
pling so that the short-wave receieer noise will 
mask any BC-453 noise, but not so much coupling 
that the BC-453 is overloaded. Reports of poor 
performance when using the BC-453 have prac-
tically always reduced to overload of the surplus 
aircraft receiver through too much coupling or 
coupling at a high-level point in the short-wave 
receiver. 

If a BC-453 is not available, one can still enjoy 
the benefits of improved selectivity. It is only 
necessary to heterodyne to a lower frequency the 
455-kc. signal existing in the receiver i.f. ampli-
fier and then rectify it after passing it through 
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the sharp low-frequency amplifier. The J. W. 
Miller Company offers 50-kc. transformers for 
this application. 

RADIO-FREQUENCY AMPLIFIERS 

While selectivity to reduce audio-frequency 
images can be built into the i.f. amplifier, dis-
crimination against radio-frequency images can 
only be obtained in tuned circuits or other selec-
tive elements ahead of the first mixer or con-
verter stage. These tuned circuits are usually 
used as the coupling networks for one or more 
vacuum tubes or transistors, and the combina-
tions of circuits and amplifying devices are called 
radio-frequency amplifiers. The tuned circuits 
contribute to the r.f. image rejection and the 
amplifying device(s) determines the noise figure 
of the receiver. 
Knowing the Q of the coil in each tuned circuit 

between the antenna and the first mixer or con-
verter stage, the image rejection capability can 
be computed by using the chart in Fig. 2-50. The 
Q of the input tuned circuit ( coupled to the an-
tenna) should be taken as about one-half the un-
loaded Q of that circuit, and the Q of any other 
tuned circuit can be assumed to be the unloaded 
Q to a first approximation (the vacuum tubes 
will reduce the circuit Q to some extent, espe-
cially at 14 Mc. and higher). 

In general, receivers with an i.f. of 455 kc. can 
be expected to have some noticeable image re-
sponse at 14 Mc. and higher if there are only two 
tuned circuits ( one r.f. stage) ahead of the mixer 
or converter. Regeneration in the r.f. amplifier 
will reduce image response, but regeneration usu-
ally requires frequent readjustment when tun-
ing across a band. Regeneration is, however, a 
useful device for improving the selectivity of an 
r.f. amplifier without requiring a multiplicity 
of tuned circuits; a practical example will be 
found later in this chapter. 
With three tuned circuits between the antenna 

and the first mixer, and an i.f. of 455 kc., no im-
ages should be encountered up to perhaps 25 Mc. 
Four tuned circuits or more will eliminate any 
images at 28 Mc. when an i.f. of 455 kc. is used. 

Obviously, a better solution to the r.f. selec-
tivity problem (elimination of image response) 
is to use an i.f. higher than 455 kc., and most 
modern receivers use an i.f. of 1600 kc. or higher. 
The owner of a receiver with a 455-kc i.f. am-
plifier can enjoy image-free reception on the 
higher frequencies by using a crystal-controlled 
converter ahead of the receiver and utilizing the 
receiver as a "tunable i.f. amplifier" at 3.5 or 
7.0 Mc. 
For best selectivity r.f. amplifiers should use 

high-Q circuits and tubes with high input and 
output resistance. Variable-is pentodes are prac-
tically always used, although triodes ( neutral-
ized or otherwise connected so that they won't 
oscillate) are often used on the higher frequen-
cies because they introduce less noise. However, 
their lower plate resistance will load the tuned 
circuits. Pentodes are better where maximum im-
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age rejection is desired, because they have less 
loading effect on the tuned circuits. 

Transistor R. F. Amplifier 

A typical r.f. amplifier circuit using a 2N370 
transistor is shown in Fig. 5-27. Since it is de-
sirable to maintain a reasonable Q in the tuned 
circuits, to reduce r.f. image response, the base 
and collector are both tapped down on their 
tuned circuits. An alternative method, using low-
impedance inductive coupling, is shown in Fig. 
5-27B; this method is sometimes easier to adjust 
than the taps illustrated in Fig. 5-27A. The tuned 
circuits, LIC, and L.C2, should resonate at the 
operating frequency, and they should be mounted 
or shielded to eliminate inductive coupling be-
tween each other. 

Fig. 5-27—Transistor r.f, amplifier circuit. The low- im-

pedance connections to the base and collector can be 
(A) taps on the inductors or (B) low-impedance coupling 

links. L,C,, LC,—Resonant at signal frequency. 

FEEDBACK 
Feedback giving rise to regeneration and 

oscillation can occur in a single stage or it may 
appear as an over-all feedback through several 
stages that are on the same frequency. To avoid 
feedback in a single stage, the output must be 
isolated from the input in every way possible, 
with the vacuum tube furnishing the only cou-
pling between the two circuits. An oscillation 
can be obtained in an r.f. or i.f. stage if there is 
any undue capacitive or inductive coupling be-
tween output and input circuits, if there is too 
high an impedance between cathode and ground 
or screen and ground, or if there is any appre-
ciable impedance through which the grid and 
plate currents can flow in common. This means 
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good shielding of coils and tuning capacitors in 
r.f. and i.f. circuits, the use of good bypass 
capacitors (mica or ceramic at r.f., paper or 
ceramic at i.f.), and returning all bypass capaci-
tors (grid, cathode, plate and screen) for a given 
stage with short leads to one spot on the chassis. 
When single-ended tubes are used, the screen or 
cathode bypass capacitor should be mounted 
across the socket, to serve as shield between 
grid and plate pins. Less care is required as the 
frequency is lowered, but in high-impedance cir-
cuits, it is sometimes necessary to shield grid and 
plate leads and to be careful not to run them close 
together. 
To avoid over-all feedback in a multistage 

amplifier, attention must be paid to avoid run-
ning any part of the output circuit back near the 
input circuit without first filtering it carefully. 
Since the signal-carrying parts of the circuit 
(the "hot" grid and plate leads) can't be filtered, 
the best design for any multistage amplifier is a 
straight line, to keep the output as far away 
from the input as possible. For example, an r.f. 
amplifier might run along a chassis in a straight 
line, run into a mixer where the frequency is 
changed, and then the i.f. amplifier could be run 
back parallel to the r.f. amplifier, provided there 
was a very large frequency difference between 
the r.f. and the i.f. amplifiers. However, to avoid 
any possible coupling, it would be better to run 
the i.f, amplifier off at right angles to the r.f.-
amplifier line, just to be on the safe side. Good 
shielding is important in preventing over-all os-
cillation in high-gain-per-stage amplifiers, but it 
becomes less important when the stage gain 
drops to a low value. In a high-gain amplifier, the 
power leads ( including the heater circuit) are 
common to all stages, and they can provide the 
over-all coupling if they aren't properly filtered. 
Good bypassing and the use of series isolating 
resistors will generally eliminate any possibility 
of coupling through the power leads. R.f. chokes, 
instead of resistors, are used in the heater leads 
where necessary. 

CROSS-MODULATION 

Since a one- or two-stage r.f. amplifier will 
have a bandwidth measured in hundreds of kc. 
at 14 Mc. or higher, strong signals will be ampli-
fied through the r.f. amplifier even though it is 
not tuned exactly to them. If these signals are 
strong enough, their amplified magnitude may 
be measurable in volts after passing through 
several r.f. stages. If an undersired signal is 
strong enough after amplification in the r.f. 
stages to shift the operating point of a tube ( by 
driving the grid into the positive region), the 
undesired signal will modulate the desired signal. 
This effect is called cross-modulation, and is of-
ten encountered in receivers with several r.f. 
stages working at high gain. It shows up as a 
superimposed modulation on the signal being 
listened to, and often the effect is that a signal 
can be tuned in at several points. It can be re-
duced or eliminated by greater selectivity in the 
antenna and r.f. stages (difficult to obtain), the 
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use of variable-a tubes in the r.f. amplifier, re-
duced gain in the r.f. amplifier, or reduced 
antenna input to the receiver. The 6BJ6, 6BA6 
and 6DC6 are recommended for r.f. amplifiers 
where cross-modulation may be a problem. 
A receiver designed for minimum cross-modu-

lation will use as little gain as possible ahead 
of the high-selectivity stages, to hold strong un-
wanted signals below the cross-modulation point. 
Cross-modulation often takes place in double-
conversion superheterodynes at the second con-
verter stage because there is insufficient selec-
tivity up to this point and at this point the 
signals have quite appreciable amplitudes. When-
ever interference drops out quite suddenly with 
a reduction in the setting of the gain control, 
cross-modulation should be suspected. Normally, 
of course, the interference would reduce in ampli-
tude in proportion to the desired signal as the 
gain setting is reduced. 

Gain Control 

To avoid cross-modulation and other over-
load effects in the mixer and r.f. stages, the gain 
of the r.f. stages is usually made adjustable. 
This is accomplished by using variable-µ tubes 
and varying the d.c. grid bias, either in the grid 
or cathode circuit. If the gain control is auto-
matic, as in the case of a.g.c., the bias is con-
trolled in the grid circuit. Manual control of r.f. 
gain is generally done in the cathode circuit. A 
typical r.f. amplifier stage with the two types of 
gain control is shown in schematic form in Fig. 
5-28. The a.g.c. control voltage ( negative) is 
derived from rectified carrier or signal at the 
detector before the audio amplifier, or in the case 
of a c.w. or s.s.b. receiver it can be derived from 
rectified audio. The manual gain control voltage 
(positive with respect to chassis) is usually de-
rived from a potentiometer across the B+ supply, 
since the bias can be changed even though little 
plate current is being drawn. 

Tracking 

In a receiver with no r.f. stage, it is no incon-

FROM ANTENNA OR PRECEDING STAGE 
A.G.0 MANUAL CONTROL GAIN-CONTROL VOLTAGE VOLTAGE +250 

—
FO GRID   RF.AMPonER OR FOLLOWING OF MIXER 

Fig. 5-28—Typical radio-frequency amplifier circuit for 
a superheterodyne receiver. Representative values for 

components are as follows: 

C. to C.-0.01 µf. below 15 Mc., 0.001 µf. at 30 Mc. 
R2— See Table 5-II. 

R.-1800 ohms. 
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Fig. 5-29—A practical squelch circuit for cutting off the 

receiver output when no signal is present. 

venience to adjust the high-frequency oscillator 
and the mixer circuit independently, because 
the mixer tuning is broad and requires little 
attention over an amateur band. However, when 
r.f. stages are added ahead of the mixer, the r.f. 
stages and mixer will require retuning over an 
entire amateur band. Hence most receivers with 
one or more r.f. stages gang all of the tuning con-
trols to give a single-tuning-control receiver. 
Obviously there must exist a constant difference 
in frequency (the i.f.) between the oscillator and 
the mixer/r.f. circuits, and when this condition 
is achieved the circuits are said to track. 

In amateur-band receivers, tracking is sim-
plified by choosing a bandspread circuit that 
gives practically straight-line-frequency tuning 
(equal frequency change for each dial division), 
and then adjusting the oscillator and mixer tuned 
circuits so that both cover the same total number 
of kilocycles. For example, if the i.f. is 455 kc. 
and the mixer circuit tunes from 7000 to 
7300 kc. between two given points on the dial, 
then the oscillator must tune from 7455 to 7755 
kc. between the same two dial readings. With 

the bandspread arrangement of Fig. 5-9A, the 
tuning will be practically straight-line-frequency 
if C. ( bandset) is 4 times or more the maximum 
capacity of C. ( bandspread), as is usually the 
case for strictly amateur-band coverage. C. 
(semicircular plates). 

Squelch Circuits 

An audio squelch circuit is one that cuts off the 
receiver output when no signal is coming 
through the receiver. It is useful in mobile or net 
work where the no-signal receiver noise may be 
as loud as the signal, causing undue operator fa-
tigue during no-signal periods. 
A practical squelch circuit is shown in Fig. 

5-29. A dual triode ( 12AX7) is used as an ampli-
fier and as a control tube. When the a.g.c. volt-
age is low or zero, the lower ( control) triode 
draws plate current. The consequent voltage 
drop across the adjustable resistor in the plate 
circuit cuts off the upper ( amplifier) triode 
and no signal or noise is passed. When the 
a.g.c. voltage rises to the cut-off value of the 
control triode, the tube no longer draws cur-
rent ànd the bias on the amplifier triode is 
now only its normal operating bias, furnished by 
the 1000-ohm resistor in the cathode circuit. 
The tube now functions as an ordinary amplifier 
and passes signals. The relation between the 
a.g.c. voltage and the signal turn-on point is ad-
justed by varying the resistance in the plate 
circuit of the control triode. 
Connections to the receiver consist of two a.f. 

lines ( shielded), the a.g.c. lead, and chassis 
ground. The squelch circuit is normally inserted 
between detector output and the audio volume 
control of the receiver. Since the circuit is used 
in the low-level audio point, its plate supply 
must be free from a.c. or objectionable hum will 
be introduced. 

IMPROVING RECEIVER SENSITIVITY 

The sensitivity ( signal-to-noise ratio) of a re-
ceiver on the higher frequencies above 20 Mc. 
is dependent upon the band width of the receiver 
and the noise contributed by the "front end" of 
the receiver. Neglecting the fact that image re-
jection may be poor, a receiver with no r.f. stage 
is generally satisfactory, from a sensitivity point, 
in the 3.5- and 7-Mc. bands. However, as the 
frequency is increased and the atmospheric noise 
becomes less, the advantage of a good "front 
end" becomes apparent. Hence at 14 Mc. and 
higher it is worth while to use at least one stage 
of r.f. amplification ahead of the first detector 
for best sensitivity as well as image rejection. 
The multigrid converter tubes have very poor 
noise figures, and even the best pentodes and 
triodes are three or four times noisier when used 
as mixers than they are when used as amplifiers. 

If the purpose of an r.f. amplifier is to improve 
the receiver noise figure at 14 Mc. and higher, 
a high-gm pentode or triode should be used. 
Among the pentodes, the best tubes are the 

6AH6, 6AK5 and the 6BZ6, in the order named. 
The 6AK5 takes the lead around 30 Mc. The 
6J4, 6J6, and triode-connected 6AK5 are the best 
of the triodes. For best noise figure, the an-
tenna circuit should be coupled a little heavier 
than optimum. This cannot give best selectivity 
in the antenna circuit, so it is futile to try to 
maximize sensitivity and selectivity in this cir-
cuit. 
When a receiver is satisfactory in every 

respect ( stability and selectivity) except sensi-
tivity on 14 through 30 Mc., the best solution for 
the amateur is to add a preamplifier, a stage of 
r.f. amplification designed expressly to improve 
the sensitivity. If image rejection is lacking in 
the receiver, some selectivity should be built into 
the preamplifier ( it is then called a preselector). 
If, however, the receiver operation is poor on the 
higher frequencies but is satisfactory on the 
lower ones, a "converter" is the best solution. 
Some commercial receivers that appear to lack 

sensitivity on the higher frequencies can be im-
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proved simply by tighter coupling to the antenna. 
This can be accomplished by changing the 
antenna feed line to the right value (as deter-
mined from the receiver instruction book) or by 
using a simple matching device as described 
later in this chapter. Overcoupling the input cir-
cuit will often improve sensitivity but it will, of 
course, always reduce the image-rejection con-
tribution of the antenna circuit. 

Regeneration 

Regeneration in the r.f. stage of a receiver 
(where only one stage exists) will often improve 
the sensitivity because the greater gain it pro-
vides serves to mask more completely the first-
detector noise, and it also provides a measure of 
automatic matching to the antenna through 
tighter coupling. However, accurate ganging be-
comes a problem, because of the increased selec-
tivity of the regenerative r.f. stage, and the re-
ceiver almost invariably becomes a two-handed-
tuning device. Regeneration should not be 
overlooked as an expedient, however, and ama-
teurs have used it with considerable success 

High-gm tubes are the best as regenerative am-
plifiers, anti the feedback should not be controlled 
by changing the operating voltages (which 
should be the same as for the tube used in a high-
gain amplifier) but by changing the loading or 
the feedback coupling. This is a tricky pro-
cess and another reason why regeneration is not 
too widely used. 

Gain Control 

In a receiver front end designed for best sig-
nal-to-noise ratio, it is advantageous in the re-
ception of weak signals to eliminate the gain 
control from the first r.f. stage and allow it to 
run "wide open" all of the time. If the first stage 
is controlled along with the i.f. ( and other r.f. 
stages, if any), the signal-to-noise ratio of the 
receiver will suffer. As the gain is reduced, the 
gm of the first tube is reduced, and its noise fig-
ure becomes higher. A good receiver might well 
have two gain controls, one for the first r.f. stage 
and another for the i.f. (and any other r.f.) 
stages. The first r.f. stage gain would be re-
duced only for extremely strong signals. 

TUNING A RECEIVER 

C.W. Reception 

For making code signals audible, the beat os-
cillator should be set to a frequency slightly dif-
ferent from the intermediate frequency. To ad-
just the beat-oscillator frequency, first tune in a 
moderately weak but steady carrier with the beat 
oscillator turned off. Adjust the receiver tuning 
for maximum signal strength, as indicated by 
maximum hiss. Then turn on the beat oscillator 
and adjust its frequency ( leaving the receiver 
tuning unchanged) to give a suitable beat note. 
The beat oscillator need not subsequently be 
touched, except for occasional checking to make 
certain the frequency has not drifted from the 
initial setting. The b.f.o. may be set on either the 
high- or low-frequency side of zero beat. 
The best receiver condition for the reception 

of code signals will have the first r.f. stage run-
ning at maximum gain, the following r.f., mixer 
and i.f. stages operating with just enough gain to 
maintain the signal-to-noise ratio, and the audio 
gain set to give comfortable headphone or 
speaker volume. The audio volume should be 
controlled by the audio gain control, not the if. 
gain control. Under the above conditions, the 
selectivity of the receiver is being used to best 
advantage, and cross-modulation is minimized. It 
precludes the use of a receiver in which the gains 
of the r.f. and i.f. stages are controlled simulta-
neously. 

Tuning with the Crystal Filter 

If the receiver is equipped with a crystal filter 
the tuning instructions in the preceding para-
graph still apply, but more care must be used 
both in the initial adjustment of the beat oscil-
lator and in tuning. The beat oscillator is set as 

described above, but with the crystal filter set 
at its sharpest position, if variable selectivity is 
available. The initial adjustment should be made 
with the phasing control in an intermediate posi-
tion. Once adjusted, the beat oscillator should be 
left set and the receiver tuned to the other side 
of zero beat (audio-frequency image) on the 
same signal to give a beat note of the same tone. 
This beat will be considerably weaker than the 
first, and may be "phased out" almost completely 
by careful adjustment of the phasing control. 
This is the adjustment for normal operation; it 
will be found that one side of zero beat has prac-
tically disappeared, leaving maximum response 
on the other. 
An interfering signal having a beat note differ-

ing from that of the a.f. image can be similarly 
phased out, provided its frequency is not too 
near the desired signal. 
Depending upon the filter design, maximum 

selectivity may cause the dots and dashes to 
lengthen out so that they seem to "run together." 
It must be emphasized that, to realize the bene-
fits of the crystal filter in reducing interference, 
it is necessary to do all tuning with it in the cir-
cuit. Its high selectivity often makes it difficult 
to find the desired station quickly, if the filter is 
switched in only when interference is present. 

A.M. Phone Reception 

In reception of a.m, phone signals, the normal 
procedure is to set the r.f. and i.f. gain at maxi-
mum, switch on the a.g.c., and use the audio gain 
control for setting the volume. This insures 
maximum effectiveness of the a.g.c. system in 
compensating for fading and maintaining con-
stant audio output on either strong or weak sig-
nals. On occasion a strong signal close to the 
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frequency of a weaker desired station may take 
control of the a.g.c., in which case the weaker 
station may disappear because of the reduced 
gain. In this case better reception may result if 
the a.g.c. is switched off, using the manual r.f. 
gain control to set the gain at a point that pre-
vents "blocking" by the stronger signal. 
When receiving an a.m. signal on a frequency 

within 5 to 20 kc. from a single-sideband signal 
it may also be necessary to switch off the a.g.c. 
and resort to the use of manual gain control, 
unless the receiver has excellent skirt selectivity. 
No ordinary a.g.c. circuit can handle the syllabic 
bursts of energy from the sideband station, but 
there are special circuits that will. 
A crystal filter will help reduce interference in 

phone reception. Although the high selectivity 
cuts sidebands and reduces the audio output at 
the higher audio frequencies, it is possible to use 
quite high selectivity without destroying intelli-
gibility. As in code reception, it is advisable to do 
all tuning with the filter in the circuit. Variable-
selectivity filters permit a choice of selectivity 
to suit interference conditions. 
An undesired carrier close in frequency to a 

desired carrier will heterodyne with it to pro-
duce a beat note equal to the frequency differ-
ence. Such a heterodyne can be reduced by ad-
justment of the phasing control in the crystal 
filter. 
A tone control often will be of help in reducing 

the effects of high-pitched heterodynes, sideband 
splatter and noise, by cutting off the higher audio 
frequencies. This, like sideband cutting with high 
selectivity circuits, reduces naturalness. 
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Spurious Responses 

Spurious responses can be recognized without 
a great deal of difficulty. Often it is possible to 
identify an image by the nature of the trans-
mitting station, if the frequency assignments 
applying to the frequency to which the receiver 
is tuned are known. However, an image also can 
be recognized by its behavior with tuning. If the 
signal causes a heterodyne beat note with the 
desired signal and is actually on the same fre-
quency, the beat note will not change as the re-
ceiver is tuned through the signal ; but if the in-
terfering signal is an image, the beat will vary in 
pitch as the receiver is tuned. The beat oscillator 
in the receiver must be turned off for this test. 
Using a crystal filter with the beat oscillator on, 
an image will peak on the side of zero beat op-
posite that on which desired signals peak. 
Harmonic response can be recognized by the 

"tuning rate," or movement of the tuning dial 
required to give a specified change in beat note. 
Signals getting into the i.f. via high-frequency 
oscillator harmonics tune more rapidly ( less dial 
movement) through a given change in beat note 
than do signals received by normal means. 
Harmonics of the beat oscillator can be rec-

ognized by the tuning rate of the beat-oscillator 
pitch control. A smaller movement of the control 
will suffice for a given change in beat note than 
that necessary with legitimate signals. In poorly-
designed or inadequately-shielded and -filtered re-
ceivers it is often possible to find b.f.o. har-
monics below 2 Mc., but they should be very 
weak or non-existent at higher frequencies. 

ALIGNMENT AND SERVICING OF SUPERHETERODYNE 

RECEIVERS 

I.F. Alignment 

A calibrated signal generator or test oscillator 
is a useful device for alignment of an i.f. ampli-
fier. Some means for measuring the output of 
the receiver is required. If the receiver has a 
tuning meter, its indications will serve. Lacking 
an S meter, a high-resistance voltmeter or a vac-
uum-tube voltmeter can be connected across the 
second-detector load resistor, if the second de-
tector is a diode. Alternatively, if the signal 
generator is a modulated type, an a.c. voltmeter 
can be connected across the primary of the trans-
former feeding the speaker, or from the plate 
of the last audio amplifier through a 01-µf. 
blocking capacitor to the receiver chassis. Lack-
ing an a.c. voltmeter, the audio output can be 
judged by ear, although this method is not as ac-
curate as the others. If the tuning meter is used 
as an indication, the a.g.c. of the receiver should 
be turned on, but any other indication requires 
that it be turned off. Lacking a test oscillator, a 
steady signal tuned through the input of the re-
ceiver ( if the job is one of just touching up the 

e 
i.f. amplifier) will be suitable. However, with no 
oscillator and tuning an amplifier for the first 
time, one's only recourse is to try to peak the 
i.f. transformers on "noise," a difficult task if 
the transformers are badly off resonance, as they 
are apt to be. Itwould be much better to haywire 
together a simple oscillator for test purposes. 

Initial alignment of a new i.f. amplifier is as 
follows : The test oscillator is set to the correct 
frequency, and its output is coupled through a 
capacitor to the grid of the last i.f. amplifier 
tube. The trimmer capacitors of the transformer 
feeding the second detector are then adjusted 
for maximum output, as shown by the indicating 
device being used. The oscillator output lead is 
then clipped on to the grid of the next-to-the-last 
i.f. amplifier tube, and the second-from-the-last 
transformer trimmer adjustments are peaked for 
maximum output. This process is continued, 
working back from the second detector, until all 
of the i.f. transformers have been aligned. It 
will be necessary to reduce the output of the test 
oscillator as more of the i.f. amplifier is brought 
into use. It is desirable in all cases to use the 
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minimum signal that will give useful output 
readings. The i.f. transformer in the plate circuit 
of the mixer is aligned with the signal introduced 
to the grid of the mixer. Since the tuned circuit 
feeding the mixer grid may have a very low im-
pedance at the i.f., it may be necessary to boost 
the test generator output or to disconnect the 
tuned circuit temporarily from the mixer grid. 

If the i.f. amplifier has a crystal filter, the 
filter should first be switched out and the align-
ment carried out as above, setting the test oscil-
lator as closely as possible to the crystal fre-
quency. When this is completed, the crystal 
should be switched in and the oscillator fre-
quency varied back and forth over a small range 
either side of the crystal frequency to find the 
exact frequency, as indicated by a sharp rise in 
output. Leaving the test oscillator set on the 
crystal peak, the i.f. trimmers should be re-
aligned for maximum output. The necessary 
readjustment should be small. The oscillator fre-
quency should be checked frequently to make 
sure it has not drifted from the crystal peak. 
A modulated signal is not of much value for 

aligning a crystal- filter i.f. amplifier, since the 
high selectivity cuts sidebands and the results 
may be inaccurate if the audio output is used as 
the tuning indication. Lacking the a.g.c. tuning 
meter, the transformers may be conveniently 
aligned by ear, using a weak unmodulated sig-
nal adjusted to the crystal peak. Switch on the 
beat oscillator, adjust to a suitable tone, and 
align the i.f. transformers for maximum audio 
output. 
An amplifier that is only slightly out of align-

ment, as a result of normal drift or aging, can 
be realigned by using any steady signal, such as 
a local broadcast station, instead of the test os-
cillator. One's 100-kc. standard makes an ex-
cellent signal source for "touching up" an i.f. 
amplifier. Allow the receiver to warm up thor-
oughly, tune in the signal, and trim the i.f. for 
maximum output. 

If you bought your receiver instead of making 
it, be sure to read the instruction book carefully 
before attempting to realign the receiver. Most 
instruction books include alignment details, and 
any little special tricks that are peculiar to the 
receiver will also be described in detail. 

R.F. Alignment 

The objective in aligning the r.f. circuits 
of a gang-tuned receiver is to secure adequate 
tracking over each tuning range. The adjust-
ment may be carried out with a test oscillator of 
suitable frequency range, with harmonics from 
your 100-kc. standard or other known oscillator, 
or even on noise or such signals as may be heard. 
First set the tuning dial at the high-frequency 
end of the range in use. Then set the test oscil-
lator to the frequency indicated by the receiver 
dial. The test-oscillator output may be connected 
to the antenna terminals of the receiver for this 
test. Adjust the oscillator trimmer capacitor 
in the receiver to give maximum response on 
the test-oscillator signal, then reset the receiver 

dial to the low-frequency end of the range. Set 
the test-oscillator frequency near the frequency 
indicated by the receiver dial and tune the test 
oscillator until its signal is heard in the receiver. 
If the frequency of the signal as indicated by the 
test-oscillator calibration is higher than that 
indicated by the receiver dial, more inductance 
(or more capacity in the tracking capacitor) is 
needed in the receiver oscillator circuit ; if the 
frequency is lower, less inductance ( less track-
ing capacity) is required in the receiver oscil-
lator. Most commericial receivers provide some 
means for varying the inductance of the coils or 
the capacity of the tracking capacitor, to permit 
aligning the receiver tuning with the dial calibra-
tion. Set the test oscillator to the frequency indi-
cated by the receiver dial, and then adjust the 
tracking capacity or inductance of the receiver 
oscillator coil to obtain maximum response. Af-
ter making this adjustment, recheck the high-
frequency end of the scale as previously 
described. It may be necessary to go back and 
forth between the ends of the range several times 
before the proper combination of inductance and 
capacity is secured. In many cases, better over-
all tracking will result if frequencies near but 
not actually at the ends of the tuning range are 
selected, instead of taking the extreme dial set-
tings. 

After the oscillator range is properly adjusted, 
set the receiver and test oscillator to the high-
frequency end of the range. Adjust the mixer 
trimmer capacitor for maximum hiss or signal, 
then the r.f. trimmers. Reset the tuning dial 
and test oscillator to the low-frequency end of 
the range, and repeat; if the circuits are properly 
designed, no change in trimmer settings should 
be necessary. If it is necessary to increase the 
trimmer capacity in any circuit, more inductance 
is needed; conversely, if less capacity resonates 
the circuit, less inductance is required. 

Tracking seldom is perfect throughout a tun-
ing range, so that a check of alignment at inter-
mediate points in the range may show it to be 
slightly off. Normally the gain variation will be 
small, however, and it will suffice to bring the 
circuits into line at both ends of the range. If 
most reception is in a particular part of the 
range, such as an amateur band, the circuits may 
be aligned for maximum performance in that 
region, even though the ends of the frequency 
range as a whole may be slightly out of align-
ment. 

Oscillation in R.F. or I.F. Amplifiers 

Oscillation in high-frequency amplifier and 
mixer circuits shows up as squeals or "birdies" 
as the tuning is varied, or by complete lack of 
audible output if the oscillation is strong enough 
to cause the a.g.c. system to reduce the receiver 
gain drastically. Oscillation can be caused by 
poor connections in the common ground circuits. 
Inadequate or defective bypass capacitors in 
cathode, plate and screen-grid circuits also can 
cause such oscillation. A metal tube with an un-
grounded shell may cause trouble. Improper 
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screen-grid voltage, resulting from a shorted or 
too-low screen-grid series resistor, also may be 
responsible for such instability. 

Oscillation in the i.f. circuits is independent 
of high-frequency tuning, and is indicated by 
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a continuous squeal that appears when the gain 
is advanced with the c.w. beat oscillator on. It 
can result from defects in i.f.-amplifier circuits. 
Inadequate screen or plate bypass capacitance is 
a common cause of such oscillation. 

IMPROVING THE PERFORMANCE OF RECEIVERS 

Frequently amateurs unjustly criticize a re-
ceiver's performance when actually part of the 
trouble lies with the operator, in his lack of 
knowledge about the receiver's operation or in 
his inability to recognize a readily curable fault. 
The best example of this is a complaint about 
"lack of selectivity" when the receiver contains 
an if. crystal filter and the operator hasn't 
bothered to learn how to use it properly. "Lack 
of sensitivity" may be nothing more than poor 
alignment of the r.f. and mixer tuning. The cures 
for these two complaints are obvious, and the 
details are treated both in this chapter and in the 
receiver instruction book. 
However, many complaints about selectivity, 

sensitivity, and other points are justified. In-
expensive, and most second-hand, receivers can-
not be expected to measure up to the perform-
ance standards of some of the current and top-
priced receivers. Nevertheless, many amateurs 
overlook the possibility of improving the per-
formance of these "bargains" ( they may or may 
not be bargains) by a few simple additions or 
modifications. From time to time articles in QST 
describe improvements for specific receivers, and 
it may repay the owner of a newly-acquired 
second-hand receiver to examine past issues and 
see if an applicable article was published. The 
annual index in each December issue is a help 
in this respect. 
Where no applicable article can be found, a 

few general principles can be laid down. If the 
complaint is the inability to separate stations, 
better i.f. (and occasionally audio) selectivity is 
indicated. The answer is not to be found in 
better bandspread tuning of the dial as is some-
times erroneously concluded. For code reception 
the addition of a "Q Multiplier" to the i.f. 
amplifier is a simple and effective attack; a Q 
Multiplier is at its best in the region 100 to 900 
kc., and higher than this its effectiveness drops 
off. The Selectoject is a selective audio device 
based on similar principles. For phone reception 
the addition of a Q Multiplier will help to reject 
an interfering carrier, and the use of a BC-453 
as a "Q5-er" will add adjacent-channel selectiv-
ity. 
With the addition of more i.f. selectivity, it 

may be found that the receiver's tuning rate 
(number of kc. tuned per dial revolution) is too 
high, and consequently the tuning with good i.f. 
selectivity becomes too critical. If this is the 
case, a 5-to-1 reduction planetary dial drive 
mechanism may be added to make the tuning 
rate more favorable. These drives are sold by 
the larger supply houses and can usually be added 
to the receiver if a suitable mounting bracket is 

made from sheet metal. If there is already some 
backlash in the dial mechanism, the addition of 
the planetary drive will magnify its effect, so it 
is necessary to minimize the backlash before at-
tempting to improve the tuning rate. While 
this is not possible in all cases, it should be in-
vestigated from every angle before giving up. 
Replacing a small tuning knob with a larger one 
will add to ease of tuning; in many cases after 
doing so it will then be desirable or necessary to 
raise the receiver higher above the table. 

If the receiver appears to lack the ability to 
bring in the weak signals, particularly on the 
higher-frequency bands, the performance can of-
ten be improved by the addition of an antenna 
coupler (described elsewhere in this chapter) ; it 
will always be improved by the addition of a pre-
selector (also described elsewhere in this chapter). 

If the receiver shortcoming is inadequate r.f. 
selectivity, as indicated by r-.f. "images" on the 
higher-frequency bands, a simple antenna coup-
ler will often add sufficient selectivity to cure the 
trouble. However, if the images are severe, it is 
likely that a preselector will be required, pref-
erably of the regenerative type. The preselector 
will also add to the ability of the receiver to 
detect weak signals at 14 Mc. and higher. 

In many of the inexpensive receivers the fre-
quency calibration of the dial is not very accu-
rate. The receiver's usefulness for determining 
band limits will be greatly improved by the ad-
dition of a 100-kc. crystal-controlled frequency 
standard. These units can be built or purchased 
complete at very reasonable prices, and no ama-
teur station worthy of the name should be with-
out one. 
Some receivers that show a considerable fre-

quency drift as they are warming up can be 
improved by the simple expedient of furnishing 
more ventilation, by propping up the lid or by 
drilling extra ventilation holes. In many cases 
the warm-up drift can be cut in half. A 7-watt 
115-volt lamp mounted under the receiver chassis 
and wired so that it is turned on when the re-
ceiver is turned off will maintain the receiver 
temperature above the room temperature and 
will reduce the warm-up drift. The auxiliary heat 
source is also of help in reducing or eliminating 
the ill effects of condensation in the receiver, 
where the receiver is used in a damp location. 
Receivers that show frequency changes with 

line-voltage or gain-control variations can be 
greatly improved by the addition of regulated 
voltage on the oscillators ( high-frequency and 
b.f.o.) and the screen of the mixer tube. There 
is usually room in any receiver for the addition 
of a VR tube of the right rating. 
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THE "SimpIeX Super Mark II" THREE-TUBE RECEIVER 

The name of the receiver shown in.Figs. 5-30 
and 5-33 derives from "simple," "X" for crystal 
(filter) and "super" for superheterodyne; hence 
a "simple crystal-filter superheterodyne." It is 
an improved version of an earlier model (QST, 
December, 1958), hence the "Mark II." For less 
than fifty dollars and a few nights at the work-
bench, this little receiver will allow you to copy 
practically any c.w. or s.s.b. signal in the 40- or 
80-meter band that a much more expensive re-
ceiver might bring in. By the throw of a switch 
you can tune in WWV on 5.0 Mc. for time sig-
nals and standard-frequency transmissions. 

Referring to the circuit diagram in Fig. 5-31, 
the receiver is a superheterodyne with an inter-
mediate frequency of 1700 kc. With the h.f. os-
cillator tuning 5.2. to 5.7 Mc., the 3.5- or 7-Mc. 
amateur bands can be tuned merely by retuning 
the input circuit. Since C2 is large enough to hit 
the two bands without a coil change, the band-
changing process consists of turning Cs to the 
low- or high-capacitance end of its range. To 
copy WWV at 5 Mc., the oscillator must be 
tuned to 3.3 Mc., and this is done by switching in 
(via S2A) a preset capacitor, C., across the os-
cillator circuit. 
The advantage of a two-band receiver of this 

type is that the absence of coil switching makes 
it easy to build a stable high-frequency oscillator, 
and the stability of this oscillator then deter-
mines the stability of the receiver. Higher-
frequency bands ( 14, 21 and 28 Mc.) can be 
listened to by adding a crystal-controlled con-
verter; the construction of such a converter is 
described later in this chapter. 

Selectivity at the i.f. is obtained through the 
use of a single crystal. This, in conjunction with 
the regeneration provided by the detector, is 
sharp enough to provide a fair degee of single-
signal c.w. reception and yet is broad enough for 
copy of an s.s.b. phone signal. 

In the detector stage, the pentode section of a 
6U8A a used as a regenerative detector, and the 
triode section serves as the b.f.o. Stray coupling 
at the socket and in the tube provides adequate 
injection. The regeneration control is not 
mounted on the panel because, once set below the 
threshold of oscillation, it is not touched. The 

regeneration is not essential to good c.w. or s.s.b. 
reception, but it helps considerably on a.m. re-
ception. Audio amplification is obtained from the 
two triode sections of a 6CG7. The primary of a 
small output transformer, Ti, serves as the coup-
ling for high-impedance headphone output, and a 
small loudspeaker or low-impedance headphones 
can be connected to the secondary. 
The power supply uses a small transformer 

and two selenium rectifiers in a full-wave volt-
age-doubling circuit. This is about as inexpen-
sive a power supply as can be built, and it also 
has the advantages of not occupying much space 
and not generating much heat. 
A switch, SIA, at the input of the receiver is 

included so that the receiver can be used to lis-
ten to one's own transmitter without too severe 
blocking. Another section of the same switch, 
SIB, shifts the mixer screen voltage from its 
operating value to zero, to reduce further the 
sensitivity of the receiver while one is transmit-
ting. If it reduces it so much that the receiver 
has too little gain, this section of the switch can 
be omitted from the circuit and the mixer oper-
ated at full screen voltage at all times. 
An 8 x 12 x 3-inch aluminum chassis takes 

all of the parts without crowding, and the loca-
tion of the components can be seen in the photo-
graphs. The receiver is shown with a 7-inch 
high standard relay-rack panel, which leaves 
room at one end of the panel for auxiliary 
equipment or a small transmitter. If desired, a 
shorter panel of es-inch aluminum can be used. 
The panel is held to the chassis by the two 
switches and the headphones jack. The tuning 
capacitor, Cs, is mounted on a small aluminum 
bracket, and the capacitor is driven by a Jackson 
Brothers Planetary Vernier (Arrow Elec-
tronics, N.Y.C.) via a Millen 39016 coupling. 
Before the bracket is finally fastened to the chas-
sis the capacitor and bracket should be used to 
locate the center for the vernier hole. It pays to 
take care in mounting the tuning capacitor and 
its drive, since a smooth tuning drive is essen-
tial to any receiver. A National HRT knob 
is used to turn the vernier, and a paper scale 
is made as can be seen in one of the photographs. 
Tie points are used liberally throughout the 

Fig. 5:30—The SimpleX Super receiver uses three dual 
tubes and a crystal filter to cover the 80- and 40-meter 
bands, and it can tune to 5 Mc. for copying WWV. 
The dial scale is made from white paper held to the 
panel by block tape; the index is clear plastic. 

Extra panel space is provided for control circuits or 
a small transmitter. 
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C1-3- to 30-µµf. mica compression trimmer. 

C,-140-140 dual variable ( Hammarlund HFD-140). 

C3- 35-µµf. midget variable (Hammarlund HF-35). 

C,- 100-µµf. midget trimmer (Hammarlund MAPC-100). 

C5- 180-µi.d. silver mica in parallel with 150-µµf. mica-

compression trimmer (Arco 424). 

Ce-3- to 30-µµf. mica compression trimmer with ad-

justment screw removed. 

Ca- 15-µµf. midget variable (Hammarlund HF-15). 

C.-60-µf. 350-v. electrolytic (Mallory TC-68 or equiv.). 

C0-40-40-µf. 150-v. electrolytic, negative not common 

(Mallory TCS-48 or equiv.). 

CR,, CR,-50-ma. 130-v. selenium rectifier (Tarzian 50 

or equiv.). 

13 — Phono jack. 

-1,:—Phone jack. 

Li, L3, L,—See Fig. 5-32. 

L-18 t. No. 22 enam., closewound on 1/4 -diam. form 

(1-watt resistor, 100K or more). 

Ls, L-105-200 /Lk. shielded inductor (North Hills SE-

120-H). 

17- 36-64 µh. shielded inductor ( North Hills SE- 120-F). 

L-16-henry 50-ma, filter choke (Knight 62G137 or 

equiv.). 

13,—A.c. line plug, preferably fused. 

S,—D.p.d.t. toggle. 

S3—Two-pole 6-position (4 used) rotary switch (Cen-

tralab PA-2003 or equiv.). 

Sa— S.p.s.t. toggle 

RFC,, RFC-1-mh. r.f. choke (Millen J300-1000). 

TI—Small output transformer, 10K plate to voice coil 

(Stancor A-3879 or equiv.). 

1.2- 125-v. 50-ma. and 6.3-v. 2-amp. power transformer 

(Knight 61G411 or equiv.). 

Y,-1700-kc. crystal ( International Crystal FA-5 or 

equiv.) (All radio stores do not handle all of 

the above components. For prices and names 

of dealers, write to North Hills Electronics Inc., 

Glen Cove, L.I., N.Y.; Knight is handled by 

Allied Radio, 100 N. Western Ave., Chicago 80, 

Ill.) 
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Fig. 5-32—Details of the coil construction. Each one is 

made from B & W 3012 Miniductor or Illumitronic 632 
stock, which is wound 32 t.p.i. and 3/4-inch diameter. 
The separation between coils in Li is 11/2 turns; the 

separation between coils in L is 1 turn. LS is 43 turns 
of the same stock. 

It is important that the coils be connected as in-
dicated. The coil stock can be cut to the required lengths 

by pushing in a turn, cutting it inside the coil and then 
pushing the newly cut ends through to outside the coil. 
Once outside, the wire can be peeled away with the 

help of long-nose pliers. When sufficient turns have 

been removed, the support bars can be cut with a fine 
• saw. 

receiver, as junctions for components and inter-
connecting wires. The coils L3 and L4 are 
mounted on tie points, using short leads, and Li 
is mounted on Si, If the leads from L4 are too 
long, the coil will be "floppy" and the receiver 
may be unstable. Fig. 5-32 shows how the coils 
are constructed and connected. The leads from 
C2 are brought through the chassis in insulating 
rubber grommets. The 3- to 30-eced. mica com-
pression trimmer across L1 is soldered to the 
associated section of C2. C2 is mounted on top of 
the chassis and surrounded by a Bud CU-3002-A 
Minibox, which serves as a dust cover. The par-
tition between the two sections of C2 should be 
grounded to the chassis, to prevent capacitive 
coupling between the two sections. The coil Ls 
is wound on a high-resistance 1-watt resistor; 
the ends of the coil are soldered to the leads of 
the resistor, and the winding will stay in place 
readily if the resistor is notched at each end be-
fore the winding is started. 
The receiver is wired with shielded wire for 

many of the leads, in an effort to minimize hum 

in the audio and feedthrough around the crystal 
filter. The shielded leads are marked in Fig. 5-31 
where feasible; the simple rule to follow is to 
shield all B+ leads along with those shown 
shielded in Fig. 5-31. For ease of wiring, these 
shielded leads should be installed first or at least 
early in the construction. As the wiring pro-
gresses, a neat-looking unit can be obtained by 
dressing the leads and components in parallel 
lines or at right angles. D.c. and a.c. leads can be 
tucked out of the way along the edges of the 
chassis, while r.f. leads should be as direct as is 
reasonable. 

If this is a first receiver or construction job, 
there are several pitfalls to be avoided. When in-
stalling a tube socket, orient the socket so the grid 
and plate leads will be direct and not cross over 
the socket. 
Another thing is to avoid stranded wire for 

making connections throughout the receiver. 
Where stranded wire must be used, be careful to 
avoid wild strands that stray over to an adjacent 
socket terminal. No. 20 or 22 insulated solid 
tinned copper wire should be used for connections 
wherever no shielding is used. Long bare leads 
from resistors or capacitors should be covered 
with insulating tubing unless they go to chassis 
grounds. 
The final bugaboo is a poorly-soldered con-

nection. If this is first venture, by all means prac-
tice soldering before starting to wire this re-
ceiver. Read an article or two on how to solder, 
or get a friend to demonstrate. A good soldering 
iron is an essential; there have been instances of 
a first venture having been "soldered" with an 
iron that would just barely melt the solder; the 
iron was incapable of heating the solder and 
work to where the solder would flow properly. 
When the wiring has been completed and 

checked once more against the circuit diagram, 
plug in the tubes and the line cord and turn on 
the receiver through .33. The tube heaters should 
light up and nothing should start to smoke or get 
hot. If you have a voltmeter you should measure 
about 270 volts on the B+ line. 
With headphones plugged in the receiver, you 

should be able to hear a little hum when the 
volume control is advanced all the way. If you 
can't hear any hum, touching a screwdriver to 
Pin 2 of VSA should produce hum and a loud 
click. This shows that the detector and audio 
amplifier are working. The 100K regeneration 
control should be set at mid range. 
The next step is to tune L4, L2 and LT to 1700 

kc., the crystal frequency. If you have or can 

Fig. 5-33—Top view of the SimpleX Super. The tube at 
the left is the mixer-oscillator 6U8A; the 6CG7 audio 

amplifier it at the far right, The black knob is on thu 

regeneration control. Toggle switch under the a.c, lino 

cord is the a.c. line switch, S. Phono jack at left is the 

antenna terminal; phono jack at right near volume con-

trol is speaker jack, is. 



SimpleX Super 
borrow a signal generator, put 1700-kc. r.f. in at 
the grid of the 6U8A mixer and peak L. and LA. 
Lacking a signal generator, you may be lucky 
enough to find a strong signal by tuning around 
with Ca, but it isn't likely. Your best bet is to 
tune a broadcast receiver to around 1245 kc.; if 
the receiver has a 455-kc. i.f. the oscillator will 
then be on 1700 kc. Don't depend upon the cali-
bration of the broadcast receiver; make your own 
by checking known stations. The oscillator of the 
broadcast receiver will furnish a steady carrier 
that can be picked up by running a wire tempo-
rarily from the grid of the 6U8A mixer to a point 
near the chassis of the b.c. receiver. Adjust L7 
until you get a beat with the 1700-kc. signal, and 
then peak L. and Le. If the signal gets too loud, 
reduce the signal by moving the wire away from 
the b.c. receiver. Now slowly swing the signal 
frequency back and forth with the b.f.o. turned 
off; a spot should be found where the noise 
rushes up quickly and then drops off. This is the 
crystal frequency, and L. and L. should be 
peaked again on this frequency. 
An antenna connected to the receiver should 

now permit the reception of signals. With C, 
nearly unmeshed, the input tuning will be in the 
region of the 7-Mc, band, and with C. almost 
completely meshed, the input circuits will be near 
3.5 Mc. Do the tuning with the C. in the oscil-
lator circuit, until a known frequency is found 
(it can be a signal from the station transmitter). 
Let's say the transmitter has a crystal at 3725 kc. 
Set Ca at half capacitance and tune with C. un-
til the transmitter is heard. No antenna should be 
needed on the receiver for this test. Once C. is 
set, put the antenna on the receiver and look 
around for other known signals. (CHU, the 
Canadian standard-frequency station at 7335 kc., 
is a good marker.) With luck the tuning should 
just be able to cover the 80-meter band; if it 
covers one end but not the other, a minor read-
justment of the trimmer is indicated. 
Once the receiver is aligned to receive signals, 

switch S2 so that the b.f.o. is 
turned off. Advance the regen-
eration control (turn arm away 
from grounded end) and a 
point will be found where the 
noise increases and a slight 
"thump" is heard. This is the 
point where the detector oscil-

Fig. 5-34—Shielded wire, used for 
most of the d.c. and 60-cycle leads, 
lends to the clean appearance un-
derneath the chassis. Toggle switch 
at the left shorts the input of the re-
ceiver, and the adjacent rotary 

switch handles the b.f.o. and the 
padding capacitor for WWV. 

The pitch control, C1, is at the right, 
next to the headphone jack. Power 
supply components (C8, C9 and CR1, 
CR2) are mounted on or near rear 

wall of chassis. 
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lates; just below this is the most sensitive con-
dition for the reception of a.m. phone signals. Set 
the regeneration control at this point. 
Turn the b.f.o. back on and tune in a c.w. sig-

nal. Tuning through the signal with the tuning 
knob on Ca, note that the signal is louder on one 
side of zero beat than on the other. Experiment 
with the setting of the PITCH control until the 
maximum single-signal effect (louder one side 
than the other) is obtained. It may be necessary 
to pull up the plate of C. and to retune 
L. and L. before this is accomplished. After a lit-
tle adjustment, however, the single-signal effect 
should be quite apparent. 

All that remains is to install the dial scale and 
calibrate it. A 100-kc. oscillator is ideal for this 
job; lacking one or the ability to borrow one, 
other signals must be used. If the crystal filter 
is 1700 kc. exactly, the 80- and 40-meter calibra-
tions will coincide as they do on the scale shown 
in Fig. 5-30; if not, the calibration marks will be 
offset on the two bands. 
To find WWV at 5 Mc., set S. so that Ca is 

switched in and the b.f.o. is on and adjust Ca so 
that WWV falls on scale. 

It may be noticed that tuning Ca has a slight 
effect on the tuning of the signal. In other words, 
tuning Ca "pulls" the oscillator slightly. To 
remedy this would have made the receiver more 
complicated, and the simple solution is merely to 
first peak Ca on noise and then tune with Ca. 
If two peaks of noise are found in the 80- or 40-
meter bands, adjust Ci until they coincide. 
This will be found to be a practical receiver in 

every way for the c.w. ( or s.s.b.) operator. The 
tuning rate is always the same on 80 or 40, or 15 
with a converter, and 21-Mc. s.s.b. signals tune as 
easily as those on 3.9 Mc. The warm-up drift is 
negligible, and the oscillator is surprisingly in-
sensitive to voltage changes. Whether or not the 
oscillator is insensitive to shock and vibration 
will depend upon the care with which the compo-
nents are anchored to their respective tie points. 
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THE 2X4+ 1 SUPERHETERODYNE 

The receiver shown in Figs. 5-35, 5-37 and 5-38 
is a two-band four-tube (2X4) receiver with a 
transistor (+ 1) 100-kc. frequency standard. 
Other features include the ability to tune to 5 
Mc., for the reception of WWV, and a dual-
cystal filter for single-sideband and single-signal 
c.w. reception. Tuning the 40- and 80-meter ama-
teur bands with good stability and selectivity, 
the receiver can be used on other bands by the 
addition of crystal-controlled converters ahead 
of it. 

Referring to the circuit in Fig. 5-36, the 
pentode section of a 6U8-A is used as a mixer, 
with the triode portion of the same tube serving 
as the oscillator. The i.f. is 1700 kc. and the 
oscillator tunes 5.2 to 5.7 Mc.; tuning the input 
circuit to the 80-meter band brings in 80-meter 
signals, and all that is required to hear 40-meter 
signals is to swing the input tuning, Ci, to the 
low-capacitance end of its range. Although, e.g., 
a 7.05-Mc. ( 5.35 + 1.7) and a 3.65- Mc. ( 5.35 — 
1.7) signal will appear at the same setting of the 
tuning dial, the two signals cannot be received 
simultaneously because the double-tuned circuit, 
CIA, Li, and Cm, L., between antenna and mixer 
grid provides the necessary rejection. Coupling 
between the two circuits is provided by a small 
common inductor, L.. To make the two circuits 
track over the entire range, a 3- to 30-µd trim-
mer is provided to compensate for the input 
capacitance of the mixer. For WWV reception, 
capacitance C. is added to the oscillator circuit 
to bring its frequency to 3.3 Mc. 
The mixer is followed by the dual crystal filter 

at 1700 kc. and a stage of i.f. amplification. I.f. 

gain is manually controlled by a variable bias 
control in the cathode circuit of the 6BA6 i.f. 
amplifier stage. A triode section of a 6CG7, V.., 
serves as a grid-leak detector, and the other sec-
tion is used as the b.f.o. A two-stage audio 
amplifier follows, providing high-impedance out-
put for headphones or low-impedance output for 
a loudspeaker. The audio power is sufficient to 
give more than enough high-impedance head-
phone volume and quite adequate loudspeaker 
volume in a quiet room. 
The power supply includes a 0C3 to supply 

regulated 105 volts for the two oscillators and 
the screen of the mixer. 
The transistor 100-kc. calibration oscillator 

uses for its power source the 8 volts developed 
across the cathode resistor of V.B. Switch Si 
turns the oscillator on and off and also adds the 
capacitance to the oscillator circuit that permits 
WWV reception. The four positions of Si are 
OFF-W WV ( only ) - CAL ( oscillator only) - BOT H. 

Although the 100-kc. standard as not essential 
to the operation of the receiver, its inclusion will 
be found to be quite valuable. 

Construction 

The receiver is built on an 8 X 12 X 3-inch 
aluminum chassis. A panel can be made from 
.080-inch thick sheet aluminum or from a stand-
ard 83/4 -inch rack panel. While the rack panel 
will be more substantial, it really isn't necessary, 
and the sheet stock will be adequate. The panel 
is held to the chassis by the b.f.o. capacitor, C8, 
the line/b.f.o. switch, S2, the dial, and an extra 
pair of 6-32 screws. 

Fig. 5-35—The 2X4 1 superheterodyne is a four-tube receiver with 7-tube performance. It tunes the 80- and 40-

meter amateur bands, and provision is included for receiving WWV on 5 Mc. A built-in crystal oscillator provides 

100-kc. frequency markers throughout the bands. Black knob on the left-hand side controls the calibration oscilla-

tor and the WWV reception. 
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C3-480-µ0. mica compression trimmer (Arco-

Elmenco 466). 
C4-4-30 µµf. trimmer (Erie TS2A). 

C2- 100-µµf. midget variable (Hammarlund HF-100). 

C.2-240 µµf. -.±.-5% mica in parallel with 301.4. mica 

compression trimmer. 

C2--35-µµf. midget variable (Hammarlund HF-35). 
C8-5-1.4. midget variable (Hammarlund HF-I5 with 3 

plates removed). 

C2-3 1.2µf. approx. Insulated wires twisted together for 

3 turns. 

.12-Phono jack. 
1.1, L3-43 turns No. 24, 1/4 -inch diam., 32 t.p.i. (B&W 

3012 or Illumitronic 632). Coupling coil on Li 

is 5 turns, spaced 1 turn from Li. 

4-16 turns No. 20 enam., closewound on 1/4 -inch diam. 

form ( 100K or higher 1-watt resistor). 

4-7 turns No. 24, part of Ls stock, 1/32 inch from L5. 

L-17 turns No. 24, 3/4 -inch diam., 32 t.p.i. (B&W 

3012 or Illumitronic 632). 
L, L7-64 to 105 µh., adjustable (North Hills 120-G in 

North Hills S-120 shield can). 

4-36 to 64 µh., adjustable (North Hills 120-F in North 

Hills S-120 shield can). 

4-15-henry, 75-ma, filter choke (Stancor C-1002). 
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It is worth while to mount the tuning capaci-
tor, C7, as accurately as possible with respect to 
the National ICN dial. For minimum backlash 
and maximum strength, C., is mounted on a three-
sided aluminum housing that is securely fastened 
to the chassis on three sides by 34-inch lips. A 
good flexible insulated coupling should be used 
between dial and capacitor shaft—a Millen 39006 
is shown is the photograph. 
The location of most of the major components 

can be determined by reference to the photo-
graphs. The inductors L1, L. and L., L. are sup-
ported by suitable tie strips, as are the two 480-
eip.f. mica compression trimmers, C. and Ca, in 
the crystal filter circuit and the pair of 330-µµf. 
capacitors in the b.f.o. L. should be wired so that 
the outside ends go to antenna and grid, and L., LIS 
should be wired with outside ends to plate and 
grid. L. is supported by its leads in a hole in the 
chassis; a rubber grommet prevents a short to 
chassis. 

Since the rotor of Ci must not make contact 
with the panel, a large clearance hole must be 
provided for the shaft bushing, and a pair of ex-
truded fiber washers used to insulate the bushing 
from the panel. A brass screw or bayonet lug 
should be set into the chassis at the shield parti-
tion between the two stators of C1, and the 
shield soldered to this chassis connection. The 

3- to 30-µd. compression trimmer across CIA 
can be soldered between rotor and shield parti-
tion. 
Many of the connections are made with 

shielded leads, to minimize hum and chances for 
feedback or feedthrough. The shielded leads are 
indicated in Fig. 5-36. The lead from the antenna 
jack is run in RG-58/U coaxial cable, as is the 
short lead from C. to a 330-µpi. capacitor. Heater 
leads to the tubes are made of shielded wire. The 
shielded leads to the dial lamps are not in-
dicated in Fig. 5-36 but they can be seen in Fig. 
5-37. 

Alignment 

The alignment procedure can be simplified if a 
short-wave receiver or a signal generator can be 
borrowed. Lacking these, a grid-dip meter can be 
used to provide a signal source and to check the 
resonances of the tuned circuits. If the 100-kc. 
oscillator can be checked on another receiver, it 
can be used to align the receiver. A broadcast 
receiver will tell if the 100-kc. oscillator is func-
tioning—it should be possible to identify several 
of the oscillator's harmonics at 100-kc. intervals 
in the broadcast band, by the reduction in noise at 
those points. 
The audio amplifier of the receiver can be 

checked by turning on the receiver and listening 

Fig. 5-37—Top view of the 2X4 1 receiver. The dual capacitor at the left tunes the receiver input. The main 
tuning capacitor, rear center, is mounted on a three-sided aluminum bracket for maximum stability. The tube to 
the left of the bracket is the 61.18-A mixer-oscillator stage, and the 6BA6 If. stage is in front of the main tuning ca-
pacitor. The remaining tubes in shields are the 6CG7 detector/b.f.o. and the audio 6CG7 (near panel). Metal can 

plugged in socket above antenna jack houses 100-kc. calibrating crystal. 
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to the headphones as the audio gain control is 
advanced. When it is full clockwise a low-pitched 
hum should be just audible in the headphones. 
A further check can be made by bringing a finger 
near the arm of the audio gain control—the hum 
should increase. 

If a means is available for checking the fre-
quency of the b.f.o., it should be turned on at S. 
and set on or about 1700 kc. by means of the slug 
in L.. Do this with C. set at half scale. If a broad-
cast receiver is the only measuring equipment 
you have, a 1700-kc. signal can be derived from 
it by tuning the receiver to 1245 kc., which puts 
its oscillator on 1700 kc. if the standard 455-kc. 
i.f. is used. A wire from around the receiver to 
the 2X4 1 should provide sufficient signal. 
Feeding a 1700-kc. signal into the detector by 
laying the source wire near the grid of the 6BA6 
(i.f. gain arm at ground), it should be possible to 
peak L. for maximum signal and, as the signal 
frequency is changed slightly, a change in pitch 
of the whistle should be heard. With no incoming 
signal, a slight rushing noise should be heard in 
the headphones when the b.f.o. is switched on by 
S.. If this rushing noise is just barely discernible 
increase the capacitance at C. by adding a few 
more twists. 

If the oscillator V,. is operating, a voltmeter 
connected across the 4700-ohm 1-watt resistor in 
its plate lead should show an increase in voltage 
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when the stator of C6 or C7 is shorted to ground 
momentarily with a screwdriver or other con-
ductor. Connect the lead of the voltmeter to 
the side of the resistor running to ± 105 and the 
—connection to the .001-d. side. If the oscillator 
doesn't work, it may be because the outside turns 
of L. and L. are not connected to plate and grid 
respectively. With the b.f.o. on and C, almost 
fully meshed, set the tuning capacitor C, at about 
90 per cent full capacitance. Run C. to full capaci-
tance and slowly reduce capacitance. At one 
point you should hear a loud signal, the second 
harmonic of the b.f.o. at 3400 kc. If the b.f.o. is 
reasonably close to frequency, turning on the 
calibration oscillator should give a weaker sig-
nal nearby ( on the main tuning dial). Tune C, 
to a higher frequency ( less capacitance) and you 
should hear another weaker signal, the 35th har-
monic of the oscillator ( 3500 kc.). Peak C, for 
maximum signal and leave it. Run C, back to 
about 90 per cent full capacitance and then slowly 
reduce capacitance at C. until the 35th harmonic 
of the oscillator is again heard. If a 3500-kc. sig-
nal is available the adjustment can be made in a 
more straightforward manner. 
Once the oscillator trimmer C. has been set to 

give the proper tuning range of the oscillator 
circuit ( 5.2 to 5.7 Mc.), the next problem is that 
of adjusting the crystal filter circuit. With a ca-
pacitance bridge, or a grid-dip meter and an in-

Fig. 5-38—The input inductor Li is supported by a terminal strip on the side of the chassis (upper right), and Es is 

supported nearby by a terminal strip mounted on the chassis. The coils are at right angles to minimize inductive 
coupling. 1.2 is supported by the grommet in the chassis. The oscillator inductors, Lao, are also supported by a term-
inal strip (top center). A mica compression trimmer to the left of the oscillator inductors is used to center WWV on 

the tuning dial; the pair of compression trimmers below 1.3 are in the crystal filter circuit. 
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ductance, are set the two capacitors C. and C. at 
the same capacitance ( near maximum compres-
sion) before soldering them in the receiver. The 
actual value of capacitance isn't important. Lack-
ing these instruments, tighten the capacitors to 
full compression and then loosen their screws by 
3/4  turn. Tune in a signal—it can be from the 
100-kc. oscillator or any other steady source— 
and peak L. for maximum response. Tune off 
the signal until it disappears and set the pitch 
control, C., to a point where the background 
noise is reasonably high-pitched. This is easy to 
determine because at the lowest-pitched point 
there will be an increase in hum; make the low-
est-pitched point the center of the knob scale by 
adjustment of L., and then set the pitch control 
to one end of its range. Tune back to the signal 
and "rock" the tuning, C7, as you change the ad-
justment of L.. Look for a condition that gives 
considerably more response on one side of zero 
beat than on the other. It is a good idea to buy 
several extra 1700-kc. crystals and try them in 
different combinations. Small changes in the set-
ting of C2 or C. will have an effect on the selec-
tivity characteristic, but bear in mind that a 
change in C. or Ci must be compensated for by 
a readjustment of L.. With a little patience it 
should be possible to obtain a marked difference 
in the output strength on the two sides of zero 
beat. This will "flip over" to the other side if the 
pitch control is set at the other end of its range. 
The remaining alignment job consists of bring-

ing the input circuits into resonance on both 
bands. With a signal tuned in at 40 meters, 
"rock" Ci back and forth to see if there are two 
(close-together) points where the signal peaks. 
If there are, adjust the trimmer across 
Li until only one peak is found. Check on 80 
meters in a similar fashion. If for any reason it 
is found that the two-peak condition can be elim-
inated on only one band at a time, it indicates an 
abnormal amount of antenna reactance, and a 
compromise adjustment will have to be made. It 
can also mean that the antenna is not coupled 
tightly enough to Li, which will require increas-
ing the number of turns in the antenna coil. 
The antenna coil on Li is of necessity a com-

promise. The 5 turns specified in Fig. 5-36 is 

correct for an impedance level of about 100 ohms. 
If the antenna used with the receiver has a 50-
or 75-ohm feedline ( coaxial line or Twin-Lead), 
a 3-turn coil is recommended. If the feedline is 
300-ohm Twin-Lead, the antenna coil should be 
11 turns. With a "random" wire for the receiving 
antenna, the 5-turn coil is as good a compromise 
as any. 

In operation, the receiver input control, Ci, 
should be set for maximum volume on the in-
coming signal or noise. The i.f. gain should be 
run at close to minimum on all but the weakest 
signals, and the audio gain control should be set 
for comfortable headphone or speaker volume. 
If an antenna changeover relay is used, it may be 
possible to monitor your own transmitter by de-
tuning the input circuit to another band; this 
ability will depend upon the transmitter power 
and field in the vicinity of the receiver. 

Frequency Standard 

No trouble should be encountered with the 
100-kc. oscillator if care is exercised in handling 
the transistor. When soldering its leads in place, 
hold the lead with a pair of pliers; the metal of 
the pliers will absorb heat and prevent injury to 
the transistor. 
To tune the receiver to WWV, set C7 to mid 

scale, set Si at the WWV position, peak Ci on 
noise and slowly tune with C.. On a busy day a 
wide variety of signals will be heard in this region 
look for one with steady tone modulation and 
time ticks. If it can't be found within the range of 
C., set Ci near one end of its range and try again. 
An alternate method is to disconnect the an-
tenna, establish the position on the tuning dial 
(C7) of several 100-kc. harmonics, connect the 
antenna and investigate each one of these fre-
quencies. Depending upon one's geographical 
location, there will be times when WWV cannot 
be heard on 5 Mc., so don't be discouraged by 
failure on the first try. Once WWV has been 
located with good strength, the 50th harmonic of 
the 100-kc. crystal can be brought to zero beat 
with WWV by adjustment of C.. If the harmonics 
are too loud and tend to overload the receiver, 
use a smaller capacitor (10 to 22 Ad.) than the 
47 qd. shown in Fig. 5-36. 

ADAPTOR PLUG 

The sketch below shows an exploded view of 
an adaptor plug which adapts a conventional u.h.f. 
series connector for mating with a phono jack. 
To assemble the plug, solder a 1-inch length 
of No. 12 copper wire to the center conductor 
of an SO-239 connector. Next sweat-solder 
the cap end of a phono plug into the small 
end of an 83-1H hood. Slip the hood and plug 
assembly onto the SO-239 connector so that the 
No. 12 wire inserts in the center conductor of 
the phono plug. Attach the hood to the connector 

with machine screws and solder the wire that is 
in the tip of the phono plug. 

—Robert J. larnutowski, K9ITS 

50-239 
CONNECTOR 

Ii 

1 - INCH 83-1H PHONO 
LENGTH No.12 HOOD PLUG 

Uhf. series-to-phono-plug adaptor. 
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A SELECTIVE CONVERTER FOR 80 AND 40 METERS 

Many inexpensive "communications" receivers 
are lacking in selectivity and bandspread. The 
80- and 40-meter performance of such a receiver 
can be improved considerably by using ahead of 
it the converter shown in Figs. 5-39 and 5-41. 
This converter is not intended to be used ahead 
of a broadcast receiver except for phone recep-
tion, because the b.c. set has no b.f.o. or manual 
gain control, and both of these features are neces-
sary for good c.w. reception. The converter can be 
built for less than $20, and that cost can be cut 

Fig. 5-39— Used ahead of a small receiver that tunes to 

1700 kc., this converter will add tuning ease and selec-

tivity on the 80- and 40-meter bands. The input capacitor 

is the dual section unit at the upper left-hand corner. 

The crystal and the tuning slug for La are near the 

center at the foreground edge. 

7 

AN 

2ND 

608 

MIXER 

Fig. 5-40—Circuit diagram of the 80-and 40-meter con-

verter. All capacitances given in paf. unless otherwise 

noted. 

Ca-365-aaf. dual variable, t.r.f. type. 

C2-3-30-µµf. trimmer. 

Cs-15-µµf. variable ( Bud 1850, Cardwell ZR-15AS, 

Millen 20015). 

1,, L2, 4, 4, Ls—B & W No. 3016 Miniductor, 1-inch 

diameter, 32 turns per inch, No. 22 wire, cut 

as below. 

appreciably if the power can be "borrowed" from 
another source. 
The converter uses the tuning principle em-

ployed in the two-band superheterodynes de-
scribed earlier in this chapter. A double-tuned 
input circuit with large capacitors covers both 80 
and 40 meters without switching, and the oscil-
lator tunes from 5.2 to 5.7 Mc. Consequently with 
an i.f. of 1700 kc. the tuning range of the con-
verter is 3.5 to 4.0 Mc. and 6.9 to 7.4 Mc. 
Which band is being heard will depend upon the 
setting of the input circuit tuning (C, in Fig. 
5-40). The converter output is amplified in the 
receiver, which must of course be set to 1700 kc. 
To add selectivity, a 1700-kc. quartz crystal 
is used in series with the output connection. A 
small power supply is shown with the converter, 
and some expense can be eliminated if 300 volts 
d.c. at 15 ma. and 6.3 volts a.c. at 0.45 ampere 
is available from an existing supply. 

Construction 

The unit is built on a 7 X 11 X 2-inch alumi-
num chassis. The front panel is made from a 
6 x 7-inch piece of aluminum. The power supply 
is mounted to the rear of the chassis and the 
converter components are in the center and front. 
The layout shown in the bottom view should be 
followed, at least for the placement of LI, L2 L2 
and L4. 
The input and oscillator coils are made from a 

single length of B & W Miniductor stock, No. 
3016. Count off 31 turns of the coil stock and 

+150V 27 
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450V 
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14-8 turns separated from L2 by one turn (see text). 

L2,4-19 turns. 

4-21 turns separated from Is by one turn. 

15-8 turns. 
4-105-200-µh. slug-tuned coil (North Hills Electric 

120H). 

4—See text. 

Crystal- 1700 kc. (E. B. Lewis Co. Type EL-3). 
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bend the 32nd turn in toward the axis of the coil. 
Cut the wire at this point and then unwind the 
32nd turn from the support bars. Using a hacksaw 
blade, carefully cut the polystyrene support bars 
and separate the 31-turn coil from the original 
stock. Next, count off 9 turns from the 31-turn 
coil and cut the wire at the 9th turn. At the cut 
unwind a half turn from each coil, and also un-
wind a half turn at the outside ends. This will 
leave two coils on the same support bars, with 
half-turn leads at their ends. One coil has 21 
turns and the other has 8 turns, and they are 
separated by the space of one turn. These coils 
are L. and L5. 
The input coils Li and 1, are made up in the 

same manner. Standard bakelite tie points are 
used to mount the coils. Two 4-terminal tie 
points are needed for La.« and L.L., and a one-
terminal unit is required for L2. The plate load 
inductance Le is a 105-200 µh. variable-inductance 
coil ( North Hills 120H). The coupling coil Li is 
45 turns of No. 32 enam. scramble-wound adja-
cent to L«. If the constructor should have diffi-
culty in obtaining No. 32 wire, any size small 
enough to allow 45 turns on the coil form can 
be substituted. 
The input capacitor, Ci, is a 2-gang t.r.f. 

variable, 365 µµf. per section. As both the stators 
and rotor must be insulated from the chassis, ex-
truded fiber washers should be used with the 
screws that hold the unit to the chassis. The 
panel shaft hole should be made large enough to 
clear the rotor shaft. 
A National type 0 dial assembly is used to 

tune C2. One word of advice when drilling the 
holes for the dial assembly: the template fur-
nished with the unit is in error on the 2-inch 
dimension (it is slightly short) so use a ruler to 
measure the hole spacing. 

It is important that the output lead from the 
crystal socket be run in shielded wire. A phono 
jack is mounted on the back of the chassis, and a 
piece of shielded lead connects from the jack to 
the crystal socket terminal. The leads from the 
stators of C2 and C3 are insulated from the chassis 
by means of rubber grommets. 

as 

Testing and Adjustment 

A length of shielded wire is used to connect the 
converter to the receiver: the inner conductor of 
the wire is connected to one antenna terminal; 
the shield is connected to the other terminal and 
grounded to the receiver chassis. The use of 
shielded wire helps to prevent pickup of un-
wanted 1700-kc. signals. Turn on the converter 
and receiver and allow them to warm up. Tune 
the receiver to the 5.2-Mc. region and listen for 
the oscillator of the converter. The b.f.o. in the 
receiver should be turned on. Tune around until 
the oscillator is heard. Once you spot it, tune C, 
to maximum capacitance and the receiver to as 
close to 5.2 Mc. as you can. Adjust the oscillator 
trimmer capacitor, C2, until you hear the oscilla-
tor signal. Put your receiving antenna on the 
converter, set the receiver to 1700 kc., and tune 
the input capacitor, C2, to near maximum capaci-
tance. At one point you'll hear the background 
noise come up. This is the 80-meter tuning. The 
point near minimum capacitance — where the 
noise is loudest — is the 40-meter tuning. 
With the input tuning set to 80 meters, turn 

on your transmitter and tune in the signal. By 
spotting your crystal-controlled frequency you'll 
have one sure calibration point for the dial. By 
listening in the evening when the band is crowded 
you should be able to find the band edges. 

You'll find by experimenting that there is one 
point at or near 1700 kc. on your receiver where 
the background noise is the loudest. Set the re-
ceiver to this point and adjust the slug on L« for 
maximum noise or signal. When you have the 
receiver tuned exactly to the frequency of the 
crystal in the converter, you'll find that you have 
quite a bit of selectivity. Tune in a c.w. signal and 
tune slowly through zero beat. You should notice 
that on one side of zero beat the signal is strong, 
and on the other side you won't hear the signal 
or it will be very weak (if it isn't, off-set the b.f.o. 
a bit). This is single-signal c.w. reception. 
When listening to phone signals, it may be 

found that the use of the quartz crystal destroys 
some of the naturalness of the voice signal. If 

this is the case, the crystal should be 
unplugged and replaced by a 10- or 
20-µµf. capacitor. 

Fig. 5-41— Bottom view of the converter 

showing placement of parts. The coil at 

the lower left is and the input coil, 

LI, is just to the right of L. The oscillator 

coil Las, is at the left near the center. The 

output coil, 1,, is near the top center. 
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A CRYSTAL-CONTROLLED CONVERTER FOR 20, 15 
AND 10 METERS 

The cure for most of the high-frequency ills of 
many receivers is the installation of a good crys-
tal-controlled converter between the antenna and 
the receiver. The converter shown in Figs. 5-42 
and 5-44 is intended to be used ahead of a receiver 
that tunes from 3.5 to 4.0 Mc., although its out-
put range can be modified merely by changing 
the crystal frequencies. Used with a receiver 
tuning the 80-meter band only, the 14- and 21-
Mc. bands are covered with something left over, 
but only 500-kc. segments of the 28-Mc, band can 
be covered without switching crystals. If com-
plete coverage without switching is desired, a 
wider-range receiver can be used; e.g., the BC-
454 surplus receiver, which tunes 3 to 6 Mc. 

Referring to Fig. 5-43, the converter consists 
of an r.f. amplifier, mixer and oscillator stages, 
and an inexpensive power supply. A cathode-
bias control (Ri) on the r.f. stage determines 
the stage gain and prevents overloading on strong 
signals. The signal circuits, tuned by Ci and C2, 
cover 14 to 30 Mc. and are peaked by the opera-
tor for the band in use. The selector switch, S2, 
is used to switch to the required crystal and out-
put circuit; on 10 meters the same output circuit 
is used for several crystals. No tuned output 
from the mixer is included; the tuned circuit ( s) 
of the receiver following the converter being all 
that is necessary. 
The converter is built on a 4 X 7 X 2-inch 

chassis and is housed in a 5 X 9 X 6 grey ham-
mertone aluminum utility cabinet. Although the 
construction is straightforward and should pre-
sent no particular problems, there are places 
where caution should be exercised. For example, 
r.f. leads and bypassing at the 6BZ6 socket should 
be made as short and direct as possible, to mini-
mize the chance for oscillation of this high-gain 
stage. Grounding should be done with soldering 
lugs to the screws that hold the socket to the 
chassis. Generous use of tie points is advisable, so 
that both ends of resistors and capacitors will 
be supported. 

Coils LI and 1.2 are made from a single piece 
of B&W 3011 Miniductor stock. Start with a 
20-turn length of stock. With a pin or knife push 
in the 6th turn from one end and cut it. Push the 
cut ends back out and unwind each approximately 
a half turn to the support bar. Unwind the ends 
to give the specified turns in each coil ( see Fig. 
5-43). The coils arc supported by standard tie-
point strips; on Li the outside ends go to an-
tenna ( small coil) and grid, and on L. the out-
side ends go to plate ( small coil) and grid. When 

Fig. 5-42—A 3-band crystal-controlled converter, to be 
used ahead of a receiver tuning the 80-meter band. 
The converter is shown out of its cabinet. Mixer tuning 
control at right, gain control and line switch at left. 
The tube in the center is the 6U8A mixer-oscillator. 

the coils are mounted, they should be positioned 
at least inch away from the chassis or panel. 
Ceramic or mica capacitors can be used across 

L., L. and L.. The 3-µgf. coupling capacitor be-
tween pins 1 and 2 of the 6U8A can be a small 
ceramic or it can be made from two 1-inch 
lengths of plastic-covered wire twisted together. 
When the wiring has been completed and 

checked, plug the tubes into their sockets and 
turn the adjustment screws of L.2, L. and L5 
until the screws are out of the coil ends as far as 
they will go. Use a length, of coaxial line and 
suitable plugs to connect the output of the con-
verter to the antenna terminals of the receiver, 
and connect an antenna to the antenna terminals 
of the converter. Plug in the line plug ( fused 
with V2-ampere fuses) and turn on Si. The tube 
heaters should light up. With 52 switched to the 
20-meter position, screw in the slug of L. as 
the knob of C, is rocked back and forth about 
the maximum-capacitance end of its range. When 
an increase in noise is heard as C2 is rocked 
through a particular point, hold up on the adjust-
ment of L. and turn the knob of Ci. Peak Ci on 
noise and tune around with the receiver for any 
signals. If for any reason the crystal or oscil-
lator is suspected of not operating properly, it 
can be checked by connecting a voltmeter across 
the 1000-ohm resistor running to the arm of S2,1 
(-I- side of meter to power-supply side). If the 
oscillator is functioning properly, when lei is re-
moved from its socket the voltage measured 
across the 1000-ohm resistor should increase. 
The slugs in L. and L. are adjusted in a simi-

lar manner, with S2 in the proper position. After 
one slug has been adjusted, it may be necessary 
to touch up the others slightly. A compromise 
setting will be found for La that allows good 
operation of either Y. or 17 4, 

4\ 
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ANT 

14-30 MC 

s, 

RFC, 

47 
75 

14-30 MC 

R.F.AMP 
6BZ6 

2K 22K 

22 CR 1000 

Fig. 5-43—Circuit diagram of the three-band crystal-

controlled converter. Unless indicated otherwise, ca-

pacitances are in Agf., resistors are 1/2 watt. 

C2-75-µ0. variable ( Hammarlund APC-75-B). 

C8-30-80-0. dual electrolytic, 150-volt, common nega-

tive. 

CRI-50-ma. 130-v. selenium rectifier ( International 

Rectifier 1065). 

J1, is—Chassis-mounting coaxial connector (S0-239). 

I.2-12 turns No. 20, 16 t.p.i., 3/4-inch diam. (See 

text). Primary on LI is 3 turns, 4 turns on L. Sep-

aration of 1/16 inch between primary and sec-

ondary. 

Ls-3.1- to 6.8-µh., slug-tuned ( Miller 4405). 

14-1.5- to 3.2-µh., slug-tuned (Miller 4404). 

PI 

3 

OUT 
3.5-4.0 MC. 

J2 

OS C. 
7.5MC. 25 MC: V, 

O 1000 
s2A 

100 K 

/77 lo 

fir 

= i=1 

„B 

TY3 TY2 TY' 

Pi—Fused plug ( El Menco). 

RI-2000-ohm 1-watt potentiometer, with switch (CTS-

IRC Q11-110 with IRC 76-1 switch). 

Si—Part of Ri, see above. 

Sz- 2-pole 5- position (4 used) rotary switch (Centrolab 

PA-2003). 

RFC1-7 turns No. 20 wound on 47-ohm 1/2 -watt resistor. 

T1-125 v. at 15 ma., 6.3 v. at 0.6 amp. (Allied Radio's 

Knight 61 G 410 or equiv.) 

Y‘- 10.5-Mc. crystal ( International Crystal Co., Type 

FA-9). 

Y2- 17.5-Mc. crystal. 

Y3-24.5-Mc. crystal. 

Ya-25.0-Mc. crystal. 

Fairly sharp tuning of Cs and Cs is normal, and 
it may be found that any given settings will suf-
fice for a receiver tuning range of only a portion 
of an amateur band. If the gain control cannot be 
advanced to the maximum-gain position (arm at 
chassis end of Ri) without oscillation, take a 
second look at the wiring of the 6BZ6 socket. 
The grid and plate leads should not be able to 
"see" each other, and the center post of the socket 
should be grounded to the chassis by a short 
length of wire. 
With this converter, the 80-meter receiver is 

serving as a tunable i.f. system. The signal fre-
quency is the indicated receiver frequency plus 
the crystal frequency; e.g., on 20 meters a 14.1-
Mc. signal will appear at 3.6 Mc. ( 3.6 10.5 = 
14.1) on the receiver. The over-all system be-
comes a double-conversion superheterodyne with 
a crystal-controlled "front end," a popular ar-
rangement found in many high-priced receivers. 

\ Fig. 5-44—A view underneath the chassis of the three. 

band converter. Input tuned circuit at left, oscillator 

coils at center, and band switch and ou,tput connector 

at right. The selenium rectifier is hidden by the lip of 

the 4 X 6 X 2-inch chassis. 
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THE "SELECTOJECT" 

The Selectoject is a receiver adjunct that can 
be used as a sharp amplifier or as a single-fre-
quency rejection filter. The frequency of opera-
tion may be set to any point in the audio range 
by turning a single knob. The degree of selectivity 
(or depth of the null) is continuously adjustable 
and is independent of tuning. In phone work, the 
rejection notch can be used to reduce or eliminate 
a heterodyne. In c.w. reception, interfering sig-
nals may be rejected or, alternatively, the desired 
signal may be picked out and amplified. The 
Selectoject may also be operated as a low-distor-
tion variable-frequency audio oscillator suitable 
for amplifier frequency-response measurements, 
modulation tests, and the like, by advancing the 
"selectivity" control far enough in the selective-
amplifier condition. The Selectoject is connected 
in a receiver between the detector and the first 
audio stage. Its power requirements are 4 ma. at 
150 volts and 6.3 volts at 0.6 ampere. For proper 
operation, the 150 volts should be obtained from 
across a VR-150 or from a supply with an output 
capacity of at least 20 ,tf. 
The wiring diagram of the Selectoject is shown 

in Fig. 5-45. Resistors R2 and R., and R. and R5, 
can be within 10 per cent of the nominal value but 

8 
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INPUT 

PHASE SHIFTER 
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they should be as close to each other as possible. 
An ohmmeter is quite satisfactory for doing the 
matching. One-watt resistors are used because 
the larger ratings are usually more stable over a 
long period of time. 

If the station receiver has an "accessory 
socket" on it, the cable of the Selectoject can be 
made up to match the connections to the socket, 
and the numbers will not necessarily match those 
shown in Fig. 5-45. The lead between the second 
detector and the receiver gain control should be 
broken and run in shielded leads to the two pins 
of the socket corresponding to those on the plug 
marked "A.F. Input" and "A.F. Output." If the 
receiver has a VR-150 included in it for voltage 
stabilization there will be no problem in getting 
the plate voltage — otherwise a suitable voltage 
divider should be incorporated in the receiver, 
with a 20- to 40-µf. electrolytic capacitor con-
nected from the ± 150-volt tap to ground. 

In operation, overload of the receiver or the 
Selectoject should be avoided, or all of the pos-
sible selectivity may not be realized. 
The Selectoject is useful as a means for obtain-

ing much of the performance for a "Q Mulitplier" 
from a receiver lacking one. 

 LZC'  
150 V. 524 

(REGULATED) 
o 

--0 A.F. INPUT 

11121314151617  

A.F. OUTPUT 

Fig. 5-45—Complete schematic 

C1-0.01-0. mica, 400 volts. 

C2, C3-0.1-µf. paper, 200 volts. 

C4, CM-0.002-4. paper, 400 volts. 

C5-0.05-0. paper, 400 volts. 

C5-16-f. 150-volt electrolytic. 

CT-0.00021d. mica. 

R1-1 megohm, 1/2 watt. 
R,. R3-1000 ohms, 1 watt, matched as closely as possible 

(see text). 

124, I2-2000 ohms, I watt, matched as closely as possible 

(see text). 

RII v,„ 

AMPLIFIER 

2 

S213 

POSITION I. 
SELECTIVE AMPLIFIER 
AND OSCILLATOR 

POSITION 2* 
REJECTION FILTER 

A. 
OUTPUT 

of Selectoject using I2AX7 tubes. 

R4-20,000 ohms, 1/2 watt. 

R7-2000 ohms, 1/2 watt. 

R4-10,000 ohms, I watt. 

R9-6000 ohms, 1/2  watt. 

R50-20,000 ohms, 1/2 watt. 
145-0.5-megohm 1/2 -watt potentiometer (selectivity). 

Ria—Ganged 5-megohm potentiometers (tuning control) 

(IRC PQI 1-141 with IRC M11-141.) 

R43-0.12 megohm, 1/2 watt. 
SI, 5.—D.p.d.t. toggle (can be ganged). 
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ANTENNA COUPLER FOR RECEIVING 

In many instances reception can be improved 
by the addition of an antenna coupler between 
the antenna feedline and the receiver, and in 
all cases the r.f. image rejection will be increased. 
The unit shown on this page consists of one 
series-tuned circuit and one parallel-tuned cir-
cuit; usually its best performance is obtained 
with the parallel-tuned circuit connected to the 
receiver input, as indicated in Fig. 5-46. How-
ever, the coupler should also be tried with the 
connections reversed, to see which gives the better 
results. The desired connection is the one that 
gives the sharper peak or louder signals when 
the circuits are resonated. 
The coupler is built on one section of a 5 X 

4 >< 3-inch Minibox (Bud CU-2105A). Tuning 
capacitors C1 and C2 are mounted directly on the 
Minibox face, since there is no need to insulate 
the rotors. The arrangement of the components 
can be seen in Fig. 5-47. 
The coils L1 and L2 are made from a single 

length of B & W 3011 Miniductor. The wire is 
snipped at the center of the coil and unwound 
in both directions until there are three empty 
spaces on three support bars and two empty 
spaces on the bar from which the snipped ends 
project. These inner ends run to the connectors 
/1 and /2. ( Fig. 5-46). Unwind turns at the ends 
of the coils until each coil has a total of 22 turns. 
When soldering the leads to the 3rd, 6th, 8th 
and 12th turns from the inside ends of the coils, 
protect the adjacent turns from solder and flux 
by placing strips of aluminum cooking foil be-
tween the turns. An iron with a sharp point will 
be required for the soldering. 
The "panel" side of the box can be finished 

off with decals indicating the knob functions and 
switch positions. 
The antenna coupler should be mounted within 

a few feet of the receiver, to minimize the length 
of RG-59/U between coupler and receiver. In 
crowded quarters, the use of M-359A right-angle 

Fig. 5-46—Circuit diagram of the receiver antenna coupler. 

C1, C1- 100-µµf. midget variable (Hammarlund HF-100). 

.1,, .11—Coaxial cable connector, SO-239. 

Li, L2 - 22 turns No. 20, 3/4-inch diameter, 16 t.p.i. Topped 

3, 6, 8 and 12 turns from inside end. See text 

Fig. 5-47—Receiver antenna coupler, with cover removed 

from case. Unit tunes 6 to 30 Mc. The coil is supported by 

the leads to the capacitors and switches. 

adapters (Amphenol 83-58) and /1 and 12 will 
make it possible to bring out the cables in better 
lines. 
Normally the coupler will be adjusted for 

optimum coupling or maximum image rejection, 
but by detuning the coupler it can be used as an 
auxiliary gain control to reduce the overloading 
effects of strong local signals. The coupler cir-
cuits do not resonate below 6 Mc., but a coupler 
of this type is seldom if ever used in the 80-meter 
band; its major usefulness will be found at the 
higher frequencies. 

on spacing and tapping. 

S,, 11- position switch (5 used) rotary 

switch (Centralab PA- 1000). 



Preselector 

A REGENERATIVE PRESELECTOR FOR 7 

The performance of many re-
ceivers begins to drop off at 14 
Mc. and higher. The signal-to-
noise ratio is reduced, and unless 
double conversion is used in the 
receiver there is likely to be in-
creased trouble with r.f. images 
at the higher frequencies. The 
preselector shown in Figs. 5-48 
and 5-49 can be added ahead of 
any receiver without making any 
changes within the receiver, and 
a self-contained power supply 
eliminates the problem of fur-
nishing heater and plate power. 
The poorer the receiver is at the 
higher frequencies, the more it 
will benefit by the addition of the 
preselector. 
A truly good receiver at 28 

Mc. will show little or no 
improvement when the pre-
selector is added, but a mediocre receiver or 
one without an r.f. stage will be improved greatly 
through the use of the preselector. 
A 6CG7 dual triode is used in the preselector, 

one triode as a bandswitched regenerative r.f. 
stage and the other as a cathode follower. A con-
ventional neutralizing circuit is used in the am-
plifier; by upsetting this circuit enough the stage 
can be made to oscillate. Smooth control of regen-
eration up to this point is obtained by varying one 
of the capacitances in the neutralizing circuit. 

If and when it becomes necessary to reduce 
gain (to avoid overloading the receiver), the 
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TO 30 Mc. 

Fig 5-48—The regenerative preselector covers the range 7 to 30 Mc.; it 

can be used ahead of any receiver to improve gain, image rejection and, 

in many cases, sensitivity. A dual triode 6CG7 is used a r.f. amplifier 

and cathode follower. 

regeneration control can be retarded. One posi-
tion of the bandswitch permits straight-through 
operation, so the preselector unit can be left con-
nected to the receiver even during low-frequency 
reception. 
The preselector is built on a 5 x 10 x 3-inch 

chassis ( Bud AC-404). A 5 x 6V2-inch aluminum 
panel is held to the chassis by the extension-shaft 
bushing for the regeneration-control capacitor, 
Ca, and the bushing for the rotary switch. The 
coils, L1 and L2, are supported on a small staging 
of 11/4 x 3-inch clear plastic. ( It can be made 
from the lid of the box that the Sprague 5GA-S1 

Fig. 5-49—The r.f. components are bunched around the 9- pin miniature tube 

socket. Power supply components are supported by screws and tie points. 
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Fig. 5-50—Circuit diagram of the regenerative preselector. Unless otherwise specified, resistors are ih watt, capa-
citors are in ALALf., capacitors marked in polarity are electrolytic. 

C1-140-1.4. midget variable (Hammarlund HF-140). 
Ce-3- to 30-µetf. mica compression trimmer. 
Cs-100- uf. midget variable (Hammarlund MAPC-100.. 

B). 
CR1-50-ma, selenium rectifier (International Rectifier 

TOSO). 

Js—Phono jack. 
14-19 turns, 7-turn primary. 
1.2-5 turns, 2-turns primary. Coils are 14-inch diameter, 

16 t.p.i., No. 20 Wire (B & W 3011 Miniductor). 

disk ceramic capacitors come in.) All coils 
can be made from a single length of B&W 3011 
Miniductor. They are cemented to the plastic 
staging with Duco cement. 
The rotor of Ci can be insulated from the 

chassis by mounting the capacitor bracket on 
insulating bushings (National XS-6 or Millen 
37201) ; its shaft is extended through the use 
of an insulated extender shaft (Allied Radio No. 
60 H 355). The bandswitch Si is made from the 
specified sections (see Fig. 5-50). 
The first section is spaced ;4 inch from the 

indexing head, there is 1-inch separation be-
tween this and the next section (SIB), and the 
next section (Sic, SID) is spaced 2 inches from 

The regeneration control, C3, is mounted on a 
small aluminum bracket. Its shaft does not have 
to be insulated from the chassis, so either an 
insulated or a solid shaft connector can be used. 
The small neutralizing capacitor, C2, is supported 
by soldering one lead of it to a stator bar of Cs and 
running a wire from the other lead to pin 6 of the 
tube socket. The rotor and stator connections 
from Ci are brought through the chassis deck 
through small rubber grommets. 
Power supply components, resistors and ca-

pacitors are supported by suitable lugs and tie 

One-turn spacing between coils and primaries. 
Si—Three-wafer switch. S1A and S111 are 1-pole 12-posi-

tion (4 used) miniature ceramic switch sections 
(Centralab PA- 1); Sic and SID are 2-pole 6-
position (4 used) miniature switch (Centralab 
PA-3). Sections mounted on Centralab PA-301 
index assembly. 

T1-125 v. at 15 ma., 6.3 v. at 0.6 amp. (Stancor PS-
8415 or Knight 61G410). 

RFC1-100-µh. r.f. choke (National R-33). 

points. Phono jacks are used for the input and 
output connectors. 

Adjustment 

Assuming that the wiring is correct and that 
the coils have been constructed properly and 
cover the required ranges, the only preliminary 
adjustment is the proper setting of C2. Connect 
an antenna to the input jack and connect the 
receiver to the output jack through a suitable 
length of RG-58/U. Turn on the receiver b.f.o. 
and tune to 28 Mc. with Si in the ON position. 
Now turn Si to the 21- to 30-Mc. range. Swing 
the TUNE capacitor, C1, and listen for a loud 
rough signal which indicates that the preselector 
is oscillating. If nothing is heard, advance the 
regeneration control toward the minimum ca-
pacitance end and repeat. If no oscillation is 
heard, it may be necessary to change the setting 
of Cs. Once the oscillating condition has been 
found, set the regeneration control at minimum 
capacitance and slowly adjust C2 until the pre-
selector oscillates only when the regeneration con-
trol is set at minimum capacitance. You can now 
swing the receiver to 21 Mc. and peak the pre-
selector tuning capacitor. It will be found that the 
regeneration capacitance will have to be increased 
to avoid oscillation. 



DCS-500 

Check the performance on the lower range by 
tuning in signals at 14 and 7 Mc. and peaking 
the preselector. It should be possible to set the 
regeneration control in these two ranges to give 
both an oscillating and a non-oscillating condition 
of the preselector. 
A little experience will be required before you 
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can get the best performance out of the preselec-
tor. Learn to set the regeneration control so that 
the preselector is selective, but not so selective 
that it must be retuned every 10 kc. or so. 
Changing to another antenna may modify the best 
regeneration control setting because the loading 
on the preselector is changed. 

DCS-500 DOUBLE-CONVERSION SUPERHETERODYNE 

The receiver shown in Fig. 5-51 was designed 
to meet a need for a better-than-average ham re-
ceiver requiring a minimum of mechanical work 
and using standard and easily obtainable parts. It 
incorporates such features as a 100-kc. calibrator, 
provision for reception on all ham bands from 80 
through 10 meters, adequate selectivity for to-
day's crowded bands, and stability high enough 
for copying s.s.b. signals. Dubbed the DCS-500 
because of its 500-cycle selectivity in the sharpest 
i.f. position, it is a double-conversion super-
heterodyne receiver capable of giving good results 
on either a.m., c.w. or s.s.b. 

The Circuit 

Referring to the circuit diagram, Figs. 5-52 
and 5-53, a 6BA6 r.f., stage is followed by a 
6U8A mixer-oscillator. The 4.5-Mc. mixer output 
is amplified by a 6BA6 and filtered by a two-
stage crystal filter, after which a 6U8A second 
mixer-oscillator, crystal-controlled, heterodynes 
the signal to 50 kc. 
The combination of i.f. amplifiers may appear 

rather unusual at first glance, since one might 
expect that a cascade crystal filter in the high-
frequency i.f. would make further selectivity 
unnecessary. This would be true with highly de-
veloped filters, but two filters are needed if the 
best possible job is to be done on both phone and 
c.w., and such filters are expensive. With inexpen-
sive surplus crystals such as are used in this re-
ceiver it would be difficult, if not impossible, to 
match the performance of the high-class filters; 
in addition, special test equipment and extreme 
care in adjustment would be necessary. The ap-
proach used here is to use the surplus crystals 
without such special adjustment, thereby achiev-
ing a good, if not quite optimum, degree of selec-
tivity against strong signals near the desired one, 
and then to back up the filter by a low-frequency 
i.f. amplifier that will give the "close-in" straight-
sided selectivity needed in present-day operation. 
The over-all result is a high order of protection 
against strong interfering signals at considerably 
less cost, for the entire double-i.f. system, than 
that of two high-performance filters alone. The 

Fig. 5-51—The DCS-500 double-conversion superhetero-
dyne. Left bottom, antenna trimmer, 100.kc. calibrator 
switch; center, left, top to bottom, noise-limiter switch, 
volume control, sensitivity control; center, right, b.f.o. 
switch, a.g.c. speed, selectivity; right, headphone lack, 
b.f.o. pitch control. The dial is a National ICN. Front 
panel is 83,4 inches high; the receiver is mounted in a 

Bud CR-1741 rack cabinet. 

choice of 4.5 Mc., approximately, for the first i.f. 
was based on the availability of surplus crystals 
around this frequency, with due consideration for 
minimizing spurious responses. A second i.f. of 
50 kc. was chosen because it lent itself nicely to 
the utilization of. low-cost TV horizontal-oscil-
lator coils as i.f. transformers. 
The two i.f, amplifiers at 50 kc. contribute the 

necessary adjacent-channel selectivity. Three de-
grees of selectivity are available, depending on 
the degree of capacitive coupling between the 
two windings of each i.f. transformer. The greater 
the number of capacitors switched in parallel — 
that is, the larger the coupling capacitance — the 
lower the coupling between the windings and 
thus the greater the selectivity. 
A standard diode detector develops the audio 

output for all reception modes. The output of the 
detector is simultaneously applied to both the 
first audio amplifier and the audio a.g.c. circuit. 
A series-type noise limiter can be used on a.m. to 
reduce impulse-noise interference, but this type 
is ineffective on c.w. or s.s.b. because of the large 
amplitude of the b.f.o. injection voltage. 
The b.f.o., a Hartley-type oscillator, can be 

tuned from 3 kc. above to 3 kc. below its 50-kc. 
center frequency by the tuning capacitor. 
The first audio stage is a normal Class A volt-

age amplifier with its output either coupled to 
the grid circuit of the audio output tube or to a 
phone jack. High-impedance head-phones (20,000 
ohms a.c. impedance or higher) are required. 
Plugging in the phones automatically discon-
nects the speaker. If low-impedance headphones 
are used, they can be connected to the speaker 
terminals. Capacitances shunting the grid re-
sistors restrict the audio response to an upper 
limit of about 4000 cycles. 
The audio output transformer couples to a low-

impedance (3.2-ohm) speaker. The 47-ohm re-
sistor across the secondary protects the trans-
former in the absence of a speaker load. 
The audio output of the detector is also ampli-

fied separately in the audio a.g.c. circuit and then 
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Fig. 5-52—Front-end circuit of the receiver. Unless otherwise specified, resistors are 1/2 watt; 0.01 and 0.02-µf. ca-

pacitors are disk ceramic, 600 volts; 0.5 capacitors ore tubular paper or Mylar; capacitors below 0.01 µf. are mica; 
capacitors marked with polarities are electrolytic. 

C,-50-µµf. variable ( Hammarlund HF-50). 

C.,—See coil table. 

C3-2-section variable, 5-28.5 µµf. per section, double 
spaced ( Hammarlund HFD-30-X). 

C5-3-30-µµf. ceramic trimmer. 

.1,—Coaxial receptacle, chassis mounting (S0-239). 

Is, 1,, La—See coil table. 

L, L-18-36-µh. slug-tuned ( North Hills 120E coil 

mounted in North Hills S-120 shield can). 

rectified to develop a negative voltage that can 
be used for age. on c.w. and s.s.b. Two different 
time constants are used in the rectifier filter cir-
cuit, for either fast- or slow-decay age. 
The 100-kc. calibrator employs two 2N107 

p-n-p transistors, one as the oscillator and the 
second as a 100-kc. amplifier. Its transistors ob-
tain the necessary operating potential from the 
cathode resistor of the audio output tube. Output 
from the 100-kc. unit is capacity-coupled to the 
antenna winding of the r.f. coil. Calibrating sig-
nals at 100-kc. intervals are available on all fre-
quencies covered by the receiver. 
The calibrator unit is constructed in a separate 

Minibox so that it can be plugged into the ac-
cessory socket of the receiver or used as an indi-
vidual unit powered by penlite cells. 
The power supply, Fig. 5-54, is a full-wave rec-

mh. (Miller 6304). 

L--1-2-mh. slug-tuned ( North Hills 120K). 

RFC1, RFC,- 100-µh. r.f. choke resonant at 4.4 Mc. 

(Miller 70F104A1). 

Si—Single-pole rotary. 

Y,-100 kc. (James Knights H-93). 

Yi-4495 kc. ( surplus). 

Y3, Y5-4490 kc. ( surplus). 

tifier with a choke-input filter. It provides ap-
proximately 250 volts d.c. under load. A 0.25-µf. 
capacitor is shunted across the 10-henry filter 
choke to form a parallel- resonant circuit at 120 
cycles: this provides an increased impedance to 
the ripple component and thus reduces hum in 
the output of the supply. 
The power-supply requirements are 250 volts 

at 110 milliamperes, and 6.3 volts at approxi-
mately 5 amperes. Any transformer-choke com-
bination fulfilling the requirements can be used. 

Front End 

The use of plug-in coils for the front end 
eliminated the mechanical problems of a band-
switching tuner, and also offered the possibility 
of realizing higher-Q tuned circuits. Ganged 
tuning of the r.f. amplifier along with the h.f. 
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Fig. 5-53-1.f. amplifier, detector, a.g.c. and audio circuits. Unless otherwise specified, resistors are 1/2 watt; 0.01-

and 0.02-µf. capacitors are disk ceramic, 600 volts; 0.5-µf. capacitors are tubular paper or Mylar; capacitors below 

0.01 µf. are mica; capacitors marked with polarities are electrolytic. 

Ce, C,, C8, CP, C10, C11 - 0.01 mica (Aerovox CM-30B-103). So—Rotary, 2 section, 1 pole per section, progressively 

C12- 9 -1801.4d. mica compression trimmer. shorting. Switch section Centralab PA- 12, index 
C13 - 50-µ,J. variable (Hammarlund HF-50). Centralab PA-302. 

C1.-0.1-0. paper (Sprague 2TM-P1). So—Rotary, 1 section, 5 poles per section (4 poles used), 

Jo—Phono jack. 3-position rotary switch (Centralab PA-2015). 

Jo— Closed-circuit phone jack. So— Rotary, 1 section, 2 poles per section, 2 positions 

1.8- 125 mh. (Meissner 19-6848). used. (Centralab PA-2003). 

Le-9-18 µh., slug-tuned (North Hills 120D). Ti—T5, inc.-50-kc. i.f, transformers mode from TV corn-
M1-0-1 d.c. milliammeter (Triplett 227-PL). ponents (Miller 6183); see text. 

121-2500-ohm, 4-watt control, wire-wound. TO— B.f.o. transformer (Miller 6183); see text. 

R2- 0.5-megohm control, audio taper with push-pull type Is— Audio interstage transformer, 1:2 ratio (Thordarson 

switch (Se) (Mallory No. PPS5DT1683). 20A16). 

RO- 1000-ohm, 1-watt control, wire-wound. Te—Audio output transformer, 5000 to 4 ohms (Stancor 

RFC3-10 mh. (National R-50-1). 3856). 
Si, SO — Rotary, 1 section, 1 pole, 2 position. Ye-4540 kc. (surplus). 

oscillator and mixer circuits was decided against 
because of the complexities it would cause in coil 
construction and the problem of keeping three 
stages tracking with each other. The r.f. amplifier 
has to be peaked separately by the antenna trim-
mer, but separate peaking insures maximum 
performance at all frequencies. 

Construction 

The receiver is constructed on a 12 X 17 X 
2-inch aluminum chassis with an 83/1 x 19-inch 
aluminum front panel, which permits it to be 

installed in a table-top rack cabinet. The gen-
eral layout of components can be seen in Figs. 
5-55 and 5-57. A good procedure to follow when 
starting to wire the receiver is first to complete 
the power supply and heater wiring, and then 
start wiring from the antenna toward the 
speaker. This allows proceeding in a logical order 
so that the work can be picked up readily at any 
time after an intermission. 

In the front end ( r.f. amplifier and first 
mixer), the use of short leads coupled with good 
quality ceramic tube and coil sockets, is highly 
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recommended. When mounting the sockets orient 
them so that the leads to the various points in 
the circuit will be as short as possible. 

Millen coil shields (80008) are used around 
the plug-in coils in the front end — i.e., the r.f., 
mixer and oscillator — and the shield bases are 
mounted with the same screws that hold the 
ceramic coil sockets. All plug-in coils are wound 
with No. 26 enameled wire on Amphenol poly-
styrene forms, and Hammarlund APC-type air-
padder capacitors are mounted in the recesses at 
the tops of the coil forms. After finishing a coil it 
is a good idea to fasten the winding and the 
trimmer capacitor in place with Duco cement. 
Decal each set of coils for a particular band and 
mount them on small wooden bases that have 
holes to take the pins. Then paint or stain each 
of the coil-set bases. The final result will be a 
neat and convenient arrangement for holding the 
coils for each band (Fig. 5-56). Plug-in coil data 
for each band are given in the coil table. 
The tuning capacitor, Cs, is mounted on the 

chassis and reinforced by a bracket to minimize 
any rocking movement. This bracket is triangular 
in shape with a right-angle flange at the bottom. 
It is drilled to take the front bearing sleeve of the 
tuning capacitor and held firmly to it by the 
capacitor mounting nut and a lock washer, as 

DECIMAL VALUES OF CAPACITANCE ARE INpts 
OTHERS ARE api,upf. EXCEPT As INDICATED. 
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shown in Fig. 5-55. Flexing of the chassis can be 
minimized by the use of lengths of angle stock 
bolted to the chassis at strategic points through-
out the receiver. Exact alignment of the tuning 
capacitor with the dial shaft is not always pos-
sible, so a flexible coupling (Millen 39016) is used. 
When wiring the crystal filter keep leads as 

short and direct as possible, as this will minimize 
stray coupling between the input and output 
ends, which would deteriorate the performance 
of the crystal-filter circuits. 
The 50-kc. i.f. circuits used Miller 6183 TV 

horizontal-oscillator replacement coils as i.f. 
transformers. These coils must be altered before 
they can be used. As they are supplied, the ter-
minal lugs are brought out at the top of the can; 
these lugs must be reversed before the can is 
mounted. By applying slight pressure to the 
phenolic coil form the assembly will slide out of 
the aluminum shield can and then can be re-
versed. However, before reassembling the unit a 
few slight changes must be made. There are actu-
ally two separate windings; each one will be tuned 
and used either as a primary or secondary for the 
50-kc. i.f. transformer. The tap on the large 
winding must be lifted off the soldering lug C, 
taped, and tucked away, being careful not to 
break it; this leaves just the lead from the small 
winding on terminal C. Terminals A and F repre-
sent the large winding. The small coil is tuned by 
connecting a 680-µµf. mica capacitor between 
terminals C and D; these capacitors should be 

SPKR. 
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C15-0.25-0. paper, 600 volts. 

140—Filter choke, 10.5 henry, 110 ma. (Knight 62 G 139). 
Pi.—Fuse plug. 

fastened on the soldering lugs inside the shield 
can. The can is then slipped back over the coil 
and capacitor, keeping in mind that the lugs 
must come out the bottom, and the assembly is 
ready for mounting on the chassis. 
The b.f.o. coil is also a Miller 6183, and the 

procedure for reversing the assembly before 
mounting is identical to that followed with the 
50-kc. transformers. However, it is not necessary 
to alter any of the wiring in the b.f.o. trans-
former, since only the large winding (A — F) 
and its tap (C) is used. 

Point-to-point wiring is recommended, along 
with generous use of both insulated tie points and 
ground lugs. Use of shielded wire facilitates rout-
ing wires throughout the receiver as the shields 
can be spot-soldered to ground lugs and to each 
other in bundles. When wiring, mount compo-
nents at right angles to the chassis sides wherever 
possible; this helps give the finished unit a neat 
appearance. In critical circuits, however, do not 
sacrifice short and direct leads for the sake of 
making the unit look pretty. 

Placing the receiver iti a rack cabinet and 

Fig. 5-55—The power supply is built along 
the back of the chassis; filter capacitor and 
VR tube are just in back of the filter choke in 
this view. The crystal calibrator unit at right 
is cushioned by rubber bumpers mounted on 
the receiver chassis. C5 is on top of the cali-
brator unit. Front-end coil shields are at the 
top right in this photograph, along with the 
tuning capacitor bracket and flexible cou-

pling. The on-off switch, Ss, on rear of the 
audio gain control, is a new push-pull type. 
Filter crystals are grouped behind the vol-
ume control, and the second conversion oscil-

lator crystal is slightly to their left. The 
4.5-Mc. i.f. transformers (in the small shield 

cans) are close to the filter crystals. The b.f.o. 
coil is at the extreme left in this view; all 
other large cans contain the 50-kc. if, trans-
formers. Connections on the back chassis 
wall, left to right, are the muting terminals, 

B-plus output for auxiliary use, speaker term-
inals, i.f. output (phono jack), and antenna 

input connector. 
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Fig. 5-54—Power-supply circuit. 
Capacitors marked with polari-

ties are electrolytic. 

S.--See Rs, Fig. 5-55. 
To—Power transformer, 700 v. c.t., 120 ma.; 5 v., 3 amp.; 

6.3 v., 4.7 amp. (Knight 62 G 044). 

marking all controls on the front panel with de-
cals also helps in giving the finished receiver a 
neat and "commercial" appearance. 

The Calibrator 

The 100-kc. calibrator is built in a separate 
4 x 4 x 2-inch aluminum box and plugs into the 
accessory socket at the left rear of the receiver 
chassis. Fig. 5-58 shows the internal construction. 
The accessory socket provides the necessary 
operating voltage for the transistors and offers 
a convenient means for coupling the 100-kc. har-
monics out of the calibrator into the receiver. If 
the calibrator is to be used as a self-contained 
unit it must be supplied with 7 to 10 volts. 

I.F. Alignment 

Before starting alignment of the receiver, first 
determine whether the audio stages are function-
ing correctly. An audio signal should be coupled 
to the top end of the volume control, and varying 
the control should change the output level of the 
audio signal. If an audio signal is not available, 
the 60-cycle heater voltage will provide a con-
venient audio signal for checking. 
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DCS-500 COIL TABLE 

All coils wound with No. 26 enameled wire on PA-inch diameter polystyrene forms. R.f. coil 
forms are four-prong (Amphenol 24-4P) ; mixer and oscillator coils are five-prong (Amphenol 
24-5P). C, and C. are Hammarlund APC-50 except on 3.5 Mc., which takes APC-75. Taps are 
counted from ground end. Primaries and ticklers are close-wound in the same direction as the 
main coil at bottom of coil form; grid and plate (or antenna) connections at outside ends. 

Band Secondary Primary or Tickler 

Ls, 4554 turns close-wound. 1044 turns, 34-inch spacing from secondary. 
3.5 Mc. Ls, 363/4 turns close-wound, tapped at 26 3/4  turns. 1144 turns, et-inch spacing from secondary. 

Ls, 2894 turns close-wound, tapped at 19 turns. 73/4 turns, et-inch spacing from secondary. 

7 Mc. 
Li, 26 ,4 turns, close-wound. 
Ls, 1844 turns spaced to 1 inch. Tapped at 944 turns. 
Ls, 1794 turns spaced to h inch. Tapped at 444 turns. 

73/4 turns, 7/4-inch spacing from secondary. 
644 turns, 94-inch spacing from secondary. 
73/4  turns, et-inch spacing from secondary. 

14 MC. 
Ls, 13% turns spaced to h inch. 
La, 1044 turns spaced to 1 inch. Tapped at 3 turns. 
Ls, 544 turns spaced to 74,16 inch. Tapped at 1 h turns. 

644 turns, %a-inch spacing from secondary. 
544 turns, 94-inch spacing from secondary. 
344 turns, 94-inch spacing from secondary. 

21 Mc. 
Li, 974 turns spaced to 4 inch. 
Ls, 744 turns spaced to PA inches. Tapped at 2 turns. 
Ls, 644 turns spaced to 7%6 inch. Tapped at 2 turns. 

644 turns, 3/4 6-inch spacing from secondary. 
5e1 turns, 94-inch spacing from secondary. 
344 turns, 3/4-inch spacing from secondary. 

28 Mc. 
Li, 654 turns spaced to 7/16-inch. 
Ls, 53/4 turns spaced to 1 et inches. Tapped at 2 turns. 
Ls, 43/4 turns spaced to et inch. Tapped at PA turns. 

53/4  turns, et-inch spacing from secondary. 
444 turns, 7A-inch spacing from secondary. 
244 turns, et-inch spacing from secondary. 

Fig. 5-56—Each set of coils is provided with a wooden 

base for storage. C2 and C. are mounted in the recesses 

at the tops of the oscillator and mixer coil forms. 

O.' 

à 
''taannote 
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Fig. 5-57—The potentiometer for S-meter adjustment and the audio output transformer are on the right chassis 

wall in this view. The 50-kc. i.f, trap is located just above the power transformer in the lower right-hand corner. 

The antenna trimmer is located at extreme life center. The crystal filter sockets are at top center, and to their 

left on the front wall is the calibrator switch S5. To the right of the calibrator switch is the sensitivity control, fol-

lowed to the right by the selectivity switch 55 and the b.f.o. pitch-control capacitor. The octal accessory socket for 

the calibrator is at the lower left. As shown, shielded wire spot-soldered together in bundles can be routed conven-

iently to various points in the receiver. Ceramic sockets are used throughout the front end (center left). Mounting 

components parallel with the chassis sides helps give the finished unit a neat appearance. 

dítLl 
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There are various ways to approach the align-
ment problem. A 50-kc. signal generator can be 
used; however, these are hard to come by. Some 
of the better audio oscillators go as high as 50 kc. 
and can be used for alignment purposes. A second, 
and possibly superior, method is to use any of 
the numerous signal generators which will deliver 
4.5-Mc. output; fed into the first i.f. amplifier 
grid, the 4.5-Mc. signal will beat against the 
second conversion oscillator to produce a 50-kc. 
i.f. signal which then can be used for alignment. 
This method also insures that the first i.f. signal 
will fall within the crystal filter bandpass in case 
the crystal frequencies are not exact. When align-
ing, connect a d.c. voltmeter (preferably a 
v.t.v.m.) across the detector load resistor (point 
D of T. and chassis), set S. for high selectivity, 
(all capacitors in), turn the i.f. gain control 
about three-quarters open, and tune both the 
plate circuit of the second conversion oscillator 
and the 50-kc. i.f. transformers for maximum out-
put, as indicated on the meter. The output of the 
signal generator should not be modulated, and at 
the start will most likely be "wide open." How-
ever, as alignment progresses the output of the 
generator will have to be progressively decreased. 
When aligning the i.f. transformers there should 
be a definite peak in output as each circuit is 
brought through resonance. If a particular coil 
does not peak, that coil and its associated circuits 
should be checked. After peaking one winding of 
a transformer, recheck the other; it may need 
touching up. After alignment of all the 50-kc. 
coils is completed, go back and "rock" each coil 
slug to be sure it is peaked for maximum output. 
This completes the 50-kc. alignment. 
Leave the signal generator on, set the b.f.o. 

pitch control at half capacitance, turn the b.f.o. 
on, and adjust its coil slug for zero beat with the 
50-kc. i.f. signal. Varying the pitch control over 
its range should produce a tone with a maximum 
frequency of 3 kc. either side of zero beat. 

Next, the 50-kc. trap on the output of the 
detector should be adjusted. Connect the vertical 
input terminals of an oscilloscope between the 
plate of the first audio amplifier and chassis, turn 
on the b.f.o., and adjust Cis for minimum 50-kc. 
signal on the scope. This trap, made up of C12 and 
Ls, attenuates any 50-kc. feed-through. 
The first-i.f. coils at 4.5-Mc, should next be 

adjusted. Couple the signal generator to the grid 
of the first mixer and peak L. and L. for maxi-
mum deflection of the v.t.v.m. at the detector. The 
i.f. system is then completely aligned. 

• 

Front-End Alignment 

To adjust the front end, plug in a set of coils 
and check the oscillator frequency range either 
with a calibrated g.d.o. or on a calibrated gen-
eral-coverage receiver, the latter being preferable. 
Keep in mind that the oscillator works 4.5 
Mc. above the signal on 80, 40 and 20 meters, and 
4.5 Mc. below the signal frequency on the 15- and 
10-meter bands. This means that on 15 and 10 
meters the oscillator trimmer capacitor, Cs, must 
be at the larger-capacitance setting of the two 
that bring in signals. After establishing the cor-
rect frequency range of the oscillator, inject a 
signal at the low end of the band into the antenna 
terminals and peak the mixer capacitor, Cs, and 
the antenna trimmer, Cs, for maximum signal. 
Then move the test signal to the high end of the 
band and recheck the mixer trimmer capacitor 
(the antenna trimmer also will have to be re-
peaked ) for correct tracking. If Cs has to be 
readjusted, spread the mixer coil turns apart or 
compress them together until the signal strength 
is uniform at both ends of the band, without read-
justment of Cs. If the mixer trimmer capacitance 
had to be increased at the high-frequency end of 
the band to maintain tracking, the coil tap is too 
far up the coil and the turns below the tap must 
be spread apart or the tap itself must be moved 
down. If the trimmer capacitance has to be de-
creased the tap is too low. Coil specifications 
might possibly have to be altered slightly from 
those given in the table, particularly on the higher 
frequencies, because of variations in strays from 
one receiver to another. 

General 

Adjustment of the calibrator is relatively 
straightforward, and should present no problems. 
Turn on the calibrator and you should hear the 
100-kc. harmonics on whatever band you happen 
to be using. Once it is determined that the unit is 
working correctly, the only adjustment necessary 
is to set the frequency of the calibrator exactly. 
The usual reference is WWV or any broadcast 
station that is on a frequency which is a whole-
number multiple of 100 kc. The frequency tol-
erance for standard broadcast stations is 20 
cycles, thus b.c. stations represent a source for 
accurate frequency determination. 
Using a general-coverage or b.c. receiver, tune 

in either W WV or a known broadcast station and 
adjust the calibrator trimmer Cs for zero beat. 
The calibrator will then provide accurate 100-kc. 

Fig. 5-58—Inside view of the calibrator unit. The 100-kc. 

oscillator coil, L.-„ is at the right, the oscillator transistor, 

Q., is in the foreground mounted to the crystal socket, 

and the amplifier transistor, (1),, is mounted at the right 

on a terminal strip. The 100-kc. crystal is mounted 

horizontally between the plate and the octal plug. The 

plug can be mounted on 2-inch screws as shown in the 

photograph, or on the bottom plate of the Minibox, 

with flexible leads to the circuit. If the calibrator is to 

be used as a self-contained unit ( see text) the octal plug 

is not necessary. 
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signals that can be used for frequency determina-
tion and band-edge marking. 
The first intermediate frequency can be altered 

slightly to facilitate the use of particular sets of 
crystals available. However, if the deviation is 
more than 20 kc. or so, slight changes may be 
needed in the h.f. oscillator coil specifications to 
maintain the proper bandspread. 

If the receiver is to be worked in a rack cabinet 
as shown in Fig. 5-51, or if a cover plate is at-
tached to the bottom of the receiver chassis, 
minor alignment touch-up may be necessary. 

Spraying the receiver chassis with a light coat 
of clear plastic lacquer before mounting any of 

the components will prevent fingerprints and 
oxidation of the chassis. 
The audio output stage has adequate power to 

drive a 5- or 6-inch speaker, which may be 
mounted in a small open-back metal utility box. 
The i.f. output jack at the rear provides a 

convenient way of attaching accessory devices 
such as an oscilloscope for modulation checking. 
A side-by-side comparison of the finished re-

ceiver with some of the better-quality commer-
cial units will show that this receiver can hold 
its own in sensitivity, selectivity and stability. 
Needless to say, the more care taken in construc-
tion, wiring and alignment the better the results. 

A TRANSISTORIZED Q MULTIPLIER 

A "Q multiplier" is an electronic device that 
boosts the Q of a tuned circuit many times beyond 
its normal value. In this condition the single 
tuned circuit has much greater selectivity than 
normal, and it can be utilized to reject or amplify 
a narrow band of frequencies. There are vacuum-
tube versions of the Q-multiplier circuit, but the 
transistorized Q multiplier to be described has 
the advantage that it eliminates a power-supply 
problem and is very compact. 

Circuit and Theory 

Parallel-tuned circuits have been used for years 
as "suck-out" trap circuits. Properly coupling a 
parallel-tuned circuit loosely to a vacuum-tube 
amplifier stage, it will be found that the amplifier 
stage has no gain at the frequency to which the 
trap circuit is tuned. The additional tuned circuit 
puts a "notch" in the response of the amplifier. 
The principle is used in TV and other amplifiers 
to minimize response to a narrow band of fre-
quencies. Increasing the Q of the trap circuit 
reduces the width of the rejection notch. 
The transistorized Q multiplier makes use of 

the above effect for its operation. A tuned circuit 
is made regenerative to increase its Q and is 
coupled into the i.f. stage of a receiver. By chang-
ing the frequency of the regenerative circuit, the 
sharp notch can be moved about across the pass-
band of the receiver. The width of the notch is 
changed by controlling the amount of regen-
eration. 

Fig. 5-59—Circuit diagram of 
the 455-kc. transistorized Q 
multiplier. Unless otherwise in-
dicated, capacitances are in 
1.4., resistances are in ohms, 

resistors are IA watt. 

C1-1514. variable capacitor (Hammarlund HF-15). 
14-1000-2000-µh. slug-tuned coil (North Hills 120-K. 

North Hills Electric Co., Mineola, N. Y.). 
1.2-500-1000-µh. slug-tuned coil (North Hills 120-J). 
Q1—CK768 PNP junction transistor. 
Si—Part of RI. 
WI—Three-foot length of RG-58/U cable. 

Although it seems paradoxical, the transistor-
ized Q multiplier with no change in circuitry will 
also permit "peaking" an incoming signal the 
way a vacuum-tube Q multiplier does. The mode 
of operation is selected by adjustment of the re-
generation control, and this then usually re-
quires a slight readjustment of the frequency 
control. The peaking effect is not quite as pro-
nounced as the notch, but it is still adequate to 
give fairly good single-signal c.w. reception with 
a receiver of otherwise inadequate selectivity. 
The regenerative circuit builds up the signal 

and feeds it back to the amplifier at a higher level 
and in the proper phase to add to the original 
signal. The notch effect described earlier works 
in a similar manner except that the tuning of the 
regenerative circuit is such that it feeds back the 
signal out of phase. 
The schematic diagram of the Q multiplier is 

shown in Fig. 5-59. The inductor Li furnishes 
coupling from the receiver to the Q multiplier, 
and C. is required to prevent short-circuiting 
the receiver's plate supply. The multiplier proper 
consists of the tunable circuit CiCaL, connected 
to a transistor in the collector-tuned common-
base oscillator circuit using capacitive feedback 
via C2. Regeneration is controlled by varying the 
d.c. operating voltage through dropping resistor 
RI. 

Layout 

The unit and power supply are built in a small 

C 2 

I5K 

REGENERATION 

unh. 
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aluminum "Minibox" measuring 5 X 214 X 21/4 
inches (Bud CU-3004) and the operating controls 
are mounted on a lucite or aluminum subpanel. 
All parts of the unit are built on one half of the 
box. This feature not only simplifies construction 
but makes a battery change a simple job, even if 
this is required only a couple of times a year. 

All major components, such as the two slug-
tuned coils, tie point, battery holder, regenera-
tion and tuning controls, are mounted directly on 
the box and subpanel. The remaining resistors, 
capacitors and the single transistor are sup-
ported by their connections to the above parts. 
The two slug-tuned coils, L1 and L., are cen-

tered on the box and spaced one inch apart on 
centers. Operating controls C1 and R. are placed 
11% inches from the ends of the subpanel and 
centered. The tie point mounts directly behind 
tuning control C1. 
Power for the unit is supplied by four penlight 

cells (type 912) which are mounted in the battery 
holder ( Lafayette Radio Co. Stock No. MS-170) 
directly behind regeneration control RI. Total 
drain on the battery never exceeds 0.2 ma. 

Connection to the receiver is made with a three-
foot length of RG-58/U cable brought through 
the rear wall of the Minibox. A rubber grommet 
should be placed in the hole to prevent chafing of 
the cable insulation. 
When soldering the transistor in place, be sure 

to take the usual precautions against heat damage. 

Alignment 

After completing the wiring (and double-check-
ing it) connect the open end of the three-foot 
cable to the plate circuit of the receiver mixer 
tube. This can be done in a permanent fashion 
by soldering the inner conductor of the cable to 
the plate pin on the tube socket or any point that 
is connected directly to this pin, and by soldering 
the shield to any convenient nearby ground point. 
If you are one of those people who is afraid to 
take the bottom plate off his receiver, and you 
have a receiver with octal tubes, a "chicken con-
nection" can be made by removing the mixer 
tube and wrapping a short piece of small wire 
around the plate pin. Reinsert the tube in its 
socket and solder the center conductor of the 
coax to the small wire coming from the plate pin. 
Now ground the coax shield to the receiver 
chassis. It is important to keep the lead from the 
tube pin to the coax as short as possible, to pre-
vent stray pickup. 
Check the schematic diagram of the receiver 

for help in locating the above receiver connec-
tions. 
Turn on the receiver and tune in a signal 

strong enough to give an S-meter reading. Any 
decent signal on the broadcast band will do. 
Next, tune the slug on L. until the signal peaks 
up. You are tuning out the reactance of the con-
necting cable, and effectively peaking up the i.f. 
If the receiver has no S meter, use an a.c. volt-
meter across the audio output. When this step 
has been successfully completed the Q multiplier 
is properly connected to the receiver and when 

Fig. 5-60—View of the Q multiplier showing its single 
connecting cable to the receiver. The box con be placed 

in any convenient spot on or around the receiver. 

switched to "off" (S1 opened) will not affect nor-
mal receiver operation. 
The next step is to bring the multiplier into 

oscillation, and to adjust its frequency to a useful 
range. Set the tuning control to half capacity and 
advance the regeneration control to about half 
open. This latter movement also turns the power 
on. Tune the receiver to a clear spot and set the 
receiver b.f.o. to the center of the pass-band. 
Now adjust the slug of L.2. The multiplier should 
be oscillating, and somewhere in the adjustment 
of L9 a beat note will be heard from the receiver. 
This indicates the frequency of oscillation is 
somewhere on or near the i.f. Swing this into zero 
beat with the b.f.o. 

Final Adjustment 

One of the best ways to make final alignment 
is to simulate an unwanted heterodyne in the 
receiver and adjust the Q multiplier for maximum 

Fig. 5-61—The Q multiplier and its battery supply are 
combined in one small Minibox. The single transistor Is 

visible near the top right corner. 

• 

1 
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attenuation of the unwanted signal. To do this, 
tune in a moderately weak signal with the b.f.o. 
on. A broadcast station received with the antenna 
disconnected will do. The b.f.o. will beat with the 
incoming signal, producing an audio tone. Adjust 
the b.f.o. for a tone of about 1 kc. or so. 
Back off on control Ri until the oscillator be-

comes regenerative. By alternately adjusting the 
tuning control, Ci, and the regeneration control, 
RI, a point can be found where the audio tone 
disappears, or at least is attenuated. Some slight 
retouching of L2 may have to be done in the 
above alignment, since the movement of any one 
control tends to "pull" the others. The optimum 
situation is to have the tuning control Ci set at 

about half capacity when the notch is in the 
center of the passband. 

If you happen to get a super active transistor 
and the regeneration control does not have the 
range to stop oscillator action, increase the value 
of the series resistor R2. Conversely, if the unit 
fails to oscillate, reduce the value of Rile 
Note that the audio tone can be peaked as well 

as nulled. If it can not be peaked, a little more 
practice with the controls should produce this con-
dition. In the unit shown here, the best null was 
produced with the regeneration control turned 
only a few degrees. Optimum peak position was 
obtained with the regeneration control almost at 
the point of oscillation. 

CONELRAD 

Effective January 2, 1957, the "Conelrad" 
rules became part of the amateur regulations. 
Essentially, compliance with the rules consists of 
monitoring a broadcast station — standard band, 
f.m. or TV — either continuously or at intervals 
not exceeding ten minutes, during periods in 
which the amateur transmitter is in use. On re-
ceipt of a Conelrad Alert all transmitting must 
cease, except as authorized in 12.193 and 12.194 
of the FCC regulations. 
The existence of an Alert may be determined 

as outlined in 12.192(b)(3). Operation during 

ANT 

TO GRID 
F ST 

2 1.E 

C 

68E6 

o  
6.30 + 150 

TO +250 

112 

Fig. 5-62—Converter circuit for monitoring broadcast 

stations in connection with a communications re-

ceiver. Capacitances are in umf. 

C,A, Cut—Two-gang broadcast capacitor, oscillator sec-

tion according to i.f. to be used. 

1.1— Loop stick. 

Ti—B.c. oscillator transformer (for i.f, to be used). 

T3—I.f. coil and trimmer. This can be taken from an if. 

transformer, or the transformer can be used in-

tact, the output being taken from the secondary. 

Note: If only one broadcast station is to be monitored 

C,.5 and C 0 can be padder-type capacitors ( or a com-

bination of padding and fixed capacitance as required) 

adjusted for the desired station and intermediate fre-

quencies. Other types of tubes may be used. Power can 

be taken from the receiver. 

hours when local broadcast stations are not on 
the air will require tuning through the standard 
broadcast band to determine if operation appears 
to be normal. The presence of any U. S. broadcast 
stations on frequencies other than 640 and 1240 
kc. indicates normal operation. 

Perhaps the simplest form of compliance is by 
means of a simple converter working into the i.f. 
amplifier of the regular station receiver. A typical 
circuit is shown in Fig. 5-62. The converter can 
be built in a small metal case and mounted at a 
convenient spot on the receiver to that Si can be 
closed at regular intervals for checking the 
broadcast station. As an alternative, the con-
verter can be mounted out of the way at the rear 
of the receiver and the switch leads brought out 
to a convenient spot. 

A "FAIL-PROOF" CONELRAD ALARM 

The conelrad alarm shown in Fig. 5-63 uses a 
small b.c. receiver to furnish both audible and 
visible indications of a Conelrad Alert ( the re-
ceiver may still be used for normal reception). 
With the receiver tuned to a broadcast carrier 

and the alarm circuit in operation, a green "safe" 
light indicates that all is well on the broadcast 
band. When the broadcast carrier goes off, as it 
will in a Conelrad Radio Alert, the green light 
goes out, a red "danger" light comes on, a buzzer 
sounds, and the 115-volt a.c. line to thé trans-
mitter is opened up. In other words, the device 
puts you off the air! The audible and visible 
warnings also are given in the event of a com-
ponent failure in either the control receiver or 
the alarm. Even the disappearance of the 115-
volt supply will not go unnoticed, since in that 
case the green "safe" light will go out, indicating 
that the alarm is inoperative. 
The alarm requires a minimum of 0.7 volts 

(negative) from the receiver's a.g.c. (automatic 
gain control) circuit for dependable operation. 
Receivers having one stage of i.f. amplification 
will develop at least this much a.g.c. voltage 
when tuned to a signal of reasonable strength. 
But watch out for the "superhets" that do not 
have an i.f. stage; they are of little value as a 
source of control voltage for the alarm. You 
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DET. — A.V.C.— A. F. 

CONELRAD ALARM CIRCUIT 
12Ar7 

V. 

11-6-volt a.c. buzzer (Edwards 725). 

18-6-volt pilot lamp, No. 47. 

Ki—D.p.d.t. sensitive relay, 5000-ohm coil. 

its-5-megohm potentiometer. 

Fig. 5-63—Circuit of the Conelrad alarm (B) connected to the ave. 

circuit ( A) of a typical ac.-d.c. broadcast receiver. Resistors are Va watt 

unless otherwise specified. C,, R, and 1", are components in the broad-

cast receiver. 

can usually find out if the receiver has an i.f. 
stage by looking at the tube list pasted on either 
the chassis or the inside of the cabinet. 
The circuit of the alarm is shown in section B, 

Fig. 5-63. Section A is a typical a.g.c.-detector-
first audio stage of an a.c.-dc. receiver, and shows 
how the alarm circuit is tied into a receiver. 
Although a 12AV6 is shown as the detector, 

other tubes may be used in some receivers. How-
ever, the basic circuit will be much the same. 

Finding the a.g.c. (a.v.c.) line in the jumble 
beneath the chassis of the ordinary a.c.-dc. re-
ceiver is not always easy. Here are a few hints: 

Using section A, Fig. 5-63, as a guide, locate 
the detector tube socket. Trace out the leads go-
ing to the secondary of the last i.f. transformer, 
T.. This transformer usually will be adjacent to 
the detector tube. The lower end of the secondary 
winding will be connected to several different re-
sistors, one of these being the diode-load filter 
resistor ( approximately 50K in most circuits) 
and another the a.g.c. filter resistor, R.. The value 
of the latter resistor is ordinarily above one meg-
ohm. Trace through Ri in the direction of the 
arrow ( Fig. 5-63), until you locate the fairly high 
value (0.05 µf. or so) a.g.c. filter capacitor, C.. 
Now you have the a.g.c. line clearly identified 
and the tap for the alarm circuit may be made. 

Notice that the cathode of V. and the cold side 
of C. are both returned to a common bus or —B 
line, not directly to the chassis. Also observe that 
the return for the alarm circuit is made to the 
common bus in the receiver, not to the chassis of 

REMOTS }CONTROL 
OF A.C. TO 
IO4TR. 

(C5 V. ON SET SIDE 
ONNECT ACROSS) 

OF ON-OFF SWIM!. 
II 

ELC. RCVR. 

Sr—S.p.s.t. rotary switch. 

S,—Momentary-contact switch ( Switchcraft 101). 

Tu—Replacement-type power transformer, 150 volts, 25 

ma.; 6.3 volts, 0.5 amp. (Merit P-3046). 

the set. Do not ground this lead to the chassis or 
connect it to any exposed metal parts. If there is 
any difficulty in locating the common bus in the 
vicinity of the detector stage, check back from 
the negative side of the power-supply filter ca-
pacitors, as this point is always attached to the 
common bus. 
The monitor should be built in an insulated 

box of some kind and not in a metal case. The 
box can be made of plywood, or a bakelite in-
strument case. The bakelite case is ideal for the 
application, but it must be handled with care 
during construction to avoid scratching, chipping, 
or breakage. Be especially careful when drilling 
large holes such as those used in mounting the 
pilot-lamp assemblies and switches, because a 
large drill tends to bind and crack the case. 
The chances are pretty good that right after 

the receiver and the monitor have been turned on 
the red lamp will light and — if you haven't had 
the foresight to open S. to prevent the noise — 
the buzzer will sound. Tune the receiver to a 
broadcast station and see if the red light goes out 
and the green light comes on. If this happens, 
close Ss and you're all set for conelrad compli-
ance. If the "safe" light does not come on, tune 
around for a signal strong enough to actuate the 
alarm. Should the signal of greatest apparent 
strength fail to trigger the monitor, leave the re-
ceiver tuned to this signal and then momentarily 
press S.. The alarm should now lock on "safe," 
provided the a.g.c. circuit delivers 0.7 volt or 
more to V&A. 



Chapter 6 

High-Frequency 

Transmitters 

The principal requirements to be met in c.w. 
transmitters for the amateur bands between 1.8 
and 30 Mc. are that the frequency must be as 
stable as good practice permits, the output signal 
must be free from modulation and that harmonics 
and other spurious emissions must be eliminated 
or reduced to the point where they do not cause 
interference to other stations. 
The over-all design depends primarily upon the 

bands in which operation is desired, and the 
power output. A simple oscillator with satisfac-
tory frequency stability may be used as a trans-
mitter at the lower frequencies, as indicated in 
Fig. 6-1A, but the power output obtainable is 
small. As a general rule, the output of the oscil-
lator is fed into one or more amplifiers to bring 
the power fed to the antenna up to the desired 
level, as shown in B. 
An amplifier whose output frequency is the 

same as the input frequency is called a straight 
amplifier. A buffer amplifier is the term some-
times applied to an amplifier stage to indicate 
that its primary purpose is one of isolation, 
rather than power gain. 

Because it becomes increasingly difficult to 
maintain oscillator frequency stability as the 
frequency is increased, it is most usual prac-
tice in working at the higher frequencies to 
operate the oscillator at a low frequency and 
follow it with one or more frequency multi-
pliers as required to arrive at the desired out-
put frequency. A frequency multiplier is an 
amplifier that delivers output at a multiple 
of the exciting frequency. A doubler is a mul-
tiplier that gives output at twice the exciting 
frequency; a tripler multiplies the exciting fre-
quency by three, etc. From the viewpoint of any 
particular stage in a transmitter, the preceding 
stage is its driver. 
As a general rule, frequency multipliers should 

not be used to feed the antenna system directly, 
but should feed a straight amplifier which, in 
turn, feeds the antenna system, as shown in 
Fig. 1-C, D and E. As the diagrams indicate, it is 
often possible to operate more than one stage 
from a single power supply. 
Good frequency stability is most easily ob-

tained through the use of a crystal-controlled 
oscillator, although a different crystal is needed 
for each frequency desired ( or multiples of that 
frequency). A self-controlled oscillator or 
v.f.o. (variable-frequency oscillator) may be 
tuned to any frequency with a dial in the 
manner of a receiver, but requires great care in 

(A) 

design and construction if its stability is to com-
pare with that of a crystal oscillator. 

In all types of transmitter stages, screen-grid 
tubes have the advantage over triodes that they 
require less driving power. With a lower-power 
exciter, the problem of harmonic reduction is 
made easier. Most satisfactory oscillator circuits 
use a screen-grid tube. 

(B) 

OSC DBLR —,--I AMP 

PWR I PWR 

(c) 

(D) 

OSC 

PwR 

DBLR DBLR AMP 

P,,vR PwR 

Fig. 6- 1— Block diagrams showing typical combinations 

of oscillator and amplifiers and power- supply arrange-

ments for transmitters. A wide selection is possible, 

depending upon the number of bands in which opera-

tion is desired and the power output. 
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CRYSTAL OSCILLATORS 

The frequency of a crystal-controlled oscil-
lator is held constant to a high degree of accu-
racy by the use of a quartz crystal. The frequency 
depends almost entirely on the dimensions of the 
crystal ( essentially its thickness) ; other circuit 
values have comparatively negligible effect. 
However, the power obtainable is limited by the 
heat the crystal will stand without fracturing. 
The amount of heating is dependent upon the 
r.f. crystal current which, in turn, is a function 
of the amount of feedback required to provide 
proper excitation. Crystal heating short of the 
danger point results in frequency drift to an 
extent depending upon the way the crystal is 
cut. Excitation should always be adjusted to the 
minimum necessary for proper operation. 

Crystal-Oscillator Circuits 

The simplest crystal-oscillator circuit is shown 
in Fig. 6-2A. An equivalent circuit is shown 
in Fig. 6-2B, where C4 represents the grid-
cathode capacitance and C5 indicates the plate-
cathode, or output capacitance. The ratio of 
these capacitors controls the excitation for the 
oscillator, and good practice generally requires 
that both of these capacitances be augmented 

(B) (A) 

factorily minimized by proper choice of the oscil-
lator tube. 
The circuit of Fig. 6-3A is known as the Tri-

tet. The oscillator circuit is that of Fig. 6-2C. 
Excitation is controlled by adjustment of the 
tank L1C1, which should have a low L/C ratio, 
and be tuned considerably to the high-frequency 
side of the crystal frequency ( approximately 5 
Mc. for a 3.5-Mc, crystal) to prevent over-ex-
citation and high crystal current. Once the proper 
adjustment for average crystals has been found, 
CI may be replaced with a fixed capacitor of 
equal value. 
The oscillator circuit of Fig. 6-3B is that of 

Fig. 6-2A. Excitation is controlled by Cg. 
The oscillator of the grid-plate circuit of Fig. 

6-3C is the same as that of Fig. 6-3B, except that 
the ground point has been moved from the cath-
ode to the plate of the oscillator (in other words, 
to the screen of the tube). Excitation is adjusted 
by proper proportioning of C6 and C7. 
When most types of tubes are used in the cir-

cuits of Fig. 6-3, oscillation will stop when the 
output plate circuit is tuned to the crystal fre-
quency, and it is necessary to operate with the 
plate tank circuit critically detuned for maxi-
mum output with stability. However, when the 
6AG7, 5763, or the lower-power 6AH6 is used 

Fig. 6-2—Simple crystal oscillator circuits. A—Pierce. B— Equivalent of circuit A. C—Simple triode oscillator. C1 
is a plate blocking capacitor, Ci an output coupling capacitor, and CS a plate bypass. C. and C5 are discussed in 

the text. C. and Li should tune to the crystal fundamental frequency. RI is the grid leak. 

by external capacitors, to provide better control 
of the excitation. 
The circuit shown in Fig. 6-2C is the equiva-

lent of the tuned-grid tuned-plate circuit dis-
cussed in the chapter on vacuum-tube principles, 
the crystal replacing the tuned grid circuit. 
The most commonly used crystal-oscillator cir-

cuits are based on one or the other of these two 
simple types, and are shown in Fig. 6-3. Although 
these circuits are somewhat more complicated, 
they combine the functions of oscillator and am-
plifier or frequency multiplier in a single tube. In 
all of these circuits, the screen of a tetrode or 
pentode is used as the plate in a triode oscillator. 
Power output is taken from a separate tuned 
tank circuit in the actual plate circuit. Although 
the oscillator itself is not entirely independent of 
adjustments made in the plate tank circuit when 
the latter is tuned near the fundamental fre-
quency of the crystal, the effects can be satis-

with proper adjustment of excitation, it is possi-
ble to tune to the crystal frequency without 
stopping oscillation. The plate tuning character-
istic should then be similar to Fig. 6-4. These 
tubes also operate with less crystal current than 
most other types for a given power output, and 
less frequency change occurs when the plate 
circuit is tuned through the crystal frequency 
(less than 25 cycles at 3.5 Mc.). 
Crystal current may be estimated by observing 

the relative brilliance of a 60-ma, dial lamp con-
nected in series with the crystal. Current should 
be held to the minimum for satisfactory output 
by careful adjustment of excitation. With the 
operating voltages shown, satisfactory output 
should be obtained with crystal currents of 40 
ma. or less. 

In these circuits, output may be obtained at 
multiples of the crystal frequency by tuning the 
plate tank circuit to the desired harmonic, the 
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output dropping off, of course, at the higher har-
monics. Especially for harmonic operation, a 
low-C plate tank circuit is desirable. 

+150 TO 300 
(A) TR I -TET 

(3) MODIFIED 
PI ERCE +150 TO 300 

6AG7 

7 RFC, 

(C) GRID- PLATE +150 TO 300 

C4 

Fig. 6-3-Commonly used crystal- controlled oscillator 

circuits. Values are those recommended for a 6AG7 or 

5763 tube. (See reference in text for other tubes.) 

Cs- Feedback-control capacitor- 3.5-Mc. crystals-ap-

prox. 220-µM. mica-7-Mc. crystals-approx. 

150-µµf. mica. 

CR— Output tank capacitor- 100-µµf. variable for sin-

gle-band tank; 250-µM, variable for two-

band tank. 

CS—Screen bypass-0.001-M. disk ceramic. 

C.,- Plate bypass-0.001-M. disk ceramic. 

Cs—Output coupling capacitor-50 to 100 µO. 

Cs- Excitation-control capacitor-30-µM. trimmer. 

C5- Excitation capacitor-220-µµf. mica for 6AG7; 
100-µµf. for 5763. 

Cs-D.c. blocking capacitor-0.001-M. mica. 

Cs- Excitation- control capacitor- 220-1111f. mica. 

Rs-Grid leak-0.1 megohm, Y2 watt. 

W.,- Screen resistor-47,000 ohms, 1 watt. 

Ls-Excitation- control inductance-3.5-Mc. crystals-ap-

prox. 4 µh.; 7-Mc. crystals-approx. 2 µh. 

LS—Output-circuit coil- single band:-3.5 Mc.- 17 PK; 

7 Mc.-8 µh.; 14 Mc.-2.5 µh.; 28 Mc.-1 µh. 

Two-band operation: 3.5 & 7 Mc.-7.5 µh.; 7 

& 14 Mc.-2.5 

RFCs-2.5-mh. 50-ma. r.f. choke. 

For best performance with a 6AG7 or 5763, 
the values given under Fig. 6-3 should be fol-
lowed closely. 

VARIABLE-FREQUENCY OSCILLATORS 

The frequency of a v.f.o, depends entirely on 
the values of inductance and capacitance in the 
circuit. Therefore, it is necessary to take careful 
steps to minimize changes in these values not 
under the control of the operator. As examples, 
even the minute changes of dimensions with 
temperature, particularly those of the coil, may 
result in a slow but noticeable change in fre-
quency called drift. The effective input capaci-
tance of the oscillator tube, which must be 
connected across the circuit, changes with vari-
ations in electrode voltages. This, in turn, causes 
a change in the frequency of the oscillator. To 
make use of the power from the oscillator, a load, 
usually in the form of an amplifier, must be 
coupled to the oscillator, and variations in the 
load may reflect on the frequency. Very slight 
mechanical movement of the components may 
result in a shift in frequency, and vibration can 
cause modulation. 

V.F.O. Circuits 

Fig. 6-5 shows the most commonly used cir-
cuits. They are all designed to minimize the 
effects mentioned above. All are similar to the 
crystal oscillators of Fig. 6-3 in that the screen 
of a tetrode or pentode is used as the oscillator 
plate. The oscillating circuits in Figs. 6-5A 
and B are the Hartley type; those in C and D are 
Colpitts circuits. ( See chapter on vacuum-tube 
principles.) In the circuits of A, B and C, all of 
the above-mentioned effects, except changes in 
inductance, are minimized by the use of a high-Q 
tank circuit obtained through the use of large 
tank capacitances. Any uncontrolled changes in 
capacitance thus become a very small percentage 
of the total circuit capacitance. 

In the series-tuned Colpitts circuit of Fig. 
6-5D ( sometimes called the Clapp circuit), a 
high-Q circuit is obtained in a different manner. 
The tube is tapped across only a small portion 
of the oscillating tank circuit, resulting in very 
loose coupling between tube and circuit. The 
taps are provided by a series of three capacitors 
across the coil. In addition, the tube capacitances 
are shunted by large capacitors, so the effects of 
the tube — changes in electrode voltages and 
loading— are still further reduced. In contrast 
to the preceding circuits, the resulting tank 
circuit has a high L/C ratio and therefore the 
tank current is much lower than in the circuits 
using high-C tanks. As a result, it will usually 

rx 
beade-7-is)--

Unloaded 

TON/NO CAPAC/TY 

Fig. 6- 4- Plate tuning 

characteristic of circuits 

of Fig. 6-3 with preferred 

types ( see text). The 

plate- current dip at res-

onance broadens and is 

less pronounced when 

the circuit is loaded. 
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be found that, other things being equal, drift 
will be less with the low-C circuit. 

For best stability, the ratio of C12 or C13 
(which are usually equal) to C10 4- C11 should 
be as high as possible without stopping oscilla-
tion. The permissible ratio will be higher the 
higher the Q of the coil and the mutual conduct-
ance of the tube. If the circuit does not oscillate 
over the desired range, a coil of higher Q must 
be used or the capacitance of C12 and C13 re-
duced. 

Load Isolation 

In spite of the precautions already discussed, 
the tuning of the output plate circuit will cause a 
noticeable change in frequency, particularly in 
the region around resonance. This effect can be 

+ 75 T0 50 + 15010300 

(A) HARTLEY 

+75 10150 + 15010300 

(c) COLPITTS 

reduced considerably by designing the oscillator 
for half the desired frequency and doubling fre-
quency in the output circuit. 

It is desirable, although not a strict necessity 
if detuning is recognized and taken into account, 
to approach as closely as possible the condition 
where the adjustment of tuning controls in the 
transmitter, beyond the v.f.o. frequency control, 
will llave negligible effect on the frequency. This 
can be done by substituting a fixed-tuned circuit 
in the output of the oscillator, and adding 
isolating stages whose tuning is fixed between the 
oscillator and the first tunable amplifier stage in 
the transmitter. Fig. 6-6 shows such an arrange-
ment that gives good isolation. In the first stage, 
a 6C4 is connected as a cathode follower. This 

+7510 150 + 150 TO 300 

(B) HARTLEY — UNTUNED OUTPUT 

+75TO 150 + 15010300 

(D) SERIES — TUNED COLPITTS 

Fig. 6-5—V.f.o. circuits. Approximate values for 3.5-4.0-Mc, output are given below. Grid circuits are tuned to 

half frequency 

Co—Oscillator bandspread tuning capacitor-20°4,11f. 

variable. 

Cs—Output- circuit tank capacitor-47-µµf. 

CS—Oscillator tank capacitor-600-µµf, zero-tempera-

ture- coefficient mica. 

Cy—Grid coupling capacitor- 100-µµf. zero-tempera-

ture- coefficient mica. 

Cy—Screen bypass-0.001-µf. disk ceramic. 

Co— Plate bypass-0.001-µf. disk ceramic. 

CS—Output coupling capacitor-50 to 100-Alif- mica. 

Cs— Oscillator tank capacitor-750-µµf. zero-tempera-

ture- coefficient mica. 

Co—Oscillator tank capacitor-0.0033-µf. zero-temper-

ature- coefficient mica. 

Coo—Oscillator bandspread padder-100-µµf. variable 

air. 

(1.75 Mc.). 

Coo—Oscillator bandspread tuning capacitor-50-µµf. 

variable. 

C12, C13—Tube-coupling capacitor-0.002''f. zero-tem-

perature-coefficient mica. 

Ito-47,000 ohms, 1/2  watt. 

Lo—Oscillator tank coil- 10 µh., tapped about one-

third-way from grounded end. 

Lo—Output- circuit tank coil- 20-40 µh., adjustable. 

Lo—Oscillator tank coil- 10 µh. 

Lo— Oscillator tank coil- 10 µh. 

Lo— Oscillator tank coil-70 µh. 

Is—Output coil- 100-140 µh., adjustable. 

RFC ; — 100 µh. r.f. choke. 

Vo-6AG7, 5763 or 6AH6 preferred; other types 

usable. 

V2-6AG7, 5763 or 6AH6 required for feedback ca-

pacitances shown. 
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drives a 5763 buffer amplifier whose input 
circuit is fixed-tuned to the approximate band of 
the v.f.o. output. For best isolation, it is impor-
tant that the 6C4 does not draw grid current. 
The output of the v.f.o., or the cathode resistor 
of the 6C4 should be adjusted until the voltage 
across the cathode resistor of the 6C4 ( as meas-
uéed with a high-resistance d.c. voltmeter with 
an r.f. choke in the positive lead) is the same with 
or without excitation from the v.f.o. L1 should 
be adjusted for most constant output from the 
5763 over the band. 

Chirp 

In all of the circuits shown there will be some 
change of frequency with changes in screen and 
plate voltages, and the use of regulated voltages 
for both usually is necessary. One of the most 
serious results of voltage instability occurs if 
the oscillator is keyed, as it often is for break-in 
operation. Although voltage regulation will 
supply a steady voltage from the power supply 
and therefore is still desirable, it cannot alter 
the fact that the voltage on the tube must rise 
from zero when the key is open, to full voltage 
when the key is closed, and must fall back again 
to zero when the key is opened. The result is a 
chirp each time the key is opened or closed, 
unless the time con-
stant in the keying 
circuit is reduced 
to the point where 
the chirp takes 
place so rapidly 
that the receiving 
operator's ear can-
not detect it. Un-
fortunately, as ex-
plained in the chap-
ter on keying, a 
certain minimum 
time constant is 
necessary if key 
clicks are to be 
minimized. There-
fore it is evident 
that the measures 
necessary for the 
reduction of chirp and clicks are in opposition, 
and a compromise is necessary. For best keying 
characteristics, the oscillator should be allowed 
to run continuously while a subsequent amplifier 
is keyed. However, a keyed amplifier represents 
a widely variable load and unless sufficient isola-
tion is provided between the oscillator and the 
keyed amplifier, the keying characteristics may 
be little better than when the oscillator itself is 
keyed. ( See keying chapter for other methods of 
break-in keying.) 

Frequency Drift 

Frequency drift is further reduced most easily 
by limiting the power input as much as possible 
and by mqunting the components of the tuned 
circuit in a separate shielded compartment, so 
that they will be isolated from the direct heat 

V. F. O. 

from tubes and resistors. The shielding also will 
eliminate changes in frequency caused by move-
ment of nearby objects, such as the operator's 
hand when tuning the v.f.o. The circuit of Fig. 
6-5D lends itself well to this arrangement, since 
relatively long leads between the tube and the 
tank circuit have negligible effect on frequency 
because of the large shunting capacitances. The 
grid, cathode and ground leads to the tube can 
be bunched in a cable up to several feet long. 

Variable capacitors should have ceramic in-
sulation, good bearing contacts and should pref-
erably be of the double-bearing type, and fixed 
capacitors should have zero temperature coeffi-
cient. The tube socket also should have ceramic 
insulation and special attention should be paid to 
the selection of the coil in the oscillating section. 

Oscillator Coils 

The Q of the tank coil used in the oscillating 
portion of any of the circuits under discussion 
should be as high as circumstances ( usually 
space) permit, since the losses, and therefore 
the heating, will be less. With recommended care 
in regard to other factors mentioned previously, 
most of the drift will originate in the coil. The 
coil should be well spaced from shielding and 
other large metal surfaces, and be of a type that 
radiates heat well, such as a commercial air-

CATH. FOLLOWER 
6C4 1000 

1130K + 350 

BUFFER 
5763 100,Kid 

1-"—° 

10K what 
L, 

22K 
.001 

220 01 

.001 22K 

RFC' 

+ 350 

Fig. 6-6—Circuit of an isolating amplifier for use between v.f.o. and first tunable 

stage. Unless otherwise specified, all capacitances are in Af., all resistors are 1/2 watt. 
1.1, for the 3.5-Mc, band, consists of 100-140 µh. adjustable inductor. RFC1 is 100 ¡th. 

All capacitors are disk ceramic. 

wound type, or should be wound tightly on a 
threaded ceramic form so that the dimensions will 
not change readily with temperature. The wire 
with which the coil is wound should be as large 
as practicable, especially in the high-C circuits. 

Mechanical Vibration 

To eliminate mechanical vibration, components 
should be mounted securely. Particularly in the 
circuit of Fig. 6-5D, the capacitor should pref-
erably have small, thick plates and the coil 
braced, if necessary, to prevent the slightest me-
chanical movement. Wire connections between 
tank-circuit components should be as short as 
possible and flexible wire will have less tendency 
to vibrate than solid wire. It is advisable to cush-
ion the entire oscillator unit by mounting on 
sponge rubber or other shock mounting. 
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Tuning Characteristic 

If the circuit is oscillating, touching the grid of 
the tube or any part of the circuit connected to it 
will show a change in plate current. In tuning the 
plate output circuit without load, the plate cur-
rent will be relatively high until it is tuned near 
resonance where the plate current will dip to a 
low value, as illustrated in Fig. 6-4. When the 
output circuit is loaded, the dip should still be 
found, but broader and much less pronounced as 
indicated by the dashed line. The circuit should 
not be loaded beyond the point where the dip is 
still recognizable. 

Checking V.F.O. Stability 

A v.f.o. should be checked thoroughly before 
it is placed in regular operation on the air. Since 
succeeding amplifier stages may affect the signal 
characteristics, final tests should be made with 
the complete transmitter in operation. Almost 
any v.f.o. will show signals of good quality and 
stability when it is running free and not con-
nected to a load. A well-isolated monitor is a 
necessity. Perhaps the most convenient, as well 
as one of the most satisfactory, well-shielded 
monitoring arrangements is a receiver combined 
with a crystal oscillator, as shown in Fig. 6-7. 
(See "Crystal Oscillators," this chapter.) The 
crystal frequency should lie in the band of the 
lowest frequency to be checked and in the f re-
quency range where its harmonics will fall in the 
higher- frequency bands. The receiver b.f.o. is 
turned off and the v.f.o. signal is tuned to beat 
with the signal from the crystal oscillator in-
stead. In this way any receiver instability caused 
by overloading of the input circuits, which may 
result in "pulling" of the h.f. oscillator in the 
receiver, or by a change in line voltage to the 
receiver when the transmitter is keyed, will not 

R.F. POWER-AMPLIFIER 

In the remainder of this chapter the vacuum 
tubes will be shown, for the most part, with in-
directly-heated cathodes. However, many trans-
mitting tubes used directly-heated filaments for 
the cathodes; when this is done the filament 
"center-tap" connection will be used, as shown 
in Fig. 6-8. 

PLATE TANK Q 

R.f. power amplifiers used in amateur trans-
mitters are operated under Class-C or -AB 
conditions (see chapter on tube fundamentals). 
The main objective, of course, is to deliver as 
much fundamental power as possible into a load, 
R, without exceeding the tube ratings. The load 
resistance R may be in the form of a transmis-
sion line to an antenna, or the grid circuit of an-
other amplifier. A further objective is to mini-
mize the harmonic energy ( always generated by 
a Class C amplifier) fed into the load circuit. In 
attaining these objectives, the Q of the tank cir-
cuit is of importance. When a load is coupled in-
ductively, as in Fig. 6-10, the Q of the tank circuit 

affect the reliability of the check. Most crystals 
have a sufficiently low temperature coefficient 
to give a check on drift as well as on chirp and 
signal quality if they are not overloaded. 
Harmonics of the crystal may be used to beat 

with the transmitter signal when monitoring at 
the higher frequencies. Since any chirp at the 
lower frequencies will be magnified at the higher 
frequencies, accurate checking can best be done 
by monitoring at a harmonic. 
The distance between the crystal oscillator and 

receiver should be adjusted to give a good beat 
between the crystal oscillator and the transmitter 
signal. When using harmonics of the crystal 
oscillator, it may be necessary to attach a piece 

RECEIVER- BFO OFF 

o  

IN 
VFO 

XTAL 
OSC 

Fig. 6-7—Setup for checking v.f.o. stability. The re-

ceiver should be tuned preferably to a harmonic of 

the v.f.o. frequency. The crystal oscillator may oper-

ate somewhere in the band in which the v.f.o. is 

operating. The receiver b.f.o. should be turned off. 

of wire to the oscillator as an antenna to give 
sufficient signal in the receiver. Checks may 
show that the stability is sufficiently good to 
permit oscillator keying at the lower frequencies, 
where break-in operation is of greater value, 
but that chirp becomes objectionable at the 
higher frequencies. If further improvement does 
not seem possible, it would be logical in this case 
to use oscillator keying at the lower frequencies 
and amplified keying at the higher frequencies. 

TANKS AND COUPLING 
will have an effect on the coefficient of coupling 
necessary for proper loading of the amplifier. 
In respect to all of these factors, a tank Q of 10 to 
20 is usually considered optimum. A much lower 
Q will result in less efficient operation of the am-
plifier tube, greater harmonic output, and greater 
difficulty in coupling inductively to a load. A 
much higher Q will result in higher tank current 
with increased loss in the tank coil. 
The Q is determined ( see chapter on electrical 

Fig. 6-8—Filament center-tap con-

nections to be substituted in place 

of cathode connections shown in 

diagrams when filament-type tubes 

are substituted. T, is the filament 

transformer. Filament bypasses, 

should be 0.01-µf, disk ceramic 

capacitors. If a self- biasing (cath-

ode) resistor is used, it should be 

placed between the center tap 

and ground. 115M AC 
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Fig. 6-9—Chart showing plate tank capacitance re-

quired for a Q of 10. Divide the tube plate voltage 

by the plate current in milliamperes. Select the ver-

tical line corresponding to the answer obtained. Fol-

low this vertical line to the diagonal line for the 

band in question, and thence horizontally to the left 

to read the capacitance. For a given ratio of plate-
voltage/plate current, doubling the capacitance shown 

doubles the Q, etc. When a split-stator capacitor is 

used in a balanced circuit, the capacitance of each 

section may be one half of the value given by the 

chart. 

laws and circuits) by the L/C ratio and the load 
resistance at which the tube is operated. The tube 
load resistance is related, in approximation, to 
the ratio of the d.c. plate voltage to d.c. plate 
current at which the tube is operated. 
The amount of C that will give a Q of 10 for 

various ratios is shown in Fig. 6-9. For a given 
plate-voltage/plate-current ratio, the Q will vary 
directly as the tank capacitance, twice the 
capacitance doubles the Q, etc. For the same Q, 
the capacitance of each section of a split-stator 
capacitor in a balanced circuit should be half 
the value shown. 
These values of capacitance include the output 

capacitance of the amplifier tube, the input capac-
itance of a following amplifier tube if it is cou-
pled capacitively, and all other stray capaci-
tances. At the higher plate-voltage/plate-current 
ratios, the chart may show values of capacitance, 

for the higher frequencies, smaller than those 
attainable in practice. In such a case, a tank Q 
higher than 10 is unavoidable. 

In low-power exciter stages, where capacitive 
coupling is used, very low-Q circuits, tuned only 
by the tube and stray circuit capacitances are 
sometimes used for the purpose of "broadband-
ing" to avoid the necessity for retuning a stage 
across a band. Higher-order harmonics gener-
ated in such a stage can usually be attenuated in 
the tank circuit of the final amplifier. 

INDUCTIVE- LINK COUPLING 

Coupling to Flat Coaxial Lines 

When the load R in Fig. 6-10 is located for 
convenience at some distance from the amplifier, 
or when maximum harmonic reduction is de-
sired, it is advisable to feed the power to the 
load through a low-impedance coaxial cable. 
The shielded construction of the cable prevents 
radiation and makes it possible to install the line 
in any convenient manner without danger of 
unwanted coupling to other circuits. 

If the line is more than a small fraction of a 
wavelength long, the load resistance at its output 
end should be adjusted, by a matching circuit if 
necessary, to match the impedance of the cable. 
This reduces losses in the cable and makes the 
coupling adjustments at the transmitter inde-
pendent of the cable length. Matching circuits 
for use between the cable and another transmis-
sion line are discussed in the chapter on trans-
mission lines, while the matching adjustments 
when the load is the grid circuit of a following 

— BIAS +.5.G. + H.V. 

Fig. 6- 10— Inductive-link output coupling circuits. 

Cs— Plate tank capacitor—see text and Fig. 6-9 for 

capacitance, Fig. 6-33 for voltage rating. 

Cs—Screen bypass—voltage rating depends on 
method of screen supply. See paragraphs on 
screen considerations. Voltage rating same 

as plate voltage will be safe under any con-

dition. 

Cs—Plate bypass-0.001-µf. disk ceramic or mica. 

Voltage rating same as Ci, plus safety factor. 
Ls—To resonate at operating frequency with Cs. See 

LC chart and inductance formula in electrical-

laws chapter, or use ARRL Lightning Calcula-

tor. 

Ls—Reactance equal to line impedance. See reactance 

chart and inductance formula in electrical-

laws chapter, or use ARRL Lightning Calcula-

tor. 

R—Representing load. 



Coupling 

(B) 

(A) 

C' 
COAXIAL LINE 

ALTERNATIVE FOR USE 
WITH SMALL LINKS 

(C) 

Fig. 6- 11—With flat transmission lines, power transfer 

is obtained with looser coupling if the line input is 

tuned to resonance. C, and L, should resonate at the 

operating frequency. See table for maximum usable 

value of C,. If circuit does not resonate with maxi-

mum CI or less, inductance of LI must be increased, 

or added in series at Lse 

amplifier are described elsewhere in this chapter. 
Assuming that the cable is properly terminated, 

proper loading of the amplifier, will be assured, 
using the circuit of Fig. 6-11A, if 

1) The plate tank circuit has reasonably high 
value of Q. A value of 10 is usually sufficient. 

2) The inductance of the pick-up or link coil 
is close to the optimum value for the frequency 
and type of line used. The optimum coil is one 
whose self-inductance is such that its reactance 
at the operating frequency is equal to the charac-
teristic impedance, Zo, of the line. 

3) It is possible to make the coupling between 
the tank and pick-up coils very tight. 
The second in this list is often hard to meet. 

Few manufactured link coils have adequate in-
ductance even for coupling to a 50-ohm line at 
low f requencies. 

Capacitance in puf. Required for Coupling to 

Flat Coaxial Lines with Tuned Coupling Circuit 

Frequency Characteristic Impedance of Line 
Band 52 75 
Mc. ohms' ohms, 
3.5 450 300 
7 230 150 

14 115 75 
21 80 50 
28 60 40 

1 Capacitance values are maximum usable. 

Note: Inductance in circuit must be adjusted to 
resonate at operating frequency. 

151 
If the line is operating with a low s.w.r., the 

system shown in Fig. 6-11A will require tight 
coupling between the two coils. Since the sec-
ondary ( pick-up coil) circuit is not resonant, the 
leakage reactance of the pick-up coil will cause 
some detuning of the amplifier tank circuit. This 
detuning effect increases with increasing cou-
pling, but is usually not serious. However, the 
amplifier tuning must be adjusted to resonance, 
as indicated by the plate-current dip, each time 
the coupling is changed. 

Tuned Coupling 

The design difficulties of using "untuned" 
pick-up coils, mentioned above, can be avoided 
by using a coupling circuit tuned to the operat-
ing frequency. This contributes additional se-
lectivity as well, and hence aids in the suppres-
sion of spurious radiations. 

If the line is flat the input impedance will be 
essentially resistive and equal to the Zo of the 
line. With coaxial cable, a circuit of reasonable 
Q can be obtained with practicable values of in-
ductance and capacitance connected in series with 
the line's input terminals. Suitable circuits are 
given in Fig. 6-11 at B and C. The Q of the cou-
pling circuit often may be as low as 2, without 
running into difficulty in getting adequate cou-
pling to a tank circuit of proper design. Larger 
values of Q can be used and will result in in-
creased ease of coupling, but as the Q is in-
creased the frequency range over which the cir-
cuit will operate without readjustment becomes 
smaller. It is usually good practice, therefore, to 
use a coupling-circuit Q just low enough to per-
mit operation, over as much of a band as is nor-
mally used for a particular type of conununica-
tion, without requiring retuning. 

Capacitance values for a Q of 2 and line 
impedances of 52 and 75 ohms are given in the 
accompanying table. These are the maximum 
values that should be used. The inductance in the 
circuit should be adjusted to give resonance at 
the operating frequency. If the link coil used for 
a particular band does not have enough induc-
tance to resonate, the additional inductance may 
be connected in series as shown in Fig. 6-11C. 

Characteristics 

In practice, the amount of inductance in the 
circuit should be chosen so that, with somewhat 
loose coupling between L1 and the amplifier tank 
coil, the amplifier plate current will increase 
when the variable capacitor, CI is tuned through 
the value of capacitance given by the table. The 
coupling between the two coils should then be 
increased until the amplifier loads normally, 
without changing the setting of C1. If the trans-
mission line is flat over the entire frequency band 
under consideration, it should not be necessary to 
readjust C1 when changing frequency, if the 
values given in the table are used. However, it is 
unlikely that the line actually will be flat over 
such a range, so some readjustment of C1 may be 
needed to compensate for changes in the input 
impedance of the line. If the input impedance 
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variations are not large, Ci may be used as a PI-NETWORK DESIGN CHARTS FOR FEEDING 52-

loading control, no changes in the coupling be- OR 72-OHM COAXIAL TRANSMISSION LINES 

tween L1 and the tank coil being necessary. 
The degree of coupling between L1 and the 600 

amplifier tank coil will depend on the coupling-
circuit Q. With a Q of 2, the coupling should be 

t.;soo 

keoo 

tight — comparable with the coupling that is 
typical of "fixed-link" manufactured coils. With 
a swinging link it may be necessary to increase 
the Q of the coupling circuit in order to get suffi-
cient power transfer. This can be done by in-
creasing the L/C ratio. 300 

200 

o 
111 

10 

111 
Ce 02 

PI—SECTION OUTPUT TANK 

A pi-section tank circuit may also be used in 
coupling to an antenna or transmission line, as 
shown in Fig. 6-12. The optimum values of ca-
pacitance for C1 and C2, and inductance for L1 
are dependent upon values of tube power input 
and output load resistance. 

1- SG. + 11.V. 

Fig. 6- 12— Pi- section output tank circuit. 

C2— Input or plate tuning capacitor. See text or Fig. 

6-13 for reactance. Voltage rating equal to 

dc. plate voltage; twice this for plate modu-

lation. 

Ca—Output or loading capacitor. See text or Fig. 

6-15 for reactance. See text for voltage rat-

ing. 

Cs—Screen bypass. See Fig. 6-10. 

C.— Plate bypass. See Fig. 6-10. 

Cs— Plate blocking capacitor-0.001-µf. disk ceramic 

of mica. Voltage rating same as C1. 

Li—See text or Fig. 6-14 for reactance. 

RFC,—See later paragraph on r.f. chokes. 

RFC2-2.5-mh. receiving type (to reduce peak voltage 

across both C1 and C2 and to blow plate 

power supply fuse if C5 fails). 

Values of reactance for C1, L1 and C2 may be 
taken directly from the charts of Figs. 6-13, 6-14 
and 6-15 if the output load resistance is the usual 
52 or 72 ohms. It should be borne in mind that 
these values apply only where the output load is 
resistive, i.e., where the antenna and line have 
been matched. 

Output-Capacitor Ratings 

The voltage rating of the output capacitor will 
depend upon the s.w.r. If the load is resistive, 
receiving-type air capacitors should be adequate 
for amplifier input powers up to 1 kw. with 
plate modulation when feeding 52- or 72-ohm 
loads. In obtaining the larger capacitances re-

Pic e Voltage 

Fig. 6- 13— Reactance of input capacitor, C,, as a 

function the ratio of plate voltage to plate current. 
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Fig. 6- 14— Reactance of tank coil, I, as a function 

of plate voltage and current, for pi networks. 
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Fig. 6- 15— Reactance of loading capacitor, C2, as a 

function of plate voltage and current, for pi networks. 
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Fig. 6-16—Multiband tuner circuits. In the unbal-

anced circuit of A, C, and C, are sections of a single 

split- stator capacitor. In the balanced circuit of D, 

the two split- stator capacitors are ganged to a single 

control with an insulated shaft coupling between the 

two. In D, the two sections of L, are wound on the 

sanie form, with the inner ends connected to C,. In 

A, each section of the capacitor should have a volt-

age rating the same as Fig. 6-33A. In D, C, should 

have a rating the same as Fig. 6-33H (or Fig. 6-33E 

if the feed system corresponds). C. may have the 

rating of Fig. 6-33E so long as the rotor is not 

grounded or bypassed to ground. 

quired for the lower frequencies, it is common 
practice to switch fixed capacitors in parallel 
with the variable air capacitor. While the voltage 
rating of a mica or ceramic capacitor may not be 
exceeded in a particular case, capacitors of these 
types are limited in current-carrying capacity. 
Postage-stamp silver-mica capacitors should be 
adequate for amplifier inputs over the range from 
about 70 watts at 28 Mc. to 400 watts at 14 Mc. 
and lower. The larger mica capacitors (CM-45 
case) having voltage ratings of 1200 and 2500 
volts are usually satisfactory for inputs varying 
from about 350 watts at 28 Mc. to 1 kw. at 14 Mc. 
and lower. Because of these current limitations, 
particularly at the higher frequencies, it is ad-
visable to use as large an air capacitor as prac-
ticable, using the micas only at the lower frequen-
cies. Broadcast-receiver replacement-type capaci-
tors can be obtained very reasonably. They are 
available in triple units totaling about 1100 PP f., 
or dual units totaling about 900 lmf. Their insu-
lation should be sufficient for inputs of 500 watts 
or more. Air capacitors have the additional ad-
vantage that they are seldom permanently dam-
aged by a voltage break-down. 

Neutralizing with Pi Network 

Screen-grid amplifiers using a pi-network out-
put circuit may be neutralized by the system 
shown in Figs. 6-23 B and C. 

MULTIBAND TANK CIRCUITS 

Multiband tank circuits provide a convenient 
means of covering several bands without the need 
for changing coils. Tuners of this type consist 
essentially of two tank circuits, tuned simultane-
ously with a single control. In a tuner designed 
to cover 80 through 10 meters, each circuit has a 
sufficiently large capacitance variation to assure 
an approximately 2-to-1 frequency range. Thus, 
one circuit is designed so that it covers 3.5 
through 7.3 Mc., while the other covers 14 
through 29.7 Mc. 
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A single-ended, or unbalanced, circuit of this 
type is shown in Fig. 6-16A. In principle, the 
reactance of the high- frequency coil, L2, is small 
enough at the lower frequencies so that it can be 
largely neglected, and Ci and C2 are in parallel 
across LI. Then the circuit for low frequencies 
becomes that shown in Fig. 6-16B. At the high 
frequencies, the reactance of L1 is high, so that 
it may be considered simply as a choke shunting 
C1. The high-frequency circuit is essentially that 
of Fig. 6-16C, L2 being tuned by C1 and C2 in 
series. 

In practice, the effect of one circuit on the 
other cannot be neglected entirely. L2 tends to 
increase the effective capacitance of C2, while 
L1 tends to decrease the effective capacitance of 

This effect, however, is relatively small. 
Each circuit must cover somewhat more than a 
2-to-1 frequency range to permit staggering the 
two ranges sufficiently to avoid simultaneous 
responses to a frequency in the low-frequency 
range, and one of its harmonics lying in the range 
of the high-frequency circuit. 

In any circuit covering a frequency range as 
great as 2 to 1 by capacitance alone, the circuit 
Q must vary rather widely. If the circuit is de-
signed for a Q of 12 at 80, the Q will be 6 at 40, 
24 at 20, 18 at 15, and 12 at 10 meters. The in-
crease in tank current as a result of the increase 
in Q toward the low-frequency end of the high-
f requency range may make it necessary to design 
the high-frequency coil with care to minimize 
loss in this portion of the tuning range. It is 
generally found desirable to provide separate 
output coupling coils for each circuit. 

Fig. 6-16D shows a similar tank for balanced 
circuits. The same principles apply. 

Series or parallel feed may be used with either 
balanced or unbalanced circuits. In the balanced 
circuit of Fig. 6-16D, the series feed point would 
be at the center of LI, with an r.f. choke in 
series. 

(For further discussion see QST, July, 1954.) 

R.F. AMPLIFIER-TUBE OPERATING CONDITIONS 

In addition to proper tank and output-coupling 
circuits discussed in the preceding sections, an 
r.f. amplifier must be provided with suitable 
electrode voltages and an r.f. driving or excita-
tion voltage (see vacuum-tube chapter). 

All r.f. amplifier tubes require a voltage to 
operate the filament or heater ( a.c. is usually 
permissible), and a positive d.c. voltage between 
the plate and filament or cathode (plate voltage). 
Most tubes also require a negative d.c. voltage 
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(biasing voltage) between control grid (Grid 
No. 1) and filament or cathode. Screen-grid 
tubes require in addition a positive voltage 
(screen voltage or Grid No. 2 voltage) between 
screen and filament or cathode. 

Biasing and plate voltages may be fed to the 
tube either in series with or in parallel with the 
associated r.f. tank circuit as discussed in the 
chapter on electrical laws and circuits. 

It is important to remember that true plate, 
screen or biasing voltage is the voltage between 
the particular electrode and filament or cathode. 
Only when the cathode is directly grounded to 
the chassis may the electrode-to-chassis voltage 
be taken as the true voltage. 
The required r.f. driving voltage is applied 

between grid and cathode. 

Power Input and Plate Dissipation 

Plate power input is the d.c. power input to 
the plate circuit (d.c. plate voltage X d.c. plate 
current).—Screen power input likewise is the 
d.c. screen voltage x the d.c. screen current. 

Plate dissipation is the difference between the 
r.f. power delivered by the tube to its loaded 
plate tank circuit and the d.c. plate power input. 
The screen, on the other hand, does not deliver 
any output power, and therefore its dissipation 
is the same as the screen power input. 

TRANSMITTING-TUBE RATINGS 

Tube manufacturers specify the maximum 
values that should be applied to the tubes they 
produce. They also publish sets of typical oper-
ating values that should result in good efficiency 
and normal tube life. 
Maximum values for all of the most popular 

transmitting tubes will be found in the tables of 
transmitting tubes in the last chapter. Also in-
cluded are as many sets of typical operating 
values as space permits. However, it is recom-
mended that the amateur secure a transmitting-
tube manual from the manufacturer of the tube 
or tubes he plans to use. 

CCS and ICAS Ratings 

The same transmitting tube may have differ-
ent ratings depending upon the manner in which 
the tube is to be operated, and the service in 
which it is to be used. These different ratings are 
based primarily upon the heat that the tube can 
safely dissipate. Some types of operation, such as 
with grid or screen modulation, are less efficient 
than others, meaning that the tube must dissipate 
more heat. Other types of operation, such as c.w. 
or single-sideband phone are intermittent in na-
ture, resulting in less average heating than in 
other modes where there is a continuous power 
input to the tube during transmissions. There are 
also different ratings for tubes used in transmit-
ters that are in almost constant use ( CCS — 
Continuous Commercial Service), and for tubes 
that are to be used in transmitters that average 
only a few hours of daily operation ( ICAS — 
Intermittent Commercial and Amateur Service). 
The latter are the ratings used by amateurs who 

wish to obtain maximum output with reasonable 
tube life. 

Maximum Ratings 

Maximum ratings, where they differ from the 
values given under typical operating values, are 
not normally of significance to the amateur ex-
cept in special applications. No single maximum 
value should be used unless all other ratings can 
simultaneously be held within the maximum 
values. As an example, a tube may have a max-
imum plate-voltage rating of 2000, a maximum 
plate-current rating of 300 ma., and a maximum 
plate-power-input rating of 400 watts. There-
fore, if the maximum plate voltage of 2000 is 
used, the plate current should be limited to 
200 ma. ( instead of 300 ma.) to stay within the 
maximum power-input rating of 400 watts. 

SOURCES OF ELECTRODE VOLTAGES 

Filament or Heater Voltage 

The filament voltage for the indirectly heated 
cathode-type tubes found in low-power classifi-
cations may vary 10 per cent above or below 
rating without seriously reducing the life of the 
tube. But the voltage of the higher-power fila-
ment-type tubes should be held closely between 
the rated voltage as a minimum and 5 per cent 
above rating as a maximum. Make sure that the 
plate power drawn from the power line does not 
cause a drop in filament voltage below the proper 
value when plate power is applied. 

Thoriated-type filaments lose emission when 
the tube is overloaded appreciably. If the over-
load has not been too prolonged, emission some-
times may be restored by operating the filament 
at rated voltage with all other voltages removed 
for a period of 10 minutes, or at 20 per cent 
above rated voltage for a few minutes. 

Plate Voltage 

D.c. plate voltage for the operation of r.f. am-
plifiers is most often obtained from a trans-
former-rectifier- filter system ( see power-supply 
chapter) designed to deliver the required plate 
voltage at the required current. However, bat-
teries or other d.c.-generating devices are some-
times used in certain types of operation ( see 
portable-mobile chapter). 

Bias and Tube Protection 

Several methods of obtaining bias are shown 
in Fig. 6-17. In A, bias is obtained by the voltage 
drop across a resistor in the grid d.c. return 
circuit when rectified grid current flows. The 
proper value of resistance may be determined by 
dividing the required biasing voltage by the d.c. 
grid current at which the tube will be operated. 
Then, so long as the r.f. driving voltage is ad-
justed so that the d.c. grid current is the recom-
mended value, the biasing voltage will be the 
proper value. The tube is biased only when ex-
citation is applied, since the voltage drop across 
the resistor depends upon grid-current flow. 
When excitation is removed, the bias falls to 
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Fig. 6- 17- Various systems for obtaining protective and operating bias for r.f. amplifiers. A- Grid- leak. 

B - Battery. C-Combination battery and grid leak. D- Grid leak and adjusted-voltage bias pack. E- Combi-

nation grid leak and voltage- regulated pack. F-Cathode bias. 

zero. At zero bias most tubes draw power far in 
excess of the plate-dissipation rating. So it is 
advisable to make provision for protecting the 
tube when excitation fails by accident, or by in-
tent as it does when a preceding stage in a c.w. 
transmitter is keyed. 

If the maximum c.w. ratings shown in the tube 
tables are to be used, the input should be cut to 
zero when the key is open. Aside from this, it is 
not necessary that plate current be cut off com-
pletely but only to the point where the rated 
dissipation is not exceeded. In this case plate-
modulated phone ratings should be used for c.w. 
operation, however. 
With triodes this protection can be supplied 

by obtaining all bias from a source of fixed volt-
age, as shown in Fig. 6-17B. It is preferable, 
however, to use only sufficient fixed bias to pro-
tect the tube and obtain the balance needed for 
operating bias from a grid leak, as in C. The 
grid-leak resistance is calculated as above, except 
that the fixed voltage is subtracted first. 
Fixed bias may be obtained from dry batteries 

or from a power pack ( see power-supply chap-
ter). If dry batteries are used, they should be 
checked periodically, since even though they may 
show normal voltage, they eventually develop a 
high internal resistance. Grid-current flow 
through this battery resistance may increase the 
bias considerably above that anticipated. The life 
of batteries in bias service will be approximately 
the same as though they were subject to a drain 
equal to the grid current, despite the fact that the 

grid-current flow is in such a direction as to 
charge the battery, rather than to discharge it. 

In Fig. 6-17F, bias is obtained from the volt-
age drop across a resistor in the cathode ( or 
filament center-tap) lead. Protective bias is ob-
tained by the voltage drop across R5 as a result 
of plate ( and screen) current flow. Since plate 
current must flow to obtain a voltage drop across 
the resistor, it is obvious that cut-off protective 
bias cannot be obtained. When excitation is ap-
plied, plate ( and screen) current increases and 
the grid current also contributes to the drop 
across R5, thereby increasing the bias to the op-
erating value. Since the voltage between plate 
and cathode is reduced by the amount of the volt-
age drop across R5, the over-all supply voltage 
must be the sum of the plate and operating-bias 
voltages. For this reason, the use of cathode bias 
usually is limited to low-voltage tubes when the 
extra voltage is not difficult to obtain. 
The resistance of the cathode biasing resistor 

R5 should be adjusted to the value which will 
give the correct operating bias voltage with rated 
grid, plate and screen currents flowing with the 
amplifier loaded to rated input. When excitation 
is removed, the input to most types of tubes will 
fall to a value that will prevent damage to the 
tube, at least for the period of time required to 
remove plate voltage. A disadvantage of this 
biasing system is that the cathode r.f. connection 
to ground depends upon a bypass capacitor. From 
the consideration of v.h.f. harmonics and sta-
bility with high-perveance tubes, it is preferable 
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to make the cathode-to-ground impedance as 
close to zero as possible. 

Screen Voltage 

For c.w. operation, and under certain condi-
tions of phone operation (see amplitude-modula-
tion chapter), the screen may be operated from 
a power supply of the same type used for plate 
supply, except that voltage and current ratings 
should be appropriate for screen requirements. 
The screen may also be operated through a series 
resistor or voltage-divider from a source of 
higher voltage, such as the plate-voltage supply, 
thus making a separate supply for the screen 
unnecessary. Certain precautions are necessary, 
depending upon the method used. 

It should be kept in mind that screen current 
varies widely with both excitation and loading. 
If the screen is operated from a fixed-voltage 
source, the tube should never be operated with-
out plate voltage and load, otherwise the screen 
may be damaged within a short time. Supplying 
the screen through a series dropping resistor 
from a higher-voltage source, such as the plate 
supply, affords a measure of protection, since the 
resistor causes the screen voltage to drop as the 
current increases, thereby limiting the power 
drawn by the screen. However, with a resistor, 
the screen voltage may vary considerably with 
excitation, making it necessary to check the volt-
age at the screen terminal under actual operating 
conditions to make sure that the screen voltage 
is normal. Reducing excitation will cause the 
screen current to drop, increasing the voltage; 
increasing excitation will have the opposite ef-
fect. These changes are in addition to those 
caused by changes in bias and plate loading, so 
if a screen-grid tube is operated from a series 
resistor or a voltage divider, its voltage should 
be checked as one of the final adjustments after 
excitation and loading have been set. 
An approximate value for the screen-voltage 

dropping resistor may be obtained by dividing 
the voltage drop required from the supply volt-
age ( difference between the supply voltage and 
rated screen voltage) by the rated screen current 
in decimal parts of an ampere. Some further ad-
justment may be necessary, as mentioned above, 
so an adjustable resistor with a total resistance 
above that calculated should be provided. 

Protecting Screen-Grid Tubes 

Screen-grid tubes cannot be cut off with bias 
unless the screen is operated from a fixed-voltage 
supply. In this case the cut-off bias is approxi-
mately the screen voltage divided by the amplifi-
cation factor of the screen. This figure is not 
always shown in tube-data sheets, but cut-off 
voltage may be determined from an inspection of 
tube curves, or by experiment. 
When the screen is supplied from a series 

dropping resistor, the tube can be protected by 
the use of a clamper tube, as shown in Fig. 6-18. 
The grid-leak bias of the amplifier tube with 
excitation is supplied also to the grid of the 
clamper tube. This is usually sufficient to cut off 

T̂  
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GRID 
LEAK 

SCREEN 
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Fig. 6- 18— Screen clam per circuit for protecting 

screen- grid power tubes. The VR tube is needed only 

for complete cut-off. 

the clamper tube. However, when excitation is 
removed, the clamper-tube bias falls to zero and 
it draws enough current through the screen drop-
ping resistor usually to limit the input to the 
amplifier to a safe value. If complete screen-
voltage cut-off is desired, a VR tube may be in-
serted in the screen lead as shown. The VR-tube 
voltage rating should be high enough so that it 
will extinguish when excitation is removed. 

FEEDING EXCITATION TO THE GRID 

The required r.f, driving voltage is supplied 
by an oscillator generating a voltage at the de-
sired frequency, either directly or through inter-
mediate amplifiers or frequency multipliers. 
As explained in the chapter on vacuum-tube 

fundamentals, the grid of an amplifier operating 
under Class C conditions must have an exciting 
voltage whose peak value exceeds the negative 
biasing voltage over a portion of the excitation 
cycle. During this portion of the cycle, current 
will flow in the grid-cathode circuit as it does in 
a diode circuit when the plate of the diode is 
positive in respect to the cathode. This requires 
that the r.f. driver supply power. The power re-
quired to develop the required peak driving 
voltage across the grid-cathode impedance of 
the amplifier is the r.f. driving power. 
The tube tables give approximate figures for 

the grid driving power required for each tube 
under various operating conditions. These fig-
ures, however, do not include circuit losses. In 
general, the driver stage for any Class C ampli-
fier should be capable of supplying at least three 
times the driving power shown for typical oper-
ating conditions at frequencies up to 30 Mc., 
and from three to ten times at higher frequencies. 

Since the d.c. grid current relative to the bias-
ing voltage is related to the peak driving voltage, 
the d.c. grid current is commonly used as a con-
venient indicator of driving conditions. A driver 
adjustment that results in rated d.c. grid current 
when the d.c. bias is at its rated value, indicates 
proper excitation to the amplifier when it is 
fully loaded. 

In coupling the grid input circuit of an ampli-
fier to the output circuit of a driving stage the 
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Fig. 6- 19—Coupling excita-

tion to the grid of an r.f. 

power amplifier by means 

of o low- impedance coaxial 

line. 

CI, 13—See corresponding components in Fig. 6-10. 

Cs—Amplifier grid tank capacitor—see text and Fig. 6-20 for capacitance, Fig. 6-34 for voltage rating. 

C.-0.001-µf. disk ceramic. 

L2—To resonate at operating frequency with C2. See LC chart inductance formula in electrical- laws chapter, or 

use ARRL Lightning Calculator. 

L.—Reactance equal to line impedance—see reactance chart and inductance formula in electrical-laws chapter, 

or use ARRL Lightning Calculator. 

R is used to simulate grid impedance of the amplifier when a low-power s.w.r. indicator, such as a resist-

ance bridge, is used. See formula in text for calculating value. Standing-wave indicator SWR is 

inserted only while line is made flat. 

objective is to load the driver plate circuit so that 
the desired amplifier grid excitation is obtained 
without exceeding the plate-input ratings of the 
driver tube. 

Driving Impedance 

The grid-current flow that results when the 
grid is driven positive in respect to the cathode 
over a portion of the excitation cycle represents 
an average resistance across which the exciting 
voltage must be developed by the driver. In 
other words, this is the load resistance into which 
the driver plate circuit must be coupled. The ap-
proximate grid input resistance is given by: 

Input impedance (ohms) 

driving power (watts)  
X 620,000 

▪ d.c. grid current (ma.)2 

For normal operation, the driving power and grid 
current may be taken from the tube tables. 

Since the grid input resistance is a matter of a 
few thousand ohms, an impedance step-down is 
necessary if the grid is to be fed from a low-
impedance transmission line. This can be done 
by the use of a tank as an impedance-transform-
ing device in the grid circuit of the amplifier as 
shown in Fig. 6-19. This coupling system may be 
considered either as simply a means of obtaining 
mutual inductance between the two tank coils, or 
as a low-impedance transmission line. If the line 
is longer than a small fraction of a wave length, 
and if a s.w.r. bridge is available, the line is more 
easily handled by adjusting it as a matched trans-
mission line. 

Inductive Link Coupling with Flat Line 

In adjusting this type of line, the object is to 
make the s.w.r. on the line as low as possible 
over as wide a band of frequencies as possible so 
that power can be transferred over this range 
without retuning. It is assumed that the output 
coupling considerations discussed earlier have 
been observed in connection with the driver plate 

circuit. So far as the amplifier grid circuit is 
concerned, the controlling factors are the Q of 
the tuned grid circuit, L2C2, ( see Fig. 6-20) the 
inductance of the coupling coil, L4, and the de-
gree of coupling between L2 and L4. Variable 
coupling between the coils is convenient, but not 
strictly necessary if one or both of the other 
factors can be varied. An s.w.r. indicator (shown 
as "SWR" in the drawing) is essential. An indi-
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Fig. 6-20—Chart showing required grid tank capaci-

tance for a Q of 12. To use, divide the driving power 

in watts by the square of the d.c. grid current in 

milliamperes and proceed as described under Fig-

6-9. Driving power and grid current may be taken 

from the tube tables. When a split- stator capacitor 

is used in a balanced grid circuit, the capacitance 

of each section may be half that shown. 
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catar such as the "Micromatch" (a commercially 
available instrument) may be connected as shown 
and the adjustments made under actual operating 
conditions; that is, with full power applied to 
the amplifier grid. 
Assuming that the coupling is adjustable, start 

with a trial position of L4 with respect to L2, and 
adjust C2 for the lowest s.w.r. Then change the 
coupling slightly and repeat. Continue until the 
s.w.r. is as low as possible; if the circuit con-
stants are in the right region is should not be 
difficult to get the s.w.r. down to 1 to 1. The Q 
of the tuned grid circuit should be designed to 
be at least 10, and if it is not possible to get a 
very low s.w.r. with such a grid circuit the prob-
able reason is that L4 is too small. Maximum 
coupling, for a given degree of physical coupling 
will occur when the inductance of L4 is such that 
its reactance at the operating frequency is equal 
to the characteristic impedance of the link line. 
The reactance can be calculated as described in 
the chapter on electrical fundamentals if the 
inductance is known; the inductance can either 
be calculated from the formula in the same 
chapter or measured as described in the chapter 
on measurements. 
Once the s.w.r. has been brought down to 1 to 

1, the frequency should be shifted over the band 
so that the variation in s.w.r. can be observed, 
without changing C2 or the coupling between L2 
and L4. If the s.w.r. rises rapidly on either side of 
the original frequency the circuit can be made 
"flatter" by reducing the Q of the tuned grid cir-
cuit. This may be done by decreasing C2 and cor-
respondingly increasing L2 to maintain reso-
nance, and by tightening the coupling between L2 
and L4, going through the same adjustment 
process again. It is possible to set up the system 
so that the s.w.r. will not exceed 1.5 to 1 over, for 
example, the entire 7-Mc. band and proportion-
ately on other bands. Under these circumstances 
a single setting will serve for work anywhere in 
the band, with essentially constant power trans-
fer from the line to the power-amplifier grids. 

If the coupling between L2 and L4 is not ad-
justable the same result may be secured by vary-
ing the L/C ratio of the tuned grid circuit — that 
is, by varying its Q. If any difficulty is encoun-
tered it can be overcome by changing the number 
of turns in L4 until a match is secured. The two 
coils should be tightly coupled. 
When a resistance-bridge type s.w.r. indicator 

(see measurements chapter) is used it is not 
possible to put the full power through the line 
when making adjustments. In such case the oper-
ating conditions in the amplified grid circuit can 
be simulated by using a carbon resistor (V2 or 
1 watt size) of the same value as the calculated 
amplifier grid impedance, connected as indicated 
by the arrows in Fig. 6-19. In this case the ampli-
fier tube must be operated "cold"— without fila-
ment or heater power. The adjustment process 
is the same as described above, but with the 
driver power reduced to a value suitable for 
operating the s.w.r. bridge. 
When the grid coupling system has been ad-

justed so that the s.w.r. is close to 1 to 1 over the 
desired frequency range, it is certain that the 
power put into the link line will be delivered to 
the grid circuit. Coupling will be facilitated if the 
line is tuned as described under the earlier sec-
tion on output coupling systems. 

Link Feed with Unmatched Line 

When the system is to be treated without re-
gard to transmission-line effects, the link line 
must not offer appreciable reactance at the oper-
ating frequency. Any appreciable reactance will 
in effect reduce the coupling, making it impos-
sible to transfer sufficient power from the driver 
to the amplifier grid circuit. Coaxial cables es-
pecially have considerable capacitance for even 
short lengths and it may be more desirable to 
use a spaced line, such as Twin-Lead, if the 
radiation can be tolerated. 
The reactance of the line can be nullified only 

by making the link resonant. This may require 
changing the number of turns in the link coils, 
the length of the line, or the insertion of a tun-
ing capacitanCe. Since the s.w.r. on the link line 
may be quite high, the line losses increase be-
cause of the greater current, the voltage increase 
may be sufficient to cause a breakdown in the in-
sulation of the cable and the added tuned circuit 
makes adjustment more critical with relatively 
small changes in frequency. 
These troubles may not be encountered if the 

link line is kept very short for the highest fre-
quency. A length of 5 feet or more may be tol-
erable at 3.5 Mc., but a length of a foot at 28 Mc. 
may be enough to cause serious effects on the 
functioning of the system. 
Adjusting the coupling in such a system must 

necessarily be largely a matter of cut and try. 
If the line is short enough so as to have negligi-
ble reactance, the coupling between the two tank 
circuits will increase within limits by adding 
turns to the link coils, or by coupling the link 
coils more tightly, if possible, to the tank coils. 
If it is impossible to change either of these, a 
variable capacitor of 300 ;yd. may be connected 
in series with or in parallel with the link coil at 
the driver end of the line, depending upon which 
connection is the most effective. 

If coaxial line is used, the capacitor should be 
connected in series with the inner conductor. If 
the line is long enough to have appreciable react-
ance, the variable capacitor is used to resonate 
the entire link circuit. 
The size of the link coils and the length of the 

line, as well as the size of the capacitor, will 
affect the resonant frequency, and it may take an 
adjustment of all three before the capacitor will 
show a pronounced effect on the coupling. 
When the system has been made resonant, 

coupling may be adjusted by varying the link 
capacitor. 

Simple Capacitive Interstage Coupling 

The capacitive system of Fig. 6-21A is the 
simplest of all coupling systems. In this circuit, 
the plate tank circuit of the driver, CiLi, serves 
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Fig. 6- 21— Capacitive-coupled amplifiers. 

A— Simple capacitive coupling. B— Pi- sec-

tion coupling. 

CI—Driver plate tank capacitor—see text and Fig. 6-9 for capacitance, Fig. 6-33 for voltage rating. 

Cs —Coupling capacitor-50 to 150 µµf. mica, as necessary for desired coupling. Voltage rating sum of driver 

plate and amplifier biasing voltages, plus safety factor. 

Cs— Driver plate bypass capacitor-0.001-µf. disk ceramic or mica. Voltage rating same as plate voltage. 

C4—Grid bypass-0.001-µf. disk ceramic. 

C5—Heater bypass-0.001-µf. disk ceramic. 

Ci— Driver plate blocking capacitor-0.001-µf. disk ceramic or mica. Voltage rating same as C2. 

C7— Pi-section input capacitor—see text referring to Fig. 6-12 for capacitance. Voltage rating—see Fig. 6-33A. 

Ca—Pi-section output capacitor- 100-µµf. mica. Voltage rating same as driver plate voltage plus safety factor. 

Li—To resonate at operating frequency with Ci. See LC chart and inductance formula in electrical-laws chapter, 

or use ARRL Lightning Calculator. 

Ls—Pi-section inductor—See Fig. 6-12. Approx. same as L1. 

RFC2—Grid r.f. choke-2.5-mh. 

RFC2—Driver plate r.f. choke-2.5 mh. 

also as the grid tank of the amplifier. Although it 
is used more frequently than any other system, 
it is less flexible and has certain limitations that 
must be taken into consideration. 
The two stages cannot be separated physically 

any appreciable distance without involving loss 
in transferred power, radiation from the cou-
pling lead and the danger of feedback from this 
lead. Since both the output capacitance of the 
driver tube and the input capacitance of the 
amplifier are across the single circuit, it is some-
tunes difficult to obtain a tank circuit with a 
sufficiently low Q to provide an efficient circuit 
at the higher frequencies. The coupling can be 
varied by altering the capacitance of the coupling 
capacitor, C2. The driver load impedance is the 
sum of the amplifier grid resistance and the 
reactance of the coupling capacitor in series, the 
coupling capacitor serving simply as a series 
reactor. The driver load resistance increases with 
a decrease in the capacitance of the coupling 
capacitor. 
When the amplifier grid impedance is lower 

than the optimum load resistance for the driver, 
a transforming action is possible by tapping the 
grid down on the tank coil, but this is not recom-

mended because it invariably causes an increase 
in v.h.f. harmonics and sometimes sets up a para-
sitic circuit. 
So far as coupling is concerned, the Q of the 

circuit is of little significance. However, the other 
considerations discussed earlier in connection 
with tank-circuit Q should be observed. 

Pi-Network Interstage Coupling 

A pi-section tank circuit, as shown in Fig. 
6-21B, may be used as a coupling device between 
screen-grid amplifier stages. The circuit can also 
be considered a coupling arrangement with the 
grid of the amplifier tapped down on the circuit 
by means of a capacitive divider. In contrast to 
the tapped-coil method mentioned previously, this 
system will be very effective in reducing v.h.f. 
harmonics, because the output capacitor, Cs, pro-
vides a direct capacitive shunt for harmonics 
across the amplifier grid circuit. 
To be most effective in reducing v.h.f. har-

monics, Cs should be a mica capacitor connected 
directly across the tube-socket terminals. Tap-
ping down on the circuit in this manner also 
helps to stabilize the amplifier at the operating 
frequency because of the grid-circuit loading 
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provided by Cg. For the purposes both of sta-
bility and harmonic reduction, experience has 
shown that a value of 100 1.q.d. for C. usually is 
sufficient. In general, C7 and L2 should have 
values approximating the capacitance and in-
ductance used in a conventional tank circuit. 
A reduction in the inductance of L2 results in an 
increase in coupling because C7 must be in-
creased to retune the circuit to resonance. This 
changes the ratio of C7 to Cg and has the effect of 

moving the grid tap up on the circuit. Since the 
coupling to the grid is comparatively loose under 
any condition, it may be found that it is impos-
sible to utilize the full power capability of the 
driver stage. If sufficient excitation cannot be ob-
tained, it may be necessary to raise the plate volt-
age of the driver, if this is permissible. Other-
wise a larger driver tube may be required. As 
shown in Fig. 6-21B, parallel driver plate feed 
and amplifier grid feed are necessary. 

R.F. POWER AMPLIFIER CIRCUITRY 

STABILIZING AMPLIFIERS 

A straight amplifier operates with its input and 
output circuits tuned to the same frequency. 
Therefore, unless the coupling between these two 
circuits is brought to the necessary minimum, the 
amplifier will oscillate as a tuned-plate tuned-grid 
circuit. Care should be used in arranging com-
ponents and wiring of the two circuits so that 
there will be negligible opportunity for coupling 
external to the tube itself. Complete shielding 
between input and output circuits usually is re-
quired. All r.f. leads should be kept as short as 
possible and particular attention should be paid 
to the r.f. return paths from plate and grid tank 
circuits to cathode. In general, the best arrange-
ment is one in which the cathode connection to 
ground, and the plate tank circuit are on the same 
side of the chassis or other shielding. The "hot" 
lead from the grid tank (or driver plate tank) 
should be brought to the socket through a hole 
in the shielding. Then when the grid tank capaci-
tor or bypass is grounded, a return path through 
the hole to cathode will be encouraged, since 
transmission-line characteristics are simulated. 
A check on external coupling between input 

and output circuits can be made with a sensitive 
indicating device, such as the one diagrammed in 
Fig. 6-22. The amplifier tube is removed from 
its socket and if the plate terminal is at the 

XTAL 

LINK 

Fig. 6-22—Circuit of sensitive neutralizing indicator. 

Xtal is a 1N34 crystal detector, MA a 0-1 direct-

current milliammeter and C o 0.001-µf. mica bypass 

capacitor. 

socket, it should be disconnected. With the driver 
stage running and tuned to resonance, the indi-
cator should be coupled to the output tank coil 
and the output tank capacitor tuned for any in-
dication of r.f. feedthrough. Experiment with 
shielding and rearrangement of parts will show 
whether the isolation can be improved. 

Screen-Grid Tube Neutralizing Circuits 

The plate-grid capacitance of screen-grid tubes 

DRIVER 

4> BIAS - (C) 

AMP 

OUTPUT 

G 
HV 

Fig. 6-23—Screen-grid neutralizing circuits. A— Induc-

tive neutralizing. B-C—Capacitive neutraliz-

ing. 

CI—Grid bypass capacitor—approx. 0.001-gf. mica. 

Voltage rating same as biasing voltage in 
B, some as driver plate voltage in C. 

Cy—Neutralizing capacitor—approx. 2 to 10 µµf.— 

see text. Voltage rating same as amplifier 

plate voltage for c.w., twice this value for 

plate modulation. 

1,, 12—Neutralizing link— usually a turn or two will be 

sufficient. 
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is reduced to a fraction of a micromicrofarad by 
the interposed grounded screen. Nevertheless, 
the power sensitivity of these tubes is so great 
that only a very small amount of feedback is 
necessary to start oscillation. To assure a stable 
amplifier, it is usually necessary to load the grid 
circuit, or to use a neutralizing circuit. 

Fig. 6-23A shows how a screen-grid amplifier 
may be neutralized by the use of an inductive link 
line coupling the input and output tank circuits 
in proper phase. If the initial connection proves 
to be incorrect, connections to one of the link 
coils should be reversed. Neutralizing is ad-
justed by changing the distance between the 
link coils and the tank coils. In the case of ca-
pacitive coupling between stages, one of the link 
coils will be coupled to the plate tank coil of the 
driver stage. 
A capacitive neutralizing system for screen-

grid tubes is shown in Fig. 6-23B. C2 is the 
neutralizing capacitor. The capacitance should 
be chosen so that at some adjustment of C2, 

C2 Tube grid-plate capacitance (or Cgp)  
- Tube input capacitance (or C/N) 

The tube interelectrode capacitances C., and 
CI IST are given in the tube tables in the last chapter. 
The grid-cathode capacitance must include all 
strays directly across the tube capacitance, in-
cluding the capacitance of the tuning-capacitor 
stator to ground. This may amount to 5 to 20 
µAL In the case of capacitance coupling, as 
shown in Fig. 6-23C, the output capacitance of 
the driver tube must be added to the grid-
cathode capacitance of the amplifier in arriving 
at the value of C2. If C2 works out to an im-
practically large or small value, C1 can be 
changed to compensate by using combinations of 
fixed mica capacitors in parallel. 

Neutralizing Adjustment 

The procedure in neutralizing is essentially 
the same for all types of tubes and circuits. The 
filament of the amplifier tube should be lighted 
and excitation from the preceding stage fed to 
the grid circuit. Both screen and plate voltages 
should be disconnected at the transmitter ter-
minals. 
The immediate objective of the neutralizing 

process is reducing to a minimum the r.f. driver 
voltage fed from the input of the amplifier to 
its output circuit through the grid-plate capac-
itance of the tube. This is done by adjusting 
carefully, bit by bit, the neutralizing capacitor 
or link coils until an r.f. indicator in the output 
circuit reads minimum. 
The device shown in Fig. 6-22 makes a sensitive 

neutralizing indicator. The link should be coupled 
to the output tank coil at the low-potential or 
"ground" point. Care should be taken to make 
sure that the coupling is loose enough at all 
times to prevent burning out the meter or the 
rectifier. The plate tank capacitor should be re-
adjusted for maximum reading after each change 
in neutralizing. 

The grid-current meter may also be used as a 
neutralizing indicator. With plate and screen 
voltages removed as described above, there will 
be a change in grid current as the plate tank 
circuit is tuned through resonance. The neutral-
izing capacitor should be adjusted until this de-
flection is brought to a minimum. As a final ad-
justment, plate and screen voltages should be 
applied and the neutralizing capacitance adjusted 
to the point where minimum plate current, maxi-
mum grid current and maximum screen current 
occur simultaneously. An increase in grid current 
when the plate tank circuit is tuned slightly on 
the high-frequency side of resonance indicates 
that the neutralizing capacitance is too small. If 
the increase is on the low- frequency side, the 
neutralizing capacitance is too large. When neu-
tralization is complete, there should be a slight 
decrease in grid current on either side of res-
onance. 

Grid Loading 

The use of a neutralizing circuit may often be 
avoided by loading the grid circuit if the driving 
stage has some power capability to spare. Load-
ing by tapping the grid down on the grid tank 
coil ( or the plate tank coil of the driver in the 
case of capacitive coupling), or by a resistor 
from grid to cathode is effective in stabilizing an 
amplifier, but either device may increase v.h.f. 
harmonics. The best loading system is the use of 
a pi-section filter, as shown in Fig. 6-21B. This 
circuit places a capacitance directly between grid 
and cathode. This not only provides the desirable 
loading, but also a very effective capacitive short 
for v.h.f. harmonics. A 100-µpf. mica capacitor 
for C8, wired directly between tube terminals, 
will usually provide sufficient loading to stabilize 
the amplifier. 

V.H.F. Parasitic Oscillation 

Parasitic oscillation in the v.h.f. range will 
take place in almost every r.f. power amplifier. 
To test for v.h.f. parasitic oscillation, the grid 
tank coil (or driver tank coil in the case of ca-

Fig. 6- 24—A—Usual parasitic circuit. B —Resistive load-

ing of parasitic circuit. C— Inductive coupling of 

loading resistance into parasitic circuit. 
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pacitive coupling) should be short-circuited with 
a clip lead. This is to prevent any possible t.g.t.p. 
oscillation at the operating frequency which 
might lead to confusion in identifying the para-
sitic. Any fixed bias should be replaced with a 
grid leak of 10,000 to 20,000 ohms. All load on 
the output of the amplifier should be discon-
nected. Plate and screen voltages should be re-
duced to the point where the rated dissipation is 
not exceeded. If a Variac is not available, volt-
age may be reduced by a 115-volt lamp in series 
with the primary of the plate transformer. 
With power applied only to the amplifier under 

test, a search should be made by adjusting the 
input capacitor to several settings, including 
minimum and maximum, and turning the plate 
capacitor through its range for each of the grid-
capacitor settings. Any grid current, or any dip 
or flicker in plate current at any point, indi-
cates oscillation. This can be confirmed by an 
indicating absorption wavemeter tuned to the 
frequency of the parasitic and held close to the 
plate lead of the tube. 
The heavy lines of Fig. 6-24A show the usual 

parasitic tank circuit, which resonates, in most 
cases, between 150 and 200 Mc. For each type of 
tetrode, there is a region, usually below the para-
sitic frequency, in which the tube will be self-
neutralized. By adding the right amount of in-
ductance to the parasitic circuit, its resonant 
frequency can be brought down to the frequency 
at which the tube is self-neutralized. However, 
the resonant frequency should not be brought 
down so low that it falls close to TV Channel 6 
(88 Mc.). From the consideration of TVI, the 
circuit may be loaded down to a frequency not 
lower than 100 Mc. If the self-neutralizing fre-
quency is below 100 Mc., the circuit should be 
loaded down to somewhere between 100 and 120 
Mc. with inductance. Then the parasitic can be 
suppressed by loading with resistance, as shown 
in Fig. 6-24B. A coil of 4 or 5 turns, V4 inch in 
diameter, is a good starting size. With the tank 
capacitor turned to maximum capacitance, the 
circuit should be checked with a g.d.o. to make 
sure the resonance is above 100 Mc. Then, with 
the shortest possible leads, a noninductive 100-
ohm 1-watt resistor should be connected across 
the entire coil. The amplifier should be tuned up 
to its highest- frequency band and operated at 
low voltage. The tap should be moved a little at 
a time to find the minimum number of turns re-
quired to suppress the parasitic. Then voltage 
should be increased until the resistor begins to 
feel warm after several minutes of operation, 
and the power input noted. This input should be 
compared with the normal input and the power 
rating of the resistor increased by this propor-
tion; i.e., if the power is half normal, the wattage 
rating should be doubled. This increase is best 
made by connecting 1-watt carbon resistors in 
parallel to give a resultant of about 100 ohms. 
As power input is increased, the parasitic may 
start up again, so power should be applied only 
momentarily until it is made certain that the 
parasitic is still suppressed. If the parasitic starts 

up again when voltage is raised, the tap must be 
moved to include more turns. So long as the 
parasitic is suppressed, the resistors will heat up 
only from the operating- frequency current. 

Since the resistor can be placed across only 
that portion of the parasitic circuit represented 
by L5, the latter should form as large a portion 
of the circuit as possible. Therefore, the tank 
and bypass capacitors should have the lowest 
possible inductance and the leads shown in heavy 
lines should be as short as possible and of the 
heaviest practical conductor. This will permit L5 
to be of maximum size without tuning the cir-
cuit below the 100-Mc. limit. 
Another arrangement that has been used suc-

cessfully is shown in Fig. 6-24C. A small turn 
or two is inserted in place of L, and this is cou-
pled to a circuit tuned to the parasitic frequency 
and loaded with resistance. The heavy-line circuit 
should first be checked with a g.d.o. Then the 
loaded circuit should be tuned to the same fre-
quency and coupled in to the point where the 
parasitic ceases. The two coils can be wound oh 
the same form and the coupling varied by sliding 
one of them. Slight retuning of the loaded circuit 
may be required after coupling. Start out with 
low power as before, until the parasitic is sup-
pressed. Since the loaded circuit in this case car-
ries much less operating- frequency current, a 
single 100-ohm 1-watt resistor will often be suf-
ficient and a 30-it'd. mica trimmer should serve 
as the tuning capacitor, C. 

Low-Frequency Parasitic Oscillation 

The screening of most transmitting screen-grid 
tubes is sufficient to prevent low-f requency para-
sitic oscillation caused by resonant circuits set up 
by r.f. chokes in grid and plate circuits. Should 
this type of oscillation ( usually between 200 and 
1200 kc.) occur, see paragraph under triode am-
plifiers. 

PARALLEL-TUBE AMPLIFIERS 

The circuits for parallel-tube amplifiers are the 
same as for a single tube, similar terminals of 
the tubes being connected together. The grid im-
pedance of two tubes in parallel is half that of a 
single tube. This means that twice the grid tank 
capacitance shown in Fig. 6-20 should be used 
for the same Q. 
The plate load resistance is halved so that the 

plate tank capacitance for a single tube ( Fig. 
6-10) also should be doubled. The total grid cur-
rent will be doubled, so to maintain the same grid 
bias, the grid-leak resistance should be half that 
used for a single tube. The required driving 
power is doubled. The capacitance of a neutral-
izing capacitor, if used, should be doubled and 
the value of the screen dropping resistor should 
be cut in half. 

In treating parasitic oscillation, it is often 
necessary to use a choke in each plate lead, 
rather than one in the common lead to avoid 
building in a push-pull type of v.h.f. circuit, a 
factor in obtaining efficient operation at higher 
frequencies. 
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Fig. 6-25—When a pi-network output circuit is used 

with a triode, o balanced grid circuit must be pro-

vided for neutralizing. A— Inductive- link input. 

Capacitive input coupling. 
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PUSH-PULL AMPLIFIERS 

Basic push-pull circuits are shown in Fig. 
6-26C and D. Amplifiers using this circuit are 
cumbersome to bandswitch and consequently are 
not very popular below 30 Mc. However, since 
the push-pull configuration places tube input 
and output capacitances in series, the circuit is 
widely used at 50 Mc. and higher. 

TRIODE AMPLIFIERS 

Circuits for triode amplifiers are shown in 
Fig. 6-26. Neglecting references to the screen, 
all of the foregoing information applies equally 
well to triodes. All triode straight amplifiers 
must be neutralized, as Fig. 6-26 indicates. From 
the tube tables, it will be seen that triodes require 
considerably more driving power than screen-
grid tubes. However, they also have less power 
sensitivity, so that greater feedback can be tol-
erated without the danger of instability. 

Low-Frequency Parasitic Oscillation 

When r.f. chokes are used in both grid and 
plate circuits of a triode amplifier, the split-
stator tank capacitors combine with the r.f. 
chokes to form a low- frequency parasitic circuit, 
unless the amplifier circuit is arranged to prevent 

DRIVER AMP 

o (B) r41 
- H V + - BIAS-I-

-VV + 
DRIVER AMP. 

RFC 
 o 
OUTPUT 

OUTPUT 

o 
-H V + + BIAS-

(D) 

RFC 
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Fig. 6-26—Triode amplifier circuits. A— Link coupling, single tube. B—Capacitive coupling, single tube. C— Link 

coupling, push-pull. D—Capacitive coupling, push-pull. Aside from the neutralizing circuits, which are manda-
tory with triodes, the circuits are the same as for screen-grid tubes, and should have the same values through-

out. The neutralizing capacitor, C,, should have a capacitance somewhat greater than the grid- plate capaci-
tance of the tube. Voltage rating should be twice the d.c. plate voltage for c.w., or four times for plate 

modulation, plus safety factor. The resistance R, should be at least 100 ohms and it may consist of part or 

preferably all of the grid leak. For other component values, see similar screen-grid diagrams. 
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Fig. 6.27-_ A—Grounded- grid triode input circuit. B—Tetrode input circuit with grid and screen directly in 

parallel. C—Tetrode circuit with d.c. voltage applied to the screen. Plate circuits are conventional. 

it. In the circuit of Fig. 6-26B, the amplifier grid 
is series fed and the driver plate is parallel fed. 
For low frequencies, the r.f. choke in the driver 
plate circuit is shorted to ground through the 
tank coil. In Figs. 6-26C and D, a resistor is sub-
stituted for the grid r.f. choke. This resistance 
should be at least 100 ohms. If any grid-leak re-
sistance is used for biasing, it should be substi-
tuted for the 100-ohm resistor. 

Triode Amplifiers with Pi-Network Output 

Pi-network output tanks, designed as de-
scribed earlier for screen-grid tubes, may also be 
used with triodes. However, in this case, a bal-
anced input circuit must be provided for neu-
tralizing. Fig. 6-25A shows the circuit when 
inductive-link input coupling is used, while B 
shows the circuit to be used when the amplifier 
is coupled capacitively to the driver. Pi-network 
circuits cannot be used in both input and output 
circuits, since no means is provided for neu-
tralizing. 

GROUNDED-GRID AMPLIFIERS 

Fig. 6-27A shows the input circuit of a grounded-
grid triode amplifier. In configuration it is sim-
ilar to the conventional grounded-cathode circuit 
except that the grid, instead of the cathode, is at 
ground potential. An amplifier of this type is 
characterized by a comparatively low input im-
pedance and a relatively high driver-power re-
quirement. The additional driver power is not 
consumed in the amplifier but is "fed through" 
to the plate circuit where it combines with the 
normal plate output power. The total r.f. power 
output is the sum of the driver and amplifier out-
put powers less the power normally required to 
drive the tube in a grounded-cathode circuit. 

Positive feedback is from plate to cathode 
through the plate-cathode, or plate-filament, 
capacitance of the tube. Since the grounded grid 
is interposed between the plate and cathode, this 
capacitance is very small, and neutralization 
usually is not necessary. 
A disadvantage of the grounded-grid circuit is 

that the cathode must be isolated for r.f. from 
ground. This presents a practical difficulty espe-
cially in the case of a filament-type tube whose 
filament current is large. Another disadvantage 
in plate-modulated phone operation is that the 
driver power fed through to the output is not 
modulated. 

The chief application for grounded-grid ampli-
fiers in amateur work at frequencies below 30 
Mc. is in the case where the available driving 
power far exceeds the power that can be used in 
driving a conventional grounded-cathode am-
plifier. 

D.c. electrode voltages and currents in 
grounded-grid triode-amplifier operation are the 
same as for grounded-cathode operation. Ap-
proximate values of driving power, driving im-
pedance, and total power output in Class C 
operation can be calculated as follows, using in-
formation normally provided in tube data sheets. 
R.m.s. values are of the fundamental components: 

E9 = r.m.s. value of r.f. plate voltage 

d.c. plate volts + d.c. bias volts — 
peak r.f. grid volts  

1.41 

Ig = r.m.s. value of r.f. plate current 

rated power output watts 
ED 

Eg r.m.s. value of grid driving voltage 

peak r.f. grid volts  
1.41 

Ig r.m.s. value of r.f. grid current 

rated driving power watts 
Eg 

Then, 

Driving power (watts) = E, (/, ± g) 

Eg  
Driving impedance (ohms) — 

Ig 

Power fed through from driver stage (watts)=EgIg 

Total power output (watts) = 4 (Eg Ep) 

Screen-grid tubes are also used sometimes in 
grounded-grid amplifiers. In some cases, the 
screen is simply connected in parallel with the 
grid, as in Fig. 6-27B, and the tube operates as a 
high-is triode. In other cases, the screen is by-
passed to ground and operated at the usual d.c. 
potential, as shown at C. Since the screen is still 
in parallel with the grid for r.f., operation is very 
much like that of a triode except that the positive 
voltage on the screen reduces driver-power re-
quirements. Since the information usually fur-

11. 
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—BIAS 
(A) 

nished in tube-data sheets does not apply to 
triode-type operation, operating conditions are 
usually determined experimentally. In general, 
the bias is adjusted to produce maximum output 
(within the tube's dissipation rating) with the 
driving power available. 

Fig. 6-28 shows two methods of coupling a 
grounded-grid amplifier to the 50-ohm output of 
an existing transmitter. At A an L network is 
used, while a conventional link-coupled tank is 
shown at B. The values shown will be approxi-
mately correct for most triode amplifiers oper-
ating at 3.5 Mc. Values should be cut in half each 
time frequency is doubled, i.e., 250 µµf. and 7.5 
µh. for 7 Mc., etc. 

Filament Isolation 

Since the filament or cathode of the grounded-
grid amplifier tube operates at some r.f. potential 
above ground, it is necessary to isolate the fila-
ment from the power line. In the case of low-
power tubes with indirectly heated cathodes, it is 
sometimes feasible to depend on the small capaci-
tance existing between the heater and cathode, 
although it is preferable to provide additional 
isolation. 

In Fig. 6-29A, isolation is provided by a special 
low-capacitance filament transformer. RFC1 car-
ries only the cathode current. However, since 
transformers of this type are not generally avail-
able, other means must usually be employed. 

In Fig. 6-29B, chokes are used to isolate the 
filament from the filament transformer. The re-
actance of the chokes should be several times the 
input impedance of the amplifier and must be 
wound with conductor of sufficient size to carry 
the filament current. It is usually necessary to use 
a transformer delivering more than the rated 
filament voltage to compensate the voltage drop 
across the chokes. In Fig. 6-29C, r.f. chokes are 
placed in the primary side of the transformer. 
This reduces the current that the chokes must 
handle, but the filament transformer must be 
mounted so that it is spaced from the chassis and 
other grounded metal to minimize the capaci-
tance of the transformer to ground. RFC1 car-
ries cathode current only. 

In the case of the input circuit of Fig. 6-28B, 
it is sometimes feasible to wind the tank inductor 
with two conductors in parallel, and feed the fila-
ment voltage to the tube through the two con-
ductors, as shown in Fig. 6-29D. This arrange-
ment does not lend itself well to bandchanging, 
however. 
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Fig. 6-28—Two 

methods of cou-

pling a low-imped-

ance driver to a 
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Fig. 6-29—Methods of isolating filament from ground. 

A—Special low-capacitance filament transformer. B— 

R.f. chokes in filament circuit. C—R.f. chokes in 

transformer primary. D— Filament fed through input 

tank inductor. 
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FREQUENCY MULTIPLIERS 

Single-Tube Multiplier 

Output at a multiple of the frequency at 
which it is being driven may be obtained from 
an amplifier stage if the output circuit is tuned 
to a harmonic of the exciting frequency instead 
of to the fundamental. Thus, when the fre-
quency at the grid is 3.5 Mc., output at 7 Mc., 
10.5 Mc., 14 Mc., etc., may be obtained by tuning 
the plate tank circuit to one of these frequencies. 
The circuit otherwise remains the same as that 
for a straight amplifier, although some of the 
values and operating conditions may require 
change for maximum multiplier efficiency. 

Efficiency in a single- or parallel-tube multi-
plier comparable with the efficiency obtainable 
when operating the same tube as a straight am-
plifier involves decreasing the operating angle in 
proportion to the increase in the order of fre-
quency multiplication. Obtaining output com-
parable with that possible from the same tube 
as a straight amplifier involves greatly increas-
ing the plate voltage. A practical limit as to 
efficiency and output within normal tube ratings 
is reached when the multiplier is operated at 
maximum permissible plate voltage and maxi-
mum permissible grid current. The plate current 
should be reduced as necessary to limit the dissi-
pation to the rated value by increasing the bias. 
High efficiency in multipliers is not often re-
quired in practice, since the purpose is usually 
served if the frequency multiplication is ob-
tained without an appreciable gain in power in 
the stage. 

Multiplications of four or five sometimes are 
used to reach the bands above 28 Mc. from a 
lower-frequency crystal, but in the majority of 
lower-frequency transmitters, multiplication in 
a single stage is limited to a factor of two or 
three, because of the rapid decline in practi-
cably obtainable efficiency as the multiplication 
factor is increased. Screen-grid tubes make the 
best frequency multipliers because their high 
power-sensitivity makes them easier to drive 
properly than triodes. 

Since the input and output circuits are not 
tuned close to the same frequency, neutralization 
usually will not be required. Instances may be 
encountered with tubes of high trans-conduct-
ance, however, when a doubler will oscillate in 
t.g.t.p. fashion, requiring neutralization. The link 
neutralizing system of Fig. 6-23A is convenient 
in such a contingency. 

Push-Push Multipliers 

A two- tube circuit mina works well at even 
harmonics, but not at the fundamental or odd 
harmonics, is shown in Fig. 6-30. It is known as 
the push-push circuit. The grids are connected 
in push-pull while the plates are connected in 
parallel. The efficiency of a doubler using this 
circuit may approach that of a straight ampli-
fier, because there is a plate-current pulse for 
each cycle of the output frequency. 

-BIAS +Hy 

This arrangement has an advantage in some 
applications. If the heater of one tube is turned 
off, its grid-plate capacitance, being the same as 
that of the remaining tube, serves to neutralize 

OUTPUT 

Fig. 6-30—Circuit of a push-push frequency multiplier 

for even harmonics. 

Cal and C21.2—See text. 

Cg—Plate bypass-0.001-µf. disk ceramic or mica. 

Voltage rating equal to plate voltage plus safety 

factor. 

RFC-2.5-mh. r.f. choke. 

the circuit. Thus provision is made for either 
straight amplification at the fundamental with a 
single tube, or doubling frequency with two tubes 
as desired. 
The grid tank circuit is tuned to the frequency 

of the driving stage and should have the same 
constants as indicated in Fig. 6-20 for balanced 
grid circuits. The plate tank circuit is tuned to 
an even multiple of the exciting frequency, and 
should have the same values as a straight ampli-
fier for the harmonic frequency ( see Fig. 6-10), 
bearing in mind that the total plate current of 
both tubes determines the C to be used. 

Push-Pull Multiplier 

A single- or parallel-tube multiplier will deliver 
output at either even or odd multiples of the 
exciting frequency. A push-pull multiplier does 
not work satisfactorily at even multiples because 
even harmonics are largely canceled in the out-
put. On the other hand, amplifiers of this type 
work well as tripiers or at other odd harmonics. 
The operating requirements are similar to those 
for single-tube multipliers, the plate tank circuit 
being tuned, of course, to the desired odd har-
monic frequency. 

METERING 

Fig. 6-31 shows how a voltmeter and milliam-
meter should be connected to read various volt-
ages and currents. Voltmeters are seldom in-
stalled permanently, since their principal use is in 
preliminary checking. Also, milliammeters are 
not normally installed permanently in all of the 
positions shown. Those most often used are the 
ones reading grid current and plate current, or 
grid current and cathode current. 

Milliammeters come in various current ranges. 
Current values to be expected can be taken from 
the tube tables and the meter ranges selected 
accordingly. To take care of normal overloads 
and pointer swing, a meter having a current 
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RESISTOR 
BIAS 

GRID 
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FIXED BIAS 

TOTAL 
CATHODE 
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(A) +8.v. 
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PLATE 
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BLEEDER + 
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+ N.V. 

Fig. 6-31— Diagrams showing placement of voltmeter 

and milliammeter to obtain desired measurements. 

A—Series grid feed, parallel plate feed and series 

screen voltage-dropping resistor. B— Parallel grid 

feed, series plate feed and screen voltage divider. 

range of about twice the normal current to be 
expected should be selected. 

Meter Installation 

Grid-current meters connected as shown in 
Fig. 6-31 and meters connected in the cathode 
circuit need no special precautions in mounting 
on the transmitter panel so far as safety is con-
cerned. However, milliatnmeters having zero-
adjusting screws on the face of the meter should 
be recessed behind the panel so that accidental 
contact with the adjusting screw is not possible, 
if the meter is connected in any of the other posi-
tions shown in Fig. 6-31. The meter can be 
mounted on a small subpanel attached to the 
front panel with long screws and spacers. The 
meter opening should be covered with glass or 
celluloid. Illuminated meters make reading 
easier. Reference should also be made to the TVI 
chapter of this Handbook in regard to wiring and 
shielding of meters to suppress TVI. 

Meter Switching 

Milliammeters are expensive items and there-
fore it is seldom feasible to provide even grid-
current and plate-current meters for all stages. 
The exciter stages in a multistage transmitter 
often do not require metering after initial ad-
justments. It is common practice to provide a 
meter-switching system by which a single milli-
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ammeter may be switched to read currents in as 
many circuits as desired. Such a meter-switching 
circuit is shown in Fig. 6-32. The resistors, R, are 
connected in the various circuits in place of the 
milliammeters shown in Fig. 6-31. Since the re-
sistance of R is several times the internal resist-
ance of the milliammeter, it will have no prac-
tical effect upon the reading of the meter. 
When the meter must read currents of widely 

differing values, a meter with a range sufficiently 
low to accommodate the lowest values of current 
to be measured may be selected. In the circuits in 
which the current will be above the scale of the 
meter, the resistance of R can be adjusted to a 
lower value which will give the meter reading a 
multiplying factor. ( See chapter on Measure-
ments.) Care should be taken to observe proper 
polarity in making the connections between the 
resistors and the switch. 
A variation of the foregoing method uses the 

low-current meter as a voltmeter to measure the 
voltage drop across various low resistances 
placed in the lines where the currents are to be 
measured. Both the line resistor and the higher 
resistance running to the meter ( corresponding 
to a normal voltmeter multiplier) can be varied, 
to give a wide range for the single meter. Stand-
ard values of resistors can usually be found for 
any desired range. 

AMPLIFIER ADJUSTMENT 

Earlier sections in this chapter have dealt with 
the design and adjustment of input ( grid) and 
output ( plate) coupling systems, the stabilization 
of amplifiers, and the methods of obtaining the 

C KT I 
_ 

CKT 2 CM 3 
A- .4 A- • 

CKT 4 .CKT 5 
- •A A- 4e 

15° 

Fig. 6-32—Switching a single milliammeter. The re-

sistors, R, should be 10 to 20 times the internal re-

sistance of the meter; 47 ohms will usually be sat-

isfactory. S; is a 2- section rotary switch. Its insulation 

should be ceramic for high voltages, and an insulat-

ing coupling should always be used between shaft 

and control. 
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required electrode voltages. Reference to these 
sections should be made as necessary in follow-
ing a procedure of amplifier adjustment. 
The objective in the adjustment of an inter-

mediate amplifier stage is to secure adequate 
excitation to the following stage. In the case of 
the output or final amplifier, the objective is to 
obtain maximum power output to the antenna. 
In both cases, the adjustment must be consistent 
with the tube ratings as to voltage, current and 
dissipating ratings. 
Adequate drive to a following amplifier is 

normally indicated when rated grid current in the 
following stage is obtained with the stage operat-
ing at rated bias, the stage loaded to rated plate 
current, and the driver stage tuned to resonance. 
In a final amplifier, maximum output is normally 
indicated when the output coupling is adjusted 
so that the amplifier tube draws rated plate 
current when it is tuned to resonance. 
Resonance in the plate circuit is normally 

indicated by the dip in plate-current reading 
as the plate tank capacitor is tuned through its 
range. When the stage 
is unloaded, or lightly 
loaded, this dip in plate 
current will be quite pro-
nounced. As the loading 
is increased, the dip will 
become less noticeable. 
See Fig. 6-4. However, in 
the base of a screen-grid 
tube whose screen is fed 
through a series resistor, 
maximum output may not 
be simultaneous with the 
dip in plate current. The 
reason for this is that the 
screen current varies 
widely as the plate circuit 
is tuned through resonance. 
This variation in screen 
current causes a corre-
sponding variation in the 
voltage drop across the 
screen resistor. In this 
case, maximum output 
may occur at an adjust-
ment that results in an 
optimum combination of 
screen voltage and near-
ness to resonance. This 
effect will seldom be ob-
served when the screen is 
operated from a fixed-
voltage source. 
The first step in the adjustment of an amplifier 

is to stabilize it, both at the operating frequency 
by neutralizing it if necessary, and at parasitic 
frequencies by introducing suppression circuits. 

If "flat" transmission-line coupling is used, the 
output end of the line should be matched, as de-
scribed in the chapter for the case where the 
amplifier is to feed the grid of a following stage, 
or in the transmission-line chapter if the ampli-
fier is to feed an antenna system. After proper 

(A) 

4+IV 

(G) 

match has been obtained, all adjustments in cou-
pling should be made at the input end of the line. 

Until preliminary adjustments of excitation 
have been made, the amplifier should be operated 
with filament voltage on and fixed bias, if it is 
required, but screen and plate voltages off. With 
the exciter coupled to the amplifier, the coupling 
to the driver should be adjusted until the ampli-
fier draws rated grid current, or somewhat above 
the rated value. Then a load ( the antenna grid 
of the following stage, or a dummy load) should 
be coupled to the amplifier. 
With screen and plate voltages ( preferably re-

duced) applied, the plate tank capacitor should 
be adjusted to resonance as indicated by a dip 
in plate current. Then, with full screen and plate 
voltages applied, the coupling to the load should 
be adjusted until the amplifier draws rated plate 
current. Changing the coupling to the load will 
usually detune the tank circuit, so that it will be 
necessary to readjust for resonance each time a 
change in coupling is made. An amplifier should 
not be operated with its plate circuit off reso-

HV 

(H) 

(E) 
.M1 

Fig. 6-33—Diagrams showing the 
peak voltage for which the plate 
lank capacitor should be rated for 
c.w. operation with various circuit 
arrangements. E is equal to the 
d.c. plate voltage. The values 
should be doubled for plate mod-

RFC ulation. The circuit is assumed to 
be fully loaded. Circuits A, C and 
E require that the tank capacitor 

+Hy be insulated from chassis or 
ground, and from the control. 

nance for any except the briefest necessary time, 
since the plate dissipation increases greatly when 
the plate circuit is not at resonance. Also, a 
screen-grid tube should not be operated without 
normal load for any appreciable length of time, 
since the screen dissipation increases. 

It is normal for the grid current to decrease 
when the plate voltage is applied, and to decrease 
again as the amplifier is loaded more heavily. As 
the grid current falls off, the coupling to the 
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driver should be increased to ma ntain the grid 
current at its rated value. 

COMPONENT RATINGS AND 
INSTALLATION 

Plate Tank-Capacitor Voltage 

In selecting a tank capacitor with a spacing 
between plates sufficient to prevent voltage 
breakdown, the peak r.f. voltage across a tank 
circuit under load, but without modulation, may 
be taken conservatively as equal to the d.c. plate 
voltage. If the d.c. plate voltage also appears 
across the tank capacitor, this must be added to 
the peak r.f. voltage, making the total peak volt-
age twice the d.c. plate voltage. If the amplifier 
is to be plate-modulated, this last value must be 
doubled to make it four times the d.c. plate 
voltage, because both d.c. and r.f. voltages 
double with 100-per-cent plate modulation. At 
the higher plate voltages, it is desirable to 
choose a tank circuit in which the d.c. and modu-
lation voltages do not appear across the tank 
capacitor, to permit the use of a smaller capac-
itor with less plate spacing. Fig. 6-33 shows the 
peak voltage, in terms of d.c. plate voltage, to be 
expected across the tank capacitor in various 
circuit arrangements. These peak-voltage values 
are given assuming that the amplifier is loaded 
to rated plate current. Without load, the peak 
r.f. voltage will run much higher. 
The plate spacing to be used for a given peak 

voltage will depend upon the design of the varia-
ble capacitor, influencing factors being the me-
chanical construction of the unit, the insulation 
used and its placement in respect to intense 
fields, and the capacitor plate shape and degree 
of polish. Capacitor manufacturers usually rate 
their products in terms of the peak voltage 
between plates. Typical plate spacings are shown 
in the following table. 

Typical Tank-Capacitor Plate Spacings 

Spacing Peak Spacing Peak 
(In.) Voltage (In.) Voltage 

Spacing Peak 
(In.) Voltage 

0.015 
0.02 
0.03 
0.05 

1000 0.07 
1200 0.08 
1500 0.125 
2000 0.15 

3000 
3500 
4500 
6000 

0.175 7000 
0.25 9000 
0.35 11000 
0.5 13000 

Plate tank capacitors should be mounted as 
close to the tube as temperature considerations 
will permit, to make possible the shortest capaci-
tive path from plate to cathode. Especially at the 
higher frequencies where minimum circuit ca-
pacitance becomes important, the capacitor 
should be mounted with its stator plates well 
spaced from the chassis or other shielding. In 
circuits where the rotor must be insulated from 
ground, the capacitor should be mounted on 
ceramic insulators of size commensurate with the 
plate voltage involved and— most important of 
all, from the viewpoint of safety to the operator 
— a well-insulated coupling should be used be-
tween the capacitor shaft and the dial. The sec-

— BIAS 

(A) 

Fig. 6- 34— The voltage rating of the grid tank capaci-

tor in A should be equal to the biasing voltage plus 

about 20 per cent of the plate voltage. 

tion of the shaft attached to the dial should be 
well grounded. This can be done conveniently 
through the use of panel shaft-bearing units. 

Grid Tank Capacitors 

In the circuit of Fig. 6-34A, the grid tank ca-
pacitor should have a voltage rating approxi-
mately equal to the biasing voltage plus 20 per 
cent of the plate voltage. In the balanced circuit 
of B, the voltage rating of each section of the 
capacitor should be this same value. 
The grid tank capacitor is preferably mounted 

with shielding between it and the tube socket for 
isolation purposes. It should, however, be 
mounted close to the socket so that a short lead 
can be passed through a hole to the socket. The 
rotor ground lead or bypass lead should be run 
directly to the nearest point on the chassis or 
other shielding. In the circuit of Fig. 6-MA, the 
same insulating precautions mentioned in connec-
tion with the plate tank capacitor should be used. 

Plate Tank Coils 

The inductance of a manufactured coil usu-
ally is based upon the highest plate-voltage/ 
plate-current ratio likely to be used at the 
maximum power level for which the coil is de-
signed. Therefore in the majority of cases, the 
capacitance shown by Figs. 6-9 and 6-20 will be 
greater than that for which the coil is designed 
and turns must be removed if a Q of 10 or more 
is needed. At 28 Mc., and sometimes 21 Mc., the 
value of capacitance shown by the chart for a 
high plate-voltage/plate-current ratio may be 
lower than that attainable in practice with the 
components available. The design of manufac-
tured coils usually takes this into consideration 
also and it may be found that values of capaci-
tance greater than those shown ( if stray capaci-
tance is included) are required to tune these 
coils to the band. 
Manufactured coils are rated according to the 

plate-power input to the tube or tubes when the 
stage is loaded. Since the circulating tank current 
is much greater when the amplifier is unloaded, 
care should be taken to operate the amplifier 
conservatively when unloaded to prevent damage 
to the coil as a result of excessive heating. 
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Tank coils should be mounted at least their 
diameter away from shielding to prevent a 
marked loss in Q. Except perhaps at 28 Mc., it is 
not important that the coil be mounted quite 
close to the tank capacitor. Leads up to 6 or 8 
inches are permissible. It is more important to 
keep the tank capacitor as well as other compo-
nents out of the immediate field of the coil. For 
this reason, it is preferable to mount the coil so 
that its axis is parallel to the capacitor shaft, 
either alongside the capacitor or above it. 
There are many factors that must be taken 

into consideration in determining the size of wire 
that should be used in winding a tank coil. The 
considerations of form factor and wire size that 
will produce a coil of minimum loss are often of 
less importance in practice than the coil size that 
will fit into available space or that will handle the 
required power without excessive heating. This 
is particularly true in the case of screen-grid 
tubes where the relatively small driving power 
required can be easily obtained even if the losses 
in the driver are quite high. It may be considered 
preferable to take the power loss if the physical 
size of the exciter can be kept down by making 
the coils small. 
The accompanying table shows typical con-

ductor sizes that are usually found to be adequate 
for various power levels. For powers under 25 
watts, the minimum wire sizes shown are largely 
a matter of obtaining a coil of reasonable Q. So 
far as the power is concerned, smaller wire could 
be used. 

Wire Sizes for Transmitting Coils 

Power Input (Watts) Band (Me.) Wire Size 

28-21 6 
1000 14-7 8 

3.5-1.8 10 

28-21 8 
500 14-7 12 

3.5-1.8 14 

28-21 12 
150 14-7 14 

3.5-1.8 18 

28-21 14 
75 14-7 18 

3.5-1.8 22 

28-21 18 
25 or less' 14-7 24 

3.5-1.8 28 

•Wire size limited princ'pally by consideration of Q. 

Space-winding the turns invariably will result 
in a coil of higher Q, especially at frequencies 
above 7 Mc., and a form factor in which the 
turns spacing results in a coil length between 1 
and 2 times the diameter is usually considered 
satisfactory. Space winding is especially desir-
able at the higher power levels because the heat 
developed is dissipated more readily. The power 
lost in a tank coil that develops appreciable heat 

at the higher-power levels does not usually rep-
resent a serious loss percentageWise. A more 
serious consequence, especially at the higher fre-
quencies, is that coils of the popular "air-wound" 
type supported on plastic strips may deform. In 
this case, it may be necessary to use wire (or 
copper tubing) of sufficient size to make the coil 
self-supporting. Coils wound on tubular forms 
of ceramic or mica-filled bakelite will also stand 
higher temperatures. 

Plate-Blocking and Bypass Capacitors 

Plate-blocking and bypass capacitors should 
have low inductance. Between 3.5 and 30 Mc. a 
capacitance of 0.001 'of. is commonly used. The 
voltage rating should be 50% above the peak sup-
ply voltage. 

Disk ceramic capacitors are to be preferred as 
bypass capacitors, since when they are applied 
correctly (see TVI chapter), they are series 
resonant in the TV range and thus very useful in 
filtering power leads. 

R. F. Chokes 

The characteristics of any r.f. choke will vary 
with frequency, from characteristics resembling 
those of a parallel-resonant circuit, of high im-
pedance, to those of a series-resonant circuit, 
where the impedance is lowest. In between these 
extremes, the choke will show varying amounts 
of inductive or capacitive reactance. 

In series-feed circuits, these characteristics are 
of relatively small importance because the r.f. 
voltage across the choke is negligible. In a 
parallel-feed circuit, however, the choke is 
shunted across the tank circuit, and is subject to 
the full tank r.f. voltage. If the choke does not 
present a sufficiently high impedance, enough 
power will be absorbed by the choke to cause it to 
burn out. 
To avoid this, the choke must have a suffi-

ciently high reactance to be effective at the low-
est frequency, and yet have no series resonances 
near the higher-frequency bands. 

Universal pie-wound chokes of the "receiver" 
type (2.5 mh., 125 ma.) are usually satisfactory 
if the plate voltage does not exceed 750. For 
higher voltages, a single-layer solenoid-type 
choke of correct design has been found satisfac-
tory. The National type R-175A and Raypar 
RL-100, RL-101 and RL-102 are representative 
manufactured types. 

Since the characteristics of a choke will be 
affected by any metal in its field, it should be 
checked when mounted in the position in which 
it is to be used, or in a temporary set-up simu-
lating the same conditions. The plate end of the 
choke should not be connected, but the power-
supply end should be connected directly, or by-
passed, to the chassis. The g.d.o. should be cou-
pled as close to the ground end of the choke as 
possible. Series resonances, indicating the f re-
quencies of greatest loss, should be checked with 
the choke short-circuited with a short piece of 
wire. Parallel resonances, indicating frequencies 
of least loss, are checked with the short removed. 
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A THREE-BAND OSCILLATOR TRANSMITTER FOR THE NOVICE 

The novice transmitter shown in Figs. 6-35-
6-38, inclusive, is easy to build and get working. 
It is a crystal-controlled, one-tube oscillator 
capable of running at 30 watts input on the 3.5-, 
7-, and 21-Mc. Novice bands. A special feature 
of the transmitter is a built-in keying monitor 
which permits the operator to listen to his own 
sending. 
Regulated voltage is used on the screen of the 

oscillator. This minimizes frequency shift of the 
oscillator with keying, which is the cause of 
chirp. In addition, a small amount of cathode 
bias (R4) is used on the oscillator. This also 
tends to improve the keying characteristics in a 
cathode-keyed simple-oscillator transmitter. 

Circuit Details 

The oscillator circuit used is the grid-plate 
type, and the tube is a 6DQ6A pentode. The 
power output is taken from the plate circuit of 
the tube. On 80 meters, an 80-meter crystal is 
needed. On 40, either 80- or 40-meter crystals 
can be used, although slightly more output will 
be obtained by using 40-meter crystals. To oper-
ate on 15 meters, a 40-meter crystal is used. 
The tank circuit is a pi network. The plate 

tank capacitor is the variable Cg, and the tank 
inductance is L21.3. Cg is a two-section variable, 
approximately 365 ed, per section, with the 
stators connected together to give a total capaci-
tance of about 730 gilf. This range of capacitance 
is adequate for coupling to 50 or 75 ohms on 7 
and 21 Mc. When operating on 3.5 Mc., an addi-
tional 1000 sleif. (C7) is added to furnish the 
needed range of capacitance. L1 and R2 are essen-
tial for suppressing v.h.f. parasitic oscillations. 
The keying-monitor circuit uses a neon bulb 

(type NE-2) audio-frequency oscillator con-
nected to the cathode of the 6DQ6A at the key 
jack, J. The headphones are plugged into /2, a 
jack mounted on the back of the transmitter 
chassis. Another jack, .I3, is used as a terminal 
for the leads that go to the headphone jack on 
the receiver. 

Fig. 6-35—This 30-watt three-band 

Novice transmitter is enclosed in a 

7 X 9 X 15-inch aluminum box. A 

group of 3/4 -inch-diameter holes should 

be drilled in the top of the box over 
the oscillator tube, as shown, to pro-

vide ventilation. A similar set of holes 

should be drilled in the back cover 

behind the oscillator circuit. 

Power Supply 

The power supply uses a 5U4G in a full-wave 
circuit. A capacitor-input filter is used and the 
output voltage is approximately 370 volts with 
a cathode current of 90 milliamperes. A 0-150 
milliammeter reads cathode current. The screen 
and grid currents are approximately 4 ma. when 
the oscillator is loaded. 

Construction 

All of the components, including the power 
supply, are mounted on a 2 X 7 X 13-inch 
aluminum chassis that is in turn enclosed in a 
7 X 9 X 15-inch aluminum box. (Premier AC-
1597). One of the removable covers of the box is 
used as the front panel, as shown in Fig. 6-35. 
The box has a 1A-inch lip around both openings, 
so the bottom edge of the chassis should be 
placed one inch from the bottom of the panel. 
The sides of the chassis are also one inch from 
the sides of the panel. The chassis is held to the 
panel by S2, /1, and the mounting screws for 
the crystal socket, so both the front edge of the 
chassis and the panel must be drilled alike for 
these components. Si, at the left in the front 
view, is one inch from the edge of the chassis 
(that is, two inches from the edge of the panel) 
and centered vertically on the chasis edge. Thus 
it is one inch from the bottom of the chassis 
edge and two inches from the bottom edge of the 
panel. The hole for /1 is centered on the chassis 
edge and the holes for the crystal socket are 
drilled at the right-hand end of the chassis to 
correspond with the position of Si at the left. 
There is nothing critical about the placement 

of the meter or the shafts for Cg, Cg and Si. As 
shown in Fig. 6-38, Cg is mounted directly above 
/1 and approximately two inches from the top 
of the panel. Cg similarly is above the crystal 
socket and on the same horizontal line as Cg. 
Sj is about at the middle of the square formed 
by these four components. 

e a.» 
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Fig. 6-36—Circuit diagram of the three-band transmitter. Unless otherwise specified, capacitances are in gµf. 

Resistances are in ohms (K = 1000). 

C,-3-30-µµf. trimmer. L2-6 turns No. 16 wire, 8 turns per inch, 11/4 inches 

C,..- 100-µµf. mica. diam. (B & W 3018). 

C3, CA, CID, CI), C15, Cle-0.001-µf. disk ceramic. 13-23 turns No. 16 wire, 8 turns per inch, 11/4 inches 

C4, C5.'-0.001qa. 1600-volt disk ceramic. diam. (B & W 3018). The 7-Mc, tap is 18 

Co-36544ff. variable capacitor, single section, broad- turns from the junction of Lo and I, 

cast- replacement type. L.- 8-h. 150-ma, filter choke (Thordarson 20054). 

C,-0.001-µf. 600- volt mica. M,-0-150 ma (Shunte 950). 

C8-365-µµf. variable capacitor, dual section, broad- R'—R, inc.—As specified. 

cast- replacement type. RFC,, RFC,, RFC,-2.5-mh. r.f. choke (National R-50 

C13-5001411. mica or ceramic, or similar). 

C13-0.01-µf. disk ceramic. SI—Single-pole 3- position switch (Centralab 1461). 

C,.- 8/8-µf. 450- volt dual electrolytic capacitor. 5,—Single- pole single-throw toggle switch. 

.1,, Jo— Open-circuit phone jack. TI— Power transformer: 360-0-360 volts, 120 ma.; 6.3 

13—Phono jack, RCA type. volts, 3.5 amp.; 5 volts, 3 amp. (Stancor PM-

J.—Coaxial chassis connector, SO- 239. 8410). 

1,-10 turns No. 18 wire space-wound on R2* Ys—Crystal (see text). 

The holes on the rear edge of the chassis for 
the coaxial connector /4, phone jack /2, receiver 
connector /3, and for the a.c. cord are drilled 
at the same height as those on the front edge. 
Access holes should be cut in the rear cover of 
the box at the corresponding positions; these 
holes may be large enough to clear the com-
ponents, but not larger than is necessary for 
this purpose. The cover fits tightly against the 
rear edge of the chassis and thus maintains the 
shielding for preventing radiation of harmonics 
in the television bands. However, it is advisable 
to fasten the cover to the chassis edge with a few 
sheet-metal screws, in order to insure good elec-
trical contact. 
There are several different types of broadcast-

replacement variable capacitors on the market. 

Some of these have holes tapped in the front of 
the frame, and this type can be mounted directly 
on the panel using machine screws and spacers. 
Others have mounting holes only in the bottom. 
In this case, the capacitor can be mounted on a 
pair of L-shaped brackets made from strips of 
aluminum. 
Both L2 and L3 are supported by their leads. 

One end of L3 is connected to the stator of C8 
and the other end is connected to a junction on 
top of a one-inch-long steatite stand-off insulator. 
L2 has one end connected to the stator of C6 and 
the other end to one of the terminals on S1. 
The voltage-dividing network consisting of 

R6 and R7 provides the correct voltage for oper-
ating the keying monitor, R6 is 1.65 megohms, a 
value obtained by using two 3.3-megohm 1-watt 

A.C. 
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Fig. 6-37—Rear view of the transmitter showing the placement of components above chassis. The loading capacitor, 

is at the left, I, is the vertical coil and L the horizontal one. Rubber grommets are used to prevent chafing and 

to furnish additional insulation on the leads coming from below chassis. 

resistors in parallel. These resistors and other 
small components may be mounted on standard 
bakelite tie points. 

Adjustment and Testing 

When the unit is ready for testing, a 15- or 
25-watt electric light will serve as a dummy load. 
One side of the lamp should be connected to the 
output lead and the other side to chassis ground. 
A crystal appropriate for the band to be used 
should be plugged into the crystal socket, and a 
key connected to the key jack. S1 should be set 
to the proper band. S2 may then be closed and 
the transmitter allowed to warm up. 

Set Cg at maximum capacitance ( plates com-
pletely meshed) and close the key. Quickly tune 
Cg to resonance, as indicated by a dip in the 
cathode-current reading. Gradually decrease the 
capacitance of Cg, while retouching the tuning 
of C6 as the loading increases. Increased loading 
will be indicated by increasing lamp brightness 
and by larger values of cathode current. Tune 

Fig. 6-38— Below-chas-

sis view. Power-supply 

components are 
mounted in the left-

hand side and the os-

cillator section is at the 

right-hand side. 

Mounted on the back 

wall of the chassis is 

the keying monitor. 

Although not visible in 

this view, the monitor 

components are 

mounted on a four-

terminal tie point. 

for maximum lamp brilliance. The cathode cur-
rent should read between 90 and 100 milliam-
peres when the oscillator is fully loaded. 

C1 should be adjusted for the best keying 
characteristics consistent with reasonably good 
power output. It is not advisable to attempt to 
adjust C1 with a lamp dummy load, since the 
lamp resistance will change during the heating 
and cooling that take place during keying, and 
this will affect the keying characteristic of the 
oscillator. Use a regular antenna, with or without 
an antenna coupler or matching network as the 
antenna system may require, and listen to the 
keying on the station receiver. Remove the 
antenna from the receiver tp prevent overload-
ing, and adjust the r.f, gain control for a signal 
level comparable with that at which signals on 
that band are normally heard. Further details on 
checking keying will be found in the chapter on 
keying and break-in. 

(Originally described in QST December, 
1957.) 
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AN INEXPENSIVE 75-WATT FIVE-BAND TRANSMITTER 

The transmitter shown in Figs. 6-39 and 6-41 
combines the efficiency and flexibility of plug-in 
coils with good shielding for T VI prevention. 
It is a two-stage transmitter using a 6AG7 crys-
tal oscillator and an inexpensive 1625 tetrode 
amplifier. The latter tube is quite inexpensive in 
surplus and probably represents the least "dol-
lars per watt" of any available tube. Provision 
is included for crystal-controlled operation, and 
terminals are provided for connecting v.f.o. 

Referring to the circuit diagram of the trans-
mitter, Fig. 6-40, a 6AG7 grid-plate type crystal-
controlled oscillator is used. The output can be 
tuned to the crystal frequency or to multiples of 
it, depending upon the coil plugged in at Li. 

Both 80- and 40-meter crystals are used; for 
80-meter operation a 3.5-Mc, crystal is used 
(L, is not required on this band because 
RFC2 serves the purpose.) The same crystal will 
furnish adequate drive on 40 meters, with the 
oscillator stage working as a doubler, and it can 
even be stretched to 20 meters by quadrupling in 
the oscillator. A 40-meter crystal can be used for 
7-Mc, work, and it can be used on 20 by doubling 
in the oscillator, on 21 Mc. by tripling and on 
28 Mc. by quadrupling. With some crystals it 
will not be possible to get adequate drive by 
quadrupling to 28 Mc., and in these cases both 
oscillator and amplifier should be operated as 
doubler stages. The small trimmer, Ci, in the 
grid circuit is an excitation control, and is set 
at a position that gives best keying (when the 
oscillator is keyed) consistent with adequate 
drive. 
The amplifier tank circuit is a pi network de-

signed primarily for working into a low imped-
ance ( 50 to 75 ohms) load. A 140-µµf. capacitor, 
Cs, is used for plate tuning on all bands; on 80 
meters it is shunted by an additional 100 f. 
This is done automatically by a jumper con-
nection in the coil. The loading capacitor is a 
midget two-section capacitor designed for use 
in small receivers, but by connecting the two 
stators in parallel a 500-144f. variable is ob-

tained at low cost. On 80 meters it is shunted by 
a 1000-ggf. fixed capacitor. RFC, and the as-
sociated 100-ohm resistor in the plate lead of the 
1625 are for suppressing parasitic oscillations. 
Two methods of keying are provided. The 

oscillator and amplifier can be keyed simulta-
neously, by using the connections of Fig. 6-43A, 
or the amplifier only can be keyed, with the os-
cillator running all the time during transmit-
ting, by using the connections of Fig. 6-43C. 
The latter keying system should be used 

if reports of a chirpy signal are obtained. Al-
though it is not shown, it is possible to incor-
porate a "spotting" switch with the system of 
Fig. 6-43A; Si will serve that purpose in Fig. 
6-43C. 
A 0-5 milliammeter is used to meter the grid 

and cathode circuits of the 1625 amplifier stage. 
When the meter is switched to the grid circuit, 
it reads directly (0 to 5 ma.), but when it is 
switched across RFC,, in the cathode circuit, 
the 0.1-ohm resistance of the choke serves as a 
shunt to convert the full-scale reading of the 
meter to 375 ma. 

Construction Details 

Before drilling ally holes fur the components, 
it would be wise to study the arrangement of 
parts on the 10x 12X3-inch aluminum chassis. 
While the location of components is not critical, 
some initial planning will permit leads to be 
made direct and as short as possible. 
The only unusual construction in the trans-

mitter will be the bracket that holds the 1625 
socket and the installation of the shield around 
the meter. The bracket is made from a piece of 
aluminum that can be bent in a vise. It is cut in 
the shape of a symmetrical trapezoid, and a 
1/2 -inch wide lip is first bent along the long side. 
Notches are then cut in the lip to permit the 
sides to be bent in, to form the bracket as shown 
in Fig. 6-41. The platform the socket is mounted 
on measures 21/2  x2Y4 inches, and the sides taper 
from nothing to 1 inch. 
The shield around the meter is a 24 

X2q XlYs-inch "Minibox" (Bud CU-3000A). 

Fig. 6-39—An inexpensive 75-watt transmitter using 
plug-in coils and an "economy" power supply. The 
oscillator ( left) is a 6AG7; the 1625 output tube is 
mounted underneath the chassis. Shield cans are 
baking-powder tins painted gray; the can for the out-
put coil ( right) is ventilated for better cooling, as is 
the chassis behind the can. 

Complete transmitter is built on 10X12X3-inch alu-
minum chassis. At the rear of the chassis, from left 
to right: power transformer, 5U4-GB, 6DE4s, 150-ma. 
choke, 12.6-volt filament transformer. 
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L2 
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C8 
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Fig 6-40—Circuit diagram of the inexpensive 75-watt transmitter. Unless indicated otherwise, all resistors are 

1/2 watt, all resistances are in ohms, all capacitances are in µµf. Electrolytic capacitors are marked with polarity, 

mica capacitors are marked with *, other fixed capacitors are ceramic. 

Ci-3- to 30-µµf. mica compression trimmer. 

C2-100-.0. midget variable ( Hammarlund APC-100B). 

C4-140-µµf. midget variable ( Hammarlund APC-140B). 

C.—Midget superhet two-gang variable, 365 and 135 

µµf., sections connected in parallel (Allied 

Radio, Chicago, 61 H 008). 

Cs, Cs- 1500-µµf. feedthrough capacitor (Centralab 

FT- 1500). 

.1,, .12—Octal tube sockets. 

Jo—Coaxial receptacle (S0-239). 

Lo—See coil table. 

13-8 1/2 -h. 50-ma. filter choke ( Knight 62 G 136). 

L-7-h. 150-ma. choke (Stancor C-1710). 

MA1-0-5 milliammeter, 1%-inch square (Micronta). 

The section with the lips has a clearance hole 

for the meter drilled in it, and it is held to the 

front of the chassis by the meter mounting 

screws. The other section of the Minibox has 

two 1500-ggf. feedthrough capacitors mounted in 
it. At assembly flexible leads from the meter are 

soldered to the inner ends of the capacitors, and 
when assembly is completed, the external con-

nections to the meter can be made at the pro-

truding capacitor leads. 
No other special construction is required, 

since all of the components can be mounted with 

accompanying hardware or by means of 6-32 

screws and nuts. Reference to Fig. 6-41 will 

show how multiple tie points have been pro-

vided at every opportunity for the support of 

P.—Fused line plug, 11/2 -amp. fuses. 
RFC', RFC', RFCs-2.5-mh. 100-ma. ( National R-50). 

RFC2-100 µh. r.f. choke (Millen 34300-100). 

RFC2-0.82-µh. r.f. choke, 0.1 ohms (Millen 34300-0.82). 

RFCs-8 turns No. 18 enam. wound on 100-ohm 

(Sprague 5KT1015) resistor. 

RFC,, RFC-16 turns No. 18 enam., self-supporting, 

wound on %-inch diam. form before removing 

and spacing to occupy 7/8 inch length. 

S—D.p.d.t. toggle. 

So—S.p.s.t. slide or toggle switch. 
T.-800-v.c.t. power transformer, 5 v. at 3 a., 6.3 v. at 

5 a. (Thordarson 24R07-U or Knight 61 G 414). 

T2-12.6 v. at 2.0 amp. (Knight 61 G 420). 

resistors, r.f. choke coils, filter capacitors and 

other components. RFC, and RFC8 are sup-

ported between tie points that also serve as ter-

minals for the line cord and associated 0.01-µf. 

capacitors. These r.f. choke coils are first wound 
on a r8-inch diameter form (a drill is excel-

ent) and then removed and stretched slightly. 

RFC, is wound directly over the associated 

100-ohm resistor and its ends are soldered to the 
leads of the resistor. 

The two shield cans for L, and L2 are made 
from baking-powder ( Calumet) tins that have 

clearance holes for the ceramic tube sockets 

punched in their covers. To dress them up a bit, 

the cans may be sprayed with gray paint. The can 

for L2 was drilled in a few spots to provide ven-
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tilation, since the coil may get warm on 80 me-
ters. To provide for the addition of extra 
capacitors at L. in the 80-meter range, a 5-pin 
socket is used at L2 and a 4-pin socket at Li. A 
hood (Amphenol 83-765) is used at the back of 
/2 to maintain the shielding. 

Information on the plug-in coils is given in 
the coil table. The coils are mounted inside 
the polystyrene forms. When cutting the coils 
from the original stock allow a few extra turns 
for the leads that are run down through the coil-
form pins. An easy way to cut the coils from the 
original stock is to heat a razor blade and use 
it to slice through the polystyrene bars. Ventila-
tion holes are included in the base of the 
80-meter coil. Before soldering to the pins of 
the coil forms, clean the inside of the pins with 
a drill or Swiss file; it will make soldering a lot 
easier. When soldering, hold the pin with a pair 
of pliers, to prevent too much heat from reaching 
the coil form proper and softening the poly-
styrene. After the solder has cooled, clean off any 
rosin with a knife or some alcohol. The coils can 
be finished off by sliding an identification slip 
between the coil and the form. 

Tune-Up Procedure 

For the initial testing, a 60-watt lamp bulb 
will make a suitable dummy load. Connect it at 
J$ through a short length of cable or wires and 
a plug. Plug in an 80-meter crystal at Pins 1 and 
3 or 1 and 7 at Ji, and connect the telegraph key 
to Pins 5 and 7 of /2. Set C2 at minimum capaci-
tance, and unscrew the adjustment on Ci until 
the plates just begin to separate visibly. Plug in 
the 80-meter L. and the tubes and rectifiers. 
With S2 in the "off" position, plug Pi (prop-

erly fused) into a wall outlet and turn on Si. 
The pilot lamp should light and the cathodes of 
the rectifiers should warm up. After a half min-
ute or so, close the telegraph key and on a 
warmed-up receiver tuned to the crystal fre-
quency listen for the oscillator. If you find the 
oscillator isn't working, check the wiring for er-
rors. 
When the oscillator has been checked and is 

working properly, turn off the transmitter and 
connect a jumper between Pins 5 and 6 in the 
plug in J2. Now when the key is closed both the 
oscillator and amplifier will be keyed. Set C. 

Fig. 6-41—View underneath the chassis of the 75-watt transmitter. The 1625 amplifier tube is mounted hori-
zontally; the tube socket is supported by an aluminum bracket (center). The string of NE-2 neon bulbs, sup-
ported by their leads on a multiple tie point, is to the left of the bracket. 

At the upper left-hand corner, the panel socket, Ji, is duplicated by the side socket, J2, mounted nearby. The 
panel socket is used for a crystal socket or for v.f.o. input, and the side socket is for keying and control cir-
cuits. Note at the top center that the meter is shielded by the small Minibox. 

The a.c. line cord is brought in at the rear of the chassis through a rubber grommet, and the associated 
0.01-µf. capacitors and RFC. and RFC/ are mounted at this point. The r.f. output jack, J3, is at the lower right. 
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Coil Table for 75-Watt Transmitter 

All coils except 10-meter L, are made 
from 1-inch diameter 16 t.p.i. No. 20 wire 
stock (B&W 3015 or Illumitronics 816). 
Li coils are mounted inside 4-pin polysty-
rene form ( Allied Radio 71 H 713) and L, 
coils are mounted inside 5-pin polystyrene 
form ( Allied Radio 71 H 714). 10-meter 
L, stock is 3/4 -inch diameter 8 t.p.i. No. 18 
wire stock (B&W 3010 or Illumitronics 
608). 

Band L1 L, 

80 m. none 301/2  turns * 
40 m. 21 turns 201/2 turns 
20 m. 101/2  turns 101/2  turns 
15 m. 51/2  turns 71/2  turns 
10 m. Same as 20 m. 7 turns 

• With jumpers to connect auxiliary capacitors; 
see Fig. 6-40. Six 4-inch diameter ventilation 
holes drilled near bottom of coil form. 

and C. at about three-fourths fully meshed and 
turn on the transmitter again. When the tubes 
have warmed up, close the telegraph key and 
tune C2 between half and fully meshed. A point 
should be found where the dummy load will show 
some light. Open the key and switch Si to read 
grid current if it isn't there already. Close the 
key and observe the grid current; it should be 
about 3 ma. If it is more it can be reduced by 
adjustment of C.. Switching Si to read cathode 
current, it should read about 1.6 ma. on the me-
ter, corresponding to a cathode current of 120 
ma. ( The full-scale reading of the meter in this 
condition is 375 ma.; thus 1.0 = 75 ma., 
2.0 = 150 ma., and so on.) If the cathode current 
at resonance ( dip in current as C. is tuned) is 
higher than 1.6 on the meter, the loading can be 
reduced by turning C. in the direction of more 
capacitance (plates meshed further). Since the 

Fig. 6-43—When crystal control is used, 
the crystal is plugged into the No. 1 and 
No. 3 hole of Ji, as shown in A and C 
at the right. Octal plugs (Amphenol 86-
PM8) are used to make the connections 
for control circuits and/or a v.f.o. The 
external switch, Si, for turning on the 
6AG7 stage when the 1625 only is keyed, 
can be a toggle switch or it might be an 
auxiliary switch or an antenna change-
over relay. 

11 11 41111-[ 

); 

Fig. 6-42—All coils are mounted in ( or on) polystyrene 
plug-in coil forms. The 7-Mc, coils are shown here. 

plate voltage runs about 670 volts with this sup-
ply, the proper cathode-current reading for 75 
watts input is 1.6 ( 120 ma., allowing 11 ma. for 
grid and screen-grid currents). 
When the transmitter has been checked on 80 

meters, the coils for 40 meters can be plugged in 
and the checking process can be repeated. In this 
case, and in all others except the 80-meter case, 
the oscillator tuning C2 will be relatively sharp. 
When setting C2 on the higher ranges (20, 15 
and .10 meters), the output should be carefully 
checked to insure that a wrong harmonic of the 
crystal is not selected. Use a receiver to check 
or, better yet, an absorption wavemeter or other 
selective device. 
When a certain familiarity has been obtained 

with the operation of the transmitter, plug in a 
7-Mc. crystal and tune up the transmitter on 15 
meters. Then adjust C1 so that the amplifier 
grid current is no more than 3 ma. with C2 
peaked for maximum reading. This adjustment 
need not be changed after it has been set, with 
crystals of ordinary activity. 

CRYSTAL CONTROL, 6AG7 AND A. 
1625 KEYED 

B. 
V.FO. CONTROL, 6AG7 AND 

1625 KEYED 

CRYSTAL CONTROL, 1625 
C. KEYED 

D. 
VIO CONTROL, 1625 

KEYED 

PLUG IN J1 
(PANEL) 

3 

FROM V.F0 

FROM V,F0. 

PLUG IN J2 
(SIDE) 
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A 75-WATT 6DQ5 TRANSMITTER 

The transmitter shown in Fig. 6-44 is designed 
to satisfy the requirements of either a Novice 
or General Class licensee. As described here it is 
capable of running the full 75 watts limit in the 
80-, 40- and 15-meter Novice bands, with band 
switching, crystal switching and other operating 
features. The General license holder can use the 
transmitter in any band 80 through 10 meters, 
and he can add v.f.o. control or amplitude modu-
lation at any time without modifying the 6DQ5 
transmitter. Crystal switching is a convenience 
for rapidly shifting frequency within a band to 
dodge QRM, and a SPOT position on the operate 
switch permits identifying one's frequency rela-
tive to others in a band. An accessory socket, 
X3, furnishes a convenient point for borrowing 
power for a v.f.o. or for controlling the oscillator 
by an external switch. 
Referring to Fig. 6-45, the circuit diagram of 

the transmitter, the crystal selector switch, Si, 
is used to choose the desired crystal. For crystal-
controlled operation crystals would be plugged 
in pins 1 and 3 and 5 and 7 of socket Xi. Similar 
sockets (not shown in the diagram) are used to 
hold the other crystals. When v.f.o. operation is 
desired, the v.f.o. output is connected to /1, 
the plug Pi is inserted in socket X1 and the 
former 6AG7 crystal oscillator stage becomes an 
amplifier or multiplier stage when switch Si is 
turned to position 1. 

Since the output of the 6AG7 stage will vary 
considerably with the bands in use, an excitation 
control, R1, is included to allow for proper adjust-
ment of the drive to the 6DQ5 amplifier. The 
6DQ5, a highly sensitive tube, is neutralized to 
avoid oscillation; the small variable capacitor C2 
and the 390-µµf. mica capacitor form the neutral-
izing circuit. Screen or screen and plate modula-
tion power can be introduced at socket X2; for 
radiotelegraph operation these connections are 
completed by P2. Grid or plate current of the 
6DQ5 can be read by proper positioning of S5; 

the 0-15 milliammeter reads 0-15 ma. in the grid-
current position and 0-300 ma. in the plate-
current position. 
The transmitter is keyed at J3, and a key-

click filter ( 100-ohm resistor and C5) is included 
to give substantially click-free keying. The v.f.o. 
jack, .14, allows a v.f.o. to be keyed along with 
the transmitter for full break-in operation. 

Construction 

A 10 X 17 X 3-inch aluminum chassis is used 
as the base of the transmitter, with a standard 
834-inch aluminum relay rack panel held in 
place by the bushings of the pilot light, excitation 
control and other components common to the 
chassis and panel. The panel was cut down to 
17 inches in length so that the unit would take a 
minimum of room on the operating table. A 
good idea of the relative location of the parts 
can be obtained from the photographs. The sup-
port for the r.f. portion housing is made by fas-
tening strips of 1-inch aluminum angle stock 
(Reynolds aluminum, available in many hardware 
stores) to the panel and to a sheet of aluminum 

inches long that is held to the rear chassis 
apron by screws and the key jack, J3. A piece of 
aluminum angle must also be cut to mount on 
the chassis and hold the cane-metal ( Reynolds 
aluminum) housing. Fig. 6-47 shows the three 
clearance holes for the screws that hold this lat-
ter angle to the chassis after the cane metal is in 
place. Build the cane-metal housing as though the 
holes weren't there and the box has to hold 
water; this will minimize electrical leakage and 
the chances for TVI. To insure good electrical 
contact between panel and angle stock, remove 
the paint where necessary by heavy applications 
of varnish remover, with the rest of the panel 
masked off. The paint will blister and be easy 
to remove; wash the panel and then drill the 
holes for the components and screws. ( If the 
holes are drilled first, the remover may leak 

Fig. 6-44—This 75-watt crystal-con-

trolled transmitter has provision for 

the addition of v.f.o. control. A 

6AG7 oscillator drives a 6005 am-

plifier on 80 through 15 meters. 

As a precaution against electrical 

shock, the meter switch, to the im-

mediate right of the meter, is pro-
tected by a cane-metal housing. The 

switch to the right of the meter 

switch handles the spot-operate func-

tion, and the switch at the far top 

right is the plate-circuit band switch. 

Along the bottom, from left to 

right: pilot light, excitation control, 

crystal switch, grid circuit band 

switch, and grid circuit tuning. 
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Fig. 6-45—Circuit diagram of the 75-watt 6DQ5 trans-

mitter. Unless specified otherwise, capacitance is in 

µµf., resistance is in ohms, resistors are 1/2 watt. 

C/-100-1114, midget variable (Hammarlund HF-100). 

C,-15 41/Ltd. midget variable, .025 inch spacing 

(Johnson 15112). 

C,-325-Mif. variable (Hammarlund MC-325-M). 

C4—Dual 450-µ0. broadcast replacement variable, 

two sections connected in parallel. (Allied 

Radio 61H059). 

C8-1-ef. 400-volt tubular. 

Co, C6-16-,af. 700-volt electrolytic (Aerovox PRS). 

I,-6- volt pilot lamp. 

.I —Phono jack. 

J,..—Coaxial connector, chassis mounting, type SO-239. 

413, J4— Open-circuit phone jack. 

1.1-7 1/2  t. No. 18, 5/8 inch diam., 8 t.p.i., tapped 51/2  

turns from grid end (B&W 3006). 
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12-38 t. No. 32, 1 inch diam., 32 t.p.i., tapped 23 

and 31 turns up (B&W 3016). 

L3-5 turns No. 14, 1- inch diam., 4 t.p.i., self-support-

ing, tapped 31/2 turns from plate end. 

14-15 turns No. 14, 154 inch diam., 4 t.p.i., tapped 

61/4 and 10 1/4 from output end (B&W 3021). 

L3— 10-henry 200- ma, filter choke (Triad C- 16A). 

P,— Octal plug (Amphenol 86-PM8). 

P,-4- pin plug (Amphenol 86-PM4). 

P4— Fused line plug. 

R,- 25,000-ohm 4-watt potentiometer ( Mallory 

M25MPK). 

RFC, RFC,-750-µh. 100-ma. r.f. choke (National 

R-33). 
RFC,-3 turns No. 14 around 68-ohm 1-watt composi-

tion resistor. 

RFC4-1-mh, r.f. choke, 500 ma. (Johnson 102-752). 

RFC4-2.5-mh. r.f. choke (National R- 100S). 
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5,- 1- pole 11- position rotary ceramic switch Cen-

tralab Y section on P-121 index assembly). 

Sz—Single-pole 11-position (3 used) non-shorting 

rotary switch (Centralab PA- 1001). 

S,—Single-pole 12- position (5 used) rotary ceramic 

switch (Centralab PA-1 on PA-301 index as-

sembly). 

54-2 - pole 5- position rotary ceramic switch (Centralab 

2505). 

Ss- 2- pole 6- position (3 used) non-shorting ceramic 

rotary switch (Centralab PA-2003). 

S4—S.p.s.t. toggle. 
T,-800 v.c.t. 200-ma, power transformer (Triad R- 121-

A). 

X,—Octal tube socket. 

L.-4- pin tube socket. 

X,- 5- pin tube socket. 
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through and spoil the paint on the front of the 
panel.) 
From a suitable piece of cane metal, make the 

four-sided 214 X 2 t X 214-inch box that cov-
ers S5, and fasten it to the utility-box cover with 
sheet-metal screws. Don't forget J1 on the side 
of the box. 
The self-supporting coil, L4, can be wound on 

the envelope of the 6AG7 and then pulled apart 
to give the correct winding length. 

Installation of the electrical components should 
present no problems. To insulate it from the 
chassis, capacitor C1 is mounted on a small 
ceramic cone insulator (Johnson 135-500 or 
National GS- 10). The socket for the 6DQ5 
is mounted above the chassis on a pair of el-
inch sleeves, with a large clearance hole under the 
socket for the several leads running from under 
the chassis. Cathode and screen bypass capacitors 
for the 6DQ5 connect to the chassis at soldering 
lugs under the sleeves. 
Taps on L2 are readily made by first pushing 

the wire on either side of the desired turn toward 
the center of the coil. 
Note that shielded wire is used for many of the 

a.c. and d.c. ( but not r.f.) power leads; this is 
done to minimize the chances for stray radiation 
and it also contributes to the stability of the 
transmitter. 

Adjustment 

When the wiring is completed and checked, 

disable the amplifier stage by removing P2, plug 
in P3 and turn on S5. The tube heaters and fila-
ments should light up. If a voltmeter is available 
and connected across C6, it should indicate over 
500 volts. Later on, with full loading, the plate 
voltage will run around 400. 
With S1 switched to an 80-meter crystal, S3 

switched to 80 or 40 and S5 switched titi GRID, 
flip S2 to SPOT and tune Ci through its range. 
If the crystal is oscillating the meter should give 
an indication at some setting of C1. The grid 
current reading should vary with the setting of 
C1 (maximum at resonance) and with the setting 
of R1 ( maximum with arm at 20K end). If a key 
is plugged in at /3 and S2 is set to OPER, the grid 
current should appear only when the key is 
closed. Listen to the signal on a receiver (no 
antenna) ; if the signal is chirpy try adjusting the 
3-30 µµf. compression trimmer between grid 
and cathode of the 6AG7. 
With a 40-meter crystal switched in, check 

for grid current at 14 and 21 Mc., by switching 
S3 to the desired band and tuning with C1. These 
settings should be checked with an absorption-
type wavemeter, since it is possible in some cases 
to find more than one harmonic in the range of 
C1. The 28-Mc, range can also be checked, but 
the 4th harmonic of the 7-Mc, crystal will yield 
only about 1 ma. of grid current. 
Next check the neutralization on the 15-meter 

band. With 21-Mc, grid current indicating, switch 
S4 to 15, set C4 at half scale, and swing C3 

Fig. 6-46—Top view of the 61)05 transmitter with cane-metal cover removed. A 

3 X 4 X 5- inch utility box (upper right) serves as a shield for the crystals; the 

cane-metal protection for the meter switch is fastened to the box cover. Phono 

jack mounted on the meter- side of the box receives v.f.o. Output; short length 

of Twin- Lead from this jack to octal plug brings v.f.o. output to crystal socket. 

For protection against high voltage, meter terminals are covered by ceramic 

tube plate caps (Millen 36001). 
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Fig. 6-47— Group of six octal sockets (upper left) serves as crystal sockets. Socket at 

center of chassis holds 6AG7 oscillator tube; the 3-30-µµf. mica compression trimmer 
mounted alongside is excitation control for oscillator stage. Small midget capacitor 

above coil is neutralizing capacitor adjusted from above chassis; this capacitor and 

grid tuning capacitor to right must be insulated from chassis. 

through its range. Watch closely for a flicker in 
grid current. If one is observed, try a different 
setting of C2. Work carefully until the flicker 
is a minimum. A more sensitive indication of 
neutralization can be obtained by using a germa-
nium diode and a 0-1 milliammeter in the output 
at J2; adjust C2 for minimum meter indication. 
If using this sensitive test, it is wise to start out 
with R1 set at half range or less, until it has been 
determined that the meter will not swing off 
scale. Under no circumstances use this test with 
P2 in place; the 6DQ5 output is quite likely to 
destroy the crystal diode. 
When the amplifier has been neutralized, con-

nect a dummy load (a 60-watt lamp will do) 
at h and replace P2. Set S5 to PLATE and send 
a few dots as C3 is tuned through its range. At 
resonance the lamp should light up and the plate 
current should dip. The plate current can be 
made to increase, along with the lamp brilliance, 
by decreasing the capacitance at C4. The 6DQ5 
plate current can be run up to 180 ma. (9 ma. 
on the meter) for Novice work; the grid current 
should be held at 2 to 4 ma. Crystals in the 3.5-
to 4.0-Mc. range should be used for 80- and 40-
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meter operation, and 7- Mc, crystals should be 
used on 40, 20 and 15 meters. For 10-meter 
operation, it is recommended that a y. f.o. with 
20-meter output be used to drive the 6AG7; 
trying to drive the 6DQ5 with the 4th harmonic 
of a 7-Mc. crystal is too marginal for all but the 
most experienced operators. With v.f.o. control, 
always frequency multiply (double or triple) 
in the 6AG7 stage to the desired band. 
Because the 6DQ5 is capable of drawing high 

values of plate current when not tuned properly, 
it will pay to take care in learning how to adjust 
the transmitter. Once the controls have been 
"calibrated" and the approximate settings for 
each band become known, it should no longer 
be necessary to tune up with the "series-of-dots" 
technique mentioned above. However, in the 
early stages of familiarization with the trans-
mitter, the dots, or a fast hand on the key, may 
save a tube or power supply. The fact that the 
6DQ5 can draw such heavy currents at low plate 
voltages makes it an excellent tube for an effec-
tive inexpensive transmitter, but the tube is 
not as tolerant of careless tuning habits as are 
some other tubes. 
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A 90-WATT ALL-PURPOSE AMPLIFIER 

The amplifier shown in Figs. 6-48 through 
6-51 will serve as a Class-ABI linear amplifier 
or as a Class-C power amplifier with no changes 
other than the proper adjustment of excitation 
and loading. To accomplish this, a stabilized 
bias supply provides proper Class-AB1 bias; the 
bias increases to the correct value for Class-C 
operation when the excitation is brought up to 
the point that yields normal grid current. A stabi-
lized screen supply is included to insure good 
linear operation. 

Referring to the amplifier circuit in Fig. 6-50, 
excitation on the desired band is introduced at 
.11. The grid circuit is a commercial assembly, 
Z1, that can be switched to the correct band by 
Si and tuned by C1. A pi-network coupler is used 
in the output, switched by So and tuned by C3. 
Proper loading is obtained by adjustment of C4; 
to provide sufficient output capacitance in the 
80-meter band an additional 680 µid. is added. 
A neutralizing circuit, C2 and a 680-144. capaci-
tor, adds to the fundamental stability at the 
higher frequencies. Parasitic suppressors were 
found to be necessary in the grid and plate circuits. 
Overload protection is provided by a 250-ma. 

fuse in the cathode circuit. The grid, plate or 
screen current can be metered by a suitable 
setting of 53; with the resistances shown the 
meter provides a full-scale reading 5 ma. on 
grid current, 25 ma. on screen current, and 250 
ma. on plate current. 

If it is desired to plate- or screen-modulate the 
amplifier for a.m. operation, the necessary audio 
power can be introduced at Ja. 

Fig. 6-48— Front view of the 6146 all-purpose ampli-

fier. The upper panel is part of an 8 X 6 X 31/2. 

inch Minibox (Bud CU- 2109); the ventilated shielding 

of Reynolds Aluminium cane metal is fastened to the 

Minibox and base with sheet- metal screws. 

Plate- circuit tuning controls and switch are mount-

ed on the Minibox, and the grid- circuit controls, 

power switches and meter are mounted on the end 

of the 8 X 12 X 3- inch aluminum chassis that serves 

as a base. 

The power-supply circuit is shown separately 
(Fig. 6-52) for convenience only, since the ampli-
fier and power supply are all built on the same 

8 x 12 x 3-inch chassis. High volt-
age for the plate of the 6146 is provided 
by a bridge rectifier using a 51:4-GB 
and two 6DE4 rectifiers; stabilized 
screen voltage is obtained from the 
same supply and two voltage-regulator 
tubes. 

Fig. 6-49— Rear view of the 90-watt all-

purpose amplifier with the cane-metal 

cover removed. One voltage- regulator tube 

has been removed from its socket (right 

edge of transformer) to allow the neutral-

izing capacitor and plate blocking capa-

citor to be seen. The plate r.f. choke (RFC3 

in Fig. 6-50) is mounted on one side wall, 

and the load capacitor and safety choke 

(C, arid RFC. in Fig. 6 50) arc mounted on 

the far side wall. 

The rear apron of the chassis (fore-

ground) carries the input and output coax-

ial- connector jacks, the 6146 cathode 

fuse, and the socket for the a.m, modula-

tor connections. A shorting plug is shown 

in the socket. 
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C1-140-µgf. midget variable ( Hammarlund APC-140-B). 

C2-10-µµf. midget variable (Hammarlund HF-15X with one 

stator plate removed). 

C3-25014. variable ( Hammarlund MC-250M). 
C.-7301.4. variable ( Broadcast receiver replacement, 365 

µO. each section, connected in parallel). 

02,-20-ma. 130-volt selenium rectifier. 

.1,-Coaxial cable connector, SO-239. 

ii-4-pin tube socket. 
1..-334 turns No. 18 at grid end of 12, tapped 2 turns from 

ground end. 

L4-50 turns Na. 24, 13/4 inches long on 3/4 -inch diameter 

threaded ceramic form. Tapped at 5, 8, 13 and 25 

turns from grid end. 

1.3-4% turns No. 14, 1'16 diam., % inch long. 
4-18 turns No. 16, 2-inch diameter, 10 t.p.i. Tapped at 11M, 

.51/a and 11 1/s turns from plate end. (B&W 3907-1). 

RFC 

Fig. 6-50-Circuit diagram of the all-purpose amplifier and its bias supply. Unless otherwise indicated, resistors are 1/2 watt. 

O-5 MA. 

11,-4-prong plug, with jumper connections as shown. 

RFC,-2.5-mh. 100-ma. r.f. choke ( National R-50). 

RFC,-5 turns No. 16 wire, wound on 100-ohm 1-watt resistor. 

RFC3-1-mh. 500-ma. r.f. choke (Johnson 102-752). 

RFC,-2.5-mh. 125-ma. r.f. choke ( National R- 100S). 

S1-2-pole 6-position (5 used) miniature ceramic switch (Cen-

tralab PA-2002). 

S3- 1-pole 6-position (5 used) ceramic switch (Centralab 2501). 

53-2- pole 6-position (5 used) non-shorting miniature ceramic 

switch. (Centralab PA-2003). Alternate contacts used 
only, to increase voltage rating. 

S.-S.p.s.t. toggle switch. 

TI-6.3-volt filament transformer (Stancor P-6134). 

Z,, comprising CI, L2 and S1, is Harrington Electronics GP. 

201 unit. Capacitors showing polarity are electrolytic; 680414. 
capacitors are silver mica, .001-4. are ceramic. 
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hardware stores, and it is an easy matter to bend 
a piece of it to form the cover. Make the cover 
with lips on the vertical portion that slip tightly 
over the sides of the Minibox, and with a bend 
at the bottom that can be fastened to the chassis. 
Another piece of cane metal should be cut to 
serve as a bottom cover; mounting the chassis on 
rubber feet lifts it above the table and permits 
good air circulation through the unit. 
The self-supported inductor L3 can be wound 

on the envelope of one of the 6DE4 rectifiers, 
removed and pulled apart slightly to give the 
specified winding length. The taps on L4 are 
made by first bending inward the wire on either 
side of the turn to be tapped, then looping the 
tap wire around the turn and soldering it securely 
in place. Both L3 and L4 are supported only by 
their leads. 

Testing and Adjustment 

With all tubes in their sockets except the 6146, 
the line cord should be plugged in and the power 
switch turned on. The bias-supply 0A3 should 
glow immediately and the rectifier filament and 

heaters should light up. The screen-supply regu-
lators should glow. If a voltmeter is available, the 
high-voltage supply should show first around 400 
volts, and then rise slowly to about 950 volts. 
Switch off the power; the plate supply voltage 
should decay to less than 100 in under 20 seconds, 
indicating that the 40,000-ohm resistors are 
"bleeding" the supply. Note also how long it 
takes for the voltage to reach a value of only a 
few volts: this will demonstrate forcefully how 
long it takes to discharge a high-capacitance 
filter. 
When the power supply has discharged, plug in 

the 6146, connect the plate cap, and set 54 to 
STAND BY. Set the neutralizing capacitor C2 at 
half capacitance and the band switches on 80 
meters. Turn on the power and set the meter 
switch, S3, to read plate current. The 6146 
heater should warm up. Now flip S4 to operate; 
the meter should read 10-20 ma. (.2—.4 on the 
scale). Switching to read screen current, the 
meter should show under 1 ma. (2 divisions on 
the meter). There should be no grid current. 
Turn off the power and remove the three 

Fig. 6-51—Bottom view of 

the all-purpose amplifier. 

The 150-ma, filter choke is 

mounted on the left-hand 

wall; the smaller filter 

choke, the small filament 

transformer (Te in Fig. 6 50) 

and the rolenium rectifier 

are mounted on the right-

hand wall. The strap of alu-

minum, visible below the 

meter at the top right, pro-

vides additional support for 

the length of RG-58/11 cable 

that runs to the output coax-

ial connector. All power 

leads except the high volt-

age to the plate are run in 

shielded wire. 
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Fig. 6-52—Power supply section of the all-purpose amplifier. 

I.,-7-henry 150-ma. choke (Stancor C-1710). 

6-81/2 -henry 50-ma. choke (Stancor C-1279). 

Ps—Fused line plug, 3-ampere fuses. 

Si—S.p.s.t. toggle. 
T1-800 v.c.t. at 200 ma., 6.3 v. at 5 amp., 5 v. at 3 amp. (Allied Radio Knight 62 G 033). 

rectifier tubes. Connect at /1 the driver or excita-
tion source to be used — less than a watt is re-
quired for linear operation, and only a shade 
more for Class C. Use the drive at a high fre-
quency, such as 21 or 28 Mc. Turn on the ampli-
fier and switch the band switches to the band 
corresponding to the excitation-source frequency. 
Adjust the grid tuning capacitor for a show of 
grid current; peak the tuning and ( if necessary) 
adjust the excitation for a half-scale reading of 
grid current. With the loading capacitor C4 set 
at half scale, swing the tuning capacitor C3 

through its range. Watch carefully for a slight 
flicker in grid current. If one is found, adjust 
the neutralizing capacitor C2 until the flicker is 
minimized. The amplifier is now neutralized. 
Alternatively, a sensitive detector of r.f. can be 
coupled at the output connector, /2, and used 
instead of the grid-current flicker. Adjust C2 
for minimum r.f. in the output when the plate 
circuit is tuned through resonance. Turn off 
the power switch and disconnect the excitation 
source. 
Remove the sensitive detector, if used, and 

replace the rectifier tubes. Turn on the power 
and switch the meter to read plate current. With 
the grid and plate circuits switched to the same 
band ( 10, 15, 20 or 40) it should be possible to 
swing the grid and plate tuning to any combina-
tion of settings with no change in plate current 
reading. This indicates that the amplifier is stable 
and free from oscillation. (The amplifier can be 
made to oscillate on 80 meters with no grid or 
plate loading, but in loaded operation it will be 
stable.) 
The antenna and excitation can now be con-

nected and the amplifier used in normal fashion. 
Used as a linear amplifier, the excitation should 
be adjusted just below the level that would kick 
the grid-current indication on signal peaks. 
Proper loading will be obtained when a steady 
carrier just under the grid-current level is used 
for drive and the loading at resonance is set for 

about 100 ma. plate current. Under these condi-
tions of loading, a sideband signal will kick the 
plate current to about 40 or 50 ma. on peaks. 
Measured p.e.p. input before clipping should be 
60 to 70 watts. 
When used as a Class-C amplifier, the drive 

should be increased to where about 2 to 3 ma. 
grid current is drawn, and the loading to where 
the 6146 draws about 125 ma. If the amplifier is 
plate modulated, the plate current should be re-
duced to 95 ma., to stay within the tube ratings. 

Since the amplifier uses a fixed and "stiff" 
screen supply, it is good practice always to bring 
up the excitation and loading together, while 
checking to see that the screen current never 
exceeds about 15 ma. In normal Class-C opera-
tion the screen current will run around 10 ma. 

Fig. 6-53— Exploded view of the cable clamp used to 

hold the coaxial cable running to J. The top plate 

is a li/2-inch square of sheet aluminum with holes at 

the four corners for 6-32 screws. The arch is a 

inch wire strap that mounts diagonally under the 

chassis. When tightened, the top plate clamps the 

cable braid to the chassis; the arch lends support to 

the cable. 
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A SELF-CONTAINED 500-WATT TRANSMITTER 

Figs. 6-54 through 6-59 show the details of a 
500-watt c.w. transmitter, completely self-con-
tained except for the external remote v.f.o. tun-
ing box shown in Figs. 6-58 and 6-59. Provision 
is made for introducing s.s.b. input at the grid of 
the driver stage. While plate modulation can be 
applied to the final amplifier in the usual manner, 
ratings of the plate power supply limit the safe 
input to about 250 watts. 
The circuit is shown in Fig. 6-57. Switch S2 

permits either v.f.o. or crystal-controlled opera-
tion using a 6AH6 oscillator. Either 80- or 40-
meter crystals may be used. The v.f.o. circuit is 
in the 80-meter band and S1 selects either of two 
frequency ranges — 3.5 to 4 Mc. for complete 
coverage of all bands, and 3.5 to 3.6 Mc. for 
greater bandspread over the low-frequency ends 
of the wider bands. The plate circuit of the oscil-
lator is on 40 meters for all output bands except 
80 meters where it is non-resonant. 
A 6CL6 buffer separates the oscillator and the 

first keyed stage. This stage doubles to 20 meters 
for 20- and 10-meter output and triples to 15 
meters. The driver is a 2E26 which doubles to 
10 meters and works straight through on all 
other bands. This stage is neutralized and a 
potentiometer in its screen circuit serves as an 
excitation control. 
The final is a 7094, also neutralized, with a 

pi-network output circuit using a B&W 851 
band-switching inductor unit. 
A differential break-in keying system using a 

12AU7 is included. Both the final amplifier and 
driver are keyed by the grid-block method. 
The differential is adjusted by R1. Clicks are 
prevented by envelope-shaping circuits which in-
clude C7, C11 and the grid-leak resistances. 
The 100-ohm meter shunts give a full-scale 

reading of 50 ma., the 51-ohm shunts a full-
scale reading of 100 ma., and the 10-ohm resistor 
in the negative high-voltage lead provides a 500-
ma. scale. 

Power Supply 

The plate transformer in the high-voltage 
supply uses a transformer designed for a con-

ventional full-wave rectifier circuit with an 
ICAS d.c. output rating of 300 ma. at 750 
volts. A bridge rectifier is used with this 
transformer so that an output voltage of 1500 
is obtained. The short duty cycle of c.w. or s.s.b. 
operation makes it possible to draw up to the 
rated maximum of the 7094 ( 330 ma.) through 
a choke-input filter without a prohibitive rise in 
transformer temperature. 
The low-voltage supply has two rectifiers. A 

full-wave rectifier with a capacitive-input filter 
provides 400 volts for the plate of the driver and 
the screen of the final amplifier. A tap on a volt-
age divider across 400 volts provides 300 volts 
for the plates of the oscillator, buffer and keyer 
tubes. A half-wave rectifier with a choke-input 
filter supplies 250 volts of bias for the keyer and 
fixed bias for the 2E26 and 7094 when they are 
operating as Class AB' linear amplifiers. 

Control Circuits 

S7 is the main power switch. It turns on the 
low-voltage, filament and bias supplies. Until 
it has been closed, the high-voltage supply can-
not be turned on. In addition to turning on the 
high-voltage supply, S8 operates the relay 1C1 
which applies screen voltage to the final ampli-
fier. Thus, to protect the screen, screen voltage 
cannot be applied without applying plate voltage 
simultaneously. /8 is in parallel with S8 so that 
the high-voltage supply can be controlled re-
motely from an external switch. Also, in parallel 
with the primary of the high-voltage trans-
former is another jack, J7, which permits control 
of an antenna relay or other device by S8 if 
desired. 
The v.f.o.-set switch S, turns on the exciter 

and grounds the screen of the final amplifier. 
S2 has three positions. One is for crystal con-

trol, the second for v.f.o. operation, and the third 
position is for operating the last two stages of 
the transmitter as linear amplifiers with an ex-
ternal s.s.b. exciter. In addition to shifting the 
input of the driver stage from the buffer ampli-
fier to an s.s.b. input connector, fixed bias is 
provided for ABI operation of both stages. 

Construction 

The transmitter is assembled on a 17 X 13 X 

Fig. 6-54—A 500-watt transmitter. Power supplies and 

a differential keyer are included. It operates with 

the external v.f.o. tuner shown in Fig. 6-59. Controls 

along the bottom, from left to right, are for low. 

voltage power, v.f.o./crystals/s.s.b. switch, driver 

tank switch, driver tank capacitor, final loading, 

v.f.o, set switch, and high-voltage. Above, from left 

to right, are controls for excitation, final tank switch, 

final tank capacitor and meter switch. The band. 

switch pointer is made by cutting down the metal 

skirt of a dial similar to the one to the right. 

All dials are Johnson. 



Fig. 6-55—The only shielding required on 

top of the chassis is the amplifier enclo-

sure shown. A perforated cover for the 
enclosure is not shown. 

4-inch aluminum chassis with a 19 X 
12y.¡-inch panel. The amplifier enclo-
sure measures 81/2 inches wide, sq 
inches deep and 7,/2 inches high. The 
three permanent sides shown in Fig. 
6-55 can be bent up from a single sheet 
of solid aluminum stock. The top and 
back ( not shown) are made from a sin-
gle piece of Reynolds perforated sheet aluminum. 
The tube socket is mounted on 3/4 -inch ce-

ramic cones over a large hole cut in the chassis 
and covered with a patch of perforated sheet. 
The tank capacitor C15 is mounted on metal 
spacers to bring its shaft level up to that of the 
switch on the B&W inductor which is mounted 
directly on the chassis. The two shafts are spaced 
4 inches. 

Exciter 

A 4 X 5 X 6-inch aluminum box is used as 
the foundation for the exciter. The driver tank 
capacitor is centered on the chassis with its cen-
ter approximately 3 inches back from the front 
edge of the chassis. The capacitor specified has 
an insulated mounting. If an uninsulated ca-
pacitor is substituted, an insulating mounting 
must be provided. The shafts of S2 and 53 are 
spaced 21/2 inches and centered on the front end 
of the box. On the side of the box toward the 
tuning capacitor, the oscillator tube, the buffer 
tube, the low- frequency section ( L6) of the 
driver tank coil, and the 2E26 are lined up so as 
to clear the tank capacitor and its shaft. The 
latter is fitted with an insulated cou-
pling and a panel-bearing unit. The 
slug-tuned coils are mounted in holes 
near the bottom edge of the box. Neu-
tralizing capacitor Cg is mounted at the 
rear end of the box, close to the 2E26 
socket. The high- frequency section 
(4) of the tank coil is suspended be-

Fig. 6-56—The exciter is assembled using 

a standard aluminum box as the founda-

tion. The perforated cover has been re-

moved. The bottom of the chassis should also 

have a perforated metal cover. 

tween the outer end of the low- frequency section 
and the plate cap of the 2E26. Coil-tap leads run 
through small feed-through points or grom-
meted clearance holes in the side of the box. 
The loading capacitor C15 is placed so that its 

shaft is symmetrical with the shaft of SI and S5 
is spaced from it to balance S2 at the other end. 

The V.F.O. Tuner 

The v.f.o. tuner is assembled in a 5 X 6 X 
9-inch aluminum box ( Premier AC-596). The 
dual tuning capacitor C2 has 7 plates, 4 rotor and 
3 stationary, in each section. In the front section, 
which is used to cover the entire 80-meter band, 
the two rotor plates nearest the front should be 
removed. This leaves two rotor plates and two 
active stator plates, the front stator plate being 
inactive. In the rear section, the front rotor plate 
and the last two rotor plates are removed. This 
leaves one rotor plate riding between two stators. 
The capacitor is mounted on a bracket fas-

tened against the bottom of the box, although it 
could be mounted from the front cover with 
spacers to clear the hub of the Millen 10035 dial. 
The shaft of the capacitor should be central on 
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Fig. 6-57--Circuit of the 500-watt self-contained transmitter. Capacitance less than 

0.001 µf. are in µµf. Fixed capacitors of capacitance greater than 100 µO. should 

be disk ceramic, except as noted below. Fixed capacitors of 100 µµf. and 220 

µµf. should be mica. Capacitors marked with polarity are electrolytic. Resistors not 

otherwise marked are 1/2 watt. R.f. chokes in µh. unless otherwise marked. 

B,—Blower (Allied 72P715). 

Cs, C3- 100-µµf. air trimmer (Hammarlund APC-100-

B). 

Cs—Midget dual variable, 25 µPC per section (John-

son 167-51 altered as described in the text). 
C4, C5 - 0.001-4. silver mica. 

C,;- 30-µµf. mica trimmer (National M-30). 

Cs,-0.1-µf. paper (keyer shaping). 

C..-30-gilf, miniature variable (Johnson 160-130). 

C.- 100-µµf. midget variable (Johnson 167-11). 

Cs4-330-µµf. mica. 

C,,,-10-1./Pf. neutralizing capacitor (Johnson 159-125). 

C.-0.0014d. 3000-volt disk ceramic. 

C14-0.001-µf. 5000-volt ceramic (CRI 858S). 

C15-250 -iiµf. 2000-volt variable (Johnson 154-1). 

C35—Triple-gang broadcast variable, 365 mid. or more 

per section, sections connected in parallel. 

II, IS—One-inch 115-volt panel lamp. 

.1,, 12—Cable connector for RG-22/1.1 (Amphenol 83-

22R, UG-103/U). 

13—Crystal socket (Millen 33102). 

14, 15—Coaxial receptacle (S0-239). 

16—Key jack, open circuit. 

.14— Chassis-mounting a.c. receptacle (Amphenol 

61-F). 

Ki-5.p.s.t. 115- volt a.c. relay (Advance GHA/1C/ 

115VA or similar). 

1,-35 µh.-32 turns No. 18, 2 inches diameter, 2 

inches long (Airdux 1616). 

LS—Approx. 10 µh.-65 turns No. 26 enam., on 3/8-

inch iron- slug form (Waters CSA-1011-3). 

La—.Approx. 2 gh.-16 turns No. 26 enam., close-

wound at center of form similar to L. 

Ls—Approx. 1 oh.- 13 turns No. 26 enam., 1/2  inch 

long at center of form similar to Lz. 

1.8-16 turns No. 20, 3/4 inch diameter, 1 inch long, 

tapped at 10 turns and 13 turns from Le 

end (Airdux 616). 

L5-40 turns No. 16, 11/4 inches diameter, 21/4  inches 

long, tapped at mid point and at L5 end 

(Airdux 1016). 

1,-3 turns No. 14, 1/2 inch diameter, 3/4 inch long. 

L5-4 turns 46 X I8-inch copper strip, 13/8 inches 

diameter, 21/2  inches long (part of B&W 851 

coil unit). 

1.0-4 3/4 turns No. 8, 21/2  inches diameter, 13/4 inches 

long, tapped at 13/4 turns from I, end, plus 

91/2  turns No. 12, 21/2 inches diameter, 11/2 

inches long, tapped at 6 turns from output 

end (part of B&W 851 coil unit). 

-14 
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DRIVER 
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816 
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5.5-28 Me. 
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I2AU7 6X5 6AH6 6CL6 2E26 -7094 

lQO0 ;J: 

I.:0-7-hy. 150- ma. filter choke (Stancor C-1710). 

1.,,-15-hy. 75- ma, filter choke (Stancor C-1002). 

1.42-5/25-hy. 300-ma. swinging filter choke (Triad 

C-33A). 

M:—Shielded 0- 5- ma. d.c. milliammeter, 

rectangular ( Phaostron). 

P2— Plug for RG-22/U cable (Amphenol 83-22SP). 

Ri-100,000-ohm potentiometer. 

F12. It, 12,-100 ohms, 5%. 

114-20,000-ohm 4-watt potentiometer (Mallory M20-

MPK). 

Rb-51 ohms, 1 watt, 5%. 

R,—Two 10,000-ohm 2-watt resistors in series. 

14—Three 100-ohm 1-watt noninductive resistors in 

parallel. 

R:0-25,000 ohms, 25 watts with slider. 

R:1-15,000 ohms, 20 watts, with slider. 

R2-4700 ohms, 1 watt. 

R:3-2200 ohms, 1 watt. 

R:4-10 ohms (Five 51-ohm 1-watt 5% resistors in 

parallel). 

Ra-1000 ohms, 1/2  watt 5%. 

31/2 -inch 

10 

C12 

eopf 12 5K 

450 V. I 20W. 

450v 20« 

80,1+f. + 125K 

450 V T. 20W. 

12 5K 

450 V 204 

8 Opt 

4500 j_ 204 

12 5K 

1000 

2.5 KV. 

OUTPUT 

Imh. 

RFC,, RFC2, RFCa, RFC4, RFC6-750 Ah. r.f. choke (Na-

tional R-33). 

RFC, r.f. choke (National R-100). 

RFC;- 120 Ah. r.f. choke (Raypar RI- 101). 

RFCb-2.5-mh. r.f. choke (National R-100). 

Si—Single- pole ceramic rotary switch (Centralab 2000, 

2 of 12 positions used). 

So—Two-wafer ceramic rotary switch (Centralab PA-

300 index, PA-4 wafers. SSA and S211 are on 

one wafer, 52c, S2i nd Son on second wafer). 

53—Three-wafer ceramic rotary switch (Centralab PA-

301 index, wafers PA-0, 5 positions used). 

54—Part of B&W 851 coil unit. 

Ss- 2- pole 3- position ceramic rotary switch (Centralab 

2003, two positions used). 

Si—Double- pole ceramic rotary switch (Centralab 

2003). 

S7, Ss—S.p.s.t. toggle switch. 
74—Power transformer: 750 v.a.c., c.f., 150 ma.; 5 

volts 3 amps.; 6.3 volts, 4.7 amps. (Thordar-

son 22R06). 

To, To— Filament transformer: 2:5 volts, c.t., 3 amps. 

(Triad F- ix). 

14—Plate transformer: 1780 volts, c.t., 310 ma., center 

tap not used (Triad P- 14A). 

TS—Filament transformer: 5 volts, c.t., 3 amps. (Triad 

F-ix). 
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the front cover. The coil is suspended between a 
pair of 21/2-inch ceramic pillars ( Millen 31002). 
It is placed immediately to the rear of the tuning 
capacitor. The two air trimmers, C1 and C3, are 
mounted on the top side of the box with their 
shafts protruding so that they can be adjusted 
from the top. The bandspread switch is mounted 
in one end of the box and the cable connector at 
the other end. 
The unit is housed in a standard cabinet ( Bud 

C-1781) having an 8 X 10-inch panel. The dial 
should be fastened to the panel, making sure 
that the hub of the dial lines up accurately with 
the shaft of the tuning capacitor. Then the box 
is inserted in the cabinet through the front open-
ing. The switch shaft goes out through a hole 
drilled in the side of the cabinet, and the cable 

Fig. 6- 58--The remote v.f.o. tuning unit is housed in 

a standard metal cabinet. The cable at the right 

plugs into the main chassis. 

goes through a hole in the opposite end to the 
cable connector. The dial should be set to read 
zero at maximum capacitance of the tuning ca-
pacitor. The box should be supported on spacers. 

Adjustment 

With all tubes except the rectifiers out of their 
sockets, the power supplies should be checked 
first to be sure that they are functioning prop-
erly. The voltage output of the low-voltage sup-
ply should be in excess of 400 volts, the biasing 
voltage 300 or more and the high voltage above 
1500. The slider on the low-voltage bleeder 
should be set at approximately three quarters 
of the way from ground. The slider on the bias-
supply bleeder should be set for a reading of 
—250 volts to ground. 
Plug in the oscillator and buffer tubes and an 

80-meter crystal if one is available; otherwise 
connect the v.f.o. tuner. With the low-voltage 
supply turned on, the 0A2 should glow. When 
the key is closed, the OAZ should dim but stay 
ignited. If it does not, the value of the 10K VR 
resistor should be reduced. 
The v.f.o. can now be adjusted to frequency. 

Set C2 at maximum capacitance. Set S1 to the 
80-meter position. Adjust the 80-meter trimmer 
until a signal is heard at 3500 kc. on a calibrated 

311111111111111101L 

Fig. 6-59— Interior of the v.f.o. tuning box showing 

the mounting of the coil and other components. 

receiver. Then set the receiver to 4000 kc. and 
tune the v.f.o. until the signal is heard. If the 
signal is not close to 100 on the dial, carefully 
bend the rear rotor plate of the 80-meter section 
of C2 outward a little at a time to get the desired 
bandspread. Each time this adjustment is made, 
the trimmer should be reset to bring 3500 kc. at 
zero on the dial. 
The satne procedure should be followed in ad-

justing for the other v.f.o. range, aiming for 3600 
kc. (or above if desired) at 100 on the dial. 
The 2E26 should now be plugged in and the 

excitation control R4 set at the ground end ( zero 
screen voltage). .S.•» should be set in the v.f.o. 
position. With low voltage on and the key closed, 
a 2E26 grid-current reading should be obtained 
with the band switch in the 80-meter position. 
With the switch in the 40-meter position, the 
slug of L2 should be adjusted for maximum grid 
current to the 2E26. With the band switch in the 
20-meter position, L3 should be adjusted for 
maximum grid current, and then the slug of L4 
should be adjusted for maximum grid current 
with the band switch in thé 15-meter position. 
Now insert the 7094 in its socket and neutral-

ize the 2E26 as described earlier in this chapter. 
Testing of the final amplifier requires a load 

applied to the output connector. Two 150-watt 
lamps connected in parallel should serve the 
purpose. Turning on the high voltage will also 
apply screen voltage through the relay IC1. With 
both band switches set to 10 meters, and Cig set 
at about half capacitance, quickly tune the out-
put circuit to resonance as indicated by the 
plate-current dip. The load lamp should show 
an indication of output. Switch the meter to 
read grid current and neutralize as described 
earlier in this chapter. After neutralization the 
amplifier can be loaded to rated plate current. 
If it is above the rated maximum value, increase 
C16 and retune to resonance, or decrease C16 if 
the plate current is below the rated value. 
With the final adjusted and the entire trans-

mitter operating, make a final check on the volt-
age at the tap on the low-voltage supply, adjust-
ing the slider if necessary to bring the voltage to 
300 with the key closed. Be sure to turn off all 
voltages each time an adjustment is made. 
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The last adjustment is in the keyer. Adjust the 
potentiometer R1 to the point where the oscil-

AN 

lator cannot be heard between dots and dashes 
at normal keying speed. 

ALL-PURPOSE 813 AMPLIFIER 
Figs. 6-60 through 6-63 show the circuit and 

photographs of an 813 amplifier designed for 
c.w., am., or s.s.b. operation. Provision has been 
made for convenient changing from one mode 
to another as well as to any of the bands from 
80 through 10 meters. 
The circuit is shown in 6-61. A turret-type 

grid circuit is used and the output circuit is a 
pi network designed to work into coax cable. 
The inductor is the rotary-type variable. Provi-
sion for neutralizing is included. R1 is a parasitic 
suppressor. 

For Class-C c.w. or phone operation, S4 is 
open. The 90 volts of fixed bias, furnished by a 
small bias supply and regulated by the VR90, is 
augmented by a drop of about 50 volts across the 
grid-leak resistor R2 at a normal grid current of 
15 ma. This brings the total bias to 140 volts. 
With S4 closed, the grid leak is short-circuited 
and the 90 volts of fixed bias alone remains for 
AB2 s.s.b. operation. ( An advantage in AB2 for 
c.w. operation is that it preserves the keying 
characteristics of the exciter better than with 
Class-C operation.) R3 should be adjusted so 
that the VR90 just ignites with no excitation. 

Screen voltage is regulated at 750 volts by a 
string of five 0A2s for s.s.b. operation. When the 
grid drive is increased for Class-C operation, the 
screen current increases, increasing the drop 
across the screen resistor R5, and the screen volt-
age falls to 400. The regulators then lose control 
and the amplifier is ready for plate-screen modu-
lation. 
The screen is protected against excessive in-

put, should the load or plate voltage be removed, 
by the overload relay 1C1. The tripping point is 
set at 40 ma. by the variable shunt resistor R4. If 
the relay trips, current through Rg will hold the 
screen circuit open until plate voltage is re-
moved. One meter, M 1, measures cathode cur-

Fig. 6-60—W4SUD's all-purpose 813 

amplifier. The output-capacitor 

switch (coarse loading) is above the 

turns counter for the variable in-

ductor. Dials near the center are 

for the plate tank capacitor CS 

(above) and the grid tank capacitor 

C1 (below). To the right of the dials 

are the controls for the plate pod-

der switch 53 (above) and the grid 

band switch SI (below). The toggle 
switch below the meters is the 

mode switch SS with the meter 

switch S5 to the left. Ventilating 

holes are drilled in the cover in 

the area above the tube. The out-

put connector is on the left-hand 

wall of the shielding box. 

rent, while the other meter, M2, may be switched 
to read either grid current or screen current. 

Forced-air ventilation is always advisable for 
a medium- or high-power amplifier if it is but-
toned up tight to suppress TVI. A surplus 100 
c.f.m. blower does the job more than adequately. 

Construction 

The amplifier is built on a 13 X 17 X 4-inch 
aluminum chassis fastened to a standard 1234 X 
19-inch rack panel. The r.f. output portion is 
enclosed in a l22 X 13 X 8V2-inch box made of 
aluminum angle and sheet. The VR tubes, relay, 
blower and meters are mounted external to the 
box. 
The grid tank-circuit components are mounted 

underneath the chassis and are shielded with a 
5 X 7 X 3-inch aluminum box. A standard 
chassis of these dimensions might be substituted. 
The bias and filament transformers are in a sec-
ond box measuring 6 by 3 by 3 inches. This type 
of construction, together with the use of shielded 
wire for all power circuits, was followed to re-
duce TVI to a minimum. Each wire was by-
passed at both ends with 0.001-µf. ceramic disk 
capacitors. 1.4 can be adjusted to series resonate 
with the 600-Nif. capacitor at the frequency of 
the most troublesome channel. A Bud low-pass 
filter completes the TV! treatment. As a result, 
the amplifier is completely free of TVI on all 
channels even in most fringe areas. 

Adjustment 

In the pi network, the output capacitors are 
fixed. However, the adjustment of the network 
is similar to that of the more conventional ar-
rangement using a variable portion of the output 
capacitance. The only difference is that the 
"fine" loading adjustment is done with the vari-
able inductor. 
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11,- Ventilating blower, 100 c.f.m. (surplus). 

C:-250-14Lf. variable (Hammarlund MC- 250-M). 

0:-1000-µµf. mica. 

Ca-Neutralizing capacitor, 10 µAL maximum (John-

son 159-250). 

C.- 150-µµf. 6000-volt variable (Johnson 153-12). 

C- 100-µpf. 5000-volt fixed capacitor ( surplus vac-

uum Amperex VC- 100, or two 200-µµf. 5000-

volt micas in series). 

CR:-130- volt 50- ma, selenium rectifier. 

J:, 1:-Coaxial receptacle (S0-239). 

K:-Screen overload relay, 2500 ohms, 7 ma. ( Potter 

& Brumfield KCP5). 

L-3.5 Mc.-32 turns No. 20, 1- inch diam., 2 inches 

long, 5-turn link (B&W 3015 or Airdux 816). 

-7 Mc.- 18 turns No. 20, 3/4-inch diam., 11/2  inches 

long, 3-turn link (B&W 3011 or Airdux 616). 

-14 Mc.- 10 turns No. 18, 3/4-inch diam., 13/4  

R. F. AMPLIFIER 
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inches long, 2- turn link (B&W 3006 or Air-

dux 508). 

-21 Mc.-7 turns No. 18, %-inch diam., 7/8 inch 

long, 1-turn link (B&W 3006 or Airdux 508). 

-28 Mc.-5 turns No. 18, %- inch dia:n., % inch 

long, 1-turn link (B&W 3006 or Airdux 508). 

1.2-3 turns 6-inch copper tubing, 1- inch diam., 13/4 

inches long. 

L3- 15-ph. variable inductor (B&W 3852). 

1..- See text. 

M:, M:-31/2-inch d.c. milliammeter. 

12,-39 ohms, 1/2 -watt carbon. 

R-3300 ohms, 2 watts. 

R,-15,000 ohms, 10 watts with slider. 

R.:-2000-ohm 4-watt variable resistor (Mallory M2-

mPK). 

RFC, RFC,-2.5-mh. r.f. choke (National R-50 or simi-

lar). 
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+2000 - 2500V. 

B D 

0 -50 ma. 

RFC:-Plate r.f. choke (National R- 175-A). 

RFC,-V.h.f. choke (National R-60). 

S,- Rotary switch: 3 wafers, 3 poles, 11 positions per 

pole, 5 positions used (Centralab PA-0 

wafers, PA-301 index). 

S2- Rotary switch: single pole, 10 positions, pro-

gressively shorting, 6 positions used (Cen-

tralab PA- 2042). 

Sa -Rotary switch: s.p.s.t., ceramic (antenna link 

switch from BC-375 tuning unit, or Com-

munications Products Model 65). 

So -S.p.s.t. toggle switch. 

Ss-D.p.d.t. rotary switch (Centralab 1405). 

Ts-Filament transformer: 10 volts, 5 amp. (Thordar-

son 21F18). 

Ta- Bias transformer: 120 volts, 50 ma.; 6.3 volts, 2 

amp., filament winding not used; could be 

used for pilot light (Merit P-3045). 
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Fig. 6-62—This view 

shows the placement 

of components on the 

chassis. The 813 sock-

et is mounted on 

spacers over a large 

clearance hole in the 

chassis. The several 

mica output capaci-

tors are assembled in 

a stack on a thread-

ed rod fastened to 

the left-hand wall of 

the shielding box. 

The neutralizing ca-

pacitor and the 80-

mcttr plate padder 

are to the right of 

the tank capacitor. 

To the right of the 

box are the five 

0A2s (the front one 

hidden), the screen 

overload relay and 

the VR90, the blower 

and molars. 

The inductor is fitted with a Groth turns 
counter, making it easy to return to the proper 
setting for each band. Until the settings for each 
band have been found, S3 should be turned so 
that all of the output capacitance is in circuit. 
The inductor should be set near maximum for 
80, and approximately half maximum for 40. On 
the higher- frequency bands, the inductor should 
be set so that the circuit resonates with the tank 
capacitor near minimum capacitance. Loading 

Fig. 6-63 -Bottom view of 

the all-purpose 813 ampli-

fier. The grid tank- circuit 

components within dashed 

lines in Fig. 6-62 are en-

closed in the box at lower 

center. Input links are wound 

over ground ends of grid 

coils. Filament and bias 

transformers are in the sec-

ond box. The large resistor 

to the left of the grid box 

is the screen resistor. The 

variable resistor in the up-

per left-hand corner is the 

relay shunt 12,. The seleni-

um bias rectifier is fastened 

against the left-hand wall 

of the chassis. 

should increase as the output capacitance is de-
creased. A change in output capacitance requires 
a readjustment of C4 for resonance. When the 
loading is near the desired point, final adjustment 
can be made by altering the inductance slightly. 
A 20-A or similar exciter is well suited as a 

driver for this amplifier on all modes. The 813 
runs cool at 500 watts input on c.w. and at a little 
over 500 watts p.e.p. on s.s.b. ( Originally de-
scribed in QST for August, 1958.) 
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ONE-BAND KILOWATT AMPLIFIERS 

Separate kilowatt amplifiers on each of the 
bands 80 through 10 meters has always been the 
ne plus ultra of transmitter construction. How-
ever, space limitations and cost are the two key 
factors that have prevented many from realizing 
this goal. The amplifiers to be described are com-
pact and are constructed economically; the 
builder may wish to construct one amplifier for 
his favorite band or the group of five for versa-
tile all-band operation. Advantages of the sep-
arate-amplifier philosophy include optimum cir-
cuit Q for every band, simplified construction 
and band switching, less chance for tube failure 
because each amplifier is pretuned, and fast band 
changing for the contest-minded. The supply 
voltages remain on all the amplifiers; only the 
filament and excitation power are switched to the 
desired final amplifier. 
The availability and proven dependability of 

the 813 make a pair of them the logical choice for 
the kilowatt amplifier. A shrewd amateur should 
have no trouble procuring the tubes through 
surplus channels or by bartering with local hams. 

Referring to the circuit diagram, Fig. 6-65, the 

Fig. 6-64—Individual kilowatt amplifiers for two bands 

plus complete metering and all control circuits and 

power supplies (except plate) fit handily into a table 

rack. Aniplifiers for five bands plus the plate supply 

will mount in floor rack. Band switch at lower left 

(Ss in Fig. 6-65) switches filament supply, excitation 

and output connections to all amplifiers in use; 

screen and plate supplies are connected to all 

amplifiers at all times. 

amplifier control unit contains the filament, bias 
and screen supplies. A 3-position mode switch, 
SI selects the bias for either Class ABI or C 
operation, and in the third position grounds the 
screen grids, to limit the plate current during 
initial tuning. Another 3-position switch, S1, 
allows the total or individual screen currents to 
be read. The latter position is useful in matching 
tubes. The high-voltage supply should furnish 
from 1750 to 2250 volts. 

Construction 

Each amplifier is assembled on a 13 X 17-inch 
aluminum bottom plate. Two 5 X 13 X 3-inch 
aluminum chassis are used as the sides of the 
enclosure. The paint is removed from the back 
of a 7-inch aluminum rack panel, and a piece of 
Reynolds cane metal is sandwiched between the 
panel and the two chassis. A rectangular window 
in the panel provides additional ventilation and 
a means for inspecting the color of the tube 
plates. The top and back of the enclosure are 
formed from a single piece of cane metal, bent to 
fit the chassis rear and top. Three lengths of 
1 X 1 X S-inch aluminum angle stock are used 
in the corners of the enclosure, as can be seen 
in Figs. 6-67 and 6-68. 
The variable tank capacitors, C4, are mounted 

on 1-inch stand-off insulators, to bring the shafts 
to the proper panel height. In the 10-meter am-
plifier the capacitor shaft must remain above 
r.f. ground, and a suitable insulated shaft cou-
pling is used. On the other bands, the rotors of 
the capacitors are grounded to the chassis 
through metal straps. 
On 20, 15 and 10 meters the tank coils are 

wound self-supporting of /4-inch diameter sof t-
drawn copper tubing, and they are supported by 
their leads. On 80 and 40 the coils are lengths of 
Air-Dux stock, and they arc supported by small 
ceramic insulators. 
The special plate r.f. chokes, RFC% are con-

structed by close-winding No. 24 enameled wire 
on 94-inch diameter ceramic insulators. Four-inch 
long insulators ( National GS-4) are used on the 
80- and 40-meter bands, and 2-inch long insula-
tors ( National GS-3) are used on the other 
bands. In each case the original base of the in-
sulator is removed and the insulator is mounted 
on a stand-off (Johnson 135-20). The high-
voltage lead and the "cold" end of the choke 
are connected to a soldering lug mounted be-
tween the two insulators. 

Bridge neutralization is included in the 20-, 
15- and 10-meter amplifiers. The neutralizing ca-
pacitors are made from two -inch wide alumi-
num strips 5 inches long. One strip is connected 
directly to the plate lead at C3 and the other is 
supported by a ceramic feed-through insulator 
that connects to the rotor of C1. The amplifiers 
are neutralized by adjusting the spacing between 
the aluminum strips. 
The metal ring surrounding the base of the 813 
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Fig. 6-65—Circuit diagram of a single parallel-813s amplifier and the control section. Diagram 

115V. of each amplifier is similar, except as noted below. Unless specified otherwise, capacitances are 

capacitors marked with polarity are electrolytic, fixed capacitors are ceramic, resistances are in ohms. 

Ja 

CS—Not used on 80 or 40 meters; see text. 

CS—Two 500-µµf. 20-kv. ceramic (Centralab TV-207) 

in parallel on 80 m.; single 500-µµf. 20-kv. 

ceramic on other bands. 

C7-0.001-µf. 1-kv, ceramic on 80 and 40 m.; 240-ge 

silver mica on other bands. 

L, 13, la-115-v. pilot lamp. 

.1,, J,—Coaxial cable receptacle. 

K;—S.p.d.t. relay, 115-v. a.c. coil. 

La, 14—Not required on 80 or 40 m.; 6 turns No. 14 

on 14-inch diam. 

Rs-10,000 ohms, 2 watts, composition (not wire. 

wound). 

R,-50,000 ohms, 4 watts (Mallory M5OMPK). 

RFC;-2.5-mh. 75-ma. r.f. choke. 

RFC,—See text. 

RFCa-2.5-mh. 300-ma. r.f. choke. 

Ss—Two-pole 3- position rotary switch, shorting type. 

52—Two-pole 3-position rotary switch, non-shorting type. 

SS—S.p.s.t. lock switch (AHI-1 817154). 

Ss—Time delay relay (Amperite 115N060). 

57 — Heavy duty d.p.s.t. toggle. 

Ts-10-volt 10-ampere filament transformer (Thordar-

son 21F19). 

TS— 250- volt 25-ma. transformer (Stancor PS- 8416). 

Ta-800-v.c.t. 200-ma., 5- and 6.3-v. heater windings. 
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Fig. 6-66—View of the 40-meter amplifier with its cane-metal covering removed. As in each 

amplifier, the chassis is made from two 5 X 13 X 3-inch chassis and a 13 X 17-inch base 

plate. Input and low-voltage leads make up to terminals and jock in center foreground. 

should be grounded to the chassis. A piece of 
Eimac Finger Stock or a homemade contact can 
be used for the purpose. 

All power wiring is done with shielded wire 
and bypassed as described in Chapter Twenty-
Three. The filament leads should be made from 
No. 14 ( or heavier) shielded wire. 
The screen and bias supplies plus station con-

trol circuits are built on a rack-mounting chassis 
(Bud CB-1373) behind a 7-inch panel. In the 

Class-C position of Sz, +400 volts is applied to 
the screens and —150 is connected to the grids. 
In the Class AB' position, the screen voltage is 
increased to 700 and the grid bias is dropped to a 
value determined by the setting of R2. This latter 
setting should be one that gives best linearity 
without exceeding a no-signal plate input of 150 
watts for the two 813s; it depends on the plate 
voltage available. A heavy bleed on the screen 
supply helps the regulation. 

Coil and Capacitor Table 

Band 

CI 

80 1,_) 2,, 15 10 

50 ggf. 
(Johnson 50L15) 

100 pia. 
(Johnson 100L15) 

100 ¡id. 
(Johnson 100L15) 

50 pd. 
(Johnson 50L15) 

50 ggf. 
(Johnson 50L15) 

Ci 

Cs 

150 ggf. 
(Johnson 150E45) 

150 gµf. 
(Johnson 150E45) 

35 µµf. 
(Johnson 35E45) 

35 ggf. 
(Johnson 35E45) 

50 ggf. 
(Hammarlund 
MC-50-MS) 

710 wif. 
(2-gang 365 µid.) 

325 µµf. 
(Hammarlund 
MC-325-M) 

325 ggf. 
(Hammarlund 
MC-325-M) 

325 itiLf. 
(Hammarlund 
MC-325-M) 

325 µgf. 
(Hammarlund 
MC-325-M) 

Ce 

Li 

Ls 

Ls 

500 µgf. 
(Centralab TV-207) 

100 ggf. 
(CRL 850 S-100N) — 

___ ____ 

4 t. No. 2r 3 t. No. 22• 2 t. No. 2r 

8 t.p.i No. 18 
1X inch long, 1 inch 
diam. (B&W 3014) 

1 t. No. 22* 1 t. No. 22* 

32 t.p.i. No. 24, 
1 inch long, I inch 
diam. (B&W 3016) 

16 t.p.i. No. 20 
114 inch long, 1 inch 
diam. (B&W 3015) 

8 t.p.i. No. 18 
X inch long 1 inch 
diam. (B&W 3014) 

2 t.p.i. 54-inch 
Copper tubing 3 
inch long, VA tubing, 

8 t.p.i. No. 18 
Vs inch long, I inch 
diam. (B&W 3014) 

6 t.p.i. No. 12, 
3 inch long, 3 inch 
diam. (Air Dux 

2406) 

4 t.p.i. No. 12, 
let inch long, VA 
inch diam. (Air 

Dux 2004) 

2 t.p.i. 14-inch 
copper tubing, 4,4 
inch long, 2Y3 i.d. 

2 t.p.i. ,4-inch 
copper tubing, 2 inch 
long, VA i.d. C4 tap 

2 turns. 

• Insulated hookup wire, wound over C, end of Lz. 
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The unit shown in Fig. 6-65 uses an Ohmite 

Model 111 switch at Sg. This is ganged with an-
tenna and excitation switches to permit one-
control bandswitching. The relay K1 is actuated 

when the plate supply is turned on; when the re-
lay is open a high bias is applied to the 813s to 
reduce the plate current to 0 ma. and eliminate 
receiver noise caused by static plate current. 

Fig. 6-67—Top view of the 15- meter amplifier. The neutralizing capacitor consists of 

two strips of aluminum, supported by the plate- blocking capacitor and a feedthrough 

insulator. It is mounted over the r.f. choke between the two 813 tubes. 

Fig. 6-68—As in the other amplifiers, the 10-meter final uses shielded wires in the filament, 

screen, and grid- return circuits. For tuning this amplifier uses a small variable capacitor 

connected across half of the plate coil, to maintain a favorable L/C ratio. 
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A GROUNDED-GRID HALF KILOWATT 

The amplifier shown in Figs. 6-69, 6-71 and 
6-72 will run at about 500 watts input on c.w.— 
or p.e.p. input as an s.s.b. linear — on all bands 
from 80 through 10 meters. The unit is small 
enough to sit on the operating table right along 
with the rest of the station equipment; no need 
for big racks here. 
Using a pair of 811As in parallel in the 

grounded-grid circuit, this rig is a good one to 
use following transmitters such as the Viking 
Ranger, DX-40, Globe Scout, and others of sim-
ilar power class, for a worth-while increase in 
power output on c.w. As a linear amplifier fol-
lowing an s.s.b. exciter it requires no swamping 
because the 811A grids provide a fairly constant 
load in themselves, and also the fed-through 
power with grounded-grid presents an additional 
constant load to the driver. The total driving 
power needed on any band is less than 20 watts. 
An additional useful feature is a built-in direc-

tional coupler using a version of the "Mickey 
Match." Besides its obvious application for 
checking the s.w.r. on the transmission line to 
the antenna or for help in tuning up a coax-
coupled antenna coupler, it is practically indis-
pensable as an indicator of relative power output 
in tuning the amplifier. 

The Circuit 

A number of tube types could be used in an 
amplifier of this power class, but the 811As are 
a good choice because they do not need a bias 
supply and are not expensive. ( Surplus 811s can 
be used; the ratings are not quite as high but they 
can be pushed a bit in intermittent service such as 
c.w. and s.s.b.) 
The complete circuit is shown in Fig. 6-70. To 

save trouble and work, standard components are 
used throughout — the only special construction 
is the shielding and a few simple r.f. chokes. 
The tube filaments are driven directly from coax 
input from the driver; no tuning is used or is 
needed in this circuit. The filaments are kept 
above ground by the B & W type FC15 choke. 

The plate tank is the familiar pi network, using 
a B & W type 851 tapped coil and band-switch 
assembly. This assembly has been modified 
slightly in two respects: First, the copper-strip 
10-meter coil normally mounted at the top of the 
rear plate is taken off and moved so that it is 
supported between the tank assembly and the 
stator of the tank tuning capacitor as shown in 
Fig. 6-71. A short length of copper strip is bolted 
between the free end of the coil and the right-
hand stator connection of the tuning capacitor, 
to support the free end. This change is made 
in order to avoid the long lead that would have 
to be run from the capacitor to the regular input 
terminal on the tank assembly, since this termi-
nal is at the right-hand side of the assembly as 
viewed from the top. The turns of the 10-meter 
coil are also squeezed together a bit to increase 
the inductance, because it was found that a 
rather large amount of capacitance had to be 
used to tune the circuit to the band with the 
coil at its original length. The length is now 15,‘ 
inches between mounting holes. 
The second modification is the addition of a 

pair of switch contacts on the rear switch plate 
of the tank assembly. There is an extra position 
on this plate with holes already provided for con-
tacts, and the additional set of contacts is used 
to switch in fixed output loading capacitance on 
80 meters, where a large output capacitance is 
needed. The variable loading capacitor, C3, with 
the five fixed mica capacitors, C5 to Cg inclusive, 
give continuous variation of capacitance up to 
1275 ge‘f. on all bands, including the regular 
switch position for the 80-meter band. However, 
if the switch is turned to the extra position an 
additional 1000-µpf. mica capacitor is connected 
in parallel, so that continuous variation of ca-
pacitance to over 2200 pg. is possible on 80. 
This takes care of cases where the load resistance 
happens to be unusually low or reactive.' 

1These contacts can be obtained directly from the 
manufacturer of the tank assembly. To secure a set of 
contacts with mounting hardware, send one dollar to 

Fig. 6-69—This amplifier operates at a plate 

input of approximately 500 watts, uses a pair 

of 811As in grounded-grid, and is complete 

with power supply on a 13 X 17 X 4-inch 

chassis. The rack panel is 101/2 by 19 inches. 

Front- panel controls include the plate tuning 

capacitor and band switch in the center, fila-

ment and plate power switches with their pilot 

lights at the lower left, sensitivity control and 

forward- reflected power switch for the direc-

tional coupler at the lower right, variable 

loading capodlor and auxiliary loading-

capacitor switch underneath the 0-1 milliam-

meter at the right, and the grid-cathode mil-

liammeter with its switch at the upper left. The 

filter choke, 866As and plate transformer oc-

cupy the rear section of the chassis. 
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A 500-ma. d.c. meter is used for reading either 

total cathode current or grid current alone. The 

Barker & Williamson, Beaver Dam and Canal, Bristol, 
Penna., specifying the type of tank assembly for which 
they are wanted. The contacts are not catalog items 
and are not available through dealers. 
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cathode current is read in preference to plate 
current because of safety considerations. Putting 
the meter in the hot d.c. plate lead leaves nothing 
but a little plastic insulation between the high 
voltage and the meter adjusting screw. It is a 
bit of a nuisance to have to subtract the grid 

AMPLIFIER 

50K 
25W 

SOK 
25W. 

.0i 

,4 I ol 

00T 250T. 250 T . 
cs ,051 elp- c7 251- c9.2_ 53 

DECIMAL VALUES OF CAPACITANCE ARE INAltg 

OTHERS ARE IN,ALAd. EXCEPT AS INDICATED. 

SOO 3.5-28 MC. 
20KV. L1 L2 

C2 TUNING 
'-RFC. 250 

.001 
L lS_181, 1200V.,T 

,... 

LOADING 

23 

Sa 

2KV. 

C. 

MAX. 

L3 

IlS V. 

Fig. 6-70-Circuit diagram of the parallel-811A grounded-grid 

capacitors are disk ceramic, 600-volt rating. 

C2-500 µµf., 20,000 volts (TV "doorknob" type). 

C2-250Auf. variable, 2000 volts (Johnson 250E20). 

C3-325-µid. variable, receiving type (Hammarlund) 

MC-325-M). 
C4-Co, inc.-1200-volt mica, case style CM-45. 

h, 12-6.3-volt dial lamp, 150-ma. (No. 47). 

Js-Coax connector, chassis mounting. 

.13- Closed-circuit phone jack. 

.14, J5-1 15-volt male connector, chassis mounting (Am-

phenol 61-M1). 

Li, 12, Si-5-band pi- network coil-switch assembly; see 

text (B & W 851). 

Li-Swinging choke, 4-20 henrys, 300 ma. (UTC S-34). 

1.4-Section of coax line with extra conductor inserted; 

see measurements chapter for construction 

references. 

M2-Milliammeter, 31/2-inch plastic case (Triplett 

327- PL). 
R2-20,000-ohm composition control, linear taper. 

RECI-Filament-choke assembly, to carry 8 amp. (B & 

W FC15). 

RFC2, RFC3-2 µh. (National R-60). 

POWER SUPPLY 

DIR. COUR 

866A 

J2 

1 < 
RE OUT 

amplifier. Unless otherwise specified, fixed 

RFC4-90 µh.; 4343-inch winding of No. 26, 40 t.p.i., 

on 34-inch ceramic form (B & W 800). 

RFC-2.5 mh., any type. 
RFC6-RFC, Incl.-18 turns No. 14 enam., close-wound, 

l/2-inch diam., self-supporting. 

S2-4- pole 2-position rotary, nonshorting (Mallory 

3242J or Centralab 1450). 

Si-Part of tank assembly; see 1.2 Li. 

Sa-Miniature ceramic rotary, 1 section, 1 pole, 6 
positions used, progressive shorting (Cen-

tralab 2042). 

St-Miniature ceramic rotary, 1 section, 2 poles, 2 

positions used, nonshorting (Centralob 2003). 

Sa, SU-S.p.s.t. toggle. 
Ti-Filament transformer, 6.3 volts, 8 amp. min. (UTC 

S-61). 

Ti-Filament transformer, 2.5 volts, 10 amp. (UTC 

S-57). 
T3-Plate transformer, 3000 volts center-tapped, 300 

ma. d.c. (UTC S-47). 

Zs, Za- 2 1/2  t. No. 16 1/2-inch diam., over 100-ohm 2. 

watt carbon resistor. 
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current from the cathode current in order to find 
the plate current, but it isn't serious. The d.c. 
grid circuit has a jack, 13, for introducing exter-
nal bias either for blocked-grid keying or for 
cutting off the plate current during receiving, and 
a four-pole switch, S1, is therefore needed for 
handling the meter switching while keeping all 
circuits functioning normally. 
The power supply uses 866As with a plate 

transformer giving 1500 volts each side of the 
center tap, and working into a single-section 
choke-input filter. The filter capacitor consists 
of four 80-µf. electrolytics connected in series to 
handle the voltage, giving an effective filter ca-
pacitance of 20 pf. This supply is running well 
below its capabilities in the intermittent type of 
operation represented by c.w. and s.s.b., and the 
amplifier is somewhat "over-powered" in this 
respect. A lighter plate transformer can be used 
since the average current in regular operation is 
only about half the maximum tube rating of 350 
ma. for the pair. 
The a.c. inputs to both filaments and plates 

have TVI filters installed right at the a.c. con-
nectors. The chokes in these filters, RFC6 to 
RFC9 inclusive, are homemade by winding 18 
turns of No. 14 enameled wire close-wound on 
a half-inch dowel or drill. 

Construction 

The only space available for the filament trans-
formers is below chassis, so these are mounted on 
the front wall of the chassis as shown in Fig. 6-72. 
There is plenty of room for all other power-supply 
parts below chassis, and the photographs make 
any further comment on this section unnecessary. 
The r.f. layout shown in Fig. 6-71 is almost 

an exact copy of the circuit layout as given in 
Fig. 6-70. The plate blocking capacitor, CI, is 
mounted on a small right-angle bracket fastened 
to the left-hand stator connection of the tank 
capacitor, C2. The tube plates are connected to 
C1 through individual parasitic-suppressor as-
semblies, Z1 and Z2. The hot end of the plate 

illireellniree WV WM 

choke, RFC4, also connects to this same point. 
The tank capacitor is mounted on 34.-inch ceramic 
pillars to bring its shaft to the same height as 
the switch shaft on the tank-coil assembly. The 
capacitor is grounded by connecting the bottom 
of its frame through a half-inch wide strip of 
aluminum to essentially the same point at which 
the plate-choke bypass capacitor, a 0.001-µf. 
2000-volt disk, is grounded. The ground end of 
the aluminum strip actually is under the bottom 
of the plate choke, and the ground lug for the 
bypass capacitor is just to the left. This strip, 
plus short leads in the circuit from the tube plates 
through the tank capacitor to ground, keep the 
resonant frequency of the loop thus formed well 
up in the v.h.f. region; this is important because 
it permits using low-inductance parasitic chokes 
in shunt with the suppressor resistors, and thus 
tends to keep the r.f. plate current at the regular 
operating frequencies out of the resistors. With 
other tank grounding arrangements originally 
tried, larger parasitic chokes had to be used and 
it was impossible to prevent the resistors from 
burning up when operating on 10, 15 and even 20 
meters. Now they do not overheat on any fre-
quency, and v.h.f. parasitics are nonexistent — 
although without the suppressors the parasitics 
are only too much in evidence. 
The output loading capacitors, C3 through 

CD, are mounted toward the rear so the leads 
from the tank coil can be kept as short as pos-
sible. A length of copper strip is used between 
the coil and the stator of C3; originally this lead-
was No. 14 wire but on 10 meters the tank cur-
rent was enough to heat it to the point of dis-
coloration. The ground lead from the fixed units, 
made to the rear bearing connection of C3, is 
also copper strip. C3 and S3 are operated through 
extension shafts, using Millen flexible couplings 
to simplify the alignment problem. 
Underneath the chassis, each 811A grid is 

bypassed directly to the socket-mounting screw 
nearest the plate choke ( right-hand side of the 
socket in Fig. 6-72). The d.c. leads have small 

Fig. 6-71—The r.f. section 

with the shield cover re-

moved. Components here 

are readily identifiable by 

reference to the circuit di-

agram. The meters are en-

closed in rectangular boxes 

made from thin aluminum 

sheet, formed to be fas-

tened by The meter mount-

ing screws. The back covers 

on these boxes are made 

from perforated aluminum, 

folded over at the edges 

and held on the boxes by 

sheet- metal screws. The 

switch for shifting the 0-500 

milliammeter (left) from grid 

to cathode is concealed by 

the box which encloses 

the meter. 
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chokes, RFC2 and RFC8, with additional by-
passes for good r.f. filtering, particularly at v.h.f. 
since grid rectification generates harmonics in the 
TV bands. The filament choke, RFC1, is mounted 
so that the filament side is close to the filament 
terminals on the tube sockets; the other end is 
bypassed directly to the chassis. 
The shielding around the amplifier consists of 

two pieces of sheet aluminum and a perforated 
aluminum ("do-it-yourself" type) cover having 
the shape of an inverted U. Fig. 6-71 shows how 
the rear wall is made. Its edges are bent to pro-
vide flanges for fastening the cover with sheet-
metal screws, and there is a similar flange pro-
jecting to the rear at the bottom for fastening 
the wall to the chassis. The front piece extends 
the full height of the panel and is identically 
drilled and cut out for meters and controls. It 
has flanges at the top and extending down the 
sides from the top to the chassis. The cover itself 
extends down over the sides of the chassis for 
about one inch. Numerous screws hold down the 
cover, to prevent leakage of harmonics. 
The shields over the meters are made as de-

scribed in the caption for the inside top view. 
Meter leads are bypassed to the shield boxes 
where they emerge. 

Construction of the directional coupler par-
allels that given for the antenna coupler in 
Chapter Thirteen. 

Operating Conditions and Tuning 

The voltage delivered by the power supply is 
approximately 1500 volts with no drive and with 
the tubes taking only the no-bias static plate 
current, which is about 60 ma. At the full load 
of 350 ma. the voltage is slightly under 1400. 
Optimum operating conditions for 1400 volts at 
350 ma. peak-envelope power input as an s.s.b. 
linear call for a peak-envelope grid current of 60 
ma. The peak-envelope tube power output is close 

Fig. 6-72—In this be-

low-chass;s view, the 

two filament trans-

formers are at the 

top, mounted on the 

chassis wall. The 

811A sockets are at 

the upper left. The 

rectangular box on 

the left-hand wall 

contains the FC15 

filament- choke as-

sembly. The "Mickey 

Match" directional 

coupler is at the up-

per right. Filter ca-

pacitors and the 

bleeder resistors are 

in the lower section. 

A.c. inlets, fuse holder, 

bias jack, and the 115. 

volt line TVI filters are 

on the bottom chassis 

wall. 
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to 350 watts under these conditions. The same 
conditions are also about optimum for c.w. 
The behavior of the cathode current when 

tuning a grounded-grid triode amplifier is some-
what confusing, and the meter is principally use-
ful as a check on operating conditions rather 
than as a tuning indicator. The best indicator of 
proper tuning of the plate tank capacitor is the 
forward-power reading of the directional coupler. 
For any trial setting of the loading controls and 
driving power, always set the plate tank capaci-
tor control at the point which results in a maxi-
mum reading on the power-output indicator. 
The power indications are only relative, of 

course, and the sensitivity control should be set 
to give a reading in the upper half of the scale 
of the meter. 
The objective in adjusting loading and drive 

is to arrive at maximum power output simul-
taneously with a plate current of 350 ma. and a 
grid current of 60 ma. — that is, a total cathode 
current of 410 ma. when the grid current read-
ing is 60 ma. The loading is critical. If the am-
plifier is not loaded heavily enough the grid 
current will be too high and the right value of 
total cathode current either will not be reached 
or, if reached, the amplifier will be operating in 
the "flattening" region as an s.s.b. linear. ( It can 
be operated this way on c.w., however, since lin-
earity is unimportant here.) If the loading is 
too heavy, the grid current will be low when the 
cathode current reaches the proper value, but 
the efficiency will be low. Getting the knack of 
tuning takes practice, but when done right the 
tubes will run cool on all bands in regular opera-
tion. Running key-down over a period of time 
may show just a trace of dark red color on the 
plates since the input and dissipation are some-
what over ratings under these operating condi-
tions, although perfectly satisfactory with keying 
or s.s.b. voice. 
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A KILOWATT GROUNDED-GRID AMPLIFIER 

The amplifier shown in Figs. 6-73, 6-75 and 
6-76 is built around the Penta PL-6580, a high-µ 
triode designed especially for grounded-grid 
Class-B r.f. amplifier service. With a plate volt-
age of from 3000 to 4000, from 700 to 900 watts 
p.e.p. output can be obtained with about 75 watts 
driving power. A stabilized bias supply is in-
cluded that will provide the correct bias for any 
operating plate voltage between 2500 and 4000. 

Referring to the circuit diagram, Fig. 6-74, the 
cathode ( filament) is maintained above ground 
by the filament chokes RFC1 and RFC2. An L 
network, tuned by C1, provides voltage step-up 
to the cathode. On 80 meters the capacitor C1, 
together with fixed capacitor C2, tunes the fila-
ment chokes. On the other bands the fixed ca-
pacitor is removed and the proper inductance is 
shunted across the chokes. 
To insure good r.f. grounding of the grid, three 

0.001-µf. disk ceramic capacitors are used be-
tween the grid pins and the chassis. The bias 
supply uses a high-current low-p 6080 twin 
triode to stabilize the bias, in conjunction with 
the 6AU6 control tube and the 0A2 voltage-
reference tubes. The bias voltage is set by the 
position of the arm of R1. 
The plate circuit of the amplifier departs from 

more conventional practice in several ways. The 
output capacitance in the 80-meter condition is 
relatively small; this is a result of using a low 
capacitance at C3, which in turn lowers the cir-
cuit Q and requires a lower output capacitance 
for proper loading. If a low plate voltage (2500) 
is to be used, it would be better to increase the 
capacitance value of C3 and the capacitance 
switched across the output on 80 meters. On all 
of the other frequency ranges the capacitances 
are more in line with normal Q values. On 15 

and 10 meters S2B shorts part of L4, to break up 
a resonance in the unused coil. 
Although the PL-6580 requires 5 volts on the 

filament, a 6.3-volt filament transformer is used. 
The resistance of RFC1 and RFC2 is sufficient to 
drop the voltage to the correct value. The 6080 
regulator and the 6X4 rectifier heaters are also 
connected to the filament transformer, 7.1. 

Construction 

Referring to Figs. 6-75 and 6-76, the amplifier 
is built on a 12 X 17 X 3-inch chassis, with a 
standard 1014 X 19-inch relay rack panel. Alu-
minum angle stock is used to form a framework 
for the perforated-metal sides ( not shown in the 
photographs). To cool the PL-6580, a blower is 
mounted on the chassis so that the air is pulled 
in through a perforated-metal side and blown 
down under the chassis. The chassis, sealed off 
with an aluminum bottom plate, can only ex-
haust the air past the tube and, to facilitate this, 
the tube socket is mounted in a 3Y2-inch-diam-
eter hole. The combination of the large hole, the 
ventilated socket (Johnson 122-275) and the 
glass chimney ( Penta PL-C1) gives sufficient 
cooling with any blower of 50 c.f.m. or more. 
The plate-circuit band switch, S2, is mounted 

on the chassis and controlled via a right-angle 
drive. Leads from the switch to L3 and L4 are 
best made with copper tubing or strap. Various 
500-µµf. 5-kv, capacitors in the plate and output 
circuit are high-voltage ceramic ( Centralab 
858S-500), mounted on the tuning capacitors or 
on metal straps. 
While meters with integral metal shields ( Phao-

stron Co., Pasadena, Calif.) are shown in Fig. 
6-76, an alternative is to use regular meters and 
small aluminum boxes, as described in Chapter 23. 

Fig. 6-73—A ground-

ed grid amplifier 
using the PL-6580 
triode. Able to 

handle a kilowatt 

pep. input with 

3000 volts on the 

plate, and even 

more with a higher 

plate voltage, a 

chimney surrounds 

the tube to improve 

the forced ventila-

tion. In this view 

the side and top 

cane- metal panels 

have been removed. 
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Fig. 6-74—Circuit diagram of the kilowatt grounded-grid linear amplifier. Unless indicated oherwise, capaci-

tances are in Pf., resistances are in ohms, resistors are 1/2  watt. Capacitors marked with polarity are electro-

lytic, capacitors marked • are mica. 

001 
56V. 

RFC3 

Bi—Ventilating blower, at least 50 c.f.m. ( surplus). 

C,- 200-mg. variable (Johnson 200L15). 

C2-200-µµf, variable, locked at full capacitance 

(Johnson 200115). 

C3— 100-PPf. variable, 0.175-inch spacing (Johnson 

100D70). 

C4-350-1110. variable, 0.075- inch spacing (Johnson 

350E30). 

C5, C6-0.1-iif. feedthrough, 600 volts (Sprague 80P3). 

.1,, .1,—S0-239 coaxial jack. 

L5-201/2  turns No. 18, 8 t.p.i., 1-inch diam. Tapped 

at 21/2, 41/2  and 91/2  turns from ground end 

(B&W 3014). 

La —5 turns No. 12, 7/5 diam., 11/4 long, wound around 

(but not touching) 10-ohm 25-watt resistor. 

L3-13 34 turns 3{6-inch copper tubing, 41/2 t•P•i, 11/2 

inch i.d., silver plated. Tapped at 43/4 and 

Adjustment 

The bias voltage should be set, with 1?1, to give 
a no-signal plate input of 150 to 160 watts. The 
maximum-signal grid current should be about 95 
ma. for 2500 volts on the plate to 65 ma. at 4000 

RFC4 

!meal. 

003 * 

L _ 

50066f. 

100 C 

FCy 

REGULATOR 
6080 

CONTROL 
6Au6 

OUT 

soop,uf. 

I0KV. 

OAZ 

0AZ 

56v, 

73/4 turns from plate end. 

14-19 1/2 turns No. 12, 6 t.p.i., 3 inch diam., 40-meter 

tap 81/s turns from plate end, anti- resonance 

tap 3 turns from plate end ( Illumitronic 2406). 

RFC, RFC,-34 turns No. 14 enam., closewound on 

same 11/4 diam. phenolic tubing. 

RFC3-2-mh. 400-ma. r.f. choke (Miller 4550). 

RFC,- 225- oh. r.f. choke, 800-ma. (National R- 175A). 

RFC5-28 turns No. 20, 16 t.p.i., % diom. (B&W 

3007). 

Si-5-position single- pole rotary ceramic, non-shorting 

(Centralab 2550). 

S2-5- position 2- pole rotary ceramic (two sections 

Communications Products Model 88). 

T5-6.3 v., 20-amp, filament transformer (Triad F- 22A) 

T2-650 v.c.t., 40-ma, power transformer (Stancor 

PC-8406, 5-v. secondary not used). 

plate volts. The input limit is 875 watts at 2500 
volts to 1200 watts at 4000 volts. 

It is desirable to tune up with an output indi-
cator of some kind. The description of the lower-
powered amplifier earlier in this chapter carries 
details of the tune-up procedure. 
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er• 

Fig. 6-75—Another view of the grounded-grid amplifier, showing the large switch used in the plate circuit. 

Tubes visible in the upper right are used in a regulated grid- bias supply. Metal shields on the two panel 

meters minimize radiation. 
High voltage for the plate is brought to the jack on the stand-off insulator at the lower right; the a.c. 

line is connected to the filter terminals to the right of the insulator, 

• 

Fig. 6-76—A view under the chassis shows the filament choke between the two variable capacitors, with the 

input tuning coil mounted on the input band switch. The small shield compartment at the top surrounds a 

filter in the B+ lead. 

Air from the blower is forced through the hole at the upper right, and it finds its way past the socket 
and up the chimney as a result of the cut-out area around the socket. The three grid connections on the 

socket are connected together by a copper strap and bypassed to chassis at three places. An r.f. choke in the 

grid lead mounts on the socket. 

A right-angle drive (National RAD) turns the large band switch mounted above the chassis. 



A Kilowatt Amplifier 

A KILOWATT 4-400A AMPLIFIER 

Any transmitter delivering about ten watts 
will drive the amplifier shown in Figs. 6-77 
through 6-82. When used as a Class ABi linear 
for sideband, a peak driving voltage of about 
150 is required. The plate tank circuit of the 
amplifier is homemade from readily available 
parts. 
Referring to Fig. 6-78, the amplifier uses the 

conventional neutralized grounded-cathode am-
plifier circuit. Switch SiB shorts out the unused 
part of grid coil L2, and Su  modifies the input 
link coupling. A Harrington Electronics GP-20L 
subassembly is shown, but an equivalent circuit 
can be built from standard parts. The output 
circuit is a shunt-fed pi network for the amateur 
bands 3.5 to 30 Mc. The smaller tuning capacitor, 
C10, is used on 20, 15 and 10 meters, and the 
larger C11 is added for tuning on 40 and 80 
meters. Having two tuning capacitors allows the 
optimum L/C ratio to be maintained on all bands 
without resorting to an expensive vacuum 
variable. 
A 17-c.f.m. blower supplies adequate forced air 

cooling for the 4-400A base and plate seals. The 
blower is connected across the 4-400A filament 
transformer primary and operates whenever the 
filament is energized. 

All required control and metering circuits are 
mounted on a separate chassis. Meters are pro-
vided for amplifier grid current, screen current, 
cathode current and plate voltage, to comply 
with the FCC rule regarding measurement of 
input powers over 900 watts. 
The amplifier is fixed biased at —225 volts for 

Class C and —150 volts for Class ABi operation. 
The full-wave rectifiers in the bias supply are 
silicon diodes, with no warm-up time, and full 
operating bias is applied as soon as the power 
switch, So, is closed. Time-delay relay Ki oper-
ates K2, which is in series with the screen supply 
primary. Thus there is a 60-second delay before 
screen potential can be applied to the amplifier 
tube. 
The accessory a.c. socket, /8, and the high-

voltage filament transformer socket, Jg, are 
energized as soon as power switch Si is closed. 
The liv. plate transformer is turned on by a 
relay plugged into .110 and controlled by the time-
delay relay. With this arrangement, it is impos-
sible to apply a.c. to the h.v. rectifier plates 
before their filaments have had a chance to 
warm up. 
A variable autotransformer in series with the 

screen-supply primary allows the screen voltage 
to be adjusted from zero to about 800 volts under 
load. This makes a convenient arrangement for 
setting the screen voltage when changing from 
Class C to Class A131 or vice versa, and for ad-
justing the power input of the amplifier. 
A screen overload protection circuit is in-

cluded. If excessive screen current flows, K3 is 
energized and is kept energized by the current 
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through Rg. To reset the relay the screen voltage 
must be momentarily disconnected so that the 
relay will return to its unenergized condition. 
This can be done by opening S7. The current at 
which the overload relay throws is set with shunt 
resistor R7; maximum allowable screen dissipa-
tion is 35 watts. 

Contruction 

The amplifier is built on a 4 X 13 X 17-inch 
chassis and uses a 14-inch rack panel. All major 
components are visible in the photographs. The 
Harrington grid circuit, output loading capacitors 
and switch, and filament transformer are all 
below the chassis. 
An insulated coupling must be used between 

the rotor of Ci and the shaft going to the grid 
tuning knob. Leads from the grid circuit are 
brought out through the 3 X 5-inch aluminum 
back plate via a feed-through capacitor and bush-
ings. The input link is connected to the coax 
receptacle through a length of RG-58/U. The 
flanged cover of a 5 X 4 X 3-inch Minibox is 
slipped over the grid assembly, and this cover is 
secured to the back plate with four self-tapping 
screws and to the main chassis with four 6-32 
spade bolts. 
The ganged loading capacitors ( C12) are 

mounted off the chassis on 1-inch spacers. Con-
nections in the output circuit are made with 

Fig. 6-77—The kilowatt 4-400A amplifier and its con-

trol unit are mounted in a 21- inch gray hammer. 

tone rack cabinet (Bud CR-1727). Shelf brackets (Bud 

SA- 1350) are mounted on both sides of the cabinet 

to hold the amplifier chassis. Below the meters, from 

left to right: filament pilot light, key- type a.c. switch, 

Class AB, ,C bias switch, screen autotransformer, 

plate switch and plate pilot light. 
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Fig. 6-78—Circuit diagram of the 4-400A amplifier (above the dashed line) and power supply/control unit. 

Resistances are in ohms, and resistors ore 1/2 -watt unless otherwise indicated. Capacitors not listed 

are 600-volt disk ceramic except for those marked with polarity, which are electrolytic. 



A Kilowatt 4-400A Amplifier 
copper or brass strapping to provide low-induct-
ance leads. 
The blower is mounted on the rear apron of 

the chassis by four 6-32 spade lugs attached to 
the walls of the blower output housing. A 1 X 
1 g-inch hole cut in the rear apron of the chassis 
accommodates the blower; a cork gasket is used 
between the plastic blower housing and the am-
plifier chassis. 
The chassis should be as airtight as possible to 

provide maximum air flow to the 4-400A tube, 
and any small holes should be sealed by covering 
them with tape. 

Plate Tank and Enclosure 

The plate tank coil, L4, band switch, S3, and 
plate tuning capacitor switch, S2, are mounted 
on two Lucite plates in the center of the chassis. 
The tank coil comes prewound on one Lucite 
plate which is positioned 3,/z inches above the 
chassis on ceramic spacers. Hard rubber washers 
(the type used for packing faucets) are inserted 
between the ceramic spacers and the Lucite plates 
to provide a tight fit. 
Counting from the blocking capacitor end, the 

B.-Blower- motor assembly, 17 c.f.m. ( Ripley, Inc., 

Middletown, Conn., type 8433). 

C.- 140-µpf. midget variable (Hammarlund APC-
140-B). Part of Harrington Electronics GP-20L. 

C.- 10.644d. neutralizing (Johnson N250). 

Ca-500-volt mica. 
C.-0.001 -pf. feed-through (Centralab FT- 1000). 

CS, Ca, C17, C.-0.001-µf., 3000- volt disk ceramic 

Centralab DD30-120). 

C7, CS, C.-500-µPf., 20,000- volt ceramic (Centralab 

TV- 207). 
C.0-30-plif. variable, 0.25-inch spacing (Barker & 

Williamson CX-45-C butterfly, one section 

used), or Johnson 50090 with two stator 

plates removed). 

C.- 150-µpf. variable, 0.25- inch spacing (Johnson 

150D90). 

C13-650-Ppf. variable (two Hammarlund MC-325M 

ganged and paralleled). 

C13, C14, C.- 2500-volt mica (Aerovox 16521). 

C,S-200-volt molded paper. 

CR, CR.-500-ma. 600-volt peak inverse silicon diode 

(Sarkes Tarzian F-6). 

J., J.-Coaxial receptacle, chassis mounting (SO-239). 

Ja, 16- 2- contact socket (Cinch-Jones S-202-B). 

is- 115-volt plug, chassis mounting (Amphenol 61-

M1). 

J7 .110, incl.-115-volt socket (Amphenol 61-F1). 

K.- 115-volt 60-second time-delay, normally open 

(Amperite 115N060). 

1(3-S. p.d.t. relay, 115-volt a.c. coil (Potter & Brum-

field KA5AY). 

)(3-S.p.d.t. relay, 2500-ohm 7.2-ma. coil (Advance 

GHE.71C/2500). 

1.-3 3/4 turns No. 18 insulated wire on cold end of 

1.,; tapped 2 turns from ground end. 

13-50 turns No. 24 tinned, 13/4 inches long on 3/4- 
inch diam. ceramic form; tapped 5, 8, 13 
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Fig. 6-79-This view of the amplifier shows the band-

switch trap door, air-exhaust port and hole for ad-

justing neutralization, all in the top of the shielding 

enclosure. The large knob on the left of the panel 

is for the 20/15/10-meter plate tuning capacitor, and 

the matching knob adjusts the capacitor used on 80 
and 40. Farther down, from left to right: grid band 

switch, grid tuning control, variable loading adjust-
ment and loading switch. 

and 25 turns from grid end. (Part of Har-

rington GP- 20L). 

L3-3 turns No. 10 tinned, 3/4 -inch diam., 1 inch long, 

mounted on R,. 

L.- Pi- network coil assembly (Air Dux 195-2 available 

from Illumitronics Engineering, Sunnydale, 

Calif.); see text. 

P1- 2-contact plug (Cinch-Jones P- 202-CCT). 

R.-50-ohm 5-watt noninductive wire-wound (Sprague 

5KT). 

R., R7-10-watt adjustable. 

R9-200-watt adjustable; set tap at midpoint. 

RFC.-10-mh. r.f. choke (National R-50-1). 
RFC.- 120-ph. plate r.f. choke (Raypar RI- 101). 

RFC,-4-µh. r.f. choke (National R-60). 

RFC.- 2.5 mh r.f. choke (National R-50). 

S.-Miniature ceramic rotary, 2 poles, 6 positions, 1 
section, shorting, 5 positions used (Centralab 

PA-2002). Part of GP-20L. 

Sa-Homemade, see text and Fig. 6-82. 

54-Ceramic rotary, 9 positions, 1 section, progres-

sively shorting, 4 positions used (Centralab 

PISD section and P-270 index assembly). 

Ss-S.p.d.t. microswitch (Unimax 2HBW-1). 

SS-S.p.s.t. lock switch (Arrow-Hart & Hegeman 81715-

1). 

S7-S.p.s.t. toggle. 
T.- Filament transformer, 5.2 volts, c.t., 24 amp. (Triad 

F- 11U). 

73-Power transformer, 460 volts, c.t., 50 ma. (Stanco 

PC-8418). 

T3-Filament transformer, 5 volts ci., 3 amp. (Thord-

arson 21F03). 

T4-Power transformer, 1200 volts, c.t., 200 ma. (Thor-

darson 22R36). 

T.-Variable autotransformer, 0-132 volts, 1.75 amp. 

(Superior 10B). 
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plate coil is tapped at 4 turns ( 0.4 µh.) for 10 
meters; 7.5 turns ( 1 µh.) for 15 meters; 10.5 turns 
(2.33 µh.) for 20 meters, 14 turns ( 5.2 µh.) for 40 
meters, and 24 turns ( 16.4 µh.) for 80 meters. 
(All the figures include the 4-turn coil made of 
34-inch strap.) The lugs provided with thé tank 
coil assembly should be securely soldered to the 
coil at these points. Strapping should then be 
run from these taps to the appropriate band-
switch terminals. It should be noted that the 

Fig. 6-80—Top view of the 

control unit. The voltmeter 

multiplier resistors are 

housed in a cane- metal pro-

tective shield (upper left). 

Resistors R.: and Ru are 

mounted under the sets of 

ventilation holes (center 

near panel). 

band-switch terminals do not progress in con-
secutive order, but are arranged to provide the 
shortest possible lead lengths. 
Be sure no iron or steel hardware is used in the 

band-switch assembly, or for that matter, any-
where in the plate tank circuitry of the amplifier. 
Each piece of hardware should be checked first 
with a magnet to insure that it is neither iron nor 
steel before being used in the plate circuit. 

In order to get to the band switch and capacitor 

Fig. 6-81—Most of the en-

closure has been removed 

to show the low- and high-

frequency plate tuning ca-

pacitors, the coil and band-

switch assembly ( center) 

and the 4-400A in its glass 

chimney (Eimac SK-406). The 

neutralizing capacitor is be-

hind the tube in this view. 

A cork gasket is used be-

tween chimney and chassis. 

Across the rear apron: out-

put jack, filament a.c. plug, 

cathode and ground termi-

nals, high-voltage connector, 

ground post and blower. 

The blower hides another 

terminal strip (for bias and 

screen connections) and the 

input jack. The band switch 

Is mode from a 41/2  X 8-

inch strip of 1/2 -inch thick 

Lucite and Johnson 108-760 

jacks and 108-770 plugs. 

The plugs are mounted on 

two 31/8-inch utility handles 

(Bud UH-71A) strengthened 

by straps of aluminum. 



Fig. 6-82—Bottom view of the amplifier. The 
Minibox shield has been removed from the grid 

circuit ( lower right). Loading capacitors, switch 

and ".safety" choke are at the left. The filament 

transformer is in the center. Amplifier tube 

socket is mounted on four tabs spaced evenly 

around the circular cutout. 

switch, a trap door is provided in the top of the 
enclosure. Microswitch S5 is installed so that it is 
actuated by the trap door. The leads from S5 are 
brought out to a jack, /3, located on the back 
wall of the enclosure, and from there to /5 on 
the control unit. The trap door measures 6,// 
by 7 inches and the rectangular cutout in the top 
of the enclosure is 4;4 by 61/4 inches. This pro-
vides adequate overlap to prevent any leakage 
of r.f. 

Adjustment and Operation 

First, determine that the control unit is oper-
ating correctly. Apply 115 volts to 15, insert the 
tubes, and turn on the key switch, S. The green 
filament pilot light should go on immediately. 
There should also be power at receptacles 17, 18 
and /9. 17 and /9 are for the amplifier and plate 
supply filament transformers; 18, an accessory 
socket, is provided so that external equipment 
such as the station receiver can be controlled by 
Sg. There should be no power at ho, the plate 
transformer control socket. 

Next, adjust Rg until the VR tubes just begin 
to glow. Be sure the standby terminal jumper 
from Pin 5 of V3 to ground is in place. Turning 
55 should change the bias from —150 volts in the 
Class AB' position to —225 volts for Class C 
in the other. With S5 in the linear position (AB), 
and leaving a voltmeter on the output of the bias 
supply, temporarily lift the standby jumper from 
ground. The output voltage should rise from 
—150 to approximately —300 volts. The standby 
terminals provide a convenient way to bias the 
4-400A beyond cutoff during standby and re-
ceiving periods. This will prevent any annoying 
diode noise generation. 
Open S6 and again connect an a.c. voltmeter to 

ho. Put a temporary jumper between the two 
contacts of Jo. Close S6 and 57, and after 60 
seconds there should be power at /10 and the 
red plate pilot lamp should light. Replace the 
jumper across /6 with the leads from the micro-
switch interlock. Lifting the trap door should 

deenergize /10, and the plate pilot bulb should 
extinguish. 

Next, connect a d.c. voltmeter to the output 
of the screen supply. By adjusting Ts it should 
be possible to vary the output from 0 to approxi-
mately 850 volts. Finally, adjust R7 so that Kg 
trips when 40 ma. is drawn from the screen sup-
ply. This can be checked by connecting a resistor 
(620 ohms or less, 1 watt) across the supply 
output and running the voltage up from zero 
until the drain is 40 ma. This completes the 
testing of the control unit. 
The amplifier must now be neutralized. Set the 

grid and plate band switches for 28 Mc., and 
disconnect the screen and plate leads at the 
amplifier terminals. Couple a sensitive indicating 
wavemeter to the output end of the plate tank 
circuit and apply the required —225 volts of 
bias. Apply drive, resonate the grid circuit and 
adjust the output of the exciter for rated 4-400A 
grid current. Neutralizing capacitor C2 should 
then be adjusted for minimum r.f. in the plate 
tank circuit. The plate tuning capacitor should 
be retuned for maximum wavemeter reading 
after each change of C2. After rated plate and 
screen voltages have been applied and the ampli-
fier loaded, the neutralizing capacitor should be 
touched up so that minimum plate current and 
maximum grid and screen currents occur simul-
taneously as the plate tank is tuned through 
resonance. 

If the amplifier is to be used for s.s.b., the h.v. 
power supply should have a minimum output 
capacitance of 8 µf. For best voltage regulation 
the plate transformer should have a 220-volt 
primary. The output of the h.v. power supply 
should include a 1/2-ampere fuse to protect the 
supply from excessive overloads. 

If the amplifier is to be plate modulated, a 
choke, approximately 10 hy. at 50 or 100 ma., 
should be inserted in series with the screen lead 
of the 4-400A. An external switch can be used 
to short out the choke when using the amplifier 
for c.w. or s.s.b. 
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A TWO-BAND V.F.O. WITH DIFFERENTIAL KEYER 

The v.f.o shown in Figs 6-83, 6-85 and 6-86 
is intended to replace the 3.5- and 7-Mc, crystals 
used in many transmitters. It will deliver 30 to 
50 volts on these two bands, sufficient to drive 
any normal crystal-oscillator stage as an ampli-
fier or frequency multiplier. To simplify the ad-
dition of this v.f.o. to an existing transmitter, the 
v.f.o. includes a differential keying circuit that 
can be applied to any subsequent transmitter 
without modification. When used as a substitute 
for 80-meter crystals, the output of the v.f.o. 
unit is 3.5 to 40 Mc. When used as a substitute 
for 40-meter crystals, the output is 7.0 to 7.43 
Mc. 

Referring to the circuit diagram, Fig. 6-84, 
the oscillator uses a 12AT7 triode in the series-
tuned Colpitts circuit. Actually two oscillators 
are included, one operating on 1.8 Mc. and the 
other on 3.5 Mc. Each triode and its associated 
tuning circuit is permanently connected, and the 
one to be used is switched on in the cathode cir-
cuit by switch Se.. Another section of the 
switch, S.», shifts the differential keying lead 
to the active triode. The oscillator is followed by 
a cathode follower, Ve., the triode section of a 
6CX8. The cathode follower works with reduced 
plate voltage ( 200) obtained from a voltage di-
vider that serves as a bleeder for the power 

supply and also drops the screen voltage for the 
output stage. The output stage is the pentode 
section of the 6CX8. The bandswitch, Si, shorts 
out part of the output tuning coil for 40-meter 
operation. 
The differential-keying circuit uses a d.p.d.t. 

relay. One arm of the relay keys the following 
transmitter in a normal manner, via 12 and a 
length of cable. The other arm of the relay, KlA, 
turns on the oscillator immediately the relay 
closes, but it doesn't turn off the oscillator im-
mediately when the relay opens because the os-
cillator blocking bias, developed across a 10K 
resistor, is not available until the 0A3 conducts. 
The 0A3 does not conduct until the voltage 
across the 0.5-µf. capacitor has charged to about 
-100 volts, and it takes an appreciable fraction of 
a second for the capacitor to charge through the 
100K resistor. Negative voltage for the circuit 
is obtained from a half-wave rectifier circuit 
using two small silicon rectifiers in series. The 
plate-voltage supply is conventional and uses a 
5V4-GA rectifier and capacitor-input filter to 
deliver about 425 volts. A d.c. supply for the 
keying relay is obtained from the heater voltage 
and a half-wave rectifier. A d.c. relay was used 
for keying because it was found among the in-
expensive relays that were tested, the d.c. relays 

Fig. 6-83—The two-band v.f.o. provides suitable output to drive a former crystal-oscillator stage on 80 or 40 
meters. A differential-keying circuit is included that requires no modification of the transmitter following the v.f.o. 

The drive is a British planetary drive, with a plastic pointer added. The dial is paper, held in place by black 
electrical Scotch tape. Lower controls, from left to right, are frequency-spotting switch, band switch, and out-
put peaking. 
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Fig. 6-84—Circuit diagram of the two-band v.f.o. Unless specified otherwise, resistances are in ohms, resistors 

are 1/2 watt, capacitances are in µµf. Fixed capacitors associated with Vs are silvered mica, all decimal capaci-

tors are ceramic, capacitors marked with polarity are electrolytic. 

Cs—Originally 100-4. per section dual variable (John-

son 167-53). CIA section modified to have 7 
stator and 6 rotor plates; Ci ss section modified to 

have 4 stator and 4 rotor plates. 

C2- 140-µµf. midget variable (Hammarlund APC-140). 

Cs- 100- pf. midget variable (Hammarlund APC-100). 

Cs-75-µµf. midget variable (Hammarlund APC-75-B). 

CRs, CR,-400 p.i.v. 200-ma, silicon rectifier ( Inter-

national Rectifier 2E4 or equiv.). 

CR3-25-v. 250-ma, selenium rectifier ( International 

Rectifier C1H). 

Js, J2, 13— Phono jack. 
Ki—D.p.d.t. relay, 6-v.d.c. coil ( Potter & Brumfield KA-

I 10). Numbers on the leads correspond to socket 

(not shown) pin numbers. 

keyed faster than the ac.-actuated ones. The re-
lay is mounted external to the v.f.o. proper, to 
reduce noise and vibration. No a.c. switch is 
included because it is assumed that the v.f.o. 
will obtain its a.c. from a source switched some-
where else. The power supply is fused in the line 
plug. 

Construction 

The v.f.o. is built on a 10 X 12 X 3-inch alu-
minum chassis. Since the aluminum from which 
the chassis is built is somewhat flexible, a 
strengthening rib of 1-inch aluminum angle is 
bolted across the 10-inch wide front of the chas-
sis ( see Fig. 6-85). The chassis is also strength-
ened by the 6 X 9 x 5-inch aluminum utility 
cabinet ( Bud U-10-10) that serves as the shield 
compartment for the tuning capacitor, Ci, and 

L-94 turns No. 24, 32 t.p.i., 1-inch diam. (B & W 

3016). 

L2-47 turns No. 20, 16 t.p.i., 1-inch diam. (B & W 

3015). 
L-36 turns No. 24, 32 t.p.i., 1-inch diam. (B & W 

3016). Tapped 14 turns from plate end. 

L- 10Y2-henry 110-ma. choke ( Knight 62 G 139). 

Ps—Fused ( 11/2 amp.) line plug. 

RFC,-2.5 mh. 
Ss—Two-section rotary switch, each section is 2-pole 6-

position (2 used) steatite, total of 3 poles used 

(Centralab PA-301 index assembly with 2 PA-3 

sections). 

S2—S.p.s.t. toggle switch. 

T1-700 v.c.t. at 90 ma., 5 v. at 3 a., 6.3 v. at 3.5 a. 

(Knight 61 G 429). 

the associated capacitors and inductors. A spare 
side of the utility box furnishes aluminum for 
several small brackets. 
Care in construction of the v.f.o. will be re-

warded by maximum stability. Of prime impor-
tance is the support of the tuning capacitor, 
As can be seen in Fig. 6-86, the capacitor is sup-
ported above the chassis at each end by a suit-
able aluminum bracket. The front bracket is a 
shallow U-shaped one; one side of the U is the 
lip fastened to the chassis, and the other side of 
the U is a lip that supports Ca and C.. The front 
of the capacitor is held to the bracket by the 
single-hole mounting provision of the capacitor. 
The rear bracket for the capacitor is bolted to 
the capacitor at two points, and a clearance hole 
is provided for the back bearing of the capacitor. 
The rotor of the capacitor is electrically con-
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nected to the chassis via the front bracket only, 
and all connections to the chassis from the ca-
pacitors and lengths of coaxial cable ( see Fig. 
6-84) are made to the front rotor terminal of C.. 
The drive for C. is a planetary reduction unit 

(Jackson Bros. Precision Planetary, available 
from Arrow Electronics, New York) ; a short 
length of ,4-inch diameter rod and an insulated 
coupling ( Millen 39016) connect the drive to the 
capacitor. Care spent in aligning the capacitor 
and the drive will be repaid by smooth operation 
and no backlash. Before installation, check the 
capacitor and make sure that it turns with rea-
sonable torque. If it binds or is tight, free it by 
working, loosening the rear bearing slightly, or 
by oiling ( rear bearing only!). 
The mica capacitors across each tuned circuit 

are mounted on multiple tie points that are sol-
dered to the stator supports of C.. Coils Li and 
L. are supported by sliding strips of sheet poly-
styrene into the coils and then cementing the 
strips to the insulating material in the coils. The 
strips are then supported 1 inch above the chas-
sis by ceramic iniulators ( Johnson 135-501). 

The location of the other components is not 
too critical, and a little study of Fig. 6-85 will 
show their location. Switch S, is mounted on an 
aluminum bracket, and the rectifier CR, is 
mounted on a ceramic standoff insulator. The 
inductor L. is mounted in the same manner as 
Li and L., and the tap is made prior to final in-
stallation by pushing in two turns each side of 
the desired turn, thus leaving room for soldering 
a wire to the turn. Capacitor C. is supported by 
an aluminum bracket; its shaft is at plate d.c. 
potential and must be insulated from the chassis. 
The relay Ki is mounted on foam rubber in a 

small "Minibox." The stud of the relay is held 
to the rubber by a washer and nut, and the rub-
ber is held to the box by screws at the corners. 
The stud of the relay, or any other part of the 
relay, must not touch the box. Flexible leads 
from the relay and its coil run through a rubber 
grommet to an octal plug ( Amphenol 86-CP8 
with 3-13 cap), which in turn is plugged into an 
octal socket at the rear of the v.f.o. In Fig. 6-84, 
numbers on the leads to the relay correspond to 
the pin numbers of the plug and socket. 

e 
Fig. 6-85—Under the chassis of the two-band v.f.o. Fixed capacitors at the upper right are filter capacitors for 
the power supply and a 0.5-0. capacitor used in the differential keying circuit. The socket for the relay connec-
tions mounted on the back wall of the chassis ( right in this view), and the filter capacitor for the negative sup-
ply is at the bottom right. The lengths of coaxial cable running to the oscillator tube socket ( seen below ceramic 
switch at center) are pieces of RG-58/U coming from the oscillator tuning compartment above the chassis. Their 
outer conductors are grounded to the chassis near the tube socket. 
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Adjustment 

If the unit is properly wired, the only adjust-
ment necessary will be that of C2 and Ca to bring 
the circuits into proper range. With C2 fully 
meshed, set C, and C, so that the signal falls 5 
to 10 kc. lower than 3.5 and 7.0 Mc. respectively. 
At the high ends ( C2 at minimum capacitance) 
the signal should be slightly higher than 4.0 and 
7.425 Mc. The measurements should be made with 
the cover in place, although whether the cover is 
on or off should have very little effect on the 
frequency. The presence of the cover, securely 
fastened with sheet metal screws, does contribute 
to the over-all rigidity of the unit, however. 
With nothing connected to Ji, the output cir-

cuit should tune 3.5 and 7.0 Mc. with C. almost 
fully meshed. When a foot or two of coaxial line 
is used between Ji and the transmitter to be 
driven, the setting of C. will be changed by the 
capacitance of the connecting line. If of neces-
sity a long line must be used, it will be neces-
sary to compensate by modification of the in-
ductance of L,. RG-59/U has a capacitance of 
21 /./.f. per foot. 
For an example of how the usual crystal-

oscillator circuit can be modified for use with 

this v.f.o., see the 75-watt transmitter earlier in 
this chapter. 

Keying 

When the v.f.o. is connected to a subsequent 
amplifier, the keying can be checked by opening 
S., to allow the v.f.o. to run steadily. The, key-
ing can then be monitored and tested by the 
methods outlined in Chapter Eight. If the keying 
has strong key clicks, they should be reduced to a 
satisfactory level by the methods outlined. If a 
chirp is detected, it is a fault of the v.f.o. unit, 
and is probably caused by a severe line-voltage 
change or too much "pulling" through the 6CX8 
stage. However, if the v.f.o. has been built care-
fully, it should be possible to swing C. through 
resonance without changing the frequency of the 
v.f.o., and this test will show that the buffer ef-
fect is adequate. 
Once the keyed signal of the subsequent am-

plifier is satisfactory with S. open, the check for 
good differential keying can be made with Sz 
closed. The keying should sound the same with 
S. open or closed, except that when Sz is open 
a "back wave" will be heard locally. If the sub-
sequent amplifier has more than one stage and 
two or more stages are keyed, no back wave 
should be heard in either position of S2. 

Fig. 6-86—Close-up view of the oscillator tuning compartment. Multiple tie points soldered to the tuning ca-
pacitor (center) provide rigid support for the silvered-mica capacitors. All ground (chassis) connections within 
this compartment are made to the front rotor connection; this includes the outer conductors of the coaxial line. 
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CONVERTING SURPLUS TRANSMITTERS FOR NOVICE USE 

War-surplus radio equipment, available in 
many radio stores, is a good source of radio 
parts. Some of the transmitters and receivers can 
be made to operate in the amateur bands with 
little or no modification. It would be hard to find 
a more economical way for a Novice to get 
started on 40 or 80 meters than by adapting a 
normally-v.f.o.-controlled surplus "Command 
Set" to crystal control. 
The "Command Sets" are parts of the SCR-

274N and AN/ARC-5 equipments, transmitters 
and receivers designed for use in military air-
craft. The two series are substantially identical in 
circuit and construction. Of the transmitters, two 
are of particular interest to the Novice. These 
are the BC-696 ( part of 274N) or T19 ( ARC-5) 
covering 3 to 4 Mc., and the BC-459 or T22, 
7 to 9.1 Mc. The transmitter circuit consists of a 
1626 triode variable- frequency oscillator that 
drives a pair of 1625s in parallel, which for 
Novice use can be run at 75 watts input. In addi-
tion to the 1626 and 1625s the transmitters in-
clude a 1629 magic-eye tube, which was used as a 
resonance indicator with a crystal for checking 
the dial calibration. The tubes have 12-volt heat-
ers connected in series-parallel for 24-volt bat-
tery operation. The BC-696 and 459 are avail-
able from surplus dealers at prices ranging from 
five to fifteen dollars each, depending on condition. 

Several methods have been described for con-
verting the transmitters to crystal control for 
Novice use, but most of them didn't take into 
consideration the reconversion required to change 
back to v.f.o. when the Novice became a Gen-
eral-Class license holder. 

In the modification to be described, the Novice 

requirement for crystal control is met by using 
a separate crystal-controlled oscillator. The out-
put of the external oscillator is fed into the trans-
mitter through a plug that fits into the 1626 
oscillator socket. The 1626 is not used. The trans-
mitter modifications are such that when it is 
desired to restore the transmitter to v.f.o. opera-
tion the external oscillator is unplugged and the 
1626 is put back in its socket. No wiring changes 
are needed to go from crystal control to v.f.o. 

In addition to the external oscillator, a power 
supply is required for the oscillator and trans-
mitter ( Fig. 6-88), and certain wiring changes 
are needed to make the transmitter itself suitable 
for amateur use. These changes consist primarily 
of removing two relays, changing the tube heater 
circuit for operation on 12 volts instead of 24 
volts, and the addition of a power plug. 

Transmitter Modifications 

The 80- and 40-meter transmitters are prac-
tically identical except for frequency range, and 
the modifications are the same in both. Remove 
the top cover and bottom plate. Remove the tubes 
and crystal from their sockets so there will be no 
danger of breaking them as you work on the 
transmitter. If the sockets are not marked by 
tube types, mark them yourself so you'll know 
which tube goes where. 
The following modifications are required: 
1) Remove the antenna relay ( front panel) and 

control relay ( side of chassis) and unsolder and 
remove all wires that were connected to the re-
lays with the exception of the wire going to 
Pin 4 on the oscillator socket. 
2) Remove the wire-wound resistor mounted 

on the rear wall of the transmitter. 
3) Unsolder the wire from Pin 7 of the 1629 

socket and move it to Pin 2. Ground Pin 7. 
4) Unsolder the wires from Pin 1 of the 1625 

closest to the drive shaft for the variable capaci-
tors and solder the wires to Pin 7. Run a lead 
from the same Pin 1 to the nearest chassis ground. 

5) Unsolder all leads from the power socket 
at the rear of the chassis and remove the socket. 
The socket can be pried off with a screwdriver. 
6) Unsolder the end of the 20-ohm resistor 

(red-black-black) that is connected to Pin 4 on 
the oscillator socket and connect it to Pin 6 

Fig. 6-87—The complete Novice setup, in this case 

using the 80-meter (BC-696) transmitter. Note the 

key jack at the lower-left corner of the transmitter 
panel. The crystal oscillator is connected to the trans-

mitter oscillator-tube socket with a short length of 

cable terminating in an octal plug. A small notch 
should be cut in the transmitter cover to provide 

clearance for the cable when the cover is installed. 

The power transformer, rectifier, and choke are 

mounted on top of the power-supply chassis at the 

rear, and the control switches are mounted on the wall 

as shown. Remaining components are underneath. 
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of the calibration crystal socket. There is also a 
lead on Pin 4 that was connected to the keying 
relay; connect this lead to the nearest chassis 
ground point. 

7) Mount an octal socket ( Amphenol 78-RS8) 
in the hole formerly occupied by the power 
socket. Install a solder lug under one of the nuts 
holding the socket mounting. 
8) Wire the octal socket as shown in Fig. 6-88. 

One of the leads unsoldered from the original 
power socket is red with a white tracer. This is 
the B+ lead for the 1625s. The yellow lead is the 
screen lead for the 1625s and the white lead is 
the heater lead. Although the manuals covering 
this equipment specify these colors, it's safer 
not to take them for granted; check where each 
lead actually goes before connecting it to the new 
power socket. The lead from Pin 1 on the power 
socket to Pin 6 on the calibration-crystal socket 
is the oscillator plate-voltage lead. The leads 
from Pins 7 and 8 on the power plug to Pins 1 
and 6 on the oscillator socket are new leads to 
carry power to the external crystal-controlled 
oscillator. The lead from Pin 4 of the power 
socket to Pin 2 on the 1629 ( resonance indicator) 
socket is the 12-volt heater lead. 

9) Mount a closed-circuit phone jack at the 
lower left-hand corner of the front panel. Con-
nect a lead from the ungrounded phone jack ter-
minal to Pin 6 (cathode) of either of the 1625 
sockets. This completes the modification. 

Crystal-Controlled Oscillator Details 

The external crystal-controlled oscillator cir-
cuit, shown in Fig. 6-89, uses a 6AG7 in the grid-
plate oscillator circuit. Either 80- or 40-meter 
crystals are required, depending on the band in 

lIS V.A.C. 

POWER 
ON 

SI 

use. A tuned plate circuit is not required in the 
oscillator; it was found that more than adequate 
grid drive could be obtained with the setup as 
shown. 
Output from the oscillator is fed to the trans-

mitter through an 8-inch length of RG-58 coax 
cable. The cable is terminated in an octal plug, 
P2, which is plugged into the oscillator tube 
socket in the transmitter. Power for the external 
oscillator is obtained through this socket. 
The crystal-controlled oscillator is built in and 

on a 4 X 2 X 234-inch aluminum box. The tube 
and crystal sockets are mounted on top of the 
box and the remaining components inside. Lay-
out of parts is not particularly critical but the 
general arrangement shown in Figs. 6-87 and 6-90 
should be followed to insure good results. 

In the completed setup, oscillator and ampli-
fier, the cathodes of the 1625s are keyed and the 
crystal oscillator runs continuously during trans-
missions. It is thus necessary to turn the oscilla-
tor off during standby periods, and this is accom-
plished by opening the B-plus switch on the 
power supply. This method is used in preference 
to keying the oscillator and amplifier simultane-
ously because keying the oscillator is likely to 
make the signal chirpy. With amplifier keying 
the signal is a real T9X. 

Power Supply 

Fig. 6-88 shows the circuit of the power sup-
ply, which uses a 5U4G rectifier and a capacitor-
input filter. The power transformer, T1, is a type 
made by several manufacturers. To obtain the 
necessary 12.6 volts for the heaters, a 6.3-volt 
filament transformer is connected in series with 
the 6.3-volt winding on Tj. This setup also will 

S2 ie 
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EXT S 

6.3V. 

5U 4G 

Li 

 (TTTI  

+_ cI CI+ 

600 V. 

Is.. V. 

INSERT METER 
HERE 'y 

X 

6.3 V. 

6.3 V. 

Fig. 6-88—Circuit diagram of power socket and 

power supply. 

CI, C2- 16-µf., 600-volt electrolytic (Sprague TVA-

1965, Aerovox PRS). 

ix—Octal socket (Amphenol 78-RS8). 

Lx- 1- to 2-hy., 200-ma, filter choke, TV replacement 

type (Stancor C2325 or C2327, or equivalent). 

Ps—Octal cable plug (Amphenol 86-PM8). 

R,-25,000 ohms, 25 watts, with slider. 

Si—Single- pole, single-throw toggle switch. 

TI— Power transformer, 800 volts center-tapped, 200 

ma.; 5 volts, 3 amp.; 6.3 volts, 6 amp. (Knight 

61G4(4, Triad R- 21A, or equivalent). 

1 

2 

3 
4 

5 

6 

7 

PIN 6, CRYSTAL SOCKET ( OSC. 4.). 

PIN S 1625 SOCKET (SCREEN). 

PLATE LEAD OF I625s. 

PIN 2 1629 SOCKET ( 12.6 V.A.C.) 

CHASSIS GROUND. 

NO CONNECTION. 

PIN 6 1626 SOCKET ( 6.3 V.A.C.). 

 6. PIN I 1626 SOCKET ( XTAL OSC.13+1. 

CONNECTIONS TO 
POWER SOCKET ON TRANSMITTER. 

3 

2 
e 
4 

7 

5 

72— Filament transformer, 6.3 volts, 3 amp. (Triad 

F- 16X, Knight 62-G-031, or equivalent). 
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Fig. 6-89—(A) Circuit diagram of external crystal-controlled oscillator. Unless otherwise specified, resistances 

are in ohms, resistors are 1/2 watt. The 0.01- and 0.001-Af. capacitors are disk ceramic. (B) Method of connect-

ing the milliammeter in series with the key. 

CI-3-3044d. trimmer. 

CR-220-Plif. fixed mica. 

M,-0-250 d.c. milliammeter. 

P2—Octal plug, male (Amphenol 86-PM8). 

provide 6.3 volts for the heater of the 6AG7. 
Current requirement for the 6AG7 heater is 0.65 
amp. and for the 1625s, 0.9 amp. total. 
To turn off the plate voltages on the transmit-

ter during stand-by periods, the center tap of T1 
is opened. This can be done in two ways; by S2, 
or by a remotely-mounted switch whose leads 
are connected in parallel with S2. A two-terminal 
strip is mounted on the power-supply chassis, the 
terminals being connected to S2 which is also 
on the chassis. The remotely-mounted switch 
can be installed in any convenient location at the 
operating position. A single-pole, single-throw 
switch can be used for this purpose or, if desired, 
a multicontact switch can be used to perform 
simultaneously this and other functions, such as 
controlling an antenna-changeover relay. 
The high-voltage and heater leads are brought 

out in a cable to an octal plug, P1, that connects 
to h on the transmitter. The length of the cable 
will, of course, depend on where you want to 
install the power supply. Some amateurs prefer 
to have the supply on the floor under the operat-
ing desk rather than have it take up room at the 
operating position. 
The supply shown here was constructed on a 

3 X 6 X 10-inch chassis. The layout is not crit-
ical, nor are there any special precautions to take 
during construction other than to observe polar-
ity in wiring the electrolytic capacitors and to 
see that the power leads are properly insulated. 
Never have P1 unplugged from J1 when the power 
supply is turned on; there is danger of electrical 
shock at several pins of P1. Interchanging the 
inserts of P1 and J1 will remove this hazard. 
When wiring P1 don't connect the B-plus lines 

to Pins 2 or 3, the amplifier plates and screens, 
at first. It is more convenient to test the oscil-
lator without plate and screen voltages on the 
amplifier. 
When the supply is completed, check between 

P,—Phone plug. 

RFC', RFC2-1-mh. r.f. chokes. 

Y1-3.5- or 7-Mc. Novice-band crystal, as required. 

chassis ground and the 12.6-volt lead with an a.c. 
voltmeter to see if the two 6.3-volt windings are 
connected correctly. If you find that the voltage 
is zero, reverse one of the windings. If you don't 
have an a.c. meter you can check by observing 
the heaters in the 1625s. They will light up if you 
have the windings connected correctly. Inciden-
tally, leave B plus off, by opening Sz, for this 
check. 

Next, set the slider on the bleeder resistor, RI, 
at about one-quarter of the total resistor length, 
measured from the B-plus end of the bleeder. 
Be sure to turn off the power when making this 
adjustment. With the tap set about one-quarter 
of the way from the B-plus end of the bleeder 
the oscillator plate and amplifier screen voltages 
will be approximately 250 volts. 

Testing the Transmitter 

A key and meter connected as shown in Fig. 
6-89 are needed for checking the transmitter. 
When P3 is plugged into the jack in the transmit-
ter it will measure the cathode current of the 
1625s. The cathode current is the sum of the 
plate, screen and control-grid currents. Some 
amateurs prefer to install the meter in the plate 
lead so it reads plate current only. This can be 
done by opening the B-plus line at the point 
marked "X" in Fig. 6-88, and inserting the meter 
in series with the line. However, unless more 
than one meter is available, don't install it in the 
power supply setup in this way until after the 
tests described below have been made. 

Insert the external oscillator plug, P2, into the 
1626 socket and connect P1 to the transmitter. 
Plug P1 into the key jack on the front panel of 
the transmitter. With S2 open, turn on the power 
and allow a minute or two for the tubes to warm 
up. Next, close the center-tap connection, S2, on 
the power transformes-. Set the transmitter dial 
to the same frequency as that of the crystal in 
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use and close the key. A slight indication of 
grid current should show on the meter. There is 
no plate or screen current because there are 
no screen or plate voltages on the amplifier. If 
no grid current is obtained, adjust CI until grid 
current shows, or try another crystal. 
The next step is to peak the amplifier grid 

circuit — that is, the 1626 v.f.o tank — for 
maximum grid-current reading. The v.f.o. trim-
mer capacitor is in an aluminum box on the 
top of the chassis at the rear. There is a 1 -inch 
diameter hole in the side of the box; loosen the 
small screw visible through this hole, thus un-
locking the rotor shaft of the trimmer capacitor. 
Move the rotor-arm shaft in either direction, 
observing the meter reading, and find the posi-
tion that gives the highest reading. This should 
be something more than 10 ma. 
Now connect the plate and screen voltage leads 

to Pi. Be sure to turn off the power supply be-
fore making the connections! 
The first test of the rig should be with a dummy 

load; a 115-volt, 60-watt light bulb can be used 
for this purpose. The lamp should be connected 
between the antenna terminal and chassis ground. 
However, to make the lamp take power it may 
be necessary to add capacitance in parallel with 
it. A receiving-type variable capacitor having 
250 NIL or more maximum capacitance will be 
adequate for the job. 
Turn on the power and allow the tubes to 

warm up, but leave the key open. Set the antenna 
coupling control on the transmitter to 7 or 8, 
and set the variable capacitor connected across 
the dummy load to about maximum capacitance. 
Next, close the key and adjust the antenna in-
ductance control for an increase in cathode cur-
rent. Turn the frequency control for a dip in 
current reading. The indicated frequency will 
probably differ from that of the crystal in use, 
but don't worry about it. 
Adjust the three transmitter controls, antenna 

inductance, antenna coupling, and frequency, 
along with the variable capacitor across the lamp 
load, until the lamp lights up to apparently full 
brilliance. The cathode current should be between 
150 and 200 ma. With the transmitter fully 
loaded, adjust Ci in the crystal oscillator so that 
the lamp brilliance just starts to decrease. This 
is the optimum setting for CI and no further ad-
justments are required. 

If a d.c. voltmeter is available, check the differ-
ent voltages in the setup. Using the power supply 
shown here, the plate voltage on the 1625s is 
approximately 400 with the amplifier fully 
loaded. With the plate voltage on the oscillator 
and screen voltage on the 1625s adjusted to 250 
volts ( tap on R1), the oscillator screen voltage is 
160 volts. The oscillator takes approximately 30 
ma. and the 1625 amplifier screens about 10 ma. 
when the amplifier is fully loaded. 

Getting on the Air 

To put the transmitter on the air it is necessary 
only to connect an antenna to the antenna post 
and connect a ground lead from the transmitter 

chassis to a water-pipe ground or to a metal 
stake driven in the ground. Almost any length 
of antenna will work, but for best results the 
minimum length should not be less than about 

wavelength for the band in use. This is ap-
proximately 33 feet for 80 meters and 16 feet 
for 40 meters. It is of course better to make the 
antenna longer — and to be sure to get the far 
end as high as possible. 
An output indicator will prove to be a handy 

device for knowing when power is actually going 
into the antenna. For this purpose use a 6.3-volt, 
150-ma. dial lamp. Connect two leads, each about 
one foot long, to the shell and base of the bulb, 
respectively. Clip one lead to the antenna post 
and the other lead on the antenna wire two feet 
from antenna post. A small amount of power 
will go through the bulb and this will provide a 
visual indication of output. Follow the same 
tuning procedure as outlined above for the 
dummy antenna. If the bulb gets so bright that it 
is in danger of burning out, move the leads closer 
together to reduce the pickup. 

It may be found that certain antenna lengths 
won't work — that is, the amplifier won't load— 
no matter where the antenna coupling and in-
ductance are set. In such a case, connect a varia-
ble capacitor — like the one used with the lamp 
dummy — between the antenna post and the 
transmitter chassis. Adjust the capacitor and 
antenna inductance for maximum brilliance of 
the output indicator. 
A superior antenna system uses a two-wire 

feeder system and an antenna coupler; examples 
are given in Chapters 13 and 14. If a coupler is 
used, the transmitter and coupler should be con-
nected together with coax line. The inner con-
ductor of the coax should be connected to the 
antenna terminal and the outer braid to the 
transmitter case, as close to the antenna terminal 
as possible. If desired, the antenna terminal can 
be removed and a coax fitting substituted. 
When the coveted General Class ticket is ob-

tained, it is only necessary to unplug the crystal 
oscillator, put the original tube back in the rig, 
and move out of the Novice band. 

Fig. 6-90—This bottom view of the crystal oscillator 

shows the arrangement of components. Terminal 

strips are used for the cable connections and also 

as a support for C,, the feedback capacitor. 



Chapter 7 

Power Supplies 

Essentially pure direct-current plate supply 
is required to prevent serious hum in the output 
of receivers, speech amplifiers, modulators and 
transmitters. In the case of transmitters, pure d.c. 
plate supply is also dictated by government regu-
lation. 
The filaments of tubes in a trans-

mitter or modulator usually may be 
operated from a.c. However, the fila-
ment power for tubes in a receiver 
(excepting power audio tubes), or 
those in a speech amplifier may be a.c. 
only if the tubes are of the indirectly-
heated-cathode type, if hum is to be 
avoided. 
Wherever commercial a.c. lines are 

available, high-voltage d.c. plate sup-
ply is most cheaply and conveniently 
obtained by the use of a transformer-
rectifier-filter system. A typical power 
supply is shown in Fig. 7-1. 

In this system, the plate trans-
former, Ti, steps up the a.c. line 
voltage to the required high voltage. 
The a.c. is changed to pulsating d.c. by the 
rectifiers, 171 and V2. Pulsations in the d.c. appear-
ing at the output of the rectifier (points A and B) 
are smoothed out by the filter composed of L1 
and Ci. Ri is a bleeder resistor. Its chief function 
is to discharge C., as a safety measure, after the 
supply is turned off. By proper selection of value, 

Ri also helps to minimize changes in output 
voltage with changes in the amount of current 
drawn from the supply. T, is a step-down trans-
former to provide filament voltage for the recti-
fier tubes. It must have sufficient insulation be-
tween the filament winding and the core and pri-

Fig. 7-1—A typical a.c. 

power-supply system. 

In this instance the d.c. 

is obtained from a 

full-wave rectifier and 

a choke-input filter. 

mary winding to withstand the peak value of the 
rectified voltage. Ts is a similar transformer to 
supply the filaments or heaters of the tubes in the 
equipment operating from the supply. Frequently 
these three transformers are combined in a single 
unit having the 115-volt primary winding and the 
three secondary windings on one core. 

RECTIFIER CIRCUITS 

Half-Wave Rectifier 

Fig. 7-2 shows three rectifier circuits cover-
ing most of the common applications in amateur 
equipment. Fig. 7-2A is the circuit of a half-wave 
rectifier. During that half of the a.c. cycle when 
the rectifier plate is positive with respect to the 
cathode (or filament), current will flow through 
the rectifier and load. But during the other half 
of the cycle, when the plate is negative with re-
spect to the cathode, no current can flow. The 
shape of the output wave is shown in (A) at the 
right. It shows that the current always flows in 
the same direction but that the flow of current is 
not continuous and is pulsating in amplitude. 
The average output voltage—the voltage read 

by the usual d.c. voltmeter—with this circuit is 
0.45 times the r.m.s. value of the a.c. voltage de-
livered by the transformer secondary. Because 
the frequency of the pulses in the output wave is 
relatively low (one pulsation per cycle), consid-

erable filtering is required to provide adequately 
smooth d.c. output, and for this reason this cir-
cuit is usually limited to applications where the 
current involved is small, such as in supplies for 
cathode-ray tubes and for protective bias in a 
transmitter. 
Another disadvantage of the half-wave rectifier 

circuit is that the transformer must have a con-
.siderably higher primary volt-ampere rating (ap-
proximately 40 per cent greater), for the same 
d.c. power output, than in other rectifier circuits. 

Full-Wave Center-Tap Rectifier 

The most universally used rectifier circuit is 
shown in Fig. 7-2B. Being essentially an arrange-
ment in which the outputs of two half-wave rec-
tifiers are combined, it makes use of both halves 
of the a.c. cycle. A transformer with a center-
tapped secondary is required with the circuit. 
When the plate of Vi is positive, current flows 
through the load to the center tap. Current can-
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not flow through V, because 
at this instant its cathode (or 
filament) is positive in re-
spect to its plate. When the 
polarity reverses, V9 conducts 
and current again flows 
through the load to the 
center-tap, this time through 

The average output voltage 
is 0.45 times the r.m.s. volt-
age of the entire transformer-
secondary, or 0.9 times the 
voltage across half of the 
transformer secondary. For 
the same total secondary volt-
age, the average output volt-
age is the same as that deliv-
ered with a half-wave recti-
fier. However, as can be seen 
from the sketches of the out-
put wave form in (B) to the 
right, the frequency of the 
output pulses is twice that of 
the half-wave rectifier. There-
fore much less filtering is re-
quired. Since the rectifiers 
work alternately, each han-
dles half of the average load 
current. Therefore the load-
current rating of each recti-
fier need be only half the total 
load current drawn from the 
supply. 
Two separate transformers, with their primar-

ies connected in parallel and secondaries con-
nected in series (with the proper polarity) may 
be used in this circuit. However, if this substi-
tution is made, the primary volt-ampere rating 
must be reduced to about 40 per cent less than 
twice the rating of one transformer. 

Full-Wave Bridge Rectifier 

Another full-wave rectifier circuit is shown in 
Fig. 7-2C. In this arrangement, two rectifiers 
operate in series on each half of the cycle, one 
rectifier being in the lead to the load, the other 
being in the return lead. Over that portion of the 
cycle when the upper end of the transformer 
secondary is positive with respect to the other 
end, current flows through Vi, through the load 
and thence through 11 9. During this period cur-
rent cannot flow through rectifier V4 because its 
plate is negative with respect to its cathode (or 
filament). Over the other half of the cycle, cur-
rent flows through 1/8, through the load and 
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Fig. 7-2— Fundamental vacuum-tube rectifier circuits. A— Half-wave. B—Full-

wave. C—Full-wave bridge. Ac.-input and pulsating-d.c. output wave forms are 

shown at the right. Output-voltage values indicated do not include rectifier 

drops. Other types of rectifiers may be substituted. 

thence through Vs. Three filament windings are 
needed—one for V1 and 178 and one each for 
V, and V{. The output wave shape (C), to 
the right, is the same as that from the simple 
center-tap rectifier circuit. The output voltage 
obtainable with this circuit is 0.9 times the r.m.s. 
voltage delivered by the transformer secondary. 
For the same total transformer-secondary volt-
age, the average output voltage when using the 
bridge rectifier will be twice that obtainable with 
the center-tap rectifier circuit. However, when 
comparing rectifier circuits for use with the same 
transformer, it should be remembered that the 
power which a given transformer will handle re-
mains the same regardless of the rectifier circuit 
used. If the output voltage is doubled by substi-
tuting the bridge circuit for the center-tap recti-
fier circuit, only half the rated load current can 
be taken from the transformer without exceeding 
its normal rating. Each rectifier in a bridge cir-
cuit should have a minimum load-current rating 
of one half the total load current to be drawn 
from the supply. 

Rectifiers 

High-Vacuum Rectifiers 

High-vacuum rectifiers depend entirely upon 
the thermionic emission from a heated filament 
and are characterized by a relatively high 
internal resistance. For this reason, their applica-

tion usually is limited to low power, although 
there are a few types designed for medium and 
high power in cases where the relatively high 
internal voltage drop may be tolerated. This high 
internal resistance make them less susceptible to 
damage from temporary overload and they are 
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free from the bothersome electrical noise some-
times associated with other types of rectifiers. 
Some rectifiers of the high-vacuum full-wave 

type in the so-called receiver-tube class will han-
dle up to 275 ma. at 400 to 500 volts d.c. output. 
Those in the higher-power class can be used to 
handle up to 500 ma. at 2000 volts d.c. in full-
wave circuits. Most low-power high-vacuum rec-
tifiers are produced in the full-wave type, while 
those for greater power are invariably of the half-
wave type, two tubes being required for a full-
wave rectifier circuit. A few of the lower-voltage 
types have indirectly heated cathodes, but are 
limited in heater-to-cathode voltage rating. 

Mercury-Vapor Rectifiers 

The voltage drop through a mercury-vapor 
rectifier is practically constant at approximately 
15 volts regardless of the load current. For high 
power they have the advantage of cheapness. 
Rectifiers of this type, however, have a tendency 
toward a type of oscillation which produces noise 
in nearby receivers, sometimes difficult to elimi-
nate. R.f. filtering in the primary circuit and at 
the rectifier plates as well as shielding may be 
required. As with high-vacuum rectifiers, full-
wave types are available in the lower-power rat-
ings only. For higher power, two tubes are 
required in a full-wave circuit. 

Selenium and Other Semiconductor Rectifiers 

Selenium, germanium and silicon rectifiers are 
finding increasing application in power supplies 
for amateur equipment. These units have the ad-
vantages of compactness, low internal voltage 
drop (about 5 volts per unit) and low operating 
temperature. Also, no filament transformers are 
required. 

Individual units of all three types are available 
with input ratings of 130 volts r.m.s. Selenium 
units are rated at up to 1000 ma. or more d.c. 
load current; germanium units have ratings up 
to 400 ma., and silicon units up to several am-
peres. In full-wave circuits these load-current 
figures can be doubled. 
The extreme compactness of silicon types 

makes feasible the stacking of several units in 
series for higher voltages. Standard stacks are 
available that will handle up to 2000 volts r.m.s. 
input at a d.c. load current of 325 ma. Two of 
these stacks in a full-wave circuit will handle 650 
ma., although they are comparatively expensive. 

Semiconductor rectifiers may be substituted 
in any of the basic circuits shown in Fig. 7-2, 
the terminal marked "+" or "cathode" corre-
sponding to the filament connection. Advantage 
may be taken of the voltage-multiplying circuits 
discussed in a later section of this chapter in 
adapting rectifiers of this type. 

Rectifier Ratings 

All rectifiers are subject to limitations as to 
breakdown voltage and current-handling capa-
bility. Some tube types are rated in terms of the 
maximum r.m.s. voltage that should be applied to 
the rectifier plate. This is sometimes dependent 

on whether a choke- or capacitive-input filter is 
used. Others, particularly mercury-vapor and 
semiconductor types, are rated according to max-
imum peak inverse voltage (p.i.v.)—the peak 
voltage between anode and cathode while the 
rectifier is not conducting. In the circuits of Fig. 
7-2, the p.i.v. across each rectifier is 1.4 times the 
r.m.s. value of the voltage delivered by the entire 
transformer secondary, except that if a capaci-
tive-input filter is used with the half-wave recti-
fier circuit of Fig. 7-2A, the multiplying factor 
becomes 2.8. 

Rectifiers are rated also as to maximum d.c. 
load current, and some may carry peak-current 
ratings in addition. To assure normal life, all 
ratings should be carefully observed. Staying 
within their ratings, rectifiers will deliver more 
current at a given output voltage with a choke-
input filter than with capacitor input. However 
a higher a.c. voltage is required when the choke-
input filter is used. 

Operation of Rectifiers 

In operating rectifiers requiring filament or 
cathode heating, care should be taken to provide 
the correct filament voltage at the tube terminals. 
Low filament voltage can cause excessive voltage 
drop in high-vacuum rectifiers and a consider-
able reduction in the inverse peak-voltage rating 
of a mercury-vapor tube. Filament connections to 
the rectifier socket should be firmly soldered, 
particularly in the case of the larger mercury-
vapor tubes whose filaments operate at low volt-
age and high current. The socket should be 
selected with care, not only as to contact surface 
but also as to insulation, since the filament usu-
ally is at full output voltage to ground. Bakelite 
sockets will serve at voltages up to 500 or so, but 
ceramic sockets, well spaced from the chassis, 
always should be used at the higher voltages. 
Special filament transformers with high-voltage 
insulation between primary and secondary are 
required for rectifiers operating at potentials in 
excess of 1000 volts inverse peak. 
The rectifier tubes should be placed in the 

equipment with adequate space surrounding them 
to provide for ventilation. When mercury-vapor 
tubes are first placed in service, and each time 
after the mercury has been disturbed, as by re-
moval from the socket to a horizontal position, 
they should be run with filament voltage only for 
30 minutes before applying high voltage. After 
that, a delay of 30 seconds is recommended each 
time the filament is turned on. 

Rectifiers may be connected in parallel for cur-
rent higher than the rated current of a single 

Fig. 7-3—Connecting mer-
cury-vapor rectifiers in 
parallel for heavier cur-
rents. R1 and R2 should 
have the same value, be-
tween 50 and 100 ohms, 
and corresponding fila-
ment terminals should be 

connected together. 
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unit. This includes the use of the sections of a 
double diode for this purpose. With mercury-
vapor types, equalizing resistors of 50 to 100 ohms 

should be connected in series with each plate, as 
shown in Fig. 7-3, to help maintain an equal divi-
sion of current between the two rectifiers. 

FILTERS 

The pulsating d.c. waves from the rectifiers 
shown in Fig. 7-2 are not sufficiently constant in 
amplitude to prevent hum corresponding to the 
pulsations. Filters consisting of capacitances and 
inductances are required between the rectifier 
and the load to smooth out the pulsations to an 
essentially constant d.c. voltage. Also, upon the 
design of the filter depends to a large extent the 
d.c. voltage output, the voltage regulation of the 
power supply and the maximum load current that 
can be drawn from the supply without exceeding 
the peak-current rating of the rectifier. 

Power-supply filters fall into two classifica-
tions, depending upon whether the first filter ele-
ment following the rectifier is a capacitor or a 
choke. Capacitive-input filters are characterized 
by relatively high output voltage in respect to the 
transformer voltage, but poor voltage regulation. 
Choke-input filters result in much better regula-
tion, when properly designed, but the output 
voltage is less than would be obtained with a 
capacitive-input filter from the same transformer. 

Voltage Regulation 

The output voltage of a power supply always 
decreases as more current is drawn, not only be-
cause of increased voltage drops on the trans-
former, filter chokes and the rectifier ( if high-
vacuum rectifiers are used) but also because the 
output voltage at light loads tends to soar to the 
peak value of the transformer voltage as a result 
of charging the first capacitor. By proper filter 
design the latter effect can be eliminated. The 
change in output voltage with load is called volt-
age regulation and is expressed as a percentage. 

100 (E1— E2)  
Per cent regulation 

E2 
Example: No-load voltage R, 1550 volts. 
Full-load voltage E2 1230 volts. 

100 ( 1550 — 1230) 
Percentage regulation 

1230 

32.000 
.«26 per cent. 

1230 

Regulation may be as great as 100% or more with 
a capacitive-input filter, but by proper design can 
be held to 20% or less with a choke-input filter. 
Good regulation is desirable if the load current 

varies during operation, as in a keyed stage or a 
Class B modulator, because a large change in 
voltage may increase the tendency toward key 
clicks in the former case or distortion in the 
latter. On the other hand, a steady load, such as 
is represented by a receiver, speech amplifier or 
unkeyed stages in a transmitter, does not require 
good regulation so long as the proper voltage is 
obtained under load conditions. Another consid-
eration that makes good voltage regulation de-
sirable is that the filter capacitors must have a 
voltage rating safe for the highest value to which 

the voltage will soar when the external load is 
removed. 
When essentially constant voltage, regardless 

of current variation is required (for stabilizing 
an oscillator, for example), special voltage-regu-
lating circuits described elsewhere in this chapter 
are used. 

Load Resistance 

In discussing the performance of power-supply 
filters, it is sometimes convenient to express the 
load connected to the output terminals of the 
supply in terms of resistance. The load resistance 
is equal to the output voltage divided by the 
total current drawn, including the current drawn 
by the bleeder resistor. 

Input Resistance 

The sum of the transformer impedance and the 
rectifier resistance is called the input resistance. 
The approximate transformer impedance is 
given by 

ZTR = N IRPRI + Reno 

where N is the transformer turns ratio, primary 
to secondary ( primary to secondary in the case 
of a full-wave rectifier), and RPRI and R8190 are 
the primary and secondary resistances respec-
tively. RBICO will be the resistance of half of the 
secondary in the case of a full-wave circuit. 

Bleeder 

A bleeder resistor is a resistance connected 
across the output terminals of the power supply 
(see Fig. 7-7). Its functions are to discharge the 
filter capacitors as a safety measure when the 
power is turned off and to improve voltage regu-
lation by providing a minimum load resistance. 
When voltage regulation is not of importance, 
the resistance may be as high as 100 ohms per 
volt. The resistance value to be used for voltage-
regulating purposes is discussed in later sections. 
From the consideration of safety, the power rat-
ing of the resistor should be as conservative as 
possible, since a burned-out bleeder resistor is 
more dangerous than none at all! 

Ripple Frequency and Voltage 

The pulsations in the output of the rectifier 
can be considered to be the resultant of an alter-
nating current superimposed upon a steady direct 
current. From this viewpoint, the filter may be 
considered to consist of shunting capacitors 
which short-circuit the a.c. component while not 
interfering with the flow of the d.c. component, 
and series chokes which pass d.c. readily but 
which impede the flow of the a.c. component. 
The alternating component is called the ripple. 

The effectiveness of the filter can be expressed in 
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terms of per cent ripple, which is the ratio of the 
r.m.s. value of the ripple to the d.c. value in terms 
of percentage. For c.w. transmitters, the output 
ripple from the power supply should not exceed 
5 per cent. The ripple in the ouput of supplies 
for voice transmitters should not exceed 1 per 
cent. Class B modulators require a ripple reduc-
tion to about 0.25%, while v.f.o.'s, high-gain 
speech amplifiers, and receivers may require a 
reduction in ripple to 0.01%. 

Ripple frequency is the frequency of the pulsa-
tions in the rectifier output wave—the number of 
pulsations per second. The frequency of the rip-
ple with half-wave rectifiers is the same as the 
frequency of the line supply-60 cycles with 60-
cycle supply. Since the output pulses are doubled 
with a full-wave rectifier, the ripple frequency is 
doubled—to 120 cycles with 60-cycle supply. 
The amount of filtering ( values of inductance 

and capacitance) required to give adequate 
smoothing depends upon the ripple frequency, 
more filtering being required as the ripple fre-
quency is lowered. 

CAPACITIVE-INPUT FILTERS 

Capacitive-input filter systems are shown in 
Fig. 7-4. Disregarding voltage drops in the 
chokes, all have the same characteristics except 

(A) 

( 8) 

Fig. 7-4—Capacitive-input filter circuits. A—Simple ca-

pacitive. B—Single-section. C—Double-section. 

in respect to ripple. Better ripple reduction will 
be obtained when LC sections are added, as 
shown in Figs. 7-4B and C. 

Output Voltage 

To determine the approximate d.c. voltage out-
put when a capacitive-input filter is used, refer-
ence should be made to the graph of Fig. 7-5. 
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Fig. 7-5—Chart showing approximate ratio of d.c. out-

put voltage across filter input capacitor to transformer 

r.m.s. secondary voltage for different load and input 
resistances. 

Example: 
Transformer r.m.s. voltage — 350 
Input resistance — 200 ohms 
Maximum load current, including bleeder 

current — 175 ma. 

350 
Load resistance = = 2000 ohms approx. 

0.175 

From Fig. 7-5, for a load resistance of 2000 
ohms and an input resistance of 200 ohms, the 
d.c. output voltage is given as slightly over 1 
times the transformer r.m.s. voltage, or about 350 
volts. 

Regulation 

If a bleeder resistance of 50,000 ohms is used, 
the d.c. output voltage, as shown in Fig. 7-5, will 
rise to about 1.35 times the transformer r.m.s. 
value, or about 470 volts, when the external load 
is removed. For greater accuracy, the voltage 
drops through the input resistance and the 
resistance of the chokes should be subtracted 
from the values determined above. For best reg-
ulation with a capacitive-input filter, the bleeder 
resistance should be as low as possible without 
exceeding the transformer, rectifier or choke 
ratings when the external load is connected. 

Maximum Rectifier Current 

The maximum current that can be drawn from 
a supply with a capacitive-input filter without 
exceeding the peak-current rating of the rectifier 
may be estimated from the graph of Fig. 7-6. 
Using values from the preceding example, the 
ratio of peak rectifier current to d.c. load current 
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Fig. 7-6—Graph showing the relationship between the 

d.c. load current and the rectifier peak plate current 

with capacitive input for various values of load and 
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for 2000 ohms, as shown in Fig. 7-6 is 3. There-
fore, the maximum load current that can be 
drawn without exceeding the rectifier rating is 1/2  
the peak rating of the rectifier. For a load cur-
rent of 175 ma., as above, the rectifier peak cur-
rent rating should be at least 3 x 175 = 525 ma. 
With bleeder current only, Fig. 7-6 shows that 

the ratio will increase to over 8. But since the 
bleeder draws less than 10 ma. d.c., the rectifier 
peak current will be only 90 ma. or less. 
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Ripple Filtering 

The approximate ripple percentage after the 
simple capacitive filter of Fig. 7-4A may be deter-
mined from Fig. 7-7. With a load resistance of 
2000 ohms, for instance, the ripple will be ap-
proximately 10% with an 8-id. capacitor or 
20% with a 4-µf. capacitor. For other capaci-
tances, the ripple will be in inverse proportion to 
the capacitance, e.g., 5% with 16 µf., 40% with 
2 µf., and so forth. 
The ripple can be reduced further by the addi-

tion of LC sections as shown in Figs. 7-4B and C. 
Fig. 7-8 shows the factor by which the ripple 
from any preceding section is reduced depending 
on the product of the capacitance and inductance 
added. For instance, if a section composed of a 
choke of 5 h. and a capacitor of 4 ed. were to be 
added to the simple capacitor of Fig. 7-4A, the 
product is 4 x 5 = 20. Fig. 7-8 shows that the 
original ripple ( 10% as above with 8 µf. for ex-
ample) will be reduced by a factor of about 0.09. 
Therefore the ripple percentage after the new 
section will be approximately 0.09 x 10 = 0.9%. 
If another section is added to the filter, its reduc-
tion factor from Fig. 7-8 will be applied to the 
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0.9% from the preceding section; 0.9 X 0.09 = 
0.081% ( if the second section has the same LC 
product as the first). 

CHOKE-INPUT FILTERS 

Much better voltage regulation results when a 
choke-input filter, as shown in Fig. 7-9, is used. 
Choke input also permits better utilization of the 
rectifier, since a higher load current usually can 
be drawn without exceeding the peak current 
rating of the rectifier. 

Minimum Choke Inductance 

Fig. 7-7—Showing approximate 120-cycle percentage A choke-input filter will tend to act as a capaci-
ripple across filter input capacitor for various loads. tive-input filter unless the input choke has at 

4 
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(A) 

(B) 
Fig. 7-9—Choke-input filter circuits. A—Single-section. 

B—Double-section. 

least a certain minimum value of inductance 
called the critical value. This critical value is 
given by 

EVOLTS 
Lb 

MA. 

where E is the output voltage of the supply, and 
I is the current being drawn from the supply. 

If the choke has at least the critical value, the 
output voltage will be limited to the average 
value of the rectified wave at the input to the 
choke ( see Fig. 7-2) when the current drawn 
from the supply is small. This is in contrast to the 
capacitive-input filter in which the output volt-
age tends to soar toward the peak value of the 
rectified wave at light loads. Also, if the input 
choke has at least the critical value, the rectifier 
peak plate current will be limited to about twice 
the d.c. current drawn from the supply. Most 
rectifier tubes have peak-current ratings of three 
to four times their maximum d.c. output-current 
ratings. Therefore, with an input choke of at 
least critical inductance, current up to the maxi-
mum output-current rating of the rectifier may 
be drawn from the supply without exceeding the 
peak-current rating of the rectifier. 

Minimum-Load—Bleeder Resistance 

From the formula above for critical inductance, 
it is obvious that if no current is drawn from the 
supply, the critical inductance will be infinite. So 
that a practical value of inductance may be used, 
some current must be drawn from the supply at 
all times the supply is in use. From the formula 
we find that this minimum value of current is 

EvotTs 
Lh 

Thus, if the choke has an inductance of 20 h., 
and the output voltage is 2000, the minimum load 
current should be 100 ma. This load may be pro-
vided, for example, by transmitter stages that 
draw current continuously ( stages that are not 
keyed). However, in the majority of cases it will 
be most convenient to adjust the bleeder resist-
ance so that the bleeder will draw the required 
minimum current. In the above example, the 
bleeder resistance should be 2000/0.1 = 20,000 
ohms. 

From the formula for critical inductance, it is 
seen that when more current is drawn from the 
supply, the critical inductance becomes less. 
Thus, as an example, when the total current, in-
cluding the 100 ma. drawn by the bleeder rises to 
400 ma., the choke need have an inductance of 
only 5 h. to maintain the critical value. This is 
fortunate, because chokes having the required in-
ductance for the bleeder load only and that will 
maintain this value of inductance for much larger 
currents are very expensive. 

Swinging Chokes 

Less costly chokes are available that will main-
tain at least critical value of inductance over the 
range of current likely to be drawn from practi-
cal supplies. These chokes are called swinging 
chokes. As an example, a swinging choke may 
have an inductance rating of 5/25 h. and a cur-
rent rating of 225 ma. If the supply delivers 1000 
volts, the minimum load current should be 
1000/25 = 40 ma. When the full load current of 
225 ma. is drawn from the supply, the inductance 
will drop to 5 h. The critical inductance for 225 
ma. at 1000 volts is 1000/225 = 4.5 h. Therefore 
the 5/25-h. choke maintains at least the critical 
inductance at the full current rating of 225 ma. 
At all load currents between 40 ma. and 225 ma., 
the choke will adjust its inductance to at least 
the approximate critical value. 

Table 7-I shows the maximum supply output 
voltage that can be used with commonly-avail-
able swinging chokes to maintain critical induct-
ance at the maximum current rating of the 
choke. These chokes will also maintain critical 
inductance for any lower values of voltage, or 
current down to the required minimum drawn by 
a proper bleeder as discussed above. 

In the case of supplies for higher voltages in 
particular, the limitation on maximum load re-

TABLE 7-1 

1.5 
Max. 
ma. 

Max. 
volts 

Max. 
R2 

Min. 
ma.2 

3.5/13.5 150 525 13.5K 39 

5/25 175 875 25K 35 

2/12 200 400 12K 33 

5/25 200 1000 25K, 40 

5/25 225 1125 25K 45 

2/12 250 500 12K 42 

4/20 300 1200 20K 60 

5/25 300 1500 25K 60 

3/17 400 1200 17K 71 

4/20 400 1600 20K 80 

5/25 400 2000 25K 80 

4/16 500 2000 16K 125 

5/25 500 2500 25K 100 

5/25 550 2750 25K 110 

2 Maximum bleeder resistance for cr'tical in-
ductance. 

2 Minimum current (bleeder) for cri ¡cal in-

ductance. 
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sistance may result in the wasting of an appreci-
able portion of the transformer power capacity in 
the bleeder resistance. Two input chokes in series 
will permit the use of a bleeder of twice the 
resistance, cutting the wasted current in half. 
Another alternative that can be used in a c.w. 
transmitter is to use a very high-resistance 
bleeder for protective purposes and only suf-
ficient fixed bias on the tubes operating from the 
supply to bring the total current drawn from the 
supply, when the key is open, to the value of 
current that the required bleeder resistance 
should draw from the supply. Operating bias is 
brought back up to normal by increasing the 
grid-leak resistance. Thus the entire current ca-
pacity of the supply ( with the exception of the 
small drain of the protective bleeder) can be 
used in operating the transmitter stages. With 
this system, it is advisable to operate the tubes 
at phone, rather than c.w., rating, since the av-
erage dissipation is increased. 

Output Voltage 

Provided the input-choke inductance is at least 
the critical value, the output voltage may be cal-
culated quite closely by the following equation: 

E. = 0.9E2 — (/B + IL) (R1 +R2) — 

where E. is the output voltage; Et is the r.m.s. 
voltage applied to the rectifier (r.m.s. voltage 
between center-tap and one end of the second-
ary in the case of the center-tap rectifier) ; IB 
and IL are the bleeder and load currents, respec-
tively, in amperes; Ri and R, are the resistances 
of the first and second filter chokes; and E, is the 
drop between rectifier plate and cathode. The 
various voltage drops are shown in Fig. 7-12. At 
no load /2, is zero, hence the no-load voltage may 
be calculated on the basis of bleeder current only. 
The voltage regulation may be determined from 
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Fig. 7- 10—Graph showing combinations of inductance 

and capacitance that may be used to reduce ripple with 

a single-section choke- input filter. 

the no-load and full-load voltages using the 
formula previously given. 

Ripple with Choke Input 

The percentage ripple output from a single-
section filter ( Fig. 7-9A) *lay be determined to 
a close approximation, for a ripple frequency of 
120 cycles, from Fig. 7-10. 

Example: L = 5 h., C = 4 µf., LC = 20. 
From Fig. 7-10, percentage ripple = 7 per cent. 

Example: L = 5 h. What capacitance is 
needed to reduce the ripple to 1 per cent? Fol-
lowing the 1-per-cent line to the right to its 
intersection with the diagonal, thence down-
ward to the LC scale, read LC = 120. 120/5 
= 24 µf. 

In selecting values for the first filter section, the 
inductance of the choke should be determined by 
the considerations discussed previously. Then the 
capacitor should be selected that when combined 
with the choke inductance (minimum inductance 
in the case of a swinging choke) will bring the 
ripple down to the desired value. If it is found 
impossible to bring the ripple down to the de-
sired figure with practical values in a single sec-
tion, a second section can be added, as shown 
in Fig. 7-9B and the reduction factor from Fig. 
7-8 applied as discussed under capacitive-input 
filters. The second choke should not be of the 
swinging type, but one having a more or less 
constant inductance with changes in current 
(smoothing choke). 

OUTPUT CAPACITOR 
If the supply is intended for use with an audio-

frequency amplifier, the reactance of the last 
filter capacitor should be small ( 20 per cent or 
less) compared with the other audio-frequency 
resistance or impedance in the circuit, usually the 
tube plate resistance and load resistance. On the 
basis of a lower al. limit of 100 cycles for speech 
amplification, this condition usually is satisfied 
when the output capacitance ( last filter capacitor) 
of the filter has a capacitance of 4 to 8 ¡uf., the 
higher value of capacitance being used in the case 
of lower tube and load resistances. 

RESONANCE 

Resonance effects in the series circuit across 
the output of the rectifier which is formed by 
the first choke (Li) and first filter capacitor 
(CO must be avoided, since the ripple voltage 
would build up to large values. This not only is 
the opposite action to that for which the filter is 
intended, but also may cause excessive rectifier 
peak currents and abnormally high inverse peak 
voltages. For full-wave rectification the ripple 
frequency will be 120 cycles for a 60-cycle supply, 
and resonance will occur when the product of 
choke inductance in henrys times capacitor 
capacitance in microfarads is equal to 1.77. 
The corresponding figure for 50-cycle supply 
(100-cycle ripple frequency) is 2.53, and for 25-
cycle supply ( 50-cycle ripple frequency) 13.5. At 
least twice these products of inductance and ca-
pacitance should be used to ensure against reso-
nance effects. With a swinging choke, the mini-
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mum rated inductance of the choke should be 
used. 

RATINGS OF FILTER COMPONENTS 

Although filter capacitors in a choke-input 
filter are subjected to smaller variations in d.c. 
voltage than in the capacitive-input filter, it is 
advisable to use capacitors rated for the peak 
transformer voltage in case the bleeder resistor 
should burn out when there is no load on the 
power supply, since the voltage then will rise to 
the same maximum value as it would with a 
filter of the capacitive-input type. 

In a capacitive-input filter, the capacitors 
should have a working-voltage rating at least 
as high, and preferably somewhat higher, than 
the peak-voltage rating of the transformer. 
Thus, in the case of a center-tap rectifier having 
a transformer delivering 550 volts each side of 
the center-tap, the minimum safe capacitor 
voltage rating will be 550 X 1.41 or 775 volts. 
An 800-volt capacitor should be used, or pref-
erably a 1000-volt unit. 

Filter Capacitors in Series 

Filter capacitors are made in several different 
types. Electrolytic capacitors, which are avail-
able for peak voltages up to about 800, combine 
high capacitance with small size, since the dielec-
tric is an extremely thin film of oxide on alumi-
num foil. Capacitors of this type may be con-
nected in series for higher voltages, although the 
filtering capacitance will be reduced to the re-
sultant of the two capacitances in series. If this 
arrangement is used, it is important that each of 
the capacitors be shunted with a resistor of about 
100 ohms per volt of supply voltage, with a power 
rating adequate for the total resistor current at 
that voltage. These resistors may serve as all or 
part of the bleeder resistance ( see choke-input 
filters). Capacitors with higher-voltage ratings 
usually are made with a dielectric of thin paper 
impregnated with oil. The working voltage of a 
capacitor is the voltage that it will withstand 
continuously. 

Filter Chokes 

The input choke may be of the swinging type, 
the required minimum no-load and full-load in-
ductance values being calculated as described 
above. For the second choke (smoothing 
choke) values of 4 to 20 henrys ordinarily are 
used. When filter chokes are placed in the posi-
tive leads, the negative being grounded, the wind-
ings should be insulated from the core to with-
stand the full d.c. output voltage of the supply 
and be_capable of handling the required load cur-
rent. 

Fig. 7-11—In most applications, the filter chokes may 
be placed in the negative instead of the positive side of 
the circuit. This reduces the danger of a voltage break-

down between the choke winding and core. 

Filter chokes or inductances are wound on 
iron cores, with a small gap in the core to pre-
vent magnetic saturation of the iron at high cur-
rents. When the iron becomes saturated its per-
meability decreases, consequently the inductance 
also decreases. Despite the air gap, the induct-
ance of a choke usualy varies to some extent 
with the direct current flowing in the winding; 
hence it is necessary to specify the inductance at 
the current which the choke is intended to carry. 
Its inductance with little or no direct current 
flowing in the winding may be considerably higher 
than the value when full load current is flowing. 

NEGATIVE-LEAD FILTERING 

For many years it has been almost universal 
practice to place filter chokes in the positive leads 
of plate power supplies. This means that the 
insulation between the choke winding and its core 
(which should be grounded to chassis as a safety 
measure) must be adequate to withstand the out-
put voltage of the supply. This voltage require-
ment is removed if the chokes are placed in the 
negative lead as shown in Fig. 7-11. With this 
connection, the capacitance of the transformer 
secondary to ground appears in parallel with the 
filter chokes tending to bypass the chokes. How-
ever, this effect will be negligible in practical 
application except in cases where the output rip-
ple must be reduced to a very low figure. Such 
applications are usually limited to low-voltage 
devices such as receivers, speech amplifiers and 
v.f.o.'s where insulation is no problem and the 
chokes may be placed in the positive side in the 
conventional manner. In higher-voltage applica-
tions, there is no reason why the filter chokes 
should not be placed in the negative lead to reduce 
insulation requirements. Choke terminals, nega-
tive capacitor terminals and the transformer 
center-tap terminal should be well protected 
against accidental contact, since these will assume 
full supply voltage to chassis should a choke burn 
out or the chassis connection fail. 

PLATE AND FILAMENT TRANSFORMERS 

Output Voltage 

The output voltage which the plate trans-
former must deliver depends upon the required 

d.c. load voltage and the type of filter circuit. 
With a choke-input filter, the required r.m.s. 

secondary voltage (each side of center-tap for a 
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Fig. 7- 12—Diagram showing various 

voltage drops that must be taken into 

consideration in determining the re-

quired transformer voltage to deliver 

the desired output voltage. 

center-tap rectifier) can be calculated by the 
equation: 

Et 1.1[E,, + + R2) + E] 

where E. is the required d.c. output voltage, I 
is the load current (including bleeder current) 
in amperes, Ri and R. are the d.c. resistances of 
the chokes, and E, is the voltage drop in the 
rectifier. Et is the full-load r.m.s. secondary volt-
age; the open-circuit voltage usually will be 5 to 
10 per cent higher than the full-load value. 
The approximate transformer output voltage 

required to give a desired d.c. output voltage with 
a given load with a capacitive-input filter system 
can be calculated with Fig. 7-12. 

Example: 
Required d.c. output volts — 500 
Load current to be drawn — 100 ma. (0.1 
amp) 

Et= 
1.15 

500 
Load resistance 0.1— 5000 ohms. 

If the rectifier resistance is 200 ohms, Fig. 
7-5 shows that the ratio of d.c. volts to the 
required transformer r.m.s. voltage is ap-
proximately 1.15. 
The required transformer terminal voltage 

under load with chokes of 200 and 300 ohms is 

+ + Rs R..) 

—500+0.1 (200 + 300 -I- 200) 

1.15 
570 
— = 495 volts. 
1.15 

Volt-Ampere Rating 

The volt-ampere rating of the transformer 
depends upon the type of filter (capacitive or 
choke input). With a capacitive-input filter the 
heating effect in the secondary is higher because 
of the high ratio of peak to average current, con-
sequently the volt-amperes handled by the trans-
former may be several times the watts delivered 
to the load. With a choke-input filter, provided 
the input choke has at least the critical induct-
ance, the secondary volt-amperes can be calcu-
lated quite closely by the equation: 

Sec. V .A. = 0.00075E/ 

where E is the total r.m.s. voltage of the sec-
ondary (between the outside ends in the case of a 
center-tapped winding) and I is the d.c. output 
current in milliamperes (load current plus bleeder 

current). The primary volt-amperes will be 10 
to 20 per cent higher because of transformer 
losses. 

Broadcast & Television Replacement Trans-
formers in Amateur Transmitter Service 

Small power transformers of the type sold for 
replacement in broadcast and television receivers 
are usually designed for service in terms of use 
for several hours continuously with capacitor-
input filters. In the usual type of amateur trans-
mitter service, where most of the power is drawn 
intermittently for periods of several minutes with 
equivalent intervals in between, the published 
ratings can be exceeded without excessive trans-
former heating. 
With capacitor input, it should be safe to draw 

20 to 30 per cent more current than the rated 
value. With a choke-input filter, an increase in 
current of about 50 per cent is permissible. If a 
bridge rectifier is used (with a choke-input filter) 
the output voltage will be approximately doubled. 
In this case, it should be possible in amateur 
transmitter service to draw the rated current, 
thus obtaining about twice the rated output 
power from the transformer. 

This does not apply, of course, to amateur 
transmitter plate transformers which are usually 
already rated for intermittent service. 

Filament Supply 

Except for tubes designed for battery opera-
tion, the filaments or heaters of vacuum tubes 
used in both transmitters and receivers are uni-
versally operated on alternating current obtained 
from the power line through a step-down trans-
former delivering a secondary voltage equal to 
the rated voltage of the tubes used. The trans-
former should be designed to carry the current 
taken by the number of tubes which may be con-
nected in parallel across it. The filament or heater 
transformer generally is center-tapped, to provide 
a balanced circuit for eliminating hum. 
For medium- and high-power r.f. stages of 

transmitters, and for high-power audio stages, 
it is desirable to use a separate filament trans-
former for each section of the transmitter, in-
stalled near the tube sockets. This avoids the 
necessity for abnormally large wires to carry 
the total filament current for all stages without 
appreciable voltage drop. Maintenance of rated 
filament voltage is highly important, especially 
with thoriated-filament tubes, since under- or 
over-voltage may reduce filament life. 
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6.3V 
115VAC 

 o 

,r) 

TYPICAL POWER SUPPLIES 
Figs. 7-13 and 7-14 show typical power-supply 

circuits. Fig. 7-13 is for use with transformers 
commonly listed as broadcast or television re-
placement power transformers. In addition to the 
high-voltage winding for plate supply, these 
transformers have windings that supply filament 
voltages for both the rectifier tube and the 6.3-
volt tubes in the receiver or low-power transmit-
ter or exciter. Transformers of this type may be 
obtained in ratings up to 1200 volts r.m.s. center-
tapped, 200 d.c. ma. output. 

Fig. 7-13 shows a two-section filter with ca-
pacitor input. However, depending upon the 
maximum hum level that may be allowable for a 
particular application, the last capacitor and 
choke may not be needed. In some low-current 
applications, the first capacitor alone may pro-
vide adequate filtering. Table 7-II shows the 

Fig. 7.13—Typical a.c. power. 

supply circuit for receivers, ex-

citers, or low-power transmit-

ters. Representative values 

will be found in Table 7-11. 

The 5-volt winding of T1 should 

have a current rating of at 

least 2 amp. for types 5Y3-GT 

and 5V4-GA, and 3 amp. for 

5U4-GB. 

approximate full-load and bleeder-load output 
voltages and a.c. ripple percentages for several 
representative sets of components. Voltage and 
ripple values are given for three points in the 
circuit—Point A ( first capacitor only used), 
Point B ( last capacitor and choke omitted), and 
Point C (complete two-section filter in use). 
In each case, the bleeder resistor R should be 
used across the output. 

Table 7-II also shows approximate output volt-
ages and ripple percentages for choke-input filters 
(first filter capacitor omitted), for Point B (last 
capacitor and choke omitted), and Point C (com-
plete two-section filter, first capacitor omitted). 

Actual full-load output voltages may be some-
what lower than those shown in the table, since 
the voltage drop through the resistance of the 
transformer secondary has not been included. 

TABLE 7-11 

Capacitor-Input Power Supplies 

Ti Ra ing 
Vi 

Tube 
Type 

C L R 

Approximate 
Ful -load d.c. 

Volts at 

Approximate 
Ripple % A PPree* 

at Output 
Volts 

Useful 
Output 

Ma. • 
Total 
Volts 

., 
'''` a. 
D.C. lif. Volts H. Ohms Ohms Watts ABC A B 

Bleeder 
C Load 

650 40 5Y3-GT 8 600 8 400 90K 5 375 360 345 2.5 0.08 0.002 450 36 

650 40 5V4-GA 8 600 8 400 90K 5 410 395 375 2.5 0.08 0.002 450 36 

700 90 5Y3-GT 8 600 10 225 46K 10 370 350 330 6 0.1 0.002 460 82 

700 90 5V4-GA 8 600 10 225 46K 10 410 390 370 6 0.1 0.002 460 82 

750 150 5U4-GB 8 700 8 145 25K 10 375 350 330 9 0.2 0.006 500 136 

750 150 5V4-GA 8 700 8 145 25K 10 425 400 380 9 0.2 0.006 500 136 

800 200 5U4-GB 8 700 8 120 22K 20 375 350 325 12 0.3 0.008 550 184 

650 40 5Y3-GT 8 450 15 

Choke 

420 

-Input 

18K 

Power 

10 

Supplies 

— 240 225 — 0.8 0.01 265 25 

650 40 5V4-GA 8 450 15 420 18K 10 — 255 240 — 0.8 0.01 280 25 

700 90 5Y3-GT 8 450 10 225 11K 10 — 240 220 — 1.25 0.02 250 68 

700 90 5V4-GA 8 450 10 225 11K 10 — 270 250 — 1.25 0.02 280 68 

750 150 5Y3-GT 8 450 12 150 13e 20 -- 265 245 — 1 0.015 325 125 

750 150 5V4-GA 8 450 12 150 13K 20 — 280 260 — 1 0.015 340 125 

800 200 5U4-GB 8 450 12 140 14K 20 — 275 250 — 1 0.015 350 175 

• Balance of transformer current capacity consumed by bleeder resistor. 
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Fig. 7-14 shows the conventional circuit of a 
transmitter plate supply for higher powers. A 
full-wave rectifier circuit, half-wave rectifier 
tubes, and separate transformers for high voltage, 
rectifier filaments and transmitter filaments are 

Fig. 7-14—Conventional power. 
supply circuit for higher-power 

transmitters. 
CI, Cs-4 IA. for approximately 
0.5% output ripple; 2 af. for 
approximately 1.5% output rip-
ple. Ca should be 4 µf. if supply 
is for modulator. 
R-25,000 ohms. 
Li—Swinging choke: 5/25 h., 

current rating same as 
T,. 

Li—Smoothing choke: current 
rating same as Ts. 

T1-2.5 volts, 4 amp., 2500-v. 
ins, for type 816; 2.5 
volts, 10 amp., 10,000-v. 
Ins, for 866A. 

Ts—D.c. voltage rating same as output voltage. 
Ts—Voltage and current rating to suit transmitter-tube 

requirements. 

on commonly available 
components. Trans-
former voltages shown 
are representative for 
units with dual-volt-
age secondaries. The 
bleeder-load voltages 
shown may be some-
what lower than actu-
ally found in practice. 
Ripple at the output of 
the first filter section 
will be approximately 
5 per cent with a 4-uf. 
capacitor, or 10 per 
cent with a 2-uf. capac-
itor. Transformers 
made for amateur serv-
ice are designed for 
choke-input. If a capac-
itor-input is used rat-
ing should be reduced 
about 30%. 

used. The high-voltage transformers used in this 
circuit are usually rated directly in terms of d.c. 
output voltage, assuming rectifiers and filters of 
the type shown in Fig. 7-14. Table 7-III shows 
typical values for representative supplies, based 

V1—Type 816 for 400/500-volt supply; 866A for others 
shown in Table 7-111. 

See Table 7-111 for other values. 

TABLE 7-III 

Approx. D.C. Ti Approx. 
Output Rating 

Ls 
Voltage 

R Bleeder-

H. 
Rating 

watts Load 
Approx. Ci, Ci Output 

Volts Ma. i V.R.M.S. Ma. Volts 

400/500 230 520/615 250 4 700 20 440/540 

600/750 260 750/950 300 8 1000 50 650/800 

1250/1500 240 1500/1750 300 8 2000 150 1300/1600 

1250/1500 440 1500/1750 500 6 2000 150 1315/1615 

2000/2500 200 2400/2900 300 0 8 3000 320 0 2050/2550 

2000/2500 400 2400/2900 500 6 3000 320 0 2065/2565 

2500/3000 380 2500/3450 500 2 6 4000 500 8 2565/3065 

1 Balance of transformer current rating consumed by bleeder resistor. 
2 Use two 160-watt, 2,500-ohm units in series. 
1 Use five 00-watt, 5000-ohm units in series. 
2 Regulation will be somewhat better with a 400- or 500-ma. choke. 
8 Regulation will be somewhat better with a 550-ma. choke. 

VOLTAGE DROPPING 

Series Voltage-Dropping Resistor 

Certain plates and screens of the various 
tubes in a transmitter or receiver often require 
a variety of operating voltages differing from 
the output voltage of an available power supply. 
In most cases, it is not economically feasible to 
provide a separate power supply for each of the 
required voltages. If the current drawn by an 
electrode, or combination of electrodes operating 
at the saine voltage, is reasonably constant under 

normal operating conditions, the required voltage 
may be obtained from a supply of higher voltage 
by means of a voltage-dropping resistor in series, 
as shown in Fig. 7-15A. The value of the series, 
resistor, Ri, may be obtained from Ohm's Law, 

E where Ed is the voltage drop required 

from the supply voltage to the desired voltage 
and I is the total rated current of the load. 

Example: The plate of the tube in one stage 
and the screens of the tubes in two other stages 
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Fig. 7-15—A—A series voltage-dropping resistor. 
B—Simple voltage divider. 

E — 
Ra = R1— 

.2 Él +11 • 

12 must be assumed. 

C--Multiple divider circuit. 

[2 El — El E— E1  R3 ; R2 ; RI= 
I2 12+ Is 11-1-h-Fis 

require an operating voltage of 250. The near-
est available supply voltage is 400 and the 
total of the rated plate and screen currents 
is 75 ma. The required resistance is 

R=400 — 250 150 
=2000 ohms. 

0.075 0.075 

The power rating of the resistor is obtained 
from P (watts) = I2R = (0.075) 2 (2000) = 
11.2 watts. A 20-watt resistor is the nearest 
safe rating to be used. 

Voltage Dividers 

The regulation of the voltage obtained in this 
manner obviously is poor, since any change in 
current through the resistor will cause a di-
rectly proportional change in the voltage drop 
across the resistor. The regulation can be im-
proved somewhat by connecting a second resistor 
from the low-voltage end of the first to the nega-
tive power-supply terminal, as shown in Fig. 7-
15B. Such an arrangement constitutes a voltage 
divider. The second resistor, R2, acts as a con-
stant load for the first, Ri, so that any variation 
in current from the tap becomes a smaller per-
centage of the total current through Ri. The heav-
ier the current drawn by the resistors when they 
alone are connected across the supply, the better 
will be the voltage regulation at the tap. 

FROM 
POWER 
SUPPLY 

FROM 
POWER 
SUPPLY 

Such a voltage divider may have more than a 
single tap for the purpose of obtaining more than 
one value of voltage. A typical arrangement is 
shown in Fig. 7-15C. The terminal voltage is E, 
and two taps are provided to give power voltages, 
E1 and E2, at currents II and 12 respectively. The 
smaller the resistance between taps in proportion 
to the total resistance, the smaller the voltage 
between the taps. For convenience, the voltage 
divider in the figure is considered to be made up 
of separate resistances R1, Rie, Ree, between taps. 
Ra carries only the bleeder current, Is; R2 carries 
Is in addition to III; R1 carries II, Is and Is. To 
calculate the resistances required, a bleeder cur-
rent, Is, must be assumed; generally it is low 
compared with the total load current ( 10 per 
cent or so). Then the required values can be 
calculated as shown in the caption of Fig. 7-15C, 
I being in decimal parts of an ampere. 
The method may be extended to any desired 

number of taps, each resistance section being 
calculated by Ohm's Law using the needed volt-
age drop across it and the total current through 
it. The power dissipated by each section may be 
calculated either by multiplying I and E or l' 
and R. 

VOLTAGE STABILIZATION 

Gaseous Regulator Tubes 

There is frequent need for maintaining the 
voltage applied to a low-voltage low-current cir-
cuit at a practically constant value, regardless 
of the voltage regulation of the power supply or 
variations in load current. Ii such applications, 

UNREG + + UNREG 

FROM POWER-
SUPPLY OUTPUT 

(A) (R) 

Fig. 7- 16—Voltage-stabilizing circuits using VR tubes. 

gaseous regulator tubes (0C3/VR105, OD3/ 
VR150, etc.) can be used to good advantage. The 
voltage drop across such tubes is constant over a 
moderately wide current range. Tubes are avail-
able for regulated voltages near 150, 105, 90 and 
75 volts. 
The fundamental circuit for a gaseous regu-

lator is shown in Fig. 7-16A. The tube is con-
nected in series with a limiting resistor, Ri, 
across a source of voltage that must be higher 
than the starting voltage. The starting voltage 
is about 30 to 40 per cent higher than the oper-
ating voltage. The lbad is connected in parallel 
with the tube. For stable operation, a minimum 
tube current of 5 to 10 ma. is required. The 
maximum permissible current with most types 
is 40 ma.; consequently, the load current cannot 
exceed 30 to 35 ma. if the voltage is to be stabi-
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lized over a range from zero to maximum load 
current. 
The value of the limiting resistor must lie 

between that which just permits minimum tube 
current to flow and that which just passes the 
maximum permissible tube current when there is 
no load current. The latter value is generally 
used. It is given by the equation: 

(E. — E)  

where R is the limiting resistance in ohms, Es 
is the voltage of the source across which the tube 
and resistor are connected, Er is the rated voltage 
drop across the regulator tube, and I is the maxi-
mum tube current in amperes, (usually 40 ma., 
or 0.04 amp.). 

Fig. 7-16B shows how two tubes may be used 

115 XA.G. 

Fig. 718—Circuit diagram of 
an electronically-regulated 
power supply rated at 300 

volts max., 150 ma. max. 

CI, Cs, C6-16-0. 600-volt electrolytic. 
C3-0.015-0. paper. 
C4.-0.1-0. paper. 
R1-0.3 megohm, 1/2 watt. 
Re, R3-100 ohms, Y2 watt. 
R4-510 ohms, 1/2 watt. 
R6, R8-30,000 ohms, 2 watts. 
Re-0.24 megohm, 1/2 watt. 
R7-0.15 megohm, Y2 watt 

Fig. 7-17—Electronic voltage-regu-
lator circuit. Resistors are 1/2 watt un-

leu specified otherwise. 

in series to give a higher regulated voltage than 
is obtainable with one, and also to give two values 
of regulated voltage. The limiting resistor may 
be calculated as above, using the sum of the volt-
age drops across the two tubes for E . Since the 
upper tube must carry more current than the 
lower, the load connected to the low-voltage tap 
must take small current. The total current taken 
by the loads on both the high and low taps should 
riot exceed 30 to 35 milliamperes. 

Voltage regulation of the order of 1 per cent 
can be obtained with these regulator circuits. 
A single VR tube may also be used to regulate 

the voltage to a load current of almost any value 
so long as the variation in the current does not 
exceed 30 to 35 ma. If, for example, the average 
load current is 100 ma., a VR tube may be used 
to hold the voltage constant provided the cur-

R09100 ohms, 1 watt. 
R10-0.1-megohm potentiometer. 
R11-43,000 ohms, 1/2 watt. 
14-8-hy., 40-ma, filter choke. 
51-5.p.s.t. toggle. 
Ti—Power transformer: 375-375 voltsr.m.s., 160 ma.; 

6.3 volts, 3 amps.; 5 volts, 3 amps. 
(Thor. 22R33). 
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rent does not fall below 85 ma. or rise above 115 
ma. In this case, the resistance should be calcu-
lated to drop the voltage to the VR-tube rating 
at the maximum load current to be expected plus 
about 5 ma. If the load resistance is constant, the 
effects of variations in line voltage may be elimi-
nated by basing the resistance on the load cur-
rent plus 15 ma. Voltage-regulator tubes may 
also be connected in parallel as described later 
in this chapter. 

Electronic Voltage Regulation 

Several circuits have been developed for regu-
lating the voltage output of a power supply elec-
tronically. While more complicated than the VR-
tube circuits, they will handle higher voltages 
currents and the output voltage may be varied 
continuously over a wide range. In the circuit of 
Fig. 7-17, the 0C3 regulator tube supplies a refer-
ence of approximately + 105 volts for the 6AU6 
control tube. When the load connected across the 
output terminals increases, the output voltage 
tends to decrease. This makes the voltage on the 
control grid of the 6AU6 less positive, causing 
the tube to draw less current through the 2-
megohm plate resistor. As a consequence the grid 
voltage on the 807 series regulator becomes more 
positive and the voltage drop across the 807 de-
creases, compensating for the reduction in out-
put voltage. With the values shown, adjustment 
of Ri will give a regulated output from 150 to 
250 volts, at up to 60 or 70 ma. A 6L6-GB can be 
substituted for the type 807; the available out-
put current can be increased by adding tubes in 
parallel with the series regulator tube. When this 
is done, 100-ohm resistors should be wired to 

Table of Performance for Circuit of Fig. 7-18 

I II Ill Output voltage — 300 

450 v. 22 ma. 3 mv. 150 ma. 2.3 mv. 
425 v. 45 ma. 4 mv. 125 ma. 2.8 mv. 
400 v. 72 ma. 6 mv. 100 ma. 2.6 mv. 
375 v. 97 ma. 8 mv. 75 ma. 2.5 mv. 
350 v. 122 ma. 9.5 mv. 50 ma. 3.0 mv. 
325 v. 150 ma. 3 mv. 25 ma. 3.0 mv. 
300 v. 150 ma. 2.3 mv. 10 ma. 2.5 mv. 

each control grid and plate terminal, to reduce 
the chances for parasitic oscillations. 
Another similar regulator circuit is shown in 

Fig. 7-18. The principal difference is that screen-
grid regulator tubes are used. The fact that a 
screen-grid tube is relatively insensitive to 
changes in plate voltage makes it possible to ob-
tain a reduction in ripple voltage adequate for 
many purposes simply by supplying filtered d.c. 
to the screens with a consequent saving in weight 
and cost. The accompanying table shows the 
performance of the circuit of Fig. 7-18. Column I 
shows various output voltages, while Column II 
shows the maximum current that can be drawn at 
that voltage with negligible variation in output 
voltage. Column III shows the measured ripple 
at the maximum current. The second part of the 
table shows the variation in ripple with load cur-
rent at 300 volts output. 

High-Voltage Regulators 

Regulated screen voltage is required for screen-
grid tubes used as linear amplifiers in single-side-
band operation. Figs. 7-19 through 7-22 show 
various different circuits for supplying regulated 
voltages up to 1200 volts or more. 

Fig. 7-19—High-voltage regulator circuit by W49RM. Resistors are 1 watt unless indicated otherwise. 
C2-40. paper, voltage rating above peak-voltage Its-50,000-ohm, 4-watt potentiometer. 

output of 71. Ri—Bleeder resistor, 50,000 to 100,000 ohms, 25 watts 

C 8-0.1-0. paper, 600 Volts. (not needed if equalizing resistors mentioned 
Ca-12-0. electroyltic, 450 volts, above are used). 

Cs-40 ¡al., voltage rating above. d.c. output voltage. Ts—See text. 

Can be made up of a combination of electro- Ts—Filament transformer; 5 volts, 2 amp. 
lytics in series, with equalizing resistor. (See sec- Ti—Filament transformer; 6.3 volts, 1.2 amp. 

tion on ratings of filter components.) VI, Vs, Va —See text. 

C8-4-µf. paper, voltage rating above voltage rating of 
VR string. 
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211 or 

+1800 
TO 2000V.D.0 

In the circuit of Fig. 7-19, gas-filled regulator 
tubes are used to establish a fixed reference volt-
age to which is added an electronically regulated 
variable voltage. The design can be modified to 
give any voltage from 225 volts to 1200 volts, 
with each design-center voltage variable by plus 
or minus 60 volts. 
The output voltage will depend upon the num-

ber and voltage ratings of the VR tubes in the 
string between the 991 and ground. The total 
VR-tube voltage rating needed can be determined 
by subtracting 250 volts from the desired output 
voltage. As examples, if the desired output volt-
age is 350, the total VR-tube voltage rating 
should be 350 — 250 = 100 volts. In this case, a 
VR-105 would be used. For an output voltage of 
1000, the VR-tube voltage rating should be 
1000 — 250 = 750 volts. In this case, five VR-150s 
would be used in series. 
The maximum voltage output that can be ob-

tained is approximately equal to 0.7 times the 
r.m.s. voltage of the transformer Ti. The current 
rating of the transformer must be somewhat 

-1-500 TO 
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Fig. 7-20—Screen regulator circuit de-
signed by W9OKA. Resistances are in 

ohms (K = 1000). 

R1-6000 ohms for 211; 2300 ohms 

for 812A, 20 watts. 

R2-25,000 ohms, 10 watts. 

R3- Output voltage control, 0.1-meg-

ohm, 2-watt potentiometer. 

Ti—Filament transformer: 10 volts, 

3.25 amp. for 211; 6.3 volts, 

4 amp. for 812A. 

Ts—Filament transformer: 6.3 volts, 

1 amp. 

above the load current to take care of the voltage 
dividers and bleeder resistances. 
A single 6L6 will handle 90 ma. For larger 

currents, 6L6s may be added in parallel. 
The heater circuit supplying the 6L6 and 

6SJ7 should not be grounded. The shaft of 
should be grounded. When the output voltage is 
above 300 or 400, the potentiometer should be 
provided with an insulating mounting, and should 
be controlled from the panel by an extension shaft 
with an insulated coupling and grounded control. 

In some cases where the plate transformer has 

Fig. 7-21—This regulator circuit used by W1SUN oper-

ates from the plate supply and requires no VR string. 

A small supply provides screen voltage and reference 

bias for the control tube. 

Unless otherwise marked, resistances are in ohms. 

(K = 1000). Capacitors are electrolytic. 

121-50,000-ohm, 50-watt adjustable resistor. 

122-0.1-megohm 2-watt potentiometer. 

R3 — 4 . 7 megohms, 2 watts. 

R — . 1 megohm, 1/2 watt. 
Tr—Power transformer: 470 volts center tapped, 40 ma.; 

5 volts, 2 amps.; 6.3 volts, 2 amps. 

Tri—Filament transformer: 7.5 volts, 3.25 amp. (for 

V-70D). 
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sufficient current-handling capacity, it may be 
desirable to operate a screen regulator from the 
plate supply, rather than from a separate supply. 
This can be done if a regulator tube is used that 
can take the required voltage drop. In Fig. 7-20, 
a type 211 or 812A is used, the control tube 
being a 6AQ5. With an input voltage of 1800 to 
2000, an output voltage of 500 to 700 can be 
obtained with a regulation better than 1 per cent 
over a current range of 0 to 100 ma. 

In the circuit of Fig. 7-21, a V-70D (or 8005) 
is used as the regulator, and the control tube is 
an 807 which can take the full output voltage, 
making it unnecessary to raise it above ground 
with VR tubes. If taps are switched on RI, the 
output voltage can be varied over a wide range. 
Increasing the screen voltage decreases the out-
put voltage. For each position of the tap on RI, 
decreasing the value of R. will lower the mini-
mum output voltage as R, is varied, and decreas-
ing the value of R. will raise the maximum output 
voltage. However, if these values are made too 
small, the 807 will lose control. 
At 850 volts output, the variation over a cur-

rent change of 20 to 80 ma. should be negligible. 
At 1500 volts output with the same current 
change, the variation in output voltage should be 
less than three per cent. Up to 88 volts of grid 
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Fig. 7-22—Shunt screen regulator used by 

W2AZW. Resistances are in ohms (K = 

1000). 
C1-0.01 pf., 400 volts if needed to suppress 

oscillation. 

M1—See text. 

RI—Adjustable wire-wound resistor, resist-

ance and wattage as required. 

bias for a Class A or Class A131 amplifier may 
be taken from the potentiometer across the refer-
ence-voltage source. This bias cannot, of course, 
be used for biasing a stage that is drawing grid 
current. 
A somewhat different type of regulator is the 

shunt regulator shown in Fig. 7-22. The VR tubes 
and R, in series are across the output. Since the 
voltage drop across the VR tubes is constant, 
any change in output voltage appears across RII. 
This causes a change in grid bias on the 811-A 
grid, causing it to draw more or less current in 
inverse proportion to the current being drawn by 
the amplifier screen. This provides a constant 
load for the series resistor Ri. 
The output voltage is equal to the sum of the 

VR drops plus the grid-to-ground voltage of the 
811-A. This varies from 5 to 20 volts between 
full load and no load. The initial adjustment is 
made by placing a milliammeter in the filament 
center-tap lead, as shown, and adjusting Ri for 
a reading of 15 to 20 ma. higher than the mormal 
peak screen current. This adjustment should be 
made with the amplifier connected but with no 
excitation, so that the amplifier draws idling cur-
rent. After the adjustment is complete, the meter 
may be removed from the circuit and the fila-
ment center tap connected directly to ground. 
Adjustment of the tap on R1 should, of course, 
be made with the high voltage turned off. 
Any number of VR tubes may be used to pro-

vide a regulated voltage near the desired value. 
The maximum current through the 811-A should 
be limited to the maximum plate-current rating 
of the tube. If larger currents are necessary, two 
811-As may be connected in parallel. Over a 
current range of 5 to 60 ma., the regulator holds 
the output voltage constant within 10 or 15 volts. 

BIAS SUPPLIES 

As discussed in Chapter 6 on high-frequency 
transmitters, the chief function of a bias supply 
for the r.f. stageg of a transmitter is that of pro-
viding protective bias, although under certain 
circumstances, a bias supply, or pack, as it is 
sometimes called, can provide the operating bias 
if desired. 

Simple Bias Packs 

Fig. 7-23A shows the diagram of a simple bias 
supply. Ri should be the recommended grid leak 
for the amplifier tube. No grid leak should be 
used in the transmitter with this type of supply. 
The output voltage of the supply, when amplifier 
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PRI 

(A) 

(B) 

p 

PR7 
o 1 

(C) 
Fig. 7-23—Simple bias-supply circuits. In A, the peak 
transformer voltage must not exceed the operating value 
of bias. The circuits of B (half-wave) and C (full-wave) 
may be used to reduce transformer voltage to the recti-

fier. RI is the recommended grid-leak resistance. 

FROM BIAS VR 
SUPPLY 

(A) 

BIAS 

FROM BIAS 

SUPPLY VR 

FROM BIAS 

SUPPLY 

(3) 

VR 

VR 

2 

BIAS 

VR 

(C) 

BIAS 

Fig. 7-24—Illustrating the use of VR tubes in stabilizing 
protective-bias supplies. Rt is a resistor whose value is 
adjusted to limit the current through each VR tube to 
5 ma. before amplifier excitation is applied. R and R9 
are current-equalizing resistors of 50 to 1000 ohms. 

(D) 

(E) 
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grid current is not flowing, should be some value 
between the bias required for plate-current cut-
off and the recommended operating bias for the 
amplifier tube. The transformer peak voltage ( 1.4 
times the r.m.s. value) should not exceed the rec-
ommended operating-bias value, otherwise the 
output voltage of the pack will soar above the 
operating-bias value with rated grid current. 

This soaring can be reduced to a considerable 
extent by the use of a voltage divider across 
the transformer secondary, as shown at B. Such 
a system can be used when the transformer volt-
age is higher than the operating-bias value. The 
tap on R2 should be adjusted to give amplifier 
cut-off bias at the output terminals. The lower 
the total value of R., the less the soaring will be 
when grid current flows. 
A full-wave circuit is shown in Fig. 7-23C. R. 

and R. should have the same total resistance and 
the taps should be adjusted symmetrically. In 
all cases, the transformer must be designed to 
furnish the current drawn by these resistors plus 
the current drawn by Ri. 

Regulated Bias Supplies 

The inconvenience of the circuits shown in 
Fig. 7-23 and the difficulty of predicting values 
in practical application can be avoided in most 
cases by the use of gaseous voltage-regulator 
tubes across the output of the bias supply, as 
shown in Fig. 7-24A. A VR tube with a voltage 
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Fig. 7-25—Circuit diagram of 

C1-20-nf. 450-volt electrolytic. 

C2-20-pf. 150-volt electrolytic. 
R2-5000 ohms, 25 watts. 

R2-22,000 ohms, 1/2  watt. 

14-68,000 ohms, 1/2  watt. 

R.-0.27 megohm, 1/2 watt. 

R5- 3000 ohms, 5 watts. 

R6- 0.12 megohm, 1/2  watt. 

an electronically- regulated bias supply. 

Rs-0.1-megohm potentiometer. 

R5-27,000 ohms, 12 watt. 

14-20-hy. 50-ma. filter choke. 

Ts—Power transformer: 350 volts r.m.s. 

each side of center 50 ma.; 5 volts, 

2 amp.; 6.3 volts, 3 amp. 

L-25-volt filament transformer 

(Thordarson 21F00). 

rating anywhere between the biasing-voltage 
value which will reduce the input to the amplifier 
to a safe level when excitation is removed, and 
the operating value of bias, should be chosen. R1 
is adjusted, without amplifier excitation, until 
the VR tube ignites and draws about 5 ma. Addi-
tional voltage to bring the bias up to the operating 
value when excitation is applied can be obtained 
from a grid leak resistor, as discussed in the 
transmitter chapter. 
Each VR tube will handle 40 ma. of grid cur-

rent. If the grid current exceeds this value under 
any condition, similar VR tubes should be added 
in parallel, as shown in Fig. 7-24B, for each 40 
ma., or less, of additional grid current. The re-
sistors R9 are for the purpose of helping to main-
tain equal currents through each VR tube, and 
should have a value of 50 to 1000 ohms or more. 

If the voltage rating of a single VR tube is 
not sufficiently high for the purpose, other VR 
tubes may be used in series ( or series-parallel if 
required to satisfy grid-current requirements) as 
shown in the diagrams of Fig. 7-24C and D. 

If a single value of fixed bias will serve for 
more than one stage, the biasing terminal of each 
such stage may be connected to a single supply 
of this type, provided only that the total grid 
current of all stages so connected does not ex-
ceed the current rating of the VR tube or tubes. 
Alternatively, other separate VR-tube branches 
may be added in any desired combination to the 
same supply, as in Fig. 7-24E, to adapt them to 
the needs of each stage. 

Providing the VR-tube current rating is not 
exceeded, a series arrangement may be tapped 
for lower voltage, as shown at F. 
The circuit diagram of an electronically 

regulated bias-supply is shown in Fig. 7-25. The 
output voltage may be adjusted to any value be-
tween 40 volts and 80 volts and the unit will 
handle grid currents up to 35 ma. over the range 
of 50 to 80 volts, and 25 ma. over the remainder 

of the range. If higher current-handling capacity 
is required, more 2A3s can be connected in par-
allel with V.. The regulation will hold to about 
0.01 volt per milliampere of grid current. The 
regulator operates as follows: Since the voltage 
drop across V, and V. is in parallel with the 
voltage drop across Vi and R., any change in 
voltage across V2 will appear across R. because 
the voltage drops across both VR tubes remain 
constant. R. is a cathode biasing resistor for V2, 
so any voltage change across it appears as a grid-
voltage change on V.. This charige in grid voltage 
is amplified by V, and appears across R. which 
is connected to the plate of V, and the grids of 
172. This change in voltage swings the grids of V. 

(B) 

Fig. 7-26—Convenient means of obtaining biasing volt-

age. A—From a low-voltage plate supply. B—From 

spare filament winding. T, is a filament transformer, of 

a voltage output similar to that of the spare filament 

winding, connected in reverse to give 115 volts r.m.s. 

output. If cold-cathode or selenium rectifiers are used, 

no additional filament supply is required. 
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more positive or negative, and thus varies the 
internal resistance fo V., maintaining the voltage 
drop across Va practically constant. 

Other Sources of Biasing Voltage 

In some cases, it may be convenient to ob-
tain the biasing voltage from a source other than 
a separate supply. A half-wave rectifier may be 
connected with reversed polarization to obtain 
biasing voltage from a low-voltage plate supply, 
as shown in Fig. 7-26A. In another arrangement, 
shown at B, a spare filament winding can be used 
to operate a filament transformer of similar volt-
age rating in reverse to obtain a voltage of about 
130 from the winding that is customarily the 
primary. This will be sufficient to operate a VR75 
or VR90 regulator tube. 
A bias supply of any of the types discussed 

requires relatively little filtering, if the output-
terminal peak voltage does not approach the oper-
ating-bias value, because the effect of the supply 
is entirely or largely "washed out" when grid 
current flows. 

VOLTAGE-MULTIPLYING CIRCUITS 

Although vacuum-tube rectifiers can be used 
in voltage-multiplying circuits, the more common 
application is with selenium, silicon and germa-
nium diodes. The choice of diodes is based on the 
voltage, and current requirements; selenium is 

1. 
1.4 Ern,' 

Fig. 7-27—If the current demand is ow, a simple half. 
wave rectifier will deliver a slight voltage increase. 
Typical values, for Er.. =117 and a load current of 
75 ma.: 
C1-50-µf., 150-v. electrolytic. 
L.:put-130 volts. 
81-22 ohms. 

normally used up to a source voltage of 130, and 
above that it becomes necessary to use silicon. 
A simple half-wave rectifier circuit is shown 

in Fig. 7-27. Strictly speaking this is not a 
voltage-multiplying circuit. However, if the cur-
rent demand is low ( a milliampere or so), the 
d.c. output voltage will be close to the peak volt-
age of the source, or 1.4Er... A typical applica-
tion of the circuit would be to obtain a low bias 
voltage from a heater winding; the side of the 
output can be grounded by reversing the polar-
ity of the rectifier and capacitor. As with all half-
wave rectifiers, the output voltage drops quickly 
with increased current demand. 
The resistor Ri in Fig. 7-27 is included to limit 

the current through the rectifier, in accordance 
with the manufacturer's rating for the diode. If 
the resistance of the transformer winding is suf-
ficient, Ri can be omitted. 
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+I 

2.1 

(C) 

Fig. 7-28— Voltage-doubling circuits. Typical values, for 
Er.. = 117 and a load current of 75 ma.: 
C1-50-0. 150-v. electrolytic. 
Cs-50-4. 250-v. electrolytic. 
Lutp.1-245 volts. 
R1-22 ohms. 

Voltage-doubling circuits are shown in Fig. 
7-28. If the current demand is extremely low, 
the output voltage will be higher than indicated, 

AC 

IN 
3 E rMS 

Fig. 7-29—(A) Voltage-tripling and ( B, C) voltage-
quadrupling circuits. Typical values, for Er„,. = 117 
and a load current of 75 ma.: 
C1-50-0. 150-v. electrolytic. 
C2-50-µf. 250-v. electrolytic. 
Cs, C4-50-µf. 450-v. electrolytic. 
Ri-22 ohms. 
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but with any reasonable current drain the output 
voltage will be slightly over twice the a.c. input. 
In Fig. 7-28A, Ci charges through CR2 during 
one half of the a.c. cycle; CR2 is nonconductive 
at this time. During the other half of the cycle 
CR2 conducts and C, becomes charged; they see 
as the source the transformer plus the charge in 
CI. By reversing the polarities of the capacitors 
and diodes, as shown in Fig. 7-28B, the + side 
of the output can be grounded. 
The circuit in Fig. 7-28C is a full-wave voltage-

doubling circuit that has several advantages over 
most other circuits. For a given output voltage, 
compared to the usual full-wave rectifier circuit 
(Fig. 7-2B) the full-wave doubler rectifiers re-
quire only half the p.i.v. rating. Again for a 
given output voltage, compared to a full-wave 
bridge circuit ( Fig. 7-2C) only half as many 
rectifiers ( of the same p.i.v. rating) are required. 
A voltage-tripling circuit is shown in Fig. 7-

29A. On one half of the a.c. cycle CR2 conducts 
and C1 is charged to the source voltage. On the 
opposite half of the cycle CR2 conducts and C2 is 
charged to twice the source voltage, because it 
sees the transformer plus the charge in Ci as the 
source. At the same time CR2 conducts and, with 
the transformer and the charge in Cs as the 

source, Cs is charged to three times the trans-
former voltage. The -F side of the output can be 
grounded if the polarities of all of the capacitors 
and diodes are reversed. 
A voltage-quadrupling circuit is shown in 

Fig. 7-29B. On the negative half of the a.c. cycle, 
when Ern.. is negative with respect to ground, 
C1 charges through CR1. On the positive half of 
the cycle, C2 charges through CR2 to twice Enna, 
seeing Ern.. and C1 as the source. On the negative 
half of the cycle, Cs charges through CR2 to 
3E22222, seeing En... and C2 as the source. On the 
positive half of the cycle the output capacitance, 
C., charges to 4E,.. through CR2, seeing Er„,. 
and Cs as the source. The variation in Fig. 7-29C 
is similar, except that the output capacitor is 
made up of the two Cs in series. The lower Cs 
serves the function of C, in Fig. 7-29B. The po-
larity of the output can be reversed, to permit 
grounding of the -I- terminal, by reversing the po-
larities of all diodes and capacitors. 
The values of capacitance given for the 

voltage-multiplying circuits are what might be 
required for Er... = 115 and a load of 75 ma. 
Larger values will improve the voltage regula-

tion, and smaller values may be used at a sacrifice 
in regulation. 

POWER-LINE CONSIDERATIONS 

POWER LINE CONNECTIONS 

If the transmitter is rated at much more than 
100 watts, special consideration should be given 
to the a.c. line running into the station. In some 
residential systems, three wires are brought in 
from the outside to the distribution board, while 
in other systems there are only two wires. In the 
three-wire system, the third wire is the neutral 
which is grounded. The voltage between the 
other two wires normally is 230, while half of 
this voltage ( 115) appears between each of these 
wires and neutral, as indicated in Fig. 7-30A. In 
systems of this type, usually it will be found that 
the 115-volt household load is divided as evenly 
as possible between the two sides of the circuit, 
half of the load being connected between one 
wire and the neutral, while the other half of 
the load is connected between the other wire and 

(C) 

neutral. Heavy appliances, such as electric stoves 
and heaters, normally are designed for 230-volt 
operation antl therefore are connected across the 
two ungrounded wires. While both ungrounded 
wires should be fused, a fuse should never be used 
in the wire to the neutral, nor should a switch 
be used in this side of the line. The reason for 
this is that opening the neutral wire does not 
disconnect the equipment. It simply leaves the 
equipment on one side of the 230-volt circuit in 
series with whatever load may be across the 
other side of the circuit, as shown in Fig. 7-30B. 
Furthermore, with the neutral open, the volt-
age will then be divided between the two sides 
in inverse proportion to the load resistance, 
the voltage on one side dropping below normal, 
while it soars on the other side, unless the loads 
happen to be equal. 
The usual line running to baseboard outlets 

(D) 

Fig. 7-30—Three-wire power- line circuits. A—Normal 3-wire- line termination. No fuse should be used in the gounded 

(neutral) line. B—Showing that a switch in the neutral does not remove voltage from either side of the line. C— 

Connections for both 115- and 230-volt transformers. D—Operating a 115-volt plate transformer from the 230-

volt line to avoid light blinking. T1 s a 2-to- 1 step-down transformer. 
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is rated at 15 amperes. Considering the power 
consumed by filaments, lamps, modulator, re-
ceiver and other auxiliary equipment, it is not 
unusual to find this 15-ampere rating exceeded 
by the requirements of a station of only mod-
erate power. It must also be kept in mind that 
the same branch may be in use for other house-
hold purposes through another outlet. For this 
reason, and to minimize light blinking when key-
ing or modulating the transmitter, a separate 
heavier line should be run from the distribution 
board to the station whenever possible. (A three-
volt drop in line voltage will cause noticeable 
light blinking.) 

If the system is of the three-wire type, the 
three wires should be brought into the station 
so that the load can be distributed to keep the 
line balanced. The voltage across a fixed load 
on one side of the circuit will increase as the 
load current on the other side is increased. The 
rate of increase will depend upon the resistance 
introduced by the neutral wire. If the resistance 
of the neutral is low, the increase will be corre-
spondingly small. When the currents in the two 
circuits are balanced, no current flows in the 
neutral wire and the system is operating at maxi-
mum efficiency. 

Light blinking can be minimized by using 
transformers with 230-volt primaries in the power 
supplies for the keyed or intermittent part of the 
load, connecting them across the two ungrounded 
wires with no connection to the neutral, as shown 
in Fig. 7-30C. The same can be accomplished by 
the insertion of a step-down transformer whose 
primary operates at 230 volts and whose sec-
ondary delivers 115 volts. Conventional 115-volt 
transformers may be operated from the secondary 
of the step-down transformer (see Fig. 7-30D). 
When a special heavy-duty line is to be in-

stalled, the local power company should be con-
sulted as to local requirements. In some local-
ities it is necessary to have such a job done by a 
licensed electrician, and there may be special 
requirements to be met in regard to fittings and 
the manner of installation. Some amateurs termi-
nate the special line to the station at a switch box, 
while others may use electric-stove receptacles 
as the termination. The power is then distributed 
around the station by means of conventional out-
ets at convenient points. All circuits should be 
properly fused. 

Fusing 

All transformer primary circuits should be 
properly fused. To determine the approximate 
current rating of the fuse to be used, multiply 
each current being drawn from the supply in 
amperes by the voltage at which the current is 
being drawn. Include the current taken by 
bleeder resistances and voltage dividers. In the 
case of series resistors, use the source voltage, 
not the voltage at the equipment end of the 
resistor. Include filament power if the transformer 
is supplying filaments. After multiplying the 
various voltages and currents, add the individual 
products. Then divide by the line voltage and 

TO • TO 
TRANS • TRANS 

(A) (B) 

Fig. 7-31—Two methods of transformer primary control. 

At A is a tapped toy transformer which may be con-

nected so as to boost or buck the line voltage as re-
quired. At B is indicated a variable transformer or auto-

transformer (Variac) which feeds the transformer 

primaries. 

add 10 or 20 per cent. Use a fuse with the nearest 
larger current rating. 

LINE-VOLTAGE ADJUSTMENT 

In certain communities trouble is sometimes 
experienced from fluctuations in line voltage. 
Usually these fluctuations are caused by a vari-
ation in the load on the line and, since most 
of the variation comes at certain fixed times of 
the day or night, such as the times when lights 
are turned on at evening, they may be taken 
care of by the use of a manually operated com-
pensating device. A simple arrangement is shown 
in Fig. 7-31A. A toy transformer is used to 
boost or buck the line voltage as required. The 
transformer should have a tapped secondary 
varying between 6 and 20 volts in steps of 2 
or 3 volts and its secondary should be capable 
of carrying the full load current of the entire 
transmitter, or that portion of it fed by the toy 
transformer. 

05V AC 

PLATE TRANS 

Fig. 7-32—With this circuit, a single adjustment 

of the tap switch S, places the correct primary 

voltage on all transformers in the transmitter. 
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The secondary is connected in series with the 

line voltage and, if the phasing of the windings 
is correct, the voltage applied to the primaries 
of the transmitter transformers can be brought 
up to the rated 115 volts by setting the toy-trans-
former tap switch on the right tap. If the phas-
ing of the two windings of the toy transformer 
happens to be reversed, the voltage will be re-
duced instead of increased. This connection may 
be used in cases where the line voltage may be 
above 115 volts. This method is preferable to 
using a resistor in the primary of a power trans-
former since it does not affect the voltage regu-
lation as seriously. The circuit of 7-31B illus-
trates the use of a variable autotransformer 
(Variac) for adjusting line voltage. 
Another scheme by which the primary volt-

age of each transformer in the transmitter may 
be adjusted to give a desired secondary voltage, 
with a master control for compensating for 
changes in line voltage, is shown in the auto-
transformer circuit of Fig. 7-32. 

This arrangement has the following features: 
1) Adjustment of the switch Si to make the 

voltmeter read 105 volts automatically adjusts 

all transformer primaries to the predetermined 
correct voltage. 

2) The necessity for having all primaries 
work at the same voltage is eliminated. Thus, 
110 volts can be applied to the primary of one 
transformer, 115 to another, etc., as required to 
obtain the desired output voltage. 

3) Independent control of the plate trans-
former is afforded by the tap switch S.. This 
permits power-input control and does not re-
quire an extra autotransformer. 

Constant-Voltage Transformers 

Although comparatively expensive, special 
transformers called constant-voltage trans-
formers are available for use in cases where it 
is necessary to hold line voltage and/or filament 
voltage constant with fluctuating supply-line 
voltage. They are rated over a range of 17 v.a. 
at 6.3 volts output, for small tube-heater de-
mands, up to several thousand volt-amperes at 
115 or 230 volts. In average figures, such trans-
formers will hold their output voltages within 
one per cent under an input-voltage variation 
of 30 per cent 

CONSTRUCTION OF POWER SUPPLIES 

The length of most leads in a power supply 
is unimportant, so that the arrangement of com-
ponents from this consideration is not a factor 
in construction. More important are the points 
of good high-voltage insulation, adequate con-
ductor size for filament wiring, proper ventila-
tion for rectifier tubes and — most important of 
all — safety to the operator. Exposed high-. 
voltage terminals or wiring which might be 
bumped into accidentally should not be per-
mitted to exist. They should be covered with 
adequate insulation or placed inaccessible to con-
tact during normal operation and adjustment of 
the transmitter. Power-supply units should be 
fused individually. All negative terminals of 
plate supplies and positive terminals of bias sup-

Fig. 7-33—A typical low-voltage power supply. The 

two a.c. connectors permit independent control of fila-

ment and high voltage. 

plies should be securely grounded to the chassis, 
and the chassis connected to a waterpipe or radia-
tor ground. All transformer, choke, and capacitor 
cases should also be grounded to the chassis. A.c. 
power cords and chassis connectors should be 
arranged so that exposed contacts are never 
"live." Starting at the conventional a.c. wall out-
let which is female, one end of the cord should 
be fitted with a male plug. The other end of the 
cord should have a female receptacle. The input 
connector of the power supply should have a male 
receptacle to fit the female receptacle of the 
cord. The power-output connector on the power 
supply should be a female socket. A male plug 
to fit this socket should be connected to the cable 
going to the equipment. The opposite end of the 
cable should be fitted with a female connector, 
and the series should terminate with a male con-
nector oh the equipment. If connections are made 
in this manner, there should be no "live" exposed 

Fig. 7-34. A bottom view of the low-voltage power 
supply. The separate filament transformer is mounted 

against the lower wall of the chassis. The electrolytic fil-

ter capacitors are mounted on terminal strips. Rubber 

grommets are used where wires pass through the chassis. 
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Fig. 7-35—A typical high-voltage 

supply. The sockets for the 066A 

mércury-Vdptn' rèctifer tubes ore 

spaced from the metal chassis by 

small cone insulatort. Note the 

insulated tube plate connectors, 

the safety high-voltage output 

terminal and the fuse. 

contacts at any point, regardless of where a dis-
connection may be made. 

Rectifier filament leads should be kept short 
to assure proper voltage at the rectifier socket. 
Through a metal chassis, grommet-lined clear-
ance holes will serve for voltages up to 500 or 
750, but ceramic feed-through insulators should 
be used for higher voltages. Bleeder and voltage-
dropping resistors should be placed where they 
are open to air circulation. Placing them in con-
fined space reduces the rating. 

It is highly preferable from the standpoint 
of operating convenience to have separate fila-
ment transformers for the rectifier tubes, rather 
than to use combination filament and plate 
transformers, such as those used in receivers. 
This permits the transmitter plate voltage to 
be switched on without the necessity for wait-
ing for rectifier filaments to come up to tempera-
ture after each time the high voltage has been 
turned off. When using a combination power 
transformer, high voltage may be turned off 

Fig. 7-36—Bottom 

view of the high-

voltage supply. 

The electrolytic ca-

pacitors ( con-

nected in series) 

are mounted on 

an insulating 

board. Voltage-

equalizing resis-

tors are connected 

across each capaci-

tor. Separate input 

connectors are pro-

vided for filament 

and plate power. 
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without turning the filaments off by using a 
switch between the transformer center tap and 
chassis. The switch should be of the rotary type 
with good insulation between contacts. The shaft 
of the switch must be grounded. 

SAFETY PRECAUTIONS 

All power supplies in an installation should 
be fed through a single main power-line switch 
so that all power may be cut off quickly, either 
before working on the equipment, or in case of 
an accident. Spring-operated switches or relays 
are not sufficiently reliable for this important 
service. Foolproof devices for cutting off all 
power to the transmitter and other equipment are 
shown in Fig. 7-37. The arrangements shown in 
Fig. 7-37A and B are similar circuits for two-
wire ( 115-volt) and three-wire (230-volt) sys-
tems. S is an enclosed double-throw knife switch 
of the sort usually used as the entrance switch in 
house installations. J is a standard a.c. outlet and 
P a shorted plug to fit the outlet. The switch 
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POWER I IS 
LINE 
J oo 

(A) 

EQUIP  

POWER LINE D I TO EQUIP 
(C) 

Fig. 7-37—Reliable arrangements for cutting off all 

power to the transmitter. S is an enclosed double-pole 

knife-type switch, J a standard a.c. outlet. P a shorted 

plug to fit the outlet and I a red lamp. 

A is for a two-wire 115-volt line, B for a three-wire 

230-volt system, and C a simplified arrangement for 

low-power stations. 

should be located prominently in plain sight and 
members of the household should be instructed 
in its location and use. I is a red lamp located 
alongside the switch. Its purpose is not so much 
to serve as a warning that the power is on as it is 
to help in identifying and quickly locating the 
switch should it become necessary for someone 
else to cut the power off in an emergency. 
The outlet J should be placed in some corner 

out of sight where it will not be a temptation for 
children or others to play with. The shorting plug 
can be removed to open the power circuit if there 
are others around who might inadvertently throw 

s e 

Selenium-Rectifier Table 

All types listed below are rated as follows: Max. 
input r.m.s. volts — 130, Max. peak inverse volts 
— 380. Series resistors of 47 ohms are recommended 
for units rated at less than 65 ma., 22 ohms for 75. 
and 100-ma. units, 15 ohms for 150-ma, units, and 5 
ohms for all higher-current units. 

D.C. 
Ma, 

Manufacturer 

Oittput A B C D E F 

20 1159 .... 

65 1002A RS65 6S65 8J1 65 NA-5 
75 1003A RS75 6S75 5M4 75 NB-5 

100 1004A RS100 6S100 5M1 100 NC-5 
150 1005A RS150 6S150 51'1 150 ND-5 
200 1006A RS200 6S200 5R1 200 NE-5 
250 1028A RS250 6S250 5QI 250 NF-5 
300 1090A RS300 6S300 6Q4 300 .... 
350 1023 RS350 6S350 5QS1 ... NK-5 
400 1130 RS400 65400 5S2 400 NH-5 
450 .... RS450 6S450 .... ... NJ-5 
500 1179 RS500 6S500 5S1 500 .... 
600 .... .... .... .... 600 .... 

A — Federal. B — In ernational. C — Mallory 
D — Radio Receptor. E — Sarkes-Tarzian. F — 
Sylvania. 

the switch while the operator is working on the 
rig. If the operator takes the plug with him, it 
will prevent someone from turning on the power 
in his absence and either injuring themselves or 
the equipment or perhaps starting a fire. Of ut-
most importance is the fact that the outlet J must 
be placed in the ungrounded side of the line. 
Those who are operating low power and feel 

that the expense or complication of the switch 
isn't warranted can use the shorted-plug idea as 
the main power switch. In this case, the outlet 
should be located prominently and identified by 
a signal light, as shown in Fig. 7-37C. 
The test bench ought to be fed through the 

main power switch, or a similar arrangement at 
the bench, if the bench is located remote from 
the transmitter. 
A bleeder resistor with a power rating giving 

a considerable margin of safety should be used 
across the output of all transmitter power sup-
plies so that the filter capacitors will be dis-
charged when the high-voltage transformer is 
turned off. 

Or 

Silicon Rectifier Table 

The types listed below are a small sampling of available rectifiers. They are rated at 750 ma. to a 
resistive or inductive load, 550 ma. to a capacitive load. VRIdS is halved with capacitive-input filter. 

P.I.V. Vams 
Manufacturer 

A D E 
200 
400 
600 
800 

140 
280 
420 
560 

1N441B 
1N443B 
1N547 

1N538 
1N540 
1N547 

1N3193 
1N3194 
1N3195 
1N3196 

1N2485/20H 
1 N2487/40H 
1N2489/60H 

1N2069 
1N2070 
1N2071 

A— General Electric, 50° C. 
B — International Rectifier, 50 C. 
C— RCA, 75° C. 
D — Sarkes-Tarzian, 100° C. 
E — Sylvania. 



Chapter 8 

Keying and Break-In 

Section 12.133 of the FCC regulations says 
"...The frequency of the emitted...wave shall 
be as constant as the state of the art permits." 
It also says ". . . spurious radiation shall not be 
of sufficient intensity to cause interference in 
receiving equipment of good engineering design 
including adequate selectivity characteristics, 
which is tuned to a frequency or frequencies 
outside the frequency band of emission normally 
required for the type of emission being employed 
by the amateur station." 
There are four factors that have to be consid-

ered in the keying of a transmitter. They are en-
velope shape, r.f. clicks, chirp and backwave. 

Envelope Shape 

The key clicks that go out on the air with the 
signal are controlled by the shape of the envelope 
of the signal. The envelope is the outline of the 
oscilloscope pattern of your transmitter output, 
but an oscilloscope isn't needed to observe the 
effects. Fig. 8-1 shows representative scope pat-

A 

RISE DECAY 

__,L):),_( 10_ 

Fig. 8-1—Typical oscilloscope displays of a code trans-
mitter. The rectangular-shaped dots or dashes (A) have 
serious key clicks extending many kc. either side of the 

transmitter frequency. Using proper shaping circuits in-
creases the rise and decay times to give signals with the 

envelope form of B. This signal would have practically 
no key clicks. Carrying the shaping process too far, as in 
C, results in a signal that is too "soft" and is not easy 

to copy. 
Oscilloscope displays of this type are obtained by 

coupling the transmitter r.f. to the vertical plates (Chap-
ter 21) and using a slow sweep speed synchronized to 

the dot or dash speed of an automatic key. 

terns that might be obtained with a given trans-
mitter under various conditions. 

It must be emphasized that the on-the-air 
clicks are determined by the shaping, while the 
r.f. clicks caused by the spark at the key can only 
be heard in the station receiver and possibly a 
broadcast receiver in the same house or apart-
ment. 

R.F. Clicks 

When any circuit carrying d.c. or a.c. is closed 
or broken, the small or large spark (depending 
upon the voltage and current) generates r.f. dur-
ing the instant of make or break. This r.f. covers 
a frequency range of many megacycles. When a 
transmitter is keyed, the spark at the key (and 
relay, if used) causes a click in the receiver. This 
click has no effect on the transmitted signal. 
Since it occurs at the same time that a click ( if 
any) appears on the transmitter output, it must be 
removed if one is to listen critically to his own 
signal within the shack. A small r.f. filter is re-
quired at the contacts of the key (and relay) ; 
typical circuits and values are shown in Fig. 8-2. 

A I Th Key Jack or 
Keyed Stage 

TC1 

grounded Side 

RFC1 
To Key Jack or 
Keyed Stage 

grounded Side 

Fig. 8-2—Typical filter circuits to apply at the key (and 
relay, if used) to minimize r.f. clicks. The simplest cir-

cuit (A) is a small capacitor mounted at the key. If this 
proves insufficient, an r.f, choke can be added to the un-
grounded lead ( B). The value of CI is .001 to .01 µf., 

RFC, can be 0.5 to 2.5 mh., with a current-carrying 
ability sufficient for the current in the keyed circuit. In 
difficult cases another small capacitor may be required 
on the other side of the r.f. choke. In all cases the r.f. 
filter should be mounted right at the key or relay term-
inals; sometimes the filter can be concealed under the 
key. When cathode or center-tap keying is used, the 

resistance of the r.f. choke or chokes will add cathode 
bias to the keyed stage, and in this case at high-
current low-resistance choke may be required, or com-
pensating reduction of the grid-leak bias (if it is used) 
may be needed. Shielded wire or coaxial cable makes a 
good keying lead. 
A visible spark on "make" can often be reduced by 

the addition of a small ( 10 to 100 ohms) resistor in 

series with CI (inserted at point "x"). Too high a value 
of resistor reduces the arc-suppressing effect on "break." 

To check the effectiveness of the r.f. filter, listen 
on a lower-frequency band than the transmitter 
is tuned to, with a short antenna and the receiver 
gain backed off. 
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A 

To Key 
Cz C3 or Relay 

Chirp 

The frequency-stability reference in the open-
ing paragraph refers to the "chirp" observed on 
many signals. This is caused by a change in fre-
quency of the signal during a single dot or dash. 

A 

BLOCKING VOLTAGE 
f 

BLOCKING VOLTAGE 

To Cathode 
of keyed stage 

13 transmitter 
chassis 

TO key 

Fig. 8-4—The basic circuit for blocked-grid keying is shown at A. 
R5 is the normal grid leak, and the blocking voltage must be at 

least several times the normal grid bias. The click on make can be 
reduced by making C1 larger, and the click on break can be re-
duced by making R2 larger. Usually the value of R2 will be 5 to 20 

times the resistance of it,. The power supply current requirement 
depends upon the value of R2, since closing the key circuit places 
R2 across the blocking voltage supply. 

An allied circuit is the vacuum-tube keyer of B. The tube V, is 
connected in the cathode circuit of the stage to be keyed. The 

values of C1, RI and R2 determine the keying envelope in the same 
way that they do for blocked-grid keying. Values to start with 
might be 0.47 megohm for RI, 4.7 megohm for R2 and 0.0047 id. 
for C1. 

The blocking voltage supply must deliver several hundred volts, 

but the current drain is very low. The 2A3 or other low plate. 
resistance triode is suitable for V,. To increase the current-carrying 
ability of a tube keyer, several tubes can be connected in parallel. 
A vacuum-tube keyer adds cathode bias and drops the supply 

voltages to the keyed stage and will reduce the output of the stage. 
In oscillator keying it may be impossible to use a v.t. keyer without 
changing the oscillator d.c. grid return from ground to cathode. 

Fig. 8-3—The basic cathode (A) and center-tap ( B) key-

ing circuits. In either case C, is the r.f. return to ground, 
shunted by a larger capacitor, C2, for shaping. Voltage 
ratings at least equal to the cut-off voltage of the tube 
are required. T1 is the normal filament transformer. C5 
and Cs can be about 0.01 ;J. 

The shaping of the signal is controlled by the values 
of 1.1 and C2. Increased capacitance at C2 will make the 
signal softer on break; increased inductance at LI will 
make the signal softer on make. In many cases tire make 
will be satisfactory without any inductance. 

Values at C2 will range from 0.5 to 4 µf., depending 
upon the tube type and operating conditions. The value 
of LI will also vary with tube type and conditions, and 
may range from a fraction of a henry to several henrys. 
When tetrodes or pentodes are keyed in this manner, a 
smaller value can sometimes be used at C2 if the screen-
voltage supply is fixed and not obtained from the plate 
supply through a dropping resistor. 

Oscillators keyed in the cathode circuit cannot be soft-
ened on break indefinitely by increasing the value of C2 
because the grid-circuit time constant enters into the 
action. 

Chirp is an easy thing to detect if you know how 
to listen for it, although it is amazing how some 
operators will listen to a signal and say it has 
no chirp when it actually has. The easiest way 
to detect chirp is to tune in the code signal at 

a low beat note and listen for any 
change in frequency during a dash. The 
lower the beat note, the easier it is to 
detect the frequency change. Listening 
to a harmonic of the signal will accentu-
ate the frequency change. 
The main reason for minimizing 

chirp, aside from complying with the 
letter of the regulations, is one of pride, 
since a properly shaped chirp-free sig-
nal is a pleasure to copy and is likely 
to attract attention by its rarity. Chirps 
cannot be observed on an oscilloscope 
pattern of the envelope. 

Backwave 

The last factor is "backwave," a sig-
nal during key-up conditions from some 
amplifier-keyed transmitters. Some op-
erators listening in the shack to their 
own signals and hearing a backwave 
think that the backwave can be heard 
on the air. It isn't necessarily so, and 
the best way to check is with an amateur 
a mile or more away. If he can't hear a 
backwave on the S9 + signal, you can 
be sure that it isn't there when the sig-
nal is weaker. Backwave is undesirable 
because it makes a signal harder to copy, 
even with acceptable shaping and no 
chirp. 

Amplifier Keying 

Many two-, three- and even four-
stage transmitters are utterly incapable 
of completely chirp-free amplifier key-
ing because keying the output stage has 
an effect on the oscillator frequency 
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DRIVER FINAL 

RI+ p, 

R, 

Keyutg Relety 

Fig. 8-5—When the driver stage plate voltage is roughly 
the some as the screen voltage of a tetrode final ampli-
fier, combined screen and driver keying is an excellent 
system. The envelope shaping is determined by the 
values of LI, C., and /23, although the r.f. bypass capaci-
tors C1, CR and C5 also have a slight effect. RI serves as 
an excitation control for the final amplifier, by control-
ling the screen voltage of the driver stage. If a triode 
driver is used, its plate voltage can be varied for excita-
tion control. 

The inductor LI will not be too critical, and the sec-
ondary of a spare filament transformer can be used if a 
low-inductance choke is not available. The values of 
C. and R3 will depend upon the inductance and the 
voltage and current levels, but good starting values are 
0.1 zf. and 50 ohms. 

To minimize the possibility of electrical shock, it is 
recommended that a keying relay be used in this cir-
cuit, since both sides of the circuit are "hot." As in any 
transmitter, the signal will be chirp-free only if keying 
the driver stage has no effect on the oscillator frequency. 

(The Sigma 41FZ-35-ACS-SIL 6-volt a.c. relay is well-
suited for keying applications.) 

and "pulls" through the several stages. This is 
particularly true when the oscillator stage is on 
the same frequency as the keyed output stage, but 
it can also happen when frequency multiplying 
is involved. Another source of reaction is the 
variation in oscillator supply voltage under key-
ing conditions, although this can usually be 
handled by stabilizing the oscillator supply with 
a VR tube. If the objective is a completely 
chirp-free transmitter, the first step is to make 
sure that keying the amplifier stage ( or stages) 
has no effect on the oscillator frequency. This 
can be checked by listening on the oscillator 
frequency while the amplifier stage is keyed. 
Listen for chirp on either side of zero beat to 
eliminate the possible effect of a chirpy receiver 

caused by line-voltage changes or pulling. If no 
chirp of the steadily running oscillator can be 
chirp in the stage or stages used for the test. 
detected, the transmitter can be keyed without 
This is no assurance that the transmitter can be 
keyed without chirp in an earlier stage until the 
same test is passed by the earlier stage. 
An amplifier can be keyed by any method that 

reduces the output to zero. Neutralized stages 
can be keyed in the cathode circuit, although 
where powers over 50 or 75 watts are involved it 
is often desirable to use a keying relay or vacuum 
tube keyer, to minimize the chances for electrical 
shock. Tube keying drops the supply voltages 
and adds cathode bias, points to be considered 
where maximum output is required. Blocked-grid 
keying is applicable to many neutralized stages, 
but it presents problems in high-powered ampli-
fiers and requires a source of negative voltage. 
Output stages that aren't neutralized such as 
many of the tetrodes and pentodes in widespread 
use, will usually leak a little and show some 
backwave regardless of how they are keyed. In a 
case like this it may be necessary to key two 
stages to eliminate backwave. They can be keyed 
in the cathodes, with blocked-grid keying, or in 
the screens. When screen keying is used, it is not 
always sufficient to reduce the screen voltage to 
zero; it may have to be pulled to some negative 
value to bring the key-up plate current to zero, 
unless fixed negative control-grid bias is used. It 
should be apparent that where two stages are 
keyed, keying the earlier stage must have no 
effect on the oscillator frequency if completely 
chirp-free output is the goal. 

Shaping of the keying is obtained in several 
ways. Blocked-grid and vacuum-tube keyers get 
suitable shaping with proper choice of resistor 
and capacitor values, while cathode and screen-
grid keying can be shaped by using inductors 
and capacitors. Sample circuits are shown in 
Figs. 8-3, 8-4 and 8-5, together with instructions 
for their adjustment. There is no "best" adjust-
ment, since this is a matter of personal prefer-
ence and what you want your signal to sound like. 
Most operators seem to like the make to be heav-
ier than the break. All of the circuits shown here 
are capable of a wide range of adjustment. 

If the negative supply in a grid-block keyed 
stage fails, the tube will draw excessive key-up 
current. To protect against tube damage in this 
eventuality, an overload relay can be used or, 
more simply, a fast-acting fuse can be included in 
the cathode circuit. 

VACUUM-TUBE KEYERS 

The practical tube-keyer circuit of Fig. 8-6 can 
be used for keying any stage of any transmitter. 
Depending upon the power level of the keyed 
stage, or more or fewer Type 2A3 tubes can be 
connected in parallel to handle the necessary cur-
rent. The voltage drop through a single 2A3 
varies from about 70 volts at 50 ma. to 40 volts at 
20 ma. Tubes added in parallel will reduce the 
drop in proportion to the number of tubes used. 

When connecting the output terminals of the 
keyer to the circuit to be keyed, the grounded 
output terminal of the keyer must be connected 
to the transmitter ground. Thus the keyer can be 
used only in negative-lead or cathode keying. 
When used in cathode keying, it will introduce 
cathode bias to the stage and reduce the output. 
This can be compensated for by a reduction in 
the grid-leak bias of the stage. If an oscillator 
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Fig. 8-6—Wiring diagram of a practical vacuum-tube loyer. 

stage is keyed, the keyer should be connected in 
the negative lead, not the cathode. 
The negative-voltage supply can be eliminated 

if a negative voltage is available from some other 
source, such as a bias supply. A simplified version 
of this circuit could eliminate the switches and 

2A3 
 o KEYED 

/717CIRCUIT 

associated resistors and capacitors, since they are 
incorporated only to allow the operator to select 
the combination he prefers. But once the values 
have been selected, they can be soldered perman-
ently in place. Adjustment of the keying char-
acteristic is the same as with blocked-grid keying. 

OSCILLATOR KEYING 

One may wonder why oscillator keying hasn't 
been mentioned earlier, since it is widely used. 
A sad fact of life is that excellent oscillator key-
ing is infinitely more difficult to obtain than is 
excellent amplifier keying. If the objective is no 
detectable chirp, it is probably impossible to ob-
tain with oscillator keying, particularly on the 
higher frequencies. The reasons are simple. Any 
keyed-oscillator transmitter requires shaping at 
the oscillator, which involves changing the oper-
ating conditions of the oscillator over a signifi-
cant period of time. The output of the oscillator 
doesn't rise to full value immediately so the drive 
on the following stage is changing, which in turn 
may reflect a variable load on the oscillator. No 
oscillator has been devised that has .no change 
in frequency over its entire operating voltage 
range and with a changing load. Furthermore, 
the shaping of the keyed-oscillator envelope 
usually has to be exaggerated, because the follow-
ing stages will tend to sharpen up the keying and 
introduce clicks unless they are operated as linear 
amplifiers. 

Acceptable oscillator keying can be obtained 
on the lower-frequency bands, and the methods 
used to key amplifiers can be used, but chirp-
free clickless oscillator keying is probably not 
possible at the higher frequencies. Often some 
additional shaping of the signal will be intro-
duced on "make" through the use of a clamp tube 
in the output amplifier stage, because the time 
constant of the screen bypass capacitor plus 
screen dropping resistor increases the screen-
voltage rise time, but it is of no help on the 
"break" portion of the signal. 

Break-In Keying 

The usual argument for oscillator keying is 
that it permits break-in operation, which is true. 
If break-in operation is not contemplated and as 
near perfect keying as possible is the objective, 

then keying an amplifier or two by the methods 
outlined earlier is the solution. For operating 
convenience, an automatic transmitter "turner-
onner" (see Campbell, QST, Aug., 1956), which 
will turn on the power supplies and switch an-
tenna relays and receiver muting devices, can be 
used. The station switches over to the complete 
"transmit" condition where the first dot is sent, 
and it holds in for a length of time dependent 
ppon the setting of the delay. It is equivalent to 
voice-operated phone of the type commonly used 
by s.s.b. stations. It does not permit hearing the 
other station whenever the key is up, as does full 
break-in. 

Full break-in with excellent keying is not easy 
to come by, but it is easier than many amateurs 
think. Many use oscillator keying and put up 
with a second-best signal. 

Differential Keying 

The principle behind "differential" keying is to 
turn the oscillator on fast before a keyed ampli-
fier stage can pass any signal and turn off the 
oscillator fast after the keyed amplifier stage has 
cut off. A number of circuits have been devised 
for accomplishing the action. One of the simplest 
can be applied to any grid-block keyed amplifier 
or tube-keyed stage by the addition of a triode 
and a VR tube, as in Fig. 8-7. Using this keying 
system for break-in, the keying will be chirp-
free if it is chirp-free with the VR tube removed 
from its 'socket, to permit the oscillator to run all 
of the time. If the transmitter can't pass this test, 
it indicates that more isolation is required be-
tween keyed stage and oscillator. 
4nother VR-tube differential keying circuit, 

useful when the screen-grid circuit of an amplifier 
is keyed, is shown in Fig. 8-8. The normal screen 
keying circuit is made up of the shaping capacitor 
Ci, the keying relay (to remove dangerous volt-
ages from the key), and the resistors R1 and Re 
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Fig. 8-7—When satisfactory blocked-grid or tube key-
ing of an amplifier stage has been obtained, this VR-
tube break-in circuit can be applied to the transmitter 
to furnish differential keying. The constants shown here 
are suitable for blocked-grid keying of a 6146 amplifier; 
with a tube keyer the 615 and VR tube circuitry would 
be the same. 

With the key up, sufficient current flows through Rs 
to give a voltage that will cut off the oscillator tube. 
When the key is closed, the cathode voltage of the 6J5 
becomes close to ground potential, extinguishing the 
VR tube and permitting the oscillator to operate. Too 
much shunt capacity on the leads to the VR tube, and 
too large a value of grid capacitor in the oscillator, may 
slow down this action, and best performance will be 
obtained when the oscillator (turned on and off this 
way) sounds "clicky." The output envelope shaping is 
obtained in the amplifier, and it can be made softer by 
increasing the value of Cs. If the keyed amplifier is a 
tetrode or pentode, the screen voltage should be ob-
tained from a fixed voltage source or stiff voltage di-
vider, not from the plate supply through a dropping 
resistor. 

The + supply should be 50 to 100 volts higher 
than the normal screen voltage, and the — voltage 
should be sufficient to ignite the VR tube, V2, 
through the drop in R. and Rs. Current through 
R. will be determined by voltage required to cut 
off oscillator ; if 10 volts will do it the current 
will be 1 ma. For a desirable keying character-
istic, R. will usually have a higher value than RI. 
Increasing the value of Ci will soften both "make" 
and "break." 
The tube used at V2 will depend upon the 

available negative supply voltage. If it is between 
120 and 150, a 0A3/VR75 is recommended. 
Above this a 0C3/VR105 can be used. The diode, 
V1, can be any diode operated within ratings. A 
6AL5 will suffice with screen voltages under 250 
and bleeder currents under 5 ma. For maximum 
life a separate heater transformer should be used 
for the diode, with the cathode connected to one 
side of the heater winding. 

Clicks in Later Stages 

It was mentioned earlier that key clicks can be 
generated in amplifier stages following the keyed 
stage or stages. This can be a puzzling problem 
to an operator who has spent considerable time 
adjusting the keying in his exciter unit for click-
less keying, only to find that the clicks are bad 
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when the amplifier unit is added. There are two 
possible causes for the clicks: low-frequency 
parasitic oscillations and amplifier "clipping." 
Under some conditions an amplifier will be 

momentarily triggered into low-frequency para-
sitic oscillations, and clicks will be generated 
when the amplifier is driven by a keyed exciter. 
If these clicks are the result of low-frequency 
parasitic oscillations, they will be found in 
"groups" of clicks occurring at 50- to 150-kc. 
intervals either side of the transmitter frequency. 
Of course low-frequency parasitic oscillations 
can be generated in a keyed stage, and the op-
erator should listen carefully to make sure that 
the output of the exciter is clean before he blames 
a later amplifier. Low-frequency parasitic oscilla-
tions are usually caused by poor choice in r.f. 
choke values, and the use of more inductance in 
the plate choke than in the grid choke for the 
same stage is recommended. 
When the clicks introduced by the addition of 

an amplifier stage are found only near the trans-
mitter frequency, amplifier "clipping" is indi-
cated. It is quite common when fixed bias is used 
on the amplifier and the bias is well past the 
"cut-off" value. The effect can usually be mini-
mized by using a combination of fixed and grid-
leak bias for the amplifier stage. The fixed bias 
should be sufficient to hold the key-up plate cur-
rent only to a low level and not to zero. 
A linear amplifier ( Class All, All or B) will 

amplify the excitation without adding any clicks, 
and if clicks show up a low-frequency parasitic 
oscillation is probably the reason. 
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Fig. 8-8—VR-tube differential keying in an amplifier 
screen circuit. 

With key up and current flowing through Vs and V2, 
the oscillator is cut off by the drop through /13. The 
keyed stage draws no current because its screen grid is 
negative. Cs is charged negatively to the value of the — 

source. When the relay is energized, Cs charges through 

Rs to a + value. Before reaching zero (on its way +) 
there is insufficient voltage to maintain ionization in V2, 
and the current is broken in Rs, turning on the oscillator 
stage. As the screen voltage goes positive, the VR tube, 
Vs, cannot reignite because the diode, Vs, will not con-
duct in that direction. The oscillator and keyed stage 
remain on as long as the relay is closed. When the relay 

opens, the voltage across Cs must be sufficiently negative 
for V2 to ionize before any bleeder current will pass 
through 123. By this time the screen of the keyed stage is 
so far negative that the tube has stopped conducting. 

(See Fig. 8-5 for suitable relay.) 
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TESTING YOUR KEYING 

The choice of a keying circuit is not as im-
portant as its testing. Any of the circuits shown 
in this chapter can be made to give satisfactory 
keying, but must be adjusted properly. 
The easiest way to find out what your keyed 

signal sounds like on the air is to trade stations 
with a near-by ham friend some evening for a 
short QSO. If he is a half mile or so away, 
that's fine, but any distance where the signals are 
still S9 will be satisfactory. 
After you have found out how to work his 

rig, make contact and then have him send slow 
dashes, with dash spacing. (The letter "T" at 
about 5 w.p.m.) With minimum selectivity, cut 
the r.f. gain back just enough to avoid receiver 
overloading (the condition where you get crisp 
signals instead of mushy ones) and tune slowly 
from out of beat-note range on one side of the 
signal through to zero and out the other side. 
Knowing the tempo of the dashes, you can 
readily identify any clicks in the vicinity as yours 
or someone else's. A good signal will have a 
thump on "make" that is perceptible only where 
you can also hear the beat note, and the click on 
"break" should be practically negligible at any 
point. If your signal is like that, it will sound 
good, provided there are no chirps. Then have him 
run off a string of fast dots with the bug — if 
they are easy to copy, your signal has no "tails" 
worth worrying about and is a good one for any 
speed up to the limit of manual keying. Make one 
last check with the selectivity in, to see that the 
clicks off the signal are negligible even at high 
signal level. 

If you don't have any convenient friends with 
whom to trade stations, you can still check your 
keying, although you have to be a little more 
careful. The first step is to get rid of the r.f. 
click at the key, as described earlier. 
So far you haven't done a thing for your 

signal on the air and you still don't know what 
it sounds like, but you may have cleaned up some 
clicks in the broadcast set. Now disconnect the 
antenna from your receiver and short the antenna 

terminals with a short piece of wire. Tune in 
your own signal and reduce the r.f. gain to the 
point where your receiver doesn't overload. De-
tune any antenna trimmer the receiver may have. 
If you can't avoid overload within the r.f. gain-
control range, pull out the r.f. amplifier tube and 
try again. If you still can't avoid overload, listen 
to the second harmonic as a last resort. An over-
loaded receiver can generate clicks. 

Describing the volume level at which you 
should set your receiver for these "shack" tests 
is a little difficult. The r.f. filter should be effec-
tive with the receiver running wide open and 
with an antenna connected. When you turn on 
the transmitter and take the other steps men-
tioned to reduce the signal in the receiver, run 
the audio up and the r.f. down to the point where 
you can just hear a little "rushing" sound with the 
b.f.o. off and the receiver tuned to the signal. This 
is with the selectivity in. At this level, a properly 
adjusted keying circuit will show no clicks off the 
rushing-sound range. With the b.f.o. on the same 
gain setting, there should be no clicks outside the 
beat-note range. When observing clicks, make the 
slow-dash and fast dot tests outlined previously. 
Now you know how your signal sounds on the 

air, with one possible exception. If keying your 
transmitter makes the lights blink, you may not 
be able to tell too accurately about the chirp 
on your signal. However, if you are satisfied with 
the absence of chirp when tuning either side of 
zero beat, it is safe to assume that your receiver 
isn't chirping with the light flicker and that the 
observed signal is a true representation. No chirp 
either side of zero beat is fine. Don't try to make 
these tests without first getting rid of the r.f. 
click at the key, because clicks can mask a chirp. 
The least satisfactory way to check your key-

ing is to ask another ham on the air how your 
keying sounds. It is the least satisfactory because 
most hams are reluctant to be highly critical of 
another amateur's signal. In a great many cases 
they don't actually know what to look for or how 
to describe any aberrations they may observe. 

MONITORING OF KEYING 

In general, there are two common methods for 
monitoring one's "fist" and signal. The first, and 
perhaps less common type, involves the use of an 
audio oscillator that is keyed simultaneously with 
the transmitter. 
The second method is one that permits receiv-

ing the signal through one's receiver, and this 
generally requires that the receiver be tuned to 

the transmitter (not always convenient unless 
working on the same frequency) and that some 
method be provided for preventing overloading 
of the receiver, so that a good replica of the trans-
mitted signal will be received. Except where 
quite low power is used, this usually involves a 
relay for simultaneously shorting the receiver 
input terminals and reducing the receiver gain. 

BREAK-IN OPERATION 

Break-in operation is most easily obtained with 
a separate receiving antenna, since none of the 
available antenna change-over relays is fast 
enough to follow keying. The receiving antenna 

should be installed as far as possible from the 
transmitting antenna. It should be mounted at 
right angles to the transmitting antenna and fed 
with low pick-up lead-in material such as co-



Receiver Muting 
axial cable or 300-ohm Twin-Lead, to minimize 
pick-up. 

If a low-powered transmitter is used, it is 
often quite satisfactory to use no special equip-
ment for break-in operation other than the sep-
arate receiving antenna, since the transmitter will 
not block the receiver too seriously. Even if the 
transmitter keys without clicks, some clicks will 
be heard when the receiver is tuned to the trans-
mitter frequency because of overload in the re-
ceiver. An output limiter, as described in Chapter 
Five, will wash out these clicks and permit good 
break-in operation even on your transmitter 
frequency. 
When powers above 25 or 50 watts are used, 

special treatment is required for quiet break-in 
on the transmitter frequency. A means should 
be provided for shorting the input of the receiver 
when the code characters are sent, and a means 
for reducing the gain of the receiver at the same 
time is often necessary. The system shown in Fig. 
8-9 permits quiet break-in operation for higher-
powered stations. It requires a simple operation 
on the receiver but otherwise is perfectly 
straightforward. R1 is the regular receiver r.f. 
and i.f. gain control. The ground lead is lifted on 
this control and run to a rheostat, R2, that goes 
to ground. A wire from the junction runs outside 
the receiver to the keying relay, K1. When the key 
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is up, the ground side of R1 is connected to ground 
through the relay arm, and the receiver is in its 
normal operating condition. When the key is 
closed, the relay closes, which breaks the ground 
connection from Ri and applies additional bias to 
the tubes in the receiver. This bias is controlled 
by R.. When the relay closes, it also closes the 
circuit to the transmitter oscillator. A filter at 
the key suppresses the clicks caused by the relay 
current. 
The keying relay should be mounted on the 

receiver as close to the antenna terminals as 
possible, and the leads shown heavy in the dia-
gram should be kept short, since long leads will 
allow too much signal to get through into the 
receiver. Use a good high-speed keying relay. 
A few of the recent communications receivers 

bring the return lead from the r.f. gain control 
to a normally shorted terminal at the rear of 
the receiver. The preceding break-in system can 
be readily applied to a receiver of this type, and 
it will repay the receiver owner to study the 
instruction book and determine if his receiver 
already has this connection made in it. Other 
receivers have provision for reducing the gain or 
for blanking the receiver; one popular model has 
provision for bringing in negative bias from a 
transmitter grid leak to cut off an audio stage 
during transmit periods. 
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Fig. 8-9—Wiring diagram for 
smooth break-in operation. 
The lead shown as a heavy 
line and the lead from bottom 
relay contact to ANT post on 
receiver should be kept as 
short as possible for minimum 

pickup of transmitter signal. 
RI—Receiver manual gain con-

trol. 
R2-5000- or 10,000-ohm 

wire-wound potentiometer. 

K1—S.p.d.t. keying relay. 
(Sigma 41FZ-35-ACS-SIL 
or equiv.) Although bat-
tery and d.c. relay are 
shown, any suitable a.c. 
or d.c. relay and power 
source can be used. 

RECEIVER MUTING AND GRID-BLOCK KEYING 

The muting system shown in Fig. 8-10 can be 
used with any grid-block or tube-keyed trans-
mitter, and it is particularly applicable to the 
VR-tube differential keying circuit of Fig 8-7. 
Referring to Fig. 8-10, R1, R. and C1 have the same 
values and functions that the similarly designated 
components in Figs. 8-4 and 8-7 have. When the 
key is open, a small current will flow through R2, 
the 0A2 and R., and the voltage drop across R3 
will be sufficient to cut off the 6C4. With the 6C4 
cut off, there is no current through R. and con-
sequently no voltage appearing across R.. The 
voltage of the receiver a.g.c. bus is zero with 
respect to ground. 

When the key is closed, there is insufficient 
voltage across the 0A2 to maintain conduction, 
and consequently there is no current flow through 
R.. With zero voltage between grid and cathode, 
the 6C4 passes current. The drop across R., and 
thus the negative voltage applied to the a.g.c. line 
in the receiver, is determined by the value of R.. 
Thus the key-down gain of the receiver can be 
adjusted to permit listening to one's own signal, 
by increasing the value of R. until the receiver 
output level is a comfortable one. To utilize the 
same antenna for transmitting and receiving, and 
thus benefit during receiving from any directional 
properties of the antenna, an electronic transmit-
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Fig. 8- 10—Circuit diagram of a receiver muter for 
with grid-block or tube keying. 
CI—Shaping capacitor, see text. 

R1—Shaping resistors, see text. 
RS-0.1 megohm. 
R4- 15,000-ohm 2-watt potentiometer. 
RFC,-1 mh. or less. 

use 

receive switch can be used ( see later in this 
chapter). 
The receiver a.g.c. bus can be located by refer-

ence to the receiver instruction manual, and con-
nection be made to it through a length of shielded 
wire. The a.g.c. switch in the receiver must be 
turned to ON for the muter to be effective. 

If desired, the muting circuit can be built into 
the transmitter, or it can be mounted on a shelf 
or small chassis behind the receiver. The two 
negative voltages can be furnished by one supply 
and a reasonably heavy voltage divider; the main 
requirement of the supply is that the nominal 
—125 volts remain below the normal voltage 
drop of the 0A2 ( 150 volts). Installation of the 
muting circuits should have little or no effect on 
the keying characteristic of the transmitter; if it 
does the characteristic can be restored by proper 
values for Ri, R, and C.. 

THE "MATCHTONE" 

The "Matchtone" is a c.w. tone-generating 
monitor using a transistor audio oscillator. A 
diode rectifier in the antenna circuit or the d.c. 
from a "Monimatch" ( see Chap. 13) serves as the 
keyed source of d.c. power. In addition to the 
usual function it can be used by the sightless 
amateur as an audible transmitter-antenna tuning 
indicator. 
While direct monitoring of c.w. transmissions 

via the receiver is a preferred method because it 
can reveal much about the keying characteristics, 
transmissions offset from the receiving frequency 
call for a separate monitor. The self-powered 
transistorized monitor fills the bill nicely. The 
use of the r.f bridge, already connected in the 
r.f. transmission line, as a source of power for the 
monitor is a logical choice. 
The circuit of the Matchtone and the connec-

tions to the Monimatch and the receiver are 
shown in Fig. 8-11. A small 2- or 3-to-1 push-pull 
grid-to-plate audio interstage transformer is used 
for feedback as well as for coupling to the 
receiver. If a transformer having a p.p. grid wind-
ing is not available from the junk box, the audio 
coupling to the receiver can be obtained by con-
necting C2 to the ungrounded end of R.. While use 
of a low value of capacitance for C. is necessary 
to avoid excessive shunting of the high impedance 
receiver audio circuit, the value shown will pro-
vide sufficient coupling for a good audio tone level 
from the monitor. A third possibility for the audio 
out-put connection from the monitor is to substi-
tute the headphones for R,, together with a single-
pole double-throw switch or relay to switch 
the phones between the monitor and the re-
ceiver. The on-off switch, Si, can be made a part 
of R, by use of a volume control switch attach-
ment. 
The value shown for C. gives an audio pitch 

in the 500-1000 cycle range, depending somewhat 
on the particular transformer, the setting of R2 
and the transmitter output power. Other values 
of C. can be used to adjust the pitch to the 
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Fig. 8- 11—Circuit of the Matchtone. Section enclosed in 
dashed line is the Monimatch and its indicating circuit; a 
simple r.f. rectifier will also serve as the d.c. source. 
Braid of shielded lead to audio grid should connect to 
receiver chassis. 
CI—Paper. 
CS— Mica or ceramic. 
QI-2N109, CR722 or similar. 
R1-1000 ohms, 1/2  watt. 
R2-0.25-megohm volume control. 
SI—S.p.s.t. toggle. 

interstage audio transformer, 2:1 or 3:1 
total grid to plate. 
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operator's individual preference. Rs may be ad-
justed to compensate for the changes in the d.c. 
current from the rectifier or Monimatch caused 
by a change in transmitter frequency band or 
power. Using either a 2N109 or a CK722 tran-
sistor, the circuit should oscillate with usable 
audio level with as little as 0.1 ma. d.c. flowing to 
ground through the monitor. Other low-cost 
transistors such as the 2N107 and the 2N170 
should work equally well. 

Because the pitch of the audio tone is to some 
degree dependent upon the d.c. voltage obtained 
from the source, the pitch gives a reasonably 
accurate indication of correct final amplifier plate 
circuit tuning (maximum power output) and, if 
an antenna tuner is used, will also indicate res-
onance of the tuner to the transmitter output 
frequency. This characteristic of the Matchtone 
should be of considerable aid to sightless ama-
teurs. ( From QST, January, 1958.) 

SPEED KEYS 

The average operator finds that a speed of 20 
to 25 words per minute is the limit of his ability 
with a straight hand key. However, he can in-
crease his speed to 30 to 40 w.p.m. by the use of a 
"speed key." The mechanical speed keys, avail-
able in most radio stores, give additional speed by 
making strings of dots when the key lever is 
pushed to the right; dashes are made manually 
by closing the key to the left. After practicing 
with the speed key, the operator obtains the cor-
rect "feel" for the key, which allows him to re-
lease the dot lever at exactly the right time to 
make the required number of dots. A speed key 
can deliver practically perfect code characters 

u hen used by an operator who knows what good 
code sounds like; however, one will not com-
pensate for an operator's poor code ability. 
An electronic speed key will not compensate 

for an operator's poor sending ability, either. 
However, the electronic speed key has the fea-
ture that it makes strings of both dots and of 
dashes, by proper manipulation of the key lever, 
and in current designs the dashes are self-com-
pleting. This means that it is impossible to send 
anything but the correct length of dash when the 
key lever is closed on the dash side. It is, of 
course, possible to send an incorrect number of 
dashes through poor operator timing. 

KEYING SPEEDS 

In radio telegraphy the basic code element is 
the dot, or unit pulse. A dot and space is two unit 
pulses, and a dash is three unit pulses long. The 
space between letters is three unit pulses, and the 
space between words is seven unit pulses. A 
speed of one baud is one pulse per second. 
Assuming that a speed key is adjusted to give 

the proper dot, space and dash values mentioned 
above, the code speed can be found from 

dots/min.  
Speed (w.p.m.) 

25 
E.g.: A properly adjusted electronic key gives a string 

of dots that counts to 10 dots per second. Speed = (60 X 
10) ÷ 25 = 24 w.p.m. 

AN ELECTRONIC SPEED KEY 

The unit shown in Figs. 8-12 and 8-14 repre-
sents one of the simpler designs of an electronic 
key. The total cost of the key, in dollars and 
construction time, is quite low. The keying lever 
is made from parts taken from two straight tele-
graph keys; these are available at less than a 
dollar each in the war-surplus version (J-38). A 
more elegant keying lever can be built from a 
(more-expensive) war-surplus mechanical speed 
key. 

Referring to Fig. 8-13, the timing of the key is 
provided by the oscillator VI.. When the key is 
closed, a sawtooth wave is generated by the fast 
charge and slow discharge of the .25-µf. capaci-
tor in the cathode circuit. The rate of discharge 
is set by-the total resistance across the capacitor, 
and the voltage to which the capacitor is charged 
is determined by the setting of Ri. The sawtooth 
wave, applied to the grid of VIA, cannot drive the 
grid very positive because the 3.3-megohm re-
sistor limits the current; the effect is to "clip 
the tops" of the sawtooth cycles. The voltage 
at which Yu passes enough current to close 

Fig. 8- 12—This electrronic speed key has a range of 

approximately 8 to 35 w.p.m., set by the speed control 

at top center. It has relay output and can be used with 

any transmitter that can be keyed by a hand key. The 

key ( left) is made from two telegraph keys and a pair 

of 1,é-inch thick sheet plastic paddles. 
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KEY 4 100K 
o,..)„ 

Broten 

It 

PIRATIC' 1 MEG 

OSCILLATOR 

VIA 

- 12AU7 V24 

200V 

3.3 MEG. 
330E r 3 

SPEED 
1 MEG. T 4°0v. 

R2 

PI 
° TO TRANSMITTER 

13300 

the relay is set by the position of the arm of R.. 
Except for the tubes, the keyer circuit is housed 

in a grey Hammertone 6 X 5 X 4-inch Illinibox 
(Bud CU-2107), as shown in Fig. 8-14. The tube 
sockets are mounted so that the two tubes pro-
ject outside at the rear of the unit. The power 
transformer is mounted on the rear wall, and the 
toggle switch and the three controls are mounted 
on the "front" panel. The power line to P., the 
two-wire cable to P1, and the three-wire cable to 
the key leave the cabinet at the rear through 
individual rubber grommets. Use multiple tie 
points generously for the support of the fixed re-
sistors and capacitors. 
To make the key, first remove the keys from 

their bases and strip the bases of their remaining 
hardware. The four support legs for the key are 
formed from the original tie strips and shorting 
switch arms. At the front they bolt to the key 
frame at the countersunk holes; at the rear they 
make up to the binding posts. The three-wire 
cable connects to two binding posts and a sup-
porting leg. A heavy base of 1/2 -inch thich steel 
adds weight to the structure, and rubber or cork 
feet glued to the steel prevent its scratching the 
table. 

Adjustment of Electronic Speed Key 

In operation, the three controls will serve as 
their labels indicate. There is a unique ( but not 
highly critical) combination of settings of the 
weight and ratio controls that will give automatic 
dots and dashes at the same speed; this setting 
can only be determined by ear and will be de-
pendent on how well the operator can recognize 
good code. If the operator taps his foot to count 
groups of four dots or two dashes, the dots and 
dashes will have the same speed when the beat is 

470 K 

WEIGHT 
100K 
R3 

47K 

Fig. 8-13—Circuit diagram of the electronic 
speed key. Unless otherwise specified, resis-
tors are 1/2 watt. Polarity-marked capacitors 
are electrolytic, others are tubular paper. 
IC-5000-ohm 3-ma. relay (Sigma 41F-

5000S-SIL). 
Pi—Phone plug. 
P2—A.c. line plug. 

Rs-100,000-ohm potentiometer, linear 
taper. 

R2-1-megohm potentiometer, linear taper. 
Si—S.p.s.t. toggle. 
Ti-5-watt 25,000-to-4-ohm output trans-

former, secondary not used (Stancor 
A-3857). 

T2-125-v. 15-ma. and 6.3-v. 0.6-amp. trans-
former (Stancor PS-8415 or similar). 

the same. It is easy to determine whether dots or 
dashes are too heavy or too light. Connect an 
ohmmeter to Pi; holding the dot lever closed 
should make the ohmmeter needle hover around 
half scale, and holding the dash lever closed 
should make the ohmmeter hover around 75 per 
cent of the short-circuit reading. Lacking an 
ohmmeter, the transmitter plate milliammeter can 
be used; dots and dashes should give 50 per cent 
and 75 per cent of the key-down value when the 
keyer controls have been properly adjusted. 
QST articles describing other types of elec-

tronic speed keys include: 
Bartlett, "Compact Automatic Key Design," Dec., 1951. 
Old "Transistorized Electronic Key and Monitor," May, 

1959. 
Kanda, "The 'Ultimatie—Transistorized," Sept., Oct., 

1960. 

Fig. 8- 14—Components for the electronic speed key are 
mounted on the three walls of a Minibox section, with 
the tubes projecting out the back. Keep wires away from 
screw holes, to prevent short circuits when the box is 
assembled. 

ELECTRONIC TRANSMIT-RECEIVE SWITCHES 
No antenna relay is fast enough to switch an at normal keying speeds. As a consequence, when 

antenna from transmitter to receiver and back it is desired to use the same antenna for trans-
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mitting and receiving ( a "must" when directional 
antennas are used) and to operate c.w. break-in 
or voice-controlled sideband, and electronic switch 
is used in the antenna. The word "switch" is a 
misnomer in this case; the transmitter is con-
nected to the antenna at all times and the t.r. 
"switch" is a device for preventing burn-out of 
the receiver by the transmitter. 
One of the simplest approaches is the circuit 

shown in Fig. 8-15. The 6C4 cathode follower 
couples the incoming signal on the line to the 
receiver input with only a slight reduction in 
gain. When the transmitter is "on," the grid of 
the 6C4 is driven positive and the rectified cur-
rent biases the 6C4 so that it can pass very little 
power on to the receiver. The factors that limit 
the r.f voltage the circuit can handle are the 
voltage break-down rating of the 47-µµf. capaci-

Fig. 8-15—Schematic diagram of cathode-follower t.r. 
switch. Resistors are 1/2-watt. The unit should be as-
sembled in a small chassis or shield can and mounted on 
or very close to the receiver antenna terminals. The 
transmitter transmission line can be connected at the 
coaxial jack with an M-358 Tee adapter. 

The heater and plate power can be "borrowed" from 
the receiver in most cases. 

SELF-CONTAINED 

.1•111. 

tor and the voltage that may be safely applied 
between the grid and cathode of the tube. 
To avoid stray pick-up on the lead between 

the cathode and the antenna terminal of the re-
ceiver, this lead should be kept as short as pos-
sible. The entire unit should be shielded and 
mounted on the receiver near the antenna ter-
minals. In wiring the tube socket, input and out-
put circuit components and wiring should be sep-
arated to reduce feed-through by stray coupling. 
The switch should be connected to the trans-

mitter by as short a length of coaxial cable as 
possible, particularly if the higher-frequency 
bands ( 21 and 28 Mc.) are commonly used. If 
this rule is not observed, there may be conditions 
where a loss of received signal will be noticed, 
caused by resonant conditions in the cable and 
the transmitter output circuit. 

TRANS. 
LINE 

6.3V. 

6C4 2.2K 

.01»f. 

+.150 TO 250U 

RECEIVER 
__, 

,-, I I 
..ui. Y i 0 ANT. 1 I 

520 l orND. I 

L_  ___.....i 

ALL-BAND ELECTRONIC T.R. SWITCH 

The t.r. switch shown in Fig. 8-16 differs in 
several ways from the preceding example. It con-
tains its own power supply and consequently can 
be used with any transmitter/receiver combina-
tion without "borrowing" power. It will add gain 
and front-end selectivity to the receiver. A com-
mercial switch-coil-capacitor combination is 
shown in the unit, although the constructor could 
build his own if desired. 

Referring to the circuit diagram in Fig. 8-17, 
one triode of a 12AU7 is used as an amplifier 
stage, followed by the other triode as a cathode-
follower stage to couple between the tuned cir-
cuit and the receiver. As in the simpler switch, 
the triodes are biased during transmission periods 
by rectified grid current, and insufficient power is 
passed along to the receiver to injure its input 
circuit. 
The t.r. switch is intended to mount behind the 

transmitter near its output terminal, so that the 
connecting cable is short. The lead from the t.r. 
switch to the receiver can be any reasonable 
length. Components are mounted on the sides and 
walls of the chassis, although a small bracket will 
be needed to support the tube socket and another 
is required to hold the far end of the coil LI. The 
single coil bracket, aided by panel bushings for 

Fig. 8- 16—The electronic t.r. switch is built in a 5 X 9 
X 21/2-inch chassis; the bottom plate has been removed 
to show the placement of parts. Although two receiver 
outlets are shown on the near face (a phono jack and 
a coaxial receptacle), only one is required, depending 
upon one's choice of cable termination. 
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AM P. FOLLOWER 

1I5V. 

12AU7 

3 

220 

47/9 4.1! 

12XU7 

1K 

12.4U7 
7 

220 
RG -5441 

Fig. 8-17—Circuit diagram of the electronic t.r. switch. 
Unless otherwise specified, resistances are in ohms, re-

sistors are 1/2 watt, capacitances are in 12f. 

C1-14010. variable (part of Harrington GP-20 tuner). 

CR1-200-ma. 360-p.i.v. silicon rectifier ( Sarkes Tarzian 
K-200). 

.L—Coaxial receptacle and tee fitting (S0-239 and 

M-358). 

Ja—Coaxial receptacle or phono jack. 

the switch and capacitor C1 shafts, is sufficient 
support for the coil-and-capacitor assembly. In 
wiring the switch, a length of RG-58/U should 
be used between the cathode-follower load ( re-
sistor and r.f. choke) and the output jack J., to 
minimize "feedthrough" around the tube. A pair 
of 0.01 /2f. disk ceramic capacitors across the a.c. 
line where it enters the chassis helps to hold 
down the r.f. that might otherwise ride in on the 
a.c. line. 

In operation, it is only necessary to switch the 
unit to the band in use and peak capacitor Ci for 

TO 
RCVR 

1,-52 turns No. 24 on 3/4-inch diam. form, 28 t.p.i. 

Tapped at 51/2 , 131/2, 13 and 24 turns from 

grounded end. ( Part of Harrington GP-20 tuner). 

Ts-125-v. 15-ma., 6-v. 0.6-amp. transformer (Stancor 

PS-8415) (GP-20 tuner available from Harring-

ton Electronics, Box 189, Topsfield, Mass.). 

maximum signal or background noise. A signifi-
cant increase in signal or background noise 
should be observed on any band within the range 
of the coil/capacitor combination. 

TVI and T.R. Switches 

The preceding t.r. switches generate harmonics 
when their grid circuits are driven positive, and 
these harmonics can cause TVI if steps are not 
taken to prevent it. Either switch should be well-
shielded and used in the antenna transmission 
line between transmitter and low-pass filter. 



Chapter 9 

Speech Amplifiers 

and Modulators 

The audio amplifiers used in radiotelephone 
transmitters operate on the principles outlined 
earlier in this book in the chapter on vacuum 
tubes. The design requirements are determined 
principally by the type of modulation system to 
be used and by the type of microphone to be 
employed. It is necessary to have a clear under-
standing of modulation principles before the 
problem of laying out a speech system can be 
approached successfully. Those principles are 
discussed under appropriate chapter headings. 
The present chapter deals with the design of 

audio amplifier systems for communication pur-
poses. In voice communication the primary ob-
jective is to obtain the most effective transmis-
sion; i.e., to make the message be understood at 
the receiving point in spite of adverse conditions 
created by noise and interference. The methods 
used to accomplish this do not necessarily coin-
cide with the methods used for other purposes, 

such as the reproduction of music or other pro-
gram material. In other words, "naturalness" in 
reproduction is distinctly secondary to intelli-
gibility. 
The fact that satisfactory intelligibility can be 

maintained in a relatively narrow band of fre-
quencies is particularly fortunate, because the 
width of the channel occupied by a phone trans-
mitter is directly proportional to the width of the 
audio-frequency band. If the channel width is 
reduced, more stations can occupy a given band 
of frequencies without mutual interference. 

In speech transmission, amplitude distortion of 
the voice wave has very little effect on intelligi-
bility. The importance of such distortion in com-
munication lies almost wholly in the fact that 
many of the audio- frequency harmonics caused 
by it lie outside the channel needed for intelli-
gible speech, and thus will create unnecessary 
interference to other stations. 

SPEECH EQUIPMENT 

In designing speech equipment it is necessary 
to know ( 1) the amount of audio power the 
modulation system must furnish and (2) the out-
put voltage developed by the microphone when 
it is spoken into from normal distance (a few 
inches) with ordinary loudness. It then becomes 
possible to choose the number and type of ampli-
fier stages needed to generate the required audio 
power without overloading or undue distortion 
anywhere in the system. 

MICROPHONES 
The level of a microphone is its electrical out-

put for a given sound intensity. Level varies 
greatly with microphones of different types, and 
depends on the distance of the speaker's lips 
from the microphone. Only approximate values 
based on averages of "normal" speaking voices 
can be given. The values given later are based on 
close talking; that is, with the microphone about 
an inch from the speaker's lips. 
The frequency response or fidelity of a mi-

crophone is its relative ability to convert sounds 
of different frequencies into alternating current. 
For understandable speech transmission only a 
limited frequency range is necessary, and intelli-
gible speech can be obtained if the output of the 
microphone does not vary more than a few deci-
bels at any frequency within a range of about 
200 to 2500 cycles. When the variation expressed 
in terms of decibels is small between two fre-

quency limits, the microphone is said to be fiat 
between those limits. 

Carbon Microphones 

The carbon microphone consists of a metal 
diaphragm placed against an insulating cup con-
taining loosely-packed carbon granules (micro-
phone button). When used with a vacuum-tube 
amplifier, the microphone is connected in the 
cathode circuit of a medium-s triode, as shown in 
Fig. 9-1A. 
Sound waves striking the diaphragm cause it 

to vibrate in accordance with the sound, and the 
pressure on the granules alternately increases 
and decreases, causing a corresponding decrease 
and increase in the electrical resistance of the 
microphone. The instantaneous value of this re-
sistance determines the instantaneous value of 
plate current through the tube, and as a conse-
quent the voltage drop across the plate load re-
sistor increases and decreases with the increases 
and decreases in granule pressure. 
The carbon microphone finds its major ama-

teur application in mobile and portable work; a 
good microphone in the circuit of Fig. 9-1A will 
deliver 20 to 30 volts peak output. 

Piezo-electric Microphones 

The crystal microphone makes use of the 
piezoelectric properties of Rochelle salts crystals. 
This type of microphone requires no battery or 
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transformer and can be connected directly to the 
grid of an amplifier tube. It is a popular type 
of microphone among amateurs, for these rea-
sons as well as the fact that it has good fre-
quency response and is available in inexpensive 
models. The input circuit for the crystal micro-
phone is shown in Fig. 9-1B. 
Although the level of crystal microphones 

varies with different models, an output of 0.03 
volt or so is representative for communication 
types. The level is affected by the length of the 
cable connecting the microphone to the first am-
plifier stage; the above figure is for lengths of 
6 or 7 feet. The frequency characteristic is unaf-
fected by the cable, but the load resistance 
(amplifier grid resistor) does affect it; the lower 
frequencies are attenuated as the value of load 
resistance is lowered. A grid-resistor value of at 
least 1 megohm should be used for reasonably 
fiat response, 5 megohms being a customary 
figure. 
The ceramic microphone utilizes the piezo-

electric effect in certain types of ceramic ma-
terials to achieve performance very similar to 
that of the crystal microphone. It is less affected 
by temperature and humidity. Output levels are 
similar to those of crystal microphones for the 
same type of frequency response. 

Velocity and Dynamic Microphones 

In a velocity or "ribbon" microphone, the 
element acted upon by the sound waves is a thin 
corrugated metallic ribbon suspended between 
the poles of a magnet. 

Velocity microphones are built in two types, 
high impedance and low impedance, the former 
being used in most applications. A high-imped-
ance microphone can be directly connected to 
the grid of an amplifier tube, shunted by a resist-
ance of 0.5 to 5 megohms ( Fig. 9-1C). Low-
impedance microphones are used when a long 
connecting cable ( 75 feet or more) must be em-
ployed. In such a case the output of the micro-
phone is coupled to the first amplifier stage 
through a suitable step-up transformer, as shown 
in Fig. 9-1D. 
The level of the velocity microphone is about 

0.03 to 0.05 volt. This figure applies directly to 
the high-impedance type, and to the low-imped-
ance type when the voltage is measured across 
the secondary of the coupling transformer. 
The dynamic microphone somewhat resem-

bles a dynamic loud-speaker. A lightweight voice 
coil is rigidly attached to a diaphragm, the coil 
being suspended between the poles of a perma-
nent magnet. Sound causes the diaphragm to vi-
brate, thus moving the coil back and forth 
between the magnet poles and generating an al-
ternating voltage. 
The dynamic microphone usually is built with 

high-impedance output, suitable for working 
directly into the grid of an amplifier tube. If the 
connecting cable must be unusually long, a low-
impedance type should be used, with a step-up 
transformer at the end of the cable. 
In general, the dynamic microphones have the 

smoothest peak-free response and widest fre-
quency range, and they are also the least sus-
ceptible to damage from shock and extremes of 
temperature and humidity. 

THE SPEECH AMPLIFIER 

The audio-frequency amplifier stage that 
causes the r.f. carrier output to be varied is called 
the modulator, and all the amplifier stages pre-
ceding it comprise the speech amplifier. De-
pending on the modulator used, the speech 
amplifier may be called upon to deliver a power 
output ranging from practically zero (only volt-
age required) to 20 or 30 watts. 

(A) S. B. CARBON 

HI—Z 
(C) MAGNETIC 

LINE—TO— 
LINE TRANS GRID TRANS 

(D) LU -Z MAGNETIC 

Fig. 9- 1--Speech input circuits used with various types 

of microphones. 

Before starting the design of a speech ampli-
fier, therefore, it is necessary to have selected a 
suitable modulator for the transmitter. This se-
lection must be based on the power required to 
modulate the transmitter, and this power in turn 
depends on the type of modulation system se-
lected, as described in Chapter 10. With the 
modulator picked out, its driving-power require-
ments ( audio power required to excite the mod-
ulator to full output) can be determined from the 
tube tables in a later chapter. Generally speak-
ing, it is advisable to choose a tube or tubes for 
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FOLLOWING STAGE 

INFVT 

Fig. 9-2—Resistance-coupled voltage-amplifier cir-

cuits. A, pentode; 8, triode. Designations are as 

follows: 

CI—Cathode bypass capacitor. 

CS— Plate bypass capacitor. 

Cs—Output coupling capacitor (blocking capacitor). 

CS—Screen bypass capacitor. 

RI—Cathode resistor. 

RS—Grid resistor. 

Ri—Plate resistor. 

124—Next-stage grid resistor. 

Rs—Plate decoupling resistor. 

RS—Screen resistor. 

Values for suitable tubes are given in Table 9-1. 

Values in the decoupling circuit, C2R5 are not critical. 

RS may be about 10% of RS; an 8- or 10-/If, electro-

lytic capacitor is usually large enough at Cs. 

the last stage of the speech amplifier that will 
be capable of developing at least 50 per cent more 
power than the rated driving power of sthe mod-
ulator. This will provide a factor of safety so 
that losses in coupling transformers, etc., will 
not upset the calculations. 

Voltage Amplifiers 

If the last stage in the speech amplifier is a 
Class AB2 or Class B amplifier, the stage ahead 
of it must be capable of sufficient power output 
to drive it. However, if the last stage is a Class 
ABI or Class A amplifier the preceding stage 
can be simply a voltage amplifier. From there on 
back to the microphone, all stages are voltage 
amplifiers. 
The important characteristics of a voltage am-

plifier are its voltage gain, maximum undistorted 
output voltage, and its frequency response. 
The voltage gain is the voltage-amplification 
ratio of the stage. The output voltage is the 
maximum a.f. voltage that can be secured from 
the stage without distortion. The amplifier fre-
quency response should be adequate for voice 
reproduction; this requirement is easily satisfied. 
The voltage gain and maximum undistorted 

output voltage depend on the operating condi-
fions of the amplifier. Data on the popular types 
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of tubes used in speech amplifiers are given in 
Table 9-I, for resistance-coupled amplification. 
The output voltage is in terms of peak voltage 
rather than r.m.s.; this makes the rating inde-
pendent of the waveform. Exceeding the peak 
value causes the amplifier to distort, so it is more 
useful to consider only peak values in working 
with amplifiers. 

Resistance Coupling 

Resistance coupling generally is used in volt-
age-amplifier stages. It is relatively inexpensive, 
good frequency response can be secured, and 
there is little danger of hum pick-up from stray 
magnetic fields associated with heater wiring. It 
is the most satisfactory type of coupling for the 
output circuits of pentodes and high-is triodes, 
because with transformers a sufficiently high 
load impedance cannot be obtained without con-
siderable frequency distortion. Typical circuits 
are given in Fig. 9-2 and design data in Table 9-I. 

Transformer Coupling 

Transform* er coupling between stages ordi-
narily is used only when power is to be trans-
ferred ( in such a case resistance coupling is very 
inefficient), or when it is necessary to couple be-
tween a single-ended and a push-pull stage. Tri-
odes having an amplification factor of 20 or less 
are used in transformer-coupled voltage ampli-
fiers. With transformer coupling, tubes should 
be operated under the Class A conditions given 
in the tube tables at the end of this book. 

Representative circuits for coupling single-
ended to push-pull stages are shown in Fig. 9-3. 

INPUT 

INPUT 

(A) 

+0 

(B) 

Fig. 9-3—Transformer-coupled amplifier circuits for 

driving a push-pull amplifier. A is for resistance-

transformer coupling; B for transformer coupling. 

Designations correspond to those in Fig. 9-2. In A, 

values can be taken from Table 9-1. In B, the cathode 

resistor is calculated from the rated plate current 

and grid bias as given in the tube tables for the 

particular type of tube used. 
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TABLE 9-I-RESISTANCE-COUPLED VOLTAGE-AMPLIFIER DATA 

Data are given for a plate supply of 300 volts. Departures of as much as 50 per cent from this supply voltage will not 
materially change the operating conditions or the voltage gain, but the output voltage will be in proportion to the ratio of 
the new voltage to 300 volts. Voltage gain is measured at 400 cycles. Capacitor values given are based on 100-cycle 
cutoff. For increased low-frequency response, all capacitors may be mode larger than specified ( cut-off frequency in 
inverse proportion to capacitor values provided all are changed in the same proportion). A variation of 10 per cent in the 
values given has negligible effect on the performance. 

Plate 
Resistor 
Megohms 

Next-Stage 
Grid 

Resistor 
Megohms 

Screen 
Resistor 
Megohms 

Cathode 
Resistor 
Ohms 

Screen 
Bypass 
AL 

Cathode 
Bypass 
gf. 

Blocking 
Capacitor 

/if. 

Output 
Volts 

(Peak) 1 
Voltage 
Gain 2 

0.1 0.35 500 0.10 11.6 0.019 72 67 
0.1 0.25 0.37 530 0.09 10.9 0.016 96 98 

0.5 0.47 590 0.09 9.9 0.007 101 104 

0.25 0.89 850 0.07 8.5 0.011 79 139 
6517, 12517 0.25 0.5 1.10 860 0.06 7.4 0.004 88 167 

1.0 1.18 910 0.06 6.9 0.003 98 185 

0.5 2.0 1300 0.06 6.0 0.004 64 200 
0.5 1.0 2.2 1410 0.05 5.8 0.002 79 238 

2.0 2.5 1530 0.04 5.2 0.0015 89 263 

0.1 0.44 500 0.07 8.5 0.02 55 61 
0.1 0.25 0.5 450 0.07 8.3 0.01 81 82 

0.5 0.53 600 0.06 8.0 0.006 96 94 

617 7C7 , 0.25 
0.25 
0.5 

1.18 
1.18 

1100 
1200 

0.04 
0.04 

5.5 
5.4 

0.008 
0.005 

81 
104 

104 
140 

1217-GT , 1.0 1.45 1300 0.05 5.8 0.005 110 185 

0.5 2.45 1700 0.04 4.2 0.005 75 161 
0.5 1.0 2.9 2200 0.04 4.1 0.003 97 200 

2.0 2.95 2300 0.04 4.0 0.0025 100 230 

0.1 0.2 500 0.13 18.0 0.019 76 109 
0.1 0.22 0.24 600 0.11 16.4 0.011 103 145 

0.47 0.26 700 0.11 15.3 0 006 129 168 

6AU6 6SH7 
12AU 125117,, 6,  

0.22 
0.22 
0.47 
1.0 

0.42 
0.5 
0.55 

1000 
1000 
1100 

0.1 
0.098 
0.09 

12.4 
12.0 
11.0 

0.009 
0.007 
0.003 

92 
108 
122 

164 
230 
262 

0.47 1.0 1800 0.075 8.0 0.0045 94 248 
0.47 1.0 1.1 1900 0.065 7.6 0.0028 105 318 

2.2 1.2 2100 0.06 7.3 0.0018 122 371 

0.1 - 1500 4.4 0.027 40 34 

6AQ6, 6AQ7, 
6AT6, 607, 
6S1.7-GT 

0-1 0.22 
0.47 

- 1800 
2100 

- 3.6 
3.0 

0.014 
0.0065 

54 
63 

38 
41 

0.22 2600 2.5 0.013 51 42 
678-A, 12AT6, 

1207-GT, 
12SL7-GT 

0.22 0.47 
1.0 - 

3200 
3700 

- 
- 

1.9 
1.6 

0.0065 
0.0035 

65 
77 

46 
48 

0.47 5200 1.2 0.006 61 48 
(one triode) 0.47 1.0 - 6300 - 1.0 0.0035 74 50 

2.2 - 7200 - 0.9 0.002 85 51 

0.1 - 1300 4.6 0.027 43 45 

0.1 0.22 - 1500 - 4.0 0.013 57 52 
0.47 - 1700 - 3.6 0.006 66 57 

6AV6, 12AV6, 
12AX7 0.22 

0.22 
0.47 

- 
- 

2200 
2800 

- 
- 

3.0 
2.3 

0.013 
0.006 

54 
69 

59 
65 

(one triode) 1.0 - 3100 - 2.1 0.003 79 68 

0.47 4300 1.6 0.006 62 69 
0.47 1.0 - 5200 - 1.3 0.003 77 73 

2.2 - 5900 - 1.1 0.002 92 75 

0.1 750 0.033 35 29 
0.1 0.25 - 930 - - 0.014 50 34 

0.5 - 1040 - - 0.007 54 36 

3 12S 3 6SC7,C7  
0.25 

0.25 
0.5 

- 
- 

1400 
1680 - - 

0.012 
0.006 

45 
55 

39 
42 

(one triode) 1.0 - 1840 0.003 64 45 

0.5 - 2330 0.006 50 45 
0.5 1.0 - 2980 - - 0.003 62 48 

2.0 3280 - 0.002 72 49 

0.047 1300 3.6 0.061 59 14 
0.047 0.1 - 1580 - 3.0 0.032 73 15 

6CG7, 615, 0.22 1800 - 2.5 0.015 83 16 
7A4, 7N7, 0.1 2500 1.9 0.031 68 16 
6SN7-GTB, 
1215-GT, 

0.1 0.22 
 0.47 

- 3130 
3900 

- 
- 

1.4 
1.2 

0.014 
0.0065 

82 
96 

16 
16 

12SN7-GT 
(one triode) 0.22 4800 0.95 0.015 68 16 

0.22 0.47 - 6500 - 0.69 0.0065 85 16 
1.0 - 7800 - 0.58 0.0035 96 16 

0.047 870 4.1 0.065 38 12 
0.047 0.1 - 1200 - 3.0 0.034 52 12 

0.22 - 1500 - 2.4 0.016 68 12 

6C4, 0.1 1900 1.9 0.032 44 12 
12AU7-A 0.1 0.22 - 3000 - 1.3 0.016 68 12 

(one triode) 0.47 - 4000 1.1 0.007 80 12 

0.22 - 5300 0.9 0.015 57 12 
0.22 0.47 - 8800 - 0.52 0.007 82 12 

1.0 - 11000 - 0.46 0.0035 92 12 

1 voltage across next-stage grid resistor at grid-current point. 
2 At 5 volts r.m.s. output. 
8 Cathode-resistor values are for phase-inverter service. 



Designing the Speech Amplifier 
The circuit at A combines resistance and trans-
former coupling, and may be used for exciting 
the grids of a Class A or ABi following stage. 
The resistance coupling is used to keep the d.c. 
plate current from flowing through the trans-
former primary, thereby preventing a reduction in 
primary inductance below its no-current value; 
this improves the low-frequency response. With 
medium- µ triodes (6C5, 6J5, etc.), the gain is 
equal to that with resistance coupling multiplied 
by the secondary-to-primary turns ratio of the 
transformer. 

In B the transformer primary is in series with 
the plate of the tube, and thus must carry the 
tube plate current. When the following amplifier 
operates without grid current, the voltage gain 
of the stage is practically equal to the ià of the 
tube multiplied by the transformer ratio. This 
circuit also is suitable for transferring power 

Fig. 9-4—Self-balancing phase-inverter circuits. V1 

and V2 may be a double triode such as the 12AU7 

or 12AX7. Ve may be any of the triodes listed in 

Table 9-1, or one section of a double triode. 

RI—Grid resistor (1 megohm or less). 

Re—Cathode resistor; use one-half value given in 

Table 9-1 for tube and operating conditions 

chosen. 

R2, 123—Plate resistor; select from Table 9-1. 

122, Re—Following-stage grid resistor (0.22 to 0.47 

megohm). 

R7-0.22 megohm. 

Re—Cathode resistor; select from Table 9-1. 

Re, R50—Each one-half of plate load resistor given in 

Table 9-1. 

C1- 10-µf. electrolytic. 

C2, C2-0.01- to 0.1-µf. paper. 
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(within the capabilities of the tube) to a f ollow-
ing Class AB2 or Class B stage. 

Phase Inversion 

Push-pull output may be secured with resist-
ance coupling by using phase-inverter or phase-
splitter circuits as shown in Fig. 9-4. 
The circuits shown in Fig. 9-4 are of the "self-

balancing" type. In A, the amplified voltage 
from V1 appears across R5 and R7 in series. The 
drop across R7 is applied to the grid of V2, and 
the amplified voltage from V2 appears across Ro 
and R7 in series. This voltage is 180 degrees out 
of phase with the voltage from V1, thus giving 
push-pull output. The part that appears across 
R7 from V2 opposes the voltage from V1 across 
R7, thus reducing the signal applied to the grid 
of V2. The negative feedback so obtained tends 
to regulate the voltage applied to the phase-
inverter tube so that the output voltages from 
both tubes are substantially equal. The gain is 
slightly less than twice the gain of a single-tube 
amplifier using the same operating conditions. 

In the single-tube circuit shown in Fig. 9-4B 
the plate load resistor is divided into two equal 
parts, R5 and R10, one being connected to the 
plate in the normal way and the other between 
cathode and ground. Since the voltages at the 
plate and cathode are 180 degrees out of phase, 
the grids of the following tubes are fed equal a.f. 
voltages in push-pull. The grid return of V3 is 
made to the junction of R8 and R10 so normal 
bias will be applied to the grid. This circuit is 
highly degenerative because of the way R10 is 
connected. The voltage gain is less than 2 even 
when a high-µ triode is used at V. 

Gain Control 

A means for varying the over-all gain of the 
amplifier is necessary for keeping the final output 
at the proper level for modulating the transmit-
ter. The common method of gain control is to 
adjust the value of a.c. voltage applied to the 
grid of one of the amplifiers by means of a volt-
age divider or potentiometer. 
The gain-control potentiometer should be near 

the input end of the amplifier, at a point where 
the signal voltage level is so low there is no 
danger that the stages ahead of the gain control 
will be overloaded by the full microphone out-
put. With carbon microphones the gain control 
may be placed directly across the microphone-
transformer secondary. With other types of 
microphones, however, the gain control usually 
will affect the frequency response of the micro-
phone when connected directly across it. Also, in 
a high-gain amplifier it is better to operate the 
first tube at maximum gain, since this gives the 
best signal-to-hum ratio. The control therefore 
is usually placed in the grid circuit of the second 
stage. 

DESIGNING THE SPEECH AMPLIFIER 

The steps in designing a speech amplifier are 
as follows: 

1) Determine the power needed to modulate 
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the transmitter and select the modulator. In the 
case of plate modulation, a Class B amplifier may 
be required. Select a suitable tube type and de-
termine from the tube tables at the end of this 
book the grid driving power required, if any. 

2) As a safety factor, multiply the required 
driver power by at least 1.5. 

3) Select a tube, or pair of tubes, that will 
deliver the power determined in the second step. 
This is the last or output stage of the speech-
amplifier. Receiver-type power tubes can be used 
(beam tubes such as the 6L6 may be needed in 
some cases) as determined from the receiving-
tube tables. If the speech amplifier is to drive a 
Class B modulator, use a Class A or ABi am-
plifier. 

4) If the speech-amplifier output stage is also 
the modulator and must operate Class AB2 to 
develop the required power output, use a low-
or medium-µ triode to drive it. If more power is 
needed than can be obtained from one tube, use 
two in push-pull, in the driver. In either case 
transformer coupling will have to be used, and 
transformer manufacturers' catalogs should be 
consulted for a suitable type. 

5) If the speech-amplifier output stage oper-
ates Class A or A131, it may be driven by a volt-
age amplifier. If the output stage is push-pull, the 
driver may be a single tube coupled through a 
transformer with a balanced secondary, or may 
be a dual-triode phase inverter. Determine the 
signal voltage required for full output from the 
last stage. If the last stage is a single-tube Class 
A amplifier, the peak signal is equal to the grid-
bias voltage; if push-pull Class A, the peak-to-
peak signal voltage is equal to twice the grid 
bias; if Class ABi, twice the bias voltage when 
fixed bias is used; if cathode bias is used, twice 
the bias figured from the cathode resistance and 
the maximum-signal cathode current. 

6) From Table 9-1, select a tube capable of 
giving the required output voltage and note its 
rated voltage gain. A double-triode phase in-
verter ( Fig. 9-4A) will have approximately 
twice the output voltage and twice the gain of 
one triode operating as an ordinary amplifier. If 
the driver is to be transformer-coupled to the 
last stage, select a medium-µ triode and calculate 
the gain and output voltage as described earlier 
in this chapter. 

7) Divide the voltage required to drive the 
output stage by the gain of the preceding stage. 
This gives the peak voltage required at the grid 
of the next-to-the-last stage. 

8) Find the output voltage, under ordinary 
conditions, of the microphone to be used. This 
information should be obtained from the manu-
facturer's catalog. If not available, the figures 
given in the section on microphones in this 
chapter will serve. 

9) Divide the voltage found in (7) by the out-
put voltage of the microphone. The result is the 
over-all gain required from the microphone to 
the grid of the next-to-the-last stage. To be on 
the safe side, double or triple this figure. 

10) From Table 9-I, select a combination of 

tubes whose gains, when multiplied together, 
give approximately the figure arrived at in ( 9). 
These amplifiers will be used in cascade. If high 
gain is required, a pentode may be used for the 
first speech-amplifier stage, but it is not advis-
able to use a second pentode because of the 
possibility of feedback and self-oscillation. In 
most cases a triode will give enough gain, as a 
second stage, to make up the total gain required. 
If not, a medium-µ triode may be used as a third 
stage. 

high-µ double triode with the sections in 
cascade makes a good low-level amplifier, and 
will give somewhat greater gain than a pentode 
followed by a medium-µ triode. With resistance-
coupled input to the first section the cathode of 
that section may be grounded ( contact potential 
bias), which is helpful in reducing hum. 

SPEECH-AMPLIFIER CONSTRUCTION 
Once a suitable circuit has been selected for 

a speech amplifier, the construction problem 
resolves itself into avoiding two difficulties — 
excessive hum, and unwanted feedback. For 
reasonably humless operation, the hum voltage 
should not exceed about 1 per cent of the maxi-
mum audio output voltage — that is, the hum 
and noise should be at least 40 db. below the 
output level. 
Unwanted feedback, if negative, will reduce 

the gain below the calculated value; if positive, is 
likely to cause self-oscillation or "howls." Feed-
back can be minimized by isolating each stage 
with decoupling resistors and capacitors, by 
avoiding layouts that bring the first and last 
stages near each other, and by shielding of "hot" 
points in the circuit, such as grid leads in low-
level stages. 

Speech-amplifier equipment, especially voltage 
amplifiers, should be constructed on steel chassis, 
with all wiring kept below the chassis to take ad-
vantage of the shielding afforded. Exposed leads, 
particularly to the grids of low-level high-gain 
tubes, are likely to pick up hum from the electric 
field that usually exists in the vicinity of house 
wiring. Even with the chassis, additional shield-
ing of the input circuit of the first tube in a high-
gain amplifier usually is necessary. In addition, 
such circuits should be separated as much as 
possible from power-supply transformers and 
chokes and also from any audio transformers 
that operate at fairly high power levels; this will 
minimize magnetic coupling to the grid circuit 
and thus reduce hum or audio-frequency feed-
back. It is always safe, although not absolutely 
necessary, to separate the speech amplifier and 
its power supply, building them on separate 
chassis. 

If a low-level microphone such as the crystal 
type is used, the microphone, its connecting cable, 
and the plug or connector by which it is attached 
to the speech amplifier, all should be shielded. 
The microphone and cable usually are con-
structed with suitable shielding; this should be 
connected to the speech-amplifier chassis, and it 
is advisable — as well as necessary — to connect 
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the chassis to a ground such as a water pipe. 
With the top-cap tubes, complete shielding of the 
grid lead and grid cap is a necessity. 
Heater wiring should be kept as far as possi-

ble from grid leads, and either the center-tap or 
one side of the heater-transformer secondary 
winding should be connected to the chassis. If 
the center-tap is grounded, the heater leads to 
each tube should be twisted together to reduce 
the magnetic field from the heater current. With 
either type of connection; it is advisable to 
lay heater leads in the corner formed by a fold 
in the chassis, bringing them out from the cor-
ner to the tube socket by the shortest possible 
path. 
When metal tubes are used, always ground the 

shell connection to the chassis. Glass tubes used 
in the low-level stages of high-gain amplifiers 

must be shielded; tube shields are obtainable for 
that purpose. It is a good plan to enclose the en-
tire amplifier in a metal box, or at least provide 
it with a cane-metal cover, to avoid feedback 
difficulties caused by the r.f. field of the trans-
mitter. R.f. picked up on exposed wiring, leads 
or tube elements causes overloading, distortion, 
and self-oscillation of the amplifier. 
When using paper capacitors as bypasses, be 

sure that the terminal marked "outside foil" is 
connected to ground. This utilizes the outside foil 
of the capacitor as a shield around the "hot" 
foil. When paper capacitors are used for cou-
pling between stages, always connect the outside 
foil terminal to the side of the circuit having 
the lowest impedance to ground. Usually, this 
will be the plate side rather than the following-
grid side. 

MODULATORS AND DRIVERS 

CLASS AB AND B MODULATORS 
Class AB or B modulator circuits are basically 

identical no matter what the power output of the 
modulator. The diagrams of Fig. 9-5 therefore 
will serve for any modulator of this type that the 
amateur may elect to build. The triode circuit is 
given at A and the circuit for tetrodes at B. 
When small tubes with indirectly heated cath-

()RIVER PLATES OR LINE 

(B) 
PIL TRANS 

IISVAC -Hv ISO 440D+NV 
Fig. 9-5—Modulator circuit diagrams. Tubes and cir-

cuit considerations are discussed in the text. 

odes are used, the cathodes should be connected 
to ground. 

Modulator Tubes 

The audio ratings of various types of trans-
mitting tubes are given in the chapter containing 
the tube tables. Choose a pair of tubes that is 
capable of delivering sine-wave audio power 
equal to somewhat more than half the d.c. input 

to the modulated Class C amplifier. It is 
sometimes convenient to use tubes that 
will operate at the same plate voltage 
as that applied to the Class C stage, 
because one power supply of adequate 
current capacity may then suffice for 
both stages. 

In estimating the output of the modu-
lator, remember that the figures given 
in the tables are for the tube output 
only, and do not include output-trans-
former losses. To be adequate for modu-
lating the transmitter, the modulator 
should have a theoretical power capa-
bility 15 to 25 per cent greater than the 
actual power needed for modulation. 

Matching to Load 

In giving audio ratings on power 
tubes, manufacturers specify the plate-
to-plate load impedance into which the 
tubes must operate to deliver the rated 
audio power output. This load imped-
ance seldom is the same as the modu-
lating impedance of the Class C r.f. 
stage, so a match must be brought 
about by adjusting the turns ratio of 
the coupling transformer. The required 
turns ratio, primary to secondary, is 

N \MP 
Z. 

where N = Turns ratio, primary to 
secondary 

= Modulating impedance of 
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Class C r.f. amplifier 

Zp Plate-to-plate load imped-
ance for Class B tubes 

Example: The modulated r.f. amplifier is 
to operate at 1250 volts and 250 ma. The 
power input is 

P = El =- 1250 X 0.25 312 watts 

so the modulating power required is 312/2 
156 watts. Increasing this by 25% to allow 
for losses and a reasonable operating margin 
gives 156 X 1.25 = 195 watts. The modu-
lating impedance of the Class C stage is 

E 1250 
Z 

= 5000 ohms. 

From the tube tables a pair of Class B tubes 
is selected that will give 200 watts output 
when working into a 6900-ohm load, plate-
to-plate. The primary-to-secondary turns ra-
tio of the modulation transformer therefore 
should be 

Z \ i69oo ,— 
N — -2 — — 1.38 = 1.175:1. 

Z. 5000 

The required transformer ratios for the ordinary 
range of impedances are shown graphically in 
Fig. 9-6. 
Many modulation transformers are provided 

with primary and secondary taps, so that various 
turns ratios can be obtained to meet the require-
ments of particular tube combinations. How-
ever, it may be that the exact turns ratio re-
quired cannot be secured, even with a tapped 
modulation transformer. Small departures from 
the proper turns ratio will have no serious effect 
if the modulator is operating well within its capa-
bilities; if the actual turns ratio is within 10 per 
cent of the ideal value, the system will operate 
satisfactorily. Where the discrepancy is larger, 
it is usually possible to choose a new set of 
operating conditions for the Class C stage to 
give a modulating impedance that can be 
matched by the turns ratio of the available 
transformer. This may require operating the 
Class C amplifier at higher voltage and less plate 
current, if the modulating impedance must be 
increased, or at lower voltage and higher current 
if the modulating impedance must be decreased. 
However, this process cannot be carried very far 
without exceeding the ratings of the Class C 
tubes for either plate voltage or plate current, 
even though the power input is kept at the same 
figure. 

Suppressing Audio Harmonics 

Distortion in either the driver or Class B mod-
ulator will cause a.f. harmonics that may lie out-
side the frequency band needed for intelligible 
speech transmission. While it is almost impossi-
ble to avoid some distortion, it is possible to cut 
down the amplitude of the higher-frequency 
harmonics. 
The purpose of capacitors C1 and C2 across 

the primary and secondary, respectively, of the 
Class B output transformer in Fig. 9-5 is to re-
duce the strength of harmonics and unnecessary 

4 3 1.5 
20K 

64.K 

IK 
IK 15K 21< 25K 3K 4K SK 6K 7X 1CK 

MOdU1011fXJ Impedance of R.F Amplifier 

Fig. 9-6—Transformer ratios for matching a Class C 

modulating impedance to the required plate-to-plate 

load for the Class B modulator. The ratios given on 

the curves are from total primary to secondary. Re-

sistance values are in kilohms. 

16K 51K 
 //A 

high-frequency components existing in the mod-
ulation. The capacitors act with the leakage 
inductance of the transformer winding to form 
a rudimentary low-pass filter. The values of 
capacitance required will depend on the load 
resistance ( modulating impedance of the Class 
C amplifier) and the leakage inductance of the 
particular transformer used. In general, capaci-
tances between about 0.001 and 0.01 µf. will be 
required; the larger values are necessary with 
the lower values of load resistance. The voltage 
rating of each capacitor should at least be equal 
to the d.c. voltage at the transformer winding 
with which it is associated. In the case of C2, 
part of the total capacitance required will be 
supplied by the plate bypass or blocking capacitor 
in the modulated amplifier. 
A still better arrangement is to use a low-pass 

filter as shown later, even though clipping is not 
deliberately employed. 

Grid Bias 

Certain triodes designed for Class B audio 
work can be operated without grid bias. Besides 
eliminating the grid-bias supply, the fact that 
grid current flows over the whole audio cycle 
means that the load resistance for the driver is 
fairly constant. With these tubes the grid-return 
lead from the center-tap of the input trans-
former secondary is simply connected to the fila-
ment center-tap or cathode. 
When the modulator tubes require bias, it 

should always be supplied from a fixed voltage 
source. Cathode bias or grid-leak bias cannot be 
used with a Class-B amplifier. When only a small 
amount of bias is required it can be obtained 
conveniently from a few dry cells. The battery 
is charged by the grid current rather than dis-
charged, but nevertheless it will deteriorate with 
time. It should be replaced if the voltage meas-
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ured across it varies with the signal by more than 
10 per cent or so. 
As an alternative to batteries, a regulated bias 

supply may be used. This type of supply is de-
scribed in the power supply chapter. 

Plate Supply 

In addition to adequate filtering, the voltage 
regulation of the plate supply should be as good 
as it can be made. If the d.c. output voltage of 
the supply varies with the load current, the volt-
age at maximum current determines the amount 
of power that can be taken from the modulator 
without distortion. A supply whose voltage drops 
from 1500 at no load to 1250 at the full modulator 
plate current is a 1250-volt supply, so far as the 
modulator is concerned, and any estimate of the 
power output available should be based on the 
lower figure. 
Good dynamic regulation—i.e., with suddenly 

applied loads—is equally as important as good 
regulation under steady loads, since an instanta-
neous drop in voltage on voice peaks also will limit 
the output and cause distortion. The output ca-
pacitor of the supply should have 
as much capacitance as conditions 
permit. A value of at least 10 d. 
should be used, and still larger 
values are desirable. It is better to 
use all the available capacitance 
in a single-section filter rather 
than to distribute it between two 
sections. 

It is particularly important, 
in the case of a tetrode Class B 
stage, that the screen-voltage 
power-supply source have excel-
lent regulation, to prevent dis-
tortion. The screen voltage 
should be set as exactly as pos-
sible to the recommended value 
for the tube. The audio imped-
ance between screen and cath-
ode also must be low. 

Overexcitation 

When a Class B amplifier is 
overdriven in an attempt to se-
cure more than the rated power, 
distortion increases rapidly. The 
high-frequency harmonics which 
result from the distortion modu-
late the transmitter, producing 
spurious sidebands which can 
cause serious interference over a 
band of frequencies several times 
the channel width required for 
speech. ( This can happen even 
though the modulation percent-
age, as defined in the chapter on 
amplitude modulation, is less than 
100 per cent, if the modulator is 
incapable of delivering the audio 
power required to modulate the 
transmitter.) 
As shown later, such a condi-

tion may be reached by delib-
erate design, in case the modu-

+B 
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lator is to be adjusted for peak clipping. But 
whether it happens by accident or intention, the 
splatter and spurious sidebands can be eliminated 
by inserting a low-pass filter (Fig. 9-13) be-
tween the modulator and the modulated ampli-
fier, and then taking care to see that the actual 
modulation of the r.f. amplifier does not exceed 
100 per cent. 

Operation Without Load 

Excitation should never be applied to a Class 
B modulator until after the Class C amplifier is 
turned on and is drawing the value of plate cur-
rent required to present the rated load to the 
modulator. With no load to absorb the power, 
the primary impedance of the transformer rises 
to a high value and excessive audio voltages may 
be developed in the primary — frequently high 
enough to break down the transformer insulation. 

DRIVERS FOR CLASS-B 
MODULATORS 

Class AB2 and Class B amplifiers are driven 
into the grid-current region, so power is con-

CLASS-8 
GRIDS 

CLASS-13 
GRIDS 

Fig. 9-7—Triode driver circuits for Class B modulators. A, resistance 

coupling to grids; B, transformer coupling. R, in A is the plate 

resistor for the preceding stage, value determined by the type of 

tube and operating conditions as given in Table 9-1. C. and R,, 

are the coupling capacitor and grid resistor, respectively; values 

also may be taken from Table 9-1. 

In both circuits the output transformer, (T,T.,,) should have the proper 

turns ratio to couple between the driver tubes and the Class B 

grids. T, in B is usually a 2:1 transformer, secondary to primary. R, 

the cathode resistor, should be calculated for the particular tubes 

used. The value of C, the cathode bypass, is determined as de-

scribed in the text. 
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SPEECH AMPLIFER POWER AMP. 

Fig. 9-8—Speech-amp ¡fier driver for 10-15 watts output. Capacitances are in Pf. Resistors are 1/2  watt un-

less specified otherwi e. Capacitors with polarity indicated are electrolytic; others may be paper or ceramic. 

CBI—Selenium rectifier, 20 ma. 

R1-50,000-ohm potentiometer, preferably wire wound. 

Ti—Interstage audio transformer, single plate to push-
pull grids, turns ratio 2 to 1 or 3 to 1, total 

secondary to primary. 

TS—Class-B driver transformer, 3000 ohms plate-to-

plate; secondary impedance as required by 

sumed in the grid circuit. The preceding stage or 
driver must be capable of supplying this power at 
the required peak audio- frequency grid-to-grid 
voltage. Both of these quantities are given in the 
manufacturer's tube ratings. The grids of the 
Class B tubes represent a varying load resistance 
over the audio-frequency cycle, because the grid 
current does not increase directly with the grid 
voltage. To prevent distortion, therefore, it is 
necessary to have a driving source that will main-
tain the wave form of the signal without distor-
tion even though the load varies. That is, the 
driver stage must have good regulation. To this 
end, it should be capable of delivering somewhat 
more power than is consumed by the Class B 
grids, as previously described in the discussion 
on speech amplifiers. 

Driver Tubes 

To secure good voltage regulation the internal 
impedance of the driver, as seen by the modula-
tor grids, must be low. The principal component 
of this impedance is the plate resistance of the 
driver tube or tubes as reflected through the 
driver transformer. Hence for low driving-
source impedance the effective plate resistance of 
the driver tubes should be low and the turns ratio 
of the driver transformer, primary to secondary, 
should be as large as possible. The maximum 

Class-B tubes used; 15 watt rating. 

TS— Power transformer, 700 volts c.t., 110 ma.; 5 volts, 

3 amp.; 6.3 volts, 4 amp. 

Ts— Power transformer, 125 volts, 20 ma.; 6.3 volts, 

0.6 amp. 

Ts-2.5-volt 5-ampere filament transformer (Thordar-

son 21F00). 

turns ratio that can be used is that value which 
just permits developing the modulator grid-to-
grid a.f. voltage required for the desired power 
output. The rated tube output as shown by the 
tube tables should be reduced by about 20 per 
cent to allow for losses in the Class B input 
transformer. 
Low-µ triodes such as the 2A3 have low plate 

resistance and are therefore good tubes to use 
as drivers for Class AB2 or Class B modulators. 
Tetrodes such as the 6V6 and 6L6 make very 
poor drivers in this respect when used without 
negative feedback, but with such feedback the 
effective plate resistance can be reduced to a 
value comparable with low-µ triodes. 

Fig. 9-7 shows representative circuits for a 
push-pull triode driver using cathode bias. If the 
amplifier operates Class A the cathode resistor 
need not be bypassed, because the a.f. currents 
from each tube flowing in the cathode resistor 
are out of phase and cancel each other. However, 
in Class AB operation this is not true; consider-
able distortion will be generated at high signal 
levels if the cathode resistor is not bypassed. 
The bypass capacitance required can be calcu-
lated by a simple rule: the cathode resistance in 
ohms multiplied by the bypass capacitance in 
microfarads should equal at least 25,000. The 
voltage rating of the capacitor should be equal 
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to the maximum bias voltage. This can be found 
from the maximum-signal plate current and the 
cathode resistance. 

Example: A pair of 2A3s is to be used in 
Class A131 self-biased. From the tube tables, 
the cathode resistance should be 780 ohms 
and the maximum-signal plate current 100 
ma. From Ohm's Law, 

E = RI = 780 X 0.10 = 78.6 volts 

From the rule mentioned previously, the by-
pass capacitance required is 

C = 25,000/R = 25,000/780 = 32 µf. 

A 40- or 50-id. 100-volt electrolytic capacitor 
would be satisfactory. 

Fig. 9-8 is a typical circuit for a speech ampli-
fier suitable for use as a driver for a Class AB2 
or Class B modulator. An output of about 13 
watts can be realized with the power supply 
circuit shown (or any similar well-filtered supply 
delivering 300 voles under load). This is sufficient 
for driving any of the power triodes commonly 
used as modulators. The 2A3s in the output 
stage are operated Class ABi. The circuit pro-
vides several times the voltage gain needed for 
communications-type crystal or ceramic micro-
phones. 
The two sections of a 12AX7 tube are used in 

the first two stages of the amplifier. These are 
resistance coupled, the gain control being in the 
grid circuit of the second stage. Although the 
cathode of the first stage is grounded and there 
is no separate bias supply for the grid, the grid 

(A) 

Fig. 9-9— Negative-feedback circuits for drivers for Class B 

modulators. A— Single-ended beam-tetrode driver. If V, and V, 

are a 6J5 and 6V6, respectively, or one section of a 6CG7 and 

a 6AQ5, the following values are suggested: R,, 47,000 ohms; 

R:, 0.47 megohm; R,, 250 ohms; R,, 12,,, 22,000 ohms; C,, 0.01 

Pf.; C,, 50 Pf. 

B— Push-pull beam-tetrode driver. If V, is a 615 or 6CG7 and 

V, and V, 6L6s, the following values are suggested: R,, 0.1 

megohm; R2, 22,000 ohms; F23, 250 ohms; C,, 0.1 M.; C,, 100 Pf. 
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bias actually is about one volt because of "con-
tact potential." 
The third stage uses a medium-se triode which 

is coupled to the 2A3 grids through a trans-
former having a push-pull secondary. The ratio 
may be of the order of 2 to 1 ( total secondary to 
primary) or higher; it is not critical since the 
gain is sufficient without a high step-up ratio. 
The output transformer, T2, should be selected 

to couple between push-pull 2A3s and the grids 
of the particular modulator tubes used. 
The power supply has a capacitor-input filter 

the output of which is applied to the 2A3 plates 
through T2. For the lower-level stages, addi-
tional filtering is provided by successive RC 
filters which also serve to prevent audio feed-
back through the plate supply. 

Grid bias for the 2A3s is furnished by a sep-
arate supply using a small selenium rectifier 
and a TV "booster" transformer, T4. The bias 
may be adjusted by means of R1, and should be 
set to —62 volts or to obtain'a total plate current 
of 80 ma. ( as measured in the lead to the pri-
mary center tap of T2) for the 2A3s. 

In building an amplifier of this type the con-
structional precautions outlined earlier should 
be observed. The Class ABi modulators de-
scribed subsequently in this chapter are repre-
sentative of good constructional practice. 

Negative Feedback 

Whenever tetrodes or pentodes are used as 
drivers for Class B modulators, 
negative feedback should be used 

12 in the driver stage, for the reason 
already discussed. 

Suitable circuits for single-ended 
and push-pull tetrodes are shown in 
Fig. 9-9. Fig. 9-9A shows resistance 
coupling between the preceding 
stage and a single tetrode, such as 
the 6V6, that operates at the same 
plate voltage as the preceding stage. 
Part of the a.f. voltage across the 
primary of the output transformer 
is fed back to the grid of the tet-
rode, V2, through the plate resistor 
of the preceding tube, V1. The total 
resistance of R4 and R5 in series 
should be ten or more times the 
rated load resistance of V2. Instead 
of the voltage divider, a tap on the 
transformer primary can be used to 
supply the feedback voltage, if 
such a tap is available. 
The amount of feedback voltage 

that appears at the grid of tube Vz 
is determined by RI, R2 and the 
plate resistance of VI, as well as by 
the relationship between R4 and R5. 
Circuit values for typical tube 
combinations are given in detail in 
Fig. 9-9. 
The push-pull circuit in Fig. 9-9B 

requires an audio transformer with 
a split secondary. The feedback 
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voltage is obtained from the plate of each out-
put tube by means of the voltage divider, RI, R2. 

The blocking capacitor, C1, prevents the d.c. 
plate voltage from being applied to R1, R2 ; the 
reactance of this capacitor should be low, com-
pared with the sum of R1 and R2, at the lowest 
audio frequency to be amplified. Also, the sum 
of R1 and R2 should be high ( ten times or 
more) compared with the rated load resistance 
for V2 and VI 

In this circuit the feedback voltage that is 
developed across R2 appears at the grid of V2 
(or V3) through the transformer secondary and 
grid-cathode circuit of the tube, provided the 
tubes are not driven to grid current. The per cent 
feedback is 

R2 

n R1 -I- Rs X 100 

where n is the feedback percentage, and R1 and 

R2 are connected as shown in the diagram. The 
higher the feedback percentage, the lower the 
effective plate resistance. However, if the per-
centage is made too high the preceding tube, V1, 
may not be able to develop enough voltage, 
through T1, to drive the push-pull stage to maxi-
mum output without itself generating harmonic 
distortion. Distortion in V1 is not compensated 
for by the feedback circuit. 

If V2 and 173 are 6L6s operated self-biased in 
Class ABi with a load resistance of 9000 ohms, 
V1 is a 6J5 or similar triode, and T1 has a turns 
ratio of 2-to-1, total secondary to primary, it is 
possible to use over 30 per cent feedback without 
going beyond the output-voltage capabilities of 
the triode. Twenty per cent feedback will reduce 
the effective plate resistance to the point where 
the output voltage regulation is better than that 
of 2A3s without feedback. The power output 
under these conditions is about 20 watts. 

INCREASING THE EFFECTIVENESS OF THE PHONE TRANSMITTER 
The effectiveness of an amateur phone trans-

mitter can be increased to a considerable extent 
by taking advantage of speech characteristics. 
Measures that may be taken to make the modula-
tion more effective include band compression 
(filtering), volume compression, and speech 
clipping. 

Compressing the Frequency Band 

Most of the intelligibility in speech is con-
tained in the medium band of frequencies; that 
is, between about 500 and 2500 cycles. On the 
other hand, a large portion of speech power is 
normally found below 500 cycles. If these low 
frequencies are attenuated, the frequencies that 
carry most of the actual communication can be 
increased in amplitude without exceeding 100-
per cent modulation, and the effectiveness of the 
transmitter is correspondingly increased. 
One simple way to reduce low-frequency re-

sponse is to use small values of coupling capad-
tance between resistance-coupled stages, as 
shown in Fig. 9-10A. A time constant of 0.0005 
second for the coupling capacitor and following-
stage grid resistor will have little effect on the 
amplification at 500 cycles, but will practically 
halve it at 100 cycles. In two cascaded stages the 
gain will be down about 5 db. at 200 cycles and 
10 db. at 100 cycles. When the grid resistor is 
megohm a coupling capacitor of 0.001 µf. will 
give the required time constant. 
The high-frequency response can be reduced 

by using "tone control" methods, utilizing a ca-
pacitor in series with a variable resistor con-
nected across an audio impedance at some point 
in the speech amplifier. The best spot for the tone 
control is across the primary of the output trans-
former of the speech amplifier, as in Fig. 9-10B. 
The capacitor should have a reactance at 1000 
cycles about equal to the load resistance required 
by the amplifier tube or tubes, while the variable 
resistor in series may have a value equal to four 

or five times the load resistance. The control can 
be adjusted while listening to the amplifier, the 
object being to cut the high-frequency response 
without unduly sacrificing intelligibility. 

Restricting the frequency response not only 
puts more modulation power in the optimum fre-
quency band but also reduces hum, because the 
low-frequency response is reduced, and helps re-
duce the width of the channel occupied by the 
transmission, because of the reduction in the 
amplitude of the high audio frequencies. 

Volume Compression 

Although it is obviously desirable to modulate 
the transmitter as completely as possible, it is 

Fig. 9-10—A, use of a small coupling capacitor to re-

duce low-frequency response; B, tone-control circuits 
for reducing high-frequency response. Values for C 

and R are discussed in the text; 0.01 AC and 25,000 

ohms are typical. 
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difficult to maintain constant voice intensity when 
speaking into the microphone. To overcome this 
variable output level, it is possible to use auto-
matic gain control that follows the average (not 
instantaneous) variations in speech amplitude. 
This can be done by rectifying and filtering some 
of the audio output and applying the rectified 
and filtered d.c. to a control electrode in an 
early stage in the amplifier. 
A practical circuit for this purpose is shown 

in Fig. 9-11. 171, a medium-is triode, has its grid 
connected in parallel with the grid of the last 
speech amplifier tube ( the stage preceding the 
power stage) through the gain control Ri. The 
amplified output is coupled to a full-wave recti-
fier, V2. The rectified audio output develops a 
negative d.c. voltage across CiRa, which has a 
sufficiently long time constant to hold the voltage 
at a reasonably steady value between syllables 
and words. The negative d.c. voltage is applied as 
control bias to the suppressor grid of the first 
tube in the speech amplifier (this circuit requires a 
pentode first stage), effecting a reduction in gain. 
The gain reduction is substantially proportional 
to the average microphone output and thus tends 
to hold the amplifier output at a constant level. 

.1- (1)? 
GRID OF 
LAST 

SP AMP 

4250 IW 251( 

Fig. 9- 11—Speech-amplifier output compression cir-

cuit. 

6C5, 6CG7, 6J5, 12AU7, etc. 

V2-6H6, 6AL5, etc. 

L—Interstage audio, single plate to p.p. grids. 

An adjustable bias is applied to the cathodes of 
V2 to cut off the tube at low levels and thus 
prevent rectification until a desired output level 
is reached. R2 is the "threshold control" which 
sets this level. Rj, the gain control, determines 
the rate at which the gain is reduced with in-
creasing signal level. 
The hold-in time can be increased by increas-

ing the resistance of R3. C2 and 14 may not be 
necessary in all cases; their function is to prevent 
too-rapid gain reduction on a sudden voice peak. 
The "rise time" of this circuit can be increased 
by increasing C2 or R4, or both. 
The over-all gain of the system must be high 

enough so that full output can be secured at a 
moderately lo‘‘ voice level. 

Speech Clipping and Filtering 

In speech wave forms the average power con-
tent is considerably less than in a sine wave of 
the same peak amplitude. Since modulation per-

centage is based on peak values, the modulation 
or sideband power in a transmitter modulated 
100 per cent by an ordinary voice wave form will 
be considerably less than the sideband power in 
the same transmitter modulated 100 per cent by 
a sine wave. In other words, the modulation per-
centage with voice wave forms is determined by 
peaks having relatively low average power con-
tent. 

If the low-energy peaks are clipped off, the 
remaining wave form will have a considerably 
higher ratio of average power to peak amplitude. 
More sideband power will result, therefore, when 
such a clipped wave is used to modulate the 
transmitter 100 per cent. Although clipping dis-
torts the wave form and the result therefore does 
not sound exactly like the original, it is possible 
to secure a worth-while increase in modulation 
power without sacrificing intelligibility. Once 
the system is properly adjusted it will be impos-
sible to overmodulate the transmitter because the 
maximum output amplitude is fixed. 
By itself, clipping generates the same high-

order harmonics that overmodulation does, and 
therefore will cause splatter. To prevent this, 
the audio frequencies above those needed for 
intelligible speech must be filtered out, after clip-
ping and before modulation. The filter required 
for this purpose should have relatively little at-
tenuation at frequencies below about 2500 cycles, 
but high attenuation for all frequencies above 
3000 cycles. 

It is possible to use as much as 25 db. of clip-
ping before intelligibility suffers; that is, if the 
original peak amplitude is 10 volts, the signal can 
be clipped to such an extent that the resulting 
maximum amplitude is less than one volt. If the 
original 10-volt signal represented the amplitude 
that caused 100-per-cent modulation on peaks, 
the clipped and filtered signal can then be ampli-
fied up to the same 10-volt peak level for modu-
lating the transmitter. 
There is a loss in naturalness with "deep" clip-

ping, even though the voice is highly intelligible. 
With moderate clipping levels (6 to 12 db.) there 
is almost no change in "quality" but the voice 
power is increased considerably. 
Before drastic clipping can be used, the speech 

signal must be amplified several times more than 
is necessary for normal modulation. Also, the 
hum and noise must be much lower than the 
tolerable level in ordinary amplification, because 
the noise in the output of the amplifier increases 
in proportion to the gain. 
One type of clipper-filter system is shown in 

Fig. 9-12. The clipper is a peak-limiting rectifier 
of the same general type that is used in receiver 
noise limiters. It must clip both positive and 
negative peaks. The gain or clipping control sets 
the amplitude at which clipping starts. Follow-
ing the low-pass filter for eliminating the har-
monic distortion frequencies is a second gain 
control, the "level" or modulation control. This 
control is set initially so that the, amplitude-
limited output of the clipper-filter cannot cause 
more than 100 per cent modulation. 
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It should be noted that the peak amplitude of 
the audio wave form actually applied to the mod-
ulated stage in the transmitter is not necessarily 
held at the same relative level as the peak am-
plitude of the signal coming out of the clipper 
stage. When the clipped signal goes through the 
filter, the relative phases of the various fre-
quency components that pass through the filter 
are shifted, particularly those components near 
the cut-off frequency. This may cause the peak 
amplitude out of the filter to exceed the peak 
amplitude of the clipped signal applied to the 
filter input terminals. Similar phase shifts can 
occur in amplifiers following the filter, especially 
if these amplifiers, including the modulator, do 
not have good low-frequency response. With 
poor low- frequency response the more-or-less 
"square" waves resulting from clipping tend to 
be changed into triangular waves having higher 
peak amplitude. Best practice is to cut the low-
f requency response before clipping and to make 
all amplifiers following the clipper-filter as flat 
and distortion-free as possible. 
The best way to set the modulation control 

in such a system is to check the actual modula-
tion percentage with an oscilloscope connected 
as described in the section on modulation. With 
the gain control set to give a desired clipping 
level with normal voice intensity, the level con-
trol should be adjusted so that the maximum 
modulation does not exceed 100 per cent no mat-
ter how much sound is applied to the microphone. 
The practical clipper-filter circuit shown in 

Fig. 9-12 may be inserted between two speech-
amplifier stages ( but after the one having the 
gain control) where the level is normally a few 
volts. The cathode-coupled clipper circuit gives 
some over-all voltage gain in addition to perform-
ing the clipping function. The filter constants 
are such as to give a cut-off characteristic that 
combines reasonably good fidelity with adequate 
high-frequency suppression. 

High-Level Clipping and Filtering 

Clipping and filtering also can be done at high 
level — that is, at the point where the modulation 
is applied to the r.f. amplifier — insfead of in the 
lowlevel stages of the speech amplifier. In one 
rather simple but effective arrangement of this 
type the clipping takes place in the Class-B modu-
lator itself. This is accomplished by carefully ad-
justing the plate-to-plate load resistance for the 

Fig. 9-12—Practical speech clipper circuit 
with low-pass filter. Capacitances below 
0.001 uf. are in ui.d. Resistors are Y2 watt. 
L1-20 henrys, 900 ohms (Stancor C-1515). 
S1—D.p.d.t. toggle or rotary. 

modulator tubes so that they saturate or clip 
peaks at the amplitude level that represents 100 
per cent modulation. The load adjustment can be 
made by choice of output transformer ratio or by 
adjusting the plate-voltage/plate-current ratio of 
the modulated r.f. amplifier. It is best done by 
examining the output wave form with an oscillo-
scope. 
The filter for such a system consists of a choke 

coil and capacitors as shown in Fig. 9-13. The 
values of L and C should be chosen to form a 
low-pass filter section having a cut-off frequency 
of about 2500 cycles, using the modulating im-
pedance of the r.f. amplifier as the load resistance. 
For this cut-off frequency the formulas are 

63.6 — and C1 
7850 

where R is in ohms, L1 in henrys, and C1 and C2 
in microfarads. For example, with a plate-modu-
lated amplifier operating at 1500 volts and 200 
ma. ( modulating impedance 7500 ohms) L1 
would be 7500/7850 = 0.96 henry and C1 or 
C2 would be 63.6/7500 = 0.0085 µf. Bypass ca-
pacitors in the plate circuit of the r.f. amplifier 
should be included in C2. Voltage ratings for C1 
and C2 when connected as shown must be the 
same as for the plate blocking capacitor — i.e., at 
least twice the d.c. voltage applied to the plate of 
the modulated amplifier. L and C values can vary 
10 per cent or so without seriously affecting the 
operation of the filter. 

Besides simplicity, the high-level system has 
the advantage that high-frequency components 

To 
Plate of 
Modulated 
Amplifie  

2 

Fig. 9- 13— Splatter- suppression filter for use at high 

level, shown here connected between a Class B mod-

ulator and plate- modulated r.f. amplifier. Values for 

CI and C.2. are determined as described in the text. 
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of the audio signal fed to the modulator grids, 
whether present legitimately or as a result of 
amplitude distortion in lower-level stages, are 
suppressed along with the distortion components 
that arise in clipping. Also, the undesirable effects 
of poor low-frequency response following clip-
ping and filtering, mentioned in the preceding 

A LOW-POWER 

A modulator suitable for plate modulation of 
low-power transmitters or for screen or control-
grid modulation of high-power amplifiers is pic-
tured in Figs. 9-14 and 9-16. As shown in Fig. 
9-15, it uses a pair of Class A1 6AQ5's in push-
pull in the output stage. These are driven by a 
6C4 phase inverter. A two-stage preamplifier us-
ing a 12AX7 brings the output voltage of a 
crystal or ceramic microphone up to the proper 
level for the 6C4 grid. A power supply is in-
cluded on the same chassis. 
The undistorted audio output of the amplifier 

is 7-8 watts. This is sufficient for modulating the 
plate of an r.f. amplifier running 10 to 15 watts 
input, or for modulating the control grids or 
screens of r.f. amplifiers using tubes having 
plate-dissipation ratings up to 250 watts. When 
screen modulation is used the screen power for 
the modulated amplifier ( up to 250 volts) can be 
taken from the modulator power supply. The 
wiring shown in Fig. 9-15 provides for this, 
through an adjustable tap on the 25,000-ohm 
bleeder resistor, R5, in the power supply. If a 
separate screen supply is used, or if the modu-
lator is used for grid-bias or plate modulation of 
an r.f. amplifier, the d.c. circuit should be opened 
at point "X" in Fig. 9-15. 
The amplifier uses resistance coupling up to 

the output-stage grids. The first section, VIA, of 
the 12AX7 has "contact-potential" bias. The gain 
control, RI, is in the grid circuit of the second 
section, Via, of the 12AX7. Negative feedback 
from the secondary of the output transformer, 
T1, is introduced at the cathode of this tube sec-
tion. The feedback voltage is dependent on the 

Fig. 9- 14—Speech amplifier and low-power modulator 

suitable for screen or control-grid modulation of 

high-power amplifiers, or for plate modulation of 

an r.f. stage with up to 15 watts plate input. It is 

assembled on u 7 X 9 X 2-inch steel chassis, with 

the power supply occupying the left-hand section and 

the audio circuits the right. The 12AX7 preamplifier 
Is at the lower right-hand corner, the 6C4 phase 

inverter is to its left, and the 6AQ5 power amplifiers 

are behind the two. Controls along the chassis edge 

are, left to right, the power switch, send-receive 

switch, gain control, and microphone jack. 

section, are avoided. Phase shifts can still occur 
in the high-level filter, however, so adjustments 
preferably should be made by using an oscillo-
scope to check the actual modulation percentage 
under all conditions of speech intensity. ( For 
further discussion see Bruene, "High-Level Clip-
ping and Filtering," QST, November, 1951.) 

MODULATOR 
ratio of R2 to R3, approximately, and with the 
constants given is sufficient to result in a con-
siderable reduction in distortion along with im-
proved regulation of the audio output voltage. 
The latter is important when the unit is used for 
modulating a screen or control grid, as described 
in the chapter on amplitude modulation. 
The phase inverter is of the split-load type 

described earlier in this chapter. It drives the 
push-pull 6AQ5's in the power amplifier. The 
output transformer used in the power stage is a 
multitap modulation transformer suitable for 
any of the types of modulation mentioned above. 

Capacitor Ci across the secondary of the out-
put transformer, T1, is used to reduce the high-
f requency response of the amplifier. Without it, 
self-oscillation is likely to occur at a high audio 
frequency (usually above audibility) because 
phase shift in the output transformer at the end 
of its useful frequency range causes the feedback 
to become positive. 
The power supply uses a replacement-type 

transformer and choke with a capacitor-input 
filter. Voltage under the modulator and speech-
amplifier load is 250. The decoupling resistance-
capacitance networks in the plate circuits of Vie 
and ViB contribute additional smoothing of the 
d.c. for these low-level stages. 
The unit includes provision for send-receive 

switching, S1 being used for that purpose. Sue 
can be used to control the r.f. section — for ex-
ample, by being connected in parallel with the 
key used for c.w. operation. Simultaneously Su 
short-circuits the secondary of T1 so the trans-
former will not be damaged by being left without 
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PHASE INV 

Fig. 9- 15—Circuit of the speech amplifier and modulator. All capacitances are in 
µf.; capacitors with polarities marked are electrolytic, others are ceramic. Resistors 

are 1/2 watt except as noted below. Voltages measured to chassis with v.t. voltmeter. 

J1—Microphone connector (Amphenol 75-PC1M). 

1,-10 henrys, 90 ma. (Triad C-7X). 

Si—D.p.d.t. toggle. 

S2—S.p.s.t. toggle. 
Ts—Modulation transformer, tapped secondary, pri-

mary 10,000 ohms plate to plate (Thordar-

load. If SDI is connected across the transmitter 
.key, S1 also can be used as a phone-c.w. switch, 
being left in the "R" position for c.w. operation. 
The terminals marked "B Switch" should be 

short circuited ( indicated by the dashed line) if 
S1 is used as a send-receive switch. If a switch 
on the transmitter is used for send-receive, these 
terminals may be used for turning the plate volt-
age in the modulator on and off through an extra 
pair of contacts on the transmitter send-receive 

MODULATOR 

son 21M68). 

12 — Power transformer, 525 v.c.t., 90 ma.; 6.3 v., 5 

amp.; 5 v., 2 amp. (Triad R- 10A). 
R2-1500 ohms, 1/2 watt. 

Ri—App. 200 ohms, 2 watts (two 390-ohm 1-watt re-

sistors in parallel). 

switch. In that case S1 should be left in the 
"send" position for phone operation. 

The proper secondary taps to use on T1 will 
depend on the impedance of the load to which 
the amplifier is connected. Methods for deter-
mining the modulating impedance with various 
types of modulation are given in the section on 
amplitude modulation, together with information 
on connecting the modulator to the r.f. stage. 

Fig. 9-16—Below-chassis 

view of the modulator. 

The rectifier tube socket 

and electrolytic filter ca-

pacitors ara at the right 

in this view. The 12AX7 

socket is at the lower left. 

Bleeder resistor R5 is at 

the upper left, near the 

6-terminal connection strip 

on the rear edge of the 

chassis. Placement of com-

ponents is not critical, but 

the leads in the first two 

stages should be kept 

short and close to the 

chassis to minimize hum 

troubles. 
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, A 25-WATT MODULATOR USING PUSH-PULL 6606GTs 

The speech amplifier-modulator shown in Figs. 
9-17 to 9-19, inclusive, can be used for plate 
modulation of low-power transmitters running 
25 to 50 watts input to the final stage. The circuit 
as shown is capable of an audio output of 25 
watts, but this can be increased to 30 watts by a 
simple modification. The 6BQ6s in the output 
stage are operated in Class A131. Inexpensive 
receiver-type replacement components are used 
throughout, except for the modulation trans-
former. 

Circuit 

The speech amplifier uses a pentode first stage 
resistance-coupled to a triode second stage. This 
combination gives sufficient gain for a crystal 
microphone. The pentode and triode are the two 
sections of a dual tube, the 6AN8. Transformer 
coupling is used between the triode and the mod-
ulator tubes, in order to get push-pull voltage 
for the 6BQ6GT grids. Cathode bias is used on 
the final stage. 
The coupling capacitance between the first and 

second stages is purposely made small to reduce 
the low-frequency response, and the primary of 
the output transformer is shunted by C2 to re-
duce the amplification at the high-frequency end. 
C1, on the first stage, also tends to reduce high-
f requency response in addition to bypassing any 
r.f. that might be picked up on the microphone 
cord. These measures confine the frequency re-
sponse to the most useful portion of the voice 
range. 
S2 is the "send-receive" switch. One section 

opens the power transformer center tap, thus 
cutting off the plate voltage during receiving 
periods. The other section can be connected to 
the key terminals on the transmitter, as indicated 
in the circuit diagram, to turn the transmitter 
on and off along with the modulator. If the 
transmitter is one in which the oscillator is not 
keyed, S2B may be used to control the trans-

Fig. 9-17—A modulator for transmitters 

operating at plate inputs up to 50 

watts. The speech amplifier and mod-

ulator are at the left in this view; 

power supply components are at the 

right. The chassis is 7 X 11 X 2 

inches. 

mitter plate voltage, usually by being connected 
in the 115-volt circuit to the plate-supply trans-
former. 
The "phone-c.w." switch, S3, short-circuits the 

secondary of the modulation transformer, T3, 
when the transmitter is to be keyed, and also 
opens the center-tap of T1 so plate voltage can-
not be applied to the modulator. 
The power supply uses a receiver replacement-

type transformer with a capacitor-input filter. 
Additional filtering for the speech-amplifier 
stages is provided by the 10-µf. capacitors and 
the series resistors in the plate circuits. Hum is 
also reduced by the VR-150 used to regulate the 
modulator screen voltage. Note that the regula-
tor tube is connected between the screens and 
cathodes so that the actual screen voltage is 150 
and is not reduced by the drop in the cathode 
bias resistor. Maintaining full screen voltage is 
important if the rated output is to be secured. 

Operating 

The 6BQ6GT amplifier requires a plate-to-
plate load of 4000 ohms, and the output trans-
former ratio must be chosen to reflect this load 
to the plates (see later section on matching a 
modulator to its load). For most small trans-
mitters running 30 to 50 watts input to the final 
stage a 1-to-1 transformer ratio will be satisfac-
tory, since the modulating impedance of such 
transmitters usually is in the neighborhood of 
4000 ohms. The secondary of T3 is connected in 
series with the d.c. lead to the plate ( and screen, 
if a screen-grid tube) of the Class C amplifier to 
be modulated. For further details, see the chapter 
on amplitude modulation. 
For checking the modulator operation a milli-

ammeter (0-200 range satisfactory) may be 
connected in the lead to the center-tap of the 
primary of T3. Without voice input to the micro-
phone the plate current should be approximately 
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MODULATOR 

SPEECH AMPLIFIER 

POWER SUPPLY 

6AN8 68063 

4(,5  1 2( 7' 

L/-8 henrys, 150 ma. 

SI—S.p.s.t. toggle. 

S:—D.p.d.t. toggle. 

Sa-2-pole 2-position rotary (Centrolab PA-2003). 

50 ma. When modulating the transmitter, the 
current should "kick" to 60 or 70 ma.; this will 
usually represent 100 per cent modulation. If the 
amplifier can be tested with a single-tone signal 
replacing the microphone, the plate current will 
be about 165 ma. at full output. 
The audio power output can be increased to 

about 30 watts, sufficient for modulating an 807 

TO 
CLASS C 
AMR 

ri
:
C774"(EY s2VJACK ON TRANS. 

o 

Fig. 9- 18—Circuit diagram of the 25-watt modulator. 

Capacitances below 0.001 µf. are in µµ1. Capacitors up 

to 0.01 µf. are ceramic. Resistors are Y2 watt unless 
otherwise specified. 

1,—Power transformer, 650 volts c.t., 150 ma. 5 volts 

3 amp.; 6.3 volts, 5 amp. 

T2—Interstage audio, single plate to p.p. grids, pri, 

to total sec. ratio 1 to 3. 

Ts—Modulation transformer, multimatch type (UTC S-19). 

at its full phone rating, if the 6BQ6GT cathodes 
are grounded and bias of about 30 volts from a 
fixed source such as a small battery is applied to 
the grids. The battery may be substituted for the 
cathode resistor if the ground connection is 
moved from the center tap of the secondary of 
T2 to the cathodes of the 6BQ6GTs. 
(From QST, December, 1955.) 

1 1 e Fig. 9- 19— Under-

chassis view of the 

68Q6GT modulator. 

The two large ca-

pacitors at the right 

are the filter capaci-

tors in the power 

supply. The modula-

tor bias resistor and 

bypass capacitor 

(it/Cs) are at lower 

left. Leads from the 

modulation trans-

former go through 

the three holes in 

the chassis. Shielded 

wire is used for 

heater, microphone 

input, and gain. 

control leads. 
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A 50-WATT CLASS AB, MODULATOR 

Four type 1625 tubes were used in the output 
stage of the modulator shown in Figs. 9-20 and 
9-22 for several good reasons. These tubes, 12-
volt heater versions of the popular 807, are 
widely available on the surplus market at attrac-
tive prices. With the economical power supply 
shown here, four 1625s will deliver up to 50 
watts of audio, sufficient to modulate a 100-watt 
transmitter. At higher plate voltages, four 1625s 
in Class ABI will furnish up to 140 watts ( at 750 
plate volts), sufficient to modulate a 280-watt 
transmitter. 
Referring to the circuit diagram, the speech 

amplifier consists of a 6AV6 triode and the two 
triodes of a 6CG7. Transformer coupling be-
tween V1B and the modulator tubes gives ade-
quate signal for the 1625s at any rated plate volt-
age. A built-in bias supply, using a voltage-
tripling circuit and selenium rectifiers CR1, CR2 
and CR3, furnishes operating bias that can be set 
to the proper value by R2. During standby condi-
tions, the modulator is turned off by opening the 
circuit at h or by adding additional bias through 

J4. Since. connecting four tetrodes in push-pull 
parallel can often yield parasitic oscillations, re-
sistors are connected in both control and screen 
grid circuits of the modulator tubes. With these 
resistors present, there should be no instabilities 
of any kind. The low- and high- frequency re-
sponses are restricted to good communications 
levels by proper proportioning of the coupling 
capacitors and the shunt capacitors. The 0.004-ed. 
capacitor across the secondary of T2 will have a 
greater effect on restricting high-frequency re-
sponse if a high-voltage low-current amplifier is 
being modulated than if a low-voltage high-
current r.f. stage is used. The 0.004-pf, value was 
selected for use with a 400-volt 200-ma. amplifier. 
Provision for connecting an external modula-

tion monitor ( see Chapter 10) is included, as 
well as a power outlet, .15, for the monitor or 
other auxiliary equipment. 

Construction 

The modulator is built on a 17 X 10 X 3-inch 
steel chassis, although an aluminum chassis would 

Fig. 9-20—A 50-watt modulator, using four 1625-type tubes in Class AB,. With higher plate voltage and a 

larger modulation transformer, the tubes can deliver up to 140 watts of audio power. 
Speech amplifier tubes and coupling transformer are at the right, in front of the four 1625s. The two 

voltage-regulator tubes in the center, in front of the modulation transformer, stabilize the screen voltage 

on the 1625s. 
Power- supply filter choke is at the upper left-hand corner, and the small choke to the immediate right 

is connected in the screen circuit if a screen-grid r.f. amplifier is used. If desired, a cane-metal housing can 
be used over the modulator, but the use of high-voltage wire and insulated plate caps practically eliminates 

the danger of electrical shock when the unit is in its normal position. 
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SPEECH AMPLIFIER DRIVER 
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Fig. 9-21 — Circuit diagram of 
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EXT. 
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the 50-watt modulator. Unless specified otherwise, capacitances are in lg., re-

sistances are in ohms, resistors are 1/2 watt. 

C.-0.004 Af., but subject to modification. See text. 

CR., CR,, CR,-20-ma. 130-v. selenium rectifier. 

E,, E2, E2—Nylon tip jacks (Johnson 105-601, 105-602 

105-603). 

12- 6.3-volt pilot lamp. 

1,—Microphone connector (Amphenol 75-PC1M). 

12-4-prong tube socket. 

.14- 2- pin chassis-mounting a.c. receptacle (Am-

phenol 61-F1). 
J.—Phono jack. 

Li—Screen choke, used when modulating tetrode am-

plifier. 

probably be almost as strong and would be 
definitely easier to drill and punch. The com-
ponents were arranged to keep a.c. leads a rea-
sonable distance away from the speech-amplifier 
circuits, and the heater leads to the 6AV6 and 
6CG7 were run in shielded wire. These shielded 
leads, and the shielded leads carrying 115 v. a. c., 
were run along the folded corners of the chassis. 
Another precaution in wiring the modulator is to 
keep the leads to and from T2 away from the 
speech-amplifier portion of the modulator, to 
reduce the chances for feedback and consequent 
audio oscillation. The leads to and from T2 

should be made with well-insulated wire, and 
wherever they pass through the chassis rubber 
grommets should be used. 
The connections to T2 will depend upon the 

voltage-to-current ratio of the d.c. input to the 

14- 8.5- henry 200-ma, filter choke (Knight 61 G 409 

or equiv.). 

P,—A.c. line plug. 

R.—Volume control, audio taper. 

R2-2-watt wire-wound control, linear taper. 

SI—S.p.s.t. toggle switch. 

T2-1:3 ratio interstage transformer (Triad A-31X). 

T2-60-watt modulation transformer (Stancor A-3893). 

T3-400-0-400 v, at 200 ma., 5 v. at 3 a., 6.3 v. at 

5 a (Knight 61 G 414 or equiv.). 

T4-1 2.6 v. at 2 a. (Knight 61 G 420 or equiv.). 

modulated stage. With the power supply shown, 
the modulator is well suited to work with the 
75-watt 6DQ5 transmitter and the 90-watt all-
purpose amplifier described in Chapter Six. The 
proper load for the four 1625s, with 450 volts 
on the plates, is 3800 ohms, rising to 6000 ohms 
with 750 volts on the plates. An instruction sheet 
is furnished with the transformer ; to determine 
the transformer taps to be used, first measure the 
plate voltage and current of the modulated stage. 
Divide the voltage by the current in amperes, to 
determine the secondary load, and from the in-
struction sheet select the connections that come 
closest to matching the secondary load to 3800 
ohms. Although it is not likely that an exact 
match will be possible, it is of little or no con-
sequence. The ratio of the impedance is the im-
portant consideration. 
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Operation 

When the modulator is completed, connect a 
key or other external switch temporarily at /3, 
and short-circuit 14. Plug Pi into an a.c. outlet, 
plug in the 5U4-GB and the OD3s, and turn on 
Si. The filament of the 5U4-GB should glow. 
Close the key or switch at 13; the OD3s should 
light. Open the external switch and plug in the 
speech amplifier tubes. After allowing time for 
the 6AV6 and 6CG7 to warm up, as indicated 
by the heater glow, turn on the external switch 
and turn off Si. Allow a half minute for the filter 
capacitors to be discharged by the speech ampli-
fier tubes, and then check with a voltmeter that 
no charge is left in the filter. Open the external 
switch, plug in the 1625s, and close Si. After the 
heaters warm up, set the arm of R2 to give a 
voltage of —32 between arm and chassis. Con-
nect the transmitter or a dummy load to the 
modulator output ( never operate the modulator 
without a load; the modulation transformer in-
sulation may break down). Set the volume con-
trol at minimum (arm of Ri at chassis end) and 
close /3. With a microphone connected at 
speaking into the mike and slowly opening Ri 
should deliver audio output from the modulator. 

To obtain more power from the four 1625s, it 
is necessary to use a higher-powered modulation 
transformer at T2 and to raise the plate voltage 
and grid bias. At 750 volts on the plates, the bias 
should be — 35 volts. 
The modulator should be turned on and off 

with the transmitter, so that a load is always 
furnished for the transformer. The modulator 
can be placed on standby by opening the circuit 
at /3, or by adding additional negative voltage 
at 14, depending upon the basic station control 
circuitry. 

If a number of 1625s are available, it is de-
sirable to select four that have substantially the 
same plate current ( 28 Ma.) for the —32 volts 
bias. The plate currents of the individual tubes 
can be measured between insulating plate cap 
and the tube plate cap, connecting the termi-
nal of the milliammeter to the transformer lead. 
Turn off the equipment between measurements 
to avoid the possibility of a dangerous electrical 
shock. 
As with any modulator using an output trans-

former, the secondary winding should be short-
circuited ( or the modulator disconnected) when 
the r.f. amplifier is used for c.w. or as a linear 
amplifier. 

MIL I 1 

Fig. 9-22—Under the chassis of the 50-watt modulator. Three selenium rectifiers in the bias supply are mount-

ed on the left-hand wall of the chassis. Associated components are grouped around the speech-amplifier 

sockets (upper right). 
Components mounted on the rear apron of the chassis, from left to right, are bias potentiometer, audio 

power socket J, external bias connection .14, external switch connection Ja, modulation monitor terminals El, 

E, and E, and the accessory socket Ja. 
Shielded wire is used on 60-cycle a.c. leads in the power transformer primaries and secondaries to reduce 

the possibility of hum pick-up in the speech amplifier section. 
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A 6146 MODULATOR AND SPEECH AMPLIFIER 
The modulator shown in Figs. 9-23 to 9-25, 

inclusive, uses a pair of 6146s in ABi, and is 
complete with power and bias supplies on a 
10 X 17 X 3-inch chassis. The modulator also is 
equipped with an audio take-off for scope 
monitoring. 
The audio power that can be obtained (based 

on measurements) is as follows: 

Nominal 
Plate Voltage 

500 volts 
600 volts 
750 volts 

Power Output 

75 watts 
95 watts 

120 watts 

Plate-to-Plate 
Load Resistance 

4200 ohms 
5200 ohms 
6700 ohms 

Suitable sets of components for all three of the 
voltages listed above are readily available, so the 
power level can be selected to suit the Class C 
amplifier to be modulated. The modulator shown 
in the photographs is set up for 750-volt opera-
tion, but aside from the power and modulation 
transformers all components are the same re-
gardless of the voltage level. 

Audio Circuits 

As shown in the circuit diagram, Fig. 9-24, 
the audio system consists of a 12AX7 preampli-
fier with the two tube sections in cascade, fol-
lowed by a 6C4 voltage amplifier which is trans-
former-coupled to the grids of the Class ABI 
modulator tubes. The combination provides am-
ple gain for a communications-type crystal, 
ceramic, or dynamic microphone. 
The first stage of the amplifier is "contact-

potential" biased, and is resistance-coupled to 
the second stage. The gain control, R1, is in the 
grid circuit of the second stage. Decoupling 
resistors and capacitors are included in the plate-
supply circuits of these two stages; these de-
coupling circuits also provide additional plate-
supply hum filtering for the two low-level stages. 
The secondary of T1, the transformer coupling 

the third speech stage to the modulator grids, is 
shunted by a 470- if. capacitor to reduce high-

Fig. 9-23—Class-AB, modulator us-

ing 6146s, complete with speech 

amplifier and power supply. The 

relay-rack panel is 10 1/2 -inches 

high. Plate- and filament-supply 

primary switches, each with its own 

pilot lamp, are near the lower edge 

of the panel. The gain control is at 

lower center. Along the front of 

the chassis, just behind the panel, 

are the plate power transformer, 

filter choke, and modulation trans-

former, going from left to right. The 

tubes et the left are the 816 rectifiers, 

with the 6146s at the right. Along the 

rear edge are the two voltage. 

regulator tubes, the 12AX7 and 6C4 

speech amplifier tubes, and the inter. 

stage audio transformer, Ti. 

frequency response. The optimum value of ca-
pacitance will depend on the particular type of 
audio transformer selected, as well as on the 
high-frequency characteristics of the micro-
phone employed. Different values should be tried, 
to reduce the high-frequency response as much as 
possible, consistent with intelligibility. 
The modulation transformer is of the multi-

match type, and the taps should be selected to 
reflect the proper plate-to-plate load impedance, 
as given earlier, for the desired power output. 
The impedance ratio, secondary to primary, will 
depend on the modulating impedance of the mod-
ulated r.f. amplifier, as described earlier in this 
chapter. The secondary of the modulation trans-
former is shunted by C1 to reduce output at the 
higher audio frequencies, particularly for attenu-
ating high-frequency harmonics that might be 
generated in the modulator at high output levels. 
The value suggested ( 0.005 pf.) is an average 
figure and should be modified according to the 
modulating impedance of the Class-C stage as 
discussed earlier in this chapter. 

Power Supply 

Plate power for all tubes in the unit is supplied 
by a single power transformer. Mercury-vapor 
rectifiers are used because good voltage regula-
tion is desirable. The filter is a single section 
with choke input and a large ( over 25 pf.) out-
put capacitance. The filter capacitor consists of 
three 80-pf. 450-volt electrolytic capacitors in 
series for 750-volt d.c. output. If the output volt-
age is 600 or less only two capacitors in series 
will be needed. These capacitors are shunted by 
0.1-megohm resistors to help equalize the d.c. 
voltages across them. 
The 200-volt ( approximately) supply for the 

6146 screens and the plates of the speech-ampli-
fier tubes is taken from the main supply through 
a dropping resistor, and is regulated by two OB2 
voltage-regulator tubes in series. A 20-pf, ca-
pacitor is connected across the VR tubes to im-
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Fig. 9-24—Circuit diagram of the 6146 modulator and 

otherwise; capacitors marked with polarity are electrol 
Resistances are in ohms; resistors 

C,—See text. 
CR,—Selenium rectifier, 20 ma. or higher, 130 volts. 

I,- 6.3-volt pilot lamp. 

I2—Neon lamp, NE-51. 
.1,—Microphone connector (Amphenol 75-PC1M). 

.12—Phono jack. 

.13, .I.- 115-volt chassis-mounting plug (Amphenol 61-

MI). 

K,—Antenna changeover relay, 115-volt coil (Advance 

AH/2C/115VA; type AM also suitable). 

Li— Filter choke, 10 henrys, 300 ma. (Triad C- 19A). 

121-0.5-megohm control, audio taper. 

R3-50,000-ohm wire-wound control, 4 watts. 

R3- 15,000 -ohm adjustable, 50 watts.. 

S2—S.p.s.t. toggle. 

S2-5.p.i.t. mounted on RI. 

prove the dynamic regulation in the 6146 screen 
circuit, since the peak instantaneous screen cur-
rent exceeds the regulating capacity ( 30 ma.) of 
the VR tubes when the modulator is driven to 
maximum output. 

Fixed bias for the 6146 grids is taken from a 
built-in bias supply using a TV "booster" trans-
former with a selenium rectifier. This bias is 
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052 

power supply. Capacitances are in ¡if. unless indicated 
ytic, others may be paper or ceramic as convenient. 

are 1/2 watt except as indicated. 

TI—Interstage audio, single plate to p.p. grids, 3-to-1 

secondary-to- primary ratio (Stancor A-63-C). 

T2—Multimotch modulation transformer, 125 watts 

(Triad M- 12A1). 

T3— Filament transformer, 6.3 volts at 4 amp. (Triad 

F-53 X). 

T4—Power transformer, 117 volts at 20 ma.; 6.3-volt 

winding unused (Thordarson 26R32). 

71—Plate transformer. For 500 volts d.c.: 1235 volts 

c.f., 310 ma. (Triad P-7A); for 600 volts d.c.: 

1455 volts c.t., 310 ma (Triad P-1 IA). Trans-

former shown is for either 600 or 750 volts 

d.c. output at 310 ma.; sec. voltage 1780 c.t. 

for 750 volts (Triad P- 14A). 

To—Filament transformer, 5 volts at 3 amp., 2500-volt 

insulation (Stancor P-4088). 

adjustable by means of R2. The bias supply and 
filament transformer are on the same a.c. circuit 
so that bias is applied to the modulator grids 
whenever the tube heaters are energized. 

Control and Auxiliary Circuits 

The modulator includes an oscilloscope take-
off circuit consisting of the 0.05-µf, capacitor and 
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Fig. 9-25—Below-chassis view of the 6146 modulator. The 816 sockets and filament transformer (T,) are at 

the lower left. The chassis wall at the bottom has on it, left to right, the 115-volt a.c, plugs, fuse holders, 

bias control (R,), microphone input connector (Jib scope take-off connector (.1,) and a three- terminal strip 

(Millen 37303) for audio output and positive high voltage connections. The high-voltage filter capacitor 

bank is in the center, mounted on a plate of plastic insulation which is supported away from the chassis 

on small pillars. The 6.3-volt transformer (7.) is to the right of the capacitors. The antenna changeover relay 

used for shorting the modulation-transformer secondary is on the right-hand chassis wall. 

three 1-megohm resistors in series. This can be 
used for horizontal deflection of a cr. tube to 
give the trapezoidal modulation pattern ( see 
chapter on amplitude modulation). Usually, it 
will be necessary to use an external control for 
adjusting the amplitude of the sweep voltage so 
obtained. If desired, a 1-megohm control can be 
substituted for the fixed resistor at the bottom 
of the string, thus avoiding the necessity for an 
external control. 
The normally closed contacts of an antenna-

type relay, K1, are used to short-circuit the sec-
ondary of the modulation transformer when the 
transmitter is to be used for c.w. work. The 
switch, .53, that controls the relay is mounted on 
the gain control, R1, so that when the gain is 
turned all the way off, thus opening the switch, 
the relay contacts close. This insures that the 
modulator is inoperative and cannot be driven 
by accidental voice input ( which would result in 
excessive plate current) when the transformer 
secondary is short-circuited. 

Separate a.c. inputs are provided for the fila-
ment-bias and plate power circuits. The plate 
supply can thus be controlled by an external 
switch without disturbing the operation of the 
filament circuits or requiring a modification of 
the 115-volt wiring. 
Terminals are provided for taking out high-

voltage d.c. for an external unit. The power-
supply equipment has more capacity than is 
needed by the modulator unit itself ( the rating 

for amateur-type service is somewhat over 300 
ma.) and may in some cases be sufficient for op-
eration of the modulated r.f. amplifier as well. 
At least 200 ma. should be available for this pur-
pose, since the average plate-supply current in 
the modulator unit alone is less than 100 ma., in-
cluding the speech-amplifier and VR-tube drain. 

Operating Data 

The dropping resistor in the screen-supply cir-
cuit should be adjusted so that the current 
through OB2s is 30 ma. with the bias on the 
6146 grids adjusted so that the no-signal plate 
current is approximately 50 ma. The current 
through the VR tubes may be measured by open-
ing the lead to the upper OB2 at pin 5 and insert-
ing a milliammeter of appropriate range. 

If a sine-wave signal is used for testing the 
modulator, full output should be secured with 
a modulator plate current of approximately 240 
ma. This value will be the same for all plate 
voltages, provided the screen voltage is main-
tained at approximately 200 volts and the values 
of plate-to-plate load resistance as specified 
earlier are used. With voice input the plate cur-
rent will kick up to about 100 ma. on peaks, de-
pending on the characteristics of the speaker's 
voice and those of the microphone used. This 
peak value should be determined, under actual 
operating conditions with an oscilloscope, after 
which the plate milliammeter can be used as a 
modulation indicator. 
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CLASS B MODULATOR WITH FILTER 

Representative Class B modulator construc-
tion is illustrated by the unit shown in Figs. 9-26 
and 9-28. This modulator includes a splatter 

Fig. 9-26—A typical Class 11 modulator arrangement. 

This unit uses a pair of 811As, capable of an audio 

power output of 340 watts, and includes a splatter 

filter. The modulation transformer is at the left and 

the splatter choke at the right. All high-voltage ter-

minals are covered so they cannot be touched 

accidentally. 

filter, CiC2L1 in the circuit diagram, Fig. 9-27, 
and also has provision for short-circuiting the 
modulation transformer secondary when c.w. is 
to be used. 
The audio input transformer is not built into 

811A 

I. 

INPUT 

115 V. 

TO PLATE 
OF S.F. AMR 

H.V. 

115 v. FROM 
orATROL um, 

115 v TO MOO. 
PLATE SUPPLY 

Fig. 9-27—Circuit diagram of the Class B modulator. 

C1, C2, 1,—See text. (Li is Chicago Transformer type 

SR-300). 

Ki—D.p.d.t. relay, high-voltage insulation (Advance 

type 400). 

M-0-500 d.c. milliammeter, bakelite case. 
Ti—Variable-ratio modulation transformer (Chicago 

Transformer type CMS- 1). 

T2—Filament transformer, 6.3 v., 8 amp. 

I,-6.3-volt pilot light. 

)(2, X2—Chassis-type 115-volt plugs, male. 

X2—Chassis-typ'e 115-volt receptacle, female. 

SI—S.p.s.t. toggle. 
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this unit, it being assumed that this transformer 
will be included in the driver assembly as is cus-
tomary. If the modulator and speech amplifier-
driver are mounted in the same rack or cabinet, 
the length of leads from the driver to the modu-
lator grids presents no problem. The bias re-
quired by the modulator tubes at their higher 
plate-voltage ratings should be fed through the 
center tap on the secondary of the 'driver trans-
former. At a plate voltage of 1250 or less no bias 
is needed and the center-tap connection on the 
transformer can be grounded. 
The values of C1, C2 and L1 depend on the 

modulating impedance of the Class C r.f. ampli-
fier. They can be determined from the formulas 
given in this chapter in the section on high-level 
clipping and filtering. The splatter filter will be 
effective regardless of whether the modulator 
operating conditions are chosen to give high-level 
clipping, but it is worth while to design the sys-
tem for clipping at 100 per cent modulation if 
the tube curves are available for that purpose. 
The voltage ratings for C1 and C2 should at 
least equal the d.c. voltage applied to the modu-
lated r.f. amplifier. 
A relay with high-voltage insulation is used 

to short-circuit the secondary of T1 when the 

Fig. 9-28—The relay and filament transformer are 

mounted below the chassis. C,, C, and t< are mounted 

on small stand-off insulators. 

relay coil is not energized. A normally closed 
contact is used for this purpose. The other arm 
is used to close the primary circuit of the modu-
lator plate supply when the relay is energized. 
Shorting the transformer secondary is necessary 
when the r.f, amplifier is keyed, to prevent an 
inductive discharge from the transformer wind-
ing that would put "tails" on the keyed charac-
ters and, with cathode keying of the amplifier, 
would cause excessive sparking at the key con-
tacts. The control circuit should be arranged in 
such a way that K1 is not energized during c.w. 
operation but is energized by the send-receive 
switch during phone operation. 

Careful attention should be paid to insulation 
since the instantaneous voltages in the secondary 
circuit of the transformer will be at least twice 
the d.c. voltage on the r.f. amplifier. If a "hi-fi" 
amplifier of 10 watts or more output is avail-
able, it can be used as the driver for the 811As 
by coupling as shown in Fig. 9-29. 
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Fig. 9-29—A "hi-fi" audio amplifier will drive a 

Class-B modulator; a suitable coupling transformer 

is required. The connections shown here are for a 

pair of 811As. The amplifier should have an output 

rating of at least 10 watts. 

Ti-10-watt line-to-voice-coil transformer (Stancor 

A-8104). 

CHECKING AMPLIFIER OPERATION 

An adequate job of checking speech equipment 
can be done with equipment that is neither 
elaborate nor expensive. A typical setup is shown 
in Fig. 9-30. The construction of a simple audio 
oscillator is described in the chapter on measure-
ments. The audio-frequency voltmeter can be 
either a vacuum-tube voltmeter or a multirange 
volt-ohm-milliammeter that has a rectifier-type 
a.c. range. The headset is included for aural 
checking of the amplifier performance. 
An audio oscillator usually will have an out-

put control, but if the maximum output voltage 
is in excess of a volt or so the output setting may 
be rather critical when a high-gain speech ampli-
fier is being tested. In such cases an attenuator 
such as is shown in Fig. 9-30 is a convenience. 

ATTENUATOR 
r-

Fig. 9-30—Simple oscillator-attenuator test setup for 

checking a speech amplifier. It is not necessary that 

the frequency range of the audio oscillator be con-

tinuously variable; one or more " spot frequencies" 

will be satisfactory. Suitable resistor values are: R1 

and 81, 10,000 ohms; fe, and 114, 1000 ohms. 

Each of the two voltage dividers reduces the 
voltage by a factor of roughly 10 to 1, so that the 
over-all attenuation is about 100 to 1. The rela-
tively low value of resistance, R4, connected 
across the input terminals also will minimize 
stray hum pickup on the connecting leads. 
The output of a power amplifier such as a 

modulator or driver for a Class B stage may be 
checked by using a resistance load of the rated 
value for the amplifier. A useful circuit arrange-
ment is shown in Fig. 9-31. The load resistance, 
R1, may be a single adjustable unit of appropri-
ate power rating or may be made up of several 
resistors in series or parallel to give the required 
resistance. If measurement of the resistance is 
necessary an ohmmeter will be sufficiently accu-
rate. In the case of a multimatch output trans-
former the taps should be those that will actually 
be used with the Class C amplifier with which 
the modulator is intended to work. R1 then 
should have a value equal to the modulating im-
pedance of the r.f. amplifier. 

POWER AMPLIFIER 

•=. 

Fig. 9-31—Circuit for measuring power and making 

qualitative checks of the amplifier output. Values to 

be used for R, and R2 are discussed in the text. The 

secondary winding of the output transformer in the 

amplifier should be disconnected from any d.c. 

source in the unit and one end connected to chassis 

as shown. An earth ground should be used on the 

system. 

If an audio oscillator generating a good sine 
wave is used as the signal source the output 
power of the amplifier may be measured by an 
audio-frequency voltmeter as indicated by V. 
Either a vacuum-tube voltmeter on its a.c. scale 
or a rectifier-type a.c. voltmeter will be satisfac-
tory, the principal requirements being relatively 
high impedance ( 1000 ohms per volt or more) 
and a reasonably accurate calibration. The power 
output will be equal to E2/Ri, where E is the 
r.m.s. value of the voltage across the resistor 
(a.c. instruments usually are calibrated in r.m.s. 
values). This assumes that the distortion gen-
erated in the amplifier is small; if distortion is 
high, the voltmeter reading will be inaccurate. 

If the amplifier is a driver for a Class B modu-
lator, the value of R1 should be calculated from 
R/N2, where N is the turns ratio, primary to 
total secondary, of the class B input transformer, 
and R is the rated plate-to-plate load for the 
driver tube or tubes. R1 should of course be con-
nected across the total secondary in this case. 
For a qualitative check on distortion, provi-

sion is made in Fig. 9-31 for monitoring the out-
put of the amplifier. R2 should be a wire-wound 
potentiometer having a resistance of 10 or 20 
ohms. A headset may be connected to the 
"Monitor" terminals. Using the audio oscillator 
as a signal source, start with the gain control 
at minimum and then advance it slowly while 
listening carefully to the tone signal in the head-
set. When it begins to sound like a musical octave 
instead of a single tone, or when higher harmon-
ically related tones can be heard along with the 
desired one, distortion is starting to become ap-
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preciable. This effect usually will be detectable, 
but not serious, at full output of the amplifier 
as indicated by the voltmeter reading. Keep the 
signal in the headset at a moderate level by ad-
justing R2 when necessary. If the amplifier 
passes the distortion test satisfactorily, reduce 
the audio input to zero and note whether any hum 
is audible in the headset. There should be none, 
if the tone level in the headset at full sine-wave 
output was no more than moderately high. 

After - completing these checks with satisfac-
tory results, substitute the microphone for the 
oscillator input to the amplifier and have some-
one speak into it at a moderate level. The headset 
will serve to indicate the speech quality at vari-
ous output levels. A tape recorder, if available, 
is useful at this stage since it can be substituted 
for the headset and will provide a means for 
comparing the effect of changes and adjustments 
in the amplifier as well as giving a better over-all 
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in which it is occurring can be located by work-
ing from the last stage toward the front end of 
the amplifier, applying a signal to each grid in 
turn from the audio oscillator and adjusting the 
signal voltage for maximum output. In the case 
of push-pull stages, the signal may be applied to 
the primary of the interstage transformer—after 
disconnecting it from the plate-voltage source 
and the amplifier tube. Assuming that normal 
design principles have been followed and that all 
stages are theoretically working within their 
capabilities, the probable causes of distortion are 
wiring errors ( such as accidental short-circuit 
of a cathode resistor), defective components, or 
use of wrong values of resistance in cathode and 
plate circuits. 

Using the Oscilloscope 

Speech-amplifier checking is facilitated con-
siderably if an oscilloscope of the type having 

ATTENU-
ATOR 
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 O 

O  
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o  

Fig. 9-32—Test setup using the oscilloscope to check for distortion. These connections will result in the type 
of pattern shown in Fig. 9-33, the horizontal sweep being provided by the audio input signal. For wave-

form patterns, omit the connection between the audio oscillator and the horizontal amplifier in the scope, 
and use the horizontal linear sweep. 

check on speech quality than the average head-
set. The effect of measures taken to attenuate 
high- or low-frequency response in the amplifier 
is readily observed by comparing recordings 
made before and after changes. The output qual-
ity of the amplifier also can be compared with 
the original output of the microphone as regis-
tered on the recorder. In using a recorder care 
must be taken to set R2 so that the first stage in 
the recorder amplifier is not overloaded. Use the 
normal gain setting of the recorder and adjust 
R2 to give normal level indications. 

Amplifier Troubles 

If the hum level is too high, the amplifier stage 
that is causing the trouble can be located by 
temporarily short-circuiting the grid of each tube 
to ground, starting with the output amplifier. 
When shorting a.' particular grid makes a marked 
decrease in hum, the hum presumably is coming 
from a preceding stage, although it is possible 
that it is getting its start in that particular grid 
circuit. If shorting a grid does not decrease the 
hum, the hum is originating either in the plate 
circuit of that tube or the grid circuit of the next. 
Aside from wiring errors, a defective tube, or 
inadequate plate-supply filtering, objectionable 
hum usually originates in the first stage of the 
amplifier. 

If distortion occurs below the point at which 
the expected power output is secured the stage 

amplifiers and a linear sweep circuit is available. 
A typical setup for using the oscilloscope is 
shown in Fig. 9-32. With the connections shown, 
the sweep circuit is not required but horizontal 
and vertical amplifiers are necessary. Audio volt-
age from the oscillator is fed directly to one 
oscilloscope amplifier (horizontal in this case) 
and the output of the speech amplifier is con-
nected to the other. The scope amplifier gains 
should be adjusted so that each signal gives the 
same line length with the other signal shut off. 
Under these conditions, when the input and 

output signals are applied simultaneously they 
are compared directly. If the speech amplifier is 
distortion-free and introduces no phase shift, the 
resulting pattern is simply a straight line, as 
shown at the upper left in Fig. 9-33, making an 
angle of about 45 degrees with the horizontal and 
vertical axes. If there is no distortion but there 
is phase shift, the pattern will be a smooth 
ellipse, as shown at the upper right. The greater 
the phase shift the greater the tendency of the 
ellipse to grow into a circle. When there is even-
harmonic distortion in the amplifier one end of 
the line or ellipse becomes curved, as shown in 
the second row in Fig. 9-33. With odd-harmonic 
distortion such as is characteristic of overdriven 
push-pull stages, the line or ellipse is curved at 
both ends. 

Patterns such as these will be obtained when 
the input signal is a fairly good sine wave. They 
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will tend to become complicated if the input 
wave form is complex and the speech amplifier 
introduces appreciable phase shifts. It is there-
fore advisable to test for distortion with an input 
signal that is as nearly as possible a sine wave. 
Also, it is best to use a frequency in the 500-1000 
cycle range, since improper phase shift in the 
amplifier is usually least in this region. Phase 
shift in itself is not of great importance in an 
audio amplifier of ordinary design because it 
does not change the character of speech so far as 
the ear is concerned. However, if a complex sig-
nal is used for testing, phase shift may make it 
difficult to detect distortion in the oscilloscope 
pattern. 

Since the oscilloscope amplifiers themselves 
may introduce phase shift and possibly distortion 
as well, it is advisable to check the scope before 
attempting to make checks on the speech ampli-
fier. Apply the signal from the audio oscillator 
simultaneously to the horizontal and vertical am-
plifier input terminals. If both amplifiers have 
the same phase characteristics and negligible 
distortion the pattern, after suitable adjustment 
of the gains, will be a straight line as shown at 
the upper left in Fig. 9-33. If distortion is visi-
ble, note whether it changes when the scope gain 
controls are reduced; if not, the signal voltage 
from the audio oscillator is too great and should 
be reduced to the point where the input ampli-
fiers are not overloaded. After finding the proper 
settings for signal input and scope gains, leave 
the latter alone in making checks on the speech 
equipment and adjust the input to the scope by 
means of R2 and the output of the audio oscil-
lator. Phase shift in the scope itself is not serious 
since the presence of distortion in the speech 
amplifier can be detected by the patterns shown 
at the right in Fig. 9-33. 

In amplifiers having negative feedback, ex-
cessive phase shift within the feed-back loop 
may cause self-oscillation, since the signal fed 
back may arrive at the grid in phase with the 
applied signal voltage instead of out of phase 
with it. Such a phase shift is most likely to be 
associated with the output transformer. Oscilla-
tion usually occurs at some frequency above 
10,000 cycles, although occasionally it will occur 
at a very low frequency. If the pass band in the 
stage in which the phase shift occurs is deliber-
ately restricted to the optimum voice range, as 
described earlier, the gain at both very high and 
very low frequencies will be so low that self-
oscillation is unlikely, even with large amounts 
of feedback. 

Generally speaking, it is easier to detect small 
amounts of distortion with the type of pattern 
shown in Fig. 9-33 than it is with the wave-form 
pattern obtained by feeding the output signal to 
the vertical plates and making use of the linear 
sweep in the scope. However, the wave-form 
pattern can be used satisfactorily if the signal 
from the audio oscillator is a reasonably good 
sine wave. One simple method is to examine the 
output of the oscillator alone and trace the pat-
tern on a sheet of transparent paper. The pattern 
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Fig. 9-33—Typical patterns obtained with the connec-

tions shown in Fig. 9-32. Depending on the number 

of stages in the amplifier, the pattern may slope 

upward to the right, as shown, or upward to the left. 

Also, depending on where the distortion originates, 

the curvature in the second row may appear either 

at the top or bottom of the line or ellipse. 

given by the output of the amplifier can then be 
compared with the "standard" pattern by ad-
justing the oscilloscope gains to make the two 
patterns coincide as closely as possible. The pat-
tern discrepancies are a measure of the distor-
tion. 

In using the oscilloscope care must be taken to 
avoid introducing hum voltages that will upset 
the measurements. Hum pickup on the scope 
leads or other exposed parts such as the ampli-
fier load resistor or the voltmeter can be detected 
by shutting off the audio oscillator and speech 
amplifier and connecting first one and then the 
other to the vertical plates of the scope, setting 
the internal horizontal sweep to an appropriate 
width. The trace should be a straight horizontal 
line when the vertical gain control is set at the 
position used in the actual measurements. Wavi-
ness in the line indicates hum. If the hum is not 
in the scope itself (check by disconnecting the 
leads at the instrument) make sure that there is 
a good ground connection on all the equipment 
and, if necessary, shield the hot leads. 
The oscilloscope can be used to good advantage 

in stage-by-stage testing to check wave forms at 
the grid and plate of each stage and thus to de-
termine rapidly where a source of trouble may be 
located. When the scopc is connected to circuits 
that are not at ground potential for d.c., a ca-
pacitor of about 0.1 pf. should be connected in 
series with the hot oscilloscope lead. The probe 
lead should be shielded to prevent hum pickup. 



Chapter 10 

Amplitude Modulation 

As described in the chapter on circuit funda-
mentals, the process of modulation sets up groups 
of frequencies called sidebands, which appear 
symmetrically above and below the frequency of 
the unmodulated signal or carrier. If the instan-
taneous values of the amplitudes of all these sep-
arate frequencies are added together, the result 
is called the modulation envelope. In ampli-
tude modulation (a.m.) the modulation enve-
lope follows the amplitude variations of the 
audio-frequency signal that is being used to 
modulate the wave. 
For example, modulation by a 1000-cycle tone 

will result in a modulation envelope that varies 
in amplitude at a 1000-cycle rate. The actual r.f. 
signal that produces such an envelope consists 
of three frequencies — the carrier, a side fre-
quency 1000 cycles higher, and a side frequency 
1000 cycles lower than the carrier. These three 
frequencies easily can be separated by a receiver 
having high selectivity. In order to reproduce 
the original modulation the receiver must have 
enough bandwidth to accept the carrier and the 
sidebands simultaneously. This is because an a.m. 
detector responds to. the modulation envelope 
rather than to the individual signal components, 
and the envelope will be distorted in the receiver 
unless all the frequency components in the signal 
go through without change in their relative am-
plitudes. 

In the simple case of tone modulation the two 
side frequencies and the carrier are constant in 
amplitude — it is only the envelope amplitude 
that varies at the modulation rate. With more 
complex modulation such as voice or music the 
amplitudes and frequencies of the side f requen-
cies vary from instant to instant. The amplitude 
of the modulation envelope varies from instant 
to instant in the same way as the complex audio-
frequency signal causing the modulation. Never-
theless, even in this case the carrier amplitude 
is constant if the transmitter is properly modu-
lated. 

A.M. Sidebands and Channel Width 

Speech can be electrically reproduced, with 
high intelligibility, in a band of frequencies lying 
between approximately 100 and 3000 cycles. 
When these frequencies are combined with a 
radio-frequency carrier, the sidebands occupy the 
frequency spectrum from about 3000 cycles below 
the carrier frequency to 3000 cycles above — 
a total band or channel of about 6 kilocycles. 

Actual speech frequencies extend up to 10,000 
cycles or more, so it is possible to occupy a 20-kc. 

channel if no provision is made for reducing its 
width. For communication purposes such a chan-
nel width represents a waste of valuable spec-
trum space, since a 6-kc. channel is fully adequate 
for intelligibility. Occupying more than the min-
imum channel creates unnecessary interference. 
Thus speech equipment design and transmitter 
adjustment and operation should be pointed 
toward maintaining the channel width at the 
minimum. 

THE MODULATION ENVELOPE 

In Fig. 10-1 the drawing at A shows the un-
modulated r.f. signal, assumed to be a sine wave 
of the desired radio frequency. The graph can 
be taken to represent either voltage or current. 

In B, the signal is assumed to be modulated by 
the audio frequency shown in the small drawing 
above. This frequency is much lower than the 
carrier frequency, a necessary condition for good 
modulation. When the modulating voltage is 
"positive" ( above its axis) the envelope ampli-
tude is increased above its unmodulated ampli-
tude; when the modulating voltage is "negative" 
the envelope amplitude is decreased. Thus the 
envelope grows larger and smaller with the po-
larity and amplitude of the modulating voltage. 
The drawings at C shows what happens with 

stronger modulation. The envelope amplitude is 
doubled at the instant the modulating voltage 
reaches its positive peak. On the negative peak 
of the modulating voltage the envelope amplitude 
just reaches zero; in other words, the signal is 
completely modulated. 

Percentage of Modulation 

When a modulated signal is detected in a re-
ceiver, the detector output follows the modula-
tion envelope. The stronger the modulation, 
therefore, the greater is the useful receiver out-
put. Obviously, it is desirable to make the modu-
lation as strong or "heavy" as possible. A wave 
modulated as in Fig. 10-1C would produce con-
siderably more useful audio output than the one 
shown at B. 
The "depth" of the modulation is expressed 

as a percentage of the unmodulated carrier am-
plitude. In either B or C, Fig. 10-1, X represents 
the unmodulated carrier amplitude, Y is the max-
imum envelope amplitude on the modulation up-
peak, and Z is the minimum envelope amplitude 
on the modulation downpeak. 

In a properly operating modulation system the 
modulation envelope is an accurate reproduction 
of the modulating wave, as can be seen in Fig. 
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Fig. 10-1—Graphica representat•on of (A) r.f. outeut 

unmodulated, ( B) modulated 50%, (C) modulated 

100%. The modulation envelope is shown by the 

thin outline on the modulated wave. 

10-1 at B and C by comparing one side of the 
outline with the shape of the modulating wave. 
(The lower outline duplicates the upper, but 
simply appears upside down in the drawing.) 
The percentage of modulation is 

Y — X 
% Mod. — X 100 ( upward modulation), or 

X 

% Mod. — X — Z x X 100 (downward modulation) 

If the wave shape of the modulation is such that 
its peak positive and negative amplitudes are 
equal, then the modulation percentage will be 
the same both up and down. If the two percent-
ages differ, the larger of the two is customarily 
specified. 

Power in Modulated Wave 

The amplitude values shown in Fig. 10-1 cor-
respond to current or voltage, so the drawings 
may be taken to represent instantaneous values 
of either. The power in the wave varies as the 
square of either the current or voltage, so at the 
peak of the modulation up-swing the instantane-
ous power in the envelope of Fig. 10-1C is four 
times the unmodulated carrier power ( because 
the current and voltage both are doubled). At 
the peak of the down-swing the power is zero, 
since the amplitude is zero. These statements are 
true of 100 per cent modulation no matter what 
the wave form of the modulation. The instan-
taneous envelope power in the modulated signal 
is proportional to the square of its envelope am-
plitude at every instant. This fact is highly im-
portant in the operation of every method of am-
plitude modulation. 

It is convenient, and customary, to describe 
the operation of modulation systems in terms of 
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sine-wave modulation. Although this wave shape 
is seldom actually used in practice ( voice wave 
shapes depart very considerably from the sine 
form) it lends itself to simple calculations and 
its use as a standard permits comparison between 
systems on a common basis. With sine-wave 
modulation the average power in the modulated 
signal over any number of full cycles of the 
modulation frequency is found to be PA times 
the power in the unmodulated carrier. In other 
words, the power output increases 50 per cent 
with 100 per cent modulation by a sine wave. 
This relationshiP is very useful in the design 

of modulation systems and modulators, because 
any such system that is capable of increasing the 
average power output by 50 per cent with sine-
wave modulation automatically fulfills the re-
quirement that the instantaneous power at the 
modulation up-peak be four times the carrier 
power. Consequently, systems in which the addi-
tional power is supplied from outside the modu-
lated r.f. stage ( e.g., plate modulation) usually 
are designed on a sine-wave basis as a matter of 
convenience. Modulation systems in which the 
additional power is secured from the modulated 
r.f. amplifier ( e.g., grid modulation) usually are 
more conveniently designed on the basis of peak 
envelope power rather than average power. 
The extra power that is contained in a modu-

lated signal goes entirely into the sidebands, half 
in the upper sideband and half into the lower. As 
a numerical example, full modulation of a 100-
watt carrier by a sine wave will add 50 watts of 
sideband power, 25 in the lower and 25 in the 
upper sideband. Supplying this additional power 
for the sidebands is the object of all of the vari-
ous systems devised for amplitude modulation. 
No such simple relationship exists with com-

plex wave forms. Complex wave forms such as 
speech do not, as a rule, contain as much average 
power as a sine wave. Ordinary speech wave 
forms have about half as much average power as 
a sine wave, for the same peak amplitude in 
both wave forms. Thus for the same modulation 
percentage, the sideband power with ordinary 
speech will average only about half the power 
with sine-wave modulation, since it is the peak 
envelope amplitude, not the average power, that 
determines the percentage of modulation. 

Unsymmetrical Modulation 

In an ordinary electric circuit it is possible to 
increase the amplitude of current flow indefi-
nitely, up to the limit of the power-handling 
capability of the components, but it cannot very 
well be decreased to less than zero. The same 
thing is true of the amplitude of an r.f. signal; it 
can be modulated upward to any desired extent, 
but it cannot be modulated downward more than 
100 per cent. 
When the modulating wave form is unsymmet-

rical it is possible for the upward and down-
ward modulation percentages to be different. A 
simple case is shown in Fig. 10-2. The positive 
peak of the modulating signal is about 3 times 
the amplitude of the negative peak. If, as shown 



The Modulation Envelope 
in the drawing, the modulating amplitude is ad-
justed so that the peak downward modulation 
is just 100 per cent (Z = 0) the peak upward 
modulation is 300 per cent ( Y = 4X). The car-
rier amplitude is represented by X, as in Fig. 
10-1. The modulation envelope reproduces the 
wave form of the modulating signal accurately, 
hence there is no distortion. In such a modulated 
signal the increase in power output with modu-
lation is considerably greater than it is when the 
modulation is symmetrical and therefore has to 
be limited to 100 per cent both up and down. 

liforkem of 
*dilating Voltage 

Fig. 10- 2— Modulation by an unsymmetrical wave 

form. This drawing shows 100% downward modula-

tion along with 300% upward modulation. There 

is no distortion, since the modulation envelope is an 

accurate reproduction of the wave form of the 

modulating voltage. 

In Fig. 10-2 the peak envelope amplitude, Y, is 
four times the carrier amplitude, X, so the peak-
envelope power is 16 times the carrier power. 
When the upward modulation is more than 100 
per cent the power capacity of the modulating 
system obviously must be increased sufficiently 
to take care of the much larger peak amplitudes. 

Overmodulation 

If the amplitude of the modulation on the 

f\J Waveshape of Modulating Voltage 

Fig. 10- 3—An overmodulated signal. The modulation 

envelope is not an accurate reproduction of the wave 

form of the modulating voltage. This or any type of 

distortion occurring during the modulation process 

generates spurious sidebands or " splatter." 
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downward swing becomes too great, there will 
be a period of time during which the r.f. output 
is entirely cut off. This is shown in' Fig. 10-3. The 
shape of the downward half of the modulating 
wave is no longer accurately reproduced by the 
modulation envelope, consequently the modula-
tion is distorted. Operation of this type is called 
overmodulation. The distortion of the modula-
tion envelope causes new frequencies ( harmonics 
of the modulating frequency) to be generated. 
These combine with the carrier to form new side 
frequencies that widen the channel occupied by 
the modulated signal. These spurious frequencies 
are commonly called "splatter." 

It is important to realize that the channel 
occupied by an amplitude-modulated signal is 
dependent on the shape of the modulation en-
velope. If this wave shape is complex and can be 
resolved into a wide band of audio frequencies, 
then the channel occupied will be correspond-
ingly large. An overmodulated signal splatters 
and occupies a much wider channel than is neces-
sary because the "clipping" of the modulating 
wave that occurs at the zero axis changes the 
envelope wave shape to one that contains high-
order harmonics of the original modulating fre-
quency. These harmonics appear as side frequen-
cies separated by, in some cases, many kilocycles 
from the carrier frequency. 
Because of this clipping action at the zero axis, 

it is important that care be taken to prevent 
applying too large a modulating signal in the 
downward direction. Overmodulation downward 
results in more splatter than is caused by most 
other types of distortion in a phone transmitter. 

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS 

For proper operation of an amplitude-modu-
lated transmitter there are a few general require-
ments that must be met no matter what particular 
method of modulation may be used. Failure to 
meet these requirements is accompanied by dis-
tortion of the modulation envelope. This in turn 
increases the channel width as compared with 
that required by the legitimate frequencies con-
tained in the original modulating wave. 

Frequency Stability 

For satisfactory amplitude modulation, the car-
rier frequency must be entirely unaffected by 
modulation. If the application of modulation 
causes a change in the carrier frequency, the fre-
quency will wobble back and forth with the mod-
ulation. This causes distortion and widens the 
channel taken by the signal. Thus unnecessary 
interference is caused to other transmissions. 

In practice, this undesirable frequency modu-
lation is prevented by applying the modulation 
to an r.f. amplifier stage that is isolated from 
the frequency-controlling oscillator by a buffer 
amplifier. Amplitude modulation applied di-
rectly to an oscillator always is accompanied by 
frequency modulation. Under existing FCC reg-
ulations amplitude modulation of an oscillator is 
permitted only on frequencies above 144 Mc. 
Below that frequency the regulations require that 
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Fig. 10-4—The modulation characteristic shows the 

relationship between the instantaneous envelope am-

plitude of the ri. output (or voltage) and the instan-

taneous amplitude of the modulating voltage. The 

ideal characteristic is a straight line, as shown by 

curve A. 

an amplitude-modulated transmitter be com-
pletely free from frequency modulation. 

Linearity 

At least up to the limit of 100 per cent upward 
modulation, the amplitude of the r.f. output 
should be directly proportional to the amplitude 
of the modulating wave. Fig. 10-4 is a graph of 
an ideal modulation characteristic, or curve 
showing the relationship between r.f. output am-
plitude and instantaneous modulation amplitude. 
The modulation swings the r.f. amplitude back 
and forth along the curve A, as the modulating 
voltage alternately swings positive and negative. 
Assuming that the negative peak of the modulat-
ing wave is just sufficient to reduce the r.f. out-
put to zero ( modulating voltage equal to — 1 in 
the drawing), the same modulating voltage peak 
in the positive direction ( + 1) should cause the 
r.f. amplitude to reach twice its unmodulated 
value. The ideal is a straight line, as shown by 
curve A. Such a modulation characteristic is per-
fectly linear. 
A nonlinear characteristic is shown by curve 

B. The r.f. amplitude does not reach twice the 
unmodulated carrier amplitude when the modu-

lating voltage reaches its positive peak. A mod-
ulation characteristic of this type gives a 
modulation envelope that is "flattened" on the up-
peak; in other words, the modulation envelope is 
not an exact reproduction of the modulating 
wave. It is therefore distorted and harmonics 
are generated, causing the transmitted signal to 
occupy a wider channel than is necessary. A 
nonlinear modulation characteristic can easily 
result when a transmitter is not properly de-
signed or is misadjusted. 
The modulation capability of the transmitter 

is the maximum percentage of modulation that 
is possible without objectionable distortion from 
nonlinearity. The maximum capability can never 
exceed 100 per cent on the down-peak, but it is 
possible for it to be higher on the up-peak. The 
modulation capability should be as close to 100 
per cent as possible, so that the most effective 
signal can be transmitted. 

• 
Plate Power Supply 

The d.c. power supply for the plate or plates 
of the modulated amplifier should be well fil-
tered; if it is not, plate-supply ripple will modu-
late the carrier and cause annoying hum. The 
ripple voltage should not be more than about 1 
per cent of the d.c. output voltage. 

In amplitude modulation the plate current of 
the modulated r.f. amplifier varies at an audio-
frequency rate; in other words, an alternating 
current is superimposed on the d.c. plate cur-
rent. The output filter capacitor in the plate 
supply must have low reactance, at the lowest 
audio frequency in the modulation, if the trans-
mitter is to modulate equally well at all audio 
frequencies. The capacitance required depends 
on the ratio of d.c. plate current to plate voltage 
in the modulated amplifier. The requirements 
will be met satisfactorily if the capacitance of the 
output capacitor is at least equal to 

C 25 — 
E 

where C = Capacitance of output capacitor in 
Pf. 

I = D.c. plate current of modulated am-
plifier in milliamperes 

E = Plate voltage of modulated amplifier 

Example: A modulated amplifier operates at 1250 
volts and 275 ma. The capacitance of the output capaci-
tor in the plate-supply filter should be at least 

275 
C = 25--= 25 X — 25 X 0.22 = 5.5 uf. 

E 1250 

AMPLITUDE MODULATION METHODS 

MODULATION SYSTEMS 

As explained in the preceding section, ampli-
tude modulation of a carrier is accompanied by 
an increase in power output, the additional power 
being the "useful" or "talk power" in the side-
bands. This additional power may be supplied 
from an external source in the form of audio-

frequency power. It is then added to the un-
modulated power input to the amplifier to be 
modulated, after which the combined power is 
converted to r.f. This is the method used in 
plate modulation. It has the advantage that the 
r.f. power is generated at the high efficiency 
characteristic of Class C amplifiers — of the or-
der of 65 to 75 per cent — but has the accom-
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Fig. 10-5— Plate 10-5— Plate modulation of a Class C r.f. ampli-

fier. The r.f. plate bypass capacitor, C, in the am-
plifier stage should have reasonably high reactance 

at audio frequencies. A value of the order of 0.001 

tif. to 0.005 AL is satisfactory in practically all cases. 
(See chapter on modulators.) 

panying disadvantage that generating the audio-
f requency power :s rather expensive. 
An alternative that does not require relatively 

large amounts of audio- frequency power makes 
use of the fact that the power output of an am-
plifier can be controlled by varying the potential 
of a tube element — such as a control grid or a 
screen grid — that does not, in itself, consume 
appreciable power. In this case the additional 
power during modulation is secured by sacrific-
ing carrier power; in other words, a tube is 
capable of delivering only so much total power 
within its ratings, and if more must be delivered 
at full modulation, then less is available for the 
unmodulated carrier. Systems of this type must 
of necessity work at rather low efficiency at the 
unmodulated carrier level. As a practical work-
ing rule, the efficiency of the modulated r.f. am-
plifier is of the order of 30 to 35 per cent, and 
the unmodulated carrier power output obtainable 
with such a system is only about one-fourth to 
one-third that obtainable from the same ampli-
fier with plate modulation. 

It is well to appreciate that no simple modula-
tion scheme that purports to get around this 
limitation of grid modulation ever has actually 
done so. Methods have been devised that have 
resulted in modulation at high over-all efficiency, 
without requiring audio power, by obtaining the 
necessary additional power from an auxiliary r.f. 
amplifier. This leads to circuit and operating 
complexities that make the systems unsuitable 
for amateur work, where rapid frequency change 

and simplicity of operation are almost always 
essential. 
The method discussed in this section are the 

basic ones. Variants that from time to time attain 
passing popularity can readily be appraised on 
the basis of the preceding paragraphs. A simple 
grid modulation system that claims high effi-
ciency should be looked upon with suspicion, 
since it is almost certain that the high efficiency, 
if actually achieved, is obtained by sacrificing 
the linear relationship between modulating signal 
and modulation envelope that is the first essential 
of a good modulation method. 

PLATE MODULATION 

Fig. 10-5 shows the most widely used system 
of plate modulation, in this case with a tviode r.f. 
tube. A balanced ( push-pull Class A, Class AB 
or Class B) modulator is transformer-coupled 
to the plate circuit of the modulated r.f. ampli-
fier. The audio- frequency power generated by 
the modulator is combined with the d.c. power in 
the modulated-amplifier plate circuit by transfer 
through the coupling transfos mer, T. For 100 
per cent modulation the audio-frequency power 
output of the modulator and the turns ratio of 
the coupling transformer must be such that the 
voltage at the plate of the modulated amplifier 
varies between zero and twice the d.c. operating 
plate voltage, thus causing corresponding varia-
tions in the amplitude of the r.f. output. 

Audio Power 

As stated earlier, the average power output 
of the modulated stage must increase during 
modulation. The modulator must be capable of 
supplying to the modulated r.f. stage sine-wave 
audio power equal to 50 per cent of the d.c. plate 
input. For example, if the d.c. plate power input 
to the r.f. stage is 100 watts, the sine-wave audio 
power output of the modulator must be 50 watts. 

Modulating Impedance; Linearity 

The modulating impedance, or load resist-
ance presented to the modulator by the modulated 
r.f. amplifier, is equal to 

Et, 
— X 1000 ohms 
/p 

where El, = D.c. plate voltage 
=-- D.c. plate current (ma.) 

Eh and I, are measured without modulation. 
The power output of the r.f. amplifier must 

vary as the square of the instantaneous plate 
voltage ( the r.f. output voltage must be propor-
tional to the plate voltage) for the modulation to 
be linear. This will be the case when the ampli-
fier operates under Class C conditions. The lin-
earity depends upon having sufficient grid excita-
tion and proper bias, and upon the adjustment of 
circuit constants to the proper values. 

Adjustment of Plate-Modulated Amplifiers 

The general operating conditions for Class C 
operation are described in the chapter on trans-
mitters. The grid bias and grid current required 

Zm = 
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Fig. 10-6— Plate and screen modulation of a Class C 

r.f. amplifier using a screen-grid tube. The plate r.f. 

bypass capacitor, C,, should have reasonably high 

reactance at all audio frequencies; a value of 0.001 

to 0.005 pf. is generally satisfactory. The screen 

bypass, C2, should not exceed 0.002 Pf. in the usual 

case. 

When the modulated amplifier is a beam tetrode 

the suppressor connection shown in this diagram may 

be ignored. If a base terminal is provided on the 

tube for the beam-forming plates, it should be con-

nected as recommended by the tube manufacturer. 

for plate modulation usually are given in the 
operating data supplied by the tube manufac-
turer; in general, the bias should be such as to 
give an operating angle of about 120 degrees at 
the d.c. plate voltage used, and the grid excita-
tion should be great enough so that the ampli-
fier's plate efficiency will stay constant when the 
plate voltage is varied over the range from zero 
to twice the unmodulated value. For best linear-
ity, the grid bias should be obtained from a fixed-
bias source of about the cut-off value, supple-
mented by enough grid-leak bias to bring the 
total up to the required operating bias. 
The maximum permissible d.c. plate power 

input for 100 per cent modulation is twice the 
sine-wave audio- frequency power output avail-
able from the modulator. This input is obtained 
by varying the loading on the amplifier (keeping 
its tank circuit tuned to resonance) until the 
product of d.c. plate voltage and plate current is 
the desired power. The modulating impedance CLASS-C AMP 

EXCITATION 

e-st 

GRID 
LEAD 

-C -8 
+C 

DC SCREEN +B 
SUPPLY 

Fig. 10-7— Plate modulation of a beam tetrode, using 

an audio impedance in the screen circuit. The value 

of 1.1 discussed in the text. See Fig. 10-6 for data 

on bypass capacitors C, and C, 

under these conditions must be transformed to 
the proper value for the modulator by using the 
correct output-transformer turns ratio. This 
point is considered in detail in the chapter on 
modulator design. 

Neutralization, when triodes are used, should 
be as nearly perfect as possible, since regenera-
tion may cause nonlinearity. The amplifier also 
must be completely free from parasitic oscilla-
tions. 
Although the total power input ( d.c. plus 

audio- frequency a.c.) increases with modulation, 
the d.c. plate current of a plate-modulated am-
plifier should not change when the stage is modu-
lated. This is because each increase in plate volt-
age and plate current is balanced by an equiva-
lent decrease in voltage and current on the next 
half-cycle of the modulating wave. D.c. instru-
ments cannot follow the a.f. variations, and since 
the average d.c. plate current and plate voltage 
of a properly operated amplifier do not change, 
neither do the meter readings. A change in plate 
current with modulation indicates nonlinearity. 
On the other hand, a thermocouple r.f. ammeter 
connected in the antenna or transmission line 
will show an increase in r.f. current with modu-
lation, because instruments of this type respond 
to power rather than to current or voltage. 

Screen-Grid Amplifiers 

Screen-grid tubes of the pentode or beam-
tetrode type can be used as Class C plate-modu-
lated amplifiers by applying the modulation to 
both the plate and screen grid. The usual method 
of feeding the screen grid with the necessary d.c. 
and modulation voltages is shown in Fig. 10-6. 
The dropping resistor, R, should be of the proper 
value to apply normal d.c. voltage to the screen 
under steady carrier conditions. Its value can be 
calculated by taking the difference between plate 
and screen voltages and dividing it by the rated 
screen current. 
The modulating impedance is found by divid-

ing the d.c. plate voltage by the sum of the plate 
and screen currents. The plate voltage multiplied 
by the sum of the two currents gives the power 
input to be used as the basis for determining the 
audio power required from the modulator. 

Modulation of the screen along with the plate 
is necessary because the screen voltage ltas a 
much greater effect on the plate current than the 
plate voltage does. The modulation characteristic 
is nonlinear if the plate alone is modulated. How-
ever, some beam tetrodes can be modulated satis-
factorily by applying the modulating power to 
the plate circuit alone, provided the screen is con-
nected to its d.c. supply through an audio im-
pedance. Under these conditions the screen be-
comes self-modulating, because of the variations 
in screen current that occur when the plate volt-
age is varied. The circuit is shown in Fig. 10-7. 
The choke coil L1 is the audio impedance in the 
screen circuit; its inductance should be large 
enough to have a reactance ( at the lowest de-
sired audio frequency) that is not less than the 
impedance of the screen. The screen impedance 
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can be taken to be approximately equal to the 
d.c. screen voltage divided by the d.c. screen 
current in amperes. 

Choke-Coupled Modulator 

The choke-coupled Class A modulator is shown 
in Fig. 10-8. Because of the relatively low power 
output and plate efficiency of a Class A ampli-
fier, this method is seldom used except for a 
few special applications. There is considerably 
less freedom in adjustment, since no transformer 
is available for matching impedances. 
The modulating impedance of the r.f. amplifier 

must be adjusted to the value of load impedance 
required by the particular modulator tube used, 
and the power input to the r.f. stage should not 
exceed twice the rated a.f. power output of the 
modulator for 100 per cent modulation. The 
plate voltage on the modulator must be higher 
than the plate voltage on the r.f. amplifier, for 

CLASS-C 
AMP 
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Fig. 10-8—Choke-coupled Class A modulator. The cath-

ode resistor, R2, should have the normal value for 

operation of the modulator tube as a Class A power 

amplifier. The modulation choke, I, should be 5 

henrys or more. A value of 0.001 to 0.005 µf. is 

satisfactory at C2, the r.f. amplifier plate bypass ca-

pacitor. See text for discussion of CI and Rs. 

100 per cent modulation, because the a.f. voltage 
developed by the modulator cannot swing to zero 
without a great deal of distortion. R5 provides 
the necessary d.c. voltage drop between the mod-
ulator and r.f. amplifier. The d.c. voltage drop 
through R1 must equal the minimum instantane-
ous plate voltage on the modulator tube under 
normal operating conditions. CI, an audio- fre-
quency bypass across RI, should have a capaci-
tance such that its reactance at 100 cycles is not 
more than about one-tenth the resistance of 
RI. Without RICi the percentage of modulation 
is limited to 70 to 80 per cent in the average case. 

GRID MODULATION 

The principal disadvantage of plate modula-
tion is that a considerable amount of audio power 
is necessary. This requirement can be avoided by 
applying the modulation to a grid element in the 
modulated amplifier. However, serious disadvan-
tages of grid modulation are the reduction in 
the carrier power output obtainable from a given 
r.f. amplifier tube and the more rigorous op-
erating requirements and more complicated 
adj ustment. 
The term "grid modulation" as used here ap-

plies to all types — control grid, screen, or sup-
pressor — since the operating principles are ex-
actly the same no matter which grid is actually 
modulated. With grid modulation the plate volt-
age is constant, and the increase in power output 
with modulation is obtained by making both the 
plate current and plate efficiency vary with the 
modulating signal as shown in Fig. 10-9. For 
100 per cent modulation, both plate current and 
efficiency must, at the peak of the modulation 
up-swing, be twice their carrier values. Thus at 
the modulation-envelope peak the power input 
is doubled, and since the plate efficiency also is 
doubled at the same instant the peak envelope 
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Fig. 10-9— In a perfect grid- modulated amplifier both 

plate current and plate efficiency would vary with 

the instantaneous modulating voltage as shown. 

When this is so the modulation characteristic is as 

given by curve A in Fig. 10-4, and the peak envelope 

output power is four times the unmodulated carrier 

power. The variations in plate current with modula-

tion, indicated above, do not register on a d.c. 

meter, so the plate meter shows no change when the 

signal is modulated. 

output power will be four times the carrier 
power. The efficiency obtainable at the envelope 
peak depends on how carefully the modulated 
amplifier is adjusted, and sometimes can be as 
high as 80 per cent. It is generally less when the 
amplifier is adjusted for good linearity, and un-
der average conditions a round figure of %, or 66 
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per cent, is representative. The efficiency without 
modulation is only half the peak efficiency, or 
about 33 per cent. This low average efficiency 
reduces the permissible carrier output to about 
one-fourth the power obtainable from the same 
tube in c.w. operation, and to about one-third the 
carrier output obtainable from the tube with 
plate modulation. 
The modulator is required to furnish only the 

audio power dissipated in the modulated grid 
under the operating conditions chosen. A speech 
amplifier capable of delivering 3 to 10 watts is 
usually sufficient. 

Grid modulation does not give quite as linear a 
modulation characteristic as plate modulation, 
even under optimum operating conditions. When 
misadjusted the nonlinearity may be severe, re-
sulting in bad distortion and splatter. 

Plate-Circuit Operating Conditions 

The d.c. plate power input to the grid-modu-
lated amplifier, assuming a round figure of 1/2  ( 33 
per cent) for the plate efficiency, should not ex-
ceed 11/2 times the plate dissipation rating of the 
tube or tubes used in the modulated stage. Use 
the maximum plate voltage permitted by the 
manufacturer's ratings, because the optimum 
operating conditions are more easily achieved 
with high plate voltage and the linearity also 
is improved. 

Example: Two tubes having plate dissipation 
ratings of 55 watts each are to be used with grid 
modulation. 
The maximum permissible power input, at 33% 
efficiency, is 
P 1.5 X (2 X 55) = 1.5 X 110 = 165 watts 
The maximum recommended plate voltage for 
these tubes is 1500 volts. Using this figure, the 
average plate current for the two tubes will be 

/ —P 1500 —165 0 11 amp. 110 ma. 
E  

At 33% efficiency, the carrier output to be ex-
pected is 55 watts. 
The plate-voltage/plate-current ratio at twice carrier 
plate current is 

1500 
6 220 .8 

The tank-circuit L/C ratio should be chosen 
on the basis of tivice the average or carrier plate 
current. If the L/C ratio is based on the plate 
voltage/plate current ratio under carrier condi-
tions the Q may be too low for good coupling to 
the output circuit. 

Screen Grid Modulation 

Screen modulation is probably the simplest 
form of grid modulation and the least critical of 
adjustment. The most satisfactory way to apply 
the modulating voltage to the screen is through 
a transformer, as shown in Fig. 10-10. With 
practical tubes it is necessary to drive the screen 
somewhat negative with respect to the cathode 
to get complete cut-off of r.f. output. For this 
reason the peak modulating voltage required for 
100 per cent modulation is usually 10 per cent or 
so greater than the d.c. screen voltage. The latter, 
in turn, is approximately half the rated screen 
voltage recommended by the manufacturer under 

Er 

Fig. 10- 10— Screen- grid modulation of beam tetrode. 

Capacitor C is an r.f. bypass capacitor and should 

have high reactance at audio frequencies. A value 

of 0.002 iLf. is satisfactory. The grid leak can have 

the some value that is used for c.w. Operation of 

the tube. 

maximum ratings for radiotelegraph operation. 
The audio power required for 100 per cent 

modulation is approximately one-fourth the d.c. 
power input to the screen in c.w. operation, but 
varies somewhat with the operating conditions. 
A receiving-type audio power amplifier will suf-
fice as the modulator for most transmitting tubes. 
The relationship between screen voltage and 
screen current is not linear, which means that 
the load on the modulator varies over the audio-
f requency cycle. It is therefore highly advisable 
to use negative feedback in the modulator circuit. 
If excess audio power is available, it is also 
advisable to load the modulator with a resistance 
(R in Fig. 10-10) its value being adjusted to 
dissipate the excess power. There is no simple 
way to determine the proper resistance except 
experimentally, by observing its effect on the 
modulation envelope with the aid of an oscillo-
scope. 
On the assumption that the modulator will be 

fully loaded by the screen plus the additional 
load resistor R, the turns ratio required in the 
coupling transformer may be calculated as fol-
lows: 

N 
Ed 

= 2.5VPRL 
where N is the turns ratio, secondary to primary; 
Ed is the rated screen voltage for c.w. operation; 
P is the rated audio power output of the modu-
lator; and RL is the rated load resistance for the 
modulator. 

Adjustment 

A screen-modulated amplifier should be ad-
justed with the aid of an oscilloscope connected 
to give a trapezoid pattern ( see later in chapter). 
A tone source for modulating the transmitter is 
a convenience, since a steady tone will give a 
steady pattern on the oscilloscope. A steady pat-
tern is easier to study than one that flickers with 
voice modulation. 
Having determined the permissible carrier 

plate current as previously described, apply r.f. 
excitation and d.c. plate and screen voltages. 
Without modulation, adjust the plate loading to 
give the required plate current, keeping the plate 
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tank circuit tuned to resonance. Next, apply 
modulation and increase the modulating voltage 
until the modulation characteristic shows curva-
ture ( see later in this chapter for use of the os-
cilloscope). If curvature occurs well below 100 
per cent modulation, the plate efficiency is too 
high at the carrier level. Increase the plate 
loading slightly and readjust the r.f. grid excita-
tion to maintain the same plate current; then 
apply modulation and check the characteristic 
again. Continue until the characteristic is as 
linear as possible from zero to twice the carrier 
amplitude. 

In general, the amplifier should be heavily 
loaded. Under proper operating conditions the 
plate-current dip as the amplifier plate circuit is 
tuned through resonance will be little more than 
just discernible. Operate with the grid current as 
low as possible, since this reduces the screen cur-
rent and thus reduces the amount of power re-
quired from the modulator. 
With proper adjustment the linearity is good 

up to about 90 per cent modulation. When the 
screen is driven negative for 100 per cent modu-
lation there is a kink in the modulation charac-
teristic at the zero-voltage point. This introduces 
a small amount of envelope distortion. The kink 
can be removed and the over-all linearity im-
proved by applying a small amount of modulat-
ing voltage to the control grid simultaneously 
with screen modulation. 

In an alternative adjustment method not re-
quiring an oscilloscope the r.f. amplifier is first 
tuned up for maximum output without modula-
tion and the rated d.c. screen voltage ( from a 
fixed-voltage supply) for c.w. operation applied. 
Use heavy loading and reduce the grid excitation 
until the output just starts to fall off, at which 
point the resonance dip in plate current should 
be small. Note the plate current and, if possible, 
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Fig. 10-11—Screen modulation by a "clamp" tube. 
The grid leak is the normal value for c.w. operation 
and C2 should be 0.002 µf. or less. See text for dis-

cussion of CI, R., /12 and R.. R2 should have the proper 
value for Class A operation of the modulator tube, 

but cannot be calculated unless triode curves for 

the tube are available. 

the r.f. output current, and then reduce the d.c. 
screen voltage until the plate current is one-half 
its previous value. The r.f. output current should 
also be one-half its previous value at this screen 
voltage. The amplifier is then ready for modula-
tion, and the modulating voltage may be in-
creased until the plate current just starts to shift 
upward, which indicates that the amplifier is 
modulated 100 per cent. With voice modulation 
the plate current should remain steady, or show 
just an occasional small upward kick on intermit-
tent peaks. 

"Clamp-Tube" Modulation 

A method of screen-grid modulation that is 
convenient in transmitters provided with a screen 
protective tube ("clamp" tube) is shown in Fig. 
10-11. An audio-frequency signal is applied to the 
grid of the clamp tube, which then becomes a 
modulator. The simplicity of the circuit is some-
what deceptive, since it is considerably more 
difficult from a design standpoint than the trans-
former-coupled arrangement of Fig. 10-10. 
For proper modulation the clamp tube must be 

operated as a triode Class A amplifier; the 
method is essentially identical with the choke-
coupled Class A plate modulator of Fig. 10-8 ex-
cept that a resistance, R2, is substituted for the 
choke. 1?2, in the usual case, is the screen drop-
ping resistor normally used for c.w. operation. 
Its value should be at least two or three times 
the load resistance required by the Class A mod-
ulator tube for optimum audio-frequency output. 

Like the choke-coupled modulator, the clamp-
tube modulator is incapable of modulating the r.f. 
stage 100 per cent unless the dropping resistor, 
R1, and audio bypass, C1, are incorporated in the 
circuit. The same design considerations hold, 
with the addition of the fact that the screen must 
be driven negative, not just to zero voltage, for 
100 per cent modulation. The modulator tube 
must thus be operated at a voltage ranging from 
20 to 40 per cent higher than the modulated 
screen. 
Adjustment with this system, once the design 

voltages have been determined, is carried out in 
the same way as with transformer-coupled screen 
modulation, preferably with the oscilloscope. 
Without the oscilloscope, the amplifier may first 
be adjusted for c.w. operation as described ear-
lier, but with the modulator tube removed from 
its socket. The modulator is then replaced, and 
the cathode resistance, R3, adjusted to reduce the 
amplifier plate current to one-half its c.w. value. 
The amplifier plate current should remain con-
stant with modulation, or show just a small up-
ward flicker on occasional voice peaks. 

Controlled Carrier 

As explained earlier, a limit is placed on the 
output obtainable from a grid-modulation system 
by the low r.f. amplifier plate efficiency ( approxi-
mately 33 per cent) under unmodulated carrier 
conditions. The plate efficiency increases with 
modulation, since the output increases while the 
d.c. input remains constant, and reaches a maxi-
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Fig. 10- 12—Circuit for carrier control with screen 

modulation. A small triode such as the 6C4 can be 

used as the control amplifier and a 6Y6G is suitable 

as a carrier- control tube. T, is an interstage audio 

transformer having a 1- to- 1 or larger turns ratio. R, 

is a 0.5-megohm volume control and also serves as 

the grid resistor for the modulator. A germanium 

crystal may be used as the rectifier. Other values 

are discussed in the text. 

mum in the neighborhood of 50 per cent with 100 
per cent sine-wave modulation. If the power in-
put to the amplifier can be reduced during periods 
when there is little or no modulation, thus reduc-
ing the plate loss, advantage can be taken of the 
higher efficiency at full modulation to obtain 
higher effective output. This can be done by 
varying the d.c. power input to the modulated 
stage in accordance with average variations in 
voice intensity, in such a way as to maintain just 
sufficient carrier power to keep the modulation 
high, but not exceeding 100 per cent, under all 
conditions. Thus the carrier amplitude is con-
trolled by the average voice intensity. Properly 
utilized, controlled carrier permits increasing the 
carrier output at maximum level to a value about 
equal to the rated plate dissipation of the tube, 
twice the output obtainable with constant carrier. 

It is desirable to control the power input just 
enough so that the plate loss, without modula-
tion, is safely below the tube rating. Excessive 
control is disadvantageous because the distant 
receiver's a.v.c. system must continually follow 
the variations in average signal level. The circuit 
of Fig. 10-12 permits adjustment of both the 
maximum and minimum power input, and al-
though somewhat more complicated than some 
circuits that have been used is actually simpler to 
operate because it separates the functions of 
modulation and carrier control. A portion of the 
audio voltage at the modulator grid is applied to 
a Class A "control amplifier" which drives a 
rectifier circuit to produce a d.c. voltage negative 
with respect to ground. C1 filters out the audio 
variations, leaving a d.c. voltage proportional to 
the average voice level. This voltage is applied 
to the grid of a "clamp" tube to control the d.c. 
screen voltage and thus the r.f. carrier level. 
Maximum output is obtained when the carrier-

Fig. 10- 13—Suppressor-grid modulation of an r.f. 

amplifier using a pentode-type tube. The suppressor-

grid r.f, bypass capacitor. C, should be the same 

as the grid bypass capacitor in control-grid 

modulation. 

control tube grid is driven to cut-off, the voice 
level at which this occurs being determined by 
the setting of Rg. The input without modulation 
is set to the desired level ( usually about equal 
to the plate dissipation rating of the modulated 
stage) by adjusting R2. R3 may be the normal 
screen-dropping resistor for the modulated beam 
tetrode, but in case a separate screen supply is 
used the resistance need be just large enough to 
give sufficient voltage drop to reduce the no-
modulation power input to the desired value. 
CiRi and C2R3 should have a time constant 

of about 0.1 second. An oscilloscope is required 
for proper adjustment. 

Suppressor Modulation 

Pentode-type tubes do nut, in general, modu-
late well when the modulating voltage is applied 
to the screen grid. However, a satisfactory mod-
ulation characteristic can be obtained by apply-
ing the modulation to the suppressor grid. The 
circuit arrangement for suppressor-grid modula-
tion of a pentode tube is shown in Fig. 10-13. 
The method of adjustment closely resembles 

that used with screen-grid modulation. If an 
oscilloscope is not available, the amplifier is first 
adjusted for optimum c.w. output with zero bias 
on the suppressor grid. Sufficient negative bias is 
then applied to the suppressor to drop the plate 
current and r.f. output current to half their 
original values. The amplifier is then ready for 
modulation. 

Since the suppressor is always negatively 
biased, the modulator is not required to furnish 
any power and a voltage amplifier can be used. 
The suppressor bias will vary with the type of 
pentode and the operating conditions, but usually 
will be of the order of — 100 volts. The peak a.f. 
voltage required from the modulator is equal to 
the suppressor bias. 

Control-Grid Modulation 

Although control-grid modulation may be 
used with any type of r.f, amplifier tube, it is 
seldom used with tetrodes and pentodes because 
screen or suppressor modulation is generally 
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Fig. 10- 14—Control- grid modulation of a Class C 

amplifier. The r.f. grid bypass capacitor, C, should 

have high reactance at audio frequencies (0.005 µf. 

or less). 

simpler to adjust. However, control-grid modu-
lation is the only form of grid modulation that 
is applicable to triode amplifiers. A typical triode 
circuit is given in Fig. 10-14. 

In control-grid modulation the d.c. grid bias is 
the same as in normal Class C amplifier service, 
but the r.f. grid excitation is somewhat smaller. 
The audio voltage superimposed on the d.c. bias 
changes the instantaneous grid bias at an audio 
rate, thus varying the operating conditions in the 
grid circuit and controlling the output and effi-
ciency of the amplifier. 
The change in instantaneous bias voltage with 

modulation causes the rectified grid current of 
the amplifier to vary, which places a variable 
load on the modulator. To reduce distortion, re-
sistor R in Fig. 10-14 is connected in the output 
circuit of the modulator as a constant load, so 
that the over-all load variations will be mini-
mized. This resistor should be equal to or some-
what higher than the load into which the 
modulator tube is rated to work at normal audio 
output. It is also recommended that the modu-
lator circuit incorporate as much negative feed-
back as possible, as a further aid in reducing the 
internal resistance of the modulator and thus 
improving the "regulation"—that is, reducing the 
effect of load variations on the audio output volt-
age. The turns ratio of transformer T should be 
about 1 to 1 in most cases. 
The load on the r.f. driving stage also varies 

with modulation. This in turn will cause the ex-
citation voltage to vary and may cause the 
modulation characteristic to be nonlinear. To 
overcome it, the driver should be capable of two 
or three times the r.f. power output actually re-
quired to drive the amplifier. The excess power 
may be dissipated in a dummy load ( such as an 
incandescent lamp of appropriate power rating) 
that then performs the same function in the r.f. 

Excitation 

115 0.00. 

Fig. 1015—Circuit arrangement for cathode modulo-

tion of a Class C r.f. amplifier. Values of bypass ca-

pacitors in the r.f. circuits should be the some as 
for other modulation methods. 

circuit that resistor R does in the audio circuit. 
The d.c. bias source in this system should have 

low internal resistance. Batteries or a voltage-
regulated supply are suitable. Grid-leak bias 
should not be used. 

Satisfactory adjustment of a control-grid mod-
ulated amplifier requires an oscilloscope. The 
scope connections are similar to those for screen-
grid modulation, with audio from the modula-
tor's output transformer secondary applied to the 
horizontal plates through a blocking capacitor 
and volume control, and with r.f. from the plate 
tank circuits coupled to the vertical plates. The 
adjustment procedure follows that for screen 
modulation as previously described. 
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Fig. 10- 16—Cathode-modulation performance curves, 

in terms of percentage of plate modulation plotted 

against percentage of Class C telephony tube ratings. 

Win—D.C. plate input watts in terms of percentage of 

plate-modulation rating. 

W.—Carrier output watts in per cent of plate-mod-

ulation rating (based on plate efficiency of 

77.5%). 
W. —Audio power in per cent of d.c. watts input. 

Np —Plate efficiency of the amplifier in percentage. 
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CATHODE MODULATION 
Circuit 

The fundamental circuit for cathode modula-
tion is shown in Fig. 10-15. It is a combination of 
the plate and grid methods, and permits a carrier 
efficiency midway between the two. Audio power 
is introduced in the cathode circuit, and both 
grid bias and plate voltage are modulated. 

Because part of the modulation is by the 
control-grid method, the plate efficiency of the 
modulated amplifier must vary during modu-
lation. The carrier efficiency therefore must be 
lower than the efficiency at the modulation peak. 
The required reduction in efficiency depends 
upon the proportion of grid modulation to 
plate modulation; the higher the percentage of 
plate modulation, the higher the permissible 
carrier efficiency, and vice versa. The audio 
power required from the modulator also varies 
with the percentage of plate modulation, being 
greater as this percentage is increased. 
The way in which the various quantities 

vary is illustrated by the curves of Fig. 10-16. 
In these curves the performance of the cath-
ode-modulated r.f. amplifier is plotted in terms 
of the tube ratings for plate-modulated telephony, 
with the percentage of plate modulation as a base. 
As the percentage of plate modulation is de-
creased, it is assumed that the grid modulation is 
increased to make the over-all modulation reach 
100 per cent. The limiting condition, 100 per cent 
plate modulation and no grid modulation, is at 
the right (A); pure grid modulation is repre-
sented by the left-hand ordinate (B and C). 

Modulating Impedance 

The modulating impedance of a cathode-
modulated amplifier is approximately equal to 

Eb 

nt— 
h 

where m = Percentage of plate modulation (ex-
pressed as a decimal) 

Eb = D.c. plate voltage on modulated 
amplifier 

Ib = D.c. plate current of modulated 
amplifier 

The modulating impedance is the load into 
which the modulator must work, just as in the 
case of pure plate modulation. This load must be 
matched to the load required by the modulator 
tube's by proper choice of the turns ratio of the 
modulation transformer. 

Conditions for Linearity 

R.f. excitation requirements for the cathode-
modulated amplifier are midway between those 
for plate modulation and control-grid modula-
tion. More excitation is required as the per-
centage of plate modulation is increased. Grid 
bias should be considerably beyond cut-off; fixed 
bias from a supbly having good voltage regula-
tion is preferred, especially when the percentage 

of plate modulation is small and the amplifier is 
operating more nearly like a grid-bias modulated 
stage. At the higher percentages of plate modu-
lation a combination of fixed and grid-leak bias 
can be used, since the variation in rectified grid 
current is smaller. The grid leak should be by-
passed for audio frequencies. The percentage of 
grid modulation may be regulated by choice of a 
suitable tap on the modulation-transformer 
secondary. 
The cathode circuit of the modulated stage 

must be independent of other stages in the trans-
mitter. When directly heated tubes are modu-
lated their filaments must be supplied from a 
separate transformer. The filament bypass capac-
itors should not be larger than about 0.002 ¡if., 
to avoid bypassing the a.f. modulation. 

Adjustment of Cathode-Modulated 
Amplifiers 

In most respects, the adjustment procedure 
is similar to that for grid-bias modulation. The 
critical adjustments are antenna loading, grid 
bias, and excitation. 
Adjustments should be made with the aid of 

an oscilloscope connected in the same way as for 
grid-bias modulation. With proper antenna load-
ing and excitation, the normal wedge-shaped pat-
tern will be obtained at 100 per cent modulation. 
As in the case of grid-bias modulation, too light 
antenna loading will cause flattening of the up-
ward peaks of modulation as also will too high 
excitation. The cathode current will be practi-
cally constant with or without modulation when 
the proper operating conditions have been es-
tablished. 

LINEAR AMPLIFIERS 

If a signal is to be amplified after modulation 
has taken place, the shape of the modulation 
envelope must be preserved if distortion is to be 
avoided. This requires the use of a linear ampli-
fier — that is, one that will reproduce, in its 
output circuit, the exact form of the signal en-
velope applied to its grid. 
The amplitude-modulated driving signal for a 

linear amplifier can at no time be permitted to 
swing below cutoff on the modulation down-
peaks. To do so would mean that the part of the 
modulation envelope near the zero axis ( see Fig. 
10-1C) would be clipped, since there would be 
times when the instantaneous signal voltage 
would be below the minimum value that would 
cause plate-current flow ( see Fig. 10-3). 
However, the grid bias may be set at any value 

less than cutoff. Usually, such amplifiers are op-
erated at or near the Class B condition — that is, 
with the grid bias at or somewhat less than cut-
off. Although Class B operation results in con-
siderable distortion of the individual r.f. cycles 
applied to the grid, the modulation envelope is 
not distorted if the operating conditions are 
chosen properly. The r.f. distortion produces 
only r.f. harmonics, and these can be eliminated 
by the selectivity of the output tank circuit. 
A linear amplifier used for a.m. has the same 
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disadvantages with respect to efficiency that grid 
modulation does. The reason also is much the 
same: since the amplifier must handle a peak-
envelope power four times as great as the un-
modulated carrier power, it cannot be operated 
at its full capabilities when it is amplifying only 
the unmodulated carrier. The plate efficiency of 
the amplifier varies with the instantaneous value 
of the modulation envelope ( Fig. 10-9). The 
efficiency at the unmodulated carrier level is only 
of the order of 30-35 per cent. 

Because of this low efficiency, linear amplifiers 
have not had much application in amateur trans-
mitters, especially since equivalent efficiency can 

be obtained with grid modulation, along with a 
less critical adjustment procedure. Recently there 
has been some increase in use of a.m. linears, 
particularly at v.h.f., as a means of stepping up 
the modulated power output of very low power 
transmitters with a minimum of complication in 
over-all equipment and operation. To obtain a 
useful increase in power output by this means the 
linear amplifier must use a tube or. tubes capable 
of relatively large plate dissipation, since about 
two-thirds of the d.c. power input to the ampli-
fier is consumed in heating the plate and only 
about one-third is converted to useful carrier 
output. 

CHECKING A.M. PHONE OPERATION 

USING THE OSCILLOSCOPE 

Proper adjustment of a phone transmitter is 
aided immeasurably by the oscilloscope. The 
scope will give more information, more accu-
rately, than almost any collection of other instru-
ments that might be named. Furthermore, an 
oscilloscope that is entirely satisfactory for the 
purpose is not necessarily an expensive instru-
ment; the cathode-ray tube and its power supply 
are about all that are needed. Amplifiers and 
linear sweep circuits are by no means necessary. 

In the simplest scope circuit, radio-frequency 
voltage from the modulated amplifier is applied 
to the vertical deflection plates of the tube, usu-
ally through blocking capacitors as shown in the 
oscilloscope circuit in the chapter on measure-
ments, and audio-frequency voltage from the 
modulator is applied to the horizontal deflection 
plates. As the instantaneous amplitude of the 
audio signal varies, the r.f. output of the trans-
mitter likewise varies, and this produces a 
wedge-shaped pattern or trapezoid on the screen. 
If the oscilloscope has a built-in horizontal 
sweep, the r.f. voltage can be applied to the 
vertical plates as before ( never through an am-
plifier) and the sweep will produce a pattern that 
follows the modulation envelope of the transmit-
ter output, provided the sweep frequency is lower 
than the modulation frequency. This produces a 
wave-envelope modulation pattern. 

The Wave-Envelope Pattern 

The connections for the wave-envelope pattern 
are shown in Fig. 10-17A. The vertical deflection 
plates are coupled to the amplifier tank coil (or 
an antenna coil) through a low-impedance ( coax, 
twisted pair, etc.) line and pick-up coil. As shown 
in the alternative drawing, a resonant circuit 
tuned to the operating frequency may be con-
nected to the vertical plates, using link coupling 
between it and the transmitter. This will elimi-
nate r.f. harmonics, and the tuning control is a 
means for adjustment of the pattern height. 

If it is inconvenient to couple to the final tank 
coil, as may be the case if the transmitter is 
tightly shielded, the pick-up loop may be coupled 
to the tuned tank of a matching circuit or an-

Final 
Tank 

(A) 

(B) 

Alternate Input Connections 

Ant Ciriuil 

-- Pickup Loot, 

Ant Circuit 

To 
Vertical 
Plates 

To 
Ver tical 
Plates 

( 1  1 

— kup Loop To 
Vertical 

Plates 

Fig. 10-17—Methods of connecting the oscilloscope for 
modulation checking. A—connections for wave-en-

velope pattern with any modulation method; B—con-

nections for trapezoidal pattern with plate or screen 

modulation. 

tenna coupler. Any method (even a short antenna 
coupled to the tuned circuit shown in the "alter-
nate input connections" of Fig. 10-17A) that 
will pick up enough r.f. to give a suitable pattern 
height may be used. 
The position of the pick-up coil should be 

varied until an unmodulated carrier pattern, Fig. 
10-18B, of suitable height is obtained. The hori-
zontal sweep voltage should be adjusted to make 
the width of the pattern somewhat more than 
half the diameter of the screen. When voice 
modulation is applied, a rapidly changing pattern 
of varying height will be obtained. When the 
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Fig. 10- 18—Wave-envelope and trapezoidal patterns 

representing different conditions of modulation. 

maximum height of this pattern is just twice that 
of the carrier alone, the wave is being modulated 
100 per cent. This is illustrated by Fig. 18-18D, 
where the point X represents the horizontal 
sweep line ( reference line) alone, YZ is the car-
rier height, and PQ is the maximum height of 
the modulated wave. 

If the height is greater than the distance PQ, 
as illustrated in E, the wave is overmodulated in 
the upward direction. Overmodulation in the 
downward direction is indicated by a gap in the 
pattern at the reference axis, where a single 
bright line appears on the screen. Overmodula-
tion in either direction may take place even 
when the modulation in the other direction is 
less than 100 per cent. 

The Trapezoidal Pattern 

Connections for the trapezoid or wedge pat-
tern as used for checking a.m. are shown in Fig. 
10-17B. The vertical plates of the c.r. tube are 
coupled to the transmitter tank through a pick-up 
loop, preferably using a tuned circuit, as shown 
in the upper drawing, adjustable to the operat-
ing frequency. Audio voltage from the modu-
lator is applied to the horizontal plates through 
a voltage divider, RiR2. This voltage should be 

adjustable so a suitable pattern width can be 
obtained; a 0.25-megohm volume control can be 
used at R2 for this purpose. 
The resistance required at R1 will depend on 

the d.c. voltage on the modulated element. The 
total resistance of R1 and R2 in series should 
be about 0.25 megohm for each 100 volts. For 
example, if a plate-modulated amplifier operates 
at 1500 volts, the total resistance should be 3.75 
megohms, 0.25 megohm at R2 and the remainder, 
3.5 megohms, in R1. R1 should be composed of 
individual resistors not larger than 0.5 megohm 
each, in which case 1-watt resistors will be satis-
factory. 
For adequate coupling at 100 cycles the capaci-

tance, in microfarads, of the blocking capacitor, 
C, should be at least 0.05/R, where R is the total 
resistance (R1 -I- R2) in megohms. In the ex-
ample above, where R is 3.75 megohms, the ca-
pacitance should be 0.05/3.75 = 0.013 AL or 

Fig. 10- 19—Top—A typical trapezoidal pattern ob-

tained with screen modulation adjusted for optimum 
conditions. The sudden change in slope near the 

point of the wedge occurs when the screen voltage 
passes through zero. Center— If there is no audio 

distortion, the unmodulated carrier will have the 

height and position shown by the white line super-

imposed on the sine-wave modulation pattern. Bot-

tom— Even- harmonic distortion in the audio system, 
when the audio signal applied to the speech ampli-

fier is a sine wave, is indicated by the fact that the 

modulation pattern does not extend equal horizontal 

distances on both sides of the unmodulated carrier. 
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more. The voltage rating of the capacitor should 
be at least twice the d.c. voltage applied to the 
modulated element. 
Trapezoidal patterns for various conditions of 

modulation are shown in Fig. 10-18 at F to J, 
each alongside the corresponding wave-envelope 
pattern. With no signal, only the cathode-ray 
spot appears on the screen. When the unmodu-
lated carrier is applied, a vertical line appears; 
the length of the line should be adjusted, by 
means of the pick-up coil coupling, to a con-
venient value. When the carrier is modulated, 
the wedge-shaped pattern appears; the higher 
the modulation percentage, the wider and more 
pointed the wedge becomes. At 100 per cent 
modulation it just makes a point on the axis, X, 
at one end, and the height, PQ, at the other end 
is equal to twice the carrier height, YZ. Over-
modulation in the upward direction is indicated 
by increased height over PQ, and downward by 
an extension along the axis X at the pointed end. 

CHECKING TRANSMITTER 
PERFORMANCE 

The trapezoidal pattern is generally more use-
ful than the wave-envelope pattern for check-
ing the operation of a phone transmitter. How-
ever, both types of patterns have their special 
virtues, and the best test setup is one that makes 
both available. The trapezoidal pattern is better 
adapted to showing the performance of a modu-
lated amplifier from the standpoint of inherent 
linearity, without regard to the wave form of the 
audio modulating signal, than is the wave-enve-
lope pattern. Distortion in the audio signal also 
can be detected in the trapezoidal pattern, al-
though experience in analyzing scope patterns 
is required to recognize it. 

If the wave-envelope pattern is used with a 
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sine-wave audio modulating signal, distortion in 
the modulation envelope is easily recognizable; 
however, it is difficult to determine whether the 
distortion is caused by lack of linearity of the 
r.f. stage or by a.f. distortion in the modulator. 
If the trapezoidal pattern shows good linearity 
in such a case the trouble obviously is in the 
audio system. It is possible, of course, for both 
defects to be present simultaneously. If they 
are, the r.f. amplifier should be made linear first; 
then any distortion in the modulation envelope 
will be the result of improper operation in the 
speech amplifier or modulator, or in coupling 
the modulator to the modulated r.f. stage. 

R. F. Linearity 

The trapezoidal pattern is a graph of the mod-
ulation characteristic of the modulated amplifier. 
The sloping sides of the wedge show the r.f. 
amplitude for every value of instantaneous mod-
ulating voltage, exactly the type of curve plotted 
in Fig. 10-4. If these sides are perfectly straight 
lines, as drawn in Fig. 10-18 at H and I, the mod-
ulation characteristic is linear. If the sides show 
curvature, the characteristic is nonlinear to an 
extent shown by the degree to which the sides 
depart from perfect straightness. This is true 
regardless of the modulating wave form. 

Audio Distortion 

If the speech system can be driven by a good 
audio sine-wave signal instead of a microphone, 
the trapezoidal pattern also will show the pres-
ence of even-harmonic distortion ( the most com-
mon type, especially when the modulator is over-
loaded) in the speech amplifier or modulator. If 
there is no distortion in the audio system, the 
trapezoid will extend horizontally equal distances 
on each side of the vertical line representing the 

\!» 
Unmodulated carrier. Approximately 50 per cent modulation. 100 per cent modulation. 

Fig. 10- 20— Oscilloscope patterns showing proper modulation of a plate- and- screen modulated tetrode r.f. 

amplifier. Upper row, trapezoidal patterns; lower row, corresponding wave-envelope patterns. In the latter 

a linear sweep having a frequency one-third that of the sine-wave audio modulating frequency was used, 

so that three cycles of the modulation envelope show in the pattern. 
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cx 
Modulation over 100 per cent. Improper screen- circuit time constant. Insufficient audio power. 

Fig. 10-21— Improper operation or design. These pictures are to the some scale as those in Fig. 20-20, on 

the same transmitter and with the same test setup. 

unmodulated carrier. If there is even-harmonic 
distortion the trapezoid will extend farther to 
one side of the unmodulated-carrier position than 
to the other. This is shown in Fig. 10-19. The 
probable cause is inadequate power output from 
the modulator, or incorrect load on the modu-
lator. 
An audio oscillator having reasonably good 

sine-wave output is highly desirable for testing 
both speech equipment and the phone transmit-
ter as a whole. With an oscillator and the scope, 
the pattern is steady and can be studied closely 
to determine the effects of adjustments. 

In the case of the wave-envelope pattern, dis-
tortion in the audio system will show up in the 
modulation envelope ( with a sine-wave input 
signal) as a departure from the sine-wave form, 
and may be checked by comparing the envelope 
with a drawing of a sine-wave. Attributing any 
such distortion to the audio system assumes, of 
course, that a check has been made on the linear-
ity of the modulated r.f. amplifier, preferably by 
use of the trapezoidal pattern. 

Typical Patterns 

Figs. 10-19, 10-20 and 10-21 show some typical 
scope patterns of modulated signals for different 
conditions of operation. The screen-modulation 
patterns, Fig. 10-19, also show how the presence 
of even-harmonic audio distortion can be de-
tected in the trapezoidal pattern. The pattern to 
be sought in adjusting the transmitter is the 
one at the top in Fig. 10-20, where the top and 
bottom edges of the pattern continue in straight 
lines up to the point representing 100 per cent 
modulation. If these edges tend to bend over 
toward the horizontal at the maximum height of 
the wedge the amplifier is "flattening" on the 
modulation up-peaks. This is usually caused by 
attempting to get too large a carrier output, and 
can be corrected by tighter coupling to the an-

tenna or by a decrease in the d.c. screen voltage. 
Fig. 10-20 shows patterns indicating proper 

operation of a plate-and-screen modulated tet-
rode r.f. amplifier. The slight "tailing off" at the 
modulation down peak ( point of the wedge) can 
be minimized by careful adjustment of excitation 
and plate loading. 

Several types of improper operation are shown 
in Fig. 10-21. In the photos at the left the linear-
ity of the r.f. stage is good but the amplifier is 
being modulated over 100 per cent. This is 
shown by the maximum height of the pattern 
(compare with the unmodulated carrier of Fig. 
10-20) and by the bright line extending from the 
point of the wedge (or between sections of the 
envelope). 
The patterns in the center, Fig. 10-21, show 

the effect of a too-long time constant in the 
screen circuit, in an amplifier getting its screen 
voltage through a dropping resistor, both plate 
and screen being modulated. The "double-edged" 
pattern is the result of audio phase shift in the 
screen circuit combined with varying screen-to-
cathode resistance during modulation. The over-
all effect is to delay the rise in output amplitude 
during the up-sweep of the modulation cycle, 
slightly distorting the modulation envelope as 
shown in the wave-envelope pattern. This effect, 
which becomes more pronounced as the audio 
modulating frequency is increased, is usually ab-
sent at low modulation percentages but develops 
rapidly as the modulation approaches 100 per 
cent. It can be reduced by reducing the screen 
bypass capacitance, and also by connecting re-
sistance ( to be determined experimentally, but 
of the same order as the screen dropping resist-
ance) between screen and cathode. 
The right-hand pictures in Fig. 10-21 show the 

effect of insufficient audio power. Although the 
trapezoidal pattern shows good linearity in the 
r.f. amplifier, the wave-envelope pattern shows 
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Fig. 10- 22— Upper photo— Audio phase shift in cou-

pling circuit between transmitter and horizontal de-

flection plates. Lower photo— Hum on 

vertical deflection plates. 

flattened peaks ( both positive and negative) in 
the modulation envelope even though the audio 
signal applied to the amplifier was a sine wave. 
More speech-amplifier gain merely increases the 
flattening without increasing the modulation per-
centage in such a case. The remedy is to use a 
larger modulator or less input to the modulated 
r.f. stage. In some cases the trouble may be 
caused by an incorrect modulation-transformer 
turns ratio, causing the modulator to be over-
loaded before its maximum power output capa-
bilities are reached. 

Faulty Patterns 

The pattern defects shown in Fig. 10-21 are 
only a few out of many that might be observed 
in the testing of a phone transmitter, all capable 
of being interpreted in terms of improper opera-
tion in some part of the transmitter. However, 
it is not always the transmitter that is at fault 
when the scope shows an unusual pattern. The 
trouble may be in some defect in the test setup. 

Patterns representative of two common faults 
of this nature are shown in Fig. 10-22. The upper 
picture shows the trapezoidal pattern when the 
audio voltage applied to the horizontal plates of 
the c.r. tube is not exactly in phase with the 
modulation envelope. The normal straight edges 
of the wedge are transformed into ellipses which 
in the case of 100 per cent modulation ( shown) 
touch at the horizontal axis and reach maximum 
heights equal to the height of the normal wedge 
at the modulation up-peak. Such a phase shift 
can occur ( and usually will) if the audio voltage 
applied to the c.r. tube deflection plates is taken 
from any point in the audio system other than 
where it is applied to the modulated r.f. stage. 
The coupling capacitor shown in Fig. 10-17 must 
have very low reactance compared with the re-
sistance of R1 and R2 in series — not larger than 
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a few per cent of the sum of the two resistances. 
The wave-envelope pattern in Fig. 10-22 shows 

the effect of hum on the vertical deflection plates. 
This may actually be on the carrier or may be 
introduced in some way from the a.c. line 
through stray coupling between the scope and the 
line or because of poor grounding of the scope, 
transmitter or modulator. 

It is important that r.f. from the modulated 
stage only be coupled to the oscilloscope, and 
then only to the vertical plates. If r.f. is present 
also on the horizontal plates, the pattern will 
lean to one side instead of being upright. If the 
oscilloscope cannot be moved to a position where 
the unwanted pick-up disappears, a small bypass 
capacitor ( 10 gi.d. or more) should be connected 
across the horizontal plates as close to the 
cathode-ray tube as possible. An r.f. choke (2.5 
mh. or smaller) may also be connected in series 
with the ungrounded horizontal plate. 

MODULATION CHECKING WITH 
THE PLATE METER 

The plate milliammeter of the modulated am-
plifier provides a simple and fairly reliable means 
for checking the performance of a phone trans-
mitter, although it does not give nearly as definite 
information as the oscilloscope does. If the mod-
ulated amplifier is perfectly linear, its plate cur-
rent will not change when modulation is applied if 

1) the upward modulation percentage does 
not exceed the modulation capability of the 
amplifier, 

2) the downward modulation does not exceed 
100 per cent, and 

3) there is no change in the d.c. operating 
voltages on the transmitter. 
The plate current should be constant, ideally, 

with any of the methods of modulation discussed 
in this chapter, with the single exception of the 
controlled-carrier system. The plate meter can-
not give a reliable check on the performance of 
the latter system because the plate current in-
creases with the intensity of modulation. 

Plate Modulation 

With plate modulation, a downward shift in 
plate current may indicate one or more of the 
following: 

1) Insufficient excitation. 
2) Insufficient grid bias. 
3) R.f. amplifier not loaded properly. 
4) Insufficient output capacitance in the filter 

of the modulated-amplifier plate supply. 
5) Excessive d.c. input to the r.f. amplifier, 

under carrier conditions. Alternately, the 
cathode emission of the amplifier tubes may 
be low. 

6) In plate-and-screen modulation of tetrodes 
or pentodes, the screen is not being suffi-
ciently modulated along with the plate. If 
the d.c. screen voltage is obtained through 
a dropping resistor, a dip in plate current 
may occur if the screen bypass capacitance 
is large enough to bypass audio frequencies. 

7) Poor voltage regulation of the modulated-
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amplifier plate supply. It is readily checked 
by measuring the voltage with and without 
modulation. Poor line regulation will be 
shown by a drop in filament voltage with 
modulation. 

Any of the following may cause an upward 
shift in plate current: 

1) Overmodulation ( excessive audio power, 
audio gain too high). 

2) Incomplete neutralization of the modu-
lated amplifier. 

3) Parasitic oscillation in the modulated am-
plifier. 

Grid Modulation 

With any type of grid modulation, any of the 
following may cause a downward shift in modu-
lated-amplifier plate current: 

1) Too much r.f. excitation. 
2) Insufficient grid bias with control-grid 

modulation. Grid bias is usually not critical 
with screen and suppressor modulation. 

3) With control-grid modulation, excessive 
resistance in the bias supply. 

4) Insufficient output capacitance in plate-
supply filter. 

5) Amplifier is not loaded heavily enough. 
Because grid modulation is not perfectly linear, 

(always less so than plate modulation) an am-
plifier that is properly designed and operated 
may show a small upward plate-current shift 
with modulation, 10 per cent or less with sine-
wave modulation and amounting to an occasional 
upward flicker with voice. An upward plate cur-
rent shift in excess of this may be caused by 

1) Overmodulation ( excessive modulating 
voltage). 

2) Regeneration ( incomplete neutralization). 
3) With control-grid or suppressor modula-

tion, bias too great. 
4) With screen modulation, d.c. screen voltage 

too low. 
5) Audio distortion in modulator. 
In grid-modulation systems the modulator is 

not necessarily operating linearly if the plate 
current stays constant with or without modula-
tion. It is readily possible to arrive at a set of 
operating conditions in which flattening of the 
up-peaks is just balanced by overmodulation 
downward. The oscilloscope provides the only 
certain check on grid modulation. 

COMMON TROUBLES IN THE 
PHONE TRANSMITTER 

Noise and Hum on Carrier 

Noise and hum may be detected by listening to 
the signal on a receiver, provided the receiver is 
far enough away from the transmitter to avoid 
overloading. The hum level should be low com-
pared with the voice at 100 per cent modulation. 
Hum may come either from the speech amplifier 
and modulator or from the r.f. section of the 
transmitter. Hum from the r.f. section can be 
detected by completely shutting off the modu-
lator; if hum remains, the power-supply filters 
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for one or more of the r.f. stages have insuffi-
cient smoothing. With a hum-free carrier, hum 
introduced by the modulator can be checked by 
turning on the modulator but leaving the speech 
amplifier off; power-supply filtering is the likely 
source of such hum. If carrier and modulator are 
both clean, connect the speech amplifier and ob-
serve the increase in hum level. If the hum dis-
appears with the gain control at minimum, the 
hum is being introduced in the stage or stages 
preceding the gain control. The microphone also 
may pick up hum, a condition that can be checked 
by removing the microphone from the circuit 
but leaving the first speech-amplifier grid circuit 
otherwise unchanged. A good ground ( to a cold 
water pipe, for éxample) on the microphone 
and speech system usually is essential to hum-
f ree operation. 

Spurious Sidebands 

A superheterodyne receiver having good selec-
tivity (bandwidth of less than 1 kc.) is needed 
for checking spurious sidebands outside the nor-
mal communication channel. The r.f. input to the 
receiver must be kept low enough, by removing 
the antenna or by adequate separation from the 
transmitter, to avoid overloading and consequent 
spurious receiver responses. An "S"-meter read-
ing of about half scale is satisfactory. With the 
selectivity at its sharpest, tune through the re-
gion outside the normal channel limits (3 to 4 
kilocycles each side of the carrier) while an-
other person talks into the microphone. Spurious 
sidebands will be observed as intermittent 
"clicks" or crackles well away from the carrier 
frequency. Sidebands more than 3 to 4 kc. from 
the carrier should be of negligible strength, com-
pared with the carrier, in a properly modulated 
phone transmitter. The causes are overmodula-
tion or nonlinear operation. 
With sine-wave modulation the relative inten-

sities of sidebands can be observed if a tone of 
1000 cycles or so is used. The "S"-meter will 
show how the spurious side frequencies ( those 
spaced more than the modulating frequency 
from the carrier) compare with the carrier itself. 
Without an "S"-meter, the a.v.c. should be 
turned off and the b.f.o. turned on; then the r.f. 
gain should be set to give a moderately strong 
beat note with the carrier. The intensity of the side 
frequencies can be estimated from their relative 
strengths as the receiver is tuned through them. 
Receivers having steep-sided band-pass filters 

for single-sideband reception can be used, but 
the technique is more difficult. If the band pass 
is, say, 3 kc., the signal should first be tuned in 
with the carrier placed at one edge of the pass 
band. If it is placed at the low edge, for example, 
the receiver should then be tuned 3 kc. higher 
so its response will be in the region just outside 
the normal spectrum space occupied by one side-
band. Any "crackles" heard in this region repre-
sent the results of nonlinearity of over-modula-
tion. This assumes that the precautions men-
tioned above with respect to receiver over-
loading have been carefully observed. 
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R.F. in Speech Amplifier 

A small amount of r.f. current in the speech 
amplifier — particularly in the first stage, which 
is most susceptible to such r.f. pickup — will 
cause overloading and distortion in the low-level 
stages. Frequently also there is a regenerative 
effect which causes an audio- frequency oscilla-
tion or "howl" to be set up in the audio system. 
In such cases the gain control cannot be advanced 
very far before the howl builds up, even though 
the amplifier may be perfectly stable when the 
r.f. section of the transmitter is not turned on. 
Complete shielding of the microphone, micro-

phone cord, and speech amplifier is necessary to 

MODULATION 

It is always desirable to modulate as fully as 
possible, but 100 per cent modulation should 
not be exceeded — particularly in the downward 
direction — because harmonic distortion will be 
generated and the channel width increased. This 
causes unnecessary interference to .other stations. 
The oscilloscope is the best instrument for con-
tinuously checking the modulation. However, 
simpler indicators may be used for the purpose, 
once calibrated. 
A convenient indicator, when a Class B modu-

lator is used, is the plate milliammeter in the 
Class B stage, since the plate current of the mod-
ulator fluctuates with the voice intensity. Using 
the oscilloscope, determine the gain-control set-
ting and voice intensity that give 100 per cent 
modulation on voice peaks, and simultaneously 
observe the maximum Class B plate-milliam-
meter reading on the peaks. When this maximum 
reading is obtained, it will suffice to adjust the 
gain so that it is not exceeded. 
A high-resistance ( 1000-ohms-per-volt or 

more) rectifier-type voltmeter ( copper-oxide or 
germanium type) also can be used for modula-
tion monitoring. It should be connected across 
the output circuit of an audio driver stage where 
the power level is a few watts, and similarly cali-
brated against the oscilloscope to determine the 
reading that represents 100 per cent modulation. 
The plate milliammeter of the modulated r.f. 

stage also is of value as an indicator of over-
modulation, as explained earlier. 

A. M. MODULATION MONITOR 

The modulation monitor shown in Figs. 10-23 
and 10-25 uses two magic-eye tubes and a dual 
diode. One eye closes whenever the modulation 
reaches 50 per cent or more, and the second eye 
closes when the modulation hits 85 per cent or 
more. In operation, the operator controls his 
speech to close the "50%" eye much of the time 
without closing the "85%" eye except on rare 
occasions. No adjustment of the monitor is re-
quired other than the setting of two intensity 
controls for the ambient light condition. The 
monitor, with the constants to be described, will 
work with any plate-modulated amplifier at volt-

prevent r.f. pickup, and a ground connection 
separate from that to which the transmitter is 
connected is advisable. 

If the transmitter is "hot" with r.f., the cause 
usually is to be found in the method of coupling 
to the antenna. Any form of coupling that in-
volves either a direct or capacitive connection 
between the transmitter and the transmission line 
is likely to cause the transmitter chassis to as-
sume an r.f. potential above ground because of 
"parallel" type currents on the line. An earth 
connection to the transmitter does not always 
help in such a case. The best remedy is to use 
inductive coupling between the transmitter and 
line. 

MONITORING 

ages between 300 and 500; with a slight modi-
fication it can be extended to 750 volts. 
The circuit diagram is shown in Fig. 10-24. A 

voltage divider, consisting of R1, R2 plus R3, and 
R4, is connected across the plate supply of the 
modulated stage. The cathodes of two diodes are 
connected to the modulated voltage applied to the 
r.f. amplifier, and the anodes of the two diodes 
are connected through 100K resistors to the 
junctions on the voltage divider. The voltage 
divider is proportioned so that the cathode of Vi 
is at approximately 50 per cent of the plate sup-
ply voltage and the cathode of V2 is at 15 per 
cent of the voltage. When the instantaneous 
voltage is 50 per cent or less of the idling plate 
voltage, as during the negative portion of a mod-
ulation cycle, the upper diode of V3 will conduct 
and the voltage drop across the associated WOK 
resistor will close the eye of Vi. If during the 
negative portion of the cycle the instantaneous 

Fig. 10-23—An a.m, modulation indicator using two 

inexpensive magic eye tubes. It is to be connected 

to the plate supply and modulation transformer of 

the plate- modulated transmitter stage. The monitor 

is built in one half of a Minibox and the entire as-

sembly is supported by a cane- metal housing. Heater 

transformers hang down from the Minibox, inside 

the housing. 
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voltage goes as low as 15 per cent of the supply 
voltage, the lower diode of V3 will conduct and 
the drop across the associated 100K resistor will 
close the eye of V2. Capacitors at the grids of 
VI and V2 make the edges of the closing eyes 
readily visible. 
Type 1629 magic eye tubes are used because 

they are common tubes in radio surplus stores 
and are quite inexpensive. Because they have a 
limited cathode-to-heater voltage rating, it is 
necessary to use a separate heater transformer 
with its center tap connected to a midpoint on 
the voltage divider. For similar insulation rea-
sons, a separate heater transformer is used for 
the twin diode, V3. 

Construction 

With the exception of the transformers, all 
components are mounted inside a 5 X 7 X 3-inch 
Minibox. A supporting housing for the chassis 
is made from a small piece of Reynolds No. 33 
aluminum mesh, available in many hardware 
stores. A Winch lip bent in on the bottom edge 
provides greater rigidity for the structure and a 
surface to which four rubber feet can be at-
tached. The monitor is built within one half of 
the Minibox and the two transformers are 
mounted on the other side of this half. Two 
Amphenol 58-MEA8 assemblies are used to sup-
port the magic eye tubes; these include the 
mounting brackets, the sockets and wires, the 
light shields and the metal escutcheons. The 6H6 
socket is supported off the chassis by two Winch 
ceramic insulators. 

Operation 

When using the monitor with a transmitter, 
the only adjustment necessary is that of the two 
100K intensity controls. The "50%" eye will 
start to close at about 50 per cent modulation 
and will be completely closed at around 70 per 
cent. The "85%" eye will start to close at about 

frrr crry, 
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Fig. 10-24—Circuit diagram of the modulation monitor. 

Unless specified otherwise, resistors are 1/2 watt, re-

sistances are in ohms, capacitances are in 0. 

CI, Cs— Disk ceramic. 

ES, ES, ES—Insulated tip jacks (Johnson 105-601, —602, 

—603) 

T1- 12.6-v. 2-a. transformer (Knight 61 G 420) 

TR-6.3-v. 0.6-a. transformer (Knight 61 G 416) 

85 per cent and be completely closed at 100 per 
cent modulation. 

Higher Voltages 

If the monitor is to be used at supply voltages 
between 500 and 750, several alterations are re-
quired. Either the "50%" eye must be elimi-
nated or a second 12.6-volt transformer must be 
added ( so that each 1629 has its own heater sup-
ply). At the higher voltage, additional 47K 
2-watt resistors should be connected in series 
with the intensity controls. The voltage divider 
R1 through R4 must be modified for the higher 
dissipation. 

Fig. 10-25—Modulation monitor with housing and case 

removed. Tie strips and adequately-insulated wire are 
required. Cable clamps hold the wires from the magic. 

eye sockets, to avoid strain on the tubes. Transformers 

cannot be seen in this view because they are on the 

other side of the assembly. Note ventilation holes at 

right-hand corner. 



Chapter 11 

Suppressed-Carrier and 

Single-Sideband Techniques 

A fully modulated a.m. signal has two-thirds 
of its power in the carrier and only one-third 
in the sidebands. The sidebands carry the in-
telligence to be transmitted; the carrier "goes 
along for the ride" and serves only to demodu-
late the signal at the receiver. By eliminating 
the carrier and transmitting only the sidebands 
or just one sideband, the available transmitter 
power is used to greater advantage. The carrier 
must be reinserted at the receiver, but this is 
no great problem, as explained later under 
"Receiving Suppressed-Carrier Signals." 
Assuming that the same final-amplifier tube 

or tubes are used either for normal a.m, or for 
single sideband, carrier suppressed, it can be 
shown that the use of s.s.b. can give an effective 
gain of up to 9 db. over a.m. — equivalent to 
increasing the transmitter power 8 times. Elimi-
nating the carrier also eliminates the heterodyne 
interference that so often spoils communication 
in congested phone bands. 

DOUBLE-SIDEBAND GENERATORS 

The carrier can be suppressed or nearly elimi-
nated by an extremely sharp filter or by using a 
balanced modulator. The basic principle in any 
balanced modulator is to introduce the carrier 
in such a way that it does not appear in the out-
put but so that the sidehands will. This require-
ment is satisfied by introducing the audio in 
push-pull and the r.f. drive in parallel, and con-
necting the output in push-pull. Balanced modu-
lators can also be connected with the r.f. drive 
and audio inputs in push-pull and the output in 
parallel with equal effectiveness. The choice of 
a balanced modulator circuit is generally deter-
mined by constructional considerations and the 
method of modulation preferred by the builder. 
Vacuum-tube balanced modulators can be oper-
ated at high power levels and the double- side-
band output can be used directly into the an-
tenna. A d.s.b. signal can be copied by the same 
methods that are used for single-sideband sig-
nals, provided the receiver has sufficient selec-
tivity to reject one of the sidebands. 

In any balanced-modulator circuit there will 
be no output with no audio signal. When audio 
is applied, the balance is upset, and one branch 
will conduct more than the other. Since any 
modulation process is the same as "mixing" 
in receivers, sum and difference frequencies 
(sidebands) will be generated. The modulator 
is not balanced for the sidebands, and they will 
appear in the output. 

In the rectifier-type balanced modulators 

AUDIO 

rCAZ 
(A) 

OUTPUT 

TOOI 
330 330   
(MIER (B ) 

CARDAR 1552 CARDAR 
1ZAT7 

Fig. 11-1—Typical rectifier-type balanced modulators. 
The circuit at A is called a "bridge" balanced mod-

ulator and has been widely used in commercial work. 

The balanced modulator at B is shown with constants 

suitable for operation at 450 kc. It is useful for work-

ing into a crystal bandpass filter. T1 is a transformer 

designed to work from the audio source into a 600-ohm 

load, and T2 is an ordinary i.f. transformer with the 

trimmer reconnected in series with a 0.001-0. capacitor, 

for impedance-matching purposes from the modulator. 

The capacitor C1 is for carrier balance and may be 

found unnecessary in some instances—it should be tried 
connected on either side of the carrier input circuit and 

used where it is more effective. The 250-ohm potentio-

meter is normally all that is required for carrier bal-

ance. The carrier input should be sufficient to develop 

several volts across the resistor string. 

The circuit at C is shown with constants suitable for 

operation at 3.9 Mc. T2 is a step-down output trans-

former (Stancor A3250, 10,000 to 200 ohms), shunt-fed 

to eliminate d.c. from the windings. LI can be a small 

coupling coil wound on the "cold" end of the carrier-

oscillator tank coil, with sufficient coupling to give two 

or three volts of r.f. across its output. L2 is a slug-tuned 

coil that resonates to the carrier frequency with the 

effective 0.001 AL across it. The 1000-ohm potentio-

meter is for carrier balance. 
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Fig. 11-2—A twin-diode balanced-modulator circuit. 
This is essentially the same as the circuit in Fig. 11-1C, 
and differs only in that a twin diode is used instead of 
dry rectifiers. The heater circuit for the twin diode can 
be connected in the usual way (one side grounded or 

center tap grounded). 

shown in Fig. 11-1, the diode rectifiers are con-
nected in such a manner that, if they have equal 
forward resistances, no r.f. can pass from the 
carrier source to the output circuit via either of 
the two possible paths. The net effect is that no 
r.f. energy appears in the output. When audio is 
applied, it unbalances the circuit by biasing the 
diode (or diodes) in one path, depending upon 
the instantaneous polarity of the audio, and 
hence some r.f. will appear in the output. The 
r.f. in the output will appear as a double-side-
band suppressed-carrier signal. ( For a more 
complete description of diode-modulator opera-

' tion, see "Diode Modulators," QST, April, 1953, 
p. 39.) 

In any diode modulator, the r.f. voltage 
should be at least 6 or 8 times the peak audio 
voltage, for minimum distortion. The usual 
operation involves a fraction of a volt of audio 
and several volts of r.f. The diodes should be 
matched as closely as possible — ohmmeter 
measurements of their forward resistances is 
the usual test. 

(The circuit of Fig. 11-1B is described more 
fully in Weaver and Brown, "Crystal Lattice 
Filters for Transmitting and Receiving," QST, 
August, 1951. The circuit of Fig. 11-1C is suit-
able for use in a double-balanced-modulator 
circuit and is so described in "SSB, Jr.," Gen-
eral Electric Hain News, September, 1950.) 
Vacuum-tube diodes can also be used in the 

two- and four-diode balanced-modulator cir-
cuits, and many operators consider them superior 
to the dry rectifier circuits. A typical balanced 
modulator circuit using a twin diode (6AL5, 
6H6, etc.) is shown in Fig. 11-2. In phasing-type 
s.s.b. generators (described later) two of these 
modulators are required, and they are usually 
worked into a common output circuit. ( For a 
description of a complete s.s.b. exciter using 
6AL5 balanced modulators, see Vitale, "Cheap 
and Easy S.S.B.," QST, March, 1956, and May, 
1958.) 
Another form of balanced modulator uses 

the type 7360 "beam-deflection" tube, and it is 
capable of a high order of carrier suppression 
(60 db.) with good output (4 volts peak-to-
peak) and low distortion (45 db.). A typical 

SIDEBAND 

application is shown in the s.s.b. generators 
described later in this chapter. 

SINGLE-SIDEBAND GENERATORS 

Two basic systems for generating s.s.b. sig-
nals are shown in Fig. 11-3. One involves the 
use of a bandpass filter having sufficient selec-
tivity to pass one sideband and reject the other. 
Filters having such characteristics can only be 
constructed for relatively low frequencies, and 
most filters used by amateurs are designed to 
work somewhere around 500 kc. Good sideband 
filtering can be done at frequencies as high as 5 
Mc. by using multiple-crystal filters. The low-
frequency oscillator output is combined with 
the audio output of a speech amplifier in a bal-
anced modulator, and only the upper and lower 
sidebands appear in the output. One of the side-
bands is passed by the filter and the other re-
jected, so that an s.s.b. signal is fed to the 
mixer. The signal is there mixed with the out-
put of a high-frequency r.f. oscillator to pro-
duce the desired output frequency. For addi-
tional amplification a linear r.f. amplifier ( Class 
A or Class B) must be used. When the s.s.b. 
signal is generated around 500 kc. it may be 
necessary to convert twice to reach the oper-
ating frequency, since this simplifies the prob-
lem of rejecting the "image" frequencies result-
ing from the heterodyne process. The problem 
of image frequencies in the frequency conver-
sions of s.s.b. signals differs from the problem 
in receivers because the beating-oscillator fre-
quency becomes important. Either balanced 
modulators or sufficient selectivity must be used 
to attenuate these frequencies in the output and 
hence minimize the possibility of unwanted 
radiations. (Examples of filter-type exciters 
can be found in QST for Jtine, 1958, and Janu-
ary, 1956.) 
The second system is based on the phase 

relationships between the carrier and sidebands 
in a modulated signal. As shown in the diagram, 
the audio signal is split into two components 
that are identical except for a phase difference 
of 90 degrees. The output of the r.f. oscillator 
(which may be at the operating frequency, if 
desired) is likewise split into two separate com-
ponents having a 90-degree phase difference. 
One r.f. and one audio component are combined 
in each of two separate balanced modulators. 
The carrier is suppressed in the modulators, 
and the relative phases of the sidebands are 
such that one sideband is balanced out and the 
other is augmented in the combined output. If 
the output from the balanced modulators is high 
enough, such an s.s.b. exciter can work directly 
into the antenna, or the power level can be in-
creased in a following amplifier. 

Properly adjusted, either system is capable of 
good results. Arguments in favor of the filter 
system are that it is somewhat easier to adjust 
without an oscilloscope, since it requires only a 
receiver and a v.t.v.m. for alignment, and it is 
more likely to remain in adjustment over a long 
period of time. The chief argument against it, 
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from the amateur viewpoint, is that it requires 
quite a few stages and at least one frequency 
conversion after modulation. The phasing sys-
tem requires fewer stages and can be designed 
to require no frequency conversion, but its 
alignment and adjustment are often considered 
to be a little "trickier" than that of the filter 
system. This probably stems from lack of 
familiarity with the system rather than any 
actual difficulty, and now that commercial pre-
adjusted audio-phasing networks are available, 
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Fig. 11-3—Two basic systems for gener-

ating single-sideband suppressed-carrier 

signals. Representations of a typical en-

velope picture (as seen on an oscillo-

scope) and spectrum picture (as seen on 

a very selective panoramic receiver) are 

shown above and below the connecting 

links. 

most of the alignment difficulty has been elimi-
nated. In most cases the phasing system will 
cost less to apply to an existing transmitter. 

Regardless of the method used to generate a 
s.s.b. signal of 5 or 10 watts, the minimum cost 
will be found to be higher than for an a.m. 
transmitter of the same low power. However, 
as the power level is increased, the s.s.b. trans-
mitter becomes more economical than the a.m. 
rig, both initially and from an operating stand-
point. 

FILTER-TYPE S.S.B. EXCITERS 

The basic configuration of a filter-type s.s.b. 
exciter was shown in Fig. 11-3. Suitable filters, 
sharp enough to reject the unwanted side fre-
quencies a few hundred cycles and above from 
the carrier frequency, can be built in the range 
20 kc. to 10 Mc. The low-frequency filters gen-
erally use iron-cored inductors, and the new 
toroid forms find considerable favor at fre-
quencies up to 50 or 60 kc. These filters are of 
normal band-pass constant-k and m-derived 
configuration. In the range 450 to 500 kc., either 
crystal-lattice or electro-mechanical filters are 
used. Low-frequency filters are manufactured 
by Barker & Williamson and by Burnell & Co., 
and electro-mechanical filters are made by the 
Collins Radio Co. Crystal filters are available 
from Hermes Electronics and McCoy Elec-
tronics in the megacycles range; homemade 

filters generally utilize war-surplus crystals. 
The frequency of the filter determines how 

many conversions must be made before the op-
erating frequency is reached. If the filter fre-
quency is 30 kc. or so, it is wise to convert first 
to 500 or 600 kc. and then convert to the 3.9-Mc. 
band, to avoid the image that would almost 
surely result if the conversion from 30 to 3900 
kc. were made without the intermediate step. 
When a filter at 500 kc. is used, only one con-
version is necessary to operate in the 3.9-Mc. 
band, but 14-Mc, and higher-frequency opera-
tion would require at least two conversions to 
hold down the images (and local-oscillator sig-
nals if balanced mixers aren't used) and make 
them easy to eliminate. 
The choice of converter circuit depends 

largely on the frequencies involved and the im-
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pedance level. At low frequencies (up to 500 
kc.) and low impedances, rectifier-type balanced 
modulators are often used for mixers, because 
the balanced modulator does not show the local-
oscillator frequency in its output and one source 
of spurious signal is minimized. At high im-
pedance levels, and at the higher frequencies, 
vacuum tubes are generally used, in straight 
converter or balanced-modulator circuits, de-
pending upon the need for minimizing the local-
oscillator frequency in the output. 

Sideband filters in the 30- to 50-kc. range are 
usually low-impedance devices, and rectifier-
type balanced modulators are common practice. 
Sideband filters in the i.f. range are higher-im-
pedance circuits and vacuum-tube balanced 
modulators are the rule in this case. An ex-
ample of one that can be used with the high-
impedance ( 15,000 ohms) mechanical filter is 
shown in Fig. 11-4. The filter can be followed 
by a converter or amplifier tube, depending 
upon the signal level. Some models of the me-
chanical filters have a 23-db, insertion loss, while 
otlms have only 10. 

Crystal-lattice filters are also used to reject 
the unwanted sideband. These filters can be 
made from crystals in the i.f. range — many of 
these are still available from stores selling mili-
tary surplus. A popular configuration is the 
"cascaded half lattice" shown in Fig. 11-5. The 
crystals used in this filter can be obtained at 
frequencies in the i.f. range, and ones that are 
within the ranges of the modified i.f. trans-
formers will be satisfactory. Two 100-ited. 
capacitors are connected across the secondary 
winding of two of the transformers to give 
push-pull output. The crystals should be ob-
tained in pairs 1.8 kc. apart. The if. trans-

r, 
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AMPLIFIER OR 

CONVERTER 
Fig. 11-4 --One type of bal-

anced-modulator circuit that 

can be used with a mechanical 

filter ( Collins F455-31 or F500-

31 series) in the if, range. The 

filters are furnished in various 

types of mountings, and the 

values of C, and C., will de-

pend upon the type of filter 

selected. 

Ti—Plate - to-push - pull grids 

audio transformer. 

formers can be either capacitor-tuned as shown, 
or they can be slug-tuned. 
A variable-frequency signal generator of 

some kind is required for alignment of the filter, 
but this can be nothing more elaborate than a 
shielded b.f.o. unit. The signal should be intro-
duced at the balanced modulator, and an output 
indicator connected to the plate circuit of the 
vacuum tube following the filter. With the 
crystals out of the circuit, the transformers can 
be brought close to frequency by plugging in 
small capacitors (2 to 5 pg.) in one crystal 
socket in each stage and then tuning the trans-
formers for peak output at one of the two 
crystal frequencies. The small capacitors can 
then be removed and the crystals replaced in 
their sockets. 
Tuning the signal source slowly across the 

pass band of the filter and watching the output 
indicator will show the selectivity characteristic 
of the filter. The objective is a fairly flat 
response for about two kc. and a rapid drop-off 
outside this range. It will be found that small 
changes in the tuning of the transformers will 
change the shape of the selectivity character-
istic, so it is wise to make a small adjustment of 
one trimmer, swing the frequency across the 
band, and observe the characteristic. After a 
little experimenting it will be found which way 
the trimmers must be moved to compensate for 
the peaks that will rise when the filter is out 
of adjustment. 
The ( suppressed) carrier frequency must be 

adjusted so that it falls properly on the slope of 
the filter characteristic. If it is too close to the 
filter mid-frequency the sideband rejection will 
be poor; if it is too far away there will be a 
lack of "lows" in the signal. 
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Fig. 11-5—A cascaded half- lattice crystal filter that can be used for sideband 

selection. The crystals are surplus type of FT-243A holders. Y and Y should be 

the same frequency and Yu and Y, should be 1.8 kc. higher. 1.1, L. T,-450-kc. if. 

transformers. 
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A HIGH-FREQUENCY CRYSTAL-FILTER SIDEBAND EXCITER 

When a sideband signal is generated at 500 kc. 
or below, several frequency conversions are usu-
ally required to move the signal to the 14-Mc. 
band without danger of "image" signals. By 
generating the sideband signal at a high fre-
quency, only one frequency conversion is re-
quired. The sideband transmitter shown in Figs. 
11-6 through 11-9 is built around a commercial 
9-Mc. crystal filter and, with a 6DQ5 in the out-
put stage, it will deliver 50 watts p.e.p. on 75, 40 
and 20 meters. The crystal filter is furnished with 
two matching crystals for the oscillator, so that 
upper or lower sideband can be obtained by shift-
ing the ( suppressed) carrier frequency to one 
side or the other of the crystal-filter pass band. 
To facilitate construction and adjustment, the 

exciter has none of the "frills" to be found in 
some commercial equipment, although they can 
of course be added by the experienced amateur. 
Plug-in coils and crystal control are used, al-
though there is provision for "pulling" the crystal 
frequency by means of a "VXO" circuit. Voice-
controlled break-in has been omitted in the in-
terests of simplicity (and perhaps a better type 
of operation), and the transmitter is turned on 
or off by a foot switch or key. No operating 
conveniences have been omitted, however, other 
than the ability to make sudden large frequency 
changes. A "Calibrate" position of the mode 
switch permits accurate setting of one's frequency 
at a level that does not block the receiver, and in 
the "standby" condition a bias voltage of —100 
is available to be applied to any subsequent 
amplifier that might generate undesirable diode 
noise without the additional bias. 

Fig. 11-6—This single-sideband ex-
citer unit uses a 9-Mc, crystal filter 
and a choice of oscillator frequencies 
to obtain the upper or lower side-
band. The output tube (right) is a 
6DQ5. For simplicity, plug-in coils 
are used, and two of them are 
shielded by grocery-store products 
painted gray (center). 
One side has been removed for 

the photograph; the top plate is 
"plug on" at the four corners through 
lacks mounted on the four corners 
of the top plate. 

The frequency control for the unit 
is a "VXO," a crystal-controlled os-
cillator that can be pulled   
kc. by a panel control (large knob 
under meter). The crystal in use is 
plugged in at the lower right, lust 
above a small CAL control knob that sets the signal level into the receiver when the function switch ( left, below 
VXO control) is on "Calibrate." Small knob at lower left is sideband-selector switch. Switch to left of meter 
switches meter to grid or cathode of output tube or to r.f. voltmeter on output line; knob just below adjusts sen-

sitivity of r.f. voltmeter. 

Referring to the wiring diagram in Fig. 11-7, 
the two triode sections of a 6CG7 are used in 
cascade for the speech amplifier, to bring the 
voice signal up to the desired level of about 1 
volt. This is used to modulate the beam of the 
7360 balanced-modulator stage. The 7360 is also 
used as the ( suppressed) carrier oscillator, by 
raising its cathode above r.f. ground and con-
necting the carrier-frequency crystal between 
control grid and ground. Two crystals are fur-
nished with the crystal filter; in this case they 
have nominal frequencies of 8.998500 and 
9.001500 Mc. The 12-14. adjustable ceramic 
capacitors ( Centralab 827-B) in shunt with the 
crystals are used to pull the frequencies into 
correct relationship to the filter pass band. Since 
the good linearity of the 7360 is destroyed if the 
grid is driven positive, a 1N34A diode is used to 
provide bias in addition to that produced by the 
cathode resistor. Carrier balance is obtained 
through adjustment of the relative positive biases 
(about +20 volts) on the deflection plates, and 
also through the capacitive balance made possible 
by the range of Ci. Upsetting the balance by 
changing the bias on one deflection plate provides 
a "calibration" signal or, by changing the un-
balance still more by closing S2, sufficient carrier 
for c.w. operation. 
The 9-Mc, crystal filter, FLi, is a low-imped-

ance device ( 560 ohms), and the double-sideband 
signal appearing in L, is coupled to FLi through 
a low-impedance winding. A suitable termination 
for the filter is obtained by the properly-trans-
formed self impedance of the circuit made up of 
L2 and the 47-eqd. capacitor; since the correct 
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6CG7 

6CG7 
68A7 
7360 6CL6 

determination of the coupling is a job for an 
impedance bridge, it is suggested that the builder 
use the coil specified for L9 unless he has facili-
ties for designing his own. 
The single-sideband signal from the filter is 

heterodyned to the operating frequency in a 
6BA7 mixer stage operating in the normal ma-
ner. The local oscillator (heterodyning) signal 
is obtained from the 6AU6 VXO* stage in which 
a variable capacitor is used to pull the crystal 
frequency lower with an increase in capacitance. 
Since the value of inductance has some effect on 
the degree of effectiveness of the pulling, L, is 
made plug-in and is changed with (wide) 
changes in crystal frequencies. If v.f.o. opera-
tion is desired, the circuit can be modified to 
accept a v.f.o. signal by eliminating C2, L7, 171 and 
the 47,000-ohm resistor across L7, and moving 
the 0.001-µf. capacitor to Pin 6. A 100-ohm cath-
ode resistor would be required, and the v.f.o. 
signal would be introduced between grid and 
ground. 
The output from the 6BA7 mixer is coupled to 

the 6CL6 driver through one or two tuned cir-

•Shall, "VXO—A Variable Crystal Oscillator," QST, 
Jan., 1958. 

BAL. MOD. 
7360 

cuits, depending upon the band. On 3.9 and 7.2 
Mc. only one tuned circuit is necessary, and a 
jumper in the plug-in coil form connects the 
plate lead of L3 to the pin connected to the 0.001-
ILL coupling capacitor. On 14 Mc., where the 3rd 
harmonic from the VXO is fairly close in fre-
quency to the desired signal frequency, two tuned 
circuits are used, connected as shown in Fig. 
11-7. The plate circuit of the 6CL6 driver stage 
is tuned by C., which is ganged to C3 to facilitate 
adjustment and to reduce clutter on the front 
panel. 
The output stage is a 6DQ5 operated in Class 

AB, The stage is neutralized to obtain good 
stability with high gain, and a pi circuit is used 
to couple to any low-impedance load. Since the 
loading capacitor, C8, does not have sufficient 
capacitance for correct loading on some bands, 
the additional capacitance is mounted in the L. 
plug-in form. As a measure of the output, an r.f. 
voltmeter is connected across the output, deriving 
its signal from the 10-10-µµf. capacitance divider. 

Metering is provided for in the output stage 
grid and cathode, and the r.f. voltmeter just men-
tioned. 
In the power supply, an 800-v. c.t. transformer 
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Fig. 11-7-Circuit diagram of the crystal-filter sideband 
in µµf., decimal capacitances are in paf., resistors are 1/2 

polarity are 

C1-15-jatif. differential capacitor (Johnson 160-308). 
Cs-Dual 50-xtif. variable (Johnson 167-52). 
Ca- Dual 50-L/if. variable ( Hammarlund HFD-50). Each 

section has 30-µilf. mica compression trim-
mer in parallel. 

C4 - 50-iiiif. miniature variable (Hammarlund APC-508). 
C5- 1 1-figf. variable (Johnson 167-1). 
Ce-100-/iµf. variable (Hammarlund HFA-100A). 
Cs-Mounted in 1.6 form. See coil table. 
C0-36.51.4. midget variable (Allied Radio 61 H 009 

or Lafayette Radio MS-261). 
CRI-CR,x-400 p.i.v. 500-ma. silicon (Lafayette Radio 

SP- 196). 
FLI-9.0-Mc. crystal filter (McCoy Electronics 32 B1). 
JI-Microphone jack (Amphenol 75 PC-1M). 
Js-Coaxial receptacle (S0-239). 
.L-Phono jack. 
J.-Open-circuit phone jack. 

provides 700 volts for the output stage, 300 volts 
for the low-level stages, and regulated 150 volts 
for the oscillators. Inexpensive silicon rectifiers 
are used in a combination circuit that provides a 
basic 700 and 300 volts under load. A small fila-
ment transformer, T2, is connected to the ( other-
wise) unused 5-volt winding of the power tran-
former, and the resulting 90 volts at the sec-
ondary is rectified to furnish the bias voltage for 
the output stage. 
The mode switch, S2, turns on the power sup-

ply, and places the transmitter in readiness to be 
controlled at 14. In its third position, S. unbal-

OUTPUT 
60Q5 

c5e  

+700 

+15e0( REG. 

100 

470 L 
6KV. 

PLATE 

10K 

RF 

c6 

Vt4 
SENS 100K 

309 

OUTPUT 

loi 

(o) REMOTE 

generator. Unless specified otherwise, capacitances are 
watt, resistances are in ohms. Capacitors marked with 
electrolytic. 

Lb L2-3.1-6.8-µh. variable inductor (Miller M-4405). 
Coupling coil is 4 t. No. 22 enam. close. 
wound over "cold" end. 

1.3- 1.7-See coil table, next page. 
L-5-henry 100-ma. choke (Stancor C-2305). 
1.,- 2-henry 200-ma. choke (Stancor C-2325). 

plug, preferably fused, 11/2 amp. 
RFC,-5 t. No. 22 spacewound on 100-ohm 1-watt 

resistor. 
6-position (2 used) rotary switch (Centrolab 
PA-2003). 

S2-S.p.s.t. toggle. 
Sa- 4-pole 5- position (4 used) 2-section rotary switch 

(Centrolab PA- 1013). 
T1-800 v.c.t. 200-ma, power transformer with 6.3- and 

5-v. filament windings (Knight 61 G 414). 
fil, transformer (Knight 61 G 416). 

Yi-See coil table, next page. 

ançes the balanced modulator but keeps the 
output stage biased off, for calibration purposes, 
and in the fourth position it unbalances the 
modulator and turns on the final, for tune-up 
purposes. 

Construction 

The transmitter is built on a 10 X 14 X 3-inch 
aluminum chassis, with front and rear panels 
made of sturdy sheet aluminum 9 inches high. 
The cane-metal sides are bolted to aluminum 
angle stock that is bolted to the panels; this can 
be seen in Figs. 11-6 and 11-8. A lip bent inward 

10 
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on the bottom of each side plate of cane metal 
rests on the chassis; see Fig. 11-8. The top plate 
of cane metal has a banana jack set in each 
corner, which engages a corresponding banana 
plug mounted on the angle stock ( see Fig. 11-6). 
The placement of most of the major compo-

nents can be seen in the several photographs The 
7360 beam-deflection modulator tube should be 
mounted well away from transformers or chokes 
that might be surrounded by an a.c. field, because 
the tube is sensitive to these a.c. fields and low-
frequency sidebands can be generated by these 
stray fields. Aluminum brackets made of scrap 
sheet material will be required to mount Cs and 
C8, Cs and C., and the tie-point strips supporting 
CR1 through CRis. The bracket supporting CIS 
has two National TPB feedthrough bushings 
mounted on the side to shorten the leads be-
tween stators and related tube sockets. The 
neutralizing capacitor, Cs, must be insulated from 
the chassis, and another National TPB feed-
through is used from the rotor terminal to the 
underside of the chassis. 
The coil shield cans are made from baking-

powder ( Calumet) cans emptied and sprayed on 
the outside with grey lacquer. A hole is cut in 

SIDEBAND 

the cover and the cover is held to the chassis by 
the same screws that secure the socket. The two 
black tube shields visible in one of the pictures 
are ordinary tube shields sprayed with flat black. 

Alignment 

During the first stages of testing the trans-
mitter, it is suggested that the 10- and 5100-ohm 
resistors be disconnected from Pin 3 of the 6DQ5 
socket. This will open the cathode circuit for d.c. 
and the tube will be inactive in the socket. At the 
same time, open the lead from L. to the rectifiers. 
With the tubes in place, and coils and crystals 

for a band plugged in, the unit should first be 
tuned as a c.w. transmitter. First checks for out-
put and resonance can be made with Ss in the 
"calibrate" position, using the 500,000-ohm Cali-
brate Level control as an excitation control. A 
useful tool at this point is a pick-up loop and a 
shielded lead to a receiver ( see Fig. 11-14). 
Checking at L. should show r.f. of the desired 
frequency that is controllable in amplitude by the 
setting of the Calibrate Level control. With an 
insulated screwdriver on the padder across Css, 
adjust the ganged shafts of Cs and C. and the 
screwdriver on the padder for maximum output 

Band (Mc.) 3.8-4.0 7.2-7.3 14.2-14.35 

Crystal Yi 5.2-5.0 16.2-16.3 5.2-5.35 
L. 
Shunt 

46 t.* 
10,000 ohms 

22 t." 
10,000 ohms 

10 t." 
None 

1.4 None None X inch from Ls 
1.5 

Shunt 
46 t.* 
4700 ohms 

22 t.** 
4700 ohms 

10 t." 
47.000 ohms 

Le 46 t." 24 t.** 12 t.*" 

L7 72 t.* 20 t.** Same as 3.8 Mc. 
C7 ( iLef.) 1000 330 — 

*No. 24„i2 t.p i. 1-inch diam. (B&W 3016). 
"No. 20, 16 t.p.i., 1-inch diam. (B&W 30I8)• 
"*No. 18, 8 t.p.i., 1-inch diam. (B&W 3014). 
Coils are mounted in IX-inch o.d. polystyrene plug-in coil forms (Allied Radio 24-4P and 24-5P). 
Shunt resistors are 3-watt except 4700 ohms, which are 1-watt, 

td• 

Fig. 11-8—Another view of the top of the 
filter sideband exciter. The variable capaci-
tor in the VXO circuit is under the meter; the 
small box to the right of this capacitor is the 
CryStO1 filter, and the two matched oscillator 
crystals supplied with the filter are near the 
panel. The 7360 beam deflection modulator 
is in the black tube shield near the filter; a 
grommet on the shaft (next to the 7360) of 
the balance potentiometer serves as a knob. 

Tubes in the foreground, from left to right, 
are 6AU6 VXO, 68.47 mixer, 6C1.6 (black 
shield) amplifier and 6DQ5 output stage. The 
long extension shafts behind the tubes con-
trol plate tuning and output loading ca-
pacitors. 
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as indicated by the receiver. The object is to set 
the padder so that its capacitance is equal to the 
circuit capacitance across L., thus enabling the 
circuits to track. If this alignment is done on 20 
meters ( preferable), the padder across Cal3 will 
also have to be adjusted at the same time. 

If Si is set to the position for measuring the 
r.f. output, resonating the output circuit may 
show a slight amount of r.f. even though the 
cathode circuit is open. If r.f. is indicated, the 
stage can be roughly neutralized by setting CIS 
for minimum output under these conditions. The 
receiver, connected at Js or coupled to L., is a 
much more sensitive neutralization indicator, 
however. 

Switching now to "operate", it should be found 
that there is a setting of the 5000-ohm "balance" 
control that gives very low output. Test this first 
with C1 set at equal capacitances; after finding 
the minimum setting for the potentiometer try 
adjusting the capacitor. If the wiring is reason-
ably symmetrical, it may be found that Ci has 
little effect, but this is nothing to worry about. 
If the tone of the ( apparently) suppressed carrier 
suddenly changes as the potentiometer reaches 
the null point, it indicates the presence of 60- or 
120-cycle residual sidebands, stemming from a.c. 
at the deflection plates or a magnetic field around 
the tube. 

If the two crystals in the 7360 balanced modu-
lator had exactly the same activity, it might be 
possible to set their frequencies by adjusting the 
trimmers across the crystals until, in the testing 
in the "calibrate" setting of S., exactly the same 
output was obtained for either setting of Si. 
Since this equal-output condition is not neces-
sarily the case, it becomes necessary to adjust 
the two trimmers, until, judging by ear, the side-
band signal sounds the same for either setting of 
Si (and proper tuning of the receiver). A more 
sophisticated and accurate approach is to borrow 
an audio oscillator ( if one is lacking) and meas-
ure the relative outputs at various audio fre-
quencies for the two settings of S.. The output 
should start to fall off fast below about 400 cycles 
and above about 3000; the exact figures will be 
determined by the filter characteristics and by 
personal preferences of the operator. 
When an acceptable sideband signal can be ob-

tained, the transmitter can be turned off long 
enough to reconnect L. and also the resistors in 
the 6DQ5 cathode circuit. Before turning on the 
power, a dummy load should be connected at .11 

Fig. 11-9—Underneath the chassis of the sideband ex-
citer. The twelve silicon rectifiers of the power supply 
are hung between tie points mounted on an aluminum 
bracket (upper right). The ganged capacitors, C31, C4 
that tune the excitation stages are mounted on an 
aluminum bracket (lower left center); the shaft of 

C4 is insulated to keep it above ground potential. 
Controls and outlets along the back panel (top) are, 

left to right: S2, output jack, microphone jack, key jack, 
bias control, remote jack is, and the a.c. line con-

nection. 

and the 25,000-ohm bias control should be set to 
give maximum bias (arm closest to capacitor 
side). Set S4 to read cathode current (full scale 
is 200 ma.) and turn on the transmitter. With a 
key plugged in at J., close the key and turn the 
bias potentiometer arm until a cathode current 
of about 30 ma. (reading of 0.15) is obtained. 
Swinging C. around should give no change in 
cathode current; if the cathode current suddenly 
kicks up it means the stage is not completely 
neutralized and needs touching up. 

Switching to the "tune" position and using the 
"calibrate level" control for an excitation con-
trol, it should be possible to drive the 6DQ5 into 
grid current on any of the three bands. With the 
excitation backed off just below the point of grid 
current, the output stage should be loaded to 
draw about 120 ma. cathode current. Switching 
to "operate" and speaking into the microphone, 
the gain should be set to where voice peaks kick 
the cathode current to peaks of 50 ma. (0.25) or 
so. A much finer adjustment of loading condi-
tions and a better control of speech level before 
distortion can be obtained by using an oscillo-
scope to observe the effects of tuning, loading 
and level. 
No values are given for 10- and 15-meter 

operation because full output cannot be obtained 
on these bands without an additional stage of 
amplification. 
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A PHASED SINGLE-SIDEBAND EXCITER 

The sideband generator shown in Figs. 11-10 
and 11-11 uses the phasing principle outlined 
earlier ( Fig. 11-3B) to produce an upper or 
lower single-sideband signal. It will also gen-
erate a double-sideband signal, with or without 
carrier. The generator features the new beam-
deflection 7360 tube in the balanced modulator 
portion of the circuit, and it is complete ( with 
power supply) except for the frequency-con-
trolling source. A watt or two of r.f. from a 
v.f.o. or crystal-controlled oscillator is sufficient 
for the unit. 
Referring to the circuit diagram in Fig. 11-12, 

a 12AT7 twin triode serves as the speech am-
plifier. An audio phase-shift network ( Barker 
& Williamson Model 350 2Q4) plugs in the octal 
socket J.. This preadjusted network has the 
property of delivering two audio signals differ-
ing in phase by 90 degrees ± 1.5 degrees over 
the range 300 to 3000 cycles. The audio network 
is protected against low- and high- frequency 
components outside this range by the coupling-
capacitance values and the low-pass filter 
CiC.Ld.. The two audio signals from the net-
work are equalized by the PHASE control and 
amplified by V2,. and V28 and applied to the de-
flection plates of the 7360 balanced modulators. 
The r.f. introduced at J is split and shifted 

and — 45 degrees in the r.f. phase-shift network 
to give a net difference of 90 degrees. 
The output of the balanced modulators is 

amplified by a Class-A 6CL6, which has suffi-
cient output to drive two or three 6146s in Class 
AB, The tube complement and power supply 
shown in the circuit diagram are such that the 
6CL6 can be overdriven on 75, 40 and 20 meters 
(but Class-A operation demands that the tube 
never be driven into grid current). On 15 and 
10 meters this reserve gain is lacking, and con-
sequently inductor and phase-shift values for 
these bands are not given. 
For ease of adjustment the grid, screen and 

plate currents of the 6CL6 can be measured, by 
proper settings of S.. Further, the input and 
output r.f. voltages can be metered, for con-
venience in setting the excitation and the output 
tuning. 
To simplify the construction and adjustment, 

plug-in coils and r.f. phase-shift networks are 
used ( Fig. 11-13). The r.f. network is made up 
of 100-ohm resistors and suitable capacitors 
(100-ohms reactance at the operating fre-
quency) ; once adjusted it will hold sufficiently 
over an amateur band. 
The mode switch, S1, shifts from one side-

band output to another by shifting the deflection 

Fig. 11- 10—This phasing-type single (and double) sideband generator features the 7360 beam-deflection tube 

in the balanced-modulator section. The 6CL6 output amplifier (behind meter) delivers sufficient output to drive 

one or more 6146 amplifier tubes in Class AB,. Plug-in coils are used to simplify construction. 

The r.f. phase-shift network ( coil form at extreme left, with two capacitor shafts visible) is plug-in for each 

band. The audio phase-shift network ( B & W Type 2Q4 No. 350) is housed in the tube envelope in front of 
the audio transformer at rear left. The unshielded tube at rear center is a voltage- regulator tube; two black 

knobs in front of the VR tube are on the carrier balance controls. 

Toggle switches on the panel, left to right, are transmit- receive, power and spotting (carrier insert). Two 

knobs at left, above the microphone jack, turn the mode (lower) and the tune-operate switches. Knob under the 
meter is on the 5-position meter switch. 
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Fig. 11- 11—View underneath the chassis of the sideband generator. Tuning capacitors are mounted close under 

the sockets for the associated plug-in coils. At rear of the chassis ( bottom in this view), two terminals are used for 
bias measurement, and the 4-terminal barrier strip is for making connection to remote control and v.f.o. on-off 

circuits. Two inductors, part of the low-pass audio filter that protects the audio phase-shift network, are mounted 

near the r.f. input jack (lower left). 

plate to which the audio is applied in one of the 
balanced modulators. A third position of the 
switch disables one of the balanced modulators, 
resulting in double-sideband output from the 
generator. A spotting switch, S., is used to mo-
mentarily unbalance a balanced modulator and 
allow r.f. to feed through in an amount suffi-
cient to be heard in the receiver. The amount of 
unbalance is determined by the setting of the 
sPcrr LEVEL resistor. A second circuit of 52 is 
available to turn on the external oscillator at 
the same time. The TUNE-OPERATE switch, Ss, is 
used to ground the 6CL6 screen during tune-up 
procedures. 
The power supply includes a bias supply for 

the 6CL6 amplifier stage. When switch S. is 
closed, normal operating bias is applied to the 
6CL6, but when it is opened the bias will rise to 
the power-supply level and reduce the 6CL6 
plate current to zero. This is useful if the 6CL6 
generates "diode noise" 6n standby that is 
audible in the receiver. REMOTE connections 
allow the same bias to be applied to a following 
amplifier during standby, or they can be used to 
open and close the circuit normally controlled 
by S.. 

Construction 

The physical arrangement of the major com-
ponents is shown in Figs. 11-10 and 11-11. The 
generator is built on an 8 X 17 X 3-inch alumi-
num chassis, with a 7-inch high relay rack panel 
held to it by the components along the bottom 
front. Millen 80008 2%-inch diameter aluminum 
shields are used at the sockets for L., L5 and 
the r.f. phase-shift network. A minor departure 

from convention is the location of the AUDIO 
GAIN control on the chassis instead of the front 
panel, but the control is used so seldom that the 
location is justified. 
No special considerations are required in wir-

ing the audio section other than the usual pre-
cautions against hum pickup. Before installing 
Li and L2 they should be set to their correct 
value of 25 mh. An impedance bridge or Q 
meter can be used for the purpose, if available. 
If not, they can be set with an audio oscillator 
and v.t.v.m. ( or oscilloscope). Connect an in-
ductor in parallel with one of the 0.1-pf. capac-
itors, and connect the combination to the audio 
oscillator output through a high resistance 
(100K or so). Connect the v.t.v.m. (or 'scope) 
across the parallel tuned circuit, and adjust the 
inductor for maximum voltage across the com-
bination when the audio oscillator is set at 3200 
cycles. Repeat for the other inductor and capac-
itor, and do not change the slug settings again. 
The filter will have a cut-off frequency of 3200 
cycles. 

R.f. wiring should be made short and direct 
wherever possible. Input and output are run to 
jacks J and J. in RG-58/U coaxial cable. Try 
to maintain symmetry of leads in the balanced-
modulator portion of the circuit. 

Coil and r.f. phase-shift network dimensions 
are given in the coil table. 1.5 is a manufactured 
product used as is; L. and L5 are made from 
coil stock and mounted inside the polystyrene 
plug-in coil forms. The L. form also carries 
padding capacitors for C7 (these aren't shown 
in Fig. 11-12). A 39- uf. padder for C., used 
only on 75 meters, can be connected to a spare 
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Fig. 11- 12—Schematic diagram of the sideband generator. Unless specified otherwise, resistors are 1/2 -watt, .01-
and .002-µf. capacitors are disk ceramic, 600 volts; . 1- and .2-µf. capacitors are tubular paper, 400 volts; 

capacitors marked with polarities are electrolytic. 

CI, C2- 0.1-0. 200-v. paper ± 10 per cent (Sprague 

2TM-P1). 

Cs—Dual 100-µµf. variable (Hammarlund HFD-100). 
C.,- 15-µµf. variable ( Hammarlund MAPC-15). 

Cs- 100-µµf. variable (Hammarlund APC-1008). 

C6- 100-µµf. variable ( Hammarlund HFA-100A). 

Co—Dual 365-µµf. variable, stators in parallel (broad-

cast replacement type). 

C8, CIO — See coil table. 

C9, Cn - 32-µ0. variable (Johnson 30M8 160-130). 

CR,-360 p.i.v. 200-ma. silicon (Sarkes-Tarzian K-200), 

li-6.3-v. panel light. 

Ji—Microphone connector (Amphenol 75-PC1M). 

12— Octal tube socket, for phase-shift network. 

pin on the socket for L5, with the other capac-
itor terminal connected to the chassis. A jumper 
in the 75-meter L5 will then connect the padder 
across C.. 
By cutting a small notch in each side of the 

coil form, the two trimmer capacitors C. and 
can be mounted side by side in the coil form. 

1,—Coaxial-plug receptacle (S0-239). 

LI, L-4-30 mh. slug-tuned coil (Miller 6315) adjusted 
to 25 mh. See text. 

Ls, Li, I,—See coil table. 

10- 10-henry 110-ma, filter choke (Knight 62G139). 

Pi—Fuse plug. 

Si-3-pole 3-position rotary switch. 

S2— D.p.d.t. toggle. 

Ss—Single-pole 2-position non-shorting rotary switch. 
Si—Two-pole 5- position rotary switch, non-shorting. 
S0, So—S.p.s.t. toggle. 

L-20,000-to-600 ohms tube-to-line transformer (Thor-

darson 22591). 

Ts-520 v.c.t. at 90 ma., 5 v., 6.3 v. ( Knight 61G412). 

Since the rotor terminals of C. and C,i would 
normally touch each other when the two capaci-
tors are in place, each terminal must be snipped 
off close to the ceramic. A piece of tinned wire 
is then soldered to the remaining portion of the 
terminal and led across the ceramic and up 
through the hole that will be farther from the 
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other trimmer capacitor when the two are in 
place. The connections to Co, C10 and the two 
100-ohm 1-watt (composition, not wirewound) 
resistors must be made before the wires are 
snaked through the coil-form pins and soldered. 
Before soldering to the coil-form pins, the 
lengths of leads to the stators of C. and C can 
be measured and soldered. The leads to the 
rotors from the coil-form pins are long leads 
that are led up from the pins through the holes 
in the ceramic end supports. When these long 
leads have been soldered to the leads from the 
rotors they will serve to hold C. and C11 in 
place. Any surplus length should be snipped off. 
See Fig. 11-13. When soldering to the pins of 
the polystyrene coil forms, hold the pin in pliers 
or a vise, to prevent heat from reaching the 
polystyrene. 

Adjustment 

An audio oscillator or other source of low-
distortion single-tone audio is a necessity in the 
preliminary adjustment of the sideband genera-
tor. An oscilloscope is also very useful, but it is 

R.F AMPLIFIER 

C. 

15 

CS 
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S411 

possible to adjust the generator with 
only the source of single-tone a.f., a 
selective receiver and a v.t.v.m. The 
basic arrangement for aligning the side-

s28 band generator, or any sideband gen-
erator using the phasing method, is 
shown in Fig. 11-14. 
To align the generator just described, 

o  TO connect an audio oscillator to the V.F.O. micro-
CONTROL, phone jack, .14 through an attenuator 

as shown in Fig. 11-14. Open the 500K 
AUDIO GAIN control in the generator 
about half way and apply a 1000-cycle 
audio tone. Adjust the input level for 

approximately 1 volt a.c. at the plates of V., and 
rin, with the 500-ohm BALANCE control set at 
half resistance. It will he found that the PHASE 
control will be offset under these conditions; this 
is perfectly natural since the attenuations through 
the two channels of the audio phase-shift net-
work are not equal. If a good oscilloscope is 
available ( identical phase shifts through ver-
tical and horizontal amplifiers), the outputs 
from V.., and V.B should give a circle on the 
scope face when the vertical and horizontal 
gains are equalized. 
Apply r.f. from the v.f.o. or crystal-controlled 

oscillator at .14, and increase its amplitude until 
the meter shows full scale with S4 turned full 
clockwise. A full-scale reading will be close 
to 10 volts r.m.s. at the No. 3 pins of the 7360 
balanced-modulator tubes. With S. in the TUNE 
position, and S4 switched to read the grid cur-
rent of the 6CL6, it should be possible to tune 
C5 and C. and get an indication of grid current. 
Turn off the generator by pulling the line plug 
and temporarily open one side of the 10-ohm 



resistor in the plate-voltage lead to the 6CL6. 
The 6CL6 stage can now be neutralized, using 
for an indicator a receiver connected to the out-
put jack J.. Use a length of coaxial cable from 
h to the receiver, and install an attenuator net-
work at the receiver antenna terminals, as 
shown in Fig. 11-14. Adjust the neutralizing 
capacitor for minimum signal at the receiver, 
with all circuits resonated, Sa on TUNE, and the 
signal backed off below the grid-current level. 
Turn off the power, reconnect the 10-ohm re-

sistor, and connect a dummy load to the output 
of the sideband generator. Couple the scope 
and/or receiver to the dummy load or L., as 
shown in Fig. 11-14. When connecting to an 
oscilloscope, a tuned circuit is required, and the 
r.f. voltage developed across the tuned circuit is 
applied directly to the vertical deflection plates. 
The receiver is connected by coupling loosely 
through a loop and length of shielded cable; 
when further attenuation is required it is 
obtained through the use of resistors at the 
receiver input terminals. 
With the oscillator running, tune the balanced 

SIDEBAND 

Fig. 11- 13— Plug-in coils and 

r.f, phase-shift networks for 

the sideband generator. 

Output tank coils ( right) 

include additional padding 

capacitor for CO3 as given 

in the coil table. Polysty-

rene coil forms are 4- pin 

(Allied Radio 24-4P) and 

5- pin ( Allied Radio 24- BP). 

modulator and 6CL6 circuits for maximum out-
put — this resonates these circuits. Next adjust 
the 5K BALANCE potentiometers for minimum 
output. Then introduce a single audio tone of 
around 1000 cycles at the microphone terminal. 
Here again it may be necessary to use a resist-
ance voltage divider to hold the signal down and 
prevent overload. Advance the gain control and 
look at or listen to the output signal from the 
6CL6. It is most likely to be a heavily modu-
lated signal. Try various settings of C. and Cu 
until the modulation is minimized, and experi-
ment as well with slight touches on the BALANCE 
and PHASE controls. S. should be in the OPERATE 
positions during these adjustments. With the 
v.t.v.m. check the r.f. voltages at the No. 3 pins 
of the 7360s — they should be the same within 
a few per cent. If not, they can be brought into 
this condition by readjustment of C. and Cu, 
consistent with minimum modulation on the 
output signal. 
The s.s.b. signal with single-tone audio input 

is a steady unmodulated signal. While it may 
not be possible to eliminate the modulation en-

SIDEBAND GENERATOR COIL TABLE 

Band 
(meters) Ls Li Ls Ci pad''' CP C 10• • • 

75 
47 t. No. 24, 32 t.p.i., 
1% diam.; 3 turn link 
(B & W 80 MCL) 

41 turne 27 turne 910 p./.(f. 390 µ(a. 

40 
25 t. No. 22, 16 t.o.i., 
14$ diam.; 3 turn link 
(B & W 40 MCL) 

20 turne 19 turns* 470 /Lg. 200 of. 

20 
13 t. No. 18, 8 t.p.i., 
15e, diam.; 2 turn link 
(B & W 10 MCL) 

17 turns** 16 turns** 270 µILL 91 µid. 

*32 t.p.i. No. 24, 1 inch diam. (B & W 3016 Miniductor). 
••16 t.p.i. No. 20, 74. inch diam. ( B & W 3011 Miniductor). 
"Silver mica, ± 5 per cent tolerance. 
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Fig. 11-14—Fundamental arrangement for using an oscilloscope and/or receiver when testing an s.s.b, exciter or 

transmitter. An audio oscillator is required to furnish the audio signal, and its output is best controlled by the 
external control 121. The audio volume control in the s.s.b, exciter should not be turned on too far, or it should 
be set at the normal position if you know that position, and all volume controlling should then be done with R1 

and the output attenuator of the audio oscillator. This will reduce the chances of overloading the audio and other 

amplifier stages in the exciter, a common cause of distortion. 
The oscilloscope is coupled to the dummy load through a loop, length of coaxial line, and an L-C circuit tuned 

to the operating frequency. It is necessary to go directly to the vertical deflection plates of the oscilloscope 

rather than through the vertical amplifier. 
The receiver is coupled to the dummy load through a loop and a length of shielded line. If too much signal is 

obtained this way, an attenuator, ff,i23, can be added to the input terminals of the receiver. Small values of R 
and large values of Ra give the most attenuation: in some cases R2 might be merely a few inches of solid wire. 

tirely, it will be possible to get it down to a 
satisfactorily low level. Conditions that will pre-
vent this are improper r.f. phasing, lack of 
carrier balance ( suppression), distortion in the 
audio signal ( at the source or through overload 
in the speech amplifier), and lack of audio bal-
ance at the 12AT7 audio amplifier. Of these, 
the r.f. phasing and the audio balance are per-
haps the most critical. 
A final check on the signal can be made with 

the receiver in its most selective condition. The 
spectrum testing described below cannot be 
done with a broad receiver. Examining the 
spectrum near the signal, the side signals other 
than the main one ( carrier, unwanted sidebands, 
and sidebands from audio harmonics) should be 
at least 30 db. down from the desired signal. 
This checking can be done with the S-meter 

AMPLIFICATION 

When an s.s.b. signal is generated at some 
frequency other than the operating frequency, it 

and the age. on—in the earlier tests the a.g.c. 
should be off but the r.f. gain reduced low 
enough to avoid receiver overload. 
Examples of the proper and improper scope 

patterns are shown in Fig. 11-15. 
The bias potentiometer for the 6CL6 ampli-

fier should be set initially for a bias of about 
—3 volts, which should correspond to plate 
and screen currents of about 30 and 7 ma., 
respectively. Under maximum-signal conditions, 
just short of running into grid current, the 
plate current will kick up slightly. The best 
indicator of proper modulation level is the out-
put meter. 

(For an extensive treatment of the alignment 
of commercial phasing-type s.s.b. exciters, see 
Ehrlich, "How to Adjust Phasing-Type S.S.B. 
Exciters," QST, November, 1956.) 

OF S.S.B. SIGNALS 

is necessary to change frequency by heterodyne 
methods. These are exactly the same as those 

(A) (B) (c) (D) 
Fig. 11-15—Sketches of 

shows the substantially 
fed to the audio input. 
modulators. (C) shows 

proper 

the oscilloscope face showing different conditions of adjustment of the exciter unit. (A) 
clean carrier obtained when all adjustments are at optimum and a sine-wave signal is 
(B) shows improper r.f. phase and unbalance between the outputs of the two balanced 
improper r.f. phasing but outputs of the two balanced modulators equal. (D) shows 

r.f. phasing but unbalance between outputs of two balanced modulators. 
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used in receivers, and any of the normal mixer 
or converter circuits can be used. One exception 
to this is the case where the heterodyning oscil-
lator frequency is close to the desired output 
frequency. In this case, a balanced mixer should 
be used, to eliminate the heterodyning oscillator 
frequency in the output. 
To increase the power level of an s.s.b. signal, 

a linear amplifier must be used. A linear ampli-
fier is one that operates with low distortion, 
and the low distortion is obtained by the proper 
choice of tube and operating conditions. Physi-
cally there is little or no difference between a 
linear amplifier and any other type of r.f. ampli-
fier stage. The circuit diagram of a tetrode r.f. 
amplifier is shown in Fig. 11-16; it is no dif-
ferent basically than the similar ones in Chapter 
Six. The practical differences can be found in 
the supply voltages for the tube and their spe-
cial requirements. The proper voltages for a 
number of suitable tubes can be found in Table 
11-I; filament-type tubes will require the addi-
tion of the filament bypass capacitors C2 and C., 
and the completion of the filament circuit by 
grounding the filament-transformer center tap. 
The grid bias, E1, is furnished through an r.f. 
choke, although a resistor can be used if the 
tube is operated in Class ABi (no grid current). 
The screen voltage, E2, must be supplied from a 
"stiff" source ( little or no voltage change with 
current change) which eliminates the use of a 
dropping resistor from the plate supply unless 
a voltage-regulator tube is used to stabilize the 
screen voltage. 
Any r.f. amplifier circuit can be adapted to 

linear operation through the proper choice of 
operating conditions. For example, the circuit in 
Fig. 11-16 can be modified by the use of dif-
by the use of another neutralizing scheme, and 
the resultant amplifier will still be linear if the 
proper operating conditions are observed. A 
triode or pentode amplifier circuit will differ in 

Fig. 11-16—Circuit diagram of a tetrode linear am-
plifier using link-coupled input tuning and pi net-
work output coupling. The grid, screen and plate 
voltages (E1 E2 and Es) are given in Table 11-1 for 
a number of tubes. Although the circuit is shown for 
an indirectly-heated cathode tube, the only change 
required when a filament type tube is used is the 
addition of the filament bypass capacitors Ce and 

Ca,. 
Minimum voltage ratings for the capacitors are 
given in terms of the power supply voltages. 

Cs—Grid tuning capacitor, 3E1. 
Cs—Neutralizing capacitor, 2Es. 
Cs— Grid-circuit bypass capacitor, part of neutralizing 

circuit, 3E1. 
Ce— Plate tuning capacitor, 1.5Es. 
CS—Output loading capacitor. 0.015 spacing for kilo-

watt peak. 
Ce— Plate coupling capacitor, 2Es. 
Cs—Screen bypass capacitor, 2E2. 

detail; typical circuits can be found in Chapter 
Six. 
The simplest form of linear amplifier is the 

Class A amplifier, which is used almost with-
out exception throughout receivers and low-
level speech equipment. ( See Chapter Three for 
an explanation of the classes of amplifier opera-
tion.) While its linearity can be made relatively 
good, it is inefficient. The theoretical limit of 
efficiency is 50 per cent, and most practical 
amplifiers run 25-35 per cent efficient at full 
output. 
At low levels this is not worth worrying about, 

but when the 2- to 10-watt level is exceeded some-
thing else must be done to improve this efficiency 
and reduce tube, power-supply and operating 
costs. 

Class Al3i amplifiers make excellent linear 
amplifiers if suitable tubes are selected. Primary 
advantages of Class AB' amplifiers are that 
they give much greater output than straight 
Class A amplifiers using the same tubes, and 
they do not require any grid driving power (no 
grid current drawn at any time). 
Although triodes can be used for Class AB' 

operation, tetrodes or pentodes are usually to be 
preferred, since Class ABi operation requires high 
peak plate current without grid current, and this 
is easier to obtain in tetrodes and pentodes than 
in most triodes. 
To obtain maximum output from tetrodes, 

pentodes and most triodes, it is necessary to op-
erate them in Class AB2. Although this produces 
maximum peak output, it increases the driving-
power requirements and, what is more important, 
requires that the driver regulation (ability to 
maintain wave form under varying load) be good 
or excellent. The usual method to improve the 
driver regulation is to connect a fixed resistor, 
Ri, across the grid circuit of the driven stage, to 
offer a load to the driver that is modified only 
slightly by the additional load of the tube when 

Ce—H.v. bypass capacitor, 2E8. 
Ce, C10—Filament bypass capacitor. 
1.1—Grid inductor. 
1.2—Plate inductor. 
Its—Grid circuit swamping resistor, required for A13,. 

See text. 
RFC,—Grid-circuit r.f. choke. 
RFC2—Plate r.f. choke. 
Ts—Filament transformer. 



TABLE 11-I— LINEAR-AMPLIFIER TUBE-OPERATION DATA FOR SINGLE SIDEBAND—GROUNDED-CATHODE CIRCUIT 

Unless otherwise noted, ratings are manufacturers' for audio operation. Values given are for one tube. Driving powers represent tube losses only—circuit losses will increase the figures. 

Tube 

2E26 
6146 
6883 
807 
1625 

811-A 

4.65A, 

PL-177A, 

7094 

813 

4.125A 

7034/ 

4X150A 

4-250A 

304TL 

PL- 175A2 

PL- 172 

4CX1000A 

Class 

AB, 

AEli 

Plate 
Voltage 

500 
600 
750 

600 
750 AB, 

AB, 

AB, 

AB, 
AB, 

A82 

AB, 

1000 
1250 
1500 
1500 
2000 
2500 
3000 

1500 
2000 
2000 
2500 

2250 
2500 

2000 
2500 
3000 
1500 
2000 
2500 
1000 
1500 
1800 
2500 
3000 
3500 
4000 
1500 
2000 
2500 
3000 
1500 
2000 
2500 
3000 

2500 
3000 
3500 
2000 
2500 
3000 
2000 
3000 

Screen 
Voltage 

200 

200 
195 

300 
300 

500 
500 
400 
400 
600 
600 

400 

750, 
750, 
750, 
615 
555 
510 

350 
350 
350 

300 
300 
300 
600 
600 
555 
510 

300 
300 
300 
300 

AB2 

AE11 

AB, 

AB, 

D.C. Grid 
Voltage, 

25 

50 
50 

34 
35 

Zero-Sig. 
D.C. Plate 
Current  

9 

o 
o 

— 4.5 

— 90 
—105 
— 85 
— 90 
—110 
—115 

— 50 
— 95 

— 90 
— 95 

— 105 
— 100 
— 95 

— 41 
— 45 
— 43 

— so 
— so 
— 50 
— 115 
—110 
—105 
—100 
— 48 
— 48 
— 51 
— 53 

— 118 
— 170 
—230 
—290 
— 143 
— 150 
— 160 

— 110 
— 110 
— 115 

— 60 
— 60 

14 
12 
18 
15 
22 
27 
16 

30 
20 
15 
15 

30 
25 

30 
25 

23 
18 

40 
35 
30 

44 
36 
47 
50 
50 
50 
65 
55 
45 
40 
50 
60 
60 
63 

Max.-Sig. 
D.C. Plate 
Current 

45 

Zero-Sig. 
D.C. Screen 
Current  

115 
110 

70 
70 
175 
175 
157 

83 
75 
66 
60 
175 
175 

200 
145 

158 
180 

.5 

.5 

.3 

.3 

Max.-Sig. 
D.C. Screen 
Current  

10  
14 
13  
8 
8 

5 
3 
3 
3 

o 
o 

.8 

.6 

7 

35 

27 
29 
28 

Peak R.F. 
Grid 

Voltage 

25 
50 
50 
34 
35 
93 
88 
85 

70 
ao 
77 
77 

Max.-Sig. 
D.C. Grid 
Current  

o  

o  

108 
112 

13 

Max.-Sig. 
Driving 
Power 

o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
3.8 
3.0 
2.2 

Max.-Rated 
Screen 

Dissipation  

2.5  
3 
3  
3.5 
3.5 

o 
o 

o 
o 

44 

90 
115 
118 

105 
100 
95 

141 
105 
89 

o 
o 
4, 

o 
.1 
.2 

o 
o 
o 
1.25 

Max.-Rated 
Grid 

Dissipation  

10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 

20 

135 ( 100), 
120 (85), 
105 (75), 

14 (4.0), 
10 i3.0” 
6.0 ( 1.5)4 

200 
150 
130 
225 
225 
225 

230 ( 170), 
210 ( 150)« 
185 ( 130)' 
165 ( 115), 

243 
255 
250 
237 

286 
273 
242 
222 

350 
350 
350 

800 
800 
780 

A81 

AB, 

A81 

AB, 

750 
750 
750 

500, 
500, 
500, 
325 
325 

135 
100 
80 
65 

100 
ao 
75 

200 
220 
220 

250 
250 

o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 

o 
o 
o 

1000 
900 

9 
9 

17 
3 
3 

11 
11 
11 

o 
o 
o 
9 
7 
6 

o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 

50 
so 
so 

15 (3.5), 
12 (2.5), 
9.5 ( 2.0)' 
7.5 ( 1.5), 

115 
110 
105 
100 
96 
99 
100 
99 

118 
170 
230 
290 
143 
150 
160 
110 
110 
110 

17 
13 
12 
17 

35 
29 
24 

48 
43 
41 

35 
35 

—2 
—2 

'Approximate adjust to give stated zero-signal plate current. 
'Single-sideband suppressed-carrier ratings, voice signal. 

11 
12 
11 
10 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 

60 
60 

22 
22 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
12 
12 
12 

35 
35 
35 
35 
35 
35 
35 
35 

5 

o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
1.1 
1.2 
1.1 
1 

o 
o 
o 
o  
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 

10 
10 
10 
10 

25 
25 
25 

35 
35 
35 

12 
12 

o 
o 

Avg. Plate 
Dissipation 

Max.-Sig. 
Useful Power 

Output  
15 

25 
25 
25 
30 
65 
65 
65 

47 
60 
28 
36 
124 
155 
170 

60 
85 

100 
120 
140 
210 

250 
245 
258 
325 

150 
180 
200 
175 
175 
200 
115 
200 
250 
335 
400 
425 
450 
214 
325 
420 
520 
128 
245 
305 
365 

570 
680 
790 

110 
125 

100 
125 

125 
125 
122 

150 
185 
205 
190 

265 
305 
345 

1020 
1280 
1540 

1020 
1680 

'60 tina. 0 a. suppressor grid 
'Values in parentheses are with two-tone test signal. 75 v. suppressor grid. 

CA) 
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it is driven into the grid-current region. This in-
creases the driver's output-power requirements. 
Further, it is desirable to make the grid circuit 
of the Class AB2 stage a high-C circuit, to im-
prove regulation and simplify coupling to the 
driver. A "stiff" bias source is also required, 
since it is important that the bias remain con-
stant, whether or not grid current is drawn. 

Class B amplifiers are theoretically capable of 
78.5 per cent efficiency at full output, and practi-
cal amplifiers run at 60-70 per cent efficiency at 
full output. Triodes normally designed for Class 
B audio work can be used in r.f. linear amplifiers 
and will operate at the same power rating and 
efficiency provided, of course, that the tube is 
capable of operation at the radio frequency. The 
operating conditions for r.f. are substantially the 
same as for audio work — the only difference is 
that the input and output transformers are re-
placed by suitable r.f. tank circuits. Further, in 
r.f. circuits it is readily possible to operate only 
one tube if only half the power is wanted — push-
pull is not a necessity in Class B r.f. work. 
However, the r.f. harmonics may be higher in 
the case of the single-ended amplifier, and this 
should be taken into consideration if TVI is a 
problem. 
For proper operation of Class AB2 and B am-

plifiers, and to reduce harmonics and facilitate 
coupling, the input and output circuits should 
not have a low C-to-L ratio. A good guide to the 
proper size of tuning capacitor will be found in 
Chapter Six; use the voltage-to-current ratio 
existing under p.e.p. conditions. When zero-bias 
tubes are used, it may not be necessary to add 
much "swamping" resistance across the grid 
circuit, because the grids of the tubes load the 
circuit at all times. However, in AB2 operation, 
the swamping resistor should be such that it dis-
sipates from five to ten times the power required 
by the grids of the tubes, insuring an almost con-
stant load on the driver stage and good regula-
tion of the r.f. grid voltage. In turn this means 
that at least five to ten times more driving power 
will be required than is indicated in Table 11-I. 
Where an excess of driving power is available, it 
is generally better to increase the loading ( de-
crease the resistance of the swamping resistor) to 
the point where the maximum available driver 
power is utilized on peaks. 

Before going into detail on the adjustment and 
loading of the linear amplifier, a few general con-
siderations should be kept in mind. If proper 
operation is expected, it is essential that the 
amplifier be so constructed, wired and neutral-
ized that no trace of regeneration or parasitic 
instability remains. Needless to say, this also ap-
plies to the stages ahead of it. 
The bias supply to the Class AB2 or B linear 

amplifier should be quite stiff, such as batteries 
or some form of voltage regulator. If nonlinearity 
is noticed when testing the unit, the bias supply 
may be checked by means of a large electrolytic 
capacitor. Simply shunt the supply with 100 pf. 
or so of capacity and see if the linearity improves. 
If so, rebuild the bias supply for better regula-
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tion. Do not rely alone on using a large capacitor. 
Where tetrodes or pentodes are used, the screen 

supply should have good regulation and its 
voltage should remain constant under the varying 
current demands. If the maximum screen current 
does not exceed 30 or 35 ma., a string of VR tubes 
in series can be used to regulate the screen volt-
age. If the current demand is higher, it may be 
necessary to use an electronically regulated 
power supply or a heavily bled power supply 
with a current capacity of several times the cur-
rent demand of the screen circuit. 
Where VR tubes are used to regulate the 

screen supply, they should be selected to give a 
regulated voltage as close as possible to the tube's 
rated voltage, but it does not have to be exact. 
Minor differences in idling plate current can be 
made up by readjusting the grid bias. 
The plate voltage applied to the linear ampli-

fier should be held as constant as possible under 
the varying current-demand conditions. This con-
dition can be met by using low-resistance trans-
formers and inductors and by using a large value 
of output capacitor in the power-supply filter. 
An output capacitor value three or four times the 
minimum required for normal filtering ( Chap-
ter Seven) is reasonable. Although some slight 
improvement can be obtained by using still 
higher values of capacitance, the problem of turn-
ing on the supply without blowing fuses (on the 
initial surge) starts to become significant. 
One should bear in mind that the same ampli-

fier can be operated in several classes of operation 
by merely changing the operating conditions 
(bias, loading, drive, screen voltage, etc.). How-
ever, when the power sensitivity of an amplifier 
is increased, as by changing the operation from 
Class AB2 to Class AB2, the stability require-
ments for the amplifier become stringent. 
From the standpoint of ease of adjustment and 

availability of proper operating voltages, a linear 
amplifier with Class ABI tetrodes or pentodes or 
one with zero-bias Class B triodes would be first 
choice. The Class B amplifier would require more 
driving power. ( For examples of Class AB1 tet-
rode amplifiers, see Russ, "The 'Little Fire-
cracker' Linear Amplifier," QST, Sept., 1953; 
Eckhardt, "The Single Side-Saddle Linear," 
QST, Nov., 1953; Wolfe and Romander, "A 4X-
250B Linear," QST, Nov., 1956; Muir, "Ground-
ed-Grid Tetrode Kilowatt," QST, April, 1957; 
and Rinaudo, "Compact AB2 Kilowatt," QST, 
Nov., 1957.) 

Tables 11-I and 11-II list a few of the more 

popular tubes commonly used for s.s.b. linear-
amplifier operation. Except where otherwise 
noted, these ratings are those given by the manu-
facturer for audio work and as such are based on 
a sine-wave signal. These ratings are adequate 
ones for use in s.s.b. amplifier design, but they 
are conservative for such work and hence do not 
necessarily represent the maximum powers that 
can be obtained from the tubes in voice-signal 
s.s.b. service. In no case should the average plate 
dissipation be exceeded for any considerable 
length of time, but the nature of a s.s.b. signal is 
such that the average plate dissipation of the tube 
will run well below the peak plate dissipation. 

Getting the most out of a linear amplifier is 
done by increasing the peak power without ex-
ceeding the average plate dissipation over any 
appreciable length of time. This can be done by 
raising the plate voltage or the peak current (or 
both), provided the tube can withstand the 
increase. However, the manufacturers have not 
released any data on such operation, and any ex-
trapolation of the audio ratings is at the risk of 
the amateur. A 35- to 50-per cent increase above 
plate-voltage ratings should be perfectly safe in 
most cases. In a tetrode or pentode, the peak plate 
current can be boosted some by raising the screen 
voltage. 
When running a linear amplifier at consider-

ably higher than the audio ratings, the "two-tone 
test signal" (described later) should never be 
applied at full amplitude for more than a few 
seconds at any one time. The above statements 
about working tubes above ratings apply only 
when a voice signal is used — a prolonged whistle 
or two-tone test signal may damage the tube. 
(For a method of adjusting amplifiers safely at 
high input, see Goodman, "Linear Amplifiers and 
Power Ratings," QST, August, 1957.) 

Linear amplifiers are rated in "p.e.p. input" or 
"p.e.p. output." The "p.e.p." stands for peak 
envelope power. P.e.p. input is not indicated by 
the maximum reading the plate milliammeter 
kicks to ( see "Adjustment of Amplifiers" be-
low) ; it is the input that would be indicated by 
the plate milliammeter and voltmeter if the 
amplifier were driven continuously by a single 
r.f. signal of the peak amplitude the amplifier 
can handle within its allowable distortion limits. 
The p.e.p. output is the r.f. output under these 
same conditions. As implied in the preceding 
paragraph, it may be impossible to measure the 
p.e.p. input or output directly without injuring 
the tube or tubes. 

GROUNDED-GRID AMPLIFIERS WITH FILAMENT-TYPE TUBES 

It is not necessary to use indirectly heated 
cathode type tubes in grounded-grid circuits, 
and filament-type tubes can be used just as effec-
tively. However, it is necessary to raise the fila-
ment above r.f. ground, and one way is shown in 
Fig. 11-17. Here filament chokes are used be-
tween the filament transformers and the tube 

socket. The inductance of the r.f. chokes does not 
have to be very high, and 5 to 10 ph. will usually 
suffice from 80 meters on down. The current-
carrying capacities of the r.f. chokes must be 
adequate for the tube or tubes in use, and if the 
resistance of the chokes is too high the filament 
voltage at the tube socket may be too low and the 
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tube life will be endangered. In such a case, a 
higher-voltage filament transformer can be used, 
with its primary voltage cut down until the volt-
age at the tube socket is within the proper limits. 

Filament chokes can be wound on ceramic or 
wooden forms, using a wire size large enough to 
carry the filament current without undue heat-
ing. Large cylindrical ceramic antenna insulators 
can be used for the forms. If enameled wire is 
used, it should be spaced from half the diameter 
to the diameter of the wire; heavy string can be 
used for this purpose. The separate chokes indi-
cated in Fig. 11-17 are not essential; the two 
windings can be wound in parallel. In this case 
it is not necessary to space all windings; the two 
parallel wires can be treated as one wire, winding 
them together with a single piece of string to 
space the turns. Enameled wire can be used be-
cause the enamel is sufficient insulation to handle 
the filament voltage. 
When considerable power is available for driv-

ing the grounded-grid stage, the matching be-
tween driver stage and the amplifier is not too 
important. However, when the driving power is 
marginal or when the driver and amplifier are to 
be connected by a long length of coaxial cable, a 
pi network matching circuit can be used in the 
input of the grounded-grid amplifier. The input 
impedance of a grounded-grid amplifier is in the 
range of 100 to 400 ohms, depending upon the 
tube or tubes and their operating conditions. 

5F. 
INPUT 

Fig. 11-17—When filament-type tubes are used in a 
grounded-grid circuit, it is necessary to use filament 
chokes to keep the filament above r.f. ground. In the 
portion of a typical circuit shown here, the filament 
chokes. RFCi and RFC2, can be a manufactured unit 
(e.g., B&W FC15 and FC30) or homemade as described 
in the text. Total plate and grid current can be read 

on a milliammeter inserted at x. 

When data for grounded-grid operation is avail-
able ( see Table 11-II), the input impedance can 
be computed from 

(peak r.f. driving voliage)2 
Z = 

2 X driving power 

From this and the equations for a pi network, a 
suitable network can be devised. 

ADJUSTMENT OF AMPLIFIERS 

One of the more important features of the 
linear amplifier is that the ordinary plate and 
grid meters are at best only a poor indicator of 
what is going on. As the meters bounce back and 
forth, even a person who is thoroughly familiar 
with this kind of amplifier would be hard put to 
sense whether the input power registered is 
attributable to ( a) overdrive and underload, 
which yield distortion, splatter, TVI, etc., or ( b) 
underdrive and too-heavy loading, resulting in 
inefficiency and loss of output. 
The simplest and best way to get the whole 

story is to make a linearity test; that is, to send 
through the amplifier a signal whose amplitude 
varies from zero up to the peak level in a certain 
known manner and then observe, by means of an 
oscilloscope, whether this same waveform comes 
out of the amplifier at maximum ratings. 

Test Equipment 

Even the simplest type of cathode-ray oscil-
loscope can be used for linearity tests, so long as 
it has the regular internal sweep circuit. If this 
instrument is not already part of the regular sta-
tion equipment, it might be well to purchase one 
of the several inexpensive kits now on the market, 
so that it will be on hand not only to make initial 
tests but also as a permanent monitor during 
all operation. Barring a purchase, it is recom-
mended at least that a scope be borrowed to 
make the line-up checks, whereupon the regular 

plate and grid meters can serve thereafter to 
indicate roughly changes in operating conditions. 

All linearity tests require that the vertical 
plates of the scope be supplied with r.f. from 
the amplifier output. To avoid interaction within 
the instrument, it is usually best to connect di-
rectly to the cathode-ray tube terminals at the 
back of the cabinet. A pick-up device and its con-
nections to the oscilloscope are shown in Fig. 
11-14. Normally, the pick-up loop should be 
coupled to the dummy load, antenna tuner, or 
transmission line; i.e., to a point in the system 
beyond where any tuning adjustments are to be 
made. 
The only other piece of test equipment will 

be an audio oscillator. Since only one frequency 

2.2 
MEG 

Fig. 11-18—Fixed-frequency audio oscillator having 
good output waveform. The frequency can be varied 

by changing the values of CI and Cs. 
14—Small speaker output transformer, secondary not 
used. 
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is needed, the simple circuit of Fig. 11-18 works 
quite well. Some equipment has a circuit similar 
to this one built right into the exciter audio 
system. 

Two-Tone Test 

The two-tone test involves sending through 
the amplifier or thç system a pair of r.f. signals 
of equal amplitude and a thousand cycles or so 
apart in frequency. The combined envelope of 
two such signals looks like two sine waves folded 
on one another. If this waveform comes out of 
the final, well and good; if not, there is work to 
do. 
There are two commonly used ways to generate 

the two-tone signal, and the choice of which to 
use depends on the particular type of exciter 
available. 

Method A — for Filter or Phasing Exciters: 

1) Turn up the carrier insertion until a carrier 
is obtained at about half the expected output 
amplitude. 

2) Connect an audio oscillator to the micro-
phone Input and advance audio gain until ( when 
the carrier and the one sideband are equal) the 
scope pattern takes on the appearance of full 
modulation; i.e., the cusps just meet at the 
center line. See Fig. 11-19, photo No. 1. 

3) To change the drive through the system, 
increase or decrease the carrier and audio set-
tings together, maintaining equality of the two 
signals. 

Method B — for Phasing Exciters: 

1) Disable the audio input to one balanced 
modulator, by removing a tube or by tempo-
rarily short-circuiting an audio transformer. 

2) Connect the audio oscillator and advance 
audio gain to get the desired drive. Note that 
with one balanced modulator rut out, the re-
sultant signal will be double-sideband with no 
carrier, hence two equal r.f. signals. 

Double-Trapezoid Test 

When Method B can be used with phasing 
exciters, it is possible to derive a somewhat more 
informative pattern by making a connection 
from the exciter audio system to the horizontal 
signal input of the oscilloscope and using this 
audio signal, instead of the regular internal 
sweep, to cause the horizontal deflection. Those 
who are familiar with the regular trapezoid test 
for a.m. transmitters will recognize this set-up 
as being the same, except that instead of one 
trapezoid, this test produces two triangles point-
ing toward each other. 
Each individual triangle is subject to the same 

analysis as the regular trapezoid pattern; i.e., 
the sloping sides of the pattern should be straight 
lines for proper operation. Since it is much easier 
to tell whether a line is straight or not than to 
judge the correctness of a sine curve, the double 
trapezoid has the advantage of being somewhat 
more positive and sensitive to slight departures 
from linearity than is the regular two-tone pat-
tern. 
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Fig. 11- 19—Correct Patterns. 1— Desired two-tone test 

pattern. 2— Desired double-trapezoid test pattern. 
3—Typical voice pattern in a correctly adjusted am-

plifier, scope set for 30-cycle sweep. Note that peaks 

are clean and sharp. 

If the audio can be picked off at the plate of 
the audio modulator tube that. is still working, 
the input signal need not be a pure sine wave; 
merely whistling or talking into the microphone 
should produce the appropriate pattern. If, be-
cause of the exciter layout, it is necessary to pick 
up the audio signal ahead of the phase-shift 
network, it will then be necessary to use a good 
sine-wave audio oscillator as before. Also, with 
the latter set-up, the pattern will probably have 
a loopy appearance at first, and phase correction 
will be needed to make the figure close up. This 
can be done either by varying the audio fre-
quency or by putting a phaser in series with the 
horizontal input to the scope, as shown in Fig. 
11-20. 
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Fig. 11-20—"Phaser" circuit for the oscilloscope. 

Ratings 

Before proceeding with linearity tests, it is 
well to have in mind the current and power 
levels to expect. A suppressed-carrier signal is 
exactly like an audio signal, except for its fre-
quency, so the audio ratings for any tube are 

(5) (9) 

(4) 

(6) (10) 

Fig. 11-22—Improper Amplifier Operation. 4—Over-

drive, indicated by flattening of peaks. 5—Same as 4, 

double-trapezoid test. 6—Too much bias, causing cross-

over to become pinched together rather than cutting 

straight across center line. 7—Same as 6, double-trap-
ezoid test. 8—Two-tone test with vhf. parasitics. Note 

fuzzy halo or fringe. In milder cases the fuzziness will 

appear just at the peaks. 9—Two-tone test with funda-

mental frequency parasitics, accompanied by overdrive. 

10—Severe overdrive and parasitics. 11—Voice pattern 
showing flattening of peaks due to overdrive. When 

flattening is apparent on the voice pattern, the case is 

a severe one. 

1.0 
0 .1 .2 .3 4 .5 .6 7 .8 .9 1.0 

Ido 

Fig. 11-21—When the two-tone test signal is used for 

checking the linearity of an amplifier, the peak current 

is higher than the current indicated by the plate meter. 
The ratio of these values depends upon the ratio of the 

idling ( no-signal) current to the indicated current. 

The graph shows the relationship. 

lo = no-signal (idling) current, 

¡do meter reading with two-tone test signal, 

le = actual peak current. 

perfectly applicable for linear r.f. service where 
no carrier is involved. On the other hand, the 
ratings sometimes shown for Class B r.f. tele-
phony are not what is wanted, because they are 
for conventional a.m. transmission with carrier. 

If audio ratings are not given for the desired 
tube type, it will be safe to assume that the 
maximum-signal input for Class B or AB2 serv-
ice is about 10 per cent less than the key-down 
Class C c.w. conditions. The input will have to 
be held somewhat lower in Class AB' operation 
because the average efficiency is lower and, also, 
the tube can draw only a limited amount of cur-
rent at zero grid voltage. 
The maximum-signal conditions determined 

from tube data correspond in s.s.b. work to the 
very peak of the r.f. envelope; when a two-tone 
test signal ( or voice) is used, the plate milliam-
meter does not indicate the peak plate current. 
The relationship between peak current and indi-
cated current is variable with voice signals, but 
with the two-tone test signal applied there is a 
definite relationship between indicated ( d.c.) 
current and peak current. This relationship is 
plotted in Fig. 11-21. Knowing the ratio of the 
idling current to the plate current with the two-
tone test signal, /.//d„ one can find the factor 
that can be applied to give the peak current. 
For example, an amplifier draws 50 ma. with no 
signal and 250 ma. (before flattening) with the 
two-tone test signal. /.//dc = 0.2, and /p2//d = 
1.45, from Fig. 11-21. Thus le = 1.45 X 250 = 
363 ma. 
Should the resulting peak input ( 0.363 X 

plate voltage) be different than the design value 
for the particular amplifier tube, the drive and 
loading adjustments can be changed in the 
proper directions (always adjusting the loading 
so that the peaks of the envelope are on the verge 
of flattening) and the proper value reached. 
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Using the Linearity Tests 

The photos ( Figs. 11-19, 11-22 and 11-23) have 
been taken to show many of the typical patterns 
that may be encountered with either of the test 
arrangements described previously. They are 
classified separately as to those representing 
correct conditions ( Fig. 11-19), faulty operation 
of the r.f. amplifier ( Fig. 11-22), and various 
other patterns that look irregular but which 
really represent a peculiarity in the test set-up or 
the exciter but not in the final ( Fig. 11-23). 
Aside from the problem of parasitics, which 

may or may not be a difficult one, it should be 
possible without much difficulty to achieve the 
correct linearity pattern by taking action as in-
dicated by the captions accompanying the 
photos. It can then be assumed that the am-
plifier is not contributing any distortion to the 
signal so long as the peak power level indicated 
by the test is not exceeded. It is entirely pos-
sible, however, that good linearity will be ob-
tained only by holding the power down to a 
level considerably below what is expected, or 
conversely that there will be signs of excessive 
plate dissipation at a level that the tubes should 
handle quite easily. In such cases, some atten-
tion should be given to the plate loading, as 
discussed below. 
The several patterns of Fig. 11-24 show how 

loading affects the output and efficiency of a 
linear amplifier. In the first two, loading is rela-
tively light and limiting takes place in the final 
plate circuit. Reserve power is still available in 
the driver, evidenced by the fact that heavier 
loading on the final allows the peak output to 
increase up to the optimum level of the third 
pattern. With still heavier loading the output 
ceases to increase but in fact drops somewhat; 
even though the input power goes up all the 
time, the efficiency goes down rapidly. In the 
last two patterns, the driver is the limiting 
element in the system, and the extra power-
handling capability of the final, due to heavier 
loading, is wasted by inability of the driver to 
do it justice. 

1) For good efficiency, the final itself must be 
the limiting element in the power-handling ca-
pability of the system. 

2) If the final is not being driven to its limit, 
it should be loaded less heavily until such is the 
case. 

3) If the power level obtained above is less 
than should be expected, more driving power is 
needed. 
There are several ways to tell whether or not 

the final is being driven to its limit. One way is 
to advance the drive until peak limiting is ap-
parent in the output, then move the oscilloscope 
coupling link over to the driver plate tank and 
see whether or not the same limiting appears 
there. Another way is to decrease or increase the 
final loading slightly and note whether the limit-
ing output level increases or decreases corre-
spondingly. If it does not, the final is not con-
trolling the system. Still another but similar 
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(12) 

(13) 

(15) 

(16) 

(14) (18) 

(19) 

Fig. 11-23—Improper Test Setup. 12—Two r.f. signals 
unequal. In Method A, caused by improper settings of 
either carrier or audio control. Method B, either carrier 

leakage through disabled modulator or unequal side. 
bands due to selective action of some high-Q circuit off 
resonance. 13—Same as 12, double-trapezoid test 

(Method B). 14—Distorted audio. A clue to this defect 
is that successive waves are not identical. 15—Same dis-
tortion as 14, but switched to double trapezoid test 
pattern. Note that correct pattern prevails regardless of 
poor audio signal. 16—Carrier leakage through working 
modulator (Method B only). 17—Same as 16, double 
trapezoid. 18—(Note tilt to left.) Caused by incomplete 
suppression of unwanted sideband (Method A) or by 
r.f. leakage into horizontal circuits of scope. 19—Double 

trapezoid with audio phase shift in test setup. 

method is to detune the final slightly while 
limiting is apparent, and if proper drive condi-
tions prevail the pattern will improve when the 
amplifier plate is detuned. 
The intermediate and driver stages will follow 

the same laws, except that what is called "load-
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(20) (21) 

(23) (24) 

ing" on a final is often referred to as "impedance 
matching" when going between tubes. More 
often than not, an apparent lack of power trans-
fer from a driver to its succeeding stage is due 
to a poor match. In Class AB, or B service, a 
step-down type of coupling is required between 
power stages, and a person accustomed to the 
conventional plate-to-grid coupling capacitor 
technique will be surprised to find how effective 
it is to tap the driven stage down on its tank — 
or otherwise to decouple the system. For ex-
ample, an 807 driving a pair of 811s requires a 
voltage step-down of about 3 or 4 to 1 from 
plate to each grid. 

Dummy Load 

For the sake of everyone concerned, linearity 
tests should be kept off the air as much as possi-
ble. They make quite a racket and spurious 
signals are plentiful in earlier stages of misad-
justment. Ordinary lamp bulbs make a fine dum-
my load so long as it is recognized that their 
impedance is not exactly the same as the an-
tenna and that this impedance changes some-
what as the bulbs light up. These factors can 
be taken into account by making careful note of 
plate and grid currents after the transmitter has 

(22) 

Fig. 11-24—Amplifier Loading Char-

acteristics. Two-tone patterns taken 

at the output of a Class B linear 

amplifier with constant drive and 

successively heavier loading. Meas-

ured input power: 20-90 watts; 21 

—135 watts; 22 250 watts; 23-

330 watts; 24-400 watts. 

been adjusted and is operating with a linearity 
test signal at maximum linear output into the 
lamp load. Then, having reconnected the regular 
antenna, the same loading conditions for the 
final will be reproduced by adjusting its tuning 
and loading until the identical combination of 
plate and grid currents can be obtained. This 
process will require only a few moments of on-
the-air operation. 
When the final on-the-air checks are made, it 

will be convenient to make a few reference 
marks on the oscilloscope screen to indicate the 
peak height of the pattern. The scope will then 
serve as a permanent output monitor for all 
operations. For best results the sweep should be 
set for about 30 cycles, in which case the voice 
patterns will stand out clearly and can easily be 
kept just within the reference lines. Incidentally, 
the pattern is really fascinating to watch. 

Don't be a "meter bender." Input power isn't 
everything. If you have to cut your input in 
half to avoid overload, the fellow at the other 
end will hardly notice the difference in level. 
At the same time, your neighbors, both those 
on the ham band and those next door trying 
to watch TV, will appreciate the difference 
right away. 

FREQUENCY CONVERSION 

The preferred s.s.b. transmitter is probably 
one that generates the s.s.b. signal at some suit-
able frequency and then heterodynes the signal 
into the desired amateur bands, although a few 
designs exist that generate the s.s.b. signal at 
the operating frequency and consequently elimi-
nate the need for heterodyning. When the het-
erodyning is done at low level ( involving an 
s.s.b. signal of not more than a few volts), 
standard receiving techniques are satisfactory. 
Normal receiver converter tubes run at manu-

facturer's ratings leave little to be desired. 
When high-level heterodyning is required, as 

when an exciter delivering. from 5 to 20 watts 
on a single band is available and multiband 
operation is desired, a high-level converter is 
used. Since the efficiency of a converter is only 
about one-fourth that of the same tube or 
tubes used in Class AB2, using a converter stage 
as the output stage is not very economical, and 
the high-level converter is generally used to 
drive the output stage. 
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Fig. 11-25—Two examples of "high-level" mixer cir-

cuits. The circuit at A has been used with 6V6, 616, 
6AQ5 and 6Y6 type tubes. With 300 volts on the plate 

the idling current is about 15 ma., kicking as high as 
30 ma. with the s.s.b. signal. 

The circuit in B operates with a positive screen volt-
age and some cathode bias, and is capable of some-

what more output than the circuit shown in A. 
In either case the output circuit, C112, is tuned to the 

sum or difference frequency of the oscillator and s.s.b. 

signal. Coupling coils Li and Ls will usually be three 
or four turns coupled to their respective driving sources. 

Reference to tube manuals will disclose no 
information of the operation of small transmit-
ting tubes as mixers. However, it has been 
found that most of the tetrodes in the 15- to 35-
watt plate-dissipation class make acceptable 
mixers, and tubes like the 6V6, 6L6, 807 and 
6146 have been used successfully. The usual 
procedure is to feed one of the signals (oscil-
lator or s.s.b.) to the control grid and the other 
to the cathode or screen grid. Typical circuits 
are shown in Fig. 11-25. 

(Suggestions for converting to and operating 
in the 50- and 144-Mc. bands can be found in 
Tilton, "Single-Sideband Ideas for the V.H.F. 
Man," QST, May, 1957.) 

VOICE-CONTROLLED BREAK-IN 

Although it is possible for two s.s.b. stations 
operating on widely different frequencies to 
work "duplex" if the carrier suppression is 
great enough (inadequate carrier suppression 
would be a violation of the FCC rules), most 
s.s.b. operators prefer to use voice-controlled 
break-in and operate on the same frequency. 
This overcomes any possibility of violating the 
FCC rules and permits "round table" operation. 
Many various systems of voice-controlled 

break-in are in use, but they are all basically the 
same. Some of the audio from the speech ampli-

fier is amplified and rectified, and the resultant 
d.c. signal is used to key an oscillator and one 
or more stages in the s.s.b. transmitter and 
"blank" the receiver at the time that the trans-
mitter is on. Thus the transmitter is on at any 
and all times that the operator is speaking but is 
off during the intervals between sentences. The 
voice-control circuit must have a small amount 
of "hold" built into it, so that it will hold in 
between words, but it should be made to turn on 
rapidly at the slightest voice signal coming 
through the speech amplifier. Both tube and 
relay keyers have been used with good success. 
Some voice-control systems require the use of 
headphones by the operator, but a loudspeaker 
can be used with the proper circuit. ( See 
Nowak, "Voice-Controlled Break-In . . . and 
a Loudspeaker," QST, May, 1951, and Hunter, 
"Simplified Voice Control with a Loudspeaker," 
QST, October, 1953.) 

If an antenna relay is used to switch the 
antenna from the receiver to the transmitter 
and back again, it is often possible to operate 
the output linear amplifier stage with some 
idling current and experience no difficulty with 
the "diode noise" generated by the amplifier 
plate current. However, when the receiver, 
transmitter and antenna are always connected 
together, as when an electronic transmit-receive 
switch is used ( see Chapter Eight), weak sig-
nals will not be heard through the diode noise 
of the transmitter. To overcome this difficulty, 
the idling current of the amplifier must be re-
duced to zero during listening periods. This can 
be accomplished through the use of the circuit 
in Fig. 11-26. Here IC1 is a relay controlled by 

Fig. 11-26— Bias-switching circuit for use with a Class 
AB, linear amplifier and an electronic t.r. switch. 

112,-4700 ohms, 1 watt. 
R,-100,000 ohms, 2 watts. 
IC—VOX relay or relay controlled by VOX circuit. 

V1-0A2 or OB2, depending upon amplifier require-
ments. 

the voice-controlled break-in circuit. When the 
relay is closed, the operating bias Ei for the 
linear amplifier is determined by the setting of 
the arm on R2. When the relay is open, the grid 
bias jumps to the value E, which should be high 
enough to cut off the amplifier stage. The volt-
age regulator tube should be one with a nominal 
voltage drop in excess of the normal bias for the 
amplifier tube, and the negative supply voltage 
E should be at least 25 per cent higher than the 
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ignition potential of the VR tube. The circuit in it cannot be used when grid current is drawn 
Fig. 11-26 is applicable to Class AB, amplifiers; during operation. 

RECEIVING SUPPRESSED-CARRIER SIGNALS 

The reception of suppressed-carrier signals 
requires that the carrier be accurately reinserted 
at the receiver. In addition, the reception of 
a double-sideband suppressed-carrier signal re-
quires that one sideband be filtered off in the 
receiver before demodulation or that a special 
type of converter be used. Because little or no 
carrier is transmitted, the usual a.v.c. in the 
receiver has nothing that indicates the average 
signal level, and this fact requires either manual 
variation of the r.f. gain control or the use of a 
special a.v.c. system. ( As, for example, Luick, 
"Improved A.V.C. for Sideband and C.W.," 
QST, October, 1957.) 
A suppressed-carrier signal can be identified 

by the absence of a strong carrier and by the 
severe variation of the S meter at a syllabic 
rate. When such a signal is encountered, it 
should first be peaked with the main tuning dial. 
(This centers the signal in the i.f. pass band.) 
After this operation, do not touch the main tun-
ing dial. Then set the r.f. gain control at a very 
low level and switch off the a.v.c. Increase the 
audio volume control to maximum, and bring up 
the r.f. gain control until the signal can be 
heard weakly. Switch on the beat oscillator, and 
carefully adjust the frequency of the beat oscil-
lator until proper speech is heard. If there is a 
slight amount of carrier present, it is only nec-
essary to zero-beat the beat oscillator with this 
weak carrier. It will be noticed that with incor-
rect tuning of an s.s.b. signal, the speech will 
sound high- or low-pitched or even inverted 
(very garbled), but no trouble will be had in 
getting the correct setting once a little expe-
rience has been obtained. The use of minimum 
r.f. gain and maximum audio gain will insure 
that no distortion (overload) occurs in the 
receiver. It may require a readjustment of your 
tuning habits to tune the receiver slowly enough 
during the first few trials. 
Once the proper setting of the b.f.o. has been 

established by the procedure above, all further 
tuning should be done with the main tuning 
control. However, it is not unlikely that s.s.b. 
stations will be encountered that are transmit-
ting the other sideband, and to receive them will 
require shifting the b.f.o. setting to the other 
side of the receiver i.f. passband. The initial 
tuning procedure is exactly the same as outlined 
above, except that you will end up with a con-
siderably different b.f.o. setting. The two b.f.o. 
settings should be noted for further reference, 
and all tuning of s.s.b. signals can then be done 

with the main tuning dial. With experience, it 
becomes a simple matter to determine which 
way to tune to make the signal sound lower- or 
higher-pitched if the receiver ( or transmitter) 
drifts off. 
When a double sideband suppressed-carrier 

signal is received, sufficient selectivity will be 
required in the receiver to eliminate one side-
band and convert the signal into a single-side-
band signal before detection, where it can be 
received by the method outlined above. Receiver 
bandwidths of 3 kc. or less will be required for 
this purpose, or the use of a "Signal Slicer," a 
selectivity device that uses the phasing principle. 
(See GE Ham News, Vol. 6, No. 4, July, 1951.) 
Newcomers to single sideband often wonder 

if there is any device that can be added to a 
receiver that will make the tuning of sideband 
signals less critical. At the present time there 
is no device that will "lock in" automatically. 
However, if the receiver is lacking in selectivity, 
an apparent improvement can be obtained by 
using an adapter that adds selectivity to the 
receiving system. No improvement in ease of 
tuning will be noticed on good sideband signals 
(good suppression of unwanted sideband), but 
fair or mediocre signals will be easier to tune. 
The reason is that the adapter makes a better 
sideband signal out of the incoming signal by 
removing the vestiges of the unwanted side-
band, and a good sideband signal will tune 
easier than a fair one. The sideband adapters 
also usually have detectors designed for best 
detection of sideband signals, a point that was 
overlooked in some of the older receivers. Good 
detectors for sideband signals include diodes 
with sufficient b.f.o. injection (5 to 10 times 
peak signal) and "product detectors" ( see 
Chapter Five). Either detector is capable of low 
distortion output if the input is held down. 

WHICH SIDEBAND 

To identify which sideband the other station is 
using, remember this simple rule: If tuning the 
receiver to a lower frequency makes the voice 
sound lower-pitched, he is on lower sideband. 
With any receiver having sufficient selectivity 

to give a stronger signal on one side than on the 
other of zero beat, this rule will aid in properly 
setting the b.f.o.: A selective receiver can be set 
up for lower-sideband reception by setting the 
b.f.o. so that there is little or no signal on the 
/ow-frequency side of zero beat when tuning 
through a steady carrier or•c.w. signal. 



Chapter 12 

Specialized 

Communication Systems 

FREQUENCY AND PHASE MODULATION 

It is possible to convey intelligence by modu-
lating any property of a carrier, including its 
frequency and phase. When the frequency of the 
carrier is varied in accordance with the varia-
tions in a modulating signal, the result is fre-
quency modulation (f.m.). Similarly, varying 
the phase of the carrier current is called phase 
modulation (p.m.). 
Frequency and phase modulation are not in-

dependent, since the frequency cannot be varied 
without also varying the phase, and vice versa. 
The difference is largely a matter of definition. 
The effectiveness of f.m. and p.m. for com-

munication purposes depends almost entirely 
on the receiving methods. If the receiver will 
respond to frequency and phase changes but is 
insensitive to amplitude changes, it will dis-
criminate against most forms of noise, partic-
ularly impulse noise such as is set up by ignition 
systems and other sparking devices. Special 
methods of detection are required to accomplish 
this result. 
Modulation methods for f.m. and p.m. are 

simple and require practically no audio power. 
There is also the advantage that, since there is 
no amplitude variation in the signal, interference 
to broadcast reception resulting from rectifica-
tion of the transmitted signal in the audio cir-
cuits of the BC receiver is substantially elimi-
nated. These two points represent the principal 
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Waveshape of Modulating Signal 

N.  IV 
Fig. 12-1—Graphical representation of requency mod-
ulation. In the unmodulated carrier at A, each r.f. 
cycle occupies the same amount of time. When the 
modulating signal, B, is applied, the radio frequency 
is increased and decreased according to the ampli-
tude and polarity of the modulating signal. 

reasons for the use of f.m. and p.m. in amateur 
work. 

Frequency Modulation 

Fig. 12-1 is a representation of frequency 
modulation. When a modulating signal is ap-
plied, the carrier frequency is increased during 
one half-cycle of the modulating signal and de-
creased during the half-cycle of opposite po-
larity. This is indicated in the drawing by the 
fact that the r.f. cycles occupy less time (higher 
frequency) when the modulating signal is posi-
tive, and more time (lower frequency) when 
the modulating signal is negative. The change 
in the carrier frequency (frequency deviation) 
is proportional to the instantaneous amplitude 
of the modulating signal, so the deviation is 
small when the instantaneous amplitude of the 
modulating signal is small, and is greatest when 
the modulating signal reaches its peak, either 
positive or negative. 
As shown by the drawing, the amplitude of 

the signal does not change during modulation. 

Phase Modulation 

If the phase of the current in a circuit is 
changed there is an instantaneous frequency 
change during the time that the phase is being 
shifted. The amount of frequency change, or 
deviation, depends on how rapidly the phase 
shift is accomplished. It is also dependent upon 
the total amount of the phase shift. In a prop-
erly operating p.m. system the amount of phase 
shift is proportional to the instantaneous am-
plitude of the modulating signal. The rapidity 
of the phase shift is directly proportional to the 
frequency of the modulating signal. Conse-
quently, the frequency deviation in p.m. is pro-
portional to both the amplitude and frequency 
of the modulating signal. The latter represents 
the outstanding difference between f.m. and 
p.m., since in f.m. the frequency deviation is 
proportional only to the amplitude of the modu-
lating signal. 

Modulation Depth 

Percentage of modulation in f.m. and p.m. 
has to be defined differently than for a.m. 
Practically, "100 per cent modulation" is reached 
when the transmitted signal occupies a channel 
just equal to the bandwidth for which the 
receiver is designed. If the frequency deviation 
is greater than the receiver can accept, the re-
ceiver distorts the signal. However, on another 
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receiver designed for a different bandwidth the 
same signal might be equivalent to only 25 per 
cent modulation. 

In amateur work "narrow-band" f.m. or p.m. 
(frequently abbreviated n.f.m.) is defined as 
having the same channel width as a properly 
modulated a.m. signal. That is, the effective 
channel width does not exceed twice the highest 
audio frequency in the modulating signal. N.f.m. 
transmissions based on an upper audio limit of 
3000 cycles therefore should occupy a channel 
not significantly wider than 6 kc. 

F.M. and P.M. Sidebands 

The sidebands set up by f.m. and p.m. differ 
from those resulting from a.m. in that they 
occur at integral multiples of the modulating 
frequency on either side of the carrier rather 
than, as in a.m., consisting of a single set of 
side frequencies for each modulating frequency. 
An f.m. or p.m. signal therefore inherently 
occupies a wider channel than a.m. 
The number of "extra" sidebands that occur 

in f.m. and p.m. depends on the relationship be-
tween the modulating frequéricy and the fre-
quency deviation. The ratio between the fre-
quency deviation, in cycles per second, and the 
modulating frequency, also in cycles per second, 
is called the modulation index. That is, 

Carrier frequency deviation 
Modulation index— 

Modulating frequency 

Example: The maximum frequency devia-
tion in an f.m. transmitter is 3000 cycles either 
side of the carrier frequency. The modulation 
index when the modulating frequency is 1000 
cycles is 

3000 
Modulation Index 

At the same deviation with 3000-cycle modula-
tion the index would be 1; at 100 cycles it 
would be 30, and so on. 

In p.m. the modulation index is constant re-
gardless of the modulating frequency; in f.m. it 
varies with the modulating frequency, as shown 
in the above example. In an f.m. system the 
ratio of the maximum carrier-frequency devia-
tion to the highest modulating frequency used is 
called the deviation ratio. 

Fig. 12-2 shows how the amplitudes of the 
carrier and the various sidebands vary with the 
modulation index. This is for single-tone modu-
lation; the first sideband (actually a pair, one 
above and one below the carrier) is displaced 

Fig. 12-2—How the amplitude of the pairs of 

sidebands varies with the modulation index in 

an f.m. or p.m. signal. If the curves were ex-

tended for greater values of modulation index 

it would be seen that the carrier amplitude 

goes through zero at several points. The same 

statement also applies to the sidebands. 

3.0 

from the carrier by an amount equal to the 
modulating frequency, the second is twice the 
modulating frequency away from the carrier, 
and so on. For example, if the modulating fre-
quency is 2000 cycles and the carrier frequency 
is 29,500 kc., the first sideband pair is at 29,498 
kc. and 29,502 kc., the second pair is at 29,496 
kc. and 29,504 kc., the third at 29,494 kc. and 
29,506 kc., etc. The amplitudes of these side-
bands depend on the modulation index, not on 
the frequency deviation. 
Note that, as shown by Fig. 12-2, the carrier 

strength varies with the modulation index. ( In 
amplitude modulation the carrier strength is 
constant; only the sideband amplitude varies.) 
At a modulation index of approximately 2.4 the 
carrier disappears entirely. It then becomes 
"negative" at a higher index, meaning that its 
phase is reversed as compared to the phase 
without modulation. In f.m. and p.m. the energy 
that goes into the sidebands is taken from the 
carrier, the total power remaining the same re-
gardless of the modulation index. 

Frequency Multiplication 

Since there is no change in amplitude with 
modulation, an f.m. or p.m. signal can be am-
plified without distortion by an ordinary Class 
C amplifier. The modulation can take place in a 
very low-level stage and the signal can then be 
amplified by either frequency multipliers or 
straight amplifiers. 

If the modulated signal is passed through one 
or more frequency multipliers, the modulation 
index is multiplied by the same factor that the 
carrier frequency is multiplied. For example, if 
modulation is applied on 3.5 Mc. and the final 
output is on 28 Mc. the total frequency multi-
plication is 8 times, so if the frequency deviation 
is 500 cycles at 3.5 Mc. it will be 4000 cycles at 
28 Mc. Frequency multiplication offers a means 
for obtaining practically any desired amount of 
frequency deviation, whether or not the modula-
tor itself is capable of giving that much devia-
tion without distortion. 

Narrow-Band F.M. and P.M. 

"Narrow-band" f.m. or p.m., the only type 
that is authorized by FCC for use on the lower 
frequencies where the phone bands are crowded, 
is defined as f.m. or p.m. that does not occupy 
a wider channel than an a.m. signal having the 
same audio modulating frequencies. 
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If the modulation index (with single-tone 
modulation) does not exceed 0.6 or 0.7, the most 
important extra sideband, the second, will be at 
least 20 db. below the unmodulated carrier level, 
and this should represent an effective channel 
width about equivalent to that of an a.m. signal. 
In the case of speech, a somewhat higher modu-
lation index can be used. This is because the 
energy distribution in a complex wave is such 
that the modulation index for any one frequency 
component is reduced, as compared to the index 
with a sine wave having the same peak ampli-
tude as the voice wave. 
The chief advantage of narrow-band f.m. or 

p.m. for frequencies below 30 Mc. is that it 
eliminates or reduces certain types of interfer-
ence to broadcast reception. Also, the modulat-
ing equipment is relatively simple and inexpen-
sive. However, assuming the same unmodulated 
carrier power in all cases, narrow-band f.m. or 
p.m. is not as effective as a.m. with the methods 
of reception used by most amateurs. As shown 
by Fig. 12-2, at an index of 0.6 the amplitude of 
the first sideband is about 25 per cent of the un-
modulated-carrier amplitude; this compares 
with a sideband amplitude of 50 per cent in the 
case of a 100 per cent modulated a.m. trans-
mitter. When copied on an a.m. receiver, a nar-
row-band f.m. or p.m. transmitter is about 
equivalent to a 100 per cent modulated a.m. 
transmitter operating at one-fourth the carrier 
power. On a suitable (f.m.) receiver, f.m. is as 
good or better than a.m., watt for watt. 

Comparison of F.M. and P.M. 

Frequency modulation cannot be applied to an 
amplifier stage, but phase modulation can; p.m. 
is therefore readily adaptable to transmitters 
employing oscillators of high stability such as 
the crystal-controlled type. The amount of 
phase shift that can be obtained with good 

linearity is such that the maximum practicable 
modulation index is about 0.5. Because the phase 
shift is proportional to the modulating fre-
quency, this index can be used only at the high-
est frequency present in the modulating signal, 
assuming that all frequencies will at one time or 
another have equal amplitudes. Taking 3000 
cycles as a suitable upper limit for voice work, 
and setting the modulation index at 0.5 for 3000 
cycles, the frequency response of the speech-
amplifier system above 3000 cycles must be 
sharply attenuated, to prevent sideband splatter. 
Also, if the "tinny" quality of p.m. as received 
on an f.m. receiver is to be avoided, the p.m. 
must be changed to f.m., in which the modula-
tion index decreases in inverse proportion to 
the modulating frequency. This requires shaping 
the speech-amplifier frequency-response curve 
in such a way that the output voltage is in-
versely proportional to frequency over most of 
the voice range. When this is done the maxi-
mum modulation index can only be used at some 
relatively low audio frequency, perhaps 300 to 
400 cycles in voice transmission, and must de-
crease in proportion to the increase in fre-
quency. The result is that the maximum linear 
frequency deviation is only one or two hundred 
cycles, when p.m. is changed to f.m. To increase 
the deviation for n.f.m. requires a frequency 
multiplication of 8 times or more. 

It is relatively easy to secure a fairly large 
frequency deviation when a self-controlled os-
cillator is frequency-modulated directly. (True 
frequency modulation of a crystal-controlled 
oscillator results in only very small deviations 
and so requires a great deal of frequency mul-
tiplication.) The chief problem is to maintain 
a satisfactory degree of carrier stability, since 
the greater the inherent stability of the oscil-
lator the more difficult it is to secure a wide 
frequency swing with linearity. 

METHODS OF FREQUENCY AND PHASE MODULATION 

A simple and satisfactpry device for produc-
ing f.m. in the amateur transmitter is the re-
actance modulator. This is a vacuum tube con-
nected to the r.f. tank circuit of an oscillator in 
such a way as to act as a variable inductance or 
capacitance. 

Fig. 12-3 is a representative circuit. The con-
trol grid of the modulator tube, V2, is connected 
across the oscillator tank circuit, CiLi, through 
resistor R. and blocking capacitor CII. C. repre-
sents the input capacitance of the modulator 
tube. The resistance of R. is made large com-
pared to the reactance of Ce, so the r.f. current 
through RIC° will be practically in phase with 
the r.f. voltage appearing at the terminals of 
the tank circuit. However, the voltage across 
C8 will lag tlie current by 90 degrees. The r.f. 
current in the plate circuit of the modulator 
will be in phase with the grid voltage, and con-
sequently is 90 degrees behind the current 
through C., or 90 degrees behind the r.f. tank 

voltage. This lagging current is drawn through 
the oscillator tank, giving the same effect as 
though an inductance were connected across the 
tank. The frequency increases in proportion to 
the amplitude of the lagging plate current of 
the modulator. The audio voltage, introduced 
through a radio-frequency choke, RFC1, varies 
the transconductance of the tube and thereby 
varies the r.f. plate current. 
The modulated oscillator usually is operated 

on a relatively low frequency, so that a high 
order of carrier stability can be secured. Fre-
quency multipliers are used to raise the fre-
quency to the final frequency desired. 
A reactance modulator can be connected to a 

crystal oscillator as well as to the self-controlled 
type. However, the resulting signal is more 
phase-modulated than it is frequency-modu-
lated, for the reason that the frequency devia-
tion that can be secured by varying the tuning 
of a crystal oscillator is quite small, 
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Design Considerations 

The sensitivity of the modulator ( frequency 
change per unit change in grid voltage) depends 
on the transconductance of the modulator tube. 
It increases when Ri is made smaller in com-
parison with C.. It also increases with an in-
crease in L/C ratio in the oscillator tank cir-
cuit. However, for highest carrier stability it is 
desirable to use the largest tank capacitance 
that will permit the desired deviation to be se-
cured while keeping within the limits of linear 
operation. 
A change in any of the voltages on the modu-

lator tube will cause a change in r.f. plate cur-
rent, and consequently a frequency change. 
Therefore it is advisable to use a regulated 
power supply for both modulator and oscillator. 
At the low voltage used (250 volts or less) the 
required stabilization can be secured by means 
of gaseous regulator tubes. 

Speech Amplification 

The speech amplifier preceding the modulator 
follows ordinary design, except that no power is 
taken from it and the a.f. voltage required by 
the modulator grid usually is small — not more 
than 10 or 15 volts, even with large modulator 
tubes. Because of these modest requirements, 
only a few speech stages are needed; a two-
stage amplifier consisting of a pentode followed 
by a triode, both resistance-coupled, will more 
than suffice for crystal microphones. 

PHASE MODULATION 

The same type of reactance-tube circuit that 
is used to vary the tuning of the oscillator tank 
in f.m. can be used to vary the tuning of an 
amplifier tank and thus vary the phase of the 
tank current for p.m. Hence the modulator cir-
cuit of Fig. 12-3 can be used for p.m. if the re-
actance tube works on an amplifier tank instead 
of directly on a self-controlled oscillator. 
The phase shift that occurs when a circuit is 

detuned from resonance depends on the amount 
of detuning and the Q of the circuit. The hizher 

Fig. 12-3—Reactance modulator using a high-

transconductance pentode (6BA6, 6CL6, etc.). 
C1—R.f. tank capacitance (see text). 

Ca, C3-0.001-µf. mica. 
C4, C5, C6-0.0047-10. mica. 
C7-10-0. electrolytic. 
Cs— Tube input capacitance. 
R1-47,000 ohms. 
Rs—O.47 megohm. 
Ra—Screen dropping resistor; to give proper 

screen voltage on modulator tube. 
Ra—Cathode bias resistor; Class-A operation. 
Li—R.f. tank inductance. 
RFC1-2.5-mh. rd. choke. 

the Q, the smaller the amount of detuning 
needed to secure a given number of degrees of 
phase shift. If the Q is at least 10, the relation-
ship between phase shift and detuning (in kilo-
cycles either side of the resonant frequency) 
will be substantially linear over a phase-shift 
range of about 25 degrees. From the standpoint 
of modulator sensitivity, the Q of the tuned 
circuit on which the modulator operates should 
be as high as possible.. On the other hand, the 
effective Q of the circuit will not be very high 
if the amplifier is delivering power to a load 
since the load resistance reduces the Q. There 
must therefore be a compromise between modu-
lator sensitivity and r.f. power output from the 
modulated amplifier. An optimum figure for Q 
appears to be about 20; this allows reasonable 
loading of the modulated amplifier and the nec-
essary tuning variation can be secured from a 
reactance modulator without difficulty. It is ad-
visable to modulate at a very low power level 
— preferably in a stage where receiving-type 
tubes are used. 
Reactance modulation of an amplifier stage 

usually also results in simultaneous amplitude 
modulation because the modulated stage is de-
tuned from resonance as the phase is shifted. 
This must be eliminated by feeding the modu-
lated signal through an amplitude limiter or 
one or more "saturating" stages — that is, am-
plifiers that are operated Class C and driven 
hard enough so that variations in the amplitude 
of the grid excitation produce no appreciable 
variations in the final output amplitude. 
For the same type of reactance modulator, 

the speech-amplifier gain required is the same 
for p.m. as for f.m. However, as pointed out 
earlier, the fact that the actual frequency devi-
ation increases with the modulating audio fre-
quency in p.m. makes it necessary to cut off the 
frequencies above about 3000 cycles before 
modulation takes place. If this is not done, un-
necessary sidebands will be generated at fre-
quencies considerably away from the carrier. 

CHECKING F.M. AND P.M. TRANSMITTERS 

Accurate checking of the operation of an methods than the corresponding checks on an 
fan. or p.m. transmitter requires different a.m. set. This is because the common forms of 
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measuring devices either indicate amplitude 
variations only (a d.c. milliammeter, for ex-
ample), or because their indications are most 
easily interpreted in terms of amplitude. There 
is no simple measuring instrument that indi-
cates frequency deviation directly. 
However, there is one favorable feature in 

f.m. or p.m. checking. The modulation takes 
place at a very low level and the stages follow-
ing the one that is modulated do not affect the 
linearity of modulation so long as they are 
properly tuned. Therefore the modulation may 
be checked without putting the transmitter on 
the air, or even on a dummy antenna. The power 
is simply cut off the amplifiers following the 
modulated stage. This not only avoids unneces-
sary interference to other stations during test-
ing periods, but also keeps the signal at such 
a low level that it may be observed quite easily 
on the station receiver. A good receiver with a 
crystal filter is an essential part of the check-
ing equipment of an f.m. or p.m. transmitter, 
particularly for narrow-band f.m. or p.m. 
The quantities to be checked in an f.m. or 

p.m. transmitter are the linearity and frequency 
deviation. Because of the essential difference 
between f.m. and p.m. the methods of checking 
differ in detail. 

Reactance-Tube F.M. 

It is possible to calibrate a reactance modu-
lator by applying an adjustable d.c. voltage to 
the modulator grid and noting the change in 
oscillator frequency as the voltage is varied. A 
suitable circuit for applying the adjustable 
voltage is shown in Fig. 12-4. The battery 

TO MOD. GRID 
RESISTOR 

Fig. 12-4—D.c. method of checking frequency deviation 

of a reactance-tube-modulated oscillator. A 500- or 

1000-ohm potentiometer may be used at RI. 

should have a voltage of 3 to 6 volts (two or 
more dry cells in series). The arrows indicate 
clip connections so that the battery polarity can 
be reversed. 
The oscillator frequency deviation should be 

measured by using a receiver in conjunction 
with an accurately calibrated frequency meter, 
or by any means that will permit accurate 
measurement of frequency differences of a few 
hundred cycles. One simple method is to tune 
in the oscillator on the receiver (disconnecting 
the receiving antenna, if necessary, to keep the 
signal strength well below the overload point) 
and then set the receiver b.f.o. to zero beat. 
Then increase the d.c. voltage applied to the 
modulator grid from zero in steps of about V2 
volt and note the beat frequency at each 
change. Then reverse the battery terminals and 
repeat. The frequency of the beat note may be 
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Grid—Voltage Deviatisn 
From Operating Bias 

Fig. 12-5—A typical curve of frequency deviation vs. 

modulator grid voltage. 

measured by comparison with a calibrated 
audio-frequency oscillator. Note that with the 
battery polarity positive with respect to ground 
the radio frequency will move in one direction 
when the voltage is increased, and in the other 
direction when the battery terminals are re-
versed. When several readings have been taken 
a curve may be plotted to demonstrate the rela-
tionship between grid voltage and frequency 
deviation. 
A sample curve is shown in Fig. 12-5. The 

usable portion of the curve is the center part 
which is essentially a straight line. The bend-
ing at the ends indicates that the modulator is 
no longer linear; this departure from linearity 
will cause harmonic distortion and will broaden 
the channel occupied by the signal. In the ex-
ample, the characteristic is linear 1.5 kc. on 
either side of the center or carrier frequency. 
A good modulation indicator is a "magic-

eye" tube such as the 6E5. This should be con-
nected across the grid resistor of the reactance 
modulator as shown in Fig. 12-6. Note its de-
flection (using the d.c. voltage method as in 
Fig. 12-4) at the maximum deviation to be 
used. For narrow-band f.m. the proper devia-
tion is approximately 2000 cycles (this maxi-
mum deviation is based on an upper a.f. limit 
of 3000 cycles and a deviation ratio of 0.7) at 
the output frequency. This deflection represents 
"100 per cent modulation" and with speech in-
put the gain should be kept at the point where 
it is just reached on voice peaks. If the trans-
mitter is used on more than one band, the gain 

TO GRID 

SPEECH— 
AMP 
GAIN 

CONTROL 

4-250V. 

Fig. 12-6-6E5 modulation indicator for f.m. or p.m. 

modulators. To insure sufficient grid voltage for a good 

deflection, it may be necessary to connect the gain 

control in the modulator grid circuit rather than in an 

earlier speech-amplifier stage. 
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control should be marked at the proper setting 
for each band, because the signal amplitude 
that gives the correct deviation on one band 
will be either too great or too small on another. 
For example, if the output frequency is in the 
29-Mc. band and the oscillator is on 7 Mc., the 
deviation at the oscillator frequency should not 
exceed 2000/4, or 500 cycles. 

Checking with a Crystal-Filter Receiver 

With p.m. the d.c. method of checking just 
described cannot be used, because the fre-
quency deviation at zero frequency (d.c.) also 
is zero. For narrow-band p.m. it is necessary to 
check the actual width of the channel occupied 
by the transmission. (The same method also 
can be used to check f.m.) For this purpose it 
is necessary to have a crystal-filter receiver 
and an a.f. oscillator that generates a 3000-
cycle sine wave. 
Keeping the signal intensity in the receiver 

at a medium level, tune in the carrier at the 
output frequency. Do not use the a.v.c. Switch 
on the beat oscillator, and set the crystal filter 
at its sharpest position. Peak the signal on the 
crystal and adjust the b.f.o. for any convenient 
beat note. Then apply the 3000-cycle tone to 
the speech amplifier (through an attenuator, 
if necessary, to avoid overloading; see chapter 
on audio amplifiers) and increase the audio 
gain until there is a small amount of modula-
tion. Tuning the receiver near the carrier fre-
quency will show the presence of sidebands 
3 kc. from the carrier on both sides. With low 
audio input, these two should be the only side-
bands detectable. 
Now increase the audio gain and tune the 

receiver over a range of about 10 kc. on both 
sides of the carrier. When the gain becomes 
high enough, a second set of sidebands spaced 
6 kc. on either side of the carrier will be de-
tected. The signal amplitude at which these 
sidebands become detectable is the maximum 
speech amplitude that should be used. If the 
6E5 modulation indicator is incorporated in the 
modulator, its deflection with the 3000-cycle 
tone will be the "100 per cent modulation" de-
flection for speech. 
When this method of checking is used with 

a reactance-tube-modulated f.m. (not p.m.) 
transmitter, the linearity of the system can be 

checked by observing the carrier as the a.f. gain 
is slowly increased. The beat-note frequency 
will stay constant so long as the modulator 
is linear, but nonlinearity will be accompanied 
by a shift in the average carrier frequency 
that will cause the beat note to change in fre-
quency. If such a shift occurs at the same time 
that the 6-kc. sidebands appear, the extra side-
bands may be caused by modulator distortion 
rather than by an excessive modulation index. 
This means that the modulator is not capable 
of shifting the frequency over a wide-enough 
range. The 6-kc. sidebands should appear before 
there is any shift in the carrier frequency. 

R.F. Amplifiers 

The r.f. stages in the transmitter that follow 
the modulated stage may be designed and ad-
justed as in ordinary operation. In fact, there 
are no special requirements to be met except 
that all tank circuits should be carefully tuned 
to resonance (to prevent unwanted r.f. phase 
shifts that might interact with the modulation 
and thereby introduce hum, noise and distor-
tion). In neutralized stages, the neutralization 
should be as exact as possible, also to minimize 
unwanted phase shifts. With f.m. and p.m., all 
r.f. stages in the transmitter can be operated at 
the mantifacturer's maximum c.w.-telegraphy 
ratings, since the average power input does not 
vary with modulation as it does in a.m. phone 
operation. 
The output power of the transmitter should 

be checked for amplitude modulation. It should 
not change from the unmodulated-carrier value 
when the transmitter is modulated. If no output 
indicator is available, a flashlight lamp and 
loop can be coupled to the final tank coil to 
serve as a current indicator. If the carrier 
amplitude is constant, the lamp brilliance will 
not change with modulation. 
Amplitude modulation accompanying f.m. or 

p.m. is just as much to be avoided as frequency 
or phase modulation that accompanies a.m. A 
mixture of a.m. with either of the other two 
systems results in the generation of spurious 
sidebands and consequent widening of the 
channel. If the presence of a.m. is indicated by 
variation of antenna current with modulation, 
the cause is almost certain to be nonlinearity in 
the modulator. 

RECEPTION OF F.M. AND P.M. SIGNALS 

Receivers for f.m. and p.m. signals differ 
from those for a.m. and s.s.b. principally in two 
features — there is no need for linearity in the 
amplifier stages preceding detection (in fact, it 
is advantageous if the amplitude variations in 
the signal and background noise can be 
"washed out"), and the detector must be capa-
ble of converting the frequency variations in 
the incoming signal into amplitude variations. 
These amplitude variations, combined with rec-
tification, produce an audio voltage corre-

sponding to the frequency or phase modulation 
on the signal. 
Frequency- or phase-modulated signals can 

be received after a fashion on any ordinary re-
ceiver that has a selectivity curve with sloping 
sides. As shown in Fig. 12-7A, the receiver is 
tuned so that the carrier frequency is placed 
part-way down on one side of the selectivity 
curve so that the amplitude is less than the 
maximum that would be possible with normal 
tuning. When the frequency of the signal varies 
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Fig. 12-7—F.m. or p.m. detectiod characteristics. A— 
"Slope detection," using the sloping side of the re-
ceiver's selectivity curve to convert f.m. or p.m. to a.m. 
for subsequent rectification. B—Typical discriminator 
characteristic. The straight portion of this curve be-
tween the two peaks is the useful region. The peaks 
should always lie outside the pass band of the 

receiver's selectivity curve. 

with modulation it swings between some such 
limits as are indicated in Fig. 12-7A, resulting 
in an amplitude-modulated output varying be-
tween X and Y. After this f.m.-to-a.m. conver-
sion the signal goes to a conventional detector 
(usually a diode) and is rectified in the same 
way as an a.m. signal. 
With most receivers, particularly those hay-
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ing steep-sided selectivity curves, the method 
is not very satisfactory because the distortion 
is quite severe unless the frequency deviation 
is small, because the relationship between fre-
quency deviation and output amplitude is linear 
over only a small part of the selectivity curve. 
A detector designed expressly for f.m. or p.m. 

will have a characteristic similar to that shown 
in Fig. 12-7B. The output is zero when the un-
modulated carrier is tuned to the center, 0, of 
the characteristic. When the frequency swings 
higher, the rectified output amplitude increases 
in the positive direction ( as chosen in this ex-
ample), and when the frequency swings lower 
the output amplitude increases in the negative 
direction. Over the range in which the charac-
teristic is a straight line the conversion from 
f.m. to a.m, is linear and there is no distortion. 
One type of detector that operates in this way 
is the frequency discriminator, which combines 
the f.m.-to-am. conversion with rectification to 
give an audio- frequency output from the fre-
quency-modulated r.f. signal. 

Limiter and Discriminator 

A practical discriminator circuit is shown in 
Fig. 12-8. The f.m.-to-a.m, conversion takes 
place in transformer 7-1, which operates at the 
intermediate frequency of a superheterodyne 
receiver. The voltage induced in the trans-
former secondary, S, is 90 degrees out of phase 
with the primary current. The primary voltage 
is introduced at the center tap on the second-
ary through Ci and combines with the second-
ary voltages on each side of the center tap in 
such a way that the resultant voltage on one 
side of the secondary leads the primary voltage 
and the voltage on the other side lags by the 
same phase angle, when the circuits are reso-
nated to the unmodulated carrier frequency. 
When rectified, these two voltages are equal 
and of opposite polarity. If the frequency 
changes, there is a shift in the relative phase of 
the voltage components that results in an in-

RFC 1 

---rrrY1  

+B (250-300VJ 

Fig. 12-8—Limiter-discriminator circuit. This type of circ 
"adapter" for communications receivers, for reception of 

Cs—App. 100 µµf. for 455-kc. i.f.; 50 iiµf. for higher 
frequencies. 

71—Discriminator transformer for i.f. used. Push-pull 
diode transformer may be substituted. 
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—Foo-r 
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uit is frequently used at 455 kc. in the form of an 
narrow-band f.m. signals. 
RFC1-10 mh. r.f. choke for 455-kc. i.f.; 2.5 mh. satis-

factory for frequencies above 3 Mc. 
V1-6AU6 or equivalent. 
V11- 6A15 or equivalent. 
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crease in output amplitude on one side of the 
secondary and a corresponding decrease in am-
plitude on the other side. Thus the voltage 
applied to one diode of V9 increases while the 
voltage applied to the other diode decreases. 
The difference between these two voltages, 
after rectification, is the audio-frequency out-
put of the detector. 
The ouput amplitude of a simple discrimina-

tor depends on the amplitude of the input r.f. 
signal, which is undesirable because the noise-
reducing benefits of f.m. are not secured if the 
receiving system is sensitive to amplitude vari-
ations. A discriminator is always preceded by 
some form of amplitude limiting, therefore. 
The conventional type of limiter also is shown 
in Fig. 12-8. It is simply a pentode i.f. ampli-
fier, V1, with its operating conditions chosen so 
that it "saturates" on a relatively small signal 
voltage. The limiting action is aided by grid 

rectification, with grid-leak bias developed in 
the 50,000-ohm resistor in the grid circuit. An-
other contributing factor is low screen voltage, 
the screen voltage-divider constants being 
chosen to result in about 50 volts on the screen. 

Receiver Tuning with an F.M. Detector 

In tuning a signal with a receiver' having a 
discriminator or other type of f.m. detector the 
tuning controls should be adjusted to center the 
carrier on the detector characteristic. At this 
point the noise suppression is most marked, so 
the proper setting is easily recognized. An am-
plitude-modulated signal tuned at the same 
point will have its modulation "washed off" if 
the signal is completely limited in amplitude 
and the discriminator alignment is symmetri-
cal. With either f.m. or a.m, signals, there will 
be a distorted audio-frequency output if the 
receiver is tuned "off-center." 

RADIOTELETYPE 

Radioteletype (abbreviated RTTY) is a form 
of telegraphic communication employing type-
writer-like machines for 1) generating a coded 
set of electrical impulses when a typewriter key 
corresponding to the desired letter or symbol is 
pressed, and 2) converting a received set of 
such impulses into the corresponding printed 
character. The message to be sent is typed out 
in much the same way that it would be written 
on a typewriter, but the printing is done at the 
distant receiving point. The teletypewriter at 
the sending point also prints the same material, 
for checking and reference. 
The machines used for RTTY are far too 

complex mechanically for home construction, 
and if purchased new would be highly expen-
sive. However, used teletypewriters in good 
mechanical condition are available at quite 
reasonable prices. These are machines retired 
from commercial service but capable of entirely 
satisfactory operation in amateur work. They 
may be obtained from a number of sources 
(latest information on this may be obtained 
from ARRL, West Hartford, Conn.) on condi-
tion that they will be used purely for amateur 
purposes and will not be resold for commercial 
use. 

Types of Machines 

There are two general types of machines, the 
page printer and the tape printer. The former 
prints on a paper roll about the same width as 
a business letterhead. The latter prints on paper 
tape, usually gummed on the reverse side so it 
may be cut to letter-size width and pasted on a 
sheet of paper in a series of lines. The page 
printer is the more common type ih the equip-
ment available to amateurs. 
The operating speed of most machines is such 

that characters are sent at the rate of about 60 
words per minute. Ordinary teletypewriters are 
of the start-stop variety, in which the pulse-
forming mechanism (motor driven) is at rest 

until a typewriter key is depressed. At this time 
it begins operating, forms the proper pulse se-
quence, and then comes to rest again before the 
next key is depressed to form the following 
character. The receiving mechanism operates 
in similar fashion, being set into operation by 
the first pulse of the sequence from the trans-
mitter. Thus, although the actual transmission 
speed cannot exceed about 60 w.p.m. it can be 
considerably slower, depending on the typing 
speed of the operator. 

It is also possible to transmit by using per-
forated tape. This has the advantage that the 
complete message may be typed out in advance 
of actual transmission, at any convenient speed; 
when transmitted, however, it is sent at the ma-
chine's normal maximum speed. A special 
transmitting head and tape perforator are re-
quired for this process. A reperforator is a 
device that may be connected to the conven-
tional teletypewriter for punching tape when 
the machine is operated in the regular way. It 
may thus be used either for an original mes-
sage or for "taping" an incoming message for 
retransmission. 

MARK 
r .LETTER 

I I 

SPACE 5"" r2ZMS 221.15, ..32105,..1..2293,1.221.5.4.22MS,4.-31MSe-. 

3 5 STOP 

Fig. 12-9— Pulse sequence in the teletype code. Each 

character begins with a start pulse, always a "space," 
and ends with a "stop" pulse, always a " mark." The 

distribution of marks and spaces in the five elements 

between start and stop determines the particular 

character transmitted. 
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• Fig. 12- 10—Teletype letter code as it 
appears on perforated tape. Start 

cc. 
8 9 0 1 4 5 7 2 6 V W X "c! !E., L. e- and stop elements do not appear on 
I JKLMNOPORSTU tape. Elements are numbered from 

top to bottom, and dots indicate 

marking pulses. Numerals, punctua-
tion signs, and other arbitrary sym-
bols are secured by carriage shift. 

no lower-case ietters on a teletypewriter. Where blanks appear in the above chart in the "FIGS" line, 
characters may differ on different machines. 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • 

• • • • • • • • • 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • se. • • • • • • • • • • • • • •   • • 

There are 

Teletype Code 

In the special code used for teletype every 
character has five "elements" sent in sequence. 
Each element has two possible states, either 
"mark" or "space," which are indicated by 
different types of electrical impulses ( i.e., mark 
might be indicated by a negative voltage and 
space by a positive voltage). In customary prac-
tice each element occupies a time of 22 milli-
seconds. In addition, there is an initial "start" 
element (space), also 22 milliseconds long, to 
set the sending and receiving mechanisms in 
operation, and a terminal "stop" element (mark) 
31 milliseconds long, to end the operation and 
ready the machine for the next character. 
This sequence is illustrated in Fig. 12-9, 

which shows the letter G with its start and stop 
elements. The letter code as it would appear on 
perforated tape is shown in Fig. 12-10, where 
the black dots indicate marking pulses. Figures 
and arbitrary signs — punctuation, etc. — use 
the same set of code impulses as the alphabet, 
and are selected by shifting the carriage as in 
the case of an ordinary typewriter. The car-
riage shift is accomplished by transmitting 
either the "LTRS" or "FIGS" code symbol as 
required. There is also a "carriage return" 
code character to bring the carriage back to the 
starting position after the end of the line is 
reached on a page printer, and a "line feed" 
character to advance the page to the next line 
after a line is completed. 

Additional System Requirements 

To be used in radio communication, the 
pulses (d.c.) generated by the teletypewriter 
must be utilized in some way to key a radio 
transmitter so they may be sent in proper se-
quence and usable form to a distant point. At 
the receiving end the incoming signal must be 
converted into d.c. pulses suitable for operating 
the printer. These functions, shown in block 
form in Fig 12-11, are performed by electronic 
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Fig. 12-11—Roclieteletype in block form. 

units known respectively as the keyer and re-
ceiving converter. 
The radio transmitter and receiver are quite 

conventional in design. Practically all the spe-
cial features needed can be incorporated in the 
keyer and converter, so that any ordinary ama-
teur equipment is suitable for RTTY with little 
modification. 

Transmission Methods 

It is quite possible to transmit teletype sig-
nals by ordinary "on-off" or "make-break" key-
ing such as is used in regular hand-keyed c.w. 
transmission. In practice, however, frequency-
shift keying is preferred because it gives defi-
nite pulses on both mark and space, which is 
an advantage in printer operation. Also, since 
f.s.k. can be received by methods similar to 
those used for f.m. reception, there is consider-
able discrimination against noise, both natural 
and man-made, distributed uniformly across 
the receiver's pass band, when the received 
signal is not too weak. Both factors make for 
increased reliability in printer operation. 

Frequency-Shift Keying 

General practice with f.s.k. is to use a fre-
quency shift of 850 cycles per second, although 
FCC regulations permit the use of any value 
of frequency shift up to 900 cycles. The smaller 
values of shift have been shown to have a 
signal-to-noise-ratio advantage in commercial 
circuits, and are currently being experimented 
with by amateurs. At present, however, the 
major part of amateur RTTY work is done 
with the 850-cycle shift. This figure also is used 
in much commercial work. The nominal trans-
mitter frequency is the mark condition and the 
frequency is shifted 850 cycles (or whatever 
shift may be chosen) lower for space. 
On the v.h.f. bands where A2 transmission is 

permitted audio frequency-shift keying (a.f.s.k.) 
is generally used. In this case the r.f. carrier is 
transmitted continuously, the pulses being 
transmitted by frequency-shifted tone modula-
tion. The audio frequencies used have been 
more-or-less standardized at 2125 and 2975 
cycles per second, the shift being 850 cycles as 
in the case of straight f.s.k. (These frequencies 
are the 5th and 7th harmonics, respectively, of 
425 cycles, which is half the shift frequency, 
and thus are convenient for calibration and 
alignment purposes.) With a.f.s.k. the lower 
audio frequency is customarily used for mark 
and the higher for space. 
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Fig. 12-12—Receiving converter for f.s.k. teletype signals (W2PAT). Unless otherwise indicated, capacitances are 
in pf. resistances are in ohms, resistors are lh watt. Capacitors of 0.01 pf. or less may be mica or ceramic; larger 

values may be paper. Capacitors with polarities indicated are electrolytic. 

C1-0.15-0. paper. 
C9- 0.1-µf. paper. 

CR2-1N34 or equivalent. 
Ks—Polar relay, to operate on 20 ma. 
14-36 mh. (TV width control, GE type RLD-019). 
1.9-29 mh. (TV width control, GE type RLD-014). 
MI—Zero-center d.c. milliammeter, 20 ma. or more full 

scale (may be a 100-0-100 microammeter ap-

propriately shunted). 
11i-50,000-ohm volume control, linear taper. 
R9-1000 ohms, 1 watt. 
Si—S.p.s.t. toggle. 
Ti—Power transformer, 500 volts c.t., 30 ma.; 6.3 volts 

3 amp. 
Vs, V2-6517 (or 12AX7). 
V8- 6SN7GT (or 12AU7). 

THE RECEIVING CONVERTER 

In receiving an f.s.k. teletype signal, the re-
ceiver's beat-frequency oscillator is turned on 
as for ordinary c.w. reception and the receiver 
tuning is then adjusted so that the mark and 
space signals produce audio beat tones of 2125 
and 2975 cycles. Either frequency can be used 
for either mark or space, but no matter which 
may be used at the transmitter, the mark and 
space frequencies can be reversed at the re-
ceiver simply by tuning to the "other side of 
zero beat." (This cannot be done with a.f.s.k., 
of course, but the reversal can be accomplished 
quite simply, if necessary, by interchanging the 
outputs from the two frequencies as applied to 
the printer.) The audio-frequency tones are 
applied to separate rectifiers to convert them 
into d.c. impulses, which may then be further 
amplified to the power level required to operate 
the printer. 
The receiving converter which performs 

these functions generally will include means 
for clipping or limiting the signals so they are 
held at constant amplitude, and may also in-
clude provision for some shaping of the pulses 

to overcome distortion that occurs in trans-
mission. There are many ways by which these 
results can be accomplished, and the higher the 
order of performance the more complicated the 
circuits become. However, satisfactory results 
under reasonably good receiving conditions can 
be secured with relatively simple equipment, 
and the "basic" circuit shown in Fig. 12-12 has 
proved to be quite successful in practice. It 
operates as follows: 
When audio output from the receiver is ap-

plied, the two diodes, CRi and CR., which are 
biased with approximately 0.3 volt, limit the 
peak voltage at the grid of the limiter tube, 
VIA, to 0.6 volt or less for signal voltages up to 
30 volts or more. Additional limiting in VIA 
further stabilizes the voltage level. Virg is pri-
marily an amplifier, and delivers approximately 
15 volts output, constant to within 1 db. for re-
ceiver output voltages varying between about 
0.5 volt and more than 30 volts. 
The two tones, thus limited in amplitude, are 

applied to two simple filter circuits, LiCi and 
L.C., tuned to 2125 and 2975 cycles, respectively. 
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Fig. 12- 13—Modification of converter circuit for 

use with single-magnet printers. Unless other-

wise indicated, capacitances are in µf., resist-

ances in ohms, resistors are watt. 

M,—Zero-center d.c. milliammeter, 100 ma. full 
scale ( may be microammeter with ap-

propriate shunt). TO 6SL7 DE 

12,- 50,000-ohm volume control. PLATES 

The two tones are thus separated, one be-
ing applied to the grid of V2A and the other 
to the grid of Var. VIA and V e operate as 
grid-leak detectors, and when a signal is 
applied to, say, V2A, the flow of grid current 
causes the grid to be driven practically to plate-
current cutoff. As a result the plate voltage on 
V2A, normally 15 volts with no signal, rises to 50 
volts. This is sufficient to ignite the neon lamp 
connected between the plate of VsA and the grid 
of V3B, and a positive bias of about 25 volts is ap-
plied to the grid of VC. VIIB then takes a plate 
current of about 20 ma. and a bias of 20 volts is 
developed across the common cathode resistor, R2. 
This is sufficient to cut off the plate current of 
VaA, hence the left-hand magnet of the polar-
ized relay, IC', is inoperative while the right-
hand magnet closes the contacts on its side. A 
similar action takes place when a signal is 
applied to the grid of Ve but not to V2A; in this 
cage the relay contacts are pulled to the left. 
The relay thus keys the mark and space volt-
ages applied to the printer. 

Potentiometer Ri is adjusted so that incom-
ing noise (which will affect both channels 
equally) is balanced out and does not cause Ki 
to operate. The neon lamps improve the opera-
tion of the circuit by acting as switches, mak-
ing for sharp demarcation between mark and 
space pulses. 

FREQUENCY-

The keyboard contacts of the teletypewriter 
actuate a direct-current circuit that operates 
the printer magnets, and a pair of terminals is 
provided at which a keyed d.c. signal of the 
order of 100 volts is available. (Some machines, 
such as the Model 12, require an external d.c. 
power supply for this purpose; others have 
self-contained power supplies.) In the "resting" 
condition the contacts are closed (mark) and the 
voltage at the terminals, which are in parallel 
with the contacts, is zero. In operation, the con-
tacts open for "space" and the full voltage appears 
across the terminals. As normally connected, the 
spacing signal has positive polarity. 
This keyed d.c. voltage may be used to oper-

ate a keyer circuit for the radio transmitter, 
provided it is not "loaded" to such an extent 
that it affects the operation of the printer. Al-
ternatively, the keyed current, rather than the 
voltage, may be used for external keying. This 
can be done by using an auxiliary keying relay 
with its coil connected in series with the printer 
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The zero-center meter, Ma, is not a necessity 
but is a convenience in making adjustments. 
Ri should be adjusted on receiver noise for zero 
reading. With a 2125-cycle tone the pointer will 
swing to the left and Li should be adjusted for 
maximum deflection. With a 2975-cycle tone the 
pointer will swing to the right and L2 should be 
adjusted for maximum deflection. Equal deflec-
tions should be obtained from both channels. 
The keying circuit shown in pig. is for 

use with the Model 12 machine which requires 
an external power supply. For machines having 
a single selector magnet the modification 
shown in Fig. 12-13 may be used so the printer 
may be operated directly. These machines usu-
ally require a current of 60 ma., which will be 
furnished by this circuit and may be adjusted 
to the correct value by means of Ri. Note that 
a heavier power supply is required than that of 
Fig. 12-12. 

SHIFT KEYERS 

magnet or relay circuit. A fast-acting relay 
must be used, and the coil must be one that will 
operate satisfactorily on the current available 
in the printer circuit. This will usually be either 
20 or 60 milliamperes, depending on the type of 
machine. 

F.S.K. with Variable-Frequency Oscillators 

Perhaps the simplest satisfactory circuit for 
frequency-shift keying a v.f.o. is the one shown 
in Fig. 12-14A. This operates from the voltage 
available at the keyboard contact terminals 
and uses a reactance tube to obtain the required 
frequency shift. 
The frequency shift is obtained by changing 

the plate resistance of the reactance tube, V1, so 
that in effect the variable capacitor Cs is alter-
nately disconnected or connected in parallel 
with the tuning capacitor in the v.f.o. tank cir-
cuit. With no voltage applied to the grid, Vs is 
biased so that the plate current is low and the 
effect of C1 on the oscillator frequency is small. 
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Fig. 12-14—Frequency-shift keyer circuits. Unless other-
wise indicated, capacitances are in µO., resistances are 
in ohms, resistors are '1/2 watt. A—Reactance-tube keyer 
for use with variable-frequency oscillator (W6OWP). 
B—Crystal oscillator circuit (W2PAT). It is essential that 
all leads associated with the crystal portion of the cir-
cuit be held to a small fraction of an inch in length if 
maximum shift is desired. 
CI—Paper (see text). 
C2-50-Kuf. midget variable. 
Cs-100-µ0. midget variable. 
CR1, CR2-1N34 or equivalent. 
K2—Normally closed relay, fast operating, coil current 

according to printer magnet or relay current. 
Rs—Volume control. 
SI—S.p.s.t. toggle. 
V2-1-watt neon bulb without base resistor. 
V2-6C4 or equivalent. 
V3-6AK5 or equivalent. 

When a positive voltage from the keyboard 
contacts is applied to the grid the plate resist-
ance is low and the oscillator frequency be-
comes lower because of the greater effect of C2. 
The amount of frequency shift depends on the 
capacitance of C2 and the amplitude of the 
positive voltage applied to the grid of 172. The 
latter can be controlled by Ri. 

Ci, the associated 20,000-ohm resistor, and 
the neon bulb, Vi, constitute a filter for remov-

ing clicks generated at the keyboard contacts. 
The value of Ci depends somewhat on the ma-
chine, and values up to 0.25 pf. can be used, if 
necessary, without objectionable distortion of 
the keying pulses. The capacitance should be 
adjusted for clickless keying. 
The frequency-shift circuit should be initially 

adjusted at the lowest radio frequency to be 
used, since the shift will be smallest in this 
case. If C2 is set so a shift of 850 cycles is ob-
tained at this frequency, further adjustment of 

the shift may be made by means of Ri. If the 
transmitter output is on a higher-frequency 
band than that on which the v.f.o. operates, the 
shift at the v.f.o. fundamental frequency must 
be reduced accordingly. 

F.S.K. With Crystal Oscillators 

Fig. 12-14B is a circuit which has been found 
to give a frequency shift of 850 cycles or more 
with crystals of the type ordinarily used for 
frequencies of the order of 3.5 Mc. and higher. 
This is an oscillator of the "grid-plate" type 
discussed in Chapter 6 on transmitters, with 
the addition of a variable capacitor, Cs, in series 
with the crystal. C, reduces the total capaci-
tance across the crystal and thus raises the 
oscillation frequency. When it is shorted out 
the capacitance across the crystal is higher and 
the resulting frequency is lower. 
Although relay contacts could be used for 

shorting the capacitor, the diode arrangement 
shown in Fig. 12-14B is more reliable in prac-
tice. With the contacts of K. open there is no 
d.c. path through CR2 and it acts simply as a 
small capacitance (about 1 /Le.) in parallel with 
Cs. When the contacts of Ki are closed there is 
a d.c. circuit through CR1, CR2 and the 100Œ. 
ohm resistor. Thus there is a path for direct 
current flow as a result of rectification of the 
r.f. voltage across CR2. Because of the d.c. bias 
the resistance of CR2 drops to a low value and 
Cil is effectively shorted out. 
Adjustment of the circuit consists simply of 

determining the setting of C2 at which the op-
erating frequency is 850 cycles (or the desired 
shift) higher with the contacts of Ki open than 
the frequency when the relay contacts are 
closed. A normally closed relay is used in order 
to make the mark frequency lower than the 
space frequency, in accordance with usual 
practice. 

Frequency Adjustment 

The frequency shift, whatever the type of cir-
cuit, should be made as nearly exact as avail-
able equipment will permit, since the shift must 
match the frequency difference between the 
filters in the receiving converter if the signals 
are to be usable at the receiving end. An accu-
rately calibrated audio oscillator is useful for 
this purpose. To check, the mark frequency 
should be tuned in on the station receiver, with 
the b.f.o. on, and the receiver set to exact zero 
beat (see Chapter 21 on measurements for 
identification of exact zero beat). The space 
frequency should then be adjusted to exactly 
the desired shift. This may be done by adjusting 
for an auditory zero beat between the beat tone 
from the receiver and the tone from the audio 
oscillator. If an oscilloscope is available, the 
frequency adjustment may be accomplished by 
feeding the receiver tone to the vertical plates 
and the audio-oscillator tone to the horizontal 
plates, and then adjusting the space frequency 
for the elliptical pattern that indicates the two 
frequencies are the same. 



Chapter 13 

Transmission Lines 

The place where r.f. power is generated is 
very frequently not the place where it is to be 
utilized. A transmitter and its antenna are a 
good example: The antenna, to radiate well, 
should be high above the ground and should 
be kept clear of trees, buildings and other 
objects that might absorb energy, but the 
transmitter itself is most conveniently in-
stalled indoors where it is readily accessible. 
The means by which power is transported 

from point to point is the r.f. transmission line. 

At radio frequencies a transmission line ex-
hibits entirely different characteristics than it 
does at commercial power frequencies. This is 
because the speed at which electrical energy 
travels, while tremendously high as compared 
with mechanical motion, is not infinite. The 
peculiarities of r.f. transmission lines result 
from the fact that a time interval comparable 
with an r.f. cycle must elapse before energy 
leaving one point in the circuit can reach 
another just a short distance away. 

OPERATING PRINCIPLES 

If a source of e.m.f.—a battery, for example 
—is connected to the ends of a pair of in-
sulated parallel wires that extend outward for 
an infinite distance, electric currents will im-
mediately become detectable in the wires near 
the battery terminals. The electric field of the 
battery will cause free electrons in the wire 
connected to the positive terminal to be at-
tracted to the battery, and an equal number of 
free electrons in the wire connected to the 
negative terminal will be repelled from the 
battery. These currents do not flow instan-
taneously throughout the length of the wires; 
the electric field that causes the electron 
movement cannot travel faster than the speed 
of light, so a measurable interval of time 
elapses before the currents become evident 
even a relatively short distance away. 

For example, the currents would not be-
come detectable 300 meters (nearly 1000 feet) 
from the battery until at least a microsecond 
(one millionth of a second) after the connec-
tion was made. By ordinary standards this is a 
very short length of time, but in terms of 
radio frequency it represents the time of one 

Fig. 13- 1— Equivalent of a transmission line in lumped 

circuit constants. 

complete cycle of a 1000-kilocycle current — 
a frequency considerably lower than those 
with which amateurs communicate. 
The current flows to charge the capacitance 

between the two wires. However, the con-
ductors of this "linear" capacitor also have 
appreciable inductance. The line may be 
thought of as being composed of a whole 
series of small inductances and capacitances 
connected as shown in Fig. 13-1, where each 
coil is the inductance of a very short section 
of one wire and each capacitor is the capaci-
tance between two such short sections. 

Characteristic Impedance 

An infinitely long chain of coils and capaci-
tors connected as in Fig. 13-1, where the small 
inductances and capacitances all have the 
same values, respectively, has an important 
property. To an electrical impulse applied at 
one end, the combination appears to have an 
impedance — called the characteristic impe-
dance or surge impedance — approximately 
equal to VITC where L and C are the induc-
tance and capacitance per unit length. This 
impedance is purely resistive. 

In defining the characteristic impedance as 
'/L7, it is assumed that the conductors have 
no inherent resistance — that is, there is no 
I2R loss in them — and that there is no power 
loss in the dielectric surrounding the conduc-
tors. There is thus no power loss in or from 
the line no matter how great its length. This 
may not seem consistent with calling the 
characteristic impedance a pure resistance, 
which implies that the power supplied is all 
dissipated in the line. But in an infinitely 
long line the effect, so far as the source of 
power is concerned, is exactly the same as 
though the power were dissipated in a resist-
ance, because the power leaves the source and 
travels outward forever along the line. 
The characteristic impedance determines 

the amount of current that can flow when a 
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given voltage is applied to an infinitely long 
line, in exactly the same way that a definite 
value of actual resistance limits current flow 
when a voltage is applied. 
The inductance and capacitance per unit 

length of line depend upon the size of the con-
ductors and the spacing between them. The 
closer the two conductors and the greater 
their diameter, the higher the capacitance and 
the lower the inductance. A line with large 
conductors closely spaced will have low im-
pedance, while one with small conductors 
widely spaced will have relatively high im-
pedance. 

"Matched" Lines 

Actual transmission lines do not extend to 
infinity but have a definite length and are con-
nected to, or terminate in, a load at the 
"output" end, or end to which the power is 
delivered. If the load is -a pure resistance of a 
value equal to the characteristic impedance 
of the line, the line is said to be matched. 
To current traveling along the line such a 
load just looks like still more transmission 
line of the same characteristic impedance. 

In other words, a short line terminated in a 
purely resistive load equal to the characteristic 
impedance of the line acts just as though it 
were infinitely long. In a matched transmis-
sion line, power travels outward along the 
line from the source until it reaches the load, 
where it is completely absorbed. 

R.F. on Lines 

The principles discussed above, although 
based on direct-current flow from a battery, 
also hold when an r.f. voltage is applied to the 
line. The difference is that the alternating 
voltage causes the amplitude of the current at 
the input terminals of the line to vary with 
the voltage, and the direction of current flow 
also periodically reverses when the polarity of 
the applied voltage reverses. The current at a 
given instant at any point along the line is the 
result of a voltage that was applied at some 
earlier instant at the input terminals. Since the 
distance traveled by the electromagnetic fields 
in the time of one cycle is equal to one wave-
length (Chapter 2), the instantaneous ampli-
tude of the current is different at all points in 
a one-wavelength section of line. In fact, the 
current flows in opposite directions in the 
same wire in successive half-wavelength sec-
tions. However, at any given point along the 
line the current goes through similar varia-
tions with time that the current at the input 
terminals did. 
Thus the current (and voltage) travels 

along the wire as a series of waves having a 
length equal to the speed of travel divided 
by the frequency of the a.c. voltage. On an 
infinitely long line, or one properly matched 
by its load, an ammeter inserted anywhere in 
the line will show the same current, because 
the ammeter averages out the variations in 

current during a cycle. It is only when the 
line is not properly matched that the wave 
motion becomes apparent through observa-
tions made with ordinary instruments. 

STANDING WAVES 

In the infinitely long line (or its matched 
counterpart) the impedance is the same at any 
point on the line because the ratio of voltage 
to current is always the same. However, the 
impedance at the end of the line in Fig. 13-2 is 
zero — or at least extremely small — because 
the line is short-circuited at the end. The out-
going power, on meeting the short-circuit, 
reverses its direction of flow and goes back 
along the transmission line toward the input 
end. There is a large current in the short-
circuit, but substantially no voltage across 
the line at this point. We now have a voltage 
and current representing the power going 
outward (incident power) toward the short-
circuit, and a second voltage and current rep-
resenting the reflected power traveling back 
toward the source. 
The reflected current travels at the same 

speed as the outgoing current, so its instan-
taneous value will be different at every point 
along the line, in the distance represented by 
the time of one cycle. At some points along 
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Fig. I3-2— Standing waves of voltage and current 
along short-circuited transmission line. 

the line the phase of the incident and reflected 
currents will be such that the currents cancel 
each other while at others the amplitude will 
be doubled. At in-between points the ampli-
tude is between these two extremes. The 
points at which the currents are in and out of 
phase depend only on the time required for 
them to travel and so depend only on the 
distance along the line from the point of 
reflection. 

In the short-circuit at the end of the line the 
two current components are in phase and the 
total current is large. At a distance of one-half 
wavelength back along the line from the 
short-circuit the outgoing and reflected com-
ponents will again be in phase and the re-
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sultant current will again have its maximum 
value. This is also true at any point that is a 
multiple of a half wavelength from the short-
circuited end of the line. 
The outgoing and reflected currents will 

cancel at a point one-quarter wavelength, 
along the line, from the short-circuit. At this 
point, then, the current will be zero. It will 
also be zero at all points that are an odd multi-
ple of one-quarter wavelength from the short-
circuit. 

If the current along the line is measured at 
successive points with an ammeter, it will be 
found to vary about as shown in Fig. 13-2B. 
The same result would be obtained by measur-
ing the current in either wire, since the am-
meter cannot measure phase. However, if the 
phase could be checked, it would be found 
that in each successive half-wavelength sec-
tion of the line the currents at any given 
instant are flowing in opposite directions, as 
indicated by the solid line in Fig. 13-2C. 
Furthermore, the current in the second wire is 
flowing in the opposite direction to the current 
in the adjacent section of the first wire. This is 
indicated by the broken curve in Fig. 13-2C. The 
variations in current intensity along the trans-
mission line are referred to as standing waves. 
The point of maximum line current is called a 
current loop or current antinode and the point 
of minimum line current is called a current 
node. 

Voltage Relationships 

Since the end of the line is short-circuited, 
the voltage at that point has to be zero. This can 
only be so if the voltage in the outgoing wave is 
met, at the end of the line, by a reflected voltage 
of equal amplitude and opposite polarity. In other 
words, the phase of the voltage wave is reversed 
when reflection takes place from the short-
circuit. This reversal is equivalent to an extra 
half cycle or half wavelength of travel. As a 
result, the outgoing and returning voltages 
are in phase a quarter wavelength from the 
end of the line, and again out of phase a half 
wavelength from the end. The standing waves 
of voltage, shown at D in Fig. 13-2, are there-
fore displaced by one-quarter wavelength 
from the standing waves of current. The 
drawing at E shows the voltages on both 
wires when phase is taken into account. The 
polarity of the voltage on each wire reverses 
in each half wavelength section of transmis-
sion line. A voltage maximum is called a 
voltage loop or antinode and a voltage min-
imum is called a voltage node. 

Open-Circuited Line 

If the end of the line is open-circuited in-
stead of short-circuited, there can be no cur-
rent at the end of the line but a large voltage 
can exist. Again the incident power is reflected 
back toward the source. The incident and re-
flected components of current must be equal 
and opposite In phase at the open circuit in 

order for the total current at the end of the 
line to be zero. The incident and reflected 
components of voltage are in phase and add 
together. The result is again that there are 
standing waves, but the conditions are re-
versed as compared with a short-circuited line. 
Fig. 13-3 shows the open-circuited line case. 
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Fig. 13-3—Standing waves of current and voltage along 
an open-circuited transmission line. 

Lines Terminated in Resistive Load 

Fig. 13-4 shows a line terminated in a 
resistive load. In this case at least part of the 
incident power is absorbed in the load, and so 
is not available to be reflected back toward 
the source. Because only part of the power is 
reflected, the reflected components of voltage 
and current do not have the same magnitude 
as the incident components. Therefore neither 
voltage nor current cancel completely at any 
point along the line. However, the speed at 
which the incident and reflected components 
travel is not affected by their amplitude, so 
the phase relationships are similar to those in 
open- or short-circuited lines. 

It was pointed out earlier that if the load 
resistance, Za, is equal to the characteristic 
impedance, Z., of the line all the power is 
absorbed in the load. In such a case there is 
no reflected power and therefore no standing 
waves of current and voltage. This is a special 
case that represents the change-over point 

Fig. 13-4—Standing waves on a transmission line ter-
minated in a resistive load. 
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between "short-circuited" and "open-circuited" 
lines. If ZR is less than Zo, the current is 
largest at the load, while if Z0 is greater than 
Zo the voltage is largest at the load. The two 
conditions are shown at B and C, respectively, 
in Fig. 13-4. 
The resistive termination is an important 

practical case. The termination is seldom an 
actual resistor, the most common terminations 
being resonant circuits or resonant antenna 
systems, both of which have essentially resis-
tive impedances. If the load is reactive as well 
as resistive, the operation of the line resembles 
that shown in Fig. 13-4, but the presence of 
reactance in the load causes two modifica-
tions: The loops and nulls are shifted toward 
or away from the load; and the amount of 
power reflected back toward the source is 
increased, as compared with the amount re-
flected by a purely resistive load of the same 
total impedance. Both effects become more 
pronounced as the ratio of reactance to re-
sistance in the load is made larger. 

Standing-Wave Ratio 

The ratio of maximum current to minimum 
current along a line, Fig. 13-5, is called the 
standing-wave ratio. The same ratio holds for 
maximum voltage and minimum voltage. It is 
a measure of the mismatch between the load 
and the line, and is equal to 1 when the line is 
perfectly matched. ( In that case the "maxi-
mum" and "minimum" are the same, since the 
current and voltage do not vary along the 
line.) When the line is terminated in a purely 
resistive load, the standing-wave ratio is 

ZR Z 
S.W.R. = — or o — (13-A) 

ZO ZR 

Where S.W.R. = Standing-wave ratio 

ZR = Impedance of load (must be 
pure resistance) 

Zo = Characteristic impedance of 
line 

Example: A line having a characteristic im-
pedance of 300 ohms is terminated in a resis-
tive load of 25 ohms. The s.w.r. is 

Zo 300 
— 12 to 1 ZR 25 

It is customary to put the larger of the two 
quantities, Z5 or Zo, in the numerator of the 
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Fig. 13-5—Measurement of standing-wave ratio. In this 

drawing, is 1.5 and Imln is 0.5, so the s.w.r. 

1.1. -= 1.5/0.5 = 3 to 1. 

fraction so that the s.w.r. will be expressed by 
a number larger than 1. 

It is easier to measure the standing-wave 
ratio than some of the other quantities (such 
as the impedance of an antenna) that enter 
into transmission-line computations. Conse-
quently, the s.w.r. is a convenient basis for 
work with lines. The higher the s.w.r., the 
greater the mismatch between line and load. 
In practical lines, the power loss in the line 
itself increases with the s.w.r., as shown later. 

INPUT IMPEDANCE 

The input impedance of a transmission line 
is the impedance seen looking into the send-
ing-end or input terminals; it is the impedance 
into which the source of power must work 
when the line is connected. If the load is per-
fectly matched to the line the line appears to 
be infinitely long, as stated earlier, and the 
input impedance is simply the characteristic 
impedance of the line itself. However, if there 
are standing waves this is no longer true; the 
input impedance may have a wide range of 
values. 
This can be understood by referring to Figs. 

13-2, 13-3, or 13-4. If the line length is such 
that standing waves cause the voltage at the 
input terminals to be high and the current 
low, then the input impedance is higher than 
the Zo of the line, since impedance is simply 
the ratio of voltage to current. Conversely, 
low voltage and high current at the input 
terminals mean that the input impedance is 
lower than the line Zo. Comparison of the 
three drawings also shows that the range of 
input impedance values that may be encoun-
tered is greater when the far end of the line 
is open- or short-circuited than it is when the 
line has a resistive load. In other words, the 
higher the s.w.r. the greater the range of 
input impedance values when the line length 
is varied. 

In addition to the variation in the absolute 
value of the input impedance with line length, 
the presence of standing waves also causes 
the input impedance to contain both reactance 
and resistance, even though the load itself 
may be a pure resistance. The only exceptions 
to this occur at the exact current loops or 
nodes, at which points the input impedance is 
a pure resistance. These are the only points at 
which the outgoing and reflected voltages and 
currents are exactly in phase: At all other 
distances along the line the current either 
leads or lags the voltage and the effect is 
exactly the same as though a capacitance or 
inductance were part of the input impedance. 
The input impedance can be represented 

either by a resistance and a capacitance or by 
a resistance and an inductance. Whether the 
impedance is inductive or capacitive depends 
on the characteristics of the load and the 
length of the line. It is possible to represent 
the input impedance by an equivalent circuit 
having resistance and reactance either in ser-
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ies or parallel, so long as the total impedance 
and phase angle are the same in either case. 
The magnitude and character of the input 

impedance is quite important, since it deter-
mines the method by which the power source 
must be coupled to the line. The calculation of 
input impedance is rather complicated and its 
measurement is not feasible without special 
equipment. Fortunately, in amateur work it is 
unnecessary either to calculate or measure it. 
The proper coupling can be achieved by rela-
tively simple methods described later in this 
chapter. 

Lines Without Load 

The input impedance of a short-circuited or 
open-circuited line not an exact multiple of 
one-quarter wavelength long is practically a 
pure reactance. This is because there is very 
little power lost in the line. Such lines are 
frequently used as "linear" inductances and 
capacitances. 

If a shorted line is less than a quarter-wave 
long, as at X in Fig. 13-2, it will have induc-
tive reactance. The reactance increases with 
the line length up to the quarter-wave point. 
Beyond that, as at Y, the reactance is capacitive, 
high near the quarter-wave point and becom-
ing lower as the half-wave point is approached. 
It then alternates between inductive and ca-
pacitive in successive quarter-wave sections. 
Just the reverse is true of the open-circuited 
line. 
At exact multiples of a quarter wavelength 

the impedance is purely resistive. It is appar-
ent, from examination of B and D in Fig. 13-2, 
that at points that are a multiple of a half 
wavelength—i.e., 1/2, 1, 11/2  wavelengths, etc. 
—from the short-circuited end of the line the 
current and voltage have the same values that 
they do at the short circuit. In other words, if 
the line were an exact multiple of a half wave-
length long the generator or source of power 
would "look into" a short circuit. On the other 
hand, at points that are an odd multiple of a 
quarter wavelength—i.e., 1/2 , 34, 11/s, etc. — 
from the short circuit the voltage is maximum 
and the current is zero. Since Z = Ell, the 
impedance at these points is theoretically in-
finite. (Actually it is very high, but not in-
finite. This is because the current does not 
actually go to zero when there are losses in 
the line. Losses are always present, but us-
ually are small.) 

Impedance Transformation 

The fact that the input impedance of a line 
depends on the s.w.r. and line length can be 
used to advantage when it is necessary to 
transform a given impedance into another 
value. - 
Study of Fig. 13-4 will show that, just as in 

the open- and short-circuited cases, if the line 
is one-half wavelength long the voltage and 
current are exactly the same at the input 
terminals as they are at the load. This is also 

true of lengths that are integral multiples of 
a half wavelength. It is also true for all values 
of s.w.r. Hence the input impedance of any 
line, no matter what its Z., that is a multiple 
of a half wavelength long is exactly the same 
as the load impedance. Such a line can be used 
to transfer the impedance to a new location 
without changing its value. 
When the line is a quarter wavelength long, 

or an odd multiple of a quarter wavelength, 
the load impedance is "inverted." That is, if 
the current is low and the voltage is high at 
the load, the input impedance will be such as 
to require high current and low voltage. The 
relationship between the load impedance and 
input impedance is given by 

Zo2 
Zs — 

ZR 

where Zs ,= Impedance looking into line (line 
length an odd multiple of one-
quarter wavelength) 

ZR = Impedence of load (must be pure 
resistance) 

Z. = Characteristic impedance of line 

Example: A quarter-wavelength line having 
a characteristic impedance of 500 ohms is ter-
minated in a resistive load of 75 ohms. The 
impedance looking into the input or sending 
end of the line is 

(13-B) 

Zol (500)° 230.000  
«43 ZR 3333 ohms 

75 75 

If the formula above is rearranged, we have 

Z. vzsz. (13-C) 

This means that if we have two values of im-
pedance that we wish to "match," we can do 
so if we connect them together by a quarter-
wave transmission line having a characteristic 
impedance equal to the square root of their 
product. A quarter-wave line, in other words, 
has the characteristics of a transformer. 

Resonant and Nonresonant Lines 

The input impedance of a line operating 
with a high s.w.r. is critically dependent on 
the line length, and resistive only when the 
length is some integral multiple of one-quarter 
wavelength. Lines cut to such a length and 
operated with a high s.w.r. are called "tuned" 
or "resonant" lines. On the other hand, if the 
s.w.r. is low the input impedance is close to 
the Z. of the line and does not vary a great 
deal with the line length. Such lines are called 
"flat," or "untuned," or "nonresonant." 
There is no sharp line of demarcation be-

tween tuned and untuned lines. If the s.w.r. 
is below 1.5 to 1 the line is essentially flat, and 
the same input coupling method will work 
with all line lengths. If the s.w.r. is above 3 
or 4 to 1 the type of coupling system, and its 
adjustment, will depend on the line length 
and such' lines fall into the "tuned" category. 

It is usually advantageous to make the 
s.w.r. as low as possible. A resonant line be-
comes necessary only when a considerable 
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mismatch between the load and the line has 
to be tolerated. The most important practical 
example of this is when a single antenna is 
operated on several harmonically related fre-
quencies, in which case the antenna impedance 
will have widely different values on different 
harmonics. 

RADIATION 

Whenever a wire carries alternating current 
the electromagnetic fields travel away into 
space with the velocity of light. At power-line 
frequencies the field that "grows" when the 
current is increasing has plenty of time to 
return or "collapse" about the conductor when 
the current is decreasing, because the alterna-
tions are so slow. But at radio frequencies 
fields that travel only a relatively short dis-
tance do not have time to get back to the 
conductor before the next cycle commences. 
The consequence is that some of the electro-
magnetic energy is prevented from being re-
stored to the conductor; in other words, 
energy is radiated into space in the form of 
electromagnetic waves. 
The lines previously considered have con-

sisted of two parallel conductors of the same 
diameter. Provided there is nothing in the 
system to destroy symmetry, at every point 
along the line the current in one conductor 
has the same intensity as the current in the 
other conductor at that point, but the currents 

flow in opposite directions. This was shown 
in Figs. 13-2C and 13-3C. It means that the 
fields set up about the two wires have the 
same intensity, but opposite directions. The 
consequence is that the total field set up about 
such a transmission line is zero; the two fields 
"cancel out." Hence no energy is radiated. 

Practically, the fields do not quite cancel 
out because for them to do so the two con-
ductors would have to occupy the same space, 
whereas they are actually slightly separated. 
However, the cancelation is substantially com-
plete if the distance between the conductors is 
very small compared to the wavelength. 
Transmission line radiation will be negligible 
if the distance between the conductors is 0.01 
wavelength or less, provided the currents in 
the two wires are balanced. 
The amount of radiation also is proportional 

to the current flowing in the line. Because of 
the way in which the current varies along the 
line when there are standing waves, the effec-
tive current, for purposes of radiation, be-
comes greater as the s.w.r. is increased. For 
this reason the radiation is least when the line 
is flat. However, if the conductor spacing is 
small and the currents are balanced, the radia-
tion from a line with even a high s.w.r. is 
inconsequential. A small unbalance in the line 
currents is far more serious — and is just as 
serious when the line is flat as when the s.w.r. 
is high. 

PRACTICAL LINE CHARACTERISTICS 

The foregoing discussion of transmission 
lines has been based on a line consisting of 
two parallel conductors. The parallel-conductor 
line is but one of two general types, the other 
being the coaxial or concentric line. The co-
axial line consists of a conductor placed in the 
center of a tube. The inside surface of the 
tube and the outside surface of the smaller 
inner conductor form the two conducting 
surfaces of the line. 

In the coaxial line the fields are entirely 
inside the tube, because the tube acts as a 
shield to prevent them from appearing out-
side. This reduces radiation to the vanishing 
point. So far as the electrical behavior of 
coaxial lines is concerned, all that has pre-
viously been said about the operation of 
parallel-conductor lines applies. There are, 
however, practical differences in the construc-
tion and use of parallel and coaxial lines. 

PARALLEL-CONDUCTOR LINES 

A type of parallel-conductor line sometimes 
used in amateur installations is one in which 
two wires (ordinarily No. 12 or No. 14) are 
supported a fixed distance apart by means of 
insulating rods called "spacers." The spacings 
used vary from two to six inches, the smaller 
spacings being necessary at frequencies of the 
order of 28 Mc. and higher so that radiation 

will be minimized. The construction is shown 
in Fig. 13-6. Such a line is said to be air-
insulated. Typical spacers are shown in Fig. 
13-7. The characteristic impedance of such 
"open-wire" lines is between 400 and 600 
ohms, depending on the wire size and spacing. 

Parallel-conductor lines also are occasional-
ly constructed of »metal tubing of a diameter 
of Vy to inch. This reduces the character-
istic impedance of the line. Such lines are 
mostly used as quarter-wave transformers, 
when different values of impedance are to be 
matched. 

7,No /2 Or/4 

tO 

Fig. 13-6—Typical construction of open-wire line. The 

line conductor fits in a groove in the end of the 

spacer, and is held in place by a tie-wire anchored 

in a hole near the groove. 
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Fig. 13-7—Typical manufactured transmission lines and 

Spacers. 

Prefabricated parallel-conductor line with 
air insulation, developed for television recep-
tion, can be used in transmitting applications. 
This line consists of two conductors separated 
one-half to one inch by molded-on spacers. 
The characteristic impedance is 300 to 450 
ohms, depending on the wire size and spacing. 
A convenient type of manufactured line is 

one in which the parallel conductors are im-
bedded in low-loss insulating material (poly-
ethylene). It is commonly used as a TV lead-
in and has a characteristic impedance of about 
300 ohms. It is sold under various names, the 
most common of which is "Twin-Lead." This 
type of line has the advantages of light weight, 
close and uniform conductor spacing, flexi-
bility and neat appearance. However, the 
losses in the solid dielectric are higher than in 
air, and dirt or moisture on the line tends to 
change the characteristic impedance. Moisture 
effects can be reduced by coating the line with 
silicone grease. A special form of 300-ohm 
Twin-Lead for transmitting uses a polyethyl-
ene tube with the conductors molded diamet-
rically opposite; the longer dielectric path in 
such line reduces moisture troubles. 

In addition to 300-ohm line, Twin-Lead is 
obtainable with a characteristic impedance of 
75 ohms for transmitting purposes. Light-
weight 75-and 150-ohm Twin-Lead also is 
available. 

Characteristic Impedance 

The characteristic impedance of an air-insu-
lated parallel-conductor line is given by: 

Zo 276 log k (13-D) 

where Zo = Characteristic impedance 
b = Center-to-center distance between 

conductors 
a= Radius of conductor (in same 

units as b) 
It does not matter what units are used for a 
and b so long as they are the same units. Both 
quantities may be measured in centimeters, 
inches, etc. Since it is necessary to have a 
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table of common logarithms to solve practical 
problems, the solution is given in graphical 
form in Fig. 13-8 for a number of common 
conductor sizes. 

In solid-dielectric parallel-conductor lines 
such as Twin-Lead the characteristic imped-
ance cannot be calculated readily, because part 
of the electric field is in air as well as in the 
dielectric. 

Unbalance in Parallel-Conductor Lines 

When installing parallel-conductor lines 
care should be taken to avoid introducing 
electrical unbalance into the system. If for 
some reason the current in one conductor is 
higher than in the other, or if the currents in 
the two wires are not exactly out of phase 
with each other, the electromagnetic fields 
will not cancel completely and a considerable 
amount of power may be radiated by the line. 

Maintaining good line balance requires, first 
of all, a balanced load at its end. For this 
reason the antenna should be fed, whenever 
possible, at a point where each conductor 
"sees" exactly the same thing. Usually this 
means that the antenna system should be fed 
at its electrical center. However, even though 
the antenna appears to be symmetrical, phys-
ically, it can be unbalanced electrically if the 
part connected to one of the line conductors 
is coupled to something (such as house wiring 
or a metal pole or roof) that is not duplicated 
on the other part of the antenna. Every effort 
should be made to keep the antenna as far as 
possible from other wiring or sizable metallic 
objects. The transmission line itself will cause 
some unbalance if it is not brought away from 
the antenna at right angles to it for a distance 
of at least a quarter wavelength. 

In installing the line conductors take care 
to see that they are kept away from metal. 
The minimum separation between either con-
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ductor and all other wiring should be at least 
four or five times the conductor spacing. The 
shunt capacitance introduced by close prox-
imity to metallic objects can drain off enough 
current (to ground) to unbalance the line cur-
rents, resulting in increased radiation. A shunt 
capacitance of this sort also constitutes a 
reactive load on the line, causing an imped-
ance "bump" that will prevent making the 
line actually flat. 

COAXIAL LINES 

The most common form of coaxial line con-
sists of either a solid or stranded-wire inner 
conductor surrounded by polyethylene dielec-
tric. Copper braid is woven over the dielectric 
to form the outer conductor, and a waterproof 
vinyl covering is placed on top of the braid. 
This cable is made in a number of different 
diameters. It is moderately flexible, and so is 
convenient to install. Some different types are 
shown in Fig. 13-7. This solid coaxial cable is 
commonly available in impedances approxi-
mating 50 and 70 ohms. 

Air-insulated coaxial lines have lower losses 
than the solid-dielectric type, but are rarely 
used in amateur work because they are ex-
pensive and difficult to install as compared 
with the flexible cable. The common type of 
air-insulated coaxial line uses a solid-wire 
conductor inside a copper tube, with the wire 
held in the center of the tube by means of 
insulating "beads" placed at regular intervals. 

Characteristic Impedance 

The characteristic impedance of an air-
insulated coaxial line is given by the formula 

Zo 138 log —a (13-E) 

where Z. = Characteristic impedance 
b = Inside diameter of outer conductor 
a= Outside diameter of inner con-

ductor (in same units as b) 
The formula for coaxial lines is approxi-

mately correct for lines in which bead spacers 
are used, provided the beads are not too 
closely spaced. When the line is filled with a 
solid dielectric, the characteristic impedance 
as given by the formula should be multiplied 
by 1/-s/K, where K is the dielectric constant 
of the material. 

ELECTRICAL LENGTH 

ln the discussion of line operation earlier in 
this chapter it was assumed that currents 
traveled along the conductors at the speed of 
light. Actually, the velocity is somewhat less, 
the reason being that electromagnetic fields 
travel more slowly in material dielectrics than 
they do in free space. In air the velocity is 
practically the same as in empty space, but a 
practical line always has to be supported in 
some fashion by solid insulating materials. 
The result is that the fields are slowed down; 
the currents travel a shorter distance in the 

time of one cycle than they do in space, and 
so the wavelength along the line is less than 
the wavelength would be in free space at the 
same frequency. 

TABLE 13-1 

Transmission- Line Data 

Charac- Capaci-Description 
Type or Tybpeer teristic Velocity tance 

Imped- Factor per foot; 
Num 

ance giLL 

Coaxial Air-insulated 50-100 0.85, 
RG-8/U 53 0.66 29.5 
RG-58/U 53 0.66 28.5 
RG-11/U 75 0.66 20.5 
RG-59/U 73 0.66 21.0 

Parallel- Air-insulated 200-600 0.975" 
Conduc- 214-080, 75 0.68 19.0 

tor 214-023, 75 0.71 20.0 
214-079, 150 0.77 10.0 
214-056, 300 0.82 5.8 
214-076, 300 0.84 3.9 
214-022, 300 0.85 3.0 

lAverage figure for small-diameter lines with cer-
amic beads. 
'Average figure for lines insulated with ceramic 

spacers at intervals of a few feet. 
,Amphenol type numbers and data. Line similar 

to 214-056 is made by several manufacturers, but 
rated loss may differ from that given in Fig. 13-11 
Types 214-023, 214-076, and 214-022 are made for 
transmitting applications. 

Whenever reference is made to a line as 
being so many wavelengths (such as a "half 
wavelength" or "quarter wavelength") long, 
it is to be understood that the electrical length 
of the line is meant. Its actual physical length 
as measured by a tape always will be some-
what less. The physical length corresponding 
to an electrical wavelength is given by 

Length in feei 984V (13-F) 

where f = Frequency in megacycles 
V = Velocity factor 

The velocity factor is the ratio of the actual 
velocity along the line to the velocity in free 
space. Values of V for several common types 
of lines are given in Table 13-I. 

Example: A 75-foot length of 300-ohm Twin-
Lead is used to carry power to an antenna at 
a frequency of 7150 kc. From Table 13-I, V is 
0.82. At this frequency (7.15 Mc.) a wave-
length is 

984V 984 
Length (feet) f X 0.82 

= 137.6 X 0.82 = 112.8 ft. 

The line length is therefore 75/112.8 = 0.665 
wavelength. 

Because a quarter-wavelength line is fre-
quently used as a linear transformer, it is 
convenient to calculate the length of a 
quarter-wave line directly. The formula is 

246V 
Length (feet) = (13-G) 

where the symbols have the same meaning as 
above. 
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FREQUENCY IN MEGACYCLES 

LOSSES IN TRANSMISSION LINES 

There are three ways by which power may 
be lost in a transmission line: by radiation, by 
heating of the conductors (/2R loss), and by 
heating of the dielectric, if any. Radiation 
losses are in general the result of "antenna 
currents" on the line, resulting from undesired 
coupling to the radiating antenna. They can-
not readily be estimated or measured, so the 
following discussion is based only on conduc-
tor and dielectric losses. 
Heat losses in both the conductor and the 

dielectric increase with frequency. Conductor 
losses also are greater the lower the charac-
teristic impedance of the line, because a higher 
current flows in a low-impedance line for a 
given power input. The converse is true of 
dielectric losses because these increase with 
the voltage, which is greater on high-imped-
ance lines. The dielectric loss in air-insulated 
lines is negligible (the only loss is in the in-
sulating spacers) and such lines operate at 
high efficiency when radiation losses are low. 

It is convenient to express the loss in a 
transmission line in decibels per unit length, 
since the loss in db. is directly proportional to 
the line length. Losses in various types of 
lines operated without standing waves (that 
is, terminated in a resistive load equal to the 
characteristic impedance of the line) are given 
in graphical form in Fig. 13-9. In these curves 
the radiation loss is assumed to be negligible. 
When there are standing waves on the line 

the power loss increases as shown in Fig. 13-
10. Whether or not the increase in loss is 
serious depends on what the original loss 

Fig. 13-9 — Attenuation 
data for common types 
of transmission lines. 
Curve A is the nominal 
attenuation of 600-ohm 
open-wire line with No. 
12 conductors, not in-
cluding dielectric loss in 
spacers nor possible ra-
diation losses. Addition-
al line data are given 
in Table 13-1. 

would have been if the line were perfectly 
matched. If the loss with perfect matching 
is very low, a large s.w.r. will not greatly 
affect the efficiency of the line — i.e., the ratio 
of the power delivered to the load to the 
power put into the line. 

Example: A 150-foot length of RG-11/U 

cable is operating at 7 Mc. with a 5-to-1 s.w.r. 

If perfectly matched, the loss from Fig. 13-9 
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Fig. 13- 10— Effect of standing-wave ratio on line loss. 
The ordinates give the additional loss in decibels for 
the loss, under perfectly matched conditions, shown on 
horizontal scale. 
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would be 1.5 X 0.4 = 0.6 db. From Fig. 13-10 
the additional loss because of the s.w.r. is 0.73 
db. The total loss is therefore 0.6 + 0.73 = 
1.33 db. 

An appreciable s.w.r. on a solid-dielectric 
line may result in excessive loss of power at 

the higher frequencies. Such lines, whether of 
the parallel-conductor or coaxial type, should 
be operated as nearly flat as possible, particu-
larly when the line length is more than 50 feet 
or so. 

LOADS AND BALANCING DEVICES 

The most important practical load for a 
transmission line is an antenna which, in most 
cases, will be "balanced"—that is, symmetri-
cally constructed with respect to the feed 
point. Aside from considerations of matching 
the actual impedance of the antenna at the 
feed point to the characteristic impedance of 
the line (if such matching is attempted) a bal-
anced antenna should be fed through a bal-
anced transmission line in order to preserve 
symmetry with respect to ground and thus 
avoid difficulties with unbalanced currents on 
the line. Such currents, as pointed out earlier 
in this chapter, will result in undesirable radi-
ation from the transmission line itself. 

If, as is often the case, the antenna is to be 
fed through coaxial line (which is inherently 
unbalanced) some method should be used for 
connecting the line to the antenna without up-
setting the symmetry of the antenna itself. 
This requires a circuit that will isolate the 
balanced load from the unbalanced line while 
providing efficient power transfer. Devices for 
doing this are called baluns. The types used 
between the antenna and transmission line are 
generally "linear," consisting of transmission-
line sections as described in Chapter 14. 
The need for baluns also arises in coupling 

a transmitter to a balanced transmission line, 
since the output circuits of most transmitters 
have one side grounded. (This type of output 
circuit is desirable for a number of reasons, 
including TVI reduction.) The most flexible 
type of balun for this purpose is the inductive-
ly coupled matching network described in a 
subsequent section in this chapter. This com-
bines impedance matching with balanced-to-
unbalanced operation, but has the disadvan-
tage that it uses resonant circuits and thus 
can work over only a limited band of fre-
quencies without readjustment. However, if a 
fixed impedance ratio in the balun can be tol-
erated, the coil balun described below can be 
used without adjustment over a frequency 
range of about 10 to 1 — 3 to 30 Mc., for 
example. Alternatively, a similarly wide band 
can be covered by a properly designed trans-
former (with the same impedance limitation) 
but the design principles and materials used in 
such transformers are quite specialized. Their 
construction is beyond the scope of this 
Handbook. 

Coil !Salons 

The type of balun known as the "coil balun" 
is based on the principles of a linear transmis-
sion-line balun as shown in the upper drawing 

of Fig. 13-11. Two transmission lines of equal 
length having a characteristic impedance Zo 
are connected in series at one end and in par-
allel at the other. At the series-connected end 
the lines are balanced to ground and will 
match an impedance equal to 2Zo. At the par-
allel-connected end the lines will be matched 
by an impedance equal to 70/2. One side may 
be connected to ground at the parallel-con-
nected end, provided the two lines have a 
length such that, considering each line as a 
single wire, the balanced end is effectively 
decoupled from the parallel-connected end. 
This requires a length that is an odd multiple 
of wavelength. The impedance transforma-
tion from the series-connected end to the 
parallel-connected end is 4 to 1. 
A definite line length is required only for 

decoupling purposes, and so long as there is 
adequate decoupling the system will act as a 
4-to-1 impedance transformer regardless of 
line length. If each line is wound into a coil, 
as in the lower drawing, the inductances so 
formed will act as choke coils and will tend to 
isolate the series-connected end from any 
ground connection that may be placed on the 
parallel-connected end. Balun coils made in 
this way will operate over a wide frequency 
range, since the choke inductance is not criti-
cal. The lower frequency limit is where the 
coils are no longer effective in isolating one 
end from the other; the length of line in each 
coil should be about equal to a quarter wave-
length at the lowest frequency to be used. 
The principal application of such coils is in 

going from a 300-ohm balanced line to a 75-
ohm coaxial line. This requires that the Zo of 
the lines forming the coils be 150 ohms. 
Design data for winding the coils is not avail-
able; however, Equation 13-D can be used for 
determining the approximate wire spacing. 

Coax 

Zo 2 Z1 
 o 

Ze2Zi 

Z2 4Z, 

A A 
Parallel — 
Conductor 

C Line 

Fig. 13-11—Baluns for matching between push-pull and 

single-ended circuits. The impedance ratio is 4 to 1 

from the push-pull side to the unbalanced side. Coiling 

the lines as shown in the lower drawing increases the 

frequency rc.nge over which satisfactory operation is 

obtained. 
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Allowance should be made for the fact that 
the effective dielectric constant will be some-
what greater than 1 if the coil is wound on a 
form. The proximity effect between turns can 
be reduced by making the turn spacing some-
what larger than the conductor spacing. For 
operation at 3.5 Mc. and higher frequencies 
the length of each conductor should be about 
60 feet. The conductor spacing can be ad-
justed to the proper value by terminating each 
line in a noninductive 150-ohm resistor and 
adjusting the spacing until an impedance 
bridge at the input end shows the line to be 
matched to 150 ohms. 
A balun of this type is simply a fixed-ratio 

transformer, when matched. It cannot com-
pensate for inaccurate matching elsewhere in 
the system. With a "300-ohm" line on the 
balanced end, for example, a 75-ohm coax 
cable will not be matched unless the 300-ohm 
line actually is terminated in a 300-ohm load. 

NONRADIATING LOADS 

Typical examples of nonradiating loads for 
a transmission line are the grid circuit of a 
power amplifier (considered in the chapter on 
transmitters), the input circuit of a receiver, 

and another transmission line. This last case 
includes the "antenna tuner" — a misnomer 
because it is actually a device for coupling a 
transmission line to the transmitter. Because 
of its importance in amateur installations, the 
antenna coupler is considered separately in a 
later part of this chapter. 

Coupling to a Receiver 

A good match between an antenna and its 
transmission line does not guarantee a low 
standing-wave ratio on the line when the an-
tenna system is used for receiving. The s.w.r. 
is determined wholly by what the line "sees" 
at the receiver's antenna-input terminals. For 
minimum s.w.r. the receiver input circuit must 
be matched to the line. The rated input im-
pedance of a receiver is a nominal value that 
varies over a considerable range with fre-
quency. Methods for bringing about a proper 
match are discussed in the chapter on receivers. 
The most desirable condition is that in 

which the receiver is matched to the line Z. 
and the line in turn is matched to the antenna. 
This transfers maximum power from the an-
tenna to the receiver with the least loss in the 
transmission line. 

COUPLING THE TRANSMITTER TO THE LINE 

The type of coupling system that will be 
needed to transfer power adequately from the 
final r.f. amplifier to the transmission line de-
pends almost entirely on the input impedance 
of the line. As shown earlier in this chapter, 
the input impedance is determined by the 
standing-wave ratio and the line length. The 
simplest case is that where the line is termi-
nated in its characteristic impedance so that 
the s.w.r. is 1 to 1 and the input impedance is 
equal to the Z. of the line, regardless of line 
length. 
Coupling systems that will deliver power in-

to a flat line are readily designed. For all 
practical purposes the line can he considered 
to be flat if the s.w.r. is no greater than about 
1.5 to 1. That is, a coupling system designed 
to work into a pure resistance equal to the 
line Z. will have enough leeway to take care of 
the small variations in input impedance that 
will occur when the line length is changed, if 
the s.w.r. is higher than 1 to 1 but no greater 
than 1.5 to 1. 

Current practice in transmitter design is to 
provide an output circuit that will work into 
such a line, usually a coaxial line of 50 to 75 
ohms characteristic impedance. The design of 
such output circuits is discussed in the chapter 
on high-frequency transmitters. If the input 
impedance of the transmission line that is 
to be connected to the transmitter differs 
appreciably from the value of impedance 
into which the transmitter output circuit 
is designed to operate, an impedance-
matching network must be inserted between 

the transmitter and the line input terminals. 

IMPEDANCE-MATCHING CIRCUITS 
FOR PARALLEL CONDUCTOR LINES 

As shown earlier in this chapter, the input 
impedance of a line that is operating with a 
high standing-wave ratio can vary over quite 
wide limits. The simplest type of circuit that 
will match such a range of impedances to 50 
to 75 ohms is a parallel-tuned circuit approx-
imately resonant at the operating frequency. 
In its ordinary form, such a circuit will be 
connected to a short length of coaxial line or 

TO 
TRANS. 

TO 
TRANS 

 IS. W. R. BRIDGE 

SET-UP FOR INITIAL ADJUSTMENT 

Fig. 13- 12—Matching circuits using a coaxial link, for 

use with parallel-conductor transmission lines. Adjust-

ment setup using an s.w.r. bridge is shown in the lower 

drawing. Design considerations and method of adjust-

ment are discussed In the text. 
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"link" by inductive coupling as shown in Fig. 
13-12, the other end of the cable being at-
tached to the output terminals of the trans-
mitter. The cable may be any convenient 
length if the impedance that it "sees" at the 
matching circuit is equal to its own character-
istic impedance. This method has the further 
advantage that the coaxial link offers an ideal 
spot for the insertion of a low-pass filter for 
preventing harmonic interference to television 
and f.m. reception. 
The constants of the tuned circuit CiLi are 

not particularly critical; the principal require-
ment is that the circuit must be capable of 
being tuned to the operating frequency. Con-
stants similar to those used in the plate tank 
circuit will be satisfactory. The construction 
of Li must be such that it can be tapped at 
least every turn. L2 Must be tightly coupled to 
Li, and the inductance of 1.2 should be approxi-
mately the value that gives a reactance equal 
to the Z. of the connecting line at the fre-
quency in use. An average reactance of about 
60 ohms will suffice for either 52- or 75-ohm 
coaxial line. 
The most satisfactory way to set up the 

system initially is to connect a coaxial s.w.r. 
bridge in the link as shown in Fig. 13-12. The 
"Monimatch" type of bridge, which can 
handle the full transmitter power and may be 
left in the line for continuous monitoring, is 
excellent for this purpose. However, a simple 
resistance bridge such as is described in the 
chapter on measurements is perfectly ade-
quate, requiring only that the transmitter out-
put be reduced to a very low value so that the 
bridge will not be overloaded. To adjust the 
circuit, take a trial position of the line taps on 
Li, keeping them equidistant from the center 
of the coil, and adjust C. for minimum s.w.r. 
as indicated by the bridge. If the s.w.r. is not 
close to 1 to 1, try new tap positions and ad-
just C1 again, continuing this procedure until 
the s.w.r. is practically 1 to 1. The setting of 
C. and the tap positions may then be logged 
for future reference. At this point, check the 
link s.w.r. over the frequency range normally 
used in that band, without changing the set-
ting of C.. No readjustment will be required 
if the s.w.r. does not exceed 1.5 to 1 over the 
range, but if it goes higher it is advisable to 
note as many settings of C. as may be nec-
essary to keep the s.w.r. below 1.5 to 1 at any 
part of the band. Changes in the link s.w.r. 
are caused chiefly by changes in the s.w.r. on 
the main transmission line with frequency, 
and relatively little by the coupling circuit 
itself. A single setting of C. at mid-frequency 
will suffice if the antenna itself is broad-
tuning. 

If it is impossible to get a 1-to-1 s.w.r. at 
any settings of the taps or C. the s.w.r. on the 
main transmission line is high and the line 
length is probably unfavorable. Ordinarily 
there should be no difficulty if the transmis-
sion-line s.w.r. is not more than about 3 to 1, 

but if the line s.w.r. is higher it may not be 
possible to bring the link s.w.r. down except 
by using the methods for reactance compen-
sation described in a subsequent section of 
this chapter. 
The matching adjustment can be consider-

ably facilitated by using a variable capacitor 
in series with the matching-circuit coupling 
coil as shown in Fig. 13-13. The additional 
adjustment thus provided makes the tap set-
tings on Li much less critical since varying C2 

Fig. 13-13—Using a series capaci or for control of 
coupling between the link and line circuits with the 

coax-coupled matching circuit. 

has the effect of varying the coupling between 
the two circuits. For optimum control of 
coupling, L2 should be somewhat larger than 
when C. is not used — perhaps twice the 
reactance recommended above — and the re-
actance of C. at maximum capacitance should 
be the same as that of 1.2 at the operating 
frequency. Li and C. are the same as before. 
The method of adjustment is the same, except 
that for each trial tap position C. and C2 are 
alternately adjusted, a little at a time, until the 
s.w.r. is brought to its lowest possible value. 
In general, the adjustment sought should be 
the one that keeps C. at the largest possible 
capacitance, since this broadens the frequency 
response. Also, the taps on Li should be kept 
as far apart as possible, while still permitting 
a match, since this also broadens the fre-
quency response of the circuit. 
Once the matching circuit is properly ad-

justed, the s.w.r. bridge may be removed, if 
necessary, and full power applied to the trans-
mitter. The power input should be adjusted 
by the coupling or loading control built into 
the transmitter, not by making any changes 
in the matching-circuit adjustments. If an 
amplifier having a parallel-tuned tank circuit 
will not load properly, tuned coupling should 
be used into the coax link. 

It is possible to use a circuit of this type 
without initially setting it up with the s.w.r. 
bridge. In such a case it is a matter of cut-
and-try until adequate power transfer between 
the amplifier and main transmission line is 
secured. However, this method frequently 
results in a high s.w.r. in the link, with con-
sequent power loss, "hot spots" in the coaxial 
cable, and tuning that is critical with fre-
quency. The bridge method is simple and 
gives the optimum operating conditions quick-
ly and with certainty. 
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Untuned Coupling 

A simple coil can be used for coupling to a 
line having a high standing-wave ratio pro-
viding the line length is adjusted so there is 
a current loop near the point where it con-
nects to the pick-up coil. The coupling will be 
maximum, for a given degree of separation 
between the pick-up coil and the amplifier 
tank coil, if the line is pruned to a length such 
that the input impedance is just sufficiently 
capacitive to cancel the inductive reactance of 
the pick-up coil. This can be done by cut-and-
try. The higher the s.w.r. on the line the 
easier it becomes to load the amplifier with 
loose coupling between the two coils. The 
sharper the antenna and the higher the line 
s.w.r. the more difficult it becomes to operate 
with this system over a band without pro-
gressively changing the line length. 

Series and Parallel Tuning 

Lines classified as "tuned" or "resonant" — 
i.e., cut to lengths approximately equal to 
integral multiples of one-quarter wavelength, 
and operating with a high standing-wave ratio 
— are characterized by having either very high 
or very low input impedances. Also, the input 
impedances of such lines are essentially 
resistive. 
Under these conditions the circuit arrange-

ments shown in Fig. 13-14 will work satisfac-
torily. Their advantage over the circuit of Fig 
13-12 is that it is not necessary to provide for 
taps on the matching-circuit coil, L.. "Series" 
tuning is used when a current loop occurs at 
or near the input end of the line; i.e., when 
the input impedance is low. "Parallel" tuning 
is used when there is a voltage loop at or near 
the input end; i.e., when the input impedance 
is high. 

In the series case, the circuit formed by L., 
C. and C2 with the line terminals short-
circuited should tune to the operating fre-
quency. Ci and C. should be maintained at 
equal capacitance. In the parallel case, the 
circuit formed by L. and Ci should tune to 
resonance with the line disconnected. 
The L/C ratio in either circuit depends on 

the transmission line Z. and the standing-
wave ratio. With series tuning, a high L/C 
ratio must be used if the s.w.r. is relatively 
low and the line Z. is high. With parallel tun-
ing, a low L/C ratio must be used if the s.w.r. 
is relatively low and the transmission-line Z. 
also is low. With either series or parallel tun-
ing the L/C ratio becomes less critical when 
the s.w.r. is high. As a first approximation, 
coil and capacitor values of the same order as 
those used in the plate tank circuit may be 
tried. The coupling coil, L., should have a 
reactance about equal to the Z. of the coaxial 
line, just as in the case of the circuit of Fig. 
13-14. The coupling between L1 and L2 should 
be continuously adjustable. 
A balanced capacitor is used in the parallel 
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Fig. 13- 14—Link-coupled series and parallel tuning. 

circuit, in preference to a single unit. An al-
ternative scheme to maintain balance is to use 
two single-ended capacitors in parallel, but 
with the frame of one connected to one side 
of the line and the frame of the other con-
nected to the other side of the line. The same 
two capacitors may be switched in series when 
series tuning is to be used. 
As an alternative to adjustable coupling be-

tween L. and L., fixed coupling may be used 
and a variable capacitor connected in series 
with L2 as shown in Fig. 13-13. 
These circuits should be set up and adjusted 

in the same way as the tapped matching cir-
cuit, Fig. 13-12. That is, an s.w.r. bridge 
should be used to indicate the impedance 
match, which is brought about by alternately 
adjusting Ci and the coupling between L1 and 
L2 until the bridge shows a null. 

In the event that there is difficulty in bring-
ing the s.w.r. down to 1 to 1 in the coaxial 
link, the probable cause is that the input 
impedance of the transmission line is neither 
very high nor very low. In such a case, if 
series tuning does not work it may pay to try 
parallel tuning, and vice versa. If a match 
cannot be secured with either, the circuit 
should be changed to that of Fig. 13-14. 

Adjustment Without the S.W.R. Bridge 

Use of the s.w.r. bridge with the circuits 
described above is the only certain way of 
arriving at optimum adjustments. However, 
if a bridge is not available, the transmitter 
usually can be made to take the proper load 
by a cut-and-try method of adjustment. In the 
case of Fig. 13-12, take a trial position of the 
taps fairly close to the center of L.. With 
loose coupling between L. and L2 (this may 
be controlled either by adjustment of the 
.mutual inductance or by means of the series 
capacitor C.) and with the amplifier plate 
tank circuit tuned to resonance as indicated 
by the plate-current dip, vary C. until a set-
ting is found that causes the plate current to 
rise to a peak. This peak should be less than 
the expected normal loaded plate current. 
Then increase the coupling between L. and 
L2, readjust C1 for maximum plate current, and 
readjust the amplifier tank for the plate-
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current dip. Continue until the amplifier is 
fully loaded at the plate-current dip, increas-
ing the coupling between the transmitter tank 
and the coax line if necessary to obtain full 
loading. Then spread the taps on Li a little 
farther apart and go through the same pro-
cedure. The object is to use the widest spread 
between taps that will permit proper loading 
of the transmitter. 
The procedure with series or parallel tuning 

is similar except that there are no taps to 
adjust. If full loading cannot be secured with 
either, the circuit should be changed to Fig. 
13-12. 
Although this cut-and-try method generally 

will lead to adequate transmitter loading, the 
adjustments seldom are optimum from the 
standpoint of low s.w.r. in the coax link. This 
may lead to excessive power dissipation in 
the link, with overheating the result. Also, 
the loading may change more rapidly with 
small frequency changes than would be the 
case with a matching circuit adjusted for 
optimum performance with the aid of the 
s.w.r. bridge. 

Lines of Random Length 

Series or parallel tuning will always work 
satisfactorily with lines having a high stand-
ing-wave ratio so long as either a current 
loop or node occurs at the input end of the 
transmission line. This will be the case if the 
antenna is resonant and the line length is a 
multiple of one-quarter wavelength. However, 
it is not always possible to couple satisfac-
torily when intermediate line lengths are used. 
This is because at some lengths the input 
impedance of the line has a considerable re-
active component, and because the resistive 
component is too large to be connected in 
series with a tuned circuit and too small to 
be connected in parallel. 
The coupling system shown in Fig. 13-12 is 

capable of handling the resistive component 
of the input impedance of the transmission 
lines used in most amateur installations, re-
gardless of the standing-wave ratio on the 
line. Consequently, it can generally be used 
wherever either series or parallel tuning would 
normally be called for, simply by setting the 
taps properly on the coil. (A possible excep-
tion is where the s.w.r. is considerably higher 
than 10 to 1 and the line length is such as to 
bring a current loop at the input end. In such 
a case the resistance may be only a few ohms, 
which is difficult to match by means of taps 
on a coil.) 
Within limits, the same circuit is capable of 

being adjusted to compensate for the reactive 
component of the input impedance; this mere-
ly means that a 1-to-1 s.w.r. in the link will be 
obtained at a different setting of Ci than 
would be the case if the line "looked like" a 
pure resistance. Sometimes, however, C1 does 
not have enough range available to give com-
plete compensation, particularly when (as is 

the case with some line lengths when the 
s.w.r. is high) the input impedance is princi-
pally reactive. 
Under such conditions it is necessary, if the 

line length cannot be changed to a more satis-
factory value, to provide additional means for 
compensating for or "canceling out" the re-
active component of the input impedance. As 
described earlier in this chapter, the input 
impedance can be considered to be equivalent 
to a circuit consisting either of resistance and 
inductance or resistance and capacitance. It is 
generally more convenient to consider these 
elements as a parallel combination. If the line 
appears inductive, a suitable capacitance in 
parallel will resonate the circuit. The resistive 
impedance that remains can easily be matched 
to the coax link by means of the circuit of 
Fig. 13-12. 
The practical application of this principle is 

shown in Fig. 13-15, where L and C are the 

Fig. 13- 15— Reactance cancellation on random-length 

lines having a high standing-wave ratio. 

reactances required to cancel out the line re-
actance, L for cases where the line is capaci-
tive, C for lines having inductive reactance. 
The amount of either inductance or capaci-
tance required is easily determined by trial, 
using the s.w.r. bridge in the coax link. First 
disconnect the main transmission line from L1 
and connect a noninductive resistor in its 
place. A 1-watt carbon resistor of about the 
same resistance as the line Z. will do, if a 
low-power bridge of the resistance type is 
used. With the "Monimatch" bridge, a suit-
able load may be made by connecting carbon 
resistors in parallel; for example, five 1500-
ohm 2-watt resistors in parallel will make a 
300-ohm load capable of handling 10 watts of 
r.f. Adjust the coil taps and C1 for a 1-to-1 
standing-wave ratio in the link, as described 
earlier. This determines the proper setting of 
Ci for a purely resistive load. Then take off 
the resistor and connect the line, again adjust-
ing the taps and C1 to make the s.w.r. as low 
as possible, and compare the new setting of 
Ci with the original setting. If the capacitance 
has increased, the line reactance is inductive 
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and a capacitor must be connected at C in 
Fig. 13-15. The amount of capacitance needed 
to bring the proper setting of Ci near the 
original setting can be determined by trial. 
On the other hand, if the capacitance of C1 
is less than the original, an inductance must 
be connected at L. Trial values will show 
when the proper tuning conditions have been 
reached. 

It is not necessary that C1 be at exactly the 
original setting after the compensating re-
actance has been adjusted; it is sufficient that 
it be in the same vicinity. 
Using this procedure practically any length 

of line can be coupled properly to the trans-
mitter, even when the line s.w.r. is quite high. 
Unfortunately, no specific values can be sug-
gested for L and C, since they vary widely 
with Zo, line length and s.w.r. Their values 
usually are comparable with the values used 
in the regular coupling circuits at the same 
frequency. 

MATCHING TO COAXIAL LINES 

Coaxial transmission lines usually are (or 
at least should be) operated at a low-enough 
standing-wave ratio so that no special match-
ing circuits are needed; the line simply may 
be connected to the transmitter output termi-
nals. A properly designed transmitter output 
circuit ( see chapter on high-frequency trans-
mitters) will be capable of handling variations 
in s.w.r. that are acceptable from the standpoint 
of line losses. 

However, there are cases where it becomes 
necessary to provide some frequency selectiv-
ity between the transmitter and antenna sys-
tem in order to prevent undesirable radiation 
of harmonics. A matching circuit of the same 
general type as those discussed above can 
provide a considerable degree of selectivity in 
addition to matching the input impedance of 
the transmission line to the Z. of the coaxial 
link. The difference in the circuit arrangement 
is simply that the secondary or output side 
need not be balanced with respect to ground. 

Fig. 13-16 shows a typical circuit. Except 
for the fact that there is only one coil tap, the 
design considerations and adjustment proce-
dure are the same as described for Fig. 13-12. 
Also, the series capacitor, C4, shown in Fig. 
13-13 may be used with this circuit for fine 
variation of the effective coupling between 

Fig. 13-16—Inductively coupled' matching circuit for 
coupling between coaxial lines. The principles are the 
same as in Fig. 13-12; the secondary circuit is simply 
made single-ended for use with a coaxial transmission line. 

Ji 
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L1 and L2* Constants for the circuit LiCI are 
not critical; any convenient values that will 
tune to the operating frequency may be used. 
The Q of this circuit, and hence the selec-
tivity, is controlled principally by the position 
of the line tap. As the tap is moved farther up 
the coil the Q and selectivity decrease. 
The practical matching circuits described 

in the following section may be used with 
coaxial line simply by connecting the outer 
conductor of the line to the center of the coil 
and tapping the inner conductor along one 
side. The balanced circuit may still be used, 
although if the coupler is to be used only with 
coaxial line the circuit may be made single-
ended as shown in Fig. 13-16. 

"Half-wave" Filters 
for Harmonic Suppression 

If impedance matching is not a consideration 
— i.e., the transmission line to the antenna is 
operating at a low s.w.r. — but harmonic sup-
pression is desirable, the circuit of Fig. 13-17 
may be used as an alternative to Fig. 13-16. This 
is a "half-wave" filter circuit, so called because 
it has similar properties to a half-wave transmis-
sion line. When inserted in a line, the impedance 
at the input terminals of the filter is the same 
impedance that the filter "sees" at its output ter-
minals. Thus if the line input impedance is a pure 
resistance of 50 ohms, the impedance at the 
filter input terminals also will be 50 ohms. 

Just as in the half-wave line case, the charac-
teristic impedance of the filter can be any value 
without altering its performance with respect to 
input and output impedance. However, it is de-
sirable in the interests of broad-band operation 

Fig. 13-17—Half-wave filter for harmonic suppression. 
The two sections of the filter should be shielded from 
each other as indicated by the dashed line, and the 
whole filter should be constructed in a shield enclosure 
to insure effective operation. A separate filter is re-
quired for each amateur band. All capacitors have the 
same value, as do all inductors, for a given band. 
Suggested constants are as follows: 

Band Ca8p2a0citijoenf.ce Inductance 
3.5 Mc. 

232900 KePeff: 2.2 µh. 7 Mc. 1.3 ph. 
14 Mc. 0.57 µh. 
21 Mc. 150 µO. 0.375 ph. 
28 Mc. 100 Nif. 0.3,th. 

Design is based on standard values of fixed mica 
capacitors. Larger capacitances may be made up by 
using smaller-capacitance units in parallel, if necessary. 
See text for voltage ratings. Inductances may be ad-
justed to proper value by resonating to center of band 
with the capacitance value given in the above table. 
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to make the filter characteristic impedance ap-
proximately the same as the Z0 of the line. The 
constants given in Fig. 13-17 will serve for either 
50- or 75-ohm line. The filter can be used without 
adjustment at any frequency within the amateur 
band for which it is designed. 
The capacitance values required are fairly 

large, but under the assumed conditions ( low 
s.w.r. on the line, filter Z0 approximately equal 
to line Zo) the voltages across the capacitors are 
low. Mica capacitors having a voltage rating 
suitable for the power level are satisfactory. 

The peak rating required is equal to V 2PZ0, 

where P is the r.f. power and Zo is the charac-
teristic impedance of the line. This value should 
be doubled for 100 per cent amplitude modula-
tion, and it is advisable to allow a safety factor 
in addition. A rating of 1500 volts d.c. will be 
sufficient for a kilowatt a.m. transmitter if the 
line is well matched by the antenna. 
The attenuation of a filter of this type is about 

30 db. at the second harmonic and greater at 
higher harmonics, until limited by self-reso-
nances at high frequencies that occur in the in-
ductors. These usually are not important at har-
monics below the fourth. 

COUPLER OR MATCHING-CIRCUIT CONSTRUCTION 
The design of matching or "antenna coupler" 

circuits has been covered in the preceding section, 
and the adjustment procedure also has been out-
lined. When circuits of this type are used for 
transferring power from the transmitter to a 
parallel-conductor transmission line, a principal 
point requiring attention is that of maintaining 
good balance to ground. If the coupler circuit is 
appreciably unbalanced the currents in the two 
wires of the transmission line will also be unbal-
anced, resulting in radiation from the line. 

In most cases the matching circuit will be built 
on a metal chassis, following common practice in 
the construction of transmitting units. The chas-
sis, because of its relatively large area, will tend 
to establish a "ground"— even though not actu-
ally grounded— particularly if it is assembled 
with other units of the transmitter in a rack or 
cabinet. The components used in the coupler, 
therefore, should be placed so that they are elec-
trically symmetrical with respect to the chassis 
and to each other if a parallel-conductor trans-
mission line is to be used. 

Fig. 13- 18—Circuit diagram of an antenna coupler 

for "random" antennas. All contacts of S2 are not 
shown. 

Ci, Cs-150 esi.d. See text for spacing. 

Ji, is—Coaxial receptacles ($0.239). 

1,-20 turns No. 12 bare, 21/2  inch diem., 6 t.p.i. 
(UM 3905-1). Tapped every other turn. 

Ss—Three-pole 5-position ceramic rotary switch. 

Si—Single-pole 11-position ceramic rotary switch. 

In general, the construction of a coupler circuit 
for parallel lines should physically resemble the 
tank layouts used with push-pull amplifiers. In 
parallel-tuned circuits a split-stator capacitor 
should be used. The capacitor frame should be 
insulated from the chassis because, depending on 
line length and other factors, harmonic reduction 
and line balance may be improved in some cases 
by grounding and in others by not grounding. It 
is therefore advisable to adopt construction that 
permits either. Provision also should be made 
for grounding the center of the coil, for the same 
reason. The coil in a parallel-tuned circuit should 
be mounted so that its hot ends are symmetrically 
placed with respect to the chassis and other com-
ponents. This equalizes stray capacitances and 
helps maintain good balance. 
When the coupler is of the type that can be 

shifted to series or parallel tuning as required, 
two separate single-ended capacitors will be sat-
isfactory. As described earlier, they should be 
connected so that both frames go to correspond-
ing parts of the circuit — i.e., either to the coil or 
to the line — for series tuning, and when used in 
parallel for parallel tuning should be connected 
f rame-to-stator. 
A coupler designed and adjusted so that the 

connecting link acts as a matched transmission 
line may be placed in any convenient location. 
Some amateurs prefer to install the coupler at the 
point where the main transmission line enters the 
station. This helps maintain a tidy station layout 
when an air-insulated parallel-conductor trans-
mission line is used. With solid-dielectric lines, 
which lend themselves well to neat installation 
indoors, it is probably more desirable to install 
the coupler where it can be reached easily for 
adjustment and band-changing. 

MATCHING TO "RANDOM" ANTENNAS 

In many cases it is impractical or impossible 
to install a conventional antenna complete with 
transmission line. Under these conditions, the only 
solution may be to string a wire to an existing 
support or between two supports and run one end 
to the transmitter. Such a "random" antenna will 
not couple conveniently to the low-impedance 
output of most transmitters unless its length 
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Coupler Construction 
happens to be an odd multiple of a quarter wave-
length. In cases where a random antenna must 
be used, the antenna-coupler circuit of Fig. 13-18 
provides a simple solution. Although specific 
values are given for Ci, C2 and Li, they are not 
critical. Ci and C2 should be at least 150 NIL 
The spacing of Ci and C2 should be 0.025 inch 
for transmitter inputs of 100 watts or less. Li 
may be a convenient length of any of the two-
to three-inch diameter air inductors, or it can 
be a homemade coil on a ceramic form. It should 
be tapped every two or three turns. The tuner 
may be built in an open "breadboard" style, or it 
can be enclosed in a metal cabinet or chassis. If 
it is built breadboard, it may be more convenient 
to use a small clip instead of S2 to vary the in-
ductance of Li. An elaborate version can be made 
with a built-in Monimatch and output indicator. 
The several configurations that can be obtained 

from the coupler are shown in Fig. 13-20. The 
letters correspond to those on the switch Si. 
When first using this tuner with an antenna, 

try various positions of C1, C2, Si and S2 in 
order to find the point at which maximum output 
is obtained ( maintaining a constant transmitter 
input). When the correct settings have been 
found for each frequency band, and these set-
tings have been noted for future reference, it is 
an easy matter to hop from band to band. With 
certain settings and configurations it will be pos-
sible to dissipate a large part of the transmitter 
output in the tuner itself, and for this reason an 
output indicator is highly desirable, at least for 
the initial tune-up. Either an r.f. ammeter in the 
output lead or an r.f. voltmeter from it to chassis 
will be satisfactory. Under some conditions a 
neon bulb will serve as an r.f. voltmeter. 

If TVI is a problem, the low-pass filter should 
be installed in the line between coupler and 
transmitter. 

A WIDE-RANGE COUPLER FOR ANY 
ANTENNA 

The coupler shown in Figs. 13-21, 13-23 and 
13-24 will match a transmitter's 50- or 70-ohm 

(D) 

Fig. 13- 19--The various con-

figurations that can be ob-

tained from the " random-

wire" antenna coupler. 

Fig. 13-20 An example of how the antenna coupler 

can be built. In this case the components are in-

stalled in a 10 X 17 X 3- inch aluminum chassis 
that serves as the support for the transmitter. An 

r.f. ammeter (right) is used as an output indicator. 

(W4UWA/DL4, QST, November, 1958). 

output to antenna loads as low as 10 ohms and as 
high as 4000, balanced or unbalanced. In prin-
ciple it resembles the couplers of Figs. 13-13 and 
13-16, but instead of using a tapped coil ( and its 
necessary complexity) for load changes it uses 
a capacitive voltage divider. Referring to Fig. 
13-22, the capacitors C2, C3 and C4, connected 
in series across the inductance L1 form the 
divider. 
To simplify construction and duplication, a 

single length of coil stock is used for the induc-
tance. The link, L2L3, is actually two coils. For 
80 and 40 meters, the two coils are connected 
in series to provide an 8-turn link. On 20, 15 and 
10 the coils are connected in parallel, resulting 
in the equivalent of a two-turn link. Using the 
two coils in this fashion provides tighter coupling 
to Li than would be obtained if a single link 
were tapped, and it maintains symmetry with re-
spect to the large coil. 
A Monimatch is included as a tuning indicator. 

Some form of indicator is required to show when 
the unit is correctly adjusted. If a Monimatch 
or similar indicator is already available, this 
part of Fig. 13-22 can be eliminated. 
As designed and shown, this unit will handle 

about 500 watts on c.w. or s.s.b. and about half 
that power on a.m. phone. For amateurs using 
less power ( in the 50- to 100-watt level), the 
capacitor spacings can be reduced at a saving in 
cost, and suitable capacitors are specified in Fig. 
13-22. The coil remains the same for either 
power level — there isn't enough difference in 
coil cost to warrant using a different coil unless 
space is at a premium. 

If substitutions for the specified capacitors are 
contemplated, no harm will be done if higher-
capacitance units are substituted. However, if 
lower capacitance values are used they will limit 
the range over which a match can be obtained. 
The complete coupler, including the Moni-

match, is built on a 3 X 10 X 14-inch aluminum 
chassis. The front panel is made from a 10 X 
10-inch piece of aluminum sheet stock. The link 
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Fig. 13-21—This wide-range antenna coupler can be 

used with parallel- line or coaxial transmission lines, 

as well as with a wire of random length. The ca-

pacitors at the center of the chassis are insulated 

from the chassis and from each other; the near 

capacitor is a normal split- stator capacitor and is 
mounted on the chassis. The coil at the far side is 

supported by its leads above the band switch. 

Controls along the bottom, from left to right, 

are the link capacitor, the Monimatch forward-re-

flected switch and the Monimatch sensitivity control. 
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capacitor, C1, is mounted under the chassis, as 
is the Monimatch. The loading capacitor, C3, is 
mounted directly on the chassis top along the 
right-hand side; the ganged capacitors, C2 and 
C4 are supported off the chassis by one-inch 
ceramic stand-off insulators and their shafts are 
connected together and to the panel shaft by 
suitable insulated shaft couplings. The two out-
put leads that go to 13 and J5 are taken off the 
rotor mounting points between the two capaci-
tors. These leads run down below chassis to the 
connectors through two rubber grommets. If 
suitable feed-through insulators are available 
they can be used to mount C2 and C4 and the 
under-chassis leads taken from them. 

Fig. 13-24 shows how to make L1, L2 and L3. 

Cut a total of 66 turns from a length of coil 
stock, making sure to leave enough lead length 
at each end of the coil for connections to the 
switch. At 28% turns from each end of the coil 
cut the wire and unwind % turn from the sup-
port bars. This will give two coils of 28 turns 
and another of 9 turns. Cut the 9-turn coil at the 
center and unwind the half turns, leaving two 
coils of 4 turns each. The two 28-turn coils are 
connected together at the center by soldering the 
two inside leads together. 
The coil assembly is supported by its own 

leads, and it is mounted over S2. The switch is 
made from a Centralab P-122 index and four 
single-pole five-position rotary ceramic switch 
sections ( Centralab T or X). Two switch mount-
ing brackets of sheet aluminum are used to 
support the switch assembly. 
The Monimatch is mounted in a 2% X 2% X 
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Fig. 13-22—Circuit diagram of the antenna coupler and Monimatch. 

C1-250-µ14. variable, 0.045- inch spacing for high 

power (Johnson 250E20); 0.025- inch spacing 

for low power (Hammarlund MC-250-M). 

C2, C4-100-wif. variable, 0.125- inch spacing for high 

power (Johnson 100E45); 0.025- inch spacing 

for low power (Hammarlund MC- 100-M). 

C2- 100-µµL-per- section, dual variable, 0.125- inch 

spacing for high power (Johnson 100ED45); 

0.025- inch spacing for low power (Hammar-

lund MCD-100-M). 

CR,, CR,-1N34A germanium diodes. 

J1, 12, J.—Chassis-type coax receptacles, type SO-239. 

J., 15—Feedthrough insulators. 

L, I.2, L—See Fig. 13-24 and text. 

ma. or less; see text. 

1)—Coax plug, type PL- 259. 

R.,— For 50-ohm bridge, 100 ohms, 1/2 -watt com-

position; for 70-ohm bridge, 150 ohms, 1/2-
watt composition. 

R,- 20,000-ohm control, linear taper. 

5,— Rotary, 1 pole, 2 positions (Centralab type 1460). 

S2—Ceramic rotary, 4 poles, 5 positions, 1 pole per 

section, 4 sections (Centralab index type 

P-122 with type "T" or "X" sections). 



Coupler Construction 

5-inch aluminum box ( Bud Minibox CU-3004A). 
Chassis-type coax fittings (S0-239) are mounted 
in the center of each end of the box. A piece of 
u-inch o.d. copper tubing, 4% inches long, is 
connected between the two inner pins of the coax 
fittings. The two pick-up leads for the bridge are 
made from No. 14 solid wire held in the proper 
position by two insulating spacers. Details of the 
spacers are shown in Fig. 13-25. The spacers can 
be made from to 54-inch thick polystyrene 
or bakelite. 
Two flat strips of copper, % inch wide by 4% 

inches long, are installed as shown in Fig. 13-23. 
The method of mounting the strips is quite sim-
ple. Solder a lug to each end of each strip, allow-
ing the end of the lug with the screw hole to 
project beyond the edge. Bend this part of the 
lug up at right angles to the strip. The strips are 
then mounted by using the top and bottom screws 
and nuts of the coax fittings. 
When soldering the germanium diodes to the 

pickup wires, hold the lead of the diode with a 
pair of pliers between the point of soldering and 
the body of the diode. This will keep excess heat 
from reaching the diodes and ruining them. 
For a 50-ohm bridge R1 and R2 should be 150-

ohm, 5/2-watt resistors. For 70-ohm bridge use 
100 ohms, /2 watt. The resistors used should be 
composition or carbon, not wise-wound. 
The leads to Si are brought out of the Moni-

match box through two feedthrough insulators 
and run from there to the switch in shielded wire. 
M 1 as shown is a 500-,sa. meter, but a 0-1 milliam-
meter can be used. 

Adjustment Procedure 

The coupler can be used with practically any 
antenna system. With a balanced line ( open-wire 
or Twin-Lead), the conductors should be con-
nected to terminals .13 and lg. A coax line from 
the antenna should be connected to /4. For single-
wire feed, such as a wire fed at the end, the wire 

CUT HERE AND UNWIND >4 TURN 

28 TURNS 4 28 TURNS 
URNS 

Fig. 13-24-- Details of the coil assembly. Not shown 

are the taps needed for changing bands. The tap 

points listed below all are counted from the outside 

ends of the coil. 

7 Mc.- 12 turns. 21 Mc.- 25 turns. 

14 Mc.- 23 turns. 28 Mc.- 26 turns. 

The coil stock in 3 inches in diam., No. 14, 8 turns 

per inch ( Illumit.onic, Air Dux 2408T). 

the Monimatch Fig. 13-23— The link capacitor and 

ore mounted underneath the chassis. 

should be connected to /8 and the coupler chassis 
grounded to an earth ground. 
Connect a length of coax between the trans-

mitter and the coupler, using either 50- or 70-
ohm coax, depending on which value the Moni-
match was built to handle. Feed some power 
through the system and set Si to read forward 
power. Adjust Rg for a full-scale meter deflec-
tion. Next, set S1 to read reflected power and 
tune CI and C2C4 for minimum reading. If it is 
impossible to get the reading down to zero ( the 
object of the adjustment), try a different set-
ting of Cg and again adjust the other two con-
trols. Once the zero reading is obtained, the cou-
pler is correctly adjusted for that particular 
frequency. Make a note of the settings and pro-
ceed to the next band. If an accurate record is 
kept it will be simple to change bands quickly. 

If an antenna system is encountered that can-
not be matched, although this is unlikely, the 
simplest thing to do is to increase or decrease the 
length of the feed line. A little experimentation 
will quidcly set up a "matched" condition. 

Fig. 13-25—Dimen-

sions of the insulat-

ing spacers used to 

hold the pick-up 

wires in place in 

the Monimatch. 



Chapter 14 

Antennas 

An antenna system can be considered to in-
clude the antenna proper ( the portion that radi-
ates the r.f. energy), the feed line, and any cou-
pling devices used for transferring power from 
the transmitter to the line and from the line to 
the antenna. Some simple systems may omit the 
transmission line or one or both of the coupling 
devices. This chapter will describe the antenna 
proper, and in many cases will show popular 
types of lines, as well as line-to-antenna cou-
plings where they are required. However, it 
should be kept in mind that any antenna proper 
can be used with any type of feedline if a suit-
able coupling is used between the antenna and 
the line. Changing the line does not change the 
type of antenna. 

Selecting an Antenna 

In selecting the type of antenna to use, the 
majority of amateurs are somewhat limited 
through space and structural limitations to sim-
ple antenna systems, except for v.h.f. operation 
where the small space requirements make the use 
of multielement beams readily possible. This 
chapter will consider antennas for frequencies as 
high as 30 Mc.—a later chapter will describe the 
popular types of v.h.f. antennas. However, even 
though the available space may be limited, it is 
well to consider the propagation characteristics 
of the frequency band or bands to be used, to in-
sure that best possible use is made of the avail-
able facilities. The propagation characteristics of 
the amateur-band frequencies are described in 
Chapter Fifteen. In general, antenna construc-
tion and location become more critical and im-
portant on the higher frequencies. On the 
lower frequencies ( 3.5 and 7 Mc.) the vertical 
angle of radiation and the plane of polarization 
may be of relatively little importance; at 28 Mc. 
they may be all-important. 

Definitions 

The polarization of a straight-wire antenna 
is determined by its position with respect to the 
earth. Thus a vertical antenna radiates verti-
cally polarized waves, while a horizontal antenna 
radiates horizontally polarized waves in a direc-
tion broadside to the wire and vertically polar-
ized waves at high vertical angles off the ends of 
the wire. The wave from an antenna in a slanting 
position, or from the horizontal antenna in direc-
tions other than mentioned above, contains 
components of both horizontal and vertical 
polarization. 
The vertical angle of maximum radiation 

of an antenna is determined by the free-space 

pattern of the antenna, its height above ground, 
and the nature of the ground. The angle is meas-
ured in a vertical plane with respect to a tangent 
to the earth at that point, and it will usually vary 
with the horizontal angle, except in the case of a 
simple vertical antenna. The horizontal angle of 
maximum radiation of an antenna is determined 
by the free-space pattern of the antenna. 
The impedance of the antenna at any point 

is the ratio of the voltage to the current at that 
point. It is important in connection with feeding 
power to the antenna, since it constitutes the load 
to the line offered by the antenna. It can be 
either resistive or complex, depending upon 
whether or not the antenna is resonant. 
The field strength produced by an antenna is 

proportional to the current flowing in it. When 
there are standing waves on an antenna, the 
parts of the wire carrying the higher current 
have the greater radiating effect. All resonant 
antennas have standing waves—only terminated 
types, like the terminated rhombic and termi-
nated "V," have substantially uniform current 
along their lengths. 
The ratio of power required to produce a given 

field strength with a "comparison" antenna to 
the power required to produce the same field 
strength with a specified type of antenna is called 
the power gain of the latter antenna. The field is 
measured in the optimum direction of the an-
tenna under test. The comparison antenna is gen-
erally a half-wave antenna at the same height 
and having the same polarization as the antenna 
under consideration. Gain usually is expressed 
in decibels. 

In unidirectional beams (antennas with most 
of the radiation in only one direction) the front-
to-back ratio is the ratio of power radiated in 
the maximum direction to power radiated in the 
opposite direction. It is also a measure of the 
reduction in received signal when the beam di-
rection is changed from that for maximum re-
sponse to the opposite direction. Front-to-back 
ratio is usually expressed in decibels. 
The bandwidth of an antenna refers to the 

frequency range over which a property falls 
within acceptable limits. The gain bandwidth, 
the front-to-back-ratio bandwidth and the 
standing-wave-ratio bandwidth are of prime 
interest in amateur work. The gain bandwidth 
is of interest because, generally, the higher the 
antenna gain is the narrower the gain bandwidth 
will be. The s.w.r. bandwidth is of interest be-
cause it is an indication of the transmission-line 
efficiency over the useful frequency range of the 
antenna. 

360 
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GROUND EFFECTS 

The radiation pattern of any antenna that is 
many wavelengths distant from the ground and 
all others objects is called the free-space pat-
tern of that antenna. The free-space pattern of 
an antenna is almost impossible to obtain in 
practice, except in the v.h.f. and u.h.f. ranges. 
Below 30 Mc., the height of the antenna above 
ground is a major factor in determining the radi-
ation pattern of the antenna. 
When any antenna is near the ground the free-

space pattern is modified by reflection of radiated 
waves from the ground, so that the actual pat-
tern is the resultant of the free-space pattern and 
ground reflections. This resultant is dependent 
upon the height of the antenna, its position or 
orientation with respect to the surface of the 
ground, and the electrical characteristics of the 
ground. The effect of a perfectly reflecting 
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Fig. 14- 1— Effect of ground on radiation of horizontal 

antennas at vertical angles for four antenna heights. 

This chart is based on perfectly conducting ground. 

ground is such that the original free-space field 
strength may be multiplied by a factor which has 
a maximum value of 2, for complete reinforce-
ment, and having all intermediate values to zero, 
for complete cancellation. These reflections only 
affect the radiation pattern in the vertical 
plane—that is, in directions upward from the 
earth's surface—and not in the horizontal plane, 
or the usual geographical directions. 

Fig. 14-1 shows how the multiplying factor 
varies with the vertical angle for several repre-
sentative heights for horizontal antennas. As the 
height is increased the angle at which complete 
reinforcement takes place is lowered, until for a 
height equal to one wavelength it occurs at a 
vertical angle of 15 degrees. At still greater 
heights, not shown on the chart, the first maxi-
mum will occur at still smaller angles. 

Radiation Angle 

The vertical angle of maximum radiation is 
of primary importance, expecially at the higher 

frequencies. It is advantageous, therefore, to 
erect the antenna at a height that will take ad-
vantage of ground reflection in such a way as 
to reinforce the space radiation at the most de-
sirable angle. Since low angles usually are most 
effective, this generally means that the antenna 
should be high—at least one-half wavelength at 
14 Mc., and preferably three-quarters or one 
wavelength, and at least one wavelength, and 
preferably higher, at 28 Mc. The physical height 
required for a given height in wavelengths de-
creases as the frequency in increased, so that 
good heights are not impracticable; a half wave-
length at 14 Mc. is only 35 feet, approximately, 
while the same height represents a full wave-
length at 28 Mc. At 7 Mc. and lower frequencies 
the higher radiation angles are effective, so that 
again a useful antenna height in not difficult of 
attainment. Heights between 35 and 70 feet are 
suitable for all bands, the higher figures being 
preferable. 

Imperfect Ground 

Fig. 14-1 is based on ground having perfect 
conductivity, whereas the actual earth is not a 
perfect conductor. The principal effect of actual 
ground is to make the curves inaccurate at the 
lowest angles; appreciable high-frequency radi-
ation at angles smaller than a few degrees is prac-
tically impossible to obtain over horizontal 
ground. Above 15 degrees, however, the curves 
are accurate enough for all practical purposes, 
and may be taken as indicative of the result to be 
expected at angles between 5 and 15 degrees. 
The effective ground plane—that is, the plane 

from which ground reflections can be considered 
to take place—seldom is the actual surface of the 
ground but is a few feet below it, depending upon 
the character of the soil. 

Impedance 

Waves that are reflected directly upward from 
the ground induce a current in the antenna in 
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Fig. 14-2—Theoretical curve of variation of radiation 

resistance for a very thin half-wave horizontal antenna 

as a function of height in wavelength above perfectly 

reflecting ground. 
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passing, and, depending on the antenna height, 
the phase relationship of this induced current to 
the original current may be such as either to in-
crease or decrease the total current in the an-
tenna. For the same power input to the antenna, 
an increase in current is equivalent to a decrease 
in impedance, and vice versa. Hence, the imped-
ance of the antenna varies with height. The the-
oretical curve of variation of radiation resistance 
for a very thin half-wave antenna above perfectly 
reflecting ground is shown in Fig. 14-2. The im-
pedance approaches the free-space value as the 
height becomes large, but at low heights may 
differ considerably from it. 

Choice of Polarization 

Polarization of the transmitting antenna is 
generally unimportant on frequencies between 
3.5 and 30 Mc. However, the question of whether 

the antenna should be installed in a horizontal 
or vertical position deserves consideration for 
other reasons. A vertical half-wave or quarter-
wave antenna will radiate equally well in all 
horizontal directions, so that it is substantially 
nondirectional, in the usual sense of the word. 
If installed horizontally, however, the antenna 
will tend to show directional effects, and will 
radiate best in the direction at right angles, or 
broadside, to the wire. The radiation in such a 
case will be least in the direction toward which 
the wire points. 
The vertical angle of radiation also will be 

affected by the position of the antenna. If it were 
not for ground losses at high frequencies, the 
vertical half-wave antenna would be preferred 
because it would concentrate the radiation 
horizontally, and this low-angle radiation is pref-
erable for practically all work. 

THE HALF-WAVE ANTENNA 

A fundamental form of antenna is a single wire 
whose length is approximately equal to half the 
transmitting wavelength. It is the unit from 
which many more-complex forms of antennas 
are constructed. It is known as a dipole antenna. 
The length of a half-wave in space is: 

Length (feet) =.• 492 
Freq. (Mc.) 

The actual length of a half-wave antenna will 
not be exactly equal to the half-wave in space, 
but depends upon the thickness of the conductor 
in relation to the wavelength as shown in Fig. 
14-3, where K is a factor that must be multiplied 
by the half wavelength in free space to obtain the 
resonant antenna length. An additional shorten-
ing effect occurs with wire antennas supported 
by insulators at the ends because of the capaci-
tance added to the system by the insulators (end 
effect). The following formula is sufficiently ac-
curate for wire antennas at frequencies up to 30 
Mc.: 

(14-A) 

Length of half-wave antenna (feet) = 

492 X 0.95 =  468  
(14-B) 

Freq. (Mc.) Freq. (Mc.) 

Example: A half-wave antenna for 7150 kc. 
468 

(7.15 Mc.) .—= 65.45 feet, or 65 feet 5 
7.15 

inches. 

Above 30 Mc. the following formulas should 
be used, particularly for antennas constructed 
from rod or tubing. K is taken from Fig. 14-3. 

Length of half-wave antenna (feet) = 

492 X K  

Freq. (Mc.) 

or length (inches) =. 5905 X  K (14-D) 
Freq. (Mc.) 

(14-C) 

Example: Find the length of a half wave-
length antenna at 29 Mc., if the antenna is 
made of 2-inch diameter tubing. At 29 Mc., a 

half wavelength in space is —492 = 16.97 feet, 
29 

from Eq. 14-A. Ratio of half wavelength to 
conductor diameter (changing wavelength to 

16.97 X 12 
inches) is = 101.8. From Fig. 

2 
14-3, K = 0.963 for this ratio. The length of 

492 X 0.963  
the antenna, from Eq. 14-C, is =. 

29 
16.34 feet, or 16 feet 4 inches. The answer is 
obtained directly in inches by substitution in 

5905 X 0.963  
Eq. 14-D: = 196 inches. 
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Fig. 14-3— Effect of antenna diameter on length for 

half-wave resonance, shown as a multiplying factor, K, 

to be applied to the free- space half wavelength ( Equa-

tion 14-A). The effect of conductor diameter on the 
center impedance also is shown. 

Current and Voltage Distribution 

When power is fed to an antenna, the current 
and voltage vary along its length. The current 
is maximum (loop) at the center and nearly 
zero (node) at the ends, while the opposite is 
true of the r.f. voltage. The current does not 
actually reach zero at the current nodes, because 
of the end effect; similarly, the voltage is not 
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Fig. 14-4—The above scales, based on Eq. 14-B, can be used 

to determine the length of a half-wave antenna of wire. 

zero at its node because of the resistance of the 
antenna, which consists of both the r.f. resistance 
of the wire (ohmic resistance) and the radiation 
resistance. The radiation resistance is an equiva-
lent resistance, a convenient conception to indi-
cate the radiation properties of an antenna. The 
radiation resistance is the equivalent resistance 
that would dissipate the power the antenna radi-
ates, with a current flowing in it equal to the 
antenna current at a current loop (maximum). 
The ohmic resistance of a half wavelength an-
tenna is ordinarily small enough, compared with 
the radiation resistance, to' be neglected for all 
practical purposes. 

Impedance 

The radiation resistance of an infinitely-thin 
half-wave antenna in free space is about 73 ohms. 
The value under practical conditions is com-
monly taken to be in the neighborhood of 60 to 
70 ohms, although it varies with height in the 
manner of Fig. 14-2. It increases toward the 
ends. The actual value at the ends will depend on 
a number of factors, such as the height, the phys-
ical construction, the insulators at the ends, and 
the position with respect to ground. 

Conductor Size 

The impedance of the antenna also depends 
upon the diameter of the conductor in relation 
to the wavelength, as indicated in Fig. 14-3. If 
the diameter of the conductor is increased the 
capacitance per unit length increases and the in-
ductance per unit length decreases. Since the 
radiation resistance is affected relatively little, 
the decreased LIC ratio causes the Q of the an-
tenna to decrease, so that the resonance curve 
becomes less sharp. Hence, the antenna is cap-
able of working over a wide frequency range. 
This effect is greater as the diameter is in-
creased, and is a property of some importance at 
the very-high frequencies where the wavelength 
is small. 
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Radiation Characteristics 

The radiation from a dipole antenna is not 
uniform in all directions but varies with the 
angle with respect to the axis of the wire. It is 
most intense in directions perpendicular to the 
wire and zero along the direction of the wire, 

REDUCED 
RADIATION 

MAX 
RADIATION 

Fig. 14-5—The free-space radiation pattern of a half. 

wave antenna. The antenna is shown in the vertical 

position, and the actual "doughnut" pattern is cut in 

half to show how the line from the center of the an-

tenna to the surface of the pattern varies. In practice 

this pattern is modified by the height above ground 

and if the antenna is vertical or horizontal. Fig. 14-1 

shows some of the effects of height on the vertical 

angle of radiation. 

with intermediate values at intermediate angles. 
This is shown by the sketch of Fig. 14-5, which 
represents the radiation pattern in'free space. The 
relative intensity of radiation is proportional to 
the length of a line drawn from the center of the 
figure to the perimeter. If the antenna is vertical, 
as shown, then the field strength will be uniform 
in all horizontal directions; if the antenna is hori-

Fig. 14-6— Illustrating the importance 

of vertical angle of radiation in deter-

mining antenna directional effects. Off 

the end, the radiation is greater at 

higher angles. Ground reflection is 

neglected in this drawing of the free-

space pattern of a horizontal antenna. 

zontal, the relative field strength will depend 
upon the direction of the receiving point with 
respect to the direction of the antenna wire. 
The variation in radiation at various vertical 
angles from a half wavelength horizontal an-
tenna is indicated in Figs. 14-6 and 14-7. 

FEEDING A DIPOLE ANTENNA 

Di rect Feed 

If possible, it is advisable to locate the antenna 
at least a half wavelength from the transmitter 
and use a transmission line to carry the power 
from the transmitter to the antenna. However, 
in many cases this is impossible, particularly on 
the lower frequencies, and direct feed must be 
used. Three examples of direct feed are shown 
in Fig. 14-8. In the method shown at A, C1 and C2 
should be about 150 µid. each for the 3.5-Mc. 
band, 75 µµf. each at 7 Mc., and proportionately 
smaller at the higher frequencies. The antenna 
coil connected between them should resonate to 
3.5 Mc. with about 60 or 70 µAL for the 80-meter 
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Fig. 14-7-- Horizontal pattern of a horizontal half-wave 

antenna at three vertical radiation angles. The solid line 

is relative radiation at 15 degrees. Dotted lines show 

deviation from the 15- degree pattern for angles of 9 

and 30 degrees. The patterns are useful for shape only, 

since the amplitude will depend upon the height of the 

antenna above ground and the vertical angle con-

sidered. The patterns for all three angles have been 

proportioned to the some scale, but this does not mean 

that the maximum amplitudes necessarily will be the 

same. The arrow indicates the direction of the horizontal 

antenna wire. 

band, for 40 meters it should resonate with 30 or 
35 µµf., and so on. The circuit is adjusted by 
using loose coupling between the antenna coil 
and the transmitter tank coil and adjusting CI 
and Cg until resonance is indicated by an increase 
in plate current. The coupling between the coils 
should then be increased until proper plate cur-

OUTPUT 
TANK 

(A) 
OUT our 
TANK 

1 .---) 

..--..-T"--  
\ 
‘Srort Connecbons (B) 

(c) 

Fig. 14-8—Methods of 

directly exciting the 

half-wave antenna. A, 

current feed, series 

tuning; B, voltage 

feed, capacitive cou-

pling; C, voltage feed, 

with inductively cou-

pled antenna tank. 

In A, the coupling cir-

cuit is not included in 

the effective electrical 

length of the antenna 

system proper. Link 

coupling can be used 

in A and C. 

rent is drawn. It may be necessary to re-resonate 
the transmitter tank circuit as the coupling is in-
creased, but the change should be small. 
The circuits in Fig. 14-8B and C are used when 

only one end of the antenna is accessible. In B, 
the coupling is adjusted by moving the tap to-
ward the "hot" or plate end of the tank coil— 
the series capacitor may be of any convenient 

ANTENNAS 

value that will stand the voltage, and it doesn't 
have to be variable. In the circuit at C, the an-
tenna tuned circuit (C1 and the antenna coil) 
should be similar to the transmitter tank circuit. 
The antenna tuned circuit is adjusted to reson-
ance with the antenna connected but with loose 
coupling to the transmitter. Heavier loading of 
the tube is then obtained by tightening the cou-
pling between the antenna coil and the transmit-
ter tank coil. 
Of the three systems, that at A is preferable 

because it is a symmetrical system and generally 
results in less r.f. power "floating" around the 
shack. The system of B is undesirable because it 
provides practically no protection against the 
radiation of harmonics, and it should only be 
used in emergencies. 

Transmission-Line Feed for Dipoles 

Since the impedance at the center of a dipole 
is in the vicinity of 70 ohms, it offers a good 
match for 75-ohm two-wire transmission lines. 
Several types are available on the market, with 
different power-handling capabilities. They can 
be connected in the center of the antenna, across 
a small strain insulator to provide a convenient 
connection point. Coaxial line of 75 ohms imped-
ance can also be used, but it is heavier and thus 

Half wavelength from formula nF 

ein).-7 —  Solder joent Solder joint 

No 12 or 
No 14 wire 

.,_75-ohm Twin -Lead 
or coaxial h ne 

Fig. 14-9—Construction of a dipole fed with 75-ohm 

line. The length of the antenna is calculated from Equa-

tion 14-8 or Fig. 14-4. 

not as convenient. In either case, the transmis-
sion line should be run away at right angles to 
the antenna for at least one-quarter wavelength, 
if possible, to avoid current unbalance in the line 
caused by pick-up from the antenna. The antenna 
length is calculated from Equation 14-B, for a 
half wavelength antenna. When No. 12 or No. 14 
enameled wire is used for the antenna, as is gen-
erally the case, the length of the wire is the over-
all length measured from the loop through the in-
sulator at each end. This is illustrated in Fig. 
14-9. 
The use of 75-ohm line results in a "flat" line 

 Half wavelength from formula  

1 

Lightweight spacers 
tied in place wi lh 
No 18 wire 

Seeder joint 

3O0-
Twin-Lead 

Fig. 14- 10—The construction of an open-wire folded 

dipole fed with 300-ohm line. The length of the antenna 

is calculated from Equation 14-8 or Fig. 14-4. 
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over most of any amateur band. However, by 
making the half-wave antenna in a special man-
ner, called the two-wire or folded dipole, a good 
match is offered for a 300-ohm line. Such an an-
tenna is shown in Fig. 14-10. The open-wire line 
shown in Fig. 14-10 is made of No. 12 or No. 14 
enameled wire, separated by lightweight spacers 
of Lucite or other material ( it doesn't have to be 
a low-loss insulating material), and the spacing 
can be on the order of from 4 to 8 inches, de-
pending upon what is convenient and what the 
operating frequency is. At 14 Mc., 4-inch separa-
tion is satisfactory, and 8-inch spacing can be 
used at 3.5 Mc. 

 Half wavelength from formula  

Laghtweight 
spacers 

So der joint 

600-ohm 
open-wee line 

Wood or 
metal spacer 

Fig. 14-11—The construction of a 3-wire folded dipole 

is similar to that of the 2-wire folded dipole. The end 

spacers may have to be slightly stronger than the others 

because of the greater compression force on them. The 

length of the antenna is obtained from Equation 14-B 

or Fig. 14-4. A suitable line can be made from No. 14 
wire spaced 5 inches, or from No. 12 wire spaced 6 

inches. 

The half wavelength antenna can also be made 
from the proper length of 300-ohm line, opened 
on one side in the center and connected to the 
feedline. After the wires have been soldered to-
gether, the joint can be strengthened by molding 
some of the excess insulating material ( poly-
ethylene) around the joint with a hot iron, or a 
suitable lightweight clamp of two pieces of Lu-
cite can be devised. 

Similar in some respects to the two-wire 
folded dipole, the three-wire folded dipole of Fig. 
14-11 offers a good match for a 600-ohm line. It 
is favored by amateurs who prefer to use an open-
wire line instead of the 300-ohm insulated line. 

Fig. 14- 12— Delta-matched antenna systems. The di-

mensions C, D, and E are found by formulas given in 

the text. It is important that the matching section, E, 

come straight away from the antenna without any 

bends. 
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The three wires of the antenna proper should all 
be of the same diameter. 
Another method for offering a match to a 600-

ohm open-wire line with a half wavelength an-
tenna is shown in Fig. 14-12. The system is called 
a delta match. The line is "fanned" as it ap-
proaches the antenna, to have a gradually in-
creasing impedance that equals the antenna 
impedance at the point of connection. The dimen-
sions are fairly critical, but careful measurement 
before installing the antenna and matching sec-
tion is generally all that is necessary. The length 
of the antenna, L, is calculated from Equation 
14-B or Fig. 14-4. The length of section C is 
computed from: 

118  
C (feet) — 

Freq. (Mc.) 

The feeder clearance, E, is found from 

148  
E (feet) — 

Freq. (MC.) 
Example: For a frequency of 7.1 Mc., the 

length 

(14-E) 

(14-F) 

468 
L -771- = 65.91 feet, or 65 feet 11 inches. 

118 
C = — 16.62 feet, or 16 feet 7 inches. 

148 
E =. = 20.84 feet. or 20 feet 10 inches. 

Since the equations hold only for 600-ohm 
line, it is important that the line be close to this 
value. This requires 5-inch spaced No. 14 wire, 
6-inch spaced No. 12 wire, or 3X-inch spaced 
No. 16 wire. 

If a half wavelength antenna is fed at the cen-
ter with other than 75-ohm line, or if a two-wire 
dipole is fed with other than 300-ohm line, stand-
ing waves will appear on the line add coupling to 
the transmitter may become awkward for some 
line lengths, as described in Chapter 13. How-

Halt-wavelength Half-wavelength 
Iron formula — I from formula 

—,44:29-41:011 

joint Solder joint 
' Solder 

No12 or No14 wire — 
hard-drawn or 

copper weld 

Ceramic spacers tied in 
(A) place with No113 wire 

y soft-drawn copper 
To transmitter 

1(6) 

; ; 
To transmitter 

Fig. 14- 13—The half-wave antenna can be fed at the 

center or at the end with an open-wire line. The antenna 

length is obtained from Equation 14-6 or Fig. 14-4. 

ever, in many cases it is not convenient to feed 
the half- wave antenna with the correct line (as 
is the case where multiband operation of the 
same antenna is desired), and sometimes it is not 
convenient to feed the antenna at the center. 
Where multiband operation is desired (to be dis-
cussed later) or when the antenna must be fed 
at one end by a transmission line, an open-wire 
line of from 450 to 600 ohms impedance is gen-
erally used. The impedance at the end of a half 
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wavelength antenna is in the vicinity of several 
thousand ohms, and hence a standing-wave ratio 
of 4 or 5 is not unusual when the line is con-
nected to the end of the antenna. It is advisable, 
therefore, to keep the losses in the line as low as 
possible. This requires the use of ceramic or 
Micalex feeder spacers, if any appreciable power 

is used. For low-power installations in dry cli-
mates, dry wood spacers boiled in paraffin are 
satisfactory. Mechanical details of half wave-
length antennas fed with open-wire lines are 
given in Fig. 14-13. Regardless of the power 
level, solid-dielectric Twin-Lead is not recom-
mended for this use. 

LONG-WIRE ANTENNAS 

An antenna will be resonant so long as an 
integral number of standing waves of current 
and voltage can exist along its length; in other 
words, so long as its length is some integral mul-
tiple of a half wavelength. When the antenna is 
more than a half-wave long it usually is called 
a long-wire antenna, or a harmonic antenna. 

Current and Voltage Distribution 

Fig. 14-14 shows the current and voltage dis-
tribution along a wire operating at its funda-
mental frequency ( where its length is equal to a 

FUNDAMENTAL (HALF-WAVE) 

2...o HARMONIC (FULL-WAVE) 

3Ro HARMONIC (3/2-WAVE) 

A 

D 

41,i HARMONIC ( 2-WAVE) 

Fig. 14-14--Standing-wave current and voltage distri-

bution along an antenna when it is operated at various 

harmonics of its fundamental resonant frequency. 

half wavelength) and at its second, third and 
fourth harmonics. For example, if the funda-
mental frequency of the antenna is 7 Mc., the 
current and voltage distribution will be as shown 
at A. The same antenna excited àt 14 Mc. would 
have current and voltage distribution as shown 
at B. At 21 Mc., the third harmonic of 7 Mc., 
the current and voltage distribution would be as 
in C; and at 28 Mc., the fourth harmonic, as in 
D. The number of the harmonic is the number 
of half waves contained in the antenna at the 
particular operating frequency. 
The polarity of current or voltage in each 

standing wave is opposite to that in the adjacent 
standing waves. This is shown in the figure by 
drawing the current and voltage curves succes-
sively above and below the antenna ( taken as a 
zero reference line), to indicate that the polarity 
reverses when the current or voltage goes 
through zero. Currents flowing in the same di-
rection are in phase; in opposite directions, out 
of phase. 

It is evident that one antenna may be used 
for harmonically-related frequencies, such as the 
various amateur bands. The long-wire or har-
monic antenna is the basis of multiband opera-
tion with one antenna. 

Physical Lengths 

The length of a long-wire antenna is not an 
exact multiple of that of a half-wave antenna 
because the end effects operate only on the end 
sections of the antenna; in other parts of the 
wire these effects are absent, and the wire length 
is approximately that of an equivalent portion of 
the wave in space. The formula for the length of 
a long-wire antenna, therefore, is 

492 (N — 0.05) 
Length (feet) = Freq. (Mc.) 

where N is the number of half-waves on the 
antenna. 

(14-G) 

Example: An antenna 4 half-waves long at 
492 (4 — 0.05) 492 X 3.95 14.2 Mc. would be 

14.2 14.2 

= 136.7 feet, or 136 feet 8 inches. 

It is apparent that an antenna cut as a half-
wave for a given frequency will be slightly off 
resonance at exactly twice that frequency (the 
second harmonic), because of the decreased in-
fluence of the end effects when the antenna is 
more than one-half wavelength long. The effect 
is not very important, except for a possible un-
balance in the feeder system and consequent radi-
ation from the feedline. If the antenna is fed in 
the exact center, no unbalance will occur at any 
frequency, but end-fed systems will show an un-
balance on all hut one frequency in each harmonic 
range. 

Impedance and Power Gain 

The radiation resistance as measured at a cur-
rent loop becomes higher as the antenna length 
is increased. Also, a long-wire antenna radiates 
more power in its most favorable direction than 
does a half-wave antenna in its most favorable 
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Fig. 14-15—Curve A shows variation in radiation re-
sistance with antenna length. Curve B shows power in 

lobes of maximum radiation for long-wire antennas as a 
ratio to the maximum radiation for a half-wave an-

tenna. 
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direction. This power gain is secured at the ex-
pense of radiation in other directions. Fig. 14-15 
shows how the radiation resistance and the power 
in the lobe of maximum radiation vary with the 
antenna length. 

Directional Characteristics 

As the wire is made longer in terms of the 
number of half wavelengths, the directional ef-
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Fig 14- 16—Horizontal patterns of radiation from a 
full-wave antenna. The solid line shows the pattern for a 

vertical angle of 15 degrees; dotted lines show deviation 

from the 15-degree pattern at 9 and 30 degrees. All 

three patterns are drawn to the same relative scale; ac-

tual amplitudes will depend upon the height of the an-

tenna. 
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Fig. 14-17—Horizontal pat erns of radiation from an 

antenna three half-waves long. The solid line shows the 
pattern for a vertical angle of 15 degrees; dotted lines 

show deviation from the 15-degree pattern at 9 and 30 

degrees. Minor lobes coincide for all three angles. 

fects change. Instead of the "doughnut" pattern 
of the half-wave antenna, the directional char-
acteristic splits up into "lobes" which make 
various angles with the wire. In general, as the 
length of the wire is increased the direction in 
which maximum radiation occurs tends to ap-
proach the line of the antenna itself. 

Directional characteristics for antennas one 
wavelength, three half-wavelengths, and two 
wavelengths long are given in Figs. 14-16, 

Fig. 14-18—Horizontal pat erns of radiation from an 
antenna two wavelengths long. The solid line shows the 

pattern for a vertical angle of 15 degrees; dotted lines 

show deviation from the 15-degree pattern at 9 and 30 

degrees. The minor lobes coincide for all three angles. 
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14-17 and 14-18, for three vertical angles of radi-
ation. Note that, as the wire length increases, 
the radiation along the line of the antenna be-
comes more pronounced. Still longer antennas 
can be considered to have practically "end-on" 
directional characteristics, even at the lower radi-
ation angles. 

Methods of Feeding 

In a long-wire antenna, the currents in adja-

MULTIBAND 

As suggested in the preceding section, the 
same antenna may be used for several bands by 
operating it on harmonics. When this is done it 
is necessary to use tuned feeders, since the im-
pedance matching for nonresonant feeder opera-
tion can be accomplished only at one frequency 
unless means are provided for changing the 
length of a matching section and shifting the 
point at which the feeder is attached to it. 
A dipole antenna that is center-fed by a solid-

dielectric line is useless for even harmonic 
operation; on all even harmonics there is a volt-
age maximum occurring right at the feed point, 
and the resultant impedance mismatch causes a 
large standing-wave ratio and consequently high 
losses arise in the solid dielectric. It is wise not 
to attempt to use on its even harmonics a half-
wave antenna center-fed with coaxial cable. On 
odd harmonics, as between 7 and 21 Mc., a cur-
rent loop will appear in the center of the antenna 
and a fair match can be obtained. High-impedance 
solid-dielectric lines such as 300-ohm Twin-
Lead may be used in an emergency, provided the 
power does not exceed a few hundred watts, but 
it is an inefficient feed method. 
When the same antenna is used for work in 

several bands, the directional characteristics 
will vary with the band in use. 

Simple Systems 

The most practical simple multiband antenna 
is one that is a half wavelength long at the low-
est frequency and is fed either at the center or 
one end with an open-wire line. Although the 
standing wave ratio on the feedline will not ap-
proach 1.0 on any band, if the losses in the line 
are low the system will be efficient. From the 
standpoint of reduced feedline radiation, a center-

fed system is superior to one that is end-fed. 
but the end-fed arrangement is often more con-
venient and should not be ignored as a possibility. 
The center-fed antenna will not have the same 
radiation pattern as an end-fed one of the same 
length, except on frequencies where the length of 
the antenna is a half wavelength. The end-fed 
antenna acts like a long-wire antenna on all 
bands ( for which it is longer than a half wave-
length), but the center-fed one acts like two an-
tennas of half that length fed in phase. For ex-
ample, if a full-wavelength antenna is fed at one 
end, it will have a radiation pattern as shown in 
Fig. 14-16, but if it is fed in the center the pat-

cent half-wave sections must be out of phase, as 
shown in Fig. 14-14. The feeder system must not 
upset this phase relationship. This is satisfied by 
feeding the antenna at either end or at any cur-
rent loop. A two-wire feeder cannot be inserted 
at a current node, however, because this invari-
ably brings the currents in two adjacent half-
wave sections in phase. A long wire antenna is 
usually made a half wavelength at the lowest fre-
quency and fed at the end. 

ANTENNAS 

tern Ix ill be somem, hat similar to Fig. 14-7, with 
the maximum radiation broadside to the wire. 
Either antenna is a good radiator, but if the 
radiation pattern is a factor, the point of feed 
must be considered. 

Since multiband operation of an antenna does 
not permit matching of the feedline, some at-
tention should be paid to the length of the feed-
line if convenient transmitter-coupling arrange-
ments are to be obtained. Table 14-I gives some 
suggested antenna and feeder length for multi-
band operation. In general, the length of the 
feedline can be other than that indicated, but the 
type of coupling circuit may change. 
Open-wire line feed is recommended for an an-

tenna of this type, since the losses will run too 
high in solid-dielectric line. For low-power appli-
cations up to a few hundred watts, open-wire TV 
line is convenient and satisfactory to use. How-
ever, for high-power installations up to the kilo-
watt limit, an open-wire line with No. 14 or No. 

TABLE 14-1 

Multiband Tuned-Line-Fed Antennas 

Antenna 
Length ( Ft.) 

Feeder 
Length 
(Ft.) 

Band 
Type of 
Coupling 
Circuit 

With end feed: 

135 45 3.5 — 21 
28 

Series 
Parallel 

Series 
Parallel 

67 45 7-21 
28 

With center feed: 

135 

135 

67 

42 3.5 — 21 
28 

Parallel 
Series 

77% 3.5 — 28 Parallel 

42% 3.5 
7 — 28 

Series 
Parallel 

67 65% 3.5, 14, 28 
7, 21 

Parallel 
Series 

Antenna lengths for end-fed antennas are ap-
proximate and should be cut to formula length at 
favorite operating frequency. 
Where parallel tuning is specified, it will be 

necessary in some cases to tap in from the ends of 
the coil for proper loading — see Chapter 13 for 
examples of antenna couplers. 
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- A — 

Tuning 
Apparatus 

Fig. 14-19—Practical arrangement of a shortened an-

tenna. When the total length, A -1- B B -1- A, is the 

same as the antenna length plus twice the feeder length 

of the center-fed antennas of Table 14-1, the same type 
of coupling circuit will be used. When the feeder length 

or antenna length, or both, makes the sum different, the 

type of coupling circuit may be different but the ef-

fectiveness of the antenna is not changed, unless A -1- A 
is less than a quarter wavelength. 

12 conductors should be used. This can be built 
from soft-drawn wire and ceramic or other suit-
able spacers, or it can be bought ready-made. 

Antennas for Restricted Space 

If the space available for the antenna is not 
large enough to accommodate the length nec-
essary for a half wave at the lowest frequency 
to be used, quite satisfactory operation can be 
secured by using a short antenna and making 
up the missing length in the feeder system. The 
antenna itself may be as short as a quarter wave-
length and will radiate fairly well, although of 
course it will not be as effective as one a half 
wave long. Nevertheless such a system is useful 
where operation on the desired band otherwise 
would be impossible. 
Tuned feeders are a practical necessity with 

such an antenna system, and a center-fed antenna 
will give best all-around perforniance. With end 
feed the feeder currents become badly un-
balanced. 
With center feed, practically any convenient 

length of antenna can be used. If the total length 
of antenna plus twice feedline is the same as in 
Table 14-I, the type of tuning will be the same 
as stated. This is illustrated in Fig. 14-19. If the 
total length is not the same, different tuning con-
ditions can be expected on some bands. This 
should not be interpreted as a fault in the an-
tenna, and any tuning system ( series or parallel) 
that works well without any trace of heating is 
quite satisfactory. Heating may result when the 
taps with parallel tuning are made too close to 
the center of the coil—it can often be corrected 
by using less total inductance and more capaci-
tance. 

Bent Antennas 

Since the field strength at a distance is pro-
portional to the current in the antenna, the 
high-current part of a dipole antenna ( the center 
quarter wave, approximately) does most of 
the radiating. Advantage can be taken of this 
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fact when the space available does not 
permit building an antenna a half-wave 
long. In this case the ends may be bent, 

either horizontally or vertically, so that the total 
length equals a half wave, even though the 
straightaway horizontal length may be as short 
as a quarter wave. The operation is illustrated 

Fig. 14-20—Folded arrangement for shortened antennas. 

The total length is a half-wave, not including the feed-

ers. The horizontal part is made as long as convenient 

and the ends dropped down to make up the required 

length. The ends may be bent back on themselves like 

feeders to cancel radiation partially. The horizontal sec-

tion should be at least a quarter wave long. 

in Fig. 14-20. Such an antenna will be a somewhat 
better radiator than a quarter wavelength antenna 
on the lowest frequency, but is not so desirable 
for multiband operation because the ends play an 
increasingly important part as the frequency is 
raised. The performance of the system in such a 
case is difficult to predict, especially if the ends 
are vertical (the most convenient arrangement) 
because of the complex combination of horizontal 
and vertical polarization which results as well as 
the dissimilar directional characteristics. How-
ever, the fact that the radiation pattern is incap-
able of prediction does not detract from the 
general usefulness of the antenna. For one-band 
operation with a "flat" line, end-loading with 
coils (5 feet or so in from each end) is practical 
and efficient. 

"Windom" or Off-Center-Fed Antenna 

A multiband antenna that enjoyed consider-
able popularity in the 1930s is the "off-center 
feed" of "Windom," named after the amateur who 
wrote a comprehensive article about it. Shown in 
Fig. 14-21A, it consists of a half wavelength an-
tenna on the lowest-frequency band to be used, 
with a single-wire feeder connected 14% off cen-
ter. The antenna will operate satisfactorily on 
the even-harmonic frequencies, and thus a single 
antenna can be made to serve on the 80-, 40-, 
20-, and 10-meter bands. The single-wire feeder 
shows an impedance of approximately 600 ohms 
to ground, and consequently the antenna coupling 
system must be capable of matching this value to 
the transmitter. A tapped parallel-tuned circuit 
or a properly-proportioned pi-network coupler 
is generally used. Where T VI is a problem, the 
antenna coupler is required, so that a low-pass 
filter can be used in the connecting link of coaxial 

line. 
Although theoretically the feed line can be of 

any length, some lengths will tend to give trou-
ble with "too much r.f. in the shack," with the 
consequence that r.f. sparks can be drawn from 
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Fig. 14-21—Two versions of the off-center-fed antenna. 

(A) Single-wire feed shows approximately 600 ohms 

impedance to ground and is most conveniently coupled 

to the transmitter as shown. The pi-network coupling 

will require more capacity at Ci than at C2. Li is best 

found by experiment—an inductance of about the same 

size as that used in the output stage is a good starting 

point. The parallel-tuned circuit will be a tuned circuit 

that resonates at the operating frequency with L and C 

close to those used in the output stage. The tap is found 

by experiment, and it should be as near the top of L as 

it can and still give good loading of the transmitter. 

(B) Two-wire off-center feed uses 300-ohm TV line. 

Although the 300-ohm line can be coupled directly to 

some transmitters, it is common practice to step down 

the impedance level to 75 ohms through a pair of 

"bolun" coils. 

the transmitter's metal cabinet and/or v.f.o. 
notes will develop serious modulation. If such is 
found to be the case, the feeder length should be 
changed. 
A newer version of the off-center-feed antenna 

uses 300-ohm TV Twin-Lead to feed the an-
tenna, as shown in Fig. 14-21B. It is claimed that 
the antenna offers a good match for the 300-ohm 
line on four bands and, although this is more 
wishful thinking than actual truth, the system 
is widely used and does work satisfactorily. It 
is subject to the same feed line length and "r.f.-
in-the-shack" troubles that the single-wire ver-
sion enjoys. However, in this case a pair of 
"balun" coils can be used to step down the im-
pedance level to 75 ohms and at the same time 
alleviate some of the feedline troubles. This an-
tenna system is popular among amateurs using 
multiband transmitters with pi-network-tuned 
output stages. 
With either of the off-center-fed antenna sys-

tems, the feedline should run away from the an-

tenna at right angles for as great a distance as 
possible before bending. No sharp bends should 
be allowed anywhere in the line. 

Multiband Operation with Coaxial 
Line Feed 

The proper use of coaxial line requires that 
the standing-wave ratio be held to a low value, 
preferably below 2:1. Since the impedance of an 
ordinary antenna changes widely from band to 
band, it is not possible to feed a simple antenna 
with coaxial line and use it on a number of bands 
without tricks of some kind. The single excep-
tion to this is the use of 75-ohm coaxial line to 
feed a 7-Mc, half-wave antenna, as in Fig. 14-19; 
this antenna can also be used on 21 Mc. and the 
s.w.r. in the line will not run too high. 
One multiband antenna system that can be 

used by anyone without much trouble is shown 
in Fig. 14-22. Here separate dipoles are con-
nected to one feedline. The 7-Mc, dipole also 
serves on 21 Mc. A low s.w.r. will appear on the 
feedline in each band if the dipoles are of the 
proper length. The antenna system can be built 
by suspending one set of elements from the one 
above, using insulator-terminated wood spread-
ers about one foot long. An alternative is to let 
one antenna droop several feet under the other, 
bring ropes attached to the insulators back to a 
common support point. It has been found that a 
separation of only an inch or two between dipoles 
is satisfactory. By using a length of the Twin-
Lead used for folded dipoles (one Copperweld 
conductor and one soft-drawn), the strong wire 
can be used for the low-frequency dipole. The 
soft-drawn wire is then used on a higher band, 
supported by the solid dielectric. 
A vertical antenna can be operated on several 

bands and fed with a single length of coaxial line 
provided the antenna is no longer than 0.6 wave-
length at the highest frequency and that a suit-
able matching network for each band is used at 
the base. A good radial or ground system is re-
quired. The matching sections can be housed in a 

3.5 Mc. 

Fig. 14-22-- An effective "all-band" antenna fed with a 

single length of coaxial line can be constructed by join-

ing several half wavelength antennas at their centers 

and feeding them at the common point. In the example 

above, a low s.w.r. will be obtained on 80, 40, 20 and 

15 meters. The 7-Mc, antenna also works at 21 Mc.) If 

a 28-Mc, antenna were added, 10-meter operation could 

also be included. 

The antenna lengths can be computed from formula 

14-8. The shorter antennas can be suspended a foot or 

two below the longest one. 
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weatherproof box and changed manually or by 
stepping relays; their form will vary from 
parallel-tuned circuits to L sections. ( See 
McCoy, QST, December, 1955, for description of 
L-section coupler.) 

Multiband "Trap" Antennas 

Another approach to the problem of multiband 
operation with a single untuned feedline is the 
use of parallel-tuned circuits installed in the an-
tenna at the right points to "divorce" the re-
mainder of the antenna from the center section 
(part fed by coaxial line) as the transmitter is 
changed to a higher-frequency band. This prin-
ciple of the divorcing circuits is utilized in a com-
mercial "all-band" vertical antenna, and a 5-band 
kit for horizontal antennas is also available com-
mercially. The divorcing circuits are also used in 
several commercial multiband beams for the 14-, 
21- and 28- Mc. bands. 
The multiband antenna system shown in Fig. 

14-23 may be of interest to the ham who wishes 
to work on several bands but doesn't have suffi-
cient space for an 80-meter antenna and conse-
quently is limited to 40 meters and below. ( A 
five-band antenna requires more than a 100-foot 
span; see Greenberg, QST, October, 1956.) 
On 40 meters the traps serve as inductors to 

load the system to 7 Mc. On 20, the traps ( reso-
nant to 14.1 Mc.) divorce the B sections from the 
antenna proper. On 28 Mc. the entire antenna 
becomes approximately a 5/2-wavelength radia-
tor. 
As shown in Fig. 14-24, each trap is literally 

built around an "egg" or "strain" insulator. In 
this type of insulator, the hole at one end is at 
right angles to the hole at the other end, and the 
wires are fastened as in Fig. 14-25. These insula-
tors have greater compressive strength than ten-
sile strength and will not permit the an-
tenna to fall should the insulator break, 
since the two interlooped wires prevent 
it. There is ample space within the in-
ductor for both the insulator and ca-
pacitor. The plastic covers are not es-
sential but are considered desirable 
because they provide mechanical pro-

Fig. 14-24—The 14-Mc. trap is enclosed in a 
weatherproof cover made of plastic sheet. 

The ceramic capacitor and strain insulator 

are inside the coil. 

106" 
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Fig. 14-23—Sketch showing dimen-

sions of a trap dipole covering the 

40-, 20- and 10-meter bands. The 

total span is less than 60 feet. 

tection and prevent the accumulation of ice or 
soot and tars which may not wash off the traps 
when it rains. 

Electrically, each trap consists of a 25-i.q.d. 
capacitor shunted by 4.7 ith. of inductance. A 
Centralab ceramic transmitting capacitor 857-
25Z, rated at 15,000 volts d.c., is shown and will 
safely handle a kilowatt. Other ceramic capaci-
tors rated at approximately 6000 volts would be 
satisfactory, as well as cheaper. The inductors 
are made of No. 12 wire, 21/2 inches in diameter, 
6 turns per inch ( B & W 3905-1 coil stock). 
One may wish to choose a different frequency 

in the 20-meter band for which optimum results 
are desired; for example, 14.05 Mc. for c.w. op-
eration, 14.25 Mc. for phone operation, or per-
haps 14.175 Mc. for general coverage. In any 
case, the number of inductor turns is adjusted 
accordingly. 

Trap Adjustment 

As a preliminary step, loops of No. 12 wire are 
fitted to one of the egg insulators in the normal 
manner ( see Fig. 14-25), except that after the 
wraps are made, the end leads are snipped off 
close to the wraps. A capacitor is then placed in 
position and bridged with short leads across the 
insulator and soldered sufficiently to provide tem-
porary support. The combination is then slipped 
inside about 10 turns of the inductor, one end of 
which should be soldered to an insulator-capac-
itor lead. 
Adjustment to the resonant frequency can now 

proceed, using a grid-dip meter. 
Coupling between the g.d.o. and the trap 

should be very loose. To insure accuracy, the 
station receiver should be used to check the g.d.o. 
frequency. The inductance should be reduced 14 
turn at a time. If one is careful, the resonant fre-
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Fig. 14- 25--Method of connecting the antenna wire 

to the strain insulator. The antenna wire is cut off 

close to the wrap before checking the resonant fre-

quency of the trap. 

quency can easily be set to within a few kilo-
cycles of the chosen figure. 
The reason for snipping the end leads close to 

the wraps and the inclusion of the loops through 
the egg insulator soon becomes apparent. The 
resonant frequency of the capacitor and inductor 
alone is reduced about 20 kc. per inch of end lead 
length and about 350 kc. by the insulator loops. 
The latter add approximately 2 µid. to the fixed 
capacitor value and account for the total of 27 
µuf. shown in Fig. 14-23. 

Assembly 

Having determined the exact number of in-
ductor turns, the trap is taken apart and reas-
sembled with leads of any convenient length. One 
may, of course, connect the entire lengths of sec-
tions A and B to the trap at this time, if desired. 
But, if more convenient, a foot or two of wire can 
be fastened and the remaining lengths soldered 
on just before the antenna is raised. 
The protective covers are most readily formed 

by wrapping two turns ( plus an overlap of 1/2 
inch) of 0.020-inch polystyrene or lucite sheeting 
around a 3-inch plastic disk held at the center of 
the cylinder so formed. The length of the cover 
should be about 4 inches. A very small amount of 
plastic solvent (a cohesive cement that actually 
softens the plastic surfaces) should then be ap-
plied under the edge of the overlap and the joint 
held firmly for about two minutes to insure a 
strong, tight seal. The disk is pushed out and the 
inner seam of the sheeting sealed. 
The trap is then placed in the plastic cylinder 

and the end disks marked where the antenna 

OUT WIRE OFF 
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wires are to pass through. After drilling these 
holes, the disks are slipped over the leads, pressed 
into the ends of the cylinder and a small amount 
of solvent applied to the periphery to obtain a 
good seal. Some air can flow in and out of the 
trap through the antenna-wire holes, and this 
will prevent the accumulation of condensation. 

Length Adjustment 

Standing-wave ratios are not uniform through-
out the band or bands for which an antenna is 
designed. In a trap antenna, the choice of fre-
quencies for best performance is a compromise. 
After making the traps resonant at 14.1 Mc., 
sections A are adjusted for resonance. Sections 
B are then adjusted for resonance at approxi-
mately 7.2 Mc. For the dimensions shown, with 
the antenna about 250 ft. above street level and 
35 ft. above electrical ground, an s.w.r. of virtu-
ally 1 to 1 was obtained at 7.2 Mc., with maxi-
mums of 1.3 and 1.1 at 7.0 and 7.3 Mc., respec-
tively. In the 20-meter band, the s.w.r. was also 
1 to 1 at 14.1 Mc., 1.1 at 14.0 Mc. and 1.3 at 14.3 
Mc. In the 10-meter band, the s.w.r. was 1.3 to 1 
at 28.0 Mc., 1.1 at 28.4 Mc., 1.5 at 29 Mc., and only 
2.4 at the upper extreme of the band. The s.w.r. 
on 21 Mc. will be high because the antenna is 
not resonant in that band. 
RG-59/U cable forms the transmission line 

and is connected to the antenna through a Con-
tinental Electronic & Sound Co. "Dipole Dri-Fit 
Connector." After connecting the cable and an-
tenna wires, the connector should be coated with 
several layers of insulating varnish to make cer-
tain that the junction is watertight. 

VERTICAL ANTENNAS 

A vertical quarter-wavelength antenna is often 
used in the low-frequency amateur bands to 
obtain low-angle radiation. It is also used when 
there isn't enough room for the supports for a 
horizontal antenna. For maximum effectiveness 
is should be located free of nearby objects and it 
should be operated in conjunction with a good 
ground system, but it is still worth trying where 
these ideal conditions cannot be obtained. 
Four typical examples and suggested methods 

for feeding a vertical antenna are shown in Fig. 
14-26. The antenna may be wire or tubing sup-
ported by wood or insulated guy wires. When 
tubing is used for the antenna, or when guy wires 
(broken up by insulators) are used to reinforce 
the structure, the length given by the formula is 
likely to be long by a few per cent. A check of 
the standing-wave ratio on the line will indicate 
the frequency at which the s.w.r. is minimum, 

and the antenna length can be adjusted accord-
ingly. 
A good ground connection is necessary for the 

most effective operation of a vertical antenna 
(other than the ground-plane type). In some 
cases a short connection to the cold-water system 
of the house will be adequate. But maximum 
performance usually demands a separate ground 
system. A single 4- to 6-foot ground rod driven 
into the earth at the base of the antenna is usu-
ally not sufficient, unless the soil has exceptional 
conductivity. A minimum ground system that 
can be depended upon is 6 to 12 quarter wave-
length radials laid out as the spokes of a wheel 
from the base of the antenna. These radials can 
be made of heavy aluminum wire, of the type 
used for grounding TV antennas, buried at least 
6 inches in the ground. This is normally done by 
slitting the earth with a spade and pushing the 
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Fig. 14-26—A quarter-wavelength antenna can be fed 
directly with 50-ohm coaxial line (A) with a low 
standing-wave ratio, or a coupling network can be used 
(B) that will permit a line of any impedance to be used. 
In (B), L1 and C2 should resonate to the operating 
frequency, and Li should be larger than is normally 
used in a plate tank circuit at the same frequency. By 
using multiwire antennas, the quarter-wave vertical can 

be fed with (C) 150-or (D) 300-ohm line. 

wire into the slot, after which the earth can be 
tamped down. 
The examples shown in Fig. 14-26 all require 

an antenna insulated from the ground, to provide 
for the feed point. A grounded tower or pipe can 
be used as a radiator by employing "shunt feed," 
which consists of tapping the inner conductor of 
the coaxial-line feed up on the tower until the 
best match is obtained, in much the same manner 
as the "gamma match" ( described later) is used 
on a horizontal element. If the antenna is not an 
electrical quarter wavelength long, it is neces-
sary to tune out the reactance by adding capacity 
or inductance between the coaxial line and the 
shunting conductor. A metal tower supporting a 
TV antenna or rotary beam can be shunt-fed 
only if all of the wires and leads from the sup-
ported antenna run down the center of the tower 
and underground away from the tower. 

THE GROUND-PLANE ANTENNA 

A ground-plane antenna is a vertical quarter-
wavelength antenna using an artificial metallic 
ground, usually consisting of four rods or wires 
perpendicular to the antenna and extending radi-
ally from its base. Unlike the quarter-wavelength 
vertical antennas without an artificial ground, 
the ground-plane antenna will give low-angle 
radiation regardless of the height above actual 
ground. however, to be a true ground-plane an-
tenna, the plane of the radials should be at least 
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a quarter wavelength above ground. Despite this 
on limitation, the antenna is useful for DX 
work in any band below 30 Mc. 
The vertical portion of the ground-plane an-

tenna can be made of self-supported aluminum 
tubing, or a top-supported wire depending upon 
the necessary length and the available supports. 
The radials are also made of tubing or heavy 
wire depending upon the available supports and 
necessary lengths. They need not be exactly sym-
metrical about the base of the vertical portion. 
The radiation resistance of a ground-plane an-

tenna varies with the diameter of the vertical 
element. Since the radiation resistance is usually 
in the vicinity of 30 to 32 ohms the antenna can 
be fed with 75-ohm coaxial line if a quarter 
wavelength matching section of 50-ohm coaxial 
line is used between the line and the antenna. 
(See "Quarter-Wave Transformers" in this 
chapter.) 
For multiband operation, a ground-plane an-

tenna can be fed with tuned open-wire line. 

Three-Band Ground-Plane Antenna 

A three-band ground-plane antenna using wire 
elements and fed with coaxial line is shown in 
Fig. 14-27. The builder ( K5AYJ) elected to 
mount it on top of a 34-foot length of galvanized 
iron pipe, since a ground-plane antenna close to 
the ground is not a ground-plane antenna at all. 
Four 17-foot "drooping radials" form the ground 
plane and double as guy X% ires. These four wires 
are fastened to a pipe flange at the top of the 
mast. At one point on the mast the pipe sections 
are joined by a T fitting, which provides a con-

16 S' 

Fig. 14-27—The 14-, 21- and 28-Mc, ground-plane an-
tenna uses wire elements. Vertical elements are taped 
to a cane pole; the four radials also serve as guy wires. 
The radials "droop" a little, making a 40-degree angle 

with the supporting 1-inch pipe. 
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venient point for bringing out the RG-8/U feed 
line. If it is more convenient to bring out 
the coax at the base of the mast, one can eliminate 
the T fitting and use an ordinary coupling. 
A cane fishing pole supports the three separate 

vertical elements. These elements, made of No. 
12 wire, are taped to the pole every three inches 
with Scotch electrical tape. The bottom end of 
the pole is jammed tight into the upper end of the 
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support pipe and the coaxial line is brought out 
of the pipe through a small hole just below the 
bottom of the flange. The inner conductor of the 
coaxial line is soldered to the junction of the 
three vertical elements and the braid of the coax-
ial line is connected to the pipe flange. Anyone 
worrying about the insulating ability of a cane 
pole can forget it; it is being used at a low-
impedance point. 

ANTENNAS FOR 160 METERS 

Results on 1.8 Mc. will depend to a large extent 
on the antenna system and the time of day or 
night. Almost any random long wire that can be 
tuned to resonance will work during the night 
but it will generally be found very ineffective 
during the day. A vertical antenna—or rather an 
antenna from which the radiation is predomi-
nantly vertically polarized—is probably the best 
for 1.8- Mc. operation. A horizontal antenna 
(horizontally-polarized radiation) will give bet-
ter results during the night than the day. The 
vertically-polarized radiator gives a strong 
ground wave that is effective day or night, and 
it is to be preferred on 1.8 Mc. 
The low-angle radaition from a horizontal an-

tenna 1/8 or 1/4 wavelength above grouna is 
almost insignificant. Any reasonable height is 
small in terms of wavelength, so that a horizontal 
antenna on 160 meters is a poor radiator at 
angles useful for long distances ("long," that is, 
for this band). Its chief usefulness is over rela-
tively short distances at night. 

Bent Antennas 

Since ideal vertical antennas are generally out 
of the question for practical amateur work, the 
best compromise is to bend the antenna in such a 
way that the high-current portions of the antenna 
run vertically. It is advisable to place the antenna 
so that the highest currents in the antenna occur 
at the highest points above actual ground. Two 
antenna systems designed along these lines are 
shown in Fig. 14-28. The antenna of Fig. 14-28B 
uses a full half wavelength of wire but is bent so 
that the high-current portion runs vertically. The 
horizontal portion running to LiCi should run 
8 or 10 feet above ground. 

Grounds 

A good ground connection is generally impor-
tant on 160 meters. The ideal system is a num-
ber of wire radials buried a foot or two under-
ground and extending 50 to 100 feet from the 
central connection point. The use of any less 
than six or eight radials is inadvisable. 

If the soil is good ( not rocky or sandy) and 
generally moist, a low-resistance connection to 
the cold-water pipe system in the house will of-
ten serve as an adequate ground system. The con-
nection should be made close to where the pipe 
enters the ground, and the surface of the pipe 
should be scraped shiny before tightening the 

clean ground clamp at uund the cold-water pipe. 
A 6- or 8-foot length of 1-inch water pipe, 

driven into the soil at a point where there is 
considerable natural moisture, can be used for the 
ground connection. Three or four pipes driven 
into the ground 8 or 10 feet apart and all joined 
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Fig. 14-28— Bent antenna for the 160-meter band. In 

the system at A, the vertical portion ( length X) should be 

made as long as possible. In either antenna system, L,C,. 

should resonate at 1900 kc., roughly. To adjust L in an-
tenna A, resonate Le, alone to the operating frequency, 

then connect it to the antenna system and adjust L for 

maximum loading. Furthur loading can be obtained by 

increasing the coupling between ti and the link. 

together at the top with heavy wire are more 
effective than the single pipe. 
The use of a counterpoise is recommended 

where a buried system is not practicable or 
where a pipe ground cannot be made to have low 
resistance because of poor soil conditions. A 
counterpoise consists of a number of wires sup-
ported from 6 to 10 feet above the surface of the 
ground. Generally the wires are spaced 10 to 15 
feet apart and located to form a square or poly-
gonal configuration under the vertical portion of 
the antenna. 



Driven Elements 

LONG-WIRE DIRECTIVE ARRAYS 

As the length ( in wavelengths) of an antenna 
is increased, the lobes of maximum radiation 
make a more acute angle with the wire. Two 
long wires can be combined in the form of a hor-
izontal "V", in the form of a horizontal rhombus, 
or in parallel, to provide a long-wire directive 
array. In the "V" and rhombic antennas the main 
lobes reinforce along a line bisecting the acute 
angle between the wires; in the parallel antenna 
the reinforcement is along the line of the lobe. 
This reinforcement provides both gain and di-
rectivity along the line, since the lobes in other 
directions tend to cancel. When the proper con-
figuration for a given length and height above 
ground is used, the power gain depends upon the 
length (in wavelengths) of the wires. 
Rhombic and "V" antennas are normally bi-
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directional along the bisector line mentioned 
above. They can be made unidirectional by ter-
minating the ends of the wires away from the 
feed point in the proper value of resistance. 
When properly terminated, "V" and rhombic an-
tennas of sufficient length work well over a 
three-to-one or four-to-one frequency range and 
hence are useful for multiband operation. 
Antenna gains of the order of 10 to 15 db. can 

be obtained with properly-constructed long-wire 
arrays. However, the pattern is rather sharp 
with gains of this order, and rhombic and "V" 
beams are not used by amateurs as commonly as 
they were, having been displaced by the rotatable 
multi-element Yagi beam. Further information 
on these antennas can be found in The ARRL 
Antenna Book. 

BEAMS WITH DRIVEN ELEMENTS 

By combining individual half-wave antennas 
into an array with suitable spacing between the 
antennas ( called elements) and feeding power to 
them simultaneously, it is possible to make the 
radiation from the elements add up along a single 
direction and form a beam. In other directions 
the radiation tends to cancel, so a power gain is 
obtained in one direction at the expense of ra-
diation in other directions. There are several 
methods of arranging the elements. If they are 
strung end to end, so that all lie on the same 
straight line, the elements are said to be col-
linear. If they are parallel and all lying in the 
same plane, the elements are said to be broad-
side when the phase of the current is the same 
in all, and end-fire when the currents are not in 
phase. 

Collinear Arrays 

Simple forms of collinear arrays, with the cur-
rent distribution, are shown in Fig. 14-29. The 
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shown will result in an "X"-shaped pattern that 
no longer has the maximum radiation at right 
angles to the wire. 

Collinear arrays may be mounted either hori-
zontally or vertically. Horizontal mounting gives 
increased horizontal directivity, while the verti-
cal directivity remains the same as for a single 
element at the same height. Vertical mounting 
gives the same horizontal pattern as a single ele-
angles. 

Broadside Arrays 

Parallel antenna elements with currents in 
phase may be combined as shown in Fig. 14-30 
to form a broadside array, so named because the 
direction of maximum radiation is broadside to 
the plane containing the antennas. Again the 
gain and directivity depend upon the spacing of 

the elements. 
Broadside arrays may be suspended either with 

the elements all vertical or with them horizontal 

H-43--1 

two-element array at A is popularly known as 
"two half-waves in phase" or a double Zepp an-
tenna. It will be recognized as simply a center-
fed dipole operated at its second harmonic. 
By extending the antenna, as at B, the addi-

tional gain of an extended double Zepp antenna 
can be obtained. Carrying the length beyond that 
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Fig. 14-29—Collinear antennas in 

phase. The system at A is known as 

"two half waves in phase" and has a 

gain of 1.8 db. over a half-wave an-

tenna. By lengthening the antenna 

slightly, as in B, the gain can be in-

creased to 3 db. Maximum radiation 
is at right angles to the antenna. The 

antenna at A is sometimes called a 

"double Zepp" antenna, and that at 

B is known as an "extended double 

Zepp." 

and one above the other ( stacked). In the former 
case the horizontal pattern becomes quite sharp, 
while the vertical pattern is the same as that of 
one element alone. If the array is suspended 
horizontally, the horizontal pattern is equivalent 
to that of one element while the vertical pattern 
is sharpened, giving low-angle radiation. 
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Fig. 14-30—Simple broadside array 
using horizontal elements. By making 

the spacing S equal to ½ wavelength, 

the antenna at A can be used at the 

corresponding frequency and up to 
twice that frequency. Thus when de-

signed for 14 Mc. it can also be used 

on 21 and 28 Mc. The antenna at B 

can be used on only the design band. 

This array is bidirectional, with maxi-

mum radiation "broadside" or per-

pendicular to the antenna plane ( per 

pendicularly through this page). Gain 

varies with the spacing S, running 

from 21/2 to almost 5 db. (See Fig. 

14-32). 

Broadside arrays may be fed either by tuned 
open-wire lines or through quarter-wave match-
ing sections and flat lines. In Fig. 14-30B, note 
the "crossing over" of the phasing section, which 
is necessary to bring the elements into proper 
phase relationship. 

  'a‘ 
(A) 
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Fig. 14-31—Top view of a ho izontal end-fire array. The 

system is fed with an open-wire line at x and y; the line 

can be of any length. Feed points x and y are equidis-

tant from the two insulators, and the feed line should 

drop down vertically from the antenna. The gain of the 

system will vary with the spacing, as shown in Fig. 14-32, 

and is a maximum at U wavelength. By using a length 

of 33 feet and a spacing of 8 feet, the antenna will work 

on 20, 15 and 10 meters. 

End-Fire Arrays 

Fig. 14-31 shows a pair of parallel half-wave 
elements with currents out of phase. This is 
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Fig. 14-32—Gain vs. spacing for two parallel half-wave 

elements combined as either broadside or end-fire 

arrays. 
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known as an end-fire array because it radiates 
best along the plane of the antennas, as shown. 
The end- fire array may be used either verti-

cally or horizontally ( elements at the same 
height), and is well adapted to amateur work 
because it gives maximum gain with relatively 
close element spacing. Fig. 14-32 shows how the 
gain varies with spacing. End- fire elements may 
be combined with additional collinear and broad-
side elements to give a further increase in gain 
and directivity. 

Either tuned or untuned lines may be used with 
this type of array. Untuned lines preferably are 
matched to the antenna through a quarter-wave 
matching section or phasing stub. 

Combined Arrays 

Broadside, collinear and end- fire arrays may 
be combined to give both horizontal and vertical 
directivity, as well as additional gain. The lower 
angle of radiation resulting from stacking ele-
ments in the vertical plane is desirable at the 
higher frequencies. In general, doubling the 
number of elements in an array by stacking will 
raise the gain from Z to 4 db. 

Although arrays can be fed at one end as in 
Fig. 14-30B, it is not especially desirable in the 
case of large arrays. Better distribution of 
energy between elements, and hence better over-
all performance ‘vill result when the feeders are 
attached as nearly as possible to the center of 
the array. 

feed 

Fig. 14-33—A four-element combination broadside-

collinear array, popularly known as the " lazy-H" an-

tenna. A closed quarter-wave stub may be used at the 

feed point to match into an untuned transmission line, 

or tuned feeders may be attached at the point indi-

cated. The gain over a half-wave antenna is 5 to 6 db. 



Parasitic Elements 

A four-element array, known as the "lazy-H" 
antenna, has been quite frequently used. This 
arrangement is shown, with the feed point indi-
cated, in Fig. 14-33. (Compare with Fig. 
14-30B). For best results, the bottom section 
should be at least a half wavelength above 
ground. 

It will usually suffice to make the length of 
each element that given by Equations 14-B or 
14-C. The phasing line between the parallel ele-
ments should be of open-wire construction, and 
its length can be calculated from: 
Length of half-wave line (feet) = 

480 
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(14-H) 
Freq. (MC.) 

Example: A half-wavelength phasing line for 

28.8 Mc. would be 89 = 16.66 feet = 16 feet 
28.8 

8 inches. 

The spacing between elements can be made equal 
to the length of the phasing line. No special ad-
justments of line or element length or spacing 
are needed, provided the formulas are followed 
closely. 

DIRECTIVE ARRAYS WITH PARASITIC ELEMENTS 

Parasitic Excitation 

The antenna arrays previously described are 
bidirectional; that is, they will radiate in direc-
tions both to the "front" and to the "back" of 
the antenna system. If radiation is wanted in 
only one direction, it is necessary to use different 
element arrangements. In most of these arrange-
ments the additional elements receive power by 
induction or radiation from the driven element 
generally called the "antenna," and reradiate it 
in the proper phase relationship to achieve the 
desired effect. These elements are called para-
sitic elements, as contrasted to the driven ele-
ments which receive power directly from the 
transmitter through the transmission line. 
The parasitic element is called a director when 
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Fig. 14-34—Gain vs. element spacing for an antenna and 
one parasitic element. The reference point, 0 db., is the 
field strength from a half-wave antenna alone. The 
greatest gain is in direction A at spacings of less than 
0.14 wavelength, and in direction 8 at greater spacings. 
The front-to-back ratio is the difference in db. between 
curves A and B. Variation in radiation resistance of the 
driven element also is shown. These curves are for a self-
resonant parasitic element. At most spacings the gain 
as a reflector can be increased by slight lengthening of 
the parasitic element: the gain as a director can be in-
creased by shortening. This also improves the front-to-

back ratio. 

it reinforces radiation on a line pointing to it 
from the antenna, and a reflector when the re-
verse is the case. Whether the parasitic element 
is a director or reflector depends upon the para-
sitic-element tuning, which usually is adjusted 
by changing its length. 

Gain vs. Spacing 

The gain of an antenna with parasitic elements 
varies with the spacing and tuning of the ele-
ments and thus for any given spacing there is a 
tuning condition that will give maximum gain at 
this spacing. The maximum front-to-back ratio 
seldom if ever, occurs at the same condition that 
gives maximum forward gain. The impedance of 
the driven element also varies with the tuning 
and spacing, and thus the antenna system must 
be tuned to its final condition before the match 
between the line and the antenna can be com-
pleted. However, the tuning and matching may 
interlock to some extent, and it is usually neces-
sary to run through the adjustments several 
times to insure that the best possible tuning has 
been obtained. 

Two-Element Beams 

A 2-element beans is useful where space or 
other considerations prevent the use of the 
larger structure required for a 3-element beam. 
The general practice is to tune the parasitic ele-
ment as a reflector and space it about 0.15 wave-
length from the driven element, although some 
successful antennas have been built with 0.1-
wavelength spacing and director tuning. Gain vs. 
element spacing for a 2-element antenna is given 
in Fig. 14-34, for the special case where the para-
sitic element is resonant. It is indicative of the 
performance to be expected under maximum-
gain tuning conditions. 

Three-Element Beams 

A theoretical investigation of the 3-element 
case (director, driven element and reflector) has 
indicated a maximum gain of slightly more than 
7 db. A number of experimental investigations 
have shown that the optimum spacing between 
the driven element and reflector is in the region 
of 0.15 to 0.25 wavelength, with 0.2 wavelength 
representing probably the best over-all choice. 
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Fig. 14-35--Gain of 3-element Yagi 

versus director spacing, the reflector 

spacing being fixed at 0.2 wave-

length. 
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With 0.2 wavelength reflector spacing, Fig. 14-35 
shows the gain variation with director spacing. 
It is obvious that the director spacing is not es-
pecially critical, and that the over-all length of the 
array (boom length in the case of a rotatable an-
tenna) can be anywhere between 0.35 and 0.45 
wavelength with no appreciable difference in gain. 
Wide spacing of both elements is desirable not 

only because it results in high gain but also be-
cause adjustment of tuning or element length 
is less critical and the input resistance of the 
driven element is higher than with close spacing. 
The latter feature improves the efficiency of the 
antenna and makes a greater band width possi-
ble. However, a total antenna length, director to 
reflector, of more than 0.3 wavelength at Ire-
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Fig. 14-36—Element lengths for a 3-element beam. 

These lengths will hold closely for tubing elements sup-

ported at or near the center. 

0.30 

quencies of the order of 14 Mc. introduces con-
siderable difficulty from a constructional stand-
point, so lengths of 0.25 to 0.3 wavelength are 
frequently used for this band, even though they 
are less than optimum. 

In general, the gain of the antenna drops off 
less rapidly when the reflector length is increased 
beyond the optimum value than it does for a cor-
responding decrease below the optimum value. 
The opposite is true of a director. It is therefore 
advisable to err, if necessary, on the long side 
for a reflector and on the short side for a direc-
tor. This also tends to make the antenna perform-
ance less dependent on the exact frequency at 
which it is operated, because an increase above 
the design frequency has the same effect as in-
creasing the length of both parasitic elements, 
while a decrease in frequency has the same effect 
as shortening both elements. By making the di-
rector slightly short and the reflector slightly 
long, there will be a greater spread between the 
upper and lower frequencies at which the gain 
starts to show a rapid decrease. 
When the over-all length has been decided 

upon, the element lengths can be found by re-
ferring to Fig. 14-36. The lengths determined by 
these charts will vary slightly in actual practice 
with the element diameter and the method of 
supporting the elements, and the tuning of a 
beam should always be checked after installation. 
However, the lengths obtained by the use of the 
charts will be close to correct in practically all 
cases, and they can be used without checking if 
the beam is difficult of access. 
The preferable method for checking the beam 

is by means of a field-strength meter or the 
S-meter of a communications receiver, used in 
conjunction with a dipole antenna located at 
least 10 wavelengths away and as high as or 
higher than the beam that is being checked. A 
few watts of power fed into the antenna will give 
a useful signal at the observation point, and the 
power input to the transmitter (and hence the 
antenna) should be held constant for all of the 
readings. Beams tuned on the ground and then 
lifted into place are subject to tuning errors and 
cannot be depended upon. The impedance of the 
driven element will vary with the height above 
ground, and good practice dictates that all final 
matching between antenna and line be done with 
the antenna in place at its normal height above 
ground. 

Simple Systems: the Rotary Beam 

Two- and 3-element systems are popular for 
rotary-beam antennas, where the entire antenna 
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CENTER OF DRIVEN ELEMENT 

Fig. 14-37—The most popular methods of feeding the 

driven element of a beam antenna are (A) the gamma 

match and (B) the T match. The aluminum tubing or rod 

used for the matching section is usually of smaller diam-

eter than the antenna element; its length will vary 

somewhat with the spacing and number of elements in 

the beam. The coaxial line in the phasing section can be 

coiled in a 2- or 3-foot diameter coil instead of hanging 

as shown. 

system is rotated, to permit its gain and direc-
tivity to be utilized for any compass direction. 
They may be mounted either horizontally ( with 
the plane containing the elements parallel to the 
earth) or vertically. 
A 4-element beam will give still more gain 

than a 3-element one, provided the support is 
sufficient for about 0.2 wavelength spacing be-
tween elements. The tuning for maximum gain 
involves many variables, and complete gain and 
tuning data are not available. 
The elements in close-spaced ( less than one-

quarter wavelength element spacing) arrays 
preferably should be made of tubing of one-half 
to one-inch diameter. A conductor of large diam-
eter not only has less ohmic resistance but also 
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has lower Q; both these factors are important 
in close-spaced arrays because the impedance of 
the driven element usually is quite low compared 
to that of a simple dipole antenna. With 3- and 
4-element close-spaced arrays the radiation re-
sistance of the driven element may be so low 
that ohmic losses in the conductor can consume 
an appreciable fraction of the power. 

Feeding the Rotary Beam 

Any of the usual methods of feed (described 
later under "Matching the Antenna to the Line") 
can be applied to the driven element of a rotary 
beam. Tuned feeders are not recommended for 
lengths greater than a half wavelength unless 
open lines of copper-tubing conductors are used. 
The popular choices for feeding a beam are the 
gamma match with series capacitor and the T 
match with series capacitors and a half-wave-
length phasing section, as shown in Fig. 14-37. 
These methods are preferred over any others be-
cause they permit adjustment of the matching 
and the use of coaxial line feed. The variable 
capacitors can be housed in small plastic cups for 
weatherproofing; receiving types with close spac-
ing can be used at powers up to a few hundred 
watts. Maximum capacity required is usually 140 
d at 14 Mc. and proportionately less at the 

higher frequencies. 
If physically possible, it is better to adjust the 

matching device after the antenna has been in-
stalled at its ultimate height, since a match made 
with the antenna near the ground may not hold 
for the same antenna in the air. 

Sharpness of Resonance 

Peak performance of a multielement parasitic 
array depends upon proper phasing or tuning of 
the elements, which can be exact for one fre-
quency only. In the case of close-spaced arrays, 
which because of the low radiation resistance 
usually are quite sharp-tuning, the frequency 
range over which optimum results can be secured 
is only of the order of 1 or 2 per cent of the 
resonant frequency, or up to about 500 kc. at 28 
Mc. However, the antenna can be made to work 
satisfactorily over a wider frequency range by 

Reflector 

(B) 

Fig. 14-38—The cubical 

quad antenna, consisting 

of two square loops one 

of which is driven and the 

other is used as a parasitic 

reflector. The planes of 

the loops are parallel, and 

the loops are coaxial al-

though shown offset in 

these drawings for clarity. 

Note the difference in 

feed points in A and B; 

the shift in feed point is 

necessary if both loop 

orientations are to trans-

mit signals of the same 

polarization ( horizontal in 

both cases shown here). 
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Fig. 14-39— End and side views of a quad. Upper insert shows method of fastening antenna wire to support arms. 

Center insert shows construction of support-arm mounting bracket. Lower insert shows method of attaching feed 

line and stub to the center insulators. Two small egg insulators are used, fastened to end of lower boom as shown 

with a small nail. 

251  
The length of one side is found from L (feet) = f(mc.) 

adjusting the director or directors to give maxi-
mum gain at the highest frequency to be covered, 
and by adjusting the reflector to give optimum 
gain at the lowest frequency. This sacrifices 
some gain at all frequencies, but maintains more 
uniform gain over a wider frequency range. 
The use of large-diameter conductors will 

broaden the response curve of an array because 
the larger diameter lowers the Q. This causes 
the reactances of the elements to change rather 
slowly with frequency, with the result that the 
tuning stays near the optimum over a consider-
ably wider frequency range than is the case with 
wire conductors. 

Combination Arrays 

It is possible to combine parasitic elements 
with driven elements to form arrays composed 

of collinear driven and parasitic elements and 
combination broadside-collinear-parasitic ele-
ments. Thus two or more collinear elements 
might be provided with a collinear reflector or 
director set, one parasitic element to each driven 
element. Or both directors and reflectors might 
be used. A broadside-collinear array can be 
treated in the same fashion. 

THE "QUAD" ANTENNA 

The "cubical quad" or, simply, "quad" antenna 
consists of a pair of square loops, one-quarter 
wavelength on a side or one-wavelength around 
the periphery, one loop being driven and the 
other used as a parasitic reflector. The separa-
tion between the two is usually of the order of 
0.15 to 0.2 wavelength, with the planes of the 
loops parallel. 

Fig. 14-38 shows typical quad arrangements, 
that at B being the more frequently used. The 
reflector is tuned by means of a stub to a lower 
frequency than the one at which the fed loop is 
driven, just as is done with the conventional 
straight elements in a driven element-reflector 
array of the parasitic type. With the reflector in 
place and properly tuned the impedance of the 
driven element at the feed point is of the same 
order as the characteristic impedance of coaxial 
cable, so ordinarily the standing-wave ratio on 

Fig. 14-40—A 15/10-meter quad. Tuning stubs for the 

reflectors are looped back along the tie bars. Total 

weight of this assembly, not including the mast, is 13 

pounds. 



Matching 

the transmission line will be low enough so that 
no special means need be included for matching. 
A few measurements on the quad have indi-

cated that its gain is roughly comparable with 
that of a three-element Yagi of ordinary design. 
A number of attempts have been made to use the 
parasitic element as a director instead of as a 
reflector, and to use both a reflector and director 
in a three-element arrangement, these have not 
generally been successful; hence the driven-ele-
ment-reflector combination is the one univer-
sally used. 
The quad is a more cumbersome structure 

than an ordinary parasitic beam, but is light in 
weight and relatively ' inexpensive. Diagonal 
spreaders, usually of bamboo, are used to support 
the corners of the loop, the loop itself being made 
of ordinary antenna wire. The spreaders usually 
are mounted on a boom which in general is 
similar to the booms used with Yagi antennas and 
is also similarly mounted on the mast or tower 
and rotated. The light weight permits rotation by 
a TV rotator. Constructional details of a typical 
quad are given in Fig. 14-39. 

If the fishing poles are well treated with a 
weatherproofing compound they will last several 
years. Weatherproofing compounds are available 
at all lumber dealers. Get straight poles with no 
splits in them. No insulators are necessary, the 
poles themselves acting as long insulators. The 
easiest way to mount the antenna wire on the 
arms is to lay a long length of wire on the ground 
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and mark it at the approximate quarter-wave 
intervals, and use these marks to indicate where 
the wire fastens to the pole. 

Dual and triple quads can be built for the 
bands 20 through 10 meters. One such antenna 
is shown in Fig. 14-40, a dual quad for 15 and 10 
meters. The same supporting structure is used 
for the two antennas, making the boom length 
equal to 0.15 to 0.2 wavelengths at the lower-
frequency band. Separate coaxial cable feed lines 
are brought down from the two driven elements. 
In a two-band quad (20/15 or 15/10) the length 
of one side is obtained from 

L (feet) = 250 + ( Mc.) 
In the case of any quad or combination of 

quads, each quad should be tuned up separately 
for maximum forward gain by adjusting the stub 
length on the reflector element and checking the 
field strength with a nearby ham. If accessible, 
the reflector element can be resonated with a 
grid-dip meter to a frequency just below the 
lowest to be used; this is a good starting place 
for further adjustment. The resonance of the 
antenna system can be checked by finding the 
frequency that gives the lowest s.w.r. on the feed 
line; this lowest s.w.r is not necessarily 1.0. If 
the resonant frequency is higher than the desired 
frequency, lengthen the driven element; shorten 
the element if the resonant frequency is too low. 
In the dual antennas that have been constructed, 
there has been little or no evidence of interaction 
of tuning. 

MATCHING THE ANTENNA TO THE LINE 

The load for a transmission line may be any 
device capable of dissipating r.f. power. When 
lines are used for transmitting applications the 
most common type of load is an antenna. When 
a transmission line is connected between an an-
tenna and a receiver, the receiver input circuit 
(not the antenna) is the load, because the power 
taken from a passing wave is delivered to the 
receiver. 
Whatever the application, the conditions exist-

ing at the load, and only the load, determine the 
standing-wave ratio on the line. If the load is 
purely resistive and equal in value to the charac-
teristic impedance of the line, there will be no 
standing waves. If the load is not purely resis-
tive, and/or is not equal to the line Zo, there will 
be standing waves. No adjustments that can be 
made at the input end of the line can change the 
s.w.r., nor is it affected by changing the line 
length. 
Only in a few special cases is the load in-

herently of the proper value to match a prac-
ticable transmission line. In all other cases it is 
necessary either to operate with a mismatch and 
accept the s.w.r. that results, or else to take steps 
to bring about a proper match between the line 
and load by means of transformers or similar 
devices. Impedance-matching transformers may 
take a variety of physical forms, depending on 
the circumstances. 

Note that it is essential, if the s.w.r. is to be 
made as low as possible, that the load at the point 
of connection to the transmission line be purely 
resistive. In general, this requires that the load 
be tuned to resonance. If the load itself is not 
resonant at the operating frequency the tuning 
sometimes can be accomplished in the matching 
system. 

THE ANTENNA AS A LOAD 

Every antenna system, no matter what its 
physical form, will have a definite value of im-
pedance at the point where the line is to be con-
nected. The problem is to transform this anenna 
input impedance to the proper value to match 
the line. In this respect there is no one "best" 
type of line for a particular antenna system, be-
cause it is possible to transform impedances in 
any desired ratio. Consequently, any type of line 
may be used with any type of antenna. There are 
frequently reasons other than impedance match-
ing that dictate the use of one type of line in pre-
ference to another, such as ease of installation, 
inherent loss in the line, and so on, but these are 
not considered in this section. 
Although the input impedance of an antenna 

system is seldom known very accurately, it is of-
ten possible to make a reasonably close estimate 
of its value. The information earlier in this chap-
ter can be used as a guide. 
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Matching circuits may be constructed using 

ordinary coils and capacitors, but are not used 
very extensively because they must be supported 
at the antenna and must be weatherproofed. The 
systems to be described use linear transfomers. 

The Quarter-Wave Transformer or 
"Q" Section 

As mentioned previously ( Chapter 13), a 
quarter-wave transmission line may be used as an 
impedance transformer. Knowing the antenna im-
pedance and the characteristic impedance of the 

Antenna 

Matching 

Section 

Trans Line 

Fig. 14-41—"Q" matching section, a quarter-wave im-

pedance transformer. 

transmission line to be matched, the required 
characteristic impedance of a matching section 
such as is shown in Fig. 14-41 is 

Z Z1Z0 (14-I) 

where Zi is the antenna impedance and Z. is 
the characteristic impedance of the line to which 
it is to be matched. 

Example: To match a 600-ohm line to an an-
tenna presenting a 72-ohm load, the quarter-
wave matching section would require a charac• 
teristic impedance of N/72 X 606 = N/43-,20-6 
= 208 ohms. 

The spacings between conductors of various 
sizes of tubing and wire for different surge im-
pedances are given in graphical form in the chap-
ter on "Transmission Lines." ( With -inch tub-
ing, the spacing in the example above should be 
1.5 inches for an impedance of 208 ohms.) 
The lengthof the quarter-wave matching sec-

tion may be calculated from 

Length (feet) = 
246 V 

(14-J) 

where V = Velocity factor 
f = Frequency in MC. 

Example: A quarter-wave transformer of 
RG.11/U is to be used at 28.7 Mc. From the 
table in Chapter Thirteen, V = 0.66. 

Length —246 X 0.66_ 5.67 feet 
28.7 

= 5 feet 8 inches 

The antenna must be resonant at the operating 
frequency. Setting the antenna length by formula 
is amply accurate with single-wire antennas, but 
in other systems, particularly close-spaced ar-
rays, the antenna should be adjusted to resonance 
before the matching section is connected. 
When the antenna input impedance is not 

known accurately, it is advisable to construct 
the matching section so that the spacing between 
conductors can be changed. The spacing then 

ANTENNAS 

may be adjusted to give the lowest possible s.w.r. 
on the transmission line. 

Folded Dipoles 

A half-wave antenna element can be made to 
match various line impedances if it is split into 
two or more parallel conductors with the trans-
mission line attached at the center of only one of 
them. Various forms of such "folded dipoles" 
are shown in Fig. 14-42. Currents in all conduc-
tors are in phase in a folded dipole, and since the 
conductor spacing is small the folded dipole is 
equivalent in radiating properties to an ordinary 
single-conductor dipole. However, the current 
flowing into the input terminals of the antenna 
from the line is the current in one conductor 
only, and the entire power from the line is de-
livered at this value of current. This is equiva-
lent to saying that the input impedance of the 
antenna has been raised by splitting it up into 
two or more conductors. 

(A) 

(C) Line 

Fig. 14-42—The folded dipole, a method for using the 

antenna element itself to provide an impedance trans-

formation. 

The ratio by which the input impedance of the 
antenna is stepped up depends not only on the 
number of conductors in the folded dipole but 
also on their relative diameters, since the distri-
bution of current between conductors is a func-
tion of their diameters. ( When one conductor is 
larger than the other, as in Fig. 14-42C, the 
larger one carries the greater current.) The 
ratio also depends, in general, on the spacing 
between the conductors, as shown by the graphs 
of Figs. 14-43 and 14-44. An important special 
case is the 2-conductor dipole with conductors 
of equal diameter; as a simple antenna, not a 
part of a directive array, it has an input resist-
ance close enough to 300 ohms to afford a good 
match to 300-ohm Twin-Lead. 
The required ratio of conductor diameters to 

give a desired impedance ratio using two con-
ductors may be obtained from Fig. 14-43. Sim-
ilar information for a 3-conductor dipole is given 
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Fig. 14-43—Impedance transformation ratio, two-conduc-
tor folded dipole. The dimensions dn, d, and s are shown 
on the inset drawing. Curves show the ratio of the 
impedance ( resistive) seen by the transmission line to 
the radiation resistance of the resonant antenna system. 
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Fig. 14-44—Impedance transformation ratio, three-con-
ductor folded dipole. The dimensions and s are 
shown on the inset drawing. Curves show the ratio of 
the impedance ( resistive) seen by the transmission line to 
the radiation resistance of the resonant antenna system. 

in Fig. 14-44. This graph applies where all three 
conductors are in the same plane. The two con-
ductors not connected to the transmission line 
must be equally spaced from the fed conductor, 
and must have equal diameters. The fed conduc-
tor may have a different diameter, however. The 
unequal-conductor method has been found par-
ticularly useful in matching to low-impedance 
antennas such as directive arrays using close-
spaced parasitic elements. 
The length of the antenna element should be 

such as to be approximately self-resonant at the 
median operating frequency. The length is 
usually not highly critical, because a folded di-
pole tends to have the characteristics of a "thick" 
antenna and thus has a relatively broad fre-
quency- response curve. 

"T" and "Gamma" Matching Sections 

The method of matching shown in Fig. 
14-45A is based on the fact that the impedance 
between any two points along a resonant antenna 
is resistive, and has a value which depends on the 
spacing between the two points. It is therefore 
possible to choose a pair of points between which 
the impedance will have the right value to match 
a transmission line. In practice, the line cannot 
be connected directly at these points because the 
distance between them is much greater than the 
conductor spacing of a practicable transmission 
line. The "T" arrangement in Fig. 14-45A over-
comes this difficulty by using a second conductor 
paralleling the antenna to form a matching sec-
tion to which the line may be connected. 
The "T" is particularly suited to use with a 

parallel-conductor line, in which case the two 
points along the antenna should be equidistant 
from the center so that electrical balance is main-
tained. 
The operation of this system is somewhat com-

plex. Each "T" conductor (y in the drawing) 
forms with the antenna conductor opposite it a 
short section of transmission line. Each of these 
transmission-line sections can be considered to 
be terminated in the impedance that exists at the 
point of connection to the antenna. Thus the part 
of the antenna between the two points carries a 
transmission-line current in addition to the nor-
mal antenna current. The two transmission-line 

7 

(A) 
Line 

(B) Une 

Fig. 14-45—The "T" match and "gamma" match. 
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matching sections are in series, as seen by the 
main transmission line. 

If the antenna by itself is resonant at the op-
erating frequency its impedance will be purely 
resistive, and in such case the matching-section 
lines are terminated in a resistive load. However, 
since these sections are shorter than a quarter 
wavelength their input impedance—i.e., the im-
pedance seen by the main transmission line look-
ing into the matching-section terminals—will be 
reactive as well as resistive. This prevents a 
perfect match to the main transmission line, 
since its load must be a pure resistance for per-
fect matching. The reactive component of the 
input impedance must be tuned out before a 
proper match can be secured. 
One way to do this is to detune the antenna 

just enough, by changing its length, to cause 
reactance of the opposite kind to be reflected to 
the input terminals of the matching section, thus 
cancelling the reactance introduced by the latter. 
Another method, which is considerably easier to 
adjust, is to insert a variable capacitor in series 
with the matching section where it connects to 
the transmission line, as shown in Fig. 14-37. 
The capacitor must be protected from the 
weather. 
The method of adjustment commonly used is 

to cut the antenna for approximate resonance 
and then make the spacing x some value that is 
convenient constructionally. The distance y is 
then adjusted, while maintaining symmetry with 
respect to the center, until the s.w.r. on the trans-
mission line is as low as possible. If the s.w.r. is 
not below 2 to 1 after this adjustment, the an-
tenna length should be changed slightly and the 
matching-section taps adjusted again. This proc-
ess may be continued until the s.w.r. is as close 
to 1 to 1 as possible. 
When the series-capacitor method of reactance 

compensation is used ( Fig. 14-37), the antenna 
should be the proper length to be resonant at the 
operating frequency. Trial positions of the 
matching-section taps are taken, each time ad-
justing the capacitor for minimum s.w.r., until 
the standing waves on the transmission line are 
brought down to the lowest possible value. 
The unbalanced ("gamma") arrangement in 

Fig. 14-45B is similar in principle to the "T," 
but is adapted for use with single coax line. The 
method of adjustment is the same. 

BALANCING DEVICES 

An antenna with open ends, of which the half-
wave type is an example, is inherently a balanced 
radiator. When opened at the center and fed with 
a parallel-conductor line this balance is main-
tained throughout the system, so long as the 
causes of unbalance discussed in the transmis-
sion-line chapter are avoided. 

If the antenna is fed at the center through a 
coaxial line, as indicated in Fig. 14-46A, this bal-
ance is upset because one side of the radiator is 
connected to the shield while the other is con-
nected to the inner conductor. On the side con-
nected to the shield, a current can flow down 
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Fig. 14-46—Radiator with coaxial feed (A) and methods 
of preventing unbalance currents from flowing on the 
outside of the transmission line ( II and C). The half-wave 
phasing section shown at D is used for coupling between 
an unbalanced and a balanced circuit when a 4-to-1 

impedance ratio is desired or can be accepted. 



Baluns 
over the outside of the coaxial line, and the fields 
thus set up cannot be canceled by the fields from 
the inner conductor because the fields inside the 
line cannot escape through the shielding afforded 
by the outer conductor. Hence these "antenna" 
currents flowing on the outside of the line will be 
responsible for radiation. 

Linear Balms 

Line radiation can be prevented by a number 
of devices whose purpose is to detune or decouple 
the line for "antenna" currents and thus greatly 
reduce their amplitude. Such devices generally 
are known as balms (a contraction for "bal-
anced to unbalanced"). Fig. 14-46B shows one 
such arrangement, known as a bazooka, which 
uses a sleeve over the transmission line to form, 
with the outside of the outer line conductor, a 
shorted quarter-wave line section. As described 
earlier in this chapter, the impedance looking into 
the open end of such a section -is very high, so that 
the end of the outer conductor of the coaxial line 
is effectively insulated from the part of the line 
below the sleeve. The length is an electrical 
quarter wave, and may be physically shorter if 
the insulation between the sleeve and the line is 
other than air. The bazooka has no effect on the 
impedance relationships between the antenna and 
the coaxial line. 
Another method that gives an equivalent ef-

fect is shown at C. Since the voltages at the an-
tenna terminals are equal and opposite ( with 
reference to ground), equal and opposite cur-
rents flow on the surfaces of the line and second 
conductor. Beyond the shorting point, in the 
direction of the transmitter, these currents com-
bine to cancel out. The balancing section "looks 
like" an open circuit to the antenna, since it is a 
quarter-wave parallel-conductor line shorted at 
the far end, and thus has no effect on the normal 
antenna operation. However, this is not essential 
to the line-balancing function of the device, and 
baluns of this type are sometimes made shorter 
than a quarter wavelength in order to provide the 
shunt inductive reactance required in certain 
types of matching systems. 

Fig. 14-46D shows a third balun, in which 
equal and opposite voltages, balanced to ground, 
are taken from the inner conductors of the main 
transmission line and half-wave phasing section. 
Since the voltages at the balanced end are in 
series while the voltages at the unbalanced end 
are in parallel, there is a 4-to-1 step-down in im-
pedance from the balanced to the unbalanced side. 
This arrangement is useful for coupling between 
a balanced 300-ohm line and a 75-ohm coaxial 
line, for example. 

RECEIVING ANTENNAS 

Nearly all of the properties possessed by an 
antenna as a radiator also apply when it is used 
for reception. Current and voltage distribution, 
impedance, resistance and directional character-
istics are the same in a receiving antenna as if it 
were used as a transmitting antenna. This recip-
rocal behavior makes possible the design of a 
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Fig. 14-47—Antenna changeover for receiving and trans-
miffing in two-wire (A) and coaxial line (B). The low-
pass filter for TVI reduction should be connected be-

hymn switch or relay and the transmitter. 

receiving antenna of optimum performance based 
on the same considerations that have been dis-
cussed for transmitting antennas. 
The simplest receiving antenna is a wire of 

random length. The longer and higher the wire, 
the more energy it abstracts from the wave. Be-
cause of the high sensitivity of modern receivers, 
sometimes only a short length of wire strung 
around the room is used for a receiving antenna, 
but such an antenna cannot be expected to give 
good performance, although it is adequate for 
loud signals on the 3.5- and 7-Mc. bands. It will 
serve in emergencies, but a longer wire outdoors 
is always better. 
The use of a tuned antenna improves the oper-

ation of the receiver, because the signal strength 
is greater than with a wire of random length. 
Where local electrical noise is a problem, as from 
an electrical appliance, a measure of relief can 
often be obtained by locating the antenna as high 
above and as far as possible from the noise source 
and power lines. The lead-in wire, from the cen-
ter of the antenna, should be a coaxial line or 
shielded twin-conductor cable ( RG-62/U). If 
the twin-conductor cable is used, the conductors 
connect to the antenna binding posts and the 
shield to the ground binding post of the receiver. 

Antenna Switching 

Switching of the antenna from receiver to 
transmitter is commonly done with a change-
over relay, connected in the antenna leads or the 
coupling link from the antenna tuner. If the relay 
is one with a 115-volt a.c. coil, the switch or 
relay that controls the transmitter plate power 
will also control the antenna relay. If the con-
venience of a relay is not desired, porcelain knife 
switches can be used and thrown by hand. 

Typical arrangements are shown in Fig. 14-47. 
If coaxial line is used, a coaxial relay is recom-
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mended, although on the lower-frequency bands 
a regular switch or change-over relay will work 
almost as well. The relay or switch contacts 
should be rated to handle at least the maximum 
power of the transmitter. 

ANTENNAS 

An additional refinement is the use of an elec-
tronic transmit-receive switch, which permits full 
break-in operation even when using the trans-
mitting antenna for receiving. For details and 
circuitry on t.r. switches, see Chapter Eight. 

ANTENNA CONSTRUCTION 

The use of good materials in the antenna 
system is important, since the antenna is exposed 
to wind and weather. To keep electrical losses 
low, the wires in the antenna and feeder system 
must have good conductivity and the insulators 
must have low dielectric loss and surface leakage, 
particularly when wet. 

For short antennas, No. 14 gauge hard-drawn 
enameled copper wire is a satisfactory conductor. 
For long antennas and directive arrays, No. 14 
or No. 12 enameled copper-clad steel wire 
should be used. It is best to make feeders and 
matching stubs of ordinary soft-drawn No. 14 or 
No. 12 enameled copper wire, since hard-drawn 
or . copper-clad steel wire is difficult to handle 
unless is is under considerable tension at all 
times. The wires should be all in one piece; 
where a joint cannot be avoided, it should be 
carefully soldered. Open-wire TV line is excel-
lent up to several hundred watts. 

In building a two-wire open line, the spacer 
insulation should be of as good quality as in the 
antenna insulators proper. For this reason, good 
ceramic spacers are advisable. Wooden dowels 
boiled in paraffin may be used with untuned lines, 
but their use is not recommended for tuned lines. 
The wooden dowels can be attached to the feeder 
wires by drilling small holes and binding them to 
the feeders. 
At points of maximum voltage, insulation is 

most important, and Pyrex glass or ceramic in-
sulators with long leakage paths are recom-
mended for the antenna. Insulators should be 
cleaned once or twice a year, especially if they 
are subjected to much smoke and soot. 

In most cases poles or masts are desirable to 
lift the antenna clear of surrounding buildings, 
although in some locations the antenna will be 
sufficiently in the clear when strung from one 
chimney to another or from a housetop to a tree. 
Small trees usually are not satisfactory as points 
of suspension for the antenna because of their 
movement in windy weather. If the antenna is 
strung from a point near the center of the trunk 
of a large tree, this difficulty is not so serious. 
Where the antenna wire must be strung from one 
of the smaller branches, it is best to tie a pulley 
firmly to the branch and run a rope through the 
pulley to the antenna, with the other end of the 
rope attached to a counterweight near the 
ground. The counterweight will keep the ten-
sion on the antenna wire reasonably constant even 
when the branches sway or the rope tightens and 
stretches with varying climatic conditions. 

Telephone poles, if they can be purchased and 
installed economically, make excellent supports 
because they do not ordinarily require guying 
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Fig. 14-48— Details of a simple 40-foot "A"-frame most 

suitable for erection in locations where space is limited. 

in heights up to 40 feet or so. Many low-cost 
television-antenna supports are now available, 
and they should not be overlooked as possible 
antenna aids. 

"A"-FRAME MAST 

The simple and inexpensive mast shown in 
Fig. 14-48 is satisfactory for heights up to 35 or 
40 feet. Clear, sound lumber should be selected. 
The completed mast may be protected by two or 
three coats of house paint. 

If the mast is to be erected on the ground, a 
couple of stakes should be driven to keep the 
bottom from slipping and it may then be "walked 
up" by a pair of helpers. If it is to go on a roof, 
first stand it up against the side of the building 
and then hoist it from the roof, keeping it verti-
cal. The whole assembly is light enough for two 
men to perform the complete operation—lifting 
the mast, carrying it to its permanent berth, and 
fastening the guys—with the mast vertical all 
the while. It is entirely practicable, therefore, 
to erect this type of mast on any small, flat area 
of roof. 
By using 2 x 3s or 2 X 4s, the height may be 

extended up to about 50 feet. The 2 x 2 is too 
flexible to be satisfactory at such heights. 
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Fig. 14-49—A simple 

and sturdy mast for 

heights in the vicinity 

of 40 feet, pivoted at 

the base for easy erec-

tion. The height can 

be extended to 50 feet 

or more by using 2 X 

4s instead of 2 X 3s. 

SIMPLE 40-FOOT MAST 

The mast shown in Fig. 14-49 is relatively 
strong, easy to construct, readily dismantled, and 
costs very little. Like the "A"-frame, it is suit-
able for heights of the order of 40 feet. 
The top section is a single 2 X 3, bolted at 

the bottom between a pair of 2 x 3s with an 
overlap of about two feet. The lower section thus 
has two legs spaced the width of the narrow side 
of a 2 x 3. At the bottom the two legs are bolted 
to a length of 2 x 4 which is set in the ground. 
A short length of 2 X 3 is placed between the 
two legs about halfway up the bottom section, to 
maintain the spacing. 
The two back guys at the top pull against the 

antenna, while the three lower guys prevent 
buckling at the center of the pole. 
The 2 x 4 section should be set in the ground 

so that it faces the proper direction, and then 
made vertical by lining it up with a plumb bob. 
The holes for the bolts should be drilled before-
hand. With the lower section laid on the ground, 
bolt A should be slipped in place through the 
three pieces of wood and tightened just enough 
so that the section can turn freely on the bolt. 
Then the top section may be bolted in place and 
the mast pushed up, using a ladder or another 
20-foot 2 X 3 for the job. As the mast goes up, 
the slack in the guys can be taken up so that the 
whole structure is in some measure continually 
supported. When the mast is vertical, bolt B 
should be slipped in place and both A and B 
tightened. The lower guys can then be given a 
final tightening, leaving those at the top a little 
slack until the antenna is pulled up, when they 
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should be adjusted to pull the top section into 
line. 

GUYS AND GUY ANCHORS 

For masts or poles up to about 50 feet, No. 12 
iron wire is a satisfactory guy-wire material. 
Heavier wire or stranded cable may be used for 
taller poles or poles installed in locations where 
the wind velocity is likely to be high. 
More than three guy wires in any one set 

usually are unnecessary. If a horizontal antenna 
is to be supported, two guy wires in the top set 
will be sufficient in most cases. These should run 
to the rear of the mast about 100 degrees apart 
to offset the pull of the antenna. Intermediate 
guys should be used in sets of three, one 
running in a direction opposite to that of the an-
tenna, while the other two are spaced 120 degrees 
either side. This leaves a clear space under the 
antenna. The guy wires should be adjusted to 
pull the pole slightly back from vertical before 
the antenna is hoisted so that when the antenna 
is pulled up tight the mast will be straight. 
When raising a mast that is big enough to tax 

the available facilities, it is some advantage to 
know nearly exactly the length of the guys. 
Those on the side on which the pole is lying can 
then be fastened temporarily to the anchors be-
forehand, which assures that when the pole is 
raised, those holding opposite guys will be able 
to pull it into nearly vertical position with no 
danger of its getting out of control. The guy 
lengths can be figured by the right-angled-tri-
angle rule that "the sum of the squares of the 
two sides is equal to the square of the hypote-
nuse." In other words, the distance from the 
base of the pole to the anchor should be measured 
and squared. To this should be added the square 
of the pole length to the point where the guy is 
fastened. The square root of this sum will be the 
length of the guy. 
Guy wires should be broken up by strain in-

sulators, to avoid the possibility of resonance 
at the transmitting frequency. Common practice 
is to insert an insulator near the top of each guy, 
within a few feet of the pole, and then cut each 
section of wire between the insulators to a 
length which will not be resonant either on the 
fundamental or harmonics. An insulator every 
25 feet will be satisfactory for frequencies up to 
30 Mc. The insulators should be of the "egg" 
type with the insulating material under compres-
sion, so that the guy will not part if the insu-
lator breaks. 

Twisting guy wires onto "egg" insulators 
may be a tedious job if the guy wires are long 
and of large gauge. A simple time- and finger-
saving device ( piece of heavy iron or steel) can 
be made by drilling a hole about twice the dia-
meter of the guy wire about a half inch from one 
end of the piece. The wire is passed through the 
insulator, given a single turn by hand, and then 
held with a pair of pliers at the point shown in 
Fig. 14-50. By passing the wire through the hole 
in the iron and rotating the iron as shown, the 
wire may be quickly and neatly twisted. 
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Hoe here with ',hers 

Fig. 14-50—Using a lever for twisting heavy guy wires. 

Guy wires may be anchored to a tree or build-
ing when they happen to be in convenient spots. 
For small poles, a 6-foot length of 1-inch pipe 
driven into the ground at an angle will suffice. 

HALYARDS AND PULLEYS 

Halyards or ropes and pulleys are important 
items in the antenna-supporting system. Partic-
ular attention should be directed toward the 
choice of a pulley and halyards for a high mast 
since replacement, once the mast is in position, 
may be a major undertaking if not entirely im-
possible. 

Galvanized-non pulleys will have a life of only 
a year or so. Especially for coastal-area instal-
lations, marine-type pulleys with hardwood 
blocks and bronze wheels and bearings should be 
used. 
For short antennas and temporary installa-

tions, heavy clothesline or window-sash cord 
may be used. However, for more permanent jobs, 
3-inch or -inch waterproof hemp rope should 
be used. Even this should be replaced about once 
a year to insure against breakage. 

It is advisable to carry the pulley rope back up 
to the top in "endless" fashion in the manner of 
a flag hoist so that if the antenna breaks close 
to the pole, there will be a means for pulling the 
hoisting rope back down. 

BRINGING THE ANTENNA OR 
FEED LINE INTO THE STATION 

The antenna or transmission line should be 
anchored to the outside wall of the building, as 
shown in Fig. 14-52, to remove strain from the 

Fig. 14-52—A—Anchoring feeders takes the 
strain from feed-through insulators or window 
glass. B—Going through a full-length screen, a 
cleat is fastened to the frame of the screen on 
the inside. Clearance holes are cut in the cleat 

and also in the screen. 

lead-in insulators. Holes cut through the walls 
of the building and fitted with feed-through in-
sulators are undoubtedly the best means of 
bringing the line into the station. The holes 
should have plenty of air clearance about the 
conducting rod, especially when using tuned lines 
that develop high voltages. Probably the best 
place to go through the walls is the trimming 
board at the top or bottom of a window frame 
which provides flat surfaces for lead-in insula-
tors. Cement or rubber gaskets may be used to 
waterproof the exposed joints. 
Where such a procedure is not permissible, 

Fig. 14-51—An antenna lead-in panel may be placed 
over the top sash or under the lower sash of a window. 
Substituting a smaller height sash in half the window will 
simplify the weatherproofing problem where the sash 

overlaps. 

the window itself usually offers the best oppor-
tunity. One satisfactory method is to drill holes 
in the glass near the top of the upper sash. If 
the glass is replaced by plate glass, a stronger 
job will result. Plate glass may be obtained from 
automobile junk yards and drilled before placing 
in the frame. The glass itself provides insula-
tion and the transmission line may be fastened to 
bolts fitting the holes. Rubber gaskets will render 
the holes waterproof. The lower sash should be 
provided with stops to prevent damage when it 
is raised. If the window has a full-length screen, 
the scheme shown in Fig. 14-52B may be used. 
As a less permanent method, the window may 

be raised from the bottom or lowered from the 
top to permit insertion of a board which carries 
the feed-through insulators. This lead-in ar-
rangement can be made weatherproof by making 
an overlapping joint between the board and win-
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dow sash, as shown in Fig. 14-51, or by using Coaxial line can be brought through clearance 
weatherstrip material where necessary. holes without additional insulation. 

ROTARY-BEAM CONSTRUCTION 

It is a distinct advantage to be able to shift 
the direction of a beam antenna at will, thus 
securing the benefits of power gain and direc-
tivity in any desired compass direction. A favor-
ite method of doing this is to construct the 
antenna so that it can be rotated in the hori-
zontal plane. The use of such rotatable antennas 
is usually limited to the higher frequencies-14 
Mc. and above—and to the simpler antenna-ele-
ment combinations if the structure size is to be 
kept within practicable bounds. For the 14-, 21-
and 28-Mc, bands such antennas usually consist 
of two to four elements and are of the parasitic-
array type described earlier in this chapter. At 
50 Mc. and higher it becomes possible to use 
more •elaborate arrays because of the shorter 
wavelength and thus obtain still higher gain. An-
tennas for these bands are described in another 
chapter. 
The problems in rotary-beam construction are 

those of providing a suitable mechanical support 
for the antenna elements, furnishing a means of 
rotation, and attaching the transmission line so 
that it does not interfere with the rotation of the 
system. 

Elements 

The antenna elements usually are made of 
metal tubing so that they will be at least par-
tially self-supporting, thus simplifying the sup-

Fig. 14-53—Details of telescoping tubing for beam 
elements. 

porting structure. The large diameter of the con-
ductor is beneficial also in reducing resistance, 

which becomes an important consideration when 
close-spaced elements are used. 
Aluminum alloy tubes are generally used for 

the elements. The elements frequently are con-
structed of sections of telecsoping tubing making 
length adjustments for tuning quite easy. Elec-
trician's thin-walled conduit also is suitable for 
rotary-beam elements. Regardless of the tubing 
used, the ends should be plugged up with corks 
sealed with glyptal varnish. 
The element lengths are made adjustable by 

sawing a 6- to 12-inch slot in the ends of the 
larger-diameter tubing and clamping the smaller 
tubing inside. Homemade clamps of aluminum 
can be built, or hose clamps of suitable size can 
be used. An example of this construction is 
shown in Fig. 14-53. If steel clamps are used, 
they should be cadmium- or zinc-plated before 
installation. 

Supports 

Metal is commonly used to support the ele-
ments of the rotary beam. For 28 Mc., a piece of 
2-inch diameter duraluminum tubing makes a 
good "boom" for supporting the elements. The 
elements can be made to slide through suitable 
holes in the boom, or special clamps and brac-
kets can be fashioned to support the elements. 
Fittings for TV antennas can often be used on 
21- and 28-Mc. beams. "Irrigation pipe" is a good 
source of aluminum tubing up to diameters of 6 
inches and lengths of 20 feet. Muffler clamps can 
be used to hold beam elements to a boom. 
Most of the TV antenna rotators are satisfac-

tory for turning the smaller beams. 
With all-metal construction, delta, "gamma" 

or "T"-match are the only practical matching 
methods to use to the line, since anything else 
requires opening the driven element at the cen-
ter, and this complicates the support problem for 
that element. 

"PLUMBER'S-DELIGHT" CONSTRUCTION 

The lightest beam to build is the so-called 
"plumber's delight", an array constructed en-
tirely of metal, with no insulating members be-
tween the elements and the supporting structure. 
Some suggestions for the constructional details 
are given in Figs. 14-54, 14-55 and 14-56. These 
show portions of a 4-element 10-meter beam, but 
the same principles hold for 15- and 20-meter 
beams. 
Boom material can be the irrigation pipe sug-

gested earlier ( available from Sears Roebuck). 
Muffler clamps and homemade brackets ( alumi-
num or cadmium-plated steel) can be used to 
hold the parasitic elements to the boom, as shown 
in Fig. 14-54. The muffler clamps and all hard-

ware should be cadmium-plated to forestall cor-
rosion; the plating can be done at a plating shop 
and will not be very expensive if it is all done 
at the same time. 

Muffler clamps and a steel plate can be used 
to hold the boom to the supporting mast, as 
shown in Fig. 14-55. For maximum strength, the 
mast section should be a length of galvanized 
iron pipe. The plate thickness should run from 
3i6 inch for a 10-meter beam to Y2 inch or more 
for a 20-meter beam. Steel plates of this thick-
ness are best cut in a welding shop, where it can 
be done quickly for a nominal fee. After the plate 
has been cut and the muffler-clamp holes drilled, 
the plate, clamps and hardware should be plated. 
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Fig. 14-54--Muffler clamps can be used to hold beam 

elements to the boom. The angle can be aluminum angle 

or angle iron; if iron is used it should be cadmium 

plated. This example shows a ,inch-diameter element 

held to a 2- inch diameter boom. 

The photograph in Fig. 14-56 shows one way 
a T-matched driven element can be assembled 
with its half-wave balun. Three coaxial chassis 
receptacles are fastened to a Vr inch thick sheet 

Fig. 14-55—The boom can be tied to the most with 

muffler clamps and a steel plate. The coaxial line from 

the driven element is taped to the boom and most. 

ANTENNAS 

of phenolic that is supported below the driven 
element by three aluminum straps. The two T 
rods arc also supported by the phenolic sheet at 
the inner ends and by suitable straps at the outer 
ends where they make up to the driven element. 

Rotation 

It is convenient but not essential to use a 
motor to rotate the beam. If a rope-and-pulley 
arrangement can be brought into the operating 
room or if the pole can be mounted near a win-
dow in the operating room, hand rotation will 
work. 

If the use of a rope and pulleys is impracti-
cable, motor drive is about the only alternative. 
There are several complete motor driven ro-
tators on the market, and they are easy to mount, 
convenient to use, and require little or no main-
tenance. Generally speaking, light-weight units 
are better because they reduce the tower load. 
The speed of rotation should not be too 

great—one or PA r.p.m. is about right. This re-
quires a considerable gear reduction from the 
usual 1750-r.p.m. speed of small induction mo-
tors; a large reduction is advantageous because 
the gear train will prevent the beam from turn-
ing in weather-vane fashion in a wind. The usual 
beam does not require a great deal of power for 
rotation at slow speed, and a ',.-hp. motor will 
be ample. A reversible motor should be used. 
War-surplus "prop pitch" motors have found 
wide application for rotating 14-Mc, beams, 
while TV rotators can be used with many 28-Mc. 
lightweight beams. 

Driving motors and gear housings will stand 
the weather better if given a coat of aluminum 
paint followed by two coats of enamel and a coat 
of glyptal varnish. Even commerical units will 
last longer if treated with glyptal varnish. Be 
sure that the surfaces are clean and free from 
grease before painting. Grease can be removed 
by brushing with kerosene and then squirting 
the surface with a solid stream of water. The 
work can then be wiped dry with a rag. 
The power and control leads to the rotator 

should be run in electrical conduit or in lead 
covering, and the metal should be grounded. 

DRIVEN ELENEIVT 

BALUN 

1f-4" RG -8/u 

PG— E/u 
ANY LENGTH 

Fig. 14-56—Details of a coaxial-line termination board 

and T-match support for a 10-meter beam. The balun 

of a half-wavelength of coaxial line is coiled and then 

fastened to the boom with tape. 
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A COMPACT 14-Mc. 3-ELEMENT BEAM 

A 20-meter beam no larger than the usual 
10-meter beam can be made by using center-
loaded elements and close spacing. Such an an-
tenna will show good directivity and can be ro-
tated with a TV-antenna rotator. 

Constructional details of the elements are 
shown in Figs. 14-57 and 14-58. The loading coils 
are space-wound by interwinding plumb line 
(sometimes known as chalk line) with the No. 
12 wire coils. The coil ends are secured by dril-
ling small holes through the polystyrene bar, as 
shown in Fig. 14-60. The coils should be sprayed 
or painted with Krylon before installing the pro-
tective Lucite tubes. 
The beam will require 4-foot lengths of the 
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clamps can be used for this purpose. The boom 
is a 12-foot length of 12-inch o.d. 61ST alumi-
num tubing, with 0.125-inch wall. 
The line is coupled and matched at the center 

of the driven element through adjustment of the 
link wound on the outside of the Lucite tubing. 
To check the adjustment of the elements, first 
resonate the driven element to the desired fre-
quency in the 14- Mc, band with a grid-dip oscil-
lator. Then resonate the director to approxi-
mately 14.8 Mc., and the reflector to approxi-
mately 13.6 Mc. This is not critical and only 
serves as rough point for the final tuning, 
which is done by use of a conventional field-
strength indicator. Check the transmitter load-
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tubings indicated in Fig. 14-57A. For good tele-
scoping, element wall thickness of 0.058 inch is 
recommended. The ends of the tubing sections 
should be slotted to permit adjustment, and se-
cured with clamps, so that the joints will not 
work loose in the wind. Perforated ground 

LUCITE END PLATE 

Fig. 14-58—Detailed sketch of the 
loading and coupling coils at the cen-
ter of the driven element, and its - 
mounting. Similar loading coils ( see 
text) are used at the centers of the 

L. .1 

director and reflector. 

4/ ternS 

Fig. 14-57—Dimensions of a compact 14. 
Mc. beam. A—Side view of a typical ele-
ment. TV-antenna "U" clamps hold the 
support arms to the boom. Birnbach 4176 
insulators support the elements. 8—Top 
plan of the beam showing element spac-
ing and loading-coil dimensions. Elements 
are made of aluminum tubing. Construc-
tion of the loading coils and adjustment 
of the elements are discussed in the text. 
End-section lengths of 41 inches for the 
reflector, 40 inches for the driven ele-
ment, and 10 inches for the director will 

be close to optimum. 

ing and readjust if necessary. Adjust the director 
for maximum forward gain, and then adjust the 
reflector for maximum forward gain. At this 
point, check the driven element for resonance 
and readjust if necessary. Turn the reflector to-
ward the field-strength indicator and adjust for 

5- turn link matches .52-ohm 
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back cut-off. This must be done in small steps. 
Do not expect the attenuation off the sides of a 
short beam to be as high as that obtained with 
full-length elements. The s.w.r. of the line feed-
ing the antenna can be checked with a bridge, 
and after the elements have been tuned, a final 

ANTENNAS 

adjustment of the s.w.r. can be made by adjust-
ing the coupling at the antenna loading coil turns 
and spacing. As in any beam, the s.w.r. will de-
pend upon this adjustment and not on any that 
can be made at the transmitter. Transmitter 
coupling is the usual for any coaxial line. 

A "ONE-ELEMENT ROTARY" FOR 21 Mc. 

The directional properties of a simple half-
wavelength antenna become more apparent at 
higher frequencies, and it is possible to take ad-
vantage of this fact to build a "one-element ro-
tary" for 21 or 28 Mc. To take advantage of the 
directional properties of the antenna, it is only 

Fig. 14-59—(A) Diagram of the 21-Mc. an-
tenna and mounting. The U-bolts that hold 
the 2 by 2 to the floor flange are standard 
2-inch TV mast type bolts. (B) A more de-
tailed drawing of the coil and coax-fitting 
mountings. The 1/4-inch spacing between turns 
is not critical, and they can vary as much as 
1/16 inch without any apparent harm to the 

match. 

vise or by laying the end uf the tubing on a hard 
surface and then hammering it flat. This will 
provide enough space to accommodate the coax 
fitting ( Amphenol type 83-1R). A h-inch hole 
will be needed in the flat section to clear the 
shell of the coax fitting. 

-I  4-  I  io• 

4.  

Coax socket 
JAN T rPE 
50-239 

Coax Plug 
JAN TYPE 
PC-259 

necessary to rotate it 180 degrees. It can be ro-
tated by hand, as will be described, or by a 
small TV antenna rotator. A 28-Mc. antenna 
should be made full size (14-C) and fed at the 
center with RG-11/U. 
The 21-Mc, antenna is made from two pieces 

of 1/2 -inch diameter electrical thin-wall steel tub-
ing or conduit. This tubing is readily available 
at any electric supply shop. It comes in 10-foot 
lengths and, while 20 feet is short for a half-
wave antenna at 21-Mc., with loading the length 
is just about right for 52-ohm line feed. (A half-
wavelength antenna would normally be fed with 
72-ohm cable, since the antenna offers a good 
match for this impedance value. In this antenna 
system, the shorter elements, plus the small 
coil, offer a good match for 52-ohm cable.) If 
aluminum tubing is available, it can be used in 
place of the conduit, and the antenna will be 
lighter in weight. As shown in Figs. 14-59 and 
14-60, the two pieces of tubing are supported by 
four stand-off insulators on a four-foot-long 
2 by 2. The coax fitting for the feed line is 
mounted on the end of one of the lengths of tub-
ing. A mounting point is made by flattening the 
end of the tubing for a length of about 11/2  inches. 
The tubing can be flattened by squeezing it in a 

RG 8,/u or 
R658/1/ 
Coax 

The coil, Li, is made from 1A-inch diameter 
copper tubing. It consists of 5 turns spaced V4 
inch apart and is 1 inch inside diameter. The coil 
is connected in series with the inner conductor 
pin on the coax fitting and the other half of the 
antenna. To secure a good connection at the coax 
fitting, the coil lead should be wound around the 
inner-conductor pin and soldered. The other end 
of the coil can be connected with a screw and nut. 

Mounting 

The antenna can be mounted on a 1-inch floor 
flange and held in place by two 2-inch bolts, as 
shown in Fig. 14-61. The floor flange can be 
connected to a 12-foot length of 1-inch pipe 
which will serve as a mast. Television antenna 
wall mounts can be used to support the mast. 

In the installation shown in Fig. 14-61, 19-inch 
wall mounts were used in order to clear the 
eaves of the house. A 2-inch long piece of 
11/2 -inch pipe was used as a sleeve, and it was 
clamped in the U bolt on the bottom wall mount. 
A 11/2 -inch hole was drilled through the mast 
pipe approximately 6 inches from the bottom. 
Then a 11/2 -inch bolt was slipped through the 
hole and the mast was then mounted in the sleeve 
on the bottom wall mount. The bolt acted as a 

(A) 

•--r L, 
, 5 turns 1. 

j_ Copper ratan, 

(3) 
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Fig. 14-60—A close-up of the coil and coax 

fitting mountings. Be sure that the coil 
doesn't short out to the outer conductor when 

soldering the coil end to the inner conductor 
pin on the coax fitting. 

bearing point against the top of the sleeve. An-
other /4-inch hole was drilled through the mast 
about three feet above the bottom wall mount. 
A piece of V4-inch metal rod, six inches long, 
was forced through the hole so that the rod pro-
jected on each side of the mast. To turn the 
mast, a piece of rope was attached to each end 

Fig. 14-61—Over-all view of the antenna and mounting. 
The feedline comes out of the bottom of the most and 

through the wall into the shack. 

of the rod and the rope was brought into the 
shack, so that the antenna could be rotated by 
the "arm-strong" method. Obviously, one could 
spend more money for a "de luxe" version and 
use a TV antenna rotator and mast. 
RG-8/U 52-ohm coax cable is recommended 

to feed the antenna. For power inputs up to 100 
watts, the smaller and less expensive RG-58/U 
can be used. However, when you buy RG-58/U, 
be sure that the line is made by a reputable manu-
facturer ( such as Amphenol or Belden). Some 
of the line made for TV installations is of in-
ferior quality and is likely to have higher losses. 
The feedline was fed up through the mast pipe 
and through a Y4-inch hole in the 2 by 2. An 
Amphenol 83-ISP fitting on the end of the coax 
line connects to the female fitting on the antenna. 

Coupling to the Transmitter 

It may be found that, when the feed line is 
coupled to the transmitter, the antenna won't 
take power. Since the line is terminated at the 
antenna in its characteristic impedance of 52 
ohms, the output of the final r.f. amplifier must 
be adjusted to couple into a 52-ohm load. Where 
the output coupling device is a variable link, 
all that may be needed is the correct setting of 
the link. If the link is fixed, one end of the link 
can be grounded to the transmitter chassis and 
the other end of the link connected in series 
with a small variable capacitor to the inner con-
ductor of the feed line. The outer conductor of 
the coax is grounded to the transmitter chassis. 
The capacitor is tuned to the point where the 
final amplifier is properly loaded. For transmit-
ters having a pi-network output circuit, it is 
merely a matter of adjusting the network to the 
point where the amplifier is properly loaded. 



Chapter 15 

Wave Propagation 

Much of the appeal of amateur communica-
tion lies in the fact that the results are not al-
ways predictable. Transmission conditions on 
the same frequency vary with the year, season 
and with the time of day. Although these varia-
tions usually follow certain established patterns, 
many peculiar effects can be observed from time 
to time. Every radio amateur should have some 
understanding of the known facts about radio 
wave propagation so that he will stand some 
chance of interpreting the unusual conditions 

when they occur. The observant amateur is in 
an excellent position to make worthwhile con-
tributions to the science, provided he has suf-
ficient background to understand his results. 
He may discover new facts about propagation 
at the very-high frequencies or in the micro-
wave region, as amateurs have in the past. In 
fact, it is through amateur efforts that most of 
the extended-range possibilities of various radio 
frequencies have been discovered, both by acci-
dent and by long and careful investigation. 

CHARACTERISTICS OF RADIO WAVES 
Radio waves, like other forms of electromag-

netic radiation such as light, travel at a speed 
of 300,000,000 meters per second in free space, 
and can be reflected, refracted, and diffracted. 
An electromagnetic wave is composed of 

moving fields of electric and magnetic force. 
The lines of force in the electric and magnetic 
fields are at right angles, and are mutually per-

Electric /»es of Force 
/ 1 

Magnetic 
lines of 
Force 

Fig. 15-1—Represen ation of electric and magnetic 

lines of force in a radio wave. Arrows indicate instan-

taneous directions of the fields for a wave traveling 
toward the reader. Reversing the direction of one set 

of lines would reverse the direction of travel. 

pendicular to the direction of travel. A simple 
representation of a wave is shown in Fig. 15-1. 
In this drawing the electric lines are perpen-
dicular to the earth and the magnetic lines are 
horizontal. They could, however, have any posi-
tion with respect to earth so long as they remain 
perpendicular to each other. 
The plane containing the continuous lines of 

electric and magnetic force shown by the grid-

or mesh-like drawing in Fig. 15-1 is called the 
wave front. 
The medium in which electromagnetic waves 

travel has a marked influence on the speed with 
which they move. When the medium is empty 
space the speed, as stated above, is 300,000,000 
meters per second. It is almost, but not quite, 
that great in air, and is much less in some other 
substances. In dielectrics, for example, the speed 
is inversely proportional to the square root of 
the dielectric constant of the material. 
When a wave meets a good conductor it can-

not penetrate it to any extent ( although it will 
travel through a dielectric with ease) because 
the electric lines of force are practically short-
ci rcuited. 

Polarization 

The polarization of a radio wave is taken as 
the direction of the lines of force in the electric 
field. If the electric lines are perpendicular to 
the earth, the wave is said to be vertically 
polarized; if parallel with the earth, the wave 
is horizontally polarized. The longer waves, 
when traveling along the ground, usually main-
tain their polarization in the same plane as was 
generated at the antenna. The polarization of 
shorter waves may be altered during travel, 
however, and sometimes will vary quite rapidly. 

Spreading 

The field intensity of a wave is inversely pro-
portional to the distance from the source. Thus 
if in a uniform medium one receiving point is 
twice as far from the transmitter as another, 
the field strength at the more distant point will 
be just half the field strength at the nearer 
point. This results from the fact that the energy 
in the wave front must be distributed over a 
greater area as the wave moves away from the 
source. This inverse-distance law is based on 
the assumption that there is nothing in the 
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medium to absorb energy from the wave as it 
travels. This is not the case in practical com-
munication along the ground and through the 
atmosphere. 

Types of Propagation 

According to the altitudes of the paths along 
which they are propagated, radio waves may 
be classified as ionospheric waves, tropospheric 
waves or ground waves. 
The ionospheric or sky wave is that part 

of the total radiation that is directed toward 
the ionosphere. Depending upon variable con-
ditions in that region, as well as upon transmit-
ting wave length, the ionospheric wave may or 
may not be returned to earth by the effects of 
refraction and reflection. 
The tropospheric wave is that part of the 

total radiation that undergoes refraction and 
reflection in regions of abrupt change of dielec-
tric constant in the troposphere, such as may 
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occur at the boundaries between air masses of 
differing temperature and moisture content. 
The ground wave is that part of the total ra-

EAFtTH 

Fig. 15-2—Showing how both direct and reflected waves 
may be received simultaneously. 

diation that is directly affected by the presence 
of the earth and its surface features. The 
ground wave has two components. One is the 
surface wave, which is an earth-guided wave, 
and the other is the space wave (not to be con-
fused with the ionospheric or sky wave). The 
space wave is itself the resultant of two com-
ponents — the direct wave and the ground-re-
flected wave, as shown in Fig. 15-2. 

IONOSPHERIC PROPAGATION 

PROPERTIES OF THE IONOSPHERE 

Except for distances of a few miles, nearly 
all amateur communication on frequencies be-
low 30 Mc. is by means of the sky wave. Upon 
leaving the transmitting antenna, this wave 
travels upward from the earth's surface at such 
an angle that it would continue out into space 
were its path not bent sufficiently to bring it back 
to earth. The medium that causes such bending 
is the ionosphere, a region in the upper atmos-
phere, above a height of about 60 miles, where 
free ions and electrons exist in sufficient quan-
tity to have an appreciable effect on wave travel. 
The ionization in the upper atmosphere is be-

lieved to be caused by ultraviolet radiation from 
the sun. The ionosphere is not a single region 
but is composed of a series of layers of varying 
densities of ionization occurring at different 
heights. Each layer consists of a central region 
of relatively dense ionization that tapers off in 
intensity both above and below. 

Refraction 

The greater the intensity of ionization in a 
layer, the more the path of the wave is bent. 
The bending, or refraction (often also called 
reflection), also depends on the wavelength; the 
longer the wave, the more the path is bent for 
a given degree of ionization. Thus low-fre-
quency wayes are more readily bent than those 
of high frequency. For this reason the lower 
frequencies— 3.5 and 7 Mc. — are more "reli-
able" than the higher frequencies— 14 to 28 
Mc.; there are times when the ionization is of 
such low value that waves of the latter fre-
quency range are not bent enough to return to 
earth. 

Absorption 

In traveling through the ionosphere the wave 
gives up some of its energy by setting the ion-
ized particles into motion. When the moving 

ionized particles collide with others this energy 
is lost. The absorption from this cause is 
greater at lower frequencies. It also increases 
with the intensity of ionization, and with the 
density of the atmosphere in the ionized region. 

Virtual Height 

Although an ionospheric layer is a region of 
considerable depth it is convenient to assign to 
it a definite height, called the virtual height. 
This is the height from which a simple reflec-
tion would give the same effect as the gradual 

Fig. 15-3—Bending in the ionosphere, and the echo or 

reflection method of determining virtual height. 

bending that actually takes place, as illustrated 
in Fig. 15-3. The wave traveling upward is bent 
back over a path having an appreciable radius 
of turning, and a measurable interval of time is 
consumed in the turning process. The virtual 
height is the height of a triangle having equal 
sides of a total length proportional to the time 
taken for the wave to travel from T to R. 

Normal Structure of the Ionosphere 

The lowest useful ionized layer is called the 
E layer. The average height of the region of 
maximum ionization is about 70 miles. The air 
at this height is sufficiently dense so that the 
ions and electrons set free by the sun's radiation 
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do not travel far before they meet and recom-
bine to form neutral particles, so the layer can 
maintain its normal intensity of ionization only 
in the presence of continuing radiation from the 
sun. Hence the ionization is greatest around 
local noon and practically disappears after sun-
down. 

In the daytime there is a still lower ionized 
area, the D region. D-region ionization is pro-
portional to the height of the sun and is greatest 
at noon. The lower amateur-band frequencies 
(1.8 and 3.5 Mc.) are almost completely ab-
sorbed by this layer, and only the high-angle 
radiation is reflected by the E layer. (Lower-
angle radiation travels farther through the D 
region and is absorbed.) 
The second principal layer is the F layer, 

which has a height of about 175 miles at night. 
At this altitude the air is so thin that recom-
bination of ions and electrons takes place very 
slowly. The ionization decreases after sundown, 
reaching a minimum just before sunrise. In the 
daytime the F layer splits into two parts, the 
Fi and F2 layers, with average virtual heights 
of, respectively, 140 miles and 200 miles. These 
layers are most highly ionized at about local 
noon, and merge again at sunset into the F layer. 

SKY-WAVE PROPAGATION 

Wave Angle 

The smaller the angle at \\ hich a wave leaves 
the earth, the less the bending required in the 
ionosphere to bring it back. Also, the smaller 
the angle the greater the distance between the 
point where the wave leaves the earth and that 
at which it returns. This is shown in Fig. 15-4. 
The vertical angle that the wave makes with a 
tangent to the earth is called the wave angle or 
angle of radiation. 

Skip Distance 

More bending is required to return the wave 
to earth when the wave angle is high, and at 
times the bending will not be sufficient unless 
the wave angle is smaller than some critical 
value. This is illustrated in Fig. 15-4, where A 
and smaller angles give useful signals 
while waves sent at higher angles pene-
trate the layer and are not returned. 
The distance between T and R1 is, 
therefore, the shortest possible distance, 
at that particular frequency, over which 
communication by ionospheric refrac-
tion can be accomplished. 
The area between the end of the use-

ful ground wave and the beginning of 
ionospheric-wave reception is called the 
skip zone, and the distance from the 
transmitter to the nearest point where 
the sky wave returns to earth is called 
the skip distance. The extent of the 
skip zone depends upon the frequency 
and the state of the ionosphere, and 
also upon the height of the layer in 
which the refraction takes place. The 

higher layers give longer skip distances for the 
same wave angle. Wave angles at the transmit-
ting and receiving points are usually, although not 
always, approximately the same for any given 
wave path. 

Critical and Maximum Usable Frequencies 

If the frequency is low enough, a wave sent 
vertically to the ionosphere will be reflected back 
down to the transmitting point. If the frequency is 
then gradually increased, eventually a frequency 
will be reached where this vertical reflection just 
fails to occur. This is the critical frequency for 
the layer under consideration. When the operat-
ing frequency is below the critical value there is 
no skip zone. 
The critical frequency is a useful index to the 

highest frequency that can be used to transmit 
over a specified distance—the maximum usable 
frequency (m.u.f.). If the wave leaving the 
transmitting point at angle A in Fig. 15-4 is, for 
example, at a frequency of 14 Mc., and if a 
higher frequency would skip over the receiving 
point Ri, then 14 Mc. is the m.u.f. for the dis-
tance from T to 
The greatest possible distance is covered when 

the wave leaves along the tangent to the earth; 
that is, at zero wave angle. Under average condi-
tions this distance is about 4000 kilometers or 
2500 miles for the F2 layer, and 2000 km. or 
1250 miles for the E layer. The distances•vary 
with the layer height. Frequencies above these 
limiting m.u.f.'s will not be returned to earth at 
any distance. The 4000-km. m.u.f. for the 
layer is approximately 3 times the critical fre-
quency for that layer, and for the E layer the 
2000-km. m.u.f. is about 5 times the critical 
f requency. 
Absorption in the ionosphere is least at the 

maximum usable frequency, and increases very 
rapidly as the frequency is lowered below the 
m.u.f. Consequently, best results with low 
power always are secured when the frequency 
is as close to the m.u.f. as possible. 

It is readily possible for the ionospheric wave 
to pass through the E layer and be refracted 
back to earth from the F, Fi or F2 layers. This 

Fig. 15-4—Refraction of sky waves, showing the critical wave 

angle and the skip zone. Waves leaving the transmitter at angles 

above the critical ( greater than A) are not bent enough to be 

returned to earth. As the angle is decreased, the waves return to 

earth at increasingly greater distances. 
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is because the critical frequencies are higher in 
the latter layers, so that a signal too high in 
frequency to be returned by the E layer can still 
come back from one of the others, depending 
upon the time of day and the existing conditions. 

Multihop Transmission 

On returning to the earth the wave can be 
reflected upward and travel again to the iono-
sphere. There it may once more be refracted, and 
again bent back to earth. This process may be 
repeated several times. Multihop propagation 
of this nature is necessary for transmission 
over great distances because of the limited 
heights of the layers and the curvature of the 
earth, which restrict the maximum one-hop 
distance to the values mentioned in the preced-
ing section. However, ground losses absorb 
some of the energy from the wave on each re-
flection ( the amount of the loss varying with 
the type of ground and being least for reflection 
from sea water), and there is also absorption in 
the ionosphere at each reflection. Hence the 
smaller the number of hops the greater the sig-
nal strength at the receiver, other things being 
equal. 

Fading 

Two or more parts of the wave may follow 
slightly different paths in traveling to the re-
ceiving point, in which case the difference in 
path lengths will cause a phase difference to 
exist between the wave components at the re-
ceiving antenna. The total field strength will be 
the sum of the components and may be larger 
or smaller than one component alone, since the 
phases may be such as either to aid or oppose. 
Since the paths change from time to time, this 
causes a variation in signal strength called 
fading. Fading can also result from the com-
bination of single-hop and multihop waves, or 
the combination of a ground wave with an iono-
spheric or tropospheric wave. 
Fading may be either rapid or slow, the 

former type usually resulting from rapidly-
changing conditions in the ionosphere, the latter 
occurring when transmission conditions are 
relatively stable. Severe changes in signal 
strength of 10 to 20 db. or more are called "deep" 
fades, in contrast to the more normal "shallow" 
fades of a few db. 

It frequently happens that transmission con-
ditions are different for waves of slightly dif-
ferent frequencies, so that in the case of voice-
modulated transmission, involving sidebands 
differing slightly from the carrier in frequency, 
the carrier and various sideband components 
may not be propagated in the same relative 
amplitudes and phases they had at the trans-
mitter. This effect, known as selective fading, 
causes severe distortion of the signal. The dis-
tortion i most marked on amplitude-modulated 
signals and at high percentages of modulation; 
it is possible to reduce the effects considerably 
by using "exalted-carrier reception" and "single-
sideband" techniques that, in effect, reduce the 
modulation percentage at the receiver. 
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Back Scatter 

Even though the operating frequency is above 
the m.u.f. for a given distance, it is usually 
possible to hear signals from within the skip 
zone. This phenomenon, called back scatter, 
is caused by reflections from distances beyond 
the skip zone. Such reflections can occur when 
the transmitted energy strikes the earth at a 
distance and some of it is reflected back into the 
skip zone to the receiver. Such scatter signals 
are weaker than those normally propagated, 
and also have a rapid fade or "flutter" that 
makes them easily recognizable. 
A certain amount of scattering of the wave 

also takes place in the ionosphere because the 
ionized region is not completely uniform. Scat-
tering in the normal propagation direction is 
called forward scatter, and is responsible for 
extending the range of transmission beyond 
the distance of a regular hop, and for making 
communication possible on frequencies greater 
than the actual m.u.f. 

OTHER FEATURES OF 
IONOSPHERIC PROPAGATION 

Cyclic Variations in the Ionosphere 

Since ionization depends upon ultraviolet ra-
diation, conditions in the ionosphere vary with 
changes in the sun's radiation. In addition to the 
daily variation, seasonal changes result in higher 
critical frequencies in the E layer in summer, 
averaging about 4 Mc. as against a winter av-
erage of 3 Mc. The F layer critical frequency 
is of the order of 4 to 5 Mc. in the evening. 
The Fi layer, which has a critical frequency 
near 5 Mc. in summer, usually disappears en-
tirely in winer. The daytime maximum critical 
frequencies for the F2 are highest in winter ( 10 
to 12 Mc.) and lowest in summer (around 7 
Mc.). The virtual height of the F2 layer, which 
is about 185 miles in winter, averages 250 miles 
in summer. These values are representative of 
latitude 40 deg. North in the Western hemi-
sphere, and are subject to considerable varia-
tion in other parts of the world. 
Very marked changes in ionization also occur 

in step with the 11-year sunspot cycle. Although 
there is no apparent direct correlation between 
sunspot activity and critical frequencies on a 
given day, there is a definite correlation between 
average sunspot activity and critical frequencies. 
The critical frequencies are highest during sun-
spot maxima and lowest during sunspot minima. 
During the period of minimum sunspot activity 
the lower frequencies— 7 and 3.5 Mc. — fre-
quently are the only usable bands at night. At 
such times the 28-Mc. band is seldom useful for 
long-distance work, while the 14-Mc. band per-
forms well in the daytime but is not ordinarily 
useful at night. 

Ionosphere Storms 

Certain types of sunspot activity cause con-
siderable disturbances in the ionosphere (iono-
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sphere storms) and are accompanied by dis-
turbances in the earth's magnetic field (magnetic 
storms). Ionosphere storms are characterized 
by a marked increase in absorption, so that ra-
dio conditions become poor. The critical frequen-
cies also drop to relatively low values during a 
storm, so that only the lower frequencies are use-
ful for communication. Ionosphere storms may 
last from a few hours to several days. Since the 
sun rotates on its axis once every 28 days, dis-
turbances tend to recur at such intervals, if the 
sunspots responsible do not become inactive in 
the meantime. Absorption is usually low, and 
radio conditions good, just preceding a storm. 

Sporadic-E Ionization 

Scattered patches or clouds of relatively dense 
ionization occasionally appear at heights ap-
proximately the same as that of the E layer, for 
reasons not yet known. This sporadic-E ioniza-
tion is most prevalent in the equatorial regions, 
where it is substantially continuous. In northern 
latitudes it is most frequent in the spring and 
early summer, but is present in some degree a 
fair percentage of the time the year 'round. It 
accounts for much of the night-time short distance 
work on the lower frequencies ( 3.5 and 7 Mc.) 
and, when more intense, for similar work on 14 
to 28 Mc. Exceptionally intense sporadic-E ioni-
zation permits work over distances exceeding 400 
or 500 miles on the 50-Mc. band. 
There are indications of a relationship be-

tween sporadic-E ionization and average sunspot 
activity, but it does not appear to be directly 
related to daylight and darkness since it may 
occur at any time of the day. However, there is 
an apparent tendency for the ionization to peak 
at mid-morning and in the early evening. 

Tropospheric Propagation 

Changes in temperature and humidity of air 
masses in the lower atmosphere often permit 
work over greater than normal ground-wave 
distances on 28 Mc. and higher frequencies. The 
effect can be observed on 28 Mc., but it is gen-
erally more marked on 50 and 144 Mc. The 
subject is treated in detail later. 

PREDICTION CHARTS 

The Central Radio Propagation Laboratory 
of National Bureau of Standards offers predic-
tion charts three months in advance, by means 
of which it is possible to predict with consider-
able accuracy the maximum usable frequency 
that will hold over any path on the earth during 
a monthly period. The charts can be obtained 
from the Superintendent of Documents, U. S. 
Government Printing Office, Washington 25, 
D. C. for 10 cents a copy or $1.50 per year. They 
are called "CRPL-D Basic Radio Propagation 
Predictions." The use of the charts is explained 
in Circular 462, "Ionospheric Radio Propaga-
tion," available for $1.25 from the same address. 
This publication also contains much information 
of value to those who wish to pursue the sub-
ject of ionospheric propagation in more detail. 

PROPAGATION IN THE BANDS 
BELOW 30 MC. 

The 1.8-Mc., or " 160-meter," band offers re-
liable working over ranges up to 25 miles or so 
during daylight. On winter nights, ranges up to 
several thousand miles are not impossible. Only 
small sections of the band are currently avail-
able to amateurs, because of the loran (naviga-
tion) service in that part of the spectrum. 
The 3.5-Mc., or "80-meter," band is a more 

useful band during the night than during the 
daylight hours. In the daytime, one can seldom 
hear signals from a distance of greater than 200 
miles or so, but during the darkness hours dis-
tances up to several thousand miles are not un-
usual, and transoceanic contacts are regularly 
made during the winter months. During the 
summer, the static level is high. 
The 7-Mc., or "40-meter," band has many of 

the same characteristics as 3.5, except that the 
distances that can be covered during the day and 
night hours are increased. During daylight, dis-
tances up to a thousand miles can be covered 
under good conditions, and during the dawn and 
dusk periods in winter it is possible to work sta-
tions as far as the other side of the world, the 
signals following the darkness path. The winter 
months are somewhat better than the summer 
ones. In general, summer static is much less of a 
problem than on 80 meters, although it can be 
serious in the semitropical zones. 
The 14-4Mc., or "20-meter," band is probably 

the best one for long-distance work. During the 
high portion of the sunspot cycle it is open to 
some part of the world during practically all of 
the 24 hours, while during a sunspot minimum 
it is generally useful only during daylight hours 
and the dawn and dusk periods. There is prac-
tically always a skip zone on this band. 
The 21-Mc., or " 15-meter," band shows highly 

variable characteristics depending on the sun-
spot cycle. During sunspot maxima it is useful 
for long-distance work during a large part of 
the 24 hours, but in years of low sunspot activ-
ity it is almost wholly a daytime band, and 
sometimes unusable even in daytime. However, 
it is often possible to maintain communication 
over distances up to 1500 miles or more by 
sporadic-E ionization which may occur either 
day or night at any time in the sunspot cycle. 
The 28-Mc. (" 10-meter) band is generally 

considered to be a DX band during the daylight 
hours ( except in summer) and good for local 
work during the hours of darkness, for about 
half the sunspot cycle. At the very peak of the 
sunspot cycle, it may be "open" into the late 
evening hours for DX communication. At the 
sunspot minimum the band is usually "dead" for 
long-distance communication, by means of the 
F3 layer, in the northern latitudes. Nevertheless, 
sporadic-E propagation is likely to occur at any 
time, just as in the case of the 21-Mc. band. 
There will often be exceptions to the general 

conditions described above, and their observation 
is a very interesting facet of amateur radio. 
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PROPAGATION ABOVE 50 MC. 
The importance to the amateur of having some 

knowledge of wave propagation was stressed at 
the beginning of this chapter. An understanding 
of the means by which his signals reach their 
destination is an even greater aid to the v.h.f. 
worker. Each of his bands shows different char-
acteristics, and knowledge of their peculiarities 
is as yet far from complete. The observant user 
of the amateur v.h.f. assignments has a good 
opportunity to contribute to that knowledge, 
and his enjoyment of his work will be greatly 
enhanced if he knows when to expect unusual 
propagation conditions. 

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE 
V.H.F. BANDS 
An outstanding feature of our bands from 50 

Mc. up is their ability to provide consistent and 
interference-free communication within a lim-
ited range. All lower frequencies are subject to 
varying conditions that impair their éffective-
ness for work over distances of 100 miles or less 
at least part of the time, and the heavy occu-
pancy they support results in severe interference 
problems in areas of dense population. The v.h.f. 
bands, being much wider, can handle many times 
the amateur population without crowding, and 
their characteristics for local work are more 
stable. It is thus to the advantage of amateur 
radio as a whole to make use of 50 Mc. and 
higher bands for short-range communication 
wherever possible. 

In addition to reliable local coverage, the 
v.h.f. bands also exhibit several forms of long-
distance propagation at times, and use of 50 and 
144 Mc. has been taken up in recent years by 
many isolated amateurs who must depend on 
these propagation peculiarities for all or most of 
their contacts. It is particularly important to 
these operators that they understand common 
propagation phenomena. The material to follow 
supplements information presented earlier in 
this chapter, but deals with wave propagation 
only as it affects the occupants of the world 
above 50 Mc. First let us consider each band. 
50 to 54 Mc.: This band is borderline territory 

between the DX frequencies and those normally 
employed for local work. Thus just about every 
form of wave propagation found throughout the 
radio spectrum appears, on occasion, in the 50-
Mc. region. This has contributed greatly to the 
popularity of the 50-Mc. band. 
During the peak years of a sunspot cycle it 

is occasionally possible to work 50-Mc. DX of 
world-wide proportions, by reflection of signals 
from the F2 layer. Sporadic-E skip provides con-
tacts over distances from 400 to 2500 miles or so 
during the early summer months, regardless of 
the solar cycle. Reflection from the aurora 
regions allows 100- to 1000-mile work during 
pronounced ionospheric disturbances. The ever-
changing weather pattern offers extension of the 
normal coverage to as much as 300 to 500 miles. 

This develops most often during the wanner 
months, but may occur at any season. In the ab-
sence of any favorable propagation, the average 
well-equipped 50-Mc, station should be able to 
work regularly over a radius of 75 to 100 miles 
or more, depending on local terrain. 

144 to 148 Mc.: Ionospheric effects are greatly 
reduced at 144 Mc. F2-layer reflection is unlikely, 
and sporadic-E skip is rare. Aurora DX is fairly 
common, but signals are generally weaker than 
on 50 Mc. Tropospheric effects are more pro-
nounced than on 50 Mc., and distances covered 
during favorable weather conditions are greater 
than on lower bands. Air-mass boundary bend-
ing has been responsible for communication on 
144 Mc. over distances in excess of 2500 miles, 
and 500-mile work is fairly common in the 
warmer months. The reliable range under nor-
mal conditions is slightly less than on 50 Mc., 
with comparable equipment. 

220 Mc. and Higher: Ionospheric propagation 
is unlikely at 220 Mc. and up, but tropospheric 
bending is more prevalent than on lower bands. 
Amateur experience on 220 and 420 Mc. is show-
ing that they can be as useful as 144 Mc., when 
comparable equipment is used. Under minimum 
conditions the range may be slightly shorter, but 
when signals are good on 144 Mc., they may be 
better on 220 or 420. Even above 1000 Mc. there 
is evidence of tropospheric DX. 

PROPAGATION PHENOMENA 

The various known means by which v.h.f. 
signals may be propagated over unusual dis-
tances are discussed below. 

F2-Layer Reflection: Most contacts made on 28 
Mc. and lower frequencies are the result of re-
flection of the wave by the F2 layer, the ioniza-
tion density of which varies with solar activity, 
the highest frequencies being reflected at the 
peak of the 11-year solar cycle. The maximum 
usable frequency ( m.u.f.) for F2 reflection also 
follows other well-defined cycles, daily, monthly, 
and seasonal, all related to conditions on the 
sun and its position with respect to the earth. 
At the low point of the 11-year cycle, such as 

in the early '50s, the m.u.f. may reach 28 Mc. 
only during a short period each spring and fall, 
whereas it may go to 60 Mc. or higher at the 
peak of the cycle. The fall of 1946 saw the first 
authentic instances of long-distance work on 50 
Mc. by F2-layer reflection, and as late as 1950 
contacts were made in the more favorable areas 
of the world by this medium. The rising curve 
of the current solar cycle again made F9 DX 
on 50 Mc. possible in the low latitudes in the 
winter of 1955-6. DX was worked over much of 
the earth in the years 1956 through 1959, falling 
off in 1960. Loss of the 50-Mc. band to television 
in some countries will limit the scope of 50-Mc. 
DX in years to come. 
The F2 m.u.f. is readily determined by ob-

servation, and it may be estimated quite accur-
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Fig. 15-5—The principal means by which v.h.f. signals may be returned to earth, showing the approximate distances 

over which they are effective. The F2 layer, highest of the reflecting layers, may provide 50-Mc. DX at the peak of the 
11-year sunspot cycle. Such communication may be world-wide in scope. Sporadic ionization of the E region produces 
the familiar "short skip" on 28 and 50 Mc. It is most common in early summer and in late December, but may occur at 
any time, regardless of the sunspot cycle. Refraction of v.h.f. waves also takes place at air-mass boundaries, making 

possible communication over distances of several hundred miles on all v.h.f. bands. Normally it exhibits no skip zone. 

ately for any path at any time. It is predictable 
for months in advance, enabling the v.h.f. worker 
to arrange test schedules with distant stations 
at propitious times. As there are numerous com-
mercial signals, both harmonics and funda-
mental transmissions, on the air in the range 
between 28 and 50 Mc., it is possible to deter-
mine the approximate m.u.f. by careful listen-
ing in this range. Daily observations will show 
if the m.u.f. is rising or falling, and once the 
peak for a given month is determined it can be 
assumed that another will occur about 27 days 
later, this cycle coinciding with the turning of 
the sun on its axis. The working range, via F, 
skip, is roughly comparable to that on 28 Mc., 
though the minimum distance is somewhat 
longer. Two-way work on 50 Mc. by reflection 
from the F2 layer has been accomplished over 
distances from 2200 to 12,000 miles. The maxi-
mum frequency for F2 reflection is believed to 
be about 70 Mc. 

Sporadic-E Skip: Patchy concentrations of 
ionization in the E-layer region are often respon-
sible for reflection of signals on 28 and 50 Mc. 
This is the popular "short skip" that provides 
fine contacts on both bands in the range between 
400 and 1300 miles. It is most common in May, 
June and July, during morning and early eve-
ning hours, but it may occur at any time or 
season. Multiple-hop effects may appear, making 
possible work over more than 2500 miles. 
The upper limit of frequency for sporadic-E 

skip is not positively known, but scattered 
instances of 144-Mc, propagation over dis-
tances in excess of 1000 miles indicate that E-
layer reflection, possibly aided by tropospheric 
effects, may be responsible. 

Aurora Effect: Low-frequency communica-
tion is occasionally wiped out by absorption in 
the ionosphere, when ionospheric storms, associ-
ated with variations in the earth's magnetic field, 
occur. During such disturbances, however, v.h.f. 
signals may be reflected back to earth, making 
communication possible over distances not nor-
mally workable in the v.h.f. range. Magnetic 
storms may be accompanied by an aurora-bore-
alis display, if the disturbance occurs at night 
and visibility is good. Aiming a beam at the 
auroral curtain will bring in signals strongest, 
regardless of the direction to the transmitter. 
Aurora-reflected signals are characterized by 

a rapid flutter, which lends a "dribbling" sound 
to 28-Mc, carriers and may render modulation 
on 50- and 144-Mc, signals completely unread-
able. The only satisfactory means of communi-
cation then becomes straight c.w. The effect may 
be noticeable on signals from any distance other 
than purely local, and stations up to about 1000 
miles in any direction may be worked at the 
peak of the disturbance. Unlike the two methods 
of propagation previously described, aurora 
effect exhibits no skip zone. It is observed fre-
quently on 50 and 144 Mc. in northeastern 
U. S. A., usually in the early evening hours or 
after midnight. The highest frequency for au-
roral reflection is not yet known, but pronounced 
disturbances have permitted work by this me-
dium in the 220-Mc. band. 

Tropospheric Bending: The most common 
form of v.h.f. DX is the extension of the normal 
operating range associated with easily observed 
weather phenomena. It is the result of the 
change in refractive index of the atmosphere at 
the boundary between air masses of differing 
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temperature and humidity characteristics. Such 
boundaries usually lie along the western or south-
ern edges of a stable slow-moving area of high 
barometric pressure (fair, calm weather) in the 
period prior to the arrival of a storm. 
A typical upper-air sounding showing tem-

perature and water-vapor gradients favorable 
to v.h.f. DX is shown in Fig. 15-6. An increase 
in temperature and a sharp drop in water-vapor 
gradient are seen at about 4000 feet. 
Such a favorable condition develops most 

often in the late summer or early fall, along the 
junction between air masses that may have come 
together from such widely separated points as 
the Gulf of Mexico and Northern Canada. Under 
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the 144-Mc. band may show strong signals from 
far beyond visual distances when lower fre-
quencies are relatively inactive. It is probable 
that this tendency continues on up through the 
microwave range, and there is good evidence 
to indicate that our assignments in the u.h.f. 
and s.h.f. portions of the frequency spectrum 
may someday support communication over dis-
tances far in excess of the optical range. 
Scatter: Forward scatter, both ionospheric and 

tropospheric, may be used for marginal com-
munication in the v.h.f. bands. Both provide 
very weak but consistent signals over distances 
that were once thought impossible on frequen-
cies higher than about 30 Mc. 
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Fig. 15-6—Upper-air conditions that produce extended-range communication on the v.h.f. bands. At the left is shown 
the U. S. Standard Atmosphere temperature curve. The humidity curve (dotted) is that which would result if the 

relative humidity were 70 per cent from the ground level to 12,000 feet elevation. There is only slight refraction 
under this standard condition. At the right is shown a sounding that is typical of marked refraction of v.h.f. waves. 

Figures in parentheses are the "mixing ratio"—grams of water vapor per kilogram of dry air. Note the sharp break 
in both curves at about 4000 feet. (From Collier, "Upper-Air Conditions for 2-Meter DX," QST, September, 1955.) 

stable weather conditions the two air masses 
may retain their original character for several 
days at a time, usually moving slowly eastward 
across the country. When the path between two 
v.h.f. stations separated by fifty to several hun-
dred miles lies along such a boundary, signal 
levels run far above the average value. 
Many factors other than air-mass movement 

of a continental character provide increased 
v.h.f. operating range. The convection along 
coastal areas in warm weather is a good exam-
ple. The rapid cooling of the earth after a hot 
day in summer, with the air aloft cooling more 
slowly, is another, producing a rise in signal 
strength in the period around sundown. The 
early morning hours, when the sun heats the air 
aloft, before the temperature of the earth's sur-
face begins to rise, may be the best of the day 
for extended v.h.f. range, particularly in clear, 
calm weather. 
The v.h.f. enthusiast soon learns to correlate 

various weather manifestations with radio-
propagation phenomena. By watching tempera-
ture, barometric pressure, changing cloud for-
mations, wind direction, visibility, and other 
easily-observed weather signs, he can tell with a 
reasonable degree of accuracy what is in pros-
pect on the v.h.f. bands. 
The responsiveness of radio waves to vary-

ing weather conditions increases with fre-
quency. The 50-Mc, band is more sensitive to 
weather variations than is the 28-Mc, band, and 

Tropospheric scatter is prevalent all through 
the v.h.f. and microwave regions, and is usable 
over distances up to about 400 miles. Iono-
spheric scatter, augmented by meteor bursts, 
brings in signals over 600 to 1300 miles, on fre-
quencies up to about 100 Mc. Either form of 
scatter requires high power, large antennas 
and c.w. technique to provide useful communi-
cation. 
Back scatter, of the type heard on lower 

bands, is also heard occasionally on 50 Mc., 
when Fs or sporadic-E skip is present. 
Reflections from Meteor Trails: Probably the 

least-known means of v.h.f. wave propagation 
is that resulting from the passage of meteors 
across the signal path. Reflections from the ion-
ized meteor trails may be noted as a Doppler-
effect whistle on the carrier of a signal already 
being received, or they may cause bursts of 
reception from stations not normally receivable. 
Ordinarily such reflections are of little value in 
communication, since the increases in signal 
strength are of short duration, but meteor 
showers of considerable magnitude and dura-
tion may provide fluttery signals from distances 
up to 1500 miles on both 50 and 144 Mc. 
As meteor-burst signals are relatively weak, 

their detection is greatly aided if high power 
and high-gain antennas are used. Two-way 
communication of sorts has been carried on by 
this medium on 50 and 144 Mc. over distances 
of 600 to 1300 miles. 



Chapter 16 

V.H.F. Receivers 

Good receiving facilities are all-important in 
v.h.f. work. High sensitivity, adequate stability 
and good signal-to-noise ratio, necessary attri-
butes in a receiving system for 50 Mc. and 
higher frequencies, are most readily attained 
through the use of a converter working into a 
communications receiver designed for lower fre-
quencies. Though receivers and converters for 
the v.h.f. bands are available on the amateur 
market, the amateur worker can build his own 
with fully as good results, usually at a con-
siderable saving in cost. 

Basically, modern v.h.f. receiving equipment 
is little different from that employed on lower 
frequencies. The same order of selectivity may 
be used on all amateur frequencies up to at least 
450 Mc. The greatest practical selectivity should 
be employed in v.h.f. reception, as it not only 
allows more stations to operate in a given band, 
but is an important factor in improving the 
signal-to-noise ratio. The effective sensitivity of 
a receiver having "communication" selectivity 
can be made much better than is possible with 
broadband systems. 

This rules out converted radar-type receivers 
and others using high intermediate frequencies. 
The superregenerative receiver, a simple but 
broadband device that was popular in the early 
days of v.h.f. work, is now used principally for 
portable operation, or for other applications 
where high sensitivity and selectivity are not of 
prime importance. It is capable of surprising 
performance, for a given number of tubes and 
components, but its lack of selectivity, its poor 
signal-to-noise ratio, and its tendency to radiate 
a strong interfering signal have eliminated the 
superregenerator as a fixed-station receiver in 
areas where there is appreciable v.h.f. activity. 

R. F. AMPLIFIER DESIGN 

The noise generated within the receiver itself 
is an important factor in the effectiveness of 
v.h.f. receiving gear. At lower frequencies, and 
to a considerable extent on 50 Mc., external 
noise is a limiting factor. At 144 Mc. and higher 
the receiver noise figure, gain and selectivity 
determine the ability of the system to respond 
to weak signals. Proper selection of r.f. amplifier 
tubes and appropriate circuit design aimed at 
low noise figure are more important in the v.h.f. 
receiver "front end" than mere gain. 

Triode or Pentode? 

Certain triode tubes have been developed 
with this end in view. Their superiority over 

pentode types is more pronounced as we go 
higher in frequency. Because of the limitation 
on sensitivity imposed by external noise at that 
frequency, triode or pentode r.f. amplifiers give 
about the same results at 50 Mc. Thus the pen-
tode types, which offer the advantages of better 
selectivity and simpler circuitry, are often used 
for 50-Mc. work. But at 144 Mc., the newer 
triodes designed for r.f. amplifier service give 
fully as much gain as the pentodes, and with 
lower internal noise. With the exception of the 
simplest unit, the equipment described in the 
following pages incorporates low-noise r.f. am-
plifier techniques. 

Neutralizing Methods 

When triodes are used as r.f. amplifiers some 
form of neutralization of the grid-plate capaci-
tance is required. This can be capacitive, as is 
commonly used in transmitting applications, 
or inductive. The alternative to neutralization 
is the use of grounded-grid technique. Circuits 
for v.h.f. triode r.f. amplifier stages are given in 
Figs. 16-1 through 16-4. 
A dual triode operated as a neutralized push-

pull amplifier is shown at 16-1. This arrange-

Fig. 16-1—Schematic diagram of a push-pull r.f. am-
plifier for v.h.f. applications. This circuit is well-suited 
to use with antenna systems having balanced lines. 
Coil and capacitor values not given depend on the fre-
quency at which the amplifier is to be used. Neutraliz-
ing capacitance, Cs, may be built up by twisting ends 

of insulated leads together. 

ment is well adapted to v.h.f. preamplifier appli-
cations, or as the first stage in a converter, 
particularly when a balanced transmission line 
such as the popular 300-ohm Twin-Lead is used. 
It is relatively selective and may require resis-
tive loading of the plate circuit, when used as a 
preamplifier. The loading effect of the following 
circuit may be sufficient to give the required 

402 
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Fig. 16-2—Circuit of the cascade r.f. amplifier. Cou-

pling capacitor, C, may be omitted if spurious receiver 

responses are not a problem. Neutralizing winding, LN 

should resonate at the signal frequency with the grid. 

plate capacitance of the first tube. Base connections 

are for 417A and 6AJ4, but other small 

triodes may be used. 

band width, when the push-pull stage is induc-
tively coupled to the mixer. 
A triode amplifier having excellent noise 

figure and broadband characteristics is shown in 
Fig. 16-2. Commonly called the cascode, it uses 
a triode or triode-connected pentode followed 
by a triode grounded-grid stage. This circuit is 
extremely stable and uncritical in adjustment. 
At 50 Mc. and higher its over-all gain is at least 
equal to the best single-stage pentode amplifier 
and its noise figure is far lower. 

Neutralization is accomplished by the coil 
LN, whose value is such that it resonates at the 
signal frequency with the grid-plate capacitance 
of the tube. Its inductance is not critical; it 
may be omitted from the circuit without the 
stage going into oscillation, but neutralization 
results in a lower noise figure than is possible 
without it. Any of several v.h.f. tubes may be 
used in the cascode circuit. The example shown 
in Fig. 16-2 uses the 417A, followed by a 6AJ4. 
Two 6AJ4s would work almost equally well, as 
would the 6AM4, 6AN4 and 6BC.4. Pin connec-
tions in Fig. 16-2 should be changed to suit the 
tubes selected. 

Fig. 16-3—Simplified cascode circuit for use with dual 

triodes having separate cathodes. Coil and capacitance 

values not given depend on frequency. Bifilar r.f. 

chokes are occasionally used in heater leads. L 

matches impedances between tubes and improves 

overall noise figure. 

A simplified version of the cascode, using a 
dual triode tube designed especially for this 
application, is shown in Fig. 16-3. By reducing 
stray capacitance, through direct coupling be-
tween the two triode sections, this circuit makes 
for improved performance at the frequencies 
above 100 Mc. The two sections of the tube are 
in series, as far as plate voltage is concerned, so 
it requires higher voltage than the other circuits 
shown. 
The neutralization process for the cascode 

and neutralized-triode amplifiers is somewhat 
similar. With the circuit operating normally the 
neutralizing adjustments ( capacitance of CN in 
Fig. 16-1; inductance of LN in Fig. 16-2) can 
be set for best signal-to-noise ratio. The best 
results are obtained using a noise generator, ad-
justing for lowest noise figure, but careful ad-
justment on a weak signal provides a fair 
approximation. Noise generators and their use 
in v.h.f. receiver adjustment are treated in July, 
1953, QST, p. 10, and in this Handbook, Chapter 
21. 
Grounded-grid r.f. amplifier technique is illus-

trated in Figs. 16-4 and 16-25. Here the input is 
in the cathode lead, with the grid of the tube 
grounded, to act as a shield between cathode and 
plate. The grounded-grid circuit is stable and 
easily adjusted, and is well adapted to broadband 
applications. The gain per stage is low, so that 
two or more stages may be required. 
Tubes well-suited to grounded-grid amplifier 

service include the 6J4, 6AN4, 6AJ4, 6AM4, 
6BC4, 417A and 416B. Disk-seal tubes such as 
the "lighthouse" and "pencil tube" types are 
often used as r.f. amplifiers above 500 Mc., and 
the new ceramic tubes show great possibilities 
for r.f. amplifier service in the u.h.f. range. 

Great care should be used in adjusting the r.f. 
portion of a v.h.f. receiver, whatever circuit is 
used. If it is working properly it will control 
the noise figure of tile entire cystem 

Reducing Spurious Responses 

In areas where there is a high level of v.h.f. 
activity or extensive use of other frequencies in 
the v.h.f. range, the ability of the receiver to 
operate properly in the presence of strong sig-
nals may be an important consideration. Special 
tube types, otherwise similar to older numbers, 
have been developed for low overload and cross-
modulation susceptibility. The 6BC8, which may 
be used as a replacement for the 6BQ7A or 
6BZ7, is one of these. 

Modification of the converter design can also 
improve performance in these respects. In gen-
eral, the gain ahead of the mixer stage should be 
made no more than is necessary to achieve good 
noise figure characteristics. The plate voltage on 
the r.f. amplifier should be kept as high as prac-
tical, to prevent easy overloading. 

Rejection of signals outside the desired fre-
quency range can be improved by the use of 
high-Q tuned circuits ahead of the first r.f. 
amplifier stage. Television transmitters are par-
ticularly troublesome in this respect, and one or 
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Fig. 16-4—Grounded-grid amplifier. Position of tap on plate coil 

should be adjusted for lowest noise figure. Low gain with this circuit 

makes two stages necessary for most applications. R.f, choke and coil 

values depend on frequency. 

more coaxial-type circuits inserted in the lead 
from the antenna to the converter may be neces-
sary to keep such signals from interfering with 
normal reception. 
A common cause of unwanted signals appear-

ing in the tuning range is the presence of oscilla-
tor harmonics in the energy being fed to the 
mixer of a crystal-controlled converter. This 
may be prevented by using a high oscillator fre-
quency, to keep down the number of multiplica-
tions, and by shielding the oscillator and multi-
plier stages from the rest of the converter. 

Signals at the intermediate frequency may 
ride through a converter. This can be prevented 
by keeping down capacitive interstage coupling 
in the r.f. circuitry, and by shielding the con-
verter and the receiver antenna terminals. The 
problem of receiver responses is dealt with in 
QST for April, 1955, p. 56, and February, 1958, 
p. 27. 

MIXER CIRCUITS 

The mixer in a v.h.f. converter may be either 
a pentode or a triode tube. Pentodes give gen-
erally higher output, and may require less injec-
tion. When used without a preceding r.f. ampli-
fier stage, the triode mixer may provide a better 
noise figure. With either tube, the grid circuit is 
tuned to the signal frequency, and the plate 
circuit to the intermediate frequency. 
A simple triode mixer is shown in Fig. 16-5A, 

with a pentode mixer at 13. A dual-triode ver-
sion ( push-push mixer) is shown at C. The 
push-push mixer is well adapted to use at 420 
Mc., and may, of course, be used at any lower 
frequency. Dual tubes may be used as both mix-
er and oscillator, combining the circuits of Figs. 
16-5 and 16-6. A 6U8 could use its pentode as a 
mixer ( 16-5B) and the oscillator portion ( 16-
6A) would be a triode. Dual-triode tubes ( 6J6, 
12AT7 and many others) would combine 16-5A 
and 16-6A. In dual triodes having separate cath-
odes some external coupling may be required, 
but the common cathode of the 6j6 will provide 
sufficient injection in most cases. If the injection 
is more than necessary it can be reduced by drop-

ping the oscillator plate voltage, 
either directly or by increasing the 
value of the dropping resistor. 
A pentode mixer is less subject to 

oscillator pulling than a triode, and 
it will probably require less injection 
voltage. In a pentode mixer with no 

1000 r.f. amplifier, plate current should be 
held to the lowest usable value, to re-
duce tube noise. This may be con-
trolled by varying the mixer screen 
voltage. When a good r.f. amplifier 
is used the mixer plate current may 
be run higher, for better operation 
with strong signals. 

Occasionally oscillation near the 
signal frequency may be encount-
ered in v.h.f. mixers. This usually 
results from stray lead inductance 
in the mixer plate circuit, and is 

most common with triode mixers. It may be cor-
rected by connecting a small capacitance from 
plate to cathode, directly at the tube socket. Ten 
to 25 if. will be sufficient, depending on the sig-
nal frequency. 

OSCILLATOR STABILITY 

When a high-selectivity i.f. system is employed 
in v.h.f. reception, the stability of the oscillator is 
extremely important. Slight variations in oscil-
lator frequency that would not be noticed when 
a broadband i.f. amplifier is used become intoler-
able when the passband is reduced to crystal-filter 
proportions. 
One satisfactory solution to this problem is 

the use of a crystal-controlled oscillator, with 
frequency multipliers if needed, to supply the 

4.100V. 

+100V. 

Fig. 16-5—Typical v.h.f. mixer circuits for triode (A), 

pentode ( B) and push-push triode (C). Circuits A and B 

may be used with one portion of various dual-purpose 

tubes. Plate current of pentode (B) should be held at 

lowest usable value if no r.f. stage is used. 
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Fig. 16-6 — Recommended oscil-

lator circuits for tunable v.h.f. 

converters. Dua I - t ri ode- version 

(B) is recommended for 220 or 

420 Mc. R.f. choke coil and ca-

pacitor values not given depend 

on frequency. 

1000 

+1001L 

(A) 

injection voltage. Such a converter usually em-
ploys one or more broadband r.f. amplifier 
stages, and tuning is done by tuning the receiver 
with which the converter is used to cover the 
desired intermediate frequency range. 
When a tunable oscillator and a fixed inter-

mediate frequency are used, special attention 
must be paid to the oscillator design, to be sure 
that it is mechanically and electrically stable. 
The tuning capacitor should be solidly built, 
preferably of the double-bearing type. Split-
stator capacitors specifically designed for v.h.f. 
service, usually having ball-bearing end plates 
and special construction to insure short leads, 
are well worth their extra cost. Leads should 
be made with stiff wire, to reduce vibration 
effects. Mechanical stability of air-wound coils 
can be improved by tying the turns together 
with narrow strips of household cement at sev-
eral points. 
Recommended oscillator circuits for v.h.f. 

work are shown in Fig. 16-6. The single-ended 
oscillator may be used for 50 or 144 Mc. with 
good results. The push-pull version is recom-
mended for higher frequencies and may also be 
used on the two lower bands, as well. Circuit 
A works well with almost any small triode, or 
one half of a 6J6 or 12AT7. The 6J6 is well 
suited to push-pull applications, as shown in 
circuit 16-6B. 

THE I.F. AMPLIFIER 

Superheterodyne receivers for 50 Mc. and up 
should have fairly high intermediate frequen-
cies, to reduce both oscillator pulling and image 
response. Approximately 10 per cent of the 
signal frequency is commonly used, with 10.7 
Mc. being set up as the standard i.f. for com-
mercially-built f.m. receivers. This particular 
frequency has a disadvantage for 50-Mc, work, 
in that it makes the receiver subject to image 
response from 28-Mc, signals, if the oscillator is 
on the low side of the signal frequency. A spot 
around 7 Mc. is favored for amateur converter 
service, as practically all communications re-
ceivers are capable of tuning this range. 
For selectivity with a reasonable number of 

i.f. stages, double conversion is usually em-
ployed in complete receivers for the v.h.f. range. 
A 7-Mc. intermediate frequency, for instance, is 
changed to 455 kc., by the addition of a second 
mixer-oscillator. This procedure is, of course, 
inherent in the use of a v.h.f. converter ahead of 
a communications receiver. 

If the receiver so used is lacking in sensitivity, 
the over-all gain of the converter-receiver com-
bination may be inadequate. This can be cor-
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rected by building an i.f. amplifier stage into 
the converter itself. Such a stage is useful even 
when the gain of the system is adequate without 
it, as the gain control can be used to permit 
operation of the converter with receivers of 
widely different performance. If the receiver has 
an S-meter, its adjustment may be left in the 
position used for lower frequencies, and the 
converter gain set so as to make the meter read 
normally on v.h.f. signals. 
Where reception of wide-band f.m. or un-

stable signals of modulated oscillators is desired, 
a converter may be used ahead of an f.m. broad-
cast receiver. A superregenerative detector op-
erating at the intermediate frequency, with or 
without additional i.f. amplifier stages, also may 
serve as an i.f. and detector system for reception 
of wide-band signals. By using a high i.f. ( 10 to 
30 Mc. or so) and by resistive loading of the i.f. 
transformers, almost any desired degree of 
bandwidth can be secured, providing good voice 
quality on all but the most unstable signals. Any 
of these methods may be used for reception in 
the microwave region, where stabilized trans-
mission is extremely difficult at the current state 
of the art. 

THE SUPERREGENERATIVE RECEIVER 

The simplest type of v.h.f. receiver is the 
superregenerator. It affords fair sensitivity with 
few tubes and elementary circuits, but its weak-
nesses, listed earlier, have relegated it to apeli-
cations where small size and low power con-
sumption are important considerations. 

Its sensitivity results from the use of an alter-
nating quenching voltage, usually in the range 
between 20 and 200 kc., to interrupt the normal 
oscillation of a regenerative detector. The re-
generation can thus be increased far beyond the 
amount usable in a straight regenerative circuit. 
The detector itself can be made to furnish the 
quenching voltage, or a separate oscillator tube 
can be used. Regeneration is usually controlled 
by varying the plate voltage in triode detectors, 
or the screen voltage in the case of pentodes. A 
typical circuit is shown in Fig. 16-7. 

Fig. 16-7—Superregener-

ative detector circuit for 

self-quenched detector. 

Pentode tube may be 

used, varying screen volt-

age by means of the po-

tentiometer to control re- 

generation. 

RFC 
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Fig. 16-8—The 50- and 144-Mc, crystal-controlled converters are built in 3 X 4 
X 5-inch Miniboxes and are designed to work into a receiver that tunes 14 to 

18 Mc. Plate voltage required is + 150, and use of a 0D3-stabilized supply is 

suggested. 

CRYSTAL-CONTROLLED CONVERTERS 

FOR 50, 144 AND 220 Mc. 

The three converters shown in Figs. 16-8 

through 16-15 are designed to be used with a 

receiver that tunes 14 to 18 Mc. ( 14 to 19 Mc. 

for the 220-Mc. converter.). Designed around 

R.F.AMP. 
6Cw4 
(001 

22 

the "Nuvistor" miniature triode and a crystal-

controlled local-oscillator signal, they offer low 
noise figures and high stability on the three 

bands. The power-supply requirement is 150 

10,vx1  
Fig. 16-9—Schematic diagram and parts information for the 50-Mc. converter. Resistors 1/2 watt unless specified. 

Fixed capacitors are ceramic; decimal values in µf., others in AO. 

MIXER 
6CW4 

C1-3-30-µµf. mica trimmer. 

C2, Ca— No. 22 insulated hookup wires 2 inches long, 

twisted together for approximately 11/4 inches. 

C,—Same, but 1-inch wires twisted for 1/2 inch. 

Ji—Coaxial connector, SO-239. 

Ja— Phono jack. 

Ja-8-pin plug (Amphenol 86-RCP8). 

4.-5 turns No. 18, 1/2 -inch diam., 8 t.p.i. ( B & W No. 

3002). 

14-10 turns No. 28 enam., close-wound on its- inch iron-

slug phenolic form, tapped at 3 turns; 0.65 to 
1.3 µb. (Miller form No. 20A00ORBI). 

La, La, 4-8 turns No. 28 enam., close-wound on 1:s- inch 

iron-slug phenolic form. Range 0.43 to 0.85 

µh. L3 set for 0.64 µh., Ls for 0.66, Lo for 0.73 

µh. (Miller coils No. 20A687RBI). L.: and 13 

are ,/8 inch apart c. to c. L, to 1.6 is 3/4 inch; 

L to 4 is 7/8 inch. 

14— No. 32 enam., close-wound Vs inch on 1/4 -inch iron-

slug phenolic form; 3.8 to 8.5 µh., set for 6.9 
µh. (Miller coil No. 20A686RBI). 

La— Universal-wound coil, 4.7 to 10 µh., set for 7.9 µh. 

(Miller coil No. 20A826RBI). 

4-8 turns No. 32 enam., close-wound on 1/4 inch iron-

slug phenolic form; 0.67 to 1.25 µh., set for 

0.94 µh. (Miller coil No. 20A106RBI)• 

Yi-36-Mc. crystal ( International Crystal Mfg. Co. FA-5). 
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volts for the plate-power source (preferably 
stabilized, by a OD3) and 6.3 volts for the heat-
ers. A suitable power-supply circuit is given in 
Fig. 16-16. 
At 50 Mc. noise coming in on the antenna is a 

limiting factor, even in the quietest location. 
This antenna noise is much lower on 144 and 
220 Mc. At 50 Mc. one r.f. stage gives all the 
sensitivity that can be used, but at 144 and 220 
Mc. a "cascode" stage using two tubes is needed 
to approach the point where antenna noise is the 
limiting factor. 

The 50-Mc. Converter 

The 50-Mc. converter is shown at the right in 
Fig. 16-8, and the circuit is given in Fig. 16-9. 
Referring to Fig. 16-8 ( right), the oscillator 

tube and crystal are at the left, and the r.f. stage 
is at the top, near the input connector. Turning 
to the circuit diagram, Fig. 16-9, it will be seen 
that two tuned circuits are used between antenna 
and r.f. grid, and two more tuned circuits are 
used to couple the r.f. stage to the mixer. The 
trap circuit, Lin is optional. Its purpose is to 
reject Channel-2 video signals that might cause 
interference to 50-Mc. reception, as the result 
of the second harmonic of the oscillator ( 72 
Mc.) beating with a Channel-2 TV signal. There 
is no need for the trap if there is no Channel-2 
TV station in the vicinity, and the lead from Ji 
should then be run directly to the tap on 14. 
An overtone crystal of the type that needs no 

special circuit is used in the oscillator, and the 
oscillator signal is coupled to the mixer through 

Fig. 16-10— Bottom view of the 50-Mc. converter. The antenna connector and trap circuit are 

in the lower left corner. The neutralizing coil, L, is mounted horizontally, at lower right. 
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a small capacitor made by twisting two insu-
lated wires. 
A good idea of the parts arrangement can be 

obtained from the bottom view, Fig. 16-10. The 
input coils, L. and L., are to the right of the 
antenna connector, and the output jack, /2, is to 
the right of L.. The output coil, L., is at the top 
right of the picture, and a shielded wire is run 
from the coil ( actually from the 0.001-µf. ca-
pacitor) to the output jack. 

Nuvistor sockets have two small tabs on them 
that are bent against the underside of the chassis 
after they have been installed. The tabs require 
that clearance slots be filed for them after the 
/2-inch hole for the socket has been drilled or 
punched. Note in Fig. 16-10 that these tabs are 
clamped to the chassis by washers held to the 
chassis by 4-40 hardware. 
When the converter is completed, the tubes 

should be plugged in and a power supply ( any 
150-volt d.c. and 6.3-volt a.c. source; see Fig. 
16-16) connected at J. through a mating cable 
plug (Amphenol 78-PF8). With all the tubes in 
place, and the crystal, the oscillator should be 
checked first. A voltmeter connected between 
chassis and the junction of L. and the 10,000-

144 MC. 

> I QJI 

R.F.AMP. 
6CW4 

.001 4 

100 

R.F. AMP. 
6CW4 

I W 
)CAL OSC. 
6CW4 

ohm resistor will indicate about 70 to 90 volts 
with the oscillator oscillating, and it should drop 
back to about 50 volts when there is no oscilla-
tion. Start with the core in L. unscrewed 
(closest to chassis) and slowly run it in while 
watching the voltmeter. The voltage should rise 
to about 90 volts and then drop suddenly. Set 
the core for the highest voltmeter reading ( low-
est oscillator plate current) at which the oscil-
lator will start each time power is applied. If a 
wavemeter is available, check the frequency of 
oscillation to see that it is 36 Mc. 
The 50-Mc, converter is now ready to receive 

strong signals, as soon as it is connected to the 
receiver. Make up a cable of any small coax, 
putting a phono-pin plug on one end. The other 
end connects to the receiver antenna terminals. 
This may require a coax fitting for some receiv-
ers, but most have screw terminals. Connect the 
inner conductor to the antenna terminal and the 
outer sheath to the ground terminal or the re-
ceiver chassis. Do this with the shortest possible 
leads, to keep down pickup of signals at 14 Mc. 
Now a 50-Mc, signal is needed. This can be 

from a grid-dip oscillator, a nearby 50- Mc, sta-
tion, the harmonic of a transmitter, or ideally, a 

100 K 
w. 

10K 
C4 c 

43.333 MC.  IL  
el 8 

L7 CR1 

  10K  114/. 

100 

130 MC. 

MIXER 
6CW4 

14 MC. 

Ls 

.001 

1 ,121,121,12 

I 6 8 4 

Fig. 16-11—Schematic diagram and parts information for the 144-Mc. converter. Resistors 1/2 watt unless specified. 
Fixed capacitors are ceramic unless specified. Decimal values in ¡of., others in µµf. 

C7, C2, C3-1-7.5-Ppf. ceramic trimmer (Centralab 
829-7). 

C2- 4 - 3014. ceramic trimmer (Mallory ST-554-N). 

C3-20-ppf. miniature variable (Hammarlund MAC-20). 
CS, C7 — 0.001-0. button-type bypass (Centralab 

ZA-102). Do not use disk-ceramic or other 

wire-lead capacitors for these points. 

Cs—No. 22 insulated hookup wires 11/4 inches long, 

twisted together for approximately 1 inch. 

CRI—Crystal-diode rectifier; 1N82. 

.I—Coaxial connector, SO-239. 

J2—Phono jack. 

J3-8-pin plug (Amphenol 86-RCP8). 

LI, 4-6 turns No. 18, 1/4 -inch diam. lh inch long. Tap 

at 21/2  turns. 

L2-5 turns No. 28 enamel, close-wound on 1/4 -inch iron. 

slug form. Range 0.24 to 0.41 µh., set for 
0.33 ph. (Miller coil No. 20A337RBI). 

1.3-61/2 turns No. 18, 1/4 -inch diam., 543 inch long. 

L.-5 turns like 1,, 1/2 inch long, tapped at 2 turns. 4 
and t3 are parallel, % inch apart, c. to c. 

Lc—Universal-wound coil, 4.7 to 10 µh., set for 7.9 µh. 

(Miller coil Na, 20A82612131). 

Le-9 turns No. 28 enamel, close-wound on U-inch 

iron-slug form. Range 0.58 to 1 ph., set for 

0.82 µh. (Miller coil No. 20A827RBI). 

I.7-1 1/2 turns insulated hookup wire around Le. 

L9-8 turns No. 18, 1/4 -inch diam., 541 inch long. 

Y2-43.333-Mc. crystal ( International Crystal Mfg. Co. 
FA-5). 
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good signal generator. For any except the last, 
connect some kind of antenna to h. A short 
piece of wire will do at first, and the length can 
be varied to suit the strength of the signal. Set 
the stud in L4 at about the middle of its range. 
Next, peak the screws in L., 14, L5, L. and L7 
for maximum signal strength. Now disable the 
r.f. amplifier stage by disconnecting the 10,000-
ohm resistor from L5, or by removing the heater 
lead from Pin 12 of the socket. Adjust L4 for 
minimum signal. Replace the heater or plate 
voltage and readjust all coils except L. for max-
imum signal again. 
The converter should be close to optimum per-

formance if everything has been done properly 
to this point. If the Channel 2 trap is used, ad-
just it so that no interference is heard from the 
local TV station. If the station is very near by, 
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it may still be heard as long as the cover is off 
the converter case. It should disappear when the 
case is assembled. Recheck the adjustment of L1 
and L9 after final adjustment of the trap. 

Further work to improve weak-signal recep-
tion should be done with a noise generator, 
though satisfactory results can be obtained on 
weak signals if the work is done with care. The 
aim should be better signal-to-noise ratio, rather 
than merely greater signal strength. Using the 
receiver S meter, or the audio sound of a weak 
signal, tune for maximum signal with respect to 
noise. 
As a final check, put a 50-ohm resistor across 

L. Observe the noise level. Now remove the re-
sistor and put on an antenna system with 50-
ohm feed. If the noise rises appreciably, this ex-
ternal noise is the limiting factor in v.h.f. recep-

1\ 

Fig. 16-12—Interior of the 144-Mc. converter. Details of parts arrangement are given in the text. The i.f. output 
from the mixer plate coil, 1.5, (upper right) is brought through a shielded lead down the 

side and acrou the bottom to the output connector, is, at the lower left. 
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tion, and the only improvement one can make 
from here on is to put up a bigger or higher an-
tenna, or move to a quieter location. 

The 144-Me. Converter 

The 144-Mc. converter, Figs. 16-8 and 16-12, 
uses a two-tube "cascode" r.f. amplifier ahead 
of the mixer, and a frequency-multiplying sys-
tem is required to provide the desired 130-Mc. 
local-oscillator signal. Handwound coils are 
used in the r.f. circuits, instead of slug-tuned 
coils, with the exception of the matching react-
ance (Ls in Fig. 16-11) which must be adjusted 
for best noise figure. The crystal oscillator 
works on 43.333 Mc. and drives a crystal-diode 
frequency tripler to 130 Mc. A trap circuit tuned 
to the second harmonic rejects the second har-
monic and another circuit accentuates the third 
harmonic and provides a "clean" local-oscillator 
signal at 130 Mc. As with the 50-Mc. converter, 
the second-harmonic trap circuit (L.C.) can be 
omitted if no local interference problem exists. 
In the case of the converter pictured, a local 
f.m. station at 100.8 Mc. gave an output signal at 
14.2 Mc. by beating against the 86.6-Mc. second 
harmonic of the oscillator. A trap in the antenna 
circuit was not as effective, since it caused some 
deterioration of the 144-Mc, noise figure. 

Referring to Fig. 16-12, the construction is 
similar to that of the 50-Mc, converter, with a 
few exceptions. The coils can be wound to sped-
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fication on a /4-inch diameter drill and then 
mounted on associated tuning capacitors, tie 
points or ground lugs. In the photograph, the 
r.f. amplifier input circuit is in the lower right-
hand corner. The coil above it is L., the match-
ing reactance, mounted on the side of the box. 
The two air-wound coils side by side and just 
to the right of center are for the amplifier plate 
and the mixer grid (Ls and L.). The second-
harmonic trap circuit is to their left, just below 
the third harmonic tank circuit, L.C.. The oscil-
lator plate coil and the output coil are in the 
upper left and right corners, respectively. 
Adjustment of the 144-Mc, converter is sim-

ilar, except that the multiplier tank circuit, 
L.C8, should be adjusted for maximum signal. 
External noise may not be discernible in quiet 
locations on 144 Mc., and the antenna check 
outlined for 50 Mc. may be inconclusive. Adjust-
ment of all r.f. circuits should be made carefully 
for greatest margin of signal over noise, using 
weak signals. The minimum-signal method of 
adjusting coil L. may be followed initially, but 
readjustment for optimum signal-to-noise ratio 
(or lowest noise figure, using a noise generator) 
should produce a worthwhile improvement. Do 
not use the second-harmonic trap, L.C., unless it 
is necessary to eliminate f.m. interference, as 
this circuit introduces one more variable to com-
plicate the adjustment procedure. 

In most areas 2-meter activity is spread over 

Fig. 16- 13—The 220-Mc, converter uses four 6CW4 

tubes and a semi-conductor frequency quadrupler. 
Screw on the side is neutralization adjustment. 
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more of the band than is the case with 50 Mc. 
The converter response can be made uniform 
across most or all of the band by tuning the i.f. 
output coil, L., for maximum response near the 
high end or middle of the band. This coil affects 
only the gain of the converter; detuning it does 
not reduce the signal-to-noise ratio. The r.f. 
amplifier plate and mixer grid circuits, Cs-Ls and 
C.-L4 have only a minor effect on noise figure, so 
they can also be "stagger-tuned" to some extent 
to achieve uniform response. 
A fair final check on the 144-Mc. converter 

performance is to detune the diode multiplier 
circuit, L.C., and note its effect on the signal-to-
noise ratio. If the r.f. amplifier is working prop-
erly it should be possible to detune this circuit 
so that the gain drops an S unit or two, before 
there is any effect on the signal-to-noise ratio 
observable on weak signals. 

The 220-Mc. Converter 

The 220-Mc. converter, Figs. 16-13 and 16-15, 
is similar to the 144-Mc. converter in both con-
struction and circuitry. A cascode r.f. stage is 
used ahead of the mixer, and a diode frequency 
quadrupler is used to furnish a 206-Mc. local-
oscillator signal from a 51,5-Mc. crystal oscilla-
tor. Two tuned circuits are used between r.f. 
stage and mixer, coupled by a small capacitance. 
Because the 220-Mc. band is 5 Mc. wide, the re-
ceiver following this converter must tune from 
14 to 19 Mc. 
As can be seen in Fig. 16-15, the construction 

is quite similar to that of the 144-Mc. converter. 
The inductors L., L., L. and L. are first wound 
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on a 14-inch diameter rod or drill and then 
spaced to meet the specifications. They are sup-
ported by soldering the ends directly to tube 
pins, ground lugs or capacitor terminals. The 
Nuvistor sockets are set in Y2-inch diameter 
holes in which two notches have been filed to 
accept the tabs; the tabs are then bent over and 
held to the chassis by washers and 4-40 hard-
ware. The two 0.001-µf, capacitors bypassing 
the grid of the second 6CW4 and the bottom 
end of Ls are mica "button" capacitors ( Cen-
tralab ZA-102). When mounting the tubular 
trimmer capacitors that are used to tune the 
signal circuits, it will be necessary to notch the 
holes slightly to clear the mounting. 
The adjustment of the converter is quite simi-

lar to that of the 144-Mc. converter, and the in-
structions given earlier apply equally as well to 
the 220-Mc. band. Depending upon the local 
operating habits, it may be desirable to peak the 
circuits for a particular portion of the band. In 
areas where TV sets are tuned to Channel 7, 
there may be substantial TV-receiver local-
oscillator radiation that will mess up the first 
megacycle or two of the band, and consequently 
the amateur activity will peak around 222 or 223 
Mc. Both a grid-dip oscillator or signal genera-
tor, and a noise generator will be found to be 
very useful in getting best results from the con-
verter. 

Power Supply 

The circuit for a suitable power supply is 
given in Fig. 16-16. Any power supply of 180 
volts or more (enough to fire a OD3) will be 

220 MC. 
14 MC. 

L 

OSCILLATOR 
6CW4 5t.5mc, 1N82 

4 

2 

c., 
,MIXER 

100A4Pr 6CW4 

6CW4 

10 

OUT 

Fig. 16- 14—Circuit diagram of the 220-Mc. crystal-controlled converter. Unless specified otherwise, resistors are 

Y2 watt, resistances are in ohms, capacitances in µf. 

C2, C,-1-6 µµf, tubular trimmer (Centralab 829-6). L-4 t. as L, tapped 1 turn from ground end. 
L-4.7 - 10.0 µh. adjustable inductor (Miller 

20A826RBI). 

L-0.43 - 0.85 µh. adjustable inductor (Miller 

20A68712131). 
L-1 1/2 t. insulated wire wound on ground end of L. 

L-4 t. No. 18 spaced three times wire diam., 1/4 inch 

i.d., tapped 1'.:1 t. from ground end. 

Pr—Chassis-mounting octal plug (Amphenol 86-CP8). 

µµf., made by twisting two insulated wires 1 inch. 

C,- 15-µµf. variable ( Hammarlund MAC- 15). 

J1—Chassis-mounting coaxial receptacle (50-239). 

.12— Phono jack. 
1.1-2 1/4 t. No. 18 spaced wire diam., 1,'4 inch i.d., 

tapped t. from ground end. 

L-0.12 - 0.19 µh. adjustable inductor (Miller 

20A15712BI). 
14-234 t. No. 18 spaced twice wire diam., 1/4 inch i.d. 
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Fig. 16-15—View underneath the chassis of the 220-Mc. converter. The long shielded wire runs 

from 4 at the lower left to the output jack. Silver-button mica capacitors (Centrelab ZA-102) 

that bypass the plate coil and the control grid of the second 6CW4 (center left) are also used 

to support several resistors. Coil 1.8 is supported by the terminals of C,, (bottom center). Chassis 

is part of 3 X 4 X 5-inch Minibox. 

suitable; depending upon the voltage available 
the value of R,, may have to be changed. Ri 
should have a value such that with no current 
being taken from terminal 6 the current through 
the OD3 is between 30 and 40 ma. 

Using Other Intermediate Frequencies 

The i.f, tuning range beginning at 14 Mc. was 
selected as the most desirable for most receivers. 
Other ranges may be preferred, and the i.f, can 
be altered easily enough. The injection frequency 
is lower than the signal frequency by whatever 
i.f, you intend to use. For example, a 50-Mc. 
converter with a 7-Mc, i.f, would have a crystal 
and injection frequency of 50-7, or 43 Mc. The 
144-Mc, converter would have a 137-Mc, injec-
tion frequency, and the crystal would be one-
third of this, or 45.667 Mc. 

Generally speaking, single-conversion com-
munications receivers ( most inexpensive types, 
and all older receivers) work best with low in-
termediate frequencies, such as 7 Mc. or lower. 
Double-conversion receivers will be satisfactory 
in the 14-Mc, range in almost every case, and 

some are stable enough to do well around 30 Mc. 
At least one communications receiver, the NC-
300, has a range designed especially for v.h.f. 
converter use, starting at 30.5 Mc. 

Fig. 16-16—Typical power supply for the 50-, 144- or 

220-Mc. converter. 

C2-40-0, separate section dual capacitor (Sprague 

TCS-48). 

CR,, CR,-400 p.i.v. silicon rectifier ( 1N1763 or equiv.) 

.I.,—Octal socket. 

P,—Line plug, preferably fused. 

12,-3000 ohms, 5-watt wirewound. 

Si—S.p.s.t. toggle. 

T1-250 v.c.t. at 50 ma., 6.3 v. at 2 amp. (Knight 62 G 

008 or equiv.). 
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Cs-3-30-µAf. mica trimmer. See text. 
Cs, C.-500-µµf. feed-through bypass (Centrelab 

MFT-500). 

J., J.—Coaxial chassis receptacle (S0-239). 
Li—Inner conductor of trough line-1/4-inch copper 

tubing, 61/4 inches long. C, connects Pa 

inches from plate end. See Fug. 16-19 and 

text. 

220-Mc. Preamp 

Fig. 16- 17-220-Mc. trough- line preamplifier. Unit connects by cable to a remote 

receiver or converter. 

PREAMPLIFIER FOR 220 Mc. 

The amplifier shown in Figs. 16-17 to 16-20 
Will improve the gain and noise figure of a 
220-Mc. converter that is not operating at maxi-
mum effectiveness. It also provides some addi-
tional selectivity, which may be helpful in areas 
where signals from outside the band are trouble-
some. The plate circuit has high Q, so it must be 
retuned in covering the band. 
The schematic diagram given in Fig. 16-18. 

The signal is fed into the cathode of the 
grounded-grid amplifier. The plate circuit is a 
trough line. Any of the small u.h.f. triodes may 

6AM4 
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be used, though a 6AM4 is shown. Check pin 
connections and cathode resistor values for 
other types. 

Construction 

The outer conductor of the line, which also 
serves as the chassis, is made of flashing copper. 
If the details of Fig. 16-19 are followed, it may 
be made from a single piece. A small copper 
shield is placed across the tube socket to isolate 
the input and plate circuits. Just where this shield 
is located depends on the tube used, as various 

RCV13. 

• 
Fig. 16-18—Wiring diagram for the 220-Mc. preamplifier. Capacitance is in resistance is in ohms. 

C1-5-gpf. miniature variable (Hammarlund MAC-5). Li— Coupling loop—insulated hookup wire 3 inches 
long. Loop portion lays close to cold end of 

LI for 2 inches. Hot end comes through 

chassis on feed-through bushing ( National 

TPB). 
RFC1, RFC., RFC3- 18 t. No. 24 enam., closewound, 

inch diam. 
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tubes have different grid pin arrangements. All 
grid terminals are bent flat against the copper 
case, and soldered in place. 
The left end (bottom view, Fig. 16-20) con-

tains the coaxial fitting for the antenna connec-
tion, the r.f. chokes and other components of 
the input circuit. The plate line, tuning capacitor, 
output coupling loop and coax fitting, and the B-
plus feed-through capacitor mount in the large 
portion. A bottom cover for the line can be 
made of copper 8 inches long and 21/2 inches 
wide. Bend over a quarter inch on each side, and 
slip the cover over the edges of the case. 
The inner conductor is 1/2 -inch copper tubing. 

Start with a piece 61/2  inches long. Saw the ends 
lengthwise to depths of /4 aanndd 1/2 inch. Cut off 
one half at each end. The remaining portions are 
used to make connections. The half-inch end is 
bent down to solder to the plate lugs of the 
socket. The quarter-inch end solders to the feed-
through capacitor. 
The tuning capacitor, Ci, is mounted with its 

stator bars toward the tube end of the line. The 
inner conductor will rest between these bars and 
they can be soldered to it readily. Plate voltage 

Fig. 16 20 — Bottom 

view of the preampli-

fier 

RECEIVERS FOR 420 Mc. 

For best signal-to-noise ratio, receivers for any 
frequency should have the highest degree of 
selectivity that can be used successfully at the 
frequency in question. With crystal control or its 
equivalent in stability accepted as standard prac-
tice on all bands up through 148 Mc., there is 
little point in using more bandwidth in receivers 
for these frequencies than is necessary for satis-
factory voice reception, a maximum of about 10 
kc. Such communication selectivity is now being 
used successfully by most workers on 220 and 

04. 
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Fig. 16-19—Details of the outer 
conductor and chassis for the 

220-Mc, preamplifier. 

is fed through C., heater voltage through CD. 
Output is taken off through the coupling loop, 
L., visible in Fig. 16-20. The series capacitor, 
C2, was omitted from the preamplifier, though it 
might be useful if the amplifier works into a 
converter with an untuned input circuit. 

Adjustment 

The preamplifier may be connected to the con-
verter through a coaxial line of any convenient 
length, but the converter input should be a 
coaxial fitting. To put the preamplifier into serv-
ice, adjust the plate line for maximum signal 
strength. Then check the position of the cou-
pling loop, adjusting for maximum response. 
Readjust the tuning of the line as the coupling is 
changed. 
The tuning range of Ci is not wide, so be sure 

that it actually tunes the line at both ends of the 
band. Some adjustment of tuning range can be 
had by rotating the mounting of the capacitor 
180 degrees. If this does not bring the tuning 
within range, the mounting hole can be elongated 
and the position of the trimmer adjusted as 
required. 

420 Mc., too, but it imposes sevetal problems 
not encountered on lower bands. 

First is the matter of oscillator instability in 
the converter. Even the best tunable oscillator at 
420 Mc. suffers from vibration and hand-capac-
ity effects sufficiently to make it difficult to hold 
the signal in a 10-kc. i.f. band width. 

Then, there are still some unstable transmit-
ters being used in work on 220 and 420 Mc. It 
is out of the question to copy these on a selec-
tive receiver. 
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Last, searching a band 30 megacycles wide is 
excessively time-consuming when communica-
tions-receiver selectivity is used in the i.f. 
There is no single solution to these problems, 

but the best approach appears to be that of 
breaking up of the band into segments for dif-
ferent types of operation. This is being done by 
mutual agreement among 420-Mc, operators at 
present, as follows: 420 to 432 Mc. — modulated 
oscillators and wide-band f.m., 432 to 436 Mc. — 
crystal-controlled c.w., a.m. and narrow-band 
f.m.; 436 to 450 — television. 
The first segment can be covered with a super-

regenerative receiver, a superheterodyne having 
a wideband i.f. system, or a converter used ahead 
of an f.m. broadcast receiver. The high selec-
tivity required for best use of the middle portion 
makes a crystal-controlled or otherwise highly 
stable converter and communications receiver 
combination almost mandatory. Amateur TV is 
usually received with a converter ahead of a 
standard TV receiver, tuned to some channel 
that is not in use locally. 
Many of the tubes used on the v.h.f. bands are 

useless at 420 Mc., and the performance of even 
the best u.h.f. tubes is down compared to lower 
bands. Only the lighthouse or pencil-triode tubes 
and a few of the miniatures are usable, and 
these require modifications of conventional cir-
cuit technique to produce satisfactory results. 

Crystal diodes are often used as mixers in 
420-Mc, receivers, as in this frequency range 
they work nearly as well as vacuum tubes. The 
over-all gain of a converter having a crystal 
mixer is about 10 db. lower than one using a 
tube, so this difference must be made up in the 
i.f. amplifier. The noise figure of a receiver 
having a crystal mixer and no r.f. stage includes 
the noise figure of the i.f. amplifier following 
the mixer, so bçst results require that the i.f. 
amplifier employ low-noise techniques discussed 
earlier in this chapter. If the i.f. is 50 Mc. or 
higher it is particularly important that a low-
noise triode be used for the first i.f. stage. 

Crystal diodes of the type used in radar mix-
ers, such as the 1N21 series, are well suited to 
420-Mc, mixer service, though care must be 
taken to avoid damage from transmitter r.f. 
energy. Other types of crystal diodes such as the 
1N72 and CK710 will stand higher values of 
crystal current, and their use is recommended. 
Few conventional vacuum tubes work well as 

mixers at 420 Mc. and higher. The 6J6 is useful 
where a balanced input circuit is desired, as in 
Fig. 16-5C. For single-ended circuitry the 6AM4, 
6AN4 and 6CW4 are recommended. They may 
be used in grounded-grid or grounded-cathode 
circuits. 

Fig. 16-21—A highly effective r.f. amplifier for 420 

Mc. The tank circuit is a half-wave line made of flash-

ing copper. Coaxial fittings are for input and output 

connections. Heater and plate voltages are brought 

in on feed-through bypass capacitors just visible ors 

either side of the 6A14 tube. 
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Fig. 16-22—Schematic diagram of the 420-Mc. r.f. 
amplifier. 

C1-500-110. ceramic. 
C2, C3-100044. ceramic feedthrough (Erie style 2404). 
Cs— Copper tabs, %-inch diam.; see text and photo-

graphs. 
14-150 ohms, % watt. 
R2-470 ohms, Y2 watt. 

Ls-1/4-inch copper tubing, 7% inches long, tapped 2% 
inches from plate end. 

1.3—Loop of insulated wire adjacent to L1 for 14 inch. 
.12—Coaxial fitting. 

RFCI, RFC2, RFC3-9 turns No. 22, %-inch diam., spaced 
one diam. 

For high-selectivity coverage of the 432- to 
436-Mc. segment of the band, a common practice 
is to use a crystal-controlled converter working 
into another converter for either the 50- or 144-
Mc. band, tuning the latter for the four-mega-
cycle tuning range. 

A 420-MC. R.F. AMPLIFIER 
The r.f. amplifier shown in Figs. 16-21 through 

16-23 is capable of a gain of more than 15 db. 
and its noise figure can be as low as 6 db. with 
careful adjustment. It will make a large im-
provement in the sensitivity of any converter or 
receiver that has no r.f. stage, or one that is 
working poorly. 
The design shown is for either the 6AJ4 or 

6AM4, but with suitable socket and pin-connec-
tion changes the 417A, 6BC4 or 6AN4 will work 
equally well. It is a grounded-grid amplifier with 
a half-wave line in the plate circuit. The antenna 
is connected to the cathode of the tube through a 
coupling capacitor. As the input impedance of 
the grounded-grid stage is low, nothing is gained 
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by the use of a tuned circuit in the cathode lead. 
Output is taken off through a coupling loop at 
the point of lowest r.f. voltage along the line. 
The amplifier is built in a frame of flashing 

copper that serves as the outer conductor of the 
tank circuit. The whole assembly is 10 inches 
long and 1% inches square, except for the bot-
tom, which is about 1;4 inches wide. Edges are 
folded over with lips % inch wide which slide 
into a bottom cover made from copper sheet 21% 
by 10 inches in size, with its edges bent up % 
inch wide on each side. 
The plate circuit is made of '4-inch copper 

tubing tuned by a copper-tab capacitor at the 
far end from the tube. Plate voltage is fed in at 
the point of minimum r.f. voltage, which in this 
instance is about 5 inches from the open end. 
The antenna is connected to the cathode through 
a coupling capacitor. The input impedance of 
the grounded-grid amplifier is so low that noth-
ing is gained by using a tuned circuit at this 
point. The cathode and heater are maintained 
above ground potential by small air-wound r.f. 
chokes. 
The tube socket is two inches in from the end 

of the trough, and is so oriented that its plate 
connection, Pin 5, is in the proper position to 
connect to the line with the shortest possible 
lead. A copper shielding fin is mounted across 
the interior of the trough 2¡ inches from the 
end, dividing the socket so that Pins 3, 4, 5 and 
6 are on the plate side of the partition. 
Minimum grid-lead inductance is important. 

This was insured by bending all the grid prongs 
down against the ceramic body of the socket, 
and then making the mounting hole just big 
enough to pass this part of the socket and the 
prongs. They were soldered to the wall of the 
trough. 

Input and output connections are coaxial 
fittings mounted on the side wall of the trough. 
B-plus and heater voltage are brought into the 
assembly on feed-through capacitors mounted 
on the same side of the trough as the tube. Con-
nection to the inner conductor of the line is 
made with a grid clip, so that the point of con-
nection can be adjusted for optimum results. 
The copper tubing is slotted at the plate end 

with a hack saw to a depth of about % inch, and 
a strip of flashing copper soldered into this slot 
to make the plate connection. A copper tab about 
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the size of a one-cent piece is soldered to the 
other end of the tubing to provide the stationary 
plate of C.. The line is supported near the low-
voltage point by a 14-inch-thick block of poly-
styrene. This is centered at a point 5% inches in 
from the tube end of the trough assembly. The 
hole for the B-plus feedthrough is 4% inches 
from the same end. 
The movable plate of C. is soldered to a screw 

running through a nut soldered to the upper 
surface of the trough at a point 34 inch in from 
the open end. If a fine-thread screw is available 
for this purpose it will make for easier tuning, 
though a 6-32 thread was used in this model. 
This made a wobbly contact, so a coil spring 
was installed between the top of the trough and 
the knob to keep some tension on the adjusting 
screw. 
Adjustment of the 420-Mc, amplifier is made 

easier if a noise generator is used, though it is 
not as important as in the case amplifiers with 
tuned input circuits. If the amplifier is working 
properly there will be an appreciable rise in 
noise as the plate circuit is tuned through reso-
nance, and it may break into oscillation if oper-
ated without load. When connected to a follow-
ing stage, with a reasonably matched antenna 
plugged into Ji, the amplifier should not oscil-
late unless the coupling loop, L., is much too far 
from the inner conductor. 
When the amplifier is operating stably and 

tuned to a test signal (or to a peak of response 
to a noise generator), the next step is to locate 
the optimum position for feeding the plate volt-
age into the line. This may be done by running 
a pencil lead slowly up and down the inner con-
ductor, until a spot is found where touching the 
lead to the line has little or no effect on the 
operation of the amplifier. The plate voltage 
clip should be placed at this point and the proc-
ess repeated, moving the clip slightly until it is 
at the minimum-voltage point precisely. This 
adjustment should be made at the midpoint of 
the tuning range over which the amplifier is to 
be used. 
The position of the coupling loop should then 

be adjusted for best signal-to-noise ratio. This 
will probably turn out to be with the insulated 
wire lying against the inner conductor for a 
distance of about 34 to 1 inch, starting at the 
minimum-voltage point just located. 

Fig. 16-23—Bottom view of the 420-Mc. r.f. amplifier, 

with the slip-on cover removed. The inner conductor of 
the tank circuit is held in place by a block of polysty-

rene, mounted near the low-voltage point on the line. 
The plate-voltage feedthrough and output coupling 
loop may be seen at the left of this support. Heater, 

cathode and antenna-circuit components are in a sep-
arate compartment at the tube end of the assembly. 

The line is tuned at the opposite end by a handmade 
copper-tab capacitor. 
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A CRYSTAL-CONTROLLED CONVERTER FOR 

The crystal-controlled converter shown in 
Figs. 16-24 and 16-26 uses two grounded-grid 
r.f. stages and a grounded-grid mixer. This 
proved to be a more stable arrangement and 
easier to duplicate than one with grounded-
cathode stages. A major source of over-all feed-
back is the heater connections, and more elabo-
rate heater-line filtering will be found in this 
unit than is usually the case. The local-oscillator 
signal at 418 Mc. is obtained by tripling twice 
from a 46.44-,Mc. crystal oscillator, once in a 
triode section of a 6J6 and one through a 
1N82 diode. 

Fig. 16-24—The 430-Mc, converter is built in a 5 X 

7 X 3-inch Minibox. At the top in this view, from left 

to right: input jack, r.f. amplifier, r.f. amplifier, mixer, 

output jack. The tube (shielded) is a 616, used as 

crystal oscillator and frequency multiplier. 

ANT. 

44.44 MC. 

R.F. AMP- 1 
6Cvv4 

470 432M C. 

100 

/77 

OSC. 
6J6 46.44 MC. 47 
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R. F. AM P- 2 
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MIXER RF-2 RF- i 

to tz/\ lo 12 10 

.0 .001 'il". .001 

/77 ,77 -, 
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Fig. 16-25—Wiring diagram of the 430-Mc. converter. Capacitance values are in /10., except 

decimal values which are in gf. Resistors are Y2 watt unless specified otherwise. All 0.001-µf. 
capacitors marked * are button-type (Centralab ZA-102); other 0.001-0. capacitors are disk 

ceramic. All 500-1.q.d. feedthrough capacitors are Centralab FT-500. 

C2-6410. ceramic variable (Centralab 829-6) 

C3-15-µ0. variable ( Hammarlund MAC-15) 

1.1., 12, 17— See Fig. 16-27. 

6-4.7-10.0-ph. adjustable inductor (Miller 

20A826RBI). 

L-0.43-0.85-41. .adjustable inductor (Miller 

20A687RBI). 

1.2-0.119-0.187-µh. adjustable inductor (Miller 

20A157RBI). 

Le-2 t. No. 20 insulated wound around ground end 

of L. 

RFC2-RFCri-8 inches No. 22 enam. cleaned 1/2  inch 

each end and wound on 10K or higher Y2-

watt resistor. 

RFC‘2-50-p.h. r.f. choke (Millen 34300-50). 

Ji—Coaxial chassis receptacle (50-239). 

Ji—Coaxial chassis receptacle ( UG-290A/U). 

Pi—Octal plug (Amphenol 86-CP8). 

Y2-46.44-Mc. crystal (International Crystal FA-9). 
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through and button bypass capacitors are used. 
Study of Figs. 16-24 and 16-26 will give a 

good idea of the location of the various compo-
nents. The shield partition is built from a 314- 
inch wide strip of aluminum, and a 3-inch lip is 
bent on one edge for mounting on the chassis. 
The line of screws holding the chassis bisects 
the chassis. 

Practically all of the components will be sup-
ported by tube-socket pins, button or feed-
through capacitors, ground lugs or tie points. 
The exception is the diode multiplier, which is 
supported at one end by the point on L7 to which 

Referring to the circuit diagram in Fig. 16-25, 
the circuitry through the oscillator-multiplier 
chain is similar to that shown for the lower-
frequency converters described earlier in this 
chapter. Adjustable inductors tune the circuits 
on the lower frequencies, and at 418 Mc. a vari-
able capacitor, C., tunes a half-turn coil, L7 (see 
Figs. 16-26 and 16-27). In the signal channel, 
6CW4s are used as grounded-grid amplifiers 
and mixer, and the coupling circuits are ceramic 
trimmers and half-turn inductors. The B+ leads 
are filtered heavily as are the heater leads. For 
over-all good stability, numerous ceramic feed-

(1 

Fig. 16-26—View underneath the 430-Mc, converter shows the partition separating the oscillator and multiplier 
(right) from the r.f. and mixer. R.f. chokes mounted on button bypass capacitors ( left) provide filtering for heater 
wiring. Feedthrough bypass capacitors in partition are 2 inches from chassis, except heater feedthrough (top) 
which is 1h inch from chassis. Oscillator injection lead from L7 to the cathode of the mixer runs through rubber 

grommet in partition. 
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it is soldered and at the other by an end of Le. 
A regulated 105-volt power supply is recom-

mended for use with the converter. The crystal 
oscillator should be checked first, by measuring 
the voltage drop across the 1000-ohm resistor to 
L.. The drop across this resistor will be greater 
when the stage is not oscillating than when it is, 
and the slug of L. should be set at a lower-
inductance value than that which gives mini-
mum voltage drop across the resistor, to insure 
proper starting and operation. If a wavemeter is 
available, the frequency of output should be 
checked. The slug of L. should be set for mini-
mum voltage drop across the 1000-ohm resistor 
connected to L., and again the frequency should 
be checked with a wavemeter if one is available. 
The third harmonic of a 144-Mc, signal source 
can be used to align the r.f. stages, after which 
C. and L. should be peaked for maximum signal. 

If any instability is experienced in the signal 
circuits, as evidenced by regeneration or oscil-
lations at some setting of C1 and C11, look for 

poor connections or poor grounds. In some cases 
the instability may also be caused by having the 
mixer tap too high above ground on L. 

LI, L., L, 

Fig. 16-27—Details of "coils" L, L, and L-. Material is 
No. 10 tinned copper wire. Taps on L, and 1, are 1/2 

up from ground end; taps on L- are '3 and 1/2 up 
from ground end. 

A CRYSTAL-CONTROLLED CONVERTER FOR 1296 Mc. 

The converter described is the result of an 
effort to simplify circuits and construction of a 
converter for 1296 Mc. to a point where it could 
be duplicated with a minimum of effort, and a 
limited amount of equipment. 
Only five tubes are used, and one of these is a 

voltage regulator for the crystal oscillator. One 
half of a 12AT7, VIA, is an overtone oscillator 
at approximately 53.4 Mc. The second half, Ve, 
doubles to 106.8 Mc. A 6CY5, VS, doubles to 
213.6 Mc. and drives a 6AK5 doubler to 427 Mc. 
The output of V. drives a DR303 diode multiplier 

Fig. 16-28—From the top, the 1296-Mc, converter looks much like conventional designs for the v.h.f. bands. Across 
the lower portion of the chassis are the cascode i.f. am Olifier stage and its output jack, left, the power connec-

tions shielded by means of an aluminum film can, the voltage regulator tube, and the 12AT7 crystal oscillator. In 

the upper right are the 6CY5 and 6AK5 frequency multipliers. The black nuts, left center, 

are used for tension on the adjusting screws for the u.h.f. circuits. 
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Fig. 16-29—Circuit diagram and parts information for the 

Ci, Cs, C3-0.5- to 51.q.cf. trimmer ( Erie 532-08-0R5). 
Ce, Cc—Cavity tuning screws; see text. 
Ce—U.h.f. bypass: PA X 34-inch brass plate, insulated 

from end of r.f. assembly with .005-inch 
plastic film. See Figs. 16-30 and 16-32. 

C7, C8-0.001- of. feed-through bypass (Centralab FT-
1000). 

CRi—Multiplier diode, DR 303 or 1N82. 
C122—Mixer diode, 1N21B, C, D, E, or MA 421B. 

i,—Coaxial fitting, BNC type. 
is—Closed-circuit jack. 

to 1282 Mc. The 1282-Mc, energy is coupled to 
the mixer crystal along with the input signal, 
and the 14-Mc. difference frequency is amplified 
by a 6DJ8 cascode i.f. stage and coupled with a 
link to the output jack. 

The Injection System 

The crystal oscillator is operated at low volt-
age and with a regulated. plate supply to improve 
stability, a critical factor in operation at 1296 
Mc. Variations in oscillator frequency that 
would go unnoticed at lower frequencies be-
come disturbing at 1296 Mc., for even though 
the oscillator frequency is high to start with, it 
is being multiplied twenty-four times. Oscillator 
stability is improved if the crystal is not sub-
jected to large and sudden changes in tempera-
ture. It was found that mounting the crystal 
inside the chassis, where it is protected from 
drafts, resulted in much better stability than 
mounting above the chassis. The three multi-
plier stages are quite conventional and need 
very little comment, with one possible excep-
tion: Pins 2 and 7 of the 6AK5 should be 
grounded as directly as possible. Any stray 
inductance in the cathode lead seems to have a 
large effect on the output power of this stage. 

DOUBLER 
6AK5 
V3 

100 

000 

V48 

< 14 MC. OUT 

Ja 

CR2 

1296-Mc. converter. Decimal values of capacitors are in pf. 

1.1-11 turns No. 22 enam. close-wound on '4-inch slug. 
tuned form (CTC PIS-6 or LSM). 

14-4 turns like La. 
14-6 turns No. 22 tinned, Ye-inch diam., % inch long, 

center-tapped. 
Le-3 turns like La, 5(6 inch long. 
Le-1 turn insulated hookup wire at center of L. 

14, L7-25 turns No. 28 enam. closewound on form like 
La. Tap on Le 3% turns from cold end. 

Le-4 turns insulated hookup wire around 11-1- end of L7. 
RF C7-1 1 t. No. 22 spacewound on 1-watt resistor. 

Crystal diode multipliers may be new to some, 
but they provide a very simple way to get small 
amounts of r.f. at this frequency. Several types 
of crystal diodes may be used. When the con-
verter was first constructed, various types were 
tried, and 1N82 diodes gave the best perform-
ance. Later, a DR303 was tried, and it gave 
about twice the output. 

U.H.F. Circuitry 

The tuned circuits at 1282 and 1296 Mc. are 
hal f wave coaxial lines, shorted at each end and 
tuned capacitively at their centers. The outer 
conductors are formed of thin brass sheet, sol-
dered at the joints. Dimensions are not critical, 
except for length, and the circuit will probably 
work if the length is within plus or minus 
inch. The center conductors are 14-inch brass 
rod, drilled and tapped at each end. The lines are 
tuned by 8-32 screws which provide a small 
variable capacitance to ground at the center of 
each line. A nut is soldered on the inside of 
each trough to provide threads, and a nylon nut 
(or short length of nylon rod tapped 8-32) is 
used on top of the chassis as a jam nut. This 
provides tension on the screw to give smooth 
tuning. The mixer crystal holder is made by 

1182 
MC. 
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7- I  

4k" 

soldering a 'A-inch length of I%-inch id., 
o.d. brass tubing in the 546-inch hole in the 

mixer bypass plate, then making two saw cuts 
across the end of the tubing at 90-degree angles 
to form fingers. These are bent in until they 
grip the large end of the crystal firmly. The 
mixer bypass plate is insulated by covering the 
side away from the crystal holder with cello-
phane tape, and is mounted on the end of the 
trough lines with 4-40 screws and insulating 
shoulder washers. The holder for the small end 
of the crystal is a contact removed from an 
octal tube socket. 
The antenna input connector is a UG 1094/U 

BNC fitting. It must be spaced up with a few 
3,g-inch i.d. washers so that the threads will just 
reach through the chassis and the trough line 
with enough length for the nut. The center con-

• • 

Fig. 16-30—Details of the sheet-metal 

parts of the trough-line tank circuits. 

The small plate at the left is insulated 

from the end of the trough assembly 

with thin sheet teflon. Slot in the parti-

tion, upper portion of drawing, provides 

space for the mixer crystal, as shown in 

Figs. 16-31 and 16-32. 

nection of the fitting should be cut down so that 
it clears the ,4-inch rod that is the trough line 
center conductor. If desired, a type N fitting 
could be used by drilling out the hole for the 
larger fitting. The input loop is soldered to the 
end of the trough line about %6 inch up from 
the bottom, and run straight over to the input 
fitting. The coupling loop to the mixer crystal 
is soldered to the end of the trough line 
between the mixer crystal and the center con-
ductor. The entire u.h.f. portion of the con-
verter can be silver plated, if means are avail-
able, but this is not mandatory. 

Filtering 

The power to the converter should be filtered 
to prevent signals in the i.f. range from getting 
into the converter and back into the receiver. 

• 

Fig. 16-31—Bottom view of the 1296-Mc. converter. Oscillator multiplier components are at the right. Note the 

diode multiplier in the lower right corner of the 1282-Mc, tank circuit. The mixer crystal is at the left end of the 

tank circuits. 
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Fig. 16-32—Close-up view of the uhf. circuits. These are halfwave lines, tuned at their midpoints. The mixer 

crystal is held in place by a slotted brass sleeve, soldered to a capacitor plate on the outside of the trough. 

Though it is not visible in the picture, the capacitor plate is insulated from the trough end with a thin film of 

plastic. Screws that hold the inner conductors in position are insulated from the capacitor plate by fiber washers. 

This is accomplished by bringing in B -F 
through a 47-ohm resistor and a feed-through 
bypass capacitor. The filament power comes 
through a choke wound on a 1-watt resistor and 
through a feed-through bypass. To cover the 
exposed terminals on top of the converter, an 
aluminum can that 35-mm. film is packaged in 
was used. The top was flattened by placing the 

top over a large dowel and hammering out the 
bulge. The top is then drilled for the feed-
through capacitors and the terminal strip 
mounting screw. The top is held in place on the 
top of the chassis with these components. The 
power cable is brought in through a grommet 
in the bottom of the film can. The paint can be 
removed from the film can with lacquer thinner. 
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Adjustment 

The oscillator and multiplier stages can be 
checked out as in any converter, using a grid-dip 
meter to tune circuits, up to the 213-Mc. stage. 
The output of the 427-Mc, stage can be checked 
by temporarily disconnecting the multiplier 
diode where it connects to the side of the trough 
line and putting a meter in series with the diode 
to ground. Current here should be 6 ma. or 
more. The diode should then be reconnected and 
a 0- 1-ma. meter connected to the mixer current 
jack. The tuning screw in the 1282-Mc, trough 
line should be adjusted until crystal current is 
obtained. If the crystal current is less than 0.2 
ma., solder a '-inch long piece of wire to the 
contact at the small end of the mixer crystal 
and bend the other end near the center conduc-
tor of 1282-Mc, line, and readjust the tuning. 
Next, adjust the tuning of the 1296-Mc, line 

until the crystal current dips. This indicates that 
the input circuit is tuned to 1282 Mc. Back the 
screw out slightly, and you will be near 1296 
Mc. Connect the converter to a receiver tuned to 
14 Mc. and adjust the i.f. amplifier coils for 
maximum noise in the receiver. At this point 
you can listen for the harmonic of a 144- or 432-
Mc. transmitter and peak up the input on that 
signal. For further improvement a crystal diode 
noise generator will be required. 
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With a noise generator, experiment with size 
and shape of input coupling and mixer coupling 
loops, and local oscillator injection. It may be 
worthwhile, also, to try different taps on the i.f. 
input coil. When changing mixer crystals, do 
not decide which is best until you have opti-
mized these adjustments for the particular 
crystal in question. A 1N21E may seem no 
better than the 1N21B you started with, until 
things are peaked up for the new crystal. Then 
there is a difference. 

It is important that the shortest possible feed-
line be used at this frequency. RG-8/U is com-
monly used, but has about 9-db. loss per 100 
feet. The converter has a BNC input connector 
as RG-55/U cable is used between the converter 
and the antenna relay, a distance of three feet. 
From the relay to the antenna, RG-8/U is used. 
Double-shielded cables such as RG-71/U 93-
ohm or RG-55/U 53-ohm cable should be used 
between converters and the receiver to keep 
signals at the intermediate frequency from leak-
ing to the receiver. 
(From March, 1961, QST.) 

R6AXN provided a drawing of the converter top plate 
which can be used as a template for drilling. Copies of 
this template will be sent free of charge upon receipt of 
a stamped self-addressed envelope. Address ARRL Tech-
nical Dept., West Hartford 7, Conn, 

1296 Mc. 

The September, 1960, issue of QST carried an 
article on the conversion of the war-surplus 
APX-6 transponder to a 1215-Mc, transmitter 
receiver. Anyone interested in this frequency 
will do well to consider the unit, since it is an 
inexpensive way to get started on the band. 
The August, 1960, issue of QST described an 

and higher 

experimental transceiver for 5650 Mc. based on 
using the 2K26 reflex klystron as transmitter 
and receiver local oscillator. Elementary wave-
guide techniques are used with a horn antenna. 
An account of experimental two-way com-

munication above 20 kMc. was carried in the 
May, 1959, issue of QST. 

e 



Chapter 17 

V.H.F. Transmitters 

Transmitter stability regulations for the 50-
Mc. band are the same as for lower bands, and 
proper design may make it possible to use the 
same rig for 50, 28, 21, and even 14 Mc., but 
incorporation of 144 Mc. and higher in the usual 
multiband transmitter is generally not feasible. 
Rather, it is usually more satisfactory to com-
bine 50 and 144 Mc., since the two bands are 
close to a third-harmonic relationship. At least 
the exciter portion of the transmitter may be 
made to cover both bands very readily. 
Though no stability restrictions are imposed 

by law on amateur operation at 144 Mc. and 
higher, the use of stabilized narrow-band sys-
tems pays off in improved effectiveness in both 
transmitter and receiver. It is this factor, more 
than the interference potentialities of the wide-
band systems, which makes it desirable to 
employ advanced techniques at 144, 220 and 420 
Mc. 
The low-power stages of a transmitter for the 

v.h.f. bands need not be greatly different in de-
sign from those used for lower bands, and the 
techniques of Chapter Six can be used. The con-
structor has the choice of starting at some lower 
frequency, usually around 6, 8 or 12 Mc., multi-
plying to the operating frequency in one or more 
additional stages, or he can use a high initial 
frequency and thus reduce the number of multi-
plier stages. The first approach has the virtue of 
using low-cost crystals, but h.f. crystals may 
effect an economy in power consumption, an im-
portant factor in portable or emergency-powered 
gear. 

CRYSTAL OSCILLATORS 

Crystal oscillator stages for v.h.f. transmitters 
may make use of any of the circuits shown in 
Chapter Six when crystals up to 12 Mc. are used, 
but certain variations are helpful for higher fre-
quencies. Crystals for 12 Mc. or higher are 
usually of the overtone variety. Their frequency 
of oscillation is an approximate odd multiple of 
some lower frequency, for which the crystal is 
actually ground. Thus 24-Mc, crystals com-
monly used in 144-Mc, work are 8-Mc, cuts, 
specially treated for overtone characteristics. 
The overtone crystals currently being supplied 
are nearly as stable as those designed for funda-
mental operation, and they are easy to handle in 
properly designed circuits. 

Best results are usually obtained with over-
tone crystals if some regeneration is added. This 
makes for easy starting under load and greater 
output than would be obtainable in a simple tri-

ode or tetrode circuit. Regenerative circuits, with 
constants for 8- or 24-Mc. crystals, are shown in 
Figs. 17-20 and 17-24. Triodes are shown, but the 
same arrangement may be used with tetrode or 
pentolde tubes. The important point in either 
case is the amount of regeneration, controlled by 
the number of turns below the tap in Li of Fig. 
17-20 or 17-24. There should be only enough 
feedback to assure easy crystal starting and sat-
isfactory operation under load; too much will 
result in oscillation not under the control of the 
crystal. 

Overtone operation is possible with standard 
fundamental-type crystals, using these circuits. 
Practically all will oscillate on their third over-
tones, and fifth and higher odd overtones may be 
possible. Adjustment of regeneration is more 
critical, however, if the crystals are not ground 
for overtone characteristics. The frequency may 
not be an exact multiple of that marked on the 
crystal holder, so care should be used in work-
ing with crystals that are near a band edge. 

Crystals ground for overtone service can be 
made to oscillate on other overtones than the one 
marked on the holder. For more discussion of 
overtone oscillator techniques, see QST for 
April, 1951, page 56, and March, 1955, page 16. 

Crystals are now available for frequencies up 
to around 100 Mc. They are somewhat more 
expensive and more critical in operation than 
those for 30 Mc. and lower, however. Use of 
50-Mc. crystals is made occasionally as a means 
of preventing radiation of the harmonics from 
lower frequency crystals that might cause TVI. 

FREQUENCY MULTIPLIERS 

Frequency multiplying stages in a v.h.f. trans-
mitter follow standard practice, the principal 
precaution being arrangement of components for 
short lead length and minimum stray capacitance. 
This is particularly important at 144 Mc. and 
higher. To reduce the possibility of radiation of 
oscillator harmonics on frequencies that might 
interfere with television or other services, the 
lowest satisfactory power level should be used. 
Low-powered stages are easier to shield or filter, 
in case such steps become necessary. 
Common practice in v.h.f. exciter design is to 

make the tuned circuits capable of operation over 
the whole range from 48 to 54 Mc., so that the 
output stage can drive either an amplifier at 
50 to 54 Mc. or a tripler from 48 to 144 Mc. 
Tripling is often done with push-pull stages, 
particularly when the output frequency is to be 
144 Mc. or higher. 

424 
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AMPLIFIERS 

Most transmitting tubes now used by ama-
teurs will work on 50 Mc., but for 144 Mc. and 
higher the tube types are limited to those having 
low input and output capacitances and compact 
physical structure. Leads must be as short as 
possible, and soldered connections should be 
avoided in high-powered circuits, where heating 
may be great enough to melt the solder. 

Plug-in coils and their associated sockets or 
jack bars are generally unsatisfactory for use at 
144 Mc. and higher because of the stray induct-
ance and capacitance they introduce. One way 
around this trouble is the use of a dual tank cir-
cuit in which the inductor for 144 Mc. is a con-
ventional tuned line, with its shorting bar made 
as a removable plug. When the stage is to be 
used on another band the short is removed and a 
coil is plugged into the jack, the line then serving 
as a pair of plate leads. Such an arrangement will 
operate as efficiently on 144 Mc. as if it were de-
signed for that band alone. 
At 220 Mc. and higher it may be necessary to 

employ half-wave lines as tuned circuits, as 
shown in Fig. 17-28 (Pi in place). 

Neutralization of triode amplifiers for 50 and 
144 Mc. can follow standard practice, but the 
stray inductance and capacitance introduced by 
the neutralizing circuits may be excessive for 
220 Mc. and higher. In such instances grounded-
grid amplifiers may be used. Driving power is 
applied to the cathode circuit, with the grid 
acting as a shield. Some of the drive appears in 
the output, so both the driver and amplifier must 
be modulated when a.m. is used. For this reason 
the grounded-grid amplifier is used mainly for f.m. 

Instability shows up frequently in tetrode 
amplifiers as the result of ineffective screen by-
passing. The solution lies in series-resonating 
the screen circuits to ground, as shown in Figs. 
17-13 and 17-24. The r.f. choke and capacitor 
values vary with frequency, so screen neutral-
ization is essentially a one-band device. 

FREQUENCY MODULATION 

Though f.m. has not enjoyed great popularity 
in v.h.f. operation, probably because of lack of 
suitable receivers in most v.h.f. stations, its possi-
bilities should not be overlooked, particularly for 
the higher bands. At 420 Mc., for instance, the 
efficiency of most amplifiers is so low that it is 
often difficult to develop sufficient grid drive for 
proper a.m. service. With f.m. any amount of 
grid drive may be used without affecting the 
audio quality of the signal, and the modulation 
process adds nothing to the plate dissipation. 
Thus considerably higher power can be run with 
f.m. than with a.m, before damage to the tubes 
develops or the signal is of poor quality. 

Frequency modulation also simplifies trans-
mitter design. The principal obstacle to greater 
use of f.m. in v.h.f. work is the wide variation in 
selectivity of v.h.f. receivers, making it difficult 
for the operator to set up his deviation so that it 
will be satisfactory for all listeners. 

V.H.F. TVI PREVENTION AND CURE 

The principal causes of TVI from v.h.f. 
transmitters are as follows: 

1) Adjacent-channel interference in Channel 
2 from 50 Mc. 

2) Fourth harmonic of 50 Mc. in Channels 11, 
12 or 13, depending on the operating frequency. 

3) Radiation of unused harmonics of the os-
cillator or multiplier, stages. Examples are 9th 
harmonic of 6 Mc., and 7th harmonic of 8 Mc. 
in Channel 2; 10th harmonic of 8 Mc. in Channel 
6; 7th harmonic of 25-Mc. stages in Channel 7; 
4th harmonic of 48-Mc. stages in Channel 9 or 
10; and many other combinations. This may in-
clude i.f. pickup, as in the cases of 24-Mc. inter-
ference in receivers having 21-Mc. i.f. systems, 
and 48-Mc. trouble in 45-Mc. i.f.'s. 

4) Fundamental blocking effects, including 
modulation bars, usually found only in the lower 
channels, from 50-Mc. equipment. 

5) Image interference in Channel 2 from 144 
Mc., in receivers having a 45-Mc. i.f. 

6) Sound interference ( picture clear in some 
cases) resulting from r.f. pickup by the audio 
circuits of the TV receiver. 

There are many other possibilities, and u.h.f. 
TV in general use will add to the list, but nearly 
all can be corrected completely, and the rest can 
be substantially reduced. 

Items 1, 4 and 5 are receiver faults, and nothing 
can be done at the transmitter to reduce them, 
except to lower the power or increase separation 
between the transmitting and TV antenna sys-
tems. Item 6 is also a receiver fault, but it can 
be alleviated at the transmitter by using f.m. or 
c.w. instead of a.m. phone. 
Treatment of the various harmonic troubles, 

Items 2 and 3, follows the standard methods de-
tailed elsewhere in this Handbook. It is sug-
gested that the prospective builder of new v.h.f. 
equipment familiarize himself with TVI preven-
tion techniques, and incorporate them in new 
construction projects. 
Use as high a starting frequency as possible, 

to reduce the number of harmonics that might 
cause trouble. Select crystal frequencies that do 
not have harmonics in TV channels in use locally. 
Example: The 10th harmonic of 8-Mc, crystals 
used for operation in the low part of the 50-Mc. 
band falls in Channel 6, but 6-Mc, crystals for 
the same band have no harmonic in that channel. 

If TVI is a serious problem, use the lowest 
transmitter power that will do the job at hand. 
Much interesting work can be done on the v.h.f. 
bands with but a few watts output, particularly 
if a good antenna system is used. 
Keep the power in the multiplier and driver 

stages at the lowest practical level, and use link 
coupling in preference to capacitive coupling. 

Plan for complete shielding and filtering of the 
r.f. sections of the transmitter, should these steps 
become necessary. 
Use coaxial line to feed the antenna system, 

and locate the radiating portion as far as possible 
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from TV receivers and their antenna systems. 
Some v.h.f. TV tuners have removable strips 

that can be replaced with double-conversion in-
serts for u.h.f. reception. For a number of chan-
nels the first conversion frequency may then fall 
in or near the 144-Mc. band. Where this method 

V.H.F. TRANSMITTERS 

is employed for u.h.f. reception the receiver is 
very sensitive to 144-Mc. interference. The cure 
is to replace the strips with others having a dif-
ferent conversion frequency, or use a conventional 
u.h.f. converter for reception of the channels 
from 14 up. 

HIGH-POWER TRANSMITTER FOR 50 AND 144 Mc. 

The gear described in the next several pages 
shows how transmitting equipment for two v.h.f. 
bands can be coordinated in design so as to work 
from a single exciter. If the builder so desires, 
the station may be operated from one set of 
power supplies and speech equipment, with a sin-
gle set of meters measuring the important cur-
rents in both transmitters. Each item can be 
used by itself, or they combine readily to cover 
both 50 and 144 Mc., at a power level approach-
ing the legal limit. 

In order of their description they are an 
exciter capable of delivering up to 40 watts out-
put at 48 to 54 Mc., a companion amplifier for 
the 50-Mc. band, a tripler-driver-amplifier for 
144 Mc., and a dual antenna coupler for feeding 
50- and 144- Mc, antennas having balanced lines. 
Their physical appearance is such that they com-
bine neatly for rack mounting, as seen in Fig. 
17-1. 

THE EXCITER 

Though it is shown mounted on the same panel 
as the 50-Mc, amplifier in Fig. 17-2, the exciter 
unit might well be used alone, as a versatile 50-
Mc. transmitter capable of running up to about 
65 watts input. Provision is made for taking off 
48-Mc, output at two power levels, through J. 
or J., the latter being used for driving the 144-
Mc. tripler to be described later. 
The exciter is completely shielded, and its 

power leads are filtered to prevent radiation of 
harmonics by the power cable. In addition, there 
are built-in traps to absorb unwanted oscillator 
harmonics that might otherwise be passed on to 
the amplifier, or to the antenna. Harmonics of 
this kind are particularly troublesome when they 
fall in Channel 2, which is so close to the operat-
ing frequency that a filter in the antenna line is 

relatively ineffective against them. 
The interstage coupling circuits are 

of band-pass design. Once they are 
properly adjusted they require no fur-
ther tuning, when the frequency is 
changed over a 4-Me. range. Thus only 
the crystal switch and the output plate 
circuit need be adjusted when changing 
frequency. 

Circuit Details 

The oscillator is a 5763, using crystals 
above 6, 8, 12, or 24 Mc. for 144-Mc. 
operation, or 6.25, 8.34, 12.5 or 25 Mc. 
for 50 Mc. Its plate circuit tunes 24 to 
27 Mc., quadrupling, tripling or dou-
bling the crystal frequency. (Crystals at 
24 to 27 Mc. are overtone cuts that 
oscillate at one-third the marked fre-

Fig. 17-1—A high-power r.f. section for 
a 50- and 144-Mc. station. Equipment in-
cludes a band-pass exciter for both bands, 
a 50-Mc. r.f. amplifier built on the same 
panel, a tripler-driver-amplifier for 144 Mc., 
and a dual antenna coupler for both fre-
quencies. Units can be operated with a 
single sel of power supplies, and with com-

mon speech equipment and meters. 
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Fig. 17-2—The 50-Mc. r.f. uri;t. 

Exciter, left portion on the assem-

bly, also serves on 144 Mc. Ampli-

fier utilizes a 4-125A, 4-250A or 

4-400A. 

quency in this circuit.) A series-tuned trap, 
LiCi, in the oscillator plate circuit absorbs 
the third harmonic of 6-Mc. crystals. This 18-Mc. 
energy otherwise would pass on to the next stage, 
where it would be tripled to a frequency in Chan-
nel 2. This harmonic has been found to be a com-
mon cause of 50-Mc. TVI in Channel 2 areas. 
The doubler is also a 5763. A second trap, C.L., 

in the grid circuit, is tuned to the 7th harmonic 
of 8-Mc. crystals. The two traps thus prevent 
radiation of energy in Channel 2, the most criti-
cal transmitter problem a 6-meter man is likely 
to encounter in correcting TVI. They can be 
modified for other frequencies to suit local prob-
lems. An example is the 10th harmonic of 8-Mc. 
crystals, that falls in Channel 6. A trap for the 5th 
harmonic of the crystal frequency should take 
care of this. 
The 6146 amplifier stage has a shunt- fed pi-

network plate circuit. For best stability over the 
entire operating range the stage is neutralized. 
The choke, RFC., is provided to short out the 
d.c. voltage that would appear on the output cir-
cuit if C., should break down. The choke in the 
plate lead, RFC., is for parasitic oscillation sup-
pression. Note that each of the three cathode 
leads is bypassed separately at the socket. The 
exciter may be keyed in the 6146 cathode jack, 

Double-tuned band-pass circuits between the 
oscillator and doubler, and between the doubler 
and final, provide essentially flat response from 
48 to 52 Mc., or 50 to 54 Mc. A potentiometer in 
the doubler screen circuit provides excitation 
control for the 6146, and may be used to com-
pensate for variations in drive that may appear 
at some spots in the band. 
The link winding on the doubler plate circuit, 

Lee, is for the purpose of taking off low-level 48-
Mc. output to drive the tripler in the 144-Mc. r.f. 
unit. Note that the keying jack in the 6146 cath-
ode circuit is the open-circuit type. Removing 
the key thus disables the 6146 stage, when the 
first two stages are being used in this way. Sep-
arate heater and filament switches on all units 

allow them to be operated separately. High. 
voltage supplies may be left connected to all r.f. 
units, energizing only the filaments and heaters 
in the ones being used. 

Construction 

The exciter is built on a 5 X 10 X 3-inch 
aluminum chassis, with a bottom plate and a 
perforated aluminum cage to complete the 
shielding. The small knobs at the lower left of 
the front view are for the crystal switch and the 
excitation control. The crystal switch has 12 
positions. Ten are for the crystals on the multiple 
crystal socket (Johnson No. 126-120-1). One 
more crystal position is provided on the front 
panel (a convenience if you want to use a fre-
quency not covered by the 10 crystals in the 
multiple socket), and the 12th switch position is 
for an external v.f.o. It connects the 5763 grid 
to the coaxial v.f.o. input fitting, and shorts out 
RFCi, and its parallel capacitor. The stage then 
functions as a frequency multiplier. The output 
frequency of the v.f.o. could thus be in the 6-, 8-
or 12-Mc. range. Above the excitation control 
may be seen the knobs for the 6146 plate and 
output coupling capacitors. 
Three coaxial connectors are on the rear wall 

of the exciter. The one at the outside edge is for 
v.f.o. input. The others are the doubler and 6146 
output fittings. Two 4-terminal steatite strips 
handle the various power and metering leads. 
Adjacent to each terminal except the ground con-
nection is a feed-through bypass capacitor to 
take the power lead through the chassis. 
TVI that might result from radiation of har-

monics by the power leads is prevented by filter-
ing of each lead. The feed-through bypasses are 
connected to the exciter circuits through r.f. 
chokes, the inner ends of which are again by-
passed with small disk ceramic capacitors. All 
power leads are made with shielded wire, bonded 
at intervals to the chassis. 
The side view shows the multiple crystal socket 

at the front of the chassis. Separate crystal 
sockets may be used if desired. The oscillator and 
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doubler tubes are in the foreground. The trap 
capacitors, Ci and C., are adjacent to these tubes, 
while CI and C., are between them, a bit off 
their center line. To the rear of the 5763 doubler 
are C. and C7. The grid tuning capacitor for the 
6146, CO, is just visible inside the amplifier com-
partment. 
A separate lead is provided for each power cir-

cuit. Fixed bias for the 6146 is brought in from 
the bias supply that is part of the high-power 
amplifier assembly. This bias is desirable to pre-
vent the plate current from rising too high when 
the excitation is backed off. If the exciter is 
used alone, fixed bias is unnecessary. External 
meters can be connected in any of the circuits at 
the terminal strips. 
The sides, back and top of the amplifier cage 

are Reynolds "Do-It-Yourself" perforated alu-
minum sheet, now available in many hardware 
stores. The pieces are joined together at the 
corners with lengths of 31p-inch aluminum angle 
which can be bought or bent up from sheet stock. 
The tuning and loading capacitors are mounted 
on the front of the cage, so this part should be a 
piece of solid sheet stock rather than the perfo-
rated material. The dimensions of the cage are 
not critical. The original is 5X inches deep, 2Y8 
inches across, and 4 1 inches high. Make provi-
sion for removing the top and outside sheets of 
perforated stock for convenience in servicing, 
when the exciter is mounted against the amplifier 
unit. Extension shafts and couplings bring out 
the amplifier controls to the panel. 

Inside the cage, the 6146 can be seen with its 
socket mounted above the chassis on -inch 
metal sleeves. The cathode and screen bypasses 
should connect to separate ground lugs on the 

top of the chassis, with the shortest possible leads. 
This wiring can be done conveniently before the 
socket is moufited on the chassis if nuts are used 
temporarily to hold the ground lugs in place 
over the socket mounting screws. The neutraliz-
ing adjustment, C., is mounted on the rear wall 
of the cage, and wired to the 6146 plate clip and 
the feed-through bushing with u-inch wide strips 
of thin copper. A ceramic insulator mounted on 
the wall near the 6146 plate cap supports the 
junction of RFC., RFC., and Co. An ordinary 
tie point supports the other end of RFC2 and the 
shielded power lead. The plate coil, L., can be 
seen in back of the 5763 doubler tube, wired be-
tween the stators of C10 and Cia. C12 and RFCd 
are mounted near Cu, and hooked between its 
stator bar and a ground lug. A short length of 
RG-58/U coax runs down through a hole in the 
chassis from Cli over to 
Most of the parts visible in the chassis view can 

be identified from our description of the panel, 
rear, and topside layouts. The oscillator cathode 
choke, RFCi, can be seen mounted upright near 
the oscillator tube and crystal sockets. Both 5763 
sockets should be oriented so that Pins 4 and 5 
are adjacent to the outside chassis wall. Li is 
visible between Ci and the oscillator tube socket. 
L. and La run between this socket and that of 
the doubler. These coils are made from a single 
length of Miniductor stock with the specified 
number of turns removed to provide spacing be-
tween them. The same applies to L. and L7* 
These are to the left of the 6146 socket. L. is be-
tween the doubler socket and C.. The trap coils 
are mounted with their axes vertical, to minimize 
coupling to the band-pass coils. Le is wound 
around and cemented to the bypassed end of L.. 

The power lead r.f. chokes are 
mounted between single-terminal tie 
points on the rear lip of the chassis and 
the feed-through capacitors. The disk 
ceramic bypasses are then applied to the 
tie points. A single-terminal tie point 
mounted under RFC, holds one end of 
the 3300-ohm doubler screen resistor 
and the lead over to the terminal strip 
at the rear. A double tie point is 
mounted between the two 5763 sockets 
to support the bypassed ends of L2 and 
L.. Another over nearer the rear of the 
chassis supports the cold end of L. and 
the bottom of the doubler grid resistor. 
Wiring will be simplified by the fol-

lowing procedure. Before mounting the 
crystal switch, ground one terminal of 
each crystal socket through a bus wire. 
Connect short lengths of tinned wire to 
the other terminal of each socket that 

Fig. 17-3—Side view of the exciter, with cover 
removed. Band-pass coupling circuits elimi-
nate front-panel tuning controls except for 

crystal switch and output stage tuning. 
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Fig. 17-4-Schematic diagram of 48-54-Mc. exciter. All capacitances less than .001 0. are in 1313f. All .001-0. 

capacitors are disk ceramic. All resistors are 1/2 watt unless otherwise specified. 

CI, CZ, C3-35-µ0. miniature trimmer ( Hammarlund 

MAPC-35). 

C4-10-µpl. miniature variable (Hammarlund MAC- 10). 

C2, Ce-20-µµf. miniature variable (Hammarlund MAC-

20). 

C7-5014. miniature trimmer ( Hammarlund MAPC-50). 

C8-15-1.4. miniature trimmer (Hammarlund MAPC-15). 
CP, CI3-.001-0. 3000-volt disk ceramic. 
C20-35-/.3/.2f. miniature variable (Hammarlund HF-35). 

Cu-100120. miniature variable ( Hammarlund MARC-

1008). 

C22--100-/20. 1000-volt mica. 

Cu-C20-.001-µ1.2f. feedthrough-type ceramic (Centralab 

FT- 1000). 
I.2-16 turns No. 24, %-inch diam., 32 t.p.i. (B & W Mini-

ductor No. 3008). 
L3- I2 turns each No. 20, %-inch diam., 16 t.p.i. 

(B & W Miniductor No. 3007). Make from one 

piece of Miniductor with 5 turns removed be-

tween coils. Cold ends are adjacent. 

L-10 turns No. 20, 1/2 -inch diam., 16 t.p.i. (B & W Mini-

ductor No. 3003). 

will be under the switch. Then when the 
latter is installed, the wires can be run to the 
proper contacts and soldered in place. Note that 
the front wafer of the switch is used for shorting 
out RFC', while the crystal socket connections 
are made to the rear wafer, which is more ac-
cessible. The v.f.o. input socket is connected to 
the proper switch contact with a length of RG-
58/U coax. 

In assembling the power lead filtering compo-
nents at the rear of the chassis, the disk ceramic 
bypasses can most easily be mounted on the tie 
points before the latter are fastened inside the 

L3, 1.7-6 turns No. 20, 1/2 -inch diam., 16 t.p.i. (B & W 

Miniductor No. 3003). Make from one piece of 

Miniductor with 3 turns removed between coils. 

4-2 turns hookup wire wound around cold end of Ls 

and cemented in place. 
4-4 turns No. 18, 3%-inch diam., 8 t.p.i. (B & W Mini-

ductor No. 3010). 
JI, JP, is-Coaxial chassis fitting (Amphenol 83-1R). 

J.-Open-circuit phone jack. 
R2-25,000-ohm 4-watt pot. 

R2-33,000-ohm 3-watt (3 100,000-ohm 1-watt in 

parallel). 

RFC2-2.5-mh. r.f. choke (National R- 100S). 

RFC2, RFC,, RFC.-7-,03. solenoid v.h.f. choke (Ohmite 

Z-50). 
RFC.-6 turns No. 22 tinned wire, 14-inch diam., spaced 

one-wire diam. 

RFC.-RFC22-15 turns No. 24 enam. close-wound on high 

value 1-watt resistor. 
S3-2-pole 12-position miniature ceramic rotary (Cen-

tralab PA-2005). 

chassis. Wiring up the power leads should be 
done before the r.f. chokes are mounted in place. 

THE 50-MC. AMPLIFIER 

Though the exciter and amplifier are pictured 
on a single panel, the possibility of using either 
by itself should not be overlooked. The exciter 
will make a fine low-powered transmitter, and 
the final amplifier may be used with any exciter 
delivering 15 watts or more. 

It will take up to the legal limit of power with 
a 4-400A tube, 750 watts with a 4-250A, or 400 
watts with a 4-125A. 
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The plate circuit is a larger version of the one 
used in the 6146 stage of the exciter, a shunt-fed 
pi-network. Operation is completely stable with-
out neutralization, probably because the natural 
neutralized frequency of the tubes is close to 50 
Mc. Provision was originally made for neutral-
ization, but it was found to be unnecessary. Para-
sitic suppression devices were not required, but 
if the layout is varied appreciably from that 
shown, the builder should check for both types 
of instability with great care. 
The jack in the filament center-tap lead is for 

keying, or for insertion of a grid-bias modulator. 
A bias supply that delivers about 50 volts nega-
tive for the 6146 and 150 for the final amplifier 
is included in the final stage assembly. Filament 
transformers for the exciter and final are also 
part of this unit. Separate filament switches are 
included; one for the exciter and the other for the 
final tube and the blower motor. Power leads, ex-
cept the high voltage, are brought in on an 8-pin 
plug. 

Building the Amplifier 

A 12 X 10 x 3-inch aluminum chassis is used 
for the amplifier unit. Thus, it may be combined 
with the exciter on a 10V2-inch rack panel, if de-
sired. The amplifier controls mounted near the 
panel bottom are, left to right, the input link re-
actance capacitor, C,; the grid tuning capacitor, 
C11; and S1 and S2. Si applies a.c. to the trans-
former for the exciter heaters and to the bias 

t. 
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supplies. S, applies a.c. to the filament trans-
former of the amplifier and starts the cooling fan. 
Above the switches on the panel are the amplifier 
plate tuning and loading controls. 
On the rear of the chassis, coaxial connectors 

for r.f. input and output are mounted at either 
end. Between them are the high-voltage con-
nector for the plate supply, the cathode circuit 
jack, and a fitting for the remaining power and 
meter leads. 
Above the chassis, the 4-250A tube is seen near 

the front of the chassis. Note that its socket is 
mounted on -inch sleeves. Holes 34-inch in di-
ameter are drilled in the chassis directly under-
neath those provided in the socket for the passage 
of cooling air. Holes are also drilled adjacent to 
the cathode, grid, and screen pins to pass their 
leads. Bypassing of cathode and screen is done 
above the chassis. The heat radiating plate con-
nector for the 4-250A was cut down to four fins 
to reduce the over-all height requirement. The 
filament transformer, T,, and the screen modu-
lation choke, 1.4, are also topside. 
The amplifier plate circuit components are to 

the left of the tube. The tuning capacitor, C,, or-
iginally a neutralizing capacitor, is mounted on 
the side wall of the shielding assembly. Two 
modifications should be made to the neutralizing 
unit before mounting. The circular plates sup-
plied should be replaced with larger ones, 3 
inches in diameter, to increase the available tun-
ing range. The bearing assembly of the rotor 

disk must be temporarily removed, and 
a strap of copper run between the screw 
holding the bearing in place and the 
opposite (grounded) end of the square 
ceramic insulating pillar, grounding the 
capacitor rotor. Two copper straps 
must be inserted between the stator 
disk and its insulator, to connect the 
stator with the blocking capacitor, C., 
and with La. 
The blocking capacitor, the shunt-

feed r.f. choke, RFC:, and the high-
voltage bypass, C., are assembled into 
one unit before mounting in the ampli-
fier. This is done with the aid of the 
hardware supplied with the TV-type 
high-voltage capacitors. The bypass 
capacitor, on the bottom of the stack, 
is equipped with one terminal threaded 
and one tapped. The latter is on 
the bottom end, for fastening the as-
sembly to the chassis. The threaded ter-
minal screws into the 2-inch ceramic 
insulator upon which RFC, is wound. 

Fig. 17-5—Bottom view of the 50-

Mc. exciter, showing band-pass 

circuits and TVI protective mea-

sures. 
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Fig. 17-6—Interior of the 
50-Mc, final amplifier. 
Plate tuning capacitor Is 
modified neutralizing unit, 

left. 

The ends of the choke winding are secured 
by lugs at each end of the insulator. C. should 
be fitted with a threaded terminal at the lower 
end for screwing into the top of the insu-
lator. This also serves to fasten the Y4-inch wide 
strip of copper which runs up to the 4-250A 
plate cap. Finally, the longer of the two copper 
strips coming from the stator of C7 is screwed 
to the top of C.. A 1/2-inch feedthrough bushing 
brings the high-voltage up to the hot side of C.. 
The loading capacitor, C., is mounted on the 
chassis directly underneath C7. The plate coil, 
L2, gets rather warm when the rig is operated 
at high power level, so both of its ends must be 
bolted in place rather than soldered. One end is 
bent around and fastened under a nut provided 
on the stator of C.. The other is bolted to the 
short length of copper strap previously fastened 
to the stator of C7. A length of RG-8/U coaxial 
cable is run between C. and J.. At the capacitor 
end, this cable is connected to lugs under the 
stator and frame mounting screws. 

Solid sheet aluminum is used for the enclosure 
of this unit, as it must be reasonably airtight ex-
cept for holes directly above the tube itself. The 
side that supports C7 must of fairly heavy stock 
for rigidity. Home-bent 34,-inch angle stock 
was used to hold the assembly together. If the 
over-all height of the unit is kept to just about 
that of the 10V2-inch rack panel, there will be 
enough clearance above the tube plate connector. 

Most of the under-chassis components are vis-
ible in the bottom view. The grid circuit is near 
the front edge of the chassis. Copper strap con-
nects the tube socket grid pin with the stator of 
C2. L2 then is soldered between this strap and a 
tie point. Li is slid inside the cold end of L2, and 
cemented lightly in place. 
The cooling fan sucks air in from the side of 

the amplifier near the back corner. The motor is 
mounted on an aluminum bracket. The fan as 
supplied will blow, rather than suck, so the 
blades must be bent back to reverse their pitch. 
A small piece of aluminum window screening 
shields the hole cut in the chassis side for the 
fan. 

Bias supply components occupy the lower left 
quarter of the bottom view. Layout and wiring 
of this portion of the rig is anything but critical. 
Shielded wire was used for all power leads. By-
passing at the power connector should be done 
with very short leads, and Cu should be mounted 
as close as possible to the high-voltage connector. 

Adjustment and Operation 

An initial setting of the exciter controls can be 
made before power is applied, if a grid-dip meter 
is available. The series traps, LiCi and L.Cd, 
introduce varying amounts of reactance across 
the tuned circuits when they are adjusted, 
so some further adjustment will be needed 
after these are set up finally, but the following 
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Fig. 17-7-Schematic diagram and parts list for the 4-250A amplifier. All capacitors marked .001 id. are 600-volt 

disk ceramic. 

Ci-501.4. miniature variable (Hammarlund HF-50). 

C2-151.4. miniature variable, double-spaced (Ham-
marlund HF-15X). 

Ca, C4, CIS-.001-µf. 1000-volt disk ceramic. 

CS, Cs, C,.,-500-pif. 20,000-volt ceramic (Cornell-

Dubilier MMI20T5). 
C7-Disk-type capacitor with 3-inch diam. plates (made 

from Millen 15011). 

CS-250-W. variable, double-spaced (Johnson 250-
F20). 

Co, Clo, C11, Cis-12-4. 250-volt electrolytic. 

J1, is-Coaxial chassis fitting (Amphenol 83-IR). 

is-Closed-circuit phone jack. 
CR,-65-ma, selenium rectifier ( Federal 1002A). 

CR2-20-ma. selenium rectifier ( Federal 1159). 

1.1-5 turns No. 24, 1/2 -inch diam., 32 t.p.i. ( B & W Mini-

ductor No. 3004). 

1.2-4 turns No. 18, 3/4-inch diam., 8 t.p.i. ( B & W Mini-
ductor No. 3010). 

procedure will result in a close approximation. 
Disconnect one end of L., Fig. 17-4. Couple 

the grid-dip meter to L. and tune it with C2 to 
about 24.5 Mc. Leaving the setting of C. at that 
position, lift one end of L2. Reconnect L. and 
resonate C2L, to about 25.5 Mc. Reconnect L2, 
and the circuits should be set for operation on 
48 to 52 Mc. For 50 to 54 Mc., the frequencies 
should be 25.5 and 26.5 Mc. 

Procedure for the second band-pass circuit is 
similar except for the frequencies involved. For 
48 to 52 Mc., disconnect L. and tune C2/.6 to 49 
Mc. Reconnect LT and disconnect L., tuning L7C2 
to 51 Mc. Reconnect L.. For the 50- to 54-Mc. 
range these frequencies would be about 51 and 53 
Mc. 

14- 6 turns No. 12 tinned wire, 1-inch diam., spaced 

twice wire diam. 
L-Filter choke, about 10-by. 100-ma. (Triad C- 10X). 
Et-Blower motor and fan (Allied cat. No. 72P715). 

R1-20,000 ohms 10 watts. 

R2-500 ohms 2 watts (2 1000-ohm 1-watt resistors in 

parallel). 

RFC,, RFC,-7- oh. solenoid choke (Ohmite Z-50). 

RFC2-Solenoid choke, 42 turns No. 24 d.c.c. close.. 

wound on 1/2 -inch diam., 21/2 -inch long insulator 
(National GS-2). 

Si, SS-Single-pole single-throw toggle switch. 

Ti-Power transformer, 135 volts at 50 ma. (Triad 
R-30X). 

TS-Filament transformer, 6.3 volts at 3 amp. (Triad 
F- 16X). 

Ta -Filament transformer, 5.2 volts c.t. at 15 am. (Triad 

F- 11U). 

Connect a source of 6.3 volts a.c. at 2.5 amperes 
or more between the ground and heater termi-
nals, and a low-range meter from the doubler 
grid return terminal to ground. Insert crystals 
for the desired frequency range. Apply about 200 
volts d.c. to the oscillator plate-screen terminal 
through a 50- or 100-ma. meter. Current should 
be 20 to 30 ma., and grid current in the following 
stage should be about 0.5 ma., when the voltage 
is increased to the normal 300 volts. Touch up 
the tuning of the band-pass circuit, if necessary, 
to get uniform response across the desired range. 
The trap circuits can be adjusted at this point, 

tuning for minimum signal at the frequency to be 
attenuated in each case. A receiver tuning to the 
harmonic frequencies is helpful. These will be 
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about 18 to 20.25 Mc. for the first trap and 56 to 
60 Mc. for the second, if they are for Channel 2. 
A TV receiver on the channels to be protected 
may also be used, merely tuning the traps for 
minimum TVI. Some slight readjustment of the 
band-pass circuit may be needed after the final 
trap tuning is done. 
Now remove the grid current meter and 

ground the metering terminal in the doubler grid 
circuit. Connect a meter (0 to 5 ma. or more) 
between the terminals provided for measuring 
the 6146 grid current. Set the screen potenti-
ometer, Ri, to about the middle of its range and 
apply about 200 volts to the doubler plate-screen 
input terminal. Adjust the band-pass circuit, L.C., 
L7C8 for nearly uniform response across the 
desired range, using the 6146 grid current as the 
output indication. There should be at least 2 ma. 
across a 4-Mc, range when the doubler plate 
voltage is raised to 300. Note that the screen 
potentiometer controls the input to the doubler, 
and through it the excitation to the 6146. 
The 48-Mc. output coupling adjustment, L.C7, 

may be checked at this time. The line to a 144-
Mc. tripler stage should be connected to /2, and 
the series capacitor, Cr, adjusted for maximum 
grid current in the driven stage. Recheck the ad-
justment of the band-pass circuit after this is 
done. 
The 6146 amplifier stage had to be neutralized 

for stable operation. Its adjustment was not crit-
ical, however, and C. could be set anywhere near 
minimum capacitance with good results. Start 
out with its plates meshed about q-inch. With 
grid drive applied but no plate or screen voltage, 
tune the 6146 plate circuit through resonance, 
trying various settings of C. until there is no 
grid current dip at resonance. 
A load for the 6146 output circuit is now re-

quired. This can be a 40- or 60-watt lamp, with 
a 5O-puf. capacitor in series to tune out its react-
ance. Adjust it for minimum reflected power, as 
indicated on an s.w.r. bridge. With the load con-
nected and grid drive on, apply 300 to 400 volts 
to the amplifier plate and screen terminal. Tune 

for maximum indicated output. Loading can 

Fig. 17-8— Bottom view of 50-

Mc. exciter and amplifier. 

Note that the two units are 

built separately, though they 

mount together on a single 

panel. Amplifier unit includes 

bias and filament supplies for 

both. 

be adjusted by varying Cu, returning C10 after 
each movement of Cu. 
Recheck for neutralization at this point, work-

ing for a setting of C. at which minimum plate 
current, maximum grid current, and maximum 
output all occur at the same setting of the plate 
tuning capacitor, Ci.. The input can be run up 
to about 65 watts with plate modulation and 35-
40 watts output should be obtained. Higher input 
can be run on c.w. Plate voltage should not ex-
ceed about 400 with plate modulation, though it 
can be somewhat more for c.w. 
Now make a final check on the trap circuits, 

if necessary. In case TVI is experienced, adjust 
the traps while someone watches the TV screen, 
and see whether any improvement is possible. 
Remember that the traps shown were designed 
primarily to reduce Channel 2 interference. 
Where the trouble is with other channels, the 
traps can be modified to reduce the offending 
harmonic as required. A low-pass filter or a 4th 
harmonic trap will be needed if there is harmonic 
interference in Channels 11-13. 
The amplifier as shown furnishes heater volt-

age and protective bias for the exciter. Hook 
together the 6.3-volt and ground terminals of the 
two units, and connect the bias output pin on the 
amplifier to the 6146 grid return in the exciter. 
Apply 115 volts a.c. to the appropriate pins on 
the amplifier power plug. When Si, Fig. 17-7, is 
closed, the exciter heaters and the bias supplies 
are energized. The bias voltages are about 50 and 
150 negative for the driver and amplifier, respec-
tively. Closing S. lights the amplifier filament 
and starts the fan motor. 
For the initial testing of the amplifier discon-

nect its fixed bias supply, by lifting the connec-
tion between Ri and R2, so that instability will 
be more evident. Connect the output of the 
exciter through a length of coaxial cable to 
Hook a 0-25- or 0-50-ma. meter to the terminals 
provided for measuring grid current. Turn on 
the exciter and adjust the driver output and am-
plifier input for maximum grid current. Set this 
current between 10 and 15 ma. with the excita-
tion control, RI, in the exciter. To insure proper 
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adjustment of the amplifier grid circuit, insert 
an s.w.r. bridge unit such as a Micromatch in the 
coax connecting the driver and amplifier, and 
tune Ci and C. in the amplifier alternately for 
minimum reflected power. Adjust the driver tun-
ing for maximum forward power. 
Never apply screen voltage without having the 

plate voltage on also, and do not operate the 
amplifier without load. Either will result in ex-
cessive screen dissipation, and almost certain tube 
failure if continued for any length of time. A 
usable dummy load for testing can be made by 
connecting two or more 100-watt lamps in 
parallel. A variable series capacitor, 50 µµf. or 
more, will be helpful in making the lamp load 
something like 50 ohms, resistive, at this fre-
quency. 

It is well to start with something less than 
maximum voltages in testing. If the plate volt-
age is under 1000 and the screen voltage about 
200 to 300 volts, little harm can result if some-
thing is not quite right. With the dummy load 
connected, apply plate and ,screen voltages. Set C. 
near the middle of its range and tune C7 for max-
imum output. If this occurs at or close to the end 
of the tuning range of C7, adjust the spacing of 
the turns in the plate coil accordingly. Adjust Cs 
for maximum output, returning C7 as required. 
If the grid current dropped below 10 ma. under 
load, increase the drive with the doubler screen 
potentiometer in the exciter. 
Check now for stability. Briefly cut off the 

drive and see if the amplifier grid current drops 
to zero. If it doesn't, the amplifier either needs 
neutralization, or it has a parasitic oscillation. 
If no grid current shows with drive removed, 
note whether, when drive is applied and the am-
plifier is tuned properly, maximum output, mini-
mum plate current and maximum grid current 
all occur at the same plate tuning. If they do, the 
amplifier is operating satisfactorily. 

If oscillation does show up, check its frequency. 
If it is much higher than the operating frequency 
(probably over 150 Mc.) v.h.f. parasitic suppres-

sion measures are in order. If it is in the 50-Mc. 
region, neutralization will be required. These 
troubles are most common in multiband designs, 
and unlikely in a layout of this sort. Neutraliza-
tion of the capacity-bridge type, like that in the 
exciter, can be incorporated readily, and parasi-
tic suppression is covered in detail elsewhere in 
this Handbook. Neutralization may require addi-
tional grid-plate capacitance in some layouts. 
Provision was made for neutralization in the 
original layout ( explaining the plugged hole in 
the front panel), but it was found to be un-
necessary. 
When the amplifier is operating stably, the 

plate and screen voltages may be increased in 
accordance with the tube manufacturer's ratings, 
for the type of operation intended. Operating 
conditions are different for the three tubes which 
can be used and they should follow the manufac-
turer's recommendations. This is not to say that 
variations from the published data are unsafe or 
undesirable. Any of the values can be varied over 
quite a range if the maximum rating for each 
tube element concerned is not exceeded. In this 
connection, it is highly desirable to provide con-
tinuous metering for the grid, screen, and plate 
currents. This, with a knowledge of the applied 
voltages, will help insure proper operation and 
make correct adjustment a simple matter. 

A 144-MC. DRIVER-AMPLIFIER 

The unit shown in Figs. 17-9 through 17-14 is 
a three-stage tripler-driver-amplifier that may 
be used with the exciter just described. Driving 
power at 48 Mc. may be taken from the doubler 
stage (by connecting to /2 in Fig. 17-4) or from 
the output stage, running at low power. Almost 
any 50-Mc, transmitter of 3 to 5 watts output 
could be used by substituting a suitable crystal 
and retuning the stages for operation at 48 to 
49.3 Mc. If a small 144-Mc, transmitter is avail-
able, the tripler stage may be dispensed with, in 
which case about 5 watts drive on 144 Mc. is re-
quired. 

This section of the station is 
built in two parts. The tripler 
and driver stages are in the small 
portion at the right of Fig. 17-9, 
with the final stage at the left. All 
are push-pull stages, the tripler 
and driver using dual tetrodes. 
The tripler is an Amperex 6360, 
followed by an RCA 6524 
straight-through amplifier. This 
drives a pair of 4-125As in the 
final stage. 

Fig. 17-9--- The high-power 2- meter 

rig, with shielding enclosures in place. 

The small unit at the right houtet the 

tripler and driver stages. 
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Input to the 4-125As can be up to 600 watts on 
a.m. phone, or 800 watts on c.w. or f.m. By suit-
able adjustment of screen and plate voltages the 
power can be dropped as low as 150 watts input 
and still maintain good efficiency. Some means of 
reducing power is highly desirable, as most opera-
tion on 144 Mc. can be carried on satisfactorily 
with low power. 

The Driver Portion 

The tripler and driver stages, Figs. 17-11 and 
17-12, both operate well below their maximum 
ratings. Self-tuned grid circuits are used in each 
stage. This simplifies construction, and in the 
case of the driver stage, reduces the possibility 
of self-oscillation. With a surplus of drive avail-
able, the grid circuit of the 6524 may be resonated 
as low as 130 Mc. There is little tendency to 
tuned-plate tuned-grid oscillation, therefore, and 
neutralization is not required. 

Tripler and driver are built on a standard 5 X 
10 x 3-inch aluminum chassis, with the tripler at 
the back. Its plate circuit is tuned from the front 
panel by an extension shaft. Omission of the 
screen bypass on the tripler is intentional as the 
stage works satisfactorily without screen bypas-
sing. 
The 6524 is easily over—driven. This may be 

corrected by squeezing the driver grid coil turns 
closer together, lowering the resonant frequency 
until the desired 2.5 to 3.5 ma. is obtained across 
the band. The farther it can be resonated below 
144 Mc. the less likelihood there is of self-oscilla-
tion in the driver stage. 
The 6524 is mounted horizontally, and holes 

are drilled in the chassis under the tube to allow 
for air circulation. Plate leads are made of thin 
phosphor bronze or copper, bent into a semicircle, 
connecting the butterfly capacitor and the heat-
dissipating connectors. This allows the latter to 
be removed for changing tubes, without putting 
undue strain on the plate pins. The connectors 
have to be sawed or filed down on the insides to 
fit on the 6524 pins. The coupling link at the 
driver plate circuit is tuned, to provide efficient 
transfer of energy to the amplifier grids. 

Small feedthrough bypasses are used in the 
driver screen circuit. C. is 
mounted in the aluminum plate 
that supports the 6524 socket, and 
C. is in the chassis surface. 

Amplifier Features 

Design of the 4-125A grid cir-
cuit is important in achieving 

Fig. 17-10—Rear view of the 4-125A 

final stage. The split-stator capacitor 

near the middle of the picture is the 

screen neutralizing adjustment. The 

plate line is tuned with a capacitor 

made from parts of a neutralizing 

unit, mounted on ceramic stand-offs. 

efficient transfer of energy from the driver 
stage. The input capacitance of the large 
tetrodes is so high that a tuned grid circuit of 
conventional design cannot be used at 144 Mc., so 
a half-wave line is substituted, as shown in Figs. 
17-13 and 17-14. The input coupling link is series 
tuned, permitting adjustment for minimum stand-
ing wave ratio on the coaxial line connecting it 
to the driver stage output link. The grid 
line, L1L,, is made of '/4-inch copper tubing, to 
reduce heat losses. 
Maintaining the 4-125A screens and filament 

leads at ground potential for r.f. is necessary for 
stability. To this end, the tube sockets are 
mounted above the chassis, rather than below. 
They are elevated only enough to allow the soc-
ket contacts to clear the chassis, and are mounted 
corner to corner, with the inner corners almost 
touching. The grid line is brought up through 
V2-inch chassis holes and soldered directly to the 
grid contacts. This determines the line spacing, 
about P4-inches center to center. 
The inner filament terminals on each socket 

are grounded to the chassis. The others connect 
to feedthrough bypasses with the shortest pos-
ible leads. These are joined under the chassis with 
a shielded wire and tied to the filament trans-
former. The r.f. chokes in the screen leads are 
under the chassis, their wire leads coming up 
through Millen type 32150 feedthrough bushings 
inserted in chassis holes under the screen termi-
nals. The two screen terminals on each socket 
are strapped together with a ,s-inch wide strip of 
flashing copper. The screen neutralizing capaci-
tor is mounted as close to the sockets as possible 
and still leave room for the shaft coupling on its 
rotor. Leads to its stators are about one half inch 
long. 
More compact and symmetrical design is 

possible if a modified single-section capacitor is 
used for C.. It should be the type having sup-
ports at both ends of the rotor shaft. The Millen 
19140 and Hammarlund MC-140 are suitable 
units for the purpose. The stator bars are sawed 
at each side of the center stator plate. The front 
rotor plate is removed, making a split-stator 
variable with 4 plates on each stator and 8 on the 
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Fig. 17-11—Schematic diagram of the tripler and driver stages of the 

Ch C2- 10.5 µµf.-per-section butterfly variable (Johnson 

101815). 

C2-251.q.d. screwdriver-adjustment variable (Hammar-

lund APC-25)• 

C.-25-µp.f. miniature variable (Bud LC- 1642). 

C5, C6- 50014. feed-through bypass (Centralab FT. 

500). 

R1-11,000 ohms 2 watts (two 22,000-ohm 1-watt re-

sistors in parallel). 

R2- 50,000 ohms 2 watts (two 100,000-ohm 1-watt re-
sistors in parallel). 

1.1-2 turn insulated wire around center of L2. Twist leads 
to .1, and C3. 

1.2-13 turns No. 20, %-inch diam., 7/e-inch long, center 

tapped (B & W Miniductor No. 3007). 

rotor. This procedure may not be applicable to 
all 140-µµf. capacitors, but any method that re-
sults in a balanced unit having about 50 µµf. per 
section should do. 

Construction of the final plate circuit should 
be clear from Fig. 17-10. Tuning is done with 
parts of a disk-type neutralizing capacitor ( Mil-
len 15011) mounted on ceramic stand-offs 
inches high. These are made of one 1-inch and 
one 2-inch stand off each, fastened together 
with a threaded insert. Connection to the lines is 
made with copper or silver strap, 42 inches from 
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high-powered 2-meter transmitter. 

14-3 turns No. 14 enamel, 1/4 -inch diam., spaced 1A6 

inch center-tapped. 

1.-2 turns No. 18 enamel, same as L3, inserted at center. 

I.s-2 turns No. 18 enamel, same as L., inserted at 

center. 

Le-4 turns No. 14 enamel, 1/2 -inch diam., turns spaced 

wire diameter. 

1.7-2 turns No. 14 enamel, 1-inch diam., spaced 1/4 -inch. 

Le-1 turn No. 14 enamel between turns of L7. 

J1, is—Coaxial fitting, female (Amphenol 83-1R). 

Je, Je, is—Closed-circuit jack. Insulate .15 from panel and 

chassis. 

MA—External meter not shown in photo, 200 ma. 

Si—Toggle switch. 

Ti—Filament transformer, 6.3 volts, 3 amp. (UTC S-55). 

the plate end. Silver plating of all tank circuit 
parts is a worth-while investment, though it 
should not be considered a necessity. A shaft 
coupling designed for high-voltage service is at-
tached to the threaded shaft of the movable plate, 
and this is rotated with a shaft of insulating ma-
terial brought out to the front panel. 
A word about the extension shafts is in order 

at this point. If they are of metal they may have 
a serious detuning effect in some circuits, even 
though they are connected through insulating 
couplings. Bakelite rod is fine, but since the in-

sulating qualities are of no im-
portance, /l t-inch wooden dowel-
ing will do the job just as well. 
Lucite or polystyrene rod will 
not stand the heat and should 
not be used. 

Fig. 17-12—Side view of the tripler 

and driver stages. Coil adjacent to 

the 6360 tripler tube is the grid coil 
for the 6524 driver. Plate leads for 

the driver tube ore flexible copper 

straps, to permit removal of the tube 

from its socket. Screwdriver adjust-
ment at the lower right is the react-

ance tuning capacitor for the tripler 

input link. 
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The final chassis is aluminum, 10 by 12 by 3 
inches, matching up with the driver chassis to fit 
into a standard 10V2-inch rack panel. Complete 
enclosure is a must for TVI prevention, and it 
pays dividends in improved stability by provid-
ing effective isolation of circuits that tend to give 
trouble in open layouts. 
The enclosures were made by mounting 1A-inch 

aluminum angle stock around the edges of the 
chassis of both units and cutting the sides and 
covers to fit. It was not intended to cool the 
driver unit originally, so the enclosure was made 
of perforated aluminum. The blower for the final 
provided plenty of air, however, so three holes 
are made in the walls of the two chassis to allow 
some of the air flow to go through the driver 
enclosure as well. The chassis are bolted to-
gether where the vent holes are drilled. The main 
flow is up through the amplifier chassis, around 
the 4-125As, and out through the g-inch holes 
drilled in the top cover above the tubes. Holes in 
the amplifier chassis are drilled to line up with 
the ventilating holes in the 4-125A sockets. All 

17-13—Schematic diagram of the 4-125A amplifier for 144 Mc. Fig. 

other holes and cracks are sealed with house-
hold cement to confine the air to the desired 
paths, and bottom covers are fitted tightly to both 
units. 
The somewhat random appearance of the front 

panel is the result of the development of the unit 
in experimental form. A slight rearrangement of 
some of the noncritical components could be 
made to achieve a symmetrical panel layout 
readily enough. 

Operation 

The two units have their own filament trans-
formers. Plate supply requirements are 300 volts 
at 50 ma. for the tripler, 400 volts at 100 ma. 
for the driver, 300 to 400 volts at 75 ma. for the 
final screens and 1000 to 2500 volts at 400 ma. 
for the final plates. The driver plates and 
final screens may be run from the same supply, 
but more flexibility is possible if they are sup-
plied separately. A variable-voltage supply for 
final screens is a fine way to control the power 
level. 

AMPL IFIER 

C2-301.4.-per-section split-stator variable (Hammar-

lund HFD-30X). 
C2—Plate tuning capacitor made from Millen 15011 

neutralizing unit; see text and photo. 

C3- 25-µmf. miniature variable (Bud LC- 1642). 

Ca, C5-500-µµf. feedthrough bypass (Centralab FT-

500). 
Ca—Approx. 501.4:per-section split-stator variable. 

Make from Millen 19140 or Hommarlund MC-

140; see text. 

C2-251.1.0. variable (Johnson 25L15). 

C8- 0.25-µf. tubular. 

R2-5000 ohms, 10 watts. 

L2- 1/4 -inch copper tubing, 12 inches long, spaced 11/2  
inches center to center. Bend around 11/2 -inch 

radius, 1 inch from grid end. 

Is—Loop made from 5 inches No. 14 enamel. Portion 
coupled to line is 1 inch long each side, about 

% inch from line. 

1.6-1/2 -inch copper tubing 12 inches long, spaced 11/2  

inches center to center. Bend around 2-inch 

radius to make line 4 inches high. Attach C2 41/2  

inches from plate end. 
Lx—Loop made from 7 inches No. 14 enamel. Sides 

spaced 11/2 inches. 

17- 5-h. (min.) 100-ma. rating filter choke. 

.11, is— Coaxial fitting, female (Amphenol 83-1R). 
MAI, MA,, MA,—External meters, not shown; 100, 200 

and 500 ma. 
M—Motor-blower assembly, 17 c.f.m. (Ripley Inc., Mid-

dletown, Conn., Type 8433). 

RFC—V.h.f. solenoid choke (Ohmite Z-144). Four re-

quired. 

52—Toggle Switch. 
52—Rotary jack-type switch (Mallory 720). 

1'2—Filament transformer, 5-volt 13-amp. (Chicago 

FO-513). 
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In putting the rig on the air the stages are 

fired up separately, beginning with the tripler. 
A jack (..13, in Fig. 17-11) is provided on the 
front panel for measuring the 6360 grid current. 
About 1 ma. through the 150,000-ohm grid re-
sistor is plenty of drive. The series capacitor, 
C3, in the link can be used as a drive adjustment, 
if more than necessary is available. 
Next plug the grid meter into the 6524 grid 

current jack, J., and tune the 6360 plate circuit 
for maximum grid current. If it is higher than 3 
to 4 ma. increase the inductance of the grid coil, 
La, by squeezing its turns closer together. Now 
apply plate and screen voltage to the 6524, and 
check for signs of self-oscillation. If the plate 
circuit is tuned down to the same frequency as 
that at which the grid coil resonates with the 
tube capacitance, the stage may oscillate, but if 
it is stable across the intended tuning range there 
should be no operating difficulty resulting from a 
tendency to oscillate lower in frequency, and no 
neutralization should be needed. 

Connect a coaxial line between the driver out-
put and the final grid input preferably with a 
standing-wave bridge connected to indicate the 
standing-wave ratio on this line. Tune the driver 
plate circuit and its series-tuned link for maxi-
mum grid current in the final amplifier. Adjust 
the final grid tuning, Ci, for maximum grid cur-
rent, and the series capacitor, Ca, in the link for 
minimum reflected power on the s.w.r. bridge. 
Adjust the coupling loop position for maximum 
transfer of power, using the least coupling that 
will achieve this end. 
Adjust the screen neutralizing capacitor, Ctl, 

for maximum final grid current, with the plate 
and screen voltages off. Do not attempt to run 
the final stage without load. With a fixed screen 
supply the screen dissipation goes very high 
when the plate load is removed or made too light. 
It is important to meter the screen current at all 
times. With 4-125As danger to the plates can be 
detected by their color, but the screen current is 
the only indication of possible damage to that 
element. 
There is no suitable inexpensive dummy load 

for testing a v.h.f. rig of this power level. The 
best load is probably an antenna. This can be an 
indoor gamma-matched dipole, fed with coax. 
Its series capacitor should be adjusted for a 
standing-wave ratio close to 1:1. The Micro-
match can be used in this operation, but adjust-
ments should be made at less than full power. 
Watch for any sign of heating in the bridge unit. 
The position of the coupling loop, L., should 

be adjusted for maximum transfer of energy to 
the antenna, keeping the coupling as loose as 
possible. The series capacitor, C7, can be used as 
a loading adjustment thereafter. If the screen 
voltage is continuously variable it will. be found 
that there is an optimum value around 325 to 
350 volts. 
Below are some conditions under which the 

rig has been operated experimentally: 

Stage Ep 1p E•e 
Tripler 300 v. 35 ma. 1.5 ma. 
Driver 400 v. 92 ma. 8 ma. 3-4 ma. 
Final 1000 v. 300 ma. 400 v. 60 ma. 22 ma. 
Final 2000 v. 350 ma. 350 v. 45 ma. 20 ma. 
Final 2500 v. 400 ma. 320 v. 40 ma. 18 ma. 

The first and third conditions given for the 
final stage represent extremes, both exceeding 
the tubes' ratings in some way, so they are not 
recommended. At low plate voltages the screen 
has to be run above recommended ratings to 
make the tubes draw their full rated plate cur-
rent and operate efficiently. At high plate volt-
ages the screen dissipation drops markedly. The 
use of 4-125As at a full kilowatt input exceeds 
the manufacturer's maximum ratings, and is done 
at the user's risk. To operate safely, the maxi-
mum plate voltage for voice work at 144 Mc. 
should probably not go over 2000. At this level 
the tubes will handle 600 watts input on voice, 
and 750 watts on c.w. easily. 

Modulation and Keying 

Keying is done in the screen circuit of the 
driver stage, and in the screen and plate circuits 
of the tripler. Cathode keying of the driver 
was attempted, but it caused instability troubles, 
so was abandoned. The screen method makes the 

Fig. 17-14—Under-chassis view of the 
2-meter transmitter. Tripler grid and 
plate circuits are at the upper left. 

Only two of the three jacks on the 

front panel show in the lower left. 
The half-wave line used in the 4-125A 

grid circuit is the main item of inter-

est in the amplifier section. Both units 

are fitted with bottom covers, to pro-

vide shielding and confine the flow 

of cooling air to the desired areas. 
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Fig. 17-15—Antenna couplers for 50 and 144 Mc. designed for use with the high-power transmitters 

on the previous pages. 

key hot, so an insulated key or a keying relay 
must be used in the interest of safety. The keying 
jack must be insulated from the panel. 

Fixed bias for the final amplifier is provided 
by the VR-tube method. When the tube ignites 
at the application of drive, the capacitor Ce 
charges. Removing excitation stops the flow 
through the VR tube and leaves the negative 
charge in the capacitor applied to the amplifier 
grids. The effectiveness of this system requires a 
low-leakage capacitor for Ce. 
Modulation is applied to the plates only. A 

choke of about 10 henrys is connected in the 
screen lead, or the modulation can be supplied 
through a screen winding on the modulation 
transformer. The bypass value in the screen 
circuit should be low enough to avoid affecting 
the higher audio frequencies. Occasionally audio 
resonance in the screen choke may cause a sing-
ing effect on the modulation. If this develops, 
the choke may be shunted with a resistor. Use 
the highest value that will stop the singing. 

In neutralizing the 4-125As it may be found 
that what appears to be the best setting of the 
screen capacitor will result in a very large drop 
in grid current when plate voltage is applied. 
The setting may be altered slightly, raising the 
full-load grid current, without adversely affecting 
the stability of the amplifier. The final check for 
neutralization is twofold. There should be no 
oscillation when drive is removed; and maximum 
grid current, minimum plate current and maxi-
mum output should all show at one setting of 
the plate tuning capacitor. The latter condition 
may be observed only when the amplifier is oper-
ated without fixed bias. 

ANTENNA COUPLERS FOR 
50 AND 144 MC. 
The antenna couplers shown in Figs. 17-15, 

and at the top of Fig. 17-1, can be used with 52-
ohm or 75-ohm coaxial line, and with balanced 
lines of any impedance from 200 to 600 ohms or 

more. They were designed for use with the high-
power transmitters described previously, but 
may be used at any power level. 

Construction 

The two couplers are identical circuitwise. 
They are built inside a standard 3 by 4 by 17-inch 
aluminum chassis, with a bottom plate to com-
plete the shielding. The panel is 3V2 inches high. 
If only one coupler is required, a 3 by 4 by 6-inch 
utility box can be used. Terminals on the back of 
the chassis include a coaxial input fitting and a 
two-post output fitting for each coupler. The cir-
cuit diagram, Fig. 17-16, serves for both. 
The 50-Mc. coils are cut from commercially 

Fig. 17- 16—Circuit and parts information for the vhf. 

antenna couplers. 

C1-100-14. variable for 50 Mc., 50120. for 144 Mc. 

(Hammarlund MC- 100 and MC-50). 

C2-351.4. per-section split-stator variable, 0.07-inch 

spacing ( Hammarlund MCD-35SX). Reduce to 

4 stator and 4 rotor plates in each section in 

144-Mc, coupler for easier tuning; see text. 

Ji—Coaxial fitting, female. 

12—Two-post terminal assembly (National FWH). 

1.1-50 Mc.: 4 turns Na. 18 tinned, 1 inch diameter, %-

inch spacing (Air-Dux No..808T). 

114 Mc.: 2 turns No. 14 enam., 1 inch diameter, 

1/2 -inch spacing. Slip over L2 before mounting. 

L2-50 Mc.: 7 turns No. 14 tinned, 11/2  inch diameter, 1/4 

inch spacing (Air Dux No. 1204). Tap 11/2 turns 

from each end. 

144 Mc.: 5 turns No. 12 tinned, 1/2  inch diameter, 

7/2 inch long. Tap 11/2 turns from each end. 
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available stock, though they can be made by hand 
if desired. The coupling winding, Li, is inserted 
inside the tuned circuit. The polyethylene strips 
on which the coils are wound keep the two coils 
from making electrical contact, so no support 
other than the wire leads in needed. 
Leads to Li are brought out between the turns 

of L2, and are insulated from them by two sleeves 
of spaghetti, one inside the other. Do not use the 
soft vinyl type of sleeving, as it will melt too 
readily if, through an accident to the antenna 
system, the coil should run hot. In the 144-Mc. 
coupler the positions of the coils are reversed, 
with the tuned circuit, L,, at the center, and the 
coupling coil outside it. 

Similar tuning capacitors are used in both 
couplers, but some of the plates are removed 
from the one in the 144-Mc. circuit. This pro-
vides easier tuning, though it has little effect on 
the minimum capacitance, and therefore on the 
size of the coil. 

Adjusting the Couplers 

An antenna coupler can be adjusted properly 
only if some form of standing-wave bridge is 
connected in the line between the transmitter 
and the coupler. If it is a power-indicating type, 
so much the better, as it then can be used for 
adjusting the transmitter loading, and the work 
can be done at normal transmitter power. 
With the bridge set to read forward power, 

adjust the coupler capacitors and the transmitter 
tuning roughly for maximum indication. Now 
set the bridge to read reflected power, and adjust 
the antenna coupler capacitors, first one and then 
the other, until minimum reflected power is 
achieved. Unless the line input impedance is very 
highly reactive, it should be possible to get the 
reflected power down to zero, or very close to it. 
Adjustment of the coupler is now complete. 
Tuning for maximum transfer of power from 
the transmitter is done entirely at the transmitter. 

SIMPLE TRANSMITTERS FOR 50 AND 144 Mc. 

The two transmitters shown in Fig. 17-17 are 
designed to fill several needs. They can be used 
as complete r.f. sections for 50 and 144 Mc., or 
they serve well as exciters for higher-powered 
amplifiers. Depending on the final amplifier tubes 
chosen, the power level can be anything from 
under 10 to as much as 50 watts input. At low 
power they are well suited to mobile and portable 
applications. Provision is included for c.w. opera-
tion. Modulation equipment for the transmitters 
can be found elsewhere in this Handbook. 
The designs are as similar as possible, mechan-

ically and electrically, the tubes and many of the 
parts being interchangeable. They are built on 
standard 5 by 10 by 3-inch aluminum chassis, with 
shield covers of perforated aluminum over their 
output stages. These shields are an aid to TVI 
prevention, and they provide protection for the 
tuned circuits mounted topside. 

Circuitry 

Both transmitters employ third-overtone crys-
tal oscillators of simple design. Crystals should 
be in the range between 8.34 and 9 Mc. or 25 and 
27 Mc. for 50-Mc. operation. For 144-Mc, work 
the crystals are 8 to 8.22 Mc. or 24- to 24.66 Mc. 
If the feedback in the oscillator circuit is ad-
justed to make conventional 8-Mc. crystals oscil-
late on their third overtone, crystals in the 24-to 
27-Mc, range will also work. If only the latter 
(third overtone) type crystals are used, the 
feedback can be set at a lower level. This is con-
trolled by the position of the tap on the coil, Li. 
Crystals in the 8-Mc. range that multiply out 
close to a band edge should be checked carefully 
under actual operating conditions in the equip-
ment, as the oscillation frequency may not be 
exactly three times that marked on the holder. 

Fig. 17- 17—Transmitters for 

50 ( right) and 144 Mc. De-

signs are similar and many 

parts are interchangeable. 

Power ratings may be varied 

from under 10 to more than 

50 watts input, depending on 

tube used in the output stage. 
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The oscillator is the triode portion of a 6U8 

triode-pentode. The pentode section is a fre-
quency multiplier, doubling to 50 Mc. in the 6-
meter transmitter and tripling to 72 Mc. in the 
144-Mc. one. The doubler section drives the out-
put stage in the 50-Mc. rig. An extra stage is 
required to reach 144 Mc. This is a 6BC4 triode 
used as a doubler from 72 to 144 Mc. The out-
put stage is a 2E26, where the input power is to 
be under 25 watts. A 6146 may be used at higher 
power levels. There is substantially no difference 
in the driving power required by these tubes, and 
they can be interchanged with only slight read-
justment of the tuned circuits. 
When the exciters are to drive an amplifier 

using an 829B or a 5894, the output tube should 
be a 2E26. The plate supply voltage need be no 
more than 300 volts, and as little as 200 may 
suffice. When the units are used alone the final 
plate voltage should be 300 for a 2E26, or 400 to 
500 for the 6146. If the latter tube is used in ex-
citer service the output will be sufficient to drive 
tetrode amplifiers of up to 1 kilowatt input. 

Construction 

Arrangement of parts is not particularly criti-
cal, though it would be well for the inexperienced 
constructor to follow the layouts shown closely 
in all principal details. Layout drawings, Figs. 
17-21 and 17-25 are provided for those who may 
wish to make exact duplicates. The dimensions 
given apply only when identical parts to those of 
the original are purchased. Check sockets, 
particularly, for mounting dimensions before 
following the layouts in complete detail. 
The shield covers of the two transmitters were 

made in slightly different ways, to illustrate 
differing techniques. The method used in the 
50-Mc. unit may be the easier of the two for 
amateurs not well equipped with metal working 
tools. The front and back plates are 5 inches 
wide and 4V2 inches high. The bottom half inch 
of each plate overlaps the main chassis, and is 
fastened to it with self-tapping screws. The 
cover is made of perforated aluminum, available 
in many hardware stores. This can be cut and 
bent with simple tools. The box thus made is 
4 inches high, 5 inches wide and 5 inches deep. 

Fig. 17- 18— Looking down inside the 

amplifier shield. The plate tuning ca-

pacitor, C., is on the front wall, with 

the loading adjustment, Cs, on the 

rear wall. Parasitic suppressor and 

plate coil connect to top stator bar 

of C. Black lead, lower left, runs 

through a rubber grommet to the 

neutralizing capacitor, below the 

chassis. 
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The perforated cover is made larger than these 
dimensions by about 3.¡ inch on all sides. The 
extra material is bent over so that the front and 
back plates can be fastened to it with self-tapping 
screws. 

In the 144-Mc, transmitter the edges of the 
front and back plates are bent over, so that the 
cover need be only a plate bent into an inverted 
U. The enclosure is 4 by 4 by 5 inches in size. 
The bent-over edges of the front and back walls 
show plainly in the top view, Fig. 17-22. 

Building the 50-Mc. Transmitter 

Looking at the bottom view of the 50-Mc. 
transmitter, Fig. 17-19, we see the oscillator tun-
ing capacitor, C1, and the plate coil, Li, at the 
right. Next to the left is the 6U8 socket. The 
doubler plate coil, L,, and the amplifier grid coil, 
1.8, are between the tube sockets. Note that these 
coils are mounted side by side, with their axes 
vertical. Their position with respect to each other 
is adjusted for maximum grid drive, with the 
optimum spacing being about one coil diameter. 
The amplifier screen-dropping resistor (4 1-watt 
resistors in parallel) is just above the 2E26 
socket. Jacks for cathode keying and grid-current 
measurement occupy the left side of the front 
wall, as seen in Fig. 17-19. 
Arrangement of parts inside the shield com-

partment can be seen in Fig. 17-18. The ampli-
fier tube, a 6146 in this instance, is at the left 
side of the box. The plate tuning capacitor, Ca, 
is near the middle of the front wall. The antenna 
loading capacitor, Ca, and the coaxial output fit-
ting, Ji, are on the rear wall. The power con-
nector strip in centered on the rear wall of the 
chassis. Note the parasitic choke, L, between 
the tube and the plate coil. This is wound on the 
resistor in parallel with it. The plate coil, L., is 
mounted with its axis vertical. The output coup-
ling coil, L., is close against the bottom of L., 
and insulated from it by spaghetti sleeving. 
The type of socket used for the amplifier tube 

is important. Do not use the common moulded 
socket with an elevated grounding ring having 
4 lugs spaced around its circumference. These 
lugs may introduce coupling between the circuits 
grounded or bypassed thereto, causing instability 



that cannot be neutralized out. A Millen ceramic 
socket was used in the original, but any type that 
does not have the separate grounding lugs and 
ring is suitable. Grounding should be done to 
lugs under the nuts used for mounting the 
socket. It is imperative that bypass capacitor 
connections be made with virtually no leads at 
all, particularly in the amplifier circuits. Note 
that each cathode lead is bypassed separately. 
This is important where the cathode is keyed, as 
in this instance. 
The neutralizing capacitor, Cs, is a type in-

tended for mounting with one side grounded, so 
another mounting method must be provided in 
this application. A small tab of copper about 
h by 1 inch in size supports the capacitor, the 
end of the tab being soldered to a lug on the 
3-lug tie-point strip nearest the socket. The 
150-gpf. bypass at the low end of L, connects 

OVERTONE 
05C. 

6146 OR 
2E26 

DOUBLER 

Fig. 17- 19—Bottom view of the 50-

Mc. transmitter. Note positions of 

the various coils, particularly those 

in the doubler plate and amplifier 

grid circuits, near the middle of the 

assembly. 

from that point to the ground lug at the middle 
of the terminal strip. The lead from the sleeve of 
C» is a stiff wire that passes up through a 
3,¡-inch hole in the chassis to the lower stator 
terminal of the plate tuning capacitor, C. The 
latter is mounted with its stator terminals one 
above the other. 

Adjustment and Operation 

For initial tests a power supply capable of 
delivering 200 to 300 volts d.c. at about 100 ma., 
and 6.3 volts a.c. or d.c. at 1.7 amperes may be 
used. ( Only 1.25 amp, will be needed if a 2E26 is 
used.) The negative side of the plate supply and 
one side of the heater supply are connected to-
gether. The oscillator is tested first. This is done 
by feeding plate power to the 4700-ohm resistor 
in the oscillator plate lead only, disconnecting 
the doubler plate-screen lead temporarily. 

6U8 

6.3V. -H.V, +250 TO 
6.3V. 300V. 

+300 TO 450V, 
MOO 

Fig. 17-20—Schematic diagram and parts information for the 50•Mc. transmitter. Capacitors are ceramic unless 

specified. Values under .001 are in ,u/if. Resistors 1/2 watt unless specified. 

C1-5014. variable (Johnson 157-4). 

C2-25-,u0. variable (Johnson 157-3). 
C3-03 to 3 i.q.cf. ceramic trimmer ( Erie 3139D). 
C.-25-1.4. variable (Johnson 167-2). 

C3-75 µµf. (Johnson 157-5). 

-1—Coaxial chassis fitting. 

J., 13—Closed-circuit jack. 
1.1-14 t. No. 20 tinned, 1/2-inch diam., 7/6  inch long, 

topped at 41/2 t. from crystal end (B & W No. 

3003). 

1.2-61/2 t., 7/16 inch long, similar to Li, 

14-71/4 t., 1/2 -inch long, similar to Li. 
1..-5 t. No. 20 wound on and spaced to fill 100-ohm 1. 

watt resistor. 

4-31/2 t. No. 14 tinned, 3/4-inch i.d., 1/2 -inch long. 
4-2 t. No. 14, similar to and at cold end of 1.5. Cover 

with spaghetti sleeving. 

R1-37,500 ohms, 4 watts (4 150,000-ohm 1-watt re-

sistors in parallel). 

RFC,,—Single-layer v.h.f. choke, 2 to 7 µh. (Ohmite 

Z-50 or National R-60). 
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Apply heater voltage only, and allow the tubes 
to warm up for 30 seconds or more. Connect a 
100-milliampere meter in the lead to the plate 
supply, and apply power. Swing the oscillator 
tuning capacitor, C1, through its range. There 
will be a sharp dip in current to about 10 ma. as 
the crystal starts oscillating. 
Check the frequency of oscillator with a grid-

dip meter or wavemeter. If you have a receiver 
that tunes the 25- or 50-Mc, region, listen for 
the oscillator to determine if it is crystal con-
trolled. The frequency will change only slightly, 
if at all, when the circuit is tuned through reso-
nance. Listen to the note with the receiver beat 
oscillator on, and place a screwdriver or other 
metal object near the tuned circuit. There 
should be very little change in frequency. Should 
the frequency change more than a few hundred 
cycles under these tests the oscillator may not be 
controlled by the crystal. 

Self-oscillation is the result of too much feed-
back. This can be corrected by moving the tap 
lower on the coil. Too little feedback may pre-
vent the oscillator from working at all, or it may 
drop out of oscillation when loaded appreciably 
by the following stage. The cure is to raise the 
tap position on the coil. 
When the oscillator is working correctly, re-

move the milliammeter from its power lead and 
connect it between the high-voltage source and 
the junction of the screen resistor and 1000-ohm 
resistor at the low end of the plate coil. Plug a 
low-range milliammeter, preferably 5 or 10 ma., 
into the grid current jack, .12, of the amplifier. 
Apply plate voltage to the first two stages and 
tune the double plate circuit for maximum grid 
current, as read on the meter in 12. This should 
be at least 2 ma., with a 250-volt plate supply. 
Try varying the separation between L1 and Ls, 
leaving spacing at the point that yields greatest 
grid current. Retune the doubler plate circuit as 
the spacing is changed. 
Next comes neutralization of the amplifier. 

With drive on, but no plate or screen voltage, 
tune the amplifier plate circuit through its range, 
watching the grid current meter. There may be a 
downward dip in grid current when the plate cir-
cuit is resonated. Adjust the neutralizing capaci-
tor, Ca, a turn or two and check the grid current 
dip again. If there is less change than before, the 
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Fig. 17-21— Layout drawing of 

the 50-Mc, chassis top. Precise 

duplication is not important, 

though the general parts layout 

should be followed. Hole sizes 

may vary with different types of 

sockets. 

adjustment was in the right direction. Continue 
in this way until no downward movement can be 
seen in the grid current as the plate circuit is 
tuned through resonance. 

If neutralization cannot be achieved, a dif-
ferent value of bypass will be required at the low 
end of 1.3. If the neutralizing capacitor is at 
minimum setting when neutralization is ap-
proached, a larger value of bypass will be 
needed. Try 220 µAL as a next step. 
Power may now be applied to the final ampli-

fier. This can be from the same source as has been 
used for the earlier tests, for the time being. The 
meter may be removed from the doubler power 
lead and connected between the junction of the 
r.f. choke, RFC,., and screen resistor and the ter-
minal on the back of the transmitter. This will 
measure the combined plate and screen current 
drawn by the amplifier. The meter may also be 
plugged into the cathode jack, where it will read 
combined plate, screen and grid current. 
A light bulb of about 25 watts or more can be 

connected to a coaxial fitting and used as a 
dummy load in place of an antenna. This will not 
represent a 50-ohm load, so the tuning of the 
stage will not be the same as when a matched 
antenna system is used, but it will do for initial 
tests, and it will give a rough indication of power 
output. 
Apply plate-screen power to all stages, and 

tune the plate circuit of the amplifier to the 
point where plate current dips the lowest. Now 
adjust the series capacitor, retuning the plate 
capacitor, until maximum brilliance is seen in 
the load lamp. Check carefully for any sign of 
oscillation in the amplifier. Remove the crystal 
from its socket briefly, while watching the am-
plifier grid current. This current and the am-
plifier output should drop to zero, and remain 
there regardless of the tuning of any of the 
transmitter circuits. Should grid current appear 
with the oscillator inoperative, recheck neu-
tralization. The grid-current dip may be only an 
approximate indication of neutralization, so the 
adjustment may have to be touched up after 
power is applied to the amplifier. Turn off power 
as a safety measure when this is done. With per-
fect neutralization, maximum grid current, min-
imum plate current and maximum output will 
all occur at the same setting of the amplifier 



Fig. 17-22—Top view of the 144-Mc, transmitter with 
shield cover removed. A 2E26 is shown 

in the amplifier socket. 

plate circuit tuning. Perfection in this respect 
may not be possible, but there should be no sign 
of oscillation ( grid current in the amplifier 
when the drive is removed) at any setting of the 
tuning controls. 
When the rig is operated with a properly de-

signed antenna the settings of the amplifier plate 
and antenna loading adjustments may be some-
what different from those obtained with a lamp 
load. Both should be adjusted for maximum 
power delivered to the antenna. This can be re-
corded on a field-strength meter, giving a rela-
tive indication of the power radiated by the 
antenna. Better than this is a power-indicating 
standing-wave bridge, which may be left connected 
in the line to the antenna at all times, thus giving 
a constant indication of transmitter operation. 

Final operating conditions for the transmitter 

TRIPLER 

5 I(\  

2E26 

erl r'ef 

 06.3 

„  

Fig. 17-23—Bottom of the 144-Mc, transmitter, with 

oscillator-tripler at the right. Doubler stage is near the 

middle of the chassis and amplifier at the left. 

will depend on the supply voltage and final tube 
used. With a 300-volt supply the oscillator plate 
current will run about 10 ma. with the oscillator 
operating properly, and 17 ma. with the crystal 
out of oscillation. The double plate- screen cur-
rent is about 12 ma. Amplifier grid current will 
be at least 3 ma. without plate and screen volt-
age, and around 2.5 ma. with the amplifier 
operating under load. These values will be 
slightly lower with a 250-volt supply. Plate-
screen current to the amplifier will depend on the 
power level and tube. With a 2E26 at 300 volts 
the current will be about 20 ma. at resonance, 
with no load, and 95 ma. off resonance. Loaded 
for maximum efficiency the 2E26 plate and 
screen current will be about 60 ma. With a 6146 
at 450 volts the loaded plate and screen current 
will be about 120 ma. 

DOUBLER 
6BC4 

72 MC. 

AMPLIFIER 
2E26 OR 614 6 

+300 6.3 +14.V.,M00. 
-300 - KV. 

Fig. 17-24—Schematic diagram and parts information for the 144-Mc. transmitter. 

C4-5014. variable (Johnson 157-4). 

CO, Cs- 1514. variable (Johnson 157-2). 

CO, C4 - 1- 8-µµf. plastic trimmer ( Erie 532-10). 

11, J2— Closed-circuit jack. 

JO— Coaxial chassis fitting. 

L1-14 turns No. 20 tinned, 1/2 -inch diam., 7/9 inch long 

tapped at 4 turns from crystal end (B & W No. 

3003). 

L2- 5 3/4  turns No. 18 enam., 7/16-inch diam., % inch 
long. 

14-2% turns No.18 enam., 7/16-inch diam., 1/4 inch 
long. 

14-6 turns No. 18 enam., 7/16-inch diam., % inch long, 
center tapped. 

1.5- 4 turns No. 14 tinned, 34-inch diem., turns spaced 

2 diameters. Make extra space at center for Le; 

see Fig. 17-22. 

L-1 turn No. 14 enamel, 3/4-inch diem. Cover with 

insulating sleeving and insert at center of Lo. 

Ili-33,000 ohms, 3 watts (3 100,000-ohm 1-watt re-

sistors in parallel). 

RFC1-7-µh. solenoid choke (Ohmite Z-50). 

RFC2-1.8-gh. solenoid choke (Ohmite Z-144). 

SI—S.p.s.t. switch, any type. 
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TIEPOINT 

The 50-Mc, transmitter was described origi-
nally in QST for October, 1958. 

The 144-Mc. Transmitter 

Layout and testing of the 144-Mc, unit are 
very similar to the 50-Mc. model already de-
scribed, so only the points of difference will be 
covered in this part of the text. Looking at the 
bottom view, Fig. 17-23, the oscillator tuned cir-
cuit is at the far right. The tripler plate capaci-
tor, C., is next on the front wall. The 6U8 
socket is between these two capacitors, on the 
center line of the chassis. The 6BC4 doubler 
socket is approximately in the middle of the 
chassis. The coil mounted vertically at the right 
and slightly below the 6BC4 socket is the tripler 
plate coil, L2. 
The doubler plate coil, L., and the amplifier 

grid coil, L., are mounted on a common center 
line and close together, making them appear as 
one coil in the photograph. The top end of LS, 
as seen in the schematic diagram, Fig. 17-24, is 
toward the back of the chassis. The grid end of 
L. is toward the front. Capacitors Cs and C. are 
cylindrical plastic trimmers. They are at either 
side of and just above the upper end of L3. 
The amplifier socket is at the left. The screen 

tuning capacitor, C., is mounted across the 
socket. Screen voltage is fed through the r.f. 
choke just above the socket. The switch for 
shorting out the grid leak when c.w. is used is in 
the upper left corner of the photograph. The two 
jacks on the front wall are for keying ( far left) 
and grid current measurement. 

Circuit differences between the two units, aside 
from the inclusion of the extra multiplier stage 
in the 144-Mc. model, arise mainly from the 
effects ,of tube and circuit capacitances at the 
higher frequency. Tube capacitances load the 
tuned circuits heavily, so series-tuned circuits 
are used in the amplifier stage. It will be seen 
that the keying jack is connected in the cathode 
of the doubler stage instead of in the amplifier 
cathode lead. It is difficult to bypass the amplifier 
cathode completely at 144 Mc., and the insertion 
of the keying jack in that position would cause 
oscillation. Screen bypassing is a similar prob-
lem, as conventional bypassing methods are in-
effective at this and higher frequencies. Bring-
ing the screen to ground potential requires a 
critical value of capacitance, so a trimmer ( C.) 
is connected from screen to ground. 
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Fig. 17-25—Layout drawing of 
the 144-Mc. chassis. 

Adjustment Procedure 

The power supply for testing 
the 144-Mc. transmitter should 
deliver 6.3 volts at 1.6 amperes 
if a 2E26 amplifier tube is used. 
With a 6146 it should be capa-

ble of supplying 2 amperes. Initially 250 to 300 
volts at 150 ma. will do for the plate supply. Final 
plate voltage for a 6146 may be as high as 500 
volts. 

Testing the first two stages is similar to that 
outlined for the 50-Mc. transmitter, except for 
the frequencies involved. Make sure that the 
oscillator is between 24 and 24.66 Mc., and that 
the pentode section of the 6U8 multiplies this 
frequency by 3. Tune the tripler plate circuit, 
L.-C., for maximum output, as indicated by a 
2-volt 60-ma. pilot lamp coupled to the cold end 
of L. with a single-turn loop of insulated wire 
about the diameter of the coil. 
Next apply plate voltage to the 6BC4 doubler, 

and tune it for maximum amplifier grid current. 
Adjustment of C. and C. will interlock to some 
extent, but be sure that each is tuned for maxi-
mum grid current, as read in .12. The switch S1 
can be in either position for this adjustment, 
though the grid current will be much higher if it 
is in the closed position. 

Neutralization is done similarly to the manner 
outlined for the 50-Mc. transmitter, except that 
the setting of the screen capacitor, CT, is the 
means by which it is achieved. If stability is 
approached as C., reaches maximum capacitance, 
a larger trimmer will be needed. Experimenta-
tion with the value of the r.f. choke in the screen 
lead may also be helpful. A variation of the neu-
tralization system shown is the use of a critical 
value of inductance in the screen lead, and the 
elimination of C,. Grid current, when neutral-
ization is completed, should be at least 1.5 ma. 
with S. in the open position. Go over all adjust-
ments carefully, and experiment with the spacing 
between L. and L4 if the grid drive is low. 
The balance of the testing is similar to the 

50-Mc. procedure. Plate current for the 6BC4 
doubler will be about 25 ma. Amplifier grid cur-
rent should be all that can be obtained, but pre-
ferably not below 1.5 ma. under full load. Should 
it be less than 1.5 ma., running the amplifier at 
slightly less than full loading may make it pos-
sible to get satisfactory output and still retain 
good modulation characteristics. 

Amplifier plate current at resonance with no 
load will be higher than on 50 Mc., and the out-
put will be lower. Efficiency will be lower with a 
6146 than with a 2E26, but the higher plate 
dissipation rating of the 6146 may make its use 
desirable if more output is needed than can be 
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obtained with the 2E26. Either transmitter can 
be used in mobile service. For 6-volt cars the 
tubes can be as shown. Twelve-volt equivalents 
of all the tube types are now available for cars 
with 12-volt systems. 

Modulation and Keying 

For voice work a modulator is required. This 
should have a power output of approximately 
half the input to the final amplifier. Several suit-
able modulators are shown in other chapters of 
this Handbook. The plate and screen current of 
the amplifier are run through the secondary of 
the modulator output transformer. If the trans-
mitter is to run at low power, a single 300-volt 
supply can be used for all stages, including the 
modulator, if it has a sufficiently high current 
rating. 
Keying methods differ for the two r.f. units. 

The 50-Mc, transmitter is keyed for c.w. by 
breaking the cathode lead. This would cause in-
stability if applied to the 144-Mc, transmitter, so 
the latter is keyed in the cathode of the doubler 

stage. Fixed bias must be applied to the final 
amplifier grid, to keep the plate current to a safe 
value. The voltage required will depend on the 
plate voltage applied to the final. The plate cur-
rent need not be cut completely off, but merely 
held to less than the plate dissipation rating for 
the tube used. A 22V2 volt battery is sufficient 
for plate voltages up to 400. The simplest way to 
apply bias, for occasional c.w. use, is to plug it 
into the grid current jack. The positive terminal 
of the bias battery should connect to the ground 
side of the plug. 
The switch S1 cuts out the 27,000-ohm grid 

resistor, so that the grid bias will not be exces-
sive when fixed bias is applied. The rig can be 
operated in this manner (fixed bias plus the 
smaller of the two grid resistors) on voice, if it 
is desirable or convenient to do this. The grid 
current is so low that the bias battery will last 
almost indefinitely, and a small hearing aid size 
is suitable. It can be mounted inside the chassis 
and wired into the circuit permanently, where 
more frequent c.w. operation is expected. 

SIMPLE TRANSMITTER FOR 220 AND 420 Mc. 

The transmitter in Figs. 17-26-17-29 is for the 
newcomer who wants to start with simple gear, 
going on to something better when he has gained 
construction and operating experience. It is built 
in two units, with the idea that the modulator 
can be retained when the r.f. portion is discarded. 
The r.f. section is a simple oscillator with two 

6AF4 or 6AT4 tubes in push-pull. Its plate cir-
cuit is changed from a quarter-wave line at 220 
Mc. to a half-wave line at 420 Mc. by plugging 
in suitable terminations at the end of the tuned 
circuit. 
Because the oscillator is modulated directly 

it will have considerable frequency modulation, 
and the signal will not be readable on selective 
receivers unless the modulation is kept at a very 
low level. Where a broader receiver is in use at 
the other end of the path a higher modulation 
level can be employed. 

Fig. 17-26—The simple transmitter for 220 and 420 Mc. 

is made in two parts. The modulator, left, may be re-

tained for use with more advanced r.f. sections than the 
simple oscillator shown at the right. The two units may 

be plugged together or connected by a cable. 

Construction 

The two units are built on identical 
5 by 7 by 2-inch aluminum chasçis, con-
necting by means of a plug on the os-
cillator and a socket on the modulator. 
Power is fed through a similar plug on 
the back of the modulator. Arrange-
ment of parts in the modulator is not 
critical, but the oscillator should be 
exactly as shown. 

Fig. 17-27— Bottom view of the oscillator 
unit, showing the two-bond tank circuit. The 

line terminations, with their protecting caps 

removed, ore in the foreground. At the left 

is the 220-Mc. plug, with the 420-Mc, one 

at the right. 
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Fig. 17-28—Schematic diagram and parts information for the two-band oscillator and modulator. 

Ci-1O.5-if.-per-section butterfly variable (Johnson 

1011315). 

14-2 31/2  inch pieces No. 12 tinned, spaced V2 inch. 
Bend down 3/4 inch at tube end and 1/2 inch at 

socket end. R.f. chokes connect % inch from 

bend at tube end. Connect C1 at 1 inch from 

bend at socket end. 

La— Hairpin loop inches long and 1/2 inch wide, No. 

16, covered with insulating sleeving. 

is—Crystal socket used for antenna terminal. 

.1s-5-contact ceramic socket (Amphenol 49-RSS5). 

The modulator is designed for a crystal micro-
phone. It delivers 3 to 10 watts output, depending 
on the plate voltage and whether a 6V6 or 6L6 
tube is used. It may be considered as a long-
term investment that will be suitable for use 
with any r.f. section of up to 20 watts input that 
may be constructed at a later date. 

Sockets for the tubes are one inch apart cen-
ter to center, 2%6 inch in from the end of the 
chassis. Ci is at the exact center of the chassis, 
with .12 1 y inches to its left, as seen in 
Fig. 17-27. At the far left is a crystal 
socket, used for the antenna terminal, 
11.. One-inch ceramic standoffs are 
mounted on the screws that hold .12 in 
place. These support the antenna cou-
pling loop, LI. 

Fig. 17-29—Looking at the 

underside of the modulator. 

.13, 15-4-contact male fitting (Amphenol 86—RCP4). 

.1‘-4 contact female chassis fitting (Amphenol 78—S4 or 

RS4). 

Je—Microphone connector (Amphenol 75-PC1M). 

PI-5-contact male cable connector (Amphenol 86-PM5) 

with Pins 2, 3 and 4 joined together. 

PSI— Same as PI, but with Pins 1 and 5 joined. Connect 

100-ohm resistor between these and Pin 3. 

RFC (6 required)- 12 turns No. 28 enamel close-wound 

on high-value 1-watt resistor. 

TI- 10-watt modulation trans. (Merit A-3008). 

Testing and Use 

A power supply delivering about 200 volts d.c. 
at 50 ma. or more and 6.3 volts at 1 amp, or more 
is needed. Plug the units together or connect 
them by a cable. With a cable, a milliammeter 
may be connected between the No. 4 pins to meas-
ure the oscillator plate current. Otherwise the 
meter should be connected temporarily between 
Pin 4 of Ja and Pin 3 of 12, in place of the wire 
shown in Fig. 17-28. 
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Plate current should be about 25 to 30 nia. If 

the stage is oscillating there will be a fluctuation 
in current as the plate line is touched with an 
insulated metal object. Do not hold the metal in 
the hands for this test! The frequency is best 
checked by means of Lecher wires, a technique 
that is covered in the chapter on measurements. 
With the dimensions given the range with P1 

plugged in should be about 405 to 450 Mc. With 
P. plugged in the frequency should fall within 

the 220-Mc, band with Ci set in the same position 
as it was for the middle of the 420-Mc. band. 
Some alteration of the connection point for C on 
L. may be necessary to achieve this. 

In using the transmitter it is well to stay be-
tween 221 and 224 Mc. to avoid out-of band 
operation. On 420, keep the transmitter below 
432 Mc. to avoid interference with the high-selec-
tivity work that is done between 432 and 436 Mc. 
(More details on this rig in Dec., 1954, QST.) 

A 40-WATT TRANSMITTER FOR 220 Mc. 

The crystal-controlled transmitter shown in 
Figs. 17-30 and 17-32 will run 30 to 40 watts at 
220 Mc. Referring to Fig. 17-31, a simple over-
tone oscillator circuit uses one half of a 12AT7 
dual triode. The crystal may be between 8.15 and 
8.33 Mc. or 24.45 and 25 Mc. In either case, the 
frequency of oscillation is in the latter range, 
as the crystal works on its third overtone. The 
second half of the 12AT7 is a tripler to 73 to 75 
Mc. This stage has a balanced plate circuit, so 
that its output may be capacitively coupled to the 
grids of a second 12AT7, working as a push-pull 
tripler to 220 Mc. The low side of the first tripler 
plate circuit has a balancing capacitor, C., so that 
a capacitance equal to the output capacitance of 
the 12AT7 can be added to that side of the cir-
cuit. Without this the two halves of the push-
pull tripler may receive unequal drive, and one 
half of the tube will run hotter than the other. 
The plate circuit of the push-pull tripler is 

inductively coupled to the grid circuit of an 
Amperex 6360 dual tetrode amplifier that runs 
straight through on 220 Mc. Similar inductive 
coupling transfers the drive to the grid circuit 
of the final amplifier stage, an Amperex 6252 
dual tetrode. This tube is a somewhat more effi-
cient outgrowth of the 832A, which may also be 
used, though with lower efficiency and output. 
Base connections are the same for both tubes. 
The grid return of the 6252 is brought out to 

the terminal strip on the back of the unit, to 
allow for connection of a grid meter. Both this 
point and the tip jack in the 6360 grid return 
have 1000-ohm resistors completing the grid re-
turns to ground, so that operation of the stages 
is unaffected if the meters are removed. 

Instability in tetrode amplifiers for v.h.f. serv-
ice may develop as a result of the ineffective 
bypassing of the screen. In the case of the 6360 
stage stable operation was obtained with no by-

e 
e e 

passing at all, while on the 6252 a small mica 
trimmer was connected directly from the screen 
terminal to ground. It is operated near the 
minimum setting. 

Construction 

The transmitter is built on an aluminum plate 
6 by 17 inches in size. This screws to a standard 
chassis of the same dimensions, which serves as 
both shield and case. Cut-outs about three inches 
square are made in the chassis and base plate, 
above and below the tube, to allow for ventila-
tion. These openings are fitted with perforated 
aluminum or screening to preserve shielding. 
The case should be equipped with rubber feet, to 
avoid marring the surface it rests on, and to 
allow air circulation around the tube. 
The tube sockets and all the controls except 

the tuning capacitor of the oscillator are mounted 
along the center line of the cover plate. The 220-
Mc. stages are inductively coupled, using hairpin 
loop tank circuits the dimensions of which are 
given in Fig. 17-33. The tuning range of these 
circuits is affected by the widths of the loops as 
well as their length, so some variation can be had 
by squeezing the sides together or spreading them 
apart. 

It is important that the method of mounting 
the 6252 socket be followed closely. An alu-
minum bracket about 27/e inches high and 4 
inches wide supports the socket. Note that the 
socket and tube are on the same side of the plate. 
Holes are drilled in the plate in line with the 
control grid terminals to pass the grid leads. 
These holes are 3,g-inch diameter, and are equip-
ped with rubber grommets to prevent accidental 
shorting of the grid leads to ground. The shape 

of the grid inductance should be such that its 
leads pass through the centers of the holes. 
The socket is supported on %6-inch metal pillars. 

Fig. 17-30—Top view of the 220-Mc. 

transmitter. Final amplifier tube is in-

side the chassis, below the screened 

ventilation hole. Power connections, 

keying jack and output terminal are 

on the back of the chassis. 
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Fig. 17-31—Schematic diagram and parts information for the 220-Mc. transmitter. Capacitor values below 0.001 

µf. are in Resistors Y2 watt unless specified. 

C1-50-1.4. miniature variable (Hammarlund MAPC-

50-8). 

C., C4, C1-8-120. miniature butterfly variable (Johnson 

160-208). 

C3, C4-3-30120. mica trimmer. 

CT—Butterfly variable, 1 stator and 1 rotor (Johnson 

167-21, with plates removed). 

C8-151.4. miniature variable (Hammarlund MAPC-

15-B). 

J,—Tip jack, insulated. 

.12—Closed-circuit phone jack. 

Js—Coaxial chassis fitting, SO-239. 

L-15 t. No. 20 tinned, 1/2 -inch diam., 1 inch long (B & 

It may. be necessary to bend the socket lugs 
slightly to keep them from shorting to the 
mounting plate. The heater lead comes to the top 
of the plate, and the cathode lead bends around 
the bottom of it. 
Power leads are made with shielded wire, and 

are brought out to a terminal strip on the back 
of the chassis. These leads and the coax to the 
output connector should be long enough so that 
the plate on which the transmitter is built can 
be lifted off the chassis and inverted as shown in 
the photograph. 

Adjustment 

Initial tests should be made with a power sup-
ply that delivers no more than 250 volts, and as 
little as 150 to 200 volts can be used. If the volt-
age is more than 250, insert a 5000-ohm 10-watt 
resistor in series with the power lead tempo-
rarily. Plate voltage should be applied to the 
various stages separately, starting with the os-
cillator, making sure that each stage is working 
correctly before proceeding to the next. 

W Miniductor No. 3003). Tap at 4 turns from 

crystal end; see text. 
12-12 t. No. 18 tinned, 1/2 -inch diam., 1 inch long, 

center-tapped. 
Ls, L, 13, L—U-shaped loops No. 18 enam., center-

tapped. Dimensions given in Fig. 17-33. 

t. No. 14 enam., 1-inch, 1-inch diam., leads 

inch long. Center-tapped, space turns 1/2 inch 
apart. 

L-1 t. No. 18 enam., inserted between turns of LT. 

Cover with insulating sleeving. 
R1-23,500 ohms, 2 watts. (Two 47,000-ohm 1-watt 

resistors in parallel.) 

RFC.-25 t. No. 28 enam. on 1-watt high-value resistor. 

A milliammeter of 50- to 100-ma, range should 
be connected temporarily in series with the 
1000-ohm resistor in the oscillator plate lead. 
When power is applied the current should be not 
more than about 10 ma. Rotate C1 and note if an 
upward kick occurs, probably near the middle of 
the range of Ci. At this point the stage is os-
cillating. Lack of oscillation indicates too low 
feedback, or a defective crystal. Listen for the 
note on a communications receiver tuned near 
24 Mc., if one is available. There should be no 
more than a slight change in frequency when a 
metallic tool is held near the tuned circuit, or 
when the circuit is tuned through its range. The 
note should be of pure crystal quality. If there 
is a rough sound, or if the frequency changes 
with mechanical vibration, the oscillator is not 
controlled by the crystal. This indicates too 
much feedback, and the tap on the coil, LI, should 
be moved near the crystal end. 
The proper amount of feedback is the lowest 

tap position that allows the oscillator to start 
readily under load. If 24-Mc. crystals are used, 
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Fig. 17-32—Interior view of the 220-Mc. transmitter. All 
r.f. components are mounted on an aluminum plate, 
which is screwed to the top of a standard 6 X 17-inch 
chassis. Screen trimmer capacitor Ce mounts on the tube 

socket mounting plate. 
The crystal socket and the oscillator coil and ca-

pacitor are at the far right. Next is the first 12AT7 
socket. Next to the left is the first tripler plate coil, 
mounted over its trimmer, with the mica balancing 
padder, CS, above. The 12AT7 tripler, the test point, 
the tuning capacitor C., the tripler plate and amplifier 
grid loops, LS and La, the 6360 socket, the 6360 plate 
and amplifier grid loops, the 6252, and its tuned circuits 
follow in that order. The series capacitor, CS, and the 
coaxial lead to the output connector, JS, are at the far 
left. 

the tap can be lower on the coil than with 8-Mc. 
crystals. When 8-Mc, crystals are operated on 
the third overtone, as in this case, the frequency 
of oscillation may not be exactly three times 
that marked on the crystal holder. 
Now apply plate voltage to the second half of 

the 12AT7, again using a temporary plate meter 
connected in series with the 100-ohm decoupling 
resistor that feeds plate power to L.. Current 
will be about 10 ma., as with the oscillator. Tune 
C. for maximum output. This can be determined 
by brilliance indication in a 2-volt 60-ma. pilot 
lamp connected to a 1-turn loop of insulated wire 
coupled to L.. Check the frequency of this stage 
with a wavemeter. 
Now connect a low-range milliammeter (not 

more than 10 ma.) between the test point. 
and ground. Apply power to the push-pull 
tripler, again using a temporary milliammeter 
connected in the lead to the plate coil, LS. Tune 
the plate circuit for maximum indication on the 
grid meter. Plate current will be about 20 ma. 
Adjust the position of L4, with respect to L. for 
maximum grid current. Now go back over all 
previous adjustments and set them carefully for 
maximum grid current. Adjust the balancing 
padder, Cs, retuning C. each time this is done, 
until the combination of C. and C. that gives the 
highest grid current is found. Check the fre-
quency to be sure that the stage is tripling to 
220 Mc. 
Now apply power to the 6360 plate circuit, 

again using the temporary meter to check the 
current. Connect the low-range milliammeter 
between the grid-metering terminal on the con-
nector strip and ground. Set the screen trimmer, 

Ce, near minimum, and tune the 6360 plate cir-
cuit for maximum grid current. With 300 volts 
on the preceding stages, it should be possible to 
get at least 4 ma. Adjust the spacing between 
L. and L. carefully for maximum grid current, 
returning C. each time this is done. Plate cur-
rent should not exceed 55 ma. 
Check for neutralization of the final amplifier 

by tuning C. through resonance while watching 
the grid-current meter. If there is no change, 
or only a slight rise as the circuit goes through 
resonance, the stage is near enough to neutraliza-
tion to apply plate power. The 6252 has built-in 
cross-over capacitance, intended to provide neu-
tralization in the v.h.f. range, so it is likely to be 
stable at this frequency. If there is a downward 
kick in the grid current at resonance, adjust the 
screen trimmer until it disappears. If best neu-
tralization shows at minimum setting of the 
screen trimmer it may be desirable to eliminate 
the trimmer. 
With an antenna or dummy load connected 

at /8, final plate voltage can be applied. Tune the 
final plate circuit for maximum output, with a 
meter of 100 ma. or higher range connected to 
read the combined plate and screen current. This 
meter may be connected in the power lead, or it 
can be plugged into the cathode jack. In the latter 
position it will read the combined plate, screen 
and grid currents. Tune for maximum output 
and note the plate current. If it is much over 100 
ma., loosen the coupling betwwen L, and L.. 
The input should not be over 50 watts at this 
frequency. 
A final check for neutralization should now be 

made. Pull out the crystal or otherwise disable 
the early stages of the transmitter. The grid cur-
rent and output should drop to zero. If they do 
not, adjust the screen trimmer until they do. 
Make this test only very briefly, as the tubes will 
draw excessive current when drive is removed. 
When perfect neutralization is achieved, maxi-
mum output will be found at a setting of C. at 
which plate current is at a minimum and grid 
current at maximum. 

Operation 

All stages should be run as lightly as possible, 
for stable operation and long tube life. No more 
than 300 volts should be run on the exciter 
stages, and if sufficient grid drive can be ob-
tained, lower voltage is desirable. The 6360 stage 

Fig. 17-33— De-
tails of the hairpin 
loops used in the 
220-Mc. transmit-
ter. 
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runs with rather low drive, and its efficiency is 
consequently poor, but it delivers enough power 
to drive the 6252, even when run at as low as 250 
volts, if all stages are operating as they should. 

Observe the plates of the tubes when the trans-
mitter is operated in a darkened room. There 
should be no reddening of the plates. If one side 
of any of the last three stages shows red and the 
other does not it is evidence of unbalance. This 
cari usually be corrected by adjustment of the 
balancing trimmer, C., in the first tripler plate 

circuit. Lack of symmetry in lead lengths or un-
balanced capacitance to ground in any of the r.f. 
circuits may also lead to lopsided operation. 
Though the 6252 is rated for up to 600 volts 

on the plates, it is recommended that no more 
than 400 be used in this application, particularly 
if the stage is to be modulated for voice work. 
For voice work the plate-screen current of 

the 6252 is run through the secondary of the out-
put transformer on the modulator. The latter 
should have an output of 20 watts or so. 

A TRIPLER-AMPLIFIER FOR 432 Mc. 

Only tubes designed especially for u.h.f. serv-
ice will work satisfactorily at 420 Mc. and 
higher. The various small receiving triodes made 
for u.h.f. TV use will work well in low-powered 
frequency multipliers and r.f. amplifiers for 
transmitting, but the trend is to tetrodes. Several 
of the latter are now available. 
The tripler-amplifier shown in Figs. 17-34 to 

17-37 delivers up to 20 watts output on 432 Mc. 
when driven on 144 Mc. by any 2-meter unit 
delivering 10 watts output or more. In plate-
modulated service the output is 12 watts. Tubes 
are RCA 6524 dual tetrodes, but with slight 
modification Amperex 6252s or 5894s may be 
used. With 6252s the output will be about the 
same as with the 6524. The 5894 will deliver up 
to 40 watts with higher plate voltages. The 832A 
may also be used, but the output will be no more 
than 4 or 5 watts. Forced-air cooling and shield-
ing are recommended. 
The tripler tube is mounted vertically, at the 

left, with its socket l/2 inches below the chassis. 
There is just room under the socket for the self-
resonant input circuit, L2. The amplifier is hori-
zontal, with its socket mounted in back of a plate 
that is 8 inches from the left edge of the 3 x 4 X 
17-inch aluminum chassis. The shielding enclo-
sure is 314 inches wide by 32 inches high. A 
cooling fan is mounted on the rear wall of the 
chassis. Air circulates around the tripler tube 
through its 2-inch hole, flowing out through 
holes in the top cover. Holes are drilled in the 
chassis under the amplifier tube, and in the cover 
over it. With a bottom plate fitted to the chassis 
there should be enough air flowing through both 
top vents to lift a paper briskly when the fan is 
started. 

Fig. 17-35—Looking into the 

tripler-amplifier with the top 

cover and front plate re-

moved. 

Fig. 17-34—A tripler-amplifier for 432 Mc. using dual 
tetrodes. Shielded construction and forced-air cooling 

are employed. 

Half-wave lines are used in all 432-Mc. circuits. 
The grid circuit of the amplifier is capacitively 
coupled to the tripler plate line, the two over-
lapping about 11/1 inches. The spacing between 
them must be adjusted carefully for maximum 
grid drive. Plate voltage is fed to the lines 
through small resistors. These should be con-
nected at the point of lowest r.f. voltage on the 
lines. The amplifier grid r.f. chokes are con-
nected at the tube socket. 

Note that the plate line capacitors, C2 and C2, 
have their rotors floating. This is important. 
Grounding the rotors, or use of capacitors hav-
ing metal end plates, may introduce multiple r.f. 
paths and circuit unbalance. The capacitors have 
small metal mounting brackets that are not con-
nected directly to the rotors, but even so it was 
necessary to resort to polystyrene mounting plates 
for best circuit balance and efficiency. Holes el 
inch in diameter are punched in the front wall to 
pass the rotor shafts. 
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Fig. 17-36—Schematic diagram for the 432-Mc. tripler-amplifier. 

Cs, CS- 10-µ0.-per-section split stator, double spaced 

(Bud LC- 1664). Do not use metal end-plate or 

grounded-rotor types. 

RI, R2-23,500 ohms, 2 watts (two 47,000-ohm 1-watt 

resistors in parallel). 

4-2 turns No. 20 enam., 1/2-inch diam. Insert between 

turns of I., 

14-4 turns No. 16 enam., 1/2-inch diam., 1/2-inch long, 
center tapped. 

LS—Copper strap on heat-dissipating connectors, 31/2 

inches long. Twist 90 degrees Y2 inch from plate 

end. Space 1/4 inch. 

4—Copper strap 27/8 inches long, soldered to grid fermi-

Testing 

The tripler-amplifier is designed to operate in 
conjunction with a 144-Mc, transmitter such as 
the 2E26 rig shown in Fig. 17-17. A plate supply 
of 300 volts at 200 ma. is needed ( 400 volts may 
be used with 5894s). Apply power to the 144-Mc. 
driver stage and adjust the spacing of the turns 
in L2 and the degree of coupling between L. 
and L2 for maximum tripler grid current. This 
should be about 3 ma. 
Next apply plate and screen voltage to the 

tripler and tune C. for maximum grid current 
in the amplifier, with no plate or screen voltage 
to the latter. Adjust the position of the grid lines 
with respect to the plate circuit, readjusting C. 
whenever a change is made, until at least 4 ma. 
grid current is obtained. 
Now connect a lamp load across the output 

AMPLIFIER 

+300V., MOD. 

TO R 
+300 V. 

c 10-m. 

nals. Space about 1/2 inch. 

LS—Copper strap 37/8 inches long, fastened to heat-

dissipating connectors. Space 1/4 inch. All tank 

circuits of flashing copper 1/2 inch wide. 

Le—Coupling loop, No. 20 enam. U-shaped portion is 

1 inch long and % inch wide. Mount on 3-inch 

ceramic stand-offs. 

J1—Coaxial input fitting (Amphenol 83-1R). 

Jr-Crystal socket used for antenna terminal. 

is, .14—Closed-circuit jack. 

15-5-pin male chassis connector (Amphenol 86-RCP5). 

M—Motor-blower assembly, 17 c.f.m. ( Ripley Inc., Mid-

dletown, Conn., Type 8433). 

terminal, J2. Ordinary house lamps are not suit-
able. A fair load can be made by connecting 6 
or more blue-bead pilot lamps in parallel. This 
can be done by wrapping a 'A-inch copper strap 
around the brass bases and soldering them all 
together. Then another strap should be soldered 
to the lead terminals. Apply plate and screen 
voltage and tune C. for maximum lamp bril-
liance. It should be possible to develop a very 
bright glow in the 6-lamp load with a plate cur-
rent of about 100 ma. at 300 volts. 
Cut drive very briefly to check for oscillation 

in the final stage. Grid current should drop to 
zero. The screen and grid resistors shown are for 
operation with plate modulation. More input can 
be run if the screen or grid resistance is 
decreased, but this should be done only when the 
rig is to be used for f.m. or c.w. service. 

Operating conditions are about 
as follows : tripler grid current-
2 to 3 ma.; amplifier grid cur-
rent-3 to 4 ma.; tripler plate 
and screen current-90 ma. ; am-
plifier plate and screen current-
110 ma.; output-12 watts. 

Fig. 17-37—Bottom view of 

the 432-Mc. transmitter. 



Chapter 18 

V.H.F. Antennas 

While the basic principles of antenna design 
remain the same at all frequencies where con-
ventional elements and transmission lines are 
used, certain aspects of v.h.f. work call for 
changes in antenna techniques above 50 Mc. 
Here the physical size of arrays is reduced to 
the point where some form of antenna having 
gain over a simple half wave dipole can be used 
in almost any location, and the rotatable high-
gain directional array has become a standard 
feature of all well-equipped v.h.f. stations. The 
importance of antenna gain in v.h.f, work can-
not be over-emphasized. By no other means can 
so large a return be obtained from a small in-
vestment as results from the erection of a good 
directional array. 

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 

At 50 Mc. and higher it is usually important 
to have the antenna work well over all or most 
of the band in question, and as the bands are 
wider than at lower frequencies the attention of 
the designer must be focused on broad fre-
quency response. This may be attained in some 
instances through sacrificing other qualities such 
as high front-to-back ratio. 
The loss in a given length of transmission line 

rises with frequency. Vhf. feedlines should be 
kept as short as possible, therefore. Matching of 
the impedances of the antenna and transmission 
line should be done with care, and in open loca-
tions a high-gain antenna at relatively low 
height may be preferable to a low-gain system 
at great height. Wherever possible, however, the 

DRIVEN ELEMENT 

OPEN WIRE LINE 
OR BALUN '44 OR MORE 

Fig. 18- 1— Combination tuning and matching stub for 

v.h.f. arrays. Sliding short is used to tune out reac-
tance of the driven element or phasing system. Trans-

mission line, either balanced or coax, is connected at 

the point of lowest standing-wave ratio. Adjustment 

procedure is outlined in text, 

v.h.f, array should be well above heavy foliage, 
buildings, power lines or other obstructions. 
The physical size of a v.h.f. array is usually 

more important than the number of elements. A 
4-element array for 432 Mc. may have as much 

gain over a dipole as a similarly designed array 
for 144 Mc., but it will intercept only one-third 
as much energy in receiving. Thus to be equal in 
communication, the 432-Mc, array must equal 
the 144- Mc, antenna in capture area, requiring 
three times as many elements, if similar element 
configurations are used in both. 

Polarization 

Early v.h.f, work was done with simple an-
tennas, and since the vertical dipole gave as good 
results in all directions as its horizontal counter-
part offered in only two directions, vertical 
polarization became the accepted standard. Later 
when high-gain antennas came into use it was 
only natural that these, too, were put up vertical 
in areas where v.h.f. activity was already well 
established. 
When the discovery of various forms of long-

distance propagation stirred interest in v.h.f. 
operation in areas where there was no previous 
experience, many newcomers started in with 
horizontal arrays, these having been more or less 
standard practice on frequencies with which 
these operators were familiar. As use of the 
same polarization at both ends of the path is 
necessary for best results, this lack of standard-
ization resulted in a conflict that, even now, has 
not been completely resolved. 

Tests have shown no large difference in re-
sults over long paths though evidence points to 
a slight superiority for horizontal in certain 
kinds of terrain, but vertical has other factors in 
its favor. Horizontal arrays are generally easier 
to build and rotate. Where ignition noise and 
other forms of man-made interference are pres-
ent, horizontal systems usually provide better 
signal-to-noise ratio. Simple 3- or 4-element 
arrays are more effective horizontal than verti-
cal, as their radiation patterns are broad in the 
plane of the elements and sharp in a plane per-
pendicular to them. 

Vertical systems can provide uniform cover-
age in all directions, a feature that is possible 
only with fairly complex horizontal arrays. Gain 
can be built up without introducing directivity, 
an important feature in net operation, or in loca-
tions where the installation of rotatable systems 
is not possible. Mobile operation is simpler with 
vertical antennas. Fear of increased TVI has 
kept v.h.f. men in some densely populated areas 
from adopting horizontal as a standard. 
The factors favoring horizontal have been 

predominant on 50 Mc., and today we find it the 
standard for that band, except for emergency 
net operation involving mobile units. The slight 
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advantage it offers in DX work has accelerated 
the trend to horizontal on 144 Mc. and higher 
bands, though vertical polarization is still widely 
used. The picture on 144, 220 and 420 Mc. is still 
confused, the tendency being to follow the local 
trend. The newcomer should check with local 
amateurs to see which polarization is in general 
use in the area he expects to cover. Eventual 
standardization should be a major objective, and 
to this end it is recommended that horizontal 
polarization be established in areas where ac-
tivity is developing for the first time. 

IMPEDANCE MATCHING 

Because line losses increase with frequency it 
is important that v.h.f. antenna systems be 
matched to their transmission lines carefully. 
Lines commonly used in v.h.f. work include 
open-wire, usually 300 to 500 ohms impedance, 
spaced 1/2 to two inches; polyethylene-insulated 
flexible lines, available in 300, 150 and 72 ohms 
impedance; and coaxial lines of 50 to 90 ohms 
impedance. 
The various methods of matching antenna and 

line impedance are described in detail in Chapter 
14. Matching devices commonly used in v.h.f. 
arrays fed with balanced lines include the folded 
dipole in its various forms, Fig. 14-42, the "T" 
Match, Fig. 14-45, the "Q" section, Fig. 14-41, 
and the adjustable stub, Fig. 18-1. The gamma 
match, useful for feeding the driven element of 
a parasitic array with coaxial line, is shown in 
schematic form in Fig. 14-45. Balanced loads 
such as a split dipole or a folded dipole can be 
fed with coax through a balun, as shown in 
Fig. 14-46. Practical examples of the use of these 
devices are shown in the following pages. The 
principles upon which their operation depends 
are explained in Chapter 14, with the exception 
of the adjustable stub of Fig. 18-1. 

The Corrective Stub 

The adjustable stub shown in Fig. 18-1 pro-
vides a means of matching the antenna to the 
transmission line and also tuning out reactance 
in the driven element. It is, in effect, a tuning 
device to which the transmission line may be 
connected at the point where impedances match. 
Both the shorting stub and the point of connec-
tion are made adjustable, though once the proper 
points are found the connections may be made 
permanent. 
For antenna experiments the stub may be 

made of tubing, and the connections made with 
sliding clips. In a permanent installation a stub 
of open-wire line, with all connections soldered, 
may be more satisfactory mechanically. The 
transmission line may be open-wire or Twin-
Lead, connected directly to the stub, or coaxial 
line of any impedance, which should be con-
nected through a balun. 
To adjust the stub start with the short at a 

point about a half wavelength below the an-
tenna, moving the point of connection of the 
transmission line up and down the stub until the 
lowest standing-wave ratio is achieved. Then 

move the shorting stub a small amount and re-
adjust the line connection for lowest s.w.r. 
again. If the minimum s.w.r. is lower than at 
the first point checked the short was moved in 
the right direction. Continue in that direction, 
readjusting the line connection each time, until 
the s.w.r. is as close to 1:1 as possible. When 
adjustments are completed the portion of the 
stub below the short can be cut off, if this is 
desirable mechanically. 

TYPES OF V.H.F. ARRAYS 

Directional antenna systems commonly used in 
amateur v.h.f. work are of three general types, 
the collinear, the Yagi, and the plane reflector 

Fig. 18-2— Inserts for the ends of the elements in a 

v.h.f, array provide a means of adjustment of length 

for optimum performance. Short pieces of the element 

material are sawed lengthwise and compressed to fit 

inside the element ends. 

array. Collinear systems have two or more 
driven elements end to end, fed in phase, usually 
backed up by parasitic reflectors. The Yagi has 
a single driven element, with one or more para-
sitic elements in front and in back of the driven 
element, all in the same plane. The plane-reflec-
tor array has a large reflecting surface in back 
of its driven element or elements. This may be a 
sheet of metal, a metal screen, or closely spaced 
rods or wires. The reflector may be a flat plane, 
or it can be bent into several forms, such as the 
corner and the parabola. 
Examples of all three types are described, and 

each has points in its favor. The collinear sys-
tems such as the 12- and 16-element arrays of 
Figs. 18-14 and 18-15 require little or no adjust-
ment and they present few feed problems. They 
work well over a wide band of frequencies. 
Yagi, or parasitic, arrays, Figs. 18-5 to 18-10, de-
pend on fairly precise tuning of their elements 
for gain, and thus work over a narrower fre-
quency range. They are simple mechanically, 
however, and usually offer more gain for a given 
number of elements than do the collinear sys-
tems. Plane- and corner-reflector arrays are 
broadband devices, having broad forward lobes 
and high front-to-back ratio. They are easily 
adjusted, but somewhat cumbersome mechani-
cally. 

ELEMENT LENGTHS AND SPACINGS 

Designing a v.h.f. array presents both me-
chanical and electrical problems. The electrical 
problems are basic, and their solution involves 
choosing the type of performance most desired. 
Mechanical design, on the other hand, can be 
subject to almost endless variations, and the 
form that the array will take can usually be 



Element Lengths 

TABLE 18-1 

Dimensions for V.H.F. Arrays in Inches 

Freq. ( Mc.) 52* 146* 222.5* 435• 

Driven Element 106.5 38 24« 12« 

Change per Mc. • 2 0.25 0.12 0.03 

Reflector 11154 40 26« 13« 

1st Director 10154 36 23« 12« 

2nd Director 9954 35« 23« 12 

3rd Director 9754 35 23 11.« 

1.0 Wavelength 234 81 53 27 

0.625 Wavelength 147 50« 33« 16« 

0.5 Wavelength 117 40« 2654 13.5 

0.25 Wavelength 5854 2054 1354 6,‘ 
0.2 Wavelength 47 16 10« 5« 

0.15 Wavelength 35 12 8 4 

Balun loop (coax) 76 26.5 17« 8« 

*Dimensions given for element lengths are for 
the middle of each band. For other frequencies 
adjust lengths as shown in the third line of table. 
Example: A dipole for 50.0 Me. would be 106.5 
-1- 4 = 110.5 inches. 
Apply change figure to parasitic elements as well. 
For phasing lines or maching sections, and for 

spacing between elements, the midband figures are 
sufficiently accurate. They apply only to open-
wire lines. 

Parasitic-element lengths are optimum for 0.2 
wavelength spacing. 

decided by the materials and tools available. One 
common source of materials for amateur arrays 
is commercially built TV antennas. They can 
often be revamped for the amateur v.h.f. bands 
with a minimum of effort and expense. 
Dimensions for Yagi or collinear arrays and 

their matching devices can be taken from Table 
18-I. The driven element is usually cut to the 
formula: 

5540  
Length (in inches) 

Freq. (Mc.) 

This is the basis of the lengths in Table 18-I, 
which are suitable for the tubing or rod sizes 
commonly used. Arrays for 50 Mc. usually have 
r/2 to 1-inch elements. For 144 Mc. 1/$ to 1/2-inch 
stock is common. Rod or tubing IA to 34 inch 
in diameter is suitable for 220 and 420 Mc. Note 
that the element lengths in the table are for the 
middle of the band concerned. For peaked per-
formance at other frequencies the element 
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lengths should be altered according to the figures 
in the third line of the table. 

Reflector elements are usually about 5 per cent 
longer than the driven element. The director 
nearest the driven element is 5 per cent shorter, 
and others are progressively shorter, as shown 
in the table. Parasitic elements should also be 
adjusted according to Line 3 of the table, if peak 
performance is desired at some frequency other 
than midband. 

Parasitic element lengths of Table 18-I are 
based on element spacings of 0.2 wavelength. 
This is most often used in v.h.f. arrays, and is 
suitable for up to 4 or 5 elements. Other spac-
ings can be used, however. If the element lengths 
are adjusted properly there is little difference in 
gain with reflector spacings of 0.15 to 0.25 wave-
length. The closer the reflector is to the driven 

Fig. 18-3— Omnidirec-

tional vertical array 

for 144 Mc. Elements of 

aluminum clothesline 

wire are mounted on 

ceramic standoff insu-

lators screwed to a 

wooden pole. Feedline 

shown is 52-ohm coax, 

with a balun at the 

feedpoint. Twin- Lead 

or other 300-ohm bal-

anced line may also 

be used, but it should 

be brought away 

horizontally from the 

supporting pole and 

elements for at least 

a quarter wavelength. 

Coax may be taped 

to the support. 

element, the shorter it must be for optimum for-
ward gain, and the greater will be its effect on 
the driven element impedance. 

Directors may also be spaced over a similar 
range. Closer spacing than 0.2 wavelength for 
arrays of two or three elements will require a 
longer director than shown in Table 18-I. Thus 
it can be seen that close-spaced arrays tend to 
work over a narrower frequency range than 
wide-spaced ones, when they are tuned for best 
performance. They also result in lower driven-
element impedance, making them more difficult 
to feed properly. Spacings less than 0.15 wave-
length are not commonly used in v.h.f. arrays 
for these reasons. 

PRACTICAL DESIGNS FOR V.H.F. ARRAYS 

The antenna systems pictured and described 
herewith are examples of ways in which the 
information in Table 18-I can be used in arrays 
of proven performance. Dimensions can be taken 
from the table, except where otherwise noted. If 
the builder wishes to experiment with element 

adjustment, a simple method is shown in Fig. 
18-2. With elements 1A-inch or larger diameter 
a piece of the element material can be used. It 
is sawed lengthwise and then compressed to 
make a tight fit inside the end of the element. 
A readily available material often used for 
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38' 

1 
6/32 SCREW 

CLAMP 

CERAMIC 
STANDOFF 

19' 

FEED WITH 
SUPPORTS... -<----- 300- OHM LINE 

OR COAXIAL BALUN 

1 , : 4 

Fig. 18-4—Dimensions and supporting method for the 

144-Mc, vertical array. 

elements in arrays for 144 Mc. and higher is 
aluminum clothesline wire. This is a stiff hard-
drawn wire about inch in diameter. It should 
be used in preference to a similar-appearing wire 
commonly sold for TV grounding purposes. The 
latter is too soft to make satisfactory elements 
if the length is more than about two feet. 

A Collinear Array for 144 Mc. 

Where a vertically-polarized array having 
some gain over a dipole is needed, yet directivity 
is undesirable, collinear half wave elements may 
be mounted vertically and fed in phase, as shown 
in Figs. 18-3 and 18-4. Such an array may have 
3 elements, as shown, or 5. The impedance at the 
center is approximately 300 ohms, permitting it 
to be fed directly with TV-type line, or through 
a coaxial balun, as in the model shown. Either 
52- or 72-ohm line may be employed without 
serious mismatch. 
The array is made from two pieces of alumi-

num clothesline wire about 97 inches long over-
all: These are bent to provide a 38-inch top sec-
tion, a folded-back 40-inch phasing loop, and a 
19-inch center section. These elements are 
mounted on ceramic pillars, which are fastened 
to a round wooden pole. Small clamps of sheet 
aluminum are wrapped around the elements and 
screwed to the stand-offs. A cheaper but some-
what less desirable method of mounting is to 
use TV screw-eye insulators to hold the ele-
ments in place. 

Feeding the array at the center with a coaxial 
balun makes a neat arrangement. The balun loop 
may be taped to the vertical support, and the 
coaxial line likewise taped at intervals down the 
mast. The same type of construction can be ap-
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plied to a 220-Mc, vertical collinear array, us-
ing the lengths for that band given in Table 18-I. 

PARASITIC ARRAYS 

Single-bay arrays of 2 to 5 elements are widely 
used in 50-Mc. work. These may be built in 
many different ways, using the dimensions given 
in the table. Probably the strongest and lightest 
structure results from use of aluminum or durai 
tubing ( usually 11/2  to 11/2 inches in diameter) 
for the boom, though wood is also usable. If the 
elements are mounted at their midpoints there is 
no need to use insulating supports. Usually the 
elements are run through the boom and clamped 
in place in a manner similar to that shown in 
Fig. 18-12. Where a metal boom is used the 
joints between it and the elements must be tight, 
as any movement at this point will result in 
noisy reception. 

2-Element 50-Me. Array 

The 2-element antenna of Fig. 18-5 was de-
signed for portable use, but it is also suitable 
for fixed-station work with minor modification. 
The 2-meter array above it is described later. 
The elements are made in three sections, for 
portability, using inserts similar to that shown 
in Fig. 18-2. The driven element is gamma 
matched for coax feed, and the parasitic element 
is a 0.15-wavelength spaced director. Details of 
the gamma section, the boom and its supporting 
clamp are shown in Fig. 18-6. The arm is about 
12 inches long, and the capacitor is a 50-14. 

Fig. 18-5—Two-element 50-Mc, and four-element 144-

Mc. arrays designed for portable use. Support is sec-

tional TV masting clamped to car door handle. Ele-

ments of 50-Mc, array are made in three sections, for 

stowing in back of car. Antenna for 144 Mc. is cut' 

down TV array. Both use gamma match, as shown in 

Fig. 18-6. 
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Fig. 18-6—Details of the gamma match for the 50-Mc. 
portable array. In a permanent installation the 
variable capacitor should be mounted in an inverted 

plastic cup or other device to protect it from the 
weather. The gamma arm is about 12 inches long for 

50 Mc., 5 inches for 144 Mc. 

variable. Clean, tight connections between the 
arm and element are important. Where the ar-
ray is to be mounted permanently outdoors the 
capacitor may be protected from the weather by 
mounting it in an inverted plastic cup. More de-
tails on this array are given in August, 1955, 
QST. 

3-Element Lightweight Array 

The 3-element 50- \ lc. array of Fig. 18-7 
weighs only 5 pounds. It uses the closest spacing 
that is practical for v.h.f. applications, in order 
to make an antenna that could be used individu-
ally or stacked in pairs without requiring a 
cumbersome support. The elements are half-inch 
aluminum tubing of 1/16-inch wall thickness, at-
tached to the 11/4-inch dural boom with alumi-
num castings made for the purpose. ( Dick's, 62 
Cherry Ave., Tiffin, Ohio, Type HASL.) By 
limiting the element spacing to 0.15 wavelength 
the boom is only 6 feet long. Two booms for a 
stacked array ( Fig. 18-11) can thus be cut from 
a single 12- foot length of tubing. 
The folded-dipole driven element 

has No. 12 wire for the fed portions. 
These are mounted on 3d-inch cone 
standoff insulators and joined to the 
outer ends of the main portion by 
means of metal pillars and 6-32 screws 
and nuts. When the wires are pulled up 
tightly and wrapped around the screw, 
solder should be sweated over the 
nuts and screw ends to seal the whole 
against weather corrosion. The same 
treatment should be used at each stand-
off. Mount a soldering lug on the cer-
amic cone and wrap the end of the lug 
around the wire and solder the whole 
assembly together. These joints and 
other portions of the array may be 
sprayed with clear lacquer as an addi-
tional protection. 
The inner ends of the folded dipole 

are 1/2 inches apart. Slip the dipole 
into its aluminum casting, and then 
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drill through both element and casting with 
a No. 36 drill, and tap with 6-32 thread. Suit-
able inserts for mounting the stand-offs can 
be made by cutting the heads off 6-32 screws. 
Taper the cut end of the screw slightly with a 
file and it will screw into the standoff readily. 
Cut the dipole length according to Table 18-I, 

for the middle of the frequency range you ex-
pect to use most. The reflector and director will 
be approximately 4 per cent longer and shorter, 
respectively. The closer spacing of the parasitic 
elements (0.15 wavelength) makes this devia-
tion from the dimensions of the table desirable. 
The single 3-element array has a feed im-

pedance of about 200 ohms at its resonant fre-
quency. Thus it may be fed with 52-ohm coax 
and a balun. A gamma-matched dipole may also 
be used, as in the 2-element array. If the gamma 
match and 72-ohm coax are used, a balun will 
convert to 300-ohm balanced feed, if Twin-Lead 
or 300-ohm open-wire TV line feed is desired. 
If the dimensions are selected for optimum 
performance at 50.5 Mc. the array will show 
good performance and fairly low standing-wave 
ratio over the range from 50 to 51.5 Mc. 
A closeup of a mounting method for this or 

any other array using a round boom is shown in 
Fig. 18-8. Four TV-type U bolts clamp the 
horizontal and vertical members together. The 
metal plate is about 6 inches square. If 1/2 -inch 
sheet aluminum is available it may be used alone, 
though the photograph shows a sheet of 1/16-
inch stock backed up by a piece of wood of the 
same size for stiffening. 

High-Performance 4-Element Array 

The 4-element array of Fig. 18-9 was designed 
for maximum forward gain, and for direct feed 
with 300-ohm balanced transmission line. The 
parasitic elements may be any diameter from 
1/2 to 1 inch, but the driven element should be 
made as shown in the sketch. The same general 
arrangement may be used for a 3-element array, 
except that the solid portion of the dipole should 

Fig. 18-7-- Lightweight 3-element 50 Mc. array. Feedline is 52-ohm 

coax, with a balun for connection to the folded-dipole driven ele-

ment. Balun may be coiled as shown or taped to supporting pipe. 
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Fig. 18-8—Closeup phctograph of the boom mounting 

for the 50-Mc. array. A sheet of aluminum 6 inches 
square is backed up by a piece of wood of the some 

size. TV-type U clamps hold the boom and vertical 

support together at right angles. At the left of the 

mounting assembly is one of the aluminum castings for 

holding the beam elements. 

be 3%-inch tubing instead of 1-inch. With the 
element lengths given the array will give nearly 
uniform response from 50 to 51-.5 Mc., and usable 
gain to above 52 Mc. It may he peaked for any 
portion of the band by using the information in 
Table 18-1. 

If a shorter boom is desired, the reflector spac-
ing can be reduced to 0.15 wavelength and both 

Fig. 18-9—Details of a 4-element 50-Mc, array de-

signed for 300-ohm balanced feed. Element lengths 

and spacings were derived experimentally for optimum 

performance over the first 1.5 megacycles of the band. 

directors spaced 0.2 or even 0.15 wavelength, 
with only a slight reduction in forward gain and 
bandwidth. 

5-Element 50-Mc. Array 

As aluminum or dural tubing is usually sold in 
12- foot lengths this dimension imposes a practi-
cal limitation on the construction of a 50-Mc. 
beam. A 5-element array that makes optimum 
use of a 12- foot boom may be built according to 
Table 18-I. If the aluminum casting method of 
mounting elements shown for the 3-element 
array is employed the weight of a 5-element 
beam can be held to under 10 pounds. The 
gamma match and coaxial line are recommended 
for feeding such an array, though a balun and 
72-ohm coax can be used for the rotating por-
tion of the line, converting to balanced feed at 
the anchor point. 
Elements should be spaced 0.15 wavelength, 

or about 36 inches. With 5 or more elements, 
good bandwidth can be secured by tapering the 
element lengths properly. A dipole 110 inches 
long, with a 116-inch reflector, and directors of 
105, 103 and 101 inches respectively will work 
well over the first two megacycles of the band, 
provided that the s.w.r. is adjusted for optimum 
at 51 Mc. 

Long Yogis for 50 Mc. 

With boom lengths greater than about 12 
feet and with more elements than 4, somewhat 
better performance can be obtained by using 
gradually increasing spacing between the direc-
tors. The 6-element array in Fig. 18-10 is an 
example of this approach. It also employs a 
variation of the gamma match that has mechani-
cal advantages. The long boom and wide-spaced 
elements give a sharpness of horizontal pattern 
that is not obtainable with the same number of 
elements in a stacked array. 
The long Yagi is not a broadband device. 

This one works well over the first megacycle of 
the band with the following dimensions. Sub-

Fig. 18-10—A 6-element long Yogi for 50 Mc. and a 

16-element collinear array for 144 Mc. Both are all-

metal construction. Each has its own vertical member, 

which is clamped to the rotating vertical pipe that runs 

down through the tower bearing. 
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tract 2 inches from each element for each mega-
cycle higher. Reflector — 116 inches. Driven ele-
ment — 110.5. First director — 105.5. Second 
director — 104. Third director — 102.75. Fourth 
director — 101.5. Spacings are, from back for-
ward: 36, 36, 42, 59 and 70 inches. If a longer 
array is to be built each additional director 
should be 70 inches from the last. 

Construction 

The long Yagi is built similar to the 3-ele-
ment array of Fig. 18-7 and 18-8, using those 
same castings for mounting the elements. The 
gusset plate for fastening the boom to the verti-
cal support is made larger, and four U bolts are 
used on each member instead of two. The array 
is mounted at its center of gravity, rather than 
at its physical center. The boom is braced to 
prevent drooping, at points about 5 feet out 
from the mounting point. Braces are aluminum 
tubing, flattened at the ends, and clamped to the 
boom and the vertical member. Suspension 
bracing, as shown in Fig. 18-10, provides 
strength with lightweight supports. 
The dimensions given require a boom slightly 

more than 20 feet long. This was made up by 
splicing, but if a 20- foot length is available in 
one piece the spacings of the two forward direc-
tors can be made slightly less, in order to avoid 
splicing. Element spacing is not particularly 
critical, but lengths are fairly so. 

The Gamma Match 

The gamma match is ideal for matching ar-
rays fed with coax. The arrangement shown in 
Fig. 18-11 combines the adjustable arm with 
the series capacitor, and provides a rugged as-
sembly that can be weather-proofed readily. 
The main arm is cut from the same material as 
the elements, 15 inches long. It is supported 
parallel to the driven element by means of two 
1-inch ceramic standoffs and sheet-aluminum 
clips. Its inner end is connected to the inner 
conductor of a coaxial fitting, mounted on a 
small bracket screwed to the boom. 
The series capacitor, for tuning out the re-

actance of the matching arm and making con-
nection to the driven element, is g-inch rod or 
tubing 14 inches long. It is maintained coaxial 
with the main arm by two polystyrene bushings. 
One is force-fitted to the end of the rod and the 

Fig. 18-11 — Details of the 

gamma match used on the 6-

element 50-Mc. array. Series 

capacitor is formed by slid-

ing a rod or tube inside the 

main arm. 

other is fitted tightly inside the main arm to 
act as a bearing. These can be made from 
pieces of Winch diameter polystyrene rod stock, 
drilled to pass the 4-inch rod. A clip of sheet 
aluminum connects the rod and the driven ele-
ment. Be sure that a clean tight contact is made 
at this point. 

Adjustment 

Matching requires an s.w.r. bridge. It can 
be done properly in no other way. Mount the 
beam at least a half wavelength above ground 
and clear of trees and wires by at least the 
same distance. Set the transmitter at a fre-
quency in the middle of the range you want to 
work ( 50.3 is a good spot for low-end opera-
tion) and adjust the position of the clip and 
the length of the rod outside the main arm for 
minimum s.w.r. Move first one variable and 
then the other until zero reflected power is in-
dicated. Tighten the clip solidly, tape over the 
junction between the arm and the rod with 
waterproof tape, and the array is ready for use. 

144-MC. PARASITIC ARRAYS 

The main features of the arrays described 
above can be adapted to 144-Mc, antennas, but 
the small physical size of arrays for this fre-
quency makes it possible to use larger numbers 
of elements with ease. Few 2-meter antennas 
have less than 4 or 5 elements, and most sta-
tions use more, either in a single bay or in 
stacked systems. 

Parasitic arrays for 144 Mc. can be made 
readily from TV antennas for Channels 4, 5 or 
6. The relatively close spacing normally used 
in TV arrays makes it possible to approximate 
the recommended 0.2 wavelength at 144 Mc., 
though the element spacing is not a critical fac-
tor. A 4-element array for 144 Mc. made from 
a Channel 6 TV Yagi is shown in Fig. 18-5. It 
is fed with a gamma match and 52-ohm coax, 
and was designed primarily for portable work. 
As most TV antennas are designed for 300-ohm 
feed the same feed system can be employed for 
the 2-meter array that is made from them. 

If one wishes to build his own Yagi antennas 
from available tubing sizes, the boom of a 2-
meter antenna should be Y4 to 1 inch aluminum 
or durai. Elements can be g to g-inch stock, 
fastened to the boom as shown in Fig. 18-12. 
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Fig. 18- 12—Model showing method of assembling all-

metal arrays for 144 Mc. and higher frequencies. 

Dimensions of clamps are given in Fig. 18-16. 

Recommended spacing for up to 6 elements is 
0.2 wavelength, though this is not too critical. 
Gamma match feed is recommended for coax, 
or a folded dipole and balun may be used. If 
balanced line is to be used the folded dipole is 
recommended, the 4 to 1 ratio of conductor 
sizes being about right for most designs. 
Very high gain can be obtained with long 

Yagi-type arrays for 144 Mc. and higher f re-
quencics, though the bandwidth of such anten-
nas is considerably narrower than for those 
having up to 4 or 5 elements. The first two di-
rectors in long Yagis are usually spaced about 
0.1 wavelength. The third is spaced about 0.2, 
increasing to 0.4 wavelength or so for the for-
ward directors. Highest gain is obtained when 
all directors are made the same length, but bet-
ter front-to-hack ratio and lower side lobe con-
tent results if the director lengths are tapered 

to i% inch per director. Tapering the element 
lengths also widens the effective bandwidth. 
There is more on long Yagis in QST for Janu-
ary and September, 1956. 

STACKED YAGI ARRAYS 

The gain ( its power) obtainable from a single 
Yagi array can be more than doubled by stack-
ing two or more of them vertically and feeding 
them in phase. This refers to horizontal sys-
tems, of course. Vertically-polarized bays are 
usually stacked side by side. The principles 
to follow apply in either case. 
The spacing between bays should be at least 

one-half wavelength, and more is desirable. For 
dipoles or Yagis of up to three elements opti-
mum spacing between bays is about 4 wave-
length, but with longer Yagis the spacing can 
be increased to one wavelength or more. Bays 
of 5 elements or more, spaced one wavelength, 
are commonly used in antennas for 144 Mc. 
and higher frequencies. Optimum spacing for 
long Yagis is about two wavelengths. 
Where half-wave stacking is to be employed, 

the phasing line between bays can be treated as 
a double "Q" section. If two bays, each de-

signed for 300-ohm feed, are to be stacked a 
half wavelength apart and fed at the midpoint 
between them, the phasing line should have an 
impedance of about 380 ohms. No. 12 wire 
spaced one inch will do for this purpose. The 
midpoint then can be fed either with 300-ohm 
line, or with 72-ohm coax and a balun. 
When a spacing of wavelength between 

bays is employed, the phasing lines van be coax. 
(The velocity factor of coax makes a full 
wavelength of line actually about 5/8 wavelength 
physically.) The impedance at the midpoint be-
tween two bays is slightly less than half the 
impedance of either bay alone, due to the 
coupling between hays. This effect decreases 
with increased spacing. 
When two ba3s ale spact:(1 a full wavelength 

the coupling is relatively slight. The phasing 
line can be any open-wire line, and the im-
pedance at the midpoint will be approximately 
half that of the individual bays. l'redicting 
what it will be with a given set of dimensions is 
difficult, as many factors come into play. It will 
usually be of a value that can be fed through 
the combination of a "Q" section and a trans-
mission line of 300 to 450 ohms impedance. An 
adjustable "Q" section, or an adjustable stub 
like the one shown in Fig. 18-1, may be used 
when the antenna impedance is not known. 
The stacked 3-over-3 for 50 Mc., Fig. 18-13, 

uses a coaxial phasing line and an additional 
section of coax to provide for the flexible por-

Fig. 18- 13— Stacked array for 50 Mc. using two of the 

3-element bays of Fig. 18-7. Phasing system and flexi-

ble section for rotation are of coaxial line. A "Q" sec-

tion matches this to 450-ohm open-wire line for run 

to the station. 
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tion of the feedline. Each bay is fed with a 
balun and half wave section of RG-8/U cable. 
These are joined at the center between bays 
with a Tee fitting. As each bay has an im-
pedance of 200 ohms, two 50-ohm leads are 
paralleled at the center, resulting in an im-
pedance of about 20 ohms, when the coupling 
effect between bays is included. A flexible sec-
tion of 50-ohm coax one wavelength long, with 
a balun at the end, steps this up to about 80 
ohms. A "Q" section of 14-inch tubing 34 inch 
center to center steps this up to the point where 
it can be fed with 450-ohm open-wire TV line. 

The "Twin-Five" for 144 Me. 

A popular stacked array for 144-Mc, work 
is the Twin-Five, originally developed by 
W2PAU.1 In this design two 5-element arrays 
of standard design are stacked a full wavelength 
apart. If the folded-dipole driven elements are 
constructed so that the individual bays have a 
feed impedance of about 400 ohms the midpoint 
of the open-wire phasing line can be fed with 
52-ohm coax and a balun. Where open-wire 
line is desired, the impedances can be matched 
through a "Q" section of about 300 ohms im-
pedance. If the constructor is in doubt as to the 
actual feed impedance to be matched, the stub 
arrangement of Fig. 18-1 will take care of a 
wide range of impedances and lines to be 
matched. Dimensions can be taken from Table 
18-I. 
An effective 20-element array can be made by 

using two of these arrays side by side, with 
full-wave spacing horizontally also. The im-
pedance at the midpoint of the horizontal phas-
ing line will then be about 100 ohms, which is 
still well within the range of "Q" sections of 
practical dimensions. 

LARGE COLLINEAR ARRAYS 
FOR 144 MC. AND HIGHER 
High gain and very broad frequency response 

are desirable characteristics found in curtains 
of half-wave elements fed in phase and backed 
up by reflectors. The reflector can be made up 
of parasitic elements, or it can be a screen ex-
tending approximately a quarter wavelength 
beyond the ends of the driven elements. There 
is not a large difference between the two types 
of reflectors, except that higher front-to-back 
ratio and somewhat broader frequency response 
are achieved with the plane reflector. 

12- and 16-Element Arrays 

Two collinear systems that may be used on 
144, 220 or 420 Mc. are shown in Figs. 18-14 
and 18-15. Either may be fed directly with 300-
ohm transmission line, or through coaxial line 
and a balun. In the 12-element array, Fig. 18-14, 
the reflectors are spaced 0.15 wavelength in back 
of the driven elements, while the 16-element 
array, Figs. 18-15 and 18-10, uses 0.2 wave-

1 Brown—"The Wide-Spread Twin-Five" CQ, March, 
1950. 

length spacing. Dimensions may be taken from 
Table 18-I, and figures for the middle of the 
band will give good performance across either 
band. 

,corob,y, Ile 

Fig. 18-14—Element arrangement and feed system of 

the 12-element array. Reflectors are spaced 0.15 wave-

length behind the driven elements. 

The supporting frame for either array may 
be made of wood or metal. Details of a metal 
support for the 12-element array are shown in 
Figs. 18-16 and 18-17. Note that all elements are 
mounted at their midpoints, and that no insula-
tors are used. The elements are mounted in 
front of the supporting frame, to keep metal 
out of the field of the array. This method is 
preferable to that wherein mechanical balance 
is maintained through mounting the driven ele-

30 0 OHM 

Fig. 18- 15— Schematic drawing of a 16-element array. 

A variable "Q" section may be inserted at the feed 

point if accurate matching is desired. Reflector spacing 

is 0.2 wavelength. 
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No.33 drill 

Bend on radius Ft 
A 
B=f 

ç=f. 

Fig. 18-16—Detail drawings of the clamps used to as-

semble the all-metal 2-meter array. A, P. and C are 

before bending into "U" shape. The right-angle bends 

should be made first, along the dotted lines as shown, 

then the plates may be bent around a piece of pipe 

of the proper diameter. Sheet stock should be i(6-inch 

or heavier aluminum. 

ments in front and the reflectors in back of the 
supporting structure. 
Two 12-element arrays may be mounted one 

above the other and fed in phase, to form a 24-

Fig. 18- 17—Supporting framework for a 12-element 

144-Mc, array of all-metal design. Dimensions are as 

follows: element supports ( 1) 1/4 by 16 inches; hori-

zontal members (2) 1/4 by 46 inches; vertical members 

(3) 1/4 by 86 inches; vertical support (4) 11/2-inch diam-

eter, length as required; reflector-to-driven-element 

spacing 12 inches. Parts not shown in sketch: driven 
elements 1/4 by 38 inches; reflectors 1/4 by 40 inches; 

phasing lines No. 18 spaced 1 inch, 80 inches long, 

fanned out to 31/2 inches at driven elements (transpose 

each half-wave section). 

element array. This is done in the 420-Mc, array 
of Fig. 18-18. The two midpoints are connected 
through a phasing line one wavelength long, 
and the center of this phasing line fed through 
a "Q" section. The impedance at the midpoint 
is about 150 ohms, requiring a 255-ohm "Q" sec-
tion for feeding with 450-ohm open-wire line. 
Combination of collinear arrays may be car-

ried further. Pairs of 16-element systems fed in 
phase are common, and even 64-element arrays 
(4 16-element beams fed in phase) are used in 
some leading stations on 144 Mc. Configurations 
of 32 to 64 elements are not difficult to build 
and support at 220 or 420 Mc. Examples of 16-
and 24-element arrays for 220 and 420 Mc. are 
shown mounted back to back in Fig. 18-18. 

ARRAYS FOR 220 AND 420 MC. 

The use of high-gain antenna systems is al-
most a necessity if work is to be done over any 
great distance on 220 and 420 Mc. Experimenta-
tion with antenna arrays for these frequencies 
is fascinating indeed, as their size is so small as 
to permit trying various element arrangements 

Fig. 18-18- -A 24-element array for 420 Mc. and a 16-
element for 220 mounted back-to-back on a single 

support. 

and feed systems with ease. Arrays for 420 Mc., 
particularly, are convenient for study and dem-
onstration of antenna principles, as even high-
gain systems may be of table-top proportions. 
Any of the arrays described previously may be 

used on these bands, but those having large 
numbers of driven elements in phase are more 
readily adjusted for maximum effectiveness. 
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A 16-element array for 220 Mc. and a 24-
element array for 420 Mc. are shown mounted 
back-to-back in Fig. 18-18. The 220-Mc, portion 
follows the 16-element design already described. 
It is fed at the center of the system with 300-
ohm tubular Twin-Lead, matched to the center 
impedance of the array through a "Q" section 
of i's-inch tubing, spaced about 11/2 inches 
center to center. This spacing was adjusted for 
minimum standing-wave ratio on the line. 

Elements in the array shown are of 17s-inch 
aluminum fuel-line tubing, which is very light 
in weight and easily worked. The supporting 
structure is durai tubing, using the clamp as-
sembly methods of Fig. 18-16. 
The 420-Mc, array uses two 12-element as-

semblies similar to Fig. 18-14, mounted one 
above the other, about one half wavelength 
separating the bottom of one from the top of 
the other. The two sets of phasing lines are 
joined by one-wavelength sections of Twin-Lead 
at the middle of the array. This junction, which 
has an impedance of around 150 ohms, is fed 
with 300-ohm tubular Twin-Lead through an 
adjustable "Q" section. 
Elements in the 420-Mc. array are cut from 

thin-walled 1/4 -inch tubing. Their supports are 
the ?s-inch stock used for the 220-Mc. ele-
ments. Slots were cut in the ends of these sup-
ports to take the elements, and a 4-40 screw was 
run through both pieces and drawn up tightly 
with a nut. The horizontal supports were fas-
tened in holes drilled in the vertical members, 
and were also held in place with a 6-32 screw 
and nut. The small size and light weight of the 
420-Mc, array require no clamps to make a 
strong assembly. 
The two one-wavelength sections of 300-ohm 

line are 21X inches long, taking the propaga-
tion factor into account. The "Q" section may 
be any convenient size tubing, 1/4 to 1/2 inch 
diameter. It should be made adjustable, as 
matching is important at this frequency. Dimen-
sions can be taken from Table 18-I. 

(For an example of stacking several com-
mercial 220-Mc, beams, see Tilton, "A 66-Ele-
ment Stacked-Yagi Array for 220 Mc.," QST, 
January, 1959.) 

MISCELLANEOUS ANTENNA SYSTEMS 

Coaxial Antennas 

At v.h.f. the lowest possible radiation angle is 
essential, and the coaxial antenna shown in 
Fig. 18-19 was developed to eliminate feeder 
radiation. The center conductor of a 70-ohm 
concentric ( coaxial) line is extended one-
quarter wave beyond the end of the line, to act 
as the upper half of a half-wave antenna. The 
lower half is provided by the quarter-wave 
sleeve, the upper end of which is connected to 
the outer conductor of the concentric line. The 
sleeve acts as a shield about the transmission 
line and very little current is induced on the 
outside of the line by the antenna field. The line 
is non-resonant, since its characteristic imped-

ance is the same as the center impedance of 
the half-wave antenna. The sleeve may be made 
of copper or brass tubing of suitable diameter 
to clear the transmission line. The coaxial 
antenna is somewhat difficult to construct, but 
is superior to simpler systems in its perform-
ance at low radiation angles. 

1 

1 

Me ¿al 
Rod 

Insulator 

Connected 
to outer 
conductor 
of concentric 

Irne 

Metal 
Sleeve 

70-ohm 
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/me 

Fig. 18- 19— Coaxial 

antenna. The insulated 

inner conductor of the 

70-ohm concentric line 

is connected to the 

quarter-wave metal 

rod which forms the 

upper half of the an-

tenna. 

Broadband Antennas 

Certain types of antennas used in television 
are of interest because they work across a wide 
band of frequencies with relatively uniform 
response. At very-high frequencies an antenna 
made of small wire is purely resistive only over 
a very small frequency range. Its Q, and there-
fore its selectivity, is sufficient to limit its op-
timum performance to a narrow frequency 
range, and readjustment of the length or tun-
ing is required for each narrow slice of the 
spectrum. With tuned transmission lines, the 
effective length of the antenna can be shifted 
by retuning the whole system. However, in the 
case of antennas fed by matched-impedance 
lines, any appreciable frequency change requires 
an actual mechanical adjustment of the system. 
Otherwise, the resulting mismatch with the line 
will be sufficient to cause significant reduction 
in power input to the antenna. 
A properly designed and constructed wide-

band antenna, on the other hand, will exhibit 
very nearly constant input impedance over sev-
eral megacycles. 
The simplest method of obtaining a broad-

band characteristic is the use of what is termed 
a "cylindrical" antenna. This is no more than 
a conventional doublet in which large-diameter 
tubing is used for the elements. The use of a 
relatively large diameter-to-length ratio lowers 
the Q of the antenna. 
As the diameter-to-length ratio* is increased, 
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end effects also increase, with the result that 
the antenna must be made shorter than thin-
wire antenna resonating at the same frequency. 
The reduction factor may be as much as 20 per 
cent with the tubing sizes commonly used for 
amateur antennas at vhf. 

Plane-Reflector Arrays 

At 220 Mc. and higher, where their dimen-
sions become practicable, plane-reflector arrays 
are widely used. Except as it affects the im-
pedance of the system, as shown in Fig. 18-20, 
the spacing between the driven elements and 
the reflecting plane is not particularly critical. 
Maximum gain occurs around 0.1 to 0.15 wave-
length, which is also the region of lowest im-
pedance. Highest impedance appears at about 
0.3 wavelength. A plane reflector spaced 0.22 
wavelength in back of the driven elements has 
no effect on their feed impedance. As the gain 
of a plane-reflector array is nearly constant at 
spacings from 0.1 to 0.25 wavelength, it may be 
seen that the spacing may be varied to achieve 
an impedance match. 
An advantage of the plane reflector is that it 

may be used with two driven element systems, 
one on each side of the plane, providing for 
two-band operation, or the incorporation of 
horizontal and vertical polarization in a single 
structure. The gain of a plane-reflector array 
is slightly higher than that of a similar number 
of driven elements backed up by parasitic re-
flectors. It also has a broader frequency 
response and higher front-to-back ratio. To 
achieve these ends, the reflecting plane must be 
larger than the area of the driven elements, 
extending at least a quarter wavelength on all 
sides. Chicken wire on a wood or metal frame 
makes a good plane reflector. Closely spaced 
wires or rods may be substituted, with the 
spacing between them running up to 0.1 wave-
length without reduction in effectiveness. 

Cone Antennas 

From the cylindrical antenna various spe-
cialized forms of broadly resonant radiators 
have been evolved, including the ellipsoid, 
spheroid, cone, diamond and double diamond. 
Of these, the conical antenna is perhaps the 
most interesting. With large angles of revolu-
tion, the variation in the characteristic imped-
ance with changes in frequency can be reduced 
to a very low value, making such an antenna 
suitable for extremely wide-band operation. The 
cone may be made up either of sheet metal or 
of multiple wire spines. A variation of this form 
of antenna is widely used in TV reception. 

Corner Reflectors 

In the corner reflector two plane surfaces are 
set at an angle, usually between 45 and 90 de-
grees, with the antenna on a line bisecting this 
angle. Maximum gain is obtained with the an-
tenna 0.5 wavelength from the vertex, but com-
promise designs can be built with closer spac-
ings. There is no focal point, as would be the 

case for a parabolic reflector. Corner angles 
greater than 90 degrees can be used at some 
sacrifice in gain. At less than 90 degrees the 
gain increases, but the size of the reflecting 
sheets must be increased to realize this gain. 
At a spacing of 0.5 wavelength from the ver-

tex, the impedance of the driven element is 
approximately twice that of the same dipole in 
free space. The impedance decreases with 
smaller spacings and corner angles, as shown 
in Fig. 18-20. The gain of a corner-reflectin-
array with a 90-degree angle, 0.5 wavelength 
spacing and sides one wavelength long is ap-
proximately 10 db. Principal advantages of the 
corner reflector are broad frequency response and 
high front-to-back ratio. 
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Parabolic Reflectors 

A plane sheet may be formed into the shape 
of a parabolic curve and used with a driven 
radiator situated at its focus, to provide a 
highly directive antenna system. If the para-
bolic reflector is sufficiently large so that the 
distance to the focal point is a number of wave-
lengths, optical conditions are approached and 
the wave across the mouth of the reflector is a 
plane wave. However, if the reflector is of the 
same order of dimensions as the operating 
wavelength, or less, the driven radiator is ap-
preciably coupled to the reflecting sheet and 
minor lobes occur in the pattern. With an aper-
ture of 10 to 20 wavelengths, a practical size for 
microwave work, a beam width of approximately 
5 degrees may be achieved. 
A reflecting paraboloid must be carefully de-

signed and constructed to obtain ideal per-
formance. The antenna must be located at the 
focal point. The most desirable focal length of 
the parabola is that which places the radiator 
along the plane of the mouth; this length is 
equal to one-half the mouth radius. 



Chapter 19 

Mobile and Portable-

Emergency Equipment 

The amateur who goes in for mobile opera-
tion will find plenty of room for exercising his 
individuality and developing original ideas in 
equipment. Each installation has its special 
problems to be solved. 
Most mobile receiving systems are designed 

around the use of a h.f. converter working into 
a standard car broadcast receiver tuned to 
1500 kc. which serves as the i.f. and audio 
amplifiers. The car receiver is modified to take 
a noise limiter and provide power for the 
converter. 
While a few mobile transmitters may run an 

input to the final amplifier as high as 100 watts 
or more, an input of about 30 watts normally is 
considered the practical limit unless the car is 
equipped with a special battery-charging sys-
tem. The majority of mobile operators use 
phone. 

In contemplating a mobile installation, the car 
should be studied carefully to determine the 
most suitable spots for mounting the equipment. 
Then the various units should be built in a form 
that will make best use of that space. The loca-
tion of the converter should have first consider-
ation. It should be placed where the controls can 
be operated conveniently without distracting 
attention from the wheel. The following list 
suggests spots that may be found suitable, de-
pending upon the individual car. 

On top of the instrument panel 
Attached to the steering post 
Under the instrument panel 
In a unit made to fit between the lower lip 
of the instrument panel and the floor at 
the center of the car 

The transmitter power control can be placed 
close to the receiver position, or included in the 
converter unit. This control normally operates 
relays, rather than to switch the power circuit 

directly. This permits a minimum length of 
heavy-current battery circuit. Frequency within 
any of the phone bands sometimes is changed 
remotely by means of a stepping-switch system 
that switches crystals. In most cases, however, 
it is necessary to stop the car to make the sev-
eral changes required in changing bands. 
Depending upon the size of the transmitter 

unit, one of the following places may be found 
convenient for mounting the transmitter. 

In the glove compartment 
Under the instrument panel 
In a unit in combination with or without 

the converter, built to fit between the lower 
edge of the instrument panel and the floor 
at the center 

On the ledge above the rear seat 
In the trunk 

Most mobile antennas consist of a vertical 
whip with some system of adjustable loading for 
the lower frequencies. Power supplies are of the 
vibrator, motor-generator, or transistor type 
operating from the car storage battery. 

Units intended for use in mobile installations 
should be assembled with greater than ordinary 
care, since they will be subject to considerable 
vibration. Soldered joints should be well made 
and wire wrap-arounds should be used to 
avoid dependence upon the solder for mechan-
ical strength. Self-tapping screws should be 
used wherever feasible, otherwise lock-washers 
should be provided. Any shafts that are nor-
mally operated at a permanent or semi-perma-
nent setting should be provided with shaft locks 
so they cannot jar out of adjustment. Where 
wires pass through metal, the holes should be 
fitted with rubber grommets to prevent chafing. 
Any cabling or wiring between units should be 
securely clamped in place where it cannot work 
loose to interfere with the operation of the car. 

NOISE ELIMINATION 

Electrical-noise interference to reception in a 
car may arise from several different sources. As 
examples, trouble may be experienced with igni-
tion noise, generator and voltage-regulator hash, 
or wheel and tire static. 
A noise limiter added to the car broadcast re-

ceiver will go far in reducing some types, espe-
cially ignition noise from passing cars as well as 
your own. But for the satisfactory reception of 
weaker signals, some investigation and treat-

ment of the car's electrical system will be 
necessary. 

Ignition Interference 

Fig. 19-1 indicates the measures that may be 
taken to suppress ignition interference. The 
capacitor at the primary of the ignition coil 
should be of the coaxial type; ordinary types 
are not effective. It should be placed as close to 
the coil terminal as possible. In stubborn cases, 
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two of these capacitors with an r.f. choke be-
tween them may provide additional suppression. 
The size of the choke must be determined ex-
perimentally. The winding should be made with 
wire heavy enough to carry the coil primary 
current. A 10,000-ohm suppressor resistor should 
be inserted at the center tower of the distributor, 
a 5000-ohm suppressor at each spark-plug tower 
on the distributor, and a 10,000 ohm suppressor 
at each spark plug. The latter may be built-in or 
external. A good suppressor element should be 
molded of material having low capacitance. 
Several concerns manufacture satisfactory sup-
pressors. In extreme cases, it may be neces-
sary to use shielded ignition wire. Suppressor 
ignition wire kits having the resistance dis-
tributed throughout the length of the wire are 
available from some automobile supply dealers. 
Distributed resistance of this type is somewhat 
superior to lumped resistance and may be used 
if the lead lengths are right to fit your car. They 
should not be cut, but used as they are sold. 
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Fig. 19- 1— Ignition system with recommended suppres-

sion methods. 

Generator Noise 

Generator hash is caused by sparking at the 
commutator. The pitch of the noise varies with 
the speed of the motor. This type of noise may 
be eliminated by using a 0.1- to 0.25 µf. coaxial 
capacitor in the generator armature circuit. This 
capacitor should be mounted as near the arma-
ture terminal as possible and directly on the 
frame of the generator. 
To reduce the noise at 28 Mc., it may be 

necessary to insert a parallel trap, tuned to the 
middle of the band, in series with the generator 
output lead. The coil should have about 8 turns 
of No. 10 wire, space-wound on a 1-inch diam-
eter and should be shunted with a 30-egif. mica 
trimmer. It can be pretuned by putting it in the 
antenna lead to the home-station receiver tuned 
to the middle of the band, and adjusting the 
trap to the point of minimum noise. The tuning 
may need to be peaked up after installing in the 
car, since it is fairly critical. 

Voltage-Regulator Interference 

In eliminating voltage-regulator noise, the use 
of two coaxial capacitors, and a resistor-mica-
capacitor combination, as shown in Fig. 19-2, 
are effective. A 0.1- to 0.25-µf. coaxial capacitor 

should be placed between the battery terminal 
of the regulator and the battery, with its case 
well grounded. Another capacitor of the same 
size and type should be placed between the gen-
erator terminal of the regulator and the gener-
ator. A 0.002-µf. mica capacitor with a 4-ohm 
carbon resistor in series should be connected 
between the field terminal of the regulator and 
ground. Never use a capacitor across the field 
contacts or between field and ground without 
the resistor in series, since this greatly reduces 

Fig. 19-2—The right way to install bypasses to reduce 
interference from the regulator. A capacitor should 
never be connected across the generator field lead 

without the small series resistor indicated. 

the life of the regulator. In some cases, it may 
be necessary to pull double-braid shielding over 
the leads between the generator and regulator. 
It will be advisable to run new wires, grounding 
the shielding well at both ends. If regulator 
noise persists, it may be necessary to insulate 
the regulator from the car body. The wire 
shielding is then connected to the regulator case 
at one end and the generator frame at the other. 

Wheel Static 

Wheel static shows up as a steady popping 
in the receiver at speeds over about 15 m.p.h. 
on smooth dry streets. Front-wheel static col-
lectors are available on the market to eliminate 
this variety of interference. They fit inside the 
dust cap and bear on the end of the axle, effec-
tively grounding the wheel at all times. Those 
designated particularly for your car are prefer-
able, since the universal type does not always 
fit well. They are designed to operate without 
lubrication and the end of the axle and dust cap 
should be cleaned of grease before the installa-
tion is made. These collectors require replace-
ment about every 10,000 miles. 

Rear-wheel collectors have a brush that bears 
against the inside of the brake drum. It may be 
necessary to order these from the factory 
through your dealer. 

Tire Static 

This sometimes sounds like a leaky power 
line and can be very troublesome even on the 
broadcast band. It can be remedied by inject-
ing an antistatic powder into the inner tubes 
through the valve stem. The powder is mar-
keted by General Cement and possibly others. 



Noise Elimination 

General Cement dealers can also supply a con-
venient injector for inserting the powder. 

Tracing Noise 

To determine if the receiving antenna is 
picking up all of the noise, the shielded lead-in 
should be disconnected at the point where it 
connects to the antenna. The motor should be 
started with the receiver gain control wide open. 
If no noise is heard, all noise is being picked 
up via the antenna. If the noise is still heard 
with the antenna disconnected, even though it 
may be reduced in strength, it indicates that 
some signal from the ignition system is being 
picked up by the antenna transmission line. The 

(A) 

AVC 

R2 

R, 

C2 

VI 

11, 

Fig. 19-3—Diagrams showing addition of noise limiter 
to car receiver. A—Usual circuit. B—Modification. 

CI, C3-100•PPL mica. 

C2, C4, C6-0.01-0. paper. 

C5-0.1- if. Polper-
R1-47,000 ohms. 

R2, R10-1 megohm. 
RS—J/2 megohm. 

R7, R8, R8-0.47 megohm. 
R4-10 megohms. 

R.5—Y4 megohm. 
R(1-0.1 megohm. 

transformer. 

VI—Second detector. 

lead-in may not be sufficiently-well shielded, or 
the shield not properly grounded. Noise may 
also be picked up through the battery circuit, 
although this does not normally happen if the 
receiver is provided with the usual r.f.-choke-
and-bypass capacitor filter. 

In case of noise from this source, a direct 
wire from the "hot" battery terminal to the 
receiver is recommended. 
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Ignition noise varies in repetition rate with 
engine speed and usually can be recognized by 
that characteristic in the early stages. Later, 
however, it may resolve itself into a popping 
noise that does not always correspond with 
engine speed. In such a case, it is a good idea to 
remove all leads from the generator so that the 
only source left is the ignition system. 
Regulator and generator noise may be de-

tected by racing the engine and cutting the 
ignition switch. This eliminates the ignition 
noise. Generator noise is characterized by its 
musical whine contrasted with the ragged raspy 
irregular noise from the regulator. 
With the motor running at idling speed, or 

slightly faster, checks should be made to try to 
determine what is bringing the noise into the 
field of the antenna. It should be assumed that 
any control rod, metal tube, steering post, etc., 
passing from the motor compartment through 
an insulated bushing in the firewall will carry 
noise to a point where it can be radiated to the 
antenna. All of these should be bonded to the 
firewall with heavy wire or braid. Insulated 
wires can be stripped of r.f. by bypassing them 
to ground with 0.5-µf. metal-case capacitors. 
The following should not be overlooked: bat-
tery lead at the ammeter, gasoline gauge, igni-
tion switch, headlight, backup and taillight leads 
and the wiring of any accessories running from 
the motor compartment to the instrument panel 
or outside the car. 
The firewall should be bonded to the frame 

of the car and also to the motor block with 
heavy braid. If the exhaust pipe and muffler are 
insulated from the frame by rubber mountings, 
they should likewise be grounded to the frame 
with flexible copper braid. 

Noise Limiting 

Fig. 19-3 shows the alterations that may be 
made in the existing car-receiver circuit to 
provide for a noise limiter. The usual diode-
triode second detector is replaced with a type 
having an extra independent diode. If the car 
receiver uses octal-base tubes, a 6S8GT may 
be substituted. The 7X7 is a suitable teplace-
ment in receivers using loktal-type tubes, while 
the 6T8 may be used with miniatures. 
The switch that cuts the limiter in and out 

of the circuit may be located for convenience 
on or near the converter panel. Regardless of 
its placement, however, the leads to the switch 
should be shielded to prevent hum pick-up. 

Several other noise limiter circuits are de-
scribed in ARRL's publication, The Mobile 
Manual For Radio Amateurs. The Mobile Man-
ua/ also describes a combination noise limiter 
and audio squelch circuit. Squelch circuits are 
designed to suppress receiver background noise 
in the absence of signals ( see Chapter 5) ; their 
chief use is in fixed- frequency (net) operation. 
At least one manufacturer ( Gonset) produces 

a complete noise limiter unit. The unit is 
mounted external to the main chassis and takes 
operating voltages from the receiver. 
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A MOBILE CONVERTER FOR 3.5 THROUGH 28 MC. 

Figures 19-4 through 19-7 show a crystal-
controlled converter covering 3.5 through 28 
Mc. without complex band switching or gang-
tuned circuits. Plug-in coil assemblies provide 
rapid band changing and allow construction for 
either single-band or multiband operation. The 
converter uses the car broadcast receiver as a 
tunable if, amplifier. 

Plate power requirements for the converter 
are approximately 20 milliamperes at 200 to 250 
volts. This means that the unit can be supplied 
from the car-receiver power pack without over-
loading it. 

The Circuit 

The circuit diagram of the converter is shown 
in Fig. 19-5. A 6BZ6 is used in the r.f. amplifier, 
and a 12AT7 operates as a mixer-oscillator. The 
oscillator is crystal-controlled and works on the 
low-frequency side of the signal frequency. Ji, 
.19, and J3 are the antenna-input, mixer-output 
and power jacks, respectively. Si performs the 
switching in changing over from ham-band to 
broadcast input. Sis and SIB shift the antenna 
from the converter input circuit to the car 
receiver, and Sic is the heater on-off switch. 

Since the tuning of the converter is fixed, the 
circuits of the r.f. amplifier and the mixer must 
be broadbanded to pass all frequencies in any 
ham band. A slug-tuned coil, L., is used in the 
amplifier plate circuit, and RFCi provides a 
broad-band plate load for the mixer tube VIA. 
The grid circuit of the amplifier also uses a 
slug-tuned coil and includes a trimmer capac-
itor, Ca, that permits peaking the input for the 
antenna in use, or in tuning completely across 
a band. A slug-cored coil is used at L4 to 
facilitate resonating the circuit near the crystal 
frequency. 
The frequency of the oscillator must differ 

from the frequency of the received signal by 
the frequency of the tunable if. amplifier. With 

the car broadcast receiver following the con-
verter, the i.f. range will be from approximately 
550 to 1550 kc. Since the tunable i.f, range is 
thus limited to a band 100 kc. wide, the tuning 
range of the system with any single crystal will 
be restricted to 1 Mc. This is sufficient for all 
except the 28-Mc. band. Two crystals are re-
quired to cover the entire 10-meter band. The 
first of these gives a tuning range of 28 to 28.9 
Mc. and the second permits tuning 28.8 to 29.7 
Mc. An accompanying frequency chart lists the 
crystal frequencies and the ranges over which 
the broadcast receiver must be tuned to cover 
the amateur bands. 

Construction 

The input-tuning capacitor, Ci, the pilot lamp 
and the switch are in line across the panel of 
the converter as shown in Fig. 19-4. Each of 
these components is centered ea inch down from 
the top of the case and each is separated from 
the other in horizontal plane by lea inches. The 
male jacks for the grid, plate and oscillator 
coils are below Ca, /1 and Si in that order. 
Each jack is centered 1¡ inches up from the 
bottom of the cabinet. 
The chassis, shown in Fig. 19-7, may be made 

of thin aluminum sheet and should be fastened 
to the side walls of the cabinet with homemade 
brackets, or angle stock. The sockets for Vi 
(at the right as seen in the rear view) and V9 
are centered 1% inches in from the right and 
left edges of the chassis, respectively. Ja is 
centered on the rear wall of the chassis with ./1 
and J. to the right and left. 
A bottom view of the converter clearly shows 

the components mounted below deck. 
The exterior and the interior of the coil box 

are shown in Figs. 19-4 and 19-7. Wind the 
antenna coupling coils, Li in Fig. 19-5, around 
the ground ends of the grid coils before the 
latter are soldered in place. Wind the coupling 
coils rather snugly but not so tightly as to 
prevent adjustment of the coupling to L. during 
testing of the converter. 

Fig. 19-4—The aluminum case for the converter meas-

ures 3 X 4 X 5 inches (Bud CU-3005 or Premier 

AMC-1005). Amphenol type 86-CP4 male jacks mounted 

on the front of the box mate with MIP 4-prong sockets 

mounted on the rear of the coil compartment shown in 

the foreground. Knobs for CI and SI are to the left and 
right, respectively, of the pilot lamp. The coil box meas-

ures 2'4 X 2'4 X 5 inches (Bud CU-3004 or Premier 
AMC-1004). Slug-adjustment screws for L, ta and L4 

protrude through rubber grommets mounted on the 

front wall of the plug-in coil assembly. 



A Converter 

6- VOLT HEATER CIRCUIT 

12- VOLT HEATER CIRCUIT 

SEE TEXT 

Fig. 19-5—Circuit diagram of the crystal-controlled mobile converter. Unless other-
wise indicated, capacitances are in AO., resistances are in ohms, resistors are 1/2 watt. 

C1-35-µpf, midget variable (Hammarlund MAPC-
35-8). 

Cep CS-10042AL ceramic tubular. 

C., C5, Cep C7-1000-M: disk ceramic. 
C8-0.01 -pf, disk ceramic. 
Is—Pilot-light assembly [Johnson 147-503 with No. 44 

(6-volt) or No. 1815 ( 12-volt) lamp]. 
Ji, J2—Motorola-type shielded jack (ICA 2378). 
.13-4-prong male chassis connector (Cinch-Jones P-

304-AB). 
12, 1.3, 1.4—See coil chart. 

An a.c. transformer may be used for the fila-
ments while testing the converter. The plate 
supply should deliver 20 milliamperes at 200 to 
250 volts. A modulated-signal generator cover-
ing the bands for which the converter has been 
constructed is extremely helpful. To be most 
effective, the generator should have a 50-ohm 
output termination. A grid-dip meter for pre-
liminary adjustment of the slug-tuned coils is 
useful, but not essential to alignment. If at all 
possible, the car receiver that is to be used as 
the tunable i.f, should be used during the testing. 
Using coaxial-cable leads, connect the signal 

generator and the broadcast receiver to Ji and 
J., respectively. Switch Si to the ham-band 
position, and apply heater power. The receiver 
need not be turned on at this time, and plate 

Fig. 19-6—A bottom view of the mobile converter. The 

amplifier tube socket at the right is mounted with Pin 
7 facing toward the rear wall of the chassis. RI and R2 
are to the right and left of the socket, respectively. 

The socket for V2 is mounted with Pins 4 and 5 facing 
toward the rear of the unit. C1 is to the lower left of R2, 
and RFC, is mounted on the front wall of the housing. 
CT and Re are to the left of the base of the choke. Ce, 
Cs and R3 are to the right of RFC,. The output coupling 
capacitor C3 is supported between Terminal 4 of is 
'and Pin 6 of the socket for V2. R, and 12r, are partially 

visible to the right and left, respectively, 
of the V2 socket. 

RU-58/U 

12,-180 ohms, 1/2 watt. 
R2-22,000 ohms, 1/2 watt. 

R3-2200 ohms, 'A watt. 
12,-1 megohm, 1/2 watt. 
125-0.1 megohm, 1/2 watt. 
Re-33,000 ohms, 1/2 watt. 
RFC,-10-mh. r.f. choke (National R-1005). 

51-3-pole 3-position (used as 3 p.d.t.) selector switch 
(Centrolab PA-1007). 

Ys—See text and frequency chart ( International Crystals 
type FA-9). 

power for the converter does not have to be 
applied. Now, rotate C1 to approximately half 
capacitance and then adjust L. to resonance 
(use the grid-dip meter as the indicator) at the 
low end of the band. Move the grid-dipper over 
to the plate circuit of the amplifier and peak 
L. at the center of the band. Next, couple the 
meter to L. of the oscillator and tune the coil 
to the frequency of the crystal in use. 
After these initial adjustments, plate power 

may be applied to the converter and a fre-
quency-indicating device used to detect oscilla-
tion of V2B. If the grid-dip meter is the self-
rectifying type it may be used for the check. An 
absorption-type wavemeter with indicator or a 
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Coil Chart for the Mobile Converter 

Band Turns 

Mc. L2 

Ind. Range, gh. Type No 

La La La La 

3.5-4 
7-7.3 

14-14.35 
21-21.45 
28-28.9 
28.8-29.7 

14 
7 
4 
3 
3 
3 

36-64 
9-18 
3-5 
2-3 
1-1.6 
1-1.6 

64-105 
18-36 
5-9 
3-5 

1.6-2.7 
1.6-2.7 

105-200 
36-64 
9-18 
3-5 

2.7-4.5 
2.7-4.5 

120-F 
120-D 
120-B 
120-A 

1000-A 
1000-A 

120-G 
120-E 
120-C 
120-B 

1000-B 
1000-B 

120-H 
120-F 
120-D 
120-B 

1000-C 
1000-C 

Note: L.2 is wound with No. 28 d.c.c. wire at grounded end of 1.2. L2, L. and L. are slug-tuned coils 
manufactured by North Hills Electric Co., Inc. ( Mineola, L.I.) 

receiver tuned to the crystal frequency ( with 
the b.f.o. on) may also be used for the purpose. 
L. should be tuned through resonance to the high-
frequency side of the crystal frequency until the 
crystal oscillates reliably as indicated by rapid 
starting when plate power is turned on. 
With the converter and the i.f. amplifier both 

turned on, and with the signal generator tuned 
to the center of the band, tune the receiver until 
the test signal is heard. Peak L3 and L. for best 
response and then peak L. with Cs set at half 
capacitance. The coupling between L1 and L2 
may now be adjusted for optimum performance. 

If the aforementioned test equipment is not 
available, the converter may be aligned while 
using a strong local of known frequency as the 
signal source. Of course, the signal frequency 
must be in the band for which the converter is 
to be aligned. In using this system, first set the 
broadcast receiver as closely as possible to the 
proper i.f. frequency ( see the frequency chart) 
and then tune L. until the crystal oscillates. It is 
advisable to tune the receiver through a narrow 

range as the oscillator coil is being adjusted to 
assure that the test signal will be heard as soon 
as the crystal breaks into oscillation. After the 
signal is detected, the grid, plate and oscillator 
circuits may be adjusted for maximum gain. 
The mobile antenna should be resonant and 

tightly coupled to the converter. Traps for sup-
pressing interference caused by strong local 
broadcast signals that feed in through the con-
verter to the tunable i.f. have not been included 
in the converter because the need for them will 
be entirely dependent on local broadcast-station 
power and frequency assignments. 

(Originally described in QST, Nov. 1957). 
(For a description of a bandswitching crystal-

controlled converter, see QST, January, 1955, or 
The Mobile Manual for Radio Amateurs.) 

Frequency Chart for the Mobile 

Converter 

Band Crystal I.F. Range 
Mc. Freq., Mc. Kc. 

3.5-4 2.9 650-1100 
7-7.3 6.4 600-900 

14-14.35 13.4 600-950 
21-21.45 20.4 600-1050 
28-28.9 27.4 600-1500 
28.8-29.7 28.2 600-1500 

Note: If. range indicates broadcast receiver 
tuning range necessary for covering the associ-
ated amateur frequencies. 

Fig. 19-7— Homemade L-shaped chassis, mounted on 

small brackets fastened to the side walls of the converter 

housing, is 45(6 inches long, 2 inches wide and 135 

inches deep. V1 is mounted on the chassis to the right 

of V2 as seen in this rear view. J5, Jj and is are in line 

in that order from right to left across the rear wall of 
the chassis. An interior view of a coil compartment is 

shown in the foreground. Terminals of the coils are 

soldered directly to the socket terminals. Notice that 

the crystal for the oscillator is mounted adjacent to 1.4. 



A Hybrid Converter 

"HYBRID" CRYSTAL-CONTROLLED CONVERTER 

The converter shown in Figs. 19-8 and 19-9 
combines a 12-volt r.f. pentode and two transistors 
in a circuit that requires only a 12-volt d.c. source 
for all power requirements. As a result, it is 
admirably suited for use with any of the newer 
hybrid receivers. ("Hybrid" receivers combine 
tubes and transistors; the tubes are special in 
that they operate with only 12 volts on plate and 
screen.) The oscillator is crystal-controlled, and 
stations are tuned in by adjustment of the b.c. 
receiver used as a tunable i.f. amplifier. 

Referring to the circuit diagram, Fig. 19-8, 
the r.f. stage uses a 12EK6 pentode with a fixed-
tune input circuit, Lila, and a plate circuit tuned 
from the panel through Ci. Mixer and oscillator 
stages both use the 2N274 transistor; the mixer 
input is "tapped down" on the coupling circuit to 
provide a good match and to maintain selectivity. 
In the oscillator section, crystals and plate coil 
are switched. It will be noted that, for simplicity 
in presenting the diagram, all of the coils at Li 
and L5 and all of the taps on L. are not shown. 
Further, all of the crystals are not shown. How-
ever, after a little study it should be apparent to 
anyone contemplating construction of the unit 
where the missing coils, taps and crystals are 
connected. 

All of the components fit comfortably in and 
on a 3 X 4 x 5-inch Minibox. Referring to Fig. 
19-9, the components are mounted on the 
U-shaped half of the Minibox. It is intended that 

R.F. AMP. 
I2EK6 
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the other half of the Minibox, the portion with 
the guide lips, be mounted under the dashboard 
of the car. It is then a simple matter to remove 
or replace the "working" portion of the con-
verter. The crystals plug in at the back of the 
box and are covered by a small aluminum box 
that prevents their accidental damage and elim-
inates a source of broadcast feedthrough. 
Two 3-pole 5-position ceramic rotary switch 

sections provide all of the necessary switching.• 
The poles S14, Sui and SSE make up the rear sec-
tion. The r.f. chokes used at L. and 1.7 mount 
directly on the front section ( Sir and the others). 

Coil and Crystal Table for the Hybrid Converter 

B.C. 
Range Crystal Receiver LA Ls 

3.5- 2.5 Mc. 1000- 3 t. No. 28 68-130 µh. 
4.0 1500 (Miller 4409) 

7.0- 6.0 Mc. 1000- 2 t. No. 28 14.8-31 µh. 
7.5 1500 (Miller 4407) 

14.0- 13.0 Mc. 1000- 154 t. No. 18 6.7-15 µh. 
14.5 1500 (Miller 4406) 

21.0- 20.0 Mc. 1000- 1 t. No. 18 3.1-6.8 ¡ib. 
21.5 1500 (Miller 4405) 

28.54- 28.0 Mc. 540- 1 t. No. 18 1.5-3.2 µh. 
29.5 1500 (Miller 4404) 

Fig. 19-8—Circuit diagram of the hybrid crystal-controlled converter. Unless specified otherwise, capacitances are 

in µf., resistances are in ohms, resistors are Y2 watt. 

Ci-100-µµf. midget variable (Hammarlund HF-100). Miniductor). Six taps 91/2 and 161/2 turns from 

11, 12, .13—Phono jacks. grounded end. 

LI, 12—See table. 1.4-25 µh. r.f. choke (Millen J300-25) 

4-47 turns No. 20, 16 t.p.i., 1-inch diam. (B&W 3015 17-100-11h. r.f. choke. (Millen 34300-100) 

Miniductor). Sic taps 5, 7, 12 and 25 turns from Si—Six-pole 5-position rotary ceramic switch, 3 poles 

plate end; SID taps 4, 6, 11, 19 and 30 turns per section. (Centralab PA-5 sections on PA-301 

from plate end, index assembly. Sections spaced 1/2 inch and 2% 
r.f. choke (Millen J300-1000). inch from index.) 

le-31 turns No. 20, 16 t.p.i., 34-inch diam. (B&W 3007 Ys-Ys—See crystal table. 
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All of the input coils, L,Ls, are mounted on the 
rear apron, just above the tube socket. To min-
imize coupling from the coils to Ls, Ls is mounted 
parallel to the front panel, supported at one end 
by a tie point and at the other by a 1-inch ceramic 
insulator. Further to isolate the coils, an alumi-
• num shield is placed between Ls and the set of 
input coils. The remaining coil, Ls, is mounted 
alongside the switch. 
Tie points are used generously throughout the 

converter, to support components that might 
otherwise vibrate loose. The transistor leads 
are all soldered to tie points. While soldering, 
hold the wire in pliers or other form of "heat 
sink," to minimize the heat that reaches the 
transistor. 

Note in Fig. 19-8 that some of the leads use 
shielded wire. These include the plate lead of 
the r.f. stage, the lead from So, to the base of 
the mixer transistor and the collector lead to the 
oscillator transistor. In wiring the converter, it 
is advisable to plan the wiring in advance, since 

of necessity some wires will eventually interfere 
with others. If the switched leads to L, and Ls 
are wired before the shield and Ls are installed, 
the construction will be easier than if the leads 
to L., and 1.2 were left to the last. 
With the 12EK6 removed from its socket, the 

converter should not draw more•than 3 ma. or 
so. The oscillator can be checked for oscillation 
by listening for it on a communications receiver. 
If the oscillator should fail to work on 15 or 
10 meters. the taps on Ls may have to be moved. 

Replace the tube in its socket and adjust the 
input coils. Ls, to resonance with a grid-dip 
meter. With the car radio tuned to the middle of 
its range, touch up Ls on each band for maximum 
noise. Peak C, for maximum gain while listen-
ing to a weak signal, and once more check the 
tuning of Ls. On the higher frequencies it will be 
possible to hear "image" signals on occasion. 
This is an inescapable result of using a low i.f. 
(the b.c. receiver) and not an indication that the 
converter isn't working properly. 

Fig. 19-9—The 12-volt hybrid crystal-controlled converter with the housing removed. The large coil (center) is 
the interstage coupling coil between r.f. tube and mixer transistor. The tube and crystals plug in at the rear, 
and the input tuning slugs project out the rear. The antenna jack cannot be seen; it is below the tube socket. 

The only panel controls are interstage tuning and band switch. 
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CRYSTAL-CONTROLLED CONVERTERS FOR 50 AND 144 MC. 

The mobile converters shown in Figs. 19-10 
through 19-13 combine simplicity with good 
v.h.f. design practice. Although only two tubes 
are used in each, the converters include a stage 
of r.f. amplification plus crystal-controlled os-
cillators. Ten meters was chosen as the i.f. be-
cause when the broadcast receiver is used as the 
tunable i.f, for v.h.f. converters images are a 
problem, and only 1 Mc. at a time could be 
tuned. The converters described here, there-
fore, are designed to work into a 10-meter con-
verter or receiver. This can be a tunable con-
verter which in turn works into the broadcast 
receiver, or a complete self-contained 10-meter 
receiver. 

The 50-Mc. Unit 

The circuit diagram for the 50-Mc. unit is 
shown in Fig. 19-11. A 6AK5 is used as an r.f. 
amplifier. The same gain with lower noise can 
be obtained with a cascode-type dual-triode 
amplifier, but the performance of this pentode 
stage is satisfactory and its design is consid-
erably simpler than the triode amplifier. 
The crystal oscillator makes use of a 22-Mc. 

overtone crystal. A crystal on the required in-
jection frequency eliminates the need for mul-
tiplier stages, and makes possible the use of a 
simple oscillator circuit. The 10-meter receiver 
or converter is tuned from 28 to 30 Mc. in cov-
ering 50 to 52 Mc. If a general coverage receiver 
covering 26 to 30 Mc. is used, a 24-Mc, crystal 
in the oscillator will allow tuning 50 to 54 Mc. 
However, any injection frequency may be used 
to cover a desired portion of the band. 
The pentode half of the 6U8 tube is used as 
a mixer. The oscillator and mixer sections are in 
the same tube envelope so there is enough stray 
coupling between the two for adequate oscilla-
tor injection. 
The diagram shows the heaters connected for 

12 volts. If 6-volt operation is desired, the heat-
ers are connected in parallel and Ri is disre-
garded. 
The converters are built in a 5X X 3 x 2-

Fig. 19-10—View of the 50-Mc. con-
verter. The Inductances are from left 
to right: (bottom) L7, (top) La% 
1.71.2. The top of crystal Y: can be seen 
between the tubes. The 22-ohm 2-watt 
resistor in the center of the chassis is 
the heater current compensating re-
sistor, used for 12-volt operation. 
Input and output antenna connectors 
are mounted on opposite ends of the 
back wall. Power is fed to the unit 
through the twisted power cable run-
ning in from the left side of the 

photog raph. 

inch Minibox. All of the parts are mounted on 
the bottom half of the box while the upper half 
(the one with lips) is fastened under the car 
dash. The bottom half containing all the com-
ponents can be slid in and out for easy servicing. 

Fig. 19-10 shows the placement of most of 
the components. The output peaking control C. 
and switch Si are mounted on one side of the 
chassis to form the front panel. The tubes, 
slug-tuned inductances, crystal socket and an-
tenna connectors are mounted directly opposite 
on the back wall. Two tie-points are bolted to 
the base of the box for connecting and support-
ing leads and components. When wiring, make 
the r.f. leads as short and direct as possible. 

The 144-Mc. Unit 

The circuit diagram for the 144-Mc, converter 
is shown in Fig. 19-13. Two 6U8 tubes are used 
with the pentode section of one tube acting as 
the r.f. amplifier followed by the triode-section 
mixer. The other 6U8 is used as an overtone 
crystal oscillator and pentode frequency multi-
plier. By combining all the features of a 4-tube 
crystal-controlled converter in a two-tube model 
space-saving simplicity is achieved. 
The same basic circuit used in the 50-Mc. 

model is followed in the I44-Mc, unit except 
for the addition of a multiplier stage following 
the crystal oscillator. The oscillator operates at 
38.666 Mc. and is multiplied to 116 Mc. in the 
tripler stage. As in the 50-Mc, converter, this 
unit is designed to work into a 10-meter receiver 
or converter. If the i.f. tunes from 27 to 30 Mc., 
the converter will tune from 144 to 147 Mc. 
However, any segment of the band may be 
tuned by choosing the proper crystal frequency. 

Unlike the 50-Mc, converter, the oscillator-
multiplier stages of the 144-Mc, converter are 
physically separated from the mixer stage. It is 
necessary, therefore, to couple the 116-Mc. 
energy from the multiplier stage to the grid of 
the mixer. Capacitor C2 is used for this purpose. 
It consists of a pair of twisted hook-up wires 
with one end of one lead connected to the mixer 
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Fig. 1911—Schematic diagram for the 50-Mc, mobile converter. All resistors 1/2 watt unless otherwise specified. 
Capacitor values below 0.001 µf. are in µµf. All 0.001 µf. capacitors are disk 

Other fixed capacitors ore tubular ceramic. 

C1-35-µµf, midget variable capacitor (Hammarlund 
MA PC-35-B). 

Jx, J.—Automobile type antenna connectors. 

L-3 turns No. 20 insulated wire, close-wound over 

cold end of L2. 

1.2-9 turns No. 20 enam. wire, close-wound on 1/2 inch 

slug tuned coil. 

Ls-16 turns No. 20 enam. wire, close-wound on 1/2 inch 

slug tuned coil form. 

1.4-6 turns No. 20 insulated wire, close-wound over 

cold end of 1.3 

Le- 14 turns No. 20 enam. wire, close-wound on 1/2 inch 

grid and the end of the other lead connected to 

the multiplier plate. 

The circuit diagram shows the heaters con-

nected for 12-volt operation. For 6 volts, the 

heaters should be connected in parallel. 

The same basic outline of construction used 

in the 50- Mc, converter is followed in the 144-

Mc. unit. Fig. 19-12 shows how output peaking 

ceramic. 

slug tuned coil form. 

1.0-2 turns No. 20 insulated wire, close-wound over 

cold end of 

I.7-28 turns No. 30 enam. wire, close-wound on 1/2 inch 

slug tuned coil. 

12,-22-ohm 2-watt resistor ( used for 12-volt heater 

operation only). 

5,—Three-pole two-position rotary switch (Centrolab 

PA-2007). 

Y,-22 Mc. overtone crystal. ( International Crystal type 

FA-5 for miniature socket, FA-9 for standard 

socket). 

control C, and the control switch S, are mounted 

on the front wall of the chassis while most of 
the remaining parts are secured to the rear sur-

face. A single tie point is mounted on the bottom 
of the chassis for connecting and supporting 

various leads. The input and output antenna 

connectors are mounted at opposite ends of the 

back wall of the chassis. 

Fig. 19-12—View of the 144-Mc. converter. 

The inductances from left to right are: (top) 
L,L., (bottom) I, and L. All compo-

nents except 5, and C, are mounted on the 

back wall of the chassis. A single tie point in 

the bottom of the channel supports various 

leads and provides junctions for sundry con-

nections. The input and output antenna con-

nectors are placed near the bottom right 

and left of the back panel. The crystal Y, is 

between the two tubes. Converter power is 

fed through the twisted cable which passes 

through a hole and grommet in the back 

wall of the chassis. 
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Fig. 19-13—Schematic diagram for the 144-Mc. con-

verter. All resistors 1/2 watt unless otherwise specified. 

Capacitor values below 0.001 tif. are in gíif. All 1000-

µµf. capacitors are disk ceramic. Other fixed capacitors 

are tubular ceramic. 

Ci.-35-µµf. midget variable capacitor (Hammarlund 

MA PC-35-B). 

CS— Oscillator injection capacitor (see text). 

11, .1,—Automobile type antenna connectors. 
14-2 turns No. 18 enam., h inches long, on 1/2  inch 

slug tuned coil form. 

LS-2 turns No. 20 insulated wire, close wound over 

cold end of /.,. 

L-2 turns No. 18 enam., 3/4 inches long, on 1/2  inch 

slug tuned coil form. 

Testing the Converters 

The 50- Mc, converter requires 0.625 ampere 
at 6 volts ( or 0.45 ampere at 12 volts) for the 
heaters, and around 15 to 20 at 150 volts for the 
plate supply. If the car radio delivers in excess of 
180 volts, the plate voltage on the converter 
should be dropped by a series resistor. 
The 144- Mc, converter requires 0.9 ampere 

at 6 volts ( or 0.45 ampere at 12 volts) for the 
heaters. A plate voltage of 150 volts is required 
at about 30 nia. 

All tuned circuits should be checked for reso-
nance with a grid-dipper. The proper frequency 
for each circuit is given in Figs. 19-11 and 19-13. 
Apply power to the converter under test, and 
adjust the oscillator circuit until it goes into 
oscillation. This can be confirmed by tuning the 
home receiver to the oscillator frequency. Tune 

o 
GND. + 12V. 

L-2 turns No. 20 insulated wire, close wound over 
cold end of La. 

1.5-9 turns No. 24 enam., close wound on 1/2  inch slug 

tuned coil form. 

Le-2 turns No. 20 insulated wire, close wound over 

cold end of Ls. 

1.7-10 turns No. 24 enam., close wound on 1/2 inch slug 
tuned coil form. 

L-5 turns No. 18 enam., 1/2  inches long, on 1/2 inch 

slug tuned coil form. 

S—Three- pole two-position rotary switch (Centrolab 

PA-2007). 

Y1-38.666 Mc. overtone crystal ( International Crystal 

Co. type FA-5 for miniature socket, FA-9 for 

standard socket). 

the oscillator inductance until the maximum 
oscillator signal is obtained. Now feed a 50 or 
144- Mc, signal into the converter under test. 
This signal may come from a signal generator 
or a grid-dip meter, it may be a harmonic from 
a low-frequency transmitter stage, or it may be 
an actual signal from the antenna. Go. through 
the converter stage by stage, adjusting the in-
ductances for peak output. 

After the first run the converter should be 
spot-checked through the entire band to make 
sure that the over-all response is fairly uni-
form. 
The output capacitor C, is used to peak the out-

put circuit during normal operation, and during 
the preliminary tune-up it must be peaked at each 
frequency on which the converter is checked. L5 
is adjusted so that C, peaks at mid-capacitance in 
the center of the i.f, tuning range. 
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A 65-WATT MOBILE TRANSMITTER 

The transmitter shown in Figs. 19-14 through 
19-20 is a compact ( 14 inches wide, 11Y4 deep 
and 31/4 inches high) self-contained unit featur-
ing a transistorized modulator and power sup-
ply. The output stage is a plate-modulated 6883 
(12.6-volt heater version of the 6146). When 
the transmitter is being used the front section 
drops down, as shown in Fig. 19-14, to reveal 
the panel controls. Latches on either side secure 
the hinged section and prevent its rattling. 

Referring to the circuit diagram, Fig. 19-19, a 
Nuvistor v.f.o. in the 160-meter band is fol-
lowed by a 12BA6 stage driven at 80 meters. 
This in turn is followed by a 12AU6 frequency 

Fig. 19- 14—The 65-watt mobile transmitter has a 

Nuvistor v.f.o., a 6146 output stage and transistors in 

the modulator and power supply. In this view the 

sheet-metal top and sides have been removed to show 

the arrangement of parts. The panel carrying the meter 

and switches ( see Fig. 19-18) is recessed in a 31/2 high 

X 23it deep by 14-inch box; the box is hinged and 

folds up when the transmitter is not in use. Major 

chassis is built from 3/4 -inch wide by u.inch thick alu-

minum angle and a 9 X 14-inch sheet of aluminum. 

A ventilation hole covered with cane metal is partially 

visible below the 6146 (center). 

The 6883 socket is mounted on a 2 X 4% X 314-inch 

miniature chassis (Bud CB- 1625) that houses the multi-

plier and driver plate coils; see Fig. 19-16. Controls 

(upper panel) from left to right are v.f.o. tuning, band-

switch ( upper) and driver tune, output loading switch, 

loading, plate tuning and plate bandswitch. Toggle 

switch just visible under the plate tuning control is the 

on-off switch in the 12-volt line. 

Controls on the bottom panel, from left to right, are 

gain (above the microphone jack, tune switch, zero 

switch, and meter switch above the key jack. 

multiplier that works "straight through" when 
the output frequency is 80 or 40 meters; it 
doubles to 40 meters when the output frequency 
is 20 or 15 meters, and it quadruples to 20 when 
the output band is 10 meters. A 6417 driver 
works "straight through" on all bands except 
10 meters, when it is operated as a doubler. 
The output stage uses a Harrington Electronics 
GP-50 tank circuit for coupling to the antenna; 
this prefabricated unit is intended for use with 
link coupling, but in this application a pi-
network circuit is used and the coupling link is 
put to work with a germanium diode in an out-
put-indication circuit. The loading control 
drives a dual capacitor, and a loading switch, Ss, 
allows one or two sections of the variable to be 
used or for additional fixed capacitors to be 
connected. 

In the modulator circuit, a two-stage speech 
amplifier is used ahead of the 2N242 driver to 
bring the carbon-microphone signal to a useful 
level. The driver transformer, T,, is actually 
a transistor output transformer, but it has the 
right ratio to give proper push-pull drive for 
the 2N441 modulators. The microphone jack 
has provision for a push-to-talk switch on the 
microphone; the push-to-talk circuit is used to 
control a relay, Ki, that doubles as antenna 
changeover relay and power switch. 
The power supply has two transistors that 

oscillate at several hundred c.p.s.; this a.c. is 

Fig. 19- 15—The v.f.o. section is built in the U-shaped 

portion of a 314 X 21's X 1%-inch Minibox ( Bud 
CU-2101-A) mounted on a sheet of aluminum; the other 

half of the Minibox serves as the cover. The Nuvistor 
socket and the oscillator coils are mounted on one side 

of the Minibox. Jock J, is mounted on the other side of 

the Minibox and is visible between the two right-hand 

tube sockets. 
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Fig. 19-16—View inlo the 6883 socket housing; the 

v.f.o. section has been removed. The short length of 

coaxial cable running from the front section of the 

switch is terminated in P,. Coils I., I, and Lp are visible 

between the two switch wafers; the other coils are the 

driver plate-circuit inductors. The driver plate tuning 

capacitor is mounted on a small bracket. 

Planetary drive for the v.f.o. capacitor ( right) is 

English and distributed in the U.S. (Arrow Electronics). 

stepped up through T. and rectified in a dual 
circuit that provides 600- and 300-volt outputs. 
To eliminate mechanical linkages, two band-

switches are used. One, Si, switches a padding 
capacitor across the v.f.o. on all bands but 80 
meters ( to restrict the tuning range) and also 
selects the proper coils for the multiplier and 
driver plate circuits. The other band switch, S2, 
is part of the pre-fabricated tank circuit. Re-
membering to turn two band switches when 
changing bands is no great trick. 
The meter switch, S., allows the 0-1 milliam-

meter to be used as a 0-10 milliammeter for 
measuring grid current and as a 0-200 milliam-
meter for measuring cathode current. The re-
sistance of Ri was beyond the limits of measure-
ment of the lab equipment, but it was adjusted 
to give a 0-10 ampere range to the meter when 
switched to the MOD position. If the builder 
does not have access to an ammeter in this 
range, he can guess at the value of Ri and use 

Fig. 19- 18—Rear view of the meter panel. Leads from 

this unit terminate in the 11-pin socket, which is 

mounted on the back of the housing opposite this 

panel. A jumper cable plugs into this socket and into 

a similar socket in the bottom of the major unit. 

The first three stages of the speech-amplifier section 

are mounted on a plastic plate ( lower left) next to the 

gain control. Transformer T1 can be seen at the center 

of the panel. 

111110111001,1111111111111111fflomema 

Fig. 19-17—View underneath the v.f.o./multiplier sec-

tion. The plate is supported by four tapped pillars. 

anything that holds the meter on scale during 
modulation peaks. 
When a transistor power supply is over-

loaded it stops working. This means that under 
normal conditions a transistor power supply 
would not continue to function if the final 
amplifier were off resonance, and tuning the 
transmitter would be a touchy cut-and-try proc-
ess. To facilitate tune-up, a 500-ohm resistor is 
cut into the 6883 cathode circuit when S. is 
opened. This limits the off-resonance plate cur-
rent to a low value. 
The cabinet for the transmitter is special and 

made from ./i-inch-wide aluminum angle and 
18-gauge (0.040) sheet stock. The cover and 
sides are not shown in any of the illustrations; 
they are made from one piece of sheet stock 
bent in the shape of a shallow U. The transmit-
ter is hung under the instrument panel of the 
car by two brackets that make up to the sides of 
the transmitter. Whether or not a ventilation 
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Ca-25-µµf. variable (Hammarlund APC-25-B). 

CS-200-Kuf. variable (Part of Harrington Electronics 

GP-50 tank assembly). 

Cs-Dual variable capacitor, 365 µµf. per section 

(Miller 2112). 

CR,, CR8-600 p.i.v. 750-ma, silicon rectifier (Sarkes 

Tarzian 1N2484). 

Ja- Phono jack. 

JS-Coaxial chassis receptacle (S0-239). 

J4-Three-conductor phone jack. 

Jo-Closed -circuit phone jack. 

Ka-D.p.d.t. antenna relay, 12-volt coil (Advance AH/ 

C2/12VD). 

1.1-40 µh. (Miller 4408, 30 to 69 µh.). 

1.2-16-24-µh. adjustable inductor (Miller 4507). 

6-68- 130-Ah. adjustable inductor (Miller 4409). 

4-9-16-ph. adjustable inductor (Miller 4506). 

LO-24- 35µh. adjustable inductor (Miller 4508). 

1.8-100-Ah. r.f. choke (Millen 34300-100). 

1.7-0.9-1.6-µh. adjustable inductor (Miller 4403). 

LS- 1.5- 3.241h. adjustable inductor (Miller 4404). 

1.4-3.1-6.8-µh. adjustable inductor (Miller 4405). 
140-15-31-µh, adjustable inductor (Miller 4407). 

La-68-130,1th. adjustable inductor (Miller 4409). 

LS- Part of Harrington Electronics GP-50 tank assembly. 

Pa-Phono plug. 

Ri-One to two feet of heavy (No. 12 or so) wire, 

adjusted to give 10-ampere full-scale read-

ing. See text. 

Sa-3-pole 5-position rotary switch, two sections. (Made 

from two Centralab PA-3 sections and one 

PA-301 index assembly). 

SS-Part of Harrington Electronics GP-50 tank assembly. 

SS-ID-position single pole, progressively unshorting 

(Centralab PA-13 section and PA-301 index 

assembly). 

S,-S.p.s.t. toggle switch. 
Ss-Two-pole 6-position (4 used) rotary ceramic, non. 

shorting (Centralab PA-2003). 

SO- 15-ampere 125-volt toggle switch (Cutler-Hammer 

73610). 

Ta-48-ohm c.t. to 3.2/8/16-ohm secondary. 3.2-ohm 
tap used as center tap for secondary. 

(Thordarson TR-61). 

Ta-40-watt output transformer, 6-ohm c.t. primary to 

6000-ohm secondary (Triad Ty-66A). 

Ts-Toroidal power transformer, 12.6 v. input, 300/600 

v. at 200 ma. output (Triad TY-84). 

hole ( covered with cane metal) is placed in the 
cover will depend upon whether the car leaks. 
The front compartment that drops down is 

also made of sheet stock and angle stock. The 
panel of this section makes up to angle stock on 
the sides; Fig. 19-14 suggests the location of 
these strips by the visible heads of screws on 
the right-hand end past the meter. 
Also not visible in any of the pictures is the 

socket that picks up the leads from the dropped 
panel (see Fig. 19-18). This socket is located 
under the two horizontally-mounted power tran-
sistors at the rear center of the transmitter; the 
socket is an Amphenol 77MIP11 and the mating 
cable plug is an Amphenol 86-PM11. A small 
"x" is shown in Fig. 19-19 in each lead that is 
run through these plugs and sockets. The 1 lth 
lead is a ground lead, not necessary when every-
thing is bolted together but useful during the 
testing stage. 
Many of the sections of the transmitter can 

be tested before their final placement in the unit, 

Fig. 19-20-Power supply and 

modulator of the mobile trans-

mitter. The bridge- rectifier diodes, 

CR, through CR,,, aro mounted on 

a plastic sheet above the power 

transformer Ta ( left). Modulator 

transistors are mounted on verti-

cal plate (insulated by mica 

washers). The entire section, in-

cluding the modulation trans-

former ( right), is supported by 

tapped pillars. 

and this will make the initial testing easier. The 
power supply can be tested as a unit before 
installation, as can the speech amplifier and 
driver and modulator. The oscillator can be 
tested out of the transmitter, but its final adjust-
ment must be made in the transmitter because 
Pi and Ji must be connected. The high-frequency 
range is adjusted first by setting Si to the 80-
meter position and setting Ci at minimum ca-
pacitance. The slug in Li is then set for a fre-
quency of 2.005 Mc. ( 4.010 Mc. if the receiver is 
tuned to 75 meters). Si is then switched to an-
other band and Ci is turned to maximum capaci-
tance. The 25-µµf. trimmer capacitance should 
then be set to give an oscillator frequency of 
1.745 Mc. ( 3.490 Mc.). 
The cores of the various inductors are ad-

justed for maximum drive in the various bands; 
in some cases it may be found advantageous to 
"stagger tune" two stages. In operation, the 
6883 is run with a grid current of 3 to 4 ma. and 
a cathode current of 120 ma. 
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MOBILE TRANSMITTERS FOR 50 

Figs. 19-21 through 19-2e shim circuits and 
constructional details of compact transmitters 
covering the 6- and 2-meter bands. The units 
are only 3 inches deep and therefore are suitable 
for under-the-dash mounting. 
Output on 50-Mc, is obtained by using crys-

tals in the 50-Mc. range. This eliminates any 
necessity for multiplier stages and greatly sim-
plifies the circuit. In the two-meter unit, a 
48-Mc, crystal is used which is multiplied to 
144 Mc. by a tripler stage. 
Although the r.f. amplifier used in the trans-

mitters will operate at higher voltages, the units 
are designed primarily to work from a 300-
volt, 100-ma. supply. A transistor modulator 
can be used with the units with a saving in 
total current drain. 

The 50-Mc. Unit 

The circuit of the 50-Mc, transmitter is shown 
in Fig. 19-23. A 5763 (6417 when using 12-volt 
heaters) is triode-connected in an overtone-
type crystal oscillator. Feedback winding L2 
helps to sustain 3rd-overtone oscillation and 
may require some slight adjustment for opti-
mum output in its placement with respect to Li. 
The 50-Mc, signal from the oscillator is capaci-
tively coupled to the grid of the 2E26 (6893 
when using 12-volt heaters) amplifier. A jack 
Ji on the rear of the transmitter allows the grid 

Fig. 19-21—View of the 50-Mc, transmitter showing the 

r.f. amplifier tank circuits and output loading control. 

C2 is on the top right of the panel with C_ just below 

it. Output indicator I, is below C. This view also shows 

the two antenna connectors, power plug and grid 

current jack which are mounted on the rear surface. 

AND 144 MC. 

Fig. 19-22—The 50-Mc. mobile transmitter is built into 

a 7 X 5 X 3-inch aluminum Minibox (Bud CU-3008). 

Oscillator coil L,L, is near the top left. The jack on the 

right rear panel is the grid-current meter jack. One-

inch holes are punched in both halves of the Minibox 

for ventilation. Perforated hole plugs can be used for 

neater appearance. In actual use, the transmitter 

would sit with the tubes horizontal. The half of the box 

at left is mounted under the car dash so that the trans-

mitter half can be easily pulled in and out of position 

for servicing or adjustment. 

current to be measured whenever it is necessary. 
The amplifier plate tank circuit, C2La, is 

tuned to resonance by variable capacitor C2, and 
antenna coupling is adjusted by CD. 

The 144-Mc. Unit 

The 144-Mc, circuit is shown in Fig. 19-25. 
The oscillator is similar to the one used in the 
50-Mc. transmitter. The 48- Mc, signal from the 
oscillator is capacitively coupled to the pentode 
multiplier which is operated as a frequency 
tripler. From the tripler, the signal is inductively 
coupled to the grid of the r.f. amplifier. Since 
this stage contains a fixed capacitor, it is tuned 
by "pinching" or "spreading" the turns of L.. 
As in the 50-Mc, unit, provision is made for 
measuring grid current (jack JO. 
The amplifier tank circuit in the 144-Mc. 

model is series tuned. Output coupling is through 
a single-turn link, L.. Neutralization is required 
in this unit; the neutralizing capacitor consists 
of a 21/2 -inch length of No. 12 wire with mie 
end connected to pin 5 ( control grid) of the 
amplifier tube, and with the other end run up 
beside the amplifier tube after passing through 
the chassis ( see the photograph in Fig. 19-21). 
A piece of spaghetti is used to insulate the neu-
tralizing wire from the chassis. 
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+300V. +300v. SW MIC, GNO. HTF. 

Fig. 19-23—Schematic diagram of the 50-Mc, mobile tra 
resistances are in ohms, resistors 

Ci-35-µµf. midget variable capacitor (Hammarlund 

MA PC-35-B). 
Cs-15-µµf. midget variable capacitor (Hammarlund 

HF-15). 

C3-50-ititt. midget variable capacitor (Hammarlund 

MA PC-50-B). 

C4— Coupling capacitor for output indicator (see text). 

Ki—Midget antenna relay s.p.d.t. (Advance AM/2C/-

12VD. Note: the last four figures in the number 

indicate the coil voltage. For 6 volts d.c. it 

should read /6VD). 

Li-3.turns No. 20, %-inch dia., 5f6 inches long (B & 

W 3006). 

L2-2 turn link No. 20 insulated wire, close wound 

over cold end of 1.1. 

Construction 

A 7 x 5 X 3-inch Minibox is used as the 

chassis for the transmitters. A single bracket 

supports the tubes and associated parts. The 

bracket has a single bend and is fastened to the 

Minibox with machine screws. 

The 6- and 2-meter transmitters are almost 

identical mechanically. The only real difference 

between the two is that the 2-meter model has 

an additional multiplier tube, mounted in line 

with the oscillator tube on the bracket. 

All parts should be mounted before wiring is 

begun. Since both ends of the chassis are open, 

wiring and mounting of parts is a simple job. 

The photographs show the relative position of 

Fig. 19-24—The 144-Mc, transmitter with the r.f. ampli-

fier tube removed to show the neutralizing lead CS. 

Except for the 6BJ6 multiplier tube in the foreground, 

the same basic layout is used here 

as in the 50-Mc. unit. 

MOD. 

nsmitter. Unless otherwise indicated, capacitances are in 

are I/2 watt unless specified otherwise. 

L2-4 turns No. 16, 1-inch dia., 1-inch long (B & W 

3013). 

I.4-2 turn link No. 20 insulated wire, close-wound over 

cold end of I-3. 

Is—Neon bulb ( NE-2). 

Ji—Circuit-closing jack. 

J3- 3-conductor mike jack. 

.184 J4— Automobile type antenna connectors. 

RFC1, RFC,—Single-layer v.h.f. choke, 2 to 7 µh. 

(Ohmite Z-50 or National R-60). 

Si—S.p.s.t. slide switch. 

Vi-5763 for 6 volts, 6417 for 12 volts. 

V2-2E26 for 6 volts, 6893 for 12 volts. 

Yi-50-Mc. 3rd overtone crystal ( International Crystal 

Co. type FA-9). 
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OSC. 

6C4 

M U LT. 

6 BJ 6 

+300V. 

AMR 

Fig. 19-25—Schematic diagram of the 144-Mc, mobile transmitter. 

Unless otherwise indicated, capacitances are in ,uµf., resistances are 

in ohms, resistors are 1/2 watt. 

C-35-/iµf, midget variable capacitor (Hammarlund 

MAPC-35-B). 

C2, CJ-15-Ptif. midget variable capacitor (Hammarlund 

HF-15). 

C4-50-ppf. midget variable capacitor (Hammarlund 

MAPC-50-B). 

Cs—Coupling capacitor for output indicator (see text). 

C,,— Neutralizing capacitor (see text). 

Ki—Midget antenna relay s.p.d.t. (Advance AM/2C/-

12VD. Note: the last four figures in the num-

ber indicate the coil voltage. For 6 volts it should 

read 6VD.) 

14-4 turns No. 20, % inch diam., 6 inches long (B & 

W 3006). 

1,-2 turn link No. 20 insulated wire, close wound over 

cold end of 

1.3-2 turns No. 20 insulated wire 1/2 -inch diam. 

L-1 turn No. 20 insulated wire 1/2 -inch diam. 

most of the components. Try to keep r.f. leads 
as short as possible. The relay, antenna con-
nectors, power plug and grid current jack are 
all mounted on the rear panel. 
The output indicator I, is coupled to the out-

put circuit through a small capacitor. This capac-
itor is actually a few turns of hook-up wire 
wound over a piece of insulated wire that is 
connected to the final tank circuit. If the lamp 
fails to ignite, a few more turns may be needed. 

Testing Notes 

An a.c. power supply delivering 300 volts at 
100 ma. can be used during testing of the trans-
mitter. Heater-current requirements for the 
50- Mc. unit are 1.55 ampere for 6-volt opera-
tion and 0.775 ampere for 12 volts. The 144- Mc. 
unit requires 1.1 ampere at 6 volts and 0.55 
ampere at 12 volts. Do not connect the plate 
supply to the r.f. amplifier power terminal 

+300V. SW MIC. 
MOD. 

3 

3 

rSEE 
DIAGRAM 
BELOW FOR' 
HEATER 
CONNECTIONS 

o 
GND. + HTR. 

3 

12 VOIT 

L-3 turns No. 16, 1-inch diam., 3/4 inches long, center 

tapped ( B & W 3013). 

10-1 turn link No. 20 insulated wire wound in the 

center of I., 

1,—Neon bulb ( NE-2). 

Jo—Circuit closing jack. 

.12-3 conductor mike jack. 

1,, .1,—Automobile type antenna connector. 

RFC, RFC,—Single-layer vhf, choke, 2 to 7 ph. 

(Ohmite Z-50 or National R-60). 

St—S.p.s.t. slide switch. 
V1-6C4. 

V,-2E26 for 6 volts, 6893 for 12 volts. 

`i'-48 Mc. 3rd overtone crystal. Crystal frequency 

found by dividing desired output frequency by 

3 ( International Crystal Co. type FA-9). 

(marked "300 mod." in the circuit diagram) at 
this time. The correct crystal and a dummy 
load should be kept on hand for the test. 
To test the driver stage, plug a grid-current 

meter ( 0.5 ma.) in .1,, and apply heater voltage. 
Plug in the proper crystal and turn on the plate 
voltage ( exciter stages only). As quickly as pos-
sible adjust capacitor Ci until the oscillator goes 
into oscillation. This will be indicated by a 
downward kick in the plate current. Grid cur-
rent should begin to show when oscillation oc-
curs. In the 144- Mc, unit, adjust for maximum 
grid current by "pinch-tuning" /.3,/, once oscil-
lation has begun. Adjust Ci for maximum grid 
current. If there is difficulty in obtaining grid 
drive, try adjusting the position of 1, with 
respect to 1,,. In the 2-meter model, some re-
arrangement of 1, and L, may be needed in order 
to achieve maximum grid drive. 

Before testing the 144- Mc, amplifier it will be 
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Fig. 19-26—View of the 144-Mc. transmitter. 

The coil and link near the top left rear are 

Lax. In the foreground are coils 1.31.4. 

necessary to neutralize it. With power applied to 
the exciter portion, slowly rotate the output tun-
ing control C. through its full range. If the am-
plifier is neutralized, there will be no fluctuation 
in the grid current. If there is such a fluctuation, 
adjust the neutralizing wire to a new position 
with respect to the amplifier tube and swing the 
plate-tuning control again. Repeat until the grid 
current remains steady, showing that the am-• 
plifier is neutralized. 

Connect a dummy load to the output antenna 
connector, close the antenna relay and apply 
plate power to the entire transmitter. As quickly 
as possible, tune C. for minimum plate current. 
It is necessary to perform this operation rapidly 
because the amplifier may draw excessive plate 
current when not tuned to resonance. When 
tuned to resonance, the output indicator bulb 

./. will light. This r.f. indicator is not only a tuning 
aid in the car but also acts as a continuous monitor 
to show that the transmitter is in operation. 
Capacitor C. is the loading control and should 
be adjusted for maximum plate current after the 
amplifier is resonated. 
A microphone jack J2 is included on the trans-

mitter chassis to simplify the control circuits. 
Leads from the microphone (marked "sw" and 
"mic" in the diagram) go to the power con-
nector at the rear of the transmitter. 

MOBILE MODULATORS 

Vacuum-tube modulators for mobile opera-
tion are in general similar to those used in fixed-
station installations. Equipment shown in the 
section on modulators may be modified for use 
with almost any mobile transmitter. As in fixed 

SPEECH AMP 

I2AX7 

X TAL 
MIC 

J-r 

.02»1 

station work, the mobile modulator must be 
capable of supplying to the plate modulated 
r.f. stage sine-wave audio power equal to 50 per 
cent of the d.c. plate input for 100 percent mod-
ulation. 

DRIVER MODULATOR 

6N7 6N7 . 

10K 10K 
12AX7 6147 61,17 

4 7 

OUTPUT 

6 V. 

12 6 V. 

Fig. 19-27—Circuit diagram of the mobile modu-

lator. Resistors are 1/2 watt unless otherwise 

specified. Capacitors other than electrolytic may 

be either paper or ceramic. If a carbon micro-
phone is used, substitute the carbon microphone 

speech amplifier circuit, at points marked "X", 
in the upper part of the diagram. 

Ti—Driver transformer: parallel 6N7 to class B 

6N7 grids. 

T2—Modulation transformer, tapped secondary, 

primary 10,000 ohms plate to plate. 

CARBON MICROPHONE 

SPEECH AMPLIFIER 
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A 10-WATT MOBILE MODULATOR 

Fig. 19-27 shows a modulator that can be used 
with any mobile a.m. transmitter whose input 
does not exceed 20 to 25 watts. A resistance-
coupled speech amplifier using a single 12AX7 
drives a Class A 6N7 which in turn drives a 
Class B 6N7. The 6N7 uses the two triode 
sections in parallel, to obtain sufficient driving 
power. 
Also shown in Fig. 19-27 are the changes in 

the speech-amplifier circuit necessary to adapt it 
for use with a carbon microphone. D.c. voltage 
for the carbon microphone is obtained by con-
necting the microphone in series with the 
speech-amplifier cathodes. 
The modulator requires 300 volts at about 90 

ma. for plate power, and 6 volts at 1.9 amperes 
or 12 volts at .95 amperes for the heaters. 
Heater connections are given for both voltages. 

The plate supply should use a large capacitance 
(100 ¡if. or more) in the output, to serve as a 
reservoir for the heavy current demands on voice 
peaks. 
The main constructional precaution to be ob-

served when building the modulator is that the 
output transformer T. should not be mounted 
too close to the speech amplifier circuits. Sepa-
ration will reduce the chance of feedback 
through stray coupling. A tube shield over the 
12AX7 will serve to hold it in the socket over 
bumpy roads; good octal sockets will normally 
need no tube clarhps to retain the 6N7s. 

In any mobile installation, the modulator may 
be separated from the r.f. assembly by any 
convenient distance. The cable connecting the 
modulator to the r.f. section should be made 
with individually shielded leads. 

A 25-WATT TRANSISTOR MODULATOR 

The circuit shown in Fig. 19-28 is that of a 
complete transistor modulator; it is a 12-volt 
25-watt Class B modulator. The advantages of a 
transistor modulator of this type are the com-
pactness (25 watts of audio from a unit readily 
housed in a 3 X 4 X 5-inch utility cabinet), 
high over-all efficiency, no warm-up time and low 
idling current. Further, by requiring only the 12 
volts from the battery, it allows full use of the 
high-voltage supply by the r.f. section. The 
modulator will modulate an r.f. stage input of 
between 45 and 50 watts, at an impedance level 
of 4000 ohms with the output transformer listed 
(about 450 volts and 110 ma.). Suitable 12-volt 
heater tubes for the modulated output stage 
include the 1625 ( similar to 807) and the 6883 
(similar to the 6146). The exciter portion of 
the transmitter can be made up of 6417s ( simi-
lar to the 5763) or of 12V6-GTs or 12L6-GTs. 
Maximum economy will be obtained with a 
transistorized power supply. 
For a modulation transformer the unit uses a 

6.3-volt filament transformer, T.. To obtain a 
true center tap for the driver transformer, a 
transformer having taps at 4 and 16 ohms is 
used. Since the impedance varies as the square 
of the turns ratio, the 4-ohm tap provides a 
center tap. 

It may be found necessary to add an input 
filter on the 12-volt line to prevent hash from 
getting into the microphone circuit and adding 
noise. 

Transistor Mounting 

Because the collector connection is common 
with the case of the transistor, mica spacers 
must be used between the transistor cases and 
ground. ( Insulator package No. 1221264). These 
can be obtained in a special mounting kit from 
Delco distributors. 
Be careful to apply as little heat as possible 

when soldering any transistor connections. 

Either G.E. 2N190 or RCA 2N109 can be used 
for the input transistors. Although several other 
types could be used for the output transistors, 
the specified 2N278 ( Delco DS-501) should be 
easier to obtain than some since it is sold as a 
replacement in car-radio service. 

It is not likely that a 0.1-ohm 1-watt resistor 
(see Fig. 19-28) can be purchased at any radio 
store. A satisfactory substitute is to wind a suit-
able length of resistance wire over a 2-watt 
resistor used as a form, or three 0.33-ohm 
V2-watt resistors can be wired in parallel to 
obtain a value sufficiently close. 

Testing 

After wiring and construction of the unit is 
completed, testing for proper operation can be 
done in several ways. One method is simply to 
connect a 4000-ohm 10-watt resistor across the 
modulation transformer output connections and 
then place a d.c. ammeter in series with the 12-
volt line, and watch the current variation while 
talking into the microphone. The idling current 
should be around 700 ma., kicking up to above 2 
amperes on peaks. Do not, under any circum-
stances, try to operate the unit without a load of 
some sort on the output terminals as this may 
damage the output transistors. 
Another method of testing is to place another 

6.3-volt filament transformer back-to-back with 
the modulation transformer, to bring the im-
pedance down to a low level, and then connect 
a p.m. speaker to the 6.3-volt winding. 
A scope test can be made after the unit is 

connected to the transmitter. The Class C load 
level can be adjusted for impedance matching. 
An Fl carbon microphone is suitable for use 

with this unit. Although not shown in Fig. 19-
28, the unit should be connected so that it is 
turned on only while the transmit-receive switch 
is in the transmit position. An inexpensive 12-
volt automobile-horn relay ( e.g., Echlin HR 
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Fig. 19-28—Circuit of the 25-watt transistor modulator. Resistances are in ohms. Capacitors are electrolytic. 

Mkt—Single-button carbon microphone. 

Q1, Q2- 2N190 (GE) or 2N109 (RCA). 

Q3, Q.-2N278 (Delco DS-501). 

RI-100-ohm 2-watt potentiometer. 
T1-150 ohms c.t. (c.t. not used) to 490 ohms c t ( Thor-

darson TR-5). 

101), available at most filling stations or auto-
mobile parts distributors, should be used to close 
and open the circuit. The relay arm and contact 
should be connected in the + 12.6-volt lead from 
the battery and fuse. If excessive sparking is 
noted at the relay contacts it may be reduced by 
moving the 50-µf. 25-volt capacitor to the fuse 
side of the relay contacting circuit. 
Concerning placement of the unit in the car: 

Try to find a location away from high-tempera-
ture spots and in a well-ventilated area. The 
trunk is not recommended since there is little 
ventilation; this area can become quite hot in 
the summertime and damage to the transistors 
could result. The engine compartment makes a 

Ta-400 ohms c.t. to 16 ohms, c.t. (see text), Stancor 

TA-41). 

Ts-6.3-volt c.t., 3-amp, filament transformer used as 

modulation transformer (see text) ( Stancor 

P-5014). 

convenient place to mount the unit but this space 
is not adequately ventilated except possibly 
while the car is in motion. The most favorable 
spot is on the fire wall in the passenger com-
partment, or under the front seat. These areas 
are usually well ventilated, or at least cooler 
than any other enclosed section of the car. As in 
any mobile installation where the modulator is 
some distance from the r.f. section, good practice 
demands that the audio leads from the secondary 
of the modulation transformer to the modulated 
r.f. stage should be made with individually-
shielded leads. 

(Original description appeared in QST for 
November, 1959.) 

THE MOBILE 

For mobile operation in the range between 18 
and 30 Mc., the vertical whip antenna is almost 
universally used. Since longer whips present 
mechanical difficulties, the length is usually lim-
ited to a dimension that will resonate as a 
quarter-wave antenna in the 10-meter band. The 
car body serves as the ground connection. This 
antenna length is approximately 8 feet. 
With the whip length adjusted to resonance in 

the 10-meter band, the impedance at the feed 
point, X, Fig. 19-29, will appear as a pure re-
sistance at the resonant frequency. This resist-
ance will be composed almost entirely of radia-
tion resistance ( see index), and the efficiency 
will be high. However, at frequencies lower 
than the resonant frequency, the antenna will 
show an increasingly large capacitive reactance 
and a decreasingly small radiation resistance. 
The equivalent circuit is shown in Fig. 19-30. 

For the average 8-ft. whip, the reactance of the 

ANTENNA 

Fig. 19-29—The quarterwave 

whip at resonance will show 

a pure resistance at the 

feed point X. 

A-1 

capacitance, CA, may range from about 150 ohms 
at 21 Mc. to as high as 8000 ohms at 1.8 Mc., 
while the radiation resistance, RR, varies from 
about 15 ohms at 21 Mc. to as low as 0.1 ohm at 
1.8 Mc. Since the resistance is low, considerable 
current must flow in the circuit if any appreciable 
power is to be dissipated as radiation in the re-
sistance. Yet it is apparent that little current 
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can be made to flow in the circuit so long as the 
comparatively high series reactance remains. 

Fig. 19-30— At frequencies below the resonant fre-

quency, the whip antenna will show capacitive react-

ance as well as resistance. Rn is the radiation resist-

ance, and C. represents the capacitive reactance. 

Eliminating Reactance 

The capacitive reactance can be canceled out 
by connecting an equivalent inductive reactance, 
La., in series, as shown in Fig. 19-31, thus tuning 
the system to resonance. 

Fig. 19-31 — The capacitive 

reactance at frequencies 

lower than the resonant fre-

quency of the whip can be 

canceled out by adding an 

equivalent inductive react-

ance in the form of a loading 

coil in series with the 

antenna. 

Unfortunately, all coils have resistance, and 
this resistance will be added in series, as indi-
cated at Ro in Fig. 19-32. While a large coil may 

cHCA 
LL 

Fig. 19-32—Equivalent circuit of a loaded whip an-

tenna. CA represents the capacitive reactance of the 

antenna, I.1„ an equivalent inductive reactance. Ro is 

the loading-coil resistance, Ro the ground-loss resist-

ance, and RE the radiation resistance. 

radiate some energy, thus adding to the radiation 
resistance, the latter will usually be negligible 
compared to the loss resistance introduced. How-
ever, adding the coil makes it possible to feed 
power to the circuit. 

Ground Loss 

Another element in the circuit dissipating 
power is the ground-loss resistance. Fundamen-
tally, this is related to the nature of the soil in 
the area under the antenna. Little information 
is available on the values of resistance to be 
expected in practice, but some measurements 
have shown that it may amount to as much as 
10 or 12 ohms at 4 Mc. At the lower frequencies, 
it may constitute the major resistance in the 
circuit. 

Fig. 19-32 shows the circuit including all of 
the elements mentioned above. Assuming CA 
lossless and the loss resistance of the coil to be 
represented by Rc, it is seen that the power out-
put of the transmitter is divided among three 
resistances—Re, the coil resistance; Ro, the 
ground-loss resistance; and Rs, the radiation re-
sistance. Only the power dissipated in R5 is 
radiated. The power developed in Rc and Ro is 
dissipated in heat. Therefore, it is important that 
the latter two resistances be minimized. 

MINIMIZING LOSSES 

There is little that can be done about the 
nature of the soil. However, poor electrical con-
tact between large surfaces of the car body, and 
especially between the point where the feed line 
is grounded and the rest of the body, can add 
materially to the ground-loss resistance. For 
example, the feed line, which should be grounded 
as close to the- base of the antenna as possible, 
may be connected to the bumper, while the 
bumper may have poor contact with the rest of 
the body because of rust or paint. 

Loading Coils 

The accompanying tables show the approxi-
mate loading-coil inductance required for the 
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Fig. 19-33—Graph showing the approximate capaci-

tance of short vertical antennas for various diameters 

and lengths, at 3.9 Mc. These values should be ap-

proximately halved for a center-loaded antenna. 

various bands. The graph of Fig. 19-33 shows 
the approximate capacitance of whip antennas of 
various average diameters and lengths. For 1.8, 
4 and 7 Mc., the loading-coil inductance required 
(when the loading coil is at the base) will be ap-
proximately the inductance required to resonate 
in the desired band with the whip capacitance 
taken from the graph. For 14 and 21 Mc., this 
rough calculation will give more than the re-
quired inductance, but it will serve as a starting 
point for final experimental adjustment that 
must always be made. 
Also shown in table 19-I are approximate 

values of radiation • resistance to be expected 
with an 8-ft. whip, and the resistances of loading 
coils — one group having a Q of 50, the other 
a Q of 300. A comparison of radiation and coil 
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TABLE 19-1 

Approximate Values for 8-ft. Mobile Whip 

Base Loading 

fk, 
Loading 
Le,. 

120 (Q50) 
Ohms 

R, (Q300) 
Ohms 

RE 
Ohms 

Feed R• 
Ohms 

Matching 
Li.th • 

1800 345 77 13 0.1 23 3 

3800 77 37 6.1 0.35 16 1.2 

7200 20 18 3 1.35 15 0.6 

14,200 4.5 7.7 1.3 5.7 12 0.28 

21,250 1.25 3.4 0.5 14.8 16 0.28 

29,000 .... .... .... .... 36 0.23 

Center Loading 

1800 700 158 23 0.2 34 3.7 

3800 150 72 12 0.8 22 1.4 

7200 40 36 6 3 19 0.7 

14,200 8.6 15 2.5 11 19 0.35 

21,250 2.5 6.6 1.1 27 29 0.29 

Re = Loading-coil resistance; RR = Rad'ation resistance. 
* Assuming loading coil Q . 300, and including estimated ground-loss 

resistance. 
Suggested coil dimensions for the required loading inductances are shown 

in a following table. 

resistances will show the importance of reducing 
the coil resistance to a minimum, especially on 
the three lower-frequency bands. 
To minimize loading-coil loss, the coil should 

have a high ratio of reactance to resistance, i.e., 
high Q. A 4-Mc, loading coil wound with small 
wire on a small-diameter solid form of poor qual-
ity, and enclosed in a metal protector, may have 
a Q as low as 50, with a resistance of 50 ohms or 
more. High-Q coils require a large conductor, 
"air-wound" construction, turns spaced, the 
best insulating material available, a diameter 
not less than half the length of the coil ( not 
always mechanically feasible), and a minimum 
of metal in the field. Such a coil for 4 Mc. may 
show a Q of 300 or more, with a resistance of 
12 ohms or less. This reduction in loading-coil 
resistance may be equivalent to increasing the 
transmitter power by 3 times or more. Most 
low-loss transmitter plug-in coils of the 100-
watt size or larger, commercially produced, show 
a Q of this order. Where larger inductance 
values are required, lengths of low-loss space-
wound coils are available. 

Center Loading 

The radiation resistance of the whip can be 
approximately doubled by placing the loading 
coil at the center of the whip, rather than at the 
base, as shown in Fig. 19-34. ( The optimum 
position varies with ground resistance. The 
center is optimum for average ground resist-

ance.) However, the inductance of the loading 
coil must be approximately doubled over the 
value required at the base to tune the system to 
resonance. For a coil of the same Q, the coil 
resistance will also be doubled. But, even if this 

TABLE 19-11 

Suggested Loading-Coil Dimensions 

Req'd ., Wire Diam. Length Form or 
Lae. ' 'urns Size In. In. B 6. W Type 

700 190 22 3 10 Polystyrene 

345 135 18 3 10 Polystyrene 

150 100 16 24 10 Polystyrene 

77 75 14 VA 10 Polystyrene 
77 29 12 5 4;4 160T 

40 28 16 2%2 2 80B less 7 t. 
40 34 12 VA 4;4 80T 

20 17 16 2V2 154 80B less 18 t. 
20 22 12 2 44 80T less 12 t. 

8.6 16 14 2 2 40B less 4 t. 
8.6 15 12 VA 3 40T less 5 t. 

4.5 10 14 2 1,/;, 40B less 10 t. 
4.5 12 12 2 4 40T 

2.5 8 12 2 2 15B 
2.5 8 6 234 4.4 15T 

1.25 6 12 134 2 10B 
1.25 6 6 294 45/2 10T 
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Fig. 19-34—Placing the load-
ing coil at the center of the 
whip antenna, instead af at 
the base, increases the radia-
tion resistance, although a 

larger coil must be used. 

is the case, center loading represents a gain in 
antenna efficiency, especially at the lower fre-
quencies. This is because the ground-loss re-
sistance remains the same, and the increased 
radiation resistance becomes a larger portion of 
the total circuit resistance, even though the coil 
resistance also increases. However, as turns are 
added to a loading coil (other factors being 
equal) the inductance ( and therefore the react-
ance) increases at a greater rate than the re-
sistance, and the larger coil will usually have a 
higher Q. 

Top Loading Capacitance 

Since the coil resistance varies with the induct-
ance of the loading coil, the coil resistance can 
be reduced by reducing the number of turns. 
This can be done, while still maintaining reso-
nance, by adding capacitance to the portion of 
the antenna above the coil. This capacitance can 
be provided by attaching a capacitive surface 
as high up on the antenna as is mechanically 
feasible. Capacitive "hats," as they are usually 
called, may consist of a light-weight metal ball, 

Fig. 19-35—The top-loaded 4-Mc, antenna designed by 
W6SCX. The loading coil is a B & W transmitting coil. 
The coil can be tuned by the variable link which is 

connected in series with the two halves of the coil. 

cylinder, disk, or wheel structure as shown in 
Fig. 19-35. This should be added to the capaci-
tance of the whip above the loading coil (from 
Fig. 19-33) in determining the approximate in-
ductance of the loading coil. 
When center loading is used, the amount of 

capacitance to be added to permit the use of the 
same loading inauctance required for base load-
ing is not great, and should be seriously con-
sidered, since the total gain made by moving the 
coil to the center of the antenna may be quite 
marked. 

Tuning the Band 

Especially at the lower frequencies, where the 
resistance in the circuit is low compared to the 
coil reactance, the antenna will represent a very 
high-Q circuit, making it necessary to retune for 
relatively small changes in frequency. While 
many methods have been devised for tuning the 
whip over a band, one of the simplest is shown in 
Fig. 19-36. In this case, a standard B & W 
plug-in coil is used as the loading coil. A length 
of large-diameter polystyrene rod is drilled and 
tapped to fit between the upper and lower sec-
tions of the antenna. The assembly also serves 
to clamp a pair of metal brackets on each side 

Fg. 19-36—W8AUN's adjustable capacity hat for tun-
ing the whip antenna over a band. The coil is a B & W 
type B 160-meter coil, with a turn or two removed. 
Spreading the rods apart increases the capacitance. 
This simple top loader has sufficient capacitance to 
permit the use of approximately the same loading-coil 
inductance at the center of the antenna as would 

normally be required for base loading. 
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of the polystyrene block that serve both as sup-
port and connections to the loading-coil jack bar. 
A a-inch steel rod, about 15 inches long, is 

brazed to each of two large-diameter washers 
with holes to pass the threaded end of the upper 
section. The rods form a loading capacitance that 
varies as the upper rod is swung away from the 
lower one, the latter being stationary. Enough 
variation in tuning can be obtained to cover the 
80-meter band. ( Original description appeared 
in QST, September, 1953.) 

REMOTE ANTENNA RESONATING 

Fig. 19-37 shows circuits of two remote-con-
trol resonating systems for mobile antennas. As 
shown, they make use of surplus d.c. motors 
driving a loading coil removed from a surplus 
ARC-5 transmitter. A standard coil and motor 
may be used in either installation at increased 
expense. 
The control circuit shown in Fig. 19-37A is a 

three-wire system ( the car frame is the fourth 
conductor) with a double-pole double-throw 
switch and a momentary (normally off) single-
pole single-throw switch. S2 is the motor revers-
ing switch. The motor runs so long as Si is 
closed. 
The circuit shown in Fig. 19-37B uses a latch-

ing relay, in conjunction with microswitches, to 
automatically reverse the motor when the roller 
reaches the end of the coil. S3 and S. operate 

TUNING 
COIL 

LOADING 
COIL 

TO 
TRANS 

(a) 

,1 

COAX TO 
TUNING W W RANS 
COIL 

°-3TO 
BATTERY 

S4 
TO 

BATTERY 

(B) 

Fig. 19-37—Circuit of the remote mobile-whip tuning 

systems. 

K,—D.p.d.t. latching relay. 

St, S, S, S,—Momentary-contact s.p.s.t., normally 

open. 

S2—D.p.d.t. toggle. 

Se, S7 — S.p.s.t. momentary-contact microswitch, normally 

open. 
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the relay, Ki, which reverses the motor. S. is the 
motor on-off switch. When the tuning coil roller 
reaches one end or the other of the coil, it closes 
Se or S7, as the case may be, operating the relay 
and reversing the motor. 
The procedure in setting up the system is to 

prune the center loading coil to resonate the 
antenna on the highest frequency used without 
the base loading coil. Then, the base loading coil 
is used to resonate at the lower frequencies. 
When the circuit shown in Fig. 19-37A is used 
for control, Si is used to start and stop the motor, 
and S2, set at the "up" or "down" position, will 
determine whether the resonant frequency is 
raised or lowered. In the circuit shown in Fig. 
19-37B, Si is used to control the motor. S3 or S5 
is momentarily closed ( to activate the latching 
relay) for raising or lowering the resonant 
frequency. The broadcast antenna is used with 
a wavemeter to indicate resonance. 

(Originally described in QST, Dec., 1953.) 
Several companies offer motor tuning for get-

ting optimum performance over a low-frequency 
band. ( For a complete description of the com-
mercially available remotely-tuned systems, see 
Goodman, "Frequency Changing and Mobile 
Antennas," QST, Dec., 1957.) 

Automatic Mobile Antenna Tuning 

A somewhat more complex antenna tuning 
system for 75 and 40 meters is one that auto-
matically tunes the antenna as the transmitter 
frequency is shifted. After initial adjustments, 
the radiator is kept in resonance without atten-
tion from the operator. ( For a description of the 
automatic system, see Hargrave, "Automatic 
Mobile Antenna Tuning, QST, May, 1955.) 

FEEDING THE ANTENNA 

It is usually found must convenient to feed 
the whip antenna with coax line. Unless very 
low-Q loading coils are used, the feed-point im-
pedance will always be appreciably lower than 
52 ohms — the characteristic impedance of the 
commonly-used coax line, RG-8/U or RG-58/U. 
Since the length of the transmission line will 
seldom exceed 10 ft., the losses involved will be 
negligible, even at 29 Mc., with a fairly-high 
s.w.r. However, unless a line of this length is 
made reasonably flat, difficulty may be encoun-
tered in obtaining sufficient coupling with a link 
to load the transmitter output stage. 
One method of obtaining a match is shown in 

Fig. 19-38. A small inductance, Lm, is inserted 
at the base of the antenna, the loading-coil in-
ductance being reduced correspondingly to main-
tain resonance. The line is then tapped on the 
coil at a point where the desired loading is ob-
tained. Table 19-I shows the approximate in-
ductance to be used between the line tap and 
ground. It is advisable to make the experimental 
matching coil larger than the value shown, so ' 
that there will be provision for varying either 
side of the proper position. The matching coil 
can also be of the plug-in type for changing 
bands. 
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Fig. 19-38 — A method of 

matching the loaded whip to 

52-ohm coax cable. Li, is the 

loading coil and L the 

matching coil. 

Adjustment 

For operation in the bands from 29 to 1.8 Mc., 
the whip should first be resonated at 29 Mc. with 
the matching coil inserted, but the line discon-
nected, using a grid-dip oscillator coupled to the 
matching coil. Then the line should be attached, 
and the tap varied to give proper loading, using 
a link at the transmitter end of the line whose 
reactance is approximately 52 ohms at the oper-
ating frequency, tightly coupled to the output 
tank circuit. After the proper position for the 
tap has been found, it may be necessary to read-
just the antenna length slightly for resonance. 
This can be checked on a field-strength meter 
several feet away from the car. 
The same procedure should be followed for 

each of the other bands, first resonating, with the 
g.d.o. coupled to the matching coil, by adjusting 
the loading coil. 

After the position of the matching tap has 
been found, the size of the matching coil can be 
reduced to only that portion between the tap and 
ground, if desired. If turns are removed here, it 
will be necessary to reresonate with the loading 
coil. 

If an entirely flat line is desired, a s.w.r. indi-
cator should be used while adjusting the line 
tap. With a good match, it should not be neces-
sary to readjust for resonance after the line tap 
has been set. 

It should be emphasized that the figures shown 
in the table are only approximate and may be 
altered considerably depending on the type of 
car on which the antenna is mounted and the 
spot at which the antenna is placed. 

ANTENNAS FOR 50 AND 144 MC. 

A Simple Vertical Antenna 

The most convenient type of antenna for 
mobile v.h.f. work is the quarter-wave vertical 
radiator, fed with 50-ohm coaxial line. The an-
tenna, which may be a flexible telescoping "fish 
pole," can be mounted in any of several places 
on the car. An ideal mounting spot is on top of 
the car, though rear-deck mounting presents a 
better spot for esthetic reasons. Tests have 
shown that with the car in motion there is no 
observable difference in average performance of 
the antennas, regardless of their mounting posi-
tions. There may be more in the way of direc-
tional effects with the rear-deck mount, but the 
over-all advantage of the roof mount is slight. 

A good match may be obtained by feeding 
the simple vertical with 50-ohm line. However, 
it is well to provide some means for tuning the 
system, so that all variables can be taken care 
of. The simplest tuning arrangement coasists of 
a variable capacitor connected between the low 
side of the transmitter coupling coil and ground, 
as shown in Fig. 19-39. This capacitor should 

Fig. I9-39—Method of feeding quarter-wave 

mobile antennas with coaxial line. C.' should 

have a maximum capacitance of 75 to 100 Nif. 
for 28- and 50-Mc. work. 

Ls is an adjustable link. 

have a maximum capacitance of 75 to 100 µµf. 
for 50 Mc., and should be adjusted for maximum 
loading with the least coupling to the trans-
mitter. Some method of varying the coupling to 
the transmitter should be provided. 

Horizontal Polarization 

Horizontally polarized antennas have a con-
siderable advantage over the vertical whip under 
usual conditions of mobile operation. This is 
particularly true when horizontal polarization is 
used at both ends of a line-of-sight circuit, or 
on a longer circuit over reasonably flat terrain. 
An additional advantage, especially on 6 meters, 
is a marked reduction in ignition noise from 
neighboring cars as well as from the station car. 

A Horizontally Polarized Two-Band 
Antenna for V.H.F. 

One type of horizontally-polarized antenna, 
called the "halo," is shown in Fig. 19-40. It is 
a dipole bent into a circle, with the ends capaci-
tively loaded to reduce the circumference. Since 
the 50- and 144-Mc, bands are almost in third 
harmonic relationship, it is possible to build a 
single halo that will work on both bands. The 
antenna is changed from one band to another by 
changing the spacing between the end loading 
plates and adjusting the matching mechanism. 

Mechanical Details 

The halo is made of 7,116-inch aluminum fuel-
line tubing. This material is both strong and 
very light, but any tubing of about V2-inch 
diameter could be used equally well. The loop is 
67 inches in circumference and the capacitor 
plates are 21A inches square, with the corners 
rounded off. 
To fasten the capacitor plates to the ends of 

the tubing, aluminum rod stock is turned down 
on a lathe to make a tight fit into the ends. This 
is tapped for 6-32 thread, and then forced into 
the tubing ends. Holes are drilled through tub-
ing and inserts, at each end of the halo, and a 
screw run through each to keep the inserts from 
turning around or slipping out. The binding-
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head screws that hold the plates to the inserts 
are equipped with lock washers. The holes for 
mounting the ceramic cone spacer are drilled di-
rectly below the center, midway between the 
center and the edge of the capacitor plates. 
The halo is set into a slot cut in the vertical 

support. This slot should be just big enough to 
permit the halo to be forced into it. The halo 
has to be stiffened, so cut it at the center and 
insert about 2 inches of aluminum rod, again 
turned down on a lathe to fit tightly inside the 
tubing. The two pieces of tubing are then pushed 
together, over the insert, and drilled each side of 
center to pass 6-32 screws. The halo and insert 
are also drilled at the midpoint, to pass the 
mounting screw. This is an 8-32 screw, PA 
inches long. If lathe facilities are not available, 
the mounting of the capacitor plates and the 
securing of the halo to the vertical support can 
be handled with angle brackets. 

Mechanical stability is important so straps 
of aluminum V2 inch wide are wrapped around 
the halo either side of the mounting post. These 
are bent at right angles and the ends pulled 
together with a bolt. 
The matching arm is 14V2 inches long, of the 

same material as the halo itself. It is mounted 
below the halo on two 34-inch cone standoffs. 
For convenience in detaching the feed line a 
coaxial fitting is mounted on an L bracket bolted 
to the vertical support. The stator bar of the 
25-µg. variable capacitor ( Johnson 167-2) is 
soldered directly to the coaxial fitting. The rotor 
of the capacitor is connected to the gamma arm 
through a piece of stiff wire. For further stiffen-
ing an aluminum angle bracket is screwed to the 
lower mounting stud of the capacitor and the 
other end mounted under the screw that holds 
the first cone standoff in place. Contact between 
the arm and the halo proper is made through a 
strap of V2-inch wide aluminum bent to form a 
sliding clip. Be sure that a clean tight contact is 
made between the tubing and the clip, as high 
current flows at this point. A poor or varying 
contact will ruin the effectiveness of the antenna. 

Adjustment 

The capacity-loaded halo is a high-Q device so 

Fig. 19-40— The 2-band halo as it 

appears when set up for 50-Mc. 

operation. Changing to 144 Mc. in-

volves decreasing the plate spacing 

by swapping cone insulators, and 

resetting the gamma matching clip 

and series capacitor. 

it must be tuned on-the-nose, or it will not work 
properly. The only reliable method for adjusting 
a halo is to use a standing-wave bridge, making 
tuning and matching adjustments for minimum 
reflected power. Using a field-strength meter and 
attempting to adjust for maximum radiated 
power can give confusing indications, and is 
almost certain to result in something less than 
maximum effectiveness. 
The adjustment process with this design can 

be simplified if the halo is first resonated ap-
proximately to the desired frequency ranges with 
the aid of a grid-dip meter. Set the clip at about 
one inch in from the end of the arm, and the 
series capacitor at the middle of its range. Check 
the resonant frequency of the loop- with the grid-
dip meter, with the 34-inch spacer between the 
capacitor plates. It should be close to 50 Mc. If 
the frequency is too low, trimming the corners 
of the plates or putting shims under the ceramic 
spacer will raise it somewhat. If the frequency 
is too high already, make new and slightly 
larger capacitor plates. 

Next, insert an s.w.r. bridge between the an-
tenna and the transmission line. Apply power 
and swing the capacitor through its range, not-
ing whether there is a dip in reflected power at 
any point. If the reflected power will not drop 
to zero, slide the clip along the gamma arm and 
retune the capacitor, until the lowest reading 
possible is obtained. If this is still not zero, the 
halo is not resonant. If the halo capacitance is 
on the low side, moving the hands near the 
plates will cause the reflected power to drop. 
Closer spacing of the plates, larger plates or a 
longer halo loop are possible solutions. 
These adjustments should be made on a fre-

quency near the middle of the range you expect 
to use. Adjusting for optimum at 50.25 Mc., for 
example, will result in usable operation over the 
first 500 kc. of the band, and a good match ( be-
low 1.5 to 1) from 50.1 to 50.4. The s.w.r. will 
rise rapidly either side of this range. 
To tune up on 144 Mc., insert the V2-inch cone 

between the capacitor plates. Slide the clip back 
on the gamma arm about 3 to 4 inches and repeat 
the adjustment for minimum reflected power, 
using a frequency at the middle of a 2-Mc. range. 
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Tuning up at 145 Mc., for example, will give 
quite satisfactory operation from the low end to 
146 Mc., the halo being much broader in fre-
quency response when it is operated on its third 
harmonic. In this model the series capacitor in 
the gamma arm was at about the middle of its 
range for 50 Mc., and near minimum for 144 
Mc. Slight differences in mechanical construction 
may change the value of capacitance required, 
so these settings should not be taken as im-
portant. 
The photograph, Fig. 19-40, shows a method 

used to avoid running the chance that the sec-
ond ceramic cone would be missing when a band 
change was to be made. The head was cut from 
a 6-32 screw, leaving a threaded stud about /r 2 
inch long. This is screwed into one of the ceramic 
cones. The other cone then serves as a nut, to 
tighten down the capacitor plate. In changing 
bands merely swap cones. ( Original description 
appeared in QST, Sept., 1958.) 
Commercial versions of the one- and two-band 

halo antennas are available. 
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A FIELD-STRENGTH METER FOR PORTABLE-MOBILE USE 

The field-strength meter of Figs. 19-41 through 
19-43 can be used in a mobile station as an 
antenna-resonance indicator or as a continuous 
output indicator showing that the transmitting 
system is actually radiating. It is designed to be 
inserted between the automobile broadcast re-
ceiving antenna, which acts as the r.f, pick-up, 
and the broadcast receiver. Small magnets or 

Fig. 19-41—A front view of the field-strength meter. 

Sensitivity control RI is to the right of the 0-1 indicat-

ing meter. Antenna input and ouput connectors are 

mounted on the right end of the box. > I 
,i> 1 

Fig. 19-42—Circuit of the field-strength meter. 

C12,—Crystal diode ( 1N34A). 

is—Automobile type antenna connectors. 

RFC,-2.5 mh. r.f. choke. 

R1-500 ohm potentiometer (Mallory U-2). 

SI—S.p.d.t. switch for above potentiometer. 

Fig. 19-43—Inside view of the meter. The back plate 
shown in the photograph is used as cm cover for the box. 

rubber suction cups on the back plate will hold 
the meter securely on top of the car dash. Al-
though in this position the meter will be face 
up in most cases, it can nevertheless usually be 
read from the driver position. 

rfl 
RFC, 

I j 

upoo»»f. 
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A handle can be mounted on the meter box so 
that the meter can easily be carried about for 
portable measurements. The same basic layout 
less the handle can be used if the box is to be 
mounted under the dash or in the glove com-
partment. 
The circuit for the field-strength meter is 

shown in Fig. 19-42. The values shown are not 
critical. Nearly any type of crystal detector can 
be used and the meter movement can be any-
thing from 100 µa. to 2 ma. or more, depending 
upon the size and placement of the antenna and 
the power output of the transmitter. All com-
ponents, including the 3-inch indicating meter, 
are housed in a 2 X 6 X 4-inch aluminum 

chassis. If a smaller meter.is used, the box could 
be reduced in size accordingly. However, in mo-
bile operation a large meter is mbre convenient 
to read while in motion. An illuminated meter 
could be substituted for the one shown in the 
photograph for use at night. A switch, Si, is 
used in the circuit to switch the antenna to 
the field-strength meter position or straight 
through to the broadcast set. For portable or 
temporary mobile operation, a short pick-up 
wire can be used instead of the automobile re-
ceiving antenna. The pick-up antenna lead comes 
into a connector mounted on one end of the box. 
There is a second connector for attaching the 
lead to the broadcast receiver. 

CONELRAD MONITORING 

The conelrad rules discussed in the chapters 
on high-frequency receivers and operating a 
station must be observed by amateurs who 
operate mobile. One convenient form of compli-
ance is by means of a separate tunable converter 
covering the broadcast band, and converting to 
the same i.f. as the i.f. used by the ham-band 
converter. This type of converter may also be 
used when the car radio is used as the tunable 
i.f. for a broad-band converter, providing that 
the receiver is tuned to the converter i.f, at ten-
minute intervals. This can be accomplished most 
conveniently by setting one of the push buttons to 
tune the receiver to the monitor output frequency. 
The circuit of a broadcast-band converter is 

shown in Fig. 19-44. The input circuit CIAL, 
covers the broadcast band. The oscillator circuit 
CiBL, tunes the range of 2050 to 3000 kc. to 
produce an i.f. of 1500 kc. A type 6SA7 may be 
used in the circuit and, of course, either a 12BE6 
or a 12SA7 should be used for 12-volt operation. 

Plates must be removed from CiB'to provide 
the required tuning range. The oscillator section 
of the dual unit is the one having the smaller 
number of plates. Starting at the rear, all rotor 
plates except five should be removed. It isn't 
necessary to remove the unused stators. Be very 
careful to make sure that there are no shorted 
plates after the modification is complete. 

L. is a ferrite-core loopstick. This coil usually 
comes with a length of wire attached to the 
ungrounded end and wound around the loop-
stick. When unwound, the short length of wire 
is intended to provide additional pickup if needed. 
Disconnect this wire from L9 and, without 
unwinding it, use it for Li. 
L. is close-wound with 60 turns No. 30 enam-

eled, and either tapped at about one third of 
the way up from the ground end, or with a sep-
arate cathode coil consisting of about one third 
the number of turns on L., wound over the 
ground end of L., and wound in the same direc-
tion. The bottom end of this winding should be 
grounded. 
Power for the converter may be taken from the 

car radio supply since the current requirement 
is negligible. With 150 volts at the positive B 
terminal of the converter, the converter draws 
approximately 4 ma. and the drop across R. is 
about 100 volts. The converter will work well at 
supply voltages up to 350 or more without 
change in the resistance value of R.. The current 
drain will, of course, be higher at the higher 
supply voltages, and the wattage rating of the 
resistor may have to be increased. If current 
drain is an important consideration, the resist-
ance value of R2 can be increased in proportion to 
the increase in supply voltage. 

Fig. 19-44—Circuit of the conelrad 

HTR. 

converter for mobile use. 

TO BC 
TUNER 

CI—Dual variable capacitor, broadcast-
replacement type for superhet re-
ceivers, CIB altered as described 
in the text (approx. 90 µid.). 

C,-47-µ0. mica. 
C3-0.1-µf. 400-volt paper. 
C4-180-1.4. mica trimmer (Arco type 463). 
Li—See text. 
L2—BC ferrite core loopstick (approx. 

230 ph.). 
14— See text (approx. 65 µh.). 
L—National XR-50 iron-slug form wound 

full with No. 32 enam. wire (ap-
prox. 85 gh.). 

L-15 turns No. 28 wound over cold end 
of Le 
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Fig. 19-45—Block diagram showing a switching system 
for the conelrad converter. K, represents a spare set of 
contacts on the change-over relay. S, is a s.p.d.t. toggle. 
With Ki in the receiving position as shown, power from 
the broadcast receiver may be applied to either the b.c. 
converter or the ham-band converter. With K, in the 
transmitting position, power is applied to the broadcast 

converter for conelrad monitoring during 
transmitting periods. 

The oscillator can be checked for proper fre-
quency range by the use of a grid-dip meter 
before power is applied or, after power has been 
turned on, by listening on a communications 
receiver covering the 2-to-3 Mc. range. 
Now connect an antenna to the input of the 

converter and connect the converter to the broad-
cast receiver. Set the broadcast receiver at 1500 
kc. ( or to the frequency normally used with the 
ham-band converter). Turn on the power and 
adjust C. and the slug of L, for a peak in noise 
(if you can't find a signal). Then adjust the slug 
of L, for maximum response. 

Fig. 19-45 shows how the converter can be 
connected into a convenient switch system. 
(Originally described in QST, June, 1957). 

MOBILE POWER SUPPLY 

By far the majority of amateur mobile in-
stallations depend upon the car storage battery 
as the source of power. The tube types used in 
equipment are chosen so that the filaments or 
heaters may be operated directly from the 
battery. High voltage may be obtained from 
a supply of the vibrator-transformer-rectifier 
type, a small motor generator or a transistor-
transformer-rectifier system operating from the 
car battery. 

Filaments 

Because tubes with directly heated cathodes 
(filament-type tubes) have the advantage that 
they can be turned off during receiving periods 
and thereby reduce the average load on the 
battery, they are preferred by some for trans-
mitter applications. However, the choice of 
types with direct heating is limited and the 
saving may not always be as great as antici-
pated, because directly heated tubes may re-
quire greater filament power than those of 
equivalent rating with indirectly heated cath-
odes. In most cases, the power required for 
transmitter filaments will be quite small com-
pared to the total power consumed. 

Plate Power 

Under steady running conditions, the vibra-
tor-transformer-rectifier system and the motor-
generator-type plate supply operate with ap-
proximately the same efficiency. However, for 
the same power, the motor-generator's over-all 
efficiency may be somewhat lower because it 
draws a heavier starting cuerent. On the other 
hand, the output of the generator requires less 
filtering and sometimes trouble is experienced 
in eliminating interference from the vibrator. 

Transistor-transformer-rectifier plate supplies 
currently available operate with an efficiency of 
approximately 80 per cent. These compact, light-
weight supplies use no moving parts ( vibrator 
or armature) or vacuum tubes, and draw no 
starting surge current. Most transistorized sup-
plies are designed to operate at 12 volts d.c. 
and some units deliver 125 watts or more. 

Converter units, both in the vibrator and 
rotating types, are also available. These operate 
at 6 or 12 volts d.c. and deliver 115 volts a.c. 
This permits operating standard a.c.-powered 
equipment in the car. Although these systems 
have the advantage of flexibility, they are less 
efficient than the previously mentioned systems 
because of the additional losses introduced by 
the transformers used in the equipment. 

Mobile Power Considerations 

Since the car storage battery is a low-voltage 
source, this means that the current drawn 
from the battery for even a moderate amount 
of power will be large. Therefore, it is impor-
tant that the resistance of the battery circuit 
be held to a minimum by the use of heavy con-
ductors and good solid connections. A heavy-
duty relay should be used in the line between the 
battery and the plate-power unit. An ordinary 
toggle switch, located in any convenient position, 
may then be used for the power control. A 
second relay may sometimes be advisable for 
switching the filaments. If the power unit must 
be located at some distance from the battery 
(in the trunk, for instance) the 6- or 12-volt 
cable should be of the heavy military type. 
A complete mobile installation may draw 

30 to 40 amperes or more from the 6-volt bat-
tery or better than 20 amperes from a 12-volt 
battery. This requires a considerably increased 
demand from the car's battery-charging gen-
erator. The voltage-regulator systems on cars 
of recent years will take care of a moderate 
increase in demand if the car is driven fair dis-
tances regularly at a speed great enough to 
insure maximum charging rate. However, if 
much of the driving is in urban areas at slow 
speed, or at night, it may be necessary to 
modify the charging system. Special commu-
nications-type generators, such as those used 
in police-car installations, are designed to 
charge at a high rate at slow engine speeds. 
The charging rate of the standard system can 
be increased within limits by tightening up 
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slightly on the voltage-regulator and current-
regulator springs. This should be done with cau-
tion, however, checking for excessive generator 
temperature or abnormal sparking at the com-
mutator. The average 6-volt car generator has a 
rating of 35 amperes, but it may be possible to 
adjust the regulator so that the generator will at 
least hold even with the transmitter, receiver, 
lights, etc., all operating at the same time. 

If higher transmitter power is used, it may 
be necessary to install an a.c. charging system. 
In this system, the generator delivers a.c. and 
works into a rectifier. A charging rate of 75 
amperes is easily obtained. Commutator trouble 
often experienced with d.c. generators at high 

current is avoided, but the cost of such a system 
is rather high. 
Some mobile operators prefer to use a sep-

arate battery for the radio equipment. Such a 
system can be arranged with a switch that cuts 
the auxiliary battery in parallel with the car 
battery for charging at times when the car 
battery is lightly loaded. The auxiliary battery 
can also be charged at home when not in use. 
A tip: many mobile operators make a habit 

of carrying a pair of heavy cables five or six 
feet long, fittted with clips to make a connec-
tion to the battery of another car in case the 
operator's battery has been allowed to run too 
far down for starting. 

THE AUTOMOBILE STORAGE BATTERY 

The success of any mobile installation depends 
to a large extent upon intelligent use and main-
tenance of the car's battery. 
The storage battery is made up of units con-

sisting of a pair of coated lead plates immersed 
in a solution of sulphuric acid and water. Cells, 
each of which delivers about 2 volts, can be 
connected in series to obtain the desired battery 
voltage. A 6-volt battery therefore has three 
cells, and a 12-volt battery has 6 cells. The 
average stock car battery has a rated capacity 
of 600 to 800 watt-hours, regardless of whether 
it is a 6-volt or 12-volt battery. 

Specific Gravity and the Hydrometer 

As power is drawn from the battery, the acid 
content of the electrolyte is reduced. The acid 
content is restored to the electrolyte ( meaning 
that the battery is recharged) by passing a 
current through the battery in a direction op-
posite to the direction of the discharge current. 

Since the acid content of the electrolyte varies 
with the charge and discharge of the battery, it 
is possible to determine the state of charge by 
measuring the specific gravity of the electrolyte. 
An inexpensive device for checking the s.g. is 

the hydrometer which can be obtained at any 
automobile supply store. In checking the s.g., 
enough electrolyte is drawn out of the cell and 
into the hydrometer so that the calibrated bulb 
floats freely without leaning against the wall of 
the glass tube. 
While the readings will vary slightly with bat-

teries of different manufacture, a reading of 
1.275 should indicate full charge or nearly full 
charge, while a reading below 1.150 should 
indicate a battery that is close to the discharge 
point. More specific values can be obtained from 
the car or battery dealer. 
Readings taken immediately after adding 

water, or shortly after a heavy discharge period 
will not be reliable, because the electrolyte will 
not be uniform throughout the cell. Charging 
will speed up the equalizing, and some mixing 
can be done by using the hydrometer to with-
draw and return some of the electrolyte to the 
cell several times. 

A battery should not be left in a discharged 
condition for any appreciable length of time. 
This is especially important in low temperatures 
when there is danger of the electrolyte freezing 
and ruining the battery. A battery discharged to 
an s.g. of 1.100 will start to freeze at about 20 
degrees F., at about 5 degrees when the s.g. is 
1.150 and at 16 below when the s.g. is 1.200. 

If a battery has been run down to the point 
where it is nearly discharged, it can usually be 
fast-charged at a battery station. Fast-charging 
rates may be as high as 80 to 100 amperes for a 
6-volt battery. Any 6-volt battery that will ac-
cept a charge of 75 amperes at 7.75 volts during 
the first 3 minutes of charging, or any 12-volt 
battery that will accept a charge of 40 to 45 
amperes at 15.5 volts, may be safely fast-charged 
up to the point where the gassing becomes so 
excessive that electrolyte is lost or the tempera-
ture rises above 125 degrees. 
A normal battery showing an s.g. of 1.150 

or less may be fast-charged for 1 hour. One 
showing an s.g. of 1.150 to 1.175 may be fast-
charged for 45 minutes. If the s.g. is 1.175 
to 1.200, fast-charging should be limited to 30 
minutes. 

Care of the Battery 

The battery terminals and mounting frame 
should be kept free from corrosion. Any corro-
sive accumulation may be removed by the use of 
water to which some household ammonia or 
baking soda has been added, and a stiff-bristle 
brush. Care should be taken to prevent any of 
the corrosive material from falling into the cells. 
Cell caps should be rinsed out in the same solu-
tion to keep the vent holes free from obstructing 
dirt. Battery terminals and their cable clamps 
should be polished bright with a wire brush, and 
coated with mineral grease. 
The hold-down clamps and the battery holder 

should be checked occasionally to make sure that 
they are tight so the battery will not be damaged 
by pounding when the car is in motion. 

Voltage Checks 

Although the readings of s.g. are quite reliable 
as a measure of the state of charge of a normal 
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battery, the necessity for frequent use of the 
hydrometer is an inconvenience and will not 
always serve as a conclusive check on a defective 
battery. Cells may show normal or almost normal 
s.g. and yet have high internal resistance that 
ruins the usefulness of the battery under load. 
When all cells show satisfactory s.g. readings 

and yet the battery output is low, service stations 
check each cell by an instrument that measures 
the voltage of each cell under a heavy load. 
Under a heavy load the cell voltages should 
not differ by more than 0.15 volt. 
A load-voltage test can also be made by meas-

uring the voltage of each cell while closing the 
starter switch with the ignition turned off. In 
many cars it is necessary to pull the central dis-
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tributor wire out to prevent the motor starting. 

Electrolyte Level 

Water is evaporated from the electrolyte, but 
the acid is not. Therefore water must be added 
to each cell from time to time so that the plates 
are always completely covered. The level should 
be checked at least once per week, especially 
during hot weather and constant operation. 

Distilled water is preferred for replenishing, 
but clear drinking water is an acceptable substi-
tute. Too much water should not be added, since 
the gassing that accompanies charging may force 
electrolyte out through the vent holes in the 
caps of the cells. The electrolyte expands with 
temperature. ( From QST, August, 1955.) 

EMERGENCY AND INDEPENDENT POWER SOURCES 

Emergency power supply which operates in-
dependently of a.c. lines is available, or can be 
built in a number of different forms, depending 
upon the requirements of the service for which 
it is intended. 
The most practical supply for the average 

individual amateur is one that operates from 
a car storage battery. Such a supply may take 
the form of a small motor generator ( often called 
a dynamotor), a rotary converter, a vibrator-
transformer-rectifier combination, or transistor 
supply. 

Dynamotors 

A dynamotor differs from a motor generator 
in that it is a single unit having a double arma-
ture winding. One winding serves for the driving 
motor, while the output voltage is taken from 
the other. Dynamotors usually are operated from 
6-, 12-, 28- or 32-volt storage batteries and 
deliver from 300 to 1000 volts or more at various 
current ratings. 

Successful operation of dynamotors requires 
heavy direct leads, mechanical isolation to reduce 
vibration, and thorough r.f. and ripple filtration. 
The shafts and bearings should be thoroughly 
"run in" before regular operation is attempted, 
and thereafter the tension of the bearings should 
be checked occasionally to make certain that no 
looseness has developed. 

In mounting the dynamotor, the support 
should be in the form of rubber mounting 
blocks, or equivalent, to prevent the transmis-
sion of vibration mechanically. The frame of 
the dynamotor should be grounded through a 
heavy flexible connector. The brushes on the 
high-voltage end of the shaft should be by-
passed with 0.002 µf. mica capacitors to a com-
mon point on the dynamotor frame, preferably 
to a point inside the end cover close to the brush 
holders. Short leads are essential. It may prove 
desirable to shield the entire unit, or even to 
remove the unit to a distance of three or four 
feet from the receiver and antenna lead. 
When the dynamotor is used for receiving, a 

filter should be used similar to that described 

for vibrator supplies. A 0.01-µf. 600-volt (d.c.) 
paper capacitor should be connected in shunt 
across the output of the dynamotor, followed by 
a 2.5-mh. r.f. choke in the positive high-voltage 
lead. From this point the output should be run to 
the receiver power terminals through a smooth-
ing filter using 4- to 8-µf. capacitors and a 15- or 
30-henry choke having low d.c. resistance. 

Vibrator Power Supplies 

The vibrator type of power supply consists 
of a special step-up transformer combined with 
a vibrating interrupter (vibrator). When the 
unit is connected to a storage battery, plate 
power is obtained by passing current from the 
battery through the primary of the transformer. 
The circuit is made and reversed rapidly by the 
vibrator contacts, interrupting the current at 
regular intervals to give a changing magnetic 
field which induces a voltage in the secondary. 
The resulting square-wave d.c. pulses in the 
primary of the transformer cause an alternating 
voltage to be developed in the secondary. This 
high-voltage a.c. in turn is rectified, either by a 
vacuum-tube rectifier or by an additional syn-
chronized pair of vibrator contacts. The rectified 
output is pulsating d.c., which may be filtered by 
ordinary means. The smoothing filter can be a 
single-section affair, but the output capacitance 
should be fairly large — 16 to 32 pf. 

Fig. 19-46 shows the two types of circuits. At 
A is shown the nonsynchronous type of vibra-
tor. When the battery is disconnected the reed 
is midway between the two contacts, touching 
neither. On closing the battery circuit the magnet 
coil pulls the reed into contact with one contact 
point, causing current to flow through the lower 
half of the transformer primary winding. Simul-
taneously, the magnet coil is short-circuited, de-
energizing it, and the reed swings back. Inertia 
carries the reed into contact with the upper point, 
causing current to flow through the upper half of 
the transformer primary. The magnet coil again 
is energized, and the cycle repeats itself. 
The synchronous circuit of Fig. 19-46B is 

provided with an extra pair of contacts which 
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VIBRATING REED 
RFC, 

(B) 
Fig. 19-46— Basic types of vibrator power-supply circuits. 

A—Nonsynchronous. B—Synchronous. 

rectifies the secondary output of the transformer, 
thus eliminating the need for a separate rectifier 
tube. The secondary center-tap furnishes the 
positive output terminal when the relative polari-
ties of primary and secondary windings are 
correct. The proper connections may be deter-
mined by experiment. 
The buffer capacitor, C2, across the trans-

former secondary, absorbs the surges that occur 
on breaking the current, when the magnetic field 
collapses practically instantaneously and hence 
causes very high voltages to be induced in the 
secondary. Without this capacitor excessive 
sparking occurs at the vibrator contacts, shorten-
ing the vibrator life. Correct values usually lie 
between 0.005 and 0.03 if., and for 250-300-volt 
supplies the capacitor should be rated at 1500 to 
2000 volts d.c. The exact capacitance is critical, 
and should be determined experimentally. The 
optimum value is that which results in least 
battery current for a given rectified d.c. output 
from the supply. In practice the value can be 
determined by observing the degree of vibrator 
sparking as the capacitance is changed. When 
the system is operating properly there should 
be practically no sparking at the vibrator con-
tacts. A 5000-ohm resistor in series with C2 will 
limit the secondary current to a safe value should 
the capacitor fail. 

Vibrator-transformer units are available in a 
variety of power and voltage ratings. Repre-
sentative units vary from one delivering 125 to 
200 volts at 100 ma. to others that have a 400-
volt output rating at 150 ma. Most units come 
supplied with "hash" filters, but not all of them 
have built-in ripple filters. The requirements for 
ripple filters are similar to those for a.c. supplies. 
The usual efficiency of vibrator packs is in the 
vicinity of 70 per cent, so a 300-volt 200-ma. unit 
will draw approximately 15 amperes from a 6-
volt storage battery. Special vibrator trans-
formers are also available from transformer 
manufacturers so that die amateur may build his 
own supply if he so desires. These have d.c. out-
put ratings varying from 150 volts at 40 ma. to 
330 volts at 135 ma. 

Vibrator-type supplies are also available for 

operating standard a.c. equipment from a 6- or 
12-volt storage battery in power ratings up to 
100 watts continuous or 125 watts intermittent 

"Hash" Elimination 

Sparking at the vibrator contacts causes r.f. 
interference ("hash," which can be distinguished 
from hum by its harsh, sharper pitch) when 
used with a receiver. To minimize this, r.f. filters 
are incorporated, consisting of RFC. and Ci in 
the battery circuit, and RFC. with C3 in the d.c. 
output circuit. 

Equally as important as the hash filter is 
thorough shielding of the power supply and 
its connecting leads, since even a small piece of 
wire or metal will radiate enough r.f. to cause 
interference in a sensitive amateur receiver. 
The power supply should be built on a metal 

chassis, with all unshielded parts underneath. A 
bottom plate to complete the shielding is advis-
able. The transformer case, vibrator cover and 
the metal shell of the tube all should be grounded 
to the chassis. If a glass tube is used it should be 
enclosed in a tube shield. The battery leads should 
be evenly twisted, since these leads are more 
likely to radiate hash than any other part of a 
well-shielded supply. Experimenting with differ-
ent values in the hash filters should come after 
radiation from the battery leads has been re-
duced to a minimum. Shielding the leads is not 
often found to he particularly helpful. 

UNIVERSAL POWER SUPPLY 

A vibrator-type power supply may be designed 
to operate from a storage battery only, or from 
either a battery or 115 volts a.c. Most late-model 
cars use 12-volt batteries, but there are still many 
cars with 6-volt systems in operation — a point 
to consider where emergency operation is an 
objective. 
The circuit of a universal power supply for 

emergency, mobile, or home-station use is shown 
in Fig. 19-47. The unit furnishes a d.c. output 
of 300 volts at 160 ma. and can be operated from 
any of the above-mentioned sources. Shifting 
from one power source to another is accom-
plished by plugging Pi or P., connected to the 
selected source, into one of the two chassis con-
nectors Ji or h. The vibrator-primary current is 
11.6 amperes with 6-volt input under loaded 
conditions, and 6.8 amperes with 12-volt input. 
To adapt equipment for optional 6- or 12-volt 

operation, 6-volt tubes must be used with their 
heaters in series-parallel. Fig. 19-48 shows a 
typical example of connections. 

Battery input connections are made through 
P. which plugs into a cigar-lighter socket in 
mobile service. 
For 6-volt operation P. is plugged into h. For 

12-volt operation P. is plugged into J.. For 115-
volt a.c. operation P, is plugged into 

Positive high-voltage output from the supply 
is fed to Pins 3 on output connectors J, and J.. 
The three heater connections are made through 
Pins 1, 2 and 6. The cable for transmitter plug 
P. has provision for connecting to a transmit-
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Fig. 19-47—Circuit of the universal power supply. All capacitances are in p.f. 

F1-3-amp. cartridge fuse. 

F2- 20-amp. cartridge fuse. 

J,, .12— 12-contact male chassis connector (Cinch-Jones 

P-312-AB). 

.13, .1.-6-contact female chassis connector (Cinch-Jones 

5-306-AB). 

200-ma. 80-ohm filter choke (Merit C-1396, 

Stancor C-1411). 

P1, P2- 12-contact female cable connector (Cinch-Jones 

S-312-CCT). 

P3, P4-6-contact male cable connector (Cinch-Jones 

P-306-CCT). 

Fig. 19-48 — Circuit 

showing typical series-

parallel heater connec-

tions for 6-volt and 

6/12-volt tubes. Re-

sistor R, is used when 

necessary to balance 

the currents in the two 

branches. The dashed 

line shows how the 

switching system con-

nects all tubes in par-

allel for 6-volt opera-

tion by grounding. 

65 

2 

3 

• 

5 

  6 

OUTPUT (D 

OUTPUT U!) 

6+ TO 
RCVR. 

P,—Cigar-Lighting plug (Mallory R-675). 

RFC,-30 turns No. 14 enam., V2-inch diam., close-wound. 

RFC2-1-mh. r.f. choke ( National R-300-U, Millen 34106). 

f:—Combination power transformer: 6-volt d.c. vibrator 
or 115 y a.c. input; 300 volts, 160 ma.; 6.3 

volts 3 amp.; 6.3-volt 4.5-amp, tap on vibrator 

primary (Merit P-3176). 
X,-4-prong tube socket for 6-volt vibrator (Mallory 

4501 vibrator). 

X2-4-prong tube socket for 12-volt vibrator (Mallory 

G4501 vibrator). 

receive switch ( Ss) at the transmitter. In the 
transmit position the plate voltage is fed to the 
transmitter. In the receive position the switch 
feeds the plate voltage, via Pin 4, through 
series voltage-dropping resistor R. to Pin 4 on 
the other output jack and thence to the receiver. 
It will be noticed that the same circuit results 
with P. and Ri in either output jack. 

(Originally described ill QST, Oct., 1957.) 

TRANSISTOR POWER SUPPLIES 

A mobile or portable power supply using 
transistors has high over-all efficiency at its 
rated power output. Since there are no moving 
parts there are few maintenance problems. Ca-
pacitors and resistors may occasionally need 
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replacement, but if the transistors are operated 
within their electric91 and thermal ratings, their 
life expectancy is in terms of years rather than 
hours. 

In a transistor power supply, the transistors 
operate as electronic switches to interrupt the 
d.c. through the primary of the power trans-
former much like the mechanical vibrator does 
in a vibrator supply. 
When voltage is applied to the power supply 

circuit, current will flow through the transis-
tors; however, since no two transistors are 
precisely alike electrically, initially one will con-
duct a little more current than the other. This 
difference current or "starting" current will 
cause a small voltage to be induced in the trans-
former winding connected to the bases of the 
transistors. The polarity is such that the con-

220-Aow—. 
— 

220/10w. 

Ji Fi 

12V. 
+0-4=  

1 
220/i0w 3/10W. ' 

_J 

- — - 

Fig. 19-49—Triple transistor power supply delivers 

+600, + 250 and —300 volts. Ribbed aluminum heat 

sinks are standard item, were painted black after pic-

ture was taken. Tube sockets are used as jacks for 

output and control circuits, tip jacks are voltage test 

points. Two chassis are hinged on underside, locked 

together on top by two tabs of aluminum and sheet-

CR3 -- CR14 metal screws. 

IOW F2 

8 — 
450V I 

L._ 
4 

22 1500 

100K 350V. 

L 

CRs—CR17-400 p.i.v. 350-ma, silicon rectifier 

national Rectifier 5E4). 

CRie—CR21-400 p.i.v. 600-ma, silicon rectifier 

1N1695). 

F1-30-ampere fuse. 

Fs—Ye-ampere fuse. 

Fs—Ys-ampere fuse. 

J1—Insulated terminal (Millen 37001). 

JR, 11— Tube socket. 
Jo, J, Je—Insulated tip jack. 

Ki—S.p.s.t. relay, 60-amp. contacts, 12-volt coil (Potter 

& Brumfield MB3D). 

+600 

25K 
10W. 

J3 

25K 
10W. 

+12 

CONTROL 

GND. 
SWITCHED 
+12 

+250 

—300 

 0.15 

J6 

Fig. 19-50—Circuit diagram of the 
triple transistorized power supply. 

Capacitances are in µf., resistors are 

1/2 watt unless specified otherwise. 

Capacitors marked with polarity are 

electrolytic; others are paper. 

(Inter- RFC1-20 turns No. 10 enamel close-wound on 1/2 -inch 

diameter. 
(G. E. Ts—Toroid feedback transformer (Osborne 2709). 

Ts—Power transformer with Hypersil core, 295 v.a. 

Secondary tapped for 700, 650, 550 or 350 
volts. (Osborne 16553-12). 

Ts—Toroid feedback transformer (Osborne 716)• 

Ta— Power transformer with Hypersil core, 120 v.a. 

Secondary 550 v.c.t. (Qsborne 14572A-12). 

(T1 - T. available from Osborne Transformer 

Co., 3834 Mitchell, Detroit 7, Mich.) 
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ducting transistor is biased to conduct even 
more heavily while the base of the other tran-
sistor is biased to cutoff. This process continues 
until the increasing current causes magnetic sat-
uration of the transformer core, at which time 
the induced voltage drops to zero and there is no 
longer enough base bias to maintain the collec-
tor current. When this happens the current de-
creases, causing an induced voltage of opposite 
polarity. The process then reverses so that the 
previously nonconducting transistor starts to 
conduct and the previously conducing transistor 
becomes cut off. The result is an alternating 
current of square-wave form through the trans-
former primary. This in turn induces a stepped-
up voltage in the h.v. secondary of the trans-
former. 
The transistor supply is self-protecting 

against overload because if a short circuit or 
heavy overload occurs oscillations cease and 
the input current drops to a low value. The out-
put voltage regulation is extremely good making 
the transistor supply especially useful as a 
source of plate or screen power for a single-
sideband mobile or portable rig. 

In a transistor power supply that has not 
been properly designed, small spikes may appear 
on the leading edges of the square wave gener-
ated in the transistor power oscillator. Even 
though the spikes are of short duration they can 
cause punch-through of the transistor junction 
if the total voltage exceeds the transistor collec-

Fig. 19-51—Only electrical connections between the 
two chassis are through fastenings and the + 12-volt 
lead (top center). Construction of the units is simpli-
fied by generous use of sub-assemblies (outlined in 
dot-and-dash lines in Fig. 19-50). The sub-assemblies 
are made up on multiple tie-point strips, wired and 
put in place. Bridge rectifier section, CR3 through CR14, 
is made on four tie-point strips arranged in a square 
(lower left). The insulated terminal on the low-voltage 
supply (upper right) receives the + 12 volts from 

the battery. 
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tor-to-emitter rating. The amplitudes of these 
spikes can be held to a safe value if the primary 
ànd secondary coils on the power transformer 
are tightly coupled and a large capacitor is con-
nected across the low-voltage supply. 

Transistor power transformers are available 
in both conventional and toroidal construction, 
with outputs ranging up to 150 watts. The sup-
ply shown in Figs. 19-49 and 19-51 has three 
outputs: 590 volts at 120 ma. (dropping to 570 
volts at 225-ma. peaks), 250 volts at 125 ma., 
and a 300-volt negative supply for bias pur-
poses. The high-voltage section uses silicon di-
odes in series in a bridge rectifier circuit, and 
the low-voltage section uses a center-tapped 
transformer and silicon diodes in series in a 
full-wave rectifier circuit. The transistors are 
mounted on ribbed aluminum heat sinks ( Delco 
7270606). 
The wiring diagram, Fig. 19-50, is drawn with 

a horizontal dashed line that separates the 
high-voltage supply from the other two. This 
dashed line also represents the distribution of 
the components between the two 5 X 9/2 X 3-
inch aluminum chassis that make up the cabinet. 
A single heavy wire carries the + 12 volts from 
one chassis to the other. Provision is included 
for remote control of the power (and + 12 
volts) through the heavy-duty relay. 

It is very important to provide good heat 
transfer from the mounting bases of the tran-
sistors to the heat sinks, and a small amount of 
silicone lubricant should be spread on the tran-
sistor when it is bolted to the sink. 
Matched pairs of 2N278 transistors were used 

in the high-voltage supply. If matched pairs 
were not used in parallel, it would be necessary 
to include 0.1-ohm current-equalizing resistors 
in series with each emitter. 

Since heat is the prime limiting factor in 
transistor power supply operation, placement of 
the unit in the car should have some special 
consideration. Try to find a location away from 
high-temperature spots and in a well-ventilated 
area. 

GASOLINE-ENGINE DRIVEN 
GENERATORS 

For higher-power installations, such as for 
communications control centers during emer-
gencies, the most practical form of independent 
power supply is the gasoline-engine driven 
generator which provides standard 115-volt 
60-cycle supply. 
Such generators are ordinarily rated at a 

minimum of 250 or 300 watts. They ate avail-
able up to ten kilowatts. or big enough to Inndle 
the highest-power amateur' rig. Most are ar-
ranged to charge automatically an auxiliary 6-
or 12-volt battery used in starting. Fitted with 
self-starters and adequate mufliers and filters, 
they represent a high order of performance and 
efficiency. Many of the larger models are liquid-
cooled, and they will operate continuously at 
full load. 
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Fig. 9-52—Connections used for eliminating interfer-

ence from gas-driven generator plants. C should be 1 
µf., 300 volts, paper, while Cy may be 1 µf. with a 

voltage rating of twice the d.c. output voltage de-
livered by the generator. X indicates an added con-

nection between the slip ring on the grounded side 
of the line and the generator frame. 

The output frequency of an engine-driven 
generator must fall between the relatively nar-
row limits of 50 to 60 cycles if standard 60-cycle 
transformers are to operate efficiently from this 
source. A 60-cycle electric clock provides a 
means of checking the output frequency with a 
fair degree of accuracy. The clock is connected 
across the output of the generator and the sec-
ond hand is checked closely against the second 
hand of a watch. The speed of the engine is 
adjusted until the two second hands are in 
synchronism. 
Output voltage should be checked with a 

voltmeter since a standard 115-volt lamp bulb, 
which is sometimes used for this purpose, is 
very inaccurate. 

Noise Elimination 

Electrical noise which may interfere with 
receivers operating from engine-driven a.c. 
generators may be reduced or eliminated by 
taking proper precautions. The most important 
point is that of grounding the frame of the 
generator and one side of the output. The 
ground lead should be short to be effective, 
otherwise grounding may actually increase the 
noise. A water pipe may be used if a short con-
nection can be made near the point where the 
pipe enters the ground, otherwise a good sepa-
rate ground should be provided. 
The next step is to loosen the brush-holder 

locks and slowly shift the position of the 
brushes while checking for noise with the re-
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ceiver. Usually a point will be found (almost 
always different from the factory setting) 
where there is a marked decrease in noise. 
From this point on, if necessary, bypass 

capacitors from various brush holders to the 
frame, as shown in Fig. 19-52, will bring the 
hash down to within 10 to 15 per cent of its 
original intensity, if not entirely eliminating it. 
Most of the remaining noise will be reduced 
still further if the high-power audio stages 
are cut out and a pair of headphones is con-
nected into the second detector. 

POWER FOR PORTABLES 

Dry Cell Batteries 

Dry-cell batteries are a practical source of 
power for supplying portables or equipment 
which must be transported on foot. However, 
they are costly and have limited current capa-
bility. The zinc-carbon cells lose their power 
even when not in use, if allowed to stand idle 
for periods of a year or more. This makes 
them uneconomical if not used more or less 
continuously. 
The mercury cell has a much higher ratio of 

ampere-hour capacity to volume at higher cur-
rent densities than are obtainable from the con-
ventional dry cell. Mercury batteries are well 
suited for emergency portable operation even 
after many months of storage. 

Typical service life data for several types of 
zinc-carbon cells and batteries is given in Table 
19-111. The figures show length of service time 
before the cell terminal voltage drops to 1.0 
volt ( in B-batteries, when individual cells reach 
1.0 volt). 
Mercury batteries and cells are available in 

several sizes and shapes. Some may be oper-
ated at current drains up in the ampere range 
and others are available in potentials in the 
hundreds of volts. A typical 1.35-volt mercury 
cell measuring only 24 X 21% X 2et inches, 
has a capacity of 43 ampere hours (maximum 
current 3 amperes). Cells of this type would 
be useful for filament or heater applications. A 
representative mercury B-battery has a voltage 
of 67.5 volts and a capacity of 3.6 ampere hours 
(maximum current 250 ma.). It measures about 
3h X 1V X 10% inches. 

TABLE 19-111 

Service life of some typical zinc-carbon cells and batteries 

Cell or Battery ASA Cell Size Continuous 4 hours per 
service day service 

ma. hrs. ma. hrs. 

1.5 v. penlite cell AA 30 14 20 33 
1.5 v. flashlight cell D 160 9 130 21 
1.5 v. ignition cell #6 500 43 500 ao 

45 v., 67.5 v., 90 v. F30 18 9 16 14 
B-battery F40 19 15 17 24 

F70 20 35 24 47 



Chapter 20 

Construction Practices 

TOOLS AND MATERIALS 

While an easier, and perhaps a better, job 
can be done with a greater variety of tools 
available, by taking a little thought and care 
it is possible to turn out a fine piece of 
equipment with only a few of the common 
hand tools. A list of tools which will be in-
dispensable in the contruction of radio equip-
ment will be found on this page. With these 
tools it should be possible to perform any of 
the required operations in preparing panels 
and metal chassis for assembly and wiring. 

INDISPENSABLE TOOLS 

Long-nose pliers, 6-inch. 
Diagonal cutting pliers, 6-inch. 
Wire stripper. 
Screwdriver, 6- to 7-inch, 4-inch blade. 
Screwdriver, 4- to 5-inch, 5.¡-inch blade. 
Scratch awl or scriber for marking lines. 
Combination square, I2-inch, for laying out work. 
Hand drill, '4-inch chuck or larger, 2-speed type 
preferable. 

Electric soldering iron, 100 watts, .4-in. tip. 
Hack saw, 12-inch blades. 
Center punch for marking hole centers. 
Hammer, ball-peen, 1-1b. head. 
Heavy knife. 
Yardstick or other straightedge. 
Carpenter's brace with adjustable hole cutter or 

socket-hole punches (see text). 
Large, coarse, flat file. 
Large round or rat-tail file, 54-inch diameter. 
Three or four small and medium files—flat, round, 

half-round, triangular. 
Drills, particularly 54-inch and Nos. 18, 28, 33, 

42 and 50. 
Combination oil stone for sharpening tools. 
Solder and soldering paste (noncorroding). 
Medium-weight machine oil. 

ADDITIONAL TOOLS 

Bench vise, 4-inch jaws. 
Tin shears, 10-inch, for cutting thin sheet metal. 
Taper reamer, Yeinch, for enlarging small holes. 
Taper reamer, 1-inch, for enlarging holes. 
Countersink for brace. 
Carpenter's plane, 8- to I2-inch, for woodworking. 
Carpenter's saw, crosscut. 
Motor-driven emery wheel for grinding. 
Long-shank screwdriver with screw-holding clip 
for tight places. 

Set of " Spintite" socket wrenches for hex nuts. 
Set of small, flat, open-end wrenches for hex nuts. 
Wood chisel, .4-inch. 
Cold chisel, .4-inch. 
Wing dividers, 8-inch, for scribing circles. 
Set of machine-screw taps and dies. 
Dusting brush. 
Socket punches, esp. %", le and 1.4". 

It is an excellent idea for the amateur who 
does constructional work to add to his supply 
of tools from time to time as finances permit. 

Several of the pieces of light woodworking 
machinery, often sold in hardware stores and 
mail-order retail stores, are ideal for amateur 
radio work, especially the drill press, grinding 
head, band and circular saws, and jointer. 
Although not essential, they are desirable 
should you be in a position to acquire them. 

Twist Drills 

Twist drills are made of either high-speed 
steel or carbon steel. The latter type is more 
common and will usually be supplied unless 
specific request is made for high-speed drills. 
The carbon drill will suffice for most ordinary 
equipment construction work and costs less 
than the high-speed type. 
While twist drills are available in a number 

of sizes, those listed in bold-faced type in 
Table 20-I will be most commonly used in 
construction of amateur equipment. It is usu-
ally desirable to purchase several of each of 
the commonly used sizes rather than a stand-
ard set, most of which will be used infre-
quently if at all. 

Care of Tools 

The proper care of tools is not alone a 
matter of pride to a good workman. He also 
realizes the energy which may be saved and 
the annoyance which may be avoided by the 
possession of a full kit of well-kept sharp-
edged tools. 

Drills should be sharpened at frequent in-
tervals so that grinding is kept at a minimum 
each time. This makes it easier to maintain 
the rather critical surface angles required for 
best cutting with least wear. Occasional 
oilstoning of the cutting edges of a drill 
or reamer will extend the time between 
grindings. 
The soldering iron can be kept in good 

condition by keeping the tip well tinned with 
solder and not allowing it to run at full volt-
age for long periods when it is not being used. 
After each period of use, the tip should be 
removed and cleaned of any scale which may 
have accumulated. An oxidized tip may be 
cleaned by dipping it in sal ammoniac while 
hot and then wiping it clean with a rag. If 
the tip becomes pitted it should be filed until 
smooth and bright, and then tinned immedi-
ately by dipping it in solder. 
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Useful Materials 

Small stocks of various miscellaneous ma-
terials will be required in constructing radio 
apparatus, most of which are available from 
hardware or radio-supply stores. A repre-
sentative list follows: 

Sheet aluminum, solid and perforated, 16 or 
18 gauge, for brackets and shielding. 

1/-inch aluminum angle stock. 
'4-inch diameter round brass or aluminum 
rod for shaft extensions. 

Machine screws: Round-head and flat-head, 
with nuts to fit. Most useful sizes: 4-36, 
6-32 and 8-32, in lengths from 14 inch to 

inches. ( Nickel-plated iron will be 
found satisfactory except in strong r.f. 
fields, where brass should be used.) 

Bakelite, lucite and polystyrene scraps. 
Soldering lugs, panel bearings, rubber 
grommets, terminal-lug wiring strips, 
varnished-cambric insulating tubing. 

Shielded and unshielded wire. 
Tinned bare wire, Nos. 22, 14 and 12. 

Machine screws, nuts, washers, soldering 
lugs, etc., are most reasonably purchased in 
quantities of a gross. 

CHASSIS WORKING 

With a few essential tools and proper pro-
cedure, it will be found that building radio 
gear on a metal chassis is no more of a chore 
than building with wood, and a more satisfac-
tory job results. Aluminum is to be preferred 
to steel, not only because it is a superior 
shielding material, but because it is much 
easier to work and to provide good chassis 
contacts. 
The placing of components on the chassis 

is shown quite clearly in the photographs in 
this Handbook. Aside from certain essential 
dimensions, which usually are given in the 
text, exact duplication is not necessary. 
Much trouble and energy can be saved by 

spending sufficient time in planning the job. 
When all details are worked out beforehand 
the actual construction is greatly simplified. 

Cover the top of the chassis with a piece of 
wrapping paper or, preferably, cross-section 

Fig. 20- 1-Method of measuring the heights of capad. 

tor shafts, etc. If the square is adjustable, the end of 

the scale should be set flush with the face of the head. 

TABLE 20-1 

Numbered Drill Sizes 

Drilled for 
Diameter Will Clear Tapping Iron, 

Number (mils) Screw Steel or Brass* 

1 228.0 - - 
2 221.0 12-24 - 
3 213.0 - 14-24 
4 209.0 12-20 - 
5 205.0 - 
6 204.0 
7 201.0 
8 199.0 - 
9 196.0 - 
10 193.5 10-32 
11 191.0 10-24 
12 189.0 - 
13 185.0 
14 182.0 - 
15 180.0 - - 
16 177.0 - 12-24 
17 173.0 - 
18 169.5 8-32 _ 
19 166.0 - 12-20 
20 161.0 - 
21 159.0 - 10-32 
22 157.0 - - 
23 154.0 - - 
24 152.0 - - 
25 149.5 - 10-24 
26 147.0 
27 144.0 - - 
28 140.0 6-32 - 
29 136.0 - 8-32 
30 128.5 - - 
31 120.0 - - 
32 116.0 - - 
33 113.0 4-36, 4-40 - 
34 111.0 - - 
35 110.0 - 6-32 
36 106.5 - - 
37 104.0 - 
38 101.5 - 
39 099.5 3-48 
40 098.0 - - 
41 096.0 - - 
42 093.5 - 4-36, 4-40 
43 089.0 2-56 - 
44 086.0 - - 
45 082.0 - 3-48 
46 081.0 - - 
47 078.5 - - 
48 076.0 - - 
49 073.0 - 2-56 
50 070.0 - - 
51 067.0 
52 063.5 
53 059.5 
54 055.0 

•Use one size larger for tapping bakelite and 
hard rubber. 

paper, folding the edges down over the sides 
of the chassis and fastening with adhesive 
tape. Then assemble the parts to be mounted 
on top of the chassis and move them about 
until a satisfactory arrangement has been 
found, keeping in mind any parts which are 
to be mounted underneath, so that interfer-
ences in mounting may be avoided. Place ca-
pacitors and other parts with shafts extending 
through the panel first, and arrange them so 
that the controls will form the desired pattern 
on the panel. Be sure to line up the shafts 
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squarely with the chassis front. Locate any 
partition shields and panel brackets next, 
and then the tube sockets and any other parts, 
marking the mounting-hole centers of each 
accurately on the paper. Watch out for capac-
itors whose shafts are off center and do not 
line up with the mounting holes. Do not for-
get to mark the centers of socket holes and 
holes for leads under i.f. transformers, etc., as 
well as holes for wiring leads. The small holes 
for socket-mounting screws are best located 
and center-punched, using the socket itself as 
a template, after the main center hole has 
been cut. 
By means of the square, lines indicating ac-

curately the centers of shafts should be ex-
tended to the front of the chassis and marked 
on the panel at the chassis line, the panel 
being fastened on temporarily. The hole cen-
ters niay then be punched in the chassis with 
the center punch. After drilling, the parts 
which require mounting underneath may be 
located and the mounting holes drilled, mak-
ing sure by trial that no interferences exist 
with parts mounted on top. Mounting holes 

A 

Fig. 20-2—To cut rectangular holes in a chassis corner, 

holes may be filed out as shown in the shaded portion 

of B, making it possible to start the hack-saw blade 

along the cutting line. A shows how a single-ended 

handle may be constructed for a hack-saw blade. 

along the front edge of the chassis should be 
transferred to the panel, by once again fas-
tening the panel to the chassis and marking it 
from the rear. 

Next, mount on the chassis the capacitors 
and any other parts with shafts extending to 
the panel, and measure accurately the height 
of the center of each shaft above the chassis, 
as illustrated in Fig. 20-1. The horizontal dis-
placement of shafts having already been 
marked on the chassis line on the panel, the 
vertical displacement can be measured from 
this line. The shaft centers may now be 
marked on the back of the panel, and the 
holes drilled. Holes for any other panel equip-
ment coming above the chassis line may then 
be marked and drilled, and the remainder of 

the apparatus mounted. Holes for terminals 
etc., in the rear edge of the chassis should be 
marked and drilled at the same time that they 
are done for the top. 

Drilling and Cutting Holes 

When drilling holes in metal with a hand 
drill it is important that the centers first be 
located with a center punch, so that the drill 
point will not "walk" away from the center 
when starting the hole. When the drill starts 
to break through, special care must be used. 
Often it is an advantage to shift a two-speed 
drill to low gear at this point. Holes more 
than ,4 inch in diameter may be started with 
a smaller drill and reamed out with the larger 
drill. 
The chuck on the usual type of hand drill 

is limited to 1A-inch drills. Although it is 
rather tedious, the V4-inch hole may be filed 
out to larger diameters with round files. An-
other method possible with limited tools is 
to drill a series of small holes with the hand 
drill along the inside of the diameter of the 
large hole, placing the holes as close together 
as possible. The center may then be knocked 
out with a cold chisel and the edges smoothed 
up with a file. Taper reamers which fit into 
the carpenter's brace will make the job easier. 
A large rat-tail file clamped in the brace 
makes a very good reamer for holes up to the 
diameter of the file, if the file is revolved 
counterclockwise. 
For socket holes and other large round 

holes, an adjustable cutter designed for the 
purpose may be used in the brace. Occasional 
application of machine oil in the cutting 
groove will help. The cutter first should be 
tried out on a block of wood, to make sure 
that it is set for the correct diameter. The 
most convenient device for cutting socket 
holes is the socket-hole punch. The best type 
is that which works by turning a take-up 
screw with a wrench. 
The burrs or rough edges which usually 

result after drilling or cutting holes may be 
removed with a file, or sometimes more con-
veniently with a sharp knife or chisel. It is a 
good idea to keep an old wood chisel sharp-
ened and available for this purpose. 

Rectangular Holes 

Square or rectangular holes may be cut out 
by making a row of small holes as previously 
described, but is more easily done by drilling 
a ,A-inch hole inside each corner, as illus-
trated in Fig. 20-2, and using these holes 
for starting and turning the hack saw. The 
socket-hole punch and the square punches 
which are now available also may be of con-
siderable assistance in cutting out large rec-
tangular openings. 

CONSTRUCTION NOTES 

If a control shaft must be extended or 
insulated, a flexible shaft coupling with ad-
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equate insulation should be used. Satisfactory 
support for the shaft extension, as well as 
electrical contact for safety, can be provided 
by means of a metal panel bearing made for 
the purpose. These can be obtained singly for 
use with existing shafts, or they can be 
bought with a captive extension shaft in-
cluded. In either case the panel bearing gives 
a "solid" feel to the control. 
The use of fiber washers between ceramic 

insulation and metal brackets, screws or nuts 
will prevent the ceramic parts from breaking. 

STANDARD METAL GAUGES 

Gauge A me e ican U. S. Birmingham 
No. or B. 6. S.g Standard2 or Stubs3 

1 .2893 .28125 .300 
2 .2576 .265625 .284 
3 .2294 .25 .259 
4 .2043 .234375 .238 
$ .1819 .21875 .220 
6 .1620 .203125 .203 
7 .1443 .1875 .180 
8 .1285 .171875 .165 
9 .1144 .15625 .148 
10 .1019 .140625 .134 
11 .09074 .125 .120 
12 .08081 .109375 .109 
13 .07196 .09375 .095 
14 .06408 .078125 .083 
15 .05707 .0703125 .072 
16 .05082 .0625 .065 
17 .04526 .05625 .058 
18 .04030 .05 .049 
19 .03589 .04375 .042 
20 .03196 .0375 .035 
21 .02846 . 034375 .032 
22 .02535 .03125 .028 
23 .02257 .028125 .025 
24 .02010 .025 .022 
25 .01790 .021875 .020 
26 .01594 .01875 .018 
27 .01420 .0171875 .016 
28 .01264 .015625 .014 
29 .01126 .0140625 .013 
30 .01003 .0125 .012 
31 .008928 .0109375 .010 
32 .007950 .01015625 .009 
33 .007080 .009375 .008 
34 .006350 .00859375 .007 
35 .005615 .0078125 .005 
36 .005000 .00703125 .004 
37 .004453 .006640626 .... 
38 .003965 .00625 
39 .003531 
40 .003145 

I Used for aluminum, copper, brass and non-
ferrous alloy sheets, wire and rods. 

2 Used for iron, steel, nickel and ferrous al-
loy sheets, wire and rods. 

3 Used for seamless tubes; also by some manu-
facturers for copper and brass. 

Cutting and Bending Sheet Metal 

If a sheet of metal is too large to be cut 
conveniently with a hack saw, it may be 
marked with scratches as deep as possible 
along the line of the cut on both sides of the 
sheet and then clamped in a vise and worked 
back and forth until the sheet breaks at the 
line. Do not carry the bending too far until 
the break begins to weaken; otherwise the 
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edge of the sheet may become bent. A pair of 
iron bars or pieces of heavy angle stock, as 
long or longer than the width of the sheet, 
to hold it in the vise will make the job easier. 
"C"-clamps may be used to keep the bars 
from spreading at the ends. The rough edges 
may be smoothed up with a file or by placing 
a large piece of emery cloth or sandpaper on 
a flat surface and running the edge of the 
metal back and forth over the sheet. 
Bends may be made similarly. The sheet 

should be scratched on both sides, but not so 
deeply as to cause it to break. 

Finishing Aluminum 

Aluminum chassis, panels and parts may 
be given a sheen finish by treating them in a 
caustic bath. An enamelled container, such as 
a dishpan or infant's bathtub, should be used 
for the solution. Dissolve ordinary household 
lye in cold water in a proportion of VI to 5/2 

can of lye per gallon of water. The stronger 
solution will do the job more rapidly. Stir the 
solution with a stick of wood until the lye 
crystals are completely dissolved. Be very 
careful to avoid any skin contact with the so-
lution. It is also harmful to clothing. Suffi-
cient solution should be prepared to cover the 
piece completely. When the aluminum is im-
mersed, a very pronounced bubbling takes 
place and ventilation should be provided to 
disperse the escaping gas. A half hour to two 
hours in the solution should be sufficient, 
depending upon the strength of the solution 
and the desired surface. 
Remove the aluminum from the solution 

with sticks and rinse thoroughly in cold water 
while swabbing with a rag to remove the 
black deposit. Then wipe off with a rag 
soaked in vinegar to remove any stubborn 
stains or fingerprints. 

Soldering 

The secret of good soldering is in allowing 
time for the joint, as well as the solder, to 
attain sufficient temperature. Enough heat 
should be applied so that the solder will melt 
when it comes in contact with the wires being 
joined, without touching the solder to the 

DECIMAL EQUIVALENTS OF FRACTIONS 

1/32  .03125 17/3  .53125 
1/16  .0625 9/16  .5625 

3/32  .09375 19/32  .59375 
1/8  .125 5/8  .625 

5/32  .15625 21/32  .65625 
3/16  .1875 11/16  .6875 

7/32  .21875 23/32  .71875 
1/4  .25 3/4  .75 

9/32  .28125 25/32  .78125 
5/16  .3125 13/16  .8125 

11/32  .34375 27/32  .84375 
3/8  .375 7/8  .875 

13/32  • .40625 29/32  .90625 
7/16  .4375 15/16  .9375 

15/32  .46875 31/32  .96875 
1/2  .5 1  1.0 
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Fig. 20-3—Cable-stripping dimensions for Jones Type 

P-101 plugs. Smaller dimensions are for 1/2 -inch plugs, 

the larger dimensions for 1/2 -inch plugs. As indicated 
in C, the remaining copper braid is wound with bare 

or tinned wire and then tinned, to make a snug fit in 

the sleeve of the plug. Hold a hot iron to the sleeve 

after the cable is inserted to solder 

the sleeve to the braid. 

iron. Always use rosin-core solder, never acid-
core. Except where absolutely necessary, sol-
der should never be depended upon for the 
mechanical strength of the joint; the wire 
should be wrapped around the terminals or 
clamped with soldering terminals. 
When soldering crystal diodes or carbon 

resistors in place, especially if the leads have 
been cut short and the resistor is of the small 

-watt size, the resistor lead should be 
gripped with a pair of pliers up close to the 
resistor so that the heat will be conducted 
away from the resistor. Overheating of the 
resistor while soldering can cause a perma-
nent resistance change of as much as 20 per 
cent. Also, mechanical stress will have a sim-
ilar effect, so that a small resistor should be 
mounted so that there is no appreciable 
mechanical strain on the leads. 

Trouble is sometimes experienced in solder-
ing to the pins of coil-forms or male cable 

Solder Hole 

Fig. 20-4—Dimensions for stripping 1/2 -inch cable to fit 

Amphenol Type 83-1SP (PL-259) plug. 

Adapter 

Irs-;11=e)=1 

Solder Hole 

Fig. 20-5—Method of assembling 1/2 -inch cable, Am-

phenol Type 83.1 SP (PL-259) plug and adapter. 

plugs. It helps first to tin the inside of the 
pins by applying soldering paste to the hole, 
and then flowing solder into the pin. Then 
immediately clear the solder from the hot pin 
by a whipping motion or by blowing through 
the pin from the inside of the form or plug. 
Before inserting the wire in the pin, file the 
nickel plate from the tip. After soldering, round 
the solder tip off with a file. 
When soldering to the pins of polystyrene 

coil forms, first clean the inside of each pin 
with a suitable twist drill. Then hold the pin 
to be soldered with a pair of heavy pliers, to 
form a "heat sink" and insure that the pin 
does not heat enough in the coil form to 
loosen and become misaligned. 

=1=i 

Fig. 20-6—Stripping dimensions for Amphenol 82-830 

and 82-832 plug-in connectors. The longer exposed 

braid is for the first type. 



Wiring 

(A) WRONG 

(3) RIGHT 

T 

(C) RIGHT 

Fig. 20-7--Methods of lacing cables. The method shown 

at C is more secure, but takes more time than the 

method of B. The latter is usually adequate for most 

amateur requirements. 

Wiring 

The wire used in connecting up amateur 
equipment should be selected considering 
both the maximum current it will be called 
upon to handle and the voltage its insulation 
must stand without breakdown. Also, from 
the consideration of TVI, the power wiring 
of all transmitters should be done with wire 
that has a braided shielding cover. Receiver 
and audio circuits may also require the use 
of shielded wire at some points for stability, 
or the elimination of hum. 

No. 20 stranded wire is commonly used for 
most receiver wiring (except for the high-
frequency circuits) where the current does 
not exceed 2 or 3 amperes. For higher-current 
heater circuits, No. 18 is available. Wire with 
cellulose acetate insulation is good for volt-
ages up to about 500. For higher voltages, 
thermoplastic-insulated wire should be used. 
Inexpensive wire strippers that make the re-
moval of insulation from hook-up wire an 
easy job are available on the market. 

In cases where power leads have several 
branches in the chassis, it is convenient to use 
fiber-insulated tie points or "lug strips" as 
anchorages or junction points. Strips of this 
type are also useful as insulated supports for 
resistors, r.f. chokes and capacitors. High-
voltage wiring should have exposed points 
held to a minimum, and those which cannot 
be avoided should be rendered as inaccessible 
as possible to accidental contact or short-
circuit. 
Where shielded wire is called for and ca-

pacitance to ground is not a factor, Belden 
type 8885 shielded grid wire may be used. If 
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capacitance must be minimized, it may be 
necessary to use a piece of car-radio low-
capacitance lead-in wire, or coaxial cable. 
For wiring high-frequency circuits, rigid 

wire is often used. Bare soft-drawn tinned 
wire, sizes 22 to 12 (depending on mechanical 
requirements), is suitable. Kinks can be re-
moved by stretching a piece 10 or 15 feet long 
and then cutting into short lengths that can 
be handled conveniently. R.f. wiring should 
be run directly from point to point with 
a minimum of sharp bends and the wire 
kept well spaced from the chassis or other 
grounded metal surfaces. Where the wiring 
must pass through the chassis or a partition, 
a clearance hole should be cut and lined with 
a rubber grommet. In case insulation becomes 
necessary, varnished cambric tubing (spa-
ghetti) can be slipped over the wire. 

In transmitters where the peak voltage 
does not exceed 2500 volts, the shielded grid 
wire mentioned above should be satisfactory 
for power circuits. For higher voltages, Bel-
den type 8656, Birnbach type 1820, or shielded 
ignition cable can be used. In the case of fila-
ment circuits carrying heavy current, it may 
be necessary to use No. 10 or 12 bare or 
enameled wire, slipped through spaghetti, and 
then covered with copper braid pulled tightly 
over the spaghetti. The chapter on T VI 
shows the manner in which shielded wire 
should be applied. If the shielding is simply 
slid back over the insulation and solder flowed 
into the end of the braid, the braid usually 
will stay in place without the necessity for 
cutting it back or binding it in place. The 
braid should be burnished with sandpaper or 
a knife so that solder will take with a mini-
mum of heat. 

R.f. wiring in transmitters usually follows 
the method described above for receivers with 
due respect to the voltages involved. 
Where power or control leads run together 

for more than a few inches, they will present 
a better appearance when bound together 
in a single cable. The correct technique is 
illustrated in Fig. 20-7; both plastic and 
waxed-linen lacing cords are available for 
the purpose. 
To give a "commercial look" to the wiring 

of any unit, run any cabled leads along the 
edge of the chassis. If this isn't possible, the 
cabled leads should then run parallel to an 
edge of the chassis. Further, the generous use 
of bakelite tie points (mounted parallel to an 
edge of the chassis), for the support of one 
or both ends of a resistor or fixed capacitor, 
will add to the appearance of the finished 
unit. In a similar manner, "dress" the small 
components so that they are parallel to the 
panel or sides of the chassis. 

Winding Coils 

Close-wound coils are readily wound on the 
specified form by anchoring one end of a 
length of wire (in a vise or to a doorknob) 
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TABLE 20- II 

Standard Component Values 

Tolerance Tolerance 

1 o 10 

12 

15 15 

18 

22 22 

27 

33 33 

39 

47 47 

56 

68 68 

82 

10 
11 
12 
13 
15 
16 
18 
20 
22 
24 
27 
30 
33 
36 
39 
43 
47 
51 
56 
62 
68 
75 
82 
91 
100 

and the other end to the coil form. Straighten 
any kinks in the wire and then pull to keep 
the wire under slight tension. Wind the coil 
to the required number of turns while walk-
ing toward the anchor, always maintaining a 
slight tension on the wire. 
To space-wind the coil, wind the coil simul-

taneously with a suitable spacing medium 
(heavy thread, string or wire) in the manner 
described above. When the winding is com-
plete, secure the end of the coil to the coil-
form terminal and then carefully unwind the 
spacing material. If the coil is wound under 
suitable tension, the spacing material can be 
easily removed without disturbing the wind-
ing. Finish the space-wound coil by judicious 
applications of Duco cement, to hold the 
turns in place. 

COMPONENT VALUES 

Values of composition resistors and small 
capacitors (mica and ceramic) are specified 
throughout this Handbook in terms of "pre-
ferred values." In the preferred-number sys-
tem, all values represent (approximately) a 
constant-percentage increase over the next 
lower value. The base of the system is the 
number 10. Only two significant figures are 
used. Table 20- II shows the preferred values 
based on tolerance steps 20, 10 and 5 per cent. 
All other values are expressed by multiplying 
or dividing the base figures given in the table 
by the appropriate power of 10. ( For example, 
resistor values of 33,000 ohms, 6800 ohms, and 
150 ohms are obtained by multiplying the 
base figures by 1000, 100, and 10, respectively.) 

"Tolerance" means that a variation of plus 
or minus the percentage given is considered 

satisfactory. For example, the actual resist-
ance of a "4700-ohm" 20-per-cent resistor can 
lie anywhere between 3700 and 5600 ohms, 
approximately. The permissible variation in 
the same resistance value with 5-per-cent tol-
erance would be in the range from 4500 to 
4900 ohms, approximately. 
Only those values shown in the first column 

of Table 20- II are available in 20-per-cent 
tolerance. Additional values, as shown in the 
second column, are available in 10-per-cent 
tolerance; still more values can be obtained 
in 5-per-cent tolerance. 

In the component specifications in this 
Handbook, it is to be understood that when 
no tolerance is specified the largest tolerance 
available in that value will be satisfactory. 
Values that do not fit into the preferred-

number system (such as 500, 25,000, etc.) 

Mica. capacitors- Black 
(AwS paper rnpnntoo-

silver) 

• First 
1 significant figure 

  Second 
sipificant fiere 

(>   
0 0 0   

1 eharaderistic Leonia/multer 
Tolerance 

AW5 aid JAN raid capacitors 

First 
significant figure 

Second   
Sirificant qure 

First 
significant frré— 

Decimal 
mi/tip//er 

1 (> (I)  0 
LDecimal multiplier 

Voltage notinf Tolerance 

Second 

imperature coeflicient 

significant figure 
  Thisignlerd 

ani figure 

First signi ficant figure 
a-Second significant figure 
C-Decimal multiplier 
0-Capacitance tolerance 

Fixed ceramic capacitors 

Fig. 20-8—Color coding of fixed mica, molded paper 

and tubular ceramic capacitors. The color code for mica 

and molded paper capacitors is given in Table 20- III. 

Table 20- IV gives the color code for tubular 

ceramic capacitors. 
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easily can be substituted. It is obvious, for 
example, that a 5000-ohm resistor falls well 
within the tolerance range of the 4700-ohm 
20-per-cent resistor used in the example above. 
It would not, however, be usable if the toler-
ance were specified as 5 per cent. 

COLOR CODES 

Standardized color codes are used to mark 
values on small components such as compo-
sition resistors and mica capacitors, and to 
identify leads from transformers, etc. The 
resistor-capacitor number color code is given 
in Table 20-III. 

Fixed Capacitors 

The methods of marking "postage-stamp" 
mica capacitors, molded paper capacitors, and 
tubular ceramic capacitors are shown in Fig. 
20-8. Capacitors made to American War 
Standards or Joint Army-Navy specifications 
are marked with the 6-dot code shown at the 
top. Practically all surplus capacitors are in 
this category. The 3-dot EIA code is used for 
capacitors having a rating of 500 volts and 
±-20% tolerance only; other ratings and 
tolerances are covered by the 6-dot EIA code. 

Examples: A capacitor with a 6-dot code has 
the following markings: Top row, left to right, 
black, yellow, violet; bottom row, right to left, 
brown, silver, red. Since the first color in the 
top row is black ( significant figure zero) this is 
the AWS code and the capacitor has mica di-
electric. The significant figures are 4 and 7, the 
decimal multiplier 10 ( brown, at right of sec-
ond row), so the capacitance is 470 µµf. The 
tolerance is -±- 10%. The final color, the charac-
teristic, deals with temperature coefficients and 
methods of testing (see Table 20-V on page 
510). 
A capacitor with a 3-dot code has the follow-

ing colors, left to right: brown, black, red. 
The significant figures are 1, 0 ( 10) and the 
multiplier is 100. The capacitance is therefore 
1000 µof. 
A capacitor with a 6-dot code has the follow-

ing markings: Top row, left to right, brown, 
black, black; bottom row, right to left, black, 
gold, blue. Since the first color in the top row 

1 ABLE 20-111 

Resistor-Capacitor Color Code 

Significant Decimal Tolerance Voltage 
Color Figure Multiplier (%) Rating* 

Black 
Brown 
Red 
Orange 
Yellow 
Green 
Blue 
Violet 
Gray 
White 
Gold 
Silver 
No color 

o 1 
1 10 
2 100 
3 1,000 
4 10,000 
5 100,000 
6 1,000,000 
7 10,000,000 
8 100,000,000 

1,000,000,000 
0.1 
0.01 

9 

le 
2* 
3* 
4. 
5e 
6' 
7' 
8* 
9* 
5 

10 
20 

'Applies to capacitors only. 

100 
200 
300 
400 
500 
600 
700 
800 
900 
1000 
2000 
500 

Fixed composition resistors 

Fig. 20-9—Color coding of fixed composition resistors. 

The color code is given in Table 20-111. The colored 

areas have the following significance: 

A—First significant figure of resistance in ohms. 

B—Second significant figure. 

C—Decimal multiplier. 

D—Resistance tolerance in per cent. If no color is shown 

the tolerance is ± 20%. 

is neither black nor silver, this is the EIA 
code. The significant figures are 1, 0, 0 ( 100) 
and the decimal multiplier is 1 (black). The 
capacitance is therefore 100 µµf. The gold dot 
shows that the tolerance is A.- 5% and the blue 
dot indicates 600-volt rating. 

Ceramic Capacitors 

Conventional markings for ceramic capaci-
tors are shown in the lower drawing of Fig. 
20-8. The colors have the meanings indicated 
in Table 20-IV. In practice, dots may be used 
instead of the narrow bands indicated in Fig. 
20-8. 

Example: A ceramic capacitor has the fol-
lowing markings: Broad band, violet; narrow 
bands or dots, green, brown, black, green. The 
significant figures are 5, 1 (51) and the decimal 
multiplier is 1, so the capacitance is 51 µµf. 
The temperature coefficient is — 750 parts per 
million per degree C., as given by the broad 
band, and the capacitance tolerance is ± 5%. 

TABLE 20-IV 

Color Code for Ceramic Capacitors 

Capacitance 
Tolerance 

Tense.. 
More 
than 

Less 
than 

Color 
Signs.- 

Ji cant 

Dec- 
itnal 

Coeff. 

P•R•m• 

Figure 

Multi- 
plier 

10 auf. 
(in %) 

10 gut. 
(in gmf.) 

/deg 
c.' 

Black 0 1 -.± 20 2.0 0 
Brown 1 10 1.- 1 —30 
Red 2 100 -1.- 2 —80 
Orange 3 1000 —150 
Yellow 4 —220 
Green 5 -± 5 0.5 —330 
Blue 6 —470 
Violet 7 —750 
Gray 8 0.01 0.25 30 
White 9 0.1 -± 10 1.0 500 
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PILOT-LAMP DATA 

Lamp Bead Base Bulb 
No. Color (Miniature) Type Volts Am*. 

RATING 

40 

40A' 

41 

42 

43 

44 

45 

462 

47' 

48 

498 

49A, 

50 

512 

53 

55 

2925 

292A, 

1455 

1455A 

1487 

1488 

1813 

1815 

Brown 

Brown 

White 

Green 

White 

Blue 

• 

Blue 

Brown 

Pink 

Pink 

White 

White 

White 

White 

White 

White 

Brown 

Brown 

Screw 

Bayonet 

Screw 

Screw 

Bayonet 

Bayonet 

Bayonet 

Screw 

Bayonet 

Screw 

Bayonet 

Bayonet 

Screw 

Bayonet 

Bayonet 

Bayonet 

Screw 

Bayonet 

Screw 

Bayonet 

Screw 

Bayonet 

Bayonet 

Bayonet 

T-354 

T-354 

T-3g 

T-354 

T-3.4 

T-354. 

T-3g 

T-354 

T-354 

T-354 

T-3.4 

T-3g 

G-4./3 

T-3.4 

T-3g 

G-5 

G-5 

T-3g 

T-3.4 

T-3./3 

T-354 

6-8 0.15 

6-8 0.15 

2.5 0.5 

3.2 

2.5 0.5 

6-8 0.25 

3.2 •• 

6-8 0.25 

69 0.15 

2.0 0.06 

2.0 0.06 

2.1 0.12 

6-8 0.2 

6-8 0.2 

14.4 0.12 

6-8 0.4 

2.9 0.17 

2.9 0.17 

18.0 0.25 

18.0 0.25 

12-16 0.20 

14 0.15 

14.4 0.10 

12-16 0.20 

•• 

40A and 47 are interchangeable. 

2 Have frosted bulb. 

• 49 and 49A are interchangeable. 
Replace with No. 48. 

8 Use in 2.5-volt sets where regular bulb burns 

out too frequently. 
• White in G.E. and Sylvania; green in Na-

tional Union, Raytheon and Tung-Sol. 

** 0.35 in G.E. and Sylvania; 0.5 in National 

Union, Raytheon and Tung-Sol. 

Fixed Composition Resistors 

Composition resistors (including small wire-
wound units molded in cases identical with 
the composition type) are color-coded as 
shown in Fig. 20-9. Colored bands are used 
on resistors having axial leads; on radial-lead 
resistors the colors are placed as shown in 
the drawing. When bands are used for color 

TABLE 20-V 

Capacitor Characteristic Code 

Color Temperature 
Sixth Coefficient 
Dot p.p.m./deg. C. 

Capacitance 
Drift 

Black 
Brown 
Red 
Orange 
Yellow 
Green 

±- 1000 
.:L- 500 
+200 
+100 
-20 to + 100 
0 to + 70 

et 5% + 1 M . 
▪ 3% + 1 µµf. 
▪ 0.5% 
-± 0.3% 
-± 0.1% + 0.1 µµf. 
-± 0.05% + 0.1 µµf. 

CONSTRUCTION PRACTICES 

coding the body color has no significance. 
Examples: A resistor of the type shown in 

the lower drawing of Fig. 20-9 has the follow-
ing color bands: A, red; B. red; C, orange; 
D, no color. The significant figures are 2, 2 
(22) and the decimal multiplier is 1000. The 
value of resistance is therefore 22,000 ohms 
and the tolerance is ±- 20%. 
A resistor of the type shown in the upper 

drawing has the following colors: body (A), 
blue; end ( B), gray; dot, red; end ( D), gold. 
The significant figures are 6, 8 (68) and the 
decimal multiplier is 100, so the resistance is 
6800 ohms. The tolerance is ± 5%. 

I.F. Transformers 

Blue- plate lead. 
Red -"B" + lead. 
Green- grid (or diode) lead. 
Black- grid (or diode) return. 

NOTE: If the secondary of the i.f.t. is center-
tapped, the second diode plate lead is green-
and-black striped, and black is used for the 
center-tap lead. 

A.F. Transformers 

Blue - plate (finish) lead of primary. 
Red- "B" -I- lead ( this applies whether the 

primary is plain or center-tapped). 
Brown- plate (start) lead on center-tapped 

primaries. ( Blue may be used for this lead if 
polarity is not important.) 

Green- grid (finish) lead to secondary. 
Black - grid return ( this applies whether the 

secondary is plain or center-tapped). 
Yellow- grid (start) lead on center-tapped 

secondaries. ( Green may be used for this 
lead if polarity is not important.) 
NOTE: These markings apply also to line-to-

grid and tube-to-line transformers. 

Power Transformers 

1) Primary Leads  Black 
If tapped: 
Common  Black 
Tap Black and Yellow Striped 
Finish Black and Red Striped 

2) High-Voltage Plate Winding Red 
Center-Tap Red and Yellow Striped 

3) Rectifier Filament Winding Yellow 
Center-Tap Yellow and Blue Striped 

4) Filament Winding No. 1 Green 
Center-Tap Green and Yellow Striped 

5) Filament Winding No. 2 Brown 
Center-Tap....Brown. and Yellow Striped 

6) Filament Winding No. 3 Slate 
Center-Tap Slate and Yellow Striped 

TABLE 20-VI 

Breaking Load (Pounds) For Antenna Wire 

Hard Drawn Soft Drawn Copperweld 
(40% conduct) 

No. 18 85 150 
16 135 250 
14 215 125 400 
12 335 200 710 
10 530 315 1130 



COPPER-WIRE TABLE 

Wire 
Size 

A.W.G. 

Dian'. 
i n 

Mils1 

Circular 
Mil 
Area 

Turns per Linear Inch: Turns per Square inch, Feel per Lb. 

Ohms 
per 

1000 ft. 
Z5* C. 

Current 
Carrying 
Cap aicitys 

700 1..m. 

Amp. 

Diam. 
in mm. 

I 'h 
er': tries!: 
SW G. 

No. 
Enamel S.S.C., 

D.S.C.1 

or 
S.C.C.« 

D.C.C.1 S.C.C. 
Enamel 
S.C.C. D.C.C. Bare D.C.C. 

1 289.3 83690 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 3.947 -- .1264 119.6 7.348 1 
2 257.6 66370 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 4.977 -- .1593 94.8 6.544 3 
3 229.4 52640 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 6.276 -- .2009 75.2 5.827 4 
4 204.3 41740 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 7.914 -- .2533 59.6 5.189 5 
5 181.9 33100 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 9.980 -- .3195 47.3 4.621 7 
6 162.0 26250 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 12.58 -- .4028 37.5 4.115 g 
7 144.3 20820 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 15.87 -- .5080 29.7 3.665 9 
8 128.5 16510 7.6 -- 7.4 7.1 -- -- -- 20.01 19.6 .6405 23.6 3.264 10 
9 114.4 13090 8.6 -- 8.2 7.8 -- -- -- 25.23 24.6 .8077 18.7 2.906 11 
10 101.9 10380 9.6 -- 9.3 8.9 87.5 84.8 80.0 31.82 30.9 1.018 14.8 2.588 12 
11 90.74 8234 10.7 -- 10.3 9.8 110 105 97.5 40.12 38.8 1.284 11.8 2.305 13 
12 80.81 6530 12.0 -- 11.5 10.9 136 131 121 50.59 48.9 1.619 9.33 2.053 14 
13 71.96 5178 13.5 -- 12.8 12.0 170 162 150 63.80 61.5 2.042 7.40 1.828 15 
14 64.08 4107 15.0 -- 14.2 13.8 211 198 183 80.44 77.3 2.575 5.87 1.628 16 
15 57.07 3257 16.8 -- 15.8 14.7 262 250 223 101.4 97.3 3.247 4.65 1.450 17 
16 50.82 2583 18.9 18.9 17.9 16.4 321 306 271 127.9 119 4.094 3.69 1.291 18 
17 45.26 2048 21.2 21.2 19.9 18.1 397 372 329 161.3 150 5.163 2.93 1.150 18 
18 40.30 1624 23.6 23.6 22.0 19.8 493 454 399 203.4 188 6.510 2.32 1.024 19 
19 35.89 1288 26.4 26.4 24.4 21.8 592 553 479 256.5 237 8.210 1.84 .9116 20 
20 31.96 1022 29.4 29.4 27.0 23.8 775 725 625 323.4 298 10.35 1.46 .8118 21 
21 28.46 810.1 33.1 32.7 29.8 26.0 940 895 754 407.8 370 13.05 1.16 .7230 22 
22 25.35 642.4 37.0 36.5 34.1 30.0 1150 1070 910 514.2 461 16.46 .918 .6438 23 
23 22.57 509.5 41.3 40.6 37.6 31.6 1400 1300 1080 648.4 584 20.76 .728 .5733 24 
24 20.10 404.0 46.3 45.3 41.5 35.6 1700 1570 1260 817.7 745 26.17 .577 .5106 25 
25 17.90 320.4 51.7 50.4 45.6 38.6 2060 1910 1510 1031 903 33.00 .458 .4547 26 
26 15.94 254.1 58.0 55.6 50.2 41.8 2500 2300 1750 1300 1118 41.62 .363 .4049 27 
27 14.20 201.5 64.9 61.5 55.0 45.0 3030 2780 2020 1639 1422 52.48 .288 .3606 29 
28 12.64 159.8 72.7 68.6 60.2 48.5 3670 3350 2310 2067 1759 66.17 .228 .3211 30 
29 11.26 126.7 81.6 74.8 65.4 51.8 4300 3900 2700 2607 2207 83.44 .181 .2859 31 
30 10.03 100.5 90.5 83.3 71.5 55.5 5040 4660 3020 3287 2534 105.2 .144 .2546 33 
31 8.928 79.70 101 92.0 77.5 59.2 5920 5280 -- 4145 2768 132.7 .114 .2268 34 
32 7.950 63.21 113 101 83.6 62.6 7060 6250 -- 5227 3137 167.3 .090 .2019 36 
33 7.080 50.13 127 110 90.3 66.3 8120 7360 -- 6591 4697 211.0 .072 .1798 37 
34 6.305 39.75 143 120 97.0 70.0 9600 8310 -- 8310 6168 266.0 .057 .1601 38 
35 5.615 31.52 158 132 104 73.5 10900 8700 -- 10480 6737 335.0 .045 .1426 38-39 
36 5.000 25.00 175 143 111 77.0 12200 10700 -- 13210 7877 423.0 .036 .1270 39-40 
37 4.453 19.83 198 154 118 80.3 -- -- -- 16660 9309 533.4 .028 .1131 41 
38 3.965 15.72 224 166 126 83.6 -- -- -- 21010 10666 672.6 .022 .1007 42 
39 3.531 12.47 248 181 133 86.6 -- -- -- 26500 11907 848.1 .018 .0897 43 
40 3.145 9.88 282 194 140 89.7 -- -- -- 33410 14222 1069 .014 .0799 44 

A mil is 1/1000 (one-thousandth) of an inch. 2 The figures given are approximate only, since the thickness of the nsulation varies with different manufacturers. 4700 circular 
mils per ampere is a satisfactory design figure for small transformers, but values from 500 to 1000 C.M. are commonly used. For 1000 C M/amp. d'vide the circular mil area (third 
column) by 1000; for 500 C.M./amp. divide circular mil area by SOO. 4 Single silk-covered. Double silk-covered. Single cotton-covered. Double cotton-covered. 



Chapter 21 

Measurements 

It is practically impossible to operate an 
amateur station without making measure-
ments at one time or another. Although quite 
crude measurements often will suffice, more 
refined equipment and methods will yield 
more and better information. With adequate 
information at hand it becomes possible to 
adjust a piece of equipment for optimum 
performance quickly and surely, and to de-
sign circuits along established principles 
rather than depending on cut-and-try. 

Measuring and test equipment is valuable 
during construction, for testing components 
before installation. It is practically indispen-
sable in the initial adjustment of radio gear, 
not only for establishing operating values but 
also for tracing possible errors in wiring. It 
is likewise needed for locating breakdowns 
and defective components in existing equip-
ment. 
The basic measurements are those of cur-

rent, voltage, and frequency. Determination 
of the values of circuit elements—resistance, 
inductance and capacitance — are almost 
equally important. The inspection of wave-
form in audio-frequency circuits is highly 

useful. For these purposes there is available 
a wide assortment of instruments, both com-
plete and in kit form; the latter, particularly, 
compare very favorably in cost with strictly 
home-built instruments and are frequently 
more satisfactory both in appearance and 
calibration. The horn e- built instruments 
described in this chapter are ones having fea-
tures of particular usefulness in amateur ap-
plications, and not ordinarily available com-
mercially. 

In using any instrument it should always 
be kept in mind that the accuracy depends 
not only on the inherent accuracy of the in-
strument itself (which, in the case of com-
mercially built units is usually within a few 
per cent, and in any event should be speci-
fied by the manufacturer) but also the condi-
tions under which the measurement is made. 
Large errors can be introduced by failing to 
recognize the existence of conditions that 
affect the instrument readings. This is par-
ticularly true in certain types of r.f. measure-
ments, where stray effects are hard to eliminate, 
and in the measurement of d.c. and a.c. voltages 
across extremely high-impedance circuits. 

VOLTAGE, CURRENT, AND RESISTANCE 

D.C. MEASUREMENTS 

A direct-current instrument — voltmeter, 
ammeter, milliammeter or microammeter — 
is a device using electromagnetic means to 
deflect a pointer over a calibrated scale in propor-
tion to the current flowing. In the D'Arsonval 
type a coil of wire, to which the pointer is at-, 
tached, is pivoted between the poles of a perma-
nent magnet, and when current flows through 
the coil it causes a magnetic field that interacts 
with that of the magnet to cause the coil to turn. 
The design of the instrument is usually such as 
to make the pointer deflection directly propor-
tional to the current. 
A less expensive type of instrument is the 

moving-vane type, in which a pivoted soft-
iron vane is pulled into a coil of wire by the 
magnetic field set up when current flows 
through the coil. The farther the vane ex-
tends into the coil the greater the magnetic 
pull on it, for a given change in current, so 
this type of instrument does not have "linear" 
deflection— the intervals of equal current are 
crowded together at the low-current end and 

spread out at the high-current end of the scale. 
The same basic instrument is used for 

measuring either current or voltage. Good-
quality instruments are made with fairly high 
sensitivity — that is, they give full-scale 
pointer deflection with very small currents — 
when intended to be used as voltmeters. The 
sensitivity of instruments intended for meas-
uring large currents can be lower, but a 
highly sensitive instrument can be, and fre-
quently is, used for measurement of currents 
much greater than needed for full-scale de-
flection. 
Panel-mounting instruments of the 

D'Arsonval type will give a smaller deflection 
when mounted on iron or steel panels than 
when mounted on nonmagnetic material. 
Readings may be as much as ten per cent low. 
Specially calibrated meters should be ob-
tained for mounting on such panels. 

VOLTMETERS 

Only a fraction of a volt is required for 
full-scale deflection of a sensitive instrument 
(1 milliampere or less full scale) so for meas-
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Fig. 21- 1—How voltmeter multipliers and milliammeter 

shunts are connected to extend the range of a d.c. 

meter. 

uring voltage a high resistance is connected 
in series with it, Fig. 21-1. Knowing the cur-
rent and the resistance, the voltage can easily 
be calculated from Ohm's Law. The meter 
is calibrated in terms of the voltage drop 
across the series resistor or multiplier. Prac-
tically any desired full-scale voltage range 
can be obtained by proper choice of multiplier 
resistance, and voltmeters frequently have 
several ranges selected by a switch. 
The sensitivity of the voltmeter is usually 

expressed in "ohms per volt." A sensitivity of 
1000 ohms per volt means that the resistance 

100V 
1508 

1MA 
280V 

1000 ./v METER READS APP 81V 

20K ^Ar METER READS APP 98V 

11 MEG METER READS APP 99V 

Fig. 21-2—Effect of voltmeter resistance on accuracy of 

readings. It is assumed that the d.c. resistance of the 

screen circuit is constant at 100 kilohms. The actual 

current and voltage without the voltmeter connected 

are 1 ma. and 100 volts. The voltmeter readings will 

differ because the different types of meters draw differ-

ent amounts of current through the 150-kilohm resistor. 

of the voltmeter is 1000 times the full-scale 
voltage, and by Ohm's Law the current re-
quired for full-scale deflection is 1 milli-
ampere. A sensitivity of 20,000 ohms per volt, 
another commonly used value, means that the 
instrument is a 50-microampere meter. The 
higher the resistance of the voltmeter the 
more accurate the measurements in high-
resistance circuits. This is because the current 
flowing through the voltmeter will cause a 
change in the voltage between the points 
across which the meter is connected, com-
pared with the voltage with the meter ab-
sent, as shown in Fig. 21-2. 

Multipliers 

The required multiplier resistance is found 
by dividing the desired full-scale voltage by 
the current, in amperes, required for full-
scale deflection of the meter alone. Strictly, 
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the internal resistance of the meter should be 
subtracted from the value so found, but this 
is seldom necessary (except perhaps for very 
low ranges) because the meter resistance will 
be negligibly small compared with the multi-
plier resistance. An exception is when the 
instrument is already provided with an in-
ternal multiplier, in which case the multiplier 
resistance required to extend the range is 

R = R.(n — 1) 

where R is the multiplier resistance, R. is the 
total resistance of the instrument itself, and n 
is the factor by which the scale is to be multi-
plied. For example, if a 1000-ohms-per-volt 
voltmeter having a calibrated range of 0-10 
volts is to be extended to 1000 volts, R. is 
1000 X 10 = 10,000 ohms, n is 1000/10 = 100, 
and R = 10,000(100 — 1) = 990,000 ohms. 

If a milliammeter is to be used as a volt-
meter, the value of series resistance can be 
found by Ohm's Law: 

1000E 

where E is the desired full-scale voltage and I 
the full-scale reading of the instrument in 
milliamperes. 

Accuracy 

The accuracy of a voltmeter depends on the 
calibration accuracy of the instrument itself 
and the accuracy of the multiplier resistors. 
Good-quality instruments are generally rated 
for an accuracy within plus or minus 2 per 
cent. This is also the usual accuracy rating 
of the basic meter movement. 
When extending the range of a voltmeter 

or converting a low-range milliammeter into 
a voltmeter the rated accuracy of the instrument 
is retained only when the multiplier resistance is 
precise. Precision wire-wound resistors are used 
in the multipliers of high-quality instruments. 
These are relatively expensive, but the home con-
structor can do quite well with 1% tolerance 
composition resistors. They should be "derated" 
when used for this purpose— that is, the actual 
power dissipated in the resistor should not be 
more than Vs to IA the rated dissipation — 
and care should be used to avoid overheating 
the body of the resistor when soldering to the 
leads. These precautions will help prevent 
permanent change in the resistance of the 
unit. 
Ordinary composition resistors are gener-

ally furnished in 10% or 5% tolerance ratings. 
If possible errors of this order can be ac-
cepted, resistors of this type may be used as 
multipliers. They should be operated below 
the rated power dissipation figure, in the in-
terests of long-time stability. 

MILLIAMMETERS AND AMMETERS 

A microammeter or milliammeter can be 
used to measure currents larger than its full-
scale reading by connecting a resistance 
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shunt across its terminals as shown in Fig. 
21-1. Part of the current flows through the 
shunt and part through the meter. Knowing 
the meter resistance and the shunt resistance, 
the relative currents can easily be calculated. 
The value of shunt resistance required for a 

given full-scale current range is given by 

R =  
n — 1 

where R is the shunt, R. is the internal 
resistance of the meter, and n is the factor by 
which the original meter scale is to be multi-
plied. The internal resistance of a milliam-
meter is preferably determined from the 
manufacturer's catalog, but if this information 
is not available it can be measured by the 
method shown in Fig. 21-3. Do not attempt to 
use an ohmmeter to measure the internal 

Fig. 21-3—Determining the internal resistance of a 
milliammeter or microammeter. R, is an adjustable resis-
tor having a maximum value about twice that necessary 
for limiting the current to full scale with R2 discon-
nected; adjust it for exactly full-scale reading. Then 
connect R, and adjust it for exactly half-scale reading. 
The resistance of R2 is then equal to the internal resist-
ance of the meter, and the resistor may be removed 
from the circuit and measured separately. Internal re-
sistances vary from a few ohms to several hundred 
ohms, depending on the sensitivity of the instrument. 

resistance of a milliammeter; the instrument 
may be ruined by doing so. 
Homemade milliammeter shunts can be 

constructed from any of the various special 
kinds of resistance wire, or from ordinary 
copper wire if no resistance wire is available. 
The Copper Wire Table in this Handbook 
gives the resistance per 1000 feet for various 
sizes of copper wire. After computing the 
resistance required, determine the smallest 
wire size that will carry the full-scale current 
(250 circular mils per ampere is a satisfactory 
figure for this purpose). Measure off enough wire 
to provide the required resistance. Accuracy can 
be checked by causing enough current to flow 
through the meter to make it read full scale 
without the shunt; connecting the shunt should 
then give the correct reading on the new range. 

Current Measurement with a Voltmeter 

A current-measuring instrument should 
have very low resistance compared with the 
resistance of the circuit being measured; 

Fig. 21-4—Voltmeter method of measuring current. This 

method permits using relatively large values of resist-
ance in the shunt, standard values of fixed resistors fre-
quently being usable. If the multiplier resistance is 20 
(or more) times the shunt resistance, the error in assum-
ing that all the current flows through the shunt will not 

be of consequence hi most practical applications. 

otherwise, inserting the instrument will cause 
the current to differ from its value with the 
instrument out of the circuit. ( This may not 
matter if the instrument is left permanently 
in the circuit.) However, the resistance of 
many circuits in radio equipment is quite high 
and the circuit operation is affected little, if at 
all, by adding as much as a few hundred ohms 
in series. In such cases the voltmeter method 
of measuring current, shown in Fig. 21-4, is 
frequently convenient. A voltmeter — or low-
range milliammeter provided with a multi-
plier and operating as a voltmeter — having 
a full-scale voltage range of a few volts, is 
used to measure the voltage drop across a 
comparatively high resistance acting as a 
shunt. The formula previously given is used 
for finding the proper value of shunt resist-
ance for a given scale-multiplying factor, R. 
in this case being the multiplier resistance. 

D.C. Power 

Power in direct-current circuits is deter-
mined by measuring the current and voltage. 
When these are known, the power is equal 
to the voltage in volts multiplied by the cur-

Fig. 21-5—Measuring resistance with a voltmeter and 
milliammeter. If the approximate resistance is known 

the voltage can be selected to cause the milliammeter, 
MA, to read about half scale. If not, additional resist-

ance should be first connected in series with R to limit 
the current to a safe value for the milliammeter. The 

set-up then measures the total resistance, and the value 

of R can be found by subtracting the known additional 
resistance from the total. 
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rent in amperes. If the current is measured 
with a milliammeter, the reading of the in-
strument must be divided by 1000 to convert 
it to amperes. 

RESISTANCE MEASUREMENTS 

Measurement of d.c. resistance is based on 
measuring the current through the resistance 
when a known voltage is applied, then using 
Ohm's Law. A simple circuit is shown in Fig. 
21-5. The internal resistance of the ammeter or 
milliammeter, MA, should. be low compared 
with the resistance, R, being measured, since 
the voltage read by the voltmeter, V, is the 
voltage across MA and R in series. The in-
struments and the d.c. voltage should be 
chosen so that the readings are in the upper 
half of the scale, if possible, since the percent-
age error is less in this region. 
An ohmmeter is an instrument consisting 

fundamentally of a voltmeter (or milliam-
meter, depending on the circuit used) and a 
small dry battery as a source of d.c. voltage, 
calibrated so the value of an unknown resist-
ance can be read directly from the scale. 
Typical ohmmeter circuits are shown in Fig. 
21-6. In the simplest type, shown in Fig.21-6A, 
the meter and battery are connected in series 
with the unknown resistance. If a given de-
flection is obtained with terminals A-B 
shorted, inserting the resistance to be meas-
ured will cause the meter reading to decrease. 
When the resistance of the voltmeter is 
known, the following formula can be applied: 

— R. 
E 

where R is the resistance under measurement, 
e is the voltage applied (A-B shorted), 
E is the voltmeter reading with R con-

nected, and 
R. is the resistance of the voltmeter. 

The circuit of Fig. 21-6A is not suited to 
measuring low values of resistance (below a 
hundred ohms or so) with a high-resistance 
voltmeter. For such measurements the circuit 
of Fig. 21-6B can be used. The milliammeter 
should be a 0-1 ma. instrument, and Ri should 
be equal to the battery voltage, e, multiplied 
by 1000. The unknown resistance is 

12R. 
Il — 

where R is the unknown, 
R. is the internal resistance of the mil-

liammeter, 
ri is the current in ma. with R discon-
nected from terminals A-B, and 

Is is the current in ma. with R con-
nected. 

The formula is approximate, but the error 
will be negligible if e is at least 3 volts so that 
Ri is at least 3000 ohms. 
A third circuit for measuring resistance is 

shown in Fig. 21-6C. In this case a high-
resistance voltmeter is used to measure the 

(A) 

(13) 

(0) 

(UNKNOWN) 

Fig. 21-6—Ohmmeter circuits. Values are discussed in 

the text. 

voltage drop across a reference resistor, Rs, 
when the unknown resistor is connected so 
that current flows through it, Rs and the bat-
tery in series. By suitable choice of Rs (low 
values for low resistance, high values for 
high-resistance unknowns) this circuit will 
give equally good results on all resistance 
values in the range from one ohm to several 
megohms, provided that the voltmeter re-
sistance, R., is always very high (50 times or 
more) compared with the resistance of Rs. A 
20,000-ohms-per-volt instrument (50- camp. 
movement) is generally used. Assuming that 
the current through the voltmeter is negli-
gible compared with the current through Rs, 
the formula for the unknown is 

eRs 
R — — Rs 

E 
where R and Rs are as shown in Fig. 21-6C, 

e is the voltmeter reading with A-B 
shorted, and 

E is the voltmeter reading with R con-
nected. 

The "zero adjuster," Rh is used to set the 
voltmeter reading exactly to full scale when 
the meter is calibrated in ohms. A 10,000-ohm 
variable resistor is suitable with a 20,000-
ohms-per-volt meter. The battery voltage is 
usually 3 volts for ranges up to 100,000 ohms 
or so and 6 volts far higher ranges. 

A. C. Measurements 

Several types of instruments are available 
for measurement of low-frequency alternating 
currents and voltages. The better-grade panel 
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instruments for power-line frequencies are of 
the dynamometer type. This compares with 
the D'Arsonval movement used for d.c. 
measurements, but instead of a permanent 
magnet the dynamometer movement has a 
field coil which, together with the moving 
coil, is connected to the a.c. source. Thus the 
moving coil is urged to turn in the same direc-
tion on both halves of the a.c. cycle. 
Moving-vane type instruments, described 

earlier, also are used for a.c. measurements. 
This is possible because the pull exerted on 
the vane is in the same direction regardless 
of the direction of current through the coil. 
The calibration of a moving-vane instrument 
on a.c. will, in general, differ from its d.c. 
calibration. 

Fig. 21-7—Rectifier- ype a.c. voltmeter circuit, with 
"linearizing" resistor and diode for back-current cor-

rection. 

For measurements in the audio-frequency 
range, and in applications where high imped-
ance is required, the rectifier-type a.c. instru-
ment is generally used. This is essentially a 
sensitive d.c. meter, of the type previously 
described, provided with a rectifier for con-
verting the a.c. to d.c. A typical rectifier-type 
voltmeter circuit is shown in Fig. 21-7. The 
half-wave meter rectifier, CR2, is frequently 
of the copper-oxide type, but crystal diodes 
can be used. Such a rectifier is not "perfect" 

A 

Fig. 21-8—Vacuum-tube voltmeter 
circuit. 

C44 CA-0.002- to 0.005-pf. mica. 
Cs-0.01 pf., 1000 to 2000 volts, 

paper or mica. 
C4-16 µf. electrolytic, 1.50 volts. 
CR1-400 p.i.v. rectifier. 
RI-1 megohm, Y2 watt 
Rs to KS, inc.—To give desired voltage ranges, totaling 

10 megohms. 
Re, R7-2 to 3 megohms. 
Ru-10,000-ohm variable. 
124, R70-2000 to 3000 ohms. 
Ru-5000- to 10,000-ohm control. 
R12-10,000 to 50,000 ohms. 
R1s, Ria—App. 25,000 ohms. A 50,000-ohm slider-type 

wire-wound can be used. 

— that is, the application of a voltage of re-
versed polarity will result in a small current 
flow — and so CR, is used for eliminating the 
effect of reverse current in the meter circuit. 
It does this by providing a low-resistance 
path across CR2 and the meter during the a.c. 
alternations when CR2 is not conducting. 

Resistor R, shunted across Ali is used for 
improving the linearity of the circuit. The 
effective resistance of the rectifier decreases 
with increasing current, leading to a calibra-
tion scale with nonuniform divisions. This is 
overcome to a considerable extent by "bleed-
ing" several times as much current through 
R2 as flows through M1 so the rectifier is al-
ways carrying a fairly large current. 

Because of these expedients and the fact 
that with half-wave rectification the average 
current is only 0.45 times the r.m.s. value of 
a sine wave producing it, the impedance of a 
rectifier-type voltmeter is rather low com-
pared with the resistance of a d.c. voltmeter 
using the same meter. Values of 1000 ohms 
per volt are representative, when the d.c. in-
strument is a 0-200 microammeter. 
The d.c. instrument responds to the aver-

age value of the rectified alternating current. 
This average current will vary with the shape 
of the a.c. wave applied to the rectifier, and 
so the meter reading will not be the same for 
different wave forms having the same maxi-
mum values or the same r.m.s. values. Hence 
a "wave-form error" is always present unless 
the a.c. wave is very closely sinusoidal. The 
actual calibration of the instrument usually 
is in terms of the r.m.s. value of a sine wave. 
Modern rectifier-type a.c. voltmeters are 

capable of good accuracy, within the wave-
form limitations mentioned above, through-
out the audio-frequency range. 

megohms. 
RI8- 3 megohms. 
R77-10-megohm variable. 
Ts-130-volt 15-ma. transformer (only secondary shown). 
M-0-2130 µamp. to 0-1 ma. range. 
Vs—Dual triode, 12AU7. 
Vs—Dual diode, 6AL5. 
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COMBINATION INSTRUMENTS— 
THE V.O.M. 

Since the same basic instrument is used for 
measuring current, voltage and resistance, the 
three functions can readily be combined in 
one unit using a single meter. Various models 
of the "v.o.m." (volt-ohm-milliammeter) are 
available commercially, both completely as-
sembled and in kit form. The less expensive 
ones use a 0-1 milliammeter as the basic in-
strument, providing voltmeter ranges at 1000 
ohms per volt. The more elaborate meters of 
this type use a microammeter—O-50 micro-
amperes, frequently—with voltmeter resist-
ances of 20,000 ohms per volt. With the more 
sensitive instruments it is possible to make 
resistance measurements in the megohms 
range. A.c. voltmeter scales also are fre-
quently included. 
The v.o.m., even a very simple one, is among 

the most useful instruments for the amateur. 
Besides current and voltage measurements, it 
can be used for checking continuity in cir-
cuits, for finding defective components be-
fore installation — shorted capacitors, open 
or otherwise defective resistors, etc. — shorts 
or opens in wiring, and many other checks 
that, if applied during the construction of a 
piece of equipment, save much time and 
trouble. It is equally useful for servicing, 
when a component fails during operation. 

THE VACUUM-TUBE VOLTMETER 

The usefulness of the vacuum-tube volt-
meter (v.t.v.m.) is based on the fact that a 
vacuum tube can amplify, without taking 
power from the source of voltage applied to 
its grid. It is therefore possible to have a 
voltmeter of extremely high resistance, and 
thus take negligible current from the circuit 
under measurement, without using a d.c. in-
strument of exceptional sensitivity. 
The v.t.v.m. has the disadvantage that it 

requires a source of power for its operation, 
as compared with a regular d.c. instrument. 
Also, it is susceptible to r.f. pick-up when 
working around an operating transmitter, un-
less well shielded and filtered. The fact that 
one of its terminals is grounded is also disad-
vantageous in some cases, since a.c. readings 
in particular may be inaccurate if an attempt 
is made to measure a circuit having both 
sides "hot" with respect to ground. Never-
theless, the high resistance of the v.t.v.m. 
more than compensates for these disadvan-
tages, especially since in the majority of 
measurements they do not apply. 
While there are several possible circuits, 

the one commonly used is shown in Fig. 21-8. 
A dual triode, Vj, is arranged so that, with 
no voltage applied to the left-hand grid, equal 
currents flow through both sections. Under 
this condition the two cathodes are at the 
same potential and no current flows through 
M. The currents can be adjusted to balance 
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by potentiometer Ru, which takes care of 
variations in the tube sections and in the 
values of cathode resistors Re and Ree. When 
a positive d.c. voltage is applied to the left-
hand grid the current through that tube sec-
tion increases, so the current balance is upset 
and the meter indicates. The sensitivity of the 
meter is regulated by Re, which serves to ad-
just the calibration. Ree, common to the cath-
odes of both tube sections, is a feed back re-
sistor that stabilizes the system and makes 
the readings linear. Re and Ci form a filter for 
any a.c. component that may be present, and 
Re is balanced by Re connected to the grid of 
the second tube section. 
To stay well within the linear range of op-

eration the scale is limited to 3 volts or less 
in the average commercial instrument. Higher 
ranges are obtained by means of the voltage 
divider formed by Re to Re, inclusive. As many 
ranges as desired can be used. Common prac-
tice is to use 1 megohm at Ri, and to make 
the sum of Re to Re, inclusive, 10 megohms, 
thus giving a total resistance of 11 megohms, 
constant for all voltage ranges. Re should be 
at the probe end of the d.c. lead to minimize 
capacitive loading effects when measuring 
d.c. voltages in r.f. circuits. 
Values to be used in the circuit depend con-

siderably on the supply voltage and the sensi-
tivity of the meter, M. Rut, and Ru—Ru, should 
be adjusted by trial so that the voltmeter cir-
cuit can be brought to balance, and to give 
full-scale deflection on M with about 3 volts 
applied to the left-hand grid. The meter con-
nections can be reversed to read voltages that 
are negative with respect to ground. 

A.C. Voltage 

For measuring a.c. voltages up to 4 Mc., the 
rectifier circuit in the lower left of Fig. 21-8 
is used. One diode of Ve is a half-wave recti-
fier and the other acts as a balancing device, 
adjustable by Ree, against contact potential 
effects that would cause a residual d.c. voltage 
to appear at the v.t.v.m. grid. 
The rectifier output voltage is proportional 

to the peak amplitude of the a.c. wave, rather 
than to the average or r.m.s. values. Since the 
positive and negative peaks of a complex 
wave may not have equal amplitudes, a dif-
ferent reading may be obtained on such wave 
forms when the voltmeter probe terminals are 
reversed. This "turnover" effect is inherent in 
any peak-indicating device, but is not neces-
sarily a disadvantage. The fact that the read-
ings are not the same when the voltmeter 
connections are reversed is an indication that 
the wave form under measurement is unsym-
metrical. In some measurements, as in audio 
amplifiers, a peak measurement is more useful 
than an r.m.s. or average-value measurement 
because amplifier capabilities are based on the 
peak amplitudes. 
The scale calibration usually is based on the 

r.m.s. value of a sine wave, Re being set so 
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that the same scale can be used either for a.c. 
or d.c. The r.m.s. reading can easily be con-
verted to a peak reading by multiplying by 
1.41. 

INSTRUMENT CALIBRATION 

When extending the range of a d.c. instru-
ment, calibration usually is necessary — al-
though resistors for voltmeter multipliers 
often can be purchased to close-enough tol-
erances so that the new range will be ac-
curately known. However, in calibrating an 
instrument such as a v.t.v.m. a known voltage 
must be available to provide a starting point. 
Fresh dry cells have an open-circuit terminal 
voltage of approximately 1.6 volts, and one or 
more of them may be connected in series to 
provide several calibration points on the low 
range. Gas regulator tubes in a power supply, 
such as the 0C3, OD3, etc., also provide a 
stable source of voltage whose value is known 
within a few per cent. Once a few such points 
are determined the voltmeter ranges may be 

extended readily by adding multipliers or a 
voltage divider as appropriate. 

Shunts for a milliammeter may be adjusted 
by first using the meter alone in series with a 
source of voltage and a resistor selected to 
limit the current to full scale. For example, a 
0-1 milliammeter may be connected in series 
with a dry cell and a 2000-ohm variable re-
sistor, the latter being adjusted to allow ex-
actly 1 milliampere to flow. Then the shunt 
is added across the meter and its resistance 
adjusted to reduce the meter reading by ex-
actly the scale factor, n. If n is 5, the shunt 
would be adjusted to make the meter read 0.2 
milliampere, so the full-scale current will be 
5 ma. Using the new scale, the second shunt 
is added to give the next range, the same pro-
cedure being followed. This can be carried 
on for several ranges, but it is advisable to 
check the meter on the highest range against 
a separate meter used as a standard, since 
the errors in this process tend to be cumu-
lative. 

MEASUREMENT OF FREQUENCY 

ABSORPTION FREQUENCY METERS 

The simplest possible frequency-measuring 
device is a resonant circuit, tunable over the 
desired frequency range and having its tuning 
dial calibrated in terms of frequency. It op-
erates by extracting a small amount of energy 
from the oscillating circuit to be measured, 
the frequency being determined by the tuning 
setting at which the energy absorption is 
maximum ( Fig. 21-9). 
Such an instrument is not capable of very 

Fig. 21-9—Absorption frequency meter and a typical 
application. The meter consists simply of a calibrated 
resonant circuit LC. When coupled to an amplifier or 
oscillator the tube plate current will rise when the fre-
quency meter is tuned to resonance. A flashlight lamp 
may be connected in series at X to give a visual indica-
tion, but it decreases the selectivity of the instrument 
and makes it necessary to use rather close coupling to 

the circuit being measured. 

high accuracy, because the Q of the tuned cir-
cuit cannot be high enough to avoid uncer-
tainty as to the exact dial setting and because 
any two coupled circuits interact to some ex-

tent and change each others' tuning. Never-
theless, the absorption frequency meter or 
"wavemeter" is a highly useful instrument. 
It is compact, inexpensive, and requires no 
power supply. There is no ambiguity in its 
indications, as is frequently the case with the 
heterodyne-type instruments. 
When an absorption meter is used for 

checking a transmitter, the plate current 
of the tube connected to the circuit being 
checked can provide the necessary resonance 
indication. When the frequency meter is 
loosely coupled to the tank circuit the plate 
current will give a slight upward flicker as 
the meter is tuned through resonance. The 
accuracy is greatest when the loosest possible 
coupling is used. 
A receiver oscillator may be checked by 

tuning in a steady signal and heterodyning it 
to give a beat note as in ordinary c.w. recep-
tion. When the frequency meter is coupled to 
the oscillator coil and tuned through reson-
ance the beat note will change. Again, the 
coupling should be made loose enough so that 
a just-perceptible change in beat note is 
observed. 
An approximate calibration for the meter, 

adequate for most purposes, may be obtained 
by comparison with a calibrated receiver. The 
usual receiver dial calibration is sufficiently 
accurate. A simple oscillator circuit covering 
the same range as the frequency meter will 
be useful in calibration. Set the receiver to a 
given frequency, tune the oscillator to zero 
beat at the same frequency, and adjust the fre-
quency meter to resonance with the oscillator 
as described above. This gives one calibration 
point. When a sufficient number of such 
points has been obtained a graph may be 
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drawn to show frequency vs. dial settings on 
the frequency meter. 

INDICATING FREQUENCY METERS 

The plain absorption meter requires fairly 
close coupling to the oscillating circuit in 
order to affect the plate current of a tube suf-
ficiently to give a visual indication. However, 
by adding a rectifier and d.c. microammeter 
or milliammeter, the sensitivity of the instru-
ment can be increased to the point where very 
loose coupling will suffice for a good reading. 
A typical circuit for this purpose is given in 
Fig. 21-10, and Figs. 21-11 and 21-12 show 
how such an instrument can be constructed. 
The rectifier, a crystal diode, is coupled to 

the tuned circuit LiCi through a coupling coil, 
L2, having a relatively small number of turns. 
The step-down transformer action from Li to 
L, provides for efficient energy transfer from 
the high-impedance tuned circuit to the low-
impedance rectifier circuit. The number of 
turns on L, can be adjusted for maximum 
reading on the d.c. milliammeter; when doing 
this, use a fixed value of coupling between L1 
and the source of energy. The proper number 
of turns for this purpose will depend on the 
sensitivity of Mi. The coil dimensions given 
in Fig. 21-10 are for a 0-500 microammeter 
but will also be satisfactory for a 0-1 milli-
ammeter. Less than optimum coupling is 
preferable, in most cases, since heavy loading 
lowers the Q of the tuned circuit LiCi and 
makes it less selective. The coupling is re-
duced by reducing the number of turns on Ls. 
The meter can be used with a pick-up loop 

and coaxial line connected to .Ii. Energy 
picked up by the loop is fed through the cable 
to L, and thence coupled to LiCi. This is a 
convenient method of coupling to circuits 
where it would be physically difficult to se-
cure inductive coupling to Li. The pick-up 
cable should not be self-resonant, as a trans-
mission-line section, at any frequency within 
the range in which it is to be used, so two 
cable lengths are provided. The longer one is 

Fig. 21-11—The indicating frequency 
meter, plug-in coils, and pick-up cables. 
The meter is built in a bakelite meter 

case measuring 6% X 3giii X 2 inches. 
The 3-inch dial is cut from a piece of 

aluminum and has a paper hand-
calibrated scale cemented on. Hairline 

Indicators are clear plastic mounted on 
small metal pillars. A 2-inch d.c. instru-

ment is used. Pick-up loops are one 
turn of No. 14, spaghetti covered, 
soldered to the ends of the cables. 
The longer cable (5 feet) is useful to 30 

Mc.; the shorter ( 13 inches) can be used 
for the full frequency range. 

Both are RG-58/11. 
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Fig. 21-10—Circuit diagram of indicating frequency 
meter. 

CI-504111f. variable (Johnson 50R12). 
Cr-0.002-µf. disk ceramic. 
CRI—General purpose germanium diode (1N34, etc.) 
is—Phone jack. 

Jr—Closed-circuit phone jack. 
microammeter or 0-1 milliammeter. 

Coil Data Coil 
Length, In. 

close-wound 

1 

1/2 
14 

Freq. Range Turns, Li Turns, L9 
3-6 Mc. 60 5 
6-12 Mc. 29 5 

12-25 Mc. 13 2 
23-50 Mc. 5% 1 
50-100 Mc. 1% 
90-225 Mc. See below 

All except 90-225-Mc, coil wound with No. 24 enam. 
wire on 1-inch diameter 4-prong forms (Millen 45004). 
L2 interwound at bottom of Li, using smaller wire where 
necessary. The 90-225-Mc, coil consists of a hairpin 
loop of No. 14 tinned wire just clearing the bottom of 
the coil form, which is cut to %-inch length. L9 is a 

similar harpin of No. 16 wire bent over so it almost 
touches Li. 

useful up to 30 Mc. and the shorter at all 
frequencies up to the maximum useful fre-
quency of the instrument (225 Mc.). 
By plugging a headset into the output jack 

(phones having 2000 ohms or greater resist-
ance should be used for greatest sensitivity) 
the frequency meter can be used as a monitor 
for modulated transmissions. 
The bakelite case is a desirable feature 

since the instrument can be brought close to 
circuits being checked without the danger of 
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short-circuiting any of their wiring. This 
could occur with a metal-cased unit. 

In addition to the uses mentioned earlier, a 
meter of this type may be used for final ad-
justment of neutralization in r.f. amplifiers. 
For this purpose the pick-up loop may be 
loosely coupled to the plate tank coil. In this 
case Li may be removed from its socket and 
the meter used as an untuned rectifier. This 
reduces the sensitivity and insures that the 
r.f. pickup is only from the tank coil to which 
the loop is closely coupled. 

THE SECONDARY FREQUENCY 
STANDARD 

The secondary frequency standard is a 
highly stable low-power oscillator generating a 
fixed frequency, usually 100 kc. It is nearly al-
ways crystal-controlled, and inexpensive 100-kc. 
crystals are available for the purpose. Since the 
harmonics are multiples of 100 kc. throughout the 
spectrum, some of them can be compared directly 
with the standard frequencies transmitted by 
WWV. 
The edges of most amateur bands also are 

exact multiples of 100 kc., so it becomes pos-
sible to determine the band edges very ac-
curately. This is an important consideration 
in amateur frequency measurement, since the 
only regulatory requirement is that an ama-
teur transmission be inside the assigned band, 
not on a specific frequency. 

Frequency Standard with Harmonic 
Amplifier 

The frequency standard circuit shown in 
Fig. 21-13 includes a tuned amplifier to in-
crease the strength of the higher harmonics, 
and incorporates a crystal-diode sawtooth 
generator to make the harmonic strength rea-
sonably uniform throughout the usable fre-
quency spectrum of the instrument. It will 
produce useful calibration signals at 100-kc. 
intervals up to about 60 Mc. The strength of 
a particular harmonic may be peaked up by 
selecting the proper amplifier tuning range 
with S. and adjusting Cia 
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Fig. 21- 12— Inside the wave-
meter. Only the milliammeter 
and phone jack are mounted 
on the removable panel. The 
tuning capacitor is mounted 
vertically on un aluminum 
bracket fastened to the bot-
tom of the case. The crystal 
diode is mounted between a 
coil-socket prong and a tie 
point. The phono jock for the 

pick-up cables is at 
the lower right. 

The 100-kc. oscillator uses the triode sec-
tion of a 6AN8, while the amplifier uses the 
pentode section of the same tube. Power re-
quired for the unit is 150 volts at 10 ma. and 
6.3 volts at 0.45 amp. This may be taken from 
the accessory socket of a receiver, or a spe-
cial supply easily can be made using a TV 
"booster" transformer (such as the Merit 
P-3046 or equivalent). 
The standard is built in a 4 >< 5 >< 6 inch 

chassis-type box ( Fig. 21-14). R. and S. are 
mounted on the panel, with the amplifier plate 
coils mounted on S.. The remaining com-
ponents are mounted on the chassis, C. being 
insulated from it because its plates are above 
ground for d.c. For the same reason, an insu-
lated shaft extension is used for front-panel 
control of C.. 

Connection between the standard and the 
receiver can be made through a wire from the 
hot terminal of J1 to the antenna input post 
on the receiver. Depending on how well the 
receiver is shielded, such a wire may not be 
needed at the lower-frequency end of the 
range. 

Adjusting to Frequency 

The frequency can be adjusted exactly to 
100 kc. by making use of the WWV trans-
missions tabulated later in this chapter. Select 
the WWV frequency that gives a good signal 
at your location at the time of day most con-
venient. Tune it in with the receiver b.f.o. off 
and wait for the period during which the 
modulation is absent. Then switch on the 100-
kc. oscillator and adjust its frequency, by 
means of Ci, until its harmonic is in zero beat 
with WWV. The exact setting is easily found 
by observing the slow pulsation in back-
ground noise as the harmonic comes close to 
zero beat, and adjusting to where the pulsa-
tion disappears or occurs at a very slow rate. 
The pulsation can be observed even more 
readily by switching on the receiver's b.f.o., 
after approximate zero beat has been secured, 
and observing the rise and fall in intensity 
(not frequency) of the beat tone. For best 
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results the WWV signal and the signal from 
the 100-kc. oscillator should be about the 
same strength. It is advisable not to try to 
set the 100-kc. oscillator during the periods 
when the WWV signal is tone-modulated, 
since it is difficult to tell whether the har-
monic is being adjusted to zero beat with the 
carrier or with a sideband. 

Using the Standard 

Basically, the 100-kc. standard provides a 
means for indicating the exact receiver dial 
settings at which frequencies that are multiples 
of 100 kc. are to be found. The harmonics of 
the standard can thus be used to check the 
dial calibration of a receiver, and many of 
the better-grade communications receivers 
either include a 100-kc. oscillator for this 
purpose or have provision for installing one 
as an accessory. The actual frequency of at 
least one 100-kc. point in a given amateur 
band must be known, of course, but this is 
generally an easy matter since the activity in 
amateur bands usually makes identification of 
the band-edge "marker signal" quite simple. 
After one frequency is known, the consecu-
tive 100-kc. harmonic signals are simply 
counted off from it. 
Although the 100-kc. standard does not 

make possible the exact measurement of a 
frequency, it is readily possible to determine 
whether or not the signal is in a particular 
100-kc. segment. If the unknown signal tunes 
in between, say, 21,200 and 21,300 kc., as indi-
cated by the marker signals in the receiver, 
its frequency obviously lies between those 
two figures. For purposes of complying with 
the amateur regulations it is usually sufficient 
to know that the signal is above, or below, 

OSCILLATOR 

some specified 100-Ice. point, since the edges 
of the amateur bands or sub-bands usually 
are at such points. If a closer measurement 
is desired a fairly good estimate usually can 
be made by counting the number of dial divi-
sions between two 100-kc. points and dividing 
the number into 100 to find how many kilo-
cycles there are per dial division. 

In using the receiver to check one's own 
transmitting frequency it is necessary to take 
special precautions to reduce the strength of 
the signal from the transmitter to the point 
where it does not overload the receiver nor 
create spurious responses that could be taken 
for the actual signal. This invariably means 
that the receiving antenna must be discon-
nected from the receiver, and it may be neces-
sary, in addition, to short-circuit the receiver's 
antenna input terminals. Try to reduce stray 
pickup to such an extent that the transmit-
ter's signal is no stronger than normal in-
coming signals at the regular gain-control 
settings. With some receivers this may re-
quire additional shielding around the signal-
frequency circuits, and perhaps filtering of the 
a.c. and speaker leads where they leave the 
chassis, to prevent energy picked up on these 
leads from getting into the front end of the 
receiver. 

More Precise Methods 

The methods described above are quite 
adequate for the primary purpose of amateur 
frequency measurements — that is, determin-
ing whether or not a transmitter is operating 
inside the limits of an amateur band, and the 
approximate frequency inside the band. For 
measurement of an unknown frequency to a 
high degree of accuracy more advanced meth-

AMPLIFIER 

- 
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Fig. 21- 13—Circuit of the 100-kc. crystal calibrator. Unless otherwise indicated, capacitances are in µf., 

resistances are in ohms, resistors are watt. 

C,-50-µµf, midget variable ( Hammarlund MAPC-50). 

C.,-100-µµf. variable ( Hammarlund HF- 100). 

CR.,-1N34A. 

1,—Phono jack. 

L-3.5-7 Mc., 10 µh. ( National R-33 r.f. choke). 

L-6.5-14 Mc., 4.7 µh. ( IRC type CL-1 r.f. choke). 

L-15-30 Mc., 1.0 µh. ( IRC type CL-1 r.f. choke). 

L-30-60 Mc., 0.22 µh.; 4 turns Na. 20 plastic-insulated 

wire, lé-inch diam. 

12,-5000-ohm potentiometer (Mallory U-14). 

S—S.p.s.t., mounted on R., (Mallory US-26). 

Su- 1-section, 1- pole, 4- position miniature phenolic ro-

tary switch (Centralab PA- 1000). 

Yi-100-kc. crystal. 
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STANDARD FREQUENCIES AND TIME SIGNALS 

* ANNOUNCIAENT 
INTERVALS AS 

AT RIGHT 

The Central Radio Propagation Lab-
oratory of the National Bureau of Stand-
ards maintains two radio transmitting sta-
tions, WWV near Washington, D.C., and 
WWVH at Puunene, T.H., for broadcast-
ing standard radio frequencies of high ac-
curacy. WWV broadcasts are on 2.5, 5, 10, 
15, 20 and 25 megacycles per second, and 
those from WWVH are on 5, 10, and 15 
Mc. The radio-frequency signals are mod-
ulated by pulses at 1 cycle per second, 
and also by standard audio frequencies al-
ternating between 440 and 600 c.p.s. 

Transmissions are continuous, with the 
following exceptions: The WWV trans-
missions are interrupted for a 4-minute 
period beginning at approximately 45 min-
utes after the hour, as indicated above; the 

WWVH transmissions are interrupted for 
a 3-minute period beginning approximately 
10 seconds after the hour and each 15 min-
ute interval thereafter. WWVH is also 
silent each day for a 34-minute period 
beginning at 1900 Universal Time. 

Accuracy 

Transmitted frequencies are accurate 
within 1 part in 100 million. The WWV 
transmissions are generally stable to 1 part 
in a billion in any given day, although this 
is not guaranteed. Frequencies are based 
on an atomic standard, and daily correc-
tions to the transmitted frequencies are 
subsequently published each month in the 
Proceedings of the IRE. 

Time Signals 
The 1-c.p.s. modulation is a 5-millisecond pulse at 

intervals of precisely one second, and is heard as 
a tick. The pulse transmitted by WWV consists 
of 5 cycles of 1000 cycle tone; that transmitted by 
WWVH consists of 6 cycles of 1200-cycle tone. On 
the WWV transmissions, the 440- or 600-cycle tone 
is blanked out beginning 10 milliseconds before and 
ending 25 milliseconds after the pulse. On the 
WWVH transmissions, the pulse is superimposed 
on the tone. The pulse on the 59th second is omitted, 
and for additional identification the zero-second pulse 
is followed by another 100 milliseconds later. On 
WWV during the minutes identified by coarse cross-
hatching (above) a high-speed pulse code is trans-
mitted, giving the time of day and the accuracy of 
the time. It sounds like an erratic "buzz." 

Propagation Notices 
During the announcement intervals at 19,A and 

49/2 minutes after the hour, propagation notices ap-
plying to transmission paths over the North Atlantic 
are transmitted from WWV on 2.5, 5, 10, 15, 20, and 
25 Mc. Similar forecasts for the North Pacific are 
transmitted from WWVH during the announcement 
intervals at 9 and 39 minutes after the hour. 
These notices, in telegraphic code, consist of the 

letter N, W, or U followed by a number. The letter 
designations apply to propagation conditions as of 
the time of the broadcast, and have the following 
significance: 

W — Ionospheric disturbance in progress or 
expected. 

U — Unstable conditions, but communication 
possible with high power. 

N — No warning. 
The number designations apply to expected propaga-
tion conditions during the subsequent 12 hours and 
have the following significance: 
1— impossible; 2—very poor; 3—poor; 4— fair to 
poor; 5— fair; 6— fair to good; 7—good; 8—very 
good; 9— excellent. 

Special IGY Transmissions 
The special broadcasts instituted during the Inter-

national Geophysical Year may be continued through 
part or all of 1962. These broadcasts include informa-
tion on IGY "Alerts" and "Special World Inter-
vals." The broadcasts from WWV are at 454 and 
34 minutes past the hour and those from WWVH 
are at 14 and 44 minutes past the hour. Each such 
transmission is preceded by the letters "AGI" in 
International Morse Code. The code used for the 
information is as follows: 
5 A's — State of alert. 
5 E's — No state of alert. 
5 S's — Special World Interval begins at 0001Z the 

following day. 
5 T's — Special World Interval terminates at 23592. 
3 long dashes — Special World Interval in progress. 

CHU 
CHU, the Canadian time-signal station, transmits 

on 3330.0, 7335.0 and 14,670.0 kc. Voice announcement 
of the minute is made each minute; the 29th second 
time tick is omitted. 
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Fig. 21-14—A 100-kc. frequency standard 

and harmonic amplifier. The crystal in this 

unit is in the metal-tube type envelope. 

Power and r.f. output connections are taken 

through the rear chassis lip. 

The crystal diodes, CR, and CR,, are 

mounted on a tie- point strip underneath the 

chassis. The shaft of C, can be seen in front 

of the vacuum tube. 

ods can be used. Accurate signals at closer 
intervals can be obtained by using a multi-
vibrator in conjunction with the 100-kc. 
standard, and thus obtaining signals at inter-
vals of, say, 10 kc. or some other integral 
divisor of 100. Temperature control is fre-
quently used on the 100-kc. oscillator to give 
a high order of stability ( Collier, "What Price 
Precision?", QST, September and October, 
1952). Also, the secondary standard can be 

used in conjunction with a variable-frequency 
interpolation oscillator to fill in the standard 
intervals (Woodward, "A Linear Beat-Fre-
quency Oscillator for Frequency Measure-
ment," QST, May, 1951). An interpolation 
oscillator and standard can be combined in 
one instrument to give signals throughout the 
spectrum. One application of this type was de-
scribed in QST for May, 1949 (Grammer, "The 
Additive Frequency Meter"). 

TEST OSCILLATORS AND SIGNAL GENERATORS 

THE GRID-DIP METER 

The grid-dip meter is a simple vacuum-tube 
oscillator to which a microammeter or low-
range milliammeter has been added for reading 
the oscillator grid current. A 0-1 milliammeter 
is sensitive enough in most cases. The grid-dip 
meter is so called because if the oscillator is 
coupled to a tuned circuit the grid current will 
show a decrease or "dip" when the oscillator is 
tuned through resonance with the unknown cir-
cuit. The reason for this is that the external 
circuit will absorb energy from the oscillator 
when both are tuned to the same frequency; the 
loss of energy from the oscillator circuit causes 
the feed-back to decrease and this in turn is 
accompanied by a decrease in grid current. The 
dip in grid current is quite sharp when the cir-
cuit to which the oscillator is coupled has 
reasonably high Q. 
The grid-dip meter is most useful when it 

covers a wide frequency range and is compactly 
constructed so that it can be coupled to circuits 
in hard-to-reach places such as in a transmitter 
or receiver chassis. It can thus be used to check 
tuning ranges and to find unwanted resonances 

of the type described in the chapter on TVI. 
Since it is its own source of r.f. energy it does 
not require the circuit being checked to be en-
ergized. In addition to resonance checks, the 
grid-dip meter also can be used as a signal 
source for receiver alignment and, as described 
later in this chapter, is useful in measurement 
of inductance and capacitance in the range of 
values used in r.f. circuits. 
The grid-dip meter shown in Fig. 21-15 is 

representative, although this particular unit has 
a higher frequency limit than similar inexpen-
sive units. It uses the 6CW4 ( Nuvistor) triode 
for the oscillator, and it can be used with the 
power supply and metering circuit shown in 
Fig. 21-18. 
Referring to the circuit in Fig. 21-16, a re-

sistor, R., is plugged in with each coil (the 
resistor is mounted in the coil form). It forms 
a voltage divider with the normal grid leak, R1, 
and brings the metering circuit into the best 
range for the transistor booster. 
The construction of the meter is straightfor-

ward; a sinnll aluminum bracket supports the 
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Fig. 21- 15—Grid-dip meter covering the range 1.7 to 
275 Mc., with the 90-165 Mc. coil in place. The power 

supply and transistor meter booster are a separate unit 

(see Fig. 21-17). The split-stator tuning capacitor is 

made from a single-stator variable. The Nuvistor tube 

socket is mounted on a small bracket, and a tie point 

under the bracket supports associated capacitors and 

resistors that aren't supported by socket and tuning. 

capacitor terminals. 

Nuvistor socket within the 2V4 X 2/4 >< 4-inch 
Minibox that is used as a housing. A 5-pin 
socket (Amphenol 78-S5S) is mounted at one 
end of the Minibox, and the variable capacitor 
stator leads are soldered directly to two of the 
pins. Coils in the low- frequency ranges are 
wound with enameled wire on 34-inch diameter 
forms. In the intermediate ranges coil stock 
(B&W Miniductor) is mounted inside the coil 
forms, with one end of the coil close to the open 
end of the form, for ease in coupling. The two 
highest-range coils are hairpin loops of No. 14 
wire, covered with insulation as a safety pre-
caution. In every case the associated Rs is 
mounted in the coil form. The highest range 
requires that only the base of the coil form be 
used, since the loop is shorter than the form. 
The power supply for the grid-dip meter may 

be included with the oscillator, but since this 
increases the bulk and weight a separate supply 
is often desirable. The power supply shown in 
Fig. 21-18 uses a miniature power transformer 
with a silicon rectifier and a simple filter to give 
approximately 120 volts for the oscillator plate. 
It also uses a transistor booster for the meter 
because it was designed for use with a u.h.f. 
grid-dip meter. A supply to be used with only 
the unit of Fig. 21-15 could eliminate the tran-
sistor by using a 0-1 milliammeter between lead 
3 of P1 and chassis ground. In this case R, 
could also be eliminated, and the B+ for pin 
4 of P1 should be derived from the arm of a 
0.1-megohm potentiometer connected across the 
power supply. The adjustable plate voltage 
source is necessary to bring the grid current 
into the range of the meter. 
The instrument may be calibrated by listening 

to its output with a calibrated receiver. The 
calibration should be as accurate as possible, 
although "frequency-meter accuracy" is not re-
quired in the applications for which a grid-dip 
meter is useful. 

The grid-dip meter may be used as an indi-
cating-type absorption wavemeter by shutting 
off the plate voltage and using the grid and 
cathode of the tube as a diode. However, this 
type of circuit is not as sensitive as the crystal-
detector type shown earlier in this chapter, be-
cause of the high-resistance grid leak in series 
with the meter. 

In using the grid-dip meter for checking the 
resonant frequency of a circuit the coupling 
should be set to the point where the dip in grid 
current is just perceptible. This reduces inter-
action between the two circuits to a minimum 
and gives the highest accuracy. With too-close 
coupling the oscillator frequency may be 
"pulled" by the circuit being checked, in which 
case different readings will be obtained when 
resonance is approached from the high-frequen-
cy side as compared with approaching from the 
low side. 

Fig. 21-16—Circuit diagram of the grid-dip meter. 

C1-50 µµf. per section (Johnson 167-11 with stator 
bars sawed between 6th and 7th plates). 

C2, C2- 100-µPf. ceramic. 
C., C,‘, C6- 0.001-µf. disk ceramic. 
PI-4- pin chassis plug (Amphenol 86-CP4). 
Ri-47,000 ohms, Y2 watt. 

Rs—See table below. 

Rs- 1,000 ohms. 

Range 

1.7-3.2 Mc. 

2.7-5.0 

4.4-7.8 

7.5-13.2 

12-22 

20-36 

33-60 

54-99 

90-165 

150-275 

1.1 

195 turns No. 34 enam.* 
110 turns No. 30 enam.* 
51 1/2 turns No. 30 enam.* 
241/2 turns No. 30 enam.* 
31 t. No. 24 (B&W 3004)** 
14 t. No. 24 (B&W 3004)** 
8% t. No. 20 (B&W 3003)*** 
33/4 t. No. 20 (B&W 3003)*** 

3%-inch loop No. 14, 
1/2-inch separation 

1%-inch loop No. 14, 
14-inch separation 

680 

470 

470 

470 

1000 

680 

680 

1000 

1500 

3300 

*Wound on *inch diameter polystyrene form (Allied 
Radio 71 H 723). 

••32 t.p.i. •••16 t.p.i. 

U.H.F. Grid-Dip Oscillator 

The range of the grid-dip meter shown in 
Fig. 21-17 is from 275 to 725 Mc., a higher 
range than any of the inexpensive meters now 
available. It is able to cover these high fre-
quencies by virtue of the 6CW4 ( Nuvistor) 
tube and the series-tuned circuit. Unfortunately 
the series-tuned circuit becomes impractical with 
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Fig. 21-17—Grid-dip meter for the 300- to 700-Mc. range. The oscillator section is at the left in its own case, and the 

power supply plus transistorized indicator is at the center and right. In the oscillator section, the 6CW4 (Nuvistor) 

socket is to the left of the tuning capacitor. 

this tube at lower frequencies, and to cover the 
lower frequencies the circuit of Fig. 21-16 must 
be used. The u.h.f. grid-dip oscillator uses a 
transistor amplifier to amplify the changes 
across the unusually-low value of grid resistor. 
The low value of grid resistor is required be-
cause higher values will cause the oscillator to 
"squegg." 
The grid-dip meter is built in a 214 X 21% 

4-inch Minibox, and the power supply and meter 
circuit is built in a similar enclosure. In use the 
two Miniboxes are connected by a short length 
of four-conductor cable. 
The "heart" of the meter is the oscillator 

section, which is built on a 134 X 17A-inch piece 
of si-inch thick polystyrene. The Nuvistor 

6CW4 

Fig. 21-18—Circuit diagram of the u.h.f, grid-dip meter. 

C1-8-µµf. midget variable ( Hammarlund MAC-10 with 

one rotor plate removed). 

C.-150414. ceramic. 

C3-0.0014. ceramic. 

C4- 20-4., 250-volt electrolytic. 

C12-400 p.i.v. rectifier (Sarkes Tarzian 2F4). 

11-4- pin tube socket. 

M1-0-500 microammeter. 

PI-4-pin plug (Amphenol 86-CP4). 

Q1-2N1264 transistor. 

socket is mounted in one corner and the tuning 
capacitor is mounted a little above center. The 
coil socket, a National CS-6, is mounted on the 
end of the Minibox. The polystyrene sheet is 
supported by four 1-inch 6-32 screws, and the 
sockets and variable capacitor are positioned so 
that direct connections can be made between 
plate pin and coil socket, capacitor rotor and 
coil socket, and capacitor stator and grid pin. 
The various resistors and r.f. chokes are sup-
ported at one end by a multiple-terminal tie 
strip mounted on the polystyrene sheet and at the 
other end by the socket pins and other termi-
nals. 
The coils are made from No. 10 tinned-copper 

wire; as a safety precaution they are covered 

RI-330 ohms, 1 watt. 

Rs-47,000 ohms, Y2 watt. 
R2- 1,000 ohms. 

IL- 22 ohms, 1/2 watt. 

Rs- 10,000-ohm potentiometer. 

RFC,, RFC2-22-µh. r.f. choke (Millen 34300-22). 

RFC3, RFC,-0.82-µh. r.f. choke (Millen 34300-.82). 

S1A, SIB—D.p.s.t., part of R.. Switches should be open 
when R. at maximum resistance. 

T1-6.3- and 125-v. transformer (Knight 61 G 410). 
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+0.5 

Fig. 21-19—Details of the coils used in the u.h.f. grid. 
dip meter. The material is No. 10 tinned-copper wire. 
One turn in end of low-frequency coil. 

Range Dimension "I." 

271-324 Mc. 234 
312-378 3% 
372-463 2 
413-519 1% 
444-565 
544-730 ye 
*Shape closed end to be nearly square. 

except at the tips by clear plastic insulation. 
Details are given in Fig. 21-19. 
Frequency calibration of the meter can be 

started by reference to u.h.f. TV stations in the 
area, if any, or by reference to 420-Mc, ama-
teur gear. 

AUDIO-FREQUENCY OSCILLATORS 

A useful accessory for testing audio-frequen-
cy amplifiers and modulators is an audio-fre-
quency signal generator or oscillator. Checks 
for distortion, gain, and the troubles that occur 
in such amplifiers do not require elaborate 
equipment; the principal requirement is a source 
of one or more audio tones having a good sine 
wave form, at a voltage level adjustable from 
a few volts down to a few millivolts so the 
oscillator can be substituted for the type of 
microphone to be used. 
An easily constructed oscillator of this type 

is shown in Figs. 21-20 to 21-22, inclusive. 

CRi-20-ma, selenium 
rectifier. 

li-3-watt, 115-volt 
lamp (G.E. 356). 

L1-8 henrys, 40 ma. 

(Thordarson 20C-
52). 

111, Ri — Volume con-
trols. 

51-2-pole 5-position 
(3 used) rotary 
switch. 

Ss —S.p.d.t. toggle. 

5s—S.p.s.t. toggle 
(mounted on Ft1)• 

T1.—Power transform-

er, 150 volts, 25 
ma.; 6.3 volts 0.5 

amp. (Merit P-
3046). 

G  

270 

GSM eg 

R, 

OSC 
CONT 

115 V. 

jjjf 

3V 

4 \Pe-1 

IIMI/ 

ljfis 

Fig. 21-20—Bottom view of the audio oscillator, show-

ing the power-supply components and amplitude-control 
lamp, Ii The lamp is mounted by wires soldered to its 
base. The selenium rectifier is supported by a tie-point 
strip. Placement of resistors, which are hidden by the 

other components, is not critical. The unit fits 
in a 4 X 5 X 6 inch box. 

Three audio frequencies are available, approxi-
mately 200, 900 and 2500 cycles. These three 
frequencies are sufficient for testing the fre-
quency response of an amplifier over the range 
needed for voice communication. 
The circuit uses a double triode as a cathode-

coupled oscillator, the second section of the tube 
providing the feedback necessary for oscillation 
through the common cathode connection. The 
3-watt lamp in this feedback loop acts as a 
variable resistance to control the oscillation 
amplitude and thus maintain the operating con-
ditions at the point where the best wave form is 
generated. This operating point is set by the 
"oscillation control," Ri. The frequency is de-
termined by the resistance and capacitance in 

33A 
--"Vv‘•— • 

.o0 yf 1:11 

(300 

S IS 
s9,-40,1 

CSL/C . 

255-0w:M 
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CONNOL 

• 
 \ 

SIB 
2550„ 

1101.. 

3W 
115 V 

200K 

334 

V212 AU? 

OUTPUT 
ATTENUATION 

x10 

1.51( 

S2 

21 R2 

500K 

Fig. 21-21—Circuit diagram of the 
audio oscillator. Capacitances below 
0.001 M. are in ligf. Fixed resistors 
are 1/2 watt unless otherwise indicated. 
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Fig. 21-22—Inside view of the audio oscillator. The a.c. 
switch, S,, is mounted on the output control at the left 
on the panel. The ceramic capacitors in the frequency-
determining circuits are mounted on the rotary switch, 
Si, at the right. Sp is above the tube, and T. is on the 
near edge of the chassis, which is a U-shaped piece of 
aluminum 31/2 inches deep with 114 inch lips. R. Is 

mounted on the near lip at the left. 

the coupling circuit between the first-section 
plate and second-section grid. Various values 
of capacitance can be selected by means of 
S. to set the frequency. The actual frequencies 
measured in the unit shown in the photo-
graphs are given on the diagram. They may 
be either increased or decreased by using 
smaller or larger capacitances, respectively. 
Output is taken from the cathode of the 

second triode section. Either the full output, 
1.5 volts, or approximately one-tenth of it, can 
be selected by .52. On either of these two 
ranges smooth control of output is provided 
by R,. 
The built-in power supply uses a small 

transformer and a selenium rectifier to 
develop approximately 150 volts. Hum is 
reduced to a negligible level by the filter 
consisting of the 8-henry choke and 20-µf. 
capacitors. 
An oscilloscope is useful for preliminary 

checking of the oscillator since it show 
wave form. R. should be set at the Mrnt that 
will ensure oscillation on all three frequencies 
when switching from one to the other. 

NOISE GENERATORS 

A noise generator is a device for creating 
a controllable amount of radio-frequency 
noise ("hiss"-type noise) evenly distributed 
throughout the frequency spectrum of inter-

527 
est. The simplest type of noise generator is 
a diode, either vacuum-tube or crystal, with 
direct current flowing through it. The current 
is also made to flow through a load resistance 
which in general is chosen to equal the char-
acteristic impedance of the transmission line 
to be connected to the receiver's input ter-
minals. The resistance then substitutes for the 
line, and the amount of r.f. noise fed to the 
input terminals of the receiver is controlled 
by controlling the d.c. through the diode. 
The usefulness of the noise generator in 

amateur work lies in the fact that it provides 
a means for adjusting the "front-end" circuits 
of a receiver for optimum signal-to-noise ratio 
(see sections on receiver design). Although it 
can be built at little expense, it is actually 
more effective for this purpose than costly 
laboratory-type signal generators. A simple 
circuit using a crystal diode is shown in Fig. 
21-23. Fig. 21-24 illustrates the construction, 

-6V. 

B-r, -1--
R, 

Fig. 21-23—Circuit of a simple crystal-diode noise 
generator. 

BT.—Dry-cell battery, any convenient type. 
C.-500-Nif. ceramic, disk or tubular. 
CR.—Silicon diode, 11s121 or 11423. Diodes with "R" 

suffix have reversed polarity. (Do not use ordi-
nary germanium diodes). 

Pi—Coaxial fitting, cable type. 
R.-50,000-ohm control, counterclockwise logarithmic 

taper. 
Rs-51 or 75 ohms, /42-watt composition. 
SI—S.p.s.t. toggle (may be mounted on RI). 

the principal requirement being that R. should 
be mounted right on the terminals of the 
coaxial fitting and that lead lengths should 
be as short as possible in the circuit formed 
by CI, CR, and R2. If these lead lengths are 
negligible the instrument should give uniform 
performance up to at least 150 Mc. R. should 
match the particular line and input impedance 
for which the receiver is designed. 
To use the generator, screw the coaxial fit-

ting on the receiver's input fitting, open Si, 
and measure the noise output of the receiver 
using an a.c. vacuum-tube voltmeter or sim-
ilar a.f. voltage indicator. Make sure that the 
receiver's r.f. and audio gain controls are set 
well within the linear range, and do not use 
a.g.c. Then turn on the noise generator and 
set R1 for an appreciable increase in output, 
say twice the original noise voltage, and note 
the dial setting. Receiver front-end adjust-
ments may then be made with the object of 
attaining the same noise increase with the 
lowest possible direct current through the 
diode — that is, with the largest possible re-
sistance at RI. 
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Fig. 21-24—Crystal-diode noise generator moupted in a 1% X 2% X 4-inch box. Most of the space is occupied by 

the miniature 6-volt dry-cell battery. The coaxial fitting ( PL-259) can be mounted to the box by cutting a hole in a 
small square sheet-copper plate to make a snug fit over the end of the body of the connector and then soldering 
it in place. Holes can be drilled in the plate for mounting screws. The diode can be mounted in improvised clips, 

the larger being a small-size grid-grip and the smaller a miniature socket contact. 

The instrument may be used for comparing 
different receivers or different front-end ar-
rangements, since this type of measurement 
is independent of receiver bandwidth (which 
has a marked effect on the actual signal-to-
noise ratio). For consistent measurements the 

battery voltage should be checked to make 
sure that it does not change with the setting 
of R1. 

(Further information on noise generators, 
with additional references, may be found in 
QST for July, 1953.) 

R.F. MEASUREMENTS 

R.F. CURRENT 

R.f. current-nt casuring devices use a thermo-
couple in conjunction with an ordinary d.c. 
instrument. The thermocouple is made of two 
dissimilar metals which, when heated, gener-
ate a small d.c. voltage. The thermocouple is 
heated by a resistance wire through which the 
r.f. current flows, and since the d.c. voltage 
developed is proportional to the heating, which 
in turn is proportional to the power used by 
the heating element, the deflections of the d.c. 
instrument are proportional to power rather 
than to current. This causes the calibrated 
scale to be compressed at the low-current end 
and spread out at the high-current end. The 
useful range of such an instrument is about 3 
or 4 to 1; that is, an r.f. ammeter having a 
full-scale reading of 1 ampere can be read with 
satisfactory accuracy down to about 0.3 am-
pere, one having a full scale of 5 amperes can 
be read down to about 1.5 amperes, and so on. 
No single instrument can be made to handle a 
wide range of currents. Neither can the r.f. 
ammeter be shunted satisfactorily, as can be 
done with d.c. instruments, because even a 
very small amount of reactance in the shunt 
will cause the readings to be highly dependent 
on frequency. 

Fig. 21-25 shows a convenient way of using 

Fig. 21-25—R.f. ammeter mounted for connecting into 
a coaxial line for measuring power. A "2-inch" instru-

ment will fit into a 2 X 4 X 4 metal box. 

an r.f. ammeter for measuring current in a co-
axial line. The instrument is simply mounted 
in a metal box with a short lead from each 
terminal to a coaxial fitting. The shunt ca-
pacitance of an ammeter mounted in this way 
has only a negligible effect on accuracy at 
frequencies as high as 30 Mc. if the instru-
ment has a bakelite case. Metal-cased meters 
should be mounted on a bakelite panel which 
in turn can be mounted behind a cut-out that 
clears the meter case by X inch or so. 

R.F. VOLTAGE 

An r.f. voltmeter is a rectifier-type instru-
ment in which the r.f. is converted to d.c., 
which is then measured with a d.c. instru-
ment. The best type of rectifier for most ap-
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plications is a crystal diode, such as the 1N34 
and similar types, because its capacitance is 
so low as to have little effect on the behavior 
of the r.f. circuit to which it is connected. 
The principal limitation of these rectifiers is 
their rather low value of safe inverse peak 
voltage. Vacuum-tube diodes are considerably 
better in this respect, but their size, shunt 
capacitance, and the fact that power is re-
quired for heating the cathode constitute se-
rious disadvantages in many applications. 
One of the principal uses for such volt-

meters is as null indicators in r.f. bridges, as 
described later in this chapter. Another useful 
application is in measurement of the voltage 
between the conductors of a coaxial line, to 
show when a transmitter is adjusted for op-
timum output. In either case the voltmeter 
impedance should be high compared with that 
of the circuit under measurement, to avoid 
taking appreciable power, and the relationship 
between r.f. voltage and the reading of the 
d.c. instrument should be as linear as possible 
—that is, the d.c. indication should be directly 
proportional to the r.f. voltage at all points 
of the scale. 

All rectifiers show a variation in resistance 
with applied voltage, the resistance being 
highest when the applied voltage is small. 
These variations can be fairly well "swamped 
out" by using a high value of resistance in 
the d.c. circuit of the rectifier. A resistance of 
at least 10,000 ohms is necessary for reason-
ably good linearity with a 0-1 milliammeter. 
High resistance in the d.c. circuit also raises 
the impedance of the r.f. voltmeter and re-
duces its power consumption. 
The basic voltmeter circuit is shown in Fig. 

21-26. It is simply a half-wave rectifier with a 
meter and a resistor, Ri, for improving the 
linearity. The time constant of CiRi should be 
large compared with the period of the lowest 
radio frequency to be measured — a condition 
that can easily be met if Ri is at least 10,000 
ohms and Ci is 0.001 g. or more — so CI will 
stay charged near the peak value of the r.f. 
voltage. The radio-frequency choke may be 
omitted if there is a low-resistance d.c. path 
through the circuit being measured. Cs pro-
vides additional r.f. filtering for the d.c. circuit. 

I N34 

CIRCUIT 
UNDER 

MEASUREMENT 

Fig. 21-26—R.f. voltmeter circuit using a crystal rectifier 
and d.c. microammeter or 0-1 milliammeter. 

The simple circuit of Fig. 21-26 is useful for 
voltages up to about 20 volts, a limitation im-
posed by the inverse-peak voltage ratings of 
crystal diodes. A dual range voltmeter circuit, 
0-20 and 0-100 volts, is shown in Fig. 21-27. 

oao 

Fig. 21-27—Dual-range r.f. voltmeter circuit. Capad. 
tances are in M.; capacitors are disk ceramic. 

CR,-1N34 or equivalent. 
Ji, is—Coaxial connectors, chassis-mounting type. 
14-1000 ohms, 1 watt. 
Rs-3300 ohms, 2 watts. 
Rs—App. 22,000 ohms (see text), 1/2 watt. 
Si—S.p.d.t. rotary switch (Centralab 1460). 

A voltage divider, RiR,, is used for the higher 
range. An instrument using this circuit is 
shown in Fig. 21-28. It is designed for con-
nection into a coaxial line. The principal con-
structional precautions are to keep leads short, 
and to mount the components in such a way 
as to minimize stray coupling between them 
and to keep them fairly well separated from 
metal surfaces. 
For accurate calibration (the power method 

described below may be used) R, should be 
adjusted, by selection of resistors or using 
two in series to obtain the desired value, so 
that the meter reads full scale, with Si set for 
the low range, with 20 volts r.m.s. on the line. 
A frequency in the vicinity of 14 Mc. should 
be used. Then, with Si set for the high range, 
various resistors should be tried at R1 or Rà 
until with the same voltage the meter reads 
20 per cent of full scale. The resistance varia-
tions usually will be within the range 9f 10 
per cent tolerance resistors of the values spe-
cified. The readings at various other voltages 
should be observed in order to check the 
linearity of the scale. 

e i>r 
Fig. 21-28— Dual-range r.f. voltmeter for use in coaxial 
line, using a 0-1 d.c. milliammeter. The voltage-divider 
resistors, R, and R.: (Fig. 21-27) are at the center in the 
lower compartment. The bypass capacitors and R, are 
mounted on a tie-point strip at the right. The unit is 
built in a 4 X 6 X 2 inch aluminum chassis, with an 
aluminum partition connecting the two sides of the box 
to form a shielded space. A bottom plate, not shown, is 

used to complete the shielding. 
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Fig. 21-29—The r.f. probe is used in conjunction with a 

vacuum-tube voltmeter. The case of the probe is con-

structed from a 7-pin ceramic tube socket and a 214. 

inch tube shield. A half-inch grommet at the top of the 

tube shield prevents the output lead of the probe from 

chafing. The flexible copper-braid grounding lead and 
alligator clip provide a low-inductance return path 

from the test circuit. The d.c. output of the probe goes 
to the phone plug, which plugs into the d.c. input jack 

of the v.t.v.m. 

Calibration 

Calibration is not necessary for purely com-
parative measurements. A calibration in actual 
voltage requires a known resistive load and 
an r.f. ammeter. The setup is the same as for 
r.f. power measurement as described later. 

V.T.V.M. R.F. PROBE 
R.f. up to about 30 volts peak and a fre-

quency of 200 Mc. is most conveniently meas-
ured with a v.t.v.m. ( Fig. 21-8) and an r.f. 
probe. An r.f. probe is merely a rectifier that 
uses a v.t.v.m. to indicate the magnitude of 
the rectified voltage. The resultant d.c. volt-
age is very nearly equal to the peak value of 
the r.f. voltage. 
The unit shown in Figs. 21-29 and 21-31 

and schematically in Fig. 21-30 is similar in 
circuitry to most of the conventional peak-
indicating, shunt-type commercial r.f. probes. 
However, it can be constructed for consider-
ably less than the cost of a commercial unit. 
If all parts, including the shielded wire, alli-
gator clip, tie point, resistor, phone plug, tube 
socket, tube shield, capacitor, and diode are 
purchased new, the total cost of the unit is 
approximately $2.25. 
The isolation capacitor, crystal diode, and 

resistor are mounted on a bakelite 5-lug ter-

OH 

R.F. 
INPUT 

cl 

3.9 MEG. 

PHONE 
PLUG 

Fig. 21-30—The r.f. probe circuit. 

minal strip, as shown in Fig. 21-32. One end 
lug should be rotated 90 degrees so that it 
extends off the end of the strip. All other lugs 
should be cut off flush with the edge of the 
strip. Where the inner conductor connects 
to the terminal lug, unravel the shield three-
quarters of an inch, slip a piece of spaghetti 
over it, and then solder the braid to the 
ground lug on the terminal strip. Remove the 
spring from the tube shield, slide it over the 
cable, and crimp it to the remaining quarter 
inch of shield braid. Solder both the spring 
and a 12-inch length of flexible copper braid 
to the shield. 

Next, cut off the pins on a seven-pin minia-
ture ceramic or mica shield-base tube socket. 
Use a socket with a cylindrical center post, 
such as the Johnson 120-277. Crimp the ter-
minal lug previously bent out at the end of 
the strip and insert it into the center post of 
the tube socket from the top. Insert the end 
of a phone tip or a pointed piece of heavy 
wire into the bottom of the tube socket center 
post, and solder the lug and tip to the center 
post. Insert a half-inch grommet at the top of 
the tube shield, and slide the shield over the 
cable and flexible braid down onto the tube 
socket. The spring should make good contact 
with the tube shield to insure that the tube 
shield (probe case) is grounded. Solder an 
alligator clip to the other end of the flexible 
braid and mount a phone plug on the free end 
of the shielded wire. 
Mount components close to the terminal 

strip, to keep lead lengths as short as possible 
and minimize stray capacitance. Use spaghetti 
over all wires to prevent accidental shorts. 
When soldering the crystal diode, hold the 
end to be soldered with a pair of long-nose 
pliers, to conduct damaging heat away from 
the diode. 

Fig. 21-31—Close-up of the inside of the probe. The 

1N34A crystal diode rectifier, calibrating resistor, and 
input capacitor are mounted tight to the terminal strip 

with shortest leads possible. Spaghetti tubing is placed 

on the diode leads to prevent accidental short circuits. 

The tube-shield spring and Rexible-copper grounding 

lead are soldered to the cable braid (the cable is RG-

58/U coax). The tip can be either a phone tip or a 

short pointed piece of heavy wire. 
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Using the Probe 

The a.c. input voltage that the probe can 
handle safely is limited to about 21 volts 
r.m.s. or 30 volts peak, as a result of the 60-
volt peak-inverse rating of the 1N34A crystal 
diode. The phone plug on the probe cable 
plugs into the d.c. input jack of the v.t.v.m., 
and r.m.s. voltages are read on the vacuum-
tube voltmeter's negative d.c. scale. When us-
ing the probe be sure that any d.c. voltage on 
the circuit being checked does not exceed the 
d.c. voltage rating of C1. 
The accuracy of the probe is approximately 

TIP 
CONNECTS 

HERE 

COVER WITH 
1N34A SPAGHETTI 

GROUND TUBE SHIELD 
LUG SPRING 

Fig. 21-32—Component mounting details. 

± 10 per cent from 50 kc. to 250 Mc. For 
example, if the error of the v.t.v.m. used with 
the probe is ± 5 per cent, then the over-all 
error of the measuring system is ± 15 per 
cent. At low values of input voltage, below 
a volt or so, the accuracy of the probe is 
somewhat poorer because of the nonlinearity 
of the 1N34A crystal diode. At these lower in-
put voltages the output of the probe more 
closely approaches a square-law relationship 
than a linear one. 
The approximate input impedance of a 

probe of this type is 6000 ohms shunted by 
1.75 µµf. (at 200 Mc.), and the amount of 
error introduced because of circuit loading by 
the probe is dependent on the impedance of 
the source of the a.c. voltage being measured. 
If peak values are desired rather than r.m.s., 
the r.m.s. values can be multiplied by 1.41 or 
the peak scales on the v.t.v.m. can be read 
directly if so calibrated. 

R.F. POWER 

Measurement of r.f. power requires a re-
sistive load of known value and either an 
r.f. ammeter or a calibrated r.f. voltmeter. 
The power is then either PR or E2/R, where 
R is the load resistance in ohms. 
The simplest method of obtaining a load of 

known resistance is to use an antenna system 
with coax-coupled matching circuit of the 
type described in the chapter on transmission 
lines. When the circuit is adjusted, by means 
of an s.w.r. bridge, to bring the s.w.r. down to 
1 to 1 the load is resistive and of the value 
for which the bridge was designed ( 52 or 75 
ohms). 
The r.f. ammeter should be inserted in the 

line in place of the s.w.r. bridge after the 
matching has been completed, and the trans-
mitter then adjusted — without touching the 
matching circuit — for maximum current. A 

531 
0-1 ammeter is useful for measuring the ap-
proximate range 5-50 watts in 52-ohm line, or 
7.5-75 watts in 75-ohm line; a 0-3 instrument 
can be used for 13-450 watts in 52-ohm line 
and 20-675 watts in 75-ohm line. The accuracy 
is usually greatest in the upper half of the 
scale. 
An r.f. voltmeter of the type described in 

the preceding section also can be used for 
power measurement in a similar setup. It 
has the advantage that, because its scale is 
substantially linear, a much wider range of 
powers can be measured with a single instru-
ment. 

INDUCTANCE AND CAPACITANCE 

The ability to measure inductance and ca-
pacitance saves time that might otherwise be 
spent in cut-and-try. A convenient instrument 
for this purpose is the grid-dip oscillator, de-
scribed earlier in this chapter. 
For measuring inductance, use is made of a 

capacitance of known value as shown at A in 
Fig. 21-33. With the unknown coil connected 
to the standard capacitor, couple the grid-dip 
meter to the coil and adjust the oscillator 
frequency for the grid-current dip, using the 
loosest coupling that gives a detectable indi-
cation. The inductance is then given by the 
formula 

Le. 

The reverse procedure is used for measur-
ing capacitance — that is, a coil of known 
inductance is used as a standard as shown at 
B. The unknown capacitance is 

25,330  

Ceef. = Lme..f2mo. 

25,330 

The accuracy of this method depends on 
the accuracy of the grid-dip meter calibration 
and the accuracy with which the standard 
values of L and C are known. Postage-stamp 

UNKNOWN 
INDUCTANCE 

(AI 

STANDARD 
INDUCTANCE 

(B) 

STANDARD 
CAPACITANCE 

Fig. 21-33—Setups for measuring inductance and 
capacitance with the grid-dip meter. 

silver-mica capacitors make satisfactory ca-
pacitance standards, since their rated toler-
ance is -±-5 per cent. Equally good inductance 
standards can be made from commercial 
machine-wound coil material. 
A single pair of standards will serve for 

measuring the L and C values commonly used 
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in amateur equipment. A good choice is 100 
eqhf. for the capacitor and 5 ph. for the coil. 
Based on these values the chart of Fig. 21-35 
will give the unknown directly in terms of 
the resonant frequency registered by the grid-
dip meter. In measuring the frequency the 
coupling between the grid-dip meter and res-
onant circuit should be kept at the smallest 
value that gives a definite indication. 
A correction should be applied to measure-

ments of very small values of L and C to in-
clude the effects of the shunt capacitance of 
the mounting for the coil, and for the induc-
tance of the leads to the capacitor. These 
amount to approximately 1 laid. and 0.03 

Fig. 21-34—A convenient mounting, using binding- post 

plates, for L and C standards made from commercially-

available parts. The capacitor is a 100.,2f. silver mica 
unit, mounted so the lead length is as nearly zero as 

possible. The inductance standard, 5 ith., is 17 turns of 

No. 3015 B & W Miniductor, 1- inch diameter, 

16 turns per inch. 

DCB 
ioo tooj 10 

900 90 9 

800 80 8 

700 701 7 

600 60 6 

600 50 5 

400 40 4 

3001 301 3 

A 
1.0 

0.9 

0.8 

0.7 

0.6 

0.5 

0.4 

0.3 

ph., respectively, with the method of mount-
ing shown in Fig. 21-34. 

Coefficient of Coupling 

The same equipment can be used for meas-
urement of the coefficient of coupling between 
two coils. This simply requires two measure-
ments of inductance (of one of the coils) with 
the coupled coil first open-circuited and then 
short-circuited. Connect the 100-µµf. standard 
capacitor to one coil and measure the induct-
ance with the terminals of the second coil 
open. Then short the terminals of the second 
coil and again measure the inductance of the 
first. The coefficient of coupling is given by 

L2 

where k = coefficient of coupling 
L1 = inductance of first coil with terminals 

of second coil open 
= inductance of first coil with terminals 

of second coil shorted. 

R.F. RESISTANCE 

Aside hunt the bridge methods used in 
transmission-line work, described later, there 
is relatively little need for measurement of 
r.f. resistance in amateur practice. Also, meas-
urement of resistance by fundamental meth-
ods is not practicable with simple equipment. 
Where such measurements are made, they are 
usually based on known characteristics of 
available resistors used as standards. 
Most types of resistors have so much in-

herent reactance and skin effect that they do 
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Field Strength Meters 

not act " like "pure" resistance at radio fre-
quencies, but instead their effective resistance 
and impedance vary with frequency. This is 
especially true of wire-wound resistors. Com-
position (carbon) resistors of 25 ohms or 
more as a rule have negligible inductance for 
frequencies up to 100 Mc. or so. The skin 
effect also is small, but the shunt capacitance 
cannot be neglected in the higher values of 
these resistors, since it reduces their imped-
ance and makes it reactive. However, for 
most purposes the capacitive effects can be 
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considered to be negligible in composition 
resistors of values up to 1000 ohms, for fre-
quencies up to 50 to 100 Mc., and the r.f. 
resistance of such units is practically the 
same as their d.c. resistance. Hence they can 
be considered to be practically pure resistance 
in such applications as r.f. bridges, etc., pro-
vided they are mounted in such a way as to 
avoid magnetic coupling to other circuit com-
ponents, and are not so close to grounded 
metal parts as to give an appreciable increase 
in shunt capacitance. 

ANTENNA AND TRANSMISSION-LINE MEASUREMENTS 

Two principal types of measurements are 
made on antenna systems: ( 1) the standing-
wave ratio on the transmission line, as a 
means for determining whether or not the 
antenna is properly matched to the line (al-
ternatively, the input resistance of the line 
or antenna may be measured); (2) the com-
parative radiation field strength in the vicinity 
of the antenna, as a means for checking the 
directivity of a beam antenna and as an aid 
in adjustment of element tuning and phasing. 
Both types of measurements can be made 
with rather simple equipment. 

FIELD-STRENGTH MEASUREMENTS 

The radiation intensity from an antenna is 
measured with a device that is essentially a 
very simple receiver equipped with an indi-
cator to give a visual representation of the 
comparative signal strength. Such a field-
strength meter is used with a "pick-up an-
tenna" which should always have the same 
polarization as the antenna being checked — 
e.g., the pick-up antenna should be horizontal Li 
if the transmitting antenna is horizontal. Care 
should be taken to prevent stray pickup by 
the field-strength meter itself or by any trans-
mission line that may connect it to the pick-
up antenna. 

Field-strength m easurements preferably 
should be made at a distance of several wave-
lengths from the transmitting antenna being 
tested. Measurements made within a wave-
length of the antenna may be misleading, be-
cause of the possibility that the measuring 
equipment may be responding td the com-
bined induction and radiation fields of the 
antenna, rather than to the radiation field 
alone. Also, if the pick-up antenna has dimen-
sions comparable with those of the antenna 
under test it is likely that the coupling be-
tween the two antennas will be great enough 
to cause the pick-up antenna to tend to be-
come part of the radiating system and thus 
result in misleading field-strength readings. 
A desirable form of pick-up antenna is a 

dipole installed at the same height as the 
antenna being tested, with low-impedance 
line such as 75-ohm Twin-Lead connected at 
the center to transfer the r.f. signal to the 

field-strength meter. The length of the dipole 
need only be great enough to give adequate 
meter readings. A half-wave dipole will give 
high sensitivity, but such length will not be 
needed unless the distance is several wave-
lengths and a relatively insensitive meter is 
used. 

Field-Strength Meten 

The crystal-detector wavemeter described 
earlier in this chapter may be used as a field-
strength meter. It may be coupled to the 
transmission line from the pick-up antenna 
through the coaxial-cable jack, A. 
The indications with a crystal wavemeter 

connected as shown in Fig. 21-10 will tend to 
be "square law" — that is, the meter reading 
will be proportional to the square of the r.f. 

Fig. 21-36—Transistor d.c. amplifier applied to the 
wavemeter of Fig. 21-10 to increase sensitivity. Com-
ponents not listed below am the same as in Fig. 21-10. 
Bi—Small flashlight cell. 

M1-0-1 d.c. milliammeter (see text). 
Q1-2N107, CK722, etc. 
R1-10,000-ohm control. 

voltage. This exaggerates the effect of rela-
tively small adjustments to the antenna sys-
tem and gives a false impression of the im-
provement secured. The meter reading can 
be made more linear by connecting a fairly 
large resistance in series with the milliam-
meter (or microammeter). About 10,000 ohms 
is required for good linearity. This consider-
ably reduces the sensitivity of the meter, but 
the lower sensitivity can be compensated for 
by making the pick-up antenna sufficiently 
large. 
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Transistorized Wavemeter and 
Field-Strength Meter 

A sensitive field-strength meter can be 
made by using a transistor as a d.c. amplifier 
following the crystal rectifier of a wavemeter. 
A circuit of this type is shown in Fig. 21-34. 
Depending on the characteristics of the par-
ticular transistor used, the amplification of 
current may be 10 or more times, so that a 
0-1 milliampere d.c. instrument becomes the 
equivalent of a sensitive microammeter. 
The circuit to the left of the dashed line in 

Fig. 21-36 is the same as the wavemeter cir-
cuit of Fig. 21-10, and the transistor amplifier 
can easily be accommodated in the case 
shown in Figs. 21-11 and 21-12. 
The transistor is connected in the common-

emitter circuit with the rectified d.c. from the 
crystal diode flowing in the base-emitter cir-
cuit. Since there is a small residual current 
in the collector circuit with no current flow-
ing in the base-emitter circuit, the d.c. meter 
is connected in a bridge arrangement so the 
residual current can be balanced out. This is 
accomplished, in the absence of any signal 
input to the transistor base, by adjusting Ri 
so that the voltage drop across it is equal to 
the voltage drop from collector to emitter in 
the transistor. R. and R., being of the same 
reistance, have equal voltage drops across 
them and so there is no difference of poten-
tial across the meter terminals until the col-
lector current increases because of current 
flow in the base-emitter circuit. 
The collector current in a circuit of this 

type is not strictly proportional to the base 
current, particularly for low values of base 
current. The meter readings are not directly 
proportional to the field strength, therefore, 
but tend toward "square law" response just 
as in the case of a simple diode with little 
or no resistance in its d.c. circuit. For this 
reason the d.c. meter, Mi, should not have 
too-high sensitivity if reasonably linear re-
sponse is desired. A 0-1 milliammeter will be 
satisfactory. 
The zero balance should be checked at 

intervals while the instrument is in use, since 
the residual current of the transistor is sen-
sitive to temperature changes. 

IMPEDANCE AND STANDING-WAVE 
RATIO 

Adjustment of antenna matching systems 
requires some means either of measuring the 
input impedance of the antenna or transmis-
sion line, or measuring the standing-wave 
ratio. " Bridge" methods are suitable for either 
measurement. 
There are many varieties of bridge circuits, 

the two shown in Fig. 21-37 being among the 
most popular for amateur purposes. The simple 
resistance bridge of Fig. 21-37A consists es-
sentially of two voltage dividers in parallel 
across a source of voltage. When the voltage 

(A) 

(B) 

FOR V=0 

t- Rs 

FOR V DO 

R R 
RI. 

Fig. 21-37—Basic bridge circuits. (A) Resistance bridge; 
(B) resistance-capacitance bridge. The latter circuit is 
used in the "Micromatch," with R. a very low resistance 
(1 ohm or less) and the ratio Ci/C2 adjusted accord. 

ingly for a desired line impedance. 

drop across Ri equals that across R. the 
drops across R. and R., are likewise equal and 
there is no difference of potential between 
points A and B. Hence the voltmeter reading 
is zero and the bridge is said to be "balanced." 
If the drops across Ri and R. are not equal, 
points A and B are at different potentials and 
the voltmeter will read the difference. The 
operation of the circuit of Fig. 21-37B is sim-
ilar, except that one of the voltage dividers is 
capacitive instead of resistive. 
Because of the characteristics of practical 

components at radio frequencies, the circuit 
of Fig. 21-37A is best suited to applications 
where the ratio Ri/R. is fixed; this type of 
bridge is particularly well suited to measure-
ment of standing-wave ratio. The circuit of 
Fig. 21-37B is well adapted to applications 
where a variable voltage divider is essential 
(since C2 and C2 may readily be made vari-
able) as in measurement of unknown values 
of RL. 

S.W.R. Bridge 

In the circuit of Fig. 21-37A, if Ri and R. 
are made equal, the bridge will be balanced 
when RL = R.. This is true whether RL is an 
actual resistor or the input resistance of a per-
fectly matched transmission line, provided R. 
is chosen to equal the characteristic imped-
ance of the line. Even if the line is not prop-
erly matched, the bridge will still be balanced 
for power traveling outward on the line, since 
outward-going power sees only the Z. of the 
line until it reaches the load. However, power 
reflected back from the load does not "see" 
a bridge circuit and the reflected voltage reg-
isters on the voltmeter. From the known rela-
tionship between the outgoing or "forward" 
voltage and the reflected voltage, the s.w.r. is 
easily calculated: 

+ V,  
S.W.R. 

V, — V, 

where V. is the forward voltage and V. is the 
reflected voltage. The forward voltage is 
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equal to E/2 since R. and RL (the Z. of the 
line) are equal. It may be measured either by 
disconnecting RL or shorting it. 

Measuring Voltages 

For the s.w.r. formula above to apply with 
reasonable accuracy (particularly at high 
standing-wave ratios) the current taken by 
the voltmeter must be inappreciable compared 
with the currents through the bridge "arms." 
The voltmeter used in bridge circuits employs 
a crystal diode rectifier (see discussion earlier 
in this chapter) and in order to meet the 
above requirement — as well as to have linear 
response, which is equally necessary for cali-
bration purposes — should use a resistance of 
at least 10,000 ohms in series with the milli-
ammeter or microammeter. 

Since the voltage applied to the line is 
measured by shorting or disconnecting RL 
(that is, the line input terminals), while the 
reflected voltage is measured with RL con-
nected, the load on the source of voltage E 
is different in the two measurements. If the 
regulation of the voltage source is not perfect, 
the voltage E will not remain the same under 
these two conditions. This can lead to large 
errors. Such errors can be avoided by using 
a second voltmeter to maintain a check on 
the voltage applied to the bridge, readjusting 
the coupling to the voltage source to main-
tain constant applied voltage during the two 
measurements. Since the "input" voltmeter is 

J1 
IN a, '12 our 

Cs 

eT 

C4 

P434 R, IN34 

Rs 

+ 
INPur 
V M 

CI 
R2 R. 

+ 
BRIDGE 
vm 

Fig. 21-38—Bridge circuit for s.w.r. measurements. This 
circuit is intended for use with a d.c. voltmeter, range 
5 to 10 volts, having a resistance of 10,000 ohms 

per volt or greater. 
Ci, C2, Cs, C4-0.005- or 0.01-pf, disk ceramic. 
RI, R2-47-ohm composition, 1/2 or 1 watt. 
R3-52- or 75-ohm (depending on line impedance) 

composition, Y2 or 1 watt; precision type pre-
ferred. 

124, R5-10,000 ohms, ,/2 watt. 
Ji, J2—Coaxial connectors. 

Meter connects to either "input" or "bridge" posi-
tion as required. 

simply used as a reference, its linearity is 
not important, nor does its reading have to 
bear any definite relationship to that of the 

4 
METER 

Fig. 21-39—A simple bridge circuit useful for Imped-
ance-matching in coaxial lines. 

Ci, C2-0.005- or 0.01-0. disk ceramic. 
Ri, R2-47-ohm composition, 1/2 watt. 
R3- 52- or 75-ohm (depending on line impedance) com-

position, Y2 watt; precision type preferred. 
R4-1000-ohm composition, 1/2 watt. 
Ji, Ji—Coaxial connector. 

The meter may be a 0-1 milliammeter or d.c. volt-
meter of any type having a sensitivity of 1000 ohm per 
volt or greater, and a full-scale range of 5 to 10 volts. 

Negative side of meter connects to ground. 

"bridge" voltmeter, except that its range has 
to be at least twice that of the latter. 
A practical circuit incorporating these fea-

tures is given in Fig. 21-38. 
If the bridge is to be used merely for an-

tenna adjustment, where the object is to se-
cure the lowest possible s.w.r. rather than to 
measure the s.w.r. accurately, the voltmeter 
requirements are not stringent. In this case 
the object is to get as close to a "null" or 
balance ( that is, zero reading) as possible. 
At or near exact balance the voltmeter im-
pedance is not important. Neither is it neces-
sary to maintain constant input voltage to 
the bridge. This simplifies the bridge circuit 
considerably, Fig. 21-39 being a practical ex-
ample. The construction of a bridge of this 
type suitable for antenna and transmission 
line adjustments is shown in Fig. 21-40. 

Bridge Construction 

A principal point in the construction of an 
s.w.r. bridge is to avoid coupling between the 
resistors forming the bridge arms, and be-
tween the arms and the voltmeter circuit. 
This can be done by keeping the resistance 
arms separated and at right angles to each 
other, and by placing the crystal and its con-
necting leads so that the loop so formed is 
not in inductive relationship with any loops 
formed by the bridge arms. Shielding between 
the bridge arms and the crystal circuit is 
helpful in reduci,pg such couplings, although 
it is not always necessary. The two resistors 
forming the "ratio arms," R1 and /?3, should 
have identical relationships with metal parts, 
to keep the shunt capacitances equal, and also 
should have the same lead lengths so the in-
ductances will balance. Leads should be kept 
as short as possible. 
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Testing and Calibration 

In a bridge intended for s.w.r. measurement 
(Fig. 21-38) rather than simple matching, the 
first check is to apply just enough r.f. voltage, 
at the highest frequency to be used, so that 
the bridge voltmeter reads full scale with the 
load terminals open. Observe the input volt-
age, then short-circuit the load terminals and 
readjust the input to the same voltage. The 
bridge voltmeter should again register full 
scale. If it does not, the ratio arms, R1 and R., 
probably are not exactly equal. These two 
resistors should be carefully matched, al-
though their actual value is not critical. If a 
similar test at a low frequency shows better 
balance, the probable cause is stray induct-
ance or capacitance in one arm not balanced 
by equal strays in the other. 

After the "short" and "open" readings have 
been equalized, the bridge should be checked 
for null balance with a "dummy" resistance, 
equal to the line impedance, connected to the 
load terminals. It is convenient to mount a 
half- or 1-watt resistor of the proper value 
in a coax connector, keeping it centered in 
the connector and using the minimum lead 
length. The bridge voltmeter should read zero 
at all frequencies. A reading above zero that 
remains constant at all frequencies indicates 
that the "dummy" resistor is not matched to 
R., while readings that vary with frequency 

Fig. 21-40—An inexpensive bridge for matching ad-
justments using the circuit of Fig. 21-39. It is built in a 
1% X 2% X 4-inch "Channel-lock" box. The standard 
resistor, R3, bridges the two coax connectors. A pin jack 
is provided for connection to the d.c. meter, 0-1 ma. or 
0-500 pa.; the meter negative can be connected to the 

case or to one of the coax fittings. 

Indicate stray reactive effects or stray cou-
pling between parts of the bridge. 
When the operation is satisfactory on the 

two points just described, the null should be 
checked with the dummy resistor connected 
to the bridge through several different lengths 
of transmission line, to ensure that R. actually 
matches the line impedance. If the null is not 
complete in this test both the dummy resistor 
and R. will have to be adjusted until a good 
match is obtained. With care, composition re-
sistors can be filed down to raise the resist-
ance, so it is best to start with resistors some-
what low in value. With each change in Ro, 
adjust the dummy resistor to give a good null 
when connected directly to the bridge, then 
try it at the end of several different lengths 
of line, continuing until the null is satis-
factory under all conditions of line length 
and frequency. 
With a high-impedance voltmeter, the s.w.r. 

readings will closely approximate the theo-
retical curve of Fig. 21-41. The calibration can 

04 OD 
METER READING ID 

Fig. 21-41—Standing.wave ratio in terms of meter read-
ing (relative to full scale) after setting forward voltage 

to full scale. 

be checked by using composition resistors as 
loads. Adjust the transmitter coupling so that 
the bridge voltmeter reads full scale with the 
output terminals open, and then check the 
input voltage. Connect various values of re-
sistance across the output terminals, making 
sure that the input voltage is readjusted to 
be the same in each case, and note the reading 
with the meter in the bt idge position. This 
check should be made at a low frequency 
such as 3.5 Mc. in order to minimize the effect 
of reactance in the resistors. The s.w.r. is 
given by 

RL Ro 
S.W.R. or — 

Ro RL 
where Ro is the line impedance for which the 
bridge has been adjusted to null, and RL is 
the resistance used as a load. Use the formula 



The Monimatch 

that places the larger of the two resistances 
in the numerator. If the readings do not 
correspond exactly for the same s.w.r. when 
appropriate resistors above and below the 
line impedance for which the bridge is de-
signed are used, a possible reason is that the 
current taken by the voltmeter is affecting 
the measurements. 

Using the Bridge 

The operating procedure is the same 
whether the bridge is used for matching or 
for s.w.r. measurement. Apply power with 
the load terminals either open or shorted, and 
adjust the input until the bridge voltmeter 
reads full scale. Because the bridge operates 
a very low power level it may be necessary 
to couple it to a low-power driver stage 
rather than to the final amplifier. Alterna-
tively, the plate voltage and excitation for 
the final amplifier may be reduced to the 
point where the power output is of the order 
of a few watts. Then connect the load and 
observe the voltmeter reading. For matching, 
adjust the matching network until the best 
possible null is obtained. For s.w.r. measure-
ment, note the r.f. input voltage to the bridge 
after adjusting for full-scale with the load ter-
minals open or shorted, then connect the load 
and readjust the transmitter for the same 
input voltage. The bridge voltmeter then indi-
cates the standing-wave ratio as given by 
Fig. 21-41. 
Antenna systems are in general resonant 

systems and thus exhibit a purely-resistive 
impedance at only one frequency or over a 
small band of frequencies. In making bridge 
measurements, this will cause errors if the 
r.f. energy used to operate the bridge is not 
free from harmonics and other spurious com-
ponents, such as frequencies lower than the 
desired operating frequency that may be fed 
through the final amplifier from a frequency-
doubler stage. When a good null cannot be 
secured in, for example, the course of adjust-
ing a matching section for 1-to-1 s.w.r., a 
check should be made to ensure that only the 
desired measurement frequency is present. An 
indicating-type absorption frequency meter 
coupled to the load usually will show whether 
energy on undesired frequencies is present in 
significant amounts. If so, additional selectiv-
ity must be used between the source of power 
and the measuring circuit. 

Bridge for Monitoring S.W.R. 

The low power level at which resistance-
type bridges must operate is a disadvantage when 
the bridge is used as an operating adjunct — e.g., 
for the adjustment of matching circuits when 
changing bands, or for readjustment of such cir-
cuits within a band. For this purpose a bridge is 
needed that will carry the full power output of 
the transmitter without absorbing an appreciable 
fraction of it. 
The "Monimatch" shown in Figs. 21-42 to 
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21-44, inclusive, is such a device. It makes 
use of the combined effects of inductive and 
capacitive coupling between the center con-
ductor of a coaxial line and a length of wire 
parallel to it. When the coupled wire is prop-
erly terminated in a resistance, the voltage 
induced in it by power travelling along the 
line in one direction will be balanced out in 

Fig. 21-42—The Monimatch, an s.w.r. monitor that can 

be left in the line at all times. The unit.shown 

here will handle a kilowatt. 

the crystal-rectifier r.f. voltmeter circuit, but 
power travelling along the line in the opposite 
direction will cause a voltmeter indication. 
If the bridge is adjusted to match the Z. of 
the coaxial line being used, the voltmeter will 
respond only to the reflected voltage, just as 
in the case of the resistance-type bridges. The 
power consumed in the bridge is below one 
watt, even at the maximum power permitted 
amateur transmitters. 
The circuit of Fig. 21-43 uses a d.p.d.t. 

switch to exchange the voltmeter and the 
terminating resistance, so that either the for-
ward or reflected voltage can be measured. 
The sensitivity of this type of bridge is pro-
portional to frequency, so higher power is 
required for a given voltmeter deflection at 
low than at high frequencies. The sensitivity 
also increases with an increase in pickup 
length, but this should not be longer than 
about 1/20 wavelength, to avoid standing-
wave effects in the pick-up circuit. For higher 
frequencies the length should be decreased in 
proportion to the wavelength. This reduces 
the sensitivity considerably at the lower fre-
quencies, so it is advisable to make separate 
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LOAD 

1000 

SENSM9011 

0-400 

Fig. 21-43—Wiring diagram of the Monimatch. 

.11, .12—S0-239 coaxial receptacle. 
RI—Nominally 33 ohms. See text for adjustment pro-

cedure. 

S1-4.p.d.t. rotary switch (2 poles used). (Centrolab 
1409) 

W1-14-inch length of RG-8/U with length of No. 20 

imam. Inserted under outer conductor. See 

text. 

units for v.h.f. and the frequencies below 30 
Mc. 
The additional conductor in the bridge 

shown in the photographs is a length of No. 
20 enameled wire running under 8 inches of 
the RG-8/U shield. The length of the RG-8/U 
is 14 inches. To insert the No. 20 wire under 
the cable shield, first loosen the braid by 
bunching it from the ends toward the center. 
Punch the two small holes for the wire and 
then snake the wire through one hole, under 
the braid, and out the other hole. Next, 
smooth out the braid to its original length, 
being careful not to apply so much pressure 
that the enamel on the wire is scratched. 
Check with an ohmmeter to make sure the 
wire and braid are not short circuited. There 
are several types of enameled wire (e.g., 
Formvar, Nylclad) that have an extremely 
tough covering, and the use of one of these 
is recommended. The covering is somewhat 
difficult to remove for soldering, but the use 
of the wire will insure against an inadvertent 
short-circuit to the outer conductor of the 
coaxial line. 

It is important when assembling and wiring 
the Monimatch that good symmetry be main-
tained. Each end of the length of RG-8/U 
should be connected in the same way, with 
at least two connections made between the 
outer conductor and the coaxial connectors 
(see Fig. 21-44). The ground connection for 
R. and for the 0.001-µf. capacitor should be 
the midpoint on the outer conductor of the 
RG-8/U. The outer conductor is connected 
to the chassis only at /I and LI; the cable is 
stiff enough to be self-supporting and can be 
dressed away from the chassis at other points. 

MEASUREMENTS 

A dummy antenna of the same resistance 
as the Zo of the line should be used to adjust 
R1 (Fig. 21-43). Make the connecting leads as 
short as possible. Only 30 or 40 watts will be 
required at 21 and 28 Mc. to give close to full-
scale deflection, and a dummy load capable 
of handling this power for a short time can 
be made from 13 680-ohm 1-watt resistors in 
parallel. (See "V.H.F. Dummy Loads," QST, 
March, 1960.) Try several different 33-ohm 
resistors (with slightly different d.c. resist-
ances) at R., and use the one that gives 
a minimum reading with SI at "REF" when 
nearly a full-scale reading can be obtained 
with SI at FOR. A final test on the Monimatch 
is to reverse the transmitter and load con-
nections; a good minimum should be obtained 
with S. at FOR. 

It is possible to generate harmonics in the 
voltmeter of sufficient intensity to cause TVI. 
If TVI is a problem, a low-pass filter should 
be connected in the line between the Moni-
match and the antenna coupler or antenna. 
In many cases an antenna coupler will have 
sufficient selectivity to reject the harmonics. 

Impedance Bridge 

The bridge shown in Figs. 21-45 to 21-47, 
inclusive, uses the basic circuit of Fig. 21-37B 
and incorporates a "differential" capacitor to 
obtain an adjustable ratio. When a resistive 
load of unknown value is connected in place 
of RL, the Ci/C2 ratio may be varied to attain 
a balance, as indicated by a null reading. The 
capacitor settings can be calibrated in terms 
of resistance at RL, so the unknown value can 
be read off the calibration. 
The differential capacitor consists of two 

identical capacitors on the same shaft, ar-
ranged so that when the shaft is rotated to 
increase the capacitance of one unit, the 
capacitance of the other decreases. The prac-
tical circuit of the bridge is given in Fig. 
21-46. Satisfactory operation hinges on ob-
serving the same constructional precautions 
as in the case of the s.w.r. bridge. Although a 
high-impedance voltmeter is not essential, 
since the bridge is always adjusted for a null, 
the use of such a voltmeter is advisable be-
cause its better linearity makes the actual 
null settings more accurately observable. 
With the circuit arrangement and capacitor 

shown, the useful range of the bridge is from 
about 5 ohms to 400 ohms. The calibration is 
such that the percentage accuracy of reading 
is approximately constant at all parts of the 
scale. The midscale value is in the range 50-75 
ohms, to correspond to the Zo of coaxial cable. 
The reliable frequency range of the bridge 
includes all amateur bands from 3.5 to 54 Mc. 

Checking and Calibration 

A bridge constructed as shown in the pho-
tographs should show a complete null at all 
frequencies within the range mentioned above 
when a 50-ohm "dummy" load of the type 



Impedance Bridge 
Fig. 21-44—Rear view of Monimatch with cane-metal 
cover removed. To maintain symmetry, the terminating 
resistor R1 and the crystal diode are connected to the 
midpoints of the leads between S IA and SIR, and R1 
and Ci are grounded to the center of the coaxial-line 
outer conductor via the heavy wire running across the 
variable resistor. The outer conductor of the coaxial 

line is connected to the chassis only at Ji and Ja, and 
two connections are made in each case. 

described earlier in connection with the s.w.r. 
bridge is connected to the load terminals. The 
bridge may be calibrated by using a number 
of 1,-watt 5% tolerance composition resistors 
of different values in the 5-400 ohm range as 
loads, in each case balancing the bridge by 
adjusting Ci for a null reading on the meter. 
The leads between the test resistor and 
should be au short as possible, and the cali-
bration preferably should be done in the 3.5-
Mc. band where stray inductance and capaci-
tance will have the kat effect. 

Using the Bridge 

Strictly speaking, a simple bridge can meas-
ure only purely resistive impedances. When 
the load is a pure resistance, the bridge can 
be balanced to a good null (meter reading 
zero). If the load has a reactance component 
the null will not be complete; the higher the 
ratio of reactance to resistance in the load the 

Fig. 21-45 An RC bridge for measuring unknown val-

ues of impedance. The bridge operates at an r.f. input 
voltage level of about 5 volts. The aluminum box is 

3 by 4 by 5 inches. 
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poorer the null reading. The operation of the 
bridge is such that when an exact null cannot 
be secured, the readings approximate the re-
sistive component of the load for very low 
values of impedance, and approximate the 
total impedance at very high values of im-
pedance. In the mid-range the approximation 
to either is poor, for loads having consider-
able reactance. 

In using the bridge for adjustment of 
matching networks C1 is set to the desired 
value (usually the Z. of the coaxial line) and 
the matching network is then adjusted for the 
best possible null. 

RF 

INPUT 

Fig. 21-46—Circuit of the impedance bridge. Resistors 
are composition, 1A watt except as noted. Fixed capaci-

tors are ceramic. 

CI—Differential capacitor, 11-161 µIA. per section (Mil-
len 28801). 

CRi—Germanium diode ( 1N34, 1N48, etc.). 
.1—Coaxial connectors, chassis type. 

M1-0-500 microammeter. 

L040 
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PARALLEL-CONDUCTOR LINES 

Bridge measurements made directly on par-
allel-conductor lines are frequently subject 
to considerable error because of "antenna" 
currents flowing on such lines. These cur-
rents, which are either induced on the line by 
the field around the antenna or coupled into 
the line from the transmitter by stray capaci-
tance, are in the same phase in both line 
wires and hence do not balance out like the 
true transmission-line currents. They will 
nevertheless actuate the bridge voltmeter, 
causing an indication that has no relationship 
to the standing-wave ratio. 

S.W.R. Measurements 

The effect of "antenna" currents on s.w.r. 
measurements can be largely overcome by 
using a coaxial bridge and coupling it to the 
parallel-conductor line through a properly 
designed impedance-matching circuit. A suit-
able circuit is given in Fig. 21-48. An antenna 
coupler can be used for the purpose. In the 
balanced tank circuit the "antenna" or parallel 
components on the line tend to balance out 
and so are not passed on to the s.w.r. bridge. 
It is essential that L. be coupled to a "cold" 
point on L, to minimize capacitive coupling, 

Fig. 21-47 — All components except the meter are 

mounted on one of the removable sides of the box. The 

variable capacitor is mounted on an L-shaped piece of 

aluminum (with half-inch lips on the inner edge for 

bolting to the box side) 2 inches wide, 23/4 inches high 

and 23/4 inches deep, to shield the capacitor from the 

other components. The terminals project through holes 

as shown, with associated components mounted directly 

on them and the load connector, .1,. Since the rotor of 

CI must not be grounded, the capacitor is operated by 

an extension shaft and insulated coupling. 

The lead from 1, to C,A should go directly from the 

input connector to the capacitor terminal ( lower right) 

to which the 68-ohm resistor is attached. The 4700-ohm 

resistor is soldered across J1. 

MEASUREMENTS 

Fig. 21-48—Circuit for using coaxial s.w.r. bridge for 

measurements on parallel-conductor lines. Values of 

circuit components are identical with those used for the 

similar "antenna-coupler" circuit dscussed in the chap-

ter on transmission lines. 

and also desirable that the center of Ls be 
grounded to the chassis on which the circuit 
is mounted. Values should be such that LsCs 
can be tuned to the operating frequency and 
that L1 provides sufficient coupling, as de-
scribed in the transmission-line chapter. The 
measurement procedure is as follows: 
Connect a noninductive ('- or 1-watt car-

bon) resistor, having the same value as the 
characteristic impedance of the parallel-con-
ductor line, to the "line" terminals. Apply r.f. 
to the bridge, adjust the taps on L, (keeping 
them equidistant from the center), while vary-
ing the capacitance of C1 and C2, until the 
bridge shows a null. After the null is obtained, 
do not touch any of the circuit adjustments. 
Next, short-circuit the "line" terminals and 
adjust the r.f. input until the bridge volt-
meter reads full scale. Remove the short-
circuit and test resistor, and connect the regu-
lar transmission line. The bridge will then 
indicate the standing-wave ratio on the line. 
The circuit requires rematching, with 

the test resistor, whenever the frequency is 

Fig. 21-49—Tuned balun for coupling between balanced 

and unbalanced lines. L: and L2 should be built as a 

bifilar winding to get as tight coupling as possible 

between them. Typical constants are as follows: 

Freq., Mc. L:, L2 C1 C2 

28 3 turns each on 2- 4 µid. 420 

inch form, equally 

spaced over 746 

inch, total. 

14 Same as 28 Mc. 39 guf. 0.0015 pf. 

7 8 turns of 150-ohm None 0.001 4. 
Twin- Lead, no 

spacing between 

turns, on 23/4 -inch 

dia. form. 

3.5 Same as 7 Mc. 62 AO. 0.0045 gf. 

Capacitors in unit shown in Fig. 21-50 are NPO disk 

ceramic. Units may be paralleled to obtain proper 

capacitance. 
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Fig. 21-50 — &dun construction 
(W2ZE). 150-ohm Twin-Lead may 
be used for the bifilor winding in 
place of the ordinary wire shown. 
Symmetrical construction with 
tight coupling between the two 
coils is essential to good per. 

changed appreciably. It can, however, be used 
over a portion of an amateur band without 
readjustment, with negligible error. 

Impedance Measurements 

Measurements on parallel-conductor lines 
and other balanced loads can be made with 
the impedance bridge previously described by 
using a balun of the type shown schematically in 
Fig. 21-49. This is an autotransformer having a 
2-to-1 turns ratio and thus provides a 4-to-1 
step-down in impedance from a balanced load 
to the output circuit of the bridge, one side 
of which is grounded. Li and L. must be as 
tightly coupled as possible, and so should be 
constructed as a bifilar winding. The circuit 
is resonated to the operating frequency by 

and C. serves to tune out any residual 
reactance that may be present because the 
coupling between the two coils is not quite 
perfect. 

Fig. 21-50 shows one method of construct-

ing such a balun. The two interwound coils 
are made as nearly identical as possible, the 
"finish" end of the first being connected to 
the "start" end of the second through a short 
lead running under the winding inside the 
form. The center of this lead is tapped to give 
the connection to the shell side of the coax 
connector. Ci should be chosen to resonate 
the circuit at the center of the band for which 
the balun is designed with ./1 open, and Cs 
should resonate the circuit to the same fre-
quency with both Ji and the "load" terminals 
shorted. The frequency checks may be made 
with a grid-dip meter. ( For further details, 
see QST for August, 1955.) 
With the balun in use the bridge is oper-

ated in the same way as previously described, 
except that all impedance readings must be 
multiplied by 4. The balun also may be used 
for s.w.r. measurements on 300-ohm line in 
conjunction with a resistance bridge designed 
for 75-ohm coaxial line. 

THE OSCILLOSCOPE 

The cathode-ray oscilloscope gives a visual 
representation of signals at both audio and 
radio frequencies and can therefore be used 
for many types of measurements that are not 
possible with instruments of the types dis-
cussed earlier in this chapter. In amateur 
work, one of the principal uses of the scope 
is for displaying an amplitude-modulated sig-
nal so a phone transmitter can be adjusted 
for proper modulation and continuously mon-
itored to keep the modulation precentage 
within proper limits. For this purpose a very 
simple circuit will suffice, and a typical circuit 
is described later in this section. 
The versatility of the scope can be greatly 

increased by adding amplifiers and linear 
deflection circuits, but the design and adjust-
ment of such circuits tends to be complicated 
if optimum performance is to be secured, 
and is somewhat outside the field of this sec-
tion. Special components are generally re-
quired. Oscilloscope kits for home assembly 
are available from a number of suppliers, and 
since their cost compares very favorably with 
that of a home-built instrument of compa-
rable design, they are recommended for se-

rious consideration by those who have need 
for or are interested in the wide range of 
measurements that is possible with a fully-
equipped scope. 

CATHODE-RAY TUBES 

.1 Ile heart of the oscilloscope is the cathode-
ray tube, a vacuum tube in which the elec-
trons emitted from a hot cathode are first 
accelerated to give them considerable ve-
locity, then formed into a beam, and finally 
allowed to strike a special translucent screen 
which fluoresces, or gives off light at the point 
where the beam strikes. A beam of moving 
electrons can be moved laterally, or deflected, 
by electric or magnetic fields, and since its 
weight and interia are negligibly small, it 
can be made to follow instantly the variations 
in periodically-changing fields at both audio 
and radio frequencies. 
The electrode arrangement that forms the 

electrons into a beam is called the electron 
gun. In the simple tube structure shown in 
Fig. 21-51, the gun consists of the cathode, 
grid, and anodes Nos. 1 and 2. The intensity 
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Heater Cathode 
High-voltage anode 
(Anode No.2) 
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Fig. 21-51—Typical construction for a cathode-ray tube of the electrostatic-deflection type. 

of the electron beam is regulated by the grid 
in the same way as in an ordinary tube. 
Anode No. 1 is operated at a positive poten-
tial with respect to the cathode, thus acceler-
ating the electrons that pass through the grid, 
and is provided with small apertures through 
which the electron stream passes. On emerg-
ing from the apertures the electrons are trav-
eling in practically parallel straight-line paths. 
The electrostatic fields set up by the poten-
tials on anode No. 1 and anode No. 2 form 
an electron lens system which makes the 
electron paths converge or focus to a point 
at the fluorescent screen. The potential on 
anode No. 2 is usually fixed, while that on 
anode No. 1 is varied to bring the beam into 
focus. Anode No. 1 is, therefore, called the focus-
ing electrode. 

Electrostatic deflection, the type generally 
used in the smaller tubes, is produced by de-
flecting plates. Two sets of plates are placed 
at right angles to each other, as indicated in 
Fig. 21-51. The fields are created by applying 
suitable voltages between the two plates of 
each pair. Usually one plate of each pair is 
connected to anode No. 2, to establish the 
polarities of the vertical and horizontal fields 
with respect to the beam and to each other. 

Formation of Patterns 

When periodically-varying voltages are ap-
plied to the two sets of deflecting plates, the 
path traced by the fluorescent spot forms a 
pattern that is stationary so long as the am-
plitude and phase relationships of the voltages 
remain unchanged. Fig. 21-52 shows how one 
such pattern is formed. The horizontal sweep 
voltage is assumed to have the "sawtooth" 
waveshape indicated. With no voltage applied 
to the vertical plates the trace simply sweeps 
from left to right across the screen along the 
horizontal axis X—X' until the instant H is 
reached, when it reverses direction and snaps 
back to the starting point. The sine-wave 
voltage applied to the vertical plates similarly 
would trace a line along the axis Y—Y' in the 
absence of any deflecting voltage on the hori-
zontal plates. However, when both voltages 
are present the position of the spot at any 
instant depends upon the voltages on both 
sets of plates at that instant. Thus at time 

B the horizontal voltage has moved the spot 
a short distance to the right and the vertical 
voltage has similarly moved it upward, so 
that it reaches the actual position B' on the 
screen. The resulting trace is easily followed 
from the other indicated positions, which are 
taken at equal time intervals. 

Types of Sweeps 

A sawtooth sweep-voltage wave shape, such 
as is shown in Fig. 21-52, is called a linear 
sweep, because the deflection in the horizontal 
direction is directly proportional to time. If 
the sweep were perfect the fly-back time, or 
time taken for the spot to return from the 
end (H) to the beginning (I or A) of the 
horizontal trace, would be zero, so that the 
line HI would be perpendicular to the axis 
Y—Y'. Although the fly-back time cannot be 
made zero in practicable sweep-voltage gen-
erators it can be made quite small in com-
parison to the time of the desired trace AH, 
at least at most frequencies within the audio 
range. The line HT is called the return trace; 
with a linear sweep it is less brilliant than 
the pattern, because the spot is moving much 
more rapidly during the fly-back time than 
during the time of the main trace. 
The linear sweep shows the shape of the 

V' 

Fig. 21-52—A.c.-
voltage waveshape 

as viewed on an 

oscilloscope screen, 
showing the forma-

tion of the pattern 

from the horizontal 

(sawtooth) and ver-

tical sweep voltages. 
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wave in the same way that it is usually rep-
resented graphically. If the period of the a.c. 
voltage applied to the vertical plates is con-
siderably less than the time taken to sweep 
horizontally across the screen, several cycles 
of the vertical or "signal" voltage will appear 
in the pattern. 
For many amateur purposes a satisfactory 

horizontal sweep is simply a 60-cycle voltage 
of adjustable amplitude. In modulation moni-
toring (described in the chapter on amplitude 
modulation) audio-frequency voltage can be 
taken from the modulator to supply the 
horizontal sweep. For examination of audio-
frequency wave forms, the linear sweep is 
essential. Its frequency should be adjustable 
over the entire range of audio frequencies to 
be inspected on the oscilloscope. 

Lissajous Figures 

When sinusoidal a.c. voltages are applied 
to the two sets of deflecting plates in the 
oscilloscope the resultant pattern depends on 
the relative amplitudes, frequencies and phase 
of the two voltages. If the ratio between the 
two frequencies is constant and can be ex-
pressed in integers a stationary pattern will 
be produced. This makes it possible to use 
the oscilloscope for determining an unknown 
frequency, provided a variable frequency 
standard is available, or for determining cali-
bration points for a variable-frequency oscil-
lator if a few known frequencies are available 
for comparison. 
The stationary patterns obtained in this 

way are called Lissajous figures. Examples 
of some of the simpler Lissajous figures are 
given in Fig. 21-53. The frequency ratio is 
found by counting the number of loops along 
two adjacent edges. Thus in the third figure 
from the top there are three loops along a 
horizontal edge and only one along the ver-
tical, so the ratio of the vertical frequency 
to the horizontal frequency is 3 to 1. Similarly, 
in the fifth figure from the top there are four 
loops along the horizontal edge and three 
along the vertical edge, giving a ratio of 4 to 3. 
Assuming that the known frequency is applied 
to the horizontal plates, the unknown fre-
quency is 

where fi = 

fl = 

ni = 

ni = 

fs = —n2 fi 
ni 

known frequency applied to hori-
zontal plates, 
unknown frequency applied to 
vertical plates, 
number of loops along a vertical 
edge, and . 
number of loops along a hori-
zontal edge. 

An important application of Lissajous fig-
ures is in the calibration of audio-frequency 
signal generators. For very low frequencies 
the 60-cycle power-line frequency is held ac-
curately enough to be used as a standard in 

PATTERNS FREQ. RATIO 
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Fig. 21-53—Lissajous fig-
ures and corresponding 

frequency ratios for a 90-
degree phase relationship 
between the voltages ap-
plied to the two sets of 

deflecting plates. 

most localities. The medium audio-frequency 
range can be covered by comparison with the 
440- and 600-cycle modulation on the WWV 
transmissions. An oscilloscope having both 
horizontal and vertical amplifiers is desirable, 
since it is convenient to have a means for 
adjusting the voltages applied to the deflec-
tion plates to secure a suitable pattern size. 
It is possible to calibrate over a 10-to-1 range, 
both upwards and downwards, from each of 
the latter frequencies and thus cover the audio 
range useful for voice communication. 

Fig. 21-54—Oscilloscope circuit for modulation moni-
toring. Constants are for 1500- to 2500-volt h.v. supply. 

For 1000-1500 volts, omit 128 and connect the bottom 
end of R7 to the top end of Re. 

CI-Cs, inc.-3000-volt disk ceramic. 

Ri, R2, R9, Rn—Volume-control type, linear taper. 

R3, R4, Rs, Re, Rio—% watt. 
R7, RS-1 watt. 
Vi.—Electrostatic-deflection cathode-ray tube, 2- to 5-

inch. See tube tables for base connections and 

heater ratings of type chosen. 
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Basic Oscilloscope Circuit 

The essential oscilloscope circuit is shown 
in Fig. 21-54. The minimum requirements are 
supplying the various electrode potentials, 
plus controls for focusing and centering the 
spot on the face of the tube and adjusting the 
spot intensity. The circuit of Fig. 21-54 can 
be used with electrostatic-deflection tubes 
from two to five inches in face diameter, with 
voltages up to 2500. This includes practically 
all the types popular for small oscilloscopes. 
The circuit has provision for introducing 

signal voltages to the two sets of deflecting 
plates. Either set of deflecting electrodes 
(DID,, or DaD4) may be used for either hori-
zontal or vertical deflection, depending on 
how the tube is mounted. 
The high voltage may be taken from a 

transmitter power supply if desired. The cur-
rent is only a milliampere or so. The voltage 
preferably should be constant, such as is ob-
tained from a supply having a constant load 
— e.g., the supply for the Class C amplifier 
in an a.m. transmitter. 
In the circuit of Fig. 21-54 the centering 

controls are at the full supply voltage above 
ground and therefore should be carefully in-
sulated by being mounted on bakelite or sim-
ilar material rather than directly on a metal 
panel or chassis. Insulated couplings or ex-
tension shafts should be used. The focusing 
control is also several hundred volts above 
ground and should be similarly insulated. 
The tube should be protected from stray 

magnetic fields, either by enclosing it in an 
iron or steel box or by using one of the special 
c.r. tube shields available. If the heater trans-
former (or other transformer) is mounted in the 
same cabinet, care must be used to place it so the 
stray field around it does not deflect the spot. 
The spot cannot be focussed to a fine point when 
influenced by a transformer field. 

Modulation Monitoring 

The addition of Fig. 21-55 to the basic cir-
cuit of Fig. 21-54 provides all that is necessary 
for modulation checking. The r.f. from the 
transmitter is applied to the vertical plates 
through a tuned circuit Lin and link L5. 
When adjusted to the transmitter operating 
frequency the tuned circuit furnishes ample 
deflection voltage even from a low-power 
transmitter, and Ci can be used to control the 
pattern height. 

Deflection voltage for the horizontal plates 
can be taken from the modulation trans-
former secondary of an a.m. transmitter, or 
60-cycle deflection can be used to give a 
wave-envelope type pattern. In either case a 
maximum of about 200 volts r.m.s. will give 
full-width deflection. This voltage is almost 
independent of the size of c.r. tube used. 
Methods of using such a scope for modulation 
checking are described in the chapter on 
amplitude modulation. 

INPUT 

TO VERT. 
PLATES 

loo,upf. 

115 V. A.C. 

 OH 

TO HOP. 
PLATES 

Fig. 21-55—Circuits for supplying r.f., audio, and a.c. 
voltages to oscilloscope deflection plates for modula-

tion monitoring. 
Ci-100-µµf. variable, receiving type. 
L1—i.75 Mc.: 30 enam. close-wound on 1-inch form, 

coil length 34 inch. 
3.5-8 Mc.: 30 turns No. 22 enam., close-wound on 

1-inch form. 
13-30 Mc.; 7 turns No. 22, spread to 34 inch length 

on 1-inch form. 
lar-2 or more turns, as required for sufficient coupling, 

at cold end of LI. 
Ri—Volume control, 0.25 megohm or more. 
51.—D.p.d.t. switch. 
Ti—Interstage audio transformer, any type. Use second-

ary-to-primary turns ratio of 1-to-1 to 2-to-1. 

Frequency Limitations of Oscilloscopes 

Most commercial or kitted oscilloscopes 
include vacuum-tube amplifiers between the 
input terminals and the deflection plates, to 
increase the sensitivity and usefulness of the 
instrument. Depending upon the construction 
of the amplifiers, their useful frequency range 
may be only as high as several hundred kc., 
although more expensive instruments will in-
clude amplifiers that work in the megacycle 
range. The operator should acquaint himself 
with the frequency limitations of the 'scope 
through study of the specifications, since 
attempts to pass, e.g., a 450-kc. i.f. signal 
through an amplifier that cuts off at 100 kc. 
are doomed to failure. No such frequency 
limits apply when the connection is made 
directly to the deflection plates, and conse-
quently rd. at 20 to 30 Mc. can be applied 
by the method shown in Fig. 21-55. A prac-
tical limitation will be found when r.f. from 
the vertical plates is (stray) capacitively 
coupled to the horizontal-deflection plates; 
this will show as a thickening of the trace. 
In some instances it can be reduced by r.f. 
bypassing of the horizontal deflection plates. 



Chapter 22 

Assembling a 

Station 

The actual location inside the house of the 
"shack"— the room where the transmitter and 
receiver are located — depends, of course, on 
the free space available for amateur activities. 
Fortunate indeed is the amateur with a separate 
room that he can reserve for his hobby, or the 
few who can have a special small building sep-
arate from the main house. However, most ama-
teurs must share a room with other domestic 
activities, and amateur stations will be found 
tucked away in a corner of the living room, a 
bedroom, a large closet, or even under the kitchen 
stove! A spot in the cellar or the attic can almost 
be classed as a separate room, although it may 
lack the "finish" of a normal room. 

Regardless of the location of the station, how-
ever, it should be designed for maximum operat-
ing convenience and safety. It is foolish to have 
the station arranged so that the throwing of sev-
eral switches is required to go from "receive" to 
"transmit," just as it is silly to have the equip-
ment arranged so that the operator is in an 
uncomfortable and cramped position during his 
operating hours. The reason for building the 
station as safe as possible is obvious, if you are 
interested in spending a number of years with 
your hobby! 

CONVENIENCE 
The first consideration in any amateur station 

is the operating position, which includes the 
operator's table and chair and the pieces of 
equipment that are in constant use ( the receiver, 
send-receive switch, and key or microphone). 
The table should be as large as possible, to 
allow sufficient room for the receiver or receiv-
ers, frequency-measuring equipment, monitoring 
equipment, control switches, and keys and micro-
phones, with enough space left over for the log-

Here is a station that k completely home-
built. At the left is a linear amplifier and 
power supply in a floor-mounted rack. On 
the console, at the left, are an antenna patch 

box and t.r. switch and the station control 
panel. In center of the console is a three-
tiered rack containing a ham-bands only re-
ceiver at the bottom, a sideband exciter in 

the middle, and above that a converter for 
frequencies outside the ham bands. At the 
far right is a frequency meter and monitor. 
The console is also home-built, in a shape 

that provides good operating convenience. 
(W2TBI/4, Springfield, Va.) 

book, a pad and pencil, and perhaps a large ash 
tray. Suitable space should be included for radio-
gram blanks and a call book, if these accessories 
are in frequent use. If the table is small, or the 
number of pieces of equipment is large, it is 
often necessary to build a shelf or rack for the 
auxiliary equipment, or to mount it in some less 
convenient location in or under the table. If one 
has the facilities, a semicircular "console" can 
be built of wood, or a simpler solution is to 
use two small wooden cabinets to support a 
table top of wood or Masonite. A flush-type 
door will make an excellent table top. Home-
built tables or consoles can be finished in any 
of the available oil stains, varnishes, paints or 
lacquers. Many operators use a large piece of 
plate glass over part of their table, since it 
furnishes a good writing surface and can cover 
miscellaneous charts and tables, prefix lists, 
operating aids, calendar, and similar accessories. 

If the major interests never require frequent 
band changing, or frequency changing within a 
band, the transmitter can be located some dis-
tance from the operator, in a location where 
the meters can be observed from time to time 
(and the color of the tube plates noted!). If 
frequent band or frequency changes are a part 
of the usual operating procedure, the trans-
mitter should be mounted close to the oper-
ator, either along one side or above the re-
ceiver, so that the controls are easily accessible 
without the need for leaving the operating 
position. 
A compromise arrangement would place the 

v.f.o. or crystal-switched oscillator at the op-
erating position and the transmitter in some 
convenient location not adjacent to the oper-
ator. Since it is usually possible to operate over 
a portion of a band without retuning the trans-
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mitter stages, an operating position of this type is 
an advantage over one in which the operator 
must leave his position to change frequency. 

Controls 

The operator has an excellent chance to exer-
cise his ingenuity in the location of the operat-
ing controls. The most important controls in the 
station are the receiver tuning dial and the 
send-receive switch. The receiver tuning dial 
should be located four to eight inches above the 
operating table, and if this requires mounting 
the receiver off the table, a small shelf or 
bracket will do the trick. With the single ex-
ception of the amateur whose work is almost 
entirely in traffic or rag-chew nets, which re-
quire little or no attention to the receiver, it 
will be found that the operator's hand is on 
the receives tuning dial most of the time. If 
the tuning knob is too high or too low, the 
hand gets cramped after an extended period of 
operating, hence the importance of a properly 
located receiver. The majority of c.w. operators 
tune with the left hand, preferring to leave the 
right hand free for copying messages and han-
dling the key, and so the receiver should be 
mounted where the knob can be reached by the 
left hand. Phone operators aren't tied down this 
way, and tune the communications receiver with 
the hand that is more convenient. 
The hand key should be fastened securely to 

the table, in a line just outside the right shoulder 
and far enough back from the front edge of the 
table so that the elbow can rest on the table. 
A good location for the semiautomatic or "bug" 
key is right next to the hand-key, although some 
operators prefer to mount the automatic key in 
front of them on the left, so that the right fore-
arm rests on the table parallel to the front edge. 
The best location for the microphone is di-

rectly in front of the operator, so that he doesn't 
have to shout across the table into it, or run up 
the speech-amplifier gain so high that all manner 
of external sounds are picked up. If the micro-
phone is supported by a boom or by a flexible 
"goose neck," it can be placed in front of the 
operator without its base taking up valuable 
table space. 

In any amateur station worthy of the name, 
it should be necessary to throw no more than 
one switch to go from the "receive" to the 
"transmit" condition. In phone stations, this 
switch should be located where it can be easily 
reached by the hand that isn't on the receiver. 
In the case of c.w. operation, this switch is most 
conveniently located to the right or left of the 
key, although some operators prefer to have it 
mounted on the left-hand side of the operating 
position and work it with the left hand while 
the right hand is on the key. Either location is 
satisfactory, of course, and the choice depends 
upon personal preference. Some operators use a 
foot-controlled switch, which is a convenience 
but doesn't allow too much freedom of position 
during long operating periods. 

If the microphone is hand-held during phone 

operation, a "push-to-talk" switch on the micro-
phone is convenient, but hand-held microphones 
tie up the use of one hand and are not too de-
sirable, although they are widely used in mobile 
and portable work. 
The location of other switches, such as those 

used to control power supplies, filaments, phone/ 
c.w. change-over and the like, is of no particular 
importance, and they can be located on the unit 
with which they are associated. This is not 
strictly true in the case of the phone/c.w. DX 
man, who sometimes has need to change in a 
hurry from c.w. to phone. In this case, the 
change-over switch should be at the operating 
table, although the actual change-over should 
be done by a relay controlled by the switch. 

If a rotary beam is used the control of the 
beam should be convenient to the operator. The 
direction indicator, however, can be located any-
where within sight of the operator, and does not 
have to be located on the operating table unless 
it is included with the control. 

Frequency Spotting 

In a station where a v.f.o. is used, or where a 
number of crystals are available, the operator 
should be able to turn on only the oscillator of 
his transmitter, so that he can spot accurately 
his location in the band with respect to other 
stations. This allows him to see if he has any-
thing like a clear channel, or to see what his fre-
quency is with respect to another station. Such 
a provision can be part of the "send-receive" 
switch. Switches are available with a center "off" 
position, a "hold" position on one side, for turn-
ing on the oscillator only, and a "lock" position 
on the other side for turning on the transmitter 
and antenna relay. If oscillator keying is used, 
the key serves the same purpose, provided a 
"send-receive" switch is available to turn off 
the high-voltage supplies and prevent a signal 
going out on the air during adjustment of the 
oscillator frequency. 
For phone operation, the telegraph key or 

an auxiliary switch can control the transmitter 
oscillator, and the "send-receive" switch can 
then be wired into the control system so as 
to control the oscillator as well as the other 
circuits. 

Comfort 

Of prime importance is the comfort of the 
operator. If you find yourself getting tired after 
a short period of operating, examine your sta-
tion to find what causes the fatigue. It may 
be that the chair is too soft or hasn't a straight 
back or is the wrong height for you. The key 
or receiver may be located so that you assume 
an uncomfortable position while using them. If 
you get sleepy fast, the ventilation may be at 
fault. (Or you may need sleep l) 

POWER CONNECTIONS AND CONTROL 
Following a few simple rules in wiring your 

power supplies and control circuits will make 
it an easy job to change units in the station. If 
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Fig. 22- 1— Power circuits for a high-power station. A shows the outlets for the receiver, monitoring equip-

ment, speech amplifier and the like. The outlets should be mounted inconspicuously on the operating table. 

B shows the transmitter filament circuits and control- relay circuits, if the latter are used. C shows the plate. 

transformer primary circuits, controlled by the power relay. Where 230- and 115-volt primaries are controlled 

simultaneously, point "X" should connect to the " neutral" or common. A heavy-duty switch can be used 

instead of the relay, in which cose the antenna relay would be connected in circuit C. If 115-volt pilot lamps 

are used, they can be connected as shown. Lower-voltage lamps must be connected across suitable windings 

on transformers. With " push-to-talk" operation, the " send-receive" switch can be a d.p.d.t. affair, with the 

second pole controlling the " on-off" circuit of the receiver. 

the station is planned in this way from the start, 
or if the rules are recalled when you are re-
building, you will find it a simple matter to revise 
your station from time to time without a major 
rewiring job. 

It is neater and safer to run a single pair of 
wires from the outlet over to the operating table 
or some central point, rather than to use a num-
ber of adapters at the wall outlet. 

Interconnections 

The wiring of any station will entail two or 
three common circuits, as shown in Fig. 22-1. The 
circuit for the receiver, monitoring equipment 
and the like, assuming it to be taken from a wall 
outlet, should be run from the wall to an incon-
spicuous point on the operating table, where it 
terminates in a multiple outlet large enough to 
handle the required number of plugs. A single 
switch between the wall outlet and the receptacle 
will then turn on all of this equipment at one 
time. 
The second common circuit in the station is 

that supplying voltage to rectifier- and trans-
mitter-tube filaments, bias supplies, and anything 
else that is not switched on and off during trans-
mit and receive periods. The coil power for con-
trol relays should also be obtained from this 
circuit. The power for this circuit can come from 
a wall outlet or from the transmitter line, if a 

special one has been installed for the station. 
The third circuit is the one that furnishes 

power to the plate-supply transformers for the 
r.f. stages and for the modulator. ( See chapter 
on Power Supplies for high-power considera-
tions.) When it is opened, the transmitter is 
disabled except for the filaments, and the trans-
mitter should be safe to work on. However, one 
always feels safer when working on the trans-
mitter if he has turned off every power source. 
With these three circuits established, it be-

comes a simple matter to arrange the station 
for different conditions and with new units. 
Anything on the operating table that runs all 
the time ties into the first circuit. Any new 
power supply or r.f. unit gets its filament power 
from the second circuit. Since the third circuit is 
controlled by the send-receive switch ( or relay), 
any power-supply primary that is to be switched 
on and off for send and receive connects to 
circuit C. 

Break-In and Push-To-Talk 

In c.w. operation, "break-in" is any system 
that allows the transmitting operator to hear 
the other station's signal during the "key-up" 
periods between characters and letters. This 
allows the sending station to be "broken" by the 
receiving station at any time, to shorten calls, 
ask for "fills" in messages, and speed up opera-
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tion in general. With present techniques, it re-
quires the use of a separate receiving antenna 
or a "t.r. box" and, with high power, some 
means for protecting the receiver from the trans-
mitter when the key is "down." Several methods, 
applicable to high-power stations, are described 
in Chapter Eight. If the transmitter is low-
powered ( 50 watts or so), no special equipment 
is required except the separate receiving antenna 
and a receiver that "recovers" fast. Where 
break-in operation is used, there should be a 
switch on the operating table to turn off the 
plate supplies when adjusting the oscillator to a 
new frequency, although during all break-in 
work this switch will be closed. 
"Push-to-talk" is an expression derived from 

the "push" switch on some microphones, and it 
means a phone station with a single control for 
all change-over functions. Strictly speaking, it 
should apply only to a station where this single 
send-receive switch must be held in place during 
transmission periods, but any fast-acting switch 
will give practically the same effect. A control 
switch with a center "off" position, and one 
"hold" and one "lock" position, will give more 
flexibility than a straight "push" switch. The 
one switch must control the transmitter power 
supplies, the receiver "on-off" circuit and, if 
one is used, the antenna change-over relay. The 
receiver control is necessary to disable its out-
put during transmit periods, to avoid acoustic 
feedback. 

Switches and Relays 

It is dangerous to use an overloaded switch 
in the power circuits. After it has been used for 
some time, it may fail, leaving the power on the 
circuit even after the switch is thrown to the 
"off" position. For this reason, large switches, 
or relays with adequate ratings, should be used 
to control the plate power. Relays are rated by 
coil voltages ( for their control circuits) and by 
their contact current and voltage ratings. Any 
switch or relay for the power-control circuits of 
an amateur station should be conservatively 
rated; overloading a switch or relay is very poor 

economy. Switches rated at 20 amperes at 125 
volts will handle the switching of circuits at the 
kilowatt level, but the small toggle switches 
rated 3 amperes at 125 volts should be used only 
in circuits up to about 150 watts. 
When relays are used, the send-receive switch 

closes the circuits to their coils. The energized 
relays close the heavy-duty relay contacts. Since 
the relay contacts are in the power circuit being 
controlled, the switch handles only the relay-coil 
current. As a consequence, this switch can have 
a low current rating. 

SAFETY 

Of prime importance in the layout of the 
station is the personal safety of the operator 
and of visitors, invited or otherwise, during 
normal operating practice. If there are small 
children in the house, every step must be taken 
to prevent their accidental contact with power 
leads of any voltage. A locked room is a fine 
idea, if it is possible, otherwise housing the trans-
mitter and power supplies in metal cabinets is an 
excellent, although expensive, solution. Lacking 
a metal cabinet, a wooden cabinet or a wooden 
framework covered with wire screen is the next-
best solution. Many stations have the power sup-
plies housed in metal cabinets in the operating 
room or in a closet or basement, and this cabinet 
or entry is kept locked — with the key out of 
reach of everyone but the operator. The power 
leads are run through conduit to the transmitter, 
using ignition cable for the high-voltage leads. If 
the power supplies and transmitter are in the 
same cabinet, a lock-type main switch for the 
incoming line power is a good precaution. 
A simple substitute for a lock-type main switch 

is an ordinary line plug with a short connecting 
wire between the two pins. By wiring a female 
receptacle in series with the main power line in 
the transmitter, the shorting plug will act as the 
main safety lock. When the plug is removed and 
hidden, it will be impossible to energize the trans-
mitter, and a stranger or child isn't likely to spot 
or suspect the open receptacle. 
An essential adjunct to any station is a short-

ing stick for discharging any high voltage to 
ground before any work is done in the transmit-
ter. Even if interlocks and power-supply bleeders 
are used, the failure of one or more of these 

This neat " built-in" installation features separate 

finals and exciters for each band, along with room 

for receiver, frequency meter, oscilloscope, Q multi-

plier and vhf, converter. All units are mounted on 

the three large panels; the panels are hinged at the 

bottom so that they can be lowered for service work 

on the individual units. A common power supply is 

used, and band-changing consists of turning on the 

filaments in the desired ri. section. 

(W9OVO, Sturgeon Bay, Wisc.) 
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components may leave the transmitter in a dan-
gerous condition. The shorting stick is made by 
mounting a small metal hook, of wire or rod, on 
one end of a dry stick or bakelite rod. A piece of 
ignition cable or other well-insulated wire is then 
run from the hook on the stick to the chassis or 
common ground of the transmitter, and the stick 
is hung alongside the transmitter. Whenever the 
power is turned off in the transmitter to permit 
work on the rig, the shorting stick is first used to 
touch the several high-voltage leads ( plate r.f. 
choke, filter capacitor, tube plate connection, etc.) 
to insure that there is no high voltage at any of 
these points. This simple device has saved many 
a life. Use it 1 

Fusing 

A minor hazard in the amateur station is the 
possibility of fire through the failure of a com-
ponent. If the failure is complete and the com-
ponent is large, the house fuses will generally 
blow. However, it is unwise and inconvenient to 
depend upon the house fuses to protect the lines 
running to the radio equipment, and every power 
supply should have its primary circuit individu-
ally fused, at about 150 to 200 per cent of the 
maximum rating of the supply. Circuit breakers 
can be used instead of fuses if desired. 

Wiring 

Control-circuit wires running between the op-
erating position and a transmitter in another part 
of the room should be hidden, if possible. This 
can be done by running the wires under the floor 
or behind the base molding, bringing the wires 
out to terminal boxes or regular wall fixtures. 
Such construction, however, is generally only 
possible in elaborate installations, and the aver-
age amateur must content himself with trying to 
make the wires as inconspicuous as possible. If 
several pairs of leads must be run from the op-

A neat operating bench can be built from wood 

table shown here to house the transmitter, receiver, and numerous adjuncts and accessories. Interconnecting 

wiring is run behind the units or underneath the table. (W3AQN, York, Pa.) 

erating table to the transmitter, as is generally 
the case, a single piece of rubber- or vinyl-
covered multiconductor cable will always look 
neater than several pieces of rubber-covered 
lamp cord, and it is much easier to sweep around 
or dust. 
The antenna wires always present a problem, 

unless coaxial-line feed is used. Open-wire line 
from the point of entry of the antenna line should 
always be arranged neatly, and it is generally best 
to support it at several points. Many operators 
prefer to mount any antenna-tuning assemblies 
right at the point of entry of the feedline, to-
gether with an antenna changeover relay ( if one 
is used), and then the link from the tuning as-
sembly to the transmitter can be made of incon-
spicuous coaxial line. If the transmitter is 
mounted near the point of entry of the line, it 
simplifies the problem of "What to do with the 
feeders ?" 

Lightning and Fire Protection 

The National Electrical Code (NFPA No. 70) 
adopted by the National Fire Protection Asso-
ciation, although purely advisory as far as the 
NFPA is concerned, is of interest because it is 
widely used in law and for legal regulatory pur-
poses. Article 810 deals with radio and television 
equipment, and Section C treats specifically ama-
teur transmitting and receiving stations. Perti-
nent paragraphs are reprinted below: 

810-11. Material. Antenna and lead-in conductore 
shall be of hard-drawn copper, bronze, aluminum alloy, 
copper-clad steel or other high-strength, corrosion-resistant 
material. Soft-drawn or medium-drawn copper may be 
used for lead-in conductors where the maximum span be-
tween points of support is less than 35 feet. 

810-12. Supports. Outdoor antenna and lead-in con-
ductors shall be securely supported. They shall not 
be attached to poles or similar structures carrying 
electric light or power wires or trolley wires of more 
than 250 volts between conductors. Insulators sup-
porting the antenna conductors shall have sufficient 

and covered with linoleum. There is enough room on the 
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mechanical strength to safely support the conductors. 
Lead-in conductors shall be securely attached to the 
antenna. 

810-13. Avoidance of Contacts with Conductors of 
Other Systems. Outdoor antenna and lead-in conduc-
tors from an antenna to a building shall not cross 
over electric light or power circuits and shall be kept 
well away from all such circuits so as to avoid the 
possibility of accidental contact. Where proximity to 
electric light and power service conductors of less 
than 250 volts between conductors cannot be avoided, 
the installation shall be such as to provide a clearance 
of at least two feet. It is recommended that antenna 
conductors be so installed as not to cross under elec-
tric light or power conductors. 

810-14. Splices. Splices and joints in antenna span 
shall be made with approved splicing devices or by 
such other means as will not appreciably weaken the 
conductors. 

Soldering may ordinarily be expected to weaken the 
conductor. Therefore, the joint should be mechanically 
secure before soldering. 

810-15. Grounding. Masts and metal structures sup-
porting antennas shall be permanently and effectively 
grounded, without intervening splice or connection. 

810-52. Size of Antenna. Antennas for amateur 
transmitting and receiving stations shall be of a size 
not less than given in Table 810-52. 

Table 810-52 

Size of Amateur-Station Outdoor Antenna 
Conductors 

Minimum Size of 
Conductors 

When Maximum Open 
Span Length Is 

Less than Over 
Material 150 feet 150 feet 

Hard-drawn copper 14 10 
Copper-clad steel, bronze 

or other high-strength 
material 14 12 

810-53. Size of Lead-In Conductors. Lead-in con-
ductors for transmitting stations shall, for various 
maximum span lengths, be of a size at least as great 
as that of conductors for antenna specified in 810-52. 

810-54. Clearance on Building. Antenna conductors 
for transmitting stations, attached to buildings, shall 
be firmly mounted at least 3 inches clear of the sur-
face of the building on nonabsorptive insulating su'p-
ports, such as treated pins or brackets, equipped with 
insulators having not less than 3-inch creepage and 
airgap distances. Lead-in conductors attached to 
buildings shall also conform to these requirements, 
except when they are enclosed in a continuous metal 
shield which is permanently and effectively grounded. 
In this latter case the metallic shield may also be 
used as a conductor. 

810-55. Entrance to Building. Except where pro-
tected with a continuous metal shield which is per-
menently and effectively grounded, lead-in conductors 
for transmitting stations shall enter building by one 
of the following methods: 

(a) Through a rigid, noncombustible, nonabsorp-
tive insulating tube or bushing. 

(b) Through an opening provided for the purpose 
in which the entrance conductors are firmly secured 
so as to provide a clearance of at least 2 inches. 

(c) Through a drilled window pane. 
810-56. Protection Against Accidental Contact. 

Lead-in conductors to radio transmitters shall be so 
located or installed as to make accidental contact 
with them difficult. 

810-57. Lightning Arrestors—Transmitting Stations. 
Each conductor of a lead-in for outdoor antenna shall 
be provided with a lightning arrestor or other suit-
able means which will drain static charges from the 
antenna system. 

Exception No. I. When protected by a continuous 
metallic shield which is permanently and effectively 
grounded. 

Exception No. 2. Where the antenna is permanently 
and effectively grounded. 

810-21. Grounding Material. The grounding conduc-
tor shall, unless otherwise specified, be of copper, 
aluminum, copper-clad steel, bronze, or other cor-
rosion-resistant material. 

810-22. Insulation. The grounding conductors may 
be uninsulated. 

810-23. Supports. The grounding conductors shall 
be securely fastened in place and may be directly at-
tached to the surface wired over without the use of 
insulating supports. Where proper support cannot be 
provided the size of the grounding conductor shall 
be increased proportionately. 

810-24. Mechanical Protection. The grounding con-
ductor shall be protected where exposed to physical 
damage or the size of the grounding conductor shall 
be increased proportionately to compensate for the 
lack of protection. 

810-25. Run in Straight Line. The grounding con-
ductor shall be run in as straight a line as practicable 
from the antenna mast and/or lightning arrestor to 
the grounding electrode. 

810-26. Grounding Electrode. The grounding con-
ductor shall be connected to a metallic underground 
water piping system. Where the building is not 
supplied with a (suitable) water system (one buried 
deeper than ten feet) the connection shall be made to 
the metal frame of the building when effectively 
grounded or to a grounding electrode. At a pent-
house or similar location the ground conductor may 
be connected to a water pipe or rigid conduit. 

810-27. Grounding Conductor. The grounding con-
ductor may be run either inside or outside the build-
ing. 

810-59. Size of Protective Ground. The protective 
ground conductor for transmitting stations shall be 
as large as the lead-in, but not smaller than No. 10 
copper, bronze or copper-clad steel. 

810-60. Size of Operating Grounding Conductor. 
The operating grounding conductor for transmitting 
stations shall be not less than No. 14 copper or its 
equivalent. 

810-70. Clearance from Other Conductors. All con-
ductors inside the building shall be separated at least 
4 inches from the conductors of other light or signal 
circuit unless separated therefrom by conduit or some 
firmly fixed non-conductor such as porcelain tubes 
or flexible tubing. 

810-71. General. Transmitters shall comply with the 
following: 

(a) Enclosing. The transmitter shall be enclosed 
in a metal frame or grille, or separated from the 
operating space by a barrier or other equivalent 
means, all metallic parts of which are effectually con-
nected to ground. 

(b) Grounding of Controls. All external metallic 
handles and controls accessible to the operating per-
sonnel shall be effectually grounded. 
No circuit in excess of 150 volts between conduc-

tors should have any parts exposed to direct contact. 
A complete dead-front type of switchboard is pre-
ferred. 

(c) Interlocks on Doors. All access doors shall 
be provided with interlocks which will disconnect 
all voltages in excess of 350 volts between conductors 
when any access door is opened. 

(d) Audio Amplifiers. Audio amplifiers which are 
located outside the transmitter housing shall be suit-
ably housed and shall be so located as to be readily 
accessible and adequately ventilated. 

If coaxial line is used, compliance with 810-57 
above is readily achieved by grounding the shield 
of the coax at the point where it is nearest to the 
ground outside the house. Use a heavy wire— 
the aluminum wire sold for grounding TV anten-
nas is good. If the cable can be run underground, 
one or more grounding stakes should be located 
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at the point where the cable enters the ground, 
at the antenna end. A grounding stake, to be 
effective in soils of average conductivity, should 

Fig. 22-2—A simple lightning arrester made from 

three stand-off or feed- through insulators and sec-

tions of brass or copper strap. It should be installed 

in the open-wire or Twin- lead line at the point where 

it is nearest the ground outside the house. The heavy 

ground lead should be as short and 

direct as possible. 

be not less than 8 feet long. Galvanized 34-inch 
iron pipe is acceptable, as is 34-inch steel rod or 

-inch non-ferrous rod. Making connection to 
the outside of the outer conductor of the coaxial 
line will normally have no effect on the s.w.r. in 
the line, and consequently it can be done at any 
point or points. A commercial model of a light-
ning arrester for coaxial line is available. 
Open-wire or Twin-Lead transmission lines 

can comply with 810-57 above through the use of 
a spark gap such as the one sketched in Fig. 22-2. 
The center contact should be grounded with a 
No. 4 or larger wire. The gaps can be made from 

Here's one way to build a console. Use a 

4-foot X 4-foot X Winch piece of plywood 

for a center section, and a couple of 3-

drawer chests for the end sections. This gives 

plenty of operating space in a small area. 

(WSKSE, El Paso, Texas) 

S X '4-inch flat brass rod shaped as shown, 
and the gaps should be set sufficiently far apart 
to prevent flash-over during normal operation 
of the transmitter. Depending upon the power of 
the transmitter and the s.w.r. pattern on the 
line, the gap may run anything from 1/32 to 
3/16 inch. It may spark intermittently when a 
thunderstorm is building up or is in the general 
area. 
Rotary beams using a T or gamma match and 

with each element connected to the boom will 
usually be grounded through the supporting 
metal tower. If the antenna is mounted on a 
wooden pole or on the top of the house, a No. 4 
or larger wire should be connected from the 
beam to the ground by the shortest and most 
direct route possible, using insulators where the 
wire comes close to the building. From a light-
ning-protection standpoint, it is desirable to run 
the coaxial and control lines from a beam down 
a metal tower and underground to the shack. If 
the tower is well grounded and the antenna is 
higher than any surrounding objects, the com-
bination will serve well as a lightning rod. 
The sole purpose of lightning rods or grounded 

roofs is to protect a building in case a lightning 
stroke occurs; there is no accepted evidence that 
any form of protection can prevent a stroke.* 
Experiments have indicated that a high verti-

cal conductor will generally divert to itself direct 
hits that might otherwise fall within a cone-
shaped space of which the apex is the top of the 
conductor and the base a circle of radius approx-
imately two times the height of the conductor. 
Thus a radio mast may afford some protection to 
low adjacent structures, but only when low-
impedance grounds are provided. 

• See "Code for Protection Against Lightning," Na-
tional Bureau of Standards Handbook 46, for sale by 
the Superintendent of Documents, Washington 25, D.C. 
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BCI and TVI 

Every amateur has the obligation to make 
sure that the operation of his station does not, 
because of any shortcomings in equipment, 
cause interference with other radio services. 
It is unfortunately true that much of the inter-
ference that amateurs cause to broadcast and 
television reception is directly the fault of b.c. 
and TV receiver construction. Nevertheless, the 
amateur can and should help to alleviate inter-
ference even though the responsibility for it 
does not lie with him. 

Successful handling of interference cases re-
quires winning the listener's cooperation. Here 
are a few pointers on how to go about it. 

Clean House First 

The first step obviously is to make sure that 
the transmitter has no radiations outside the 
bands assigned for amateur use. The best check 
on this is your own a.m. or TV receiver. It is 
always convincing if you can demonstrate that 
you do not interfere with reception in your own 
home. 

Don't Hide Your Identity 

Whenever you make equipment changes— or 
shift to a hitherto unused band or type of emis-
sion — that might be expected to change the 
interference situation, check with your neigh-
bors. If no one is experiencing interference, so 
much the better; it does no harm to keep the 
neighborhood aware of the fact that you are 
operating without bothering anyone. 

Should you change location, announce your 
presence and conduct occasional tests on the 
air, requesting anyone whose reception is being 
spoiled to let you know about it so steps may 
be taken to eliminate the trouble. 

Act Promptly 

The average person will tolerate a limited 
amount of interference, but the sooner you take 
steps to eliminate it, the more agreeable the 
listener will be; the longer he has to wait for 
you, the less willing he will be to cooperate. 

Present Your Story Tactfully 

When you interfere, it is natural for the com-
plainant to assume that your transmitter is at 
fault. If you are certain that the trouble is not 
in your transmitter, explain to the listener that 
the reason lies in the receiver design, and that 
some modifications may have to be made in the 
receiver if he is to expect interference-free 
reception. 

Arrange for Tests 

Most listeners are not very competent ob-
servers of the various aspects of interference. 
If at all possible, enlist the help of another 
amateur and have him operate your transmit-
ter while you see for yourself what happens at 
the affected receiver. 

In General 

In this "public relations" phase of the prob-
lem a great deal depends on your own attitude. 
Most people will be willing to meet you half 
way, particularly when the interference is not 
of long standing, if you as a person make a 
good impression. Your personal appearance is 
important. So is what you say about the re-
ceiver — no one takes kindly to hearing his pos-
sessions derided. If you discuss your interfer-
ence problems on the air, do it in a constructive 
way — one calculated to increase listener co-
operation, not destroy it. 

INTERFERENCE WITH STANDARD BROADCASTING 

Interference with a.m. broadcasting usually 
falls into one or more rather well-defined cate-
gories. An understanding of the general types 
of interference will avoid much cut-and-try in 
finding a cure. 

Transmitter Defects 

Out-of-band radiation is something that must 
be cured at the transmitter. Parasitic oscilla-
tions are a frequently unsuspected source of 
such radiations, and no transmitter can be con-
sidered satisfactory until it has been thoroughly 
checked for both low- and high-frequency par-

asitics. Very often parasitics show up only as 
transients, causing key clicks in c.w. transmit-
ters and "splashes" or "burps" on modulation 
peaks in a.m. transmitters. Methods for detect-
ing and eliminating parasitics are discussed in 
the transmitter chapter. 

In c.w. transmitters the sharp make and 
break that occurs with unfiltered keying causes 
transients that, in theory, contain frequency 
components through the entire radio spectrum. 
Practically, they are often strong enough in the 
immediate vicinity of the transmitter to cause 
serious interference to broadcast reception. Key 
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clicks can be eliminated by the methods detailed 
in the chapter on keying. 
A distinction must be made between clicks 

generated in the transmitter itself and those 
set up by the mere opening and closing of the 
key contacts when current is flowing. The 
latter are of the same nature as the clicks heard 
in a receiver when a wall switch is thrown to 
turn a light on or off, and may be more trouble-
some nearby than the clicks that actually go 
out on the signal. A filter for eliminating them 
usually has to be installed as close as possible 
to the key contacts. 
Overmodulation in a.m. phone transmitters 

generates transients similar to key clicks. It 
can be prevented either by using automatic 
systems for limiting the modulation to 100 
per cent, or by continuously monitoring the 
modulation. Methods for both are described 
in the chapter on amplitude modulation. 
BCI is frequently made worse by radiation 

from the power wiring or the r.f. transmission 
line. This is because the signal causing the in-
terference, in such cases, is radiated from wir-
ing that is nearer the broadcast receiver than 
the antenna itself. Much depends on the method 
used to couple the transmitter to the antenna, a 
subject that is discussed in the chapters on trans-
mission lines and antennas. If it is at all possible 
the antenna itself should be placed so that it is 
not in close proximity to house wiring, tele-
phone and power lines, and similar conductors. 

Image and Oscillator- Harmonic Responses 

Most present-day broadcast receivers use a 
built-in loop antenna as the grid circuit for the 
mixer stage. The selectivity is not especially 
high at the signal frequency. Furthermore, an 
appreciable amount of signal pick-up usually 
occurs on the a.c. line to which the receiver is 
connected, the signal so picked up being fed to 
the mixer grid by stray means. 
As a result, strong signals from nearby trans-

mitters, even though the transmitting frequency 
is far removed from the broadcast band, can 
force themselves to the mixer grid. They will 
normally be eliminated by the i.f. selectivity, 
except in cases where the transmitter frequency 
is the image of the broadcast signal to which 
the receiver is tuned, or when the transmitter 
frequency is so related to a harmonic of the 
broadcast receiver's local oscillator as to pro-
duce a beat at the intermediate frequency. 
These image and oscillator-harmonic re-

sponses tune in and out on the broadcast re-
ceiver dial just like a broadcast signal, except 
that in the case of harmonic response the 
tuning rate is more rapid. Since most receivers 
use an intermediate frequency in the neighbor-
hood of 455 kc., the interference is a true image 
only when the amateur transmitting frequency 
is in the 1800-kc. band. Oscillator-harmonic 
responses occur from 3.5- and 7-Mc. transmis-
sions, and sometimes even from higher fre-
quencies. 

Since images and harmonic responses occur 
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at definite frequencies on the receiver dial, it is 
possible to choose operating frequencies that 
will avoid putting such a response on top of the 
broadcast stations that are favored in the vicin-
ity. While your signal may still be heard when 
the receiver is tuned off the local stations, it will 
at least not interfere with program reception. 
There is little that can be done to most re-

ceivers to cure interference of this type except 
to reduce the amount of signal getting into the 
set through the a.c. line. A line filter such as is 
shown in Fig. 23-1 often will help accomplish 
this. The values used for the coils and capaci-
tors are in general not critical. The effectiveness 
of the filter may depend considerably on the 
ground connection used, and it is advisable ta 
use a short ground lead to a cold-water pipe if 
at all possible. The line cord from the set should 
be bunched up, to minimize the possibility of 
pick-up on the cord. It may be necessary to in-
stall the filter inside the receiver, so that the 
filter is connected between the line cord and the 
set wiring, in order to get satisfactory operation. 

Cross-Modulation 

With phone transmitters, there are occasion-
ally cases where the voice is heard whenever the 
broadcast receiver is tuned to a b.c. station, but 
there is no interference when tuning between 
stations. This is cross-modulation, a result of 
rectification in one of the early stages of the re-
ceiver. Receivers that are susceptible to this 
trouble usually also get a similar type of inter-
ference from regular broadcasting if there is a 
strong local b.c. station and the receiver is tuned 
to some other station. 
The remedy for cross-modulation in the re-

ceiver is the same as for images and oscillator-
harmonic response — reduce the strength of the 
amateur signal at the receiver by means of a 
line filter. 
The trouble is not always in the receiver, 

since cross modulation can occur in any nearby 
rectifying circuit — such as a poor contact in 
water or steam piping, gutter pipes, and other 
conductors in the strong field of the transmit-
ting antenna — external to both receiver and 
transmitter. Locating the cause may be difficult, 
and is best attempted with a battery-operated 
portable broadcast receiver used as a "probe" 
to find the spot where the interference is most 
intense. When such a spot is located, inspection 
of the metal structures in the vicinity should 
indicate the cause. The remedy is to make a 
good electrical bond between the two conductors 
having the poor contact. 

Audio-Circuit Rectification 

The most frequent cause of interference from 
operation at 21 Mc. and higher frequencies is 
rectification of a signal that by some means gets 
into the audio system of the receiver. In the 
milder cases an amplitude-modulated signal will 
be heard with reasonably good quality, but is 
not tunable— that is, it is present no matter 
what the frequency to which the receiver dial 
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is set. An unmodulatel carrier may have no ob-
servable effect in such cases beyond causing a 
little hum. However, if the signal is very strong 
there will be a reduction of the audio output 
level of the receiver whenever the carrier is 
thrown on. This causes an annoying "jumping" 
of the program when the interfering signal is 
keyed. With phone transmission the change in 
audio level is not so objectionable because it 
occurs at less frequent intervals. Rectification 
ordinarily gives no audio output from a fre-
quency-modulated signal, so the interference 
can be made almost unnoticeable if f.m. or p.m. 
is used instead of a.m. 

LI 
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Fig. 23-1—"Brute-force" a.c, line filter for receivers. 

The values of C1, C2 and C3 are not generally critical; 
capacitances from 0.001 to 0.01 pl. can be used. LI 
and L2 can be a 2-inch winding of No. 18 enameled 
wire on a half-inch diameter form. In making up such 
a unit for use external to the receiver, make sure that 

there ore no exposed conductors to offer a shock 
hazard. 

Interference of this type usually results from 
a signal on the power line being coupled by 
some means into the audio circuits, although the 
pickup also may occur on the set wiring itself. A 
"brute-force" line filter as described above may 
or may not be completely effective, but in any 
event is the simplest thing to try. If it does not 
do the job, some modification of the receiver 
will be necessary. This usually takes the form 
of a simple filter connected in the grid circuit 
of the tube in which the rectification is occur-
ring. Usually it will be the first audio amplifier, 
which in most receivers is a diode-triode type 
tube. 

Filter circuits that have proved to be effective 
are shown in Fig. 23-2. In A, the value of the 
grid leak in the combined detector/first audio 
tube is reduced to 2 to 3 megohms and the grid 
is bypassed to chassis by a 250- uf. mica or 
ceramic capacitor. A somewhat similar method 
that does not require changing the grid resistor 
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is shown at B. In C, a 75,000-ohm (value not 
critical) resistor is connected between the grid 
pin on the tube socket and all other grid con-
nections. In combination with the input capac-
itance of the tube this forms a low-pass filter 
to prevent r.f. from reaching the grid. In some 
cases, simply bypassing the heater of the de-
tector/first audio tube to chassis with a 0.001-pf. 
or larger capacitor will suffice. In all cases, 
check to see that the a.c. line is bypassed to 
chassis; if it is not, install bypass capacitors 
(0.001 to 0.01 pf.). 

Handling BCI Cases 

Assuming that your transmitter has been 
checked and found to be free from spurious 
radiations, get another amateur to operate your 
station, if possible, while you make the actual 
check on the interference yourself. The follow-
ing procedure should be used. 
Tune the receiver through the broadcast band, 

to see whether the interference tunes like a 
regular b.c. station. If so, image or oscillator-
harmonic response is the cause. If there is in-
terference only when a LC.. station is tuned in, 
but not between stations, the cause is cross 
modulation. If the interference is heard at all 
settings of the tuning dial, the trouble is pickup 
in the audio circuits. In the latter case, the re-
ceiver's volume control may or may not affect 
the strength of the interference, depending on 
the means by which your signal is being rectified. 
Having identified the cause, explain it to the 

set owner. It is a good idea to have a line filter 
with you, equipped with enough cord to replace 
the set's line cord, so it can be tried then and 
there. If it does not eliminate the interference, 
explain to the set owner that there is nothing 
further that can be done without modifying the 
receiver. Recommend that the work be done by 
a competent service technician, and offer to ad-
vise the service man on the cause and remedy. 
Don't offer to work on the set yourself, but it 
you are asked to do so use your own judgment 
about complying; set owners sometimes com-
plain about the over-all performance of the 
receiver afterward, often without justification. 
If you work on it, take it to your station so the 
effect of the changes you make can be observed, 
and return the receiver promptly when you 
have finished. 

MISCELLANEOUS TYPES OF 
INTERFERENCE 

The operation of amateur phone transmitters 
occasionally results in interference on telephone 
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Fig. 23-2—Methods of elimi-

nating r.f. from the grid of a 

combined detector first-audio 

stage. At A, the value of the 

grid leak is reduced to 2 or 

3 megohms, and a bypass 

capacitor is added. At B, both 

grid and cathode are 

bypassed. 



V.H.F. Television 

lines and in audio amplifiers used in public-ad-
dress work and for home music reproduction. 
The cause is rectification of the signal in an 
audio circuit. 

Telephone Interference 

Telephone interference can be cured by con-
necting a bypass capacitor ( about 0.001 µf.) 
across the microphone unit in the telephone 
handset. The telephone companies have capaci-
tors for this purpose. When such a case occurs, 
get in touch with the repair department of the 
phone company, giving all the particulars. Do 
not attempt to work on the telephone yourself. 

Hi-Fi and P. A. Systems 

In interference to public-address and "hi-fi" 
installations the principal sources of signal pick-
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up are the a.c. line or a line from the power 
amplifier to a speaker. All amplifier units should 
be bonded together and connected to a good 
ground such as a cold-water pipe. Make sure 
that the a.c. line is bypassed to chassis in each 
unit with capacitors of about 0.01 µf. at the 
point where the line enters the chassis. The 
speaker line similarly should be bypassed to 
the amplifier chassis with about 0.001 µf. 

If these measures do not suffice, the shield-
ing on the amplifiers may be inadequate. A 
shield cover and bottom pan should be installed 
in such cases. 
The spot in the system where the rectification 

is occurring often can be localized by seeing if 
the interference is affected by the volume con-
trol setting; if not, the cause is in a stage 
following the volume control. 

TELEVISION INTERFERENCE (s.o also Chap. 17) 

Interference with the reception of television 
signals usually presents a more difficult problem 
than interference with a.m. broadcasting. In 
BCI cases the interference almost always can 
be attributed to deficient selectivity or spurious 
responses in the b.c. receiver. While similar de-
ficiencies exist in many television receivers, it is 
also true that amateur transmitters generate 
harmonics that fall inside many or all tele-

vision channels. These spurious radiations cause 
interference that ordinarily cannot be elimi-
nated by anything that may be done at the re-
ceiver, so must be prevented at the transmitter 
itself. 
The over-all situation is further complicated 

by the fact that television broadcasting is in 
three distinct bands, two in the v.h.f. region 
and one in the u.h.f. 

V.H.F. TELEVISION 

For the amateur who does most of his trans-
mitting on frequencies below 30 Mc. the TV 
band of principal interest is the low v.h.f. band 
between 54 and 88 Mc. If harmonic radiation 
can be reduced to the point where no inter-
ference is caused to Channels 2 
to 6, inclusive, it is almost certain 
that any harmonic troubles with 
channels above 174 Mc. will dis-
appear also. 
The relationship between the 

v.h.f. television channels and har-
monics of amateur bands from 14 
through 28 Mc. is shown in Fig. 
23-3. Harmonics of the 7- and 
3.5-Mc. bands are not shown be-
cause they fall in every television 
channel. However, the harmonics 
above 54 Mc. from these bands 
are of such high order that they 
are usually rather low in ampli-
tude, although they may be strong 
enough to interfere if the tele-
vision receiver is quite close to 
the amateur transmitter. Low-
order harmonics — up to about 
the sixth — are usually the most 
difficult to eliminate. 
Of the amateur v.h.f. bands, 

only 50 Mc. will have harmonics 
f alling in a v.h.f. television chan-

Mc 
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nel (channels 11, 12 and 13). However, a trans-
mitter for any amateur v.h.f. band may cause in-
terference if it has multiplier stages either oper-
ating in or having harmonics in one or more of 
the v.h.f. TV channels. The r.f. energy on such 
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Fig. 23-4—Location of picture and sound carriers in a monochrome television channel, and 
relative intensity of interference as the location of the interfering signal within the channel is 

varied without changing its strength. The three regions are not actually sharply defined as 

shown in this drawing, but merge into one another gradually. 

frequencies can be radiated directly from the 
transmitting circuits or coupled by stray means to 
the transmitting antenna. 

Frequency Effects 

The degree to which transmitter harmonics or 
other undesired radiation actually in the TV 
channel must be suppressed depends principally on 
two factors, the strength of the TV signal on the 
channel or channels affected, and the relationship 
between the frequency of the spurious radiation 
and the frequencies of the TV picture and 
sound carriers within the channel. If the TV 
signal is very strong, interference can be elim-
inated by comparatively simple methods. How-
ever, if the TV signal is very weak, as in 
"fringe" areas where the received picture is 
visibly degraded by the appearance of set noise 
or "snow" on the screen, it may be necessary to 
go to extreme measures. 

In either case the intensity of the interference 
depends very greatly on the exact frequency of 
the interfering signal. Fig. 23-4 shows the place-
ment of the picture and sound carriers in the 
standard TV channel. In Channel 2, for ex-
ample, the picture carrier frequency is 54 + 1.25 
= 55.25 Mc. and the sound carrier frequency is 
60 — 0.25 = 59.75 Mc. The second harmonic of 
28,010 kc. (56,020 kc. or 56.02 Mc.) falls 56.02 — 
54 = 2.02 Mc. above the low edge of the chan-
nel and is in the region marked "Severe" in Fig. 
23-4. On the other hand, the second harmonic of 
29,500 kc. (59,000 kc. or 59 Mc.) is 59 — 54 = 5 
Mc. from the low edge of the channel and falls 
in the region marked "Mild." Interference at 

Fig. 23-5—"Cross-hatching," caused by the beat be-
tween the picture carrier and an interfering signal 

inside the TV channel. 

this frequency has to be about 100 times as 
strong as at 56,020 kc. to cause effects of equal 
intensity. Thus an operating frequency that puts 
a harmonic near the picture carrier requires 
about 40 db. more harmonic suppression in 
order to avoid interference, as compared with 
an operating frequency that puts the harmonic 
near the upper edge of the channel. 
For a region of 100 kc. or so either side of 

the sound carrier there is another "Severe" 
region where a spurious radiation will interfere 
with reception of the sound program, and this 
region also should be avoided. In general, a 
signal of intensity equal to that of the picture 
carrier will not cause noticeable interference if 
its frequency is in the "Mild" region shown in 
Fig. 23-4, but the same intensity in the "Severe" 
region will utterly destroy the picture. 

Interference Patterns 

The visible effects of interference vary with 
the type and intensity of the interference. Com-
plete "blackout," where the picture and sound 
disappear completely, leaving the screen dark, 
occurs only when the transmitter and receiver 
are quite close together. Strong interference 
ordinarily causes the picture to be broken up, 
leaving a jumble of light and dark lines, or 
turns the picture "negative" — the normally 
white parts of the picture turn black and the 
normally black parts turn white. "Cross-hatch-
ing"— diagonal bars or lines in the picture — 
accompanies the latter, usually, and also repre-
sents the most common type of less-severe in-
terference. The bars are the result of the beat 
between the harmonic frequency and the picture 
carrier frequency. They are broad and relatively 
few in number if the beat frequency is com-
paratively low — near the picture carrier — and 
are numerous and very fine if the beat fre-
quency is very high -- toward the upper end of 
the channel. Typical cross-hatching is shown in 
Fig. 23-5. If the frequency falls in the "Mild" 
region in Fig. 23-4 the cross-hatching may be 
so fine as to be visible only on close inspection 
of the picture, in which case it may simply cause 
the apparent brightness of the screen to change 
when the transmitter carrier is thrown on and 
off. 
Whether or not cross-hatching is visible, an 

amplitude-modulated transmitter may cause 
"sound bars" in the picture. These look about 
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adisminuipb. 

Fig. 23-6—" Sound bars" or " modulation bars" accom-
panying amplitude modulation of an interfering signal. 

In this case the interfering carrier is strong enough to 
destroy the picture, but in mild cases the picture is 

visible through the horizontal bars. Sound bars may 
accompany modulation even though the unmodulated 

carrier gives no visible cross-hatching. 

as shown in Fig. 23-6. They result from the 
variations in the intensity of the interfering sig-
nal when modulated. Under most circumstances 
modulation bars will not occur if the amateur 
transmitter is frequency- or phase-modulated. 
With these types of modulation the cross-hatch-
ing will "wiggle" from side to side with the 
modulation. 
Except in the more severe cases, there is 

seldom any effect on the sound reception when 
interference shows in the picture, unless the f re-
quency is quite close to the sound carrier. In 
the latter event the sound may be interfered 
with even though the picture is clean. 

Reference to Fig. 23-3 will show whether or 
not harmonics of the frequency in use will fall 
in any television channels that can be received 
in the locality. It should be kept in mind that 
not only harmonics of the final frequency may 
interfere, but also harmonics of any frequencies 
that may be present in buffer or frequency-mul-
tiplier stages. In the case of 144-Mc, transmit-
ters, frequency-multiplying combinations that 
require a doubler or tripler stage to operate on 
a frequency actually in a low-band v.h.f. chan-
nel in use in the locality should be avoided. 

Harmonic Suppression 

Effective harmonic suppression has three sep-
arate phases: 

1) Reducing the amplitude of harmonics 
generated in the transmitter. This is a matter 
of circuit design and operating conditions. 

2) Preventing stray radiation from the 
transmitter and from associated wiring. This 
requires adequate shielding and filtering of all 
circuits and leads from which radiation can 
take place. 

3) Preventing harmonics from being fed 
into the antenna. 

It is impossible to build a transmitter that will 
not generate some harmonics, but it is obviously 
advantageous to reduce their strength, by cir-
cuit design and choice of operating conditions, 
by as large a factor as possible before attempt-
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ing to prevent them from being radiated. Har-
monic radiation from the transmitter itself or 
from its associated wiring obviously will cause 
interference just as readily as radiation from 
the antenna, so measures taken to prevent har-
monics from reaching the antenna will not re-
duce TVI if the transmitter itself is radiating 
harmonics. But once it has been found that the 
transmitter itself is free from harmonic radia-
tion, devices for preventing harmonics from 
reaching the antenna can be expected to produce 
results. 

REDUCING HARMONIC GENERATION 

Since reasonably efficient operation of r.f. 
power amplifiers always is accompanied by har-
monic generation, good judgment calls for oper-
ating all frequency-multiplier stages at a very 
low power level — plate voltages not exceeding 
250 or 300. When the final output frequency is 
reached, it is desirable to use as few stages as 
possible in building up to the final output power 
level, and to use tubes that require a minimum 
of driving power. 

Circuit Design and Layout 

Harmonic currents of considerable amplitude 
flow in both the grid and plate circuits of r.f. 
power amplifiers, but they will do relatively 
little harm if they can be effectively bypassed to 
the cathode of the tube. Fig. 23-7 shows the 
paths followed by harmonic currents in an am-
plifier circuit; because of the high reactance of 
the tank coil there is little harmonic current in 
it, so the harmonic currents simply flow through 
the tank capacitor, the plate ( or grid) blocking 
capacitor, and the tube capacitances. The lengths 
of the leads forming these paths is of great 
importance, since the inductance in this circuit 
will resonate with the tube capacitance at some 
frequency in the v.h.f. range (the tank and 
blocking capacitances usually are so large com-
pared with the tube capacitance that they have 
little effect on the resonant frequency). If such 
a resonance happens to occur at or near the 
same frequency as one of the transmitter har-
monics, the effect is just the same as though a 
harmonic tank circuit had been deliberately in-
troduced; the harmonic at that frequency will 
be tremendously increased in amplitude. 
Such resonances are unavoidable, but by keep-

ing the path from plate to cathode and from 

Fig. 23-7—A v.h.f. resonant circuit is formed by the 

tube capacitance and the leads through the tank and 

blocking capacitors. Regular tank coils are not shown, 

since they have little effect on such resonances. C, is 

the grid tuning capacitor and C2 is the plate tuning 

capacitor. C3 and C4 are the grid and plate blocking 

or bypass capacitors, respectively. 
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grid to cathode as short as is physically possible, 
the resonant frequency usually can be raised 
above 100 Mc. in amplifiers of medium power. 
This puts it between the two groups of tele-
vision channels. 

It is easier to place grid-circuit v.h.f. reson-
ances where they will do no harm when the 
amplifier is link-coupled to the driver stage, 
since this generally permits shorter leads and 
more favorable conditions for bypassing the 
harmonics than is the case with capacitive coup-
ling. Link coupling also reduces the coupling 
between the driver and amplifier at harmonic 
frequencies, thus preventing driver harmonics 
from being amplified. 
The inductance of leads from the tube to the 

tank capacitor can be reduced not only by short-
ening but by using flat strip instead of wire 
conductors. It is also better to use the chassis as 
the return from the blocking capacitor or tuned 
circuit to cathode, since a chassis path will have 
less inductance than almost any other form of 
connection. 
The v.h.f. resonance points in amplifier tank 

circuits can be found by coupling a grid-dip 
meter covering the 50-250 Mc. range to the grid 
and plate leads. If a resonance is found in or 
near a TV channel, methods such as those 
described above should be used to move it well 
out of the TV range. The grid-dip meter also 
should be used to check for v.h.f. resonances in 
the tank coils, because coils made for 14 Mc. 
and below usually will show such resonances. 
In making the check, disconnect the coil entirely 
from the transmitter and move the grid-dip 
meter coil along it while exploring for a dip in 
the 54-88 Mc. band. If a resonance falls in a TV 
channel that is in use in the locality, changing 
the number of turns will move it to a less-
troublesome frequency. 

Operating Conditions 

Grid bias and grid current have an important 
effect on the harmonic content of the r.f. cur-
rents in both the grid and plate circuits. In 
general, harmonic output increases as the grid 
bias and grid current are increased, but this is 
not necessarily true of a particular harmonic. 
The third and higher harmonics, especially, will 
go through fluctuations in amplitude as the grid 
current is increased, and sometimes a rather 
high value of grid current will minimize one 
harmonic as compared with a low value. This 
characteristic can be used to advantage where 
a particular harmonic is causing interference, 
remembering that the operating conditions that 
minimize one harmonic may greatly increase 
another. 
For equal operating conditions, there is little 

or no difference between single-ended and push-
pull amplifiers in respect to harmonic generation. 
Push-pull amplifiers are frequently trouble-
makers on even harmonics because with such 
amplifiers the even-harmonic voltages are in 
phase at the ends of the tank circuit and hence 
appear with equal amplitude across the whole 

tank coil, if the center of the coil is not 
grounded. Under such circumstances the even 
harmonics can be coupled to the output circuit 
through stray capacitance between the tank and 
coupling coils. This does not occur in a single-
ended amplifier having an inductively coupled 
tank, if the coupling coil is placed at the cold 
end, or with a pi-network tank. 

Harmonic Traps 

If a harmonic in only one TV channel is par-
ticularly bothersome— frequently the case when 
the transmitter operates on 28 Mc.— a trap 
tuned to the harmonic frequency may be in-
stalled in the plate lead as shown in Fig. 23-8. 
At the harmonic frequency the trap represents 
a very high impedance and hence reduces the 
amplitude of the harmonic current flowing 
through the tank circuit. In the push-pull circuit 
both traps have the same constants. The L/C 
ratio is not critical but a high-C circuit usually 
will have least effect on the performance of the 
plate circuit at the normal operating frequency. 

Since there is a considerable harmonic volt-
age across the trap, radiation may occur from 
the trap unless the transmitter is well shielded. 
Traps should be placed so that there is no cou-
pling between them and the amplifier tank 
circuit. 
A trap is a highly selective device and so is 

useful only over a small range of frequencies. 

TANK 
CIRCUIT 

SINGLE - ENDED 

PUSH - PULL 

Fig. 23-8— Harmonic traps in an amplifier plate circuit. 

L and C should resonate at the frequency of the har-

monic to be suppressed. C may be a 25- to 50-iulif• 

midget, and L usually consists of 3 to 6 turns about 1/2 
inch in diameter for Channels 2 through 6. The in-

ductance should be adjusted so that the trap resonates 

at about half capacitance of C before being installed 

in the transmitter. The frequency may be checked with 

a grid-dip meter. When in place, the trap should be 

adjusted for minimum interference to the TV picture. 



Preventing Radiation 

A second- or third-harmonic trap on a 28-Mc. 
tank circuit usually will not be effective over 
more than 50 kc. or so at the fundamental f re-
quency, depending on how serious the interfer-
ence is without the trap. Because they are crit-
ical of adjustment, is is better to prevent TVI 
by other means, if possible, and use traps only 
as a last resort. 

PREVENTING RADIATION FROM 
THE TRANSMITTER 
The extent to which interference will be 

caused by direct radiation of spurious signals 
depends on the operating frequency, the trans-
mitter power level, the strength of the televi-
sion signal, and the distance between the trans-
mitter and TV receiver. Transmitter radiation 
can be a very serious problem if the TV signal 
is weak, if the TV receiver and amateur trans-
mitter are close together, and if the trans-
mitter is operated with high power. 

Shielding 

Direct radiation from the transmitter circuits 
and components can be prevented by proper 
shielding. To be effective, a shield must com-
pletely enclose the circuits and parts and must 
have no openings that will permit r.f. energy 
to escape. Unfortunately, ordinary metal boxes 
and cabinets do not provide good shielding, 
since such openings as louvers, lids, and holes 
for running in connections allow far too much 
leakage. 
A primary requisite for good shielding is that 

all joints must make a good electrical connection 
along their entire length. A small slit or crack 
will let out a surprising amount of r.f. energy; 
so will ventilating louvers and large holes such 
as those used for mounting meters. On the other 
hand, small holes do not impair the shielding 
very greatly, and a limited number of ventilating 
holes may be used if they are small — not over 
1/$ inch in diameter. Also, wire screen makes 
quite effective shielding if the wires make good 
electrical connection at each crossover. Perfo-
rated aluminum such as the "do-it-yourself" sold 
at hardware stores also is good, although not 
very strong mechanically. If perforated mate-
rial is used, choose the variety with the smallest 
openings. The leakage through large openings 
can be very much reduced by covering such 
openings with screening or perforated alumi-
num, well bonded to all edges of the opening. 
The intensity of r.f. fields about coils, capaci-

tors, tubes and wiring decreases very rapidly 
with distance, so shielding is more effective, 
from a practical standpoint, if the components 
and wiring are not too close to it. It is advis-
able to have a separation of several inches, if 
possible, between "hot" points in the circuit and 
the nearest shielding. 
For a given thickness of metal, the greater 

the conductivity the better the shielding. Copper 
is best, with aluminum, brass and steel follow-
ing in that order. However, if the thickness is 
adequate for structural purposes (over 0.02 
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inch) and the shield and a "hot" point in the 
circuit are not in close proximity, any of these 
metals will be satisfactory. Greater separation 
should be used with steel shielding than with 
the other materials not only because it is con-
siderably poorer as a shield but also because it 
will cause greater losses in near-by circuits than 
would copper or aluminum at the same distance. 
Wire screen or perforated metal used as a 
shield should also be kept at some distance from 
high-voltage or high-current r.f. points, since 
there is considerably more leakage through the 
mesh than through solid metal. 
Where two pieces of metal join, as in forming 

a corner, they should overlap at least a half inch 
and be fastened together firmly with screws or 
bolts spaced at close-enough intervals to main-
tain firm contact all along the joint. The con-
tact surfaces should be clean before joining, and 
should be checked occasionally—especially steel, 
which is almost certain to rust after a period of 
time. 
The leakage through a given size of aperture 

in shielding increases with frequency, so such 
points as good continuous contact, screening of 
large holes, and so on, become even more im-
portant when the radiation to be suppressed is 
in the high band — 174-216 Mc. Hence 50- and 
144-Mc, transmitters, which in general will 
have frequency-multiplier harmonics of rela-
tively high intensity in this region, require spe-
cial attention in this respect if the possibility of 
interfering with a channel received locally exists. 

Lead Treatment 

Even very good shielding can be made com-
pletely useless when connections are run to ex-
ternal power supplies and other equipment from 
the circuits inside the shield. Every such con-
ductor leaving the shielding forms a path for 
the escape of r.f., which is then radiated by the 
connecting wires. Hence a step that is essential 

Fig. 23-9— Proper method of bypassing the end of a 

shielded lead using disk ceramic capacitor. The 0.001. 

pf. size should be used for 1600 volts or less; 500 

at higher voltages. The leads are wrapped around the 

inner and outer conductors and soldered, so that the 

lead length is negligible. This photograph is about 

four times actual size. 
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Fig. 23- 10— Bypassing with a mica capacitor the end 

of a high-voltage lead. The end of the shield braid is 

soldered to a lug fastened to the chassis directly 
underneath. The other terminal of the capacitor is 

similarly bolted directly to the chassis. When the by-

pass is used at a terminal connection block the "hot" 

lead should be soldered directly to the terminal, if 

possible, but in any event connected to it by a very 

short lead. 

in every case is to prevent harmonic currents 
from flowing on the leads leaving the shielded 
enclosure. 
Harmonic currents always flow on the d.c. or 

a.c. leads connecting to the tube circuits. A very 
effective means of preventing such currents 
from being coupled into other wiring, and one 
that provides desirable bypassing as well, is to 
use shielded wire for all such leads, maintain-
ing the shielding from the point where the lead 
connects to the tube or r.f. circuit right through 
to the point where it leaves the chassis. The 
shield braid should be grounded to the chassis 
at both ends and at frequent intervals along the 
path. 
Good bypassing of shielded leads also is es-

sential. Bearing in mind that the shield braid 
about the conductor confines the harmonic cur-
rents to the inside, of the shielded wire, the ob-
ject of bypassing is to prevent their escape. 
Figs. 23-9 and 23-10 show the proper way to 
bypass. The small-type 0.001-pf. ceramic disk 
capacitor, when mounted on the end of the 
shielded wire as shown in Fig. 23-9, actually 
forms a series-resonant circuit in the 54-88-Mc. 
range and thus represents practically a short-
circuit for low-band TV harmonics. The ex-
posed wire to the connection terminal should 
be kept as short as is physically possible, to 
prevent any possible harmonic pickup exterior 
to the shielded wiring. Disk capacitors of this 

REGULAR 
Br PASS 
FOR 

GIRGuIT 

RFC 

VERY SHORE 
tEAD 

SHIELDED LEAD 

capacitance are available in several voltage rat-
ings up to 3000 volts. For higher voltages, the 
maximum capacitance available is approximately 
500 pf., which is large enough for good by-
passing of harmonics. Alternatively, mica ca-
pacitors may be used as shown in Fig. 23-10, 
mounting the capacitor flat against the chassis 
and grounding the end of the shield braid di-
rectly to chassis, keeping the exposed part as 
short as possible. Either 0.001-pf. or 470-Nif. 
(500 ppf.) capacitors should be used. The larger 
capacitance is series-resonant in Channel 2 and 
the smaller in Channel 6. 
These bypasses are essential at the connec-

tion-block terminals, and desirable at the tube 
ends of the leads also. Installed as shown with 
shielded wiring, they have been found to be 
so effective that there is usually no need for 
further harmonic filtering. However, if a test 
shows that additional filtering is required, the 
arrangement shown in Fig. 23-11 may be used. 
Such an r.f. filter should be installed at the tube 
end of the shielded lead, and if more than one 
circuit is filtered care should be taken to keep 
the r.f. chokes separated from each other and 
so oriented as to minimize coupling between 
them. This is necessary for preventing harmon-
ics present in one circuit from being coupled 
into another. 

In difficult cases involving Channels 7 to 13 — 
i.e., close proximity between the transmitter and 
receiver, and a weak TV signal — additional 
lead-filtering measures may be needed to pre-
vent radiation of interfering signals by 50- and 
144-Mc. transmitters. A recommended method 
is shown in Fig. 23-12. It uses a shielded lead by-
passed with a ceramic disk as described above, 
with the addition of a low-inductance feed-
through type capacitor and a small r.f. choke, 
the capacitor being used as a terminal for the 
external connection. For voltages above 400, a 
capacitor of compact construction ( as indicated 
in the caption) should be used, mounted so that 
there is a very minimum of exposed lead, inside 
the chassis, from the capacitor to the connection 
terminal. 
As an alternative to the series-resonant by-

passing described above, feed-through type ca-
pacitors such as the Sprague "Hypass" type 
may be used as terminals for external connec-
tions. The ideal method of installation is to 
mount them so they protrude through the chas-
sis, with thorough bonding to the chassis all 
around the hole in which the capacitor is 
mounted. The principle is illustrated in Fig. 
23-13. 

Mg. 23-11—Additional r.f. filtering of sup-

ply leads may be required in regions where 

the TV signal is very weak. The r.f. choke 

should be physically small, and may consist 

of a 1-inch winding of No. 26 enameled 

wire on a 14-inch form, close-wound. Manu-

factured single-layer chokes having an in-

ductance of a few microhenrys also may 

be used. 
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Meters that are mounted in an r.f. unit should 
be enclosed in shielding covers, the connections 
being made with shielded wire with each lead 
bypassed as described above. The shield braid 
should be grounded to the panel or chassis im-
mediately outside the meter shield, as indicated 
in Fig. 23-14. A bypass may also be connected 
across the meter terminals, principally to pre-
vent any fundamental current that may be pres-
ent from flowing through the meter itself. As 
an alternative to individual meter shielding the 
meters may be mounted entirely behind the 
panel, and the panel holes needed for observa-
tion may be covered with wire screen that is 
carefully bonded to the panel all around the hole. 
Care should be used in the selection of shielded 

wire for transmitter use. Not only should the 
insulation be conservatively rated for the d.c. 

CHASSIS 

Fig. 23-12—Additional lead filtering for harmonics or 

other spurious frequencies in the high vhf. TV band 

(174-216 Mc.) 

Ci-0.001-0. disk ceramic. 

C-0.001-µf. feed-through bypass ( Erie Style 326). 

(For 500-2000-volt lead, substitute Plasticon 

Glass mike, LSG-251, for Cr.) 

RFC- 14 inches No. 26 enamel close-wound on Ks-inch 
diam. form or resistor. 

voltage in use, but the insulation should be of 
material that will not easily deteriorate in solder-
ing. The r.f. characteristics of the wire are not 
especially important, except that the attenuation 
of harmonics in the wire itself will be greater 
if the insulating material has high losses at 
radio frequencies; in other words, wire intended 
for use at d.c. and low frequencies is preferable 
to cables designed expressly for carrying r.f. 
The attenuation also will increase with the 
length of the wire; in general, it is better to 
make the leads as long as circumstances permit 
rather than to follow the more usual practice of 
using no more lead than is actually necessary. 
Where wires cross or run parallel, the shields 
should be spot-soldered together and connected 
to the chassis. For high voltages, automobile 
ignition cable covered with shielding braid is 
recommended. 
Proper shielding of the transmitter requires 

that the r.f. circuits be shielded entirely from 
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Shield or 
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Fig. 23-13—The best method of using the "Hypass" 
type feed-through capacitor. Capacitances of 0.01 to 

0.1 if. are satisfactory. Capacitors of this type are 
useful for high-current circuits, such as filament and 

115-volt leads, as a substitute for the r.f. choke shown 
In Fig. 23-11, in casas where pdditional lead filtering 

is needed. 

the external connecting leads. A situation such 
as is shown in Fig. 23-15, where the leads in the 
r.f. chassis have been shielded and properly fil-
tered but the chassis is mounted in a large 
shield, simply invites the harmonic currents to 
travel over the chassis and on out over the leads 
outside. the chassis. The shielding about the r.f. 
circuits should make complete contact with the 
chassis on which the parts are mounted. 

Checking Transmitter Radiation 

A check for transmitter radiation always 
should be made before attempting to use low-
pass filters or other devices for preventing har-
monics from reaching the antenna system. The 
only really satisfactory indicating instrument is 
a television receiver. In regions where the TV 
signal is strong an indicating wavemeter such 
as one having a crystal or tube detector may be 
useful; if it is possible to get any indication at 
all from harmonics either on supply leads or 

Metal Panel 

L_Siueld around 
meter 

o oo/ Disc 
ceramic 

Bond to panel or meter 
shield here 

Fig. 23-14—Meter shielding and bypassing. It is essen-
tial to shield the meter mounting hole since the meter 
will carry r.f. through it to be radiated. Suitable 

shields can be made from 21/2- or 3-inch diameter 
metal cans or small metal chassis boxes. 
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Fig. 23-15—A metal cabinet can be an adequate shield, 

but there will still be radiation if the leads inside can 

pick up r.f, from the transmitting circuits. 

around the transmitter itself, the harmonics are 
probably strong enough to cause interference. 
However, the absence of any such indication 
does not mean that harmonic interference will 
not be caused. If the techniques of shielding and 
lead filtering described in the preceding section 
are followed, the harmonic intensity on any 
external leads should be far below what any 
such instruments can detect. 

Radiation checks should be made with the 
transmitter delivering full power into a dummy 
antenna, such as an incandescent lamp of suit-
able power rating, preferably installed inside the 
shielded enclosure. If the dummy must be ex-
ternal, it is desirable to connect it through a coax-
matching circuit such as is shown in Fig. 23-16. 
Shielding the dummy antenna circuit is also de-
sirable, although it is not always necessary. 
Make the radiation test on all frequencies that 

are to be used in transmitting, and note whether 
or not interference patterns show in the re-
ceived picture. ( These tests must be made while 
a TV signal is being received, since the beat 
patterns will not be formed if the TV picture 
carrier is not present.) If interference exists, 
its source can be detected by grasping the var-
ious external leads ( by the insulation, not the 
live wire!) or bringing the hand near meter 
faces, louvers, and other possible points where 
harmonic energy might escape from the trans-
mitter. If any of these tests cause a change— 

OUTPUT STAGE 

ANTE/PEA 
%AEA 

Fig. 23- 16— Dummy-antenna circuit for checking har-

monic radiation from the transmitter and leads. The 

matching circuit helps prevent harmonics in the output 

of the transmitter from flowing back over the trans-

mitter itself, which may occur if the lamp load is simply 
connected to the output coil of the final amplifier. See 

transmission- line chapter for details of the matching 

circuit. Tuning must be adjusted by cut-and-try, as the 

bridge method described in the transmission- line chap-

ter will not work with lamp loads because of the 

change in resistance when the lamps are hot. 

not necessarily an increase — in the intensity of 
the interference, the presence of harmonics at 
that point is indicated. The location of such 
"hot" spots usually will point the way to the 
remedy. If the TV receiver and the transmitter 
can be operated side-by-side, a length of wire 
connected to one antenna terminal on the re-
ceiver can be used as a probe to go over the 
transmitter enclosure and external leads. This 
device will very quickly expose the spots from 
which serious leakage is taking place. 
As a final test, connect the transmitting an-

tenna or its transmission line terminals to the 
outside of the transmitter shielding. Interfer-
ence created when this test is applied indicates 
that weak currents are on the outside of the 
shield and can be conducted to the antenna when 
the liormal antenna connections are used. Cur-
rents of this nature represent interference that 
is conducted over low-pass filters, and hence can-
not be eliminated by such filters. 

PREVENTING HARMONICS FROM 
REACHING THE ANTENNA 

The third and last step in reducing har-
monic TVI is to keep the spurious energy gen-
erated in or passed through the final stage from 
traveling over the transmission line to the 
antenna. It is seldom worthwhile even to at-
tempt this until the radiation from the trans-
mitter and its connecting leads has been reduced 
to the point where, with the transmitter deliver-
ing full power into a dummy antenna, it has 
been determined by actual testing with a televi-
sion receiver that the radiation is below the 
level that can cause interference. If the dummy 
antenna test shows enough radiation to be seen 
in a TV picture, it is a practical certainty that 
harmonics will be coupled to the antenna system 
no matter what preventive measures are taken. 

In inductively coupled output systems, some 
harmonic energy will be transferred from the 
final amplifier through the mutual inductance 
between the tank coil and the output coupling 
coil. Harmonics of the output frequency trans-
ferred in this way can be greatly reduced by 
providing sufficient selectivity between the final 
tank and the transmission line. A good deal of 
selectivity, amounting to 20 to 30 db. reduction 
of the second harmonic and much higher reduc-
tion of higher-order harmonics, is furnished by 
a matching circuit of the type shown in Fig. 
23-16 and described in the chapter on transmis-
sion lines. An "antenna coupler" is therefore a 
worthwhile addition to the transmitter. 

In 50- and 144-Mc, transmitters, particularly, 
harmonics not directly associated with the out-
put frequency — such as those generated in low-
f requency early stages of the transmitter — may 
get coupled to the antenna by stray means. For 
example, a 144-Mc, transmitter might have an 
oscillator or frequency multiplier at 48 Mc., fol-
lowed by a tripler to 144 Mc. Some of the 48-
Mc. energy will appear in the plate circuit of 
the tripler, and if passed on to the grid of the 
final amplifier will appear as a 48-Mc. modula-
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Fig. 23-17—The stray capacitive coupling between 

coils in the upper circuit leads to the equivalent cir-

cuit shown below, for v.h.f. harmonics. 

tion on the 144-Mc. signal. This will cause a 
spurious signal at 192 Mc., which is in the high 
TV band, and the selectivity of the tank circuits 
may not be sufficient to prevent its being coupled 
to the antenna. Spurious signals of this type can 
be reduced by using link coupling between the 
driver stage and final amplifier ( and between 
earlier stages as well) in addition to the sup-
pression afforded by using an antenna coupler. 

Capacitive Coupling 

The upper drawing in Fig. 23-17 shows a 
parallel-conductor link as it might be used to 
couple into a parallel-conductor line through a 
matching circuit. Inasmuch as a coil is a sizable 
metallic object, there is capacitance between 
the final tank coil and its associated link coil, 
and between the matching-circuit coil and its 
link. Energy coupled through these capacitances 
travels over the link circuit and the transmission 
line as though these were merely single conduc-
tors. The tuned circuits simply act as masses of 
metal and offer no selectivity at all for capaci-
tively-coupled energy. Although the actual ca-
pacitances arc small, they offer a good coupling 
medium for frequencies in the v.h.f. range. 

Capacitive coupling can be reduced by coupling 
to a "cold" point on the tank coil — the end con-
nected to ground or cathode in a single-ended 
stage. In push-pull circuits having a split-stator 
capacitor with the rotor grounded for r.f., all 
parts of the tank coil are "hot" at even har-

Fig. 23- 18—Methods of coupling and grounding link 

circuits to reduce capacitive coupling between the tank 

and link coils. Where the link is wound over one end 

of the tank coil the side toward the hot end of the 
tank should be grounded, as shown at B. 

NO CONNECTION 
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INNER CONDUCTOR 

SOLDERED TO CABLE SHIELD 

TO SECOND 
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Fig. 23- 19—Shielded coupling coil constructed from 

coaxial cable. The smaller sizes of cable such as RG-

59 U are most convenient when the coil diameter is 

3 inches or less, because of greater flexibility. For 

larger coils RG-8/1.1 or RG-11/U can be used. 

monics, but the center of the coil is "cold" at 
the fundamental and odd harmonics. If the 
center of the tank coil, rather than the rotor 
of the tank capacitor, is grounded through a 
bypass capacitor the center of the coil is "cold" 
at all frequencies, but this arrangement is not 
very desirable because it causes the harmonic 
currents to flow through the coil rather than the 
tank capacitor and this increases the harmonic 
transfer by pure inductive coupling. 
With either single-ended or balanced tank cir-

cuits the coupling coil should be grounded to the 
chassis by a short, direct connection as shown 
in Fig. 23-18. If the coil feeds a balanced line or 
link, it is preferable to ground its center, but if 
it feeds a coax line or link one side may be 
grounded. Coaxial output is much preferable to 
balanced output, because the harmonics have to 
stay inside a properly installed coax system and 
tend to be attenuated by the cable before reach-
ing the antenna coupler. 
At high frequencies — and possibly as low as 

14 Mc. — capacitive coupling can be greatly 
reduced by using a shielded coupling coil as 
shown in Fig. 23-19. The inner conductor of a 
length of coaxial cable is used to form a one-
turn coupling coil. The outer conductor serves as 
an open-circuited shield around the turn, the 
shield being grounded to the chassis. The shield-
ing has no effect on the inductive coupling. Be-
cause this construction is suitable only for one 
turn, the coil is not well adapted for use on the 
lower frequencies where many turns are re-
quired for good coupling. Shielded coupling 
coils having a larger number of turns are avail-
able commercially. A shielded coil is particu-
larly useful with push-pull amplifiers when the 
suppression of even harmonics is important. 
A shielded coupling coil or coaxial output will 

not prevent stray capacitive coupling to the an-
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(A) 

(B) 

(c) 

Fig. 23-20-- Right (8) and wrong (A and C) ways to 
connect a coaxial line to the transmitter. In A or C, 
harmonic energy coupled by stray capacitance to the 
outside of the cable will flow without hindrance to the 
antenna system. In B the energy cannot leave the 
shield and can flow out only through, not over, the 

cable. 

tenna if harmonic currents can flow over the out-
side of the coax line. In Fig. 23-20, the arrange-
ment at either A or C will allow r.f. to flow 
over the outside of the cable to the antenna 
system. The proper way to use coaxial cable is 
to shield the transmitter completely, as shown at 
B, and make sure that the outer conductor of 
the cable is a continuation of the transmitter 
shielding. This prevents r.f, inside the transmit-
ter from getting out by any path except the 
inside of the cable. Harmonics flowing through 
a coax line can be stopped by an antenna coupler 
or low-pass filter installed in the line. 

Low-Pass Filters 

A low-pass filter properly installed in a coaxial 
line, feeding either a matching circuit ( antenna 
coupler) or feeding the antenna directly, will 
provide very great attenuation of harmonics. 
When the main transmission line is of the par-
allel-conductor type, the coax-coupled match-
ing-circuit arrangement is highly recommended 
as a means for using a coax low-pass filter. 
A low-pass filter will transmit power at the 

fundamental frequency without appreciable loss 
if the line in which it is inserted is properly 
terminated (has a low s.w.r.). At the same time 
it has large attenuation for all frequencies above 
the "cut-off" frequency. 
Low-pass filters of simple and inexpensive con-

struction for use with transmitters operating be-
low 30 Mc. are shown in Figs. 23-21 and 23-23. 
The former is designed to use mica capacitors 
of readily available capacitance values, for com-
pactness and low cost. Both use the same cir-
cuit, Fig. 23-22, the only difference being in the 
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Fig. 23-21—An inexpensive low-pass filter using silver-
mica postage-stamp capacitors. The box is a 2 by 4 by 
6 aluminum chassis. Aluminum shields, bent and folded 
at the sides and bottom for fastening to the chassis, 
form shields between the filter sections. The diagonal 
arrangement of the shields provides extra room for 
the coils and makes it easier to fit the shields in the 
box, since bending to exact dimensions is not essential. 
The bottom plate, made from sheet aluminum, extends 
a half inch beyond the ends of the chassis and is pro-
vided with mounting holes in the extensions. It is held 

on the chassis with sheet-metal screws. 

L and C values. Technically, they are three-sec-
tion filters having two full constant-k sections 
and two m-derived terminating half-sections, 
and their attenuation in the 54-88-Mc, range 
varies from over 50 to nearly 70 db., depending 
on the frequency and the particular set of values 
used. At high frequencies the ultimate attenua-
tion will depend somewhat on internal resonant 
conditions associated with component lead 
lengths. These leads should be kept as short as 
possible. 
The power that filters using mica capacitors 

can handle safely is determined by the voltage 
and current limitations of the capacitors. The 
power capacity is least at the highest frequency. 
The unit using postage-stamp silver mica ca-
pacitors is capable of handling approximately 50 
watts in the 28-Mc, band, when working into a 
properly-matched line, but is good for about 150 
watts at 21 Mc. and 300 watts at 14 Mc. and 
lower frequencies. A filter with larger mica 
capacitors ( case type CM-45) will carry about 
250 watts safely at 21 Mc., this rating increasing 
to 500 watts at 21 Mc. and a kilowatt at 14 
Mc. and lower. If there is an appreciable mis-
match between the filter and the line into which 
it works, these ratings will be considerably de-
creased, so in order to avoid capacitor failure 
it is highly essential that the line on the output 
side of the filter be carefully matched. 
The power capacity of these filters can be in-

creased considerably by substituting r.f. type 
fixed capacitors ( such as the Centralab 850 
series) or variable air capacitors, in which event 
the power capability will be such as to handle the 
maximum amateur power on any band. The con-
struction can be modified to accommodate vari-
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Fig. 23-22—Low-pass filter circuit. Ji and J2 are chassis-

type coaxial connectors. In the table below the letters 

refer to the following: 

A—Using 100- und 70 AAf. 500-volt silver mica capaci-
tors in parallel for C2 and Cs. 

8—Using 70- and 50-,agf. silver mica capacitors in 

parallel for Ci and C3. 

C—Using 100- and 50-µµf. mica capacitors, 1200-volt 

(case-style CM-45) in parallel for CS and C3. 
D and E—Using variable air capacitors, 500- to 1000-

volt rating, adjusted to values given. 

A B CD E 

4 52 75 52 52 75 ohms 
fo 36 35.5 41 40 40 Mc. 
/00 44.4 47 54 SO SO Mc. 
Ji 25.5 25.2 29 28.3 28.3 Mc. 
j2 32.5 31.8 37.5 36.1 36.1 Mc. 
C1,C, 50 40 SO 46 32 lie 
C3, C3 170 120 150 154 106 itAf. 
1.1, L. 5a 6 4 5 6'A turns* 
L8, L‘ 8 11 7 7 turns* 
L. 9 13 8 VA 11V2 turns* 

*No. 12 or No. 14 wire, 1/2 -inch inside diameter, 8 

turns per inch. 

able air capacitors as shown in Fig. 23-23. 
Using fixed capacitors of standard tolerances, 

there should be little difficulty in getting proper 
filter operation. A grid-dip meter with an accu-
rate calibration should be used for adjustment of 
the coils. First, wire up the filter without L2 and 
L.4. Short-circuit /1 at its inside end with a screw-
driver or similar conductor, couple the grid-dip 
meter to Li and adjust the inductance of Li, by 
varying the turn spacing, until the circuit reson-
ates at f. as given in the table. Do the same thing 
at the other end of the filter with L2. Then couple 
the meter to the circuit formed by L3, C2 and Cs, 

Fig. 23-23—Low-pass filter using variable air capacitors. 

The box is a 2 by 5 by 7 aluminum chassis, fitted with a 

bottom plate of similar construction to the one used in 

Fig. 23-21. 

and adjust 1.2 to resonate at the frequency fi as 
given by the table. Then remove L2, install 
L2 and L.4 and adjust 1.4 to make the cir-
cuit formed by LI, 14, CI and C2 (without the 
short across /1) resonate at b as given in the 
table. Do the same with 1,4 for the circuit formed 
by L4, 1.6, CZ and C‘. Then replace L. and check 
with the grid-dip meter at any coil in the filter; 
a distinct resonance should be found at or very 
close to the cut-off frequency, f 0. 
The filter constants suggested at D and E in 

Fig. 23-22 are based on the optimum design for 
good impedance characteristics—that is, with 
ni = 0.6 in the end sections—and a cut-off fre-
quency below the standard i.f. for television re-
ceivers ( sound carrier at 41.25 Mc.; picture car-
rier at 45.75 Mc.). This is to avoid possible har-
monic interference from 21 Mc. and below to the 
receiver's intermediate amplifier. The other de-
signs similarly cut off at 41 Mc. or below, but m 
in these cases is necessarily based on the capaci-
tances available in standard fixed capacitors. 

Filters for 50- and 144-Mc. Transmitters 

Since a low-pass filter must have a cut-off fre-
quency above the frequency on which the trans-
mitter operates, a filter for a v.h.f. transmitter 
cannot be designed for attenuation in all tele-
vision channels. This is no handicap for v.h.f. 
work but means that the filter will not be effec-
tive when used with louer-frequency transmit-

Fig. 23-24—Low-pass filter for use with 50-Mc, transmitters at powers up to about 300 watts. The housing is a 

21/4 -inches square by 5-inches long Minibox. Connections between the various sections of the filter are made 

through 5/16-inch clearance holes cut in the centers of the shielding partitions. 
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51ft— 67 MC. 47.5 MC. 
7511-66.75 MC. 

L, 

127 MC. 
47.3 MC. 130 MC 

L3 

C, C 
1•HH.1 

67 MC 
66.75 MC. 

L4 
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Fig. 23-25—Circuit of the 6-meter low-pass filter. See table for capacitance and inductance values. 
CI, Ca, Ca, C4, Ce, C7-6000-volt disk ceramic (Centralab DD60, Sprague 60GA, Erie HD6 or similar). C.-45-µµf. 
ceramic trimmer (Centralab 822BN). J5, is—Chassis-mounting coax receptacle (50-239). Resonant frequencies re-

fer to the following independent combinations: L1C1, L2C2C3, LesCe and 1.4C7. 

Capacitance (µµf.) and Inductance (01.) 
Values for the 6-Meter low-Pass Filter 

Ce, CS 
CS 
C9 

CS 
C. 
LI, La 
Li 
La 

50 ohms 

68 
82 
100 

7-45 
39 

0.0825 
0.3 

0.0622 

75 ohms 

47 
56 
68 

7-45 
25 

0.121 
0.441 

0.0915 

Coil Dimensions (All No. 16 Wire) 
L(µh.) Tur ns I.D. Turns Spacing 

0.441 7 ih inch M6 inch 
0.3 5 inch Mg inch 
0.121 4 % inch %2 inch 
0.0915 4 Y4 inch 1 turn 
0.0825 4 Y4 inch Me inch 
0.622 3 %,3 inch 1 turn 

ters, unless it happens that no local TV channels 
fall inside the pass band of the filter. 

Fig. 23-24 shows a filter for 50- or 75-ohm 
coax suitable for a 50-Mc, transmitter of any 
power up to about 300 watts. The circuit diagram 
is given in Fig. 23-25. If the values of inductance 
and capacitance can be measured, the components 
can be preset and assembled without futther 
adjustment. Alternatively, the grid-dip meter 
method described earlier may be used. The reso-
nant frequencies are checked for the following 
combinations (see Fig. 23-25) : L1C1, LsC2C, (Ls 
and associated capacitors lifted), LaCsCe (Le 
lifted at Cs and L.C7 lifted at Cs), and L.C7. Coil 
turns are spread apart or squeezed together in 
adjusting to the resonant frequencies. When sec-
tions have been resonated, the filter is reconnected 
and, with a suitable termination, Cs is adjusted 
for minimum response at 55.25 Mc. 

In constructing the filter, the coils are sup-
ported by the coax connectors and by the short 
capacitor leads, one of which is soldered to a 

ground lug. The only stand-off insulators are 
the two supporting Ls, Cs and Cs. Leads should 
be centered in the middle of the holes through the 
shields, and excess solder resin cleaned from 
capacitor bodies and stand-off insulators. 
The filter will have about 0.3 db. attentuation 

up to 51 Mc. and about 3 to 4 db. at 53 Mc. At 
55.25 and above the attenuation should never be 
- less than 25 or 30 db. 
A filter for low-power 144-Mc, transmitters is 

shown in Fig. 23-26. It is designed for maximum 
attenuation in the 190-215 Mc. region to suppress 
the spurious radiations in that range that fre-
quently occur with 144-Mc, transmitters, but also 
has good attenuation for all frequencies above 
170 Mc. Optimum capacitance values are given 
in Fig. 23-27. If possible, several units of the 
nearest standard values available should be meas-
ured and those having values closest to the opti-
mum used. Adjust the filter as follows: 

First, mount La and Ci, short Ja temporarily at 
its inner terminals, and adjust La until the com-
bination resonates at 200 Mc. as shown by a grid-
dip meter. Next, remove the short from Ja and 
connect L2 and C., adjusting L9 until the circuit 
formed by LiLsCiCs resonates at 144 Mc. Then 
disconnect La and mount Ls between CS and Cs. 
Adjust Le until the circuit LaCaCa resonates at 
112 Mc. Next, disconnect Ls and follow a similar 
procedure starting from the other end with Le 
and C.. Finally, reconnect all coils; a check at 
any point in the filter should show resonance at 
160 Mc. 

Filter Installation 

To be effective, a low-pass filter must be in-
stalled so that a// the output of the transmitter 
flows through it. If harmonic currents are per-
mitted to flow on the outside of the connecting 
coaxial cables, they will simply flow over the 
filter and on up to the antenna, and the filter does 
not have an opportunity to stop them. 

Fig. 23-28 shows the proper way to install 
a filter between a shielded transmitter and a 
matching circuit. The coax, together With the 

Fig. 23-26—A 52-ohm 
low-pass filter for 144-
Mc. Transmitters. Case 
is made from flashing 
copper and is Uri 
inches square by 71à 
inches long. Cover 
slips on flanges folded 
out at the bottom; 
ends are folded down 

and soldered. 
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Fig. 23-27—Low-pass filter for 144-Mc, operation 
through 50-ohm coaxial line. 

C4-10-µ0. ceramic (Sprague 10TS-Q10). 
Cy, C3-39-µed. ceramic (Sprague 10TS-Q39). 
JI, is—Coaxial fitting ($0-239). 

L1,14-3 turns, 1/4-inch long, leads 1/4-inch long each end. 
14-2 turns 1/4-inch long, leads 1 inch long each end. 

Ls-5 turns 1/4-inch long, leads %-inch long each end. 
All coils of No. 18 tinned copper, 1/4-inch diam. 

shields about the transmitter and filter, forms a 
continuous shield to keep all the r.f. inside. The 
r.f. forced to flow through the filter and the har-
monics are attenuated. If there is no har-
monic energy left after passing through the filter, 
shielding from that point on is not necessary. 
However, the antenna-coupler chassis arrange-
ment shown in Fig. 23-28 is desirable because it 
will tend to prevent fundamental-frequency 
energy from flowing from the matching circuit 
back over the transmitter; this helps eliminate 
feed-back troubles in audio systems. 
When a. filter does not seem to give the har-

monic attenuation of which it should be capable, 
the probable reason is that harmonics are by-
passing it because of improper installation and 
inadequate transmitter shielding, including lead 
filtering. However, occasionally there are cases 
where the circuits formed by the cables and the 
apparatus to which they connect become reso-
nant at a harmonic frequency. This 
greatly increases the harmonic out-
put at that frequency. Such troubles 
can be completely overcome by sub-
stituting a slightly different cable 
length. The most critical length is 
that connecting the transmitter to 
the filter. Checking with a grid-dip 
meter at the final amplifier output 
coil usually will show whether an 
unfavorable resonance of this type 
exists. 
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the basis of the design considerations outlined 
under "Reducing Harmonic Generation". 

2). Check all circuits, particularly those con-
nected with the final amplifier, with the grid-dip 
meter to determine whether there are any reso-
nances in the TV bands. If so, rearrange the 
circuits so the resonances are moved out of the 
critical frequency region. 

3) Connect the transmitter to the dummy an-
tenna and check with the wavemeter for the 
presence of harmonics on leads and around the 
transmitter enclosure. Seal off the weak spots 
in the shielding and filter the leads until the 
wavemeter shows no indication at any harmonic 
frequency. 
4) At this stage, check for interference with 

a TV receiver. If there is interference, deter-
mine the cause by the methods described pre-
viously and apply the recommended remedies 
until the interference disappears. 

5) When the transmitter is completely clean 
on the dummy antenna, connect it to the regu-
lar antenna and check for interference on the 
TV receiver. If the interference is not bad, an 
antenna coupler or matching circuit installed as 
previously described should clear it up. Alter-
natively, a low-pass filter may be used. If 
neither the antenna coupler nor filter makes any 
difference in the interference, the evidence is 
strong that the interference, at least in part, is 
being caused by receiver overloading because 
of the strong fundamental-frequency field about 
the TV antenna and receiver. ( See later section 
/or identification of fundamental-frequency in-
terference.) A coupler and/or filter, installed as 
described above, will invariably make a differ-
ence in the intensity of the interference if the 
interference is caused by transmitter harmonics 
alone. 

FILTER   
Antenna' 
Coupler 

Fig. 23-28—The proper method of ins ailing a low-pass filter between 
the transmitter and antenna coupler or matching circuit. If the 
antenna is fed through coax the antenna coupler may be omitted but 
the same construction should be used between the transmitter and 

filter. The filter should be thoroughly shielded. 

SUMMARY 

The methods of harmonic elimination out-
lined in this chapter have been proved beyond 
doubt to be effective even under highly unfavor-
able conditions. It must be emphasized once 
more, however, that the problem must be solved 
one step at a time, and the procedure must be 
in logical order. It cannot be done properly 
without two items of simple equipment: a grid-
dip meter and wavemeter covering the TV 
bands, and a dummy antenna. 

To summarize: 
1) Take a critical look at the transmitter on 

6) If there is still interference after instal-
ling the coupler and/or filter, and the evidence 
shows that it is probably caused by a harmonic, 
more attenuation is needed. A more elaborate 
filter may be necessary. However, it is well at 
this stage to assume that part of the interfer-
ence may be caused by receiver overloading, and 
take steps to alleviate such a condition before 
trying highly-elaborate filters, traps, etc., on the 
transmitter. 

HARMONICS BY RECTIFICATION 

Even though the transmitter is completely 
free from harmonic output it is still possible for 
interference to occur because of harmonics 
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generated outside the transmitter. These result 
from rectification of fundamental-frequency 
currents induced in conductors in the vicinity of 
the transmitting antenna. Rectification can take 
place at any point where two conductors are in 
poor electrical contact, a condition that fre-
quently exists in plumbing, downspouting, BX 
cables crossing each other, and numerous other 
places in the ordinary residence. It also can 
occur in any exposed vacuum tubes in the sta-
tion, in power supplies, speech equipment, etc., 
that may not be enclosed in the shielding about 
the r.f. circuits. Poor joints anywhere in the 
antenna system are especially bad, and rectifica-
tion also may take place in the contacts of an-
tenna changeover relays. Another common 
cause is overloading the front end of the com-
munications receiver when it is used with a 
separate antenna ( which will radiate the har-
monics generated in the first tube) for break-in. 

Rectification of this sort will not only cause 
harmonic interference but also is frequently re-
sponsible for cross-modulation effects. It can be 
detected in greater or less degree in most loca-
tions, but fortunately the harmonics thus gen-
erated are not usually of high amplitude. How-
ever, they can cause considerable interference 
in the immediate vicinity in fringe areas, espe-
cially when operation is in the 28-Mc. band. The 
amplitude decreases rapidly with the order of 
the harmonic, the second and third being the 
worst. It is ordinarily found that even in cases 
where destructive interference results from 28-
Mc. operation the interference is comparatively 
mild from 14 Mc., and is negligible at still lower 
frequencies. 
Nothing can be done at either the transmitter 

or receiver when rectification occurs. The rem-
edy is to find the source and eliminate the poor 
contact either by separating the conductors or 
bonding them together. A crystal wavemeter 
(tuned to the fundamental frequency) is useful 
for hunting the source, by showing which con-
ductors are carrying r.f. and, comparatively, 
how much. 

Interference of this kind is frequently inter-
mittent since the rectification efficiency will 
vary with vibration, the weather, and so on. The 
possibility of corroded contacts in the TV re-
ceiving antenna should not be overlooked, es-
pecially if it has been up a year or more. 

TV RECEIVER DEFICIENCIES 

Front-End Overloading 

When a television receiver is quite close to 
the transmitter, the intense r.f. signal from the 
transmitter's fundamental may overload one or 
more of the receiver circuits to produce spuri-
ous responses that cause interference. 

If the overload is moderate, the interference 
is of the same nature as harmonic interference; 
it is caused by harmonics generated in the early 
stages of the receiver and, since it occurs only 
on channels harmonically related to the trans-
mitting frequency, is difficult to distinguish 

BCI AND TVI 

from harmonics actually radiated by the trans-
mitter. In such cases additional harmonic sup-
pression at the transmitter will do no good, but 
any means taken at the receiver to reduce the 
strength of the amateur signal reaching the 
rst tube will effect an improvement. With very 

severe overloading, interference also will occur 
on channels not harmonically related to the 
transmitting frequency, so such cases are easily 
identified. 

Cross-Modulation 

Upon some circumstances overloading will 
result in cross-modulation or mixing of the 
amateur signal with that from a local f.m. or 
TV station. For example, a 14-Mc, signal can 
mix with a 92-Mc. f.m. station to produce a beat 
at 78 Mc. and cause interference in Channel 5, 
or with a TV station on Channel 5 to cause 
interference in Channel 3. Neither of the chan-
nels interfered with is in harmonic relationship 
to 14 Mc. Both signals have to be on the air 
for the interference to occur, and eliminating 
either at the TV receiver will eliminate the 
interference. 
There are many combinations of this type, 

depending on the band in use and the local fre-
quency assignments to f.m. and TV stations. 
The interfering frequency is equal to the ama-
teur fundamental frequency either added to or 
subtracted from the frequency of some local 
station, and when interference occurs in a TV 
channel that is not harmonically related to the 
amateur transmitting frequency the possibilities 
in such frequency combinations should be in-
vestigated. 

I. F. Interference 

Some TV receivers do not have sufficient 
selectivity to prevent strong signals in the inter-
mediate- frequency range from forcing their 
way through the front end and getting into the 
i.f. amplifier. The once-standard intermediate 
frequency of, roughly, 21 to 27 Mc., is subject 
to interferençe from the fundamental-frequency 
output of transmitters operating in the 21-Mc. 
band. Transmitters on 28 Mc. sometimes will 
cause this type of interference as well. 
A form of i.f. interference peculiar to 50-Mc. 

operation near the low edge of the bánd oc-
curs with some receivers having the standard 
"41-Mc." i.f., which has the sound carrier at 
41.25 Mc. and the picture carrier at 45.75 Mc. 
A 50-Mc, signal that forces its way into the i.f. 
system of the receiver will beat with the i.f. 
picture carrier to give a spurious signal on or 
near the if. sound carrier, even though the in-
terfering signal is not actually in the nominal 
passband of the i.f. amplifier. 
There is a type of i.f. interference unique to 

the 144-Mc, band in localities where certain 
u.h.f. TV channels are in operation, affecting 
only those TV receivers in which double-con-
version type plug-in u.h.f. tuning strips are 
used. The design of these strips involves a first 
intermediate frequency that varies with the TV 
channel to be received and, depending on the 
particular strip design, this first i.f. may be in 
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or close to the 144-Mc, amateur band. Since 
thefe is comparatively little selectivity in the 
TV signal-frequency circuits ahead of the first 
i.f., a signal from a 144-Mc. transmitter will 
"ride into" the i.f., even when the receiver is 
at a considerable distance from the transmitter. 
The channels that can be affected by this type 
of i.f. interference are: 

Receivers with 
21-Mc. 

second if. 

Channels 14-18, inc. 
Channels 41-48, inc. 
Channels 69-77, inc. 

Receivers with 
41-Mc. 

second if.' 

Channels 20-25, inc. 
Channels 51-58, inc. 
Channels 82 and 83. 

If the receiver is not close to the transmitter, a 
trap of the type shown in Fig. 23-31 will be 
effective. However, if the separation is small 
the 144-Mc, signal will be picked up directly on 
the receiver circuits and the best solution is to 
readjust the strip oscillator so that the first i.f. 
is moved to a frequency not in the vicinity of 
the I44-Mc. band. This has to be done by a 
competent technician. 

I.f. interference is easily identified since it 
occurs on all channels—although sometimes the 
intensity varies from channel to channel—and 
the cross-hatch pattern it causes will rotate 
when the receiver's fine-tuning control is varied. 
When the interference is caused by a harmonic, 
overloading, or cross modulation, the structure 
of the interference pattern does not change ( its 
intensity may change) as the fine-tuning control 
is varied. 

High-Pass Filters 

In all of the above cases the interference can 
be eliminated if the fundamental signal strength 
can be reduced to a level that the receiver can 
handle. To accomplish this with signals on 
bands below 30 Mc., the most satisfactory de-
vice is a high-pass filter having a cut-off fre-
quency between 30 and 54 Mc., installed at the 
tuner input terminals of the receiver. Circuits 

ceso 
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EACH COIL 8 TURNS NO. IS. 
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Fig. 23-29— High-pass filters for installation at the TV 

receiver antenna terminals. A—balanced filter for 300-

ohm line, B—for 75-ohm coaxial line. / mportant: Do 

not use a direct ground on the chassis of o trans-

formerless receiver. Ground through a 0.001-µf, mica 

capacitor. 

that have proved effective are shown in Figs. 
23-29 and 23-30. Fig. 23-30 has one more sec-
tion than the filters of Fig. 23-29 and as a 
consequence has somewhat better cut-off char-
acteristics. All the circuits given are designed 
to have little or no effect on the TV signals but 
will attenuate all signals lower in frequency 
than about 40 Mc. These filters preferably 
should be constructed in some sort of shielding 
container, although shielding is not always nec-
essary. The dashed lines in Fig. 23-30 show how 
individual filter coils can be shielded from each 
other. The capacitors can be tubular ceramic 
units centered in holes in the partitions that 
separate the coils. 

Simple high-pass filters cannot always be ap-
plied successfully in the case of 50-Mc, trans-
missions, because they do not have sufficiently-
sharp cut-off characteristics to give both good 
attenuation at 50-54 Mc. and no attenuation 
above 54 Mc. A more elaborate design capable 
of giving the required sharp cut-off has been 
described ( Ladd, "50-Mc. TVI—Its Causes and 
Cures," QST, June and July, 1954). This article 

100-0M 

USE TO ANT 

I 

Mt TEMINALO 

Ott TV MVO. 

C. 20),PC 

T.40 TURNS NO 30 TRAM CLOSEwOuNDA,' 

4.22 TURNS NO 30 ENAIA CLOSE WOUND. I' Ola 

Fig. 23-30—Another type of high-pass filter for 300-

ohm line. The coils may be wound on 1s-inch diameter 

plastic knitting needles. Important: Do not use a direct 

ground on the chassis of a transformerless receiver. 

Ground through a 0.001-id. mica capacitor. 

also contains other information useful in coping 
with the TVI problems peculiar to 50-Mc. op-
eration. As an alternative to such a filter, a 
high-Q wave trap tuned to the transmitting 
frequency may be used, suffering only the dis-
advantage that it is quite selective and therefore 
will protect a receiver from overloading over 
only a small range of transmitting frequencies 
in the 50-Mc. band. A trap of this type using 
quarter-wave sections of Twin-Lead is shown 
in Fig. 23-31. These "suck-out" traps, while 
absorbing energy at the frequency to which they 
are tuned, do not affect the receiver operation 
otherwise. The assembly should be slid along 
the TV antenna lead-in until the most effective 
position is found, and then fastened securely in 
place with Scotch Tape. An insulated tuning 
tool should be used for adjustment of the trim-
mer capacitor, since it is at a "hot" point and 
will show considerable body-capacitance effect. 
High-pass filters are available commercially at 

moderate prices. In this connection, it should be 
understood by all parties concerned that while 
an amateur is responsible for harmonic radia-
tion from his transmitter, it is no part of his 
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3-30ppf.   

To 
Rcvr. 

To 
Ant. 

Parallel open ends 
ond connect to one 
terminal of condenser. 
Same on other side. 

Put sections flat against 
300—ohm line from ant. 
and tape In place. 

responsibility to pay for or install filters, wave 
traps, etc. that may be required at the receiver 
to prevent interference caused by his funda-
mental frequency. The set owner should be 
advised to get in touch with the organization 
from which he purchased the receiver or which 
services it, to make arrangements for proper 
installation. Proper installation usually requires 
that the filter be installed right at the input 
terminals of the r.f. tuner of the TV set and 
not merely at the external antenna terminals, 
which may be at a considerable distance from 
the tuner. The question of cost is one to be • 
settled between the set owner and the organiza-
tion with which he deals. 
Some of the larger manufacturers of TV re-

ceivers have instituted arrangements for coop-
erating with the set dealer in installing high-
pass filters at no cost to the receiver owner. 
FCC-sponsored TVI Committees, now operat-
ing in many cities, have all the information 
necessary for effectuating such arrangements. 
To find out whether such a committee is func-
tioning in your community, write to the FCC 
field office having jurisdiction over your loca-
tion. A list of the field offices is contained in 
The Radio Amateur's License Manual, pub-
lished by ARRL. 

If the fundamental signal is getting into the 
receiver by way of the line cord a line filter 
such as that shown in Fig. 23-1 may help. To be 
most effective it should be installed inside the 
receiver chassis at the point where the cord 
enters, making the ground connections directly, 
to chassis at this point. It may not be so helpful 
if placed between the line plug and the wall 
socket unless the r.f. is actually picked up on 
the house wiring rather than on the line cord 
itself. 

Antenna Installation 

Usually, the transmission line between the TV 
receiver and the actual TV antenna will pick up 
a great deal more energy from a nearby trans-
mitter than the television receiving antenna 
itself. The currents induced on the TV trans-
mission line in this case are of the "parallel" 
type, where the phase of the current is the same 
in both conductors. The line simply acts like 
two wires connected together to operate as one. 
If the receiver's antenna input circuit were per-
fectly balanced it would reject these "parallel" 
or "unbalance" signals and respond only to the 

Short 
these ends 

Fig. 23- 31—Absorption-type 

wave trap using sections of 300-

ohm line tuned to have an elec-

trical length of la wavelength at 

the transmitter frequency. Ap-

proximate physical lengths 

(dimension A) are 40 inches for 

50 Mc. and 11 inches for 144 

Mc., allowing for the loading 

effect of the capacitance at the 

open end. Two traps are used in 

parallel, one on each side of the 

line to the receiver, 

true transmission-line ("push-pull") currents; 
that is, only signals picked up on the actual 
antenna would cause a receiver response. How-
ever, no receiver is perfect in this respect, and 
many TV receivers will respond strongly to 
such parallel currents. The result is that the 
signals from a nearby amateur transmitter are 
much more intense at the first stage in the TV 
receiver than they would be if the receiver re-
sponse were confined entirely to energy picked 
up o f; the TV antenna alone. This situation can 
be improved by using shielded transmission line 
—coax or, in the balanced form, "twinax"— 
for the receiving installation. For best results 
the line should terminate in a coax fitting on 
the receiver chassis, but if this is not possible 
the shield should be grounded to the chassis 
right at the antenna terminals. 
The use of shielded transmission line for the 

receiver also will be helpful in reducing re-
sponse to harmonics actually being radiated 
from the transmitter or transmitting antenna. 
In most receiving installations the transmission 
line is very much longer than the antenna itself, 
and is consequently far more exposed to the 
harmonic fields from the transmitter. Much of 
the harmonic pickup, therefore, is on the re-
ceiving transmission line when the transmitter 
and receiver are quite close together. Shielded 
line, plus relocation of either the transmitting 
or receiving antenna to take advantage of 
directive effects, often will result in reducing 
overloading, as well as harmonic pickup, to a 
level that does not interfere with reception. 

U.H.F. TELEVISION 

Harmonic TVI in the u.h.f. TV band is far 
less troublesome than in the v.h.f. band. Har-
monics from transmitters operating below 30 
Mc. are of such high order that they would 
normally be expected to be quite weak; in addi-
tion, the components, circuit conditions and 
construction of low-frequency transmitters are 
such as to tend to prevent very strong har-
monics from being generated in this region. 
However, this is not true of amateur v.h.f. 
transmitters, particularly those working in the 
144-Mc, and higher bands. Here the problem 
is quite similar to that of the low v.h.f. TV 
band with respect to transmitters operating be-
low 30 Mc. 
There is one highly favorable factor in u.h.f. 
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TABLE 23-1 

Harmonic Relationship—Amateur V.H.F. Bands and 

Amateur 
Band Harmonic 

144 Mc. 4th 

5th 

6th 

Fundamental 
Freq. Range 
144.0-144.5 
144.5-146.0 
146.0-147.5 
147.5-148.0 
144.0-144.4 
144.4-145.6 
145.6-146.8 
146.8-148 
144-144.33 

144.33-145.33 
145.33-147.33 
147.33-148 

Channel 
Affected 

31 
32 
33 
34 
55 
56 
57 
58 
79 
80 
81 
82 

Amateur 
Band Harmonic 

220 Mc. 3rd 

4th 

420 Mc. 2nd 

U.H.F. TV Channels 

Fundamental Channel 
Freq. Range Affected 

220-220.67 45 
220.67-222.67 46 
222.67-224.67 47 
224.67-225 48 

220-221 82 
221-222.5 83 
420-421 75 
421-424 76 
424-427 77 
427-430 78 
430-433 79 
433-436 80 

TV that does not exist in the most of the v.h.f. 
TV band: If harmonics are radiated, it is possi-
ble to move the transmitter frequency sufficiently 
(within the amateur band being used) to avoid 
interfering with a channel that may be in use in 
the locality. By restricting operation to a portion 
of the amateur band that will not result in har-
monic interference, it is possible to avoid the 
necessity for taking extraordinary precautions to 
prevent harmonic radiation. 
The frequency assignment for u.h.f. tele-

vision consists of seventy 6-megacycle channels 
(Nos. 14 to 83, inclusive) beginning at 470 Mc. 
and ending at 890 Mc. The harmonics from 
amateur bands above 50 Mc. span the u.h.f. 
channels as shown in Table 23-I. Since the 
assignment plan calls for a minimum separation 
of six channels between any two stations in one 
locality, there is ample opportunity to choose a 
fundamental frequency that will move a har-
monic out of range of a local TV frequency. 

COLOR TELEVISION 

The color TV signal includes a subcarrier 
spaced 3.58 megacycles from the regular picture 
carrier (or 4.83 Mc. from the low edge of the 
channel) for transmitting the color information. 
Harmonics which fall in the color subcarrier 
region can be expected to cause break-up of 
color in the received picture. This modifies the 
chart of Fig. 23-3 to introduce another "severe" 
region centering around 4.8 Mc. measured from 
the low-frequency edge of the channel. Hence 
with color television reception there is less oppor-
tunity to avoid harmonic interference by choice 
of operating frequency. In other respects the 
problem of eliminating interference is the same 
as with black-and-white television. 

INTERFERENCE FROM TV RECEIVERS 

The TV picture tube is swept horizontally by 
the electron beam 15,750 times per second, using 
a wave shape that has very high harmonic con-
tent. The harmonics are of appreciable ampli-
tude even at frequencies as high as 30 Mc., and 
when radiated from the receiver can cause 
considerable interference to reception in the 
amateur bands. While measures to suppress 
radiation of this nature are required by FCC 
in current receivers, many older sets have had 

no such treatment. The interference takes the 
form of rather unstable, a.c.-modulated signals 
spaced at intervals of 15.75 kc. 

Studies have shown that the radiation takes 
place principally in three ways, in order of their 
importance: ( 1) from the a.c. line, through 
stray coupling to the sweep circuits; (2) from 
the antenna system, through similar coupling; 
(3) directly from the picture tube and sweep-
circuit wiring. Line radiation often can be 
reduced by bypassing the a.c. line cord to the 
chassis at the point of entry, although this is 
not completely effective in all cases since the 
coupling may take place outside the chassis 
beyond the point where the bypassing is done. 
Radiation from the antenna is usually sup-
pressed by installing a high-pass filter on the 
receiver. The direct radiation requires shielding 
of high-potential leads and, in some receivers, 
additional bypassing in the sweep circuit; in 
severe cases, it may be necessary to line the 
cabinet with screening or similar shielding ma-
terial. 

Incidental radiation of this type from TV and 
broadcast receivers, when of sufficient intensity 
to cause serious interference to other radio 
services ( such as amateur), is covered by Part 
15 of the FCC rules. When such interference 
is caused, the user of the receiver is obligated 
to take steps to eliminate it. The owner of an 
offending receiver should be advised to contact 
the source from which the receiver was pur-
chased for appropriate modification of the re-
ceiving installation. TV receiver dealers can 
obtain the necessary information from the set 
manufacturer. 

It is usually possible to reduce interference 
very considerably, without modifying the TV 
receiver, simply by having a good amateur-band 
receiving installation. The principles are the 
same as those used in reducing "hash" and 
other noise — use a good antenna, such as the 
transmitting antenna, for reception; install it 
as far as possible from a.c. circuits; use a good 
feeder system such as a properly balanced two-
wire line or coax with the outer conductor 
grounded; use coax input to the receiver, with 
a matching circuit if necessary; and check the 
receiver to make sure that it does not pick up 
signals or noise with the antenna disconnected. 



Chapter 24 

Operating a Station 

The enjoyment of our hobby comes mostly 
from the operation of our station once we have 
finished its construction. Upon the station and 
its operation depend the communication records 
that are made. The standing of individuals as 
amateurs and respect for the capabilities of the 
whole institution of amateur radio depend to a 
considerable extent on the practical communica-
tions established by amateurs, the aggregate of 
all our station efforts. 
An operator with a slow, steady, clean-cut 

method of sending has a big advantage over 
the poor operator. The technique of speaking in 
connected thoughts and phrases is equally im-
portant for the voice operator. Good sending is 
partly a matter of practice but patience and judg-
ment are just as important qualities of an opera-
tor as a good "fist." 

Operating knowledge embracing standard pro-
cedures, development of skill in employing c.w. 
to expand the station range and operating effec-
tiveness at minimum power levels and some net 
know-how are all essentials in achieving a trium-
phant amateur experience with top station rec-
ords, personal results, and demonstrations of 
what our stations can do in practical communi-
cations. 

OPERATING COURTESY AND 
TOLERANCE 

Normal operating interests in amateur radio 
vary considerably. Some prefer to rag-chew, 
others handle traffic, others work DX, others 
concentrate on working certain areas, countries 
or states and still others get on for an occasional 
contact only to check a new transmitter or an-
tenna. 

Interference is one of the things we amateurs 
have to live with. However, we can conduct our 
operating in a way designed to alleviate it as 
much as possible. Before putting the transmitter 
on the air, listen on your own frequency. If you 
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hear stations engaged in communication on that 
frequency, stand by until you are sure no inter-
ference will be caused by your operations, or 
shift to another frequency. No amateur or any 
group of amateurs has any exclusive claim to any 
frequency in any band. We must work together, 
each respecting the rights of others. Remember, 
those other chaps can cause you as much inter-
ference as you cause them, sometimes more! 

In this chapter we'll recount some fundamen-
tals of operating success, cover major procedures 
for successful general work and include proper 
forms to use in message handling and other 
fields. Note also the sections on special activities, 
awards and organization. These permit us all to 
develop through our organization more success 
together than we could ever attain by separate 
uncoordinated efforts that overlook the precepts 
established through operating experience. 

C.W. PROCEDURE 

The best operators, both those using voice and 
c.w., observe certain operating procedures re-
garded as "standard practice." 

1) Calls. Calling stations may call efficiently 
by transmitting the call signal of the station 
called three times, the letters DE, followed by 
one's own station call sent three times. ( Short 
calls with frequent "breaks" to listen have proved 
to be the best method.) Repeating the call of the 
station called four or five times and signing not 
more than two or three times has proved excel-
lent practice, thus: WOBY WOBY WOBY 
WOBY WOBY DE W1AW W1AW W1AW 
AR. 
CQ. The general-inquiry call ( CQ) should be 

sent not more than five times without interspers-
ing one's station identification. The length of 
repeated calls is carefully limited in intelligent 
amateur operating. (CQ is not to be used when 
testing or when the sender is not expecting or 
looking for an answer. Never send a CQ "blind." 
Listen on the transmitting frequency first.) 
The directional CQ: To avoid useless answers 

and lessen QRM, every CQ call should be made 
informative when possible. Respect, do not an-
swer, such calls not applicable to you. 

Examples: A United States station looking 
for any Hawaiian amateur calls: CQ KH6 CO 
KH6 CQ KH6 DE W4IA W4IA W4IA K. 
A Western station with traffic for the East 
Coast when looking for an intermediate relay 
station calls: CO EAST CO EAST CQ EAST 
DE W5IGW W5IGW W5IGW K. A station 
with messages for points in Massachusetts 
calls: CQ MASS CO MASS CQ MASS DE 
W7CZY W7CZY W7CZY 
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Hams who do not raise stations readily may 
find that their sending is poor, their calls ill-
timed or their judgment in error. When condi-
tions are right to bring in signals from the desired 
locality, you can call them. Short calls, at 
about the same frequency, with breaks to listen, 
will raise stations with minimum time and trouble. 

2) Answering a Call: Call three times ( or 
less) ; send DE; sign three times (or less) ; after 
contact is established decrease the use of the call 
signals of both stations to once or twice. When a 
station receives a call but does not receive the 
call letters of the station calling, QRZ? may be 
used. It means "By whom am I being called?" 
QRZ should not be used in place of CQ. 
3) Ending Signals and Sign-Off: The proper 

use of AR, K, KN, SK and CL ending signals is 
as follows: 

AR—End of transmission. Recommended 
after call to a specific station before contact has 
been established. 

Example: W6ABC W6ABC W6ABC 

W6ABC W6ABC DE W9LMN W9LMN AR. 
Also at the end of transmission of a radio-
gram, immediately following the signature, 
preceding identification. 

K—Go ahead (any station). Recommended after 
CQ and at the end of each transmission dur-
ing QSO when there is no objection to others 
breaking in. 

Example: CQ CQ CQ DE W1ABC W1ABC 
K or W9XYZ DE W1ABC K. 

KN—Go ahead ( specific station), all others 
keep out. Recommended at the end of each 
transmission during a QSO, or after a call, when 
calls from other stations are not desired and will 
not be answered. 

Example: W4FGFI DE EL4A 

SK—End of QSO. Recommended before sign-
ing last transmission at end of a QSO. 

Example: .... SK W8LMN DE WSBCD. 

CL—I am closing station. Recommended when 
a station is going off the air, to indicate that it 
will not listen for any further calls. - 

Example: .... 5-K W7HIJ DE W2JKL 
CL 

4) Testing. When it is necessary for a station 
to make test signals they must not continue for 
more than 10 seconds and must be composed of a 
series of VVV followed by the call sign of the 
station emitting the test signals. Always listen 
first to find a clear spot if possible, to avoid 
causing unwarranted QRM of a QSO in progress. 

5) Receipting for conversation or traffic: 
Never receipt for a transmission until it has been 
entirely received. "R" means "transmission re-
ceived as sent." Use R only when all is received 
correctly. 

6) Repeats. When most of a transmission is 
lost, a call should be followed by correct abbre-
viations to ask for repeats. When a few words on 
the end of a transmission are lost, the last word 
received correctly is given after ?AA, meaning 

"all after." When a few words at the beginning 
of a transmission are lost, ?AB for "all before" 
a stated word should be used. The quickest way 
to ask for a fill in the middle of a transmission is 
to send the last word received correctly, a ques-
tion mark, then the next word received correctly. 
Another way is to send "?BN [word] and 
[word]." 
Do not send words twice (QSZ) unless it is 

requested. Send single. Do not fall into the bad 
habit of sending double without a request from 
fellows you work. Don't say "QRM" or "QRN" 
when you mean "QRS." Don't CQ unless there 
is definite reason for so doing. When sending 
CQ, use judgment. 

General Practices 

When a station has receiving trouble, the oper-
ator asks the transmitting station to "QSV." 
The letter "R" is often used in place of a decimal 
point ( e.g., "3R5 Mc.") or the colon in time 
designation (e.g., "2R30 PM"). A long dash is 
sometimes sent for "zero." 
The law concerning superfluous signals should 

be noted. If you must test, disconnect the antenna 
system and use an equivalent "dummy" antenna. 
Send your call frequently when operating. Pick 
a time for adjusting the station apparatus when 
few stations will be bothered. 
The up-to-date amateur station uses "break-

in." For best results send at a medium speed. 
Send evenly with proper spacing. The standard-
type telegraph key is best for all-round use. 
Regular daily practice periods, two or three 
periods a day, are best to acquire real familiarity 
and proficiency with code. 
No excuse can be made for "garbled" copy. 

Operators should copy what is sent and refuse to 
acknowledge a whole transmission until every 
word has been received correctly. Good operators 
do not guess. "Swing" in a fist is not the mark of 
a good operator. Unusual words are sent twice, 
the word repeated following the transmission of 
"?". If not sure, a good operator systematically 
asks for a fill or repeat. Sign your call fre-
quently, interspersed with calls, and at the end of 
all transmissions. 

On Good Sending 

Assuming that an operator has learned sending 
properly, and comes up with a precision "fist" 
— not fast, but clean, steady, making well-
formed rhythmical characters and spacing beau-
tiful to listen to — he then becomes subject to 
outside pressures to his own possible detriment 
in everyday operating. He will want to "speed it 
up" because the operator at the other end is 
going faster, and so he begins, unconsciously, to 
run his words together or develops a "swing." 

Perhaps one of the easiest ways to get into 
bad habits is to do too much playing around 
with special keys. Too many operators spend 
only enough time with a straight key to acquire 
"passable" sending, then subject their newly-
developed "fists" to the entirely different move-
ments of bugs, side-swipers, electronic keys, or 
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what-have-you. All too often, this results in the 
ruination of what might have become a very good 
"fist." 
Think about your sending a little. Are you 

satisfied with it? You should not be—ever. 
Nobody's sending is perfect, and therefore every 
operator should continually strive for improve-
ment. Do you ever run letters together — like Q 
for MA, or P for AN — especially when you are 
in a hurry? Practically everybody does at one 
time or another. Do you have a "swing"? Any 
recognizable "swing" is a deviation from per-
fection. Strive to send like tape sending; copy a 
W1AW Bulletin and try to send it with the same 
spacing using a local oscillator on a subsequent 
transmission. 
Check your spacing in characters, between 

characters and between words occasionally by 
making a recording of your fist on an inked tape 
recorder. This will show up your faults as noth-
ing else will. Practice the correction of faults. 

USING A BREAK-IN SYSTEM 

Break-in avoids unnecessarily long calls, pre-
vents QRM, gives more communication per hour 
of operating. Brief calls with frequent short 
pauses for reply can approach ( but not equal) 
break-in efficiency. 
A separate receiving antenna facilitates break-

in operation. It is only necessary with break-in 
to pause just a moment with the key up ( or to 
cut the carrier momentarily and pause in a phone 
conversation) to listen for the other station. The 
click when the carrier is cut off is as effective as 
the word "break." 

C.w. telegraphy break-in is usually simple to 
arrange. With break-in, ideas and messages to be 
transmitted can be pulled right through the holes 
in the QRM. Snappy, efficient amateur work 
with break-in usually requires a separate receiv-
ing antenna and arrangement of the transmitter 
and receiver to eliminate the necessity for throw-
ing switches between transmissions. 

In calling, the transmitting operator sends the 
letters "BK" at intervals during his call so that 
stations hearing the call may know that break-in 
is in use and take advantage of the fact. He 
pauses at intervals during his call, to listen for a 
moment for a reply. If the station being called 
does not answer, the call can be continued. 
With a tap of the key, the man on the receiv-

ing end can interrupt ( if a word is missed). 
The other operator is constantly monitoring, 
awaiting just such directions. It is not necessary 
that you have perfect facilities to take advantage 
of break-in when the stations you work are 
break-in-equipped. After an invitation to break 
is given (and at each pause) press your key—and 
contact can start immediately. 

VOICE OPERATING 

The use of proper procedure to get best results 
is just as important as in using code. In telegra-
phy words must be spelled out letter by letter. 
It is therfore but natural that abbreviations and 
shortcuts should have come into widespread use. 

Voice-Operating Hints 

1) Listen before calling. 
2) Make short calls with breaks to listen. Avoid 

long COs; do not answer over-long COs. 
3) Use push-to-talk or voice control. Give essen-

tial data concisely in first transmission. 
4) Make reports honest. Use definitions of 

strength and readability for reference. Make your 
reports informative and useful. Honest reports 
and full word description of signals save amateur 
operators from FCC trouble. 

5) Limit transmission length. Two minutes or 
less will convey much information. When three or 
more stations converse in round tables, brevity is 
essential. 

6) Display sportsmanship and courtesy. Bands 
are congested ... make transmissions meaningful 
. . . give others a break. 

7) Check transmitter adjustment . . . avoid 
a.m. overmodulation and splatter. On s.s.b. check 
carrier balance carefully. Do not radiate when 
moving v.f.o. frequency or checking n.f.m. swing. 
Use receiver b.f.o. to check stability of signal 
Complete testing before busy hours! 

In voice work, however, abbreviations are not 
necessary, and should have less importance in our 
operating procedure. 
The letter "K" has been agreed to in tele-

graphic practice so that the operator will not 
have to pound out the separate letters that spell 
the words "go ahead." The voice operator can 
say the words "go ahead" or "over," or "come 
in please." 
One laughs on c.w. by spelling out HI. On 

phone use a laugh when one is called for. Be nat-
ural as you would with your family and friends. 
The matter of reporting readability and 

strength is as important to phone operators as 
to those using code. With telegraph nomen-
clature, it is necessary to spell out words to de-
scribe signals or use abbreviated signal reports. 
But on voice, we have the ability to "say it with 
words." "Readability four, Strength eight" is 
the best way to give a quantitative report. Report-
ing can be done so much more meaningfully with 
ordinary words: "You are weak but you are in 
the clear and I can understand you, so go ahead," 
or "Your signal is strong but you buried under 
local interference." Why not say it with words? 

Voice Equivalents to Code Procedure 
Voice 

Go ahead; over 

Wait; stand by 
Received 

Code 

AS 

Meaning 

Self-explanatory 

Self -explanatory 
Receipt for a correctly-
transcribed message or 
for "solid" transmis-
sion with no missing 
portions 

Phone-Operating Practice 

Efficient voice communication, like good c.w. 
communication, demands good operating. Ad-
herence to certain points "on getting results" 
will go a long way toward improving our phone-
band operating conditions. 
Use push-to-talk technique. Where possible ar-

range on-off switches, controls or voice-con-



Voice Operating 

trolled break-in for fast back-and-forth ex-
changes that emulate the practicality of the wire 
telephone. This will help reduce the length of 
transmissions and keep brother amateurs from 
calling you a "monologuist" — a guy who likes 
to hear himself talk 

Listen with care. Keep noise and "back-
grounds" out of your operating room to facilitate 
good listening. It is natural to answer the strong-
est signal, but take time to listen and give some 
consideration to the best signals, regardless of 
strength. Every amateur cannot run a kilowatt, 
but there is no reason why every amateur cannot 
have a signal of good quality, and utilize uniform 
operating practices to aid in the understanda-
bility and ease of his own communications. 

Interpose your call regularly and at frequent 
intervals. Three short calls are better than one 
long one. In calling CQ, one's call should cer-
tainly appear at least once for every five or six 
CQs. Calls with frequent breaks to listen will 
save time and be most productive of results. In 
identifying, always transmit your own call last. 
Don't say "This is W1ABC standing by for 
W2DEF"; say "W2DEF, this is W1ABC, over." 
FCC regulations show the call of the transmit-
ting station sent last. 

Include country prefix before call. It is not cor-
rect to say "9RRX, this is 1BDI." Correct 
and legal use is "W9RRX, this is W1BDI." FCC 
regulations require proper use of calls; stations 
have been cited for failure to comply with this 
requirement. 
Monitor your own frequency. This helps in 

timing calls and transmissions. Transmit when 
there is a chance of being copied successfully— 
not when you are merely "more QRM." Timing 
transmissions is an art to cultivate. 
Keep modulation constant. By turning the gain 

"wide open" you are subjecting anyone listening 
to the diversion of whatever noises are present 
in or near your operating room, to say nothing of 
the possibility of feedback, echo due to poor 
acoustics, and modulation excesses due to sud-
den loud noises. Speak near the microphone, and 
don't let your gaze wander all over the station 
causing sharply-varying input to your speech 
amplifier; at the same time, keep far enough 
from the microphone so your signal is not modu-
lated by your breathing. Change distance or gain 
only as necessary to insure uniform transmitter 
performance without overmodulation, splatter or 
distortion. 
Make connected thoughts and phrases. Don't 

mix disconnected subjects. Ask questions con-
sistently. Pause and get answers. 
Have a pad of paper handy. It is convenient 

and desirable to jot down questions as they come 
in the course of discussion in order not to miss 
any. It will help you to make intelligent to-the-
point replies. 

Steer clear of inanities and soap-opera stuff. 
Our amateur radio and also our personal reputa-
tion as serious communications workers depend 
on us. 
Avoid repetition. Don't repeat back what the 
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other fellow has just said. Too often we hear a 
conversation like this: "Okay on your new an-
tenna there, okay on the trouble you're having 
with your receiver, okay on the company who 
just came in with some ice cream, okay . . . 
[etc.]." Just say you received everything O.K. 
Don't try to prove it. 
Use phonetics only as required. When clarify-

ing genuinely doubtful expessions and in getting 
your call identified positively we suggest use of 
the ARRL Phonetic List. Limit such use to 
really-necessary clarification. 
The speed of radiotelephone transmission 

(with perfect accuracy) depends almost entirely 
upon the skill of the two operators involved. One 
must learn to speak at a rate allowing perfect 
understanding as well as permitting the re-
ceiving operator to copy down the message text, 
if that is necessary. Because of the similarity of 
many English speech sounds, the use of alpha-
betical word lists has been found necessary. All 
voice-operated stations should use a standard 
list as needed to identify call signals or unfamil-
iar expressions. 

ARRL Word List for 
ADAM 
BAKER 
CHARLIE 
DAVID 
EDWARD 
FRANK 
GEORGE 
HENRY 
IDA 

Radiotelephony 
JOHN SUSAN 
KING THOMAS 
LEWIS UNION 
MARY VICTOR 
NANCY WILLIAM 
OTTO X-RAY 
PETER YOUNG 
QUEEN ZEBRA 
ROBERT 

Example: W1AW. . W 1 ADAM WILLIAM 
W1AW 

Round Tables. The round table has many ad-
vantages if run properly. It clears frequencies of 
interference, especially if all stations involved 
are on the same frequency, while the enjoyment 
value remains the same, if not greater. By use of 
push-to-talk, the conversation can be kept lively 
and interesting, giving each station operator am-
ple opportunity to participate without waiting 
overlong for his turn. 
Round tables can become very unpopular if 

they are not conducted properly. The monologu-
ist, off on a long spiel about nothing in par-
ticular, cannot be interrupted; make your trans-
missions short .and to the point. "Butting in" is 
discourteous and unsportsmanlike; don't enter a 
round table, or any contact between two other 
amateurs, unless you are invited. It is bad enough 
trying to copy through prevailing interference 
without the added difficulty of poor voice qual-
ity; check your transmitter adjustments fre-
quently. In general, follow the precepts as here-
inbefore outlined for the most enjoyment in 
round tables as well as any other form of radio-
telephone communication. 

WORKING DX 

Most amateurs at one time or another make 
"working DX" a major aim. As in every other 
phase of amateur work, there are right and 
wrong ways to go about getting best results in 
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working foreign stations, and it is the intention 
of this section to outline a few of them. 
The ham who has trouble raising DX stations 

readily may find that poor transmitter efficiency 
is not the reason. He may find that his sending is 
poor, or his calls ill-timed, or his judgment in 
error. When conditions are right to bring in the 
DX, and the receiver sensitive enough ti:i bring 
in several stations from the desired locality, the 
way to work DX is to use the appropriate fre-
quency and timing and call these stations, as 
against the common practice of calling "CQ 
DX." 
The call CQ DX means slightly different 

things to amateurs in different bands: 
a) On v.h.f., CQ DX is a general call ordi-

narily used only when the band is open, under 
favorable "skip" conditions. For v.h.f. work, such 
a call is used for looking for new states and 
countries, also for distances beyond the custom-
ary "line-of-sight" range on most v.h.f. bands. 

b) CQ DX on our 7-, 14-, 21- and 28-Mc. 
bands may be taken to mean "General call to any 
foreign station." The term "foreign station" usu-
ally refers to any station in a foreign continent. 
(Experienced amateurs in the U. S. A. and Can-

DX OPERATING CODE 

(For Wr VE Amateurs) 

Some amateurs interested in DX work have 
caused considerable confusion and QRM in their 
efforts to work DX stations. The points below, if 
observed by all W/VE amateurs, will go a long 
way toward making DX more enjoyable for every-
body. 

1. Call DX only after he calls CQ, QRZ1, signs 

ITC, or phone equivalents thereof 
2. Do not call a DX station: 

a. On the frequency of the station he is 
working until you are sure the OSO is 
over. This is indicated by the ending sig-

nal gir on c.w. and any indication that 
the operator is listening, on phone 

b. Because you hear someone else calling 
him 

c. When he signs RN, AR, CL, or phone 
equivalents 

d. Exactly on his frequency 
e. After he calls a directional CQ, unless of 

course you are in the right direction or 
area. 

3. Keep within frequency-band limits. Some DX 
stations operate outside. Perhaps they can get 
away with it, but you cannot 

4. Observe calling instructions of DX stations. 
"10U" means call ten kc. up from his frequency, 
"15D" means 15 lcc, down, etc. 

5. Give honest reports. Many foreign stations 
depend on W and VE reports for adjustment of 
station and equipment 

6. Keep your signal clean. Key clicks, chirps, 
hum or splatter give you a bad reputation and may 
get you a citation from FCC. 

7. Listen for and call the station you want. Call-
ing CQ DX is not the best assurance that the rare 
DX will reply 

8. When there are several W or VE stations 
waiting to work a DX station, avoid asking him 
to "listen for a friend." Let your friend take his 
chances with the rest. Also avoid engaging DX sta. 
tions in rag-chews against their wishes. 

ada do not use this call, but answer such calls 
made by foreign stations.) 

c) CQ DX used on 3.5 Mc. under winter-night 
conditions may be used in this same manner. At 
other times, under average 3.5-Mc, propagation 
conditions, the call may be used in domestic 
work when looking for new states or countries 
in one's own continent, usually applying to sta-
tions located over 1000 miles distant from you. 
The way to work DX is not to use a CQ call 

at al/ (in our continent). Instead, use your best 
tuning skill — and listen — and listen — and 
listen. You have to hear them before you can 
work them. Hear the desired stations first; time 
your calls well. Use your utmost skill. A sensi-
tive receiver is often more important than the 
power input in working foreign stations. If you 
can hear stations in a particular country or area, 
chances are that you will be able to work some-
one there. 

.---00 A LOT OF 5MOODIkle 

One of the most effective ways to work DX is 
to know the operating habits of the DX stations 
sought. Doing too much transmitting on the DX 
bands is not the way to do this. Again, listening 
is effective. Once you know the operating habits 
of the DX station you are after you will know 
when and where to call, and when to remain 
silent waiting your chance. 
Some DX stations indicate where they will 

tune for replies by use of "IOU" or "15D." ( See 
point 4 of the DX Operating Code.) In voice 
work the overseas operator may say "listening 
on 14,225 kc." or "tuning upward from 28,500 
kc." Many a DX station will not reply to a call 
on his exact frequency. 
ARRL has recommended some operating pro-

cedures to DX stations aimed at controlling some 
of the thoughtless operating practices sometimes 
used by W/VE amateurs. A copy of these recom-
mendations ( Operating Aid No. 5) can be ob-
tained free of charge from ARRL Headquarters. 
In any band, particularly at line-of-sight fre-

quencies, when directional antennas are used, 
the directional CQ such as CQ W5, CQ north, 
etc., is the preferable type of call. Mature ama-
teurs agree that CQ DX is a wishful rather than 
a practical type of call for most stations in the 
North Americas looking for foreign contacts. 
Ordinarily, it is a cause of unnecessary QRM. 

Conditions in the transmission medium often 
make it possible for the signals from low-
powered transmitters to be received at great dis-
tances. In general, the higher the frequency band 
the less important power considerations become, 
for occasional DX work. This accounts in part 
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KEEP AN ACCURATE AND COMPLETE STATION LOG AT ALL TIMES! F.C.C. REQUIRES IT. 

A page from the official ARRL log is shown above, answering every Government requirement in respect to sta-

tion records. Bound logs made up in accord with the above form can be obtained from Headquarters for a nominal 

sum or you can prepare your own, in which case we offer this form as a suggestion. The ARRL log has a special 

wire binding and lies perfectly flat on the table. 

for the relative popularity of the 14-, 21- and 
28-Mc. bands amoung amateurs who like to work 
DX. 

KEEPING AN AMATEUR STATION LOG 

The FCC requires every amateur to keep a 
complete station operating record. It may also 
contain records of experimental tests and ajust-
ment data. A stenographer's notebook can be 
ruled with vertical lines in any form to suit the 
user. The Federal Communications Commission 
requirements are that a log be maintained that 
shows ( 1) the date and time of each transmission, 
(2) all calls and transmissions made (whether 

two-way contacts resulted or not), (3) the input 
power to the last stage of the transmitter, (4) 
the frequency band used, ( 5) the time of ending 
each QSO and the operator's identifying signa-
ture for responsibility for each session of operat-
ing. Messages may be witten in the log or sepa-
rate records kept—but record must be retained 
for one year as required by the FCC. For the 
convenience of amateur station operators ARRL 
stocks both logbooks and message blanks, and if 
one uses the official log he is sure to comply fully 
with the Government requirements if the pre-
cautions and suggestions included in the log are 
followed. 

MESSAGE HANDLING 

Amateur operators in the United States and 
a few other countries enjoy a privilege not avail-
able to amateurs in most countries—that of 
handling third-party message traffic. In the early 
history of amateur radio in this country, some 
amateurs who were among the first to take ad-
vantage of this privilege formed an extensive 
relay organization which became known as the 
American Radio Relay League. 

Thus, amateur message-handling has had a 
long and honorable history and, like most serv-
ices, has gone through many periods of develop-
ment anc change. Those amateurs who handled 
traffic in 1914 would hardly recognize it the way 
some of us do it today, just as equipment in those 
days was far different from that in use now. 
Progress has been made and new methods have 
been developed in step with advancement in com-
munication techniques of all kinds. Amateurs 
who handled a lot of traffic found that organized 
operating schedules were more effective than 
random relays, and as techniques advanced and 
messages increased in number, trunk lines were 
organized, spot frequencies began to be used, 
and there sprang into existence a number of 
traffic nets in which many stations operated on 

the same frequency to effect wider coverage in 
less time with fewer relays; but the old methods 
are still available to the amateur who handles 
only an occasional message. 
Although message handling is as old an art as 

is amateur radio itself, there are many amateurs 
who do not know how to handle a message and 
have never done so. As each amateur grows 
older and gains experience in the amateur serv-
ice, there is bound to come a time when he will 
be called upon to handle a written message, 
during a communications emergency, in casual 
contact with one of his many acquaintances on 
the air, or as a result of a request from a non-
amateur friend. Regardless of the occasion, if it 
comes to you, you will want to rise to it I Con-
siderable embarrassment is likely to be experi-
enced by the amateur who finds he not only does 
not know the form in which the message should 
be prepared, but does not know what to do with 
his station. 

Traffic work need not be a complicated or 
time-consuming activity for the casual or occa-
sional message-handler. Amateurs may partici-
pate in traffic work to whatever extent they wish, 
from an occasional message now and then to be-
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coming a part of organized traffic systems. This 
chapter explains some principles so the reader 
may know where to find out more about the sub-
ject and may exercise the message-handling priv-
ilege to best effect as the spirit and opportunity 
arise. 

Responsibility 

Amateurs who originate messages for trans-
mission or who receive messages for relay or de-
livery should first consider that in doing so they 
are accepting the responsibility of clearing the 
message from their station on its way to its des-
tination in the shortest possible time. Forty-
eight hours after filing or receipt is the generally-
accepted rule among traffic-handling amateurs, 
but it is obvious that if every amateur who re-
layed the message allowed it to remain in his sta-
tion this long it might be a long time reaching 
its destination. Traffic should be relayed or de-
livered as quickly as possible. 

Message Form 

Once this responsibility is realized and ac- • 
cepted, handling the message becomes a matter 
of following generally-accepted standards of 
form and transmission. For this purpose, each 
message is divided into four parts: the preamble, 
the address, the text and the signature. Some of 
these parts themselves are subdivided. It is nec-
essary in preparing the message for transmission 
and in actually transmitting it to know not only 
what each part is and what it is for, but to know 
in what order it should be transmitted, and to 
know the various procedure signals used with it 
when sent by c.w. If you are going to send a 
message, you may as well send it right. 

Standardization is important! There is a great 
deal of room for expressing originality and indi-
viduality in amateur radio, but there are also 
times and places where such expression can only 
cause confusion and inefficiency. Recognizing 
the need for standardization in message form 
and message transmitting procedures, ARRL 
has long since recommended such standards, and 
most traffic-interested amateurs have followed 
them. In general, these recommendations, and 
the various changes they have undergone from 
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year to year, have been at the request of amateurs 
participating in this activity, and they are com-
pletely outlined and explained in Operating an 
Amateur Radio Station, a copy of which is avail-
able upon request or by use of the coupon at the 
end of this chapter. 

Clearing a Message 

The best way to clear a message is to put it 
into one of the many organized traffic networks, 
or to give it to a station who an do so. There 
are many amateurs who make the handling of 
traffic their principal operating activity, and 
many more still who participate in this activity 
to a greater or lesser extent. The result is a sys-
tem of traffic nets which spreads to all corners of 
the United States and covers most U. S. posses-
sions and Canada. Once a message gets into one 
of these nets, regardless of the net's size or cov-
erage, it is systematically routed toward its des-
tination in the shortest possible time. 
Amateurs not experienced in message handling 

should depend on the experienced message-han-
dler to get a message through, if it is important; 
but the average amateur can enjoy operating 
with a message to be handled either through a 
local traffic net or by free-lancing. The latter may 
be accomplished by careful listening for an ama-
teur station at desired points, directional CQs, 
use of the National Calling and Emergency fre-
quencies, or by making and keeping a schedule 
with another amateur for regular work between 
specified points. He may well aim at learning and 
enjoying through doing. The joy and accomplish-
ment in thus developing one's operating skill to 
top perfection has a reward all its own. 

If you decide to "take the bull by the horns" 
and put the message into a traffic net yourself 
(and more power to you if you do!), you will 
need to know something about how traffic nets 
operate, and the special Q signals and procedure 
they use to dispatch all traffic with a maximum 
of efficiency. Reference to net lists in QST (usu-
ally in the November and January issues) will 
give you the frequency and operating time of the 
net in your section, or of other nets into which 
your message can go. Listening for a few min-
utes at the time and frequency indicated should 
acquaint you with enough fundamentals to enable 
you to report into the net and indicate your traf-
fic. From that time on you follow the instruc-
tions of the net control station, who will tell you 
when and to whom (and on what frequency, if 
different from the net frequency) to send your 
message. Since most nets use the special "QN" 
signals, it is usually very helpful to have a list 
of these before you ( list available from ARRL 
Hq., Operating Aid No. 9). 

Network Operation 

About this time, you may find that you are en-
joying this type of operating activity and want to 
know more about it and increase your profi-
ciency. Many amateurs are happily "addicted" 
to traffic handling after only one or two brief 
exposures to it. Much traffic is at present being 
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conducted by c.w., since this mode of communi-
cation seems to be popular for record purposes— 
but this does not mean that high code speed is a 
necessary prerequisite to working in traffic net-
works. There are many nets organized specifi-
cally for the slow-speed amateur, and most of the 
so-called "fast" nets are usually glad to slow 
down to accommodate slower operators, es-
pecially those nets at state or section level. 

It is a significant operating fact that code 
speed or word speed alone does not make for 
efficiency—sometimes the contrary! A high-
speed operator who does not know procedure 
can "foul up" a net much more completely 
and more quickly than can a slow operator. 
It is a proven fact that a bunch of high-speed 
operators who are not "savvy" in net operation 
cannot accomplish as much during a specified 
period as an equal number of slow operators who 
know net procedure. Don't let low code speed 
deter you from getting into traffic work. Given 
a little time, your speed will reach the point 
where you can compete with the best of them. 
Concentrate first on learning net procedure, for 
most traffic nowadays is handled on nets. 
Much traffic is also handled on phone. This 

mode is exceptionally well suited to short-range 
traffic work and requires knowledge of phonetics 
and procedure peculiar to voice operation. Pro-
cedure is of paramount importance on phone, 
since the public may be listening. The major 
problem, of course, is QRM. 
Teamwork is the theme of net operation. The 

net which functions most efficiently is the net 
in which all participants are thoroughly familiar 
with the procedure used, and in which operators 
refrain from transmitting except at the direction 
of the net control station, and do not occupy time 
with extraneous comments, even the exchange 
of pleasantries. There is a time and place for 
everything. When a net is in session it should con-
centrate on handling traffic until all traffic is 
cleared. Before or after the net is the time for 
rag-chewing and discussion. Some details of net 
operation are included in Operating an Amateur 
Radio Station, mentioned earlier, but the whole 
story cannot be told. There is no substitute for 
actual participation. 
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The National Traffic System 

To facilitate and speed the movement of mes-
sage traffic, there is in existence an integrated 
national system by means of which originated 
traffic can normally reach its destination area the 
same day the message is originated. This system 
uses the local section net as a basis. Each section 
net sends a representative to a "regional" 
net ( normally covering a call area) and each 
"regional" net sends a representative to an 
"area" net (normally covering a time zone). 
After the area net has cleared all its traffic, its 
members then go back to their respective re-
gional nets, where they clear traffic to the vari-
ous section net representatives. By means of con-
necting schedules between the area nets, traffic 
can flow both ways so that traffic originated on 
the West Coast reaches the East Coast with a 
maximum of dispatch, and vice versa. In general 
local section nets function at 1900, regional nets 
at 1945, area nets at 2030 and the same or 
different regional personnel again at 2130. Some 
section nets conduct a late session at 2200 to 
effect traffic delivery the same night. Local 
standard time is referred to in each case. 
The NTS plan somewhat spreads traffic oppor-

tunity so that casual traffic may be reported into 
nets for efficient handling one or two nights per 
week, early or late; or the ardent traffic man can 
operate in both early and late groups and in be-
tween to roll up impressive totals and speed traf-
fic reliably to its destination. Old-time traffic 
men who prefer a high degree of organization 
and teamwork have returned to the traffic game 
as a result of the new system. Beginners have 
shown more interest in becoming part of a sys-
tem nationwide in scope, in which anyone can 
participate. The National Traffic System has 
vast and intriguing possibilities as an amateur 
service. It is open to any amateur who wishes to 
participate. 
The above is but the briefest résumé of what is 

of necessity a rather complicated arrangement of 
hets and schedules. Complete details of the Sys-
tem and its operation are available to anyone 
interested. Just drop a line to ARRL Head-
quarters. 

EMERGENCY COMMUNICATION 

One of the most important ways in which the 
amateur serves the public, thus making his ex-
istence a national asset, is by his preparation for 
and his participation in communications emer-
gencies. Every amateur, regardless of the extent 
of his normal operating activities, should give 
some thought to the possibility of his being the 
only means of communication should his com-
munity be cut off from the outside world. It has 
happened many times, often in the most unlikely 
places; it has happened without warning, find-
ing some amateurs totally unprepared; it can 
happen to you. Are you ready ? 
There are two principal ways in which any THE C ROSS zat DS 
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amateur can prepare himself for such an even-
tuality. One is to provide himself with equip-
ment capable of operating on any type of 
emergency power (i.e., either a.c. or d.c.), and 
equipment which can readily be transported to 
the scene of disaster. Mobile equipment is espe-
cially desirable in most emergency situations. 
Such equipment, regardless of how elaborate 

or how modern, is of little use, however, if it 
is not used properly and at the right times; and 
so another way for an amateur to prepare him-
self for emergencies, by no means less important 
than the first, is to learn to operate efficiently. 
There are many amateurs who feel that they 
know how to operate efficiently but who find 
themselves considerably handicapped at the cru-
cial time by not knowing proper procedure, by 
being unable, due to years of casual amateur 
operation, to adapt themselves to snappy, abbre-
viated transmissions, and by being unfamiliar 
with message form and procedures. It is dan-
gerous to overrate your ability in this; it is bet-
ter to assume you have things to learn ... and it 
makes you a respected communicator to know 
them. 

In general it can be said that there is more 
emergency equipment available than there are 
operators who know properly how to operate 
during emergency conditions, for such condi-
tions require clipped, terse procedure with com-
plete break-in on c.w. and fast push-to-talk on 
phone. The casual rag-chewing aspect of ama-
teur radio, however enjoyable and worth-while 
in its place, must be forgotten at such times in 
favor of the business at hand. There is only one 
way to gain experience in this type of operation, 
and that is by practicing it. During an emergency 
is no time for practice; it should be done be-

forehand, as often as possible, on a regular 
basis. 
This leads up to the necessity for emergency 

organization and preparedness. ARRL has long 
recognized this necessity and has provided for it. 
The Section Communications Manager (whose 
address appears on page 6 of every issue of 
QST) is empowered to appoint certain qualified 
amateurs in his section for the purpose of co-
ordinating emergency communication organiza-
tion and preparedness in specified areas or com-
munities. This appointee is known as an Emer-
gency Coordinator for the city or town. One is 
specified for each community. For coordination 
and promotion at section level a Section Emer-
gency Coordinator arranges for and recommends 
the appointments of various Emergency Coordi-
nators at activity points throughout the section. 
Emergency Coordinators organize amateurs in 
their communities according to local needs for 
emergency communication facilities. 
The community amateurs taking part in the 

local organization are members of the Amateur 
Radio Emergency Corps (AREC). All ama-
teurs are invited to register in the AREC, 
whether they are able to play an active part in 
their local organization or only a supporting 
role. Application blanks are available from your 
EC, SEC, SCM or direct from ARRL Head-
quarters. In the event that inquiry reveals no 
Emergency Coordinator appointed for your com-
munity, your SCM would welcome a recommen-
dation either from yourself or from a radio club 
of which you are a member. By holding an ama-
teur operator license, you have the responsibility 
both to your community and to amateur radio 
to uphold the traditions of the service. 
Among the League's publications is a booklet 

Before Emergency 

PREPARE yourself by providing a transmitter- receiver setup together with an emergency power source 
upon which you can depend. 
TEST both the dependability of your emergency equipment and your own operating ability in the annual 

ARRL Simulated Emergency Test and the several annual on-the-air contests, especially Field Day. 
REGISTER your facilities and your availability with your local ARRL Emergency Coordinator. If your 

community has no EC, contact your local civic and relief agencies and explain to them what the Amateur 
Service offers the community in time of disaster. 

In Emergency 

LISTEN before you transmit. Never violate this principle. 
REPORT at once to your Emergency Coordinator so that he will have up-to-the-minute data on the facilities 

available to him. Work with local civic and relief agencies as the EC suggests, offer these agencies your services 
directly in the absence of an EC. 
RESTRICT all on-the-air work in accordance with FCC regulations, Sec. 12.156, whenever FCC "declares" 

a state of communications emergency. 
QRRR is the official ARRL "land SOS," a distress call for emergency only. It is for use only by a station 

seeking assistance. 
RESPECT the fact that the success of the amateur effort in emergency depends largely on circuit discipline. 

The established Net Control Station should be the supreme authority for priority and traffic routing. 
COOPERATE with those we serve. Be ready to help, but stay off the air unless there is a specific job to be 

done that you can handle more efficiently than any other station. 
COPY all bulletins from W1AW. During time of emergency special bulletins will keep you posted on the 

latest developments. 

After Emergency 

REPORT to ARRL Headquarters as soon as possible and as fully as possible so that the Amateur Service 
can receive full credit. Amateur Radio has won glowing public tribute in many major disasters since 1919. 
Maintain this record. 
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entitled Emergency Communications. This 
booklet, while small in size, contains a wealth of 
information on AREC organization and func-
tions and is invaluable to any amateur participat-
ing in emergency or civil defense work. It is free 
to AREC members and should be in every ama-
teur's shack. Drop a line to the ARRL Com-
munications Department if you want a copy, or 
use the coupon at the end of this chapter. 

The Radio Amateur Civil 
Emergency Service 

In order to be prepared for any eventuality, 
FCC and the Office of Civil and Defense Mobi-
lization ( OCDM), in collaboration with ARRL, 
have promulgated the Radio Amateur Civil 
Emergency Service. RACES is a temporary 
amateur service, intended primarily to serve civil 
defense and to continue operation during any ex-
treme national emergency, such as war. It shares 
certain segments of frequencies with the regular 
Amateur Service on a nonexclusive basis. Its 
regulations have been made a sub-part of the 
familiar amateur regulations; that is, the orig-
inal regulations have become sub-part A, the 
RACES regulations being added as sub-part B. 
Copies of both parts are included in the latest 
edition of the ARRL License Manual. 

If every amateur participated, we would still 
be far short of the total operating personnel re-
quired properly to implement RACES. As the 
service which bears the responsibility for the 
successful implementation of this important 
function, we face not only the task of installing 
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(and in some cases building) the necessary 
equipment, but also of the training of thousands 
of additional people. This can and should be a 
function of the local unit of the Amateur Radio 
Emergency Corps under its EC and his assist-
ants, working in close collaboration with the lo-
cal civil defense organization. 
The first step in organizing RACES locally is 

the appointment of a Radio Officer by the local 
civil defense director, possibly on the recommen-
dation of his communications officer. A complete 
and detailed communications plan must be ap-
proved successively by local, state and OCDM 
regional directors, by the OCDM National office, 
and by FCC. Once this has been accomplished, 
applications for station authorizations under this 
plan can be submitted direct to FCC. QST 
carries further information from time to time, 
and ARRL will keep its field officials fully in-
formed by bulletins as the situation requires. A 
complete bibliography of QST articles dealing 
with the subject of civil defense and RACES is 
available upon request from the ARRL Commu-
nications Department. 

In the event of war, civil defense will place 
great reliance on RACES for radio communica-
tions. RACES is an Amateur Service. Its im-
plementation is logically a function of the Ama-
teur Radio Emergency Corps—an additional 
function in peacetime, but probably an exclusive 
function in wartime. Therefore, your best op-
portunity to be of service will be to register with 
your local EC, and to participate actively in the 
local AREC/RACES program. 

ARRL OPERATING ORGANIZATION 

Amateur operation must have point and con-
structive purpose to win public respect. Each 
individual amateur is the ambassador of the en-
tire fraternity in his public relations and attitude 
toward his hobby. ARRL field organization adds 
point and purpose to amateur operating. 
The Communications Department of the 

League is concerned with the practical operation 
of stations in all branches of amateur activity. 
Appointments or awards are available for rag-
chewer, traffic enthusiast, phone operator, DX 
man and experimenter. 
There are seventy-three ARRL Sections in 

the League's field organization, which embraces 
the United States, Canada and certain other 
territory. Operating affairs in each Section are 
supervised by a Section Communications Man-
ager elected by members in that section for a two-
year term of office. Organization appointments 
are made by the section managers, elected as 
provided in the Rules and Regulations of the 
Communications Department, which accompany 
the League's By-Laws and Articles of Associa-
tion. Section Communications Managers' ad-
dresses for all sections are given in full in each 
issue of QST. SCMs welcome monthly activity 
reports from all amateur stations in their juris-
diction. 

Whether your activity embraces phone or 
telegraphy, or both, there is a place for you in 
the League organization. 

LEADERSHIP POSTS 

To advance each type of station work and 
group interest in amateur radio, and to develop 
practical communications plans with the great-
est success, appointments of leaders and or-
ganizers in particular single-interest fields are 
made by SCMs. Each leadership post is impor-
tant. Each provides activities and assistance for 
appointee groups and individual members along 
the lines of natural interest. Some posts further 
the general ability of amateurs to communicate 
efficiently at all times, by pointing activity 
toward networks and round tables, others are 
aimed specifically at establishment of provisions 
for organizing the amateur service as a stand-
by communications group to serve the public in 
disaster, civil defense need or emergency of any 
sort. The SCM appoints the following in accord-
ance with section needs and individual qualifica-
tions : 

PAM Phone Activities Manager. Organizes activities 
for OPSs and voice operators in his section. 
Promotes phone nets and recruits OPSs. 

RM Route Manager. Organizes and coordinates c.w. 
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SEC 

EC 

traffic activities. Supervises and promotes nets 
and recruits ORSs. 
Section Emergency Coordinator. Promotes and 
administers section emergency radio organiza-
tion. 
Emergency Coordinator. Organizes amateurs of 
a community or other local area for emergency 
radio service; maintains liaison with officials and 
agencies served, also with other local communi-
cation facilities. Sponsors tests, recruits for 
AREC and encourages alignment with RACES. 

STATION APPOINTMENTS 
ARRL's field organization has a place for 

every active amateur who has a station. The 
Communications Department organization ex-
ists to increase individual enjoyment and station 
effectiveness in amateur radio work, and we ex-
tend a cordial invitation to every amateur to 
participate fully in the activities, to report 
results monthly, and to apply to the SCM for one 
of the following station appointments. ARRL 
membership and the General Class license or VE 
equivalent is prerequisite to appointments, except 
OES is available to Novice/Technician grades. 

OPS 

ORS 

OBS 

OES 

Official Phone Station. Sets high voice operating 
standards and procedures, furthers phone nets 
and traffic. 
Official Relay Station. Traffic service, operates 
c.w. nets; noted for 15 w.p.m. and procedure 
ability. 
Official Bulletin Station. Transmits ARRL and 
FCC bulletin information to amateurs. 
Official Experimental Station. Collects and re-
ports v.h.f.-u.h.f.-s.h.f. propagation data, may 
engage in facsimile, TT, TV, work on 50 Mc. 
and/or above. Takes part as feasible in v.h.f. 
traffic work, reports same, supports v.h.f. nets, 
observes procedure standards. 

00 Official Observer. Sends cooperative notices to 
amateurs to assist in frequency observance, in-
sures high-quality signals, and prevents FCC 
trouble. 

Emblem Colors 

Members wear the ARRL emblem with black-
enamel background. A red background for an 
emblem will indicate that the wearer is SCM. 
SECs, ECs, RMs, and PAMs may wear the em-
blem with green background. Observers and all 
station appointees are entitled to wear blue em-
blems. 

SECTION NETS 

Amateurs gain experience and pleasure and 
add much accomplishment to the credit of all of 
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amateur radio, when organized into effective nets 
interconnecting cities and towns. 
The successful operation of a net depends a lot 

on the Net Control Station. This station should 
be chosen carefully and be one that will not hesi-
tate to enforce each and every net rule and set 
the example in his own operation. 
A progressive net grows, obtaining new mem-

bers both directly and through other net mem-
bers. Bulletins may be issued at intervals to keep 
in direct contact with the members regarding 
general net activity, to keep tab on net procedure, 
make suggestions for improvement, keep track of 
active members and weed out inactive ones. 
A National Traffic System is sponsored by 

ARRL to facilitate the over-all expeditious 
relay and delivery of message traffic. The system 
recognizes the need for handling traffic beyond 
the section-level networks that have the popular 
support of both phone and c.w. groups (OPS and 
ORS) throughout the League's field organiza-
tion. Area and regional provisions for NTS are 
furthered by Headquarters correspondence. The 
ARRL Net Directory, revised in December each 
year, includes the frequencies and times of op-
eration of the hundreds of different nets operat-
ing on amateur band frequencies. 

Radio Club Affiliation 

ARRL is pleased to grant affiliation to any 
amateur society having ( 1) at least 51% of the 
voting club membership as full members of the 
League, and (2) at least 51% of members govern-
ment-licensed radio amateurs. In high school ra-
dio clubs bearing the school name, the first 
above requirement is modified to require one 
full member of ARRL in the club. Where a soci-
ety has common aims and wishes to add strength 
to that of other club groups and strengthen ama-
teur radio by affiliation with the national ama-
teur organization, a request addressed to the 
Communications Manager will bring the neces-
sary forms and information to initiate the appli-
cation for affiliation. Such clubs receive field-
organization bulletins and special information at 
intervals for posting on club bulletin boards or 
for relay to their memberships. A travel plan 
providing communications, technical and secre-
tarial contact from the Headquarters is worked 
out seasonally to give maximum benefits to as 
many as possible of the twelve hundred active 
affiliated radio clubs. Papers on club work, sug-
gestions for organizing, for constitutions, for 
radio courses of study, etc., are available on re-
quest. 

Club Training Aids 

One section of the ARRL Communications De-
partment handles the Training Aids Program. 
This program is a service to ARRL affiliated 
clubs. Material is aimed at education, training 
and entertainment of club members. Interesting 
quiz material is available. 

Training Aids include such items as motion-
picture films, film strips, slides, audio tapes and 
lecture outlines. Bookings are limited to ARRL-
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affiliated clubs, since the visual aids listings are 
not sufficiently extensive to permit such services 
to other groups. 

All Training Aids materials are loaned free 
(except for shipping charges) to ARRL affili-
ated clubs. Numerous groups use this ARRL 
service to good advantage. If your club is affil-
iated but has not yet taken advantage of this serv-
ice, you are missing a good chance to add the 
available features to your meeting programs and 
general club activities. Watch club bulletins and 
QST or write the ARRL Communications De-
partment for TA-21 and TA-32. 

W1 AW 

The Maxim Memorial Station, W1AW, is 
dedicated to fraternity and service. Operated by 
the League headquarters, W1AW is located about 
four miles south of the Headquarters offices on a 
seven-acre site. The station is on the air daily, 
except holidays, and available time is divided be-
tween different bands and modes. Telegraph and 

phone trans-
mitters are 
provided for 
all bands 
from 1.8 to 
144 Mc. The 
normal fre-
quencies in 
each band for 
c.w. and 
voice trans-
missions are 

as follows: 1820, 3555, 3945, 7080, 7255, 14,100, 
14,280, 21,075, 21,330, 28,080, 29,000, 50,900 and 
145;800 kc. Operating-visiting hours and the sta-
tion schedule are listed every other month in 
QST. 
Operation is roughly proportional to amateur 

interest in different bands and modes, with one 
kw. except on 160 and v.h.f. bands. W1AW's daily 
bulletins and code practice aim to give opera-
tional help to the largest number. 

All amateurs are invited to visit W1AW, as 
well as to work the station from their own 
shacks. The station was established to be a liv-
ing memorial to Hiram Percy Maxim, to carry 
on the work and traditions of amateur radio. 

OPERATING ACTIVITIES 

Within the ARRL field organization there are 
several special activities. During six months of 
the year, the first week end is an occasion for 
ARRL officials, officers, and directors to get to-
gether over the air. This activity is known to the 
gang as the LO ( League officials) party. For all 
appointees, quarterly CD parties are scheduled 
additionally to develop operating ability and a 
spirit of fraternalism. 

In addition to those for appointees and officials, 
ARRL sponsors various other activities open to 
all amateurs. The DX-minded amateur may par-
ticipate in the Annual ARRL International DX 
competition during February and March. This 
popular contest may bring you the thrill of work-
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ing new countries and building up your DXCC 
totals; certificate awards are offered to top 
scorers in each country and ARRL section ( see 
page 6 of any QST) and to club leaders. Then 
there is the ever-popular Sweepstakes in Novem-
ber. Of domestic scope, the SS affords the op-
portunity to work new states for that WAS 
award. A Novice activity is planned annually. 
The interests of v.h.f. enthusiasts are also pro-
vided for in contests held in January, June and 
September of each year. Where enough logs 
(three) are received to constitute minimum 
"competition" a certificate in spot activities, such 
as the "SS" and v.h.f. party, is awarded the lead-
ing newcomer for his work considered only in 
competition with other newcomers. 
As in all our operating, the idea of having a 

good time is combined in the Annual Field Day 
with the more serious thought of preparing our-
selves to render public service in times of emer-
gency. A premium is placed on the use of equip-
ment without connection to commercial power 
sources. Clubs and individual groups always en-
joy themselves in the "FD," and learn much 
about the requirements for operating under 
knockabout conditions afield. 
ARRL contest activities are diversified to ap-

peal to all operating interests, and will be found 
announced in detail in issues of QST preceding 
the different events. 

AWARDS 

The League-sponsored operating activities 
heretofore mentioned have useful objectives 
and provide much enjoyment for members of 
the fraternity. Achievement in amateur radio 
is recognized by various certificates offered 
through the League and detailed below. 

WAS Award 

WAS means "Worked All States." This 
award is available regardless of affiliation or 
nonaffiliation with any organization. Here are 
the simple rules to follow in going after your 
WAS: 
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1) Two-way communication must be established on the 
amateur bands with each of the states; any and all ama-
teur bands may be used. A card from the District of 
Columbia may be submitted in lieu of one from Maryland. 

2) Contacts with all states must be made from the 
same location. Within a given community one location 
may be defined as from places no two of which are more 
than 25 miles apart. 

3) Contacts may be made over any period of years, 
provided only that all contacts are from the same loca-
tion, and except that only contacts with Alaska dated 
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January 3, 1959, or later count, and only contacts with 
Hawaii dated August 21, 1959, or later count. 

4) QSL cards, or other written communications from 
stations worked confirming the necessary two-way con-
tacts, must be submitted by the applicant to ARRL head-
quarters. 

5) Sufficient postage must be sent with the confirma-
tions to finance their return. No correspondence will be 
returned unless sufficient postage is furnished. 

6) The WAS award is available to all amateurs. It is 
required that the confirmations submitted be placed 
alphabetically in order by states. 

7) Address all applications and confirmations to the 
Communications Department, ARRL, 38 La Salle Road, 
West Hartford, Conn. 

DX Century Club Award 

Here are the rules under which the DX Cen-
tury Club Award will be issued to amateurs who 
have worked and confirmed contact with 100 
countries in the postwar period. 

1) The DX Century Club Award Certificate for con-
firmed contracts with 100 or more countries is available 
to all amateurs everywhere in the world. 

2) Confirmations must be submitted direct to ARRL 
headquarters for all countries claimed. Claims for a total 
of 100 countries must be included with first application. 
Confirmation from foreign contest logs may be re-
quested in the case of the ARRL International DX Corn. 
petition only, subject to the following conditions: 

a) Sufficient confirmations of other types must be sub-
mitted so that these, plus the DX Contest confirmations, 
will total 100. In every case, Contest confirmations must 
not be requested for any countries from which the appli-
cant has regular confirmations. That is, contest confir-
mations will be granted only in the case of countries from 
which applicants have no regular confirmations. 

b) Look up the contest results as published in QST to 
see if your man is listed in the foreign scores. If he isn't, 
he did not send in a log and no confirmation is possible. 

c) Give year of contest, date and time of OSO. 
d) In future DX Contests, do not request confirmations 

until after the final results have been published, usually 
in one of the early fall issues. Requests before this time 
must be ignored. 

3) The ARRL Countries List, printed periodically in 
QST, will be used in determining what constitutes a 
"country." This chapter contains the Postwar Countries 
List. 

4) Confirmations must be accompanied by a list of 
claimed countries and stations to aid in checking and for 
future reference. 

5) Confirmations from additional countries may be 
submitted for credit each time ten additional confirma-
tions are available. Endorsements for affixing to certifi-
cates and showing the new, confirmed total ( 110, 120, 130, 
etc.) will be awarded as additional credits are granted. 
ARRL DX Competition logs from foreign stations may 
be utilized for these endorsements, subject to conditions 
stated under (2). 

6) All contacts must be made with amateur stations 
working in the authorized amateur bands or with other 
stations licensed to work amateurs. 

7) In cases of countries where amateurs are licensed in 
the normal manner, credit may be claimed only for sta-
tions using regular government-assigned call letters. No 
credit may be claimed for contacts with stations in any 
countries in which amateurs have been temporarily closed 
down by special government edict where amateur licenses 
were formerly issued in the normal manner. 

8) All stations contacted must be "land stations" . . 
contacts with ships, anchored or otherwise, and aircraft, 
cannot be counted. 

9) All stations must be contacted from the same call 
area, where such areas exist, or from the same country in 
cases where there are no call areas. One exception is 
allowed to this rule: where a station is moved from one 
call area to another, or from one country to another, all 
contacts must be made from within a radius of 150 miles 
of the initial location. 

10) Contacts may be made over any period of years 
from November 15, 1945, provided only that all contacts 
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be made under the provisions of Rule 9, and by the same 
station licensee; contacts may have been made under 
different call letters in the same area (or country), if the 
licensee for all was the same. 

11) Any altered or forged confirmations submitted for 
CC credit will result in disqualification of the applicant. 
The eligibility of any DXCC applicant who was ever 
barred from DXCC to reapply, and the conditions for 
such application, shall be determined by the Awards Com-
mittee. Any holder of the Century Club Award submitting 
forged or altered confirmations must forfeit his right to be 
considered for further endorsements. 

12) Operating ethics: Fair play and good sportsman-
ship in operating are required of all amateurs working to-
ward the DX Century Club Award. In the event of spe-
cific objections relative to continued poor operating ethics 
an individual may be disqualified from the DXCC by 
action of the ARRL Awards Committee. 

13) Sufficient postage for the return of confirmations 
must be forwarded with the application. In order to insure 
the safe return of large batches of confirmations, it is 
suggested that enough postage be sent to make possible 
their return by first-class mail, registered. 

14) Decisions of the ARRL Awards Committee regard-
ing interpretation of the rules as here printed or later 
amended shall be final. 

15) Address all applications and confirmations to the 
Communications Department, ARRL, 38 La Salle Road, 
West Hartford 7, Conn. 

WAC Award 

The WAC award, Worked All Continents, is 
issued by the International Amateur Radio 
Union (IARU) upon proof of contact with each 
of the six continents. Amateurs in the U.S.A., 
Possessions and Canada should apply for the 
award through ARRL, headquarters society of 
the IARU. Those elsewhere must submit direct 
to their own IARU member-society. Residents 
of countries not represented in the Union may 
apply directly to ARRL for the award. Two 
basic types of WAC certificates are issued. One 
contains no endorsements and is awarded for 
c.w, or a combination of c.w. and phone con-
tacts; the other is awarded when all work is done 
on phone. There is a special endorsement to the 
phone WAC when all of the confirmations sub-
mitted clearly indicate that the work was done on 
two-way s.s.b. The only special band endorse-
ments are for 3.5 and 50 Mc. 

Code Proficiency Award 
Many hams can follow the general idea of a 

contact "by ear" but when pressed to "write it 
down" they "muff" the copy. The Code Pro-
ficiency Award permits each amateur to prove 
himself as a proficient operator, and sets up a 
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system of awards for step-by-step gains in copy-
ing proficiency. It enables every amateur to 
check his code proficiency, to better that pro-
ficiency, and to receive a certification of his re-
ceiving speed. 

This program is a whale of a lot of fun. The 
League will give a certificate to any licensed 
radio amateur who demonstrates that he can 
copy perfectly, for at least one minute, plain-
language Continental code at 10, 15, 20, 25, 30 or 
35 words per minute, as transmitted during spe-
cial monthly transmissions from W1AW and 
W6OWP. 
As part of the ARRL Code Proficiency pro-

gram W1AW transmits plain-language practice 
material each evening at speeds from 5 to 35 
w.p.m. All amateurs are invited to use these 
transmissions to increase their code-copying 
ability. Non-amateurs are invited to utilize the 
lower speeds, 5, 7 and 10 w.p.m., which are 
transmitted for the benefit of persons studying 
the code in preparation for the amateur license 
examination. Refer to any issue of QST for de-
tails of the practice schedule. 

Rag Chewers Club 

The Rag Chewers Club is designed to en-
courage friendly contacts and discourage the 
"hello-good-by" type of QSO. It furthers frater-
nalism through amateur radio. Membership cer-
tificates are awarded. 

How To Get in: ( 1) Chew the rag with a member of the 
club for at least a solid half hour. This does not mean a 
half hour spent in trying to get a message over through 
bad QRM or QRN, but a solid half hour of conversation 
or message handling. (2) Report the conversation by 
card to The Rag Chewers Club, ARRL, Communications 
Department, West Hartford, Conn., and ask the member 
station you talk with to do the same. When both reports 
are received you will be sent a membership certificate en-
titling you to all the privileges of a Rag Chewer. 
How To Stay in: ( 1) Be a conversationalist on the air 

instead of one of those tongue-tied infants who don't know 
any words except "cuagn" or "cul," or "QRU" or "nil." 
Talk to the fellows you work with and get to know them. 
(2) Operate your station in accordance with the radio 
laws and ARRL practice. ( 3) Observe rules of courtesy 
on the air. ( 4) Sign "RCC" after each call so that others 
may know you can talk as well as call. 

A-1 Operator Club 

The A-1 Operator Club should include in its 
ranks every good operator. To become a mem-
ber, one must be nominated by at least two 
operators who already belong. General keying or 
voice technique, procedure, copying ability, 
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judgment and courtesy all count in rating candi-
dates under the club rules detailed at length in 
Operating an Amateur Radio Station. Aim to 
make yourself a fine operator, and one of these 
days you may be pleasantly surprised by an invi-
tation to belong to the A-1 Operator Club, which 
carries a worth-while certificate in its own 
right. 

Brass Pounders League 

Every individual reporting more than a speci-
fied minimum in official monthly traffic totals is 
given an honor place in the QST listing known as 
the Brass Pounders League and a certificate to 
recognize his performance is furnished by the 
SCM. In addition, a BPL Traffic Award 
(medallion) is given to individual amateurs 
working at their own stations after the third 
time they "make BPL" provided it is duly re-
ported to the SCM and recorded in QST. 
The value to amateurs in operator training, 

and the utility of amateur message handling 
to the members of the fraternity itself as well as 
to the general public, make message-handling 
work of prime importance to the fraternity. 
Fun, enjoyment, and the feeling of having done 
something really worth while for one's fellows is 
accentuated by pride in message files, records, 
and letters from those served. 

Old Timers Club 

The Old Timers Club is open to anyone who 
holds an amateur call at the present time, and 
who held an amateur license ( operator or sta-
tion) 20-or-more years ago. Lapses in activity 
during the intervening years are permitted. 

If you can qualify as an "Old Timer," send 
an outline of your ham career. Indicate the date 
of your first amateur license and your present 
call. If eligible for the OTC, you will be added to 
the roster and will receive a membership cer-
tificate. 

INVITATION 
Amateur radio is capable of giving enjoyment, 

self-training, social and organization benefits in 
proportion to what the individual amateur puts 
into his hobby. All amateurs are invited to be-
come ARRL members, to work toward awards, 
and to accept the challenge and invitation of 
fered in field-organization appointments. Drop a 
line to ARRL Headquarters for the booklet 
Operating an Amateur Radio Station, which has 

CONELRAD COMPLIANCE 

The FCC rules for the Amateur Service concerned with requirements in the event of enemy 
attack are contained in the ARRL License Manual as part of the amateur regulations, Sections 
12.190 through 12.196. These are the rules for control of electromagnetic radiation, conelrad, 
to minimize radio navigational aids to an enemy. Read and follow these rules. They concern you. 
Amateurs are required to shut down when a Conelrad Radio Alert is indicated. FCC requires 

monitoring, by some means, of a broadcast station while you operate. By use of proper equip-
ment, each amateur can make his conelrad compliance routine and almost automatic. You will 
find descriptions of such devices, most of them quite simple, in this Handbook and in QST. 
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detailed information on the field-organization 
appointments and awards. Accept today the invi-
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tation to take full part in all League activities and 
organization work. 

OPERATING ABBREVIATIONS AND PREFIXES 

Q SIGNALS 

Given below are a number of Q signals whose 
meanings most often need to be expressed with 
brevity and clearness in amateur work. (Q ab-
breviations take the form of questions only when 
each is sent followed by a question mark.) 

QRG Will you tell me my exact frequency (or that 
of ) ? Your exact frequency (or that 
of )is kc. 

QRH Does my frequency vary? Your frequency var-
ies. 

QRI How is the tone of my transmission? The tone of 
your transmission is (1. Good; 2. Vari-
able; 3. Bad). 

QRX What is the readability of my signals (or those 
of ) ? The readability of your signals (or 
those of ) is  ( 1. Unreadable; 2. 
Readable now and then; 3. Readable but with 
difficulty; 4. Readable; 5. Perfectly readable). 

QRL Are you busy? I am busy (or I am busy with 
) Please do not interfere. 

ORM Are you being interfered with? I am interfered 
with. 

QRN Are you troubled by static? I am being troubled 
by static. 

ORO Must I increase power? Increase power. 

QRP Must I decrease power? Decrease power  

QRQ Shall I send faster? Send faster ( words 
per min.). 

QRS Shall I send more slowly? Send more slowly 
(.... w.p.m.). 

QRT Shall I stop sending? Stop sending. 

QRU Have you anything for me? I have nothing for 
you. 

QRV Are you ready? I am ready. 

QRW Shall I tell that you are calling him on 
 kc.? Please inform that I am call-
ing on kc. 

QRX When will you call me again? I will call you 
again at hours (on kc.). 

QRZ Who is calling me? You are being called by  
(on kc.). 

OSA What is the strength of my signals (or those of 
) ? The strength of your signals (or 

those of ) is  ( 1. Scarcely percep-
tible; 2. Weak; 3. Fairly good; 4. Good; 5. 
Very good). 

QSB Are my signals fading? Your signals are fading. 

QSD Is my keying defective? Your keying is defec-
tive. 

QSG Shall I send messages at a time? Send  
messages at a time. 

QSL Can you acknowledge receipt? I am acknowledg-
ing receipt. 

QSM Shall I repeat the last message which I sent you, 
or some previous message? Repeat the last 
message which you sent me [or message(s) 
number(s) )  

QS0 Can you communicate with....direct or by re-
lay? I can communicate with direct (or 
by relay through )  

QSP Will you relay to  I will relay to.... 

QSV Shall I send a series of Vs on this frequency (or 
....kc.) ? Send a series of Vs on this fre-
quency (or kc.). 

0SW Will you send on this frequency (or on....kc.)? 

QSX 

QSY 

QSZ 

QTA 

QTB 

QTC 

QTH 

QTR 

I ara going to send on this frequency (or on 
 kc.). 

Will you listen to on kc.? I am listen-
ing to on kc. 

Shall I change to transmission on another fre-
quency? Change to transmission on another 
frequency (or on .kc.). 

Shall I send each word or group more than once? 
Send each word or group twice (or. ... times). 

Shall I cancel message number....as if it had 
not been sent? Cancel message number  
as if it had not been sent. 

Do you agree with my counting of words? I do 
not agree with your counting of words; I will 
repeat the first letter or digit of each word or 
group. 

How many messages have you to send? I have 
....messages for you (or for )  

What is your location? My location is  

What is the exact time? The time is  

Special abbreviations adopted by ARRL: 

QST General call preceding a message addressed to all 
amateurs and ARRL members. This is in ef-
fect "CQ ARRL." 

QRRR Official ARRL "land SOS." A distress call for 
emergency use only by a station in an emer-
gency situation. 

The R- S-T System 

READABILITY 
I — Unreadable. 

2 — Barely readable, occasional words distinguish-
able. 

3 — Readable with considerable difficulty. 

4 — Readable with practically no difficulty. 

5 — Perfectly readable. 

SIGNAL STRENGTH 
I — Faint signals, barely perceptible. 

2 — Very weak signals. 

3 — Weak signals. 

4 — Fair signals. 

5 — Fairly good signals. 

6 — Good signals. 

7 — Moderately strong signals. 

8 — Strong signals. 

9 — Extremely strong signals. 

TONE 
1 — Extremely rough hissing note. 

2 — Very rough a.c. note, no trace of musicality. 

3 — Rough low-pitched a.c. note, slightly musical. 

4 — Rather rough a.c. note, moderately musical. 

5 — Musically-modulated note. 

6 — Modulated note, slight trace of whistle. 

7 — Near d.c. note, smooth ripple. 

8 — Good d.c. note, just a trace of ripple. 

9 — Purest d.c. note. 

If the signal has the characteristic steadiness of 
crystal control, add the letter X to the RST report. 
If there is a chirp, the letter C may be added to so 
indicate. Similarly for a click, add K. The above 
reporting system is used on both c.w. and voice, 
leaving out the "tone" report on voice. 
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AC3  Sikkim 
AC4  Tibet 
ACS  Bhutan 
AP  East Pakistan 
AP  West Pakistan 
BV, (C3)  Formosa 
BY, (C)  China 
C9  Manchuria 
CE  Chile 
CE9, KC4, LU-Z, VKO, 
VP8, ZL5, etc Antarctica 
CE9  (See VP8) 
CE0A— Easter Island 
CE02.. Juan Fernandez Archipelago 
CM, CO  Cuba 
CN2, 8, 9 Morocco 
CP  Bolivia 
CR4  Cape Verde Islands 
CR5  Portuguese Guinea 
CR5  Principe, Sao Thome 
CR6  Angola 
CR7  Mozambique 
CR8 Damao, Diu 
CR8 Goa 
CR9  Macao 
CR10  Portuguese Timor 
CT1  Portugal 
CT2  Azores 
CT3  Madeira Islands 
CX  Uruguay 
DJ , DL, DM Germany 
DU  Philippine Islands 
EA  Spain 
EA6  Balearic Islands 
EA8  Canary Islands 
EA9  Ifni 
EA9  Rio de Oro 
EA9  Spanish Morocco 
EA0  Spanish Guinea 
EI  Republic of Ireland 
EL  Liberia 
EP, EQ—  Iran 
ET2  Eritrea 
ET3  Ethiopia 
F  France 
FA  Algeria 
FB8 . Amsterdam & St. Paul Islands 
FBS  Comoro Islands 
FB8  Kerguelen Islands 
FB8  Tromelin Island 
FC (unofficial)  Corsica 
FG7  Guadeloupe 
FK8 New Caledonia 
FL8  French Somaliland 
FM7  Martinique 
F08  Clipperton Island 
F08  French Oceania 
FP8 . St. Pierre & Miquelon Islands 
7  Reunion Island 

FS7  Saint Martin 
FU8, YJ1 
FW8 
FY7 
G   
GC  Channel Is ands 
GD  Isle of Man 
GI  Northern Ireland 
GM  Scotland 
GW  Wales 
HA  Hungary 
HB  Switzerland 
HC Ecuador 
HC8  Galapagos Islands 
HE  Liechtenstein 
HR  Haiti 
HI  Dominican Republic 
HK0  Bajo Nuevo 
HK0  Malpelo Island 
HK0 .. San Andres and Providencia 
HL  Korea 
HP  Panama 
HR  Honduras 
HS  Thailand 
HV  Vatican 
HZ  Saudi Arabia 
Il, ITI  Italy 
IS1  Sardinia 
A, KA  Japan 
T1  Mongolia 
Y  Jordan 
Z0  Netherlands New Guinea 
, W  United States of America 

KAO, KG61 Bonin & 
Volcano Islands 

KB6 .. Baker, Howland & American 
Phoenix Islands 

KC4  (See CE9) 
KC4  Navassa Island 

 New Hebrides 
 Wallis & Futuna Islands 
 French Guiana & Inini 

England 

KC6  Eastern Caroline Islands 
KC6  Western Caroline Islands 
KG1  (See  OX) 
KG4  Guantanam o 
KG6  Marcus Island 
KG6  Mariana Islands 
KG61—  K (See KAO) 
H6  Hawaiian Islands 

K H6  Kure Island 
KJ6  Johnston Island 
K L7  Alaska 
KM6  Midway Islands 
KP4  Puerto Rico 
KP6 . Palmyra Group, Jarvis Island 
 Ryukyu Islands 

KS4B  Serrana Bank & 
Roncador Cay 

KS4  Swan Islands 
KS6  American Samoa 
KV4  Virgin Islands 
KW6  Wake Island 
KX6  Marshall Islands 
KZ5  Canal Zone 
LA  Jan Mayen 
LA  Norway 
LA  Svalbard 
LU  Argentina 
LU-Z  (See CE9, VP8) 
LX  Luxembourg 
LZ  Bulgaria 
M1  San Marino 
MP4 Bahrein 
MP4  Qatar 
MP4  Trucial Oman 
OA  Peru 
OD5  Lebanon 
OE  Austria 
OH  Finland 
OHO  Aland Islands 
OK  Czechoslovakia 
ON4  Belgium 
OX, KG1  Greenland 
OY   
OZ  Denmark enmark 
PAO, Pli  Netherlands 
P  Netherlands West Indies 
Pi2M— Sint Maarten 
P  Indonesia 
PX  Andorra 
PY  Brazil 
PYO  Fernando de Noronha 
PY0  Trindade & 

Martim Vaz Islands 
PZ1  Netherlands Guiana 
SL, SM  Sweden t 
SP  Poland 
ST2  Sudan 
SU  
SV    Crete 
SV  Dodecanese 
SV  Greece 
TA Turkey 
TF  Iceland 
TG  Guatemala 
TI  Costa Rica 
TI9  Cocos Island 
T I,   Cameroons Republic 
TL Central African Republic 
TN  Congo Republic 
TR  ' Gabon Republic 
TS  Tunisia 
'TT  Chad Republic 
TU  Ivory Coast 
TY  Dahomey Republic 
TZ  Mali Republic 
UA1, 6, UN1...European Russian 

Socialist Federated Soviet 
Republic 

UA I  Franz Josef Land 
UA2  Kaliningradsk 
UA9, 0. . Asiatic Russian S.F.S.R. 
UB5  Ukraine 
UC2  White Russian S.S.R. 
UD6  Azerbaijan 
UF6   UG6   Georgia 
UH8  T Armenia urkoman 
UI8  Uzbek 
UJ8  Tadzhik 
UL7   UM8 Kazakh 

U05  Moldavia oldavia 
UP2  Lithuania 
UQ2   UR2   Latvia 
VE, VO Estonia 

VK  Australia ustralia 
(including Tasmania) 

VK Lord Howe Island 
VK  Willis Islands 
VK9  Christmas Island 
VK9  Cocos Islands 
VK9  Nauru Island 
VK9  Norfolk Island 
VK9  Papua Territory 
VK9 ....Territory of New Guinea 
VK0  (See CE9) 
VK0  Heard Island 
VK0  Macquarie Island 
VO    
VP2  (See   VE Honduras 

) 

Anguilla 
VPI  British 

VP2  Antigua, Barbuda 
VP2  British Virgin Islands 
VP2  Dominica 
VP2  Granada & Dependencies 
VP2  Montserrat 
VP2  St. Kitts, Nevis 
VP2  St. Lucia 
VP2 .. St. Vincent & Dependencies 
VP3  British Guiana 
VP4  Trinidad & Tobago 
VP5  Cayman Islands 
VP5  Jamaica 

VP6  Barbados VP5  Turks cos  

VP7  Bahama Islands 

VP8  Falkla(nSdeeIsClaEn9d)s 
VP8   

VP8, LU-Z South Georgia 
VP8, LU-Z.. South Orkney Islands 
VP8, LU-Z. South Sandwich Islands 
VP8, LU-Z, CE9  

South Shetland Islands 
VP9  Bermuda Islands 
✓ 1  Zanzibar 
✓ 2  Northern Rhodesia 
✓ 3  Tanganyika Territory 
✓ 4  Kenya 
✓ 3  Uganda 
✓ 8  Cargados Carajos 
✓ 8  Chagos Islands 
✓ 8  Mauritius 
✓ 8  Rodriguez Island 
✓ 9  Seychelles 
✓ 1  British Phoenix Islands 
VR1  Gilbert & Ellice Islands 

& Ocean Island 
VR2  Fiji Islands 
VR3 . Fanning & Christmas Islands 

 Solomon Islands 
VR5  Tonga Islands 
VR6  Pitcairn Island 
VS1  Singapore 
VS4  Sarawak 
VS5  Brunei 
VS6  Hong Kong 
VS9  Aden & Socotra 
VS9  Kamaran Islands 
VS9  Maldive Islands 
VS9  Sultanate of Oman 
VU .Andaman and Nicobar Islands 
VU  India 
VU 
W 

 Laccadive Islands 
 (See K) 

XE, XF Mexico 
XE4  Revilla Gigedo 
XT  .r. Voltaic Rep. 
XW8  Laos 
XZ2  Burma 
YA  Afghanistan 
YI  Iraq 
,r1  (See FU8) Syria 
YN, YNO Nicaragua 
YO  Rumania 
YS  Salvador 
YU  Yugoslavia 
YV  Venezuela 
YV0  Aves Island 
ZA  Albania 
ZBI  Malta 
ZB2  Gibraltar 
ZC4  Cyprus 
ZCS  British North Borneo 
ZC6  Palestine 
ZD1  Sierra Leone 
ZD3  Gambia 
ZD6  Nyasaland 
ZD7  St. Helena 
ZD8  Ascension Island 
ZD9  Tristan da Cunha & 

Gough Islands 
ZE  Southern Rhodesia 
ZK1  Cook Islands 
ZK1  Manihiki Islands 
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ZK2  Niue ZS7  Swaziland 
ZL  Auckland & Campbell Isl. ZS8  Basutoland 
ZL  Chatham Islands ZS9  Bechuanaland 
ZL Kermadec Islands 3A  Monaco 
ZL  New Zealand 3W8  Vietnam 
ZL5  (See CE9) 4S7  Ceylon 
ZM6  British Samoa 4W1  Yemen 
ZM7  Tokelau (Union) Islands 4X4  Israel 
ZP  Paraguay 5A  Libya 
ZS1, 2, 4, 5, 6 Union of 5N2  Nigeria 

South Africa 5R8  Malagasy Rep. 
ZS2  Prince Edward & 5T  Mauritania 

Marion Islands 5U7  Niger Rep. 
ZS3  Southwest Africa 5V  Togo 

601, 2 Somalia Rep. 
6W8  Seregal Rep. 
7G1  Rep. of Guinea 
9G1  Ghana 
9K2  Kuwait 
9K3  Kuwait/Saudia Arabia 

Neutral Zone 
9M2  Malaya 
9N1  Nepal 
9Q5  Rep. of Congo 
9U5  Ruanda-Urundi 
 Aldabra Islands 
 Cambodia 

INTERNATIONAL PREFIXES 
AAA-ALZ United States of America 
AMA-AOZ Spain 
APA-ASZ Pakistan 
ATA-AWZ India 
AXA-AXZ Commonwealth of Australia 
AYA-AZZ Vtrgentine Republic 
BAA-BZZ China 
CAA-CEZ Chile 
CFA-CKZ Canada 
CLA-CMZ Cuba 
CNA-CNZ Morocco 
COA-COZ Cuba 
CPA-CPZ Bolivia 
CQA-CRZ Portuguese Overseas Provinces 
CSA-CUZ Portugal 
CVA-CXZ Uruguay 
CYA-CZZ Canada 
DAA-DTZ Germany 
DUA-DZZ Republic of the Philippines 
EAA-EHZ Spain 
EIA-EJZ Ireland 
EKA-EK Union of Soviet Socialist Republics 
ELA-ELZ Liberia 
EMA-EOZ Union of Soviet Socialist Republics 
EPA-EQZ Iran 
ERA-ERZ Union of Soviet Socialist Republics 
ESA-ESZ Estonia 
ETA-ETZ Ethiopia 
EUA-EWZ Bielorussian Soviet Socialist Republic 
EXA-EZZ Union of Soviet Socialist Republics 
FAA-FZZ France and French Community 
GAA-GZZ Great Britain 
HAA-HAZ Hungarian People's Republic 
HBA-HBZ Switzerland 
HVA-HDZ Ecuador 
HEA-HEZ Switzerland 
HFA-HFZ People's Republic of Poland 
HGA-HGZ Hungarian People's Republic 
HHA-HHZ Republic of Haiti 
HIA-HIZ Dominican Republic 
HJA-HKZ Republic of Colombia 
HLA-HMZ Korea 
HNA-HNZ Iraq 
HOA-HPZ Republic of Panama 
HQA-HRZ Republic of Honduras 
HSA-HSZ Thailand 
HTA-HTZ Nicaragua 
HUA-HUZ Republic of El Salvador 
HVA-HVZ Vatican City State 
HWA-HYZ France and French Community 
HZA-HZZ Saudi Arabia 
IAA-IZZ Italy and Mandated Territories 
AA-JSZ Japan 
TA-JVZ Mongolian People's Republic 
WA1XZ Norway 
YA- YZ Jordan 
ZA- ZZ Netherlands New Guinea 
AA-KZZ United States of America 

LAA-LNZ Norway 
LOA-LWZ Argentine Republic 
LXA-LXZ Luxembourg 
LYA-LYZ Lithuania 
LZA-LZZ People's Republic of Bulgaria 
MAA-MZZ Great Britain 
NAA-NZZ United States of America 
OAA-OCZ Peru 
ODA-ODZ Lebanon 
OEA-0EZ Austria 
OFA-OJZ Finland 
OKA-OMZ Czechoslovakia 
ONA-OTZ Belgium 
OUA-OZZ Denmark 
PAA-PIZ Netherlands 
PJA-PJZ Netherlands Antilles 
PK A-POZ Republic of Indonesia 
PPA-PYZ Brazil 
PZA-PZZ Surinam 

QAA-QZZ (Service abbreviations) 
RAA-RZZ Union of Soviet Socialist Republics 
SAA-SMZ Sweden 
SNA-SRZ People's Republic of Poland 
SSA-SSM Egypt 
SSN-STZ Sudan 
SUA-SUZ Egypt 
SVA-SZZ Greece. 
TAA-TCZ Turkey 
TDA-TDZ Guatemala 
TEA-TEZ Costa Rica 
TFA-TFZ Iceland 
TGA-TGZ Guatemala 
THA-THZ France and French Community 
TIA-TIZ Costa Rica 
TJA-TJZ Republic of Cameron 
TKA-TKZ France, and Community 
TLA-TLZ Central African Republic 
TMA-TMZ France, French Community 
TNA-TNZ Republic of the Cone (Brazzaville) 
TOA-TQZ France, French Community 
TRA-TRZ Republic of Gabon 
TSA-TSZ Tunisia 
TTA-TTZ Republic of Chad 
TUA-TUZ Republic of the Ivory Coast 
TVA-TVZ France, French Community 
TYA-TYZ Republic of Dahomey 
TZA-TZZ Republic of Mali 
UAA-UQZ Union of Soviet Socialist Republics 
URA-UTZ Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic 
UUA-UZZ Union of Soviet Socialist Republics 
VAA-VGZ Canada 
VHA-VNZ Commonwealth of Australia 
VOA-VOZ Canada 
VPA-VSZ British Overseas Territories 
VTA-VWZ India 
VXA-VYZ Canada 
VZA-VZZ Commonwealth of Australia 
WAA-WZZ United States of America 
XAA-XIZ Mexico 
XJA-XOZ Canada 
XPA-XPZ Denmark 
XQA-XRZ Chile 
XSA-XSZ China 
XTA-XTZ France and French Community 
XTA-XTZ Republic of the Upper Volta 
XUA-XUZ Cambodia 
XVA-XVZ Viet-Nam 
XWA-XWZ Laos 
XXA-XXZ Portuguese Overseas Provinces 
XYA-XZZ Burma 
YAA-YAZ Afghanistan 
YBA-YHZ Republic of Indonesia 
YIA-YIZ Iraq 
YJA-YJZ New Hebrides 
YKA-YKZ Syria 
YLA- 1,Z Latvia 
YM A -Y Z Turkey 
YNA-Y NZ Nicaragua 
YOA-YRZ Roumanian People's Republic 
YSA-YSZ Republic of El Salvador 
YTA-YUZ Yugoslavia 
YVA-YYZ Venezuela 
YZA-YZZ Yugoslavia 
ZAA-ZAZ Albania 
ZBA-ZJZ British Overseas Territories 
ZKA-ZMZ New Zealand 
ZNA-ZOZ British Overseas Territories 
ZPA-ZPZ Paraguay 
ZQA-ZQZ British Overseas Territories 
ZRA-ZUZ Union of South Africa 
ZVA-ZZZ Brazil 
2AA-2ZZ Great Britain 
3AA-3AZ Monaco 
IBA-3F2 Canada 
3GA-3GZ Chile 
3HA-3UZ China 
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3VA-3VZ 
3WA-3WZ 
3XA-3XZ 
3YA-3YZ 
3ZA-3ZZ 
4AA-4CZ 
4DA-4IZ 
4JA-4LZ 
4MA-4MZ 
4NA-40Z 
4PA-4SZ 
4TA-4TZ 
4UA-4UZ 
4VA-4VZ 
4WA-4WZ 
4XA-4XZ 
4YA-4YZ 
4ZA-4ZZ 
5AA-5AZ 
SBA-5BZ 
5 CA-5GZ 
5JA-5KZ 
5LA-5MZ 
5NA-50Z 
5PA-50Z 
5RA-5SZ 
5TA-5TZ 

Tunisia 
Viet-Nam 
Guinea 
Norway 
People's Republic of Poland 
Mexico 
Republic of the Philippines 
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics 
Venezuela 
Yugoslavia 
Ceylon 
Peru 
United Nations 
Republic of Haiti 
Yemen 
State of Israel 
International Civil Aviàtion Organization 
State of Israel 
Libya 
Republic of Cyprus 
Morocco 
Colombia 
Liberia 
Nigeria 
Denmark 
Madagascan Republic 
Islamic Republic of Mauretania 

5UA-5UZ 
5VA-5VZ 
6AA-6BZ 
6CA-6CZ 
6DA-6JZ 
6KA-6NZ 
60A-60Z 
6PA-6SZ 
6TA-6UZ 
6VA-6WZ 
7AA-7IZ 
77A-7NZ 
7SA-7SZ 
7ZA-7ZZ 
8AA-8IZ 
8JA-8NZ 
8SA-8SZ 
8TA-8YZ 
8ZA-8ZZ 
9AA-9AZ 
9BA-9DZ 
9EA-9FZ 
9GA-9GZ 
9KA-9KZ 
9MA-9MZ 
9NA-9NZ 
90A-9TZ 
9UA-9UZ 

Republic of the Niger 
Togolese Republic 
Egypt 
Syria 
Mexico 
Korea 
Somalia 
Pakistan 
Sudan 
Republic of the Senegal 
Indonesia 
Japan 
Sweden 
Saudi Arabia 
Indonesia 
Japan 
Sweden 
India 
Saudi Arabia 
San Marino 
Iran 
Ethiopia 
Ghana 
Kuwait 
Malaya 
Nepal 
Republic of the Congo (Leopoldville) 
Territory of Ruanda-Urundi 

ABBREVIATIONS FOR C.W. WORK 
Abbreviations help to cut down unnecessary transmission. 

when working an operator of unknown experience. 
AA All after 
AB All before 
A BT About 
ADR Address 
AGN Again 
ANT Antenna 
BCI Broadcast interference 
BCL Broadcast listener 
BK Break; break me; break in 
BN All between; been 
B4 Before 
C Yes 
CFM Confirm; I confirm 
CK Check 
CL I am closing my station; call 
CLD-CLG Called; calling 
CUD Could 
CUL See you later 
CUM Come 
CW Continuous wave 
DLD-DLVD Delivered 
DX Distance, foreign countries 
ECO Electron-coupled oscillator 
ES And, & 
FB Fine business; excellent 
GA Go ahead (or resume sending) 
GB Good-by 
GBA Give better address 
GE Good evening 
GG Going 
GM Good morning 
GN Good night 
GND Ground 
GP Ground plane 
GUD Good 
HI The telegraphic laugh; high 
HR Here; hear 
HV Have 
IIW How 
LID A poor operator 
MA MILS Milliamperes 

Message; prefix to radiogram 
N No 
ND Nothing doing 
NIL Nothing; I have nothing for you 
NM No more 
NR Number 
NW Now; I resume transmission 

msù 

However, make it a rule not to abbreviate unnecessarily 

OB 
OM 
OP-OPR 
OSC 
OT 
PBL 
PSE 
PWR 
PX 

RAC 
RCD 
REF 
RIG 
RPT 
RX, RCVR 
SED 
SEZ 
SIG 
SINE 
SEED 
SRI 
SVC 
TFC 
TMW 
TNX-TKS 
TT 
TU 
TVI 
TVL 
TX 
TXT 
UR-URS 
VFO 
VY 
WA 
WB 
WD-WDS 
WKD-WKG 
WL 
WUD 
WX 
XMTR 
XTAL 
YF (XYL) 
YL 
73 
88 

Old boy 
Old man 
Operator 
Oscillator 
Old timer; old top 
Preamble 
Please 
Power 
Press 
Received as transmitted; are 
Rectified alternating current 
Received 
Refer to; referring to; reference 
Station equipment 
Repeat; I repeat 
Receiver 
Said 
Says 
Signature; signal 
Operator's personal initials or nickname 
Schedule 
Sorry 
Service; prefix to service message 
Traffic 
Tomorrow 
Thanks 
That 
Thank you 
Television interference 
Television listener 
Transmitter 
Text 
Your; you're; yours 
Variable-frequency oscillator 
Very 
Word after 
Word before 
Word; words 
Worked; working 
Well; will 
Would 
Weather 
Transmitter 
Crystal 
Wife 
Young lady 
Best regards 
Love and kisses 
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1> Operating an Amateur Radio Station covers 
the details of practical amateur operating. In it 
you will find information on Operating Practices, 
Emergency Communication, ARRL Operating Ac-
tivities and Awards, the ARRL Field Organization, 
Handling Messages, Network Organization, "Q" 
Signals and Abbreviations used in amateur oper-
ating, important extracts from the FCC Regula-
tions, and other helpful material. It's a handy 
reference that will serve to answer many of the 
questions concerning operating that arise during 
your activities on the air. 

111> Emergency Communications is the "bible" of 
the Amateur Radio Emergency Corps. Within its 
eight pages are contained the fundamentals of 
emergency communication which every amateur 
interested in public service work should know, in-
cluding a complete diagrammatical plan adapt-
able for use in any community, explanation of 
the role of the American Red Cross and FCC's 
regulations concerning amateur operation in 
emergencies. The Radio Amateur Civil Emergency 
Service (RACES) comes in for special considera-
tion, including a table of RACES frequencies on 
the front cover. 

The two publications described above 

may be obtained without charge by 

any Handbook reader. Either or 

both will be sent upon request. 

AMERICAN RADIO RELAY LEAGUE 

38 La Salle Road 

West Hartford 7, Connecticut, U. S. A. 

Please send me, without charge, the following: 

OPERATING AN AMATEUR RADIO STATION 
EMERGENCY COMMUNICATIONS 

Name   
(Please Print) 

Address   



Chapter 25 

Vacuum Tubes 

and Semiconductors 

For the convenience of the designer, the re-
ceiving-type tubes listed in this chapter are 
grouped by filament voltages and construction 
types (glass, metal, miniature, etc.). For ex-
ample, all miniature tubes are listed in Table 
I, all metal tubes are in Table II, and so on. 
Transmitting tubes are divided into triodes 

and tetrodes-pentodes, then listed according 
to rated plate dissipation. This permits direct 
comparison of ratings of tubes in the same 
power classification. 
For quick reference, all tubes are listed in 

numerical-alphabetical order in the index. 
Types having no table reference are either ob-
solete or of little use in amateur equipment. 
Base diagrams for these tubes are listed. 

Tube Ratings 

Vacuum tubes are designed to be operated 
within definite maximum (and minimum) rat-
ings. These ratings are the maximum safe op-
erating voltages and currents for the elec-
trodes, based on inherent limiting factors such 
as permissible cathode temperature, emission, 
and power dissipation in electrodes. 

In the transmitting-tube tables, maximum 
ratings for electrode voltage, current and dis-
sipation are given separately from the typical 
operating conditions for the recommended 
classes of operation. In the receiving-tube 
tables, ratings and operating data are combined. 
Where only one set of operating conditions ap-
pears, the positive electrode voltages shown 
(plate, screen, etc.) are, in general, also the maxi-
mum rated voltages. 
For certain air-cooled transmitting tubes, 

there are two sets of maximum values, one 
designated as CCS (Continuous Commercial 
Service) ratings, the other ICAS ( Intermit-
tent Commercial and Amateur Service) rat-
ings. Continuous Commercial Service is de-
fined as that type of service in which long 
tube life and reliability of performance under 
continuous operating conditions are the prime 

consideration. Intermittent Commercial and 
Amateur Service is defined to include the 
many applications where the transmitter de-
sign factors of minimum size, light weight, 
and maximum power output are more import-
ant than long tube life. ICAS ratings are con-
siderably higher than CCS ratings. They 
permit the handling of greater power, and 
although such use involves some sacrifice in 
tube life, the period over which tubes give 
satisfactory performance in intermittent serv-
ice can be extremely long. 
The plate dissipation values given for trans-

mitting tubes should not be exceeded during 
normal operation. In plate modulated ampli-
fier applications, the maximum allowable 
carrier-condition plate dissipation is approxi-
mately 66 per cent of the value listed and will 
rise to the maximum value under 100 per cent 
sinusoidal modulation. 

Typical Operating Conditions 

The typical operating conditions given for 
transmitting tubes represent, in general, maxi-
mum ICAS ratings where such ratings have 
been given by the manufacturer. They do not 
represent the only possible method of opera-
tion of a particular tube type. Other values of 
plate voltage, plate current, etc., may be used so 
long as the maximum ratings for a particular 
voltage or current are not exceeded. 

Equivalent Tubes 

The equivalent tubes listed in Table VIII 
are used occasionally in amateur service. In 
addition to the types listed, other equivalents 
are available for special purposes such as 
series-heater string operation in TV receivers. 
These types require unusual values of heater 
voltage (3.15, 4.2, etc.), and have controlled 
warm-up time characteristics to minimize 
voltage unbalance during starting. Except for 
heater design, these types correspond electri-
cally and mechanically to 6-volt prototypes. 

INDEX TO TUBE TABLES 

I — Miniature Receiving Tubes  
II — 6.3-Volt Metal Receiving Tubes  
III — 6.3-Volt Glass Tubes with Octal 
Bases   

IV — 6.3-Volt Lock-In Base Tubes  
V — 1.5-Volt Battery Tubes  
VI — High-Voltage Heater Tubes  
VII — Special Receiving Tubes  
VIII — Equivalent Tubes  

V16 IX — Control and Regulator Tubes V25 
V20 X — Rectifiers   V25 

XI — Triode Transmitting Tubes  V26 
V21 XII — Tetrode and Pentode Trans-
V22 mitting Tubes  V30 
V22 XIII — Electrostatic Cathode-Ray 
V23 Tubes   V32 
V23 XIV — Transistors   V33 
V23 XV — Crystal Diodes  V34 

vi 
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Vacuum-Tube Data V5 

2AG 

3G 

4AD 

48 

4C 

4F 

4P 

4G 

4R 

2D 

3N 

4AH 

4BB 

VACUUM-TUBE BASE DIAGRAMS 

Socket connections correspond to the base designations given in the column headed "Base" in the classified tube-data tables. 
Bottom views are shown throughout. Terminal designations are as follows: 
A = Anode D = Deflecting Plate IS = Internal Shield RC = Ray-Control Eelectrode 
B =- Beam F = Filament K = Cathode Ref = Reflector 
BP = Bayonet Pin FE = Focus Elect. NC = No Connection S = Shell 
BS -= Base Sleeve G = Grid P = Plate ( Anode) TA = Target 
C -= Ext. Coating H = Heater P1 = Starter-Anode U = Unit 
CL = Collector IC = Internal Con. Par = Beam Plates • = Gas-Type Tube 

Alphabetical subscripts D, P, T and HX indicate, respectisel), diode unit, pentode unit, triode unit or hexode unit in multi-
unit types. Subscript CT indicates filament or heater tap. 

Generally when the No. 1 pin of • metal-type tube in Table II, with the exception of all triodes, is shown connected to the 
shell, the No. 1 pin in the glass ( G or CT) equivalent is connected to an internal shield. 

E.I.A. TUBE BASE DIAGRAMS 
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EN 
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4CB 4CG 
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3T 4AA 

4AM 

4BJ 
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480 

4D 
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SAC 

3C 

4AC 

4AT 

4E 

4M 

Nc P NC 

NC NC 

IC NG 

4Y 

SAD 
4Z 5A 5AA BAS 



V6 Chapter 25 

5AF 

SAO 

SBA 

SCE 

51( 

ST 

6AB 

TUBE BASE DIAGRAMS 

Bottom views are shown. Terminal designations on sockets are given on page VS. 

5AG 

5AS 5AW 

588 

58J 58K 

SBU 

SCF 

SL 

SU 

GAD 

5AK SAL 

513C 

SD 

5M 

6AE 

SAY 

SED 

580 SBQ 58S 

Sc 

SE 

5Z 

GAF 

SAM 

SAZ 

5BE 

SC8 

5F 

SR SS 

6A 

6AM 

SAP 

58 

58F 

5J 

6AA 



Vacuum-Tube Data V7 

6AP 

68 

6BM 

6C 

6CH 

PT 

6G 

60 

G 

7AC 

TUBE BASE DIAGRAMS 

Bottom siews are shown. Terminal designations on sockets are given on page VS. 

6AR 

6BA 

6CA 

6CK 

6H 

6R 

6Y 

6AS 

6BB 

668 

6GN 

6J 

TA 

NC 

6RA 

Gg iNC 

G1 

6Z 

6AU 6AW 

6BT 

6CC 

60 

6K 

7A 

6BG 
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6L 

65 6T 6W 

F. 

7AJ 

68W 

6CE 

6E 

F - 

NC NC 

7AA 

tS 

6AX 

6BH 

6BX 

6F 

6/61 

7AB 

7AK 



V8 

7BA 

7BH 

Go. 

7AL 

7BP 

78Z 

7CF 

7DB 

7CH 7C.) 

G 

TUBE BASE DIAGRAMS 

Bottom dews are shown. Terminal designations on sockets are given on page 

7AM 

Pr. 

nc 

7AU 

FI 

78B 

78J 

780 

7CU 

7DC 

7AN 7A0 7AP 

78C 780 78E 

7BK 

7BR 

70E 

7AX 

78M 

7CB 

7CK 

7AZ 

78N 

787 7BW 

7CC 

7CX 7CY 

7DH 

F-

Chapter 25 

7A0 

78 

780 

7CE 

7CM 

70 

7DK 



Vacuum-Tube Data V9 

7D7 7DW 

7EN 

7FP 

7K 

7U 

BAL BAN 8A0 

8AX 8 AY 8B 8AV 

TUBE BASE DIAGRAMS 

Bottom views are shown. Terminal designations on sockets are given on page \ 5. 

7EW 

7F0 

7L 

7V 

BAC 

8AW 

7F 

7G 7GA 

70 

7W 7 Z 

8AE 

7EA 

7F8 

7R 

8AF 

BAR 

7E6 

7S 

8A 

BAG 

7EK 

7FN 

7J 

7T 

8BA 

BBD 88E 8BF 8BJ 8BK BBL 



v10 Chapter 25 

8BY 

8CJ 

8E 

NC 

8JB 

Ge 

BBN 

8F V 

80 

8W 

9A 

TUBE BASE DIAGRAMS 

Bottom views are shown. Terminal designations on sockets are given on page 5. 
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8 FP 
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Vacuum-Tube Data 

TUBE BASE DIAGRAMS 

Bottom views are shown. Terminal designations on sockets are given on page VS. 

9AJ 

98D 

98M 

96W 

9CB 

NC 

NC 

G. 

G, 

ic i 

9CV 

Ft, 

ACC 

Ore 

DEF. 

9DP 

9AX 

9BF 

9BX 

9CD 

9CY 

9DR 

9AZ 

9BG 

9CF 

9CZ 

9DS 

9A0 

9BA 

964 

9BZ 

9DA 

9DT 

X 

SAR 

968 

984 

9C 

9DE 

9DW 

9EF 

96U 

9BL 

9BV 

9DX 

9EG 

V11 



V12 

9EN 

9FN 

9HV 

9 LK 

TUBE BASE DIAGRAMS 

Bottom views are shown. Terminal designations on sockets are gist,n on page '15 

9ER 9ES 

9F T 

9GF 

9HZ 

9JU 

9 LS 

Gr 

NC 

9FX 

9GJ 

9HF 

9J 

9JX 

9KT 

9EU 9E W 9F 

9FG 

9HK 

9JC 

9KU 

9M 

G 

9FH 

9G 

9HN 

9JD 

9KV 

9MS 

Chapter 25 

9GC 

9N 



Vacuum-Tube Data V13 

90 9R 

IIJ 11 L 11M IIN II S 

12E 

14 E 

I4S 

FIG4 

TUBE BASE DIAGRAMS 

Bottom i e we; are shown. Terminal designations on sockets are given on page vs. 
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FIG. 5 

TOP RING 
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FIG. I 
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FIG.3 
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V14 

FIG. 16 

FIG. 22 

FIG.28 

H PI 

FIG. 34 

FIG. 52 

TUBE BASE DIAGRAMS 

Bottom ‘ sews are show». Terminal designations on sockets are given on page 

NC 

FIG. 17 

NC F 

IS 

FIG. 23 

FIG. 29 

FIG. 35 

FIG. 53 

FIG. 58 FIG. 59 

FIG. 30 

nc 

FIG. 60 

FIG. 24 

FIG. 36 FIG. 37 FIG. 38 FIG. 39 

FIG. 46 FIG. 47 FIG.48 

FIG. 54 

NC 

FIG.19 

FIG. 31 

FIG. 43 

FIG. 49 

FIG. 55 

FIG. 20 

FIG. 25 

NC NC 

F10.26 FIG. 27 

PIN 

FIG. 32 

FIG. 44 

FIG. 50 

FIG. 56 

FIG. 61 FIG. 62 

Chapter 25 

NM 

FIG. 21 

FIG. 33 

rc 

NC 

FIG. 45 

FIG. 51 

FIG. 57 

FIG. 63 

FIG. 64 FIG. 65 FIG. 66 FIG. 67 FIG. 68 FIG. 69 



Vacuum-Tube Data V15 

FIG. 70 

FIG. 76 

FIG. 71 

FIG. 77 

TUBE BASE DIAGRAMS 

Bottom views are shown. Terminal designations on sockets are given on page VS. 

FIG. 72 FIG. 73 FIG. 74 

FIG.78 FIG. 79 FIG. 80 

FIG. 86 

FIG. 75 

Gt 

FIG.83 

FIG. 88 
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V16 TABLE I - MINIATURE RECEIVING TUBES 

Type Name Base 

Fil. or 
Heater 

Capacitances 
mgt. 

Pl
at
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Gr
id
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re
en
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s 
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u
t
p
u
t
 

V. Amp. Ci, Ciiiit C., 

1A3 Hi. Diode SAP 1.4 0.15 - Ma. a£. vo tage per plate - 117. Max. output current - 0.5 ma. 
1AF4 Sharp Cut-off Pent BAR 1.4 0.025 3.8 7.6 0.009 90 0 90 0.55 1.8 1.8 meg. EZMIIMEM 

- 1L4 Sharp Cut-off Pent 3.6 7.5 0.008 90 0 90 2.0 4.5 350K EIMMEMIE 
1L6 Penta rid Cony 7DC 1.4 0.05 7.5 12.0 0.3 90 0 45 0.6 0.5 650K . 4:::..2.11211. - 

00K 1R5 Pentagrid Cony. tainEMLEI 73 123 03 90 0 67.5 3.5 1.5 400K KM G id No. I 
164 Pentagrid Par. Amp. - - - 90 -7.0 67.5 1.4 7.4 100K EIMEMELE 0.270 
In A, Amp. 

Diode - Pentode BAG 1.4 0.05 - - 67.5 0 67.5 0.4 1.6 600K MMEM1112. - 
R.f. Amp. 90 0 90 Screen Resistor 3 meg., grid 10 meg. =II 0.050 

114 Variable-0 Pent 112113 3.6 7.5 0.01 90 0 67.5 1.4 3.5 500K 900 MEIMM - 
1U4 Sharp Cut-off Pent. ELL.IMEEL. 3.6 7.5 0.01 90 0 90 0.5 1.6 1 meg. 900 MIIIIM - 
1U5 Diode Pentode 67.5 0 67.5 0.4 1.6 600K MMEMIIIM - 

2E30 

A, Amp. 

7C0 6.0 0.65 9.5 6.6 0.2 

250 45e• 250 3.3/7.4 44, 63K ELEIMEIIM 4.5 
Beam Par. A, Amp., MIMIKalleiii 9 

250 -25 250 3/13.5 82, - MIEMEEL. 12.5 Pent AB, Amp., 
AB, Amp., 250 -30 250 4/20 110, - EMIIMEMIM 17 

2EA5I Sharp Cut-off Pent 7EW 2.4 0.60 3.8 2.3 0.06 250 -1 150 - 10 150K 8000 MEMM - 
2E115: Dual Diode Ma. a.c. vo tage per plate - 200. Max. output current - 5.0 ma. 

3A4 Par. Amp. Pent. 788 1.4 0.2 
4.8 4.2 0.34 135 -7.5 90 2.6 14.9, 90K 

- 8K 
0.6 
0.7 2.8 0.1 150 -8.4 90 2.2 14.1, 100K 1903 

3A5 Hi. Dual Triode IBC 
1.4 0.22 

0.9 1.0 90 -2.5 - - 3.7 8.316 1800 15 - - 2.8 Oil 3.2 

3D1(61 Sharp Cut-off Pent. 6.3 1.9 0.02 300 -6.5 150 3.8 12 - 9800 .5.1151M - 
304 Par. Amp. Pent. IBA 1.4 0.1 

5.5 3.8 90 -4.5 90 
2.1 9.5 100K 2150 .U. 0.27 

2.8 0.05 0.2 
1.7 7.7 120K 2000 ELE. 0.24 

364 Par. Amp. Pent 78A 1.4 0.1 
90 -7 67.5 

1.4 7.4 
1001( 

1575 
8K 

0.27 
0.235 2.8 0.05 - - 

1.1 6.1 1425 
4EWB., Sharp Cut-off Pent. REM 10.0 2.4 0.04 300 -3.5 180 3.2 11 - EMIMMEMBM - BAIN BM. Triode KLEMM. 2.2 0.5 1.5 250 200" - - 10 I0.9K MIEW:EllEM 
BAD6 Dual Diode - Pent. ELMMEEM 4.0 4.6 0.002 250 -2 85 2.3 6.7 1 me:. EMU.. 

6AF4A 
A, Amp. 

Uhf. - Triode 7DK 6.3 0.225 2.2 0.45 1.9 
80 HO" - - 16 2.276 6600 111211ffl 

Ou. 950 Mc. 100 10Ku - 0.4, 22 - MENIMMI. 

6AG5 Sharp Cut-off Pent 780 6.3 0.3 6.5 1.8 0.03 
250 180" 150 2.0 6.5 800K 5000 =Ma 
100 180" 100 1.4 4.5 600K 4500 IMEMM 

SAH6 Sharp Cut-off Pent Amp. 
78K 63 0.45 10.0 2.0 0.03 

300 160" 150 2.5 10 5001( 9600 = BM 
Pent Triode Amp. 150 160* - - 123 3•Sk IIIIIMILLEMIZ 

6A.14 UNI. Triode IMIlifflnglin 

SAKS Sharp Cut-off Pont. 78D 6.3 0.175 4.0 2.8 0.02 
180 ZOO" 120 2.4 7.7 690K EIMIEIMIME 
150 330" 140 2.2 7 420K 4300 IIM - - 
120 200" IZO 

180 
2.5 
2.5 

7.5 
15 

340K 
200K 

5000 MIMI 
Emlim 10K 

- 
1.1 SAK6 Par. Amp. Pent EIEIEMEM 3.6 4.2 0.12 180 -9 

GALS Dual Diode KCÍMBILEM Max. r.m.. voila -117 Max. d.c. output current -9 ma., 
6AM4 U.h.f. Triode 98X 6.3 0.225 4.4 0.16 2.4 150 100" - - 7.5 10K 9000 90 EEM 
liAMBAI Diode - Sharp Cutoff Pont. EMEMEIMM 6.0 2.6 0.015 200 120. 150 2.7 11.5 600K 7000 MIMI, - 
BAN4 U.h.f. Triode 70K 6.3 0.225 2.8 0.28 1.7 200 100" - - 13 - MUIIMEMM - 
SANS Beam Par. Pent. 7111) 6.3 0.45 9.0 4.8 0.075 120 120" 120 12.0 35 12.56 8000 MIKE] 1.3 

SAMBA; 
Medium, Triode 

90A 6.3 0.45 
2.0 2.7 1.5 200 -6 - - 13 5.75kIMIMMIMMIl - 

Sharp Cut-off Pent 7.0 2.3 0.04 200 180* 150 2.8 9.5 30K 6203 MIMI - 

11A05A2 Beam Par. Pent 7112 6.3 0.45 8.3 8.2 0.3 ELlinalM131 23 
250 -12.5 250 4.5 7 47, 52K EZIEEMEM 4.5 

BAIN Dual Diode - 
High, Triode 782 6.3 0.15 1.7 1.5 1.8 

103 -1 - - 0.8 6IK Eplarjam - 
250 -3 - - 1 59k MEMRIMMIM 

EZ.M.M. 
lialMaIMMI 

- 
3.2 
3.4 

6AR5 Par. Amp. Pent 6CC 6.3 0.4 - - 
250 -16.5 250 5.7/10 352 65K 
250 -18 250 5.5, 10 332 68K 

GARB Sheet Beam 9DP 6.3 0.3 TV Color Ckts. - Synchronous Detector - Burst Gate 
6AS5 Beam Par. Amp. EIMIEILL. 12 6.2 0.6 150 -8.5 110 2/6.5 362 - 5600 .011.:10 2.2 
BASS Sharp Cut-off Pent EIZMIIMEE1 4 3 0.2 120 -2 120 3.5 5.2 1106 EDEMIIMM - 
6668 Diode - Sharp Cut-off Pont. 9DS 6.3 0.45 7 2.2 0.04 200 180" 150 3 9.5 KOK 6200 MIIIMM 
OATS Duplex Diode - High, Triode ELLEMEEM 2.3 1.1 2.1 250 -3 - - 1 58K MEDMIRMIZIMi 
6ATBA : Medium, Triode 

9DW 6.3 0.45 
2 0.5 1.5 100 100. - - 8.5 6.91( ELMED11.1.1 

Sharp Cut-off Pent. 4.5 0.9 0.025 250 200" 150 1.6 7.7 750K 4600 MIMI 
BAUSA: Sharp Cut-off Pent. EFLIMIMEE11. 5.5 5 0.0035 250 68' 150 4.3 10.6 I me:. illEMEZ.11 

SAWA: 
Medium-,, Triode 

900 6.3 0.6 
2.6 0.34 2.2 150 150" - - 9 8.2K 4900 KAMM 

Sharp Cut-off Pont. 7.5 3.4 0.06 200 82. 125 3.4 15 150K 7000 MEMM 
BAYS Dual Diode - High, Triode EMIEMEMM 2.2 0.8 2.0 250 -2 - - 1.2 62.516 1600 elnim 
6AW8A H h-p Triode 

9DX 6.3 0.6 
3.2 0.32 2.2 200 -2 - 

-. 4 173K 4000 MEMI. 
Sharp Cut-off Pent. 11 2.8 0.036 200 180" 150 3.5 13 400K 9000 MEMI. 

SAXO 
Medium-,, Triode 

BAC 6.3 0.45 Mail.M.1,MMEMMEEMEIMEIMIMM MOO KAMM 
Sharp Cut-off Pent. 5 3.5 0.006 250 120" 110 3.5 10 403K 4800 Man. 

BAZO Medium-,, Triode BED 6.3 0.45 MUMIRIMILIMEZMINBIIIMIMMIEMIKEZELMIIIIIIMM 
Semiremote Cut-off Pent. 6.5 2.2 0.02 200 180" 150 3 9.5 3COK 6000 IIMMI. 

611A6 Remote Cut-off Pont. 5.5 5 0.0335 250 68. 100 4.2 11 1 meg. EL.MEMI. 
6BA7 Penta rid Cony. Osc. 20Ku 250 -1 100 10 3.8 I me:. .Z.IIIMMIE 
6BASA: Medium, Triode 

BOX 6.3 0.6 
2.5 0.7 2.2 200 -8 - - 8 6.76 tiiIMIIILZMIM 

Sharp Cut-off Pent II 2.8 0.036 200 180' 150 3.5 13 400K 9000 EMI= 
6BC4 Uhf. Medium, Triode 9DR 6.3 0.225 2.9 0.26 1.6 150 100" - - 14.5 4.86 10K Knizm 
66C5 Sharp Cut-off Pent 780 6.3 0.3 6.5 1.8 0.03 250 180* 150 2.1 7.5 800K MallEMEMI 
BBC? Triple Diode Er./1 

ETI,MitIMMKOMMEILIMIREZMEZIMMIMMEMIMM 

Max. diode current . • r plate - 12 Ma. Max. htr.-cath. volts - 200 

6200 KIMMI. 
6008 Medium, Dual Triode 
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6806 Remote Cut-off Pent. 7BK 6.3 0.3 4.3 5.0 0.005 
loo _1 100 5 13 1506 2500 - - - 
250 -3 100 3 9 8036 2000 - - - 

69 E6 Pentagrid Cone. 7CH 6.3 0.3 Doc. 20K? 250 -1.5 100 6.8 2.9 I meg. 475 - - - 

68E80: 
Medium-g Triode 

9EG 6.3 0.45 
2.8 1.5 1.8 150 56* - - 18 56 8500 40 - - 

Sharp Cut-off Pent. 4.4 2.6 0.04 250 68' 110 3.5 10 4006 5200 - - - 
6BFS Beam Pwr. Amp. 78Z 6.3 1.2 14 6 0.65 110 -7.5 110 4, 10.5 392 12K 7500 36, 2.56 1.9 

68F6 Dual Diode - Medium-, Triode 78T 6.3 0.3 1.8 0.8 2 250 -9 - - 9.5 8.56 1900 16 10K 0.3 

68H5 Remote Cut-off Pent. SAZ 6.3 0.2 4.9 5.5 0.002 250 -2.5 100 1.7 6.0 1.1 meg. 2200 - - - 

68H6 Sharp Cut-off Pent. 7CM 6.3 0.15 5.4 4.4 0.0035 250 -1 150 2.9 7.4 1.4 meg. 4600 - - - 

68118; 
Medium-g Triode 

900 6.3 0.6 2.6 0.38 2.4 150 -5 - - 9.5 5.156 3300 17 - - 
Sharp Cut-off Pent. 7 2.4 0.046 200 82' 125 3.4 15 1506 7000 - - - 

MBA Remote Cut-off Pent. 7CM 6.3 0.15 4.5 5.5 0.0035 250 -1 100 3.3 9.2 1.3 meg. 3800 - - - 

6817 Triple Diode 9AX 6.3 0.45 Max. peak inverse plate voltage - 330 V. Max. d.c. plate current each diode - 1.0 Ma. 

6818; Dual Diode - Medium-g Triode SER 6.3 0.6 2.8 0.38 2.6 250 -9 - - 8 7.I5K 2800 20 - - 

6855 Beam Pwr. Pent. UP 6.3 1.2 13 5 0.6 250 -5 250 3.5, 10 37' 1006 8500 35, 6.56 3.5 

6BK6 Dual Diode - High, Triode 7117 6.3 0.3 - - - 250 -2 - - 1.2 62.56 1600 100 - - 

6BK7B Medium-g Dual Triode', 9M 6.3 0.4 3 1 1.8 150 56* - - 18 4.66 9300 43 - - 

681.8 
Triode 

FIE. 83 6.3 0.43 
2.5 1.8 1.5 250 -1.3 - - 14 - 5000 20 - - 

Pentode 5.2 3.4 0.025 250 -1.3 175 2.8 10 4006 6200 47 - - 

68N4A Medium-g Triode PEG 6.3 0.2 3.2 1.4 1.2 150 220. - - 9 6.16 6800 43 - - 

68 N6 Gated- Beam Pent. 70F 6.3 0.3 4.2 3.3 0.004 80 -1.3 60 5 0.23 - - - 68K - 

68148; Dual Diode - High-g Triode SER 6.3 0.6 3.6 0.25 2.5 250 -3 - - 1.6 28K 2500 70 - - 

6805 Pwr. Amp. Pent. 9C V 6.3 0.76 10.8 6.5 0.5 300 -7.3 200 10.8 49.51 386 - - 5.26 17, 

6807A Medium-g Dual Triode" SAJ 6.3 0.4 2.85 1.35 1.15 150 220' - - 9 6.16 6400 39 - - 

SS RBA' 
Medium-g Triode 

9FA 6.3 0.45 
2.5 0.4 1.8 150 56. - - 18 56 8500 40 - - 

Sharp Cut-off Pent. 5 2.6 0.015 250 68. 110 3.5 10 4006 5200 - - - 

619S8 Low- Noise Dual Triode" 9A.I 6.3 0.4 2.6 1.35 1.15 150 220' - - 10 56 7200 36 - - 

68T6 Dual Diode - High-g Triode 78T 6.3 0.3 - - - 250 -3 - - 1 586 1200 70 - - 

6811 Dual Diode - Pent. 9FE 6.3 0.45 7 2.3 0.04 200 180. 150 2.8 9.5 3006 6200 - - - 

68L16 Dual Diode - Low-g Triode 1ST 6.3 0.3 - - - 250 -9 - - 9.5 8.56 1900 16 10K 0.3 

OBUS Dual Pent." 9FG 6.3 0.3 6 3, - An - 67.5 3.3 2.2 - - - - - 

613V13; Dual Diode - Medium-g Triode 9F1 6.3 0.6 3.6 0.4 2 200 330' - - 11 5.9K 5600 33 - - 

6BW8 Dual Diode - Pent. 9H K 6.3 0.45 4.8 2.6 0.02 250 M. 110 3.5 10 2506 5200 - - - 

6B08 Dual Triode" 9AJ 6.3 0.4 - - 1.4 65 -1 - - 9 - 6700 25 - - 

68 Y6 Pentagrid Amp. 7CH 6.3 0.3 5.4 7.6 0.08 250 -2.5 100 9 6.5 Ea .. -2.5 V. 1900 - - 

Ur); Diode- Sharp Cut-off Pent. 9FN 6.3 0.6 5.5 5 0.0035 250 68' 150 4.3 10.6 1 meg. 5203 - - - 

68Z6 Semiremote Cut-off Pent. 7CM 6.3 0.3 7.5 1.8 0.02 200 180' 150 2.6 II 6006 6100 - - - 

68Z7 Medium-g Dual Triode" 9A.1 6.3 0.4 2.5 1.35 1.15 150 220' - - 10 5.6K 6800 38 - - 

68Z8 Dual Triode', 9A.1 6.3 0.4 - - - 125 100' - - 101 5.6K 8000 45 - - 

6C4 Medium-g Triode 6EIG 6.3 0.15 1.8 1.3 1.6 250 -8.5 - - 10.5 7.76 2200 11 - - 

6CA5 Beam Pent. 7C V 6.3 1.2 15 9 0.5 125 -4.5 125 4/11 36, 156 9200 37, 4.56 1.5 

6C86A; Sharp Cut-off Pent. 1CM 6.3 0.3 6.5 1.9 0.02 200 180. 150 2.8 9.5 6006 6200 - - - 

6C E5; RI Pent. 78D 6.3 0.3 6.5 1.9 0.03 200 180. 150 2.8 9.5 6013K 6200 - - - 

6CFS Sharp Cut-off Pent. 7CM 6.3 0.3 6.3 1.9 0.02 200 180. 150 2.8 9.5 6006 6200 - - - 

6CG6 Semiremote Cut-off Pent. 78K 6.3 0.3 5 5 0.008 250 -8 150 2.3 9 7206 2000 - - - 

6CGT: Medium-g Dual Triode', 9AI 6.3 0.6 2.3 2.2 4 250 -8 - - 9 7.76 2600 20 - - 

SC GSA' 
Medium-g Triode 

9GF 6.3 0.45 
2.6 0.05 1.5 100 100. - - 8.5 6.9K 5800 40 - - 

Sharp Cut-off Pent. 4.8 0.9 0.03 250 200' 150 1.6 7.7 7506 4600 - - - 

6C H8 
Medium-g Triode 

9FT 6.3 0.45 
1.9 1.6 1.6 200 -6 - - 13 5.756 3300 19 - - 

Sharp Cut-off Pent. 7 2.25 0.025 200 180" 150 2.8 9.5 3006 6200 - - - 

6C16 Pwr. Amp. Pent. 91311 6.3 0.65 11 5.5. 0.12 250 -3 150 7,7.2 31' 1506 IIK 30, 7500 2.8 

6C L8A: 
Medium-g Triode 

9F X 6.3 0.45 
2.7 0.4 1.8 300 - - - 15 5K 80C(1 40 - - 

Sharp Cut-off Tetrode 5 0.02 0.02 300 -1 300 4 12 10011 MOO - - - 

REMO Beam Pwr. Amp. 9C K 6.3 0.45 8 8.5 0.7 315 -13 225 2.2/6 352 80K 3750 34, 8.56 5.5 

, 
&CM'.,. 

Medium-g Triode No. 1 9ES 6.3 0.6 2 0.5 3.8 200 -7 - - 5 1IK 2000 20 - - 
Dual Triode Triode No. 2 

3.3 0.4 3 
250 -8 - - 10 4.16 4400 18 - - 

SC Mt:  
High-g Triode 

9FZ 6.3 0.45 
1.6 0.22 1.9 250 -2 - - 1.8 506 2000 100 - - 

Sharp Cut-off Pent. 6 2.6 0.02 200 180. 150 2.8 9.5 3006 6200 - - - 

KW; Dual Diode - High-, Triode SEN 
6.3 0.3 

1.5 0.5 1.8 
100 -1 - - 0.8 546 1300 70 - - 

3.15 0.6 250 -3 - - 1 58K 1200 70 - - 

6C08; 
Medium-g Triode 

96E 6.3 0.45 
2.7 0.4 1.8 125 56. - - 15 5K 8000 40 - - 

Sharp Cut-off Tetrode 5 2.5 0.019 125 -1 125 4.2 12 140K 5800 - - - 

6C R6 Diode - Remote Cut-off Pent. PEA 6.3 0.3 - - - 250 -2 100 3 9.5 2006 1950 - - - 

GCBS; 
Triode 

NJ 6.3 0.45 
2 1.4 1.6 125 -2 - - 12 5.5K 4000 22 - - 

Pentode 6 2.8 0.018 125 56. 125 3 13 30011 7700 - - - 

6CS5 Beam Pwr. Pent. 9C K 6.3 1.2 15 9 0.5. 200 180' 125 2.2 47' 28K 8000 - 4K 3.8 

6C56 Pentagrid Amp. 7CH 6.3 0.3 5.5 7.5 0.05 100 -1 30 1.1 0.75 1 meg. 950 Ea .. 0 V. - 

6CST: 
Medium, Triode No. I 

9EF 6.3 0.6 
1.8 0.5 2.6 250 -8.5 - - 10.5 7.7K 2203 17 - - 

Dual Triode Triode No. 2 3.0 0.5 2.6 250 -10.5 - - 19 3.456 4500 15.5 - - 

6CU5 Beam Pwr. Pent. ICY 6.3 1.2 13.2 8.6 0.7 120 - 8 110 4, 8.5 50' 10K 7500 - 2.56 2.3 

6C W4 Triode Flu 85 6.3 0.13 4.1 1.7 0.92 70 0 - - 8 5.44K 12.56 68 - - 

6CW5 Pentode 9C V 6.3 0.76 12 6 0.6 170 -12.5 170 5 70 __ - - 2.4K 5.6 

6C X8 
Medium, Triode 

9DX 6.3 0.75 
2.2 0.38 4.4 150 150. - - 9.2 8.76 4600 40 - - 

Sharp Cut-off Pent. 9 4.4 0.06 200 68. 125 5.2 24 70K 10K - - - 

6C Y5 Sharp Cut-off Tetrode 7EW 6.3 0.2 4.5 3 0.03 125 -7 80 1.5 10 1006 8000 - - - 

6C YI 
Dissimilar - 
Dual Triode 

9EF 6.3 0.75 
1.5' 0.3' 1.8' 250' -37 - - 1.2' 526, 1300' 68' - - 

5° 1° 4.4° 150, 620" - - 30° 920* 5400° 58 - - 
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6CZ5L 
A, Amp. 

Beam Pwr. Amp. 91IN 6.3 0.45 8 8.5 0.7 
250 -14 250 4.6 8 48, 73K 4800 46, 5K 5.4 

ABi Amps 350 -23.5 280 313 1032 - - 468 7.510 1.5 
6DB5 Beam Pwr. Amp. 9GR 6.3 1.2 15 9 0.5 200 180. 125 2.2 8.5 46/47 28K 8000 - 4K 3.8 
61:196 Sharp Cut-off Pent 7CM 6.3 0.3 6 5 0.0035 150 -1 150 6.6 5.8 50K 2050 Ea - - 3V. - 
6DC6 Semiremote Cut-off Pent. 7CM 6.3 0.3 6.5 2 0.02 200 180. 150 3 9 500K 5500 - - - 
6DE8 Sharp Cut-off Pent. 7CM 6.3 0.3 6.3 1.9 0.02 203 1808 150 2.8 9.5 600K 6200 - - - 

OE? Dissimilar - 
Dual Triode OHF 6.3 0.9 

2.2, 0.52, 4, 250, -11, - - 5.5, 8.756, 2003, 17.5, - - 
5.58 18 8.58 1508 -17.58 - - 358 9258 65008 68 - - 

6018 Twin Triode 9A1 6.3 0.365 3.3 1.8 1.4 90 -1.3 - - 15 - 12.516 33 - - 
60K6 Sharp Cutoff Pent. 7CM 6.3 0.3 6.3 1.9 0.02 300 -6.5 150 3.8 12 

6DR7 Dissimilar -- 
Dual Triode 9HF 6.3 0.9 

2.2 0.34 4.5 330 -3 - - 1.4 - 1600 68' - - 
5.5 1.0 8.5 275 -17.5 - - 35 - 6503 68 - - 

61)S4 High-p Triode Flg. 85 6.3 0.135 4.1 1.7 .92 70 0 - - 8 5.4416 12.56 68 - - 

6055 Beam Pwr. Amp. 78Z 6.3 0.8 9.5 6.3 0.19 
250 -8.5 200 3/10 322 28K 5800 32, 8K 3.8 
250 270. 200 3/9 252 28K 5800 278 8K 3.6 

6DT5 Pwr. Amp. Pent. 9H11 6.3 0.76 10.8 6.5 0.5 300 -7.3 200 10.8 49.52 38K - - 5.2K 17 
6076 Sharp Cut-off Pent. 7EN 6.3 03 5.8 - 0.02 150 560. 100 2.1 1.1 150K 615 - - - 
SOTO High, Dual Triode" 90E 6.3 0.3 2.7 1.6 1.6 250 200. - - 10 10.96 5500 60 - - 
6DW5 Beam Pwr. Amp. 9C K 6.3 1.2 14 9 0.5 200 -22.5 150 2 55 15K 5500 - - - 
SEAS Sharp Cut-off Tel. 7EW 6.3 0.2 3.8 2.3 .06 250 -1 140 0.95 10 150K 8000 - - - 

6E411; 
Triode 

BAC 6.3 0.45 
3 0.3 1.7 330 -12 - - 18 5K 8500 40 - - 

Sharp Cut-off Pent. 5 2.6 0.02 330 -9 330 4 12 80K 6400 - - - 
MI5 Dual Diode 611T 6.3 0.3 Max. P.I.V 550, Max. D.C. output cur ent 5.5 ma 

SERB 9DX 
High, Triode 

6.3 0.75 
2.4 .36 4.4 330 -5 - - 2 37K 2700 100 - - 

Sharp Cut-off Pent. II 4.2 0.1 330 -9 - 7 25 75K 12.56 - - - 
6EH5 Power Pentode 7CV 6.3 1.2 17 9 0.65 135 0 117 14.5 42 11K 14GK - 3K 1.4 

BENS 
Triode 

9.16 6.3 0.45 
2.8 1.7 1.8 125 - I - - 13.5 - 7500 40 - - 

Pentagrid Cony. 4.8 2.4 0.02 125 - I 125 4 12 170K 6C00 - - - 
6E85 Tetrode MN 6.3 0.18 4.4 3.0 0.38 200 -1.2 0 0 10 8K 10.56 80 - - 
6ES5 Triode 7FP 6.3 0.20 3.2 3.2 0.5 200 -1 - - 10 8K 9C00 75 - - 
BESS Dual Triode ODE 6.3 0.365 3.4 1.7 1.9 130 -1.2 - - 15 - I2.5K 34 - - 
6E37 Twin Triode 9LS 6.3 0.3 1.6 0.2 1.5 100 -1 - - 0.5 80K 1250 100 - - 

SEMI 
Triode 

9IF 6.3 0.45 
5.0 2.6 0.02 150 - - - 18 5K 8500 40 - - 

Pentode 3.0 1.6 1.7 125 -I 125 4 12 80K 6400 - - - 
BEYS Sharp Cut-off let. IEW 6.3 0.2 4.5 2.9 0.035 250 -I 80 0.9 11.5 1501( 8800 - - - 

OW 
Triple Triode No. 1 

9KA 6.3 0.45 2.6 
1.4 

1.5 330 -4 - - 4.2 13.66 4200 57 - - Triode Triode No. 2 & 3 1.2 
OM Pentode 7GA 6.3 0.2 4.2 2.8 0.02 250 -0.2 250 .42 9 250K 9503 - - - 

6FG7 
Triode 

9GF 6.3 0.45 
3.0 1.3 1.8 125 -I - - 13 5700 7500 43 - - 

Pentode 5.0 2.4 0.2 125 -1 125 4 11 180K 6000 - - - 
6FH5 Triode IFP 6.3 0.2 3.2 3.2 0.6 135 -1 - - 11 5600 9000 50 - - 

6FM8 
Duplex 
Diode 9KR 6.3 0.45 

2.4 - - 
Max. a.c. voltage - 200. Max. d.c. output current - 5 ma. 2.2 - - 

Triode 1.5 0.16 1.8 300 -3 - - I 58K 1200 70 - - 
6F05 Triode 7FP 6.3 0.18 4.8 4.0 0.4 135 -1.2 - - 11.5 5503 IIK 60 - - 
6FV6 Sharp Cut-off Tetrode 7FQ 6.3 0.2 4.5 3 0.03 125 -I 80 1.5 10 100K 8000 - - - 

6FV8 
Triode 

9FA 6.3 0.45 
2.8 - 1.5 1.8 330 -1 - - 14 5K 8000 40 - - 

Pentode 5 2 0.02 330 -1 125 4 12 2001( 6503 - - - 
6FW8 Medium-p Twin Triode 9111 6.3 0.4 3.4 2.4 1.9 100 -1.2 - - 15 2500 I3K 33 - - 
6F Y5 Tetrode 7FN 6.3 0.2 4.75 3.3 0.50 135 -I - - 11 - I3K 70 - - 

60.18 
Triode 

SAE 6.3 0.6 
3.4 1.6 2.6 125 -1 - - 13.5 5K 8500 40 - - 

Pentode 8 2.4 0.36 125 -1 125 4.5 12 150K 7500 - - - 
60165 High-p Triode 7FP 6.3 0.18 5 3.5 0.52 135 -1 - - 11.5 5400 15K 78 - - 
6GK6 Power Pentode 96K 6.3 0.76 10 7.0 0.14 250 -7.3 250 5.5 48 38K 11.3K - 5.26 5.7 
66M6 Pentode 7CM 6.3 0.4 10 2.4 0.036 125 - 125 3.4 14 200K 13K - - - 

66M8 Twin Triode 90E 6.3 0.33 3 1.8 1.3 
6.3 0 - - 0.9 5K 2600 14 - - 

12.6 0 - - 2.5 3.4K 4600 - - - 

6GN8 
High-p Triode 

BOX 6.3 0.75 
2.4 0.36 4.4 ' 250 -2 - - 2 37K 2700 100 - - 

Sharp Cut-off Pent. It 4.2 0.1 203 - 150 5.5 25 60K 11.516 - - - 
HSI Twin Pentode 9LW 6.3 0.30 6.0 3.2 - 100 -10 67.5 3.6 2.0 - - - - - 
SOTS Triple Triode 9MB 6.3 0.45 - - - 125 - I - - 4.5 I4K 4500 63 - - 

MAI 
High-p Triode 

BOX 6.3 0.78 
2.8 2.6 3.5 200 -2 - - 4 17.56 4000 70 - - 

Sharp Cut-off Pent 10 4.2 0.1 200 68. 125 7 25 75K 12.5K - - - 
1114 Grounded-Grid Triode 7110 6.3 0.4 7.5 3.9 0.12 150 1008 - - 15 4.56 I2K 55 - - 

., 
"la' 

Medium-p Ai Amp." 
78F 6.3 0.45 2.2 0.4 1.6 1°C/ Se - 8.5 7.16 5300 38 - - 

Dual Triode Mixer 150 810* - - 4.8 ' 10.2K 1900 Osc, peak voltage - 3 V. 
6R8 Triple Diode-Triode 9E 6.3 0.45 1.5 1.1 2.4 250 -9 - - 9.5 8.5K 1900 16 10K 0.3 
6S4A Medium-p Triode 9AC 6.3 0.6 4.2 0.9 2.6 250 -8 - - 26 3.6K 4500 16 - - 
6T4 U.h.f. Triode 7DK 6.3 0.225 2.6 0.25 1.7 80 15a - - 18 1.866 7000 13 - - 

MA: Triple Diode-High-p Triode 9E 6.3 0.45 1.6 I 2.2 
100 -1 - - 0.8 54K 1300 70 - - 
250 -3 - - I 58K 1203 70 - - 

IRMA: 
Medium-p Triode 

BAC 6.3 0.45 
2.5 0.4 1.8 ISO 56's - - 18 5K 8500 40 - - 

Sharp Cut-off Pent 5 2.6 0.01 250 68. 110 3.5 10 400K 5203 - - - 

V8 Triple Diode - Triode BAH 6.3 0.45 - - 
MO -1 - - 0.8 54K 1300 70 - - 
250 -3 - - 1 58K 1200 70 - - 

6X84: 
Medium-p Triode 

OAK 6.3 0.45 
2.0 0.5 1.4 103 1002' - - 8.5 6.96 - 40 - - 

Sharp Cut-off Pent 4.3 0.7 0.09 250 200. 150 1.6 7.7 750K - - - - 
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V. Amp. Cis Co., Cep 

12A4 Medium-0 Triode SAG 
12.6 0.3 

4.9 0.9 5.6 
250 -9 - - 23 2.5K 8C00 20 - - 

6.3 0.6 250 -12.5 - - 4.4 - - - - - 

12A85 
A, Amp. 

SEU 12.6 02 8 83 03 
250 -12.5 250 4.3,1 478 50K 4100 458 5K 4.5 

Beam Pwr. Amp. 
AB, Amp? 250 -15 250 5/13 791 6010 3750 708 1010 10 

12A86 Pentode ICC 12.6 0.15 5.5 5 0.004 250 - 100 4.2 11 I meg. 4403 - - - 

12ACII Remote Cut-off Pent. 78K 12.6 0.15 4.3 5 0.035 12.6 0 12.6 0.2 0.55 5COK 730 - - - 

UM Pentagrid Cony. 7CH 12.6 0.15 8 8 0.3 12.6 0 12.6 1.5 0.45 1 meg. 260 Grid No. 1 Re . 33K 

12AD7 Dual High, Triode', 9A 
12.6 0.225 1.6' 0.5' 1.8' 

250 -2 - - 1.25 62.5K 1600 100 - - 
6.3 0.45 1.68 0.458 1.88 

I2AEBA Dual Diode - Medium, Triode 787 12.6 0.15 1.8 1.1 2 12.6 0 - - 0.75 15K 1000 15 - - 

1211E7 Low-i, Dissimilar 
Double Triode 9A 12.6 0.45 

4.7 0.75 3.9 16 - - - 1.9 31.511 4000 13 - - 
4.2 0.85 3.4 16 - - - 7.5 985 6503 6.4 - - 

12AF8 R.f. Pent. 78K 12.6 0.15 5.5 4.8 0.006 12.6 0 12.6 0.35 0.75 30014 1150 - - - 

12A16 Dual Diode - High-0 Triode HIT 12.6 0.15 2.2 0.8 2 12.6 0 - - 0.75 4514 1200 55 - - 

12111.1 
Medium, Triode SOS 12.6 0.45 1.5 0.3 12 12.6 -0.9 - - 0.25 2/K 550 15 - - 
Tetrode 8 1.1 0.7 12.6 -0.8 12.6'1 50'8 25 IK 8000 - - - 

1211(15 
A, Amp. 

782 12.6 0.225 8.3 82 035 
250 -12.5 250 4.5/ 7 472 52K 4103 4s5 5K 4.5 

Beam Pwr. Amp. AB, Amp? 250 -15 250 5/ 13 791 60K1 37501 708 10K8 10 

12AT7 High, Dual Triode" SA 
12.6 0.15 2.2, 0.5' 1.5' 103 270* - - 3.7 15K 4000 60 - - 
6.3 0.3 2.28 0.48 I.58 250 200. - - 10 I0.9K 5500 60 - - 

MINA Medium-0 Dual Triode" SA 
12.6 0.15 1.6' 0.5' 1.5' 103 0 - - 11.8 6.25K 3100 19.5 - - 
6.3 0.3 1.68 0.358 1.58 250 -8.5 - - 10.5 7.7K 2200 17 - - 

1211V7 Medium-0 Dual Triode" 9A 
12.6 0.225 3.1' 0.5' I.9' 100 120* - - 9 6.IK 6100 37 - - 
6.3 0.45 3.18 0.48 1.98 150 568 - - 18 4.8K 8500 41 - - 

12* WI Sharp Cut-off Pent. 7C IA 12.6 0.15 6.5 1.5 0.025 250 200. 150 2 7 800K 5000 42 - - 

1211X7A 
High, A, Amp." 9A 12.6 0.15 1.6' 0.46' 1.7' 250 -2 - - 1.2 62.5K 1600 100 - - 
Dual Triode Class B 6.3 0.3 1.68 0.348 1.78 300 0 - - 408 - - 148 16K8 7.5 

12AY7 
Medium-i, A, Amp. 9A 

12.6 0.15 
L3 0.6 1.3 

250 -4 - - 3 - 1750 40 - - 
Dual Triode" Low- Level Amp. 6.3 0.3 150 2700* Plate resistor - 20K. Grid resistor - 01 meg. V. G. - 12.5 

12AZ711.1 High-i, Dual Triode" SA 
12.6 0.225 3.1' 0.5' 1.9' 100 270' - - 3.7 15K 4000 60 - - 
6.3 0.45 3.18 0.48 1.98 250 200' - - 10 10.9K 5500 60 - - 

1284N Low.* Triode SAG 
12.6 0.3 

5 1.5 4.8 150 -17.5 - - 34 1.03K 6300 6.5 - -. 6.3 0.6 

128H7N Medium-0 Dual Triode" 9A 
12.6 0.3 3.2' 0.5' 2.6' 

250 -10.5 - - 11.5 5.3K 3100 16.5 - - 
6.3 0.6 3.28 0.48 2.68 

12111.8 Sharp Cut-off Pent. 78K 12.6 0.15 5.5 4.8 0.006 12.6 -0.65 12.6 0.0005 1.35 500K 1350 - - - 

Dual Diode - Medium, Triode 9CF 
12.6 0.225 

0.45 2.8 1 1.9 
100 270' - - 3.7 15K 4000 60 

-121011A1 6.3 250 22,5, _ 
-. 10 10.96 5500 60 - 

128 VI Sharp Cut-off Pent 51F11 
12.6 0.3 3 0.055 250 688 150 6 25 90K 12K 1103 - - 
6.3 0.6 

128X1 Pentode BAP 12.6 0.15 7.5 3.3 0.007 200 -2.5 200 2.6 10 550K 7100 - - - 

128Y7N Sharp Cut-off Pent. 911F 
12.6 0.3 

11.1 3 0.055 250 68. 150 6 25 90K 12K 1200 - - 
6.3 0.6 

12827 High, Dual Triode" 9A 
12.6 0.3 6.51 0.7' 2.5' 

250 -2 - - 2.5 31.8K 3200 100 - - 
6.3 0.6 6.58 0.558 2.58 

126115 Pentode 7CV 12.6 0.45 - - 0.25 12.6 0 12.6 0.35 4.5 40K 3800 - - - 

12C11 
Medium-i, Triode 
Sharp Cut-off Pent 

9DA 12.6 0.3 
2.4 0.19 2.2 150 -6.5 - - 9 8.2K 4403 40 - - 
7.5 2.4 0.044 200 -8 125 3.4 15 150K 7030 - - - 

12C06 Sharp Cut-off Pent 18K 12.6 0.15 7.6 6.2 0.05 12.6 0 12.6 1.4 3 40K 3100 - - - 

12DES Diode - Remote Cut-off Pent Fie 11 12.6 0.2 5.5 5.7 0.006 12.6 -0.8 12.6 0.5 1.3 300K 1500 - - - 

120111 Dual Diode - Tetrode 9142 12.6 0.5 - - - 12.6 0 12.6 1 6 4K 5000 - 3.5K 0.01 

12018 Dual Diode - Tetrode 9H 8 12.6 0.55 12 1.3 - 12.6 -0.5 12.611' 75** 40 480 I5K 7.2 - - 

12 0 M1 Twin Triode SA 
6.3 0.26 

1.6 039 1.7 100 -1.0 - - 0.5 80K 1250 100 - - 
12.6 0.13 

12D07 Beam Pwr. Pent 911F 
12.6 0.3 

10 3.8 0.1 330 - 180 5.6 26 53K 10.5K - - - 
6.3 0.6 

12216711 
Dual Diode 9.111 12.6 0.4 Max. a.c. voltage - 16. Max. d.c output current - 5 ma. 
Pwr. Tetrode - - - 16 - 16 75 40 480 15K 7.2 803 .04 

12076 Pentode 7EN 12.6 0.15 - - - 150 -4.5 103 2.1 Li 150K - - - - 

12011 
High-i, 
Dual Triode 

SA 12.6 0.15 1.6 0.46 1.7 
300 -2 - - 12 62.5K 1603 100 - - 

6.3 0.3 1.6 0.34 1.7 

12087 
Dual Diode 

LI X 12.6 0275 
Max. average diode current - 1.0 ma. 

Tetrode 11 13.6 L 0.6 1 16 1 - 16 _ I 1.5 12 6K 6200 - 2.7K 1 .025 

120V7 
Dual Diode 91Y 12.6 0.15 Max. average diode cur eut - 10 ma. 
Triode 1.3 0.38 1.6 16 - - - 0.4 19K 750 14 - - 

I 2D V8 Dual Diode-Tetrode 911R 12.6 0.375 9.0 1.0 12 12.6 18' - - 6.81 - - 7.6 1250 .005 

12D W7 Double Triode 9A 
12.6 0.15 1.6 0.44 1.7 250 -2 - - 12 6Z5K 1600 100 - - 
6.3 0.30 1.7 0.4 1.5 250 -8.5 - - 10.5 7.7K 2200 17 - - 

12DW8 
Diode 

986 12.6 0.45 
1.6' 0.7 1.8 

16 0 
1.91 - 2700 9.5 - - 

Dissimilar Dual Triode 4.48 0.78 3.2 7.58 - 6500 6.4 - - 

12D VII 
Sharp Cut-off Triode ND 12.6 0.35  

2 2 1.5 16 0 - - 1.2 10K 2000 20 - - 

Tetrode 11 3 0.74 16 - 12.6 2 14 5K 6003 - - - 

12026 Pwr. Amp. Pent 78K 12.6 0.175 12.5 8.5 0.25 12.6 - 12.6 2.2 431 25K 3803 - - - 

12E86 R.F. Pent. 78K 12.6 0.175 11 4 0.04 12.6 -3.4 12.6 1.4 328 32K 3803 - - - 

12EC8 
Medium, Triode SEA 12.6 0225 

2.6 0.4 1.7 16 -2.2 - - 2.4 6K 4703 25 - - 

Pent. 4.6 2.6 .02 16 -1.6 12.6 - 0.66 750K 2000 - - - 
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V. Amp. Cm C...1 CO, 

12ED5O Per. Amp. Pent. IC V • 12.6 0.45 14 8.5 0.26 150 -4.5 150 11 36° 146 8500 - - 1.5 
12E61 Dual Control Heptode 7CH 12.6 0.15 - - - 30 - 12.6 2.4 0.4 150K 800 - - - 
12E61 R.f. Pent. 781( 12.6 0.2 10 5.5 0.032 12.6 -4.0 12.6 2 4.4 406 4260 - - - 
12EL11 Dual Diode - High, Triode 1F11 12.6 0.15 2.2 1 1.8 12.6 0 - - 0.75 456 1200 55 - - 
12E MI Diode - Tetrode 9H V 12.6 0.5 - - - 12.6 0 12.6 1 6 46 5000 - - - 

12E1 Dual Diode - Remote 
Cut-off Pent. (NH 12.6 0.15 4.5 3 0.06 12.6 0 12.6 0.38 1 3336 1000 - - - 

12FKII Dual Diode - Low, Triode 7BT 12.6 0.15 1.8 0.7 1.6 16 0 - - 1.3 6.26 1200 7.4 - - 
I2FM6 Dual Diode - Med., Triode 7BT 12.6 0.15 2.7 1.7 1.7 30 0 - - 1.8 5.66 2400 13.5 - - 
12E01 Twin Double Plate Triode KT 12.6 0.15 1.7 0.27 0.9 250 -1.5 - - 1.5 76K 1250 95 - - 

12E18 Pentode 
Triode - Diode KU 126 0.32 8.5 5.5 0.15 12.6 -0.8 12.6 0.7 1.9 4006 2700 - - - 

2.6 2.0 1.7 12.6 -0.6 - - 1.0 - 1200 10 - - 
12FT6 Dual Diode - Triode 717 12.6 0.15 1.8 1.1 2.0 30 0 - - 2 7.66 1900 15 - - 

12FX1 Triode 
H . Heptode . 91tV 126 027 . 

2.2 025 13 12.6 - - - 0.29 - 1403 10 - - 
- - - 12.6 1.6 - - 1.3 5006 - - - - 

126Ali Heptode 7CH 12.6 0.15 5.0 13 0.05 12.6 0 12.6 0.80 0.30 1 meg. 140 - - - 

12H4 General Purpose Triode 7DW 
12.6 0.15 

2.4 0.9 3.4 
90 0' - - 10 - 3000 20 - - 

6.3 0.3 250 -8 - - 9 - 2600 20 - - 
1211 Dual Diode - Tetrode 9GC 12.6 0.325 10.5 4.4 0.7 12.6 0 12.6 1.5 125 6K 5500 - 2.76 0.02 
1265 Tetrode (Per. Amp. Driver) 7EK 12.6 0.45 - - - 12.6 -2 12.6'• 85** 8 8C0 6:00 5.6 800 0.035 
12f15: Beam Per. Pent. 7CV 12.6 0.6 13 9 0.55 110 -8.5 110 3.3 40 I3K 7000 - - - 
UV Dual Medium-0 Triode" 94 12.6 0.15 1.6°., 0.4' 1.5'., 12.6 0 - - I 12.56 1600 20 - - 
11FIVII Remote Cut-off Pent. 7CC 18 0.1 5.5 5 0.0035 150 - 100 4.4 11 250K 4400 - - - 
RIF» Dual Control Heptode 7CH 18 0.1 - - - 150 - - - 2.3 4036 - - - - 
11FY1 High-p Triode - Diode 711T 18 0.1 2.4 0.22 1.8 150 -I - - 0.6 776 1300 100 - - 
25E5 Beam Per. Pent 7CV 25 0.15 12 6 0.57 110 -7.5 110 37 36, 37 16K 5800 - 2.516 1.2 
32ET5 Beam Per. Pent 7C V 32 0.1 12 6 0.6 150 -7.5 130 - - 21.54 5500 - 2.86 1.2 
3585 Beam Per. Amp. 7BZ 35 0.15 11 6.5 0.4 110 -7.5 110 3, 7 41° - 5800 405 2.51( 1.5 
5065 Beam Per. Amp. 7BZ 50 0.15 13 6.5 0.5 110 -7.5 110 4/8.5 50° 14K 7500 495 2.51( 1.9 
5116 Beam Per. Pent. 96 6.3 0.35 6.4 8.5 0.11 250 -12.5 250 35 275 45K 31® - 96 2.7 

5147 Medium, Dual Triode', 9H 
12.6 0.45 4' 0.6° 4° 120 -2 - - 36 1.76 1116 18.5 - - 
6.3 0.9 4, 0.5, 4, 250 -12.5 - - 12.5 3K 5500 16.5 - - 

5722 Noise Generating Diode 5C11 6.3 1.5 - 2.2 - 200 - - - 35 - - - - - 
5842/ 
4I7A High, Triode 91 6.3 0.3 9.0 1.8 0.55 150 62. - - 26 1.8K 246 43 - - 

5879 Sharp Cut-off Pent. BAD 6.3 0.15 2.7 2.4 0.15 250 -3 100 0.4 1.8 2 meg. 1000 - - - 
0388 Medium, Dual Triode" ICJ 6.3 0.35 2 1.1 1.2 100 200' - - 9.6 4.256 4000 17 - - 
6487 Dual Diode NIT 6.3 0.2 Max. peak inverse plate voltag4 - 360 V. Max. d.c. plate current each diode - 10 ma. 
6973 Per. Pentode SEU 6.3 0.45 6 6 0.4 440 -15 300 - - 736 4800 - - - 
7189 Per. Pentode 9111 6.3 0.76 10.8 6.5 0.5 250 -7.3 250 5.5 48 406 11.36 - - - 

7258 
Sharp Cut-off 

9DA 12 . 6 0 195 
. 

7 2.4 0.4 330 - 125 3.8 12 170K 7803 - - - 
Medium-0 Triode 2 0.26 1.5 330 -3 - - 15 4.76 4503 21 - - 

7511 Medium-0 Triode Flg. 85 6.3 0.135 4.2 1.6 2.2 75 0 - - 10.5 3000 11.5K 35 - - 
7511 Sharp Cut-off Tel. Flg. 89 6.3 0.15 6.5 1.4 .01 125 68' 50 2.7 10 2006 10.56 - - - 
7895 High, Triode Flg. 15 6.3 0.135 4.2 1.7 0.9 110 0 - - 7 6800 9400 64 - - 
9001 Sharp Cut-off Pent 7021 6.3 0.15 3.6 3 0.01 250 -3 100 0.7 2 1 meg. 1400 - - - 
9002 Uhf. Triode 7BS 6.3 0.15 1.2 1.1 1.4 250 -7 - - 6.3 11.46 2200 25 - - 
9003 Remote Cut-off Pent. 711D 6.3 0.15 3.4 3 0.1 250 -3 100 2.7 6.7 7031( 1800 - - - 
9006 Uhf. Diode 811H 6.3 0.15 Max. a.c. collage - 270 Max. d.c. output urrent - 5 ma. 

O Controlled heater warm-up characteristic. 
u0scliator gridleak or screen-dropping resistor ohms. 
• Cathode resistor ohms. 

•• Space-charge grid. 

Per Plate. 
° Maximum-signal current for full-power output. 
Values are for two tubes in push-pull. 
• Unless otherwise noted. 

5 No signa plate m . 
• Effective plate-to- plate. 
Triode No. 1. 
, Triode No. 2. 

° Oscillator grid current ma. 
l° Values for each section. 

Micromhos. 
" Through 336. 

TABLE II - METAL RECEIVING TUBES 

Characteristics given in this table apply to all tubes having type numbers shown, including 
metal tubes, glass tubes with " G" suffix, and bantam tubes with "OT" suff u. 

For "G" and "GT"-tubes not listed (not having metal counterparts), one Tables III, V. VI and VIII. 
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V. Amp. Cm C..., Cue 

MU Pentagrid Conn. IA 6.3 0.3 - - 
250 -3 100 2.7 3.5 360K 550 - - - 

Ee. (Ose.) 250 V. through 20K. Grid resistor (Ose.) 506. I - 4 ma. le - 0.4 ma. 
IIACT 
1152 Sharp Cut-off Pent 814 6.3 0.45 11 5 0.15 

300 160' 150 2.5 10 1 meg. 9000 - - - 
300 160' 606, 2.5 10 I meg. 9000 - - - 

liAG7 Per. Amp. Pent. 111, 6.3 0.65 13 7.5 0.06 300 -3 150 7/9 30/31 1306 116 - 106 3 
1118 Dual-Diode - Pent. IIE 6.3 0.3 6 9 0.005 250 -3 125 2.3 10 6006 1325 - - - 

IICS Medium-0 Aj Amp. 
80 6.3 0.3 3 11 2 

250 -8 - - 8 106 2000 20 - - 
Triode Biased Detector 250 -17 Plate current adjusted to 0.2 ma with no signal. 

8E5 High-0 Triode 5M 6.3 0.3 5.5 4 2.4 250 -2 - - 0.9 66K 1500 190 - - 



TABLE II - METAL RECEIVING TUBES- Continued 
Characteristics given in this table apply to all tubes having type numbers shown, including 

metal tubes, glass tubes with "G" suffix, and bantam tubes with "GT" suff a. 
For "G" and "GT"tubes not listed (not having metal counterparts), see Tables III, V, VI and VIII. 
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V. Amp. Ci..Coo Cep 

6F8 

A, Amp!.' 

IS 6.3 0.7 6.5 13 0.2 

250 -20 20,, - 31, 34 2.66 2600 6.8 4K 0.85 

AB, Amp.'- 5 
350 730* 132" - 50, 60 - - - 1010 9 
350 -38 123" - 48,92 - - - 614, 13 

Pwr. Amp. Pent. A, Amp., 250 -16.5 250 6 II 34,36 806 2503 - 7K 3.2 
285 -20 285 7, 13 38 40 786 2500 - 7K 4.8 

AB, Amp., 
375 -26 250 5,20 34 82 - - 82n 10K' 18.5 
375 340* 250 8!18 54 77 - - 94" 1010 19 

INS Dual Diode 70 6.3 0.3 - - - Max. ac. voltage per pl te - 150 r.m.s. Max. output current 8.0 ma. d.c. 
815 Medium-0 Triode IQ 6.3 0.3 3.4 3.6 3.4 250 -8 - - 9 7.76 2600 20 - - 

817 Sharp Cut- A, Amp. 7R 6.3 0.3 7 12 0.005 
250 -3 100 0.5 2 I meg. 1225 - - - 

off Pent. Biased Detector 250 10K• 199 Zero signal cathode current -, 0.43 ma. 0.5 meg,. 

8K7 
Variable-0 R.f. Amp. 

75 6.3 0.3 7 12 0.005 250 -3 125 2.6 1 10.5 6006 1 1650 1 990 I - I - 
Pent. Mixer 250 -10 100 Osc. peak volts - 7 

810) Triode - Hexode IK 6.3 0.3 - - 
250 -3 100 6 2.5 6006 1 350 I - I - ji - 

Hexode Cony. Triode 100 50K, - - 3.8 la, (Osc.) - 0.15 ma. 

81.8.08, 

A, Amp.I.' 

7AC 6.3 0.9 11.5 0.5 0.9 

250 -20 20,0 - 40, 44 I.7K 4700 8 5K 1.4 
A, Amp.' 
Self Bias 

250 167. 250 5.4 7.2 75 78 - - 10, 2.58 6.5 
300 218. 200 34.6 51 55 - - 12.7" 4.5K 6.5 

A, Amp.' 
Fixed Bias 

250 -14 250 5/7.3 72/79 22.56 6000 14" 2.56 6.5 
350 -18 250 2.5, 7 54 66 336 5200 18" 4.2K 10.8 

A, Amp.' 
Beam Sell Bias 

250 125. 250 10 15 120,130 - - 35.6" 5141 13.8 
270 125. 270 Il 17 134 145 - - 28.2" NV 18.5 

Pwr. Amp. A, Amp.' ' 
Fixed Bias 

250 -16 250 10, 16 120 140 24.58 55008 32" 514° 14.5 
270 -17.5 270 11, 17 134 155 23.58 5700° 35" 56° 17.5 

AB, Amp., Self Bias 360 270. 270 5,17 88 103 - - 40.6" 914° 24.5 
AB, Amp.' 
Fixed Bias 

360 -22.5 270 511 88 140 - - 45" 3.810 18 
360 -22.5 270 515 88 132 - - 45°, 6.614° 26.5 

AB, Amp.' 
Fixed Bias 

360 -18 225 3.5 II 78 142 - - 52" 610 31 
360 -22.5 270 516 88,205 - - 72" 3.810 07 

61.7 
Pentagrid - A, Amp. n. 6.3 0.3 _ 250 -3 100 6.5 5.3 60014 1100 -3" - - 
Mixer Amp. Mixer 250 -6 150 9.2 3.3 I meg. 350 -15" - - 

RIOT 
Class-B B Amp" 

8 8 6.3 0.8 - - 
300 0 - - 35 70 - - 82" 810 10 

Twin Triode A, Amp." 250 -5 - - 6 11.36 3100 - - - 
607 Dual Diode- High-0 Triode 7V1 6.3 0.3 5 3.8 1.4 250 -3 - - 1 58K 1200 70 - - 
857 Dual Diode- Triode 71/1 6.3 0.3 4.8 3.8 2.4 250 -9 - - 9.5 8.56 1900 16 10K 0.28 
65A7GT Pentagrid Cony. 811, 6.3 0.3 9.5 12 0.13 250 01 100 8 3.4 8006 Grid No. 1 esistor 20K. . 

65671' Pentagrid Cony. 88 6.3 0.3 9.6 9.2 0.13 
100 -1 ICO 10.2 3.6 506 900 - - - 
250 -1 100 10 3.8 1 meg. 950 - - 
250 2261 12101 12/13 6.8,6.5 Osc. Section in 88-108 Mc. Service. 

6SC7 High-0 Dual Triode° 85 6.3 0.3 2 3 2 250 -2 - - 2 536 1325 70 - - 
65F5 High-0 Triode . 81182 6.3 0.3 4 3.6 2.4 250 -2 - - 0.9 666 1500 103 - - 
6SF7 Diode - Variable-0 Pent. 7AZ 6.3 0.3 5.5 6 0.004 250 -1 100 3.3 12.4 70014 2050 - - - 
65G7 Ht. Amp. Pent. 88K 6.3 0.3 8.5 7 0.003 250 -2.5 150 3.4 9.2 1 meg. 4000 - - - 
65117 Hi Amp. Pent. MK 6.3 0.3 8.5 7 0.003 250 -1 150 4.1 10.8 9006 4900 - - - 
65.17° Sharp Cut-off Pent 811 6.3 0.3 6 7 0.005 250 -3 100 0.8 3 1 meg. 1650 - - - 
6510 Variable-0 Pent. 8N 6.3 0.3 6 7 0.003 250 -3 100 2.6 9.2 800K 2000 - - - 
651:17GT Dual Diode - High-0 Triode 80 6.3 0.3 3.2 3 1.6 250 -2 - - 0.9 91K 1100 103 - - 
6SR7 Dual Diode - Triode 80 6.3 0.3 3.6 2.8 2.4 250 -9 - - 9.5 8.56 1900 16 - - 

6V6GTA 
A, Amp.' 

Beam Pwr. Amp. 7AC 6.3 0.45 10 II 0.3 

180 -8.5 180 3 4 29 30 5014 3700 8.5" 5.5K 2 
250 -12.5 250 4.5 7 45 47 506 4100 12.5" 56 4.5 
315 -- 13 225 2.2 6 34 35 806 3750 13" 8.56 5.5 

AB, Amp.' 
250 -15 250 513 70 79 606 3750 30" 1010 10 
285 -19 285 4/13.5 70 92 7014 3600 38" 86° 14 

1620 Sharp Cut-off Pent 7R 6.3 0.3 7 12 0.005 250 -3 100 0.5 2 I meg. 1225 - - - 
5693 Sharp Cutoff Pent. IN 6.3 0.3 5.3 6.2 0.005 250 -3 103 0.85 3 1 meg. 1650 - - - 

• Cathode resistor-ohms. 
Screen tied to plate. 
° No connection to Pin No. Ito, 6L6G, 607G, 6RGT G, 
6S7G, 6SA1GT, G and 65F5-GT. 

'Grid bias - 2 volts if separate oscillator excitation is used. 

° Also ype 6S.1 Y. 
Values are fo single tube or section. 
° Values are for two tubes in push-pull. 
' Plate-to- plate value. 

grid leak - San. res. 
'Values for two units. 

I° Peak at, grid voltage. 
Peak at. G-G voltage. 

Micromhos. 
" Unless othenvise noted. 
" G3 voltage. 
'8 Units connected in parallel. 

TABLE III- 6.3-VOLT GLASS TUBES WITH OCTAL BASES 
(For "0" and "GT"-type tubes not listed here, see equivalent type in Tables II and VIII; haracle r i rr ics and connections will be similarl 
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V. Amp. Ca. Coot Cop 

SAL7GT Electron- Ray Indicator - 8CH 6.3 0.15 - - - vO:Ittesrloediase t eilfeCtnrYodoef. ithen, ithreelan 
wi lau:icil i r(iittepd walies-dseol8tcsodN,(:), 

volts. 

8ACI7GT Dual Diode - 
High-0 Triode - UK 6.3 0.3 2.8 3.2 3 250 -2 - - 2.3 446 1600 70 - - 
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(For "03" and ' GT"-type tubes not listed here, see equivalent type un Tables II and VIII; charade r i rr i c s and connections will be similar) 
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y. ..p. Ci. c....t C,. 
611118 Beam Pent. - 680 6.3 1.2 II 7 0.55 250 -22.5 250 5 77 216 5400 - - - 

IIAR7GT Dual Diode - 
Remote Pent. 

- WE 6.3 0.3 5.5 7.5 0.003 250 -2 103 L8 7 1.2 meg. 2500 - - - 

8AS10A 
Low-u Twin Triode - - 8813 6.3 2.5 6.5 2.2 7.5 135 250* - - 125 0.28K 7000 2 - - 

811115GT Beam Pwr. Amp.' 10 IICK 6.3 1.25 11.3 7 0.5 115 -20 175 6.8 60 6K 5600 - - - 

6AV5GA Beam Pwr. Amp.' 11 fICK 6.3 1.2 14 7 0.5 250 -22.5 150 2.1 55 206 5503 - - - 

680501 Beam Nor. Amp., - 6CK 6.3 0.9 - - - 310 -200 310 - 93 - - - - - 

68G6GA Beam Pwr. Amp., 20 581 6.3 0.9 11 6 0.8 250 -15 250 4 75 25K 6000 - - - 

681.7GTA Medium-u Dual Triode' - 880 6.3 1.5 4.4 0.9 6 250 -9 - - 40 2.156 we 15 - - 

6806GT8 
6CU6 

Beam Pwr. Amp.' 11 SAM 6.3 1.2 15 7 0.6 250 -22.5 150 2.1 57 14.56 5900 - - - 

68)(10T Dual Triode' - 88I1 6.3 1.5 5 3.4 4.2 250 390" - - 42 1.36 7603 10 - - 

6C85A Beam Pwr. Amp., 26 860 6.3 2.5 22 10 0.4 175 -30 175 6 90 56 8800 - - - 

6C1:16GA Beam Pwr. Amp., 20 587 6.3 2.5 24 9.5 0.8 175 -30 175 5.5 75 7.26 7700 - - - 

6CK4 Low., Triode - 818 6.3 1.25 8 1.8 6.5 550 -26 - - 55 1.06 6500 6.7 - - 

6CL5 Beam Pwr. Amp., 25 ND 6.3 2.5 20 11.5 0.7 175 -40 175 7 93 66 6500 - - - 

liCIGi Beam Pwr. Amp., II 61IM 6.3 1.2 15 7 0.55 250 -22.5 150 2.1 55 206 5500 - - - 

600661 Beam Pwr. Amp. - 75 6.3 1.2 - - - 200 180. 125 8.5 47 28K 8000 - 46 3.8 
811N6 Beam Pwr. Pent., 15 587 6.3 2.5 22 11.5 0.8 125 -18 125 6.3 70 OK 9000 - - - 

UM 
Dissimilar 
Dual Triode - 

17 1183 6 
0.9 

2.2 0.7 4 350 -8 - - 8 9K 2500 22 - - 
4.6 I 5.5 550 -9.5 - - 68 26 7700 15 - - 

8005 Beam Pwr. Amp.' 24 81C 6.3 2.5 23 II 0.5 175 -25 125 5 110 5.56 10.56 - - - 

80068 Beam Pwr. Amp.' 18 SAM 63 1.2 15 7 0.55 250 -22.5 150 2.4 75 201( 6600 - - - 

6E5 Electron Ray - Triode - 811 6.3 0.3 - - - 250 - - - - - - - - 

6EA7 
Dissimilar - 
Dual Triode - 11813 6 3 1.05 

2.2 0.6 4 350 -3 - - 1.5 346 1930 65 - - 
6 1.3 8 550 -25 - - 95 770 6500 5 - - 

6EF6 Beam Pwr. Amp.' - IS 6.3 0.9 11.5 9 0.8 250 -18 250 2 50 - - 

6E Y6 Beam Pwr. Pent. - 7AC 6.3 0.68 8.5 7 0.7 350 -17.5 300 3 44 606 4400 - - - 

6E25 Beam Pwr. Pent. - 7AC 6.3 0.8 9 7 _0.6 350 -20 300 3.5 43 506 4100 - - - 

6FH6 Beam Pwr. Pent. - SAM 6.3 1.2 33 8 0.4 770 -22.5 220 1.7 75 12K 6000 - - - 

6GW6 Beam Power Amp., 17.5 SAM 6.3 1.2 17 7 0.5 250 -22.5 150 2.1 70 15K 7100 - - - 

6K6GT Per. Amp. Pent. - 75 6.3 0.4 5.5 6 0.5 315 -21 250 4/9 25.28 110K 2100 - 9K 4.5 
65801 Triple- Diode - Triode - KB 6.3 0.3 1.2 5 2 250 -2 - - - 916 1100 100 - - 
650701 Semi- Remote Pent. - IN 6.3 0.3 9 7.5 0.0035 250 -2 125 3 9.5 7006 4250 - - - 
65L7GT High-u Dual Triode' - 880 6.3 0.3 3.4 3.8 2.8 250 -2 - - 2.3 446 1600 70 - 
65N7GT6 Medium-0 Dual Triode' - 880 6.3 0.6 3 1.2 4 250 -8 - - 9 7.7K 2600 20 - 

6W6GT Beam Per. Amp. - 18 6.3 1.2 15 9 0.5 200 180" 125 2,8.5 46 47 28K 8000 - 4K 3.8 
6Y6GA Beam Per. Amp. - 75 6.3 1.25 15 1 0.7 203 -14 135 2.2 S 61 66 18.36 7100 - 2.66 6 
1635 High-u Dual Triode - 88 6.3 0.6 - - - 300 0 - - 6.6 54 - - - 12144 10.4 
6550 Power Pentode 35 IS 6.3 1.6 14 12 0.85 400 -16.5 225 18 105 27K 9030 - 3K 20 
7027 Beam Per. Amp. - SHY 6.3 0.9 10 7.5 1.5 450 -30 350 19.2 194 - 6000 - 6IV 50 

• Cathode resistor-ohms. 
Per section. 

Plate-to- plate value. Hon. Deflection Amp. 

TABLE IV - 6.3-VOLT LOCK- N-BASE TUBES 
For other lock-in-bose types see Tables V, VI, and VII 

Micromhos. 
s Vert. Deflection Amp. 

TN» Name Base 

Fil or 
Heater 

Capacitances 
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Y. Amp. Cis Csst Cep 

7A8 Octode Cony. 811 6.3 0.15 7.5 9 0.15 250 -3 100 3.2 3 5014 Anode grid 250 Volts max.' 
1AH7 Remote Cut-off Pent. IV 6.3 0.15 7 6.5 0.005 250 250. 250 1.9 6.8 1 meg. 3300 - - - 

7AK7 Sharp Cut-off Pent. 811 6.3 0.8 12 9.5 03 150 0 90 21 41 11.56 5500 - - - 

787 Remote Cut-off Pent. 11,1 6.3 0.15 5 6 0.007 250 -3 100 1.7 8.5 7506 IMO - - - 

ICI Sharp Cut-off Pent. 81/ 6.3 0.15 5.5 6.5 0.007 250 -3 100 0.5 2 2 meg. 1303 - - - 
7E7 Dual Diode - Pent. ME 6.3 0.3 4.6 5.5 0.005 250 330* 100 1.6 7.5 7006 1300 - - - 

7F8 Medium-0 Dual Triode, IIIIW 6.3 0.3 2.8 1.4 1.2 250 500' - - 6 14.56 3300 48 - - 
1141 Dual Diode - High-u Triode 88F 6.3 0.3 2.4 2 1.7 250 -2 2.3 446 1600 70 - - 

• Cathode resistor-ohms. Through 206 resistor. Each section 

TABLE V - 1.5-VOLT FILAMENT BATTERY TUBES 

Micromhos. 

Type Name Base 

Fil or 
Heater 

Capacitances 
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Y. Amp. CI. Cssi Cie 

IA7GT Pentagrid Cony. 7Z IA 0.05 7 10 0.5 90 0 45 0.7 0.6 6006 E. Anode-g id - 90 Volts. 

1H5GT Diode High-0 Triode 5Z 1.4 0.05 1.1 4.6 1 90 0 - - 0.15 2401( 275 65 - - 

1LN5 Sharp Cut-off Pent. 7A0 1.4 0.05 3 8 0.037 90 0 90 0.35 1.6 1.1 meg. 800 - 

1N5GT R.f. Pentode 5Y 1.4 0.05 3 10 0.037 90 0 90 0.3 1.2 1.5 meg. 750 - 

3E6 Sharp Cut-off Pent. 7C1 2.8, 0.05 5.5 8 0.007 90 0 90 1.2 2.9 3256 1700 - - 

Center-tap filament permits 1.4 volt operation. Micromhos. 



TABLE VI - HIGH-VOLTAGE HEATER TUBES V23 
See also Table VIII. 

Type Name Base 

Fil. or 
Heater 

Capacitances 
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V. Amp. Ci. C.., C., 

12A6 Beam Pwr. Amp. 15 12.6 0.15 8 9 0.3 250 -12.5 250 3.5 5.5 30 32 70K 3000 - 7.56 3.4 

12EN11.; Beam Pwr. Amp. 15 12.6 0.6 14 8 0.65 200 -9.5 110 2.2 50 286 8000 - - - 

121.8GT: Beam Pwr. Pent. /5 12.6 0.6 15 10 0.6 
110 -7.5 110 410 49 50 136 8030 - 26 2.1 
200 180. 125 2.2 8.5 46 47 286 8000 - 46 3.8 

21E08 Beam Pwr. Pent. MIT 21.5 0.6 22 8.5 1.1 - -30 195 .3 67 8.56 7703 - - - 

50C11611 Beam Kw. Amp. is 50 0.15 - - - 200 -14 135 2.2 9 61 66 18.3K 7100 - 2.66 6 

11714768 Red. - Beam Pwr. Amp. SAY 117 0.09 - - - 100 -6 100 5 51 16K 7003 - 3K 1.2 

5824 Beam Pwr. Pent. /S 25 0.3 - - - 135 -22 135 2.5 14.5 61,69 15K 5800 - 1.76 4.3 

6082 Low-g Dual Triode, 811D 26.5 0.6 6 2.2 8 135 250* - - 125 0.286 7000 2 - - 

• Cathode resistor-ohms. 
Controlled heater warm-up characteristic. 

I Each section. r Micromhos. 

TABLE VII - SPECIAL RECEIVING TUBES 

Try. Name Base 

Fl . or 
Heater 

Capacitances 
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J8 V. Amp. Ci. C., 

3(15GT Beam Pwr. Amp. 7AP 2.8' 0.05 8 6.5 0.6 90 -4.5 90 1.3 9.5 90K 2200 - 8K 0.21 

6810 
Dual Triode 

12113 6.3 0.6 - 
250 -8 - - 10 7.26 2500 18 - - 

Dual Diode Diode current for continuous opera ion - 5 ma. 

6C10 Triple Triode 1280 6.3 0.6 1.6 0.3 1.7 250 -.2 - - 1.2 62.5K 1603 100 

61710 Triple Triode 1280 6.3 0.45 2.2 0.5 1.5 125 -1 - - 4.2 13.6K 4200 57 - - 

6F4 Acorn Triode WIR 6.3 0.225 2 0.6 1.9 80 150* - - 13 2.96 5800 17 - - 

6817 
Dissim ilar 
Dual Triode 

1211M 6.3 0.9 
2.2 0.48 3.8 250 -8 - - 8 9K 2500 22.5 - - 
4.0 0.54 5.0 250 -9.5 - - 41 26 7700 15.4 - - 

6K11 
Triple 
Triode 

129Y 6.3 0.6 
1.9 1.8 1.3 250 -8.5 - - 10.5 7.76 2200 17 - - 
1.8 0.1 1.3 250 -2.0 - - 1.2 62.56 1600 103 - - 
1.8 1.8 1.3 250 -2.0 - - 1.2 62.56 1600 100 - - 

6L4 Acorn Triode 788 6.3 0.225 1.8 0.5 1.6 80 150* - - 9.5 4.4K 6400 28 - - 

6Q11 
Triple 
Triode 12BY 6.3 06 

1.9 1.7 1.8 150 0 - - 22 76 2500 18 - - 

1.8 0.6 2.0 250 -2 - - 1.2 62.56 1600 100 - - 
1.8 1.7 2.0 250 -2 - - 1.2 62.56 1600 100 - - 

7E5/1201 Hi. Triode 8BN 6.3 0.15 3.6 2.8 1.5 180 -3 - - 5.5 126 3000 36 - - 

954 
Detector Amp. - A' Amp' 588 6.3 0.15 3.4 3 0.007 

250 -3 100 0.7 2 1 meg. 1400 -- - - 
Pentode (Acorn) Detector 250 -6 100 le adjusted to 0.1 ma with no signal. 2506 - 

955 Medium-0 Triode (Acorn) 58C 6.3 0.15 1 0.6 1.4 
250 -7 - - 6.3 11.4K 2200 25 - - 
90 -2.5 - - 2.5 14.116 1700 25 - - 

956 
Remote Cutoff Aj Amp. 588 6.3 0.15 3.4 3 0.007 

250 -3 100 2.7 6.7 7006 1800 - - -  

Pont. (Acorn) Mixer 250 -10 100 Oscillato peak volts - 7 min - - 

958A Medium-0 Triode (Acorn) 58D 1.25 0.1 0.6 0.8 2.6 135 -7.5 - - 3 10K 1200 12 - - 

959 Sharp Cut-off Pent. (Acorn) 58E 1.25 0.05 1.8 2.5 0.015 135 -3 67.5 0.4 1.7 800K 600 - - - 

1609 Amplifier Pentode 58 1.1 025 7 7 1 135 -1.5 67.5 0.65 2.5 4006 . 725 - - - 

6173 U.h.f. " Pencil" Diode Fig. 34 6.3 0.135 Plate to K - 1.1 Peak inverse - 375 Volts. Peak I, - 50 Ma. Max. d.c. output - 5 ma. 

7077 Ceramic Uhf. Triode - 6.3 0.24 1.9 0.01 1.0 250 -5 I - - L 6.4 8.96 I 9000 - - - 

7360 Beam Deflection 9KS 6.3 0.35 - - - For Data See Chap. 11 

9004 UM Diode (Acorn) IN 6.3 0.15 Plate to K = 1.3 Max. a.c. voltage - 117. Max. d.c. output current -5 ma. 

9005 Uhf. Diode (Acorn) 586 3.6 0.165 Plate to K = 0.8 Max. a.c. voltage - 117. Max. d.c. output current - 1 ma. 

• Cathode resistor-ohms 'Center- tap filament permits 1.4-volt operation. Micromhos. 

TABLE VIII- EQUIVALENT TUBES 

The equivalent tubes listed in this table are, in general, designed for 
industrial, military and other special-purpose applications. These tubes 
are generally not directly interchangeable because of mechanical 
and/or electrical differences involving basing, heater characteristics, 
maximum ratings, interelectrode capacitances, etc. 

Type Equivalent and Table Base Et. If. Type Equivalent and Table Base Er' le 

1163 113 X 3C 1.25 0.2 6A6 697 II 18 6.3 0.8 

ILI« 1H5GT V SAG 1.4 0.05 6A7 6A8 It 7C 6.3 0.3 

3EAS 2EA5 I 7EW 2.9 0.45 SAES 6168 II SOU 6.3 0.3 

3LF41 3Q5GT VII 68 9 2.8 0.05 8AU72 I2AU7A I 91I 3.15 0.6 

384' 3Q4 I 688 2.8 0.05 61187:3 I2AX7 I 9A 6.3 0.3 

413K6 30166 I 7CM 4.2 0.45 6C6 617 II 6F 6.3 0.3 

5014 5U4GB X SKS 5.0 3.0 6CS131 6CR8 I 9EZ 6.3 0.45 

SEAS 6EA8 I SAE 4.7 0.6 GCBS 6AN8 I 90M 6.3 0.45 

5f VS 6FV8 I 9FA 4.7 0.6 6EW6 4EW6 I 7CM 6.3 0.4 



V24 TABLE VIII - EQUIVALENT TUBES- Continued 

Type Equivalent and Table Base Er, Ii0 TYR' Equivalent and Table Base Et. If, 
85117GTY 6SL7GT Ill UD 6.3 0.3 19CL8A 6CL8A I 9FX 18.9 0.15 
;VOGT 6Y6GA III IS 6.3 1.25 25806611 6BQ6GTB III UM 25 0.3 
7A4 615 II SAC 6.3 0.3 2580661 6BQ6GTB III 6AM 25 0.3 
7A8 696 II 7A.I 6.3 0.15 2511086TB: 6BQ6GTB Ill GAM 25 0.3 
7A7 6507 II IV 6.3 0.3-  25C5 5005 VIII 7CV 25 0.3 
784 6SF5 II SAC 6.3 0.3 25C6GA 50C6GA VIII is 25 0.3 
785 MGT III SAE 6.3 0.4 25CA5 OCAS I 7CV 25 0.3 
7E91 6SQ7 II 8W 6.3 0.3 25C086 6CD6GA III 511T 25 0.6 
788 6A8 II IX 6.3 0.3 25CDUA.t. 6CD6GA III 5111 25 0.6 
765 6V6 II AAA 6.3 0.45 25CINGO: 6CD6GA III SIT 25 0.6 
7E1lit 6EY6 III 7AC 7.2 0.6 25C118 6CU6 III UM 25 0.3 
7F7 6SL7GT III SAC 6.3 0.3 25098: 1596 III UT 25 0.6 
7117 6SG7 II IIV 6.3 0.3 25ECII: 25CD6GB VIII 5111 25 0.6 
767 6567GT III SAC 6.3 0.6 25E115 6E95 I 7CV 25 0.3 
707 6SA7 II 8AL 6.3 0.3 251.86T 12L6GT VI 75 25 0.3 
10E883 6E88 I 900 10.5 0.45 25SA7GT 6SA7GT II BAD - - 
12/86T 6A8 II 111 12.6 0.15 251186T 6W6GT Ill 75 25 0.3 
12AL5 6AL5 I UT 12.6 0.15 35C5 3565 I 7CV 35 0.15 
12AT6 6AT6 I 78T 12.6 0.15 351.66T 35E15 I 75 35 0.15 
12AU8 6AU6A I 7BK 12.6 0.15 41 66661 III 88 6.3 0.4 
12AVOGA: 6AV5GT III 6CK 12.6 0.6 42 6F6 II 88 6.3 0.7 
12AV8 6AV6 I 7BT 12.6 0.15 50A5 121661 VI 81111 50 0.15 
1284 12644, I 916 12.6 0.3 58805 6605 I 91112 50 0.15 
1211/8 6BA6 I 7BK 12.6 0.15 5005 50135 I 7CV 50 0.15 
12817 6BA7 I OCT 12.6 0.15 SOC66 soma VI 75 50 0.15 
12006 6BD6 I 7BK 12.6 0.15 50L6GT 12L6GT VI 7AC 50 0.15 
120E8 68E6 I 7CH 12.6 0.15 75 6SQ7 II 66 6.3 0.3 
12E1E6 6BF6 I 7IIT 12.6 0.15 78 667 II 6F 6.3 0.3 
12065: W5 I 9110 12.6 0.6 1221 617 II 8F 6.3 0.3 
12106 6066 I 7111 12.6 0.15 1223 617 II 71 6.3 0.3 
12E166 6866 I 70E 12.6 0.15 1631 6L6GB II MC 12.6 0.45 
1211118GAt 6BQ6GTB III 6AM 12.6 0.6 1832 12L6GT VI 75 12.6 0.6 
121168GT: 6BQ6GTB III 6AM 12.6 0.6 1834 6SC7 II 85 12.6 0.15 
120066103 6BQ6GTB Ill UM 12.6 0.6 5591 OAKS I 711D 6.3 0.15 
12011 6BT6 I 701 12.6 0.15 5854 6AK5 I 7BD 6.3 0.175 
121U8 6BU6 I 711T 12.6 0.15 5870 2C5I I ICI 6.3 0.35 
1211W4 6BW4 X 961 12.6 0.45 5179 696 II 7CX 6.3 0.15 
1211Y7 12BY7At, I IMF 12.6 0.3 5191 6SL7GT III 11E1D 6.3 0.6 
128282 6816 I 7CM 12.6 0.15 5692 6SN7GT III BID 6.3 0.6 
12C5: 5085 I 7CV 12.6 0.6 5725 6AS6 I 7CM 6.3 0.175 
1208  
12CA,51 

688 
6CA5 

II 
I 

8E 
7C V 

12.6 
12.6 

0.15 5726 6AL5 I UT 6.3 0.3 
0.6 5749 6BA6 I 78K 6.3 0.3 

12CM8 6CM6 I 9CK 12.6 0.225 5750 6E1E6 I 7CH 6.3 0.3 
12C111 6CR6 I 7E11 12.6 0.15 5751, I2AX7 I 911 12.6 0.175 
12C553 6CS5 I 9CK 12.6 0.6 5814A, 125N7GT VIII 11A 12.6 0.175 
12C58 6CS6 I 1CH 12.6 0.15 5871 6V6GTA II 7AC 6.3 0.9 
126U5: 6CU5 I 7C V 12.6 0.6 5881 6L6GB II 7AC 6.3 0.9 
12C118 6CU6 III SAM 12.6 0.6 5910 104 I 8AR 1.4 0.05 
120115: 6DB5 I 960 12.6 0.6 5915 6806 I 7CH 6.3 0.3 
120E7, 12AX7 • I 9A 12.6 0.15 5963' 12AU7A I 91 12.6 0.15 
126084 6DQ6B Ill GAM 12.6 0.6 5964 616A I 18F 6.3 0.45 
120T5 6DT5 I 9HN 12.6 0.6 5985, 12AV7 I 9A 12.6 0.225 
120T8 6018 I 90E 12.6 0.15 8046 I2L6GT VI 7AC 25 0.3 
120W5: 6DW5 I 9CK 12.6 0.6 8057, 12AX7 I 911 12.6 0.15 
12EFlit 6EF6 III 7S 12.6 0.45 8058 6AL5 I UT 6.3 0.3 
1264 615 II 111G 12.6 0.15 8059 617 II SIC 6.3 0.15 
1268 6H6 II 70 12.6 0.15 8080, 12AT7 I 91 12.6 0.15 
121561 615 II 80 12.6 0.15 8081 6V6GTA II 9AM 6.3 0.45 
121761 617 II 71 12.6 0.15 6084 6AM6 I 7D11 6.3 0.3 
12K7GT 667 II 71 12.6 0.15 8085 6696 I 700 6.3 0.2 
12K8 6K8 II 8K 12.6 0.15 8018 6AT6 I 7BT 6.3 0.3 
12586T 6S8GT III 8CB 12.6 0.15 8087' 12AU7A I 9A 12.6 0.15 
12517 6SA7 II OR 12.6 0.15 6080 6AS7G III IIBD 6.3 2.5 
125C7 6SC7 II 85 12.6 0.15 6101 616A I 711F 6.3 0.45 
125E5 6SF5 II SAO 12.6 0.15 8132 6CH6 I 90A 6.3 0.75 
125E7 6SF7 II 7AZ 12.6 0.15 8136 6AU6A I 78K 6.3 0.3 
12SG7 6SG7 II 88K 12.6 0.15 8186 6AG5 I 7BD 6.3 0.3 
125H7 6597 II UK 12.6 0.15 8201, I2AT7 I 91 12.6 0.15 
12517 6517 II 8N 12.6 0.15 8285 6896 I 7CM 6.3 0.175 
12SK7 65K7 II ON 12.6 0.15 6350, 128117A I 9CZ 12.6 0.3 
1251.16T 6SL7GT III IND 12.6 0.15 1415 6AH6 I UM 6.3 0.45 
12567GT 6SN7GT8 III BID 12.6 0.3 8121 062 IX 580 - - 
125117GTA 6SN7GT8 III SOD 12.6 0.3 8810 6BA6 I 7CC 6.3 0.3 
12507 6SQ7 II 80 12.6 0.15 1811 6696 I 7CM 6.3 0.15 
12507 6SR7 II 80 12.6 0.15 8882 6816A I /CM 6.3 0.15 
12W8GT: 6W6GT III • 75 12.6 0.6 6663 6AL5 I 88T 6.3 0.3 
1417 6SK7 II IN 12.6 0.15 6464 6AB4 I SCE 6.3 0.15 
14AF7 7AF7 IV SAC 12.6 0.15 8689 AQ5A I 7BZ 6.3 0.45 
1408 6SQ7 II SW 12.6 0.15 8876 6CB6A I 7CM 6.3 0.3 
14F7 6SL7GT III SAC 12.6 0.15 5177 CL6 I 901 6.3 0.65 
14117 6SN7GTB III SAC 12.6 0.6 8878 6U8At I SAE 6.3 0.45 
1407 6SA7 II SAL 12.6 0.15 8873, 12AT7 I 911 12.6 0.15 



TABLE VIII - EQUIVALENT TUBES- Continued V25 
TIM> Equivalent and Table Base Er1 I,' Type Equivalent and Table Base Er, le 

6680, I2AU7A I 9I1 12.6 0.15 7060 6AU8 I 9DX 13.5 0.280 
6681' 12AX1 I 9A 12.6 0.15 7061 12AB5 I 11E8 13.5 0.210 

68294 5965 VIII SA 12.6 0.225 1137 614 I 710 6.3 0.1 
6897 2C39 XI - 6.3 1.05 7117 6CV5 I 7EW 13.5 0.09 
7000 617 II 71 6.3 0.3 7408 6V6-GTA III 7AC 6.3 0.45 
70254 12AX7 VII IA 12.6 0.15 7543 6AU6 I 78K 6.3 0.3 
7051 12EIY7 I 98F 13.5 0.275 7700 617 11 6F 6.3 0.3 
7055 6AL5 I SIT 13.5 0.155 EEC814 12AT7 I SA 12.6 0.15 
7056 6CB6 I 7CM 13.5 0.150 ECM, I2AU7A I 9A 12.6 0.15 
7057 6BZ7 I 9A1 13.5 0.180 EEC8,14 I2AX7 I SA 12.6 0.15 
7058 12AX7 I 9A 1.35 0.155 KT-1181 6L6GB II IAC 6.3 1.27 
7059 6U8 I 9AE 13.5 0195 XXD 7AF7 IV SAC 12.6 0.15 

; Controlled heater warm-up characteristics. 
Filament or heater voltage. 
Filament or heater current. 

Heater center-tapped for operation 
at half voltage shown. 
British version of 6L6. 

TABLE IX- CONTROL AND REGULATOR TUBES 

Type Name Base Cathode 
Fil. or Hu m.. Peak 

Anode 
Voltage 

Max. 

Anode 
Ma. 

Minimum 
Supply 
Voltage 

Oper- 
ating 

Voltage 

Oper- 
ating 
Ma. 

R.iGrid mo'_ 
Tube 

Voltage 
 Drop Volta AMP. 

0/12 
6073 

Voltage Regulator 980 Cold - - - - 185 150 5-30 - - 

003/ VR75 Voltage Regulator 1A1 Cold - - - - 105 75 5-40 - - 

0648 
1267 

Gas Triode 
Starter-Anode Type 

4V 
4V Cold _ _ With 105-120 volt a.c. anode supply, peak starter-anode at. voltage is 70 

peak r.f. voltage 55. Peak d.c. ma - OD. Average d.c ma - 25. 

OAS Gas Pentode Fig. 19 Cold - - Plate - 750 V., Screen -90 V., Grid +3 V., Pulse -05V. 

082 
8071 Voltage Regulator 580 Cold - - - - 133 108 5-30 - - 

0113/VR90 Voltage Regulator 4113 Cold - - - - 125 90 5-40 - - 
062 Voltage Regulator 580 Cold - - - - 105 75 5-30 - - 
0C3/811105 Voltage Regulator 4M Cold - - - - 135 105 5-40 - - 
OD3/VR150 Voltage Regulator 461 Cold - - - - 185 150 5-40 - - 

21321 Grid-Controlled Rectifier 
Relay Tube 7811 Htr. 6.3 0.6 

650 500 
- 

650 100 0.1-104 8 
400 _ - - - _ - 1.04 - 

684 Control Tube SAY Htr. 6.3 0.25 
Ep - 350; Grid volts - - 50; 25; Peak Ma. - 100; 

V oltage drop - 16. 
90CI Voltage Regulator 580 Cold - - - - 125 90 1-40 - - 

884 Gas Triode Grid Type BQ Htr. 6.3 0.6 
300 300 

- - 
2 29100 

- 350 300 - - 75 29:00 - 
967 Grid-Controlled Rectifier 36 Fil. 2.5 5.0 2509 KO -54 - - - 10-24 
1265 Voltage Regulator 4111 Cold - - - - 130 90 5-30 - - 
1266 Voltage Regulator 461 Cold - - - - - 70 5-10 - - 
1267 Relay Tube 4V Cold - - Characteristics same as 0A4G 
2050 Grid-Controlled Rectifier 11811 Htr. 6.3 0.6 650 500 - - 100 0.1-104 8 
5651 Voltage Regulator 510 Cold - - 115 - 115 87 1.5-3.5 - - 
5662 Thyratron - Fuse Flg. 79 Htr. 6.3 1.5 2004 I, to fuse - 150 Amp., 60 cycle, half- wave 50 V. 
5696 Relay Service 7811 Htr. 6.3 0.15 5004 100 ma. peak current; 25-ma. average. 
5727 Gas Thyratron 78N Htr. 6.3 0.6 650 - - .1 - L - - - 
61123 Relay or Trigger 40K Cold - - Max. peak inv. volts - 200; Peak Ma. - 100; Avg. Ma. - 25. 
5962 Voltage Regulator 2AB Cold - - - - 730 700 5/554 - - 
5998 Series Regulator 1111D Htr. 6.3 2.4 250 125 - 110 100 3504 - 
6308 Voltage Regulator SEX Cold - - - 3.5 115 87 - - - 
6351 Voltage Regulator Fig. 12 Cold - - - - 180 150 5-15 - - 
K Y21 Grid- Controlled Rectifier - Fil. 2.5 10.0 - - - 3000 500 - - 
RKS1 Radio- Controlled Relay _1 Fil. 1.4 0.05 45 1.5 30 - 0.5-1.5 34 30 

No base. Tinned wire leads. 
r Al 1008 anode volts. 

Peak inverse voltage. 
Megohms. 

TABLE X - RECTIFIERS- RECEIVING AND TRANSMITTING 

See Also Table IX- Controls and Regulator Tubes 

Values in y amperes. 
'Cathode resistor-ohms. 

Type Name Base Cathode 
F11. or Heater 

Max. 
A.C. 

Voltage 
Per Plate 

D.C. 
Output 
Current 
Ma. 

Max. 
Inverse 
Peak 

Voltage 

Peak 
Plate 

Current 
Ma. 

Type Amp. 

024-8 Full-Wave Rectifier 4R Cold - - 300 75 1080 200 GAS 

103-GT/ 
193-GT 

Half-Wave Rectifier 3C Fil. 1.25 0.2 - 1.0 33030 30 KV 

1K3/113 Half-Wave Rectifier 30 Fil. 1.25 0.2 - 0.5 26M0 50 KV 

1V2 Half-Wave Rectifier SU Fil. 0.625 0.3 - 0.5 7500 10 IV 
2825 Half-Wave Rectifier 3T Fil. 1.4 0.11 1000 1.5 - 9 HV 
2X2-11 Half-Wave Rectifier 4611 Htr. 2.5 1.75 4500 7.5 - - NV 
21,2 Half-Wave Rectifier 4A8 Fil. 2.5 1.75 4400 5.0 - - HV 
222/6114 Half-Wave Rectifier 48 Fil. 2.5 1.5 350 50 - - NV 

3824 Half-Wave Rectifier Flg. 49 Fil. 
5.0 3.0 - 60 20030 300 

HV 
2.54 3.0 - 30 20 150 



V26 TABLE X - RECTIFIERS- RECEIVING AND TRANSMITTING- Continued 

See Also Table IX - Controls and Regulator Tubes 

TIP* Hama Balm Cathode 
Fil. or Heater 

Max. 
A.C. 

Voltage 
Per Plate 

D.C. 
Output 
Currant 
Ma. 

Max. 
Inverse 
Peak 

Voltage 

Peak 
Plato 

Currant 
Ma. 

Tit» Volts Amp. 

3128 Half-Wave Rectifier 4P Fil. 2.5 5.0 - 250 10000 1000 GAS 
5AT4 Full-Wave Rectifier 5L Htr. 5.0 2.25 550 803 1550 - HV 

5AU4 Full-Wave Rectifier 52 Fil. 5.0 4.5 
300, 3503 

1400 1075 HV 400, 325, 
Kw 325' 

5AW4 Full-Wave Rectifier 52 Fil. 5.0 4.0 
4503 2503 

1550 750 HV 550' 250. 
5R4GY 
5RGYA Full-Wave Rectifier 52 Fil. 5.0 2.0 

900, 1503 
2803 650 HV 

950' 175' 
51146 Full-Wave Rectifier 5T Fil. 5.0 3.0 Same as Type 523 HY 

5U4GA Full-Wave Rectifier ST Fil. 5.0 3.0 
3CO, 2753 

1550 900 HV 4503 2503 
55g. 250' 

5U4811 
58S4A 

Full-Wave Rectifier 51 Fil. 5.0 3.0 
300, 300, 

1550 1000 HV 450, 2753 
550' 2753 

5113 Full-Wave Rectifier 52 Htr. 5.0 3.8 4253 
5003 350 1403 1200 HV 

59411A Full-Wave Rectifier 5L Htr. 5.0 2.0 375, 175 1400 525 HV 
5X46 Full-Wave Rectifier 50 Fil. 5.0 3.0 Same as Type 523 HV 
513-G-GT Full-Wave Rectifier 52 Fil. 5.0 2.0 Same as Type 80 HV 
524-G-GT Full-Wave Rectifier 5Q Fil. 5.0 2.0 Same as Type 80 HV 
523 Full-Wave Rectifier 46 Fil. 5.0 3.0 500 250 1400 - HV 
524 Full-Wave Rectifier 5L Htr. 5.0 2.0 400 125 1100 - HV 
11AF3 Half-Wave Rectifier ICI Htr. 6.3 1.2 - 185 4500 750 HV 
8AV4 Full-Wave Rectifier SOS Htr. 6.3 0.95 - 90 1250 250 HV 
8A X5GT Full-Wave Rectifier IS Htr. 6.3 1.2 450 125 1250 375 FIV 
1111Y4 Full-Wave Rectifier 901 Htr. 6.3 0.9 450 100 1275 350 HV 
611X4 Full-Wave Rectifier SIS Htr. 6.3 0.6 - 90 1350 270 HV 
111156 Full-Wave Rectifier SCR Htr. 6.3 1.6 375, 175 1400 525 HV 
IICA4 Full-Wave Rectifier 9M Htr. 6.3 1.0 350, 150 1000 450 HV 
IIDMA Half-Wave Diode ICG Htr. 6.3 11 - 155 4400 9D3 HV 
8DE4 Half-Wave Rectifier ICG Fit  6.3 1.6 - 175 5003 1100 IIV 
MGT Half-Wave Rectifier 4CG Htr. 6.3 1.2 - 138 1375 660 MV 
6V4 Full-Wave Rectifier 9M Htr. 63. 0.6 350 90 - - MV 
6 X4/6063 

Full-Wave Rectifier 
7CF 

Htr. 6.3 0. 
325, 
45034 70 1250 210 111/ 6 X5G T IS 

823 Half-Wave Rectifier 4G Fil. 6.3 0.3 350 50 - - KV 

12DF5 Full-Wave Rectifier SIS Htr. 
6.3 _ 0.9 

450 100 1275 350 KV 12.6 0.45 

12 X4 Full-Wave Rectifier 511S Htr. 12.6 0.3 
650, 70 1250 210 

NV 
900' 70 1250 210 

2525 Rectifier- Doubler SE Htr. 25 0.3 125 100 - 500 MV 
35W4 Half-Wave Rectifier 560 Htr. 35, 0.15 125 60 330 600 HV 
3524G1 Half-Wave Rectifier 5AA Htr. 35 0.15 250 100 700 600 HV 
3525G Half-Wave Rectifier SAD Htr. 353 0.15 125 60 - - HV 
36A M3 Half-Wave Rectifier ..' 510 Htr. 36 0.1 117 75 365 530 MV 
500C4 Half- Wave Rectifier 510 HD. 50 0.15 117 100 330 720 MV 
501601 Full-Wave Rectifier 70 Htr. 50 0.15 125 85 - - HV 

80 Full-Wave Rectifier 46 Fil. 5.0 2.0 
3503 125 

1400 375 HV 503' 125 
83 Full- Wave Rectifier 4C Fil. 5.0 3.0 500 250 1400 930 MV 
83-V Full-Wave Rectifier IAD Htr. 5.0 2.0 400 200 1100 - HV 
11771761 Rectifier-Tetrode 1119 Htr. 117 0.09 117 75 350 450 HV 
11723 Half-Wave Rectifier 461 Htr. 117 0.04 117 90 300 - HV 
818 Half-Wave Rectifier 4P Fil. 2.5 2.0 2200 125 7500 500 MV 
836 Half-Wave Rectifier 4P Htr. 2.5 5.0 - - 5003 1000 HV 
888- A-AX Half-Wave Rectifier 4P FR 2.5 5.0 3500 250 10000 1000 MV 
8988 Half-Wave Rectifier 4P Fil. 5.0 5.0 - - 8500 1000 MV 
868 Jr. Half-Wave Rectifier 41 Fil. 2.5 2.5 1250 2503 - - MV 
8728/872 Half-Wave Rectifier 4AT Fil. _ 5.0 7.5 - 1250 10 5000 MV 

Tapped or pilot lamps. 
2 Per pair with choke input 

Capacitor input 
'Choke smut. 

TABLE XI- TRIODE TRANSMITTING TUBES 

Typo 
3. 

38 

îa 
0.6 
1.5 

Maximum Ratings 

sÊ 
da 

e. 3 

ti 
00 

5.3 

Cathode Capacitances 

î 

put 
Base 

Using only one-half of filament. 

Typical Operation 

1-8 

rà-2 
C.T.0 
C3T 

01: 
Ci 
scf, 

0 e 

add 

.e 
ie 

E 
.0 
3 1,3 

9511-A 135 
300 

7 
30 

1.0 
16 _ 

500 
250 

12 
32 

1.25 
6.3 

0.1 
0.45 

0.6 
2.2 

2.6 
1.6 

0.8 
0.4 

51113 
716 

135 
150 

-20 
-10 

7 
30 

1.0 
1.6 

0.035 
0.035 

0.6 
3.5 
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Type 

Maximum Ratings Cathode Capacitances 
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Typical Operation 
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9002 1.6 250 8 2.0 250 25 6.3 0.15 1.2 1.4 1.1 7B5 C-7.0 180 -35 7 1.5 - - 0.5 

955 1.6 180 8 2.0 250 25 6.3 0.15 LO 1.4 0.6 5EIC C-T-0 180 -35 7 1.5 - - 0.5 

HY1141I 1.8 180 12 3.0 300 13 1.4 0.155 1.0 1.3 1.0 21 
C-T-0 180 -30 12 2.0 0.2 - 1.4, 

C-P 180 -35 12 2.5 0.3 - 1.43 

6F4 2.0 150 20 8.0 500 17 6.3 0.225 2.0 1.9 0.6 IBA C-T-0 150 
-15 
550' 
20006 

20 7.5 0.2 - 1.8 

12AU7A3 2.766 350 126 3.56 54 18 6.3 0.3 1.5 1.5 0.5 9A C-T-0 350 -100 21 7 - - 6.0 

6026 3.0 150 30 10 400 24 6.3 0.2 2.2 1.3 0.38 Fig. 16 C- T-0 135 13001 20 9.5 - - 1.25 

H0615 
HY-E1148 3.5 300 20 4.0 300 20 6.3 0.175 1.4 1.6 1.2 Fig. 71 

CI-O 300 -35 20 2.0 0.4 - 4.03 
C-P 300 -35 20 3.0 0.8 - 3.53 

6C4 5.0 350 25 8.0 54 18 6.3 0.15 1.8 1.6 1.3 SEIG CI-0 303 -27 25 7.0 0.35 - 5.5 

2C36 5 15003 - - 1200 25 6.3 0.4 1.4 2.4 0.36 Fig. 21 C-7-010 10003 0 9006 - - - 2003 

2C31 5 350 - - 3300 25 6.3 0.4 1.4 1.85 0.02 Fig. 21 C-7.013 150 3C006 15 3.6 - - 0.5 

5764 5 15003 11.5 - 3300 25 6.3 0.4 1.4 1.85 0.02 Fig. 21 C-T-0" 1000, 0 13036 - - - 2003 

5675 5 165 30 8 3000 20 6.3 0.135 2.3 1.3 0.09 Fig. 21 G-G-0 120 -8 25 4 - - 0.05 

6NIGT, 5.56 350 306 5.06 10 35 6.3 0.8 - - - 68 C-T-0 1, 350 -100 60 10 - - 14.5 

2C40 6.5 500 25 - 500 36 6.3 0.75 2.1 1.3 0.05 Fig. 11 C-T-0 250 -5 20 0.3 - - 0.075 

5893 8.0 403 40 13 1000 27 6.0 0.33 2.5 1.75 0.07 Fig. 21 
C-T 350 -33 35 13 2.4 - 6.5 

C-P 300 -45 30 12 2.0 - 6.5 

G L-6442 8.0 350 35 15 2500 47 6.3 0.9 5.0 2.3 0.03 
C-T 350 -50 35 15 - - - 

C-P 275 -50 35 15 - - - 

2C34/ 
111(34, 10 300 80 20 250 13 6.3 0.8 3.4 2.4 0.5 Fig. 70 C- T-0 300 -36 80 20 1.8 - 16 

2C43 12 500 40 - 1250 48 6.3 0.9 2.9 1.7 0.05 Fig. 11 C-T-0 470 - 38, - - - 97 

6263 13 400 55 25 500 27 6.3 0.28 2.9 1.7 0.08 
CT 350 -58 40 15 3 - 10 

C-P 320 -52 35 12 2.4 - 8 

6264 13 400 50 25 500 40 6.3 0.28 2.95 1.75 0.07 - C-T 350 -45 40 15 3 - 8 

H Y75A 15 450 90 25 175 9.6 6.3 2.6 1.8 2.6 1.0 27 
C-T 450 -140 90 20 5.2 - 26 

C-P 400 -140 90 20 5.2 - 21 

8014/801 20 600 70 15 60 8.0 7.5 1.25 4.5 6.0 1.5 40 
CT 600 -150 65 15 4.0 - 25 

C-P 500 -190 55 15 4.5 - 18 

Et' 600 -75 130 3206 3.08 106 45 

T20 20 750 85 25 60 20 7.5 1.75 4.9 5.1 0.7 36 
C-T 750 -85 85 18 3.6 - 44 

C-P 750 -140 70 15 3.6 - 38 

TZ20 20 750 85 30 60 62 7.5 1.75 5.3 5.0 0.6 3G 
CT 750 -40 85 28 3.75 - 44 

C-P 750 -100 70 23 4.8 - 38 

EV 803 0 40/136 1606 1.86 12K 70 

15E,, 

25T 
3-25A3 

20 - - - 600 25 5.5 4.2 1.4 1.15 

0.3 

Fig. 51 
C- T-0 

2000 -130 63 18 4.0 - 100 

25 2000 75 25 60 24 6.3 3.0 2.7 1.5 
3G 

1500 -95 67 13 2.2 - 75 

1000 -70 72 9 1.3 - 47 
13, 2000 -80 16 80 2706 0.76 55.56 110 

3C28" 
3C34" 
3-25D3 
24G 

25 2000 75 25 

100 

23 6.3 3.0  

2.1 1.8 0.1 Fig. 31 
C-T-0 

2000 -170 63 17 4.5 - 100 

60 2.5 1.7 0.4 3G 1500 -110 67 15 3.1 - 75 

150 
2.0 1.6 0.2 

20 
1000 -80 72 15 2.6 - 47 

1.7 1.5 0.3 2000 -85 16/80 2906 1.16 55.56 110 

3C24 
25 2000 75 

7" 60 24 6.3 3.0 1.7 1.6 0.2 20 
C-T 2000 -130 63 18 4 - 100 

17 1600 60 C-P 1600 -170 53 11 3.1 - 68 

25 2000 75 AB,' 1250 -42 24/130 2706 3.48 21.46 112 

8024 25 2000 75 30 60 25 6.3 3.0 2.5 1.7 0.4 3G 
C-T 2000 -140 56 18 4.0 - 90 

C-P 1500 -145 50 25 5.5 - 60 

8025 
30 

1000 
65 - 

500 18 6.3 1.92 2.7 2.8 0.35 480 
G.M.A 1000 -135 50 4 3.5 - 20 

20 65 20 C-P 803 -105 40 10.5 1.4 - 22 

30 80 20 C-T 1030 -90 50 14 1.6 - 35 

H Y31 Z, 
HY1231Z, 

30 500 150 30 60 45 
6.3 3.5 

5.0 5.5 1.9 Fig. 60 
C-T 500 -45 150 25 2.5 - 56 

12.6 1.7 C-P 400 -100 150 30 3.5 - 45 

316A 
VT-191 

30 450 80 12 500 6.5 2.0 3.65 1.2 1.6 0.8 - 
C-T 450 - 80 12 - - 7.5 
C-P 400 - 80 12 - - 6.5 

809 30 1030 125 - 60 50 6.3 2.5 5.7 6.7 0.9 3G 
C-T 1000 -75 103 25 3.8 - 75 

C-P 750 -60 100 32 4.3 - 55 

B' 1000 - 9 40/200 1556 2.76 11.66 145 

1623 30 1000 100 25 60 20 6.3 2.5 5.7 6.7 0.9 36 
C-T-0 1000 -90 100 20 3.1 - 75 

C-P 750 -125 100 20 4.0 - 55 

IV 1000 -40 30/200 2306 4.26 126 145 

T40 40 1500 150 40 60 25 7.5 2.5 4.5 4.8 0.8 36 
C-T-0 1500 -140 150 28 9.0 - 158 

C-P 1250 -115 115 20 5.25 - 104 

7140 40 1500 150 45 60 62 7.5 2.5 4.8 5.0 0.8 3G 
C-T-0 1500 -90 150 38 10 - 165 

C-P 1250 -100 125 30 7.5 - 116 

El, 1500 -9 2506 285. 6.06 12K 250 

3-50A4 
357 

50 2000 150 50 100 39 5.0 4.0 

 4.1 

1.8 
0.3 3G C.T 2000 -135 125 45 13 - 203 

3-5004 
35TG 

- 
2.5 0.4 2D 

C-P 1500 -150 90 40 11 - 105 
13, 2000 -40 4/167 2556 4.06 27.56 235 

Fl 654 50 3000 150 30 100 27 5.0 5.0 1.9 1.9 0.2 2D 
CT 3000 -290 100 25 10 - 250 

C-P 2500 -250 100 20 8.0 - 210 

Ell 2500 -85 20,,150 360, 5.0 40K 275 

See page V29 for Key to Class-of- Service abbreviati010. 
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TT" 
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T55 55 1500 150 40 60 20 7.5 3.0 5.0 3.9 1.2 3G 
CT 1500 -170 150 18 6.0 - 170 
C.1' 1500 -195 125 15 5.0 - 145 

828 55 1000 140 40 250 31 7.5 4.0 3.0 2.9 1.1 780 
C.T.0 1000 -70 130 35 55 - 53 
C-P 1000 -160 95 40 11.5 - 70 
G.M.A 1030 -125 65 9.5 8.2 - 25 

8308 
9308 60 1000 150 30 15 25 10 2.0 5.0 11 1.8 3G 

C- T-0 1000 -110 140 30 7.0 - 90 
C-P 800 -150 95 20 5.0 - 50 
8' 1000 -35 20 280 270' 6.0' 7.66 175 

811411 65 1500 175 50 60 160 6.3 4.0 5.9 5.6 0.7 3G 
C-T 1500 -70 173 40 7.1 - 200 
C-P 1250 -120 140 45 10.0 - 135 
6' 1500 -4.5 32 313 170' 4.4' 12.46 340 

812-6 65 1503 175 35 60 29 6.3 4.0 5.4 5.5 0.77 3G 
CT 1500 -120 173 30 6.5 - 190 
C-P 1250 -115 140 35 7.6 - 130 
6' 1500 -48 28 310 270" 5.0 13.26 340 

5514 65 1500 175 60 60 145 7.5 3.0 7.8 7.9 1 0 480 
C-T 1500 -106 175 60 12 - 200 
C-P 1250 -84 142 60 10 - 135 
6' 1500 -4.5 350' 88' 6.5' 155K 400 

34563 
75TH 75 3000 225 40 40 20 5.0 6.25 2.7 2.3 0.3 20 

C-T 2000 -200 150 32 10 - 225 
C-P 2000 -300 110 15 6 - 170 
B' 2000 -90 50 225 350' 3' 19.36 300 

3-7562 
152L 75 3000 225 35 40 12 5.0 6.25 2.6 2.4 0.4 20 

CT. 2000 -300 150 21 8 - 225 
C-P 2030 -500 130 20 14 - 210 
AB,' 2000 -190 50 250 600' 5' I8K 350 

8005 85 1500 200 45 60 20 10 3.25 6.4 5.0 1.0 3G 
C-T 1500 -130 200 32 7.5 - 220 
C-P 1250 -195 190 28 9.0 - I/O 
13' 1500 -70 40 310 310, 4.0 106 300 

II- 70-D 85 1750 200 45 30 - 7.5 3.25 4.5 4.5 1.7 3G 
C-T 

1750 -100 170 19 3.9 - 225 
1500 -90 165 19 3.9 - 195 

CT' 
1500 - 90 165 19 3.7 - 185 
1250 -72 127 16 2.6 - 122 

3-100A4 
100TH 100 3003 225 60 40 40 5.0 6.3 2.9 2.0 0.4 20 

CT 
3000 -200 165 51 18 - 400 C-P 

8' 3000 -65 40 215 335' 5.0° 316 650 

3-10062 
100TL 100 3000 225 50 40 14 5.0 6.3 2.3 2.0 0.4 2D 

CT. 
3000 -400 165 30 20 , - 400 C-P 

881-A 3000 -560 60 2.0 7.0 - 90 
8' 3000 -185 40 215 640' 6.0° 30K 450 

VT1276 100 3000 - - 150 15.5 5.0 10.4 2.7 2.3 0.35 Fig. 53 
C-T 2000 -340 210 67 25 315 
6' 1500 -125 242 44 7.3 36 200 

211 
311 103 1250 175 50 15 12 10 3.25 

6.0 14.5 5.5 
4E 

CT' 1250 -225 150 18 7.0 - 130 

6.0 9.25 5.0 
C-P ICOO -260 150 35 14 - 100 
6' 1250 -100 20 320 410" 8.0" 9K 260 

254 100 4000 225 60 - 25 5.0 7.5 2.5 2.7 0.4 2N 
C-T 3000 -245 165 40 18 - 400 
C-P 2500 -360 168 40 23 - 335 
8' 2500 -80 40 240 460' 25 25.26 420 

30210065., 
103 1000 125" 

50 2500 100 6.0 1.05 7.0 2.15 0.035 
G.C.A 800 -20 80 30 6 - 27 

70 600 100" C-P 600 -15 75 40 6 - 18 
32100611 
2C39 100 1000 60 40 500 100 6.3 1.1 6.5 1.95 

. 
0.03 - G- 1-C 600 -35 60 40 5.0 - 20 

01.2C398 15 
GL2C3911" 

100 
1000 125" 50 503 100 6.3 1.0 

6.5 1.9 0.035 C- T-0 900 -40 90 30 - - 40 
70 7.0 1.9 0.035 C-P 600 -150 100" 50 - - - 

01.148 125 1500 200 60 15 75 10 3.25 7.2 9.2 3.9 Fig. 56 
C- T-0 1250 -150 180 30 - - 150 
C-P 1000 -203 160 40 - - 100 
13' 1250 0 34 320 - - 546 250 

G1.152 125 1500 203 60 15 25 10 3.25 7.0 8.8 4.0 Flg. 56 
C-T-0 1250 -150 180 30 - - 150 
C-P 1000 -200 160 30 - - 100 
13' 1250 -40 16 320 - - 8.46 250 

805 125 1500 210 70 30 40 60 10 3.25 8.5 6.5 10.5 3N 
CT* 1500 -105 200 40 8.5 - 215 
C-P 1250 -160 160 60 16 - 140 
EV 1500 -16 84 404:1 2809 7.08 8.214 370 

AX991°./ 
501611s 135 2500 200 40 150 25 6.3 5.4 5.8 5.5 0.1 

C-T 2500 -200 200 40 16 - 390 
Flg. 3 C-P 2000 -225 127 40 16 - 204 

8' 2503 -90 80 330 350" 14' 15.68K 560 

3-15063 
152TH 150 3000 450 85 40 

5.0 12.5 
5.7 4.8 0.4 

CT' 3000 -300 250 70 27 - 600 
20 

10 6.25 
48C C-P 2500 -350 200 30 15 - 400 

B' 2500 -125 40.340 390' 16" I7K 603 
3-15062 
1521L 150 3000 450 75 40 12 

5 12.5 
4.5 4.4 0.7 48C 

CT. 3000 -400 250 40 20 - 600 
10 6.25 8' 3000 -260 65 335 675' 3, 2046 700 

HF201A 150 2500 200 50 30 18 10-11 4.0 8.8 7.0 1.2 
CT 2500 -300 200 18 8 - 380 

Fig. 15 C-P 2000 350 160 20 9 - 250 
B' 2500 -130 60 360 460' 8' I6K 600 

572 150 2500 200 - - 170 6.3 4.0 - - - 3G 8' 
1500 0 60 350 - 85 12.56 380 
2000 0 80 360 - 5 16.56 530 

810 175 2500 300 75 30 36 

dr- 

10 4.5 8.7 4.8 12 

C-T 2500 -180 300 60 19 - 575 

2N 
C-P 2003 -350 250 70 35 - 380 
G- M-A 2250 -140 100 2.0 4 - 75 
8' 2250 -60 70 450 380' 13' 11.66 725 

page V29 for Key to Class-of- Service abbreviations. 



TABLE XI - TRIODE TRANSMITTING TUBES- Continued V29 
Maximum Ratings Cathode Capacitances Typical Operation 

Type 
ji 
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ji 
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2.C42.7- ..Cipt 5..2' Bag. -6-3 1E 
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1§1
151

§ §P
1§1

g11
11g

Isi
ezr

eez
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8000 175 2500 300 45 30 16.5 10 4.5 5.0 6.4 3.3 

C-T-0 2500 -240 300 40 is - 

C-P 2000 -370 250 37 20 - 
2N G-M-A 2250 -265 100 0 2.5 - 

B, 2250 -130 65/450 560, 7.9, 12K 

0200 200 2500 350 80 30 16 10 5.75 9.5 7.9 1.6 
C-T 2500 -280 350 54 25 - 

2N C-P 2000 -260 300 54 23 - 

203 3503 250 25" 
150 25 10 5.0 3.6 3.3 0.29 

C-T 3503 -270 228 30 15 - 

1% 
130 2600 200 25" Fig. 28 C-P 2500 -300 200 35 19 - 

313 
200 3500 250 25" B, 2000 -50 120/503 520, 20, 8.5K 

4C34 
HF300 

200 3000 275 60 
60 23 11-12 4.0 6.0 6.5 1.4 

C-T 3000 -400 250 28 16 - 

21I C-P 2000 -300 250 36 17 - 
20 B, 3000 -115 60/360 4500 13, 206 

1-300 200 3000 300 - - 13 II 6.0 6.0 7.0 1.4 
CT 3000 -400 250 28 20 - 

- C-P 2000 -300 250 36 17 - 

B, 2500 -100 60/450 - 7.5, - 

no 225 3300 300 50 30 12.6 5.0 10 6.1 4.2 1.1 2N 
C-T 3300 -600 SO 40 34 - 

C-P 3000 -670 195 27 24 - 

B, 3300 -240 80.475 930, 35, I6K 

3-250A4 
250TH 

250 4000 350 40" 40 37 5.0 10.5 4.6 2.9 0.5 2N 

T- C 0 
2000 -100 357 94 29 - 464 
3000 -150 333 90 32 - 750 

C-P 
2030 -160 250 60 22 - 335 
2500 -180 225 45 17 - 400 
3030 -200 200 38 14 - 435 

AB,' 1500 0 220,700 460, 46, 4.2K 630 

1-250132 
25011 

250 4000 350 35" 40 14 5.0 10.5 3.7 3.0 0.7 26 

CO 2000 T  
-200 350 45 22 - 455 

3000 -350 335 45 29 - 750 

C-P 
2000 -520 250 29 24 - 335 
2500 -520 225 20 16 - 400 

3000 -520 200 14 11 - 435 

AB2, 1500 -40 200/700 780, 38, 3.86 580 

5867 
A X-9901 

250 3000 400 80 100 25 5.0 14.1 7.7 5.9 0.18 Fig. 3 
C-T 3000 -250 363 69 27 - 840 

C-P 2503 -300 250 70 28 - 482 

B, 3000 -110 570, 465, 32 14.26 1280 

PL-6569" 250 4000 300 120 30 45 5.0 14.5 7.6 3.7 0.1 Fig. 3 G G A 

2500 -70 300 85 75» - 555 
3000 -95 303 110 85" - 710 
3500 -110 285 93 85" - 805 
4000 -120 250 50 70" - 820 

3-300A3 
304TH 

300 3000 930 60" 40 20 

5.0 25 

13.5 10 .2 0.7 4316 

C T-0 
1500 -125 665 115 25 - 700 
2003 -200 600 125 39 - 900 

CAI' 
1500 -200 420 55 18 - 500 

10 12.5 

2000 -300 440 60 26 - 680 

2500 -350 400 60 29 - ma 
ABL._ 1500 -65 1065, 330, 25, 2.846 1000 

3-30062 
304TL" 300 3000 900 50" 40 12 

5.0 25 

12.1 . 8.6 0.8 IBC 

C T-0 
1500 -250 665 90 33 - 700 
2000 -300 600 85 36 - 900 

C- I, 

2000 -500 250 30 18 - 410 
2000 -500 500 75 52 - 810 
2500 -525 200 18 11 - 425 

10 12.5 

2500 -550 400 50 36 - am 

AB? 
1500 -118 270/572 2360 0 2.546 256 
2500 -230 160/483 460, 0 8.5K 610 

AB,' 1503 -118 1140, 490, 39, 2.756 1100 

933A 

350 

450" 

3300 

4000» 

500 100 

30 

gm 
35 10 10 12.3 6.3 8.5 Flg. 41 

C-T-0 
2250 -125 445 85 23 - 780 

3000 -160 335 70 20 - 800 

C-P 
2500 -300 335 75 30 - 635 

3000 -240 335 70 26 - 800 

B, 3000 -70 100 750 400, 20, 9.56 1650 

3-4002 400 3000 400 - 110 200 5 14.5 7.4 4.1 0.07 Flg. 3 G-G- E1 3000 0 100/333 120 32 - , 655 

PL-6580" 400 IMO" 350 120 - 45 5.0 14.5 7.6 3.9 0.1 5116 G G-A 
4000 -110 350 92 105,, - 1080 

2500 -70 350 95 85 - 660 

3-10002 1000 3030 800 - 110 200 7.5 21.3 17 6.9 0.12 Fig. 3 G-G-B 3000 0 240 270 300 65 - ,1360 

• Cathode resistor in ohms. 
KEY TO CLASS-OF-SERVICE ABBREVIATIONS 
A, - Class-A, a.f. modulator. 
AB, - Class- AB, push-pull a.f. modulator. 
AB, - Class- AB, push-pull a.f. modulator. 
B - Class-B push-pull a.f. modulator. 
C-M - Frequency multiplier. 
C-P - Class-C plate- modulated telephone. 
C-T - Class-C telegraph. 
C-T-0 - Class-C amplifier-osc. 
G-G-A - Grounded- grid class-C amp. 
G-G- B - Grounded- grid class-B amp. (Single Tone). 
G-G-0 - Grounded-grid osc. 

G-I-C - Grid- isolation ci cuit. 
G-M-A - Grid-modulated amp. 
Twin triode. Values, except interelectrode capaci-

tances, are for both sections in push-pull. 
, Output at 112 Mc. 
' Grid leak resistor in ohms. 
Peak values. 
Per section. 
, Values are for two tubes in push-pull. 
Max. signal value. 
Peak a.f. grid-to-grid volts. 

» Plate- pulsed 1000-Mc. osc. 

" Class-B data in Table It. 
» 1000-Mc. c.w. ou. 
" Max. grid dissipation in watts. 
I, Max. cathode current in ma. 
I$ Forced-air cooling required. 
" Plate- pulsed 3300-Mc. osc. 
" 1930- Mc. c.w. ou. 
" No Class-B data available. 
"Linear-amplifier tube-operation data for single 

sideband in Table 11-1. 
» Includes bias loss, grid dissipation, and feed-

through power. 



V30 TABLE XII - TETRODE AND PENTODE TRANSMITTING TUBES 

Type 

Maximum Ratings Cathode Capacitances 

Base 171 
:1 
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i 
g. 
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ae4o;. .$7. mme 
a z 
e 
Cu 

a ..a. 
!Ê 
xe, 

a z ,i* 
.1Ê 
0,1 

r 
. .e.e 0. 
Li ez 

. 
E 

z•3 

te 
co 

e£ 
7717 2 180 0.5 180 - 6.3 0.2 4.5 0.03 3 7EW C•P 125 80 - -1 10 

8939" 7.5 275 3 200 500 
6.3 0.75 

6.6 0.15 1.55 Flg. 13 
CT 200 200 - -20 60 13 2 1.0 - 7.5 

12.6 0.375 
C.P 180 180 - -20 55 11.5 1.7 1.0 - 6 
CM 200 190 - 68IP 46 10 2.2 0.9 - - 

1701 9 350 3.5 300 175 13.6 0.16 7 0.15 3.6 OMS C-P 250 250 - -12.5 28 

2E30 10 250 2.5 250 160 6 0.7 10 0.5 4.5 7(0 
C-T 250 203 - -50 50 10 2.5 0.2 - - 
AB,, 250 250 - -30 40 120 4 20 2.3' 0.2 3.86 17 

837 12 500 8 300 20 12.6 0.7 16 0.2 10 IBM 
C•T 503 200 40 -70 80 15 4 0.4 - 28 
C.P 400 140 40 -40 45 20 5 0.3 - II 

7551 
7558 

12 300 2 250 175 
12.6 0.38 

10 0.15 5.5 9LK 
C.T 300 250 - -55 80 5.1 1.6 1.5 - 10 

6.3 0.8 C-P 250 250 - -75 70 3.0 2.3 1.0 - 7.5 

5763 
135 
.8417 350 2 250 50 

6.3 0.75 
9.5 0.3 4.5 9K 

C-T 350 250 - -28.5 48.5 6.2 1.6 0.1 - 12 
C-P 300 250 - -42.5 50 6 2.4 0.15 - 10 

12.6 0.375 CM' 300 250 - -75 40 4 1 0.6 - 2.1 
CM' 300 235 - - ICO 35 5 I 0.6 - 1.3 

2E24 13.5 600 2.5 200 125 6.3, 0.65 8.5 0.11 6.5 7CL 
C.P 500 180 - -45 54 8 2.5 0.16 - 18 
C.T 600 195 - -50 66 10 3 0.21 - 27 

2E28" 
13.5 600 2.5 200 125 

6.3 0.8 
12.5 0.2 7 ICE 

C.T 600 185 - -45 66 10 3 0.17 - 27 
C-P 500 180 - -50 54 9 2.5 0.15 - 18 

6893 12.6 0.4 
AB,' 500 125 - -15 22 150 32, - 0.36, 8K 54 

6360, 14 300 2 200 200 
6.3 0.82 

6.2 0.1 2.6 Fig. 13 

C-T 303 200 - -45 103 3 3 0.2 - 18.5 
C•P 203 100 - 15K, 86 3.1 3.3 0.2 - 9.8 

12.6 0.41 Vet, 3C0 150 - -100 65 3.5 3.8 0.45 - 4.8 
AB, 300 200 - -21.5 30 ICO 1/11.4 64, 0.04 6.50 17.5 

2E25 15 450 4 250 125 6 0.8 8.5 0.15 6.7 5111 
C-T-0 450 250 - -45 75 15 3 0.4 - 24 
C-P 400 200 - -45 60 12 3 0.4 - 16 
AB,' 450 250 - -30 44 150 10 40 3 0.9, 66 40 

832A, 15 750 5 250 200 
6.3 1.6 

8 0.07 3.8 78P 
C-T 750 200 - -65 48 15 2.8 0.19 - 26 

12.6 0.8 C.P 600 200 - -65 36 16 2.6 0.16 - 17 

1619 15 400 3.5 300 45 2.5 2 10.5 0.35 12.5 Flg. 74 
C•T 400 300 - -55 75 10.5 5 0.36 - 19.5 
C-P 325 285 - -50 U 7.5 2.8 0.18 - 13 
AB,, 400 300 0 -16.5 75 150 6.5, 11.5 - 0.4' 6K 36 

5518 15 600 5 250 80 6 0.7 8.5 0.12 6.5 7CL 
C•T 600 250 - -60 75 15 5 0.5 - 32 
C.P 475 250 - -90 U 10 4 0.5 - 22 
AB,, 600 250 - -25 36, 140 1/24 4' 0.16 10.5K 67 

6621%10" 20 750 4 300 300 
6.3 1.3 

6.5 - 2.5 Fig. 7 
C.T 600 250 - -60 140 14 4 2.0 - - 
C-P 500 250 - -80 100 12 3 4.0 - - 

12.6 0.65 B 500 250 - -26 25 73 0.7 ,16 52, - 20K 23.5 

1614 25 450 3.5 300 80 6.3 0.9 10 0.4 12.5 7AC 
C-T 450 250 - -45 100 8 2 0.15 - 31 
C-P 375 250 - -50 U 7 2 0.15 - 24.5 
AB,' 530 340 - -36 60 160 20, - - 1.26 50 

815, 25 500 4 200 125 
6.3 1.6 

13.3 0.2 8.5 8BY 
C-T-0 500 200 - -45 150 17 2.5 0.13 - 56 

12.6 0.8 
C-P 400 175 - -45 150 15 3 0.16 - 45 
AB, 500 125 - -15 22,150 32, - 0.36, 8K 54 

1824 25 600 3.5 300 60 2.5 2 11 0.25 7.5 Fig. 68 
C-7 600 300 - -60 90 10 5 0.43 - 35 
C-P 500 275 - - 50 75 9 3.3 0.25 - 24 
A13,, 600 300 - -25 42 180 515 106, 1.2' 7.5K 72 

4804 25 750 3 250 60 6.3 0.65 11 0.24 8.5 7CL C,7 403 190 - -60 150 II 2 4.5 - 30 

8141P, 

25 750 3 250 60 

6.3 1.25 

13.5 0.22 8.5 7CK 

C.7 
500 170 - -66 135 9 2.5 0.2 - 48 
750 160 - - 62 120 11 3.1 0.2 - 70 

C.711 400 190 - - 54 150 10.4 2.2 3.0 - 35 

8883 12.6 0.625 CP 
400 150 - -87 112 7.8 3.4 0.4 - 32 
600 150 - -87 112 7.8 3.4 0.4 - 52 

8159 26.5 0.3 
AB,, 

600 190 - -48 28 270 1.2 20 2' 0.03 5K 113 
750 165 - -46 22 240 0.3 20 2.6, 0.04 7.4K 131 

AB,, 750 195 - -50 23 220 1 26 100, 0 8K 120 

6524, 
25 600 - 303 100 

6.3 1.25 
7 0.11 3.4 Fig. 78 

C-T 600 200 - -44 120 8 3.7 0.2 - 56 
C-P 500 200 - -61 100 7 2.5 0.2 - 40 

6850 12.6 0.625 AB, 500 200 - -26 20 116 0.1 10 2.6 0.1 11.1K 40 
11071, 
807W 
5833 30 750 3.5 300 60 

6.3 

--IW-0., 

0.9 
12 0.2 7 

SAW 
C-T 750 250 - -45 100 6 3.5 0.22 - 50 
C-P 600 275 - -90 100 6.5 4 0.4 - 42.5 
AB,' 750 300 - -32 60 240 510 92, 0.2' 6.95K 120 

182513 SAZ 13,0 750 - - 0 15, 240 - 555, 5.3, 6.65K 120 
2E22 30 750 10 250 - 6.3 1.5 13 0.2 8 Si C-T-0 750 250 22.5 -60 100 16 6 0.55 - 53 
A X- 
9903' 
5894A 

40 
e 

600 7 250 250 
6.3 1.8 

6.7 0.08 2.1 Flg. 7 
C-T 600 250 - -80 200 16 2 0.2 - 80 

12.6 0.9 C-P 600 250 - -100 200 24 8 1.2 - 85 

8298, 
3E29, 40 750 7 240 203 

6.3 2.25 
14.5 0.12 7 78P 

C.7 500 ?CO - -45 240 - 32 12 0.7 - 83 
C.P 425 200 - -60 212 35 11 0.8 - 63 12.6 1.125 
B 500 200 - -18 27 230 - 56, 0.39 4.80 76 

3024 45 2000 10 400 125 6.3 3 6.5 0.2 2.4 Fig. 75 C T 0 
2000 375 - -300 90 20 10 4.0 - 140 
1500 375 _ _300 

90 22 10 4.0 - 105 

1022 
50 750 14 350 60 

12.6 
25.2 

1.6 
0.8 

28 0.27 

Flg. M 
750 300 - -100 240 26 12 1.5 - 135 -T 
600 300 - -100 215 30 10 1.25 - 103 

13 
Fig. 27 

603 - - -100 220 28 10 1.25 - 100 
4D32 6.3 3.75 

C•P 
550 - - -100 175 17 6 0.6 - 70 

AB,' 603 250 - -25 100 365 26, 70, 0.45, 3K 125 
" See page V32 for key to Class-of Service abbreviations. 
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Maximum Ratings Cathode Capacitances Typica Operation 
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814 65 1500 10 300 30 10 3.25 13.5 0.1 13.5 
C•T 1503 300 - -90 150 24 10 1.5 - 160 

Flg. 84 
C4' 1250 300 - -150 145 20 10 3.2 - 130 

4-11510 65 3000 10 600 150 6 3.5 8 0.08 2.1 Flg. 25 

C T.0 
1500 250 - -85 150 40 18 3.2 - 165 
3000 250 - -100 115 22 10 1.7 - 280 

C•P 
1500 250 - -125 120 40 16 3.5 - 140 
2500 250 - -135 110 25 12 2.6 - 230 

AB,, 1800 250 - -50 50, 250 30, 180, 2.6, 20K 270 

4E27/ 
8001 

75 4000 30 750 75 5 7.5 12 0.06 6.5 IBM 
CT 2003 500 60 -200 150 11 6 1.4 - 230 
C41 1800 400 60 -130 135 11 8 1.7 - 178 

HK257 
H K257B 

75 4000 25 750 75" 5 7.5 13.8 0.04 6.7 IBM 
C.T 2000 500 60 -200 150 II 6 I.0 - 230 
C•P 1800 400 60 -130 135 II 8 1.7 - 178 

PL-1771P, 75 2000 10 600 - 6 3.2 7.5 0.06 4.2 Fig. 14 C T C-11 
2 000 400 0 -125 150 12 5 0.8 - 220 
1000 400 0 -105 150 16 5 0.7 - 100 

PL•83411 75 2000 10 600 175 6 3.5 7.5 0.09 3.4 Fie 14 
C-T 2000 400 70 -125 150 12 5 0.8 - 270 

C-P 2000 400 70 -140 125 15 4 0.7 - 200 

AV 2000 400 70 -85 30/225 0.1/10 1801 0.051 19K 325 

828 80 2000 23 750 30 10 3.25 13.5 0.05 14.5 5.1 
C-T 1500 400 75 -100 180 28 12 2.2 - 200 

C-P 1250 400 75 -140 160 28 12 2.7 - 150 

AV 2003 750 60 -120 50/270 2,'60 240 0 18.514 385 

7270 
7271 80 1350 - 425 175 

6. 3 3.1 
8 0.4 0.14 Fig. 84 

C-T 850 400 - -103 275 15 8 10 - 135 

13.5 125 AB, 665 400 - -119 220 15 6 10 - 85 

8072 100 2200 8 400 500 13.5 1.3 16 0.13 0.011 Fig. 87 C-T-0 700 200 - -30 300 10 20 5 - 85 

8816, 115 1000 4.5 300 400 
6.3 2.1 

14 0.085 0.015 Fig. 77 

C-T-0 900 300 - -30 170 I 10 3 - 80 
C-P 700 250 - -50 130 10 10 3 - 45 

6384 26.5 0.52 
ABC 850 300 - -15 80, 200 020 30, 0 7K 80 
AB,' 850 300 - -15 80/335 0/25 46, 0.3 3.9614 140 

113,1 125 2500 20 800 30 10 5 16.3 0.25 14 58A 

C T.0 
1250 300 0 -75 180 35 12 1.7 - 170 
2250 400 0 -155 220 40 15 4 - 375 

C-P 
1250 303 0 -160 150 35 13 2.9 - 140 
2000 350 0 -175 203 40 16 4.3 - 300 

AV 
2000 750 0 -SO 40,315 1.5/58 230, 0.1' I6K 455 
2500 750 0 -95 35/360 1.2/55 235, 0.35' 176 650 

4-12511" 
4021 
8155 

125 3000 20 600 120 5 6.5 10.8 0.07 3.1 5BK 

C T 0 
2003 350 - -100 200 50 12 2.8 - 275 

3003 350 - -150 167 30 9 2.5 - 375 

C•P 
2000 350 - -220 150 33 10 3.8 - 225 
2500 350 - -210 152 30 9 3.3 - 300 

AB,' 2500 350 - -43 93, 260 0/6 1781 1.0, 22K 400 

AB,, 2500 603 - -96 50/232 0.38.5 192, 0 20.36 330 

CG 2000 0 - 0 10/105" 30" 55" 16" 10.56 145 

"e 5-125B 
125 4000 20 750 75 5 7.5 10.5 0.08 4.7 IBM C-T 3660 90 6° -260 167 5 6 1.6 - 375 

1000 750 0 -170 160 21 3 0.6 - 115 

803 125 2000 30 600 20 10 5 17.5 0.15 29 51 
C-T 2000 503 40 -90 160 45 12 2 - 210 
C-P 1600 400 100 -80 150 45 25 5 - 155 

7094 125 2000 20 400 60 6.3 3.2 9.0 0.5 1.8 Fig. 52 
C-T 1500 400 - -100 330 20 5 4 - 340 

C-P 1203 400 - -130 275 20 5 5 - 240 

AB, 2000 400 - -65 60/400 - 120, 0 126 560 

40150A 
1501 1250 12 400 500 

6 2.6 15.5 0.03 4.5 FIE. 75 

- 

C-T-0 1250 250 - -90 200 20 10 0.8 - 195 

C-P 1000 250 - -105 200 20 15 2 - 140 
4215011" 2.5 6.25 27 0.035 4.5 AB? 1250 300 - -44 475, 0/65 103, 0.15, 5.66 425 

8122 150 2200 8 400 500 13.5 1.3 16 0.13 0.011 Fig. 81 C4-0 IOW 200 - -30 303 10 30 5 - 165 

4-250An 
5D22 
6158 

250, 4003 35 600 110 5 14.5 12.7 0.12 4.5 58K 

CT 0 
2500 500 - -150 300 60 9 1.7 575 

3CO3 500 - -180 345 60 10 2.6 - 800 

C-P 
2500 403 - -200 200 30 9 2.2 - 375 
3000 403 - -310 225 30 9 3.2 - 510 

AV 2CO3 300 - -48 510' 0 26 198, 5.5, 86 650 
AB,, 2500 600 - -110 430' 03,13 180, 0 11.46 625 

4 X250B 250, 2000 12 400 175 6 2.1 18.5 0.04 4.7 Fig. 75 
C-T-0 2003 250 - -90 250 25 27 2.8 - 410 

C-11 1500 250 - -100 200 25 17 2.1 - 250 

AB,' 2000 350 - -50 REP 301 1001 0 8.26K 650 

7034/' 4 01500, 250 2000 12 300 
150 

6 2 .6 

16 0113 4"4 
75C 

ne - 

C-T-0 2003 250 - -88 250 24 8 2.5 - 370 
-P 1600 250 - -118 KO 23 5 3 - 230 

140X315 
‘;11 

250 2000 12 400 26.5 0.58  
AB,, 2000 300 - -50 ICO/ 500 0 36 1061 0.2 11K 630 

AB,' 2000 300 - -50 100'470 036 100, 0 8.7614 580 

4C X- 
300A 300, 2003 12 400 500 6 2.75 29.5 0.04 4.8 - 

C-T 2000 250 - -90 250 25 27 2.8 - 410 

C-P 1500 250 - -100 200 25 17 2.1 - 250 
AB,, 2030 350 - -50 500' 30' 100, 0 8.266 650 

PL•1732', 400 4003 25 600 - 5 14.5 15.1 0.06 9.8 FIg. 88 C 7 C P 
4000 600 0 -200 350 29 6 1.4 - 960 

2500 600 0 -180 350 40 7 1.6 - 600 

4.400A 400, 4030 35 600 110 5 14.5 12.5 0.12 4.7 58K 
C.T.C.P 4000 300 - -170 270 22.5 10 10 - 720 

GC 2500 0 - 0 80 270" 55" 100" 38" 4.0K 325 

8121 400 2200 8 400 500 13.5 1.3 16 0.13 0.011 Flg. 88 C-T-0 2000 200 - -30 300 5 30 5 - 300 

" See page V32 for key to Class-of- Service abbreviations. 
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4-1000A 1000 60:0 75 1000 - 7.5 21 27.2 .24 7.6 

C-T 3000 500 - -150 700 146 38 11 - 1430 
C-P 3000 500 - -200 600 145 36 12 - 1390 
AB, 4030 KO - -60 300/ 1200 0,95 - II 7K 3000 
GG 3000 0 - 0 100,700" 105" 170" 130" 2.50 1475 

4C X1000A 1000 3003 12 400 400 6 12.5 35 .035 12 - AB, 
2000 325 - -55 500,2000 -4,60 - - 2.86 2160 
2500 325 - -55 500 2000 -4, 60 - - 3.16 2920 
3000 325 - -55 500 1800 -4 60 - - 3.856 3360 

PL- 172 1000 3000 35 600 - 6 7.8 38 .09 18 
- 

CT 

2000 403 75 -150 725 44 22 4.1 - 1110 
2500 500 75 -175 960 64 31 6.8 - 1870 
3000 500 75 -175 900 56 24 4.8 - 2170 

AEI 
2000 500 75 -110 400. 1600 20 90 210, - 2.650 1820 
2500 500 75 -110 440 1600 20 85 210, - 3.56 310 
3000 503 75 -115 440 1500 1075 200* - 4.60 2680 

Grid-resistor. 
Doubler to 175 Mc. 

3 Dual tube. Values for both sections, in push-pull. Interelectrode 
capacitances, however, are for each section. 

Tripler to 175 Mc. 
Filament limited to intermittent operation. 
Values are for two tubes in push-pull. 
' Max.-signal value. 
Peak grid-to-grid a.f. volts. 
Forced-air cooling required. 

'0 Two tubes triode connected, G, to G, through 20K N. Input to G,. 
"Tripler to 200 Mc 
" Typical Operation at 175 Mc. 

3 Linear-amp ifier tube operation data for sing e-sideband in Chap. 11. 
KEY TO CLASS-OF-SERVICE ABBREVIATIONS 
AB, Class-ABj push-pull a.f. modulator. 
AB, - AB, push-pull ai. modulator. 
B Class-B push-pull at, modulator. 

- Frequency multiplier. 
C-P= Class-C plate- modulated telephone. 
CT Class-C telegraph. 
C-T-0 = Class-C amplifier-osc. 
GG - Grounded-grid (grid and screen connected together). 

"No Class B data available. 
"11625713 120 Mc. full rating. 
" Single tone. 

TABLE XIII - ELECTROSTATIC CATHODE-RAY TUBES • 

TYPO 
Heater 

Base 
Anode 
No. 2 

Voltage 

Anode 
No. 1 

Voltage 

Anode 
No. 3 
Voltage 

Cut-off 
Grid 

Voltage, 

Deflection 
Avg. Volt DC/Inch 

Volts Amp. 
D, th D3 th 

1 EP1-2-11 6.3 0.6 11V 1000 1C,3, 300 - -I4/ -42 210,310 240350 
28M-11 6.3 0.6 12E 2000 300 560 - -135 270 174 
3AQP1 6.3 0.6 12E 2750 1100 - -83 - 193 73 99 26 35 
3BP1A 6.3 0.6 146 2000 575 - -30, - 90 200 148 
3FP7A 6.3 0.6 141 2000 575 4100 -30, - 90 250 180 
3GP1A-36P48 6.3 0.6 1111 1500 245 437 - -25/-75 96 144 84 126 
31P1A-711-11A 6.3 0.6 14.1 2003 400, 690 4000 -45/ - 75 180 220 133163 
36P1-4-11 6.3 0.6 11M 2000 320/ 603 - -0, - 90 100 136 76/104 
3RP1-4-3RP1A 6.3 0.6 12E 2000 330 620 - -135 146 198 104/140 
3SP1-4-7 6.3 0.6 12E 2000 330 620 - -28/-135 146 198 104/140 
3UP1 6.3 0.6 12F 2000 320 620 - -126 240 310 232,296 
3WPI-2-11 6.3 0.6 12T 2000 330 620 - -60, - 103 83 101 5770 
5A8P1-7-11 6.3 0.6 141 2000 400 690 4030 -52/ -87 26 34 18/24 
5ADP1-7-11 6.3 0.6 141 1500 300 515 3090 -34, - 56 40 50 30.5 37.5 
5AMPI 6.3 0.6 14U 2500 0 300 - 40 50. 20/25 
5AQP1 6.3 0.6 146 2500 0 300 - -34 - 56 40 50 31.5/38.5 
5ATPI-2-7-11 6.3 0.6 14V 6000 0 700 - -34 - 56 94 116 34,42 
5BPIA 6.3 0.6 11N 2000 450 - -20 - 60 84 76 
5BP711 6.3 0.6 1IN 2000 375, 560 - -20, - 60 70,98 63,89 
5CP1A 6.3 0.6 IM 2000 575 4000 -30, - 90 92 78 
5CP1B-211-111-11B 6.3 0.6 141 2000 400/690 4000 -45 - 75 83 101 7086 
5CP711-11/1-12 6.3 0.6 141 2000 575 4000 -30/ -90 92 74 
5GPI 6.3 0.6 11A 2000 425 - -24/ - 56 36 72 
5HP1A 6.3 0.6 1IN 2000 450 - 84 76 
UPI A-411 6.3 0.6 US 2000 333 630 , 40)3 -45/ - 105 77 115 77/115 
5LP1 A-4A 6.3 0.6 11T 2000 376 633 4000 -30 - 93 83 124 72/108 
5MPI-4-5-11 2.5 2.1 7AN 1500 375 - -15, - 45 66 60 
5NP1-4 6.3 0.6 11A 2000 450 - -20/ - 60 84 76 
5RP1 A-4A 6.3 0.6 14P 2003 362 695 MOO -30 - 90 140 210 131/197 
5SP1-4 6.3 0.6 14K 2000 363 695 4030 -30 - 90 74 110 62 14 
5UP1-7-11 6.3 0.6 12E 2000 340 360 - -90 56 77 46/62 
5VP7 6.3 0.6 11N 2000 315 562 - -20 -60 70 98 63/89 
56P1A-28-11A 6.3 0.6 14P 2000 362 695 12000 -45 - 75 130 159 42,52 
902-A 6.3 0.6 (160 KO 150 - -30 - 90 139 117 
908-11 2.5 2.1 ICE 1500 430 - -25 -75 114 109 
2002 6.3 0.6 Fly,. 1 600 120 - - 0.16, 0.17, 
2005 2.5 0.6 Fig. 1' 2003 1003 200 -35 0.5, 0.56, 

Bogey value for focus. Voltage should be adjustable about value shown. 
Bias for visual extinction of undeflected spot. Voltage should be adjustable 
from 0 to the higher value shown. 

3 Discontinued. 
Cathode connected to Pin 7. 
In mm. volt d.c. 
Phosphor characteristics (see next column). 

Designation 
PI 
P2 
P4 
P5 
P7 
pli 
P12 

Colo and persistance 
Green medium 
Blue-green medium 
White medium 

Application 
Oscilloscope. 
Special oscilloscopes and radar. 
Television. 

Blue very short Photographic recording of high speed traces. 
Blue-white short - Yellow long Radar indicators. 
Blue short Oscilloscope. 
Orange long Radar indicators. 



TABLE XIV -TRANSISTORS V33 

No. Type 

Maximum Ratings Characteristics Typical Operation Common Emitter Circuit 

Collector Emitter Noise 
Figure 
Db. 

Input 
Res. 
Ohms' 

Freq. 
Cutoff 
Mc. 

Use 
Collector Power 

Gain 
Db. 

Output 1 
Load R. 

Ohms 

Power  
Output 

Paw. Dies. 
Mw. 

Ma. Volts Ma. Ma. Volts 

21134 PNP 50 50 -25 10 18 1000 0.6 MAW -1.0 -6 40 30K 125 

2N35 NPN 50 100 25 -10 16 1000 0.8 Audio, 1.0 6 40 30K 125 

2N43 PNP 155 -50 -45 50 6 - 1.3 Audio -1.0 -5 39 - - 

21144 PNP 155 -50 -45 50 6 - 1.0 Audio -1.0 -5 43 - - 

21178 NPN 75 zo 15 -20 12 - 6.0 I.F.-R.F. - - 30 - - 

21184 NPN 50 50 zo - - - 2.0 I.F. 0.5 6 24 100K - 

211946 NPN 50 50 20 - 15 - 5.0 I.F.-R.F. 0.5 6 30 100K - 

2Nl07 PNP 50 -10 -12 10 22 700 0.6 - -1.0 -5 38 30K - 

211109 PNP 50 -35 -12 35 - 750 - Audio, -35.0 -4.5 30 200 75 

211131 PNP 35 -15 -16 15 4.5 500 - I.F. -1.0 -9 30 30K - 

211140 PNP 35 -15 -16 15 - 100 7.0 I.F.-R.F. -0.4 -9 27 75K - 

211155 PNP 8500 -3003 -30 - - 20 0.3 Audio, -360.0 -14 30 - 93 

211187 NPN 65 75 30 - - - 8.0 I.F.-R.F. - - - - - 

21118911 NPN 55 20 25 -20 - 500 5.0 I.F.-R.F. 1.0 5 27 15K - 

2N175 PNP 20 -2 -10 2 6 3570 - Audio -0.5 -4 43 - - 

211233 NPN 50 100 10 - - - 2.0 I.F. - - 21 - - 

211247 PNP 35 -10 -35 10 8 - 30.0 R.F. -1.0 -9 24 - - 

2N255 PNP 1500 -3000 -15 - - - 0.2 Audi& -500.0 -6 27 - 5, 

2N256 PNP 1500 -3000 -30 - - - 0.2 Audio, -500.0 -12 27 - 103 

2N2111 PNP 150 -75 -12 -75 - - - Audio, - -12 32 - soo 
211274 PNP 35 -10 -35 10 a - 30.0 R.F. -1.0 -9 45 - - 

211278 PNP - -13000 -50 13000 - - .004 Audio, - -12 24 - - 

2N292 NPN 65 20 15 - - - 6.0 I.F.-R.F. - - 25 - - 

2N301 PNP 75130 -1030 -20 1003 - - Audio, - -14.4 30 - 12a 

2N30111 PNP 7500 -1000 -30 1000 - - - Audio, - -14.4 30 - 12, 

2N307 PNP 10M0 -1000 -35 - - - 0.3 Audio - - 30 - - 

211331 PNP 203 -200 -30 200 9 1.0 Audio -1.0 -6 44 - - 

211351 PNP 10000 -3003 -40 3000 - - - Audio, -3000 -40 - - - 

211370 PNP 80 -10 -20 10 - 1750 30.0 R.F. -1.0 -12 12.5 - - 

2N371 PNP 80 -10 -20 10 - - 30.0 R.F. -1.0 -12 - - - 

2N372 PNP ao -10 -20 10 - 100 30.0 Mixer -1.0 -12 17 11K - 

2N373 PNP ao -10 -25 10 - 2200 30.0 I.F. -1.0 -12 40 - - 

211374 PNP 80 -10 -25 10 - 2600 30.0 Cony. -1.0 -12 40 - - 

211316 PNP 10CM -3000 -30 3000 - - - Audio, -3000 -40 - - - 

211384 PNP 120 -10 -30 10 - 30 100.0 R.F. -1.5 -12 15 - - 

211407 PNP 150 -70 -zo 70 - - - Audio, -40 -9 33 800 160 

211411 PNP 80 -15 -13 15 - 700 10.0 I.F.-R.F. -0.6 -9 32 - - 

211441 PNP - 13030 -40 13030 - - .035 Audio, - -12 23 - - 

211442 PNP - 13000 -50 13000 - - .005 Audio, - -12 23 - - 

211544 PNP 80 -10 -18 10 - 2100 30.0 R.F. 1.0 -12 30 - - 

2N554 PNP - -3030 -30 3030 - - - Audio - - - - - 

211580 PNP 80 -50 -18 so - - 200.0 R.F. - - - - - 

211677 PNP 50030 -15000 -50 - - - - Switching - - 60 - - 

2111102 NPN 180 100 40 -100 - 503 - Audio - - - - - 

2111225 PNP 120 -10 -30 10 - 30 100.0 R.F. -1.5 -12 15 - - 

2111268 PNP 80 - -10 - - - - I.F. - - 22 - - 

2111396 PNP 120 -10 -30 10 - 30 100.0 R.F. -1.5 -12 15 - - 

2111742 PNP 60 - -15 - - - 1000.0 vhf. amp. - - - - - 

2111143 PNP 60 - -15 - - - 1000.0 v.h.f. mix. - - - - - 

3N37 JET 30 20 7 - - - 90.0 R.F. - - - - - 

CK722 PNP 180 -10 -22 10 25 aoo - - -1.0 -6 39 20K - 

CK768 PNP - -5 -10 - - - 3.5 I.F.-R.F. -1.0 -6 - - - 

50100 SB 10 -5 -4.5 - - - 30.0 R.F. -0.5 -3 - 25K - 

T-1859 PNP 30 - -15 - - - 600.0 vhf. osc. - - - - - 

a Common emitter circuit 

SYMBOLS 

B C 

E 
NPN 

PNP 

(31 N-1 EB 

- C 

RED DOT 

, Two transistors in Class B Power output watts 

TYPICAL BASE TYPES 

YELLOW 
LEAD 
OR 

BARE 
TERMINAL 

LOCATING PIN 

GREEN LEAD 
OR BARE TERMINAL 

MOUNTING STUD 

Code for identifying typical junction transistors. The leads are marked C- collector, B- base, E- emitter and S-interlead shield and metal case. 



V34 TABLE XV -CRYSTAL DIODES' 

TVin Use 
Max. 

inverse 
Volts 

Max. 
Average 
Ma. 

Min. 
Forward 
Ma., 

Max. Max. 
Reverse 

18218' Mixer Avg. Freq. - 3060 Mc. 10.3 db. Overall Noise Figure 
1821C. Mixer Avg. Freq.- 3060 Mc. 8.3 db. Overall Noise Figure 
1823C. Mixer Avg. Freq. - 9375 Mc. 9.8 db. Overall Noise Figure 
111254 Mixer Avg. Freq. - 1CO3 Mc. 10 db. Overall Noise Figure 
11134 General Purpose 60 50 5.0 800 0, - 50 V. 
11434A General Purpose 75 50 5.0 500 0, - 50 V. 
1835 General Purpose 50 22.5 7.5 100 0, - 10V. 
11138 General Purpose 100 50 3.0 625 (g, -100 V. 
11438A General Purpose 100 50 4.0 503 g - 100V. 
1839A General Purpose 225 40 4.0 600 g -200 V. 
11148 General Purpose 85 50 4.0 833 g - 50 V. 
11452A General Purpose 85 50 5.0 103 g - 50 V. 
1N54A Hi- Back Resistance 75 50 5.0 ¡CO g -50 V. 
11155A General Purpose 170 50 4.0 500 g - 150 V. 
1/456A Hi- Conduction so so 15.0 300 0 -30 V. 
11158A General Purpose 115 50 4.0 600 g - MO V. 
11180 Vid. Detector 25 50 5.0 40 0 -20 V. 
1883 Hi- Back Resistance 125 50 4.0 50 0 - 50 V. 
1864 Vid. Detector 20 50 0.1 25 0 - 1.3 V. 
1885 General Purpose as so 2.5 2C0 0 -50 V. 
11488A General Purpose 60 50 5.0 800 g -50V - INV Hi- Back Resistance 80 35 4.0 50 0. - 50V. 
11487A Hi- Back Resistance 100 50 4.0 50 0. - 50 V. 
11168 Hi- Back Resistance 100 35 3.0 625 0. - 103 V. 
1N68A General Purpose 100 50 3.0 625 0 - 100 V. 
1869A General Purpose 75 40 5.0 500 0 - 50y. 
11470A General Purpose 125 30 3.0 3000 - 50V. 
1877A Photo Diode 50 V., 20 MW 
11181 General Purpose 50 30 3.0 10 0. - 10V. 
11482 Mixer Max. Freq. - 1CO3 Mc. 16 db. Overall Noise Figure 
Inn Mixer Max. Freq. - 1030 Mc. 14 db. Overall Noise Figure 
11189 Restorer so 30 3.5 103 0, - 50 V. 
11190 General Purpose 75 30 5.0 750 0, - 50 V. 
1891 • Pwr. Rectifier 100 150 470 0, 0.5 V. 2700 0 - 100 V. 
11195 General Purpose 60 250 10.0 503 0 - 50 V. 
11196 General Purpose 60 250 20.0 500 0 - 50 V. 
1897 General Purpose 80 250 10.0 1C0 0 - 50 V. 
INN Hi- Back Resistance 100 250 20.0 100 0 - 50V. 
11199 General Purpose so _ 303 10.0 50 0 - 50 V. 
04100 General Purpose 80 300 20.0 50 0 - 50 V. 
111116 General Purpose 60 30 5.0 103 0 - 50 V. 
111117 General Purpose 60 30 10.0 100 0 - 50V. 
181111 General Purpose 60 30 20.0 100 0 - 50V. 
111128/1 General Purpose 75 30 5.0 850 0. - 50 V. 
114127A General Purpose 125 30 3.0 303 0 -50 V. 
114128 General Purpose 50 30 3.0 100 - 10 V. 
111151 General Purpose 100 500 1570 g 0.7 V. 2400 0 - 100 V. 
18152 General Purpose 203 500 1570 0. 0.7 V. 1900 0 -200 V. 
1/1153 General Purpose 300 500 1570 0 0.7 V. 1200 0 - 300 V. 
111158 Pwr. Rectifier 380 500 - - 
111191 Computer 90 30 5.0 25 g - 10V. 
111192 Computer 70 30 5.0 500 - 10 V. 
114198A Hi-Temperature 100 30 4.0 250 0 - 50 V. (75°C) 114279 Hi-Conduction 35 - 100.0 200 0. - 20 V. 
18283 Hi-Conduction 25 - 200.0 800 - 10 V. 
18294 Switching 70 60 5.0 800 0 -50 V. 
111295 Vid. Detector 40 - - - 
114448 100-Volt Computer 120 - 25.0 100 0 - 100 V. 
1 /1634 60-Volt Very Low Z 120 - 50.0 115 g -103V. 
18638 General Purpose 75 - 2.5 20 e -20 V. 
2E4 Silicon Power Rectifier 400 200 - - 
5E4 Silicon Power Rectifier 400 350 - - 
5E5 Silicon Power Rectifier 500 350 - - 
5E6 Silicon Power Rectifier 600 350 - - 
MU Zener Diode (Zener Volts-7.5) 6.8 85 17.0 5 0. - 3.5 V. 
882 Zener Diode (loner Volts-20) 18 50 5.0 50 - 10 V. 
H83 Zener Diode (Zener Volts-40) 36 30 2.7 10 0 -20V. 
H84 Zener Diode (Zener Volts- 75) 75 17 0.9 20 0 -39 V. 
885 Zener Diode (loner Volts- 170) 150 12 3.03 40 e -82 V. H 66 Zener Diode (loner Volts-300) 270 9 1.53 70 (r, - 150 V. 
M150 Silicon Power Rectifier Max. Rms. Input: 130 V., Peak Inverse: 360 V., D.C. Current: 150 Ma. 
M500 Silicon Power Rectifier 

Max. Rms. Input: 130 V., Peak Inverse: 400 V., D.C. Current: 500 Ma. 
f A bar, plus sign, or color dot denote the cathode end of crystal diodes. Diode color code rings are grouped toward the cathode end. 
At +1 Volts. 

3 At +4 Volts 
Polarity is such that the base is the anode and the tip is the cathode, R-types have opposite polarity. 
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"A" Battery  59 
"A"-Frame Mast  386 
A-1 Operator Club  585 
A.C.16, 32-37 
A.C. Line Filters  554 
A.G.C.  101 
A.M. (see "Amplitude Modulation")  58 
ARRL Emblem Colors  582 
ARRL Operating Organization 581-585 
Abbreviations for C.W. Work  589 
Absorption Frequency Meters  518 
Absorption of Radio Waves  395 
Affiliation, Club  582 
Air-Insulated Lines 346-347 
Alignment, Receiver 113-114 
"All-Band" Antennas 368-372 
Alternating Current 16, 32-37 
Alternations  16 
Aluminum Finishing  505 
Amateur Bands  14 
Amateur Radio Emergency Corps 578-580 
Amateur Radio History  9-13 
Amateur Operator and Station Licenses  13 
Amateur Regulations 13-14 
Amateur's Code, The  8 
American Radio Relay League: 

Headquarters 12-13 
Hiram Percy Maxim Memorial Station . 12, 583 
Joining the League  585 

Ampere  17 
Amplification 61-67, 81 
Amplification Factor  62 
Amplification Factor, Current  82 
Amplification Factor, Voltage 62-63 
Amplifier Adjustment 167, 322 
Amplifier, Cathode Follower 70-71 
Amplifier Classifications 65-67 
Amplifier, Grounded-Grid 70-71, 164-165 
Amplifier Keying  244 
Amplifier, Linear 66-67, 294, 318-327 
Amplifier, Speech  256 
Amplifiers (see basic classifications, e.g , 

"Receivers," "Transmitters," "Radio-
telephony," and "V.H.F.") 

Amplifiers, Class A, B, C 65-67, 318 
Amplifiers, Resistance Coupled  257 
Amplifiers, Transistors 83-84, 109 
Amplitude, Current 15-16 
Amplitude Modulation 58, 283 
Angle of Radiation 360, 361, 363, 396 
Anode  59 
Antenna Construction 385, 455-463 
Antenna Couplers 350-359, 439 
Antenna Diameter vs. Length  362 

Antenna Gain  376, 377 
Antenna Input Impedance 381, 454 
Antenna Length 362, 380, 454, 455 
Antenna Masts  386 
Antenna Matching 381-385 
Antenna, Wire Breaking Load  510 
Antennas: 360-393 
Beams 375-381 
Bent 369, 374 
Construction 385-393 

Plumber's Delight  389 
Compact 14 Mc. 3-Element Beam  390 
Rotary Beams  388 
One-Element Rotary for 21 Mc   391 
Supports 386-387 

Dipole 362-365 
Folded Dipole  382 
Ground-Plane  373 
Half-Wave 362-365 
Halo   490 
Long-Wire 366-367, 374 
Mobile 485-492 
Multiband 368-372 
Off-Center Fed  369 
Quad 379-381 
Receiving  385 
Resonating, Remote  489 
Restricted Space 368-373 
Rhombic  374 
Switching  385 
"Trap"  370 
V-Beam  374 
Vertical  372 
V.H.F 453-464 
"Windom"  369 
160-Meter  373 

Antinode  343 
Antistatic Powder  466 
Appointments, Leadership  581 
Appointments, Station  582 
Array 375, 454 
Arrays in Combination 375-380, 459 
Assembling a Station 544-551 
Atmospheric Bending 398, 400-401 
Atoms 15-16 
Audio-Amplifier Classifications 65-67 
Audio-Circuit Rectification  553 
Audio Converters  96 
Audio Frequencies  17 
Audio Frequency Shift Keying  337 
Audio Harmonics, Suppression of  262 
Audio Image  106 
Audio Limiting  102 
Audio Oscillators 322, 526 
Audio Power  287 
Audio Range Restriction 266, 328 
Audio Squelch  111 
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Auroral Reflection  400 
Autodyne Reception 86, 91 
Automatic Gain Control 101, 102 
Automobile Storage Battery  495 
Autotransformer  40 
Average-Current Value  17 
Awards 582-584 

"B" Battery  59 
Baud  251 
BC!  552 
B.F.O.101 
BPL  585 
Back Current  80 
Back-E.M.F 
Back Resistance 
Back Scatter 397, 401 
Backwave  244 
Baffle Shields  54 
Balanced Circuit .  54 
Balanced Modulator 303-304 
Balun 350, 384, 541 
Band-Changing Receivers 92-93 
Band-Pass Coupling  48 
Band-Pass Filters 50-51 
Bands, Amateur  14 
Bandspreading   92 
Bandwidth, Antenna  360 
Bandwidth, I.F.  87 
Base, Transistor  81 
Basic Radio Propagation Predictions  398 
Battery 16, 59-62, 495, 501 
Battery, Service Life  501 
Bazooka  384 
Beam Antennas 375-381, 456 
Beam Element Lengths   378, 455 
Beam Tetrodes  70 
Beat Frequencies  58 
Beat Note  86 
Beat Oscillator 86, 100-101 
Bending, Tropospheric 398, 400-401 
Bent Antennas 369, 374 
Bias 63, 154-156 
Bias, Cathode  72 
Bias, Contact Potential  72 
Bias, Fixed    155 
Bias, Operating 154-156 
Bias, Protective 154-156 
Bias Stabilization  8.5 
Bias Supplies 234-237 
"Birdies" 94, 114 
Bleeder 221, 224 
Blocked-Grid Keying 246, 249 
Blocking Capacitor  53 
Booms, Rotary Beam   389 
Brass Pounders League  585 
Breakdown Voltage 23, 24, 25, 169 
Break-In 246, 248, 547, 574 
Bridge Rectifiers  219 
Bridge-Type Standing-Wave Indicators . 534-538 
Bridge, Impedance  538 
Broadband Antennas, V.H.F   463 
Broadcast Interference, Elimination of  552 
Broadside Arrays  375 
Buffer Amplifier 144, 285 
Buffer Capacitors  497 

 26, 31, 32 
80 
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Buncher  77 
Button, Microphone  255 
Bypass Capacitors  53 
Bypassing   53, 559 

"C" Battery  62 
C (Capacitance)  23 
CCS  154 
CHU  522 
CL Computation  531 
CR and L/R Time Constants 30-31 
Cable Lacing  507 
Cable Stripping  506 
Calibrator Crystal 137, 520 
Capacitance and Capacitors 23-25 
Capacitance: 

Distributed  54 
Feedback  69 
Formula  24 
Grid Tank  157 
Inductance, and Frequency Charts  45 
Interelectrode 68-79, 161 
Measurement  531 
Parallel  25 
Plate Tank  150 
Series  25 
Specific Inductive  23 
Tube Input 68-69 
Tube Output  69 

Capacitance-Resistance Time Constant.  30 -31 
Capacitive Coupling  46, 158, 563 

Reactance 33, 45 
Capacitor-Input Filter  222 
Capacitors: 
Band-Setting  92 
Bandspread  92 
Buffer  497 
Bypass 53, 170, 560 
Ceramic  509 
Color Code 509, 510 
Electrolytic  24 
Filter 
Fixed 
Grid Tank  
Main-Tuning  
Neutralizing  
Padding  
Phasing  
Plate Blocking  
Plate Spacing  
Plate Tank Voltage  
Ratings  
Semiconductor, Voltage-Variable  
Trimmer  
Variable 

Carbon Microphone  
Carrier 
Carrier Suppression 
Carriers, Semiconductor  
Cascade Amplifiers  
Cascode R.F. Amplifiers  
Catcher  
Cathode 
Cathode-Bias  
Cathode Bypass Capacitors 

 222, 225-226 
  24 

169 
92 
160 
93 
107 
170 
169 
169 
152 

81, V34 
93 

 24-25 
255 

 58, 283 
303 
79 
66 

403 
77 

 59-60 
72 

264, 265 
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Cathode-Coupled Clipper  76 
Cathode, Directly Heated  60 
Cathode Follower  71 
Cathode, Indirectly Heated  60 
Cathode Injection  95 
Cathode Keying  244 
Cathode Modulation  293 
Cathode Modulation Performance Curves  293 
Cathode-Ray Oscilloscopes  542 
Cathode-Ray Tubes  V32 
Cathode Resistor  99 
Catwhisker  80 
Cavity Resonators  57 
Cell  16 
Center Loading, Mobile Antenna  487 
Center-Tap, Filament  71 
Center-Tap Full-Wave Rectifier  218 
Center-Tap Keying  244 
Ceramic Microphone  256 
Channel Width  283 
Characteristic Curves 61-62, 80, 82, 83 
Characteristic, Impedance 341, 347 
Characteristics, Dynamic  62 
Characteristics of Radio Waves 394-395 
Charges, Electrical 15-16, 23 
Charging, Capacitor  23 
Chassis Layout 503-504 
Chirp, Keying 148, 243 
Choke: 

Coil 26, 223 
Filter  223 
Radio-Frequency 26, 53, 170 
Swinging  224 

Choke-Coupled Modulation  288 
Choke-Input Filter  223 
Circuit Symbols  2 
Circuit Tracking  93 
Circuits, Balanced and Single-Ended  54 
Clamp Tubes  156 
Clamp Tube Modulation  291 
Clapp Oscillator  146 
Class A Amplifiers  65 
Class AB Amplifiers  67 
Class B Amplifiers 66-67 
Class B Modulators  261 
Class C Amplifiers  67 
Clicks, Keying 243, 247 
Clipping Circuits 75-76 
Clipping-Filter Circuit  267 
Clipping, Speech  267 
Club Affiliation  582 
Coax-Coupled Matching Circuit  351 
Coaxial Antennas, V.H.F  436 
Coaxial-Line Circuits  55 
Coaxial Line Data 348-349 
Coaxial-Line Matching Section  381 
Coaxial Plug Connections  507 
Coaxial Transmission Lines  348 
Code ( Continental) and Code Practice...  13-14 
Code Proficiency Award  584 
Code, Underwriters 550-551 
Coefficient of Coupling 29, 47, 532 
Coefficient, Temperature  19 
Coil (see "Inductance") 
Coils, Dimensions of  28 
Coils, Winding  507 
Coils, Wire Sizes for Transmitting  170 
Collector  81 
Collinear Arrays 375, 455, 456, 461 

Color Codes, EIA 
Color Television  
Colpitts Circuit 
Combination Arrays  
Compact Antennas  
Compact 14-Mc. 3-Element Beam  
Complex Waves  
Component Ratings and Installation 

PAGE 

 508, 509, 510 
571 

 73, 147 
376 
368 
390 

17, 37 

Component Values  
Compression, Speech Amplifier  
Concentric-Line Matching Section 
Concentric Transmission Line  
Condenser (see Capacitor)  
Conductance  
Conductance, Mutual  
Conductivity  
Conductor Size, Antennas  
Conductors  
Cone Antennas, V.H.F  
Conelrad  
Constant, Time  
Constants, LC  
Constant-Voltage Transformers  
Construction, Antenna  
Construction, Coupler  
Construction Practices  
Construction Tools  
Contact-Potential Bias  
Continental Code  
Control Circuits, Station  
Control Grid  61 
Controlled Carrier  291 
Conversion Efficiency  94 
Conversion, Frequency  326 
Conversion of Fractional and Multiple 

Units  20 
Converter Tube Operating Values  95 
Converters, Audio  96 
Converters, Frequency  94 
Converters, Teletype 337-339 
Converters, V.H.F. 406-412 
Converters, U. H. F. 417-423 
Copper-Wire Table  511 
Cores 27, 28-29, 37-40 
Corner Reflector Antenna, V.H F  461 
Corrective Stub  454 
Counterpoise  372 
Countries List, ARRL  587 
Coupled Circuits 46-48 
Couplers, Antenna 130, 351-359, 439 

Construction 
Coupling  
Coupling: 
Antenna to Receiver  130 
Amplifier-Output 149-153 
Antenna to Line  381 
Band-Pass  48 
Capacitive 46, 158, 563 
Capacitor  64 
Choke  64 
Circuits 46, 64 
Close  29 
Coefficient of 29, 47-48, 531, 532 
Critical  
Feegiline  
Impedance 
Inductive 46, 150, 157 
Interstage 158-159 

169-171, 225 
507-508 

266 
  381 

348 
23 
19 
62 
16 

363 
16 

464 
142, 493, 585 

30-31, 101 
46 

240 
385-393 

356 
502-511 

502 
72-73 
13-14 

546-547 

 130, 356-359, 439 
29 

47 
351 
64 
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Link   48, 150, 157 
Loose   29 
Pi-Section  159 
Resistance  64 
Tight  29 
To Flat Coaxial Lines 150, 355 
To Wave Guides and Cavity Resonators 57 
Transformer 46, 64, 257 
Transmitter to Line  351 
Tuned 151, 353 

Critical: 
Angle  396 
Coupling  47 
Frequency  396 
Inductance  223 

Cross-Modulation 108, 553, 568 
Cross-Talk (Telephone)  558 
Crystal: 

Diodes 79-80, V34 
Filters 106-107 
Microphones  255 
Oscillators 144, 145-146, 424 
Rectifiers 79-80 
Resonator 51-52 

Crystal Calibrator  520 
Crystal-Controlled Converters 406-412, 

417-423, 468, 471, 473 
Crystal-Controlled Oscillators . 144, 145-146, 424 
Crystal Detector 79-80, 88 
Crystal-Filter Phasing 106-107 
Crystal Filter, Tuning with  106 
Crystal, Germanium 79-80 
Crystal-Lattice Filter  306 
Crystals, Overtone  424 
Crystals, Piezoelectric  51 
Current: 

Alternating 16, 32-37 
Amplification Factor  82 
Antenna  366 
Direct  16 
Distribution, Antenna  366 
Eddy  29 
Effective  17 
Electric 15-16 
Gain  82 
Lag and Lead 32-35 
Loop 343, 362 
Magnetizing  38 
Measurement 513-514 
Node   343, 362 
Plate  60 
Pulsating 16, 52 
Ratio, Decibel  41 
Values  17 

Curve Resonance 42, 44, 48, 88 
Curves, Transistor Characteristic  82 
Curves, Tube-Characteristic 61-62 
Cut-Off Frequency  82 
Cut-Off, Plate-Current 61-62. 70 
C.W. Abbreviations  589 
C.W. Procedure 572-574, 589 
C.W. Reception  112 
Cycle  16, 32 
Cyclic Variations in Ionosphere  397 

D'Arsonval Movement  . 512 
D Region  396 

PAGE 

D.C.  16 
D.C. Instruments 512-515 
D.C. Measurements  512 
Decay, Voltage 30, 31 
Decibel  41 
Decimal Equivalents of Fractions  505 
Deflection Plates  543 
Degeneration 67-68 
Degree, Phase  32 
Delta Matching Transformer  365 
Demodulation  58 
Density, Flux  15 
Design of Speech Amplifiers  259 
Detection 58, 86, 87-91 
Detector Blocking and Pull-In  91 
Detectors  87 
Deviation Ratio  330 
Diagrams, Schematic Symbols for  2 
Dielectric  23 
Dielectric Constants  23 
Dielectric Puncture Voltage  23 
Difference of Potential 15, 16 
Differential Keying 246, 247 
Diode Clippers  75 
Diode Detectors 88-89 
Diodes  60 
Diodes, Crystal 79-80, V34 
Diodes, Voltage-Variable Capacitor  81 
Diodes, Zener 80-81, V34 
Dipole 362-365 
Dipole, Folded 364, 382 
Direct Current 16-17 
Direct Feed for Antennas  363 
Directive Antennas 374-381 
Directivity, Antenna  
Director, Antenna  
Directors, ARRL  
Discharging, Capacitor  
Discriminator  
Disk-Seal Tubes  
Dissipation, Plate and Screen  
Distortion, Audio  
Distortion, Harmonic  
Distributed Capacitance and Inductance  54 
Dividers, Voltage  229 
Divisions, ARRL  12 
Doubler, Frequency  144 
Double-Humped Resonance Curve  48 
Double Sideband  303 
Double Superheterodyne  94 
Downward Modulation  284 
Drift, Frequency 75, 148-149 
Drift Transistor  82 
Drill Sizes (Table)  503 
Driven-Element Directive Antennas  375 
Driver 66, 144. 264 
Drivers for Class B Modulators  263 
Dummy Load  326 
DXCC  583-584, 587 
DX Century Club Award 583-584 
DX Operating Code  576 
Dynamic: 

Characteristics  62 
Instability  74 
Microphones  256 

Dynamometer Movement  516 
Dynamotors  496 
Dynatron-Type Oscillator  77 

363, 364, 367 
378 
12 
23 

335 
76 
156 
297 

63-64 
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E (Voltage)  
E Layer  
E.M.F., Back  
E.M.F., Induced  
Eddy Current  
Effective Current Value  
Efficiency 

Conversion 
Power 
Transformer  

Electric Current  
Electrical Charge  
Electrical Laws and Circuits  
Electrical Quantities, Symbols for 
Electrical Safety Code, National  
Electrode  
Electrode Voltages, Sources  
Electrolytic Capacitor  
Electromagnetic: 

Deflection  
Field  
Waves 

Electromotive Force (E.M.F.) 
Electron: 
Gun  
Lens  
Transit Time  

Electronic: 
Conduction 16, 79 
Speed Key  250 
Voltage Regulation  231 
Transmit-Receive Switch 252-254 

Electrons 15, 79 
Electrostatic: 

Deflection  543 
Field  15 

Element Spacing, Antenna....378, 379, 455, 458 
Elements, Vacuum Tube  59 
Emergency Communication 578-580 
Emergency Communications 580, 590 
Emergency Coordinator 580, 591 
Emergency Points  580 
Emergency Power Supply  496 
Emission: 

Electron  59 
Secondary  69 
Thermionic   59 

Emitter, Transistor  81 
End Effect  362 
End-Fire Arrays  376 
Energy 22-23 
Envelope, Modulation  283 
Equivalent Noise Resistance  86 
Equivalent Series and Parallel Circuits 

(A.C.)  36 
Excitation 74, 156 
Exciter Units (see "Transmitters") 
Exciting Voltage  65 
Extended Double-Zepp Antenna  375 

PAGE 

17 
395 
26 
26 
29 
17 

 22-23 
94 

 22-23 
38 

15-16 
15-16 
15-58 

2 
550-551 

59 
154 
24 

542 
15 

 15,394 
16 

542 
542 
76 

F.M. (see "Frequency Modulation") 
F Layer 396, 399-400 
Fading  397 
Farad  24 
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Feedback 67, 109, 265 
Feedback Percentage  266 
Feed, Series and Parallel  53 
Feeder Length  348 
Feeders and Feed Systems. . . . 341-359, 363-365 
Feeding Dipole Antennas  364 
Feeding Long-Wire Antennas  367 
Feeding Mobile Antennas  489 
Feeding Rotary Beams  378 
Fidelity 98, 255 
Field Direction  15 
Field, Electromagnetic  15 
Field, Electrostatic  15 
Field Intensity  15 
Field, Magnetostatic  15 
Field Strength  360 
Field-Strength Meter 492, 533 
Filament  . 59-60 
Filament Center-Tap  71 
Filament Hum  71 
Filament Isolation  165 
Filament Supply  227 
Filament Voltage  154 
Filter Capacitors in Series  226 
Filter Component Ratings  225 
Filter, Crystal  106 
Filter Resonance  225 
Filters 50-51 
Audio 262, 266, 267, 268 
Band-Pass 50-51 
Basic Sections  50 
Crystal-Lattice  306 
Cut-Off Frequency  51 
Design Formulas  50 
Harmonic Suppression  355 
High-Pass 50-51, 569 
Keying  243, 244 
Line  554 
Lead  559 
Low-Pass 50-51, 564 
Mechanical  107 
M-Derived  51 
Pass-Band  51 
Pi-Section 50-51 
Power-Supply  221 
R.F. Click  243 
Stop Band  51 
Terminating Impedance  51 

Filtering, Audio 262, 266, 267, 268 
Filtering Negative-Lead  226 
Filtering, TVI 554, 558, 560, 564-566, 569 
Filter-Type S.S.B. Exciters  305 
Finishing Aluminum  505 
First Detector  93 
Fixed Bias  155 
Fixed Capacitor   24 
Flat Lines  345 
Flux Density, Magnetic 15, 27, 28 
Flux, Leakage  39 
Flux Lines  15 
Fly-Back  543 
Focusing Electrode  543 
Folded Dipole 364, 382 
Folded Dipole Nomogram 362, 383 
Force, Electromotive  16 
Force, Lines of  15 
Form, Log  577 
Form, Message  578 
Fractions, Decimal Equivalents  505 
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Free-Space Pattern  361 
Frequency  16 
Frequency Bands, Amateur  14 
Frequency Conversion  326 
Frequency Convertors (Receiver) 94-96 
Frequency Measurement: 

Absorption Frequency Meters  
Frequency Standards  
Heterodyne Frequency Meters 
Interpolation-Type Frequency Meter... 521 
Precise Measurements  521 
WWV and WWVH Schedules  522 

Frequency and Phase Modulation 329, 330 
Narrow-Band Reactance-Modulator 

Unit  330 
Deviation Ratio  330 
Discriminator  335 
Index, Modulation  328 
Methods  331 
On V.H  F   425 
Principles  329 
R.F. Amplifiers  334 
Reactance Modulator  332 
Reception  336 
Transmitter Checking  332 

Frequency Multiplication  330 
Frequency Multipliers 144, 166, 424 
Frequency Response, Microphone  255 
Frequency Shift Keying 337, 339 
Frequency Spectrum Nomenclature  18 
Frequency Spotting  547 
Frequency Stability  285 
Frequency-Wavelength Conversion  18 
Front End Overloading, TV  568 
Front-to-Back Ratio  360 
Full-Wave Bridge Rectifiers  219 
Full-Wave Center-Tap Rectifiers  218 
Fundamental Frequency  17 
Fusing  . 239, 549 

Gain, Directive Antennas 376, 378 
Gain Control 110, 112, 259 
"Gamma" Match 379, 383, 459 
Ganged Tuning 92-93 
Gaseous Regulator Tubes  230 
Gasoline-Engine-Driven Generators  500 
Gauges, Standard Metal  505 
Generator  16 
Generator Noise 466, 501 
Germanium Crystal Diodes 79-80, V34 
Grid  61 

Bias 72, 156, 234, 262 
Capacitor 73, 169 
Current  61 
Excitation  . 74, 156 
Impedance  157 
Injection, Mixer  95 
Keying 245, 249 
Leak 73, 156 
Resistor 64, 73 
Suppressor  69 
Voltage  61 

Grid-Cathode Capacitance 68-69 
Grid-Dip Meters 523-526 
Grid-Input Impedance  157 

PAGE 

Grid-Leak Detectors  91 
Grid Modulation 289-292 
Grid-Plate Capacitance 68-69 
Grid-Plate Crystal Oscillator  146 
Grid-Plate Transconductance  62 
Grid-Separation Circuit 70-71 

518 Grid-Tank Capacitance  157 
520 Ground 54, 361, 374 
521 Ground Effects  361 

Ground-Plane Antenna  373 
Ground Point, R.F.  75 
Ground Potential  54 
Ground Waves  395 
Grounded Antennas  374 
Grounded-Base Circuit  83 

84 
83 

Grounded-Collector Circuit  
Grounded-Emitter Circuit  
Grounded-Grid Amplifier. . 70-71, 163-165, 328, 

402-403 
Grounded-Grid Amplifier, Driving Power. 164 
Grounded-Grid Amplifier-Power Output  164 
Guys, Antenna  387 

Half-Lattice Crystal Filter  306 
Half-Wave Antenna 362-365 
Half-Wave Antenna Lengths 363, 455 
Half-Wave Phasing Section  376 
Half-Wave Rectifiers  218 
Halo Antenna  490 
Halyards, Antenna  387 
Hang A.G.C. System  102 
Harmonic  17 
Amateur Bands/TV 549, 555, 565, 571 
Antenna  368 
Distortion 63-64 
Generation  557 
Reduction 425, 567-568 
Suppression 263, 567 
Suppression Filters  355 
Traps 558, 569 

Hartley Circuit 73, 147 
Hash Elimination   497 
Headeones  105 

Heater  59 
Heater Connections for 6-Volt and 6/12-

Volt Tubes  498 
Heater Voltage  154 
Henry  26 
Heterodyne Frequency Meters  521 
Heterodyne Reception  86 
Heterodyning  58 
Hi-Fi Interference  555 
High-C  45, 74 
High Frequencies 17-18 
High-Frequency Oscillator  96 
High-Frequency Receivers 86-143 
High-Frequency Transmitters 144-217 
High-Pass Filters 50-51, 569 
High-Q Circuit 43-44 
High-Vacuum Rectifiers  219 
High-µ Tubes  62 
Hiram Percy Maxim Memorial Station...12, 583 
History of Amateur Radio  9-12 
Hole Conduction  79 
Hole Cutting  504 
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Holes  79 
Horizontal Angle of Radiation  360 
Horizontal Polarization of Radio Waves  394, 

453, 490 
Hum 71, 282 
Hysteresis  29 

/ (Current) 15-16 
ICAS  154 
I.F.  93 
ITV  565 
Ignition Interference  465 
Image  93 
Image, Audio-Frequency  106 
Image Ratio  93 
Image Response  553 
Impedance 36, 37 
Antenna 361, 363, 367 
Bridge  538 
Characteristic  341, 347, 348 
Complex  37 
Grid Input  157 
Grounded-Grid Amplifier Input.. 164, 321-322 
Folded Dipole 382, 383 
Input 70, 83, 156-157, 344 
Matching 39, 49, 351, 454 
Measurements  538 
Modulating 287, 294 
Output 70, 83 
Parallel Circuits  36 
Ratio 39, 344 
Resistive  44 
Series Circuits  36 
Surge 341, 347 
Transformation 45, 345 
Transformer  221 
Transformer Quarter-Wave  381 
Transformer Ratio 39, 261 
Transmission-Line 341, 347, 348 

Impedance-Coupled Amplifiers  64 
Imperfect Ground  361 
Improving Receiver Performance  115 
Impulse Noise  102 
Incident Power  342 
Index, Modulation  330 
Indicating Wavemeters  519 
Indicators, Signal-Strength 104-105 
Indicators, Tuning 104-105 
Induced E.M.F  26 
Inductance 26-30 

Calculation 26, 27 
Capacitance and Frequency Charts  45 
Critical  223 
Distributed  54 
Leakage  39 
Measurement  531 
Mutual 29-30 
Parallel  29 
Plate Tank   169 
Series  29 
Slug-Tuned  93 
Small Coil    . 27, 28 

Inductance-Resistance Time Constant. . . 30-31 
Inductance in Series and Parallel  29 
Inductance Capacitance, Specific  23 

PAGE 

Inductive Coupling 46, 150, 157 
Inductive Neutralization  160 
Inductive Reactance 33-34, 45 
Inductor  26 
Inductors, Dimensions of  28 
Infinite-Impedance Detector 89-90 
Input Choke  223 
Input Impedance 70, 83, 156-157, 344 
Input, Plate Power 60, 154 
Instability, Receiver  87 
Instrument Calibration  518 
Instantaneous Current Value  17 
Insulators  16 
Interelectrode Capacitances 68-69 
Interference, Television and Broadcast.. 552-571 
Intermediate Frequency  93 
Intermediate Frequency Amplifier 97, 405 
Intermediate Frequency Amplifier, Tran-

sistor 99-100 
Intermediate Frequency Bandwidths, 
Table  99 

Intermediate Frequency Interference, TV  568 
Intermediate Frequency Transformers  99 
Intermediate Frequency Transformer Color 
Code  509 

Intermittent Direct Current 16, 60 
International Amateur Prefixes  587 
International Prefixes  588 
International Morse Code  13 
Interpolation-Type Frequency Meter  521 
Interstage Couphng, Capacitive  158 
Interstage Coupling, Pi-Network  159 
Interstage Transformer  99 
Inverse-Distance Law of Propagation  394 
Inverse Peak Voltage, Rectifier  220 
Inversion, Temperature  401 
Ionization 15, 395 
Ionosphere 395-400 
Ionosphere Storms  397 
Ionospheric Propagation 395-400 
Ions 15, 395 
Iron-Core Coils 27, 37 

Junction Diodes  80 
Junction Transistors  82 

Keeping a Log  577 
Key Chirps 148, 243 
Key Clicks 243, 247 
Keyer Tubes  245 
Keyers, Vacuum-Tube  245 
Keying: 

Amplifier  244 
Audio Fithquency Shift  337 
Back Wave  244 
Break-In 246, 248 
Differential  246 
Frequency Shift 337, 339 
Grid-Block 245, 249 
Key-Click Reduction 243, 247 
Methods 244-248 
Monitoring 248, 250 
Oscillator  246 
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Speeds  251 
Testing  247 

Keys, Speed  250 
Keys, Electronic  251 
Keys, Electronic, Speed Adjustment of . .   251 
Kilocycle  17 
Kilowatt  22 
Kilowatt Hour  23 
Klystrons  77 

L (Inductance)  
LC Computation  531 
LC Constants  46 
L/C Ratios 45-46, 151-152, 290 
L Network   49 
L/R Time Constant 
Lacing Cable  
Lag Circuits  
Lag, Current or Voltage  
Laminations  
Laws Concerning Amateur Operations  
Laws, Electrical 
Lazy-H Antenna  
Lead, Current or Voltage 
Lead-In, Antenna  
Leakage Current 

 30-31 
507 
244 

32-37 
29 

 13 
 15-58 

376 
32-37 

388 
85 

Leakage Flux  39 
Leakage Inductance  39 
Leakage Reactance  39 
Learning the Radiotelegraph Code  14 
Level, Microphone  255 
License Manual, The Radio Amateur% 13 
Licenses, Amateur  13 
Light, Speed of  18 
"Lighthouse" Tubes 76, 403 
Lightning Arrester  549 
Lightning Protection  549 
Limiter Circuits 75-76, 335 
Limiters, Noise 103, 467 
Limiting Resistor  230 
Line Filters  554 
Line, Open-Circuited  343 
Line Radiation  346 
Line-Voltage Adjustment  239 
Linear Amplifier Tube Operation, 
Grounded Cathode  

Linear Amplifier Tube Operation, 
Grounded Grid  

Linear Amplifiers 66-67, 294, 318 
Linear Baluns  350 
Linear Sweep  543 
Linear Transformers  381 
Linearity 63, 285, 297 
Lines, Coaxial  348 
Lines, Matched  342 
Lines of Force  15 
Lines, Nonresonant and Resonant  • 345 
Lines, Parallel Conductor  346 
Lines Transmission 341-359 
Lines, Unterminated.     343 
Link Coupling 48, 150, 157, 158, 353 
Link Neutralization  160 
Lissajous Figures  544 
Load, Antenna  381 
Load Impedance  261 
Load Isolation, V.F.0   147-148 

• • . 
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Load Resistor 22, 60, 62-63 
Loaded Circuit Q  44, 45 
Loading-Coil Data  486 
Local Oscillator  93 
Log, Station  577 
Long-Wire Antennas 366-367 
Long Wire Antenna Lengths  366 
Long-Wire Directive Arrays  374 
Loops, Current and Voltage  362 
Losses, Hysteresis  29 
Losses in Transmission Lines  349 
Loudspeaker Coil Color Code  510 
Loudspeakers  105 

26-30 Low-C  46 
Low-Frequencies 17-18 
Low-Pass Filters 50-51, 569 
Low-Q  44 
Low- it Tubes  62 

1k1 

M.U.F. (see "Maximum Usable Fre-
quency") 396, 399 

Magnetic Storms 397, 400 
Magnetizing Current  38 
Magnetrons 77-78 
Majority Carriers  79 
Marker Frequencies  520 
Masts  386 
Matched Lines  342 
Matching, Antenna 381-385 
Matching-Circuit Construction  356 
Maximum Average Rectified Current  80 
Maximum Safe Inverse Voltage  80 
Maximum Usable Frequency 396, 399 
Measurements: 
Antenna  533 
Capacitance  531 
Current 513, 528 
Field Strength 492, 533 
Frequency  518 
Impedance 538, 541 
Inductance  531 
Keying  247 
Modulation 280, 295 
Phase  32 
Power 514, 531 

319 Radio Frequency  528 
Resistance  515 

320 Standing-Wave Ratio  534 
Transmission Line 533-542 
Voltage 512, 517, 528 

Measuring Instruments  512 
Mechanical Filter  107 
Medium of Propagation  394 
Medium- /.4 Tubes  62 
Megacycle  17 
Megohm  20 
Mercury-Vapor Rectifiers 220, V25 
Message Form  578 
Message Handling 577-579 
Metal Gauges, Standard  505 
Metal, Resistivity of  18 
Meteor Trails  401 
Metering   166-167 
Meters, Volt-Ohm-Milliampere  517 
Meter Accuracy  513 
Meter Installation  166 
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Meter Multiplier  513 
Meter Switching  167 
Mho 19, 62 
Microampere  20 
Microfarad and Micromicrofarad  24 
Microhenry  27 
Micromho 19, 62 
Microphones  255 
Microvolt  20 
Microwaves  76 
Miller Effect  68 
Milliammeters  513 
Milliampere 17, 20 
Millihenry  26 
Millivolt  20 
Milliwatt  22 
Minority Carriers  79 
Mixers 93, 94-95, 326, 404 
Mixers, Transistor  96 
Mobile: 
Antennas 485-492 
Mobile Modulators  483 
Power Supply 494, 499 
Receivers: 

Mobile Converter for 3.5-28 Mc  468 
Crystal-Controlled Converters for 50 
and 144 Mc  473 

"Hybrid" Crystal-Controlled Conver-
ter  471 

Transmitters: 
6- and 2-Meter Mobile Transmitters  480 
A 65-watt Mobile Transmitter  476 

10-Watt Modulator  484 
25-Watt Transistor Modulator  484 
Signal Field-Strength Meter  492 

Modes of Propagation  56 
Modulation, Heterodyning and Beats  58 
Modulation: 
Amplitude Modulation 58, 283 
Capability  286 
Cathode Modulation  293 
Characteristic  285 
Characteristic Chart 286, 289, 293 
Checking A.M. Phone Operation. . . . 280, 295 
Choke-Coupled Modulation  288 
Clamp-tube  291 
Controlled-Carrier Systems  291 
Driving Power 256, 263 
Envelope  283 
Frequency Modulation 329-425 
Grid Modulation   289 
Impedance 262, 287, 294 
Index  330 
Linearity  285, 297 
Methods 286-294 
Monitoring 295, 301, 544 
Narrow-Band Frequency 329, 330 
Percentage of  285 
Phase Modulation  329 
Plate Modulation 287, 299 
Plate Supply  286 
Power  284 
Screen-Grid Amplifiers  288 
Screen-Grid Modulation  290 
Suppressor-Grid Modulation  292 
Test Equipment 280, 295, 526, 542 
Velocity Modulation 76-77 
Wave Forms 282, 284, 28.5, 296-299 

Modulator Tubes  258 
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Modulators (see "Radiotelephony")  261 
"Monimatch" 357, 537 
Monitors 248, 250, 301, 544 
Motorboating  114 
Moving-Vane Instrument  512 
Mu ( µ)  62 
Mu, Variable  70 
Multiband Antennas 368, 370 
Multiband Tank Circuits  153 
Multihop Transmission 396-397, 400 
Multimeters  151 
Multipliers, Frequency 144, 166, 424 
Multipliers, Voltage  238 
Multipliers, Voltmeter  513 
Multirange Meters  517 
Muting, Receiver  249 
Mutual Conductance  62 
Mutual Inductance  29 

N 

N-Type Material  79 
N.F.M. Reception  331 
Narrow-Band Frequency Modulation...329, 330 
National Electrical Safety Code 550-551 
National Traffic System   579 
Natural Resonances  54 
Negative Feedback  68, 265 
Negative-Lead Filtering  226 
Negative-Resistance Oscillators  77 

 578-579 
153, 160-162, 402 

Network Operation 
Neutralization  
Neutralizing Capacitor  160 
Neutral Wire  238 
Nodes 343, 362 
Noise Figures  87 
Noise Generators  527 
Noise-Limiter Circuits 103, 467 
Noise, Receiver 86-87, 102 
Noise Elimination, Mobile 465-467 
Noise Reduction 103, 467 
Noise Silencer, I.F.104 
Noise Types  102 
Nomenclature, Frequency-Spectrum 17-18 
Nonconductors  16 
Nonlinearity 63, 87, 286, 297 
Nonradiating Loads  351 
Nonresonant Lines  345 
Nonsynchronous Vibrators  496 
Nucleus   15 

o 

Off-Center Fed Antenna  369 
Official Bulletin Station  582 
Official Experimental Station  582 
Official Observer  582 
Official Phone Station  582 
Official Relay Station  582 
Ohm  18 
Ohm's Law 19-20, 22 
Ohm's Law for A.0  34, 36 
Ohmmeters  515 
Old Timers Club  585 
One-Element Rotary for 21 Mc.  391 
Open-Circuited Line  343 
Open-Wire Line  346 .r 
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Operating an Amateur Radio Station .578, 579, 590 
Operating Angle, Amplifier  67 
Operating a Station 572-585 
Operating Bias 154-156 
Operating Conditions, R.F. Amplifier-Tube 153 
Operating Courtesy  571 
Operating Point  63 
Operator License, Amateur  13 
Oscillation 68, 73-75, 85 
Oscillations, Parasitic 161-162 
Oscillator Keying  246 
Oscillators 73-75, 85 
Audio  526 
Beat-Frequency  1,01 
Crystal 144, 145-146, 424 
Grid-Dip  523 
Overtone  424 
Transistor  85 
V.F.O. 144, 146-149 

Oscilloscope Patterns:. .. 282, 284, 285, 296-299, 
317, 323-326 

Oscilloscopes 281, 295-300, 542 
Output Capacitor, Filter  225 
Output Limiting  266 
Output Power  65 
Output Voltage, Power Supply 225, 226 
Overexcitation, Class B Amplifier  263 
Overloading, TV Receiver  568 
Overmodulation 285, 296-300 
Overmodulation Indicators  301 
Overtone Oscillators  424 
Oxide-Coated Cathode  60 

P (Power)    22 
P.E  P   321 
P-Type Material  79 
P.M. (see "Phase Modulation") 329, 330 
Padding Capacitor  92 
Page Printer  336 
Parabolic Reflectors  464 
Parallel Amplifiers 65-66, 162 
Parallel Antenna Tuning  353 
Parallel Capacitances  25 
Parallel Circuits 20-22, 25, 29, 34, 36 
Parallel-Conductor Line  346 
Parallel-Conductor Line Measurements  540 
Parallel Feed  53 
Parallel Impedance 36, 44 
Parallel Inductances  29 
Parallel Reactances 34-35 
Parallel Resistances 20-21 
Parallel Resonanace  43-46 
Parasitic Elements, Antenna Arrays with 

376, 456 
Parasitic Excitation  376 
Parasitic Oscillations 161-162 
Patterns, Oscilloscope.. 282, 284, 285, 296-299, 

317, 323-326 
Patterns, Radiation 364, 367 
Patterns, TVI 556-557 
Peak-Current Value  17 
Peak Envelope Power  321 
Peak-Voltage Rating (Rectifier)  220 
Pencil Tubes  403 
Pentagrid Converters  95 
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Pentode Amplifiers 69-70 
Pentode Crystal Oscillators  146 
Pentodes  69 
Percentage of Modulation 283, 301 
Per Cent Ripple 221, 223, 225 
Permeability  27 
Phase 32-33 
Phase Inversion .   259 
Phase Modulation (see also "Frequency 
and Phase Modulation") 329 330 

Phase Modulation Reception  331 
Phase Relations, Amplifiers  63 
Phase-Splitter Circuit  259 
Phased Antennas  375 
Phasing-Type S.S.B. Exciters 304, 312 
Phone Activities Manager  581 
Phone Reception  112 
Phonetic Alphabet  575 
Pi Network  49 
Pi Network Design  152 
Pi-Section Coupling 152, 159, 164 
Pi-Section Filters 49-50 
Pi-Section Tank Circuit 49, 152, 164 
Pierce Oscillator 145-146 
Piezoelectric Crystals 51-52 
Piezoelectric Effect  51 
Piezoelectric Microphone  51 
Pilot-Lamp Data  510 
Plane-Reflector Antennas, V.H.F.  464 
Plate-Cathode Capacitance  69 
Plate-Current Shift  299 
Plate-Grid Capacitance 68-69 
Plate  59 

Blocking Capacitor  170 
Current  60 
Detectors  89 
Dissipation  154 
Efficiency  67 
Modulation 287, 299 
Resistance  62 
Resistor  64 
Supply, Audio 263, 286 

Plate Tank Capacitance  150 
Plate Tank Q 149-150 
Plate Tank Voltage  154 
Plate Transformer  226 
Plate Tuning, Power-Amplifier  167 
Plates, Deflection  543 
"Plumber's Delight" Antenna  389 
Point-Contact Diode 79-80 
Point-Contact Transistor  81 
Polarization 360, 362, 453, 490 

68 Positive Feedback  
Potential Difference 15, 16 
Potential, Ground  54 
Powder, Antistatic  466 
Power 22-23 
Power Amplification 65-67 
Power Amplification Ratio  65 
Power Amplifier  65 
Power Connections and Control 547-549 
Power Efficiency 22, 23 
Power Factor  37 
Power Gain, Antenna 360, 367 
Power, Incident  342 
Power Input 60, 154 
Power, Instantaneous  284 
Power-Line Connections  238 
Power Measurement 22-23, 514, 531 
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Power Output  85 
Power Ratio, Decibel  41 
Power, Reactive 35-36 
Power, Reflected  342 
Power Sensitivity  65 
Power-Supply Construction Data 227-242 
Power Supplies: 

Battery Service Life  501 
Bias Supplies 234-237 
Combination A.C.-Storage Battery Sup-

plies   497 
Construction  240 
Constructional (see Chapters Five and 

Six) 
Dry Batteries  501 
Dynamotors  496 
Emergency Power Supply  496 
Filament Supply  227 
Heavy-Duty Regulated Power Supply  232 
Input Resistance  221 
Load Resistance  221 
Mercury Batteries  501 
Noise Elimination  501 
Output Capacity  286 
Output Voltage  222 
Plate Supply 263, 286 
Principles  218 
Safety Precautions  241 
Selenium Rectifiers 220, 237, 242 
Transformer Voltage 226, 227 
Transistor  499 
Typical 227-229 
Vibrators  496 
Vibrator Supplies  497 

Preamplifier, Receiver  Ill 
Prediction Charts  398 
Preferred Values, Component  508 
Prefixes 587-589 
Primary Coil  37 
Probe, R.F.  530 
Procedure, C. W. 572-574, 589 
Procedure, Voice 574-575 
Product Detector 90, 96 
Propagation, Ionospheric. 

Propagation Modes  
Propagation Phenomena 399-401 
Propagation Predictions 394, 522 
Propagation, Tropospheric 398, 400-401 
Propagation, V.H.F  398-401 
Protective Bias 154-156 
Public Relations, BCI-TVI  552 
Public Service 10-11 
Pulleys, Antenna  388 
Pulsating Current  52 
Puncture Voltage 23, 24-25 
Push-Pull Amplifier 65-66, 163 
Push-Pull Multiplier  166 
Push-Push Multiplier  166 

395-396, 397-398, 
399-400 

56 

Q 

Q 43, 47, 55, 149-150 
"Q-Fiver"   108 
Q, Loaded Circuit 44-45 
Q, Mobile Antenna  487 
Q Multiplier 107, 140 
"Q"-Section Transformer  381 
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Q Signals  586 
QST  12 
Quad Antenna 379-381 
Quad Antenna Length  380 
Quarter-Wave Transformer  381 

R (Resistance) 18-22 
RACES  581 
RC Circuits 30-31 
RC Time Constant 30-31 
RCC Certificate  585 
R.F.  17 
R.F. Probe  530 
R.M.S. Current Value  17 
BST System  586 
RTTY  336 
Radials  372 
Radiation, Transmission Line  346 
Radiation Angle 360, 361, 363 
Radiation Characteristics  363 
Radiation from Transmitter  559 
Radiation Patterns 363, 364, 387 
Radiation Resistance 361, 363, 366 
Radio Amateur Civil Emergency Service.. 581 
Radio Frequency 17-18 
Radio Frequency Choke 26, 53, 170 
Radio Frequency Circuits 41-52 
Radiotelegraph Operating Procedure...572-574, 

589 
Radiotelephone Operating Procedure. . . 574-575 
Radiotelephony: 
Adjustments and Testing...280, 295, 322, 332 
Audio-Harmonic Suppression  262 
Checking A.M. Transmitters  295 
Checking F.M. and P.M. Transmitters  331 
Constructional: 

Class B Modulator  279 
Low-Power Modulator (8 Watts)  269 
Narrow-Band Reactance Modulator  332 
Phasing-Type S.S.B. Exciters 304, 312 
Speech Amplifier Circuit with Nega-

tive Feedback  265 
Speech-Amplifier with Push-Pull 

Triodes  264 
25-watt Modulator using Push-Pull 
6BQ6GTs  271 

50-watt AB' Modulator  273 
6146 Modulator and Speech Amplifier 

(120 Watts)  276 
Driver Stages  261 
Measurements 280, 295 
Microphones  255 
Modulation  283 
Modulators and Drivers  261 
Monitors  301 
Output Limiting  266 
Overmodulation Indicators  301 
Principles  388 
Reception 110, 112 
Resistance-Coupled Speech-Amplifier 
Data  258 

Single-Sideband Transmission  303 
Speech Amplifiers  256 
Volume Compression  266 

Radioteletype 336-340 
Radioteletype F.S.K. Converter  338 
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Radio Waves, Characteristics of 394-395 
Radio Waves, Propagation of 398-401 
Rag Chewers Club  585 
Range, V.H.F.399 
Ratio, Deviation  330 
Ratio, Image  93 
Ratio, Impedance  39 
Ratio, Short-Circuit Current Transfer. . .   83 
Ratio, Turns  38 
Ratio, Power-Amplification  65 
Ratio, Power Voltage, and Current  41 
Ratio, Standing Wave 344, 534 
Ratio, Transformer  261 
Ratio, Voltage-Amplification  63 
Ratio, L/C 45-46, 151-152, 290 
Reactance, Capacitive  33, 45 
Reactance Charts 35, 45 
Reactance, Inductive 33-34 
Reactance, Leakage  39 
Reactance Modulator  332 
Reactance, Transmission-Line  341 
Reactive Power 35-36 
Readability Scale  586 
Receiver Alignment 113-115 
Receiver, Communications  86 
Receiver, Coupling to  351 
Receiver Muting  249 
Receiver Servicing  113 
Receivers, High-Frequency (See also 

"V.H.F.") 86-143 
Antennas for  385 
Constructional: 
Antenna Coupler for Receiving  130 

Crystal-Controlled Converter for 20, 15 
and 10 Meters  127 

DCS-500 Double-Conversion Superhet  133 
"Fail-Proof" Conelrad Alarm  142 
Regenerative Preselector for 7 to 30 Mc  131 
Selective Converter for 80 and 40  125 
"Selectoject"  129 
Simple-X Super  116 
Transistorized Q Multiplier  140 
2 X 4 ± 1 Superhet  121 
Converters 94-96 
Detectors 87-91 
High-Frequency Oscillator 96-97 
Improving Performance of  115 
Noise Reduction  102 
Radio-Frequency Amplifier  109 
Regenerative Detectors 90-91 
Selectivity 86, 87, 106-107 
Sensitivity 86, 111-112 
Superheterodyne  93 
Superregenerative  405 
Tuning 92-93, 112-113, 336 

Reception, A.M. and C.W  112 
Reception, N.F.M., F.M. and P.M.  334 
Reception, Single-Sideband  328 
Rectification 60-61 
In Non-Linear Conductors  567 

Rectified A.C.  60 
Rectifiers 218, 238, 242, V25, V34 
Rectifiers, Mercury-Vapor 220, V25 
Rectifiers, Ratings 220, 222 
Rectifiers, Selenium 220, 237, 242 
Rectifier-Type Voltmeter  516 
Reflected Power  342 
Reflection of Radio Waves 342, 399-401 
Reflection from Meteor Trails  401 
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Reflection, Ground.  361, 395 
Reflector, Antenna  378 
Refraction of Radio Waves 395, 400, 401 
Regeneration 67-68, 106, 112 
Regenerative Detectors 90791 
Regenerative I.F.  106 
Regulation, Voltage 221, 222, 230 
Regulations, Amateur 13-14 
Regulations, Conelrad 142, 493, 585 
Regulator, High Voltage  232 
Regulator Tubes  230 
Regulator, Voltage 230, V25 
Relays  548 
Iteperforator  336 
Resistance 18-22 
Resistance, Back  80 
Resistance Forward  80 
Resistance-Bridge Standing-Wave Indica-

tor  534 
Resistance-Capacitance Time Constant.  30-31 
Resistance-Coupled Amplifier Data (Chart) 258 
Resistance in Series and Parallel 20-22 
Resistive Impedance  44 
Resistivity of Metals  18 
Resistor  19 
Resistor Color Code  509 
Resistor Wattage  22 
Resonance 41-46 
Resonance Curve 42, 44, 48, 87 
Resonance, Filter  225 
Resonance, Sharpness of 42, 379 
Resonant Circuits, Coupled  47 
Resonant Frequency  42 
Resonant-Line Circuits  55 
Resonant Transmission Lines  345 
Resonator, Cavity  57 
Response, Flat 48, 68 
Response, Frequency 48. 68, 255 
Restricted-Space Antennas 368, 373 
Restriction of Frequency Response 266. 328 
Return Trace  543 
Rhombic Antenna  374 
"Ribbon" Microphone  256 
Ripple Frequency and Voltage. . .. 221, 223, 225 
RMS Voltage  17 
Rochelle Salts Crystals 51, 255 
Rotary Antennas  376 
Rotary Antennas, Feedlines for  378 
Rotary-Beam Construction  388 
Route Manager  581 

S-Meters 104-105 
S Scale  586 
S.S.B. Exciters  305 
Safety. 241, 548-551 
Safety Code, National Electric 550-551 
Saturation 28, 226 
Saturation Point  60 
Sawtooth Sweep  543 
Schematic Symbols  2 
Screen Bypass Capacitor  73 
Screen Circuits, Tuned  425 
Screen Dissipation  156 
Screen Dropping Resistor 73, 99 
Screen-Grid Keying  245 
Screen-Grid Modulation  290 
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Screen-Grid Neutralization  160 
Screen-Grid Tube Protection  156 
Screen-Grid Tubes 69-70 
Screen Voltage  156 
Screen-Voltage Supply  73 
Second Detector 93, 100-101 
Secondary Coil  37 
Secondary Emission  69 
Secondary Frequency Standard  520 
Section Communications Manager 580, 581 
Section Emergency Coordinator 580, 581 
Section Nets  582 
Selective Fading  397 
Selectivity 42, 47-48, 86, 87 
Selectivity, I.F.106, 107, 108 
Selectivity, Receiver 86, 87, 106-108 
Selenium Rectifiers 220, 237, 242 
Self-Bias  155 
Self-Controlled Oscillators 144, 146-149 
Self-Inductance  26 
Self-Oscillation  69 
Semiconductors 79-85 
Sending 573-574 
Sensitivity, Receiver 86, 111-112 
Series Antenna Tuning  353 
Series Capacitances  25 
Series Circuits 20-22, 25, 29, 34, 36 
Series Feed  53 
Series Inductances  29 
Series-Parallel Resistances 20-22 
Series Reactances 34-35 
Series Resistances 20-21 
Series Resonance 41-43 
Series Voltage-Dropping Resister  229 
Servicing Superhet Receivers  113 
Sharp Cut-Off Tubes  70 
Sheet Metal Cutting and Bending  505 
Shielding 54, 559 
Shields  54 
Short-Circuiting  23 
Short Skip  400 
Shorting Stick  549 
Shot-Effect Noise  86 
Shot Noise  102 
Shunt Capacitance  92 
Shunt Matching, Ground-Plane Antenna  372 
Shunt, Meter  514 
Sideband Cutting  98 
Sideband Interference  283 
Sidebands  58, 283 
Sidebands, F.M. and P.M  330 
Sideband Techniques  303 
Side Frequencies 58, 283 
Signal Envelope Shape  243 
Signal Generators  523 
Signal-to-Image Ratio  93 
Signal Monitoring  248 
Signal-Strength Indicators 104-105 
Signal-Strength Scale  586 
Signal Voltage  62 
Silencer, Noise  104 
Silicon Diodes  80, V34 
Sine Wave 17, 32 
Single-Ended Circuits  54 
Single Sideband (see also 

"Radiotelephony"): 
Adjustment  
Amplification  
Exciters  

322 
317 

305, 307 
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Generators  304 
Identification  328 
Mixers  326 
Signal Reception  328 
Transmission  303 
Two-Tone Test  323 

Single-Signal Reception  106 
Skin Effect  19 
Skip Distance 396, 400 
Skip Zone  396 
Skirt Selectivity  87 
Sky Wave  395 
Slug-Tuned Inductance  93 
Smoothing Choke  226 
Solar Cycle 397, 400 
Soldering 505-506 
Space Charge  59 
Space Wave  395 
Spark Plug Suppressors  466 
Specific Gravity  495 
Specific Inductive Capacity  23 
Spectrum, Frequency 17, 18 
Speech Amplifiers  256 
Speech-Amplifier Construction  260 
Speech Amplifier Design  259 
Speech Clipping and Filtering  267 
Speech Compression  266 
Speech Equipment  255 
Speed Key  250 
Splatter  285 
Splatter-Suppression Filter  268 
Sporadic-E Layer Ionization 397-398, 400 
Sporadic-E Skip  400 
Spotting, Frequency  547 
Spreading of Radio Waves  394 
Spurious Responses 94, 113, 403, 568 
Spurious Sidebands  300 
Squegging   97 
Squelch Circuits  Ill 
Stability, Amplifier 160-162 
Stability, Frequency  285 
Stability, Oscillator 74, 404 
Stabilization, Voltage  230 
Stacked Arrays 375, 500 
Stagger-Tuning  48 
Standard Component Values  508 
Standards, Frequency 514, 517 
Standard Metal Gauges  505 
Standing Waves  344 
Standing-Wave Ratio 344, 349, 534-538 
Standing-Wave Calibration  538 
Starting Voltage ( Regulator Tubes)  230 
Static Collectors  466 
Station Appointments  582 
Station Assembling 545-561 
Station Control Circuits  561 
Station Log  577 
Storage Battery, Automobile  495 
Straight Amplifier  144 
Stray Receiver Rectification  557 
Stubs, Antenna-Matching  454 
Sunspot Cycle 397-400 
Superheterodyne  93 
Superheterodyne, Alignment and Servicing 

113-115 
Superhigh Frequencies (see Ultra High Fre-

quencies and Very High Frequencies) 
Superimposed A.C. on D.0  52 
Superregeneration  405 
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Suppressed Carrier  303 
Suppressor Grid  69 
Suppressor-Grid Modulation  292 
Surface Barrier Transistor  82 
Surface Wave  395 
Surge Impedance 341, 347 
Surplus Transmitters for Novices, Convert-

ing  214 
Sweep Wave Forms  543 
Swinging Choke  224 
Switch  19 
Switch to Safety  241 
Switches, Power 548-549 
Switching, Antenna 385, 252-253 
Switching, Meter  167 
Symbols for Electrical Quantities  2 
Symbols, Schematic  2 
Symbols, Transistors 82, V33 
Synchronous Vibrators  496 

"T"-Match to Antennas 379, 383 
"T"-Section Filters  50 
T.R. Switch 252, 253 
Tank Circuit Capacitance 150, 152, 157 
Tank-Circuit Q 43, 151 
Tank Circuits, Multiband  153 
Tank Constants 151-152 
Tap Sizes  503 
Tape Printer  336 
Telephone Interference  555 
Teletype Code  336 
Television Interference, Eliminating.. _ 552-571 
Temperature Effects on Resistance  19 
Temperature Inversion  400 
Termination, Line   341 
Tertiary Winding  99 
Test Oscillators  523 
Test Signals  573 
Tetrode   69 
Tetrode Neutralization  160 
Tetrodes, Beam  70 
Thermal-Agitation Noise  86 
Thermionic Emission  59 
Thermocouple  528 
Thoriated-Tungsten Cathodes  60 
Tickler Coil  91 
Time Base  543 
Time Constant 30-31, 101 
Time Signals  522 
Tire Static  466 
Tone Control  266 
Tone Scale  586 
Tools 502-504 
Top Loading, Mobile Antenna  487 
Trace, Cathode-Ray  543 
Tracing Noise  467 
Tracking 92-93, 110 
Training Aids  582 
Transatlantics  10 
Transconductance, Grid-Plate  62 
Transformation, Impedance  45 
Transformer Color Codes 509-510 
Transformer Construction  40 
Transformer Coupling 46, 64, 257 
Transformer Current  38 
Transformer, Delta-Matching  365 
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Transformer Efficiency  38 
Transformer, Gamma 379, 383 
Transformer Impedance  221 
Transformer, Linear  381 
Transformer Power Relationships  38 
Transformer, "Q"-Section  381 
Transformer Ratio  261 
Transformer, T-Match 379, 383 
Transformerless Power Supplies  238 
Transformers • 37-40 

Air-Tuned  99 
Auto  40 
Constant-Voltage  240 
Diode  99 
Filament  227 
I.F.  99 
Permeability-Tuned  99 
Plate  226 
Triple-Tuned  99 
Variable-Selectivity  99 

Transistors 81-85, V33 
Transistor Base Diagrams  V33 
Transistor Current Transfer Ratio 83, 84 
Transistor "Grid-Dip" Oscillator  523 
Transistor I.F. Amplifier 99-100 
Transistor Mixers  96 
Transistor Power Supplies  499 
Transistor R.F. Amplifier  109 
Transistor Symbols 82, V33 
Transit Time 76-77 
Transmission Lines  341 
Transmission Lines as Circuit Elements 55-56 
Transmission-Line Attenuation  349 
Transmission-Line Construction  346 
Transmission-Line Coupling  150 
Transmission-Line Data 348, 349, 350 
Transmission-Line Feed for Half-Wave An-

tennas  364 
Transmission Line Length  348 
Transmission Line Losses  349 
Transmission Lines, Spacing 346, 347 
Transmission, Multihop 396-397, 400 
Transmit-Receive Switch 252 253 
Transmitters: (see also "Very High Fre-

quencies", "Ultrahigh Frequencies" 
and "Mobile") 
Constructional: 
An Inexpensive 75-Watt Five-Band 
Transmitter  174 

Converting Surplus Transmitters for 
Novice Use  214 

Grounded-Grid Amplifier ( 500 Watts) 198 
Kilowatt Amplifier, One Band  194 
Kilowatt Grounded-Grid Amplifier  202 
Kilowatt 4-400A Amplifier  205 
Phased Single-Sideband Exciter  312 
Remote-Tuned V.F.O.  190 
Self-Contained 500-Watt Transmitter 186 
Single Sideband Exciter  307 
Single 813 Amplifier  191 
V.F.O. With Differential Keyer  210 
3-Band Transmitter for the Novice 

(30 Watts)  171 
75 Watt 6DQ5 Transmitter 

(Five Bands)  178 
90 Watt All-Purpose Amplifier  182 

Metering  167 
Principles and Design 144-217 

Transverse-Electric and Magnetic Mode. . 56 
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"Trap" Antennas  370 
Trapezoidal Pattern 295-298, 317, 323-326 
Traveling-Wave Tube  78 
Trimmer Capacitor  92 
Triodes 61-62 
Triode Amplifiers  163 
Triode Clippers 75-76 
Triode-Hexode Converter  96 
Tripler, Frequency  144 
Tri-Tet Oscillator  146 
Trophosphere Propagation 398, 400-402 
Tropospheric Bending 398, 400-402 
Tropospheric Waves  398 
Trouble Shooting (Phone Transmitters) . 295-300 
Trouble Shooting ( Receivers)  113 
Trouble Shooting ( Speech Equipment) . . 280, 300 
Tube Elements  59 
Tube Keyer  245 
Tube Noise  86 
Tube Operating Conditions R.F. Amplifier 153 
Tube Ratings, Transmitting  154 
Tubes, Modulator  261 
Tuned Circuits, Tapped  51 
Tuned Coupling 151, 353 
Tuned Screen Circuits  425 
Tuned-Grid Tuned-Plate Circuit  74 
Tuned-Line Tank Circuit  56 
Tuned Transmission Lines  345 
Tuners, Antenna, Construction of .. 130, 356-359 
Tuning Indicators 104-105 
Tuning R.F. Amplifiers  167 
Tuning Receivers 92-93 
Tuning Slug  93 
Tunnel Diode  81 
Turns Ratio  38 
TVI 425, 552 
TV Receiver Deficiencies  568 
"Twin-Five" Array  461 
Twin-Lead 347-348 
Two-Tone Test  323 

Ultra-High Frequencies: 
Cavity Resonators  57 
Circuits 55-57 
Grid-dip Meter  524 
Klystrons  77 
"Lighthouse" Tubes 76, 403 
Magnetrons 77-78 
Pencil Tubes  403 
Tank Circuits 55-57 
Transmission-Line Tanks 55-56 
Traveling-Wave Tubes  78 
Tubes 76-78 
Velocity Modulation 76-77 
Waveguides 56-57 

Unbalance in Transmission Lines  347 
Underwriters' Code 550-551 
Unsymmetrical Modulation  284 
Untuned Transmission Lines  345 
Upward Modulation  284 

V 

"V" Antennas  
V Signal  

Vertical Antennas 
Vertical Antennas, Capacitance of 
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For the AM, CW and SSB operator 

the best for power, 
HT-32B TRANSMITTER. Preferred by the 

most experienced amateurs for SSB/AM/CW oper-
ation because of advanced features . . . beam-
switching modulator with unusually high carrier 
suppression stability—CTO direct reading in kc., and 
complete 10-meter coverage. 

FEATURES: Beam-deflection, high level sideband 
modulator for low-noise, high-stability signal, Halli-
crafters' exclusive 5.0 Mc. quartz crystal filter with 
sideband rejection of 50 db. or more; CTO direct 
reading in kilocycles to within 1 kc.; 144 watts plate 
input (P.E.P. two-tone). Five band output (80, 40, 
20, 15, 10 meters). All modes of transmission—CW, 
AM, SSB. Unwanted sideband down 50 db. or more. 
Both sidebands transmitted on AM Precision gear 
driven CTO. Exclusive Hallicrafters patented side-
band selection. Logarithmic meter for accurately 
tuning and carrier level adjustment. Ideal CW key-
ing and break-in operation, push-to-talk and full 
voice control system built in. Keying circuit brought 
out for teletype keyer. 

FRONT PANEL CONTROLS, FUNCTIONS 
AND CONNECTIONS: Operation — power off, 
standby, Mox., Cal., Vox.—P.T.T. Audio level 0-10 
R.F. level 0-10. Final tuning 80, 40, 20, 15, 10 
meters. Function—upper sideband, lower sideband, 
DSB, CW. Meter compression. Calibration level 
0-10. Driver tuning 0-5. Band selector-80, 40, 20, 
15, 10 meters. High stability, gear driven VFO. 
Microphone, key and headphone monitor jacks. 

TUBES AND FUNCTIONS: (2)-6146 Power out-
put amplifiers. 6CB6 variable frequency oscillator. 
12BY7 R.F. driver. 6AH6 2nd mixer. 6AH6 3rd 
mixer. 6AB4 crystal oscillator. 12AX7 voice con-
trol. Audio amp. 12AU7 audio amp, and carrier 
oscillator. 7360 modulator. 12AT7 sideband select-
ing oscillator. 6AH6 1st mixer. 6AH6 4.95 Mc. 
amp. 6AU6 9 Mc. amp. 5R4GY HV rectifier. 5V4G 
LV rectifier. 0A2 voltage regulator. 

REAR CHASSIS: Co-ax antenna connector, FSK 
jack, AC accessory outlet. Line fuse. Control con-
nector, ground stud, AC power line cord. Cabinet 
20" wide, 101/2 " high, and 17" deep. Approximate 
shipping weight 86 lbs. (Conforms to F.C.D.A. 
specifications.) 

SX-115 RECEIVER. First in its class for AM, 
CW and SSB reception. Truly a deluxe receiver 
offering band pass filter front end—equivalent of 
four tuned circuits preceding first mixer—crystal-
controlled, high frequency oscillator-5 step selec-

tivity plus exclusive upper-lower sideband selection 
—linear CTO, direct reading in kc. A perfect match 
for Hallicrafters' HT-32B and HT-33B exciters and 
transmitters. 

FREQUENCY COVERAGE: Nine 500 kc segments 
covering 3.5-4.0 Mc.; 7.0-7.5 Mc.; 14.0-14.5 Mc., 
21-21.5 Mc.; 28.0-30.0 Mc.; (4 segments); and WWV. 

FEATURES: High order of mechanical and elec-
trical stability; linear tuning; constant tuning rate; 
separate noise limiters for SSB/CW/AM; amplified 
dual loop AVC with fast attack-slow release; spuri-
ous signal and image rejection better than 60 db. 
1 kc calibration marks; transmitter-type VFO with 
differential TC; 100 kc crystal calibrator; crystal 
controlled 1st and 3rd conversion oscillators; select-
able sidebands; selectivity variable in five steps from 
500 to 5000 cycles; product detector for SSB/CW 
envelope detector for AM; I.F. type noise limiter for 
SSB/CW automatic threshold series type for AM; 
band gain equalization; audio inverse feedbacks; 

meter functions with AVC off. 

SENSITIVITY: Less than 1 microvolt on AM— 
less than 1/2  microvolt on SSB/CW. 

TUNING MECHANISM: Back-lash free gear 
driven tuning mechanism. 

TUBES AND FUNCTIONS: 6DC6 R.F. ampli-
fier — 6BA7 1st mixer — 12AT7 crystal oscillator — 
6DC6 1st I.F. amplifier-6BA7-2nd mixer-6CB6 
VFO-6DC6 2nd I.F. amplifier-6BA6 3rd mixer-
12AT7 SSB switching oscillator-6DC6 3rd I.F. 
amplifier-6BY6 product detector-6BJ7 2nd AVC, 
AM detector, ANL-12AX7 BFO 1st audio ampli-
fier-6AQ5 audio output-6AU6 100 kc crystal cal. 
—6AU6 "S" meter amplifier-6AU6 1st loop AVC 
amplifier-0A2 voltage regulator-five silicon diodes. 

FRONT PANEL CONTROLS: R.F. gain; A.F. 
gain; tuning; selectivity; function selector (upper-
lower SSB; upper-lower AM; on-off switch); cal set 
lock; receive-standby switch; notch frequency; BFO 
pitch; AVC/ANL (AVC on-off; SSB/CW ANL; 
AM/ANL); antenna trimmer; band switch; cali-
brator on-off; headphone jack. 

AUDIO OUTPUT IMPEDANCE: 3.2 and 500 

POWER REQUIREMENTS : 105/125V, 50/60 
cycles AC 85 watts. 

PHYSICAL DATA: 16" wide x 101/2 " high x 16" 
deep. Shipping weight 47 lbs. 



whose experience demands 

clarity and performance 
HT-33B LINEAR AMPLIFIER. Famous for ef-

fortless power! Heavy duty components leave plenty 
of reserve even at the maximum legal limit for ef-
ficiency and long life (conforms to F.C.D.A. speci-
fications). 

FREQUENCY COVERAGE: Complete coverage of 
amateur hands; 80, 40, 20, 15, 10 meters. 

FEATURES: Rated conservatively at the maximum 
legal input. Third and fifth order distortion products 
down in excess of 30 db. Built-in R.F. output meter 
greatly simplifies tune-up. All important circuits 
metered. Maximum harmonic suppression obtained 
through pi-network. Variable output loading. Pro-
tection of power supply assured by circuit breaker. 
HT-33B is a perfect match to Hallicrafters' famous 
HT-32B in size, appearance and drive requirements. 

CIRCUIT DETAILS: This power amplifier utilizes 
a PL- 172 high efficiency pentode operating in class 
AB I. The tube is grid-driven across a non-inductive 
resistor, thus assuring the maximum stability under 
all possible conditions. Band switching is accom-
plished by one knob which selects the proper in-
ductance value for each band. The output circuit 
is a pi-network with an adjustable output capacitor, 
accommodating loads from 40 to 80 ohms. 2 panel 
meters are provided: one is circuit switched to 
measure grid current, screen current, plate voltage 
and R.F. output voltage. A second meter continu-
ously monitors cathode current of the PL- 172. 

TUBES: (1) PL- 172 high power pentode; (2) 3B28 
rectifiers; (6) 0A2 screen regulators. 

FRONT PANEL CONTROLS: Meter selector; 
Filament switch; High Voltage switch; Bias adjust-
ment; Bandswitch; Plate tuning; Plate loading. 

PHYSICAL DATA: Gray and black steel cabinet 
(matches HT-32B) with brushed chrome knob trim. 
Cabinet: 20" wide x 101/2 " high x 17" deep. Ship-
ping weight approx. 130 lbs. 

REAR CHASSIS: Co-ax input; co-ax output; 
filament and bias fuse; cutoff bias relay terminals; 
screen fuse; ground terminal. 

043 GLICI"T.O. KEYER". The "Stradivarius" of 
electronic keyers. All-transistorized, compact de-
sign, employs digital techniques. Meets all the re-
quirements of the perfectionist in CW operation. 
Size: 71/2 " long, 2%" high, 53/4 " deep. Weight: 5 lbs. 

o Egg SPEAKER. Specifically designed for com-
munications. Compact, lightweight and beautifully 
styled. Flat response from 300 to 2850 c.p.s. Input 
impedance: 3.2 ohms. Size 51/2 " x 51/4 " x 31/4 ". 
Weight 21/2  lbs. 

SX-101A RECEIVER. Far ad-
vanced in technical features and per-
formance. Known throughout the world 
as the "Heavyweight Champion" for 
ruggedness and dependability. Provides 
the sensitivity and selectivity you need. 

FEATURES: Complete coverage of 
80, 40, 20, 15, 10 meter bands plus 
a 2 and 6 meter cony. band; Dual scale 
"S"-meter functions with AVC off. Spe-
cial 10 Mc. position for WWV. Dual 
conversion. Exclusive Hallicrafters' up-
per-lower sideband selection. Tee-notch 
filter. Full gear drive from tuning knob 
to gang condensers. 40:1 tuning knob 
ratio. 100 kc. evacuated marker crystal. 
Five steps of selectivity from 500 cycles 
to 5000 cycles. Direct coupled series 
noise limiter for improved noise reduc-
tion. Sensitivity—one microvolt or less 
on all amateur bands. 52 ohm antenna 
input. Antenna trimmer. Relay rack 
panel. Double spaced gang condenser. 

FRONT PANEL CONTROLS: Main 
tuning knob. Crank knob for rapid 
scan, pointer reset, antenna trimmer, 
tee-notch frequency, tee-notch depth, 
sensitivity, band selector, volume, selec-
tivity, BFO, response — (upper-lower 
sideband AM-CW). AVC on-off, AVC 
fast-slow, ANL Cal. Rec./standby. 

TUBES AND FUNCTIONS: 6DC6, 
R.F. amplifier-6BY6, 1st converter-
12BY7A, high frequency oscillator — 
6BA6, 1650 kc. I.F. amplifier-12AT7, 
dual crystal controlled 2nd conversion 
oscillator-6BA6, 2nd converter-6DC6 
50.75 kc. I.F. amplifier-6BJ7 AM de-
tector, ANL, AVC — 6BY6 SSB/CW 
detector-6SC7 1st audio amplifier & 
BF0-6K6, audio power output-6BA6, 
"S"-meter amplifier-6AU6, 100 kc. 
crystal oscillator-0A2, voltage regu-
lator-5Y3, rectifier. 

PHYSICAL DATA: 20" wide, 101/2 " 
high and 16" deep—Panel size 83/4 " x 
19"—weight approximately 74 lbs. (Con-
forms to F.C.D.A. specifications.) 



SSB equipment with the performance 
characteristics of the expensive 
a price everyone can afford 
rà HT-37 TRANSMITTER. We took the "heart" of 
the world famous HT-32B and put it in this precision-
engineered AM/CW/SSB transmitter—same final am-
plifier, same rugged VFO construction and same VOX 
circuitry. The result—you get excellent performance 
characteristics for smooth, distortion-free speech qual-
ity at a very moderate price. 
FEATURES: 144 watts plate input (P.E.P. two-tone); 
five band output (80, 40, 20, 15, 10 meters); all modes 
of transmission—CW/AM/SSB; unwanted sideband 
down 40 db. at 1 kc; distortion products down 30 db. 
or more; carrier suppression down 50 db.; modern styl-
ing; instant CW Cal. from any mode; both sidebands 
transmitted on AM; precision VFO; rugged heavy duty 
deluxe chassis; 52 ohm pi-network output for harmonic 
suppression; dual range meter for accurate tuning and 
carrier level adjustment; ideal CW keying; full voice 
control system built in. 
FRONT PANEL CONTROLS, FUNCTIONS, 
CONNECTIONS: Operation—(power off, standby, 
mox, cal, vox); Audio gain; R.F. level; Final tuning; 
Function—(upper sideband, lower sideband, DSB, CW); 
carrier balance; Calibration level; Driver tuning.; Band 
selector VFO; Microphone connector; Key jack. 

TUBES AND FUNCTIONS: (2)-6146 Power output 
amplifiers; 6CB6 Variable frequency oscillator; 12BY7 
R.F. driver; 6AH6 1st Mixer; 6AH6 2nd Mixer; 6AB4 
Crystal oscillator; 12AX7 Voice control; 12AT7 Voice 
control; 6AL5 Voice control; 12AX7 Audio Amplifier; 
12AT7 Audio amp and carrier Oscillator; 12AT7 Audio 

rigs ... at 

Modulator; (2)-12AT7 Balanced Modulators; 5R4GY 
HV Rectifier; 5V4G LV Rectifier; 0A2 Voltage Regu-
lator. 

REAR CHASSIS: Co-ax antenna connector; Line 
fuse; Control connector; AC power line cord. 

PHYSICAL DATA: Matching unit for SX-111; cabi-
net is gray steel with brushed chrome trim and knobs 
Size: 9" high x 191/2 " wide x 15 1/2 " deep. Shipping wt.: 
approx., 80 lbs. 

SX-111 RECEIVER. The receiver that has all the 
essential characteristics of the durable SX-10 IA—yet 
in the price range that makes it a wanted unit in any 
shack. Sensitive is the word for its operation—rugged is 
the word for its dependability. Beautifully styled and 
precision built in the true Hallicrafters tradition of ex-
cellence in performance. 

FREQUENCY COVERAGE: Complete coverage of 
80, 40, 20, 15 and 10 meters in five separate bands. 
Sixth band is tunable to 10 Mc for crystal calibrator 
calibration with WWV. 
FEATURES: AM/CW/SSB reception. Dual conver-
sion, Hallicrafters' exclusive selectable sideband oper-
ation. Crystal-controlled 2nd converter. Tee-notch fil-
ter. Calibrated "S"-meter. Electrical calibration adjust-
ment. Series noise limiter. Built-in crystal calibrator. 
Exceptional electrical and mechanical stability. Large 
slide-rule dial. Envelope detector for AM and product 
detector for SSB/CW. 



SENSITIVITY: One microvolt on all bands. 
5 steps of selectivity from 500 to 5000 c.p.s. 

TUNING MECHANISM: New friction-and-
gear type with 48:1 tuning ratio. Virtually 
eliminates backlash. 

CONTROLS: Tuning; CAL Reset; Antenna 
Trimmer; T-notch Frequency; R.F. Gain; A.F. 
Gain; Band Selector; Function (off-on, stand-
by, upper or lower sideband, calibrate); AVC 
off-on; BFO off-on; ANL off-on; Selectivity. 

TUBES: 12 tubes plus voltage regulator and 
rectifier. 6DC6 R.F. Amplifier; 6BY6 1st con-
verter; 6C4 Oscillator; 6BA6 2nd converter; 
12AT7 Dual crystal controlled 2nd conversion 
oscillator; 6DC6 1650 kc. I.F. amplifier; 6DC6 
I.F. amplifier (50 kc.); 6BJ7 AVC-noise limiter 
AM detector; 12AX7 1st audio and BFO; 
6AQ5 Power output; 6BY6 Product detector; 
6AU6 Crystal calibrator; 5Y3 Rectifier; 0A2 
Voltage regulator. 

POWER SUPPLY: 105-125 volts, 50-60 cycle 
AC. 

PHYSICAL DATA: Size: 183/4  " wide x 101/4 " 
deep x 83/4 " high. Attractive gray steel cabinet 
with brushed chrome trim. Shipping weight 
approximately 40 lbs. 

rt.) HT-41 LINEAR AMPLIFIER. NEW 
and POWERFUL! Here is the low cost 
linear amplifier you've been looking for—with 
the capabilities of delivering the "Big" signal 
on the air! Ideally engineered with conserva-
tively rated components. Ideal companion for 
the HT-37 in both styling and price. 

FEATURES: Complete coverage 80 through 
10 meters. Adjustable pi-network output. All 
important circuits metered. Built in R.F. out-
put meter to simplify tune-up. Built in driver 
pad. Standby bias supply for complete cutoff 
during receive. 

CIRCUIT DETAILS: This new high power 
linear amplifier employs two 7094 tetrode-type 
tubes. These tubes are connected as high Mu 
grounded grid triodes in Class B. Input circuit 
designed for 50 to 75 ohm exciters. A com-
pletely self-contained power supply uses 866A 
tubes connected in a full wave rectifier circuit 
possessing exceptional regulation. Provision 
also made to control cutoff bias by proper con-
nections to terminal strip on rear of chassis. 
Overload protection provided by fuse which 
protects plate, filament, bias and blower circuits. 

TUBES: (2) 7094; (2) 866A rectifiers. 

FRONT PANEL CONTROLS: Filament 
switch; high voltage switch; meter switch; band 
selector; plate tuning; plate loading. 

REAR CHASSIS: Co-ax input; co-ax output; 
AC line cord; plate, filament, bias and blower 
fuse; terminal strip for bias cutoff relay control 
and AC control circuits; terminal strip for in-
ternal input; grounding bolt and lug. 

PHYSICAL DATA: 191/4 " wide x 9" high x 
15 1/2 " deep. Cabinet in gray steel with brushed 
chrome trim and knobs. Shipping wt.; 97 lbs. 

ODIC=DTRANSVERTERS. A sen-
sible, new approach to VHF operation! Engineered 
with the usual Hallicrafters precision, these trans-
verters will convert your present 10-meter station 
to VHF ... AM, CW, SSB, RTTY, FM capability. 
All modes of transmission and reception on your 
present equipment are useable with these units. A 
nuvistor front end in the receiver section provides 
excellent sensitivity and noise figure. 

FEATURES: Converts received VHF signals 
down to 10 meters for reception. Converts 10-
meter signal to VHF for transmission. 5894 tube 
in transmitter final amplifier can be driven up to 
120 watts input. Can be driven by exciters with 
10 to 100 watt capability. Built-in coaxial antenna 
rela\ 

FRONT PANEL CONTROLS AND FUNC-
TIONS: Power on-off, range selector; tuning; 
loading; output indicator; plate current meter. 

TUBES: 12AT7 crystal oscillator; 6AH6 buffer 
amplifier; 6CW4 R.F. amplifier (REC.); 6AN4 
mixer (REC.); 12BY7 mixer (Xmit); 6360 driver 
(Xmit): 5894 final amplifier. 

REAR CHASSIS CONTROLS AND FUNC-
TIONS: Receiver co-ax.; antenna co-ax fitting; 
transmitter co-ax. input hi.; transmitter co-ax. 
input low; power and control socket; bias adjust, 
filament and relay fuse; hi-voltage connector. 

POWER REQUIRED: 750 volts @ 160 MA; 250 
volts @ 70 MA; minus 60 volts @ 10 MA. 

PHYSICAL DATA: 8" high x 17" wide x 87/8" 
deep. Gray steel cabinet with silver trim. 

MODEL P26—POWER SUPPLY. Hallicrafters 
power supply for these units supplies all voltages. 
Only one supply necessary for operation of either 
the HA-2 or HA-6 when used in stations set up for 
6 or 2 meter operation. 

"Jan SPEAKER. Modern design eliptical as-
sembly, heavy magnet has fully saturated air gap 
for exceptional damping, distortion-free response. 
Switch at rear for selection of music or voice re-
sponse. Use with SX-100, SX-110, SX-62A or any 
receiver with 3.2 ohm output. Handsome, gray 
steel cabinet, 65/8" high x 13 1/4 " wide x 81/4 " deep. 



Now!-with flallikits-

build an economical 

high quality amateur 

band transmitter 

and receiver 

OD HT-40 TRANSMITTER. Perfectly comple-
ments the high performance qualities of the SX-140 
receiver. This crystal-controlled 75 watt transmitter 
has all the Hallicrafters design, quality and engi-
neering features that are equally important to both 
beginners and old timers. 

FEATURES: You get excellent CW performance 
as well as AM. Full band switching, 80 through 6 
meters. Enjoy easy tune-up and crisp, clean styling 
that has efficient operation as well as appearance in 
mind. Unit is fully metered, TVI filtered. 

SPECIFICATIONS: Maximum D.C. power in-
put: 75 watts. Power output in excess of 35 watts 
CW, 30 watts peak AM phone. ( Slightly less on 6 

meters.) Frequency bands: 80, 40, 20, 15, 10 and 
6 meters. 

TUBES AND FUNCTIONS: 6DQ5 power out-
put; 6CX8 crystal oscillator and driver; 12AX7 
speech amplifier; 6DE7 modulator; silicon high 
voltage rectifiers. 

FRONT PANEL: Function (AC off, tune, standby, 
AM, CW); Band Selector ( 80, 40, 20, 15, 10, 6); 
Drive control; Plate tuning, plate loading, Crystal-
VFO; Grid Current; Meter; AC indicator light; R.F. 
output. 

REAR CHASSIS: Microphone gain; antenna co-
ax connector; remote control terminals; AC power 
cord. 

e SX-140 RECEIVER. It makes good operat-
ing sense to team up this quality-engineered receiver 
with the HT-40. In combination, these two units 
will give you an excellent performing station for a 
very modest investment. 

FEATURES: You get complete coverage of all 
amateur bands 80 through 6 meters, with extremely 
high sensitivity and sharp selectivity. Unit has R.F. 
stage; S-meter; antenna trimmer; and crystal cali-
brator. Tuning ratio is 25 to I. 

CONTROLS: Tuning; Antenna Trimmer; Cal Re-
set; Function (AC off, standby, AM/CW/SSB); 
Band Selector; Cal on-off; R.F. Gain; Auto. Noise 
Limiter on-off; Selectivity/BFO; Audio Gain; phone 
jack; "S"-meter Adj. 

TUBES AND FUNCTIONS: 6AZ8 tuned R.F. 
amplifier and crystal calibrator; 6U8 oscillator and 
mixer; 6BA6 1650 kc. I.F. amplifier and BFO; 6T8A 
2nd detector, AVC, ANL and 1st audio; 6AW8A 
audio power amplifier and "S"-meter amplifier; ( 2) 
silicon high voltage rectifiers. 

Both units available fully wired and factory tested. 

ri HA-5 DELUXE VFO. A heterodyne-type VFO for all amateur bands, 80 
through 2 meters. A 30 to 1 tuning ratio provides precision tuning. 

FEATURES: Illuminated dial. Built-in spotting switch. Self-powered crystals 
supplied for 80 through 10 meters. ( Crystals for 6 and 2 meters available from 
Hallicrafters.) 

OUTPUT FREQUENCY RANGE: 3.5 Mc. to 4.0 Mc.. 7.0 Mc. to 7.5 Mc., 8.0 
Me. to 8.222 Mc.. and 8.333 Mc. to 8.833 Mc. 

POWER SOURCE: 105V AC to 125V AC, 60 cycles. 

TUBE COMPLEMENT: VFO and crystal oscillators, 6U8; mixer, 6BA7; out-
put, 6AQ5; voltage regulator, 0A2. 

PHYSICAL DATA: 7" wide x 5" high x 81/2 " deep. Shipping weight: 8 lbs. 
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Time-proven, value-proven 
general coverage receivers 

[1-ap• 0 • 0 000  

S-120 

S-120 RECEIVER. World's most popular 
short wave receiver! Provides dependable per-
formance in standard broadcast and three short 
wave bands. New, three-way antenna system for 
maximum flexibility. Clean, compact "look" of 
performance on the outside too! 
FEATURES: Coverage of 540-1650 kc. plus 
short wave from 1650 kc. through 31 Mc.; Electri-
cal bandspread; slide-rule dial with imprinted 
guide to frequencies of foreign, gov't., aviation, 
etc.; Three-way antenna system — built-in, high-
gain ferrite loop for AM, 45" collapsible whip, 
plus terminals for long wire or doublet antenna, 
all bands; Front panel BFO/sensitivity control; 
built-in 5" speaker; front-panel headphone jack 
automatically disables speaker. 
FRONT PANEL CONTROLS: Main Tuning; 
Bandspread Tuning; Band Switch; Audio Vol. AC 
Off; BFO/Sensitivity. 
TUBES AND FUNCTIONS: 12BE6 converter; 
12BA6 I.F. amplifier/BFO; 12AV6 1st audio, 
AVC and detector; 5005 power amplifier. Selen-
ium rectifier. Thermistor heater regulator. Two 
dial lamps. 105-125V AC/DC at 30 watts. U/L 
listed. 
PHYSICAL DATA: Gray steel cabinet with 
bright chrome trim, black dial. Size: 13 1/2 " wide 
by 57/8" high by 83/4 " deep. Shipping wt.: 11 3/4  lbs. 

SX-110 

S X-100 

1 ha/A-rafters ommunications are born at ... 

SX-100 

TUBE COMPLEMENT: 6CB6 R.F. amplifier; 
6AU6, 1st converter; 6C4, H.F. oscillator; 6BA6, 
2nd converter; 12AT7, Dual crystal second oscil-
lators; (2) 6BA6, 50 kc. and 1650 kc. I.F. ampli-
fiers; 6BJ7, AVC-DET-ANL; 6SC7, 1st audio and 
BFO; 6K6, Power output; 5Y3, Rectifier; 0A2, 
Voltage regulator; 6C4, I.F. amplifier—( 51 kc.); 
6AU6, 100 kc. crystal marker. 
PHYSICAL DATA: Gray black steel cabinet 
with brushed chrome knob trim, patterned silver 
back plate and red pointers. Piano hinge top. Size 
183/4 " wide x 81/2 " high x 10s/8" deep. Shipping 
weight approximately 42 lbs. (U.L. approved). 

re.) SX-110 RECEIVER. An all-purpose re-
ceiver with many of the most wanted features 
originally designed for the higher priced equip-
ment. 
FREQUENCY COVERAGE: Broadcast Band 
540-1680 kc plus three short wave bands cover 
1680 kc-34 Mc. 
FEATURES: Slide rule bandspread dial calibrated 
for 80, 40, 20, 15 and 10 meter amateur bands 
and 11 meter citizens' band. Separate bandspread 
tuning condenser, crystal filter, antenna trimmer, 
"S" Meter, one R.F., two I.F. stages. 
INTERMEDIATE FREQUENCY: 455 kc. 
TUNING ASSEMBLY AND DIAL DRIVE 
MECHANISM: Ganged, 3 section tuning capaci-
tor assembly with electrical bandspread. Circular 
main tuning dial is calibrated in megacycles and 
has 0-100 logging scale. 
AUDIO OUTPUT IMPEDANCE: 3.2 and 500 
ohms. 
TUBE COMPLEMENT: Seven tubes plus one 
rectifier: 6SG7, R.F. amplifier-6SA7, converter 
—6SG7, 1st I.F. amplifier-6SK7, 2nd I.F. ampli-
fier-6SC7, BFO and audio amplifier-6K6GT, 
Audio output-6H6, ANL-AVC-detector-6Y3GT, 
rectifier. 
AUDIO POWER OUTPUT: 2 watts. 
POWER SUPPLY: 105/125 V., 50/60 cycle AC. 
PHYSICAL DATA: Gray steel cabinet with 
brushed chrome trim. Size 183/4 " wide x 8" high 
x 101/4 " deep. Shipping weight approximately 32 
lbs. 

S-108 RECEIVER. Features the same basic 
performance characteristics as the SX-110 (above) 
without the "S" meter, antenna trimmer and 
crystal filter. Speaker built in 

RECEIVER. Most versatile re-
ceiver o a ! Has everything you need for all-
around listening. Beautifully styled. Compactly 
built—time-proven. 
FREQUENCY COVERAGE: 540 kc.-34 Mc.— 
Band I: 538 kc.- 1580 kc.—Band 2: 1720 kc.-4.9 
Mc.—Band 3: 4.6 Mc.- 13 Mc.—Band 4: 12 Mc.-
34 Mc. Bandspread dial is calibrated for the 80, 
40, 20, 15 and 10 meter amateur bands. Inter-
mediate frequency: 1650 kc. and 51 kc. 
TYPE OF SIGNALS: AM/CW/SSB. 
FEATURES: Selectable side band operation. 
"Tee-Notch" Filter. Notch depth control. An-
tenna trimmer. 100 kc. crystal calibrator. Logging 
dials. Full precision gear drive. Second conversion 
oscillator crystal controlled — temperature com-
pensation of high frequency oscillator. Phono jack. 
Socket for D.C. and remote control. 
CONTROLS:. Pitch control, reception, stand-by, 
phone jack, response control ( upper and lower side 
band selector), antenna trimmer, notch depth, cali-
brator on-off, sensitivity, band selector, volume, 
tuning, AVC on-off, noise limiter on,off, band-
spread, selectivity. 
AUDIO OUTPUT IMPEDANCE: 3.2/500 
ohms: AUDIO POWER OUTPUT: 1.5 watts with 
10% or less distortion. POWER SUPPLY: 105/ 
125 V., 50/60 cycle AC. A 
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TONE MODULATOR --. The No. 90751 Tone Modulator is a small 
package containing a transistor audio oscillator and its mercury battery, 
which plugs into the phone jack of a Grid Dip Meter to modulate 
the signal at approximately 800 cycles for applications requiring o 
modulated signal. Dimensions: only 21/4  x t u I Yre in. 

No. 90751, less battery   

AUDIO CLIPPER The No. 75016 Audio Clipper is o small 
plug-in symmetrical type clipper with self-contained mercury batteries. 
It may be used to clip noise for C-W reception as well as for A-M 
or SU, or it may be used to clip o sine wave input to form o square 
wave output. Dimensions: only 23/4 X 1% X iii6 in. 

No. 75016, less batteries   

ANTENNA BRIDGE — The Millen 90672 Antenna Bridge is an 
accurate and sensitive bridge for measuring impedances in the range 
of 5 to 500 ohms ( or 20 to 2000 ohms with baton) at radio frequencies 
up to 140 mc. The variable element is an especially designed differen-
tial variable capacitor capable of high accuracy and permanency of 
calibration. Readily driven by Na, 90651 Grid Dipper. 

No.. 90672   

BALUNS The No. 46672 ( I for each amateur band) wound 
Baton is on accurate 2 to 1 turns ratio, high 0 auto transformer with 
the residual reactances tuned out and with very tight coupling between 
the two halves of the total winding. The points of series and parallel 
resonance are selected so that each Balun provides on accurate 4 to 1 
impedance ratio over the entire band of frequencies for which it was 
designed. Suitable for use with the Na. 90672 Antenna Bridge or 
medium power transmitters. 

No. 46672-80/40/20/15/10   
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MILLEN NO. 90651 
GRID DIP METER 

The No. 90651 MILLEN GRID DIP METER is compact ant 
completely relf contained. The AC power supply o 
the - transformer- type. The drum dial has seven call 
broted uniform length scales from 1.7 MC to 300 MC will 
generous over laps plus an arbitrary scale for use will 
special application anductors. Internal terminal strip per. 
mils battery operation for antenna measurement. 

No. 90651, with tube .   

Additional Inductors for Lower FrequencieS 

No. 46702 — 925 to 2000 KC   
No. 46703 — 500 to 1050 KC   
No. 46704 — 325 to 600 KC   
No. 46705 — 220 to 350 KC   

HIGH VOLTAGE POWER SUPPLY — The No. 90281 higt 
voltage power supply has o dc. output of 700 volts, with maximun 
current of 235 ma. In addition, a.c. filament power of 6.3 volts o 
4 amperes is also available so that this power supply is an ideal uni 
for use with transmitters, such as the Millen No. 90801, as well at 
general laboratory purposes. The power supply uses two No. 816 
rectifiers. The panel is standard 81/4 " x 19" rack mounting. 

No. 90281, less tubes   

REGULATED POWER SUPPLY — A compact, uncosed, regu• 
toted power supply, either for table use in the laboratory or for 
incorporation as an integral port of larger equipment. 250 v.d.c. 
unregulated at 115 ma. 105 v.d.c. regulated at 35 ma. Minus 105 
v.d.c. regulated bias at 4 ma. 6.3 v. oc. at 4.2 amps. 

Na. 90201, with tubes   

HIGH FREQUENCY RF AMPLIFIER — A physically small unit 
capable of a power output of 70 to 85 watts on Phone or 37 to 110 
watts on C- V/ on 20, 15, 10, 6 or 2 meter amateur bands. Pro• 
vision is made for quick band shift by means of the No. 48000 series 
VHF plug•in coils. The No. 90811 unit uses either an 829•11 or 3E29. 

No. 90811 with 10 meter band coils, less tube   

PHASE-SHIFT NETWORK —A complete and laboratory aligned 
pair of phose•shift networks in a single compact 2" x T u 
case with characteristics so as to provide a phase shift between the 
two networks of 90 ° -l-1.3 ° over a frequency range of 225 cycles to 
2750 cycles. Well adapted for use in either single sidebond transmitter 
or receiver. Possible to obtain a 40 db suppression of the unwanted 
sideband. The Na. 75012 precision adjusted phase-shift network elimi-
nates necessity of complicated lab equipment for network adjustment. 

No. 75012   
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The Na. 90923 oscilloscope is an extremely compact (31/2 
inches high) rack panel general purpose oscilloscope 
utilizing the type 3XP — 3 a 11/4  inch rectangular face 
tube. The No. 90923 is complete with vertical and hori-
zontal amplifiers for balanced deflection and a very linear 
sweep generator. 

Miniature input terminals ore on both the front panel and 
the rear for vertical- amplifier input, horizontal amplifier 
input and synchronizing input. The linear sweep generator 
covers two cycles per second to 30 kcs. per second in seven 
overlapping ranges. The troce is unusually sharp and 
bright due to 2040 volts accelerating potential. 

The No. 90923 is ideally suited for many applications, 
and in particular, for production test, Its small panel uses 
up very little space in o test rack and the mu- metal shield 
around the cathode ray tube shields it against magnetic 
fields so that the oscilloscope may be used accurateiy in 
locations with strong stray magnetic fields. -The cathode 
ray tube is of the mono-accelerator type in which the 
electron beam is accelerated at the electron gun so that 
field distortions are minimized and excellent deflection 
linearity is achieved os well as a very uniform spot sire 
over the entire area which the beam scans. 

MILLEN NO. 90923 RACK 
MOUNTED OSCILLOSCOPE 

MILLEN ONE INCH MODULE OSCILLOSCOPES — Minia-
turized, packaged panel mounting cathode ray oscilloscope designed 
tor use in instrumentation in place of the conventional " pointer type" 
moving coil meters uses the 1" tube. Panel bezel matches in size and 
type the standard 2" square meters. Magnitude, phase displacement, 
wave shape, etc. ore constantly visible on scope. 

No, 90901, ICPI, less tube   No. 90911, IEP1, less tube   

FLAT FACE OSCILLOSCOPE —  90905-8 5- inch Rack Mounting 
Basic Oscilloscope features include: balanced deflection, front panel 
input terminals, rear panel input terminals, astigmatism control, blank-
ing input terminals, flat face precision tolerance Dumont SADPI tube. 

BASIC OSCILLOSCOPES —  The No. 90902, No. 90903 and 
Na. 90905 Rack Panel Oscilloscopes, for two, three and five inch 
tubes, respectively, are inexpensive basic units comprising power sup. 
ply, brilliancy and centering controls, safety features, magnetic shield' 
ing, switches, etc. As o transmitter monitor, no additional equipment 
or accessories ore required. By the addition of such units as sweeps. 
pulse generators, amplifiers, servo sweeps, etc., all of which can be 
constructed on companion rock panels, the ' scope unit may be 
expanded to serve any conceivable industrial or laboratory application. 

'SCOPE AMPLIFIER —  SWEEP UNIT —  Vertical and horizon-
tal amplifiers along with hardtube, sow tooth sweep generator. Com-
plete with power supply mounted on a standard 51/4 " rack panel. 
No. 90921, with tubes  

POWER SUPPLY FOR OSCILLOSCOPE —  750 volts d.c. at 3 
ma. and 6.3 volts a.c. at 600 ma. 117 volts 50•60 cycle input. 
Designed especially for use with No. 90901 and No. 90911 one inch 
instrumentation oscilloscopes. 45/8 in. high a 11/4  X 21/4 . Octal plug 
for input and output. Entire assembly including rectifier is encapsulated. 

No. 90202, Power Supply ( complete)   

BEZELS FOR CATHODE RAY TUBES — Standard types ore 
of satin finish block plastic. 5" size has neoprene support cushion 
and green lucite filter. 3" and 2" sizes have integral cushioning. 

Na. 80075 (51 . 80073 ( 3")   80072 ( 2")   80071 ( 1")   

WORM DRIVE UNIT —  Cast aluminum frame may be panel 
or base mounted. Spring loaded split gross to minimize bock lash. 
Standard ratio 16/1. Also in 48/1 on request. 

No. 10000 — ( state ratio)   

RIGHT ANGLE DRIVE —  Extremely comport, with provisions 
for many methods of mounting. Ideal for operating potentiometery, 
switches, etc., that must be located, for short le, — 
of chassis. No. 10012 

AMATEUR BAND MONITOR OSCILLOSCOPE 

A- I4 or SSB • 3.5 to 54 Mc. 
Blanks out on Standby 
Individual coil for each band 

SCOPE — No. 90932 is a complete 
oscilloscope for monitoring the rnodu• 
bated r•f output of o transmitter. Built-
in link- coupled tuned circuits cover all 
amateur bonds 3.5 to 54 rnc. All circuits 
and accessories ore built•in. The moni• 
tor will display the r•f envelope and/or 
the trapezoidal monitoring pattern of 
single side bond transmitters or ompli• 
tude modulated transmitters. It shows 
the linearity or non- linearity of Closs•B 
r•f amplifiers, the parasitic oscilla-
tion, neutralization, and r-f output. 

tee 

2" round tube 

91 
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TUBE SOCKETS DESIGNED FOR APPLICATION — MODERN 
SOCKETS for MODERN TUBES! Long Flashover path to chassis per-
mits use with transmitting tubes, 866 rectifiers, etc. Lang leakage 
path between contacts. Contacts are type proven by hundreds of 
millions already in government, commercial and broadcast service, 
to be extremely dependable. Sockets may be mounted either with 
or without metal flange. Mounts in standard size choisis hole. All 
types have barrier between contacts and chassis. All but octal and 
crystal sockets also have barriers between individual contacts in 
addition. 

Voltage regulotor dual contact bayonet socket, 33991 black phenolic 
insulation and 33992 with low loss mico filled phenolic insulation. 

No. Description 

33002—Crystal Socket 1/4 " o . 125"   33004-4 Pin Tube Socket 
33102—Crystal Socket . 487" o .095"  33005-5 Pin Tube Socket 
33202—Crystal Socket 1/2 " o . 125"  33006-6 Pin Tube Socket 
33302—Crystal Socket . 487" x . 050"  33008-8 Pin Tube Socket 
33407—Miniature Socket only, ceramic  33991—Socket for 991.... 
33409—Noval Socket only, ceramic  33992—Socket for 991  
33307—Miniature Socket, Shield, ceramic . 33207-829 Socket  
33309—Noval Socket, Shield, ceramic  33305—Acorn Socket  
33405-5 Pin Socket Eimac  

MILLEN TUBE SOCKETS 

No. Description 

FLEXIBLE COUPLINGS — The Na, 39000 series of Millen '' De-
signed for Application — flexible coupling units include, in addition to 
improved versions of the conventional types, also such exclusive orig-
inal designs as the No. 39001 insulated universal ¡oint and the No. 
39006 " slide-action" coupling ( in both steatite and bakelite insulation). 
The No. 39006 " slide-action" coupling permits longitudinal shaft 
motion, eccentric shaft motion and out-of- line operation, as well as 
angular drive without backlash. 
The No. 39005 and 39005.13 ( high torque) are similar to the No. 39001, 
but are not insulated. The steatite insulated No. 39001 has a special 
will- backlash pivot and socket grip feature. All of the above illus-
trated units ore for 1/4 " shaft and ore standard production type units. 
The No. 39016 incorporates features which hove long been desired 
in a flexible coupling. No Backlash — Higher Flexibility — Higher 
Breakdown Voltage — Smaller Diameter — Shorter Length — Higher 
Alignment Accuracy — Higher Resistance to Mechanical Shock — Solid 
Insulating Barrier Diaphragm — Molded as a Single Unit. 

CERAMIC PLATE OR GRID CAPS — Soldering lug and con-
tact one-piece. Lug ears annealed and solder dipped to facilitate each 
combination " mechanical plus soldered' connection of cable. 

No. 36001—%s"   No. 36002-1/4 "  No. 36004-1/4 " 

SAFETY TERMINAL — Combination high voltage terminal and 
thru-bushing Tapered contact pin fits firmly into conical socket provid-
ing large area, low resistance connection. Pin is swivel mounted in 
cap to prevent twisting of lead wire. 

No. 37001, Black or Red   No. 37501, Low loss   
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STEATITE TERMINAL STRIPS — Terminal and lust we one 
piece. Lugs ore turret type and are free floating so as not to strain L4 
ceramic on wide temperature variations. Easy to mount with series 
of round holes. 1400 volt and 3500 volt series. 

POSTS, PLATES, AND PLUGS — The No. 37200 series, in• 
cluding both insulated and non- insulated binding posts with associated 
plates and plugs, provide various cornbinotions to meet most require. 
menti. The posts have captive heads and keyed mounting. 
The No. 37291 and No. 37223 are standard in black or red with other 
colors on special order. No. 37201, No. 37202, and No. 37204 and 
No. 37222 are available in black, red, or low loss. The No. 37202 is 
also available in steatite. 

No. Description No. Description 

37201—Single plates, Pr 37212—Dual plug  
3729I—Single plates ( tapered), pr.37222—Non-insulated binding post 
37202—Dual plates, pr 37223—Insulated binding posts  
37204—Double dual plates, pr  

DIAL LOCK — Compact, easy to mount, positive in action, does 
not alter dial setting in operation! Rotation of knob "A" depresses 
finger " B" and " C" without imparting any rotary motion to Dial. 
Single hole mounted. 

No. 10050  

TUBE CLAMP — No. 33087 is easy to use, easy to install, effec-
tive in function. Available in special sizes for all types of tubes. Single 
hole mounting. Spring steel, cadmium plated. 



ANEL DIALS —  The No. 1003$ illuminated panel diet has 12 
r 1 ratio; size, 81/2" x 61/2 ". Small No. 10039 has 8 to I ratio; size, 
" x 31/..". Both are of compact mechanical design, easy to mount 
rd hare totally self-contained mechanism, thus eliminating back of 
and interference. Provision for mounting and marking auxiliary 
'ntrels, such as switches, potentiometers, etc., provided on the No. 
)035. Standard finish, either size, flat block art metal. 
HAFT LOCKS —  In addition to the original No. 100750 and No. 
)061 " DESIGNED FOR APPLICATION ' shaft locks, we can else 
nrnish such variations as the No. 10062 and No. 10063 for easy 
rumb operation as illustrated above. The No. 10061 instantly con-
ens any Plain " 1/4  shaft" volume control, condenser, etc. from 
plain" to " shaft locked" type. Easy to mount. 

12000 and 16000 SERIES TRANSMITTING CONDENSERS 
— Rigid heavy channeled aluminum end plates. Isolantite insulation, 
polished or plain edges. One piece rotor contact spring and connec-
ion lug. Compact, easy to mount with connector lugs in convenient 
orations. Same plate sizes as 11000 series above. 
he 16000 series has same plate sizes as 04000 series. Also has 
onstant impedance, heavy current, multiple finger rotor contactor 
d new design. Both 12000 and 16000 series available in single 
Ind double sections and many capacities and plate spacing. 

18000-29000 SERIES VARIABLE AIR CAPACITORS —  
•Designed for Application," double bearings, steatite end plates, 
admium or silver plated brass plates. Single or double section 
022" or .066" air gap. End plate size: '%e." a 13/4 6"• Rotor Plate 
adius: 3/4". Shaft lock, rear shaft extension, special mounting 
,rockets, etc., to meet your requirements. The 28000 series has 
emi-circular rotor plate shape. The 29000 series has approximately 
height frequency line rotor plate shape. Prices quoted on request. 
Aany stock sizes. 

NEUTRALIZING, CAPACITOR —  Designed originally for use 
n our own No. 90881 Power Amplifier, the No. 15011 disc neutral. 
zing capacitor has such unique features os rigid channel frame, 
horizontal or vertical mounting, fine thread over-size lead screw 
with stop to prevent shorting and rotor lock. Heavy rounded-edged 
polished aluminum plates ore 2" diameter. Glazed steatite insulation. 

go. 15011   

DIALS AND KNOBS —  Just a few of the many stock types of 
small dials and knobs are illustrated herewith. 10007 is 1S/1" diam-
eter, 10009 is 23/4" and 10008 is 31/2 ". 
HIGH VOLTAGE INSULATED SHAFT EXTENSION — 
No. 10061 shaft locks and the No. 39023 insulated high voltage 
potentiometer extension mountings ore available as a single integrated 
unit — the No. 39024. The proper shaft length is independent of 
the panel thickness. The standard shaft has provision for screw driver 
adjustment. Special shaft arrangements are available for industrial 
applications. Extension shaft and insulated coupling are molded as a 
single unit to provide accuracy of alignment and ease of installation. 

Na. 39023, non locking type   No. 39024, locking type   

04000 and 11000 SERIES TRANSMITTING CONDENSERS 
.-- Another member of the " Designed for Application" series of trans-
mitting variable air capacitors is the 04000 series with peak voltage 
ratings of 3000, 6000, and 9000 volts. Right ongle drive, 1-1 
ratio. Adjustable drive shaft ongle for either vertical or sloping 
panels. Sturdy construction, thick, round-edged, polished aluminum 
plates with 11/4 " radius. Constant impedance, heavy current, multiple 
finger rotor contador of new design. Available in all normal 
capacities. 
The 11000 series has 10/1 ratio center drive and fixed ongle drive 
shaft. 

PERMEABILITY TUNED CERAMIC FORMS —  In addition to 
the popular shielded plug-in permeability tuned forms, 74000 series, 
the 69040 series of ceramic permeability tuned unshielded forms 
ore available as standard stock items. Winding diameters available 
from Yu." le 1/2 " and winding space from lye to i th ,'. 
Na. 69041—(Copper Slug)  Na. 69052—( Iron Core)  
No. 69042—( Iron Core)  No. 69054—( Iron Core)  
No. 69043—(Copper Slug)  No. 69055—)Copper Slug)  
Na. 69044—( Iron Cone)  No. 69056—Won Core)  
No. 69045—(Copper Slug)  Na. 69057—(Copper Slug)  
Na. 69046—( Iron Core)  No. 69058— linon Core)  
No. 69047—)Capper Slog)  No. 69061—(Copper Slug)  
No. 69048—( Iron Core)  No. 69062—Hron Core)  
No. 69051—)Capper Slog/  
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MINIATURIZED HIGH RELIABILITY VARIABLE CAPACITORS 

NO. 25000 SERIES MACHINED FROM SOLID BARS OF EXTRUDED BRAS; 

Modern demands for miniature precision, high O varlablr 
air dielectric capacitors with high reliability require tha 
all of the staler plates be machined from a solid block o 
brass and that oil of the rotor plates be machined from c 
solid block of brass. Staked, soldered, or washer-spacer 
types of construction are adequate for larger capacitor: 
with wider air gaps but are entirely inadequate for minick 
lure high reliability capacitors for use at high frequencies 
The stator terminal is an integral part of the stator. Thfi 
results from extruding the exact shape required. The rotoi 
shaft is an integral part of the rotor, thus alignment al 
shaft with rotor is perfect and there are no gins os 
press fits. 

Special capacitors which can be manufactured using al 
or port of the tooling for standard capacitors ore designes 
and manufactured to order. 

AiLidi re es, 
TRANSMITTING TANK COILS — A full line — all popular 
wattages for all bands. Send for special catalog sheet. 
Nos. 42000, 43000, 44000, 48000  

TUNABLE COIL FORM — Standard octal base of low loss mica-
filled bakelite, polystyrene 1/2 " diameter coil form, heavy aluminum 
shield, iron tuning slug of high frequency type, suitable for use up to 
35 mc. Adjusting screw protrudes through center hole of standard 
octal socket. 
No. 74001, with iron core  
No. 74002, less iron core  

RF CHOKES — Many hove copied, few have equalled, and none 
have surpassed the genuine original design Millen Designed for Appli-
cation series of midget RF Chokes. The more popular styles now in 
constant production are illustrated herewith. Special styles and varia-
tions to meet unusual requirements quickly furnished. 

No. 34100 — 2.5 mh., 250 ma  Na. 34105 — 1.0 mh., 300 ma  
No. 34101 — 2.5 rnh., 250 ma  No. 34106 — 1.0 mh., 300 ma 
No. 34102 — 2.5 mh., 250 ma  No. 34107 — 1.0 mh., 300 ma  
No. 34103 — 2.5 mh., 250 ma  No. 34108 — 1.0 mh., 300 ma...-. 
No. 34104 — 2.5 mh., 250 ma  No. 34109 — 1.0 mh.. 300 

MILLEN COIL FORMS — Made of low loss mica filled brown 
bokelite. Guide funnel makes for easy threading of leads through pins. 
No. 45000  
No. 45004  
No. 45005 

SPECIAL RF CHOKES — Figures 1 and 4 illustrate special type 
of RF chokes available on order. The popular 34300 and 34200 serie 
ore shown in figures 2 and 3 respectively. 

OCTAL BASE AND SHIELD Low loss phenolic base will 
octal socket plug and aluminum shield can 17/16 x 11/4  x 31'16. 
Na. 74400  

MINIATURE POWDERED IRON CORE RF INDUCTANCES —• 
The No. 1300 — Miniature powdered iron core inductances. 0.107 it 
dia. x Ve in. long. Inductances from 3.3 microhenries to 2.5 milli 
henries -1-5%. RIA standard values plus 25, 50, 150, 250, 350, 500 
and 2500 microhenries. Three layer solenoids from 39 to 350 micro 
henries. 1/4 in. wide single pi from 360 to 2500 microhenries. Specks 
coils on order. 

PHENOLIC FORM RF INDUCTANCES — The No. 34300 In-
ductances — Phenolic coil form with axial leads. Inductances from 
0.15 microhenry to 2.5 rnillihenries 1r 5%. EIA standard values plus 
25, 50, 150, 250, 350, 500, and 2500 microhenries. Solenoids from 0.15 
to 16 microhenries. Single pi from 18 to 300 microhenries. Multiple 
pi for higher inductances. Forms Y32" dia. x 'As in. long, Yi,," 
3/4" 1/4 ", and 1/4 " x 1". Special coils on order. 

MINIATURE IF TRANSFORMERS — Extremely high 
approximately 200 — Variable Coupling — ( under, critical, and over: 
with all adjustments on top. Small size 1%e" x '0/16" x 17/e" Molded 
terminal base. Air capacitor tuned. Coils completely enclosed in cup 
cores. Tapped primary and secondary. Rugged construction. High 
electrical stability. 
No. 61455, 455 kc. Universal Trans  
No. 61453, 455 kc. BFO  
No. 61160, 1600 kc. Universal Trans 
No. 61163, 1600 kc. BFO  
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MINIATURIZED COMPONENTS 
DESIGNED for APPLICATION miniatunzed componente 
developed for use in our own equipment such as the 90901 Oscillo-
scope, are now available for separate sale. Many of these parts 
are similar, in most details except size, to their equivalents in our 
standard component parts group. In certain devices where com-
plete minihturization is not paramount, a combination of standard 
and miniature components may possibly be used to advantage. 
For convenience, we have also listed on this page the extremely 
small sized coil forms from our standard catalog. rnina s space •  

CODE DESCRIPTION 

A001 Bar knob for W' shaft. W' high by 1/4 " long. 
A006 Hated black plastic knob with brass insert for 1/4 " shaft. 

1/2 " high by Va" diameter. 
A007 Vs" black plastic dial knob with brass insert for Vs" shaft. 

1/4 " diameter dial. 1/4 4," high. 
A008 W' black plastic knob. Sates as no. A007 except for style. 
A012 Right angle drive for 1/4 " shafts. Single hole mounting. 
A014 1" bar dial for 1/4 " shaft. 1/2 " high. 180° or 280° dials for 

clockwise or counter-clockwise rotation. 
A015 I" fluted knob dial for Ve" shaft. 1/2 " high. Same dial plates 

as no. A014. 
A017 11/4 " diameter fluted black plastic knob for Vs" shaft. 
A018 Knob, same as no. A007 except with 1/4 " diameter skirt. 
A019 Knob, same as no. A007, but without dial. 
A021 Miniature metal index for miniature dials. 
A050 Miniature dial lock. 
A061 Shaft lock for 1/4 " diameter shaft. 1/4 "-32 bushing. Nickel 

plated brass. 
A062 Shaft lock with knurled locking nut. 
A066 Shaft bearing for 1/4 " diameter shafts. Nickel plated brass. 

Fits ' Us" diameter hole. 

CODE DESCRIPTION 

E001 Steatite ceramic standoff or tie- point. Integral mounting 
eyelet. 0.205" overall diameter. 

E201 Black or red plastic binding post plates for No. E222. 
E202 Black or red plastic plates for two binding posts spaced 1/2 ". 

E212 Black or red plastic plug for two binding posts spaced 1/2 ". 
E222 Metal binding post with jack top. 
E302A to E306A Steatite ceramic terminal strips. 1/4 6" wide. Ter-

i d Vs" on centers Screw type or solder type 
thru-terminals. 

1300-3.3 to 1300-2500 Complete line of miniature inductances 
3.3 to 2500 microhenries. 3/s" long. Diameter 0.115" to 
0.297". 

M001 Insulated universal ¡ oint style flexible coupling for 1/4 " dia. 

M003 sShoalitcln eoupling for Vs" dia. shafts. Nickel plated brass. 
M004 Universal joint style flexible coupling for 1/4 " diameter shafts. 

Inverted hubs for short length. Not insulated. 
M005 Universal joint style flexible coupling for Vs" diameter shafts. 

External hub for maximum flexibility. Not insulated. 
M006 Universal joint style flexible coupling for 1/4 " diameter shafts. 

Spring finger. Steatite ceramic insulation. 
M008 Plastic insulated coupling with nickel plated brass inserts for 

'A" diameter shafts. 
M017 Plastic insulated flexible coupling for W' diameter shafts. 

lx/e long by Ms" diameter. Bronze yoke. 
M023 Insulated shaft extension for 1/4 "-32 bushing and 1/4 " shaft 

For mounting sub- miniature potentiometer. 
M024 Locking insulated shaft extension similar to no. M023. 
69043 Steatite ceramic coil form. Adjustable core. Winding space 

Vs" diameter by ' 3/32" long. Mounting 4-40 hole. 
69044 Steatite ceramic coil form. Adjustable core. Winding space 

0.187" diameter by N" long. No. 10-32 mounting. 

15 
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f'41 -4 Utf' FOR EVERY APPLICATION 
IMMEDIATELY AVAILABLE — FROM STOCK IIOver 1,000 items to cover virtually every electronic application 400 Hermetic items, 

proved to MIL T 27A, eliminate costly test delays. Highest reliability in the field. 
Immediately available from your local distributor. Write for catalog. 

FILTERS 

>4311, 

LOW PASS HIGH PASS BAND TELEMETERING 
PASS 60 to 12000 CYCLES. 400 to 70000 CYCLES. 

TRANSISTOR COMPACT 
AUDIO WIDE RANGE 

TELEGRAPH 
425 to 2975 CYCLES. 

SMALLEST SIZE 

MINIATURE HERMETIC 
blIGNEET KOWER 

OUNCER 

ULTRA COMPACT 

TRANSISTOR LINE 
POWER ADAPTORS 

.20 FROM BATTERY 

TRANSISTOR SUPPLY 
TO 50V 7.5A 

VOLTAGE ADJUSTORS ... 
STEPDOWN ISOLATION 

UNITS TO 2500 W. 

COMMERCIAL GRADE 

COMPLETE LINE OF AUDIO d POWER 
UNITS FOR COMMERCIAL EQUIPMENT. 

And Special Units to 
Your Specifications 

VARIABLE 
STANDARD 

HERMETIC 
POWER 

COMPONENTS 
Military, Industrial 

PLATE TO 6 KV CT 

FILAMENT 400 CYCLE 

FOR TUBE, TRANSISTOR. 
CHOPPER, AND MATCHING 
SERVICE. .8 to 12 OZ. 

HIGH Q INDUCTORS 

DECADE 
INDUCTOR 

LOW FREOU. 
TO 2500 HYS 

MINIATURE MIMI) CORE. 
.03 TO 23 uSoL. 

AMATEUR 
SERIES 

COMPLETE LINE OF 
AUDIO & POWER FOR 
HAM, MARINE, ETC 

PERMALLOY DUST 
TOROIDS HIGHEST 13 
ACCURACY, STABILITY. 

HIGHEST 
FIDELITY 

HIPERMALLOY 

LINEAR STANDARD 

BROACICA5T ONU 
FAVORITES 

MAGNETIC 
AMPLIFIERS 

FOR SERVO MOTORS 
2 TO 18 WATTS. 

REPLACEMENT TYPES 

40. 

Auwieúttagig.TiL:QretTA.A" 

UNITED TRANSFORMER CORPORATION 
150 Vorick Street, New York 13, N. Y. 

PACIFIC MFG. DIVISION 4008 W. JEFFERSON BLVD., LOS ANGELES 16, CALIF. 

EXPORT DIVISION: 13 EAST 40th STREET, NEW YORK 16, N. Y. CABLES: "ARLAIS" 
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COLLINS 

The finest amateur equipment built... 

YOUR PORTABLE HAM SHACK 

Collins KWM-2 SSB Transceiver 
This versatile single sideband transceiver serves 

both your fixed station and mobile needs on 
any fourteen 200-kc bands between 3.4 rric and 

29.7 mc ( except 5.0 — 6.5 mc). Crystals are 
provided for all HF bands except 10 meters 

where one crystal is supplied with provision 
for two additional crystals. Now you can move 

your ham station from the desk to the mobile 
mount in your car in minutes. 

The compact, lightweight KWM-2 provides 

ample power on 80 through 10 meters with 
175 watts PEP input on SSB, or 160 watts on 
CW. With a two-tone audio keyer and a con-

verter unit, the transceiver may be adapted for 

RTTY use. 

Filter-type SSB generation, Collins permeability-

tuned oscillator, crystal-controlled HF double 
conversion oscillator, VOX and anti-trip cir-

cuits, automatic load control, and RF inverse 

feedback are top features of the KWM-2. 

The Collins 2.1-kc Mechanical Filter, RF amp-
lifier, tuned circuits and several tubes perform 
the dual role of transmitting and receiving. CW 

break-in and monitoring sidetone circuits are 
built in. Four plugs in the mobile mount con-
nect the KWM-2 automatically. A connector 

provides for antenna selection or loading coil 

selection for mobile operation. 

The KWM-2 is easy to operate. The planetary 

20-kc-per-turn knob allows accurate tuning. 
One-kc divisions on all bands provides ease of 
tuning and meeting schedules on frequency. 

Includes 100-kc crystal calibrator. 

The KWM-2 weighs 18 lbs. 3 oz. and meas-
ures 73A" H ( including legs), 143A" W, and 

13 1/4 " D. Mounts, accessories and power sup-
plies are available for 12-v dc, and 115- and 

230-v ac operation. 
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COLLINS 

The finest amateur equipment built... 

THE COLLINS S/LINE 

System Engineered to Give 
You the Finest in Fixed 

Station SSB Performance 
For the advanced radio operator who wants the 
only system engineered fixed station available, 
Collins offers its famous S/Line. Based on a 
systems concept, each unit of the S/Line aug-
ments the others, giving you a complete single 
sideband station. 

With the receiver and transmitter intercon-
nected, the two may be operated as a trans-
ceiver. A frequency control switch provides for 
separation of transmit and receive tuning. 

Finished in gray tones, with clean, smooth lines 
and front panels of dark gray simulated leather, 
Collins S/Line is equally welcome in your ham 
shack, den or family room. Each time you go 
on the air with a complete Collins S/Line, you 
are assured of the cleanest, clearest signal on 
the amateur bands. 

30S-1 



2S- I Transmitter 

The 32S-1 is an SSB or CW transmitter with 
a nominal output of 100 watts between 3.4 and 
29.7 mc ( except 5.0 to 6.5 mc). Crystals fur-
nished cover HF amateur bands and 200 kc on 
10 meters. Input power is 175 watts PEP on 
SSB or 160 watts on CW. 

Features built into the 32S-1 include Mechan-
ical Filter-type sideband generation; stable, 
permeability-tuned VFO; crystal-controlled HF 
oscillator; RF inverse feedback for better linear-
ity; automatic load control for higher average 
talk power, and protection against flat-topping. 

For ac operation, the 516F-2 Power Supply is 
used with the 32S-1; for 12-v dc operation, the 
MP-1 Power Supply may be used. 

312B-4 Speaker Console 

The 312B-4 provides a unitized control for 
the S/Line or the KWM-2. It houses a speaker, 
RF directional wattmeter with 200- and 2000-
watt scales, and switches for station control 
functions. 

75S-3 Receiver 

The 75S-3 provides SSB, CW and AM recep-
tion between 3.4 and 29.7 mc ( except 5.0 — 6.5 
mc) by selection of the appropriate HF hetero-
dyning crystals. Crystals furnished cover HF 
amateur bands except the 10 meter band, where 
one crystal is supplied plus provision for two 
more. 

Features incorporated in the 75S-3 include dual 
conversion with a crystal-controlled first hetero-
dyning oscillator; bandpass first IF; stable, 
permeability-tuned VFO; RF amplifier designed 
to minimize cross modulation products; 2.1-kc 
Mechanical Filter and 200-cycle crystal filter; 
excellent AVC characteristics; both product and 
diode detector; rejection notch filter; manual 
and crystal BFO, and AGC time constant con-
trol. The advanced design of the 75S-5 includes 
the use of only 150 volts on vacuum tube plates, 
use of silicon diodes in lieu of conventional 
high vacuum rectifier; and the choice of three 
degrees of selectivity ( also optional Mechanical 
Filters for AM). Provision for obtaining power 
from a dc power supply is also made. 

With the new Collins 75S-3, you can be assured 
of the finest amateur receiver available for recep-
tion of the CW, SSB, or RTTY modes. 

75S I Receiver 

The 75S-1, designed primarily for SSB, incor-
porates such features as Collins famous fre-
quency stability; dual conversion; 2.1-kc Mech-
anical Filter with provision for adding 500-cps 
Mechanical Filter for CW; AVC system tailored 
for SSB; silicon rectifiers, and provision for AM 
reception. 

30S-1 and New 301.- I Linear Amplifiers 

The 30S-1 is a completely self-contained, single 
tube, grounded grid linear amplifier. Requiring 
70 to 100 watts driving power ( from the 32S-1 
or KWM-2), it provides the full legal power 
input for SSB, CW or RTTY. The tube used 
is the Eimac 4CX1000A. The 30S-1 may be 
used on any frequency between 3.4 and 29.7 mc. 
A special comparator tuning circuit allows tune-
up at low power to avoid exceeding the legal dc 
input of 1 kw. Push button selection of either 
linear amplifier or exciter output from the front 
panel. Antenna relay included. Conservatively 

rated. 

The new compact 30L-1 Linear ( the same 
size as the famous KWM-2) provides for 1000 
watts PEP input on SSB ( 500 watts average dc) 
and 1000 watts average on CW, and has a self-
contained power supply. It is designed to be 
driven by Collins KWM-1, KWM-2 or 32S-1, 
as well as from most other 70-100 watt 
CW/SSB exciters. The new unit also features 
RF inverse feedback; automatic load control; 
silicon rectifiers and a high/low power switch. 
Instant warm-up time. Automatic antenna 
switching from exciter to amplifier included. 

Extended Frequency Versions of the S'Line 

The 32S-1 and 75S-3 are available in extended 

frequency versions, designated the 75S-3A and 

32S-2. The two differ from the original in that 
an additional crystal board has been added 

beneath the chassis. In this board is placed the 
standard complement of ham band crystals nor-

mally received with the equipment. The upper 
board is available for the placement of what-

ever additional crystals may be desired up to 
a total of 14. A front panel switch is added to 

allow switching between the two crystal boards. 

19 
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COLLINS 

The finest amateur equipment built . . . 

COLLINS S/LINE AND 
KW M-2 ACCESSORIES 

302C-3 Directional Wattmeter — Measures forward 
and reflected power on 200- and 2000-watt scales with 
accuracy and without calibrating adjustments. Coupler 
unit mounts separately from indicator-control box. 
Power loss and mismatch introduced by the instru-
ment are negligible. Fixed or mobile applications. 
351E Table Mounts— For mounting the S/Line and 
KWM-2 and accessories on planes, boats, etc. May be 
fastened to any flat surface. Front clamps attach to the 
feet of the units to hold them securely. 

351D-2 Mobile Mount — Provides secure mounting 
for KWM-2 in most automobiles. Cantilever arms 
fold out of the way when the unit is removed. Mating 
plugs connect power, receive-transmit antenna, noise 
blanker antenna, speaker and antenna control as 
KWM-2 slides into place. Power Supply Cable 
included. 
DL-1 Dummy Load — A 100-watt resistive load for 
all HF frequencies. Connects permanently in antenna 
coax line. Front panel or remote switch allows selec-
tion of "antenna" or "load." Provides easy comparison 
of antenna SWR and non-band interference tune-up. 
Will absorb 30L-1, 30S-1 outputs for short periods. 
Choice of Type N or RCA antenna connectors. 
312B-5 Speaker Console and External PTO — 
Used with the KWM-2 in fixed station operation to 
provide separation of receive and transmit frequencies, 
speaker, directional wattmeter, plus switching for func-
tional control of system. Styled to match KWM-2. 

399C-1 Speaker and External PTO — Contains a 
speaker and a PTO ( as in the 312B-5). 
136B-2 Noise Blanker— An accessory for the 
KWM-2 for mobile operation. This noise blanker 
provides effective reduction of impulse-type noise — 
particularly ignition noise. Requires separate antenna 
resonant at 40 mc. Properly installed, this 136B-2 
can be the difference between operating and not oper-
ating when around other cars. 

312B-3 Speaker— Contains a 5" x 7" speaker and 
connecting cable. Styled to match receiver, transmitter. 

516F-2 AC Power Supply — Operates from 115 
ac, 50-60 cps. Provides all voltage for the 32S-1 

and KWM-2. Cabinet has provision for mounting a 
speaker styled to match the KWM-2. 

MP-1 Mobile Power Supply — A transistorized 
inverter powered from a 12-v automobile, aircraft, 
or boat storage battery to the voltages required for 
operation of the KWM-1, KWM-2 or KWM-2A. 
Wiring cable is normally supplied with 351D-2. 

440E-1 Cable — For use with MP- 1 when the 
351D-2 mount is not used. 22' long with plug to 
match KWM-2 on one end; provision for solder 
lugs on opposite end. 

PM-2 Portable Power Supply — The new PM-2 is 
compact, lightweight, and provides all voltages needed 
for the KWM-2. Connects easily and quickly to rear 
of KWM-2. Operates from either 115 y ac or 220 

ac at 50-400 cps to provide a completely portable 
SSB and CW station. Contains a small speaker. The 
PM-2 and KWM-2 may be carried in the CC-2 
carrying case, with a combined weight of less than 
45 pounds. 

MM-1 Mobile Microphone — A dynamic micro-
phone designed to fit comfortably in your hand. A 
5' length of coiled cord and attached PJ-068 is sup-
plied with the 22-ounce microphone. For use with 
the KWM-2 or the S/Line. Push-to-talk switch. 
Hanger bracket furnished. Brushed aluminum finish. 
MM-2 Boom Microphone — A high- impedance 
reluctance microphone/single earphone combination 
for fixed or mobile operation. PTT not required; 
operates with VOX control. Sponge-padded headband 
clasps head firmly but lightly. Microphone boom and 
ear pipe adjustable for proper fit. Cord and attached 
plugs furnished. 
CC-2 Carrying Case— Specially designed Samsonite 
Silhouette case for the KWM-2/PM-2 or 30L-1. 
Attractive molded Royalite interior protects equip-
ment against rough handling. Two spare pockets. 

MM-3 Boom Microphone — A high- impedance 
boom mike which has the same characteristics as the 
MM-2 except that there is no earphone built into the 
headset of the MM-3. Ideal for fixed station use where 
freedom of movement is desired. 

SM-1 Desk-Top Microphone — A high- impedance, 
dynamic mike with styling and output level to match 
S/Line and KWM-2. Satin aluminum finish. Five-foot 
coiled cord and attached PJ-068 plug furnished. 

351R-1 Rack Adapter— Matching gray rack panel 
with hardware for mounting 75S-1, 32S-1, KWM-2 
or 30L- I. Supporting shelf holds unit securely. 
351R-2 Rack Adapter— Matching gray rack panels 
with hardware for rack mounting S/Line and KWM-2 
accessories, 516F-2, 399C- I, 312B-4 and 312B-5. Sup-
porting shelf holds unit securely. 
399B-4 Novice Adapter — Plugs into 32S-1 to pro-
vide four crystal-controlled channels for novice oper-
ation of 32S-1. Crystals not furnished. Removal of 
one 6146 reduces power of 32S-I to proper level. 

399B-5 Novice Adapter — Plugs into KWM-2 to 
provide four crystal-controlled channels on transmit. 
Receiver remains PTO tuned. Crystals not furnished. 
Removal of one 6146 reduces power of KWM-2 to 
proper input for novice use. 

I
For further information on the Collins S/Line 
and accessories, see your nearest authorized 
Collins distributor or write: Amateur Sales, 
Collins Radio Company, Cedar Rapids, Iowa. 



All that's new in PLASMA research 

read 

December 

Proceedings 
for the facts! 

No matter what your field in elec-
tronics, having a working knowl-
edge of plasmas is greatly to your 
advantage. Why? Because plasmas 

are becoming increasingly important 
in electronics research and application. 

Think of the major new developments in 
this field. Scientists are using gaseous 

plasmas to convert heat directly into elec-
tricity. Will this affect your work? Of course 

it will! Others are designing new vacuum pumps, 
again with gaseous plasmas helping to increase effi-

ciency. Do you see the impact this will have on vacuum 
tubes, on a whole host of electronics products? 

Much specialized research has been done on gaseous 
plasmas in the last few years. Much more is being planned. To 
catch up with it, you'd have to read a mass of technical 
papers weed through conflicting theories, and often find at 
the end that the research is not pertinent to your work at all. 

Realising this . . . 
Proceedings of the IRE devotes its entire December issue 

to a survey of plasma research and findings to date . . . 
More than 15 technical papers, each one written by an au-
thority, will spell out what plasmas are, how they behave, 
what they can do. Guest editor is Dr. E. W. Herold, Vice 
President, Research, Varian Associates. • 

Every special issue of Proceedings in the past 
has remained a definitive reference work for years. 
Many were sold out almost immediately. If you 
are not a member of the IRE, make sure of your 
copy of the December special issue on plasmas by 
sending in the coupon immediately. 

Proceedings of the IRE 

The Institute of Radio Engineers 
1 East 79th Street, New York 21 

more than 15 definitive papers 
covering the following areas 

of plasma research 
and application: 

1 Fundamental plasma processes 

2 Applications to communications 

3 Electric power generation 

4 Propulsion systems 

5 Low density plasma explora-

tions 

6 Generation and amplification of 
oscillations in plasmas 

7 Diagnostic procedures 

The Institute of Radio Engineers 
1 East 79th Street, New York 21 

Please send me the December 1961 issue of Proceedings of the IRE, 
containing a survey of the research carried out on plasmas. 

D Enclosed is $3.00 (for non-members only).* 

D Enclosed is company purchase order. 

'Extra copies to IRE members, $1.25 each (limit: 1 extra to a 

member). 

NAME—. 

COMPANY 

ADDRESS.-
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Write for FREE 4- page 

color brochure describ-

ing " Messenger", " Per-

sonal Messenger", an-

tennas and accessories! 

VIKING 1st 
ADVENTURER—Self-contained ... 50 watts CW input... rugged 807 
transmitting tube ... instant bandswitching 80 through 10 meters. 
Crystal or external VFO control— wide range pi- network output—timed 
sequence keying. With tubes, less crystals. 
Cat. No. 240481-1 Kit   Net $ 54.95 

NAVIGATOR-40 watts CW input . .. also serves as a flexible VFO 
exciter. 6146 final amplifier tube—bandswitching 160 through 10 
meters. Budt-in VFO or crystal control. With tubes, less crystals. 
Cat. No. 240-126-1 Kit   Net $ 149.50 
Cat. No. 240-126-2 Wired, tested    Net $ 199.50 

CHALLENGER-70 watts phone input 80 through 6; 120 watts CW 
input 80 through 10 ... 85 watts CW on 6 metete. Two 60Q6A final 
amplifier tubes. Crystal or external VFO controi—TVI suppressed— 
wide range pi-network output. With tubes, less crystals. Net $154.75 
Cat. No. 240-182-1 Kit   Net $ 114.75 
Cat. No. 240-182-2 Wired, tested   

6N2— Rated 150 watts CW and 100 watts phone— instant bandswitch-
ing coverage 6 and 2 meters. Fully TVI suppressed— use with "Viking 
I, II", " Ranger I, II", -Valiant" or similar power supply/modulators. 
()denies by crystal contro! or external VFO with 8-9 flic. output. With 
tubes, less crystals. 
Cat. No. 240-201-1 Kit   Net $129.50 
Cat. No. 240-201-2 Wired, tested   Net $ 169.50 

10 METER "MESSENGER"—A compact, superbly-engineered trans-
ceiver. Ideal for fixed location or mobile operation. Completely crystal 
controlled, the 10- Meter "Messenger" contains 10 t ubes (including 
rectifier). Instant selection of five frequencies in the range of 29.4 to 
29.7 mos., within a 300 kc. segment of the 10-meter band. Super-
heterodyne receiver has excellent sensitivity and selectivity. ANL, 
AVC—positive action "squelch" ... wide range pi-L network output 
. . . push-to-talk ceramic microphone! Transmitter section uses a 
7054 crystal oscillator coupled to a high gain 7061 final amplifier— 
delivers a clean, crisp, well modulated signal! Unit is light weight, 
easy to install. With power cords, tubes, microphone and 29,640 kc. 
crystals for National Calling and Emergency Frequency. 
Cat. No. 242-201 115V AC only   Net $ 129.75 
Cat. No. 242-202 115V AC/6V DC  Net $ 139.75 
Cat. No. 242-203 115V AC/12V DC   Net $ 139.75 

10 METER "PERSONAL MESSENGER"—Compact, hand-held crystal 
controlled transceiver. Available in 100 milluwatt or „1 watt output 
models. Contains eleven transistors and fOur diodes. Unit is flexible 
and .3,), to uperate. Superheterodyne receiver with exclusive tuned 
RF amplifier gives twice the sensitivity and more than 40% increase 
in range over similar type units with conventional circuitry. Both 
transmitter and receiver sections have staggered tuned circuits for 
frequency coverage from 29.450 mc. to 29.700 mc, wItelt muffing 
any portion of either section. POwerful two-stage transmitter punches 
signal home even at extreme ranges—delivers higher power output 
than similar units with same rated input! Shaped high output " push-
pull" audio provides unmatched intelligibility and razor-sharp voice 
reproduction for 100% copy! For operation with penlight cells or 
rechargeable nickel cadmium batteries. Accessories, in addition to 
those listed below, include earphone and plug, car cigarette lighter 
adapter. 
Cat. No. 242-103 10 Meter "Personal Mess eeeee ", 100 milliwatt, 

with 29.640 crystal, 8 penlight cell-battery case . . . Net $ 109.50 
Cat. No, 242-104 10 Meter "Personal Mess eeeee ", 1 watt, with 
29.640 crystal, 8 penlight cell battery case ... Net to be Announced 

Cat. No. 251-806 Leather carrying case and strap . . . . Net $8.50 
Cat. No. 230-804 Rechargeable nickel cadmium battery. Plugs into 
115 V AC outlet to recharge   Net $ 19.95 

RANGER II— Now—a new version of the popular 75 watt CW or 65 
watt AM " Ranger". The "Ranger II" transmitter also serves as an 
RF/audio exciter for high power equipment. Completely self-con-
tained instant bandswitching 160 through 6 meters! Operates by 
built-in VFO or crystal control. Nigh gain audio-timed sequence key-
ing, TVI suppressed. Pi-network antenna load matching from 50 to 
500 ohms. With tubes, less crystals. 
Cat. No. 240-162-1 Kit   Net $249.50 
Cat. No. 240-162-2 Wired, tested   Net $359.50 

VALIANT-275 watts input CW and SSB (P.E.P. with auxiliary SSB 
exciter) 200 watts phone. Instant bandswitching 160 through 10 
meters— built-in VFO or crystal control. Pi-network output matches 
antenna loads from 50 to 600 ohms. TVI suppressed—timed se-
quence keying— built-in low pass audio filter—self-contained power 
supplies. With tubes, less crystals. 
Cat. No. 240-104-1 Kit   Net $349.50 
Cat. No. 240-104-2 Wired, tested   Net $439.50 

FIVE HUNDRED— Full 600 watts CW-500 watts phone and SSB 
(P.E.P, with auxiliary SSB exciter). Compact RF unit designed for 
desk-top operation. All exciter stages ganged to VFO tuning—may 
also be operated by crystal control. Instant bandswitching 80 through 
10 meters—TVI suppressed— high gain push-to-talk audio system. 
Wide range pi-network output. With tubes, less crystals. 
Cat. No. 240-500-1 Kit   Net $749.50 
Cat. No. 240-500-2 Wired, tested   Net $949,50 

E. F. JOHNSON COMPANY 



Choice Among Nation's Amateurs! 

"COURIER"— Rated a solid 500 watts P.E.P. 
input with auxiliary SSB exciter as a Class B 
linear amplifier; 500 watts CW or 200 watts 
AM linear. Self-contained desk-top package— 
continuous coverage 3.5 to 30 mcs. Drive re-
quirements: 5 to 35 watts depending on 
mode and f re quencydesired. TVI suppressed. 
With tubes and built-in power supply. 
Cat. No. 240-352-2 Wired . . . Net $289.50 

The world at your fingertips! 
VIKING "KILOWATT" AMPLIFIER—The only trans-
mitter that provides maximum legal power in all 
modes—SSB, CW, and plate modulated AM. Class C 
final amplifier operation provides plate circuit effi-
cienciesin excessof 70%with unequalled broadcast. 
type high level amplitude modulation. Two 4-440A 
tubes in Class AB2 easily deliver 2000 watts P.E.P. 
(twice average DC) in SSB mode—provides 1000 
watts input AM with two push-pull 810 tubes in 
Class B modulator service. 1000 watts input Class 
C CW. High efficiency pi-network output circuit will 
match 50 to 500 ohm antenna loads. Pedestal con-
tains complete unit. Excitation requirements: 30 
watts RF and 10 watts audio for AM; 10 watts peak 
for SSS. With tubes. 
Cat. No. 240-1000 Wired   Net $ 1595.00 
Cat. No. 251-101-1 Matching accessory desk top, 
black and three-drawer pedestal . . Net $ 132.00 

"THUNDERBOLT"—The hottest linear am-
plifier on the market-2000 watts P.E.P. 
(twice average DC) input SSB; 1000 watts 
CW; 800 watts AM linear. Continuous cover-
age 3.5 to 30 mcs—instant bandswitching. 
Drive requirements; approx. 10 watts Class 
AB2 linear, 20 watts Class C continuous wave. 
With tubes and built-in power supply. , 
Cat. No. 240-353-1 Kit   Net $524.50 
Cat. No. 240-353-2 Wired . .   Net $589.50 

INVADER—More exclusive features than any other Transmitter ' Ex-
citer on the market today! Specially developed high frequency. 
symmetrical, multi-section band•pass crystal filter for more than 60 
db sideband suppression—more than 55 db carrier suppression! 
Instant bandswitching 80 through 10 meters—no extra crystals to 
buy—no realigning necessary. Delivers solid 200 watts CW and PE P. 
SSB input; 90 watts input AM. Built-in VFO—exclusive RF controlled 
audio A6C and ALC (limiter type) provide greater average speech 
power. Wide range pi- network output circuit—extremely smooth. 
VOX and anti- trip circuits. Fully TVI suppressed. Self-contained heavy. 
duty power supply. Wired, tested, tubes and crystals. 
Cat. No. 240-302-2   Net $619.50 

HIGH POWER CONVERSION—Take the features and performance of 
your " Invader" ... add the power and flexibility of this unique 
Viking " Hi- Power Conversion" system ... and you're "on the air" 
with the " Invader 2000". Wired, tested, includes everything you 
need—no soldering necessary—complete conversion in one evening. 
Cat. No. 240-303-2   Net $619.50 

INVADER 2000—Here are all of the fine features of the " Invader", 
plus the added power and flexibility of an integral linear amplifier and 
remote controlled power supply. Rated a solid 2000 watts P.E.P. 
(twice average DC) input on SSB; 1000 watts CW; and 800 watts input 
AM! Wide range output circuit (40 to 600 ohms adjustable). Final am-
plifier provides exceptionally uniform "Q". Exclusive " push-pull" 
cooling system. Heavy.duty multi-section power supply. Wired, tested, 
power supply, tubes and crystals. 
Cat. No. 240-304-2  Net $1229.00 

WASECA, MINNESOTA 

"6N2 THUNDERBOLT"- 1200 watts (twice 
average DC) input SSB and DSB, Class AE11; 
1000 watts CW, Class C; and 700 watts input 
AM linear. Continuous bandswitched cover-
age on 6 and 2 meters. TVI suppressed. 
Drive requirements; approx. 5 watts Class 
AB1 linear, 6 watts Class C CW. With tubes 
and built-in power supply. 
Cat. No. 240-362-1 Kit   Net $524.50 
Cat. No, 240-362-2 Wired . .   Net $589.50 



Cat. No. 250-29 

Cat. No. 
250-37 

Cat. No. 250-34 Cat. No. 250-42 

POWER REDUCER- Up to 20 watts continuous dissipation with 
100.150 watt transmitters, used as exciters for Viking " Kilowatt". 
Cat. No. 250-29   Net $ 13.95 

POWER DIVIDER- Up to 35 watts continuous dissipation with 
50.75 watt output transmitters, when driving Viking " Kilowatt". 
Cat. No. 250-34   Net $25.50 

ATTENUATORS-6 db attenuation with power dissipation to serve 
as exciters for Viking " Thunderbolt". 
Cat. No. 250-42-1 for Viking " Ranger"   Net $21.50 
Cat. No. 250-42-3 for HT-32 or similar unit   Net $21.50 

"SIGNAL SENTRY"- Monitors CW or phone signals up to 50 mc, 
without tuning. Energized by transmitter RF. With tubes. 
Cat. No. 250-25   Net $22.00 

CRYSTAL CALIBRATOR- Provide accurate 100 kc check points to 
55 mc. with tube, crystal, power cable and extension lead. 
Cat. No. 250-28   Net $ 17.95 

"WHIPLOAD-6"-For standard mobile whip. High efficiency base 
loading. Instant bandswitching 75, 40, 20, 15, 10 meters. 
Cat. No. 250-26   Net $ 16.95 

b)te 
Write today for our 

newest Amateur Catalog! 

Available now-

contains photos, 

schematics, and detailed 

specifications! 

STATION ACCESSORIES 

"6N2" VFO-Replaces 8 to 9 mc. crystals in frequency multi-
plying 6 and 2 meter transmitters. Output frequency range: 
7.995 to 9.010 mc. 
Cat. No. 240-133-1 Kit   Net $34.95 
Cat. No. 240-133-2 Wired, tested   Net $54.95 

"6N2" CONVERTER- Instant switching from receiver operation 
to 6 or 2 meter transmitters. Available in kit or wired, in ranges: 
26.30 mcs., 28.30 mcs. 14-18 mcs. or 30.5.24.5 mcs. 
Cat. No. 250-43 Kit   Net $59.95 
Cat. No. 250-43 Wired, tested   Net $89.95 

"MATCHBOXES"-Completely integrated antenna matching and 
switching systems for transmitters. I3andswitching 80 through 
10 meters. 
Cat. No. 250-23-3 275 watts, with directional coupler and 
indicator . . . . ... . . . . . . .. .   Net $86.50 

Cat. No, 250-23 Less directional coupler and 
indicator ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Net $54.95 

Cat. No. 250-30-3 Kilowatt, with directional coupler and 
indicator   Net $ 149.50 

T-R SWITCH- Instantaneous break-in on SSB, DSB, CW or AM. 
Power supply and provision for RF probe. 
Cat. No. 250-39  Net $27.75 

LOW PASS FILTER-Wired and pre-tuned. 
Cat. No. 250-20 52 ohms impedance  Net $ 14.95 
Cat. No, 250-35 72 ohms impedance  Net $1.4.95 

Cat. No. 250-25 Cat. No. 250-28 

Cat. No. 138-420 

FIRST 

CHOICE AMONG 

THE NATION'S 

AMATEURS 

E. F. JOHNSON 

Cat. No. 

114-450 

110 
Cat. No. 250-26 

- 
Cat. No. 

(ilLtlk;  114-310 

Cat. No. 
114-500 

DIRECTIONAL COUPLER AND INDICATOR- Provides continuous 
reading of SWR and relative power in transmission line. 
Cat. No. 250-37 Coupler   Net $ 11.75 
Cat. No. 250-38 Indicator   Net $25.00 

"ROTOMATIC ROTATOR"-Supports up to 175 lb. beam antenna. 
Rotates 1 RPM, 12,000 to 1 gear reduction. Top plate hinged to 
tilt 90°. Desk top control and indicator. 
Cat. No. 138-117   Net $335.00 

PRE-TUNED BEAMS-With 3 elements, boom and balun matching 
sections. 
Cat. No. 138-420-3 20 meters   Net $139.50 
Cat. No. 138-415-3 15 meters   Net $ 110.00 
Cat. No, 138-410-3 10 meters   Net $ 79.50 

PRACTICE SET-Constant frequency buzzer and key; adjustable 
tone; powered by two dry cells or "C" battery. 
Cat. No. 114-450   Net $4.90 

STANDARD KEYS-With Johnson "cushion-contact" design for 
smooth keying action. 
Cat. No. 114-310 Black wrinkle, no switch  Net $3.10 
Cat. No. 114-311-3 Chrome plated, with switch .   Net $6.10 

DELUXE SEMI-AUTOMATIC KEYS-Adiustable from lowest to high-
est speeds. Smooth, easy action. 
Cat. No. 114-500 1/4 " contacts, black wrinkle base .. Net $ 17.95 
Cat. No, 114-501 Vi" contacts, chrome base  Net $20.65 

) 

COMPANY • WASECA, MINNESOTA 



It pays to insist on 

'n crystals 
STANDARD OF EXCELLENCE SINCE 1934 

AMATEUR TYPES 
Fundamental, PR Type Z-2 
Frequency Ranges in Kcs.: 3,500 to 4,000 (80M); 7,000 to 7,425 (40M); 
8,000 to 8,222 (2M); 8,334 to 9,000 (6M). 

Rugged. Low drift, fundamental oscillators. High activity and 
power output. Stands up under maximum crystal currents. Stable, 
long-lasting; ± 500 cycles $2.95 Net 

(All Z-2 Crystals calibrated with a load of 32 mmfd.) 

Third Overtone, PR Type Z-9A 
Hermetically sealed; calibrated 24,000 to 24,666 and 25,000 to 
27,000 Kc., ± 3 Kc.; .050" pins $3.95 Net 
6 Meters, PR Type Z-9A 
Fifth overtone; for operating 
metically sealed; calibrated 50 t 

CITIZENS BAND CLASS "D" 
Type Z-9R, Transmitter 

FCC assigned frequencies in mega-
cycles: 26.965, 26.975, 26.985, 
27.005, 27.015, 27.025, 27.035, 
27.055, 27.065, 27.075, 27.085, 
27.105, 27.115, 27.125, 27.135, 
27.155, 27.165, 27.175, 27.185, 
27.205, 27.215, 27.225, 27.255, 
calibrated to .005%. (Be sure to 
specify manufacturer and model 
number of equipment) $2.95 Net 

CITIZENS BAND CLASS "D" 
Type Z-9R, Receiver 

Specify I.F. frequency, also wheth-
er receiver oscillator is above or 
below transmitter frequency. Cali-
brated to .005%. (Be sure to specify 
manufacturer and model number 
of equipment.) $2.95 Net 

Type Z-9R, Radio Control 
FCC assigned frequencies in mega-
cycles: 26.995, 27.045, 27.095, 
27.145, 27.195, 27.255; calibrated 
to .005%. (Be sure to specify manu-
facturer and model number of 
equipment.)    $2.95 Net 

Type 2XP 
Suitable for converters, experimental, etc. Same holder 
dimensions as Type Z-2. 
1600 to 12000 Kc., (Fund.) -±5 Kc $3.45 Net 

$4.45 Net 12001 to 25000 Kc. (3rd Overtone) -.± 10 Kc 

ALL PR CRYSTALS ARE UNCONDITIONALLY GUARANTEED. 
ORDER FROM YOUR JOBBER. 

directly in 
o 54 Mc., 

6-meter band; her-
± 15 Kc.; .050" pins. 

$4.95 Net 

COMMERCIAL TYPES 
Commercial Crystals available from 
100 Kc. to 70 Mc. Prices on request. 

Type Z- I, MARS and CAP 
Official assigned frequencies in 
the range. Calibrated to .005%. 
1600 to 10000 Kc $3,49 Net 

Type Z I, TV Marker 
Channels 2 thru 13----$6.45 Net 
4.5 Mc. Intercarrier, 
.01% $2.95 Net 

5.0 Mc. Signal Generator, 
.01% $2.95 Net 

10.7 Mc. FM, IF, 
.01%  $2.95 Net 

Type Z-6A, 
Frequency 
Standard 
To determine band 
edge. To keep the 
VFO and receiver 
properly calibrated. 
100 Xc. $6.95 

Net 

Z-6A 

PETERSEN RADIO CO., Inc. 2800 W. Broadway 
COUNCIL BLUFFS, IOWA 

EXPORT SALES: Royal National Corporation, 250 W. 57th Street, New York 19, N. Y., U. S. A. 
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: FOR. SALE 

: MEMBERSCRIPTIONS! i . . . . . vo, it's not a piece of ham gear, but every ham # 

should have one. Nearly all active horns do, * 
• 
• and even some nonhams have at least one in the t 

• • family. It's not edible but it does give you something A 
V 

. to chew on. Part of it is intangible, the other part is 4 

• black and white, but should be read. • 
• • 
• . e hat is it? Shucks, 0M—a memberscription is a t 

• 
• combination membership in the American 4 

* Radio Relay League and a subscription to QST 4 

• magazine. It's an investment in goods and services * 
• 
• that can't be duplicated anywhere for twice the t 

• 
4 price. It's an investment that pays dividends right 

v 
# from the first doy and increases in value over a * 

t period of years. • 
• • 
• 
• 111"yhe fellow who already has a memberscription t 

• 
• f well knows that his investment helps support an 4 

• organization that represents his hobby at all inter- # 

t national radio conferences, in the Congress, and be- • 
• • 
• 

• • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• 
• 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• 
• 
• • 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
•••••••••••••••••••••••• 

•••••••••••••••••••••••• 
• • 

• • 
• • 

• • 

lieemberscribers: Sign up your friends, enemies, 

good ops, and bad ops (maybe exposure 

to QST will help them lose their LIDS). Whatever the 

motive, every ham should get a memberscription 

and join with nearly 100,000 others in working 

toward making ham radio a hobby we can all 

continue to enjoy and be proud of. 

Memb e iptions only $3 a year in the U.S., 
$3.23 in Canada, and $6 elsewhere 

THE AMERICAN RADIO 
RELAY LEAGUE, INC. 

fore domestic regulatory agencies, an organization * 

that publishes over a dozen books and booklets to 

help the beginner get started and the licensed ham # 

advance himself, an organization that sponsors 

conventions, contests, and awards such as DXCC, 

WAS, and the RCC, and an organization that is 

completely governed and run "By and For the Ama • 
teur." • 

• 

?e biggest tangible dividend is QST magazine, 

packed with the latest of everything, and de-

livered 12 times during each memberscription. When • 

saved, back issues of QST make an unsurpassed and t 

invaluable reference library of technical as well as 

historical data. 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

WEST HARTFORD 7, CONNECTICUT 

More UHF 
Power for Mobile 

Applications 

The air-cooled RCA-8121 and RCA-8122 high-perveance 

"tetrodes" offer more UHF power than ever in compact 

"low-cost" mobile communications. Featuring a 13.5. 

volt heater, these beam power tubes give dependable 

performance with battery operation. The RCA-8072 is 

a conduction-cooled version of the radiator types. These 

three unique types employing ceramic-metal construc-

tion represent another first from RCA for mobile use. 

RCA CERAMIC-METAL TUBES FOR MOBILE USE 
Typical CW Operation 

Type Cooling 
Maximum 

plate 
Dissipation 

Plate 
Volts 

Freq. 
Mc 

Useful 
Power Output 

Watts 

8121 Conduction 100' 700 
50 
175 
470 

110 
105 
85 

8122 Forced-Air 150 1500 UP to 
500 

235 

8072 Forced-Air 400 2000 up to 
500 

300 

*May be higher depending on heat-sink design. 

The Most Trusted Name in Electronics 
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BEAN 
POWER 

for All Powers 
Whether you're on SSB, AM, or CW— 
QRP or QRO—there's an RCA beam power 
tube for every amateur transmitter power 
level and for frequencies to 
450 Mc and beyond. 
Beam power tubes make it practical to 

build compactness into your rig. They do the 
job with fewer stages, less expensive 
components, fewer controls. RCA beam 
power tubes deliver the power with 
relatively low plate voltages. Thousands of 
commercial transmitters prove out these facts. 

For more useable "transmitter watts" 
for your dollars, "Socket-up" with RCA beam 
power tubes. Check the chart at the right 
for the types you need—and order direct 
from your RCA Industrial Tube Distributor. 

ELECTRO 
TUBE 

Popular RCA ' Beam" Power Tubes for Transmitter Application 
(listed according to power- input ratings) 

RCA 
Type 

Class 
of 

Service 

Max. 
Plate. 
Input 

Watts• 

Max. 
DC 

Plate 
Volts• 

Max. 
Freq. 

For full 
Input 
(Mc) 

Max. 
useful 
Freq. 
(Mc) 

Heater ( H) 
or 

Filament ( F) 
Volts 

5763 CW 
AM 

17 
15 

350 
300 

) 50 175 6.0 (H) 

6417 Same as RCA-5763 except for heater voltage 12.6 (H) 

2E26 
CW 
SSB 
AM 

40 
37.5 
27 

600 
500 
500 

} 125 175 6.3 ( Fi) 

2E24 Slme as RCA-2E26, but has quick- heating filamen 6.3 ( F) 

6893 Same as RCA-2E26, except fo heater voltage 12.6 (H) 

832-A" CW . 
AM 

50'• 
36" 

750 
600 

)200 250 
6.3•(H) 
12.60(H) 

807 
CW 
SSB 
AM 

75 
90 
60 

750 
750 
600 

60 125 6.3 (H) 

1625 Same as RCA- 807, except for heater vol age 12.6 (H) 
and use of medium 7- pin base 

6524' 
CW 
SSB 
AM 

85" 
85'• 
55" 

600 
600 
500 

1 100 470 6.3 (H) 

6850' Same as RCA-6524 except fo heater voltage 12.6 ( H) 

4604 CW 90 750 60 175 6.3 ( F) 
quick- heating 

6146 
CW 
SSB 
AM 

90 
85 
67.5 

750 
750 
600 

) 60 175 6.3 (H) 

6883 Same as RCA-6146, except for heater voltage 12.6 ( H) 

829-B• 
CW 
SSB 
AM 

120" 
120" 
90" 

750 
750 
600 

} 200 250 
6.3•(H) 
12.6•(H) 

7203/ 
40X2500 

CW 
SSB 
AM 

500 
500 
300 

2000 
2000 
1500 

} 500 — 6.0 (H) 

7094 
CW 
SSB 
AM 

500 
400 
335 

1500 
2000 
1200 

} 60 175 6.3 (H) 

813 
CW 
SSB 
AM 

500 
450 
400 

2250 
2500 
2000 

30 
} 

120 10 (F) 

'Twin-Type " Total 
•For series-heater connection 

For technical data 
Engineering, Section 

for both Units •For parallel- heater connection 
•Max. Ratings for amateur use 

on any of these types write RCA, Commercial ' 
A-11-M, Harrison, N. J. Irlii 

@The Nliisi T1 Listed N4lillk, 

in Electronics 

RADiv. il'ORPOIO\FION OF ANILKIWt 

ê1 ELE 
TUBE 
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INTRODUCING... 
THE BARKER & WILLIAMSON 

>eleit5/00 
TRANSMITTER 

All New Design - Frequency Stability 
Superior to anything offered today - 
No free-running Oscillators! 

• SSB . . . CW . . . AM. 

• Frequency coverage: Amateur bands 80 
thru 10 and most MARS frequencies. 

• Sideband Attenuation better than 50 db. 

The 

• Carrier Suppression .. . 50 db or better. 

• Distortion products down by 40 db. 

• Power Input: CW 180 Watts . . . 
SSB 140 Watts PEP. 

6100 is a NEW transmitter with NEW features — 

Establishing a NEW standard of performance. 

BARKER & WILLIAMSON, Inc. 
(Padio Communications equipmetit ince 1 92 

BRISTOL, PENNSYLVANIA • STillwell 8-5581 
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Grounded Grid Linear Amplifier 

This smartly-styled full kilowatt pack-
age of power takes up no more table 
space than a receiver. Can be driven 
by commercial and home-built exciters 
in the 100-watt output class. Includes 
R.F. section complete with tubes, 

blower, filament and bias supply and 
optional input matching unit. Pi-
network output circuit for precise 
tuning and loading on 80-40-20-15-10 

meters. 

POWER SUPPLY UNIT LPS-1 — 
Designed as companion to the LPA-1 
for side-by-side installation or remote 
location. Switching panel removable 
for remote control. Full wave single-
phase bridge rectifier with four Type 
816 mercury vapor tubes included. 
R.F. filtering. Heavy-duty trans-

former core stacks and superior high-
voltage insulation for reliable, con-
tinuous operation at 1 KW. 

COAXIAL TYPE SWITCHES 

These switches are used for 
switching 52 or 75 ohm coaxial 
lines. By the twist of a knob 
test instruments, antennas, 
transmitters, receivers and 
many other devices may be 
switched in or out of a coax 
line circuit. SO-239 connectors 
are provided on Models 550A 
and 551A. Rating is 1KW ampli-
tude modulated. Frequency 
range to 50Mc. Cross talk is 
-45db and - 60db between 

alternate outlets at 30Mc. Size 4" overall o 21/4" depth. One 
inch shaft length. Shipping weight 2 lbs. Other models are 
available to order, including single and multiple gang units 
with " UHF", " BNC", " N" and 'phono-type" connectors as 

specified. 

TR SWITCHES — FOR 52-72 OHM COAX LINE 

A self-contained unit that provides 
automatic changeover of antenna 
from receiver to transmitter or visa 
versa, with no signal loss. Ideal for 
break-in operation on CW and SSB 
or push to talk on AM phone. Model 
381 has selectable bandswitching, 
providing high order of sensitivity 
and selectivity. Handles full legal 
limit of power on AM, CW and SSB. 
Model 380B is for medium power 
applications. Provides broadband 
circuitry to eliminate tuning and 
adjustment. 
Model 381—Size 4¼04"05½" Model 380B—Size5"x31/4"x31/4" 

Shipping wt. 5 lbs. Shipping wt..4 lbs. 

TRANSISTORIZED POWER CONVERTERS 

AND INVERTERS 
Reliable solid state, shock re-
sistant DC to DC and oc to AC 
Power units. They operate from 
12 volts oc utilizing power tran-
sistors as switching elements. 
Units eliminate vibrators and 
rotating components, providing 
higher efficiency in a smaller 

package. They are ideal for all types of mobile equipment 

where high voltage DC from a 
12 volt DC sower source is required. 
Max. size 41/4" x 51/4" x 31/4" 
Ship, wt. not over 1.5 pounds 

BARKER & WILLIAMSON, Inc. 
BRISTOL, PENNSYLVANIA 

600 GRID DIP 

METER 

PI-NETWORK INDUCTORS 

Ultra-compact highly efficient 
and intergrally bandswitched, 
these pi- network inductor as-
semblies incorporate novel de-
sign features. They are designed 
for single or parallel tube opera-
tion from 80 through 10 meters. 
Windings provide ample current 
carrying capacity. Maximum"Q" 
over the entire operating range. 
Model 851 for 500 watt finals 

FILAMENT CHOKES 
Grounded Grid Amplifier 

Broadband characteristics from 80 
through 10 meters inclusive, requir-
ing no tuning. Used with standard 
types of filament transformers. Cased 
in sturdy steel shells with mounting 
brackets. Two types available. 

Model No. FC-15: for use with one 
or two tubes requiring a total of not 
more than 15 amps filament current. 
Dimensions: 11/2" x 11/2" x 41/2 ". 

Model No. FC-30: for one or two 
tubes requiring a total of not more 
than 30 amps filament current Di-
mensions: 2" x 21/4" x 5"-

A highly sensitive, accurately calibrated 
instrument which can be used as an RF 
Signal Monitor, Auxiliary Signal Gener-
ator, and Absorbtion Wave-meter. 
The wedge shape makesit easy to handle. 

Plug-in coils are protected' 
by colored vinyl plastic 
sleeves. Sensitivity control 
permits adjustment for dis-
tinctive dips throughout 
entire 1.75 to 260 mc range 
Overall size 3" x 3" x 
Wt. approx. 2 lbs. Operates 
from 105-125 v-ac 50-60 
cycles. 
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ShiPPing Weight 5 lbs. 

AUDIO PHASE SHIFT NETWORK 

These components are for use in 
SSB suppressed carrier radio- tele-
phone applications. No larger than 
a 615 tube, the model 350 consists of 
an octal base that fits into a standard 
octal tube socket. It is designed to 
split any audio signal. from 300 to 
3.000 CPS, into two equal amptitude 
components which are 90° + 1.5° 
out of phase with respect to each 
other. Model 350 Type 2Q4 

CYCLOMETER TYPE COUNTER 

For units that must be rotated in 
excess of 360° and reset to the same 
point. Available for 10 or 100 turns 
to within one- tenth of a turn. Front 
plate is 3" x 3". Depth from front of 
panel is 1"46" .Either type available 
with a positive stop to limit the num-
ber of shaft rotations and a positive 
shaft lock. Price is determined by the 
application. Standard finish is black 
crackle. Other finishes on special (e£, order. 

10 Turn Cyclometer- Model No. 3901 

100 Turn Cyclometer- Model No. 3902 
Numbers decrease with clockwise 
rotation 

Model No. 3902-1 
Numbers increase with clockwise 
rotation. 

MODEL 725 BALUN 
A universal model handling 16W on 
CW and 100% modulated AM phone, 
4KW PEP on SSO. 

Frequency range 1.5 to 30Mc. For 
use with any antenna having a 300 
ohm feed point. VSWR better than 
1.5:1 over entire range. Negligible 
insertion loss. Coaxial imput fittings, 
ceramic feed through output. 
Weather-proof steel case size 3 Yii" 
41/1" x e/i4". Shipping weight 21/2 
pounds. 

LOW PASS FILTERS 

Inv rating. Will reduce serious and 
unwanted radiation to a minimum of 
85 db throughout the TV band and 
in excess of 100 db on channel "2". 
No tuning or adjustment required. 
The waveguide principle, employed 
in design of these units, permits a 
novel multi-section construction and 
assembly for greater attenuation in 
less space, at a lower cost. Units are 
equipped with SO 239 connector fittings. 

Model 425 for 52 ohm coax lines 
Model 426 for 75 ohm coax lines 
Size II" x 2" x 3" 

Model CC50 

COAX ANTENNA CONNECTORS 

These connectors provide a weather 
proof, mechanically strong connec-
tion between a coaxial feed line and 
the center of a dipole antenna. It 
has an aluminum housing, rust 
proof eye- bolts and steatite insula-
tion. Provision is made for internal 
soldered connections. Unit is fur-
nished with rubber bushing for use 
with small coax cables and includes 
cement and instructions for installa-
tions. Size of both units 6',¡" x 53/4" 
x 11/5". Shipping weight 2 lbs. 

Model CC5I (Military Type) 

PLATE CHOKE MODEL 800 

This unit is ideal for parallel or 
series fed high power final amplifier 
circuits. It is used for operation in 
the amateur bands- 80 through 10 
meters inclusive. Winding is on a 
high quality grooved steatite form, 
threaded on both ends, for mounting 
with a Vi"—#20 screw. Rating is 
2500 VDC at 500 Ma, Size 6"x 3/4" 
in diameter. Shipping weight 1 lb. 

RF 

BALUNS — BIFILAR COIL TYPE 

Batons are impedance matching de-
vices which function to transform a 
75 ohm unbalanced RF power source 
to either a 300 or 75 ohm balance load 
or visa versa. They are used to feed 
and match single or folded dipoles. 
or beam antennas, fed with coax 
lines. Bi&W baluns will handle 250 
watts AM phone, 500 watt CW and 

i 1KW on SSB. Type 3976 kit ( illus-
trated) consists of two Type 3975 
coils and a compact 3977 mounting 
bracket with connector fittings. 

MATCHING UNITS 

MODELS LPA•MU AND LPA•MU-2 
A compact pretuned bandswttching 
turret assembly for correcting mis-
match between a fixed driver- exciter 
unit and the broadbanded input 
circuitry of the IPA- 1. Recom-
mended for driver- exciter units 
whose output impedance is fixed to 
a single value, and for cases of 
marginal output inadequate to drive 
the IPA-1 to a full KW on all bands. 

Model LPA-MU fits the LPA-1 
Linear Amplifier and is coupled with 
the Pi- Network final tank circuit. 

Model IPA-MU-2 is similar to the 
LPA-MU, but is designed for Barker 

Williamson's previous Models 
L- 1000-A and L- 1001-A Grounded 
Grid Linear Amplifiers. 

AIR WOUND COILS 

táfirmy,,y,;,?#mi 
ihoutri 

All types from 25W elm 1000W 

BARKER & WILLIAMSON, Inc. • BRISTOL, PA. 
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FINAL 

AMPLIFIER 

SCREEN 

GRID 

SUPPLY 

PLATE 

SUPPLY 

Cross off two power supplies with one of Eimac's new zero- bias triodes! 

Another major advance from Eimac: the first high power zero-bias triodes anywhere. Just one of these new 

tubes will eliminate both screen grid and bias power supplies to simplify your circuit designs. 'Ake your pick 

of three types: the 3-400Z, shown above, (plate dissipation: 400 watts) ... the 3-1000Z ( 1000 watt plate dis-
sipation) ... the ceramic-metal 3CX10,000A7 ( 10,000 watt plate dissipation). Each offers a power gain of over 

twenty times in grounded grid service. And their small size accommodates today's lower, more compact equip-

ment. You'll find these zero-bias triodes ideal for class B RF and audio amplifiers. And you'll 
find them only at Eimac... world leader in transmitting tubes. For ratings, specifications, 

other details, write: Power 'Pibe Marketing, Eitel-McCullough, Inc., San Carlos, California. 
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Leading Manufacturer of 

NEW DUOBANDER 
Both 20 and 40 meter band operation 
is made possible through a unique 
Hy- Gain development — the linear 
decoupling stub, eliminating the use 
of inductance and capacity traps and 
decreasing the 40 meter element 
length by 35%. Beta match for 
maximum gain and low SWR into a 
single 52 ohm coax feed. 5KW . PEP; 
3KW AM. Boom 24 ft.; longest ele-
ment 40 ft. All aluminum with hard-
ware indite treated. Model DB-24. 
$169.50. 

NEW 6 & 2M DUOBANDER 
A single transmission line system for 
6 8 2 meter operation. 52 ohm 
coax fed, with forward gain of 8.0 
db on 6M, 15.0 db on 2M. F/8 
averages 15-20 db and SWR 1.5 to 1 
or less. Rugged construction of 
11/4" OD aluminum boom, 7/16" OD 
elements. Boom 10 ft., longest ele-
ment 10 ft. Model DB-62, $32.95. 

NEW DOUBLETS 
Trapless Hy- Fan doublet takes un-
limited power on 40 8 80 Meters, 
single feed line, 52 ohm coax fed. 
Copper clad steel stranded wire, 
cycolac center and end insulators. 
SWR less than 1.51 both bands. 
Length 130 ft. Model 2BDP, $19.95. 

New Trap Doublets supplied with solid 
state " Slim Line" traps for each 
band for maximum radiation effi-
ciency, center 8 end insulators, 
nylon rope for extending lower ele-
ment, and copper clad stranded steel 
wire. Take 500 watts AM, 1 KW 
PEP. Model 3BDT ( 10-20M). $17.50 
Model 4BDT ( 10-40M), $24.50 Model 
5BDT ( 10-80M). $34.95 

the finest commercial construction possible 
in line with practical beauty. New and effi-
cient concepts improve performance; — the 
solid state "Slim Traps", the Hy-Gain Beta 
Match, the Linear Loading Principle, the 
Capacity Hat and others. 

A complete line of accessories is also avail-

TRIBANDERS 

*tems1111/11/1.1fflehe W I systems.— stacking and 
mounting kits, add-on kits for the Verticals, 
a telescoping mast for the Halos, and more. 
For the complete story on the entire Hy-Gain 
line, ask your local ham dealer — there are 
more than 500 throughout the world — or 
write directly to Hy-Gain. 

We invite you to compare any Hy-Gain an-

"Tfl 

MUG-



Amateur Communication Antenna Systems 

Iry 2-Element Thunderbird. Boom 6 ft., longest element 26 ft. 
Model TH-2  $ 69.95 

3-Element Thunderbird. Boom 14 ft., longest element 26 ft. 
Model TH-3  $ 99.75 

4- Element Thunderbird. Boom 16 ft., longest element 32 ft. 
Model TH-4  $117.50 

memor self-supporting 13.5 ft. high. 
Model 12AVS  $ 21.95 

10-40M Trap Vertical, self-supporting 21 ft. high 
Model 14AVS  $ 29.95 

Hy-Tower, a trapless vertical for 10-80M, 50 ft. overall. 
Model 18HT  $139.50 

VERTICALS 

2 Meter, 5 Elements. Beta Match, 9.0 db gain. 
Model 25  $ 8.95 

2 Meter, 10 Element. 12 ft. Boom. 13.4 db gain. 
Model 210  $14.95 

11/4 Meter, 11 Elements. Folded ratio dipole. 
14.2 db gain. Model Ill  $13.95 

3/4 Meter, 13 Elements. 8 ft. Boom. 16.1 db gain. 
Model 313  $12.95 

B $32.95 
¡en? , . $18.95 

6 Meter Halo, mounts 1" mast. Model HH-6B $ 12.95 
2 Meter Halo, 14" diameter. Model HH-2B $ 5.95 

25-50 Mc coverage. Weight 8 lbs. 
Model GP-1C  $32.70 

50-88 Mc coverage. Weight 5 lbs. 
Model GP-2C  $21.90 

100-500 Mc coverage. Weight 3 lbs. 
Model GP-3C  $14.97 

Discone, 50-500 Mc. Unity gain. 
Model DS-1  $29.97 

MONOBANDERS 

ROTO-BRAKE 

6 METER BEAMS 

HALOS 

GROUND PLANES 

40 Meter, 2- Element "Hy-Seven". 
Model 402B  $99.75 

20 Meter, full sized. 8 db gain. 
Model 2038  $65.95 

15 Meter, 8 db gain. 25 db F/B. 
Model 153B  $38.50 

10 Meter, 8 db gain. 25 db F/B. 
Model 1038  $32.95 

Rotator, Brake, Control Unit, 16" Wall 
Map Indicator, Model RBX-1  $199.95 

1.11.11111.11. 11e similar competitive system 
. . . for gain, for construction excellence, for 
price . . . and for operation, before you 
choose. 

Hy-Gain Antenna Products also manufactures 
complete lines antenna systems for Citizens 
Band, FM, the Commercial fields and other 
special categories. 

antenna 
products 

1135 No. 22nd S. 

Lincoln, Nebr. 



SPACE 

Sa 

Tuning, scanning, monitoring, searching, probing for that one signal: 
a new zone, state or country. That demands dependable sigs from the xmtr, 

high sensitivity with maximum signal-to-noise at the rcvr. 

Take a tip from professional "space probers." Industrial, military, broadcast, 
and aviation communications men have been relying on SYLVANIA POWER 

TUBES and SYLVANIA RECEIVER TUBES for years for solid copy. They get 
them from their local franchised SYLVANIA INDUSTRIAL TUBE DISTRIBUTOR. 
You get them, too, today. 

Electronic Tubes Division, Sylvania Electric Products Inc., 1740 Broadway, N.Y. 19, N.Y. 

SYLVAN TA 
GEN ERALtj OF 

e  TELEPHONE &ELECTRON/CS 
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<>mamma RADIO COMPANY, IIIC. 

l andbook Readers 
TO: Al H  

Since we have a new 
catalog on the press this 
page shows only three of 
National' receivers. Send S 
for a free copy if 
like full details on our 

line, includi complete ng 
the famous NC-400, the 
brand new NC-105 and the 

popular NC-303. Address 
your letter or postcard to 

National Radio Co., 
Dept. RH, Melrose 76, 
Mass. We'll rush you one 
of the first copies off 

the press. 

TATIONALS TRIO OF PACE-SETTERS 
e are the three new receivers that are already setting the pace for the industry—Each offering 

more solid performance in its price area than you will believe ... until you tune one. We invite 

to try all three—then select the one that best suits your requirements. 

NC-270... 
Precision double-conversion 80 through 6 meter amateur receiver featuring rock- like stability and 
unchallenged VHF performance. Five degrees of variable IF selectivity, including selectable SSB with 
product detector, 1.0 uy sensitivity, 60 db deep T- notch filter, built-in 100 KC calibrator, crystal-
controlled 2nd converter. More features than any other receiver in its price range. $279.95 am. net. 

NC-190... 
The 540 KC-30 MC general coverage receiver that tunes like a ham- band-only unit. 1.0 microvolt 
sensitivity, double conversion with five main tuning ranges, 5.0 KC, 3.0 KC, and 600 cycle variable IF 
selectivity, full SS13/CW AGO and product detector, 60:1 bandspread vernier drive and National's 
exclusive dial selector, providing instant choice of calibrated amateur or foreign broadcast bands. 
$219.95 am. net. 

NC-155 ... 
National's newest—A double conversion 80 through 6 meter ham- band- only receiver offering superb 
performance completely out of proportion with its price. With its basic design derived from the famous 
NC- 270, the NC- 155 features 5.0 KC, 3.0 KC and 600 cycle variable IF selectivity, full SSB/CW AGO and 
product detector, and a velvet 60:1 dial drive that makes SSB signals as easy to tune as AM. 1.0 micro-
volt sensitivity on 6 meters, too! $199.95 am. net. 

e NATIONAL RADIO COMPANY, INC. MELROSE 76, MASS. 
A WHOLLY OWNED SUBSIDIARY OF NATIONAL COMPANY, INC. 

:port: AD AURIEMA, INC., 85 Broad St., New York, N.Y. Canada: TRI -TEL ASSOC., LTD., 81 Sheppard Ave. W., Willowdale, Ont. 



The complete line of Gonset Amateur Equipment 
offers superlative performance at moderate cost 

COMMUNICATOR IV- 2 METER TRANSCEIVER 

Completely new — inside and out! transmitter power greater 
thon ever at 24 watts input. High level speech clipping and 
10 watts of audio insure full talk power! Transmitter is crystal 
controlled, offers choice of six frequencies. Broadband cir-
cuitry in driver eliminates panel controls. 

Receiver uses latest frame grid VHF tubes in RF and mixer for low 
noise figure of 4-6 db, triple conversion with crystal controlled 
first conversion ... excellent sensitivity, selectivity. Also auto. 
matic noise limiter, adjustable squelch, "S" meter, slide rule-
type dial, panel speaker. Built-in power supply operates on 
both 115V AC and 12V DC. DC supply is transistorized, elimi-
nates vibrator. Power cables are supplied for shift from AC to 
DC. Size: 5" H, 12 1/2 " W. 11" D. Weight, 21.8 pounds. 

DC operation is with negative ground only. 

Less Microphone Model #3341 Amateur Net 369.50 

COMMUNICATOR IV-6 METER TRANSCEIVER 

Communicator IV for 6 meters is the same size and general 
appearance as the 2 meter model. Tunable receiver covers 49.9 to 
54.1 with the 50-51 mc range spread over one third of the 
dial ronge. Receiver is triple conversion type, has sensitivity 
of 1.0 szy for 10 db ( S-I-N)/N or better. Noise figure is 6-8 db. 

Transmitter operates at power input of 24 watts, has six crystal 
control positions with socket for external VFO. 

Crystals ore in the 8.333 to 9 inc range. Equipment has push• 
to- talk provisions. 

2- way power supply, 12V DC and 115V AC is built in. DC 
supply is transistorized, operates negative ground only. 

Less Microphone Model #3342 Amateur Net 349.50 

COMMUNICATOR IV- 11/4 METER 
TRANSCEIVER 

The first commerically-produced " package" operating on the 
amateur 220 megacycle bandl Operates at an input power of 
20 watts— substantial for VHF — incorporates an excellent 
superheterodyne receiver. 

Triple conversion receiver is continuously tunable over the fre-
quency range of 219.7 to 225.3 mcs. To comply with OCDM 
requirements, additional provision is made for spot frequency 
reception on one crystal controlled frequency. Receiver sensi-
tivity is 1.0 µv for 10 db (5+ NUN ratio. Noise figure is 
6-8 db, exceptional for equipment of this general type. Adjust-
able squelch and ANL are included. 

Transmitter is crystal controlled, offers choice of 6 frequencies. 
(Required crystals are within the range of 8.143 to 8.333 mcs.) 
Provision is made for external VFO. Power input to PA is 20 
watts, amplitude modulated by P•P 6805s operating in Class 
ABl. High level speech clipping and audio shaping are 
incorporated. 

Unit is identical in size and general appearance to the Com-
municator IV 2 meter model. 2- way power supply for 115V AC 
and 12V DC ( negative ground) is built in. 

Less Microphone Model # 3351 Amateur Net 394.50 

VFO FOR b, 2 AND 11/4 METER 
COMMUNICATORS 

New VFO is designed for use with all Gonset Communicators 
including Models I, It, Ill and IV. Dial scale is calibrated far 
50,144 and 220 megacycle bands. Microphone connector with 
FM modulator is provided to allow VFO to be used for Narrow 
Band FM. Excellent stability. 

Model # 3357 Amateur Net 69.50 

GSB-201 SSB RF LINEAR AMPLIFIER 

This entirely new linear amplifier is exceptionally compact— 
is only 81/2" high, 12 3/4 " wide and 17" deep — lends itself 
readily to table- top mounting. It is finished in blending light 
colors, presents a handsome clean-cut appearance. 

The linelr amplifier covers 80, 40, 20, 15 and 10 meter 
amateur bands, incorporates full bandswitching, has pi network-
output. Power input rating is 1500 watts PEP SSB, 1000 watts 
CW, 400 watts AM. This amplifier can be driven by exciters 
in the 65-150 watt category, GIB. 100 and similar units. Stable, 
grounded- grid circuitry is used. 

OSE-201 incorporates a numbe, of desirable operating features 
which include the use of low cost Type 81IA tubes. Older type 
vacuum tube rectifiers ore replaced by modern, long -lite silicon 
types in the high voltage supply. Antenna changeover relay it 
built-in. A panel switch permits preliminary tuning to be done 
at low power. A full vision panel instrument is switchable to 
indicate plate current or relative power output. 

Amateur Net 

*PEP Input is approximately twice 00000 ge d.c.input. 

399.50 

GR-212 DUAL CONVERSION RECEIVER 

Dual conversion for increase selectivity. Variable BFO. Sensi-
tivity: At least 6 db ( S+N)/N at 1 µv ( mod. 30% at 400 cps) 
input on all H.F. Bands. Two full- vision, illuminated, slide- rule 
type dials provide instant identification of broadcast and short. 
wave frequencies. Panel- mounted " S" meter. Band- spread 
tuning knob is inertia fly- wheel weighted for smoothest tuning. 
Separate band•spread dial for amateur bands. For 115V AC 
operation. 

Amateur Net 99.50 
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GR-211 ALL BAND RECEIVER 

Similar in appearance to the GR-212. General coverage from 
standard broadcast through 34 mc band, including WWV, 
foreign & Voice of America. Printed circuit techniques and 
advanced design for extra sensitivity, better, quieter reception, 
even on highest frequency bands. 5 tubes, two solid state recti-
fiers. TRANSFORMER-POWERED (not oc/dc) for higher over-all 
gain, better signal-to-noise ratio. Circuit feotures leading to 
higher sensitivity include quality, high- Q, permeability-tuned 
coils. Two full- vision, illuminated, slide- rule type dials provide 
instant identification of broadcast and short-wave frequencies. 
Vernier tuning knob counter-weighted for smooth, non- critical 
short-wave tuning. For 115V AC operation. 

Amateur Net 69.50 

SUPER 12 SIX-BAND CONVERTER 

Super 12 provides coverage of 6 amateur bands: 10, 15-20, 40 
and 75 meters plus 19 and 49 meters for coverage of inter-
national shortwave broadcasts. Calibrated dial scale uses 
various colors to aid in identification of bands. Planetary drive 
provides vernier tuning. 

Sensitivity and stability are excellent. Antenna trimmer on 
panel maximizes antenna in use. BC-HF switch permits instant 
return to standard BC. Super- 12 is attractive .. blends well 
with instrument panel of modern cars. Compact size facilitates 
mounting. Highest quality components and precision workman-
ship ensure long, trouble- free operation. Installation is simple, 
non- technical — no alteration or internal connections to existing 
broadcast receiver. Converter simply patches into antenna input 
connector of car radio ... attaches to 12 volt accessory post 
under dash. Install in minutes with ease. 

12 volts DC neg. ground only. 

Amateur Net  89.50 

G-50 6 METER FIXED STATION 
COMMUNICATOR 

.e.• i • 

• Q 

G-50 is a complete station " pack-
age" for 6 meter operation. 
Receiver is highly sensitive, islet-

.••• tine superhet with " S" meter, 
• ANL, adjustable squelch, panel 

mounted speaker. Transmitter uses 
6146 in pi network final at 40-50 
watts input. Frequency control is 
by crystal or built-in highly stable 

VFO. Latter gangs with multiplying stages, eliminates excita-
tion controls. Dial is calibrated 50-54 mcs. Modulator uses 
two 61.6GBs. Compact housing, 71/2" H, 13" W, 12 1/2" D con-
tains receiver, transmitter, power supply. For 115V AC opera-
tion. 

Amateur Net 319.50 

CD MODEL. Similar in general appearance to standard amateur 
model but is certified as meeting applicable specifications 
under OCDM U-68. Cabinet is some size as amateur model, has 
appropriate CD markings. Mic. and crystal certificate included. 

Model #3300-CD Amateur Net  349.50 

NOISE CLIPPER Designed for use with either mobile 

or fixed receivers that utilize the 

more common types of second de-
tector. Reduces such interference as 
ignition noise, certain types of 
power leaks, and other forms of 
"Pulse" type noise having a low 

repetition rate and short pulse 
length. Utilizes a miniature diode 
in a form of series gate. Easy to in-

stall. Complete instructions fur-
nished. 

Model #3001 Amateur Net 11.95 

G-76 ALL BAND TRANSCEIVER FOR FIXED 
OR MOBILE SERVICE 

0•76, an entirely new unit consisting of transmitter and receiver 
in a single compact housing. Provides AM or CW operation on 
80, 40, 20, 15, 10 and 6 meter amateur bands. The G-76 
incorporates proved design features of the famed Gonset 
G-66/G-77 " Twin sparklers," adds many new advances for 
top fixed station and mobile operation. 

Receiver is dual- conversion with lut 1-F at 2065 kcs, 2nd 1-F 
at 262 kcs. Features include BFO for SSE and CW reception — 
automatic noise limiter. Unit has excellent selectivity and sensi-
tivity. Transmitter and receiver oscillators are temperature com-
pensated. Transmitter has stable VFO for all bands except 50 
mcs which is crystal control only. Crystal control of other 
bands is optional. Power input to transmitter is 100 watts AM, 
phone, 120 watts, CW. Final tube is 6D05 operating into pi 
network output. Control is push- to- talk or by T-R switch on 
panel. Meter facilitates tuning, acts as " S" meter on receive. 
Dimensions: 12 1/2 " W, 5" H and 10l/s" deep. Unit has internal 
socket for crystal calibrator (optional) also panel switch for 
calibrator operation. 

AC and DC power supplies are available as accessory items at 
145.00. 

Amateur Net  399.50 

MONITONE 

For use as a code practice oscil-
lator and as an effective monitor 
for phone and CW xmtrs. Has 
audio oscillator controlled by 
external circuits, provides audible 
tone on panel speaker or ear-
phones. Separate pitch and 
volume controls. Uses RF pickup 

from smtr. for operation as effective CW or phone monitor. 
Operates from 115 VAC with isolating circuitry so that neither 
keying nor earphone leads are " hot" to ground. 

Model # 3022 Amateur Net 29.50 

GC- 105 "GOONEY BIRD" COMMUNICATOR 
Silicon diodes to save current drain ... calibrated tunable 
receiver utilizes low- noise ABZ8 RF tube sensitive in " Cascode" 
circuit. AVC is applied to avoid possibility of blocking by 
strong local signals. Special gang- tuned circuits give high 
image rejection. Dual purpose meter automatically switches 
from relative signal strength to relative output. Increased 
modulation capabilities with high level clipping. All tunable 
circuits controlled from front panel. Tune-up procedure simpli-
fied by use of broad- banded exciter stages. Completely com-
patible with Gonset's new model 3357 VFO or 6 crystal 
positions available. Input: 6/12 DC or 115 AC volt operation, 
power cables supplied. Output: 6 watts nominal. Dimensions: 
61/2 " high, 15 1/2 " wide, 8" deep. 

Amateur Net 239.50 

For further information on Gonset products see your nearest 
Gonset Distributor or write to — 

G-01\TS=1. 
DIVISION OF YOUNG SPRING 8. WIRE CORPORATION 

801 SOUTH MAIN STREET, BURBANK, CALIFORNIA 
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The Least Expensive Way to Increase 

Flat response penetrates QRM more 
effectively because it permits an 

actual increase in RF power output!   

More effective cardioid pattern, 
essential for SSB, cuts accidental 

tripping of VOX circuit! 

Lour frequency sound entrance 

MODEL 664 

Nhd.frequency sound entrance Front sound entrance 

Inert•nce prevents entrance 
01 mid and he trequencies Breath blast and rand shield 

HERE'S HOW IT WORKS 

Exclusive E-V Variable-D (Variable Distance) provides three sound= 
cancelling entrances at different fixed distances in back of tho di-
aphragm. These entrances, utilizing the proper acoustical impedances, 
combine to form an effective front-to-back spacing which varies in 
distance from the diaphragm inversely with frequency. The resulting 
phase and amplitude conditioria provide a uniformly Irue cal dioid 
pattern M ail frequencies. *Pat. Pending 

Here's What the Top Radio 
Amateur Operators in the World Say 

About These E-V Microphones: 

CX2C0 "My new 664 resulted in better 
and more consistent 'DSO's." 

W8KML The 664 surpasses its claims 
In difficult operational 
environments." 

ZL1HY "During DSO's... everyone 
preferred the 951." 

W3JNN "I am really sold on the 664." 
W8BF "I have had many unsolicited 

compliments since using the 729." 

VQ4ERR "The performance of the 664 
matches its thoroughbred 
appearance." 

PY2CK "My 664 microphone vastly Im-
proved my SSB transmission." 



Average Peak- Power and Intelligibility! 

MArciblEJBE 

eteregoiecz® 
momme_TIDo=0 

Model 664 for Highest Front-to-Back Dis-
crimination Manufactured, Plus Peak-Free 
Wide-Range Response! 

The effective strength of all sounds arriving at the 
sides of the 664 are reduced by as much as 50%, 
and arriving directly at the back of the microphone 
by as much as 90%. This uniquely effective design 
permits you to work at twice the distance from 
the microphone ... a perfect invitation for "arm 
chair" QS0's—with no VOX tripping problems. 

Smooth, peak-free response guarantees maximum 
P.E.P. Remember, a peak in response in or out 
of the voice range will limit maximum modulation 
and result in reduction of P.E.P. You do not have 
to talk with your lips on the mike. For best results, 
sit back and talk naturally. 

Virtually indestructible Acoustalloy4) diaphragm 
withstands high humidity, temperature extremes, 
corrosive effects of salt air and severe mechanical 
shock. Extra ruggedness means extra service, year 
after year. 

MORE 664 FEATURES: Output-55 db. On-off switch 
(can be wired for relay control). 150 ohms or Hi-Z out-
put selected at cable connector. Satin chromium finish. 
High-pressure die-cast case. Pop-proof filter plus mag-
netic shield. 90° swivel mounting. 18 ft. cable. 7% in. long 
(less stand coupler) by 1% in. diameter. Net Weight 
1 lb., 10 oz. Amateur Net, $51.00. Matching desk stand 
with DPDT switch. Model 419S, $9.00. Less switch. 
Model 419, $6.00. 

The World's Finest Mobile Microphone. 
Model 600D Dynamic Widely Known 
As Military Types T-50 And M-105/U I 

Designed for high articulation under rugged 
mobile conditions, the Model 6000 
provides all the advantages of 
a dynamic element with peak-free, flat 
response for maximum P.E.P. 

High-impact case soaks up physical abuse, 
feels comfortable at any temperature, 
fits hand naturally. Extremely high 
output of -55 db. is ideal for mobile equipment 
with severe audio requirements. Available 
in 50, 250 ohms or Hi-Z. DPDT switch. 
6 ft. coiled cord. Panel mounting bracket 
included. Model 6000 Amateur net. $28.50. 

MODEL 729SR 

(0) 

Lowest-Cost Ceramic Cardioid Available 
...Includes Every Feature Essential 
For SSB Operation. Flat, Smooth 
Response From 300 To 3,000 CPS! 

Rugged enough for mobile operation, 
the slim, small Model 729 fits easily 
in your hand or slips into the desk 
stand or floor stand adapter provided, 
without any hardware adjustments. 
Hi-Z output -60 db. Two-tone grey, 
pressure die-cast and plastic con-
struction. Shielded, 8% ft. cable. 7% 
in. long by 1% in. wide. Net weight 
1 lb. Ceramic element unaffected by 
high heat, humidity. Model 729. Am-
ateur net, $14.70. Model 729SR with 
relay-control switch. Amateur net, 
$15.90. 

MODEL 951 

MODEL 600D 

ELECTRO-VOICE, INC., Commercial Products Division 

Department 1212HB Buchanan, Michigan 

First True Crystal Cardioid With 
Variable-D Design. Combines 

High Output With Excellent Noise 
Rejection At Modest Cost! 

Finest crystal microphone available 
for SSB. Variable-D design of Model 
951 cuts room noise, interference from 
receiver speaker to a minimum. Al-
lows glreater working distance to mi-
crophone. Peak-free rising response 
for high intelligibility. Hi-Z output -60 
db. High-pressure, die-cast finished 
in Metalustre grey. On-off switch. 
Shielded, 18 ft. cable. 5% in. long 
(less stand coupler) by 1% in. diam-
eter. Net weight 1% lbs. Model 951 
Amateur net, $32.70. Matching desk 
stand with DPDT switch. Model 418S, 
$9.00. Less switch. Model 418, $6.00. 

See your Electro-Voice 
distributor and choose an 

Electro-Voice Microphone 
... For the fastest, easiest 

and least expensive way 
to boost the efficiency 
and quality of your rig! 

Satisfaction is guaranteed 
or your money refunded! 

gket,4*-icz 
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RCA Tubes and Harvey Service... 

For Double Dependability! 

HARVEY's line of RCA tubes is so complete, that HARVEY 

can fill virtually any requirement ... right from stock ... and 

deliver at almost a moment's notice. 

This is particularly important to AM, FM, and TV Broad-

casters, Industrial and Commercial users, Amateurs, and 

Service-Technicians, all of whom depend on tubes for sus-

tained operation of important electronic equipment. 

Write, Wire or Phone for 
PROMPT HARVEY SERVICE 

1.isit Harvey's New Hain Radio 
Center. The latest nail best in 
ham gear is always on display. 
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The radio 
amateur's 
handbook 

ARRL WORLD MAP 
Printed in eight colors on heavy map paper 
with 267 countries clearly outlined. Continental 
boundaries, time zones, amateur prefixes, 
plainly marked. Size: 30 x 40 inches. $ 2.00. 

LIGHTNING 
CALCULATORS 
Quick and accurate answers with ARRL Light-
ning Calculators! Type A for problems involving 
frequency inductance, capacity. Type B for re-
sistance, voltage, current and power. $ 1.2.5 
each. 



*QST Although primarily a ham magazine, QST is found on the desks of engineers, technicians 
and ¡ust about everyone in the electronics field. There is something for everyone in QST, from 
the Novice to the Old Timer. QST and ARRL membership $ 5.00 in U.S.A., $ 5.25 in Canada, 

$6.00 elsewhere. 

*THE RADIO AMATEUR'S HANDBOOK Internationally recognized, universally consulted. 
Packed with information essential to the amateur and professional alike. Hundreds of photos, 
diagrams, charts and tables. $ 3.50 U.S.A., $4.00 U.S. Poss. and Canada, $5.00 elsewhere; 
Clothbound Edition, $6.00 in U.S.A. and Possessions and Canada, $6.50 elsewhere. 

*A COURSE IN RADIO FUNDAMENTALS A complete course of study for use with the Radio 

Amateur's Handbook. Applicable to individual home study or class use. $ 1 U.S.A. proper, $ 1.25 
elsewhere. 

*HOW TO BECOME A RADIO AMATEUR Tells what amateur radio is and how to get 
started in this fascinating hobby. Emphasis is given to the needs of the Novice licensee, with three 

complete simple amateur stations featured. 50e. 

*THE RADIO AMATEUR'S LICENSE MANUAL Complete with typical questions and answers 
to all of the FCC amateur exams— Novice, Technician, General and Extra Class. Continually 

kept up to date. 50e 

*LEARNING THE RADIOTELEGRAPH CODE For those who find it difficult to master the 
code. Designed to help the beginner. Contains practice material for home study and classroom 

use. 50e. 

*THE ARRL ANTENNA BOOK Profusely illustrated, the Antenna Book includes information 
on theory and operation of antennas for all amateur bands; simple doublets, multi-element 
arrays, rotaries, long wires, rhombics, mobile whips, etc. $ 2.00 U.S.A. proper, $ 2.25 elsewhere. 

*SINGLE SIDEBAND FOR THE RADIO AMATEUR A digest of the best SSB articles from 
QST. Includes discussions of theory and practical "how-to- build- it" descriptions of equipment. 
$1.50 U.S.A. proper, $ 1.75 elsewhere. 

*THE MOBILE MANUAL FOR RADIO AMATEURS It's a collection of articles on tried and 

tested equipment that have appeared in QST. A "must" for the bookshelf of anyone interested in 
the installation, maintenance and operation of mobile stations. $ 2.50 U.S.A. proper, $ 3.00 
elsewhere. 

*HINTS AND KINKS If you build equipment and operate an amateur radio station, you'll 
find this a mighty valuable book in your shack and workshop. More than 300 practical ideas. 
$1 U.S.A. proper, $ 1.25 elsewhere. 

QST BINDERS 
No need to let your copies of QST rest 
in a disordered pile. A QST binder will 
keep them neat and orderly. Each holds 
a one-year file. $3.00 (available in 
U.S. and Possessions only). 

SUPPLIES 
Active amateurs need these supplies: ARRL Logbook, .500 
U.S.A., 60e elsewhere. Mini log, 300 U.S.A., 350 elsewhere. 
Radiogram blanks, 35¢ per pad postpaid. Message de-
livery cards, 50 each stamped, 20 each unstamped. 
Members' stationery, 100 sheets $ 1.00 ; 250 sheets $ 2.00; 
500 sheets $ 3.00. 
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AMERICAN RADIO RELAY LEAGUE 
Administrative Headquarters: West Hartford, Connecticut, U. S. A. 

  19.... 

AMERICAN RADIO RELAY LEAGUE, 
West Hartford 7, Conn., U. S. A. 

Being genuinely interested in Amateur Radio, I hereby 

apply for membership in the American Radio Relay 

League, and enclose $5.00* in payment of one year's dues. 

$2.50 of which is for a subscription to QST for the same 
period. [Subscription to QST alone cannot be entered for 
one year for $2.50, since membership and subscription 

are inseparable.] Please begin my subscription with the 
 issue. 

The call of my station is  

The class of my operator's license is  

I belong to the following radio societies  

Send my Certificate of Membership ill or Membership 
Card IJ (Indicate which) to the address below: 

Name  

A bona fide Interest in amateur radio is the only essential requirement, but full 

voting membership is granted only to licensed radio amateurs of the 

United States and Canada. Therefore, if you have a license, 

please be sure to indicate it above. 

*$5.00 in the United States and Possessions. 

$5.25, U. S. funds, in Canada. 

$6.00, U. S. funds, in all other countries. 
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Now Mosley can help choose 
he antenna for you 
n amateur, commercial and military communications systems 

How can you select an antenna that you know is right 
for you? You can know for sure if you investigate be-

fore you invest. Asking other hams or other engineers 
which antenna they have used or recommend is a very 

effective way to investigate the relative merits of any 
antenna or antenna system. 

Hams who own one of the famous Mosley line of am-
ateur antennas will tell you that they perform as well, 
or better, than advertised. But after you have talked 
with other hams, see your distributor. He will be glad 
to explain the relative merits of such famous Mosley 
antennas as those shown on the right. 

Electronic engineers, too, who have used one of 
Mosley's new line of commercial antennas will agree 
that they are built to the some high standards of en-
gineering, material and workmanship as the world 
famous Mosley amateur antennas. 

We will gladly supply the names of dozens of leading 
commercial, military and industrial organizations who 

have installed Mosley point-to-point antennas in stan-
dard configurations which are available " off the 
shelf " and " customized " antennas in HF and VHF 
ranges. Write our Government and Industrial Division 
for our new catalog " Antenna / Systems 1961 /62". 

MER 

AftLIF/Mee 
• e 

Bi-Directional 
Vertical Ground 
Plane 

Yogi Six Element 

Model TA-20-40 

Model S-402 

I ook for this black and yellow decal in the 
windows of nearly 250 amateur and indust-
rial electronic equipment dealers. These 
signs identify dealers who carry in stock 
the Mosley antenna for you. 

Moskiv eieciizentAc. 
4610 N. LINDBERGH BLVD. BRIDGETON, MISSOURI 



IMP 

IRO 

CON 

GPR-90 

GPR-90RX 

GSB 

SBT-1K 

CON. • . The Model CON Operating Console is an unusual 
"add a unit" type enclosure used in Point to Point, Air-
Ground, Airport Control Tower, Mobile and Shipboard instal-
lations where maximum operating efficiency and equipment 
flexibility is required. The units are made up of standard 19" 
assemblies which can be used to form straight line, "L", "U" 
and many other arrangements  Bulletin (211) 9001 

OPR-90 (R-825 /URR) . . . a general purpose communica-
tions receiver of the double conversion superheterodyne type 
covering the frequency range of .54 to 31 mcs. Stable — selec-
tive — accurate — built-in crystal calibrator. 

Bulletin ( 179) 3005 

GPR-90RX(12-840,URR) . Provides the same high quality 
characteristics of the GPR-90 but also permits the use of 10 
precisely adjustable crystal positions available from the front 
panel plus a rear deck input for an external high stability 
control oscillator or synthesizer  Bulletin (205) 3005 

GSB... Single Sideband Adapter of the filter slicer type per-
mitting accurate and simple tuning of SSB, AM, CW and 
MCW. Filter provides additional selectivity and pass-band 
tuning. Upper and lower sidebands are selected by a flip of 
a switch   Bulletin ( 194) 4002 

SBT-1K ( ) . . Single Sideband Transmitter is a conserva-
tively rated general purpose transmitter providing at least 
1 KW PEP from 2 — 32 mcs. — SSB — ISB — AM — CW — FS. 
Rugged, compact, serviceable, completely bandswitched — 
ideally suited for mobile, marine, fixed station operations. 
Four models available. Bulletin 100 1 

GpT-750 ( ) 2(AN/URT-17A)  is a fully bandswitched, 
continuously tunable (2-32MC) radio transmitter. The building 
block concept makes this transmitter versatile, easy to install, 
operate and maintain. Nineteen models available. SSB, ISB, 
DSB, AM, CW, FAX, FS. The GPT-750 ( )2 is ideally suited 
for fixed station, mobile and shipboard operation. 

Bulletin 227 ( 1007) 

GPT-750 



H F/LF communications 
it's TMC 

• ISB • CW • MCW • AM • FS 

VOX (0-330B FR) . . . a direct reading, high stability, Vari-
able Frequency Oscillator providing continuously variable 

output over the frequency range of 2-64 mcs. 
Bulletin ( 134A) 2010 

ML- 2 . . . The TMC Frequency Shift Exciter System, Model 
XFL-2 is combined low and high frequency shift system. The 
system combines the TMC Low Frequency Adapter, Model LFA 
with TMC Frequency Shift Exciter, Model XFK to provide ver-
satile operation over a wide range of frequencies- 1 to 6.9 
mcs. and 50 to 500 Kcs. Bulletin ( 154) 2021 

58T-350 ( ) . . . Compact, rugged Radio Transmitter 
capable of at least 350 watts PEP from 2-32 mcs. SSB—ISB— 
DSB—CW—MCW—FSK low level AM—completely band-

switched— five models available Bulletin (220) 1003 

PTE-3 (AN , GRM-33A) ... Single Sideband Analyzer designed 
for the specific purpose of tuning and aligning single sideband 
exciters and transmitters permitting a visual analysis of inter-
modulation distortion products, hum and noise The PTE-3 
consists of 3 basic TMC units: Spectrum Analyzer Model FSA 
(AN URM-116A); A VFO TMC Model VOX (0-330B FR) and 
a Two-tone Generator TMC Model TTG (0-579A,URT). 

Bulletin (231) 6001 

GPT-10K (AN FRT-39) ... is a conservatively rated general 
purpose radio transmitter capable of at least 10 KW PEP out-
put from 2-28 mcs. All power amplifier stages are linear and 
the final incorporates a ceramic tube for greater efficiency 
and reliability. All components housed within a single attrac-
tive enclosure including sideband exciter — VFO, spectrum 
analyzer, F.S. Exciter and complete "on the air" testing cir-
cuitry. Bulletin (207C) 1008 

The TECHNICAL MATERIEL CORP. 

MAMARONECK, NEW YORK 

and Subsidiaries: 

Ottawa, Ontario, Canada • Alexandria, Virginia • Garland, Texas 

Lo Mesa, California • Pompano Beach, Florida. 
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SPECIALISTS IN PRECISION RADIO 

CRYSTALS AND QUALITY 

ELECTRONIC 

EQUIPMENT QUALITY ELECTRONIC 
EQUIPMENT FROM 
INTERNATIONAL 

NUVISTOR 
PRE AMPLIFIER 

Single stage triode 
amplifier. Inductive 
neutralization. Available 26 mc through 
160 mc. 

Kit  $5.95 
Wired and tested $9.95 
Coupling section  (each) .95 
Mounting Chassis  (each) $2.00 

CONVERTERS 

TOC 4 Crystal 
controlled. Three 
transistors. RF stage. Available all amateur 
bands 6 through 80 meters.* 600-1600 kc 
IF or 6 mc IF for use with TRB-1 $16.50 
See catalog for other frequencies. 

TRC-5 
Crystal controlled. Three transistors. Avail-
able for any 1 roc band of frequencies be-
tween 54 mc and 160 mc. 600-1600 kc IF 
or 6 mc IF for use with TR8-1. 
54 mc to 100 mc $20.50 

100 mc to 160 mc $20.50 

COMPLETE LINE TRANSIS-

TOR SUB-ASSEMBLIES FOR 
COMPACT RECEIVER/TRANS-
MITTER CONSTRUCTION 

CONVERTER (TRC-1) Three tran-
sistors, crystal controlled 6 mc IF 
standard. 10 meters. Wired and 
tested with crystal $14.50 

AUDIO UNIT (TRA-2) Three tran-
sistors. Input 100,000 ohms and 50 
ohms. Speech input for dynamic 
microphone. Push-pull power amp. 

Wired and tested $14.50 

MIXER IF UNIT (TRB-1) Six tran-
sistors, 2 diodes. Crystal controlled 

FM-5000 
FREQUENCY 
METER 
Beat frequency 
measuring device. 
Incorporates a 
transistor counter 
circuit, self con-
tained batteries, 
low RF output 
for receiver 
checking, audio 
oscillator, trans-
mitter keying circuit, and plug-in oscilla-
tors, including heating circuit. 
Frequency meter, including batteries, acces-
sories and complete instruction manual, 
less oscillators and crystals $375.00 

Plug-in Oscillators* 
1 - 4 $25.00 ea. 
5 - 24 15.00 ea. 

25 to 99 9.00 ea. 
100 or more 8.25 ea. 

less crystal 
Crystals for Oscillators 

100 kc - 1999 kc $8.75 ea. 
2000 kc - 60 mc 6.25 ea. 

ere ed..-
\\ 

ne 

or TRC-5. Complete 
sary for installation 

FO-ll 100 he 
OSCILLATOR 

44  Printed circuit 
oscillator for band 
edge calibrator and 

frequency standard. Power: 
150 vdc 8 nia, 6.3 vac (ri) 

150 ma. 
Kit complete with 
tube and crystal 
Wired and Tested 

$12.95 
$15.95 

F0- 1A F0-18 OSCILLATORS r 
F0-18 (fundamental operation) 
200 kc to 15,000 kc. 
Tolerances of .01% 
and .005% with appro-
priate FX-1 crystal. 
Tolerances of .0025% and 
.001%. Available wired 
and tested. Power: 210 
vdc fa 5 ma, 6.3 vac (a 150 ma. Tube 681-16. 
Fo-IB (overtone operation) 15 mc - 60 mc iq 
five ranges. Power: 150 vdc (ir 8 ma, 6.3 
vac (a 175 ma. Tube 6AK5. 
Kit ( less tube and crystal)     $3.95 
Wired and tested 
(less tube and crystal)   $6.95 

TRANSISTOR 
CONVERTER 
MOUNTING 

CASE 
Mounting 

case for TRC-4 
with all items neces-
in vehicle $4.95 

local oscillator. Noise limiter and 
squelch. 6 mc input. Wired and 
tested with 2 crystals $32.50 

TRANSMITTER UNIT (TRT-2) Three 
transistors. Crystal controlled. 
Switch for two frequencies. 10 
meter range. Transmitter less 
transistors  $10.00 
Transistor Kit  $ 9.00 

OSCILLATORS. Three separate 
transistor units with total of 8 fre-

quency ranges ( 100 kc to 60 mc). 
TRO-1 100 kc and 200-2000 kc. 

TRO-2 2000 - 20,000 kc. 
Overtone 15 mc to 60 mc in 5 
ranges. Specify 
frequency  (each) $4.00 

F0-11 
CRYSTAL OSCILLATOR 
Compact crystal oscilla-
tor. Frequency range 2 
mc to 15 mc. Fundamen-
tal mode crystals. Uses 
International F-605 or 
FA-5 Crystals. Power: 210 
vdc plate (a 5 ma, 6.3 
vac o 150 ma. Tube: 
6BH6. Wired and tested 
with tube less crys-
tal $4.75 

VFA-1 

CASCODE PRE-AMPLIFIER 
For 2 meters or 6 meters. Mounts 
in standard 3" x 4" x 5" minibox. 
Power 250 vdc @ 10 to 15 ma, 
6.3 vac @ 400 ma. Tube 613Q7A. 

50 mc Kit with tube $4.95 
Wired with tube $8.95 

144 mc Kit with tube $4.95 
Wired with tube $8.95 



FOR DEPENDABILITY IN 
COMMUNICATIONS... SELECT 
INTERNATIONAL CRYSTALS 

AMATEUR CRYSTALS 
Types FA-5, FA-9, FM-9 1000 kc to 137 mc .01% Tolerance 

Wire mounted plated crystals for the Amateur or 
Experimenter where tolerance of .01% is per-
missible and wide range temperatures are not 
encountered. 
Designed to operate into a load capacitance of 32 
mmt on the fundamental between 1000 kc and 15 mc. 
Designed to operate anti-resonance on 3rd over-
tone modes into grid circuit without additional ca-
pacitance load. Fifth overtone crystals and seventh 
overtone crystals operate at series resonance. 
HOLDERS: Metal hermetically seal-
ed. FA-5 and FA-9 are HC ,6D Pin 
type. FM-9 is HC 180 pin type. 

CALIBRATION TOLERANCE: ±- .01% 
of nominal at 30 C. 

TEMPERATURE RANCE, -- 40° to I 
70 C. t . 01% of frequency at 30'C. 

DRIVE LEVEL: Recommended, maxi-
mum 3 milliwatts for overtones; up 

to 80 milliwatts for fundamentals, 
depending on frequency. 
FREQUENCY RANGE: FA-5 and FA-9 
1000 to 20,000 kc fundamental; 10 
mc to 60 mc third overtone; 60 roc 
to 137 mc fifth and seventh over-
tone. Fro-9 8000 hc to 20,000 kc 
fundamental; 20,000 kc to 60 mc 
third overtone; 60 mc to 110 mc 
fifth overtone. 

COMMERCIAL CRYSTALS 70 kc to 137 mc—Type F-6 

Wire mounted, plated crystals for use in commer-
cial equipment where close tolerances must be 
observed. All units are calibrated for specific load 
presented by equipment. Crystals are available 
for all major two-way equipment and in most cases 
the necessary correlation data is on file. Prices on 
request. 
DiSCRIPTION AND DATA: Low drift 
Al-cut blanks are used in these 
',Its above 500 kc, and low drift 
DT and CT-cut blanks are used in 
units below 500 kc; any crystal can 
be supplied for operation with or 
without an oven. 

lÀiiie.-1-lbetelTrg E-1‘§ -C rti + 90 C. 
±.002% from —30' to + 60' C. 

DT-Cl—±.01% from —40° to +70° C. 

" k1B-21 Sgtt To? LnEoRmAiialálE t +30° C. 
DT-CT—.01% of nominal at +30° C. 

DRIVE LEVELS: 
Maximum, AT — 

10 milllwatts 300 hc lu 999 kc 
4 milliwatts 10,000 kc to 24,000 kc 
2 milliwatts 25 IIIC to 137 mc 

DT CT — 2 milliwatts 

MODEL C-12 
ALIGNMENT OSCILLATOR 
Crystal controlled for generating standard 
signals in alignment of IF and RF cir-
cuits. Accommodates FT- 1 crystals from 
200 kc to 15,000 kc. Special oscillators 
for frequencies to 60 mc. Complete with 
power supply for 115 vac. Oscillator with 
case, cover and carrying handle ( less 
crystals)  $69.50 

.050 dio. 

.093 19-

750-1 T  

/65 

4—.030 

OMer 
Dimensions 
Some os 
F-605 

F-700 

INTERNATIONAL'S 

COMPLETE 

CATALOG FREE. 

SEND FOR YOURS 

TODAY! 

CRYSTALS FOR USE IN MILITARY 
EQUIPMENT CAN BE SUPPLIED TO MEET 

SPECIFICATIONS OF MIL - C - 3098B. 18 NORTH LEE — OKLA. CITY, OKLA. 



SAVE UP TO 50% 
ON THE NEWEST, FINEST AMATEUR RADIO 
GEAR WITH 

HEATHKIT 
,New 
Forty new kits have joined the Heathkit line this fall...choose from 

over 250 quality kits ... the world's most complete line! 

New emarantee 
We guarantee you can build any Heathkit and have it perform to factory 
specifications... now you can buy in complete confidence! 

Alew Alo-,/lloitey Dom Zerms 
Now it's even easier to buy from Heath! Any order from $25 to $600 

can be paid for on Heath's time-pay plan with no down payment! 

Yew 19•52 ileathkit Catalog 
It's the world's biggest kit catalog ... 100 pages ... complete descrip-

tions, specifications and many schematics. It's yours FREE! 

Specially-designed for CW work... 
new novice CW TRANSMITTER KIT HX-11 

An excellent transmitter for the novice or CW amateur who ap-
preciates a clean, quality signal and real distance getting power! 
Features 50 watt RF power input on 80 through 10 meters, built-
in low pass filter, single-knob bandswitching, switched antenna 
relay power and pi-network output coupling for complete oper-
ating convenience. A "tune-operate" switch allows off-the-air 
tuning and a large "clear view" meter indicates final grid or 
plate current. Easy access to crystal socket is provided by a metal 
pull-out cabinet plug. Power supply is built-in. Careful design 
and high-quality components used throughout make this kit easy 
to assemble and assures long, reliable and trouble-free perform-
ance for years to come. An outstanding "watts-per-dollar" value 
in amateur gear. 17 lbs. 

Kit HX-11... NO MONEY DOWN, $5 mo.  

The DX-60 Surpasses Quality and Performance of 
Transmitters Costing Far More! 

This outstanding phone and cw transmitter offers far more in 
quality and performance than any other unit in its price and 
power class! A front panel switch selects any of four crystal 
positions or external VFO. Controlled carrier modulator and 
silicon diode power supply are built in. Single knob bandswitch-
ing for 80 through 10 meters and pi-network output coupling 
provide complete operating convenience. Panel meter shows final 
grid or plate current for easy tuning. Assembly is a marvel of 
simplicity with clean, rugged construction and thoughtful cir-
cuit layout. A precut, cabled wiring harness eliminates tedious 
wiring and the informative instructions furnished make it an 
ideal kit for the novice. May be run at reduced power for novice 
operation. Less crystals. 25 lbs. 

Kit DX-60... NO MONEY DOWN, $9 mo. $82.95 

$43.50 

50 



New low cost, broad coverage 
Heathkit VFO HG-10 
Covers 80 through 2 meters with each band separately calibrated 
on a rotating drum-type slide-rule dial. Uses a series tuned Clapp 
oscillator with regulated plate voltage for stability and a cathode-
follower output stage for load isolation. Features 28:1 vernier 
gear drive, and "spotting" switch for off-the-air tuning. Powered 
by transmitter. Styled like the Heathkit DX-60 and plugs into 
it directly. Easy to build. 12 lbs. 

Kit HG-10... NO MONEY DOWN, $5 mo. $34.95 

Improve your receiver performance 
with this new Heathkit "Q" MULTIPLIER 

May be used with any receiver having an IF frequency between 
450 and 460 kc. This "electronic filter," with effective "Q" of 
approximately 4,000, provides either a sharply-peaked IF curve 
for CW, a broad peaked IF curve for AM or SSB, or a deep 
sharp notch for rejecting heterodynes on CW, AM and SSB. 
Both peak or notch positions are tunable to any point in the 
receiver's IF bandpass. Ideal for CW reception and heterodyne 
rejection on receivers or transceivers employing fixed bandwidth 
mechanical filters such as the Collins 75S-1. Power supply is 
built-in. 2 lbs. 

Kit HD-11 $14.95 

New! ... nothing else like it anywhere ... 
the Heathkit "TUNNEL-DIPPER"... 
exclusive tunnel-diode oscillator! 

First of its type! Performs like a "grid-dip" meter but uses a tun-
nel-diode oscillator and transistors—no tubes! Built-in battery 
supply for complete portability ... use it anywhere for alignment, 
trouble-shooting, etc. Features color-matched coils and dial 
scales for easy reading; printed circuit board for easy assembly. 
Protective cover has storage space for coils. Enclosed vernier-
driven drum-type tuning dial prevents accidental change in 
settings. 3 lbs. 

Kit HM-10... NO MONEY DOWN, $5 mo $34.95 

ghee Catdog 
Send For Your FREE 1962 
Heathkit Catalog now! It 

details the complete 
Heathkit line of quality 
kits ... over 250 ... the 

world's largest selection. 
We'll send your friends 

free copies too! 

HEATH COMPANY 
Benton Harbor 9, Michigan 

Please send the Free Heathkit catalog. 

Name  

Address  

City Zone State  

51 
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DO YOU WORK 

IN ELECTRONICS? 

Your Purchasing Agent will thank you 
for reminding him that our 

INDUSTRIAL SALES DIVISION 

can make immediate off-the- shelf 
deliveries of most everything he needs, 
at lowest factory OEM quantity prices. 

Tell him that his request on Company 
letterhead to our Dept. HB will bring 
him a copy of our new 

INDUSTRIAL BUYER'S GUIDE 
(East Coast only) 

) 

à See mece.tetàt,e 

?Mee twote 

rec. 
wet. 

BECAUSE ... 
Here, at Harrison's, in the World's Largest Trading Center, 

is where you get the most for your money!—The newest equip-
ment, the best friendly service, the greatest values, the 
easiest terms, the "hottest" trade-in deals! 

ci A Nowhere else can you see such a tremendous array of all 
rut 
wee vel the latest and finest Ham gear, waiting for you to inspect, 
feet- select, try out, then take safely home with you. 
, Sim 
Cros 

So, hurry on in (it really is a shorter trip than you think!) 
hi to HAM HEADQUARTERS, U.S.A. Bring along your old rig, for 

my tip-top trade-in deal. I guarantee you'll go home happy! 

73, ea qAtvrideue, W2AVA, 
(Of course, if you can't visit us, my mail and phone order 
service is still the best in the world!) 

HARRISON 
225 GREENWICH ST. 

NEW YORK 7, N. Y. 

BArclay 7-7922 
— LONG ISLAND STORE — 

144-24 HILLSIDE AVE., JAMAICA 
REpublic 9-4102 
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BEGINNERS INVITED! ' here's always a warm, friendly wel-
come awaiting you here, by experienced hams who are glad to 

advise and help you along in our great hobby! 
Pictured is one of our most popular sections — the Harrisou 
Trade-In Center, where your choice of hundreds of like-new 
receivers and transmitters can be picked up at a fraction. cif 
original cost, can later be turned in toward other gear. 

Come on in, to "Ham Headquarters, USA", and enjoy all the ad-
vantages that make Harrison Radio the greatest place in Ham-
dom! It's less of a trip than you might think — and well worth it. 
02 blocks straight downtown from Holland Tunnel. At Barclay 

Street, 2 blocks West of City lia11.1 BCNE 

73, Vd 'Vteevvridog, W2AVA 

P. S. ASK FOR YOUR HARRISON 

CHARGE ACCOUNT, NOW! 

CPSE Oui SWIMS 

"S 

LIZE2 

HARRISON 



STEP UP TO QUALITY 
RECEIVERS, TRANSMITTERS 

In Stock RIGHT NOW at Your 
HAMMARLUND Distributor 
Thrill to the stability and precision of professionally de-
signed, carefully manufactured equipment for amateur use. 
Scan these pages, and you are sure to find the unit you want. 

$399.50 
AMATEUR NET 

NEW! HX-50 
The first BIG STEP in transmitter history 
—Hammarlund quality- plus features that 
literally burst forth in this new, compact 
filter- type transmitter. Power input 130 
watts, P.E.P. Two tone output...50 watts 
at 10 meters...75 watts or better at 80 
meters. Features slide rule dial with 
band- in- use neon indication. 

HQ 100A Single Conversion 

General coverage receiver with extra convenience 
and performance through independently controlled, 
continuously variable BFO and Q-Multiplier. 

$189 Amateur Net* 

HQ 145X Dual Conversion Above 10 MC 

Pin-point accuracy with single-crystal controlled 
fixed frequency channel plus top-quality general 
coverage reception. $269 Amateur Net 

*24 hour clock-timer—$10 optional 
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HAMMARLUND QUALITY.. 
AND ACCESSORIES 

MR 30X MR 50X 
True split channel crystal controlled mon-
itor receiver. Factory tuned to any spe-
cific channel within the frequency limits 
of the instruments. Multiple channels 
available. MR 30X-25 to 54 MCS. MR 50X 
—147 to 174 MCS. $199.50 Amateur Net 

HQ 170 
Optimum reception of SSB amateur 
bands. Triple conversion. Razor sharp 
slot filter with up to 60 db attenuation. 
The amateur band Specialist. 

$359 Amateur Net' 

HQ 180 Triple Conversion 

The quality standard for the industry. 
The very finest general coverage receiver 
available. 18 tube superheterodyne unit 
for the best in SSB, AM and CW reception. 

$429 Amatiur Net 

HAMMARLUI,10 

77: 

HQ 110 
For the amateur bands. Optimum selec-
tivity. Dual conversion 12 tube superhet-
erodyne. $249 Amateur Net 

HX 500 
100 watt output of the best performance 
you ever heard. Advanced design SSB 
transmitter that offers every feature you 
want—and more. $695 Amateur Net 

imiai1111011, 

ie 
SA404AALU NO 

HQ 105TR 
Citizen-Ham band transceiver that in-
corporates a full-coverage receiver. Now 
available with built-in speaker in place 
of 24 hour clock-timer. $219.50” 

TH0 105TRS (Built-in speaker) $224.50 

S-100 S-200 SPEAKERS 
Matching speakers for use with HQ 100A, 
HQ 110, HQ 105TR and HQ 145X, HQ 170 
and HO 180 respectively. Extended cov-
erage. S-100 $14.95 S-200 $19.95 

NEW ELECTRONIC KEYER 
EK-1B 

Self contained, battery operated unit 
with its own built-in speaker. Features 
ratio control which permits personal 
"touch" and a full range of speeds for 
novice or expert operation. 

$39.95 Amateur Net 

IMPROVED NOISE SILENCER 

Complete, ready to install unit that sup-
presses impulse noise level in any loca-
tion for HQ 170 and HQ 180 receivers. 
Eliminates ignition or other pulse-type 
noise that would otherwise obliterate 
signal. $33.50 Amateur Net 

CRYSTAL CALIBRATOR— 
XC 100 

New plug-in type— provides markers every 
100 KCS. HQ 145X, HQ 170, and HO 180 
chassis factory prepared for XC-100 in-
stallation. $15.95 Amateur Net 

MANUFACTURING COMPANY, INC., 
an affiliate of Telechrome 

53 West 23rd Street, New York 10, N Y. 
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LEO I. MEYERSON, WOGFQ, SAYS: 

Now You Pay "NO MONEY DOWN 
WITH OUR NEW CHARC-A-PLAN CREDIT PROGRAM ($20.00 Min.) 
* ADD-ON PURCHASES AS YOUR CREDIT GROWS 
* SMALL MONTHLY PAYMENTS 
* PROMPT SHIPMENT 
* IMMEDIATE DELIVERY 

Receives 
Transmits 

ALL BAND 
VERTICAL 

ANTENNA KIT 
80-10 Meters 

Designed as a space 
and money saver. 
. . . Ground or roof 
mounted, self - sup-
porting: handles up 
to 1 KW on 10-80M: 
band change by tap-
ping clip. No guys; 
no radials: 23 feet 
overall. Heavy wall 
aluminum tubing. 52 
ohm coax fed. 

NO 
MONEY 
DOWN E 

Only 

anr 

14" 

a*. 
•••••••.. 

••••••••., 

Only 

995 

DesKit 
Handsome, functional desk with sloping 
top, designed for Amateur or Experimenter 
use. Durable Yi" Nova-Ply. Easily as-
sembled in a few minutes without glue. 
Holds over 500 Iba. Handy, slide-out leaf. 
Wood-Mosaic finish. Full size: 49 1/2 x-
29%x31". Shpg. wt.: 99 lbs. Slipped 
truck or express. 

FIXED OR MOBILE 

TC-6 

6M 
Transceiver 

Kit Only 
$3995 

New WRL TechCeiver-6 has superhet 
receiver, built-in noise limiter, is tun-
able 48-54 MC. Crystal controlled 
Xmttr. using std. Xtals. ( FT 243-8MC). 
Over 1 watt output. Built-in push-to-
talk. 9-tube performance. Smallest 
Transceiver available: 5x9,4x6". 
Matching 115VAC supply, Kit $ 15.95 
Matching 12VDC supply, Kit $24.95 

SS-3 

Boosts weak signals 
pass. For any 455 
with no modification. 
115VAC. Ultra high 
by-step instructions. 

SIGNAL SLICER 

Only 

$1 595 

by narrow band-
Kc Receiver IF, 
Self-powered for 
"Q" coils. Step-

NEW WRL DUO-DOUBLETS 

Dual band operation, single 52-ohm feed, copperweld 
wire. Weather proof insulato s included. Usable on 
15M. Full half wave, each band. 

ALL COPPERWELD FOR STRENGTH 

Model 84 (80 & 40 meters)   $7.95 
Model 42 ( 40 & 20 meters)   $7.45 

NO MONEY DOWN • NO MONEY DOWN 

N E TH -Pe" "0 - BoX 
Easily installed, heavy 
gauge steel, grey fin-
ish. 115 volts. Bulb 
included. Simply at-
tach cord to terminals 
of 115V antenna relay. 

LARGE UNIT 
(10%1(3%0") 

SMALL UNIT 

(1%:2%:6%") 

$495 

$2.49 

Regular 10% 

Antenna Tuner 
$ 95 MM- 100 

. 

New Mini-Matcher Kit op-
erates with any Xmttr. of 
power input 100w CW, 
75w Fone or less. Matches 
to high impedance anten-
nas. Unbalanced input and 
output. High quality ma-
terials & assembly manual. 

COLIN EAR 

6-METER 
VERTICAL 

Self-supporting verti-
cal, 13 ft. high. DX 
power gain from the % 
electrical wave vertical 
radiator. Uses '4-wave 
radials. Clamps to std. 
masts up to 1%" O.D. 
3 DB gain on 6M. 62 
ohm coax fed. 

Only $2995 

LOW COST 

6-M BEAM 

Only • 

$1295 
Light weight, spaced for 
maximum gain I 7 dbl. 
F/B 18 db. Rugged 4% ft. 
boom. Aluminum. May be 
rotated with TV rotator. 
Can be shipped parcel post. 

down payment plan still available to our customers! 



HT40 TRANS. 
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From 
"the house the hams built" 

OFFICIAL HALLICRAFTERS WARRANTY SERVICE STATION 

_ 
9040 REC. R47 SPEAKER 

FECT COMPANIONS 
for Novice, Technician, General! 
MODEL SX I 40 
A high performance, low cost ham band receiver, 80-6 
meters. AM / CW / SSB, BFO /Q multiplier, antenna 
trimmer, ANL, "S" Meter and many other features. 
Wired, $ 124.95. Kit, 8139.95 

MODEL HT40 

Carefully designed AM/CW transmitter for 80-6 Meters. 
Crystal, or external VFO control ( with HA5 VFW. 52 
i,hm pi output with TVI shielding. Dual range metering. 
Excellent CW keying. 75 watts maximum input power. 

$109.95. Kt. $.,9 97, 

MODEL 

HT32B 

JUST 
$7 1 

Amateur Net 

A new table top, high efficiency amateur band trans-
mitter, providing SSB / AM / CW /FSK output on 80-10 
meters ( full 10M coverage/. A new dial calibrated 
directly to 1 KC. New sealed crystal filter for best per-
formance. 144 watts input / PEP/. Both sidebands on 
AM. 52 ohm pi output. Full VOX and break in CW. 

Companions for the Most Discriminating Amateur Operation 
SSB / AM / CW / FSK 

Complete ham band coverage 8040 meters plus tuning 
range for external 2 and 6 meter converters. Dual 
conversion, SB selection, built-in calibrator. Every 
feature carefully designed to result in top performance 
on reception, be it AM / CW/SSB /FSK. 

MODEL 

SX101A 

JUST 

$44500 
Amateur Net 

You Can Rely On HALLICRAFTERS For Superior Products! 

BUY WRL USED GEAR WITH CONFIDENCE 
2 WEEK IltlAl. AFTER PURCHASE. We guarantee 
you must be satisfied with performance or you may re-
turn the equipment within 2 weeks for refund. 
90 DAY PARTS WARRANTY. We guarantee your in-
vestment 90 days by our "Same as New" 90 day war-
ranty on all parts. 
BONUS FEATURE! Full 90 day return credit: WRL 
offers a 90 day return privilege whereby you can trade 
back equipment for full credit (subject to equipment not 
being damaged) on any of our NEW equipment of 
higher value. All shipping F.O.B. WRL. 

505i each 

Giant Wall Maps 
HAM OR CITIZENS BAND 

Send for these Call Area mapa for 
your Ham Shack today! 28x36", in 
multiple colors, showing various call 
areas for either Amateur Radio or 
Citizens Band, time zones, monitor-
ing stations, etc. Both now avail-
able at 50c each. 

WORLD RADIO LABORATORIES 
3415 WEST BROADWAY • COUNCIL BLUFFS, IOWA 111" 2 

LEO: PLEASE RUSH ME THE FOLLOWING COMET KITS:   

HALLICRAFTERS GEAR   

SEND H LATEST FREE RECONDITIONED EQUIPMENT LISTS: 
NAME:   CALL • 

r: FREE FLYER 

ADDRESS •   CITY 5. STATE• 



RHEOSTATS 

RESISTORS 

RELAYS 

TAP SWITCHES 

TANTALUM 

CAPACITORS 

VARIABLE 

TRANSFORMERS 

GERMANIUM 

DIODES 

when you specify Ohmite components.. 

you build reliability into your product 

HMIITE® 
INDUSTRY-PREFERiew COMPONENTS 

RHEOSTATS—Insure permanently 
smooth, close control. All-ceramic, 

vitreous-enameled: 12 1/2 , 25, 50, 
75, 100, 150, 225, 300, 500, 750, 
and 1000-watt sizes. 

OHMITE RELAYS—Five stock mod-
els—DOS, DO, DOSY, CRU, new GR, 
in 235 different types, three of which 
are enclosed. At 115 VAC or 32 VDC, 
noninductive load, Models DOS and 
DOSY have a contact rating at 15 
amp; Model DO, 10 amp; Models 

GR and CRU, 5 amp. Wide range 
of coil operating voltages. 

TANTALUM CAPACITORS— Units 
are available in three types: sub-
miniature, insulated, wire-type, in 
13 sizes. All 5 MIL sizes of foil-
type. Four sizes of slug-type tanta-
lum capacitors. All feature high 
performance in minimum space 
and a wide range of capacitance 
and voltage ratings. 

Write for Stock Catalog 

POWER RESISTORS—Wire-wound, 
vitreous-enameled resistors. Stock 
sizes: 25, 50, 100, 160, 200 watts; 
values 1 to 250,000 ohms. "Brown 
Devil" fixed resistors in 5, 10, and 
20-watt sizes; values from 0.5 to 
100,000 ohms. Adjustable power 
resistors; cpickly adjustable to the 
value needed. Sizes 10 to 200 watts, 
to 100,000 ohms. Wire-wound axial 
lead resistors in stock sizes of 1, 3, 5, 
& 10 watts; values, 1 to 50,000 ohms. 

R. F. CHOKES — Single-layer-
wound on low power factor cores 
with moistureproof coating. Seven 
stock sizes, 3 to 520 mc. Two units 
rated 600 ma; others, 1000 ma. 

BE RIGHT WITH 

°HAUTE' 

TAP SWITCHES—Compact, high-
current rotary selectors for a-c 
use. All- ceramic. Self - cleaning, 
silver-to- silver contacts. Rated at 
10, 15, 25, 50, and 100 amperes. 

PRECISION RESISTORS— Four 
types available: molded silicone-
ceramic, vacuum- impregnated, en-
capsulated, or metal film. Toler-
ances to -± 0.1% in th , 

%, 1, and 2-watt sizes, from 0.1 
to 2,000,000 ohms. 

VARIABLE TRANSFORMERS—Mod-
el VT2, 11/2  amp rating, output 
voltage, 0-120/132V; Model VT4, 
31/2 amp rating, output voltage 
0-120/140V; Model VT8, 71/2  amp 
rating, output voltage 0-120/140V; 
Model VT20, 20 amp rating, output 
voltage, 0-120/140V. Also 36-volt 
units. Input voltage all models, 
120V, 60 cycles. Thirty-nine stock 
models, cased and uncased. 

OHMITE MANUFACTURING COMPANY 
3608 Howard Street, Skokie, Illinois 



MASTER MOBILE-TOPS IN QUALITY & PERFORMANCE 
NEW DELUXE HI-"Q" COILS 

New wide space deluxe 
antenna coil. Greater effi-
ciency on individ. bands. 
Easily handles 250 W. 
P.E.P. Lightest coil of its 
kind commercially avail-
able. Use with 36" base 
sect. 60" whip. 

15M  S 5.95 
20M   6.95 
40M   7.95 
75M   9.95 
160M   14.95 

3 ELEMENT 
BEAM 

NO. SR- 500 

Power gain 
app. 5 (70B) fwd. 
dir. 10 to 1 Inter. 
red, from sides & 

rear. VSWR-1.1 to 1 at band 
center when fed with 52 
ohm coax. 

SR-500-10 $24.95 SR- 500-6 $ 12.95 
SR- 500-11 24.95 SR- 500-2 10.95 

FIBRE-GLAS ANTENNA 
The Feather- Weight with 
Spring- Steel Strength. Com-
pletely weatherproof. Fibre-
glas covering, minimizes elec-
trostatic noises generated by 
heat, moisture and foreign 
particles in the air. 

F6-110 60" 14.95 
FG-72 72" 4.95 
F0.84 84" 5.15 
FG-96 96" $5.25 
FG-103 103" $6.95 
• 

MASTER-MAGIC à 
TUNABLE WAND 

New! easy- to- install, single 
band, top- loaded, plastic co-
vered fiber-glas antenna. Maxi-
mum performance on the des-
ired band. 

10 Met.- 5 Ft. I. $8.95 
11 Met.- 5 Ft. L. 8.95 
15 Met.- 5 Ft. L. 8.95 
20 Met.- 5 Ft. L. 8.95 
40 Met.- 6 Ft. L. 9.95 
80 Met.- 6 Ft. L. 9.95 

NEW! SLIM-JIM 

96" 
I WHIP 

•LL-BAND 
CASE LOADING 
ANTENNA LOU 

FOR 10, 11, 
15, 20, 40, 80 

METERS 

SIZE 13/4 "a 19" 

MONOPOLE ANTENNA 
Folded radiating 
element for in-
stallation requir-
ing a ground 
plane configura-
tion and a wider 
useful ronge. 

SR-600-2 2 Met. $ 14.95 
SR-600-6 6 Met. 16.95 
SR-600-10 10 Met. 24.50 
SR-600-11 11 Met.. 24.50 

Positive action, 
just slide whip 
in or out to 
loading point I 
and lock nut 
into position. 

SR-600 
NO. 

B-1080 

$1795 

No.444 $ 17.80 No.445 $7.95 No.446 $13.45 
Adjustable to any bumper No holes to drill 

WRITE 

FOR 
FREE 

CATALOG 

6 or 12 
volt 

models 

Complete 

MASTER MATCHER d FIELD 
- STRENGTH METER. Automatic-

ally tunes entire band by 
remote control. 

MULTI-BAND COILS 
New plug-in type, operates 
with std. 3' base, 5' whip. 
Q of 525. 500 W input. 
Oper. with 52 ohm cable. 
Factory pre- tuned. 

No. 900-10,15,20,40,75M 
No. 999-10,15,20M 
No. SSB-156-40, 75M 

- YOUR 
CHOICE 

$1495 

TWIN 6 - 2 METER BEAM 
May be rotated by 
TV rotor. Complete 
with baluns, match. 
harness to 52 ohm. 
Vertical or herir, 
pol. Trem. forward 
gain. Excel'. front 
to back ratio. Light-
weight, sturdy. 

With PL-259 COAX $ 1695 

î UNIVERSAL MOUNTS 
e Heavy duty comm. ant. 

mts. Can be attached 
through opening as 
small as 3/16". For 
spring or whip. Pheno 
insulators. 3/."-24 th. 

530 Double SS. $21.95 
531 Single SS. 11.95 
520 Db. S-Cad. Pl. 7.95 
519 SI. S-Cad. Pl. 4.95 

MOUNTS 
Model 

42 

k----;. No. 1-11 

ile ' Model (41 Fits all antennas 

Swivel Mount 
- 

Model 232-C 232 S•ries % $"2- .2945th . 140 100WX 

232X Base Mount-H.D.-Dble. Tpred. Spring-Swivel Base . .$ 9.85 
232XC Base Mount-H.D.-Dble. Tpred. Spring-Coax, Conn. . 9.85 
232XSSC Base Mount-H.D.-D. Tpd. Sg.-Sp. Sless-Coax Conn. 14.95 
232XS$ Base Mount-H.D.-Qble. Tpd. Spg.-Spec. Stainless 14.95 
321 or 32IC Base Mount-Where no spg des.-w. sp. rig type ball jt. 7.95 

100X 
Heavy 
Duty 

100 
Reg. 

All products are for Universal Use-Mobile, Home, Marine, C.A.P., Civil Defense, Emergency, etc. 

Mathi Mo4iie Mofflets, 
4125 W. JEFFERSON BLVD. • LOS ANGELES 16, CALIF. 

AT LEADING 
RADIO JOBBERS 
EVERYWHERE 
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BELDEN-
Wire and Cable for every 
Ham Application 

Ham Transmission Lines—RG/U Type 

Belden 72-ohm RG/U Cables are designed for 

lowest losses, longer service life, and maximum 

dependability. Cables are essentially flat with 

no peaks in attenuation to reduce signal on 

either high or low frequencies. 

Ham Transmission Lines— 

Parallel Type 

Belden transmission line cables are made with 

brown virgin polyethylene for best weather 

resistance and lowest losses. Uniform quality con-

trol prevents standing waves and mismatches. 

Power Supply Cables 

Provide dependable service as power supply 

cords, interconnecting cables on electronic 

equipment, remote control circuits, special 

press-to-talk microphone circuits, and other 

ham applications. Designed for long service 

life with excellent mechanical and electrical 

characteristics, and uniform quality. Special 

¡acket offers maximum resistance to abrasion 

and ozone. 

8241 Type RG-59/U 

Mte:  
8238 Type RG-11/U 

IGDOfwt) 

8235 
300 Ohm-1 KW ( RF) Rated 

8210 
72 Ohm-1 KW ( RF) Rated 

NW, 

8454 

8453 

8405 
Shielded Power 
Supply Cable 

60 
One wire source for Everything Electronic and Electrical 
8-10-0-A 



Service Rated-
Quality Controlled- Easy-to-Use-
Packaged Lengths 

8868 

8488 

8484 

,dik'4)1 
.Aga-N 
005,,"•« -„ 

em-N 

et\ 

8525 

High Voltage Lead 

New, improved lead offers smaller diameter 

and greater flexibility and voltage . 150" OD, 

25,000 V working voltage and 50,000 V break-

down. 

Antenna Rotor Cables 

Sturdy, flexible, plastic insulated cable for all Ham 

antenna rotor applications. Cables are color 

coded for easier hook-up. Chrome, vinyl plastic 

jacket resists sun and aging. 

Coiled Retractile Cables 

Microphone — Telephone 

A variety of types and lengths for most applica-

tions. Microphone cables offered with 1, 3, and 4 

conductors in vinyl and neoprene—telephone 

cords with 3 and 4 conductors, vinyl only. 

Hook-Up Wire 

All colors, types, sizes, insulations, and tempera-

ture ranges in stock at your jobber. Available in 

packaged lengths for easy handling. 

Belden 
VeIRENIAKER FOR INDUSTRY 

SINCE 1902 — CHICAGO 

Magnet Wire • Lead Wire • Power Supply Cords • Cord 
Sets and Portable Cord • Electrical Household Cords • Elec-

tronic Wires • Welding Cable • Automotive Wire and Cable 61 
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DX151 

electron tube 
HELPFUL CHARTS & LITERATURE FREE: Write for CONDENSED 
TUBE CATALOG, information at a glance, rapid tube data refer-
ence tables, 25 pages of condensed information arranged 
for quick reference. Address your distributor or Amperes direct. 

6961 6757 

1 \ 

ORP60 ORP50 Z510M 5894 7377 

7093 EY88 6939 

18517 

18515 

6977 

A 

6688 EFTS 7459 

Aniperexo 
The prices shown here are suggested list prices. For original equipment manufacturer prices, 
please write directly to the factory. 

COMMUNICATION 

RECTIFICATION 

Detailed Data Sheets on any of thi 
tubes, and applications engineer 
service are yours for the aski 

RADIATOR CREDIT FOR 
FORCED AIR-COOLED TUBES 

Tube Type Users Allowar 

889RA   $20 
891R, 892R   30 
5604   75 
5667   20 
6445   30 
6447   30 
6757   75 
6801   75 

”Price on request. 
IPrice includes 10% Fed. Excise T; 
ALL PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANP 
WITHOUT NOTICE. 

• • • • • • OOOOO • • • • • • • 

ask A mperes 

about AMPLIFRAME tube 

*AMPLIFRAME, a new concept 
electron tubes, designed and mu 
produced exclusively by Ampere 
Incorporates the unique FRAME GR 
...the closest approach to the id( 
"Physicists' grid"— electrical chan 
teristics but no physical dimension 
The FRAME GRID results in: • high 
transconductance per milliampere 
tighter G., and plate current toll 
ance • low transit time • low capa 
tances • lower microphonics • TUBB 
construction 

ELECTRONIC CORP. 
HICKSVILLE, L. I., N. Y. 
IN CANADA: PHILIPS ELECTRONICS 
INDUSTRIES LTD., TUBE, SEMICON-
DUCTOR & COMPONENT DEPTS., 116 
VANDERHOOFAVENUE,TORONT0,17. 



Suggested 
Type No. Resale Price 

BEAM POWER TUBES 
807 $3  50 
6146   5.90 
6159   5.90 
PE06/40N . . .   5.95 

DIODE, CLIPPER 
6339  $44.50 

COUNTERS, GEIGER 
75N   $16.50 
75NB3   16.50 
90NB   27.00 
90NB3   27.00 
90NB4   27.00 

27.00 
100C   54.00 
100CB   58.00 
100HB   54.00 
100N   43.50 
100NB   46.00 
120C   90.00 
120CB   95.00 
120N   90.00 
120NB   95.00 
150N   61.00 
150NB   66.00 
153C   91.00 
200C   67.00 
200CB   71.00 
200HB   67.00 
200N   56.00 
200NB   58.50 
230C   43.00 
230N   41.00 
240C   43.00 
240N   41.00 
912NB  53.00 

COUNTING, 
INDICATOR TUBES 
  $11.80 

2303C   10.65 
2502S   11.50 
2510M   11.00 
2550M   12.00 
ET51   61.00 
6370/ET . . 5.25 
6370/EIT . . . . 16.50 

DIODES, DAMPER 
16AL3   $2.80 
16R3/EY81 . . .   2.80 
16AQ3  2.60 

TWIN DIODE 
5726/6ALsw . . . $2.10 

DIODE, VTVM 
6923  $13.00 

IGNITRONS 
5551A   $ 65.00 
5552A   99.00 
5553B   245.00 
5555   316.00 
5822A   116.00 
7585  99.00 

TUNING INDICATORS 
1M3 $1  95 
6BR5   2.45 
6CD7 3  65 
6DA5   2.45 
6FG6   2.95 
DM71  2.00 

KLYSTRON, REFLEX 
2K25  $39.50 

MAGNETRONS 
2J42   $ .. 
5586   417.00 
6972   325.00 
7091   .4, 

PENTODES 
•13EH7   $ 2.90 
.13EJ7   2.90 
•#4EH7   2.90 
*14EJ7   2.90 
16AU6   2.10 
16BA6   2.00 
$6BQ5   2.60 
16BX6   3.15 
6CA7   5.60 
16CW5   3.50 
16DA6   2.85 
*16EH7   2.90 

Suggested 
Type No. Resale Price 

PENTODES (Con't) 
*16EJ7   2.90 
#813Q5   2.60 
*45135   3.50 
828 . .   27.60 
5654/6AK5W .   3.45 
*5847   17.50 
6007   1.50 
6008   1.50 
6083   14.25 
6084   3.75 
6227   3.75 
*6267   2.75 
6375   11.50 
6686   5.00 
6688   8.00 
6688A   8.06 
6689   4.50 
/7189   3.60 
.7534   16.50 
7693   4.20 
7694   4.20 
.7737   9.00 
EFP60   8.75 
1EL37  5.75 

PENTODE, DUO-DIODE 
I6 DC8  $3.25 

TRIODE-PENTODES 
16BL8   $3.80 
16I3M8   3.20 
16DX8   3.20 
16U8   3.30 
150BM8   3.50 
7643  5.25 

PHOTOMULTIPLIERS 
50AVP   $ 62.00 
50AVP-SP . .   78.00 
51UVP   308.00 
52AVP   120.00 
53AVP   80.00 
53AVP-X . . 88.00 
53UVP   462.00 
54AVP   158.00 
55AVP   210.00 
56AVP   496.00 
56UVP   696.00 
57AVP   850.00 
58AVP   850.00 
150AVP 62.00 
150AVP-SP . . 76.00 
150CVP . . . . 84.00 

RECTIFIERS 
#1S2A   $ 2.75 
15AR4   4.20 
15RAGY   1.90 
16CA4   2.10 
16V4   1.50 
16X4   1.65 
575A   22.15 
673   22.15 
8020AX  24.00 

RECTIFIERS, MERCURY 
857B   $235.00 
866AX   3.10 
86913   160.00 
869BL   160.00 
872AX   11.65 
6508   80.00 
6693   25.00 
7136   25.00 
8008AX . . .   10.65 

RECTIFIERS, XENON 
3828   $ 7.60 
4632  13.50 

VOLTAGE REFERENCE 
TUBES 

85A1/0E3 . . $2.75 
85A2/0G3 . . . . 2.50 
5651  2.50 

VOLTAGE REGULATORS 
0A2   $1.75 
OB2   1.90 
90C1   2.50 
15082/6354 3.00 
6354  3.00 

TETRODES 
4-125A   $ 36.00 
4-250A   46.50 
4-400A   48.00 
4CX250B   39.35 

Suggested 
Type No. Resale Price 

TETRODES (Con't) 

4CX250F . . . 39.35 
4X150A . . . . 29.35 
4X150D 29.35 
4X25013 . . . . 36.50 
4X250F . . . . 36.50 
4X500A 128.50 
6075   250.00 
6076   305.00 
6079   60.00 
6155   36.00 
6156   46.50 
6883   5.90 
6979   42.50 
7527   48.00 
7609   29.35 
17699  16.00 

TETRODES, BEAM 
813   $21.10 
7378  45.00 

TWIN TETRODES 
829B   $19.00 
832A   15.90 
5894 COMM .   32.40 
5894 MIL . . .   35.40 
5895   18.50 
6252   32.40 
6360 COMM .   6.30 
6360 MIL . . .   6.70 
6907   32.40 
6939   14.00 
7377  25.00 

THYRATRONS 
2021   $ 1.85 
3C23   11.98 
6328   36.00 
5632/C3J . . .   15.50 
5684/C3JA 19.80 
5685/C6JA . . . 27.80 
5727   2.70 
AX260  150.00 

THYRATRONS, HYDROGEN 
6268   $32.50 
6279  45.00 

THYRATRONS, MERCURY 
5557/FG17 . . $ 9.50 
5559   23.00 
5560/FG95 .   33.00 
5869   25.00 
5870   100.00 
6786 . . . . .   200.00 
AX105/FG105   53.33 

THYRATRONS, XENON 
2050   $ 3.35 
5544   30.50 
5545  29.30 

TRIODES 
.12ER5 . . . . $ 2.80 
.12FY5   2.80 
*13ER5 2.80 
.#3FY5   2.80 
#6A16   1.90 
16AV6   1.65 
•16ER5 2.45 
.16FY5 2.80 
16Q4   6.00 
16R4   5.10 
356   660.00 
450TH   77.00 
450TL   77.00 
501R   225.00 
502   210.00 
502R   235.00 
504R   245.00 
805   20.10 
810   25.65 
811A   8.10 
812A   8.10 
833A   53.65 
834   19.30 
838   20.00 
845   20.80 
849   185.00 
849A   165.00 
880   595.00 
889A   235.00 
889RA   370.00 
891   275.00 
891R   430.00 
892   270.00 
892R   425.00 
5604   570.00 

Suggested 
Type No. Resale Price 

TRIODES (Con't) 

5619   423.00 
5658   595.00 
5666   280.00 
5667   370.00 
5771   660.00 
5823   2.50 
*5842   17.50 
5866   20.00 
5867   30.00 
5868   55.00 
5923   165.00 
5924   231.00 
5924A   275.00 
6333   290.00 
6445   455.00 
6446   305.00 
6447   465.00 
6756   388.00 
6757   535.00 
6758   173.00 
6759   206.00 
6800   350.00 
6801   505.00 
6960   150.00 
6961   210.00 
6961A   230.00 
7004   160.00 
7092   125.00 
7237   180.00 
7459   230.00 
7804   440.00 
7805   402.00 
7806   795.00 
7807   584.00 
HF200   49.50 
HF300   40.50 
TBL2/400 . . 250.00 
TBL2/500 . . 270.00 
283200 . . . . . 395.00 

TRIODE, INDICATOR 
6977  $3.50 

TWIN TRIODES 
**4ES8   $4.55 
6AL5W   2.10 
16AQ8   2.60 
*16DJ8   2.45 
*16ES8 4  55 
.16GM8   4.55 
16J6   2.80 
19A08   3.10 
112AT7   3.05 
112A07   2.45 
112AX7   2.55 
117EW8 260 
5920   2.95 
6085 3  75 
6201   4.20 
6211 235 
6463   3.50 
*6922 5  50 
*6922 MI 5.50 
*7025   2.90 
7062   2.40 
7119   3.15 
*7308   6.00 
7316   2.00 
E92CC  2.40 

TRIGGER TUBES 
COLD CATHODE 

7710 $1  95 
7713 4  30 
250T 2  20 
270U/7710 . . . 1.35 
270W/7709 . . . 2.10 
271U/7711 . . . 1.95 
2300T 495 
Z803U   5.50 
2805U/7714 . . . 2.35 

PHOTO 
CONDUCTIVE CELLS 
  $ 2.95 

ORP30   3.80 
ORP50   1.95 
ORP60   .75 
ORP61   .75 
ORP90   1.95 
61SV  22.00 

PENTAGRID 
6687 $1  55 

BEAM DEFLECTOR TUBE 
6218   $15.00 
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WALTER ASHE 
TRADES HIGHER  

(he always has since 1922) 

You always save money dealing with 
Walter Ashe Radio ... because we always 

offer you more for your used transmitters, 
receiver or other surplus amateur gear*. 

Find out for yourself ... tell us what you 
have to trade and what you want. 

We guarantee you'll be genuinely surprised 
by the Walter Ashe deal! Use the 

coupon below .... mail it today! 

DO YOU HAVE OUR NEW 

144 PAGE AMATEUR CATALOG? 

-err 

...ITS 

,. 

efilikeeke'eiee 

'Made s, nee 1,4$ 

Check the coupon 
... get the amateur's 

most complete 
catalog of the newest 

in equipment, parts 
and supplies... 

everything 
you need! 

Catalogs mailed only 
to U.S. and Canada 

Phone: CHeetnut 1-1125 

WALTER ASHE RADIO CO. 
Dept. H-62, 1123 Pine St., St. Louis 1, Mo. 

WALTER ASHE RADIO COMPANY 

Dept. H-62. 1123 Pine Street, St. Louis, Missouri 

I am interested in  

What is the Ashe "Surprise" allowance on  

Nome 

Address  

City Zone State 

LE Send New Catalog D Send Reconditioned Bulletin I 
 —J 

,9oettcutt 
ADVERTISING IN THE 1963 HANDBOOK AT NO 
CHARGE TO DST ADVERTISERS WHO QUALIFY 

TO ALL ADVERTISERS IN QST 
AND THE RADIO AMATEUR'S 
HANDBOOK AND THEIR AD-
VERTISING AGENCIES 

a. An advertiser who uses a total of 6 

pages but not as many as 15 pages 
in QST during the twelve months of 

November 1961 through October 1962 
can run a half-page in the 1963 HAND-

BOOK at no charge. The ad can be 

vertical or horizontal and either black & 
white or black & white and red. 

b. An advertiser who uses a total of 15 

pages or more in QST during the 
twelve months of November 1961 
through October 1962 and who buys 
one page or more in the 1963 HAND-
BOOK can run one additional full page 
in the HANDBOOK at no charge. The 
additional page can be either black & 
white or black & white and red. Or, if 
the advertiser does not buy a page in 

the 1963 HANDBOOK he qualifies for 
a half-page as outlined in the preceding 
paragraph a. 

QST and the Handbook— 

The combination covering 

the electronic markets: 

Amateur, Industrial, Government 

Advertising Department 

AMERICAN RADIO RELAY 

LEAGUE 

38 La Salle Rd. 

West Hartford 7, Conn. 
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FIBERGLASS 
COLUMN 

FREE BOOKLET 

COMPRESSION 
LOCK 

LOADING COIL 

BAND 
SPAN-
NER 

TOP WHIP IS streamlined mobile antenna 
MOVABLE, ALLOWS for effective 5- band operation 
CONTACT WITH 
WINDING AT 
POSITION OF BAND-SPANNER, an exclusive Webster design— 
DESIRED BAND distinctive— fine looking on any car—a top performer 
RESONANCE on 80-40-20-15-10 meter bands (and MARS frequencies)— 

one of the finest antennas for use with multi-band equip-
ment. Easily handles transceivers with power inputs of 100 

CONTACT IS watts or more; Collins KWM-2, Gonset G-76 among others. 
SELF-CLEANING, 
SELF-CENTER ING Loading inductor is wound directly on upper portion 

of strong, lightweight fiberglass support column. Exact 
resonance anywhere within any band is obtained by 

INTERNALLY simple, plunger-type adjustment of stainless steel 
EXPOSED top whip. Winding is contacted internally, is encapsulated 
COIL TURNS in durable epoxy for lasting exterior protection. 

No exposed joints to corrode, no flimsy plastics involved. 
Strong! Durable! Unaffected by moisture. 

TWO MODELS: 
Short Band-spanner, 60" telescoped, 93" extended. 

Long Band-spanner, 63" telescoped, 117" extended. 
3%19 Ore uo.ekimáse4 

entlere le 

"Mobile Antennas— 

simple steps 

to peak performance." 

Write today for your free copy, 

Either model: 2475 
(less mount) 

TWO COMPLETE ANTENNA "PACKAGES" 

No. 1 
Band Spanner 
(long or short 
type) complete 
with universal 
ball mount and 
heavy-duty 
spring. 

38.00 

No.2 
Band Spanner 
(long or short 
type) complete 
with bumper 
mount and heavy 
duty spring. 

39.00 

WEBS TER MANUFACTURING 317 ROEBLING ROAD, SOUTH SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF. 
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E-I WAY QUALITY SERVES YOU BEST... 
Year After Year! 

RBD-4 

HP 

•NO GUYS 

•TILTS OVER 

• CRANKS UP 
& DOWN 

55,000 PSI HIGH TENSILE 
STEEL FOR MAXIMUM 
STRENGTH I 

CHALLENGER 
Standard duty two section Tower. 
Cranks up to 40' and down to 24'. Will 
support 3 el., 15 M Mini-beam or 3 el. 
tribander at 40' in winds up to 50 mph 
without guys. 
Model RBD 40-P (painted)   $ 99.50 
Model RBD-40-G (galv.)   134.50 
Model with GPK D-40  50.00 
or BAK-D ( building attcrh kit)  6.75 

* Self-supporting to 34 ft. 
* Famous E-Z Way Rotor Head. 
* Light weight 10 ft. section 

weighs only 29 lbs. 
* Climbable ladder on three 

sides, 

NEW "HP" Economy Series 
The HP series is a low cost Ham 
tower that is built to take it. 
The famous E-Z Way design has 
incorporated 55,000 PSI steel 
into the m an uf ac tureaf a II towers. 
Light weight and easy to erect. 
Hot dipped galvanized, electric 
arc welded and comes complete 
with base plate and wall bracket. 

Model HP- 34 

Model HP- 44._ ....... 
Model HP- 54._ 118.85 

WRITE FOR COMPLETE 

HOT DIPPED GALVANIZED 
AFTER FABRICATION. 

MEDALIST 

Sturdy two section tower.Cranks up to 
41 ft. and down to 24 ft. Supports a 
triband or equivalent at 41' in 70 mph 
winds or 125 mph when cranked down. 

Model RBS-40P ( painted)..4 $ 169.50 
Model RBS-40G(galv.)  209.50 
Model GPK-S40 (ground post)  75.00 
Model BAK-S40(building attach).. 10.50 

SATELLITE "60" b e' 
A 3 section tower. • Cranks up to 58' and 
down to 25'. Will support a 4 el., 20M full 
size beam or a 6 el. triband at 60' in wind 
upto6Omph...NO GUYS' 140mph cranked 
down. 
Model RBX 60-3p(painted) $335.00 
Model RBX 60-3G ( Galv.)  410.00 

fL Model GPK 60-3 (ground post)  120.00 
1. Model BAK-X (building attach).— .17.00 

• 

Res-40 

G-10 
G-10... FOR HAM, CB, TV or 
TWO WAY. 

E- Z Way's "G-10" is all 
NEW! Here is the Tower de-
signed to!take it, with dur-
ability built-in every inch 
of its superb construction. 
55,000 PSI steel ... X-Type 
bracing ... Light weight, 
10 ft. sections weigh only 
29 lbs. These are only a 
few outstanding features 
that mak• this tower the 
strongest of its kind in the 
field. Fast, easy erection, 
up to 280 ft. guyed, or 40 
ft. self-supporting. Com-
pletely electric arc welded 
and hot dipped galvanized 
after fabrication. 

The NEW " Stack Pole" lets you 
really get up there! 
DETAILS TO BE ANNOUNCED 

1962 

DETAILS ON ALL E- Z WAY TOWERS. 

RBX-60.3 

G-10 

E-Z WAY TOWERS, Inc. P.O. BOX 5767 TAMPA 5, FLORIDA 
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your choice of  

2 G R EAT LiE/C0 7 
TRANSMITTERS... 

90-WATT 
CW TRANSMITTER* #720 
Kit $79.95 Wired $119.95 

*U.S. Pat. # D-184,776 
"Top quality"--ELECTRONIC 
KITS GUIDE 

Ideal for veteran or novice. 
"Clean" 90W CW, 65W AM-
phone with EXT plate modu-
lation. 80 through 10 meters. 

60-WATT 
CW TRANSMITTER #723 

Kit $49.95 Wired $79-9S 

"Compact; well-planned lay-
out. Clean-sounding, abso-
lutely hum- free carrier; 
stable." — ELECTRONICS 
WORLD. 
Perfect for novice or ad-
vanced ham needing low-
power standby rig. " Clean" 
60W CW, 50W AM-phone with 
EXT plate modulation. 80 
through 10 meters, 

TRANSISTOR CODE PRACTICE 
OSCILLATOR #706 

Complete with battery 
Select variable 

tone, flashing light, 
or both together. 

Phone jack for private 
use. Efficient speaker: 

clean loud signals. 
Kit $8.95 Wired $12.95 

HIGH-LEVEL 
UNIVERSAL 

MODULATOR-
DRIVER #730 

Kit $49.95 Wired $79.95 
Delivers 50W undistorted audio for 
phone operation. Can plate-modu-
late transmitters having RF inputs 
up to 100W. Unique over- modula-
tion indicator. Cover E-5 $4.50. 

DC-5MC 
LAB 8, TV 5-

OSCILLOSCOPE 
#460 

Kit $79.95 
Wired $ 129.50 

5" PUSH-PULL OSCILLOSCOPE #425 
Kit $44•95 Wired $79.95 

I New! CITIZENS BAND 
WALKIE-TALKIE #740 

Complete with re-
chargeable battery 
and charger. 9 tran-
sistors, 1 diode. Full 
superhet. U.S. made. 

Kit $54.95 
Wired $79.95 

designed 
by Hams... 
for Hams... 

to the highest 
Ham standards 

CITIZENS 

BAND 

TRANSCEIVERS 

Superhet; pre 
aligned emitter 
osc; match dif-
ferent antennas 

by variable "pi" network. Single 
& multi-channel models. 
From Kit $59.95 Wired $89.95 

GRID 
DIP 

METER 
#710 

Kit $29.95 Wired $49.95 
Includes complete set of coils 
for full band coverage. Continu• 
eus coverage 400 kc to 250 mc. 
500 uy meter. 

PEAK-TO-PEAK 
1/11/M * 232 

& exclusive 
•UNI-PROBE 

Kit $29.95 
Wired $49.95 

VACUUM TUBE VOLTMETER$ 35 R#92921 
Kit $25.95 W 

et» -.-. *awe 
fa» . ¡Bowe e 
• 

• Ht1H&I • 
_ 

Kit $69.95 

TUBE TESTER #625 
Kit $34.95 Wired 549.95 

DYNAMIC 
CONDUCTANCE 

TUBE 
& TRANSISTOR 
TESTER # 666 
Wired $ 109.95 

RF SIGNAL 
GENERATOR 

#324 
(150ke-435mc) 

Kit $26.95 
Wired $3915 

TV-FM SWEEP GENERATOR 
& MARKER #366 
Kit $69.95 Wired $119.95 

IS
CI

*0
6L

'Z
 
O
N
 
le

d 
S 

.(
1.
 

EICO 
ELECTRONIC INSTRUMENT CO., INC. 

3300 NO. BLVD., L.I.C. 1, N. Y. 
Export Dept., Roburn Agencies,Inc. 
431 Greenwich St., N. Y. 13, N. Y. 

EICO, 3300 N. Blvd., L.I.C. 1, N. Y. ,/ 05-62 
D Send free Catalog & name of / Name  
neighborhood distributor. 
D Send free " Short Course for 

/ Address  
Novice License." D Send / 
36- Page STEREO 111-F1 GUIDE: ' 
25c enclosed for postage / City  Zone  State  
& handling. / Add 5% ën the West 

ENGINEERS: Excellent career opportunities in creative electronics design. Write to the Chief Engineer. 
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A General Electric Two-Way Radio 
to solve every communication 
need 

The Progress Line: 
Proven performance leader 

Since 1955 General Electric's tubed 
Progress Line has served customers with 
economical, high power, high reliability 
two-way radio. A wide range of models 
satisfies every mobile communication re-
quirement. For field-proved performance 
and low maintenance cost even under the 
most rugged conditions, specify the Prog-
ress Line. 

General Electric's TPL: 
Extra-feature performance leader 

General Electric's Transistorized Progress 
Line offers highest performance . . . plus 
standby battery drain so low that you never 
have to turn off your TPL unit . .. fits in 
more places, in more positions, than any 
other two-way mobile radio you can buy. 

The General Electric Pacer: 
Compact economy leader 

The General Electric Pacer gives you every 
advantage of quality FM communication 
for limited range applications at the excep-
tionally low price of $419.00 . . . and the 
lowest battery drain of any mobile radio in 
its class means important additional savings. 

Many successful General Electric mobile radio authorized service stations 
were founded by licensed radio amateurs, and many now utilize the skills of 
hams on a part-time or full-time basis. Find out how you can become a 
General Electric service technician. Write National Service Manager, 
General Electric Company, Communication Products Department, Section 
31, Mountain View Road, Lynchburg, Va. 

GENERAL ELECTRIC 
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If It's Shown 

In This Handbook 

Henry 

Has If! 

HENRY gets the new equipment First 

YOU get the world's best Terms! 

Low Terms 

Long Trades 

Complete Stocks 

Low Prices 

100% Satisfaction 

You get the best terms anywhere because Henry finances all the 
terms with his easy time payment plan. 10% down (or your 
trade-in accepted as down payment), 20 months to pay. 

Henry wants to trade and he trades big. YOU get truly liberal 
allowances on your equipment. Tell us what you want to trade. 
We also pay cash for used equipment. 

Henry has everything in the amateur equipment field, new or 
used . . . transmitters or receivers, and Henry has the NEW 
equipment FIRST. 

Henry's large purchasing power means low prices to you. You 
just can't beat our wholesale prices. 

Henry gives you a guarantee of "100% satisfaction" or your 
money back at the end of a 10 day trial. 

rite, phone or visit a Henry Store Today! 

Radio Stares 

World's Largest Distributors of Short Wave Receivers" 

Bob Henry 
WOARA 
Butler, Mo. 

ORchard 9-3137 

Ted Henry 

VV6UOU 
11240 West Olympk 
Blvd. 
Los Angeles 64, Calif. 
GRanite 7-6701 

Walter Henry 
931 North Euclid 
Anaheim, Calif 
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Learn Code the EASY Way 
Beginners, Amateurs and Ex-
perts alike recommend the 
INSTRUCTOGRAPH, to learn code 

and increase speed. 

Learning the INSTRUCTOGRAPH way 
will give you a decided advantage in 
qualifying for Amateur or Commercial ex-
aminations, and to increase your words per 
minute to the standard of an expezt. The 
Government uses a machine in giving 
examinations. 

Motor with adjustable speed and spacing 
of characters on tapes permit a speed range 
of from 3 to 40 words per minute. A large 
variety of tapes are available — elemen-
tary, words, messages, plain language and 
coded groups. Also an "Airways" series for 
those interested in Aviation. 

MAY BE PURCHASED OR RENTED 

The INSTRUCTOGRAPH is made in sev-
eral models to suit your purse and all may 
be purchased on convenient monthly pay-
ments if desired. These machines may also 
be rented on very reasonable terms and if 
when renting you should decide to buy the 
equipment the first three months rental 
may be applied in full on the purchase 
price. 

ACQUIRING THE CODE 

It is a well-known fact that practice and 
practice alone constitutes ninety per cent 
of the entire effort necessary to "Acquire 
the Code," or, in other words, learn teleg-
raphy either wire or wireless. The In-
structograph supplies this ninety per cent. 
It takes the place of an expert operator in 
teaching the student. It will send slowly at 
first, and gradually faster and faster, until 
one is just naturally copying the fastest 
sending without conscious effort. 

BOOK OF INSTRUCTIONS 

Other than the practice afforded by the 
Instructograph, all that is required is well 
directed practice instruction, and that is 
just what the Instructograph's " Book of 
Instructions" does. It supplies the remain-
ing ten per cent necessary to acquire the 
code. It directs one how to practice to the 
best advantage, and how to take advantage 
of the few "short cuts" known to experi-
enced operators, that so materially assists 
in acquiring the code in the quickest pos-
sible time. Therefore, the Instructograph, 
the tapes, and the book of instructions is 
everything needed to acquire the code as 
well as it is possible to acquire it. 

MACHINES FOR RENT OR SALE 

.7ne ,Liruciograph. 

ACCOMPLISHES THESE PURPOSES: 

FIRST: It teaches you to receive telegraph symbols, 
words and messages. 

SECOND: It teaches you to send perfectly. 

THIRD: It increases your speed of sending and 
receiving after you have learned the code. 

With the Instructograph it is not necessary to impose 
on your friends. It is always ready and waiting for you. 
You are also free from Q.R.M. experienced in listening 
through your receiver. This machine is just as valuable 
to the licensed amateur for increasing his speed as to 
the beginner who wishes to obtain his amateur license. 

Postal Card WILL BRING FULL PARTIC-
ULARS IMMEDIATELY 

THE INSTRUCTOGRAPH CO. 
4707 SHERIDAN ROAD 

4700 S. CRENSHAW BLVD. 

CHICAGO 40, ILLINOIS 

LOS ANGELES 43, CALIFORNIA 
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ALLIED 
gives you every advantage 

HIGHEST TRADES: Get the absolute 
most for your old equipment. Tell us what 
you've got and what you want— we'll 
come up fast with the best deal anywhere. 

RECONDITIONED GEAR: Large selec-
tion, new set guarantee. Ask for latest 
list of top reconditioned equipment at 
lowest prices. 

NO MONEY DOWN: Easiest terms ever 
with Allied's new Credit Fund Plan—up to 
50% more buying power; up to 24 months to 
pay. Extra: 15-day trial on all ham gear. 

ALLIED RADIO 
Dept. 33 

100 N. WESTERN AVE., CHICAGO 80, ILL. 

Seiteitol +.14.e aw.aituta,1501. 41 ifacut&-

the most widely used 

Amateur Supply Catalog 
KEEP IT HANDY.. 

get everything from our largest stocks 

of station gear and electronic supplies— 

immediate delivery at lowest prices... 

GET THE HAM-TO-HAM 

HELP YOU WANT 

Our staff of 50 Amateurs goes all-out to 
give you all the help you want. You'll like the 

kind of personal attention you'll get at Allied. 

You'll get to know helpful Hams like: 

W9WHF 
Jim Sommerville 
(Ham Division 
Manager) 

K9LOK 
John Chais 
(Ham Shack) 

W9VHI 
Don Kobiljak 

(Trades 8 Tech 
Help—Mail or 

Phone) 

W9HLA 
Joe Gizzi 

(Ham Shack) 

W9OBB 
Tasker Day 
(Horn Shack) 

W9BHD 
Joe Huffman 
(Ham Shack) 

le Milwaukee 
W9NGV 
Lowell 

Warshawsky 



RADIO HANDBOOK 

-gives comprehensive, up-to-the-minute data 
for designing and building radio equipment 
Extensive theory—the Radio Hand-
book covers practically every phase 
of radio theory, in simplified, easy-
to-grasp form. 

Latest design data — all original 
material—enables you to design any 
standard type of transmitting and 
receiving equipment, from medium 
to ultra-high frequencies. 

Latest construction data—broadest 
coverage in the field. You get com-
plete original information on how to 
build and operate advanced high 
performance equipment. Plans in-
clude details on attractive styling. 
All data clearly indexed. 800 pages 
— all editorial — with hard cover. 
The largest RADIO HANDBOOK 
ever published. 

at your dealer, plus any tax $8.50 

*Order from your favorite electronic parts distributor 
If he i'annul supp/y, ci rid us his name and your remittance, and we will supply; foreign, add 10%. 

EDITORS and ENGINEERS, Ltd. 
Dealers: Electronic distributors, order from us. Bookstores, libraries, newsdealers order from Baker & 
Taylor, Hillside, N.J. Export (exc. Canada), order from H. M. Snyder Co., 440 Park Ave So , N.Y. 16. 

Summerland 4, California 
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RADIO SHACK 
Yawl, XeacicpiceiteaL 3m. ainakto geax! 

HIGHEST TRADES . 

EASIEST TERMS . . 

HAM EXPERTS . . 

Call or write WIRY, Art Bates Amateur Radio 
Correspondent, c/o Radio Shack for a terrific 
trade-In deal! 

Use Radio Shack's New Revolving 'Charge! 
There's NO MONEY DOWN and up to 24 months 
to pay an anything you purchase. 

Everyone you talk to or write to concerning 
Amateur equipment will be a "Ham" himself, 
knowledgable, courteous ready to serve you! 

ivEle/ NATIONARLERCAEDIVIOCOMPANY 
ERS  

. . .For The Finest In Amateur Performance 

NC-270 RECEIVER 
A true performance pace-setter! Patented ferrite filter 
and instant sideband selection provide for upper and 
lo*er sideband with linear heterodyne detector and 
separate carrier reinsertion. Dual conversion 80 through 
6 meter coverage, crystal calibrator. .e'.440X750 

$279" 
$15 monthly 

$21 9 95 
$13 monthly 

1 99 95 
$11 monthly 

NC-190 RECEIVER 
Advanced design general coverage receiver! Instant 
choice of calibrated amateur or popular foreign broad-
cast bands. Sensitivity better than 1.0 gv for 10 db 
S/N ratio. Ferrite filter provides 600 cy., CW, 3 KC 
SSB, 5 DC AM bandwidths. tt45DX3110 

NC-155 RECEIVER 
Designed exclusively for ham band operation, the 
NC- 155 features superb sensitivity (I xtv for 10 db 
S/N on all bands), top stability and shaped selectivity! 
Double conversion on 80 through 6 meters. Full 
SSB/CW AGC, separate product detector. t 451/039 

r _ _ 
RADIO SHACK CORPORATION, Dept. RA- H 

730 Commonwealth Ave., Boston 17, Mass. 

Please " QUOTE BIG" on my model 

I would like to trade in toward 

1_ I would like to purchase 

Name 

Address 

City 

Check 

Slate 

[i Ei Money Order D C.O.D. 

NC- 155 

NC- 190 

NTS.3 SPEAKERS 

For All Of The Above Receivers 

$ 9„ • Modern Design 
• Top Performance 

Designed from a single sheet of alumi-
num, the NTS-3 speakers are perfectly 
damped, low distortion reproducers. 4" 
cone diameter. Imp. 3.22. #440)(751 

NOW THERE ARE EIGHT RADIO SHACKS TO SERVE YOU 

BOSTON, MASS, 
730 Commonwealth Ave. 

REgent 4-1000 

WEST HARTFORD, CONN. 
39 South Main St. 
ADams 6-5441 

BOSTON, MASS. 
167 Washington St. 

REgent 4-1000 

STAMFORD, CONN. 
29 High Ridge Rd. 

DAvis 5-4371 

SAUGUS, MASS. 
N. E. Shopping Center 

CEnter 3-5350 

NEW HAVEN, CONN. 
230-234 Crown St. 

STate 7-7121 

BRAINTREE, MASS. 
South Shore Plaza 

Victor 3-9200 

PROVIDENCE-CRANSTON, R I. 
1301 Reservoir Ave. 

SEND FOR BRAND NEW 1962 RADIO SHACK CATALOG! 336 BARGAIN-FILLED PAGES! 
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24-h 
Gold-plated 
Base Top 

VIBROPLEX 
THE PIONEER 
WORLD'S NO. 1 KEY 

AND ALWAYS THE LEADER 
SEMI- AUTOMATIC 

Never tires the arm 
Never upsets the Nerves 

ALL LABOR TAKEN OUT OF SENDING 
SEND BETTER — Vibroplex 
makes uniformly good signals at 
any speed. They are sharp and 
easy to read. You will like them. 
SEND EASIER--Vibroplex is a 
perfectly balanced key. You are 
relieved of all nervous and mus-
cular tension. 

Vibroplex Original 
Praised by its many thousands of satisfied 
users for ease of operation, sharp, clear sig-
nals and all around excellence. They are 
precision machined and trouble proof. A 
strong favorite of the elite. Standard, with 
circuit closer, chrome top parts and gray 
base, 419.95. DeLuxe, with red trim, jewel 
movement and polished chrome base, 423.95. 

Vibroplex Blue Racer 
A duplicate of the Original Vibroplex except 
for being only half the size, weight 2 lbs. 8 
or& Does the same fine work as the larger 
models. Standard, with circuit closer, chrome 
top parta and gray base, 422.45. DeLuxe, 
with chromium base and top parts, red trim 
and jewel movement, priced at 426.95.* 

Avoid imitations! 
The "BUG" Trade Mark 

Identifies the 
Genuine Vibroplex. 
Accept no substitute 

"PRESENTATION" 

SEND FASTER — Vibroplex 
gives you greater speed. More 
speed than you can ever use. But 
it's there if you need it. 
SEND LONGER — Vibroplex 
keys last longer. Many keys are 
still in use after 30 or more years. 
Nothing to get out of order. 

Replace your old-fashioned key with 

all Its annoyances with an Improved 
NEW VIBROPLEX. Enjoy sending 

as never before. Choose yours from 
those Illustrated here. 

"VIBRO-KEYER" 

Supplie the answer to many years of re-
quests for Vibroplex parts for a keying 
mechanism in constructing an electronic 
transmitting unit. Features a beautiful 
base, size 3 by 4 Ye and weighing 2% 
pounds. Red finger and thumb pieces, 
same large 846" contacts on main frame 
and trunion lever as used in Vibroplex. A 
real beauty, adjustable to suit your speed 
requirements. Standard model, priced at 
417.95: Deluxe model, with Chrome Plated 
Base, priced at only $22.45. 

*Cord and wedge. 91.75 additional. 

New Super DeLuxe 

VIBROPLEX 
Presentation 

The Super DeLuxe model's JEWEL 
MOVEMENT completely revolutionizes 
sending. Makes It easy for every operator. 

It has SUPER-SPEED CONTROL 
mainspring,' you go from slowest to high-
est speed without changing weights. 

Vibroplex has TOUCH CONTR OL, 
adjustable to your individual desire. 

Vibroplex has FIRM STANCE, a very 
Important Item. The rubber feet are so 
placed the key stays in position. 

RICHLY DESIGNED — 24k gold-
plated base top, polished chromium 
Machine parta, red trim and jeweled 
movement. DeLuxe, only 433.95. 

Vibroplex Lightning Bug 

Improved design with slotted weights that 
can't work loose. A bridged damper frame 
that protects key against damage. In-
stantly adjustable dot contact spring may 
be removed without disturbing speed 
weights. Precision machining, trouble proof 
and adjustable to any speed. Standard, 
with circuit closer, gray base and chrome 
top parts, priced at $21.45. DeLuxe model. 
priced at 425.95. 5 

Vibroplex 

Carrying Case 
NEW SPECIAL 
of PHILLIPS 

Also Includes: 
Radio Code Signals 
International Morse 
American Morse 
Russian, Greek, Arabic 
Turkish and Japanese 
Morse Codes 
World Time Chart 

Get your copy today: 

ENLARGED Edition 
CODE, $2.75 Postpaid 

United States Time Chart 
Commercial "2" Code 
Aeronautical ..Q" code 
Miscellaneous Abbrevia-
tions. Used International 
wire. submarine cable and 
radio telegraph circuits. 

Prices subject to change without notice 

Keeps key like new. Black 
simulated morocco. Flexible 
leather handle. Protects key 
against dust, dirt and mois-
ture. Insures safe-keeping 
when not in use. With look 
and key, 46.75. 

Every Vibroplex key 
has 3/16 contacts and 
is available for left-
hand operation, $2.50 
extra. 

• THE VIBROPLEX CO., INc., 833 Broadway, New York 3, N. Y. 

W. W. ALBRIGHT, President 

IF YOU SEND YOU SHOULD USE THE VIBROPLEX 



Certified Performance 

Storm 
Champion 
Antenna 

Vehicular Swivel Base 
Antenna Antenna Quick Mount 
Mounting Mounting 
Hardware Hardware 

- with CP Corner Reflector 
Antennas 

COMMUNICATION 
ANTENNA 
SYSTEMS 

Stationmaster 
Antennas 

Parabolic 
Antennas 

Monopole Antennas 

Complete RF Cable 
and Connector Systems 

Vehicular Coaxial 
Antennas Antennas 

C:Xa Calg 

CP "certified performance" components are available for every type of two-way 
communication installation. Specify CP for base station and vehicular antennas, 
coaxial cable systems, hardware and accessories. Consult CP for recommendations 
on your specific requirements. 

New catalog available! Contains complete information on CP antennas and acces-
sories plus a handy technical data section. Write on company letterhead for your 
copy, today! 

COMMUNICATION ANTENNA SYSTEMS FOR AMERIÇAN usir4t 

MARLBORO, NEW JERSEY. U.S.A. — Telephone: HOpkins 2-1880 (Area Code 201) 
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Get Your Commercial 
Ticket Easier and Faster With 
The Completely Up-To-Date ... 

6„ Edition 

RADIO OPERATOR'S 
LICENSE Q 84 A 

MANUAL 
—by Milton Kaufman— 

Completely up-to-date to May 15, 1961 with new 
supplement. All FCC question revisions and 
question re-numbering. 

More people have earned their commercial radio 
licenses with this famous book than with any 
other available today. —It is the best book for 
FCC license preparation! It is just as indispens-
able to anyone who desires a commercial 'ticket' 
as it is to the licensed operator, as a reference 
volume. Truly, it is a book anyone interested in 
radio operation can't afford to be without. The 
Q&A Manual covers elements 1 through 8. It is 
the only book giving the question—the answer 
and a detailed follow-through discussion on 
every vital technical question in the FCC Study 
Guide. This makes it very easy to answer cor-
rectly multiple choice questions! 
It is so effective as a teaching aid that it is the 
standard text in schools teaching commercial 
radio operating as well as by industrial organi-
zations. All fundamentals required for all kinds 
of commercial licenses are included. Numerical 
examples in the follow-through discussion show 
how problems are solved and answers arrived at. 
There are many illustrations to make the tech-
nical questions and answers picture-clear. The 
manual is based on government study guide and 
supplementary FCC releases. In every regard, 
there is no equal to this book. 

Here is what leading publications in the 
communications field soy about the Ch1.4 Manual. 

"Thorough treatment"—QST. 
"up-to-the- minute . . . presentation. Method 

is clear, logical and easy to read . . ." 
WIRE AND RADIO COMMUNICATIONS.  

CONTENTS: Element I, Basie Laws (New) 
...Element II, Basic Operating Practice ( New) 
... Element III, Basie Radiotelephone .. . Ele-
ment IV, Advanced Radiotelephone ... Element 
V, Radiotelegraph Operating Practice . . . Ele-
ment VI, Advanced Radiotelegraph ... Element 
VII, Aircraft Radiotelegraph ... Element VIII, 
Ship Radar Techniques,, . Appendix I, Part 13: 
Rules Governing Commercial Radio Operators 
. . . Appendix II, Extracts from. Radio Laws 
. . . Appendix Ill, Conventional Abbreviations: 
International Morse Code . . . Appendix IV, 
Small Vessel Direction Finders . . . Appendix 
V, Automatic Alarm, Index. 
#130, Cloth Bound, 736 pp.  Only $7.10 

Get it at your electronic parts distributor 
or bookstore, or order direct from 

RPM r JOHN F. RIDER PUBLISHER, INC. eam 11S West 14th Street, New York 11, N. Y. 
A division of Haydei Publishing Co , Inc. 
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C L EGG ZEUS 

TRANSMITTER FOR 8 & 2 

Amateur \ $675. 

Have von heard about 
these new Clegg advances 

in VHF? 
Spectacular advances in the field of electron-
ics in recent years are presenting outstanding 
opportunities to manufacturers and the 
serious VHF amateur alike. 

Research and development at Clegg Lab-
oratories have played a consistent role in the 
design and engineering of superior VHF 
equipment for the serious operators on these 
bands. From this continuing research have 
come such products as the Clegg ZEUS trans-
mitter for 6 and 2 meters, the INTERCEP-
TOR VHF receiver, the 99'er transceiver for 
6 meters, and the 2 x 4 audio oscillator. 

Each of these units is outstanding in its 
field. The ZEUS, for example, provides 185 
power-packed watts on both 6 and 2 meters. 
Automatic feedback control of low level 
speech clipping permits maximum talk power 
without splatter. The INTERCEPTOR re-

ceiver, using the latest nuvistors in r.f. stages, 
provides a noise figure of less than 2 db. 
and sensitivity of better than .25 microvolts. 

The 99'er provides a complete VHF station 
for the ham with a limited budget. 

Ask your distributor about these new Clegg 
VHF units today. Or write for complete 
information. 

ek„ LABORATORIES 
502 RT. 53, MT. TABOR, N. .J. 

OAkwood 7-6800 

Amateur Net $139.95. 
CLEGG 99 .ER 

6 METER TRANSCEIVER 
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Cable Address "Uncledave" CALL ALBANY HE 6-8411 NITES GR 7-5891 

NOW THAT LONG WINTER EVENINGS ARE COMING, YOU WILL WANT 

THAT SHACK OF YOURS TO BE IN SHAPE TO HANDLE THE INCREAS-

ING ACTIVITY OF THE BANDS WITH THIS HALLICRAFTERS EQUIPMENT 

MODEL HT-37. 
The HT-37 has 
been carefully 
engineered to 
give you the 
best phasing 
unit at a mod-
erate price. 
Complete table-
top high effi-

ciency amateur band transmitter, giving SSB, AM or CW 
output on 80, 40, 15 and 10 meters. 70-100 watts P.E.P. 
output c.w. or SSB, 17-25 watts carrier on AM phone. Un-
wanted sideband down 40 db at 1000 cps; modern styling, 
instant c.w. CAL signal from any mode; precision V.F.O., 
rugged heavy-duty deluxe chassis; 52 ohm pi network 
output for harmonic suppression; dual range meter for ac-
curate tuning & carrier level adjustment; ideal c.w. keying, 
full voice control system built-in $450.00 

MODEL HT-41. 
Truly a horn's 
dream! The HT-41 
linear amplifier is 
an ideal compan-
ion for the HT-37 in 
price,style,and per-
formance.Complete 
coverage 80 thru 10 
meters; adjustable 

pi-network output; all circuits metered; built-in R.F. output 
meter to aid tune-up; standby bias supply. High efficiency, 
grounded-grid circuit; new 7094 beam-power. $395.00 

MODEL HA-4 "T. O. 
Keyer." "The Stradi-
varius of Electronic 
Keyers." Hallicrafters 
offers this equipment 
for the discriminating 
c.w. operator who 
wants perfection. The 

HA-4 is a transistorized keyer, using digital techniques. Its 
circuitry features a constant ratio of dot-to-space-to-dash 
over entire speed range of the instrument. Two speed ranges: 
8-18 and 18-50 wpm. The unit employs 8 transistor and 10 
semiconductor diodes. Transformer operated. A high voltage 
transistor is used to key the transmitter.  $ 59.95 

MODEL 5-120. An-
other popular Hallicraft-
ers precision- built 
receiver with many de-
sirable features: Covers 
broadcast band 
550-1600 kc. plus 
three short-wave bands 
1600 kc-30 Mc. Slide 

rule bandspread dial, separate bandspread tuning con-
denser; band selector, main tuning, bandspread tuning; 
standby-receive, B.F.O./selectivity, AC on/off vol.; 455 
kc. intermediate frequency; power supply 105/125v. 
50/60 cycle AC/DC-30 watts. Gray Steel cab, with silver 
trim 131/2 " w., 57/8" h x 83/4 " d. Shipping weight approxi-
mately 12 lbs $69.95 

MODEL 5X-115. 
This is a new triple-
conversion heterodyne 
type communication 
receiver. Combines 
highest accuracy, sta-
bility, sensitivity; linear 
tuning, constant tuning 
rate, built-in 100 Kc 
crystal calibrator, sen-

sitivity less tnan I microvolt, selectable side bands, image 
rejection better than 60 db. band gain equalization, audio 
inverse feedback, and many other features. Covers nine 
500 Kc segments. 

3.5- 4.0 Mc 21.0-21.5 
7.0- 7.5 28.0-30.0 (4 segments) 
14.0-14.5 WWV 

$595.00 

MODEL HA- 5 DELUXE 
VEO. High stability hetero-
dyne-type for all bands. Three 
tubes plus voltage regulator 
and silicon rectifiers. Extreme 
stability. Illuminated dial cali-
brated for all amateur bands, 
80 through 2 meters. Output 
frequency range: 3.5 Mc. to 
4.0 Mc., 7.0 Mc. to 7.5 Mc., 

7.8 Mc. to 8.3 Mc., and 8.333 Mc. to 8.833 Mc. Excellent key-
ing; 30 to 1 tuning ratio permits precise tuning $79.95 

Write Uncledave 
W2APF 

with your needs 
and problems 

TRADE-INS ACCEPTED AND 
FOREIGN TRADE SOLICITED 

BANK FINANCING 

TIME PAYMENTS It Months to 
Insurance at no 

pay. Life 
entra cost 

UNCLE DAVE'S 
RADIO SHACK 
A SUBSIDIARY OF 
FORT ORANGE RADIO 
DISTRIBUT ING CO. 
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air dux 
WOUND COILS 

Two coils required. 
Coax connector not included. 

78 

EXPORT DEPT.: IS MOORE ST., NEW YORK 4, N. Y. 

CABLE ADDRESS, MINTHORNE - NEW YORK. TEL. BO 9-6272 

CANADIAN REP.: LEN FINKLER CO., TORONTO 

air dux" BALUN 

Unbalanced coax lines used on most trans-
mitters can be matched to balanced lines 
of either 75 or 300 ohms impedance by 
using the B2009 air dux coils. May be 
used with transmitters and receivers with-
out adjustment over the frequency range 
of 80 through 10 meters, and will handle 
power inputs up to 200 watts. 

B2009 Coil with hardware 
MB2009 Mounting plate 

Standard Air Dux! 

A wide selection is 

available from Jobbers 
nationally. 

2 new pi dux assemblies 

The 500 and 1000 watt pi dux assemblies 
are compact yet conservatively rated. The 
high frequency coil sections are silver 
plated for high tank circuit efficiency. A 
complete technical sheet is included with 
each assembly. 

el95-1 500 watt pi dux Assembly 
1 KW pl dux `195-2 1 KW pi dux Assembly 

Specla 

That's our business! We 

now supply a majority of 
the air wound coils used 

by leading equipment 

Illurnitronlc has the 

most complete line 

of PLASTIC ROD, 

TUBING and SHEET. 

Also HARNESSING 

and CABLING 

materials: 

ZIPPERTUBING 

SPIRAL WRAP 

SPIRAL COVER 

VINYL SLEEVING 

LACING CORD 

CABLE CLAMPS 

( 



$849$ 

Amateur Accessories 
always available at ARROW 

TX-86, ONE OF THE 
MOST VERSATILE HAM 
XMTRS EVER MADE 

90 W'. CW, 90 W peak Phone 
80 through 6 meters, easily adJusted 

for novice use 
Mobile or fixed use, size: 5" x 7" z 7" 
Xtal controlled or can take VFO 
Final 6146 runs straight through on 

all bands 
Pi-net output ckt, TVI suppressed 

Complete kit, 
specify 6 or 12v fil  

Wired & tested, 
specify 6 or 12v fil  

MODEL PS-3 AC POW. SUPPLY FOR 7X-86 
Completely wired and tested $44.95 

$10995 

AC- 1, NOVICE 
CW XMTR 

Mal controlled for 40 and 80 
meters CW 

Pl-net output ckt. TV! sup-
pressed 

Includes heavy duty AC Power 
Supply 

15 w. input: 6V6 ose., 6X5 
rect. 

Mod. AC• I complete kit 
for any 1 band 
Extra coil kit for other band 

$1995 
 $.75 

LEARN CODE 8. THEORY FAST 

2 & 6 METER CONVERTERS & POWER SUPPLY 

Features included on both models: 
Crystal Controlled 
11F Rejection: over 70 db spurious & image 
Gain: over 30 db 
IF Rejection: over 100 db 
Noise Figure: better than 4 db 
Tube Lineup: 2 meter Converter has new, Imported 6ES8 high 

gain, low noise, cascode 1st RF Amp., 61:8A 2nd RF Amp. & 
Mixer, 636 Osc.—Multiplier. 

6 meter Converter has 61388 Cascode RF Amp and 
61:8A Mixer and Osc. 6 meter 2 meter 

Model Model 

CB-6 CB -2 
$19.95 $23.95 
$27.50 $33.95 

Converter complete with tubes and xtal 
for 7-11 or 14-18 mc. IF output in 
Kit form with Instructions 
Wired and tested 
Kit or Wired models for any other output 
frequencies ( 30.5-34.5 mc, 28-30 me, etc./ 
Power Supply for CB-6 or CB-2 

Mod. PS.IK, Kit   $10.50 
Mod. PS-IW. Wired and Tested  $11.50 

$1.00 extra 

No. 1—Junior Code Course. Consists of 10 recordings (alphabet 
through 75¡ W. P. M.). Includes typical FCC type code exams. 
Free Instruction book on learning how to send and receive code the 
simplest, fastest way: plus charts to check your receiving accu-
racy; plus leatherette bound album. Sg95 
No. 100-01 Junior Code Course-78 rpm. Net Each  
No. 100-45 Junior Code Course-45 rpm. Net Each 55.95 
No. 100-33 Junior Code Course-334 rpm. Net Each  45 :85  5 
No. 2—Senior Code Course. Includes everything in No. 1 course 
plus 12 more recordings (alphabet through 18 W. P. M.), plus 
typical FCC type code exams for General Class and 2nd Class 
Commercial telegraph licenses. Includes album. S 1.150 
No. 101-01 Son'« Code Course-78 rpm. Net Each.... 
No. 101-45 Senior Code Course-45 rpm. Net Each ... 5 1 o.qo 
No. 101-33 Senior Code Course-334 rpm. Net Each 9.50 
No. 3—Complete Radio Theory Course. A complete, simplified 
home study theory course in radio covering the novice, technician, 
conditional and general classes—all under one cover—with over 
400 typical FCC type questions to prepare for license examination. 
No technical background required. S295 
No. 102-01 Radio Amateur Theory Course—Net Each to 
No. 4—Advanced Code Course. Prepares novice operators for the 
amateur general class and second class commercial license tests. 
Contains 12 recordings (8 through 18 W. P. M.) plus a complete 
code book; plus typical FCC code examinations for general and 
commercial tests. 5 C95 
No. 103-01 Advanced Code Course-78 rpm. Net Each  
Na. 103-45 Advanced Code Course-45 rpm. Net Each.  S4. 
No. 103-33 Advanced Code Course-33% rpm. Net Each. 4.9 

CPS•MTK kit   

CPS•MTW wired 

TRANSISTORIZED CODE PRACTICE 
OSCILLATOR AND MONITOR 

Serves as code practice osc. and Phone-CW 
monitor without making any changes. Builds 
Into small 2-piece satin finish copper case. 
Power required: 2 E ee d Xg912 cells. 

$485 
$575 

1111111111•111111111111111111111M1 

CODE PRACTICE OSCILLATOR, KITS 

Available in kit or wired form. Produces a 
pure, steady tone without clicks or chine. 
Will handle a large number c! headphones or 
keys. Converts easily to an excellent CW mon-
itor. Variable tone control and volume control. 
Built-in V speaker. Operates on 110 volts AC 
or I)C. 

Armco No. CP S- KT—Kit. including tubes. Net Each .. S13.78 
Amoco No. CPS- WV—Wired, with tubes. Net Each.... 14.9 

'11111111111111111111MI 

AUTHORIZED DISTRIBUTORS OF 
ELECTRONIC PARTS & EQUIPMENT 

Arrow's Export Dept. 

Ships To All Parts Of The World 

ARROWPIECTRONKS 
65 Cortlandt Street, New York 7, N. Y. • DIgby 9-4730 

525 Jericho Turn ike Mineola N. Y. • Pioneer 6-8686 

Trode.ins Welcomed 

Your old equipment is worth 
money at Arrow. Get Arrow's 
deal before you buy. 



With SPRAGUE CAPACITORS and RESISTORS 
you build Reliability into your equipment! 

CAN-TYPE ELECTROLYTICS 

Twist-lok • Capacitors 

Hermetically sealed in 
aluminum cases. With-
stand high temperatures 
(85°C), high surge voltages, 
high ripple currents. 

Screwbase Capacitors 

Aluminum cases. Will with-
stand high a-c ripple. Avail-
able with lugs or Insulated 
wire leads. Common or 
separate negative terminals. 

gt
High /4F Capacitors 
Molded phenolic cases. 
Ratings to 10,000 gF. De-
signed for low voltage 
(to 50V) filter circuits. 

TUBULAR ELECTROLYTICS 

- 

Atom":"' Capacitors 

Tiny, dependable single or multiple 
section units. Have low leakage, long 
shelf life. Metal case construction 
with outer Kraft tube. 

e!!!)  
Litil—Lytic Capacitors 
Ultra- small, excellent for transistor-
ized circuitry. All- welded construc-
tion—no pressure joints to cause 
"opens". Low leakage, extremely 
long shelf life. 

HYPASS® CAPACITORS 

Exclusive 3-terminal feed-thru units 
which effectively by-pass vhf cur-
rents. Suppress TVI from trans-
mitters, diathermy, line-conducted 
radiation, etc. 

PAPER-FILM TUBULARS 

Black Beauty' Capacitors 

Dual dielectric (polyester film and paper) 
combines best features of both. Solid 
impregnant, nothing to leak or drip. 
Molded case. Withstand high temper-
atures, high humidity. 

Orange Drop!' Capacitors 

Dual dielectric ( polyester 
film and paper), with solid 
impregnant. Double dipped 
in epoxy resin. Radial leads, 
ideal for printed wiring 
boards. 

CERAMIC CAPACITORS 

der— 
Cera-miter! Ceramics 
Silvered flat- plate design for high 
by-pass efficiency, high self- resonant 
frequency.Tough moisture- proof coat-
ing. Available in general application, 
high- K, temperature stable, and tem-
perature-compensating types. 

Buttonhead Ceramics 
Flat- disc capacitor element 
sealed in top of hex head for 
easy screw- mounting. Low 
self-inductance, high self-

resonant frequency. Available for 
by-pass or feed-thru applications. 

OIL CAPACITORS 

Rectangular Oils 

For transmitter power sup-
plies and other high voltage 
applications. Hermetically 
sealed in rugged metal 
cases. Oil- impregnated, oi I-
filled. High insulation re-
sistance. 

Screwbase Oils 

Cylindrical screwbase can 
for easy single hole mount-
i ng. Oil- impregnated, oil 
filled. Small size, will fit 
tight spaces. 

SK-1 SUPPRESSIKIT® 

Contains every-
- thing needed for 

effective mobile 
radio noise sup-
pression of R-F in-
terference beyond 
400 mc. For autos 
with 6 or 12 V gen-
erators. 

For complete data on these and other Sprague compo-
nents, get Catalog C-614 from your Sprague Distributor, 

or write to Sprague Products Company, 505 Marshall St., 

North Adams, Massachusetts. 

MICA CAPACITORS 

- 
"Postage-stamp" Micas 
Silvered (± 5% cap. tol.) or standard 
(— 20% cap. tol.). Carefully-selec-
ted, electrically graded raw mica 
assures maximum quality 

Transmitting Micas 
Voltage ratings to 2500 WVDC, 5000 V 
Test. R-F current tested before and 
after molding. 

WIREWOUND RESISTORS 

Koolohm Resistors 
Insulated shell power resistors 
wound with ceramic- insulated wire. 
Completely moisture- proof. Ratings 
to 120 watts in inductive and non- in-
ductive types. 

Blue Jacket!' Resistors 
Vitreous enamel coating guards 
against humidity and failure from 
electrolysis. Ratings from 2 to 10 W. 

SPRAGUE® 
world's largest capacitor manufacturer 
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Get into this rapidly growing 
field with 2nd Class Ticket and 

LAMPKIN MOBILE- SERVICE METERS 

LAMPKIN 105-B MICROMETER 
FREQUENCY METER 

FREQUENCY RANGE on local trans-
mitters 0.1 to 175 MC — to 3000 MC by 
measuring in multiplier stages. ACCU-
RACY conservatively guaranteed better 
than 0.0025—actually 9 out of 10 results 
come within 0.001%. CALIBRATION 
table for each meter; charts show percent-
age off-frequency from FCC assignment. 
DIAL 4" diameter, 40 turns, totals 8000 
divisions spread over 42 feet—resettable 
better than 5 parts per million. CRYSTAL 
thermometer on panel automatically indi-
cates dial checkpoint. SIGNAL GENER-
ATOR—a pinpoint CW source for mobile-
receiver final alignment. 

LAMPKIN 205-A 
FM MODULATION METER 
FREQUENCY RANGE — Continuous 
25 MC to 500 MC. No coils to change. 
Rough and vernier tuning controls. PEAK 
FM swing shows directly on indicating 
meter—calibrated 0-12.5 or 0-25.0 peak 
KC, positive or negative. No charts or 
tables. ACCURATE—within 10% at full 
scale. FIELD STRENGTH METER — 
Reads relative transmitter output. PRO-
TECTED — Panel components recessed 
behind edges of the case. PORTABLE — 
Just a 2-finger load. 

JUST THESE TWO METERS—WITH NO ADDITIONAL CRYSTALS OR FACTORY ADJUSTMENTS— 
WILL CHECK FREQUENCY AND FM MODULATION ON HUNDREDS OF TRANSMITTERS. 
LAMPKIN METERS ARE PREFERRED TEST EQUIPMENT—BY MUNICIPALITIES, 46 OUT OF 
50 STATES, BY MOST 2-WAY RADIO MANUFACTURERS, AND BY THOUSANDS OF INDEPEN-

DENT MOBILE-SERVICE ENGINEERS. 

FREE BOOKLET—with facts 
and figures—send for "HOW TO 
MAKE MONEY IN MOBILE-
RADIO MAINTENANCE". 

MAIL COUPON TODAY! 

BRADENTON, FLORIDA 

NEW . . . THE PPM METER . . AN 
ACCESSORY FOR THE TYPE 105-B . . . 
ACCURACY BETTER THAN 0.0001 °0, AMPLE 
FOR SPLIT-CHANNEL FREQUENCY CHECKS. 

r-
Measurements Section 

Lampkin Laboratories, Inc. 
Bradenton, Florida 

At no obligation to me, please send 

III " How To Make Money in Mobile-Radio Maintenance!" 

D Technical data and prices on Lampkin Meters 

Name   

Add. e..  

City Zone  State 



THRULINE 

DIRECTIONAL RF WATTMETERS 

Model 43 and Rigid Line Series 
Direct reading . . . "thru" type 
measure forward or reflected 
power in complete systems under 
operating conditions ... inserted 
between transmitter and anten-
na or load ... full scale power 
and frequency range determined 
by plug-in elements. 

50-Ohm nominal 

Model 
Freq. 
Range 

Man. 
Power Power Rang. Scales 

Input 
Connector 

6254 30-500 mc 1 w 25, 50, 100, 250, 
500 and 1000 

milliwatts 

Female " BNC" 

61 30-500 mc 80 w Choice of two 
compatible scales. 

Lowest . 5 watt 

Female " N" 

611 30.500 me 60 w Dual Range 
0.15/60 w 

Female "N" 

612 30-500 mc 80 w Dual Range 
0-20/80 w 

Female " N" 

67 30-500 me 500 w 0-25/100/500 watt Female " N" 
694 2. 30 mc 1000 w 0/1000 watt QC Type* 

8835 30-500 me 1200 w 0.120/600/ 
1200 watt 

QC Type* 

67C• 30.500 mc 2500 w 0-100/500/ 
2500 watt 

Female " N" 

ater Cooled on High Range 

Modal 74 718 72E 712 
Positions Six Eight Reversing 

Switch 
Two 

Coaxial 
Circuits 

One One Two Two 

Connector Type N female connectors are standard on all 
models to receive UG-21/U series plug. Use 
adapters with othe cables and connectors. 

Model 
Mar. 
Power 

Frequency 
Range 

*Max. 
VSWR 

Input 
C  

80 Series 5 w 0.4 KMC 1.25 Male or Female, 
N; C; BNC 

80 A 20 w 0-2 KMC 1.2 Female " N" 
8130 50 w 0-4 KMC 1.2 QC Type* 
818 80 w 0.4 ICSIC 1.2 Female "N" 
8135 150 w 0-4 KMC 1.2 QC Type* 
82A 500 w 0-3.3 KMC 1.2 Female "N" 
8201 500 w 0-2.5 KMC 1.25 QC Type* 
8833 1000 w 0.2.5 KMC 1.25 QC Type* 
8813 1000 w 0-2.0 KINC 1.25 1% CIA Flanged 
888 1200 w 0-2.0 KMC 1.25 31,4 EIA Flanged 
8890 2500 w 0-2.5 KMC 1.25 QC Type* 
82C•• 2500 w 0.3.3 KMC 1.2 Female " N" 

8950••• 5000 w 0-2.5 KMC 1.25 QC TYPe* 

Other water-cooled lo ds up to 50KW can be supplied. 

'VSWR is 1.1 or less to 1000 mc on all models - 
with " N" connectors. 

••Water Cooled • • Forced Air 
*QC TYPE: Bird Quick-Change Connector, designed for rapid change. 

Available in following types: 
Female or Male N, C, HN, BNC, LC, LT, 
UHF, and 7/o" EIA flanged. 

Complete 
Specifications 
on request. BI 

Modal Connerfon 
ELEMENTS 

Frequency ( er) Power ROMPS 

43 QC TYPe* 

2.30 50, 100, 250, 500, 
1000 watts 

25.60: 50.125; 
100-250; 200-500; 

400-1000 

5, 10, 25, 50 
100, 250, 500 
1000 watts 

4712 1%" (IA 2-30; 25-60; .25, . 5, 1. 2.5, 
4715 Flanged 50.125; 100-250; 56W 

200-500: 400-1000 
460 31/o" ( IA 2-30; 25-60; 1, 2.5, 5, 10, 
4610' Flanged 50-125; 100.250; 25KW 

200-500; 400-1000 
4902 NI/a" ( IA 2-30; 25-60; 2.5, 5, 10, 25, 

Flanged 50.125; 100-250; 50KW 
200.500; 400.1000 

4910 
Flanged Per Customer Specifications   

'Double Socket Thruline for monitoring of forward 
and retie ted power. 

Portable - Non Radiating 

Portable ... direct reading ... non- radiat-
ing "load" type wattmeter ,... used in field 
or laboratory to measure and absorb power 
. . . accuracy 5% of full scale . . VSWR 
1.1 to 1 maximum over operating range. 

COAX WITCH 

COAXIAL SELECTOR SWITCHES 

Dependable, manually operated switches 
for selecting antennas, receivers, trans-
mitters or other apparatus with coaxial 
connections. Ideal as a system component 
in electronic equipment where reliable, re-
peated channel switching is required; pull 
knob, rotate, and push in to make contact. 

TERMA LINE 

RF LOAD RESISTORS 

Quick-Change Connectors 

Reflection- free terminations for 50-ohm co-
axial lines . .. low VSWR . non- radiating 
. . . water cooled rating 2500 W to 50 KW 
... air cooled rating to 2.5 KW . . . forced 
air to 5 KW. Quick-Change Connectors 
(*QC Type) available on many models. 

COAXIAL RF FILTERS 

Our extensive engineering and manufac-
turing facilities are at your command for 
the custom design and manufacture of 
filters to your specifications. Intelligent de-
sign, skillfull manufacture assure you of 
highest performance and reliability. New 
miniature filters, as light as five ozs., are 
available and can be produced in quantity. 

B ELECTRONIC CORPORATION 
30303 Aurora Rd., Cleveland 39 (Solon), Ohio 

CHurchill 8-1200 TWX CGN FS 679 

Western Representative: 
VAN GROOS COMPANY, Woodland Hills, Calif. 
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FREE 
ALL NEW 1962 
B-A CATALOG 

35-Pcttom'i" 
a ry 6, Ile 

THE OUTSTANDING 

$$$ SAVING 
BUYING GUIDE 
FO 1R EVERYTHING 

IN RADIO TV 

ELECTRONICS 
FOR 35 YEARS 
Send for it now and see for yourself the 
amazing money-saving prices on the latest 
of everything in Electronics. From parts 
and tubes to complete Hi-Fi systems, 
you'll get the most for every dollar when 
you order from this Giant catalog. 

B-A has hundreds of items not listed in 
any other catalog—and all at unbeliev-
able low prices. You'll find page-after-
page of • Tools • Kits • Tape Recorders 
• Phonos • LP Records • Radios • Ham 
Equipment • Public Address and Inter-
coms • TV Antennas and Tubes • Photo-
graphic Equipment and Film . . . all 
backed by B-A's money-back guarantee 
and rushed to you by the fast efficient 
service developed by over 35 years of 
mail order experience. 

CLIP THIS 
COUPON AND 
MAIL TODAY 

14 

BURSTEINAPPLEBEE CO. 

Dept. 67, 1012 McGee, Kansas City 6, Mo. 

Rush me New 1962 B-A Catalog No. 621 

Name  

Address  

City  Zone State  
 _J 
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COAXIAL RELAYS 
4 different models, A.C. or D.C. 

land Types C, TNC, 

BNC, N, and *UHF 

Connectors/ 

DK6O-C2C 
23/4 x33/4 x1 Yv 
Less than 9 oz. 

DK60 SERIES RELAYS PRICED FROM . • . $12.45 

See any one of our 700 Dealers and Distributors In 
U. S. and Canada for catalog sheets or write: 

STANDARD RELAYS INCLUDE: 

DK60 — SPDT r.f. switch. 

0K60-G — SPDT r.f. switch with special "isolation" con-
nector in de-energized position. 

0K60-2C — SPDT ri. switch with DPDT auxiliary contacts. 

DK60-G2C — SPOT ri. switch with DPDT auxiliary con-
tacts and special -isolation" connector in de-energiz-
ed position. 

* Relays available in weatherproof boxes for exterior 
installation. 

* Ganged, multiple position switch arrangement avail-
able for remote control selection of antennas. 

* Unconditional guarantee for period of one year. ( We 
will repair if faulty within one year.) 

r.l. SPECIFICATIONS: 

Low VSWR: less than 1.15:1 frpm 0 to 500 roc. Low 
Losses: Pure silver contacts. Parts In crucial positions 
plated with fine milver. Low Cross-Talk ( greater than 80 
db) ( in energized position) in DK60-G and DK60-020 
through use of patented " Isolation connector". Hig,h Power 
Rating: ( a) 1 kw through straight connectors ( b) to 10w 
through "isolation connector"— excellent for video switch-
ing. SPDT r.f. Contacts: r.f. leakage extremely low, be-
low typical r.f. connectors. 

MECHANICAL SPECIFICATIONS: 

High Contact Pressures: Long life expectancy greater than 
1 million operations. Continuous Duty: Teflon feed-through 
terminals used on coil to provide connection ease. 

ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATIONS: 

Wide Variety of Coil Voltages: 6.12,24.32,48.110.220 D.C. 
volts at 2.0 watts: 6,12,24.110.220 A.C. volts at 6 volt-
amps, 50-60 cps. ( Special voltage or resistance available 
on request.) Less Than 50°C Temperature Ithe Above Am-
bient: Maximum operating temperature is 100.0 except 
on special order. Auxiliary contacts available for power 
control—DPDT at 5a. 110 y A.C. on DK60-2C and DK60-
G2C. 

Manufactured by DOW-KEY COMPANY, Thief Rivrr Falls, Minnesota 

TRANSISTORIZED 

TELEPHONE 

INTERCOM SYSTEM 
Model SA IOW 

$23.95 2 et 

A
1/4. FULL-SIZE PHONES w/SPIRAL CORDS! 

Ideal for few feet or up to 9 miles. Each phone 
has separate red button, which when depressed 
sends pleasing signal tone; black button for 
talking. Receiver is transistorized crystal unit; 
transmitter is carbon unit. Each unit has spiral 
phone cord. Operation requires no switching. 
Use several units together. Imported. 

-. 1111111, 

Ail 

Ism ,•'; 
rima 

1 mamma: 

R.F. FIELD 

STRENGTH METER 
Single Bond I to 250 Mc. 

$6.95 

Model PSI-1 2 4 x 3Vja x lye 
Compact! Sensitive! •Checks antenna efficiency, 
load motching, etc. Requires no battery or other 
power source. RF measured on accurate meter. 
Telescoping antenna to 10 34", Earphone jock 
provided for monitoring; case has powerful mag-
net to grip fender, etc. Imported. 

SEND FOR FREE CATALOG 

Available direct or through 

your local distributor 

GRID DIP METER 
WIRED — READY TO USE 

Completely calibrated 

Freq. coverage 
1.5 to 300 MC rn 6 ranges 

$36.99 

Ranges color-coded to match coils, undamped 1 
MA meter. Variable sensitivity control for op-
timum grid current adjustment. Calibrated dial, 
adjustable hairline, allows precise accuracy. 
Phone jack permits use as modulation monitor. 
Oscillator tube is 6AF4. 61/i x 31/1 x Ph". 6 
coils supplied. I I7V, 50-60 cps. 2 lbs. Imported. 

WITH FREE LEATHER CASE 

20,000 

ohms per volt 

MULTITESTER 
$15.95 

• High sensitivity — 20,00012/V 
• New design; wide scole arc 
• Compares with 41/2" meters 
• Measures 31/4"W a 41/3" 
• Compact black bokelite case 

DC V. ranges: 5.25-250-500-2500 
@ 20,00012 per V. 
AC V. ranges: 10-50-100-500-
1000 @ 10,0002 per V. 
DC current: 50 go, 2.5 ma. Imported 

Model TS-60 

ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS, INC. 
Dept. 666 — 3 Wolcott Ave.. Lawrence, Mass. 
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PENTA POWER TUBES 
HIGH-EFFICIENCY 

Penta power tubes are used by the leading manufacturers of amateur, commercial, and 
military communications equipment. Follow the example of those who know the wisdom 
of using only the best. Specify Penta tubes whenever you want long life, reliability, and 
maximum efficiency. 

I Fil. 
volts 

Fil. 
Current 
Amps. 

Plate 
Diss. 

Max. W. 

Plate 
Voltage 
Max. 

Plate 
Current 
Ma. Max. 

Screen 
Voltage 
Max. 

Price 

PL-172 BEAM PENTODE 6.0 8.2 1000 3000 1000 600 $135.005 

PL- 175A BEAM PENTODE 5.0 14.5 400 4000 350 800 $ 50.00 

PL-177A BEAM PENTODE 6.0 3.2 75 2000 175 600 $ 29.00 

PL-6549 BEAM PENTODE 6.0 3.2 75 2000 175 600 $ 29.00 

PL-4E27A BEAM PENTODE 5.0 7.5 125 4000 200 750 $ 45.00 

PL-4021 POWER TETRODE 5.0 6.5 125 3000 225 600 $ 36.00 

PL-4021A POWER TETRODE 5.0 6.5 175 3000 225 600 $ 37.50 

PL-5022 POWER TETRODE 5.0 14.5 250 4000 350 800 $ 46.50 

PL-4-65A POWER TETRODE 6.0 3.5 65 2000 150 600 $ 27.00 

PL-4-400A POWER TETRODE 5.0 14.5 400 4000 350 800 $ 48.00 

PL-4-1000A POWER TETRODE 7.5 21.0 1000 6000 700 1000 $132.00 

PL-250R RECTIFIER 5.0 10.5 - 60,000 250 - $ 36.00 
, 

Fn. 
Volts 

FII. 
Current 
Amps. 

Plate 
Diss. 

Max. W. 

Plate 
Voltage 
Max. 

Plate 
Current 
Ma. Max. 

µ Price 

PL-254W POWER TRIODE 5.0 7.5 ' 100 ' 4000 225 25 $25.00 

PL-6569 POWER TRIODE 5.0 14.5 250 4000 300 45 $37.50 

PL-6580 POWER TRIODE 5.0 14.5 400 4000 350 45 $45.00 
- 

PL-4D21A PL- 172 
Beam Pentode Beam Pentode 

PL- 175A PL- 177A 
Beam Pentode Beam Pentode 

PL-4E27A PL-5D22 
Power Tetrode Power Tetrode 

PL-4-65A PL-4-400A PL-4-1000A PL-6569 PL-6580 PL- 184A 
Power Tetrode Power Tetrode Power Tetrode Power Triode Power Triode Socket and Chimney 

ENTA LABORATORIES, INC. Santa Barbara, California 
FIELD ENGINEERING REPRESENTATIVES AND DISTRIBUTORS SERVING MAJOR CITIES. 

For further information write for complete Penta catalog. 
OIS 
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NORTHERN 
CALIFORNIA'S 

FOCAL 
POINT 

for the newest and , 
finest equipment 

for the radio 
/ 

amateur   

Serving 

the • ntire 

Western 

Region 

from the 

San Francisco 

Bay Area. 

Over 200 
different lines 
representing virtually all 

nationally known and 
advertised brands. 

Liberal trade-in allowances. 

An excellent time-payment plan . . . 

Courteous, friendly service by our staff 
which includes over fifteen licensed radio amateurs. 

A complete, well staffed department to 
give you excellent service on your mail orders. 

Phone Elmar TEmplebar 4-3311 

ELMAR electronics 
140 11th STREET OAKLAND 7, CALIFORNIA 

TWX.0A73 • WU•FAK 
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Naturally. This smart ham is using a University Model 70. It's dynamic! Now his QS0's are more 
frequent with better quality. You'd be surprised at the compliments he gets. He's also improved his 
SSB transmissions ... found the perfect budget-minded way to increase peak power and intelligibility. 
And he doesn't have to swallow this microphone to be heard. All he does is sit back, relax and speak 
normally. The Model 70 does the rest. Why not let it do the same for you. Comes complete with 
integral 15-foot 3-conductor shielded cable, Model SAIO slide-on stand adapter and cloth carrying 
bag. Check the specs'. No other dynamic of its type can match the great Model 70! Only $29.95* 
SPECIFICATIONS 

Frequency Response: 50-14,000 cps (which extends to 
a usable limit in the 18,000 cycle region). Impedance. 
30/50; 20,000 ohms. Output Level: 30/50 ohms: —50 
db/1 mw / 10 dynes/cm2; — 143 db ElA sensitivity 
rating; 20,000 ohms into high impedance input; 28 
mv / 10 dynes/cm7. Hum Reference: — 120 db/.001 
gauss. Dimensions: 1-5/32" maximum diameter, 6" 
maximum length. Shipping Weight: 21/4 lbs. Finish: 
Acrylic silver-gray and non-reflecting black. 

*Model 71 also available with on-off slide switch $34.95. 

Write for new 12-page catalog with complete details 
on the entire University Modular Microphone line. 
Desk 00.11 University Loudspeakers, Inc., 80 South 
Kensico Ave., White Plains, New York. 

A Division of Ltng-Tenuo-Vought, Inc. 
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THE BEST THERE IS 
TODAY - 

MEASUREMENTS' NEW 
MODEL 760 

STANDARD FREQUENCY 
METER 

Frequency Ranges: 25-50 mc 
150-175 mc 
450-475 mc 

Accuracy: at 25 mc .0004% 
at 475 mc .00002% 
with crystal adjusted 
to WWV 

Crystal: oven temp. controlled 

A SOUVENIR OF 
WORLD WAR I 

TELEFUNKEN WAVEMETER 
TYPE K.W. 61g 

Frequency Range: 40 kc-2000 kc 

Accuracy: 5% 

This instrument was calibrated just 
23 days before the end of World 
War I 

Price $980.00 F.O.B. Boonton 

QMG 

4t; 40%. g'• 
STANPARD FREQUENCY METER 

dini dine 

e s 
• 

SINCE 1939 - MANUFACTURERS OF FINE 
PRECISION ELECTRONIC TEST EQUIPMENT 
Measurements "FAMOUS FIRSTS" Include: 

• First commercial signal generator with built in tuning motor 
• First commercially produced electronic peak voltmeter 
• First commercially built pulse generator 

• World famous Megacycle Meter, covering 100 kc to 940 mc 
• First commercially successful FM testing equipment designed 

especially for Mobile Communications 
• And now a completely new concept of frequency measurements 

Write for complete catalog 

MEASUREMENTS 
A McGraw-Edison Division 

BOONTON, NEW JERSEY 
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BIG NAMES NAMES 
IN AMATEUR EQUIPMENT 

IN STOCK AT 

*HAIMATEUR 
HEADQUARTERS 
SHOP °oNFE AMERICA'S LARGEST 
COMPLETE RADIO SUPPLY HOUSES 

Everything in electronics...you name it — we have it! 
Every known and trusted brand ... every type of radio 
equipment and parts always in stock to assure you of 
prompt service and delivery. We ship around the Globe 
... guaranteed complete satisfaction on all orders. 

Call or write about your needs. Near new and used 
equipment. List sent on request. 

TRADE IN your old equipment for Liberal Allowance. 

CONVENIENT CHARGE PLAN — 10% DOWN 

FREE 

FOR SPEEDY SERVICE 
call or write 

Joe Hotch, KOUFE, Manager 
Hamateur Dept. 

LARGE, FULL SIZE 

WORLD WALL MAP 
SHOWING RADIO PREFIXES AND 

TIME AROUND THE GLOBE 
Send 50c in coin for your wall map. En-
joy the thrills and fun of contacting more 
than 2,000,000 licensed stalloneall Ovel 
the world. Sac will he refunded with your 

next order. 
*Copyright, 1960 

® 
HEATHKIT 

• Includes: listening to S.W. broadcast, ship to shore, etc.; also more than 300.000 
amateurs—potential QS01 for you. 

r- USE THIS COUPON TODAY FOR FREE 
Gentlemen: I am enclosing 50c in coin — Please send me map. I 
understand 50o will be refunded with my first order. 

NAME__   

ADDRESS  

CITY  
I. am interested in the following equipment  
El Send me literature and price list 

STATE  

FIB-62 

E LOW = Bonn 
LEADERS IN ELECTRONICS 

FOR MORE THAN 35 YEARS 

COMPANY 
1211 LaSalle Avenue • Minneapolis 3, Minn. 

FEDERAL 9-6351 
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NEW! "GOO BASECOM 
II 

FOR VHF-FM TWO WAY 

MOBILE RADIO 

the new 680 series offers 

HIGH PERFORMANCE at 

MODERATE COST with 

LOW MAINTENANCE! 

* PROVEN PERFORMANCE... all the out-
standing features of the popular " 580" series, 
plus the following. 

* HIGH POWER ... 100 watts output 25 to 
50 mc, 75 watts 144 to 174 mc, both base 
and mobile. 

* TONE SQUELCH ... two way tone squelch 
compatible with other systems to EIA stand-
ards. 

* Meets all FCC and OCDM requirements. 

"GOO FLEETCOM" 
COMBINATION 

• MOBILE CONTROL HEAD 

• SPEAKER 

• TRANSISTOR POWER SUPPLY 

ATTENTION DEALERS! 
Write for »WWI. territories. 

* SIMULTANEOUS RECEPTION...dual front 
end receiver for monitoring two frequencies 
anywhere in the band. 

* TRANSMITTER FILAMENT SWITCH ... re-
duces battery drain when on " stand-by". 

* MONITORS REMOTE CONTROL ... base 
station monitors remote transmissions. Inter-
com provided. All functions available at 
remote position. 

11›.49ei, 

ite 

DESIGNERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF 

'WAWA 193,5 

RADIO COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT 

COMPINY, Inc. 
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BARRY ELECTRONICS 

HIGH VOLTAGE PLATE TRANSFORMER: 

Input: 115 VAC (!_i 60 CPS. 
Secondary: 3000-2500-0-2500.3000 VAC @,) 350 Ma. 
Insulated for 10 KV. New, factory (open- frame) 
construction. 
Size: .5"H x 7"W x 6-1/2"D. Wt: 25 lbs. $34.95 

RCA PRECISION 500 KC CRTSIAL ()SCUM OR: 

Accuracy plus or minus 0.0012%. Contains Precision 
500 KC crystal, BMS lobs Crystal oven, 5840 sub. 
miniature tube. Hermetically sealed nickel plated 
rectangular case. Mounts In standard 7 pin miniature 
socket. Requires 6.3 VAC or DC, 75 to 100 V.D.C. 
With schematic, RCA Type A8838300-1. Size: 
4-1/2"H x 1-7/16'W x 1.1/En. Wt, 1 lb. Cat. 
#4-500 CRV. ( Orig. Govt. Cost: $ 172.00) 
VERY SPECIAL . . . ONLY $3.75 

HI- VOLTAGE DYNAMOTOR: 

Input: 12.6 VDC. 
Output: 700 VDC @ 260 Ma. 
Brand new. Compact. Mfd. by Sangamo. Looks just 
like famous Carter compact Dynamotor. With 
mounting brackets. $13.95 

2.5 KW MODULATION REACTOR 
TRANSFORMER: 

Primary Infpedunt..e: 12,000 Ohms. 
Secondary Impedance: 7500 or 5000 Ohms. 
Made for use with single power supply for Class B 
Audio and Class C R.F. For use with separate power 
supplies; use one 5 to 10 Henry Choke and one 
1 Mfd. capacitor. New original boxed. Net wt: 
102 lbs. $42.50 

VHF TRANSMITTER: 

Perfect for 2 meter and/or 1-1/4 meter conversion. 
Late, modern design. Uses two 6201's Into single 
Amperes 6360 twin Tetrode. Xmtr only 4" x 4" x 11". 
Only 3-3/4 lbs. Complete with 10-1/2" chrome 
antenna. Furnished complete with A and B Battery 
pock, & connection cable and schematic & con-
vulsion ¡ lu. with cum): Battory ..voight: 23 lbs. 

PRICE: $15.00 with all tubes. 

(We can ship without battery same price $15.00). 

BRAND NEW MODEL 61720 FALLOUT 
DETECTION METER: 

Lightweight, hand operated, detects and measures 
dangerous levels of radioactive fallout. Citizens 
version of the official fallout detection meter used 
by Office of Civil Defense. Unit is transistorized and 
runs on only 2 flashlight batteries. Measures gamma 
radiation dose rates as high as 500 roentgens per 
hour. Designed to be used in determining radio-
active contamination levels that may result from an 
enemy attack. $49.95 

JENNINGS UCS VACUUM VARIABLE CAPACITOR 

Capacity: 10 to 300 Mm). at 10 KV 
Complete, less shaft. 
Originally sealed Jennings. 
Government carton. Shpg. Weight: 5 lbs. 

Reg. Net Approx. 

SALE PRICE: $49.00 

$141.00 

30 WATT MOBILE TRANSMITTER: 

Uses 5618 crystal oscillator into CBS 5516 amplifier. 
Modern design. Only 7 lbs. net weight including 
built-in 6 V. vibrator power supply. Completely 
enclosed in aluminum cabinet (5-1/2"H x 7"W x 8"DI. 
Furnished with crystal that doubles near 10 meter 
band. Will require slight and easy modification for 
10 meter operation. A real beauty. 
With tubes - $11.95 

COAXIAL CABLE 

COAXIAL CABLE - FACTORY FRESH STOCK! 

Type  

RG-8/U 

PC-8A/U 

RG-11/U 

PC-11A/U 

RG-58/U 

RG-58A,'U 

RG-59/11 

RG-59A 'U 

Nominal Price Price 
Impedance Per 100' Per 1000' 

52 Ohms 

52 Ohms 

72 Ohms 

72 Ohms 

52 Ohms 

52 Ohms 

72 Ohms 

72 Ohms 

$8.50 

12.00 

8.00 

9.00 

4.50 

5.00 

4.50 

5.00 

$80.00 

115.00 

75.00 

85.00 

40.00 

44.00 

40.00 

44.00 

AUTHORIZED DISTRIBUTOR FOR 
NATIONAL, HAMMARLUND, JOHNSON, C- D, 
WESTINGHOUSE, MOSLEY, B & W, CENTRAL 
ELECTRONICS, TMC, AND OTHERS. 

TUBE HEADQUARTERS OF THE WORLD!!! Complete inventory of Transmitting Special- Purpose, Radio, TV, 
Foreign, C.R. - 1st Quality Tubes. Name Brands Only. Guaranteed. Sensible Prices. 

(We carry complete line of Westinghouse tubes). 

WRITE FOR THE " GREENSHEET" CATALOG (excellent values on Hom Gear, components, equipment, electron 
tubes, etc.) A must for every Ham and buyer of electronic parts. 

BARRY ELECTRONICS CORP. DEPT. QA 

512 Broadway, New York 12, N. Y. 

D Enclosed is money order or check and my order. 

D Send copy of the Exciting "Greensheet" Catalog. 

Name Title 

Company  

Address  

City  State 
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INDUSTRY- PROVED SEMICONDUCTORS 

FOR YOUR HAM APPLICATIONS 

num SILICON RECTIFIER CELLS 
Rem: te SOO ma-200 te 800 PRY. Diffused junc-
tion...high power capability ( to 750 ma) ... 
kits containing standard clipholders and hard-
ware also available ... 5M series. 

Bulletin SR-218 

MINIATURE SILICON RECTIFIER CELLS 
Ratings: to 750 ma- 200 te 600 PRY. High power 
capability ( to 750 ma) ... peak surge current 
capacity ( to 50 amps) ... Ideal for TV diode 
replacements... 5A series. 

Balletia 01.212 

SELENIUM RECTIFIER STACKS 
Ratings: From 100 ma ta 50 amps. Low forward volt-
age drop and low leakage characteristics make 
this series ideal for a wide variety of power 
applications. 

Bulletin SRI 70 

SUBMINIATURE SELENIUM 0100ES 
Badge te 21 1111 — 48 Le 384 PRY. High efficiency/ 
low cost diodes provide stable operation over 
—50°C to + 100"C range ... reverse resistance 
to 30 megohms at 30 volts ... withstand 1 second 
surges to 550 ma... 1N1625 series. 

S11.163A 

For complete technical data on 

these or other IR products, 

see your local IR distributor. He 

can supply you with most of 

these items right off the shelf. 

SO 500 KIT, TV REPLACEMENT 
Rating: 500 ma at 130 sac. All-purpose silicon 
replacement kit offers radio-TV men simple 
means of replacing all existing silicon rectifier 
types. Hermetically sealed diode can be wired in 
or plugged into fuse-clip. To 100 C; needs no 
heat sink. 

ilulletét JR SOS 

SILICON RECTIFIER TUBE EQUIVALENTS 
Ratings: 85 te 1250 ma • 1500 te 10,500 PIV. Highly 
reliable series of tube replacement rectifiers rated 
from 1500 to 10,500 P1V; 85 to 1250 nia offer the 
superior characteristics of silicon on a wide range 
of high voltage applications. 

Bastin 51.209 

SILICON ZENER VOLTAGE REGULATORS 
Ratings: From 250 milliwatts te 10 watts. A complete 
series including sub-miniature glass types, minia-
ture single junction types, multiple junction types 
and double anode units. 
250 and 400 mw glass types. 750 milliwatt and 
1 watt types, 3.5 and 10 watt types.'• 

Wane SO-205 * and sera.. 

UNISTAC SILICON TV RECTIFIER 
Rating: 750 ma at 130 me. A direct and universal 
replacement for all existing selenium stacks up to 
500 ma. Eyelet construction. No -special socket:' 
conversion kit or drilling required. Especially 
suited to the elevated operating temperatures 
inherent in most TV sets. 

BulleUe TV.500 

SOLAR CELLS ANO PHOTOCELLS 
Wide range if silicon and selenium types. Silicon solar 
cells with conversion efficiencies to 13% ... silicon 
readout photocells with response times to 5 psec 
... selenium photocells in wide variety of sizes 
and shapes. 

Bulletins SR.280 (Silicon) and PC-849 (Selenium) 

INTERNATIONAL 
asa,n=cm RECTIFIER 

INTERNATIONAL RECTIFIER CORPORATION: EL SEGUNDO. CALIFORNIA • PHONE OREGON 13-6281• CABLE RECTUSA 

WORLD'S LARGEST SUPPLIER OF INDUSTRIAL SEMICONDUCTORS AND RECTIFIERS 
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for 50, 144 and 
220 Mc. hands 
Lowest Noise 
22 0B Gain 

$1395 wired and tested 

e 

Add an Ameco Nuvistor Preamplifier to your converter 

or receiver to improve the noise figure and gain. 
Image and spurious rejection will also be improved 

as the Model PV has two tuned circuits. Compact, 

easily connected, low power requirements. 

Model PV with tube, wired and tested. 
State which band  $13.95 

For any band, 80, 40, 20, 15 or 10 meters, the Ameco 
Model PH Preamplifier has a better noise figure than 

most multiband receivers, 23 db. minimum gain, will 

improve image and spurious rejection with its two 
tuned circuits. Especially effective on 10 or 15 meters. 

Model PH with tube, wired and tested. 
State which band  $13.95 

Welts Deot HB 62 

AMERICAN ELECTRONICS CO.. 
178 HERRICKS ROAD, MINEOLA, LI, N. • 

for 50 MC 
144 MC and 
220 MC Bands 
Low Noise Figure 
High Gain, High Image, 

• Spurious & IF Rejection 
The new deluxe " Cadillac" line of Ameco VHF Converters 
uses three RCA Nuvistors—two as RF amplifiers, the 
third as the mixer. This combination produces an ex-
tremely low noise figure, high gain; high image, spurious 
and IF rejection. These converters do not become obso-
lete as the output frequency is easily changed when a 
new receiver is acquired. The CN Converters are built on 
a compact (2"x21/2"x63/4") satin finished copper chassis. 
A gain control is included. Power requirements: 100 to 
300V. at 30 ma. and 6.3V. at 1A. The Ameco PS-1 Power 
Supply is ideal, available in Kit form (PS- 1K) at $ 10.50 
or Wired and Tested (PS- 1W) at $ 11.50. 

Model CH.5061, CN-144W, CN-2201,1 Nuvistor Converter, 
wired and tested for any one band (specify IF output). 

$44.55 

Model CH-50K, CN-144K, CN-220K Nuvistor Converter, in 
kit form, for any one band (specify IF output)  $31.95 

Write Dept. HB-62 

AMERICAN ELECTRONICS CO. 
178 HERRICKS ROAD, MINEOLA, L.I., N.Y. 

Wired & Tested 

'44" 
Kit $3195 

I. 
cowl" 

wore 

EVV L-CDVV PRICES III 

MODEL TB 1000-47 ---

Cash Price 

Budget Terms 
only $9.30 per month 

Rated I KW 

Four working elements 
all three bands. 

Superb construction and unequalled perform-
ance has gained world wide acceptance for 
Hornet antennas. ASK THE AMATEUR WHO 
OWNS ONE! 

MODEL TB 1000 

AND 
IT'S SO EASY TO BUY 

• Use the order form belo 
• Check the model of your 

choice 
• Mail coupon 
Your antenna will be rushed to you for 
you buy' evaluation. 
Thousands c,f amateurs who have used 

HORNET 
ANTENNAS 

ry e ore 

Cash Price 
$79.75 

Budget Terms 
only $7.45 per month 

Rated I KW 

HEAVY DUTY 
MODEL TB 750 

Cash Price 
$59.75 

this plan have found Budget Terms 

that there is no better way to investigate value in relation to only $ 5.50 Pon .."'h 

cost, before buying. Rated 750 wafts 
If you desire, use time payment plan—low monthly payments. 

MODEL 
TS SOO 

-- --"efr;r, '....----eric. 
--- $49.95 

Budgei Terms 
only $4.70 per month 

Heavy Duty 

o chant, without 

MAIL YOUR ORDER TODAY — NO MONEY REQUIRED WITH ORDER 

ALL MODELS . . . 

• Are Pre-tuned and Easy to Install 
• Have Custom Fittings of Cost Aluminum 
• Use a Single 52 ohm Coaxial Trans-

mission Line 
• Have completely weather-sealed Fre-

quency-Dividers • 
• Have 60451-T6 Aluminum in the Ele-

ments • Pat Pend nee% sub ec ice 

o. 

tx 

z 

o 
a-

o 

àt 

or. 

O 
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BIRTCHER 

Tube I Transistor! Component, Cooling 
and/or Retention Devices 

NOW AVAILABLE FROM AUTHORIZED 
DISTRIBUTORS FROM COAST TO COAST 

KOOL KLAMPS 

TUBE CLAMPS 

JAN SHIELD INSERTS 

TOP HOLDING 
RETAINERS 

TRANSISTOR 
RADIATORS 

TRANSISTOR CLIPS DIODE RADIATORS 

TYPE 2 TUBE CLAMPS PRINTED CIRCUIT 
BOARD RETAINERS 

CALIFORNIA, Gardena 
Bell Electronics 
FAculty 1-5802 

CALIFORNIA, Los Angeles 
Bell Radio Supply 
PLeasant 3-4495 

CALIFORNIA, Palo Alto 
Zack Electronics 
DAvenport 6-5432 

CALIFORNIA, San Diego 
Bell Electronics 
BRowning 8-4350 

CALIFORNIA, San Francisco 
Zack Electronics 
MArket 1-1422 

CONNECTICUT, Hamden 14 
Cramer Electronics 
ATwater 8-3581 

D.C., Washington 
Capitol Radio Wholesalers Inc. 
HOba rt 2-0800 

FLORIDA, Miami 
Airwork Corporation 
TUxedo 7-8253 

ILLINOIS, Chicago 50 
Merquip Electronics, Inc. 
AUstin 7-6274 

MARYLAND, Baltimore 1 
Wholesale Radio Parts Co. Inc. 
MUlberry 5-2134 

MASSACHUSETTS, Newton 64 
Cramer Electronics, Inc. 
WO 9-7700 

MICHIGAN, Detroit 35 
S. Sterling Company 

BRoadway 3-2900 

MINNESOTA, Minneapolis 
George Spencer, Inc. 
LI 5-8811 

MISSOURI, St. Louis 32 
Interstate Industrial Electronics 
WYdown 4-7585 

NEW JERSEY, Summit 
R. P. Luce and Company 
CRestview 3-9250 

NEW YORK, Buffalo 2 
Summit Distributors 
TT 4-3100 

OHIO, Dayton 4 
Srepco, Inc. 
BAldwin 4-3871 

OKLAHOMA, Tulsa 19 
Radio, Inc. 
LU 7-9124 

TEXAS, Dallas 1 
Adleta Company 
Riverside 1-3152 

TEXAS, Houston 19 
Busacker Electronics 
JA 6-4661 

WASHINGTON, Seattle 
Seattle Radio Supply, Inc. 
MAin 4-2341 

THE BIRTCHER CORPORATION 
INDUSTRIAL DIVISION 

WBDTCI 
Call letters of 
Charles Blocher, 
sales manager 
of The Butcher 
Corp, 

745 S. Monterey Pass Rd. • Monterey Park, California • ANgelus 8-8584 
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You get more for your money from NEWARK 
Check these HAMMARLUND values 

(with these Newark extras) 

• Top trade-in allowance on 

your present equipment 

• Immediate delivery from • Complete— experienced 

Newark's complete stocks technical assistance 

FOR TOP PERFORMANCE AT MODERATE COST 
New HX-50 Transmitter. Brand new, with ultra- modern 
circuitry, using Compactron and Nuvistor tubes, and 
all the latest features. A truly versatile unit with up to 
75 watts output on SSB-CW, 15 watts AM, covering all 
bands, 80 thru 10 meters, plus MARS frequencies. 
Accurate calibration, readable to 500 cycles. With 
built-in antenna changeover relay. Measures a'compact 
91/6" H x 9" D x 17A" W. 
Newark Catalog No. 97F430 net $39954) 

HQ-110C Receiver. Dual conversion, 12-tube super-
heterodyne unit covers all 7 amateur bands, 6 thru 160 
meters. Has many features of higher priced receivers... 
separate linear detector for SSB and CW, P- multiplier 
for continuously variable high selectivity, built-in 100KC 
crystal calibrator. With 24- hour clock timer, die-cast 
aluminum front panel. 
Newark Catalog No. 97F427 net 

HQ-110 (Without clock) No. 97F429 net $2490° 

 1125900 

F7162.$2/ 
Newark's new 500 page, 1962 

Catalog No. 72, with complete details 
on these and many other ham 
units available from Newark stock. 

AN AMATEUR STATION OF UNEXCELLED PERFORMANCE 
HX-500 Transmitter. Top performance. Filter type side. 
band transmitter delivers power output of 100 watts 
PEP on SSB, CW, NBFM, RIT?, on the entire 80 thru 
10 meter bands. 25 watts AM output. Stability below 
100 cycles. Built-in keying and antenna relays. Auto-
matic level control prevents overloading and increases 
talk power. Can be rack- mounted. Many other important 
features. 
Newark Catalog No. 97F431 net $695°° 

HQ-170C Triple Conversion Receiver. This 17-tube 
receiver provides best possible reception of SSB, CW, 
and AM signals on the 160 thru 6 meter bands. Band-
width selectivity is variable from 0.5KC to 3KC; SSB 
and CW sensitivity 0.5 microvolts for 10:1 signal:noise 
ratio. Adjustable 445KC slot filter eliminates heterodyne 
interference. 24- hour clock timer. 
Newark Catalog No. 97F433. net $3690° 

HQ-170 ( Without clock) No. 97F434 net $3590° 

ELECTRONICS CORPORATION 

Write Dept. HB-62, Attention Ham Shack for trade-ins. 
223 W. Madison St. • Chicago 6, Ill. • STate 2-2944 

In Inglewood, California call: OR 8-0441 • In Grand Rapids, Michigan call: CH 1-5695 

In Detroit call: UN 1-6700 • In New York City call: AL 5-4600 • In Denver call: SK 7-3371 
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MODEL SB-12a 

From the makers of the time-honored Panada 

proven performers 
for amateur, laboratory 
and production use 

MODEL PR- 1 

Single Side Band irg 
Communications 
Systems Analyzers 

SSB-3a 
SINGLE SIDE BAND 

spectrum analyzer 
2 mc-40 mc. 100 cps — 40 mc with Optional REC-1. 

Set up, adjust, monitor and trouble shoot SSB and AM transmitters 

and receivers ... with one convenient, compact and comprehensive 

package. Uniform sensitivity over entire range. 

Quick, accurate measurement and display of 

• 2-Tone distortion tests • Vestigial carrier amplitude 

• Dynamic transmission bandwidth • Out-of-band radiations etc. 

• Residual hum sidebands 

PANADAPTOR for amateur use 
PR- 1, for horn operation, features simLltane-

ous visual observation of many signals on 

3-in. CR tube over a band of frequencies 

up to 200 kc. For spotting replies to your 

CQ's ... selecting QRM-free spots ... second 

aural receiver for 3-way QS0's.., and a 

host of other uses. 

PANADAPTORS provide continuo us 

monitoring to find and analyze inter-

ference (splatter, harmonics), RF para-

sitic', irregular transmissions. They are 

tuning aids for SSE and telemetry 

signals. Two models (SA- 8b and SA- 3, 

in many types. Please specify receiver 

IF when inquiring or ordering. 

PANALYZORS 
Low cost RF spectrum analysis to 1000 mc (higher with external mixers). 

• Analyze AM, FM, SSB transmitters • Investigate pulsed RF signals 

• Spot spurious oscillations and moduIation 

3 models, SE- 3, SE1-8b, and SB-12a, in many types for narrow and broad band moni-

toring and analysis. 

Measurement theory and applications are discussed 

in THE PANORAMIC ANALYZER. Get on our mailing 

list for this free, helpful publication. 

Write today, for detailed specifications and applications of these versa-
tile, economical Panoramic instruments ... and NEW CATALOG DIGEST 

Attractive professional career opportunities available. 

PANORAMIC ELECTRONICS, INC. 
576 So. Fulton Ave., Mt. Vernon, New York • OWens 9-4600 
TWX: MT-V-NY-5229 • Cables: Panoramic, Mt. Vernon N. Y. State 

Formerly Panoramic Radio Products, Inc. 
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THE SHORT CUT 

TO CODE 

SPEED 

SCIENTIFIC CODE COURSE 
Especially designed for the beginner. 
Teaches the basic principles of code oper• 

ation scientifically. 

Here's your chance to learn quickly and 

easily ... to get maximum speed and pro-
ficiency in code...right in your own home. 
You can save time and money learning the 
fundamentals of code sending and receiv-

ing and the principles of fast, efficient 
operating with the world-famous CANDLER 

SYSTEM. 

prepare 

yourself for 
your big 

opportunity 

Picture yourself at your own transmitter ... send-
ing out radio code, messages that will be received 
around the globe. Yes, operators are waiting to 

communicate with you today, tonight or any 
time. The knowledge of the world . . . intimate 
friendships you will gain . . . may help you 
in your business, may be a stepping stone to 
success. 

Wouldn't you like to be the invaluable link 
with the outside world in time of disaster? 
Or to serve in a national or local emergency? 

Be ready for service when the opportunity arises! 
Learn radio and telegraphy now — the Candler 
way. 

For 50 years the CANDLER SYSTEM has trained 
beginners for all telegraphing requirements, all 
operator licenses, highest ratings, and FCC spec-
ifications, both amateur and commercial. The 
record of famous amateurs and expert operators 
who learned the Candler way is proof of what the 
Candler System offers you. Send for details today! 

CANDLER SYSTEM Dept 58, 2077 Locust St. 
Denver 7, Colorado 

YOU COULD 

WORK 

WONDERS WITH 

A 

GOTHAM 

VERTICAL 

ANTENNA! 

FREE 
Send a card for our valu-

able catalog of 50 different 

antennas with specifications and 

characteristics. Gives bonds and fre-

quencies covered, element informa-

tion, size of tubing used, boom 

length, shipping weight, feed 

line used, polarization, 

and other data. 

Airmail Order Today — We Ship Tomorrow 

GOTHAM L) it RArl 

1805 PURDY AVE., MIAMI BEACH, FLA. 

Enclosed find check or money-order for: 

V40 VERTICAL ANTENNA FOR 40, 20, 15, 

10 AND 6 METER BANDS. ESPECIALLY 

SUITED FOR THE NOVICE WHO OPERATES 

40 AND 15   $14.95 

V80 VERTICAL ANTENNA FOR 80, 40, 20, 

15, 10 AND 6 METER BANDS. MOST 

POPULAR OF THE VERTICALS. USED BY 

THOUSANDS OF NOVICES, TECHNICIANS, 

AND GENERAL LICENSE HAMS $16.95 

V160 VERTICAL ANTENNA FOR 160, 80, 

40, 20, 15, 10 AND 6 METER BANDS. SAME 

AS THE OTHER VERTICAL ANTENNAS, EX-

CEPT THAT A LARGER LOADING COIL 

PERMITS OPERATION ON THE 160 METER 

BAND ALSO $18.95 

HOW TO ORDER. Send check or money order directly 
to Gotham. Immediate shipment by Railway Express, 

charges collect. Foreign orders accepted. 

Name  

Address  

City  Zone. State  
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KT-200 Kit 
HE-10 Wired 

-seem 

DELUXE , 
6-METER • • 

TRANSCEIVER 

NE-45 Wired 109.50 
• Zell 

TELEVISION 
CAMERA 

TV STATION PACKAGE 
Ling-Mitter TV Transmitter 

Ling Spectator TV Camera 

Ling-TV Video Monitor 

1" f 1.9 Lens 

Yagaflector Transmitting Antenna 

Transmission Line 

UHF Converter 

Dual Bow Tie Receiving Antenna 

OPERATE YOUR OWN TV STATION 

LOW COST 
AMATEUR'S 

TELEVISION STATION 

COMPLETELY 
PACKAGED 

rOR OPERATION IN 
THE FCC ASSIGNED 
420-450 MC BAND 

• Unconditionally Guaranteed 

• Amateur Net Package Price 

$199500 
• Suitable Financing 

May Be Arranged 

ELECTRON CORPORATION 
Designers And Manufacturers Of Quality Television Systems 

P.O. Box 5570 • Dallas, Texas 
A SUBSIDIARY OF LING-TEMCO-VOUGHT, INC 

LAFAYETTE RADIO 1962 340-PAGE CATALOG 
Our biggest and best catalog to fill all your ham needs. 

PROFESSIONAL QUALITY 

• COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVER 

KT-320 Semi-Kit 79.95 

HE- 30 Wired 

CC C.: • Imported 

SUPERHETERODYNE 
COMMUNICATIONS 

RECEIVER 
64.50 
79.95 

Imported 

move - 

99.95 

CAT. 
# 620 24 Hour Service • Lowest Prices 

• Satisfaction Guaranteed or Money Refunded 
Lafayette's new 3-in- 1 easy-pay plan 
—no money down, up to 24 months to pay 

Imported 

9-TRANSISTOR C.B. 
'WALKIE TALKIE" 

HE- 29A l'ored 39.95 

2 fer 78.86 

Imported 

SWR AND 
FORWARD 
POWER 
METER 

NE- 34 Wired 16.95 
OM UM BM UM PM 1.1111 

" LAFAYETTE RADIO, DEPT. RAH-2 
P.O. BOX 10, SYOSSET. L. I., N. Y. 

I E Rush my FREE Lafayette 1962 Catalog 620 
D Please send Stock #   enclosed. 

  

- 
I NAME 
a ADDRESS 
11 CITY ZONE STATE 

...... 
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PROPi,MAX 

MODEL D 

A XIMAX 

MUFFIN 

41,(6" 

CFG SERIES RF PANEL 

COOLING DEVICES 
for electronic packages 

I I I  

MODEL D201 

8 I/ 

PF SERIES 

7" 

« SAUCER 

ROTRON 

Write today for detai:ed terhnical information to 

ROTRON mfg. co., inc. 
79 Schoonmaker Place 
WOODSTOCK, NEW YORK 
In Canada: The Hooder Cc., Ltd Ham,Iton. Ont WRITE FOR INFORMATION STATING AREA OF INTEREST... 

The world's most complete and comprehensive line 

of precision fans and blowers for cooling electronic 
devices. Submit your cooling problems to Rotron. 
Customer engineering services from coast-to-coast. 



COMPLETE OUTFITTERS 
FOR THE 

I HAM 

I COMMUNICATIONS 

1 ELECTRONIC 
ENGINEERS 

• 

EUGENE G. W ILE 
218-220 South 11th St. Philadelphia 7, Pa. 

WAlnut 3-1343 

Distributors of 

Nationally Advertised Lines of 

RADIO, TELEVISION and ELECTRONIC Parts 
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FROMMiWORLD'S LEADING MANUFACTURER OF HIGH SPEED MORSE TELEGRAPH EQUIPMENT. 

MODERN 
EQUIPMENT 

FOR LEARNING MORSE CODE 

PERFORATORS, TRANSMITTERS, ETC. 

re.' err 

GNT TRANSMITTER MODEL 115 

G.N.bl: 

U: 

h. ,,r• GNT MORSEINKER MODEL 1532 "Offi: 

Ideal for learning Morse code, permitting insertion Operates from tone frequency signals or 

•J 'el;:i of extended pauses between letters and words. " 4 • 
by Morse Key. Especially designed for 0 

training purposes. be. 
9-.. 

À..e.i1,...-,...:....,:,....„.•...,,:,.„:.„..,,,,.„,,r,....,..,-.;... „.,..-:, .„,-._.„1.,..,, ,. ,., ......t.....„...,,,,.,,..:,..„..,.,,,,.,,:,,,,.„,.,,,,,, ,..„,,.,, ,,,.t,„,,,,„,„.4..,,,,,„,..,,-,,,:,,,-4,„,,,.„,,...,.t.,,,,,z ,,.,e;,7„ty:.,,.../,,,,te,,,,:e,.„7,0,,T. ,.. 
"HOVi TO LEARN MORSE" eq 2' 

Booklet describing 

Morse training 
' 

Yriieier free ceoiry 

TELCOLAB CORPORATION 
CHRYSLER BUILDING 

NEW YORK 17, N.Y. 

GNT KEYBOARD PERFORATOR MODEL 50 
An instrument for preparing a perforated Morse 
code slip for use in a transmitter. Maximum 
speed of operation 750 characters per minute. 
Provided with a special locking device prevent-
ing the simultaneous depression of two keys. 

ALSO COMPLETE RANGE OF 
AUTOMATIC INSTRUMENTS FOR HIGH 

SPEED MORSE TELEGRAPHY. 
U.S, Representatives of: -e•e" mvel/ 

GREAT NORTHERN TELEGRAPH WORKS, COPENHAGEN, DENMARK. 

Distributors of Canada: TMC Canada Limited, R.R. No.5, Ottawa, Ontario. 



in clear plastic 

or metal cases... 

METERS 

550 Series 

850 Series 
Shown actual size, zero adjuster optional 

Shown approximately three quarter size 

CLEAR- PLASTIC CASES: One look will make every ham en-

thusiastic about the modern, expensive- looking 850 series ... 
and you will be pleased to find the meters cost only 204 more 
than the equivalent metal cased meter. Equally good news will 
be the longer, more visible scale arc ... the removable front 
...and the availability of zero adjusters on all AC or DC ranges. 

ATTRACTIVE METAL CASES: In certain applications—for panel 

appearance or specialized service conditions, you may prefer to 
select from the long-time metal favorites, the basic Models 550 
or 950 as illustrated. Although all have been modernized in 

appearance recently, each continues to fit 2 5/32" mounting 

hole. See Catalog 94 covering all types, including many with 
zero adjuster. 

CHOICE OF MANY TYPES: AC and DC Ammeters, Milliameters, 

Voltmeters and Resistance Meters. AC meters are double-vane 
repulsion type with jeweled bearing. DC are polarized-vane 
solenoid type, or moving magnet construction. Well over 200 
ranges and types. Among the most popular are a 0-3 DC 
Milliammeter with 500 ohms internal resistance and built-in zero 
adjuster, and a 0-1 DC Milliammeter with 1,000 ohms internal 
resistance and zero adjuster. 

950 Series 

NEW EDGEWISE METER: The 350 series provides an ideal wc 
to dress up a panel. The clear jewel-like plastic front is ve 
rich looking and gathers light for easy reading of its long scat 
Yet it takes very little panel space and costs much less the 
you would expect. 

DEPENDABLE PERFORMANCE: By far the best torque-to-weigl 
ratio in its field gives you a sturdy meter with fast respons« 
and ability to duplicate readings. Accuracy well within th 
standard 5%. 

REASONABLE PRICES: Typical of the exceptional values or 

the meters illustrated. 0-150 DC Ma, $2.15 in the 550 or 95 

Series, $ 2.35 in the 850 Series; 0-10 DC Ma in the 350 Serie 

$3.45; 0-1 DC Ma (with zero adjuster), $ 3.75 in 550 or 95 

Series, $ 3.95 in the 850 Series; -20 to 3VU in the 850 Serie 

$5.85. Other meters are correspondingly low in price. You get th 

benefit of low costs made possible by large quantity productior 

GUARANTEED: For one year against defective workmanshi, 
and material. Will be repaired or replaced if sent postpaid 1. 
the factory with 40e handling charge. 

WIDELY AVAILABLE: Stocked by leading electronic part 
distributors for prompt deliveries. 

URITE METERS 130 Wallace Street • New Haven 8, Connectic 
P.O. Box 1818 



Increase both performance 
and reliability of your 
ham equipment with 
these Amphenol products 

Polyfoame Coaxial Cable can boost your signal strength 

as much as 35%. Uses an inert-gas-expanded polyethylene 

to increase dielectric constant to 1.50 instead of the usual 

2.26. Your Amphenol distributor carries RG-8, 11, and 59 

in stock. 

RF Connectors. The most complete line available any-

where—and your Amphenol distributor has the type and 

size you need on the shelf available for immediate delivery. 

DK Coaxial Switches for antenna switching and similar 

applications. 14 basic models meet every ham requirement 

for low cost, high reliability and long life. 100% inspected. 

Your Amphenol distributor has all commonly used types in 

stock. Ask for Catalog No. S4. 

Do you have this catalog?Amphenol catalog IEC-4 

shows virtually every type of connector and coaxial 

cable you'll ever need, plus technical specs. Your copy 

is free from your Amphenol distributor, or write us 

direct at 2803 S. 25th Ave., Broadview, Illinois. 

Distributor Division/Amphenol-Borg Electronics Corporation 
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DOC AULWURM, W6BBC, maintains contact with 
other Raytheon field engineers and headquarters 
staff personnel from his Piedmont, California home. 

FIELD ENGINEERING WITH A FUTURE 

Doc Aulwurm and his "traveling" ham rig 

Arthur ( Doc) C. Aulwurm, Senior Field En-
gineer, and his compact ham rig have trav-
eled the world working on a wide variety of 
challenging assignments for Raytheon. Doc's 
story is highly typical of the Raytheon 
Field Engineer. 

Since Doc joined Submarine Signal Com-
pany (a predecessor of the present Raytheon 
organization) in 1945, he has tackled spe-
cialized tasks in Karachi, Pakistan; Lake-
hurst, N. J.; and San Diego, California, 
among other places. 

Doc is now working on sonar equipment at 
Mare Island Naval Shipyard, California. 

Future assignments may carry him to other 

parts of the world or to headquarters in 
Massachusetts. 

Perhaps you too can qualify for a Raytheon 
field engineering future. Requirements are 
previous experience plus an E.E. degree or 
equivalent in practical know-how in guided 

missiles, fire control, ground and bombing 
radar or sonar. 

Benefits: attractive salary, insurance, edu-
cational programs, relocation assistance, 
opportunity for advancement. For details, 
forward your resume to Ronald Guittarr, 
Electronic Services Division, Raytheon, 
Northwest Industrial Park, Burlington, 
Massachusetts. 

RAYTHEON COMPANY 

ELECTRONIC SERVICES DIVISION 
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James F. Moody 

FOREWORD 

In over thirty-five years of continuous publication The Radio 
Amateur's Handbook has become as much of an institution as 

amateur radio itself. Produced by the amateur's own organi-
zation, the American Radio Relay League, and written with 
the needs of the practical amateur constantly in mind, it has 
earned universal acceptance not only by amateurs but by all 
segments of the technical radio world. This wide dependence 
on the Handbook is founded on its practical utility, its treat-
ment of radio communication problems in terms of how-to-
do-it rather than by abstract discussion. 

Virtually continuous modification is a feature of the Hand-
book—always with the objective of presenting the soundest 

and best aspects of current practice rather than the merely 
new and novel. Its annual revision, a major task of the head-
quarters group of the League, is participated in by skilled 
and experienced amateurs well acquainted with the practical 
problems in the art. 

The use of modern printing techniques, together with ex-
tensive and useful catalog advertising by manufacturers 
producing equipment for the radio amateur and industry, 
makes it possible to distribute for a very modest charge a 
work which in volume of subject matter and profusion of 
illustration surpasses most available radio texts selling for 
several times its price. 

The Handbook has long been considered an indispensable 
part of the amateur's equipment. We earnestly hope that the 

present edition will succeed in bringing as much assistance 
and inspiration to amateurs and would-be amateurs as have 

its predecessors. 

JOHN HUNTOON 
General Manager, ARRL 

West Hartford, Conn. 
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The Amateur's Code 

ONE 

The Amateur is Gentlemanly . . . He never knowingly uses 
the air for his own amusement in such a way as to lessen the 
pleasure of others. He abides by the pledges given by the 
ARRL in his behalf to the public and the Government. 

TWO 

The Amateur is Loyal . . . He owes his amateur radio to the 
American Radio Relay League, and he offers it his unswerv-
ing loyalty. 

THREE 

The Amateur is Progressive . . . He keeps his station abreast 
of science. It is built well and efficiently. His operating prac-
tice is clean and regular. 

FOUR 

The Amateur is Friendly . . . Slow and patient sending when 
requested, friendly advice and counsel to the beginner, 
kindly assistance and cooperation for the broadcast listener; 
these axe marks of the amateur spirit. 

FIVE 

The Amateur is Balanced . . . Radio is his hobby. He never 
allows it to interfere with any of the duties he owes to his 
home, his job, his school, or his community. 

SIX 

The Amateur is Patriotic . . . His knowledge and his station 
are always ready for the service of his country and his com-
munity. 

—PAUL M. SEGAL 



Chapter 1 

Amateur Radio 

Amateur radio is a scientific hobby, a means 
of gaining personal skill in the fascinating art of 
electronics and an opportunity to communicate 
with fellow citizens by private short-wave radio. 
Scattered over the globe are over 250,000 ama-
teur radio operators who perform a service de-
fined in international law as one of "self-training, 
intercommunication and technical investigations 
carried on by . . . duly authorized persons inter-
ested in radio technique solely with a personal 
aim and without pecuniary interest." 
From a humble beginning at the turn of the 

century, amateur radio has grown to become an 
established institution. Today the American fol-
lowers of amateur radio number over 200,000, 
trained communicators from whose ranks will 
come the professional communications special-
ists and executives of tomorrow—just as many 
of today's radio leaders were first attracted to 
radio by their early interest in amateur radio 
communication. A powerful and prosperous or-
ganization now provides a bond between ama-
teurs and protects their interests; an interna-
tionally respected magazine is published solely 
for their benefit. The military services seek the 
cooperation of the amateur in developing com-
munications reserves. Amateur radio supports a 
manufacturing industry which, by the very de-
mands of amateurs for the latest and best equip-
ment, is always up-to-date in its designs and 
production techniques—in itself a national asset. 
Amateurs have won the gratitude of the nation 
for their heroic performances in times of natural 
disaster; traditional amateur skills in emergency 
communication are also the stand-by system for 
the nation's civil defense. Amateur radio is, in-
deed, a magnificently useful institution. 
Although as old as the art of radio itself, ama-

teur radio did not always enjoy such prestige. 
Its first enthusiasts were private citizens of an 
experimental turn of mind whose imaginations 
went wild when Marconi first proved that mes-
sages actually could be sent by wireless. They set 
about learning enough about the new scientific 
marvel to build homemade spark transmitters. 
By 1912 there were numerous Government and 
commercial stations, and hundreds of amateurs; 
regulation was needed, so laws, licenses and 
wavelength specifications appeared. There was 
then no amateur organization nor spokesman. 
The official viewpoint toward amateurs was 
something like this: 

"Amateurs? ... Oh, yes.... Well, stick 'em on 
200 meters and below; they'll never get out of 
their backyards with that." 

But as the years rolled on, amateurs found out 
how, and DX (distance) jumped from local to 
500-mile and even occasional 1000-mile two-way 
contacts. Because all long-distance messages had 
to be relayed, relaying developed into a fine art— 
an ability that was to prove invaluable when the 
Government suddenly called hundreds of skilled 
amateurs into war service in 1917. Meanwhile 
U.S. amateurs began to wonder if there were 
amateurs in other countries across the seas and 
if, some day, we might not span the Atlantic on 
200 meters. 
Most important of all, this period witnessed 

the birth of the American Radio Relay League, 
the amateur radio organization whose name was 
to be virtually synonymous with subsequent am-
ateur progress and short-wave development. 
Conceived and formed by the famous inventor, 
the late Hiram Percy Maxim, ARRL was for-
mally launched in early 1914. It had just begun 
to exert its full force in amateur activities when 
the United States declared war in 1917, and by 
that act sounded the knell for amateur radio for 
the next two and a half years. There were then 
over 6000 amateurs. Over 4000 of them served 
in the armed forces during that war. 
Today, few amateurs realize that World War 

I not only marked the close of the first phase 
of amateur development but came very near 
marking its end for all time. The fate of amateur 
radio was in the balance in the days immediately 
following the signing of the Armistice. The 

HIRAM PERCY MAXIM 

President ARRL, 1914-1936 

9 
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Government, having had a taste of supreme au-
thority over communications in wartime, was 
more than half inclined to keep it. The war had 
not been ended a month before Congress was 
considering legislation that would have made it 
impossible for the amateur radio of old ever to 
be resumed. ARRL's President Maxim rushed 
to Washington, pleaded, argued, and the bill was 
defeated. But there was still no amateur radio; 
the war ban continued. Repeated representations 
to Washington met only with silence. The 
League's offices had been closed for a year and a 
half, its records stored'away. Most of the former 
amateurs had gone into service; many of them 
would never come back. Would those returning 
be interested in such things as amateur radio? 
Mr. Maxim, determined to find out, called a 
meeting of the old Board of Directors. The 
situation was discouraging: amateur radio still 
banned by law, former members scattered, no or-
ganization, no membership, no funds. But those 
few determined men financed the publication of 
a notice to all the former amateurs that could be 
located, hired Kenneth B. Warner as the 
League's first paid secretary, floated a bond issue 
among old League members to obtain money for 
immediate running expenses, bought the maga-
zine QST to be the League's official organ, 
started activities, and dunned officialdom until 
the wartime ban was lifted and amateur radio 
resumed again, on October 1, 1919. There was a 
headlong rush by amateurs to get back on the 
air. Gangway for King Spark! Manufacturers 
were hard put to supply radio apparatus fast 
enough. Each night saw additional dozens of sta-
tions crashing out over the air. Interference? It 
was bedlam! 
But it was an era of progress. Wartime needs 

had stimulated technical development. Vacuum 
tubes were being used both for receiving and 
transmitting. Amateurs immediately adapted the 
new gear to 200-meter work. Ranges promptly 
increased and it became possible to bridge the 
continent with but one intermediate relay. 

TRANSATLANTICS 

As DX became 1000, then 1500 and then 2000 
miles, amateurs began to dream of transatlantic 
work. Could they get across? In December, 1921, 
ARRL sent abroad an expert amateur, Paul F. 
Godley, 2ZE, with the best receiving equipment 
available. Tests were run, and thirty American 
stations were heard in Europe. In 1922 another 
transatlantic test was carried out and 315 Amer-
ican calls were logged by European amateurs and 
one French and two British stations were heard 
on this side. 

Everything now was centered on one objec-
tive : two-way amateur communication across the 
Atlantic! It must be possible—but somehow it 
couldn't quite be done. More power? Many al-
ready were using the legal maximum. Better re-
ceivers? They had superheterodynes. Another 
wavelength? What about those undisturbed 
wavelengths below 200 meters? The engineering 
world thought they were worthless—but they had 

said that about 200 meters. So, in 1922, tests be-
tween Hartford and Boston were made on 130 
meters with encouraging results. Early in 1923, 
ARRL-sponsored tests on wavelengths down to 
90 meters were successful. Reports indicated that 
as the wavelength dropped the results were 
better. Excitement began to spread through am-
ateur ranks. 

Finally, in November, 1923, after some months 
of careful preparation, two-way amateur trans-
atlantic communication was accomplished, when 
Schnell, MO, and Reinartz, 1XAM (now 
W4CF and K6BJ, respectively) worked for sev-
eral hours with Deloy, 8AB, in France, with all 
three stations on 110 meters! Additional stations 
dropped down to 100 meters and found that they, 
too, could easily work two-way across the At-
lantic. The exodus from the 200-meter region 
had started. The "short-wave" era had begun! 
By 1924 dozens of commercial companies had 

rushed stations into the 100-meter region. Chaos 
threatened, until the first of a series of national 
and international radio conferences partitioned 
off various bands of frequencies for the different 
services. Although thought still centered around 
100 meters, League officials at the first of these 
frequency-determining conferences, in 1924, 
wisely obtained amateur bands not only at 80 
meters but at 40, 20, and even 5 meters. 

Eighty meters proved so successful that 
"forty" was given a try, and QS0s with Aus-
tralia, New Zealand and South Africa soon be-
came commonplace. Then how about 20 meters? 
This new band revealed entirely uhexpected pos-
sibilities when 1XAM worked 6T S on the West 
Coast, direct, at high noon. The dream of ama-
teur radio—daylight DX I—was finally true. 

PUBLIC SERVICE 

Amateur radio is a grand and glorious hobby 
but this fact alone would hardly merit such 
wholehearted support as is given it by our Gov-
ernment at international conferences. There are 
other reasons. One of these is a thorough appre-
ciation by the military and civil defense author-
ities of the value of the amateur as a source of 
skilled radio personnel in time of war. Another 
asset is best described as "public service." 
About 4000 amateurs had contributed their 

skill and ability in ' 17—'18. After the war it was 
only natural that cordial relations should prevail 
between the Army and Navy and the amateur. 
These relations strengthened in the next few 
years and, in gradual steps, grew into coopera-
tive activities which resulted, in 1925, in the es-
tablishment of the Naval Communications Re-
serve and the Army-Amateur Radio System 
(now the Military Affiliate Radio System). In 
World War II thousands of amateurs in the 
Naval Reserve were called to active duty, where 
they served with distinction, while many other 
thousands served in the Army, Air Forces, Coast 
Guard and Marine Corps. Altogether, more than 
25,000 radio amateurs served in the armed forces 
of the United States. Other thousands were en-
gaged in vital civilian electronic research, devel-



Public Service 

opment and manufacturing. They also organized 
and manned the War Emergency Radio Service, 
the communications section of OCD. 
The "public-service" record of the amateur is 

a brilliant tribute to his work. These activities 
can be roughly divided into two classes, expedi-
tions and emergencies. Amateur cooperation 
with expeditions began in 1923 when a League 
member, Don Mix, ITS, of Bristol, Conn. (now 
assistant technical editor of QST), accompanied 
MacMillan to the Arctic on the schooner 
Bowdoin with an amateur station. Amateurs in 
Canada and the U.S. provided the home contacts. 
The success of this venture was so outstanding 
that other explorers followed suit. During sub-
sequent years a total of perhaps two hundred 
voyages and expeditions were assisted by ama-
teur radio, the several explorations of the Ant-
arctic being perhaps the best known. 

Since 1913 amateur radio has been the prin-
cipal, and in many cases the only, means of out-
side communication in several hundred storm, 
flood and earthquake emergencies in this coun-
try. The 1936 and 1937 eastern states floods, the 
Southern California flood and Long Island-New 
England hurricane disaster in 1938, the Florida-
Gulf Coast hurricanes of 1947, and the 1955 flood 
disasters called for the amateur's greatest emer-
gency effort. In these disasters and many oth-
ers—tornadoes, sleet storms, forest fires, bliz-
zards—amateurs played a major role in the 
relief work and earned wide commendation for 
their resourcefulness in effecting communication 
where all other means had failed. During 1938 
ARRL inaugurated a new emergency-prepared-
ness program, registering personnel and equip-
ment in its Emergency Corps and putting into 
effect a comprehensive program of cooperation 
with the Red Cross, and in 1947 a National 
Emergency Coordinator was appointed to full-
time duty at League headquarters. 
The amateur's outstanding record of organized 

preparation for emergency communications and 
performance under fire has been largely respon-
sible for the decision of the Federal Government 
to set up special regulations and set aside special 
frequencies for use by amateurs in providing 
auxiliary communications for civil defense pur-
poses in the event of war. Under the banner, 
"Radio Amateur Civil Emergency Service," am-
ateurs are setting up and manning community 
and area networks integrated with civil defense 
functions of the municipal governments. Should 
a war cause the shut-down of routine amateur 
activities, the RACES will be immediately avail-
able in the national defense, manned by amateurs 
highly skilled in emergency communication. 

TECHNICAL DEVELOPMENTS 

Throughout these many years the amateur was 
careful not to slight experimental development 
in the enthusiasm incident to international DX. 
The experimenter was constantly at work on 
ever-higher frequencies, devising improved ap-
paratus, and learning how to cram several sta-
tions where previously there was room for only 
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one! In particular, the amateur pressed on to the 
development of the very high frequencies and his 
experience with five meters is especially repre-
sentative of his initiative and resourcefulness 
and his ability to make the most of what is at 
hand. In 1924, first amateur experiments in the 
vicinity of 56 Mc. indicated that band to be prac-
tically worthless for DX. Nonetheless, great 
"short-haul" activity eventually came about in 
the band and new gear was developed to meet its 
special problems. Beginning in 1934 a series of 
investigations by the brilliant experimenter, Ross 
Hull ( later QST's editor), developed the theory 
of v.h.f. wave-bending in the lower atmosphere 
and led amateurs to the attainment of better dis-
tances; while occasional manifestations of 
ionospheric propagation, with still greater dis-
tances, gave the band uniquely erratic perform-
ance. By Pearl Harbor thousands of amateurs 
were spending much of their time on this and the 
next higher band, many having worked hundreds 
of stations at distances up to several thousand 
miles. Transcontinental 6-meter DX is not un-
common; during solar peaks, even the oceans 
have been bridged! It is a tribute to these in-
defatigable amateurs that today's concept of v.h.f. 
propagation was developed largely through ama-
teur research. 
The amateur is constantly in the forefront of 

technical progress. His incessant curiosity, his 
eagerness to try anything new, are two reasons. 
Another is that ever-growing amateur radio con-
tinually overcrowds its frequency assignments, 
spurring amateurs to the development and adop-
tion of new techniques to permit the accommoda-
tion of more stations. For examples, amateurs 
turned from spark to c.w., designed more selec-
tive receivers, adopted crystal control and pure 
d.c. power supplies. From the ARRL's own lab-
oratory in 1932 came James Lamb's "single-
signal" superheterodyne—the world's most ad-
vanced high-frequency radiotelegraph receiver— 
and, in 1936, the "noise-silencer" circuit. Ama-
teurs are now turning to speech "clippers" 
to reduce bandwidths of phone transmissions 
and "single-sideband suppressed-carrier" systems 
as well as even more selectivity in receiving 

A corner of the ARRL laboratory. 
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equipment for greater efficiency in spectrum 
use. 
During World War II, thousands of skilled 

amateurs contributed their knowledge to the 
development of secret radio devices, both in 
Government and private laboratories. Equally as 
important, the prewar technical progress by am-
ateurs provided the keystone for the development 
of modern military communications equipment. 
Perhaps more important today than individual 
contributions to the art is the mass cooperation 
of the amateur body in Government projects such 
as propagation studies; each participating station 
is in reality a separate field laboratory from 
which reports are made for correlation and anal-
ysis. An outstanding example was varied ama-
teur participation in several activities of the In-
ternational Geophysical Year program. ARRL, 
with Air Force sponsorship, conducted an in-
tensive study of v.h.f. propagation phenomena— 
DX transmissions via little-understood methods 
such as meteor and auroral reflections, and 
transequatorial scatter. ARRL-affiliated clubs 
and groups have operated precision receiving an-
tennas and apparatus to help track earth satel-
lites via radio. For volunteer astronomers 
searching visually for the satellites, other ama-
teurs have manned networks to provide instant 
radio reports of sightings to a central agency so 
that an orbit might be computed. 
Emergency relief, expedition contact, experi-

mental work and countless instances of other 
forms of public service—rendered, as they always 
have been and always will be, without hope or 
expectation of material reward—made amateur 
radio an integral part of our peacetime national 
life. The importance of amateur participation in 
the armed forces and in other aspects of national 
defense have emphasized more strongly than ever 
that amateur radio is vital to our national ex-
istence. 

THE AMERICAN RADIO RELAY LEAGUE 

The ARRL is today not only the spokesman 
for amateur radio in this country but it is the 
largest amateur organization in the world. It is 
strictly of, by and for amateurs, is noncommer-
cial and has no stockholders. The members of 
the League are the owners of the ARRL and 
QST. 
The League is pledged to promote interest in 

two-way amateur communication and experi-
mentation. It is interested in the relaying of mes-
sages by amateur radio. It is concerned with the 
advancement of the radio art. It stands for the 
maintenance of fraternalism and a high standard 
of conduct. It represents the amateur in legis-
lative matters. 
One of the League's principal purposes is to 

keep amateur activities so well conducted that 
the amateur will continue to justify his exist-
ence. Amateur radio offers its followers count-
less pleasures and unending satisfaction. It also 
calls for the shouldering of responsibilities—the 
maintenance of high standards, a cooperative 
loyalty to the traditions of amateur radio, a dedi-

The operating room at W1 AW. 

cation to its ideals and principles, so that the in-
stitution of amateur radio may continue to oper-
ate "in the public interest, convenience and 
necessity." 
The operating territory of ARRL is divided 

into one Canadian and fifteen U. S. divisions. The 
affairs of the League are managed by a Board 
of Directors. One director is elected every two 
years by the membership of each U.S. division, 
and one by the Canadian membership. These 
directors then choose the president and vice-
president, who are also members of the Board. 
The secretary and treasurer are also appointed 
by the Board. The directors, as representatives 
of the amateurs in their divisions, meet annually 
to examine current amateur problems and for-
mulate ARRL policies thereon. The directors 
appoint a general manager to supervise the oper-
ations of the League and its headquarters, and 
to carry out the policies and instructions of the 
Board. 
ARRL owns and publishes the monthly maga-

zine, QST. Acting as a bulletin of the League's 
organized activities, QST also serves as a me-
dium for the exchange of ideas and fosters ama-
teur spirit. Its technical articles are renowned. 
It has grown to be the "amateur's bible," as well 
as one of the foremost radio magazines in the 
world. Membership dues include a subscription 
to QST. 
ARRL maintains a model headquarters ama-

teur station, known as the Hiram Percy Maxim 
Memorial Station, in Newington, Conn. Its call 
is W1AW, the call held by Mr. Maxim until his 
death and later transferred to the League station 
by a special government action. Separate trans-
mitters of maximum legal power on each ama-
teur band have permitted the station to be heard 
regularly all over the world. More important, 
W1AW transmits on regular schedules bulletins 
of general interest to amateurs, conducts code 
practice as a training feature, and engages in 
two-way work on all popular bands with as many 
amateurs as time permits. 
At the headquarters of the League in West 

Hartford, Conn., is a well-equipped laboratory to 
assist staff members in preparation of technical 
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material for QST and the Radio Amateur's 
Handbook. Among its other activities, the 
League maintains a Communications Depart-
ment concerned with the operating activities of 
League members. A large field organization is 
headed by a Section Communications Manager 
in each of the League's seventy-three sections. 
There are appointments for qualified members 
in various fields, as outlined in Chapter 24. Spe-
cial activities and contests promote operating 
skill. A special section is reserved each month in 
QST for amateur news from every section of the 
country. 

AMATEUR LICENSING IN THE 
UNITED STATES 
Pursuant to the law, The Federal Communi-

cations Commission ( FCC) has issued detailed 
regulations for the amateur service. 
A radio amateur is a duly authorized person 

interested in radio technique solely with a per-
sonal aim and without pecuniary interest. Ama-
teur operator licenses are given to U. S. citizens 
who pass an examination on operation and ap-
paratus and on the provisions of law and regu-
lations affecting amateurs, and who demonstrate 
ability to send and receive code. There are four 
available classes of amateur license—Novice, 
Technician, General (called "Conditional" if 
exam taken by mail), and Amateur Extra Class. 
Each has different requirements, the first two 
being the simplest and consequently conveying 
limited privileges as to frequencies available. Ex-
ams for Novice, Technician and Conditional 
classes are taken by mail under the supervision 
of a volunteer examiner. Station licenses are 
granted only to licensed operators and permit 
communication between such stations for ama-
teur purposes, i.e., for personal noncommercial 
aims flowing from an interest in radio technique. 
An amateur station may not be used for material 
compensation of any sort nor for broadcasting. 
Narrow bands of frequencies are allocated exclu-
sively for use by amateur stations. Transmissions 
may be on any frequency within the assigned 
bands. All the frequencies may be used for c.w. 
telegraphy; some are available for radiotele-
phone, others for special forms of transmission 
such as teletype, facsimile, amateur television or 
radio control. The input to the final stage of am-
ateur stations is limited to 1000 watts and on 
frequencies below 144 Mc. must be adequately 
filtered direct current. Emissions must be free 
from spurious radiations. The licensee must pro-
vide for measurement of the transmitter fre-
quency and establish a procedure for checking 
it regularly. A complete log of station operation 
must be maintained, with specified data. The sta-
tion license also authorizes the holder to operate 
portable and mobile stations subject to further 
regulations. All radio licensees are subject to 
penalties for violation of regulations. 
Amateur licenses are issued entirely free of 

charge. They can be issued only to citizens but 
that is the only limitation, and they are given 
without regard to age or physical condition to 

anyone who successfully completes the examina-
tion. When you are able to copy code at the re-
quired speed, .have studied basic transmitter 
theory and are familiar with the law and amateur 
regulations, you are ready to give serious 
thought to securing the Government amateur 
licenses which are issued you, after examination 
by an FCC engineer (or by a volunteer, de-
pending on the license class), through FCC at 
Washington. A complete up-to-the-minute dis-
cussion of license requirements, the FCC regu-
lations for the amateur service, and study guides 
for those preparing for the examinations, are to 
be found in an ARRL publication, The Radio 
Amateur's License Manual, available from the 
American Radio Relay League, West Hartford 
7, Conn., for soe, postpaid. 
LEARNING THE CODE 

In starting to learn the code, you should con-
sider it simply another means of conveying in-
formation. The spoken word is one method, the 
printed page another, and typewriting and short-
hand are additional examples. Learning the code 
is as easy—or as difficult—as learning to type. 
The important thing in beginning to study code 

is to think of it as a language of sound, never 
as combinations of dots and dashes. It is easy to 
"speak" code equivalents by using "dit" and 

so that A would be "didah" (the "t" is 
dropped in such combinations). The sound "di" 

A didah N dahit 

B dandididit O dandandah 
C dandidandit P didandandit 

D dandidit Q dandandidah 
E dit R didandit — 

F dididandit S dididit 
G dandandit T dah 
H didididit U dididah 
I didit V didididah 

J didandandah W didandah 
K dandidah—  X dandididah 

L didandidit Y dandidandah 
M dandah Z dandandidit 

1 didandandandah 6 dandidididit 
2 diilidandandah 7 dandandididit 

3 didididandah 8 dandandandidit 

4 dididididah 9 dandandandandit 
5 dididididit O dandandandandah — 

Period: didandidandidah. Comma: dandandidi-

dandah. Question mark: dididandandidit. Error: 

didididididididit. Double dash: dandidididah. 

Wait: didandididit. End of message: didandidah-

dit. Invitation to transmit: dandidah. End of 

work: didididandidah. Fraction bar: dandididah--  
dit. 
Fig. 1-1—The Continental (International Morse) code. 
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should be staccato ; a code character such as "5" 
should sound like a machinegun burst: didididi-
dit! Stress each "dah" equally; they are under-
lined or italicized in this text because they should 
be slightly accented and drawn out. 
Take a few characters at a time. Learn them 

thoroughly in didah language before going on to 
new ones. If someone who is familiar with code 
can be found to "send" to you, either by whistling 
or by means of a buzzer or code oscillator, enlist 
his cooperation. Learn the code by listening to it. 
Don't think about speed to start; the first re-
quirement is to learn the characters to the point 
where you can recognize each of them without 
hesitation. Concentrate on any difficult letters. 
Learning the code is not at all hard; a simple 
booklet treating the subject in detail is another 
of the beginner publications available from the 
League, and is entitled, Learning the Radiotele-
graph Code, 50e postpaid. 
Code-practice transmissions are sent by 

W1AW every evening at 0230 GMT (0130 May 
through October). See Chapter 24, "Code Pro-
ficiency." 

INTRODUCTION TO RADIO THEORY 

As prit start your studies for an amateur li-
cense, you may wish to have the additional help 
available in How to Become a Radio Amateur 
(500). It features an elementary description of 
radio theory and constructional details on a sim-
ple receiver and transmitter. 
Another aid is A Course in Radio Fundamen-

tals ($1.00), a study guide using this Handbook 
as its text. There are experiments, discussions, 
and quizzes to help you learn radio fundamentals. 
Both booklets are available postpaid from 

ARRL, West Hartford, Conn. 

THE AMATEUR BANDS 

Amateurs are assigned bands of frequencies at 
approximate harmonic intervals throughout the 
spectrum. Like assignments to all services, they 
are subject to modification to fit the changing 
picture of world communications needs. Modifi-
cations of rules to provide for domestic needs are 
also occasionally issued by FCC, and in that 
respect each amateur should keep himself in-
formed by W1AW bulletins, QST reports, or by 
communication with ARRL Hq. concerning a 
specific point. 

In the adjoining table is a summary of the 
U. S. amateur bands on which operation is per-
mitted as of our press date. Figures are mega-
cycles. AO means an unmodulated carrier, Al 
means c.w. telegraphy, A2 is tone-modulated c.w. 
telegraphy, A3 is amplitude-modulated phone 
(n.f.m. may also be used in such bands, except on 
1.8-2.0 Mc.), A4 is facsimile, AS is television, 
n.f.m. designates narrow-band frequency- or 
phase-modulated radiotelephony, f.m. means f re-
quency modulation, phone ( including n.f.m.) or 
telegraphy, and Fl is frequency-shift keying. 

80 3.500-4.000 —Al 
meters 3.500-3.800 —F1 

3.800-4.000 —A3 

7.000-7.300 —Al 
40 m. 7.000-7.200 —F1 

7.200-7.300 —A3 

14.000-14.350—Al 
20 m. 14.000-14.200—F1 

14.200-14.350—A3 

21.000-21.450 —Al 
15 m. 21.000-21.450 —F1 

21.250-21.450—A3 

28.000-29.700—Al 
10 m. 28.500-29.700—A3 

29.000-29.700 —f.m. 
50.0-50.1 —Al 

6 m. 50.1-54 —Al, A2, A3, A4 
51-54 —AO 

52.5-54 —f.m. 

144-147.9 —AO, Al, A2, A3, A4, 
2 m. f.m. 

147.9-148 —Al 

220-225 —AO, Al, A2, A3, A4, 
f.m. 

420-4501 1, AO, Al, A2, A3, A4, 
1,215-1,300 / A5, f.m. 
2,300— 2,450 
3,500— 3,700 
5,650— 5,925 AO, Al, A2, A3, A4, 

10.000-10,5002 AS, f.m., pulse 
21,000-22,000 

All above 30,000 

1 Input power must not exceed 50 watts. 
2 No pulse permitted in this band. 
Nova: The bands 220 through 10,500 Mc. are 

shared with the Government Radio Positioning 
Service, which has priority. 

In addition, Al and A3 (except no 
n.f.m.) on portions of 1.800-2.000, as fol-
lows : 

Power (watts) 
Area Band, kc. Day Night 

N'Inn., Iowa, Wis., 51Ich., Pa., 1800-1825 500 200 
Md., Del. and states to north 

N. D., S. D., Nebr., Colo., N. 1975-2000 500* 200* 
Itlex., and states west, Includ-
ing Hawaiian Ids. 

Okla., Kans., Mo., Ark., III.. 1800-1825 200 50 
Ind., Ky., Tenn., Ohio., W. Va., 
Va., N. C., S. C., and Texas ( west 
of 99° W or north of 32° N) 
No operation elsewhere. 

* Except in state of Washington, 200 watts day, 50 
watts night. 

Novice licensees may use the following 
frequencies, transmitters to be crystal-
controlled and have a maximum power 
input of 75 watts. 

3.700-3.750 Al 21.100-21.250 Al 
7.150-7.200 Al 145-147 Al, A2, 

A3, f.m. 

Technician licensees are permitted all 
amateur privileges in 50 Mc., 145-147 Mc. 
and in the bands 220 Mc. and above. 

Except as otherwise specified, the maxi-
mum amateur power input is 1000 watts. 



Chapter 2 

Electrical Laws 

and Circuits 

ELECTRIC AND MAGNETIC FIELDS 

When something occurs at one point in space 
because something else happened at another 
point, with no visible means by which the "cause" 
can be related to the "effect," we say the two 
events are connected by a field. In radio work, the 
fields with which we are concerned are the elec-
tric and magnetic, and the combination of the 
two called the electromagnetic field. 
A field has two important properties, intensity 

(magnitude) and direction. The field exerts a 
force on an object immersed in it; this force 
represents potential ( ready-to-be-used) energy, 
so the potential of the field is a measure of the 
field intensity. The direction of the field is the 
direction in which the object on which the force 
is exerted will tend to move. 
An electrically charged object in an electric 

field will be acted on by a force that will tend to 
move it in a direction determined by the direc-
tion of the field. Similarly, a magnet in a mag-
netic field will be subject to a force. Everyone has 
seen demonstrations of magnetic fields with 
pocket magnets, so intensity and direction are not 
hard to grasp. 
A "static" field is one that neither moves nor 

changes in intensity. Such a field can be set up 
by a stationary electric charge (electrostatic 
field) or by a stationary magnet (magnetostatic 
field). But if either an electric or magnetic field is 
moving in space or changing in intensity, the 
motion or change sets up the other kind of field. 
That is, a changing electric field sets up a mag-
netic field, and a changing magnetic field gen-
erates an electric field. This interrelationship 
between magnetic and electric fields makes pos-
sible such things as the electromagnet and the 
electric motor. It also makes possible the electro-
magnetic waves by which radio communication 
is carried on, for such waves are simply traveling 
fields in which the energy is alternately handed 
back and forth between the electric and mag-
netic fields. 

Lines of Force 

Although no one knows what it is that com-
poses the field itself, it is useful to invent a 
picture of it that will help in visualizing the 
forces and the way in which they act. 
A field can be pictured as being made up of 

lines of force, or flux lines. These are purely 
imaginary threads that show, by the direction 
in which they lie, the direction the object on 
which the force is exerted will move. The number 

of lines in a chosen cross section of the field is a 
measure of the intensity of the force. The number 
of lines per unit of area ( square inch or square 
centimeter) is called the flux density. 

ELECTRICITY AND THE ELECTRIC 
CURRENT 
Everything physical is built up of atoms, par-

ticles so small that they cannot be seen even 
through the most powerful microscope. But the 
atom in turn consists of several different kinds of 
still smaller particles. One is the electron, essen-
tially a small particle of electricity. The quantity 
or charge of electricity represented by the elec-
tron is, in fact, the smallest quantity of elec-
tricity that can exist. The kind of electricity 
associated with the electron is called negative. 
An ordinary atom consists of a central core 

called the nucleus, around which one or more 
electrons circulate somewhat as the earth and 
other planets circulate around the sun. The 
nucleus has an electric charge of the kind of 
electricity called positive, the amount of its 
charge being just exactly equal to the sum of the 
negative charges on all the electrons associated 
with that nucleus. 
The important fact about these two "oppo-

site" kinds of electricity is that they are strongly 
attracted to each other. Also, there is a strong 
force of repulsion between two charges of the 
same kind. The positive nucleus and the negative 
electrons are attracted to each other, but two 
electrons will be repelled from each other and so 
will two nuclei. 

In a normal atom the positive charge on the 
nucleus is exactly balanced by the negative 
charges on the electrons. However, it is possible 
for an atom to lose one of its electrons. When that 
happens the atom has a little less negative charge 
than it should — that is, it has a net positive 
charge. Such an atom is said to be ionized, and 
in this case the atom is a positive ion. If an atom 
picks up an extra electron, as it sometimes does, 
it has a net negative charge and is called a 
negative ion. A positive ion will attract any stray 
electron in the vicinity, including the extra one 
that may be attached to a nearby negative ion. 
In this way it is possible for electrons to travel 
from atom to atom. The movement of ions or 
electrons constitutes the electric current 
The amplitude of the current ( its intensity or 

magnitude) is determined by the rate at which 
electric charge — an accumulation of electrons 
or ions of the same kind — moves past a point in 
a circuit. Since the charge on a single electron or 

15 
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ion is extremely small, the number that must 
move as a group to form even a tiny current is 
almost inconceivably large. 

Conductors and Insulators 

Atoms of some materials, notably metals and 
acids, will give up an electron readily, but atoms 
of other materials will not part with any of their 
electrons even when the electric force is ex-
tremely strong. Materials in which electrons or 
ions can be moved with relative ease are called 
conductors, while those that refuse to permit 
such movement are called nonconductors or 
insulators. The following list shows how some 
common materials are classified; 

Conductors 
Metals 
Carbon 
Acids 

Insulators 
Dry Air Glass 
Wood Rubber 
Porcelain Resins 
Textiles 

Electromotive Force 

The electric force or potential (called electro-
motive force, and abbreviated e.m.f.) that causes 
current flow may be developed in several ways. 
The action of certain chemical solutions on dis-
similar metals sets up an e.m.f.; such a combina-
tion is called a cell, and a group of cells forms an 
electric battery. The amount of current that such 
cells can carry is limited, and in the course of 
current flow one of the metals is eaten away. The 
amount of electrical energy that can be taken 
from a battery consequently is rather small. 
Where a large amount of energy is needed it is 
usually furnished by an electric generator, which 
develops its e.m.f. by a combination of magnetic 
and mechanical means. 

Direct and Alternating Currents 

In picturing current flow it is natural to think 
of a single, constant force causing the electrons to 
move. When this is so, the electrons always move 
in the same direction through a path or circuit 
made up of conductors connected together in a 
continuous chain. Such a current is called a 
direct current, abbreviated d.c. It is the type of 
current furnished by batteries and by certain 
types of generators. 

It is also possible to have an e.m.f. that peri-
odically reverses. With this kind of e.m.f. the 
current flows first in one direction through the 
circuit and then in the other. Such an e.m.f. is 
called an alternating e.m.f., and the current is 
called an alternating current (abbreviated a.c.). 
The reversals ( alternations) may occur at any 
rate from a few per second up to several billion 
per second. Two reversals make a cycle; in one 
cycle the force acts first in one direction, then in 
the other, and then returns to the first direction 
to begin the next cycle. The number of cycles in 
one second is called the frequency of the alter-
nating current. 
The difference between direct current and al-

ternating current is shown in Fig. 2-1. In these 
graphs the horizontal axis measures time, in-

creasing toward the right away from the vertical 
axis. The vertical axis represents the amplitude 
or strength of the current, increasing in either 
the up or down direction away from the hori-
zontal axis. If the graph is above the horizontal 
axis the current is flowing in one direction 
through the tircuit (indicated by the -F sign) 
and if it is below the horizontal axis the current 
is flowing in the reverse direction through the 
circuit (indicated by the — sign). Fig. 2-1A 
shows that, if we close the circuit — that is, make 
the path for the current complete — at the time 
indicated by X, the current instantly takes the 
amplitude indicated by the height A. After that, 
the current continues at the same amplitude as 
time goes on. This is an ordinary direct current. 

In Fig. 2-1B, the current starts flowing with 
the amplitude A at time X, continues at that 
amplitude until time Y and then instantly ceases. 
After an interval YZ the current again begins to 
flow and the same sort of start-and-stop per-
formance is repeated. This is an intermittent di-
rect current. We could get it by alternately 
closing and opening a switch in the circuit. It is a 
direct current because the direction of current 
flow does not change; the graph is always on the 
-F side of the horizontal axis. 

In Fig. 2-1C the current starts at zero, in-
creases in amplitude as time goes on until it 
reaches the amplitude A1 while flowing in the 
direction, then decreases until it drops to zero 
amplitude once more. At that time (X) the 
direction of the current flow reverses; this is indi-
cated by the fact that the next part of the graph 
is below the axis. As time goes on the amplitude 
increases, with the current now flowing in the — 
direction, until it reaches amplitude As. Then 

(B) lo 

A 

Time —e-

-f-
A 
f 

Y"--"Z Time 

Fig. 2- 1—Three types of current flow. A—direct current; 

B—intermittent direct current; C—alternating current. 
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the amplitude decreases until finally it drops to 
zero ( Y) and the direction reverses once more. 
This is an alternating current. 

Waveforms 

The type of alternating current shown in Fig. 
2-1C is known as a sine wave. The variations in 
many a.c. waves are not so smooth, nor is one 
half-cycle necessarily just like the preceding one 
in shape. However, these complex waves can be 
shown to be the sum of two or more sine waves of 
frequencies that are exact integral ( whole-num-
ber) multiples of some lower frequency. The 
lowest frequency is called the fundamental fre-
quency, and the higher frequencies (2 times, 3 
times the fundamental frequency, and so on) are 
called harmonics. 

Fig. 2-2 shows how a fundamental and a 
second harmonic ( twice the fundamental) might 
add to form a complex wave. Simply by changing 
the relative amplitudes of the two waves, as well 
as the times at which they pass through zero 
amplitude, an infinite number of waveshapes can 
be constructed from just a fundamental and 
second harmonic. Waveforms that are still more 
complex can be constructed if more harmonics 
are used. 

Electrical Units 

The unit of electromotive force is called the 
volt. An ordinary flashlight cell generates an 
e.m.f. of about 1.5 volts. The e.m.f. commonly 
supplied for domestic lighting and power is 115 
volts, usually a.c. having a frequency of 60 cycles 
per second. The voltages used in radio receiving 
and transmitting circuits range from a few volts 
(usually a.c.) for filament heating to as high as 
several thousand d.c. volts for the operation of 
power tubes. 
The flow of electric current is measured in 

amperes. One ampere is equivalent to the move-
ment of many billions of electrons past a point 
in the circuit in one second. Currents in the 
neighborhood of an ampere are required for heat-
ing the filaments of small power tubes. The direct 
currents used in amateur radio equipment usually 
are not so large, and it is customary to measure 
such currents in milliamperes. One milliampere 
is equal to one one-thousandth of an ampere, or 
1000 milliamperes equal one ampere. 
A "d.c. ampere" is a measure of a steady cur-

rent, but the "a.c. ampere" must measure a 
current that is continually varying in amplitude 
and periodically reversing direction. To put the 
two on the same basis, an a.c. ampere is defined 
as the current that will cause the same heating 
effect as one ampere of steady direct current. For 
sine-wave a.c., this effective (or r.m.s., for root 
mean square, the mathematical derivation) value 
is equal to the maximum (or peak) amplitude 
(Ai or A2 in Fig. 2-1C) multiplied by 0.707. 
The instantaneous value is the value that the 
current ( or voltage) has at any selected instant 
in the cycle. If all the instantaneous values in a 
sine wave are averaged over a half-cycle, the 
resulting figure is the average value. It is equal 
to 0.636 times the maximum amplitude. 

FUNDAMENTAL 

Fig. 2-2—A complex waveform A fundamental (top) and 

second harmonic ( center) added together, point by point 

at each instant, result in the waveform shown at the 

bottom. When the two components have the same polar-

ity at a selected instant, the resultant is the simple sum 

of the two. When they have opposite polarities, the 

resultant is the difference; if the negative- polarity com-

ponent is larger, the resultant is negative at that instant. 

FREQUENCY AND WAVELENGTH 

Frequency Spectrum 

Frequencies ranging from about 15 to 15,000 
cycles per second are called audio frequencies, 
because the vibrations of air particles that our 
ears recognize as sounds occur at a similar rate. 
Audio frequencies (abbreviated al.) are used to 
actuate loudspeakers and thus create sound 
waves. 

Frequencies above about 15,000 cycles are 
called radio frequencies (r.f.) because they are 
useful in radio transmission. Frequencies all the 
way up to and beyond 10,000,000,000 cycles have 
been used for radio purposes. At radio frequencies 
the numbers become so large that it becomes con-
venient to use a larger unit than the cycle. Two 
such units are the kilocycle, which is equal to 
1000 cycles and is abbreviated kc., and the mega-
cycle, which is equal to 1,000,000 cycles or 1000 
kilocycles and is abbreviated Mc. 
The various radio frequencies are divided off 

into classifications for ready identification. These 
classifications, listed below, constitute the fre-
quency spectrum so far as it extends for radio 
purposes at the present time. 

Frequency Classification Abbreviation 
10 to 30 kc. Very-low frequencies v.l.f. 
30 to 300 kc. Low frequencies 1.f. 
300 to 3000 kc. Medium frequencies m.f. 
3 to 30 Mc. High frequencies h.f. 
30 to 300 Mc. Very-high frequencies v.h.f. 
300 to 3000 Mc. Ultrahigh frequencies u.h.f. 
3000 to 30,000 Mc. Superhigh frequencies s.h.f. 

Wavelength 

Radio waves travel at the same speed as light 
—300,000,000 meters or about 186,000 miles a 
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second in space. They can be set up by a radio-
frequency current flowing in a circuit, because 
the rapidly changing current sets up a magnetic 
field that changes in the same way, and the vary-
ing magnetic field in turn sets up a varying elec-
tric field. And whenever this happens, the two 
fields move outward at the speed of light. 

Suppose an r.f. current has a frequency of 
3,000,000 cycles per second. The fields will 
go through complete reversals (one cycle) in 
1/3,000,000 second. In that same period of time 
the fields — that is, the wave — will move 
300,000,000/3,000,000 meters, or 100 meters. 
By the time the wave has moved that distance 
the next cycle has begun and a new wave has 
started out. The first wave, in other words, covers 
a distance of 100 meters before the beginning of 
the next, and so on. This distance is the wave-
length. 

The longer the time of one cycle—that is, the 
lower the frequency—the greater the distance 
occupied by each wave and hence the longer the 
wavelength. The relationship between wave-
length and frequency is shown by the formula 

300,000  
X 

where X = Wavelength in meters 
f = Frequency in kilocycles 

300 
or 

where X = Wavelength in meters 
f = Frequency in megacycles 

Example: The wavelength corresponding to 
a frequency of 3650 kilocycles is 

X.. 300.000 
82.2 meters 

3650 

RESISTANCE 
Given two conductors of the same size and 

shape, but of different materials, the amount of 
current that will flow when a given e.m.f. is 
applied will be found to vary with what is called 
the resistance of the material. The lower the 
resistance, the greater the current for a given 
value of e.m.f. 

Resistance is measured in ohms. A circuit has 
a resistance of one ohm when an applied e.m.f. 
of one volt causes a current of one ampere to 
flow. The resistivity of a material is the resist-
ance, in ohms, of a cube of the material measuring 
one centimeter on each edge. One of the best con-
ductors is copper, and it is frequently convenient, 
in making resistance calculations, to compare 
the resistance of the material under consideration 
with that of a copper conductor of the same size 
and shape. Table 2-I gives the ratio of the re-
sistivity of various conductors to that of copper. 
The longer the path through which the current 

flows the higher the resistance of that conductor. 
For direct current and low-frequency alternating 

TABLE 2-1 

Relative Resistivity of Metals 
Resistivity 

Material Compared to Copper 
Aluminum (pure)   1.6 
Brass   3.7-4.9 
Cadmium   4.4 
Chromium   1.8 
Copper (hard-drawn)   1.03 
Copper (annealed)   1.00 
Gold   1.4 
Iron (pure)   5.68 
Lead   12.8 
Nickel   5.1 
Phosphor Bronze   2.8-5.4 
Silver   0.94 
Steel   7.6-12.7 
Tin   6.7 
Zinc   3.4 

currents (up to a few thousand cycles per second) 
the resistance is inversely proportional to the 
cross-sectional area of the path the current must 
travel; that is, given two conductors of the same 
material and having the same length, but differ-
ing in cross-sectional area, the one with the 
larger area will have the lower resistance. 

Resistance of Wires 

The problem of determining the resistance of 
a round wire of given diameter and length—or 
its opposite, finding a suitable size and length of 
wire to supply a desired amount of resistance— 
can be easily solved with the help of the copper-
wire table given in a later chapter. This table 
gives the resistance, in ohms per thousand feet, 
of each standard wire size. 

Example: Suppose a resistance of 3.5 ohms 
Is needed and some No. 28 wire is on hand. 
The wire table in Chapter 20 shows that No. 
28 has a resistance of 66.17 ohms per thousand 
feet. Since the desired resistance is 3.5 ohms, 
the length of wire required will be 

3.S 
— X 1000 52.89 feet. 66.17 

Or, suppose that the resistance of the wire In 
the circuit must not exceed 0.05 ohm and that 
the length of wire required for making the con-
nections totals 14 feet. Then 

14 
— X R 0.05 ohm 
1000 

where R is the maximum allowable resistance 
in ohms per thousand feet. Rearranging the 
formula gives 

R OMS X 1000 
14 3.57 ohms/I000 ft. 

Reference to the wire table shows that No. 15 
Is the smallest size having a resistance less 
than this value. 

When the wire is not copper, the resistance 
values given in the wire table should be multi-
plied by the ratios given in Table 2-I to obtain 
the resistance. 
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Types of resistors used in radio equip-

ment. Those in the foreground with 

wire leads are carbon types, ranging 

in size from 12 watt at the left to 2 

watts at the right. The larger resistors 

use resistance wire wound on ceramic 

tubes; sizes shown range from 5 watts 

to 100 watts. Three are of the adjust-

able type, having a sliding contact on 

an exposed section of the resistance 

winding. 

Example: If the wire In the first example 
were iron instead of copper the length re-
quired for 3.5 ohms would be 

3.5  
X 1000 w. 9.35 feet. 

66.17 X 5.65 

Temperature Effects 

The resistance of a conductor changes with 
its temperature. Although it is seldom necessary 
to consider temperature in making resistance 
calculations for amateur work, it is well to know 
that the resistance of practically all metallic 
conductors increases with increasing tempera-
ture. Carbon, however, acts in the opposite way; 
its resistance decreases when its temperature 
rises. The temperature effect is important when 
it is necessary to maintain a constant resistance 
under all conditions. Special materials that have 
little or no change in resistance over a wide 
temperature range are used in that case. 

Resistors 

A "package" of resistance made up into a 
single unit is called a resistor. Resistors having 
the same resistance value may be considerably 
different in size and construction. The flow of 
current through resistance causes the conductor 
to become heated; the higher the resistance and 
the larger the current, the greater the amount of 
heat developed. Resistors intended for carrying 
large currents must be physically large so the 
heat can be radiated quickly to the surrounding 
air. If the resistor does not get rid of the heat 
quickly it may reach a temperature that will 
cause it to melt or burn. 

Skin Effect 

The resistance of a conductor is not the same 
for alternating current as it is for direct current. 
When the current is alternating there are in-
ternal effects that tend to force the current to 
flow mostly in the outer parts of the conductor. 
This decreases the effective cross-sectional area 
of the conductor, with the result that the resist-
ance increases. 
For low audio frequencies the increase in re-

sistance is unimportant, but at radio frequencies 
this skin effect is so great that practically all the 

current flow is confined within a few thousandths 
of an inch of the conductor surface. The r.f. 
resistance is consequently many times the d.c. 
resistance, and increases with increasing fre-
quency. In the r.f. range a conductor of thin 
tubing will have just as low resistance as a solid 
conductor of the same diameter, because material 
not close to the surface carries practically no 
current. Conductance 

The reciprocal of resistance (that is, 1/R) is 
called conductance. It is usually represented by 
the symbol G. A circuit having large conductance 
has low resistance, and vice versa. In radio work 
the term is used chiefly in connection with 
vacuum-tube characteristics. The unit of con-
ductance is the mho. A resistance of one ohm has 
a conductance of one mho, a resistance of 1000 
ohms has a conductance of 0.001 mho, and so on. 
A unit frequently used in connection with vacuum 
tubes is the micromho, or one-millionth of a 
mho. It is the conductance of a resistance of 
one megohm. 

OHM'S LAW 

The simplest form of electric circuit is a bat-
tery with a resistance connected to its terminals, 
as shown by the symbols in Fig. 2-3. A complete 
circuit must have an unbroken path so current 

Fig. 2-3—A simple cricuit 

consisting of a battery 

and resistor. 
Batt 

can flow out of the battery, through the apparatus 
connected to it, and back into the battery. The 
circuit is broken, or open, if a connection is re-
moved at any point. A switch is a device for 
making and breaking connections and thereby 
closing or opening the circuit, either allowing 
current to flow or preventing it from flowing. 
The values of current, voltage and resistance 

in a circuit are by no means independent of each 
other. The relationship between them is known 
as Ohm's Law. It can be stated as follows: The 
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TABLE 2-il 

Conversion Factors for Fractional and 
Multiple Units 

To change from To Divide by Multiply by 
Units Macro-units 1,000,000 

Milli-units 1000 
Kilo-units 1000 
Mega-units 1,000,000 

Micro-units Milli-units 1000 
Units 1,000,000 

Milli-units Micro-units 1000 
Units 1000 

Kilo-units Units 1000 
Mega-units 1000 

Mega-units Units 1,000,000 
Kilo-units 1000 

current flowing in a circuit is directly propor-
tional to the applied e.m.f. and inversely propor-
tional to the resistance. Expressed as an equa-
tion, it is 

E (volts) 
I (amperes) 

R (ohms) 

The equation above gives the value of current 
when the voltage and resistance are known. It 
may be transposed so that each of the three, 
quantities may be found when the other two are 
known: 

E = IR 

(that is, the voltage acting is equal to the cur-
rent in amperes multiplied by the resistance in 
ohms) and 

E 
R 

(or, the resistance of the circuit is equal to the 
applied voltage divided by the current). 

All three forms of the equation are used almost 
constantly in radio work. It must be remembered 
that the quantities are in volts, ohms and am-
peres; other units cannot be used in the equations 
without first being converted. For example, if the 
current is in milliamperes it must be changed to 
the equivalent fraction of an ampere before the 
value can be substituted in the equations. 

Table 2-II shows how to convert between the 
various units in common use. The prefixes at-
tached to the basic-unit name indicate the nature 
of the unit. These prefixes are: 

micro — one-millionth (abbreviated Is) 
milli — one-thousandth ( abbreviated m) 
kilo — one thousand ( abbreviated k) 
mega— one million (abbreviated M) 

For example, one microvolt is one-millionth of 
a volt, and one megohm is 1,000,000 ohms. There 
are therefore 1,000,000 microvolts in one volt, 
and 0.000001 megohm in one ohm. 

The following examples illustrate the use of 
Ohm's Law: 
The current flowing in a resistance of 20,000 

ohms is 150 milliamperes. What is the voltage? 
Since the voltage is to be found, the equation 
to use is E = IR. The current must first be 
converted from milliamperes to amperes, and 
reference to the table shows that to do so it is 
necessary to divide by 1000. Therefore, 

E :50 
X 20,000 3000 volts 

When a voltage of 150 is applied to a circuit 
the current is measured at 2.5 amperes. What 
is the resistance of the circuit? In this case R 
la the unknown, so 

E 150 
R m 60 ohms 

I 2.5 

No conversion was necessary because the volt-
age and current were given in volts and am-
peres. 
How much current will flow if 250 volts Is 

applied to a 5000-ohm resistor? Since I is Un-
known 

E 250 
I m 50— (To m 0.05 ampere 

Milliampere units would be more convenient 
for the current, and 0.05 amp. X 1000 = 50 
milliamperes. 

SERIES AND PARALLEL RESISTANCES 

Very few actual electric circuits are as simple 
as the illustration in the preceding section. Com-
monly, resistances are found connected in a 

Fig. 2-4—Resistors 

connected in series 

and in parallel. 

variety of ways. The two fundamental methods 
of connecting resistances are shown in Fig. 2-4. 
In the upper drawing, the current flows from the 
source of e.m.f. (in the direction shown by the 
arrow, let us say) down through the first re-
sistance, Ri, then through the second, R., and 
then back to the source. These resistors are con-
nected in series. The current everywhere in the 
circuit has the same value. 

In the lower drawing the current flows to the 
common connection point at the top of the two 
resistors and then divides, one part of it flowing 
through Ri and the other through R.. At the 
lower connection point these two currents again 
combine; the total is the saine as the current 
that flowed into the upper common connection. 
In this case the two resistors are connected in 
parallel 

Resistors in Series 

When a circuit has a number of resistances 
connected in series, the total resistance of the 
circuit is the sum of the individual resistances. 
If these are numbered Ri, R., R., etc., then 
R (total) = R.+ R2-1- R.+ R.+   

where the dots indicate that as many resistors 
as necessary may be added. 
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Example: Suppose that three resistors are 

connected to a source of e.m.f. as shown in 
Fig. 2-5. The e.m.f. is 250 volts, Rs is 5000 
ohms, Rs is 20,000 ohms, and Ra is 8000 ohms. 
The total resistance is then 

R = 121 ± Rs + Ra = 5000 + 20,000 -4- 8000 
= 33,000 ohms 

The current flowing in the circuit is then 

E 250  
R — 33, 0.00757 amp. = 7.57 ma. 

(We need not carry calculations beyond three 
significant figures, and often two will suffice 
because the accuracy of measurements is sel-
dom better than a few per cent.) 

Voltage Drop 

Ohm's Law applies to any part of a circuit as 
well as to the whole circuit. Although the cur-
rent is the same in all three of the resistances 
in the example, the total voltage divides among 
them. The voltage appearing across each resistor 
(the voltage drop) can be found from Ohm's 
Law. 

Example: If the voltage across Rs (Fig. 
2-5) is called Es, that across R2 is called Es, 
and that across Rs is called Ea, then 

= /Rs = 0.00757 x 5000 = 37.9 volts 
E9 IR2 = 0.00757 X 20,000 = 151.4 volts 
Es = IRs = 0.00757 X 8000 = 60.6 volts 

The applied voltage must equal the sum of the 
individual voltage drops: 

E = + E2 ± Es = 37.9 + 151.4 + 60.6 
= 249.9 volts 

The answer would have been more nearly 
exact if the current had been calculated to 
more decimal places, but as explained above a 
very high order of accuracy is not necessary. 

In problems such as this considerable time and 
trouble can be saved, when the current is small 
enough to be expressed in milliamperes, if the 

R, 

5000 

E.250 

R3 

Fig. 2-5—An example 

of resistors in series. 

The solution of the cir-

cuit is worked out in 

the text. 

resistance is expressed in kilohms rather than 
ohms. When resistance in kilohms is substituted 
.directly in Ohm's Law the current will be in 
milliamperes if the e.m.f. is in volts. 

Resistors in Parallel 

In a circuit with resistances in parallel, the 
total resistance is less than that of the lowest 
value of resistance present. This is because the 
total current is always greater than the current 
-in any individual resistor. The formula for finding 
the total resistance of resistances in parallel is 

R - 1 1 1 1 , 

RI -I- R2 122 R4 

where the dots again indicate that any number 

1 

of resistors can be combined by the same method. 
For only two resistances in parallel (a very com-
mon case) the formula becomes 

R 
Ri -I- R2 

Example: If a 500-ohm resistor is paralleled 
with one of 1200 ohms, the total resistance is 

R RiRs 500X1200 600.000 
+ RI 500+1200 1700 

= 353 ohms 

It is probably easier to solve practical prob-
lems by a different method than the "reciprocal 
of reciprocals" formula. Suppose the three re-

Rd?: 

Fig. 2-6--An example of resistors in parallel. The solu-

tion is worked out in the text. 

sistors of the previous example are connected in 
parallel as shown in Fig. 2-6. The same e.m.f., 
250 volts, is applied to all three of the resistors. 
The current in each can be found from Ohm's 
Law as shown below, I being the current 
through Ri, I. the current through R. and Is the 
current through R.. 

For convenience, the resistance will be ex-
pressed in kilobins so the current will be in 
milliamperes. 

E 250 
= = = 50 ma. 
Ri 5 

E 250 
12.5 ma. 

E 250 
Is —8— 31.25 ma. 

The total current is 
I = li + Is + Is = 50 + 12.5 ± 31.25 

= 93.75 ma. 

The total resistance of the circuit is therefore 

E 250 
R — — 2.66 kilohms ( 2660 ohms) 

Resistors in Series-Parallel 

An actual circuit may have resistances both in 
parallel and in series. To illustrate, we use the 
same three resistances again, but now connected 
as in Fig. 2-7. The method of solving a circuit 
such as Fig. 2-7 is as follows: Consider R. 
and R. in parallel as though they formed a 
single resistor. Find their equivalent resistance. 
Then this resistance in series with R. forms a 
simple series circuit, as shown at the right in 
Fig: 2-7. An example of the arithmetic is given 
under the illustration. 
Using the same principles, and staying within 

the practical limits, a value for R. can be com-
puted that will provide a given voltage drop 
across R. or a given current through R.. Simple 
algebra is required. 
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R, 

— E-250v. 
— 20,000 

R,   r _ 
5000 

—1— E.250‘4 
Req. 

(Equivalent R 
at R2 and 
in parallel) 

Fig. 2-7--An example of resistors in series- parallel. The 

equivalent circuit is at the right. The solution is worked 

out in the text. 

Example: The first step is to find the equiva-
lent resistance of R9 and Rs. From the formula 
for two resistances in parallel, 

R R2Ra 20 X 8 160 
eq. .• 

Rs -I- Rs 20+8 28 
= 5.71 kilohms 

The total resistance in the circuit is then 

R = Ro -I- Req. = 5 + 5.71 kaolin» 
= 10.71 kilohms 

The current is 

E 250 
iTi 23.3 ma. 

The voltage drops across RI and Req. are 

Ea = /RI = 23.3 X 5 = 117 2201222 
Es = IR.q. = 23.3 X 5.71 = 133 volts 

with sufficient accuracy. These total 250 volts, 
thus checking the calculations so far, because 
the sum of the voltage drops must equal the 
applied voltage. Since ES appears across both 
Ro and Re, 

E4 133 
12 = = •= 6.65 ma. 

Es 133 
Is - 16.6 ma. 

where /s = Current through Rs 
/I = Current through Rs 

The total is 23.25 ma., which checks closely 
enough with 23.3 ma., the current through the 
whole circuit. 

POWER AND ENERGY 

Power—the rate of doing work—is equal to 
voltage multiplied by current. The unit of elec-
trical power, called the watt, is equal to one volt 
multiplied by one ampere. The equation for 
power therefore is 

P = El 
where P = Power in watts 

E = E.m.f. in volts 
I = Current in amperes 

Common fractional and multiple units for 
power are the milliwatt, one one-thousandth of 
a watt, and the kilowatt, or one thousand watts. 

Example: The plate voltage on a transmit-
ting vacuum tube is 2000 volts and the plate 
current is 350 milliamperes. (The current 
must be changed to amperes before substitu-
tion in the formula, and so is 0.35 amp.) Then 

P = El = 2000 X 0.35 = 700 watts 

By substituting the Ohm's Law equivalents for 
E and I, the following formulas are obtained 
for power: 

„ 

P PR 

These formulas are useful in power calculations 
when the resistance and either the current or 
voltage (but not both) are known. 

Example: How much power will be used up 
in a 4000-ohm resistor if the voltage applied 
to it is 200 volts? From the equation 

E2 (200)2 40,000 
40- 0 10 watts 

Or, suppose a current of 20 milliamperes flows 
through a 300-ohm resistor. Then 

P = 12E = (0.02)2 X 300 = 0.0004 X 300 
= 0.12 watt 

Note that the current was changed from mil-
liamperes to amperes before substitution in the 
formula. 

Electrical power in a resistance is turned into 
heat. The greater the power the more rapidly 
the heat is generated. Resistors for radio work 
are made in many sizes, the smallest being rated 
to "dissipate" ( or carry safely) about g watt. 
The largest resistors used in amateur equipment 
will dissipate about 100 watts. 

Generalized Definition of Resistance 

Electrical power is not always turned into heat. 
The power used in running a motor, for example, 
is converted to mechanical motion. The power 
" supplied to a radio transmitter is largely con-
verted into radio waves. Power applied to a loud-
speaker is changed into sound waves. But in every 
case of this kind the power is completely "used 
up"—it cannot be recovered. Also, for proper 
operation of the device the power must be sup-
plied at a definite ratio of voltage to current 
Both these features are characteristics of resist-
ance, so it can be said that any device that dissi-
pates power has a definite value of "resistance." 
This concept of resistance as something that ab-
sorbs power at a definite voltage/current ratio is 
very useful, since it permits substituting a simple 
resistance for the load or power-consuming part 
of the device receiving power, often with con-
siderable simplification of calculations. Of course, 
every electrical device has some resistance of its 
own in the more narrow sense, so a part of the 
power supplied to it is dissipated in that re-
sistance and hence appears as heat even though 
the major part of the power may be converted to 
another form. 

Efficiency 

In devices such as motors and vacuum tubes, 
the object is to obtain power in some other form 
than heat. Therefore power used in heating is 
considered to be a loss, because it is not the 
useful power. The efficiency of a device is the 
useful power output ( in its converted form) di-
vided by the power input to the device. In a 
vacuum-tube transmitter, for example, the object 
is to convert power from a d.c. source into a.c. 
power at some radio frequency. The ratio of the 
r.f. power output to the d.c. input is the efficiency 
of the tube. That is, 

Po 
Eff. — 

Pi 



Capacitance 

where Eff. = Efficiency (as a decimal) 
P.= Power output (watts) 
Pi = Power input (watts) 

Example: If the d.e. input to the tube is 100 
watts and the r.f. power output is 60 watts, the 
efficiency is 

Po 60 
"" WO " 

Efficiency is usually expressed as a percentage; 
that is, it tells what per cent of the input power 
will be available as useful output. The effi-
ciency in the above example is 60 per cent. 

Energy 

In residences, the power company's bill is for 
electric energy, not for power. What you pay for 
is the work that electricity does for you, not the 
rate at which that work is done. Electrical work 
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is equal to power multiplied by time; the common 
unit is the watt-hour, which means that a power 
of one watt has been used for one hour. That is, 

W = PT 
where W = Energy in watt-hours 

P = Power in watts 
T = Time in hours 

Other energy units are the kilowatt-hour and 
the watt-second. These units should be self-
explanatory. 
Energy units are seldom used in amateur prac-

tice, but it is obvious that a small amount of 
power used for a long time can eventually result 
in a "power" bill that is just as large as though 
a large amount of power had been used for a 
very short time. 

CAPACITANCE 

Suppose two flat metal plates are placed close 
to each other (but not touching) and are con-
nected to a battery through a switch, as shown in 
Fig. 2-8. At the instant the switch is closed, elec-
trons will be attracted from the upper plate to the 
positive terminal of the battery, and the same 
number will be repelled into the lower plate from 

Metal Plates 

Fig. 2-8—A 

Simple ca-

pacitor. 

the negative battery terminal. Enough electrons 
move into one plate and out of the other to make 
the e.m.f. between them the same as the e.m.f. of 
the battery. 

If the switch is opened after the plates have 
been charged in this way, the top plate is left 
with a deficiency of electrons and the bottom 
plate with an excess. The plates remain charged 
despite the fact that the battery no longer is con-
nected. However, if a wire is touched between the 
two plates ( short-circuiting them) the excess 
electrons on the bottom plate will flow through 
the wire to the upper plate, thus restoring elec-
trical neutrality. The plates have then been dis-
charged. 
The two plates constitute an electrical capaci-

tor, and from the discussion above it should be 
clear that a capacitor possesses the property of 
storing electricity. ( The energy actually is stored 
in the electric field between the plates.) It should 
also be clear that during the time the electrons 
are moving—that is, while the capacitor is being 
charged or discharged—a current is flowing in 
the circuit even though the circuit is "broken" 
by the gap between the capacitor plates. How-
ever, the current flows only during the time of 
charge and discharge, and this time is usually 
very short. There can be no continuous flow of 
direct current "through" a capacitor. 

The charge or quantity of electricity that can 
be placed on a capacitor is proportional to the 
applied voltage and to the capacitance of the 
capacitor. The larger the plate area and the 
smaller the spacing between the plate the greater 
the capacitance. The capacitance also depends 
upon the kind of insulating material between the 
plates; it is smallest with air insulation, but sub-
stitution of other insulating materials for air may 
increase the capacitance many times. The ratio 
of the capacitance with some material other than 
air between the plates, to the capacitance of the 
same capacitor with air insulation, is called the 
dielectric constant of that particular insulating 
material. The material itself is called a dielectric. 
The dielectric constants of a number of materials 
commonly used as dielectrics in capacitors are 

Table 2-III 

Dielectric Constants and Breakdown Voltages 

Dielectric Puncture 
Material Constant • Voltage •• 

Air 1.0 
Alsimag 196 5.7 240 
Bakelite 4.4-5.4 300 
Bakelite, mica-filled 4.7 325-375 
Cellulose acetate 3.3-3.9 250-600 
Fiber 5-7.5 150-180 
Formica 4.6-4.9 450 
Glass, window 7.6-8 200-250 
Glass, Pyrex 4.8 335 
Mica, ruby 5.4 3800-5600 

7.4 250 
3.0 200 
2.8 990 
2.3 1200 
2.6 500-700 

5.1-5.9 40-100 
3.8 410 
5.8 150-315 
2.1 1000-2000 

Mycalex 
Paper, Royalgrey 
Plexiglass 
Polyethylene 
Polystyrene 
Porcelain 
Quartz, fused 
Steatite, low-loss 
Teflon 

At 1 Mc. " In volts per mil (0.001 inch) 
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given in Table 2-III. If a sheet of photographic 
glass is substituted for air between the plates of 
a capacitor, for example, the capacitance will be 
increased 7.5 times. 

Units 

The fundamental unit of capacitance is the 
farad, but this unit is much too large for prac-
tical work. Capacitance is usually measured in 
microfarads ( abbreviated µf.) or micromicro-
farads (»ed.). The microfarad is one-millionth 

Fig. 2-9—A multiple- plate capacitor. Alternate plates are 
connected together. 

of a farad, and the micromicrofarad is one-
millionth of a microfarad. Capacitors nearly al-
ways have more than two plates, the alternate 
plates being connected together to form two sets 
as shown in Fig. 2-9. This makes it possible to 
attain a fairly large capacitance in a small space, 
since several plates of smaller individual area can 
be stacked to form the equivalent of a single large 
plate of the same total area. Also, all plates, ex-
cept the two on the ends, are exposed to plates 
of the other group on both sides, and so are twice 
as effective in increasing the capacitance. 
The formula for calculating capacitance is: 

KA 
C 0.224 — (n — 1) 

d 

where C = Capacitance in pd. 
K= Dielectric constant of material be-

tween plates 
A = Area of one side of one plate in 

square inches 
d = Separation of plate surfaces in inches 
n = Number of plates 

If the plates in one group do not have the same 
area as the plates in the other, use the area of 
the smaller plates. 

The usefulness of a capacitor in electrical cir-
cuits lies in the fact that it can be charged with 
electrical energy at one time and then discharged 
at a later time. In other words, it is an "electrical 
reservoir." 

Capacitors in Radio 

The types of capacitors used in radio work 
differ considerably in physical size, construction, 
and capacitance. Some representative types .are 
shown in the photograph. In variable capacitors 
(almost always constructed with air for the 
dielectric) one set of plates is made movable with 
respect to the other set so that the capacitance 
can be varied. Fixed capacitors—that is, assem-
blies having a single, non-adjustable value of 
capacitance—also can be made with metal plates 
and with air as the dielectric, but usually are 
constructed from plates of metal foil with a thin 
solid or liquid dielectric sandwiched in between, 
so that a relatively large capacitance can be se-
cured in a small unit. The solid dielectrics com-
monly used are mica, paper and special ceramics. 
An example of a liquid dielectric is mineral oil. 
The electrolytic capacitor uses aluminum-foil 
plates with a semiliquid conducting chemical 
compound between them; the actual dielectric is a 
very thin film of insulating material that forms on 
one set of plates through electrochemical action 
when a d.c. voltage is applied to the capacitor. 
The capacitance obtained with a given plate area 
in an electrolytic capacitor is very large, com-
pared with capacitors having other dielectrics, be-
cause the film is so extremely thin—much less 
than any thickness that is practicable with a solid 
dielectric. 

Voltage Breakdown 

When a high voltage is applied to the plates of 
a capacitor, a considerable force is exerted on 
the electrons and nuclei of the dielectric. Because 
the dielectric is an insulator the electrons do not 
become detached from atoms the way they do in 
conductors. However, if the force is great enough 
the dielectric will "break down"; usually it will 
puncture and may char ( if it is solid) and permit 
current to flow. The breakdown voltage de-
pends upon the kind and thickness of the dielec-
tric, as shown in Table 2-III. It is not directly 
proportional to the thickness; that is, doubling 

Fixed and variable capacitors. The 
large unit at the left is a transmitting. 
typa variable capacitor for r.f. tank 
circuits. To its right are other air-
dielectric variables of different sizes 
ranging from the midget "air pad. 
dar" to the medium-power tank ca-
pacitor at the top center. The cased 
capacitors in the top row are for 
power-supply filters, the cylindrical-
can unit being an electrolytic and the 
rectangular one a paper-dielectric 
capacitor. Various types of mica, ce-
ramic, and paper-dielectric capacitors 

are in the foreground. 
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the thickness does not quite double the breakdown 
voltage. If the dielectric is air or any other gas, 
breakdown is evidenced by a spark or arc be-
tween the plates, but if the voltage is removed 
the arc ceases and the capacitor is ready for use 
again. Breakdown will occur at a lower voltage 
between pointed or sharp-edged surfaces than 
between rounded and polished surfaces; conse-
quently, the breakdown voltage between metal 
plates of given spacing in air can be increased 
by buffing the edges of the plates. 

Since the dielectric must be thick to with-
stand high voltages, and since the thicker the 
dielectric the smaller the capacitance for a given 
plate area, a high-voltage capacitor must have 
more plate area than a low-voltage one of the 
same capacitance. High-voltage high-capacitance 
capacitors are physically large. 

CAPACITORS IN SERIES AND PARALLEL 

The terms "parallel" and "series" when used 
with reference to capacitors have the same circuit 
meaning as with resistances. When a number of 
capacitors are connected in parallel, as in Fig. 
2-10, the total capacitance of the group is equal 
to the sum of the individual capacitances, so 

C (total) = Ci CI + C3 + C4 +   

However, if two or more capacitors are con-
nected in series, as in the second drawing, the 
total capacitance is less than that of the smallest 
capacitor in the group. The rule for finding the 
capacitance of a number of series-connected ca-
pacitors is the same as that for finding the re-
sistance of a number of parallel-connected 
resistors. That is, 

C (total) 1 
1 1 1 1 

+ 2 + 
Cl C2 C C4 

and, for only two capacitors in series, 

CI C2 
C (total) = 

The same units must be used throughout; that 
is, all capacitances must be expressed in either 
ed. or µ ; both kinds of units cannot be used 
in the same equation. 

Capacitors are connected in parallel to obtain 
a larger total capacitance than is available in one 
unit. The largest voltage that can be applied 
safely to a group of capacitors in parallel is the 
voltage that can be applied safely to the one 
having the lowest voltage rating. 
When capacitors are connected in series, the 

applied voltage is divided up among them; the 
situation is much the same as when resistors are 
in series and there is a voltage drop across each. 
However, the voltage that appears across each 
capacitor of a group connected in series is in 
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Fig. 2-10—Capao-

itors in parallel 

and in series. 

inverse proportion to its capacitance, as com-
pared with the capacitance of the whole group. 

Example: Three capacitors having capad. 
tances of 1, 2, and 4 µf., respectively, are con-
nected in series as shown in Fig. 2-11. The 
total capacitance is 

1 1 1 1 1 I 7 7 
«Es + 

= 0.571 tif. 

The voltage across each capacitor is propor-
tional to the total capacitance divided by the 
capacitance of the capacitor in question, so the 
voltage across Cs is 

0.571 
Es = X 2000 =, 1142 volte 

Similarly, the voltages across Cs and Cs are 

0.571 
Es --7 -- X 2000 = 571 volts 

0.571 
Es = X 2000 = 286 volts 

totaling approximately 2000 volts, the applied 
voltage. 

Capacitors are frequently connected in series 
to enable the group to withstand a larger voltage 
(at the expense of decreased total capacitance) 
than any individual capacitor is rated to stand. 
However, as shown by the previous example, the 
applied voltage does not divide equally among 
the capacitors ( except when all the capacitances 
are the same) so care must be taken to see that 
the voltage rating of no capacitor in the group 
is exceeded. 

fjif 

4E—1 C-I- 

E•201:X/NL E2i2pf 

E3 C3 4pf 

Fig. 2-11—An example of capacitors connected in series. 

The solution to this arrangement is worked out in the 

text. 

INDUCTANCE 

It is possible to show that the flow of current 
through a conductor is accompanied by magnetic 

effects; a compass needle brought near the con-
ductor, for example, will be deflected from its 
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normal north-south position. The current, in 
other words, sets up a magnetic field. 
The transfer of energy to the magnetic field 

represents work done by the source of e.m.f. 
Power is required for doing work, and since 
power is equal to current multiplied by voltage, 
there must be a voltage drop in the circuit during 
the time in which energy is being stored in the 
field. This voltage "drop" (which has nothing to 
do with the voltage drop in any resistance in the 
circuit) is the result of an opposing voltage "in-
duced" in the circuit while the field is building up 
to its final value. When the field becomes con-
stant the induced e.m.f. or back e.m.f. disap-
pears, since no further energy is being stored. 

Since the induced e.m.f, opposes the e.m.f. of 
the source, it tends to prevent the current from 
rising rapidly when the circuit is closed. The 
amplitude of the induced e.m.f, is proportional 
to the rate at which the current is changing and 
to a constant associated with the circuit itself, 
called the inductance of the circuit. 

Inductance depends on the physical character-
istics of the conductor. If the conductor is formed 
into a coil, for example, its inductance is in-
creased. A coil of many turns will have more 
inductance than one of few turns, if both coils 
are otherwise physically similar. Also, if a coil is 
placed on an iron core its inductance will be 
greater than it was without the magnetic core. 
The polarity of an induced e.m.f. is always 

such as to oppose any change in the current in the 
circuit. This means that when the current in the 
circuit is increasing, work is being done against 
the induced e.m.f. by storing energy in the mag-
netic field. If the current in the circuit tends to 
decrease, the stored energy of the field returns to 
the circuit, and thus adds to the energy being 
supplied by the source of e.m.f. This tends to keep 
the current flowing even though the applied 
e.m.f. may be decreasing or be removed entirely. 
The unit of inductance is the henry. Values of 

inductance used in radio equipment vary over a 
wide range. Inductance of several henrys is re-
quired in power-supply circuits ( see chapter on 

Power Supplies) and to obtain such values of 
inductance it is necessary to use coils of many 
turns wound on iron cores. In radio-frequency 
circuits, the inductance values used will be meas-
ured in millihenrys (a millihenry is one one-
thousandth of a henry) at low frequencies, and in 
microhenrys (one one-millionth of a henry) at 
medium frequencies and higher. Although coils 
for radio frequencies may be wound on special 
iron cores (ordinary iron is not suitable) most 
r.f. coils made and used by amateurs are of the 
"air-core" type; that is, wound on an insulating 
support consisting of nonmagnetic material. 
Every conductor has inductance, even though 

the conductor is not formed into a coil. The in-
ductance of a short length of straight wire is 
small, but it may not be negligible because if the 
current through it changes its intensity rapidly 
enough the induced voltage may be appreciable. 
This will be the case in even a few inches of wire 
when an alternating current having a frequency 
of the order of 100 Mc. or higher is flowing. 
However, at much lower frequencies the induc-
tance of the same wire could be left out of any 
calculations because the induced voltage would 
be negligibly small. 

Calculating Inductance 

The approximate inductance of single-layer 
air-core coils may be calculated from the sim-
plified formula 

a2ns  
L (Ph.) 9a + 10b 

where L= Inductance in microhenrys 
a = Coil radius in inches 
b= Coil length in inches 
n = Number of turns 

The notation is explained 

Fig. 2- 12—Coil dimensions 
used in the inductance for-
mula. The wire diameter 
does not enter into the for-

mula. 

in Fig. 2-12. This 

Inductors for power and radio fre-
quencies. The two iron-core coils at 
the left are "chokes" for power-sup-
ply filters. The mounted air-core coils 
at the top center are adjustable in-
ductors for transmitting tank circuits. 
The "pie-wound" coils at the left and 
in the foreground are radio-fre-
quency choke coils. The remaining 
coils are typical of inductors used in 
r.f. tuned circuits, the larger sizes 
being used principally for transmit-

ters. 



Inductance 
formula is a close approximation for coils having 
a length equal to or greater than (18a. 

Example: Assume a coil having 48 turns 
wound 32 turns per inch and a diameter of 34 
Inch. Thus a = 0.75 ÷ 2 = 0.375, b = 48 4- 32 
= 1.5, and n = 48. Substituting, 

.375 X .375 X 48 X 48 
L — (9 X .375) + (10 X 1.5) 17.6 µh. 

To calculate the number of turns of a single-
layer coil for a required value of inductance, 

\IL (9a 10b) 
a2 

Example: Suppose an inductance of 104. Is 
required. The form on which the coil is to be 
wound has a diameter of one inch and is long 
enough to accommodate a coil of 1g inches. 
Then a = 0.5, b = 1.25, and L = 10. Substi-
tuting, 

„silo (4.5 + 12.5) 1/680 26.1 turne 

A 26-turn coil would be close enough in prac-
tical work. Since the coil will be 1.25 inches 
long, the number of turns per inch will be 
26.1 ± 1.25 = 20.8. Consulting the wire table, 
we find that No. 17 enameled wire (or any-
thing smaller) can be used. The proper in-
ductance is obtained by winding the required 
number of turns on the form and then adjust-
ing the spacing between the turns to make a 
uniformly-spaced coil 1.25 inches long. 

Inductance Charts 

Most inductance formulas lose accuracy when 
applied to small coils ( such as are used in v.h.f. 
work and in low-pass filters built for reducing 
harmonic interference to television) because the 
conductor thickness is no longer negligible in 
comparison with the size of the coil. Fig. 2-13 
shows the measured inductance of v.h.f. coils, and 
may be used as a basis for circuit design. Two 
curves are given: curve A is for coils wound to 
an inside diameter of /2 inch; curve B is for 
coils of 34-inch inside diameter. In both curves 
the wire size is No. 12, winding pitch 8 turns to 
the inch (IA inch center-to-center turn spacing). 
The inductance values given include leads 
inch long. 
The charts of Figs. 2-14 and 2-15 are useful 

for rapid determination of the inductance of coils 
of the type commonly used in radio-frequency 
circuits in the range 3-30 Mc. They are of suffi-
cient accuracy for most practical work. Given 
the coil length in inches, the curves show the 
multiplying factor to be applied to the inductance 
value given in the table below the curve for a 
coil of the same diameter and number of turns 
per inch. 

Example: A coil 1 inch in diameter is 1;4 
Inches long and has 20 turns. Therefore it has 
16 turns per inch, and from the table under 
Fig. 2-15 it is found that the reference in-
ductance for a coil of this diameter and num-
ber of turns per inch is 16.8 µh. From curve 
B in the figure the multiplying factor is 0.35, 
so the inductance is 

16.8 X 0.35 = 5.9 µh. 

The charts also can be used for finding suit-
able dimensions for a coil having a required value 
of inductance. 

27 
Example: A coil having an inductance of 12 

µh. is required. It is to be wound on a form 
having a diameter of 1 inch, the length avail-
able for the winding being not more than 1 g 
inches. From Fig. 2-15, the multiplying factor 
for a 1-inch diameter coil (curve B) having 
the maximum possible length of 1 g inches is 
0.35. Hence the number of turns per inch 
must be chosen for a reference inductance of 
at least 12/0.35, or 34 µh. From the Table 
under Fig. 2-15 it is seen that 16 turns per 
Inch (reference inductance 16.8 ph.) is too 
small. Using 32 turns per inch, the multiply-
ing factor is 12/68, or 0.177, and from curve 
B this corresponds to a coil length of 34 inch. 
There will be 24 turns in this length, since the 
winding "pitch" is 32 turns per inch. 

Machine-wound coils with the diameters and 
turns per inch given in the tables are available 
in many radio stores, under the trade names of 
"B&W Miniductor" and "Illurnitronic Air Dux." 

IRON-CORE COILS 

Permeability 

Suppose that the coil in Fig. 2-16 is wound on 
an iron core having a cross-sectional area of 2 
square inches. When a certain current is sent 
through the coil it is found that there are 80,000 
lines of force in the core. Since the area is 2 
square inches, the flux density is 40,000 lines per 
square inch. Now suppose that the iron core is 
removed and the same current is maintained in 
the coil, and that the flux density without the 
iron core is found to be 50 lines per square inch. 
The ratio of the flux density with the given core 
material to the flux density ( with the same coil 
and same current) with an air core is called 
the permeability of the material. In this case the 
permeability of the iron is 40,000/50 =•. 800. The 
inductance of the coil is increased 800 times by 
inserting the iron core since, other things being 
equal, the inductance will be proportional to the 
magnetic flux through the coil. 
The permeability of a magnetic material varies 

with the flux density. At low flux densities ( or 
with an air core) increasing the current through 
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Fig. 2-13—Measured inductance of coils wound with 

No. 12 bare wire, 8 turns to the inch. The values include 

half-inch leads. 
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the coil will cause a proportionate increase in flux, 
but at very high flux densities, increasing the 
current may cause no appreciable change in the 
flux. When this is so, the iron is said to be satu-
rated. Saturation causes a rapid decrease in per-
meability, because it decreases the ratio of flux 
lines to those obtainable with the same current 
and an air core. Obviously, the inductance of an 
iron-core inductor is highly dependent upon the 
current flowing in the coil. In an air-core coil, 
the inductance is independent of current because 
air does not saturate. 

Iron core coils such as the one sketched in 
Fig. 2-16 are used chiefly in power-supply equip-
ment. They usually have direct current flowing 
through the winding, and the variation in induct-

2 3 4 
LENGTH OF COIL IN INCHES 

5 

Fig. 2-14-Factor to be applied to the inductance of coils 
listed in the table below, for coil lengths up to 5 inches. 

Coil diameter, 
Inches 

15‘ 

134 

134 

2 

2;4 

3 

No. of turns Inductance 
per inch in gh. 

4 2.75 
6 6.3 
8 11.2 

10 17.5 
16 42.5 

4 3.9 
6 8.8 
8 15.6 
10 24.5 
16 63 

4 5.2 
6 11.8 
8 21 

10 33 
16 85 

4 6.6 
6 15 
8 26.5 
10 42 
16 108 

4 10.2 
6 23 
8 41 
10 64 

4 14 
6 31.5 
8 56 
10 89 

ance with current is usually undesirable. It may 
be overcome by keeping the flux density below 
the saturation point of the iron. This is done by 
opening the core so that there is a small "air 
gap," as indicated by the dashed lines. The mag-
netic "resistance" introduced by such a gap is so 
large-even though the gap is only a small frac-
tion of an inch-compared with that of the iron 
that the gap, rather than the iron, controls the 
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3 

Fig. 2-15-Factor to be applied to the inductance of coils 
listed in the table below, as a function of coil length. 
Use curve A for coils marked A, curve B for coils marked 

B. 

Coil diameter, 
Inches 

;4 
(B) 

1 
(B) 

No. of turns Inductance 
per inch in µh. 

4 0.18 
6 0.40 
a 0.72 

10 1.12 
16 2.9 
32 12 

4 0.28 
6 0.62 
8 1.1 
10 1.7 
16 4.4 
32 18 

4 0.6 
6 1.35 
8 2.4 

10 3.8 
16 9.9 
32 40 

4 1.0 
6 2.3 
8 4.2 

10 6.6 
16 16.8 
32 68 

flux density. This reduces the *nductance, but 
makes it practically constant regardless of the 
value of the current. 

Eddy Currents and Hysteresis 

When alternating current flows through a coil 
wound on an iron core an e.m.f. will be induced, 
as previously explained, and since iron is a con-
ductor a current will flow in the core. Such cur-
rents ( called eddy currents) represent a waste 



Inductance 

Fig. 2- 16—Typical construction 

of an iron-core inductor. The 

small air gap prevents mag-

netic saturation of the iron 

and thus maintains the induc-

tance at high currents. 

of power because they flow through the resistance 
of the iron and thus cause heating. Eddy-current 
losses can be reduced by laminating the core; 
that is, by cutting it into thin strips. These strips 
or laminations must be insulated from each other 
by painting them with some insulating material 
such as varnish or shellac. 
There is also another type of energy loss: the 

iron tends to resist any change in its magnetic 
state, so a rapidly-changing current such as a.c. 
is forced continually to supply energy to the iron 
to overcome this "inertia." Losses of this sort are 
called hysteresis losses. 
Eddy-current and hysteresis losses in iron in-

crease rapidly as the frequency of the alternating 
current is increased. For this reason, ordinary 
iron cores can be used only at power and audio 
frequencies—up to, say, 15,000 cycles. Even so, 
a very good grade of iron or steel is necessary 
if the core is to perform well at the higher audio 
frequencies. Iron cores of this type are completely 
useless at radio frequencies. 
For radio-frequency work, the losses in iron 

cores can be reduced to a satisfactory figure by 
grinding the iron into a powder and then mixing 
it with a "binder" of insulating material in such 
a way that the individual iron particles are in-
sulated from each other. By this means cores 
can be made that will function satisfactorily even 
through the v.h.f. range—that is, at frequencies 
up to perhaps 100 Mc. Because a large part of 
the magnetic path is through a nonmagnetic ma-
terial, the permeability of the iron is low com-
pared with the values obtained at power-supply 
frequencies. The core is usually in the form of a 
"slug" or cylinder which fits inside the insulating 
form on which the coil is wound. Despite the 
fact that, with this construction, the major por-
tion of the magnetic path for the flux is in air, 
the slug is quite effective in increasing the coil 
inductance. By pushing the slug in and out of the 
coil the inductance can be varied over a consider-
able range. 

INDUCTANCES IN SERIES AND 
PARALLEL 

When two or more inductors are connected 
in series ( Fig. 2-17, left) the total inductance is 
equal to the sum of the individual inductances, 
provided the coils are sufficiently separated so 
that no coil is itt the magnetic field of another. 
That is, 

Ltot.i = + L2 + La -I- La -E.   

If inductors are connected in parallel (Fig. 2-17, 
right)—and the coils are separated sufficiently, 

Fig. 2- 17— Induc-

tances in series 

and parallel. 
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L3 

the total inductance is given by 

Ltotal 1  
1 1 1 -+-+-+-+ 

and for two inductances in parallel, 
T. 

L + Ls 

Thus the rules for combining inductances in 
series and parallel are the same as for resist-
ances, if the coils are far enough apart so that 
each is unaffected by another's magnetic field. 
When this is not so the formulas given above 
cannot be used. 

MUTUAL INDUCTANCE 
If two coils are arranged with their axes on 

the same line, as shown in Fig. 2-18, a current 
sent through Coil 1 will cause a magnetic field 
which "cuts" Coil 2. Consequently, an e.m.f. will 
be induced in Coil 2 whenever the field strength 
is changing. This induced e.m.f. is similar to the 
e.m.f. of self-induction, but since it appears in 
the second coil because of current flowing in the 
first, it is a "mutual" effect and results from 
the mutual inductance between the two coils. 

If all the flux set up by one coil cuts all the 
turns of the other coil the mutual inductance 
has its maximum possible value. If only a small 
part of the flux set up by one coil cuts the turns 
of the other the mutual inductance is relatively 
small. Two coils having mutual inductance are 
said to be coupled. 
The ratio of actual mutual inductance to the 

maximum possible value that could theoretically 
be obtained with two given coils is called the 
coefficient of coupling between the coils. It is 
frequently expressed as a percentage. Coils that 
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have nearly the maximum possible (coefficient = 
1 or 100%) mutual inductance are said to be 
closely, or tightly, coupled, but if the mutual in-
ductance is relatively small the coils are said 
to be loosely coupled. The degree of coupling 
depends upon the physical spacing between the 
coils and how they are placed with respect to each 
other. Maximum coupling exists when they have 
a common axis and are as close together as pos-

bible ( one wound over the other). The coupling 
is least when the coils are far apart or are placed 
so their axes are at right angles. 
The maximum possible coefficient of coupling 

is closely approached only when the two coils 
are wound on a closed iron core. The coefficient 
with air-core coils may run as high as 0.6 or 0.7 
if one coil is wound over the other, but will be 
much less if the two coils are separated. 

TIME CONSTANT 

Capacitance and Resistance 

Connecting a source of e.m.f. to a capacitor 
causes the capacitor to become charged to the full 
e.m.f. practically instantaneously, if there is no 
resistance in the circuit. However, if the circuit 
contains resistance, as in Fig. 2-19A, the resist-
ance limits the current flow and an appreciable 
length of time is required for the e.m.f. between 
the capacitor plates to build up to the same value 
as the e.m.f. of the source. During this "building-
up" period the current gradually decreases from 
its initial value, because the increasing e.m.f. 
stored on the capacitor offers increasing opposi-
tion to the steady e.m.f. of the source. 

(8) 
Fig. 2-19— Illustrating the time constant of an RC circuit. 

Theoretically, the charging process is never 
really finished, but eventually the charging cur-
rent drops to a value that is smaller than any-
thing that can be measured. The time constant 
of such a circuit is the length of time, in seconds, 
required for the voltage across the capacitor to 
reach 63 per cent of the applied e.m.f. (this figure 
is chosen for mathematical reasons). The voltage 
across the capacitor rises with time as shown by 
Fig. 2-20. 

The formula for time constant is 

T = RC 

where T = Time constant in seconds 
C = Capacitance in farads 
R = Resistance in ohms 

If C is in microfarads and R in megohms, the 
time constant also is in seconds. These units 
usually are more convenient. 

Example: The time constant of a 2-tuf. ca-
patitor and a 250,000-ohm (0.25 megobm) 
resistor is 

T = RC = 0.25 X 2 = 0.5 second 
If the applied e.m.f. is 1000 volts, the voltage 
between the capacitor plates will be 630 volts 
at the end of Y. second. 

If a charged capacitor is discharged through a 

resistor, as indicated in Fig. 2-19B, the same 
time constant applies. If there were no resistance, 
the capacitor would discharge instantly when S 
was closed. However, since R limits the current 
flow the capacitor voltage cannot instantly go 
to zero, but it will decrease just as rapidly as 
the capacitor can rid itself of its charge through 
R. When the capacitor is discharging through a 
resistance, the time constant (calculated in the 
same way as above) is the time, in seconds, that 
it takes for the capacitor to lose 63 per cent of its 
voltage; that is, for the voltage to drop to 37 
per cent of its initial value. 

Example: If the capacitor of the example 
above is charged to 1000 volts, it will discharge 
to 370 volts in Y. second through the 250,000. 
ohm resistor. 

Inductance and Resistance 

A comparable situation exists when resistance. 
and inductance are in series. In Fig. 2-21, first 
consider L to have no resistance and also assume 
that R is zero. Then closing S would tend to 
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Fig. 2-20—How the voltage across a capacitor rises, with 
time, when charged through a resistor. The lower curve 
shows the way in which the voltage decreases across the 
capacitor terminals on discharging through the some 

resistor. 



Time Constant 

send a current through the circuit. However, the 
instantaneous transition from no current to a 
finite value, however small, represents a very 
rapid change in current, and a back e.m.f. is 
developed by the self-inductance of L that is 
practically equal and opposite to the applied 
e.m.f. The result is that the initial current is 
very small. 
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Fig. 2-21—Time constant of an LR circuit. 

The back e.m.f. depends upon the change in 
current and would cease to offer opposition if 
the current did not continue to increase. With 
no resistance in the circuit (which would lead 
to an infinitely large current, by Ohm's Law) 
the current would increase forever, always grow-
ing just fast enough to keep the e.m.f. of self-
induction equal to the applied e.m.f. 
When resistance is in series, Ohm's Law sets 

a limit to the value that the current can reach. 
The back e.m.f. generated in L has only to equal 
the difference between E and the drop across R, 
because that difference is the voltage actually 
applied to L. This difference becomes smaller as 
the current approaches the final Ohm's Law 
value. Theoretically, the back e.m.f. never quite 
disappears and so the current never quite reaches 
the Ohm's Law value, but practically the differ-
ence becomes unmeasurable after a time. The 
time constant of an inductive circuit is the time 
in seconds required for the current to reach 63 
per cent of its final value. The formula is 

T.= 

where T = Time constant in seconds 
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Fig. 2-22—Voltage across capacitor terminals in a dis-

charging RC circuit, in terms of the initial charged volt-

age. To obtain time in seconds, multiply the factor t/RC 

by the time constant of the circuit. 
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L = Inductance in henrys 
R = Resistance in ohms 

The resistance of the wire in a coil acts as if 
it were in series with the inductance. 

Example: A coil having an inductance of 20 
henrys and a resistance of 100 ohms has a time 
constant of 

L 20 
T — — 0.2 second 

R 100 

If there is no other resistance in the circuit. If 
a d.c. e.m.f. of 10 volts is applied to such a 
coil, the final current, by Ohm's Law, is 

E 10 
I —100 0.1 amp. or 100 ma. 

The current would rise from zero to 63 mil-
liamperes in 0.2 second after closing the 
switch. 

An inductor cannot be "discharged" in the 
same way as a capacitor, because the magnetic 
field disappears as soon as current flow ceases. 
Opening S does not leave the inductor "charged." 
The energy stored in the magnetic field instantly 
returns to the circuit when S is opened. The rapid 
disappearance of the field causes a very large 
voltage to- be induced in the coil—ordinarily 
many times larger than the voltage applied, be-
cause the induced voltage is proportional to the 
speed with which the field changes. The common 
result of opening the switch in a circuit such as 
the one shown is that a spark or arc forms at 
the switch contacts at the instant of opening. If 
the inductance is large and the current in the 
circuit is high, a great deal of energy is released 
in a very short period of time. It is not at all un-
usual for the switch contacts to burn or melt 
under such circumstances. The spark or arc at 
the opened switch can be reduced or suppressed 
by connecting a suitable capacitor and resistor 
in series across the contacts. 
Time constants play an important part in num-

erous devices, such as electronic keys, timing and 
control circuits, and shaping of keying charac-
teristics by vacuum tubes. The time constants of 
circuits are also important in such applications 
as automatic gain control and noise limiters. In 
nearly all such applications a resistance-capaci-
tance (RC) time constant is involved, and it is 
usually necessary to know the voltage across the 
capacitor at some time interval larger or smaller 
than the actual time constant of the circuit as 
given by the formula above. Fig. 2-22 can be used 
for the solution of such problems, since the curve 
gives the voltage across the capacitor, in terms 
of percentage of the initial charge, for percent-
ages between 5 and 100, at any time after dis-
charge begins. 

Example: A 0.01-ef. capacitor is charged 
to 150 volts and then allowed to discharge 
through a 0.1-megohm resistor. How long will 
it take the voltage to fall to 10 volts? In per-
centage, 10/150 = 6.7%. From the chart, the 
factor corresponding to 6.7% is 2.7. The time 
constant of the circuit is equal to RC = 0.1 X 
0.01 = 0.001. The time is therefore 2.7 X 
0.001 = 0.0027 second, or 2.7 milliseconds. 
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ALTERNATING CURRENTS 

PHASE 

The term phase essentially means "time," or 
the time interval between the instant when one 
thing occurs and the instant when a second re-
lated thing takes place. The later event is said to 
lag the earlier, while the one that occurs first is 
said to lead. In a.c. circuits the current amplitude 
changes continuously, so the concept of phase or 
time becomes important. Phase can be measured 
in the ordinary time units, such as the second, but 
there is a more convenient method: Since each 
a.c. cycle occupies exactly the same amount of 
time as every other cycle of the same frequency, 
we can use the cycle itself as the time unit. Using 
the cycle as the time unit makes the specification 
or measurement of phase independent of the fre-
quency of the current, so long as only one fre-
quency is under consideration at a time. When 
two or more frequencies are to be considered, as 
in the case where harmonics are present, the 
phase measurements are made with respect to 
the lowest, or fundamental, frequency. 
The time interval or "phase difference" under 

consideration usually will be less than one cycle. 
Phase difference could be measured in decimal 
parts of a cycle, but it is more convenient to 
divide the cycle into 360 parts or degrees. A 
phase degree is therefore 1/360 of a cycle. The 
reason for this choice is that with sine-wave alter-
nating current the value of the current at any in-
stant is proportional to the sine of the angle that 
corresponds to the number of degrees—that is, 
length of time—from the instant the cycle began. 
There is no actual "angle" associated with an 
alternating current. Fig. 2-23 should help make 
this method of measurement clear. 

I Cycle 

¡Celt 

Fig. 2-23--An a.c. cycle is divided off into 360 degrees 

that are used as a measure of time or phase. 

Measuring Phase 

The phase difference between two currents of 
the same frequency is the time or angle difference 
between corresponding parts of cycles of the two 
currents. This is shown in Fig. 2-24. The current 
labeled A leads the one marked B by 45 degrees, 
since A's cycles begin 45 degrees earlier in time. 
It is equally correct to say that B lags A by 45 
degrees. 
Two important special cases are shown in 

Fig. 2-24—When two waves of the same frequency start 

their cycles at slightly different times, the time difference 

or phase difference is measured in degrees. In this draw-

ing wave B starts 45 degrees (one-eighth cycle) later 

than wave A, and so lags 45 degrees behind A. 

Fig. 2-25. In the upper drawing B lags 90 de-
grees behind A; that is, its cycle begins just one-
quarter cycle later than that of A. When one wave 
is passing through zero, the other is just at its 
maximum point. 

In the lower drawing A and B are 180 degrees 
out of phase. In this case it does not matter 
which one is considered to lead or lag. B is al-
ways positive while A is negative, and vice versa. 
The two waves are thus completely out of phase. 
The waves shown in Figs. 2-24 and 2-25 could 

represent current, voltage, or both. A and B 
might be two currents in separate circuits, or A 
might represent voltage and B current in the 
same circuit. If A and B represent two currents 
in the same circuit (or two voltages in the same 
circuit) the total or resultant current (or volt-
age) also is a sine wave, because adding any 
number of sine waves of the same frequency al-
ways gives a sine wave also of the same fre-
quency. 

Phase in Resistive Circuits 

When an alternating voltage is applied to a 
resistance, the current flows exactly in step with 
the voltage. In other words, the voltage and cur-
rent are in phase. This is true at any frequency 
if the resistance is "pure"—that is, is free from 
the reactive effects discussed in the next section. 
Practically, it is often difficult to obtain a purely 

180. 

(;Cycle) 

Fig. 2-25—Two important special cases of phase differ-

ence. In the upper drawing, the phase difference be-

tween A and B is 90 degrees; in the lower drawing the 

phase difference is 180 degrees. 



Alternating Currents 

resistive circuit at radio frequencies, because the 
reactive effects become more pronounced as the 
frequency is increased. 

In a purely resistive circuit, or for purely re-
sistive parts of circuits, Ohm's Law is just as 
valid for a.c. of any frequency as it is for d.c. 

REACTANCE 

Alternating Current in Capacitance 

In Fig. 2-26 a sine-wave a.c. voltage having a 
maximum value of 100 volts is applied to a ca-
pacitor. In the period OA, the applied voltage in-
creases from zero to 38 volts; at the end of this 
period the capacitor is charged to that voltage. In 
interval AB the voltage increases to 71 volts; 
that is, 33 volts additional. In this interval a 
smaller quantity of charge has been added than in 
OA, because the voltage rise during interval AB 
is smaller. Consequently the average current dur-
ing AB is smaller than during OA. In the third 
interval, BC, the voltage rises from 71 to 92 volts, 
an increase of 21 volts. This is less than the volt-
age increase during AB, so the quantity of elec-
tricity added is less; in other words, the average 
current during interval BC is still smaller. In the 
fourth interval, CD, the voltage increases only 8 
volts; the charge added is smaller than in any 
preceding interval and therefore the current also 
is smaller. 
By dividing the first quarter cycle into a very 

large number of intervals it could be shown that 
the current charging the capacitor has the shape 
of a sine wave, just as the applied voltage does. 
The current is largest at the beginning of the 
cycle and becomes zero at the maximum value 
of the voltage, so there is a phase difference of 90 
degrees between the voltage and current. During 
the first quarter cycle the current is flowing in the 
normal direction through the circuit, since the ca-
pacitor is being charged. Hence the current is 
positive, as indicated by the dashed line in Fig. 
2-26. 

In the second quarter cycle—that is, in the 
time from D to H, the voltage applied to the 
capacitor decreases. During this time the capaci-
tor loses its charge. Applying the same reasoning, 
it is plain that the current is small in interval DE 
and continues to increase during each succeeding 
interval. However, the current is flowing against 
the applied voltage because the capacitor is dis-
charging into the circuit. The current flows in 

Fig. 2-26—Voltage and current phase relationships when 

an alternating voltage is applied to a capacitor. 
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the negative direction during this quarter cycle. 
The third and fourth quarter cycles repeat 

the events of the first and second, respectively, 
with this difference—the polarity of the applied 
voltage has reversed, and the current changes 
to correspond. In other words, an alternating 
current flows in the circuit because of the alter-
nate charging and discharging of the capacitance. 
As shown by Fig. 2-26, the current starts its cycle 
90 degrees before the voltage, so the current in a 
capacitor leads the applied voltage by 90 degrees. 

Capacitive Reactance 

The quantity of electric charge that can be 
placed on a capacitor is proportional to the ap-
plied e.m.f. and the capacitance. This amount of 
charge moves back and forth in the circuit once 
each cycle, and so the rate of movement of charge 
—that is, the current—is proportional to volt-
age, capacitance and frequency. If the effects of 
capacitance and frequency are lumped together, 
they form a quantity that plays a part similar to 
that of resistance in Ohm's Law. This quantity 
is called reactance, and the unit for it is the ohm, 
just as in the case of resistance. The formula for 
it is 

1 
Xc •• — 

2arf C 

where X0 = Capacitive reactance in ohms 
f = Frequency in cycles per second 
C = Capacitance in farads 

,= 3.14 

Although the unit of reactance is the ohm, 
there is no power dissipation in reactance. The 
energy stored in the capacitor in one quarter of 
the cycle is simply returned to the circuit in the 
next. 
The fundamental units (cycles per second, 

farads) are too large for practical uge in radio 
circuits. However, if the capacitance is in micro-
farads and the frequency is in megacycles, the 
reactance will come out in ohms in the formula. 

Example: The reactance of a capacitor of 
470 µµf. (0.00047 µf.) at a frequency of 7150 
kc. ( 7.15 Mc.) is 

1  1  
2ifC 6.28 X 7.15 X 0.00047 47.4 ohms 

Inductive Reactance 

When an alternating voltage is applied to a 
pure inductance (one with no resistance—all 
practical inductors have resistance) the current 
is again 90 degrees out of phase with the applied 
voltage. However, in this case the current lags 
90 degrees behind the voltage—the opposite of 
the capacitor current-voltage relationship. 
The primary cause for this is the back e.m.f. 

generated in the inductance, and since the ampli-
tude of the back e.m.f. is proportional to the rate 
at which the current changes, and this in turn is 
proportional to the frequency, the amplitude of 
the current is inversely proportional to the ap-
plied frequency. Also, since the back e.m.f. is 
proportional to inductance for a given rate of cur-
rent change, the current flow is inversely propor-
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tional to inductance for a given applied voltage 
and frequency. ( Another way of saying this is 
that just enough current flows to generate an in-
duced e.m.f. that equals and opposes the applied 
voltage.) 
The combined effect of inductance and fre-

quency is called inductive reactance, also ex-
pressed in ohms, and the formula for it is 

XL = 2wfL 

where Xi. = Inductive reactance in ohms 
f = Frequency in cycles per second 
L = Inductance in henrys 
= 3.14 

Example: The reactance of a coil having an 
inductance of 8 henrys, at a frequency of 120 
cycles, is 

2irg. = 6.28 X 120 X 8 = 6029 ohms 

Fig. 2-27—Phase relationships between voltage and 

current when an alternating voltage is applied to an 

inductance. 

In radio-frequency circuits the inductance 
values usually are small and the frequencies are 
large. If the inductance is expressed in milli-
henrys and the frequency in kilocycles, the con-
version factors for the two units cancel, and the 
formula for reactance may be used without first 
converting to fundamental units. Similarly, no 
conversion is necessary if the inductance is in 
microhenrys and the frequency is in megacycles. 

Example: The reactance of a 15-microhenry 
coil at a frequency of 14 Mc. is 

XL= 2rfL = 6.28 X 14 X 15 1319 ohms 

The resistance of the wire of which the coil is 
wound has no effect on the reactance, but simply 
acts as though it were a separate resistor con-
nected in series with the coil. 

Ohm's Law for Reactance 

Ohn's Law for an a.c. circuit containing only 
reactance is 

I —E 
X 

E = IX 

E 
X = — 

I 

where E = E.m.f. in volts 
I = Current in amperes 
X = Reactance in ohms 

The reactance in the circuit may, of course, be 

either inductive or capacitive. 
Example: If a current of 2 amperes is flow-

ing through the capacitor of the earlier ex-
ample (reactance = 47.4 ohms) at 7150 kc., 
the voltage drop across the capacitor is 

E = IX = 2 X 47.4 = 94.8 volts 

If 400 volts at 120 cycles is applied to the 8-
henry inductor of the earlier example, the 
current through the coil will be 

E 400 
— — 0.0663 amp. (66.3 ma.) 
X 6029 

Reactance Chart 

The accompanying chart, Fig. 2-28, shows the 
reactance of capacitances from 1 Ad. to 100 µf., 
and the reactance of inductances from 0.1 pl. to 
10 henrys, for frequencies between 100 cycles 
and 100 megacycles per second. The approximate 
value of reactance can be read from the chart or, 
where more exact values are needed, the chart 
will serve as a check on the order of magnitude of 
reactances calculated from the formulas given 
above, and thus avoid "decimal-point errors". 

Reactances in Series and Parallel 

When reactances of the same kind are con-
nected in series or parallel the resultant reactance 
is that of the resultant inductance or capacitance. 
This leads to the same rules that are used when 
determining the resultant resistance when resis-
tors are combined. That is,. for series reactances 
of the same kind the resultant reactance is 

X = X1 -I- X2 + Xs + X4 

and for reactances of the same kind in parallel 
the resultant is 

1 x — 
1 1 1 1 

X2 X2 Xs X4 

or for two in parallel, 

XiX2 
X   

Xi + Xs 

The situation is different when reactances of 
opposite kinds are combined. Since the current in 
a capacitance leads the applied voltage by 90 
degrees and the current in an inductance lags the 
applied voltage by 90 degrees, the voltages at the 
terminals of opposite types of reactance are 180 
degrees out of phase in a series circuit ( in which 
the current has to be the same through all ele-
ments), and the currents in reactances of opposite 
types are 180 degrees out of phase in a parallel 
circuit ( in which the same voltage is applied to 
all elements). The 180-degree phase relationship 
means that the currents or voltages are of oppo-
site polarity, so in the series circuit of Fig. 2-29A 
the voltage EL across the inductive reactance XL 
is of opposite polarity to the voltage Eo across 
the capacitive reactance Xc. Thus if we call XL 
"positive" and Xo "negative" (a common con-
vention) the applied voltage Eào is EL — Eo. In 
the parallel circuit at B the total current, I, is 
equal to IL — /o, since the currents are 180 de-
grees out of phase. 

In the series case, therefore, the resultant re-
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Fig. 2-28—Inductive and capacitive reactance vs. frequency. Heavy lines represent multiples of 10, intermediate light 

lines multiples of 5; e.g., the light line between 10 µh. and 100 µh. represents 50 µh., the light line between 0.1 µf. 

and 1 µf. represents 0.5 µf., etc. Intermediate values can be estimated with the help of the interpolation scale 

shown. 

Reactances outside the range of the chart may be found by applying appropriate factors to values within the 

chart range. For example, the reactance of 10 henrys at 60 cycles can be found by taking the reactance to 10 hen-

rys at 600 cycles and dividing by 10 for the 10-times decrease in frequency. 

actance of XL and Xo is 

X = XL — Xo 

and in the parallel case 

X .=  'Xe 
XL — Xc 

Note that in the series circuit the total react-
ance is negative if Xe is larger than X; this 
indicates that the total reactance is capacitive 
in such a case. The resultant reactance in a series 
circuit is always smaller than the larger of the 
two individual reactances. 

In the parallel circuit, the resultant reactance 
is negative ( i.e., capacitive) if XL is larger than 
Xc, and positive ( inductive) if XL is smaller 
than Xe, but in every case is always larger than 
the smaller of the two individual reactances. 

In the special case where XL = Xo the total 
reactance is zero in the series circuit and infinitely 
large in the parallel circuit. 

Reactive Power 

In Fig. 2-29A the voltage drop across the in-
ductor is larger than the voltage applied to the 
circuit. This might seem to be an impossible 
condition, but it is not; the explanation is that 
while energy is being stored in the inductor's 

AC E AC 

(E3) 

Fig. 2-29—Series and parallel circuits containing op-

posite kinds of reactance. 
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vice versa. This stored energy is responsible for 
the fact that the voltages across reactances in 
series can be larger than the voltage applied to 
them. 

In a resistance the flow of current causes heat-
ing and a power loss equal to PR. The power in a 
reactance is equal to PX, but is not a "loss"; 
it is simply power that is transferred back and 
forth between the field and the circuit but not 
used up in heating anything. To distinguish this 
"nondissipated" power from the power which is 
actually consumed, the unit of reactive power is 
called the volt-ampere-reactive, or var, instead 
of the watt. Reactive power is sometimes called 
"wattless" power. 

IMPEDANCE 

When a circuit contains both resistance and 
reactance the combined effect of the two is called 
impedance, symbolized by the letter Z. (Imped-
ance is thus a more general term than either 
resistance or reactance, and is frequently used 
even for circuits that have only resistance or 
reactance, although usually with a qualification 
—such as "resistive impedance" to indicate that 
the circuit has only resistance, for example.) 
The reactance and resistance comprising an 

impedance may be connected either in series or 
in parallel, as shown in Fig. 2-30. In these circuits 
the reactance is shown as a box to indicate that 
it may be either inductive or capacitive. In the 
series circuit the current is the same in both ele-
ments, with (generally) different voltages ap-
pearing across the resistance and reactance. In 
the parallel circuit the same voltage is applied to 
both elements, but different currents flow in the 
two branches. 

(8) 

Fig. 2-30--Series and parallei circuits containing resist-
ance and reactance. 

Since in a resistance the current is in phase 
with the applied voltage while in a reactance it is 
90 degrees out of phase with the voltage, the 
phase relationship between current and voltage 
in the circuit as a whole may be anything between 
zero and 90 degrees, depending on the relative 
amounts of resistance and reactance. 

Series Circuits 

When resistance and reactance are in series, 
the impedance of the circuit is 

Z = V122 ± X2 
where Z = impedance in ohms 

R = resistance in ohms 
X = reactance in ohms. 

The reactance may be either capacitive or in-
ductive. If there are two or more reactances in 
the circuit they may be combined into a resultant 

by the rules previously given, bdure substitution 
into the formula above; similarly for resistances. 
The "square root of the sum of the squares" 

rule for finding impedance in a series circuit arises 
from the fact that the voltage drops across the 
resistance and reactance are 90 degrees out of 
phase, and so combine by the same rule that 
applies in finding the hypothenuse of a right-
angled triangle when the base and altitude are 
known. 

Parallel Circuits 

With resistance and reactance in parallel, as in 
Fig. 2-30B, the impedance is 

RX  
Z 

RN/ 4 1-  X' 

where the symbols have the same meaning as for 
series circuits. 

Just as in the case of series circuits, a number 
of reactances in parallel should be combined to 
find the resultant reactance before substitution 
into the formula above; similarly for a number 
of resistances in parallel. 

Equivalent Series and Parallel Circuits 

The two circuits shown in Fig. 2-30 are equiva-
lent if the same current flows when a given volt-
age of the same frequency is applied, and if the 
phase angle between voltage and current is the 
same in both cases. It is in fact possible to "trans-
form" any given series circuit into an equivalent 
parallel circuit, and vice versa. 

Transformations of this type often lead to 
simplification in the solution of complicated cir-
cuits. However, from the standpoint of practical 
work the usefulness of such transformations lies 
in the fact that the impedance of a circuit may 
be modified by the addition of either series or 
parallel elements, depending on which happens to 
be most convenient in the particular case. Typi-
cal applications are considered later in connection 
with tuned circuits and transmission lines. 

Ohm's Law for Impedance 

Ohm's Law can be applied to circuits contain-
ing impedance just as readily as to circuits having 
resistance or reactance only. The formulas are 

E 
I — 

Z 

E = IZ 

E 
Z — 

I 
where E = E.m.f. in volts 

I = Current in amperes 
Z = Impedance in ohms 
Fig. 2-31 shows a simple circuit consisting 

of a resistance of 75 ohms and a reactance of 
100 ohms in series. From the formula pre-
viously given, the impedance is 

Z •VR,± X 1., 1/(75), -1- ( 100), w 125 
ohms. 

If the applied voltage is 250 volts, then 

E 250 
2 amperes' 
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This current flows though both the resistance 
and reactance, so the voltage drops are 

ER = IR = 2 X 75 = 150 volts 
Ear, = DCr, = 2 X 100 = 200 volts 

The simple arithmetical sum of these two 
drops, 350 volts, is greater than the applied 
voltage because the two voltages are 90 de-
grees out of phase. Their actual resultant, 
when phase is taken into account, is 

.V(150)2 -I- (200)2 250 volts. 

Power Factor 

In the circuit of Fig. 2-31 an applied e.m.f. 
of 250 volts results in a current of 2 amperes, 
giving an apparent power of 250 X 2 = 500 watts. 
However, only the resistance actually consumes 
power. The power in the resistance is 

P = PR = (2)' X 75 = 300 watts 

The ratio of the power consumed to the apparent 
power is called the power factor of the circuit, 
and in this example the power factor would be 
300/500 = 0.6. Power factor is frequently ex-
pressed as a percentage; in this case, it would be 
60 per cent. 

"Real" or dissipated power is measured in 
watts; apparent power, to distinguish it from 
real power, is measured in volt-amperes. It is 
simply the product of volts and amperes and has 
no direct relationship to the power actually used 
up or dissipated unless the power factor of the 
circuit is known. The power factor of a purely 
resistive circuit is 100 per cent or 1, while the 
power factor of a pure reactance is zero. In this 

Fig. 2-31—Circuit used as an example for impedance 

calculations. 

illustration, the reactive power is VAR = PX = 
(2)' X 100 = 400 volt-amperes. 

Reactance and Complex Waves 

It was pointed out earlier in this chapter that a 
complex wave ( a "nonsinusoidal" wave) can be 
resolved into a fundamental frequency and a 
series of harmonic frequencies. When such a com-
plex voltage wave is applied to a circuit contain-
ing reactance, the current through the circuit will 
not have the same wave shape as the applied 
voltage. This is because the reactance of an in-
ductor and capacitor depend upon the applied 
frequency. For the second-harmonic component 
of a complex wave, the reactance of the inductor 
is twice and the reactance of the capacitor one-
half their respective values at the fundamental 
frequency; for the third harmonic the inductor 
reactance is three times and the capacitor react-
ance one-third, and so on. Thus the circuit im-
pedance is different for each harmonic com-
ponent. 
Just what happens to the current wave shape 

depends upon the values of resistance and react-
ance involved and how the circuit is arranged. 
In a simple circuit with resistance and inductive 
reactance in series, the amplitudes of the har-
monic currents will be reduced because the in-
ductive reactance increases in proportion to fre-
quency. When capacitance and resistance are in 
series, the harmonic current is likely to be ac-
centuated because the capacitive reactance be-
comes lower as the frequency is raised. When 
both inductive and capacitive reactance are pres-
ent the shape of the current wave can be altered 
in a variety of ways, depending upon the circuit 
and the "constants," or the relative values of L, 
C, and R, selected. 
This property of nonuniform behavior with 

respect to fundamental and harmonics is an ex-
tremely useful one. It is the basis of "filtering," 
or the suppression of undesired frequencies in 
favor of a single desired frequency or group of 
such frequencies. 

TRANSFORMERS FOR AUDIO FREQUENCIES 

Two coils having mutual inductance constitute 
a transformer. The coil connected to the source 
of energy is called the primary coil, and the other 
is called the secondary coil. 
The usefulness of the transformer lies in the 

fact that electrical energy can be transferred 
from one circuit to another without direct con-
nection, and in the process can be readily changed 
from one voltage level to another. Thus, if a de-
vice to be operated requires, for example, 115 
volts a.c. and only a 440-volt source is available, 
a transformer can be used to change the source 
voltage to that required. A transformer can be 
used only with a.c., since no voltage will be in-
duced in the secondary if the magnetic field is not 
changing. If d.c. is applied to the primary of a 
transformer, a voltage will be induced in the 
secondary only at the instant of closing or open-

ing the primary circuit, since it is only at these 
times that the field is changing. 

THE IRON-CORE TRANSFORMER 

As shown in Fig. 2-32, the primary and second-
ary coils of a transformer may be wound on a 
core of magnetic material. This increases the in-
ductance of the coils so that a relatively small 
number of turns may be used to induce a given 
value of voltage with a small current. A closed 
core (one having a continuous magnetic path) 
such as that shown in Fig. 2-32 also tends to 
insure that practically all of the field set up by the 
current in the primary coil will cut the turns of 
the secondary coil. However, the core introduces 
a power loss because of hysteresis and eddy cur-
rents so this type of construction is normally 
practicable only at power and audio frequencies. 
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fig. 2-32—The transformer. Power is transferred from 

the primary coil to the secondary by means of the mag-

netic field. The upper symbol at right indicates an iron-

cores transformer, the lower one an air-core transformer. 

The discussion in this section is confined to trans-
formers operating at such frequencies. 

Voltage and Turns Ratio 

For a given varying magnetic field, the voltage 
induced in a coil in the field will be proportional 
to the number of turns in the coil. If the two 
coils of a transformer are in the same field (which 
is the case when both are wound on the same 
closed core) it follows that the induced voltages 
will be proportional to the number of turns in 
each coil. In the primary the induced voltage is 
practically equal to, and opposes, the applied 
voltage, as described earlier. Hence, 

Es E9 
tip 

where E. = Secondary voltage 
E. = Primary applied voltage 
n. = Number of turns on secondary 
n, = Number of turns on primary 

The ratio thin, is called the secondary-to-pri-
mary turns ratio of the transformer. 

Example: A transformer has a primary of 
400 turns and a secondary of 2800 turns, and 
an e.m.f. of 115 volts is applied to the primary. 
The secondary voltage will be 

• 2800 
E. — — X 115 =, 7 X 115 • 400 

805 volts 

Also, if an e.m.f. of 805 volts is applied to the 
2800-turn winding (which then becomes the 
primary) the output voltage from the 400-turn 
winding will be 115 volts. 

Either winding of a transformer can be used 
as the primary, providing the winding has 
enough turns (enough inductance) to induce a 
voltage equal to the applied voltage without 
requiring an excessive current flow. 

Effect of Secondary Current 

The current that flows in the primary when no 
current is taken from the secondary is called the 
magnetizing current of the transformer. In any 
properly-designed transformer the primary in-
ductance will be so large that the magnetizing 
current will be quite small. The power consumed 
by the transformer when the secondary is "open" 
—that is, not delivering power—is only the 
amount necessary to supply the losses in the iron 
core and in the resistance of the wire with which 
the primary is wound. 
When power is taken from the secondary wind-

ing, the secondary current sets up a magnetic 

field that opposes the held set up by the primary 
current. But if the induced voltage in the primary 
is to equal the applied voltage, the original field 
must be maintained. Consequently, the primary 
must draw enough additional current to set up a 
field exactly equal and opposite to the field set up 
by the secondary current. 

In practical calculations on transformers it may 
be assumed that the entire primary current is 
caused by the secondary "load." This is justifiable 
because the magnetizing current should be very 
small in comparison with the primary "load" 
current at rated power output. 

If the magnetic fields set up by the primary 
and secondary currents are to be equal, the 
primary current multiplied by the primary turns 
must equal the secondary current multiplied by 
the secondary turns. From this it follows that 

/p /, 
n9 

where /, = Primary current 
I.= Secondary current 
n, = Number of turns on primary 
n. = Number of turns on secondary 

Example: Suppose that the secondary of the 
transformer in the previous example is deliver-
ing a current of 0.2 ampere to a load. Then 
the primary current will be 

n. 2800 
— I. — X 0.2 7 X 0.2 1.4 amp. /4, 400 

Although the secondary voltage is higher than 
the primary voltage, the secondary current is 
lower than the primary current, and by the 
same ratio. 

Power Relationships; Efficiency 

A transformer cannot create pom,er; it can only 
transfer it and change the e.m.f. Hence, the power 
taken from the secondary cannot exceed that 
taken by the primary from the source of applied 
e.m.f. There is always some power loss in the 
resistance of the coils and in the iron core, so in all 
practical cases the power taken from the source 
will exceed that taken from the secondary. Thus, 

P.= nPi 
where P. = Power output from secondary 

PI = Power input to primary 
n = Efficiency factor 

The efficiency, n, always is less than 1. It is usu-
ally expressed as a percentage; if n is 0.65, for 
instance, the efficiency is 65 per cent. 

Example: A transformer has an efficiency of 
85% at its full-load output of 150 watts. The 
power input to the primary at full secondary 
load will be 

PI - Po 150 — — 176.5 watts 
0.85 

A transformer is usually designed to have its 
highest efficiency at the power output for which 
it is rated. The efficiency decreases with either 
lower or higher outputs. On the other hand, the 
losses in the transformer are relatively small at 
low output but increase as more power is taken. 



Transformers 

The amount of power that the transformer can 
handle is determined by its own losses, because 
these heat the wire and core. There is a limit to 
the temperature rise that can be tolerated, be-
cause too-high temperature either will melt the 
wire or cause the insulation to break down. A 
transformer can be operated at reduced output, 
even though the efficiency is low, because the ac-
tual loss also will be low under such conditions. 
The full-load efficiency of small power trans-

formers such as are used in radio receivers and 
transmitters usually lies between about 60 and 90 
per cent, depending upon the size and design. 

Leakage Reactance 

In a practical transformer not all of the mag-
netic flux is common to both windings, although 
in well-designed transformers the amount of flux 
that "cuts" one coil and not the other is only a 
small percentage of the total flux. This leakage 
flux cau'ses an e.m.f. of self-induction; conse-
quently, there are small amounts of leakage in-
ductance associated with both windings of the 
transformer. Leakage inductance acts in exactly 
the same way as an equivalent amount of ordi-
nary inductance inserted in series with the circuit. 

Fig. 2-33—The equivalent circuit of a transformer in-
cludes the effects of leakage inductance and resistance 
of both primary and secondary windings. The resistance 
Ro is on equivalent resistance representing the core 
losses, which are essentially constant for any given ap-
plied voltage and frequency. Since these are compara-
tively small, their effect may be neglected in many ap-

proximate calculations. 

It has, therefore, a certain reactance, depending 
upon the amount of leakage inductance and the 
frequency. This reactance is called leakage re-
actance. 

Current flowing through the leakage reactance 
causes a voltage drop. This voltage drop increases 
with increasing current, hence it increases as 
more power is taken from the secondary. Thus, 
the greater the secondary current, the smaller the 
secondary terminal voltage becomes. The resist-
ances of the transformer windings also cause 
voltage drops when current is flowing; although 
these voltage drops are not in phase with those 
caused by leakage reactance, together they result 
in a lower secondary voltage under load than is 
indicated by the turns ratio of the transformer. 
At power frequencies (60 cycles) the voltage at 

the secondary, with a reasonably well-designed 
transformer, should not drop more than about 10 
per cent from open-circuit conditions to full load. 
The drop in voltage may be considerably more 
than this in a transformer operating at audio fre-
quencies because the leakage reactance increases 
directly with the frequency. 
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Impedance Ratio 

In an ideal transformer—one without losses 
or leakage reactance—the following relationship 
is true: 

Z, = Z .N1 

where Z.= Impedance looking into primary ter-
minals from source of power 

Z. = Impedance of load connected to 
secondary 

N = Turns ratio, primary to secondary 

That is, a load of any given impedance con-
nected to the secondary of the transformer will be. 
transformed to a different value "looking into" 
the primary from the source of power. The im-
pedance transformation is proportional to the 
square of the primary-to-secondary turns ratio. 

Example: A transformer has a primary-to-
secondary turns ratio of 0.6 (primary has 6/10 
as many turns as the secondary) and a load of 
3000 ohms is connected to the secondary. The 
Impedance looking into the primary then will 
be 

= Z.N2 = 3000 X (0.6)2 = 3000 X 0.36 
= 1080 ohms 

By choosing the proper turns ratio, the im-
pedance of a fixed load can be transformed to any 
desired value, within practical limits. The trans-
formed or "reflected" impedance has the same 
phase angle as the actual load impedance; thus 
if the load is a pure resistance the load presented 
by the primary to the source of power also will be 
a pure resistance. 
The above relationship may be used in prac-

tical work even though it is based on an "ideal" 
transformer. Aside from the normal design re-
quirements of reasonably low internal losses and 
low leakage reactance, the only requirement is 
that the primary have enough inductance to 
operate with low magnetizing current at the 
voltage applied to the primary. 
The primary impedance of a transformer—as 

it appears to the source of power—is detèrmined 
wholly by the load connected to the secondary 
and by the turns ratio. If the characteristics of 
the transformer have an appreciable effect on the 
impedance presented to the power source, the 
transformer is either poorly designed or is not 
suited to the voltage and frequency at which it 
is being used. Most transformers will operate 
quite well at voltages from slightly above to well 
below the design figure. 

Impedance Matching 

Many devices require a specific value of load 
resistance (or impedance) for optimum opera-
tion. The impedance of the actual load that is to 
dissipate the power may differ widely from this 
value, so a transformer is used to change the 
actual load into an impedance of the desired 
value. This is called impedance matching. From 
the preceding, 

N 
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where N = Required turns ratio, 
secondary 

Z. = Primary impedance 
Z. = Impedance of load 

secondary 

primary to 

required 
connected to 

Example: A vacuum-tube a.f. amplifier re-
quires a load of 5000 ohms for optimum per-
formance, and is to be connected to a loud-
speaker having an impedance of 10 ohms. The 
turns ratio, primary to secondary, required in 
the coupling transformer is 

N 500 22.4 

The primary therefore must have 22.4 times as 
many turns as the secondary. 

Impedance matching means, in general, ad-
justing the load impedance—by means of a 
transformer or otherwise—to a desired value. 
However, there is also another meaning. It is 
possible to show that any source of power will 
deliver its maximum possible output when the 
impedance of the load is equal to the internal 
impedance of the source. The impedance of the 
source is said to be "matched" under this con-
dition. The efficiency is only 50 per cent in such 
a case; just as much power is used up in the 
source as is delivered to the load. Because of the 
poor efficiency, this type of impedance matching 
is limited to cases where only a small amount of 
power is available and heating from power loss 
in the source is not important. 

Transformer Construction 

Transformers usually are designed so that 
the magnetic path around the core is as short as 
possible. A short magnetic path means that the 
transformer will operate with fewer turns, for a 
given applied voltage, than if the path were long. 

LAMINATION SHAPE 

CORE TYPE 

Fig. 2-34—Two common types of transformer construc-

tion. Core pieces are interleaved to provide a continu-

ous magnetic path. 

A short path also helps to reduce flux leakage 
and therefore minimizes leakage reactance. 
Two core shapes are in common use, as shown 

in Fig. 2-34. In the shell type both windings are 
placed on the inner leg, while in the core type 
the primary and secondary windings may be 
placed on separate legs, if desired. This is some-

times done when it is necessary to minimize 
capacitive effects between the primary and sec-
ondary, or when one of the windings must op-
erate at very high voltage. 
Core material for small transformers is usually 

silicon steel, called "transformer iron." The core 
is built up of laminations, insulated from each 
other ( by a thin coating of shellac, for example) 
to prevent the flow of eddy currents. The lami-
nations are interleaved at the ends to make the 
magnetic path as continuous as possible and thus 
reduce flux leakage. 
The number of turns required in the primary 

for a given applied e.m.f, is determined by the 
size, shape and type of core material used, and 
the frequency. The number of turns required is 
inversely proportional to the cross-sectional area 
of the core. As a rough indication, windings of 
small power transformers frequently have about 
six to eight turns per volt on a core of 1-square-
inch cross section and have a magnetic path 10 
or 12 inches in length. A longer path or smaller 
cross section requires more turns per volt, and 
vice versa. 

In most transformers the coils are wound in 
layers, with a thin sheet of treated-paper insula-
tion between each layer. Thicker insulation is 
used between coils and between coils and core. 

Autotransformers 

The transformer principle can be utilized with 
only one winding instead of two, as shown in 
Fig. 2-35; the principles just discussed apply 

[pad 

Fig. 2-35—The autotransformer is based on the trans-

former principle, but uses only one winding. The line 

and load currents in the common winding (A) flow in 

opposite directions, so that the resultant current is the 

difference between them. The voltage across A is pro-

portional to the turns ratio. 

equally well. A one-winding transformer is called 
an autotransformer. The current in the common 
section ( A) of the winding is the difference be-
tween the line ( primary) and the load ( second-
ary) currents, since these currents are out of 
phase. Hence if the line and load currents are 
nearly equal the common section of the winding 
may be wound with comparatively small wire. 
This will be the case only when the primary 
(line) and secondary ( load) voltages are not 
very different. The autotransformer is used 
chiefly for boosting or reducing the power-line 
voltage by relatively small amounts. Continu-
ously-variable autotransformers are commercially 
available under a variety of trade names; 
"Variac" and "Powerstat" are typical examples. 
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THE DECIBEL 

In most radio communication the received sig-
nal is converted into sound. This being the case, 
it is useful to appraise signal strengths in terms 
of relative loudness as registered by the ear. A 
peculiarity of the ear is that an increase or de-
crease in loudness is responsive to the ratio of 
the amounts of power involved, and is practically 
independent of absolute value of the power. For 
example, if a person estimates that the signal is 
"twice as loud" when the transmitter power is 
increased from 10 watts to 40 watts, he will also 
estimate that a 400-watt signal is twice as loud 
as a 100-watt signal. In other words, the human 
ear has a logarithmic response. 
This fact is the basis for the use of the 

relative-power unit called the decibel (abbrevi-
ated db.) A change of one decibel in the power 
level is just detectable as a change in loudness 
under ideal conditions. The number of decibels 
corresponding to a given power ratio is given by 
the following formula: 

Db. 10 log — 
Pi 

Common logarithms ( base 10) are used. 

Voltage and Current Ratios 

Note that the decibel is based on power ratios. 
Voltage or current ratios can be used, but only 
when the impedance is the same for both values 
of voltage, or current. The gain of an amplifier 
cannot be expressed correctly in db. if it is based 
on the ratio of the output voltage to the input 
voltage unless both voltages are measured across 
the same value of impedance. When the im-
pedance at both points of measurement is the 
same, the following formula may be used for 
voltage or current ratios: 

Db. = 20 log rf 

II 
or 20 log — 

/I 

Decibel Chart 

The two formulas are shown graphically in 
Fig. 2-36 for ratios from 1 to 10. Gains ( in-
creases) expressed in decibels may be added 
arithmetically; losses ( decreases) may be sub-
tracted. A power decrease is indicated by pre-
fixing the decibel figure with a minus sign. Thus 
+6 db. means that the power has been multiplied 
by 4, while —6 db. means that the power has been 
divided by 4. 

1-5 2 25 3 4 5 6 7sse 
Raho 

Fig. 2-36—Decibel chart for power, voltage and current 
ratios for power ratios of 1:1 to 10:1. In determining 
decibels for current or voltage ratios the currents (or 
voltages) being compared must be referred to the same 

value of impedance. 

The chart may be used for other ratios by 
adding (or subtracting, if a loss) 10 db. each time 
the ratio scale is multiplied by 10, for power 
ratios; or by adding ( or subtracting) 20 db. each 
time the scale is multiplied by 10 for voltage or 
current ratios. For example, a power ratio of 2.5 
is 4 db. ( from the chart). A power ratio of 10 
times 2.5, or 25, is 14 db. ( 10 E 4), and a power 
ratio of 100 times 2.5, or 250, is 24 db. ( 20 + 4). 
A voltage or current ratio of 4 is 12 db., a voltage 
or current ratio of 40 is 32 db. (20 ± 12), and one 
of 400 is 52 db. (40 + 12). 

RADIO-FREQUENCY CIRCUITS 

RESONANCE IN SERIES CIRCUITS 

Fig. 2-37 shows a resistor, capacitor and in-
ductor connected in series with a source of alter-
nating current, the frequency of which can be 
varied over a wide range. At some low frequency 
the capacitive reactance will be much larger than 
the resistance of R, and the inductive reactance 
will be small compared with either the reactance 
of C or the resistance of R. (R is assumed to be 
the same at all frequencies.) On the other hand, 
at some very high frequency the reactance of C 
will be very small and the reactance of L will be 
very large. In either case the current will be 
small, because the net reactance is large. 

At some intermediate frequency, the reactances 
of C and L will be equal and the voltage drops 
across the coil and capacitor will be equal and 

Fig. 2-37.—A series circuit containing L, C and R is 
"resonant" at the applied frequency when the react-

ance of C is equal to the reactance of L. 
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180 degrees out of phase. Therefore they cancel 
each other completely and the current flow is 
determined wholly by the resistance, R. At that 
frequency the current has its largest possible 
value, assuming the source voltage to be constant 
regardless of frequency. A series circuit in which 
the inductive and capacitive reactances are equal 
is said to be resonant 
The principle of resonance finds its most ex-

tensive application in radio-frequency circuits. 
The reactive effects associated with even small 
inductances and capacitances would place drastic 
limitations on r.f. circuit operation if it were not 
possible to "cancel them out" by supplying the 
right amount of reactance of the opposite kind— 
in other words, "tuning the circuit to resonance." 

Resonant Frequency 

The frequency at which a series circuit is 
resonant is that for which XL = Xc. Substitut-
ing the formulas for inductive and capacitive re-
actance gives 

where f = Frequency in cycles per second 
L = Inductance in henrys 
C = Capacitance in farads 
= 3.14 

These units are inconveniently large for radio-
frequency circuits. A formula using more appro-
priate units is 

108  
f 

2TV LC 

where f = Frequency in kilocycles (kc.) 
L = Inductance in microhenrys (µ11.) 
C = Capacitance in micromicrofarads 

(Pe) 
= 3.14 

Example: The resonant frequency of a series 
circuit containing a 5-1.M. inductor and a 35-
µid. capacitor is 

108 104  
f 21m/ LC — 6.28 X 1/5 X 35 

104 in. 

6.28 X 13.2 12.050 kc.83 

The formula for resonant frequency is not 
affected by the resistance in the circuit. 

Resonance Curves 

If a plot is drawn of the current flowing in the 
circuit of Fig. 2-37 as the frequency is varied 
(the applied voltage being constant) it would 
look like one of the curves in Fig. 2-38. The shape 
of the resonance curve at frequencies near reso-
nance is determined by the ratio of reactance to 
resistance. 

If the reactance of either the coil or capacitor is 
of the same order of magnitude as the resistance, 
the current decreases rather slowly as the fre-
quency is moved in either direction away from 
resonance. Such a curve is said to be broad. On 
the other hand, if the reactance is considerably 
larger than the resistance the current decreases 
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Fig. 2-38—Current in a series-resonant circuit with 
various values of series resistance. The values are 
arbitrary and would not apply to all circuits, but rep-
resent a typical case. It is assumed that the reactances 
(at the resonant frequency) are 1000 ohms. Note that 
at frequencies more than plus or minus ten per cent 
away from the resonant frequency the current is sub-
stantially unaffected by the resistance in the circuit. 

rapidly as the frequency moves away from reso-
nance and the circuit is said to be sharp. A 
sharp circuit will respond a great deal more read-
ily to the resonant frequency than to frequencies 
quite close to resonance; a broad circuit will 
respond almost equally well to a group or band 
of frequencies centering around the resonant 
frequency. 
Both types of resonance curves are useful. A 

sharp circuit gives good selectivity—the ability 
to respond strongly ( in terms of current ampli-
tude) at one desired frequency and discriminate 
against others. A broad circuit is used when the 
apparatus must give about the same response 
over a band of frequencies rather than to a single 
frequency alone. 

Most diagrams of resonant circuits show only 
inductance and capacitance; no resistance is indi-
cated. Nevertheless, resistance is always present. 
At frequencies up to perhaps 30 Mc. this resist-
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Fig. 2-39—Current in series- resonant circuits having 
different Qs. In this graph the current at resonance is 
assumed to be the same in all cases. The lower the Q, 
the more slowly the current decreases as the applied 

frequency is moved away from resonance. 
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ance is mostly in the wire of the coil. Above this 
frequency energy loss in the capacitor ( princi-
pally in the solid dielectric which must be used 
to form an insulating support for the capacitor 
plates) also becomes a factor. This energy loss is 
equivalent to resistance. When maximum sharp-
ness or selectivity is needed the obj ect of design 
is to reduce the inherent resistance to the lowest 
possible value. 
The value of the reactance of either the induc-

tor or capacitor at the resonant frequency of a 
series-resonant circuit, divided by the resistance 
in the circuit, is called the Q (quality factor) 
of the circuit, or 

Q — R 
where Q = Quality factor 

X = Reactance of either coil or capacitor 
in ohms 

R = Series resistance in ohms 
Example: The inductor and capacitor in a 

series circuit each have a reactance of 350 
ohms at the resonant frequency. The re-
sistance is 5 ohms. Then the Q is 

X 350 
Q --R- 70 

—à—  

The effect of Q on the sharpness of resonance 
of a circuit is shown by the curves of Fig. 2-39. 
In these curves the frequency change is shown 
in percentage above and below the resonant 
frequency. Qs of 10, 20, 50 and 100 are shown; 
these values cover much of the range commonly 
used in radio work. 

Voltage Rise at Resonance 

When a voltage of the resonant frequency is 
inserted in series in a resonant circuit, the volt-
age that appears across either the inductor or 
capacitor is considerably higher than the applied 
voltage. The current in the circuit is limited only 
by the resistance and may have a relatively high 
value; however, the same current flows through 
the high reactances of the inductor and capacitor 
and causes large voltage drops. The ratio of the 
reactive voltage to the applied voltage is equal to 
the ratio of reactance to resistance. This ratio is 
also the Q of the circuit. Therefore, the voltage 
across either the inductor or capacitor is equal 
to QE, where E is the voltage inserted in series 
with the circuit. 

Example: The inductive reactance of a cir-
cuit is 200 ohms, the capacitive reactance is 
200 ohms, the resistance 5 ohms, and the ap-
plied voltage is 50. The two reactances cancel 
and there will be but 5 ohms of pure resistance 
to limit the current flow. Thus the current will 
be 50/5, or 10 amperes. The voltage developed 
across either the inductor or the capacitor will 
be equal to its reactance times the current, or 
200 X 10 = 2000 volts. An alternate method: 
The Q of the circuit is X / R = 200/5 = 40. 
The reactive voltage is equal to Q times the 
applied voltage, or 40 X 50 = 2000 volts. 

RESONANCE IN PARALLEL CIRCUITS 

When a variable-frequency source of constant 
voltage is applied to a parallel circuit of the type 
shown in Fig. 2-40 there is a resonance effect 

similar to that in a series circuit. However, in this 
case the "line" current (measured at the point 
indicated) is smallest at the frequency for which 
the inductive and capacitive reactances are equal. 
At that frequency the current through L is ex-
actly canceled by the out-of-phase current 
through C, so that only the current taken by R 
flows in the line. At frequencies below resonance 
the current through L is larger than that through 
C, because the reactance of L is smaller and 
that of C higher at low frequencies; there is 
only partial cancellation of the two reactive 
currents and the line current therefore is larger 
than the current taken by R alone. At frequencies 
above resonance the situation is reversed and 
more current flows through C than through L, 
so the line current again increases. The current 
at resonance, being determined wholly by R, 
will be small if R is large and large if R is small. 

Fig. 2-40—Circuit illustrating parallel resonance. 

The resistance R shown in Fig. 2-40 is not 
necessarily an actual resistor. In most cases it 
will be an "equivalent" resistance that represents 
the energy loss in the circuit. This loss can be in-
herent in the coil or capacitor, or may represent 
energy transferred to a load by means of the 
resonant circuit. ( For example, the resonant cir-
cuit may be used for transferring power from a 
vacuum-tube amplifier to an antenna system.) 

Parallel and series resonant circuits are quite 
alike in some respects. For instance, the circuits 
given at A and B in Fig. 2-41 will behave identi-
cally, when an external voltage is applied, if (1) 
L and C are the same in both cases; and (2) R, 
multiplied by R. equals the square of the reac-
tance ( at resonance) of either L or C. When 
these conditions are met the two circuits will 
have the same Qs. (These statements are ap-
proximate, but are quite accurate if the Q is 10 
or more.) The circuit at A is a series circuit if it 
is viewed from the "inside"—that is, going around 
the loop formed by L, C and R—so its Q can be 
found from the ratio of X to R.. 

LI 
CT 
(A) (B) 

Fig. 2-41—Series and parallel equivalents when the 

two circuits are resonant. The series resistor, R„ in A 

can be replaced by an equivalent parallel resistor, RD, 

in B and vice versa. 
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Thus a circuit like that of Fig. 2-41A has an 
equivalent parallel impedance ( at resonance) 

of R, = —X2 ; X is the reactance of either the 
R. 

inductor or the capacitor. Although R. is not 
an actual resistor, to the source of voltage the 
parallel-resonant circuit "looks like" a pure 
resistance of that value. It is "pure" resistance 
because the inductive and capacitive currents are 
180 degrees out of phase and are equal; thus there 
is no reactive current in the line. In a practical 
circuit with a high-Q capacitor, at the resonant 
frequency the parallel impedance is 

Z,. = QX 

where Z.. = Resistive impedance at resonance 
Q = Quality factor of inductor 
X = Reactance (in ohms) of either the 

inductor or capacitor 

Example: The parallel impedance of a cir-
cuit with a coil Q of 50 and having inductive 
and capacitive reactances of 300 ohms will be 

Zr = QX = 50 X 300 = 15,000 ohms. 

At frequencies off resonance the impedance 
is no longer purely resistive because the inductive 
and capacitive currents are not equal. The off-
resonant impedance therefore is complex, and 
is lower than the resonant impedance for the 
reasons previously outlined. 
The higher the Q of the circuit, the higher the 

parallel impedance. Curves showing the varia-
tion of impedance ( with frequency) of a parallel 
circuit have just the same shape as the curves 
showing the variation of current with frequency 
in a series circuit. Fig. 2-42 is a set of such curves. 

Parallel Resonance in Low-Q Circuits 

The preceding discussion is accurate only for 
Qs of 10 or more. When the Q is below 10, reso-
nance in a parallel circuit having résistance in 
series with the coil, as in Fig. 2741A, is not so 
easily defined. There is a set of values for L and 
C that will make the parallel impedance a pure 
resistance, but with these values the impedance 

12.50 

0.20 

0.10 

°-20 -10 0 +10 +20 
PER CENT CNAN6E FROM RESONANT FREQUENCY 

Fig. 2-42.—Relative impedance of parallel- resonant 

circuits with different Qs. These curves are similar to 

those in Fig. 2-42 for current in a series- resonant circuit. 

The effect of Q on impedance is most marked near the 

resonant frequency. 

does not have its maximum possible value. An-
other set of values for L and C will make the 
parallel impedance a maximum, but this maxi-
mum value is not a pure resistance. Either 
condition could be called "resonance," so with 
low-Q circuits it is necessary to distinguish be-
tween maximum impedance and resistive im-
pedance parallel resonance. The difference be-
tween these L and C values and the equal reac-
tances of a series-resonant circuit is appreciable 
when the Q is in the vicinity of 5, and becomes 
more marked with still lower Q values. 

Q of Loaded Circuits 

In many applications of resonant circuits the 
only power lost is that dissipated in the resistance 
of the circuit itself. At frequencies below 30 Mc. 
most of this resistance is in the coil. Within 
limits, increasing the number of turns in the 
coil increases the reactance faster than it raises 
the resistance, so coils for circuits in which the 
Q must be high may have reactances of 1000 
ohms or more at the frequency under considera-
tion. 

(A) (B) 

Fig. 2-43—The equivalent circuit of a resonant circuit 

delivering power to a load. The resistor R represents 

the load resistance. At B the load is tapped across part 

of L, which by transformer action is equivalent to using 

a higher load resistance across the whole circuit. 

However, when the circuit delivers energy to 
a load (as in the case of the resonant circuits 
used in transmitters) the energy consumed in 
the circuit itself is usually negligible compared 
with that consumed by the load. The equivalent 
of such a circuit is shown in Fig. 2-43A, where 
the parallel resistor represents the load to which 
power is delivered. If the power dissipated in the 
load is at least ten times as great as the power 
lost in the inductor and capacitor, the parallel im-
pedance of the resonant circuit itself will be so 
high compared with the resistance of the load 
that for all practical purposes the impedance of 
the combined circuit is equal to the load resist-
ance. Under these conditions the Q of a parallel-
resonant circuit loaded by a resistive impedance is 

Q X11 
where Q = Quality factor 

R = Parallel load resistance (ohms) 
X = Reactance (ohms) of either the in-

ductor or capacitor 

Example: A resistive load of 3000 ohms la 
connected across a resonant circuit in which 
the inductive and capacitive reactances are 
each 250 ohms. The circuit Q is then 

R 3000 
Q " 12 
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The "effective" Q of a circuit loaded by a 
parallel resistance becomes higher when the re-
actances are decreased. A circuit loaded with a 
relatively low resistance (a few thousand ohms) 
must have low-reactance elements ( large capaci-
tance and small inductance) to have reasonably 
high Q. 

Impedance Transformation 

An important application of the parallel-
resonant circuit is as an impedance-matching de-
vice in the output circuit of a vacuum-tube r.f. 
power amplifier. As described in the chapter on 
vacuum tubes, there is an optimum value of load 
resistance for each type of tube and set of operat-
ing conditions. However, the resistance of the 
load to which the tube is to deliver power usually 
is considerably lower than the value required for 
proper tube operation. To transform the actual 
load resistance to the desired value the load may 
be tapped across part of the coil as shown in 
Fig. 2-43B. This is equivalent to connecting a 
higher value of load resistance across the whole 
circuit, and is similar in principle to impedance 
transformation with an iron-core transformer. In 
high-frequency resonant circuits the impedance 
ratio does not vary exactly as the square of the 
turns ratio, because all the magnetic flux lines do 
not cut every turn of the coil. A desired reflected 
impedance usually must be obtained by experi-
mental adjustment. 
When the load resistance has a very low value 

(say below 100 ohms) it may be connected in 
series in the resonant circuit (as in Fig. 2-41A, 
for example), in which case it is transformed to 
an equivalent parallel impedance as previously 
described. If the Q is at least 10, the equivalent 
parallel impedance is 

Zr — 
R 

where Z. = Resistive parallel impedance at reso-
nance 

X = Reactance ( in ohms) of either the 
coil or capacitor 

R= Load resistance inserted in series 
If the Q is lower than 10 the reactance will have 

to be adjusted somewhat, for the reasons given in 
the discussion of low-Q circuits, to obtain a re-
sistive impedance of the desired value. 

Reactance Values 

The charts of Figs. 2-44 and 2-45 show react-
ance values of inductances and capacitances in 
the range commonly used in r.f. tuned circuits 
for the amateur bands. With the exception of the 
3.5-4 Mc. band, limiting values for which are 
shown on the charts, the change in reactance over 
a band, for either inductors or capacitors, is small 
enough so that a single curve gives the reactance 
with sufficient accuracy for most practical pur-

poses. L/C Ratio 

The formula for resonant frequency of a circuit 
shows that the same frequency always will be 
obtained so long as the product of L and C is con-
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Fig. 2-44—Reactance chart for inductance values 

commonly used in amateur bands from 1.75 to 220 Mc. 

stant. Within this limitation, it is evident that L 
can be large and C small, L small and C large, etc. 
The relation between the two for a fixed fre-
quency is called the L/C ratio. A high-C circuit 
is one that has more capacitance than "normal" 
for the frequency; a low-C circuit one that has 
less than normal capacitance. These terms depend 
to a considerable extent upon the particular ap-
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plication considered, and have no exact numeri-
cal meaning. 

LC Constants 

It is frequently convenient to use the numerical 
value of the LC constant when a number of cal-
culations have to be made involving different 
L/C ratios for the same frequency. The constant 
for any frequency is given by the following 
equation: 

LC ••• 25'330 

where L = Inductance in microhenrys (ph.) 
C = Capacitance in micromicrofarads 

(me) 
f = Frequency in megacycles 

Example: Find the inductance required to 
resonate at 3650 kc. ( 3.65 Mc.) with capaci-
tances of 25, 50, 100, and 500 µid. The LC 
constant is 

25.330 25,330 
LC • w. 1900 

With 25 µµf. L = 1900/C = 1900/25 
= 76 µh. 

SO ccf. L = 1900/C = 1900/50 
= 38 Ada. 

100 lei. L = 1900/C = 1900/100 
= 19 

500 pg. L = 1900/C = 1900/500 
= 3.8 ¡ch. 

COUPLED CIRCUITS 

Energy Transfer and Loading 

Two circuits are coupled when energy can be 
transferred from one to the other. The circuit 
delivering power is called the primary circuit; 
the one receiving power is called the secondary 
circuit. The power may be practically all dissi-
pated in the secondary circuit itself ( this is usu-
ally the case in receiver circuits) or the second-
ary may simply act as a medium through which 
the power is transferred to a load. In the latter 
case, the coupled circuits may act as a radio-
frequency impedance-matching device. The 
matching can be accomplished by adjusting the 
loading on the secondary and by varying the 
amount of coupling between the primary and 
secondary. 

Coupling by a Common Circuit Element 

One method of coupling between two resonant 
circuits is through a circuit element common to 
both. The three common variations of this type 
of coupling are shown in Fig. 2-46; the circuit 
element common to both circuits carries the sub-
script M. At A and B current circulating in 
LiCi flows through the common element, and the 
voltage developed across this element causes 
current to flow in L.C.. At C, Cu and C2 form a 
capàcitive voltage divider across LiCi, and some 
of the voltage developed across Lei is applied 
across L.C2. 

If both circuits are resonant to the same 
frequency, as is usually the case, the value of 
coupling reactance required for maximum energy 
transfer can be approximated by the following, 
based on L1= L4, C1= C. and Qi = Q11: 

(A) 

(C) 

Fig. 2-46—Three methods of circuit coupling. 

(A) Lai Li/Qi; (B) CM Qin; (C) C.0.0 

The coupling can be increased by increasing 
the above coupling elements in A and C and 
decreasing the value in B. When the coupling is 
increased, the resultant bandwidth of the com-
bination is increased, and this principle is some-
times applied to "broad-band" the circuits in a 
transmitter or receiver. When the coupling ele-
ments in A and C are decreased, or when the 
coupling element in B is increased, the coupling 
between the circuits is decreased below the 
critical coupling value on which the above ap-
proximations are based. Less than critical cou-
pling will decrease the bandwidth and the energy 
transfer; the principle is often used in receivers 
to improve the selectivity. 

Inductive Coupling 

Figs. 2-47 and 2-48 show inductive coupling, or 
coupling by means of the mutual inductance be-
tween two coils. Circuits of this type resemble the 
iron-core transformer, but because only a part of 

Fig. 2-47—Single-tuned inductively coupled circuits. 

the magnetic flux lines set up by one coil cut the 
turns of the other coil, the simple relationships 
between turns ratio, voltage ratio and impedance 
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ratio in the iron-core transformer do not hold. 
Two types of inductively-coupled circuits are 

shown in Fig. 2-47. Only one circuit is resonant. 
The circuit at A is frequently used in receivers for 
coupling between amplifier tubes when the tuning 
of the circuit must be varied to respond to signals 
of different frequencies. Circuit B is used prin-
cipally in transmitters, for coupling a radio-
frequency amplifier to a resistive load. 

In these circuits the coupling between the 
primary and secondary coils usually is "tight"— 
that is, the coefficient of coupling between the 
coils is large. With every tight coupling either cir-
cuit operates nearly as though the device to 
which the untuned coil is connected were simply 
tapped across a corresponding number of turns 
on the tuned-circuit coil, thus either circuit is ap-
proximately equivalent to Fig. 2-43B. 
By proper choice of the number of turns on 

the untuned coil, and by adjustment of the 
coupling, the parallel impedance of the tuned cir-
cuit may be adjusted to the value required for 
the proper operation of the device to which it is 
connected. In any case, the maximum energy 
transfer possible for a given coefficient of cou-
pling is obtained when the reactance of the un-
tuned coil is equal to the resistance of its load. 
The Q and parallel impedance of the tuned 

circuit are reduced by coupling through an un-
tuned coil in much the same way as by the 
tapping arrangement shown in Fig. 2-43B. 

Coupled Resonant Circuits 

When the primary and secondary circuits are 
both tuned, as in Fig. 2-48, the resonance effects 

(B) 
Fig. 2-48—Inductively-coupled resonant circuits. Circuit 

A is used for high- resistance loads (load resistance 

much higher than the reactance of either 1.2 or C, at the 

resonant frequency). Circuit 8 is suitable for low resist-
ance loads (load resistance much lower than the re-

actance of either L2 or C2 at the resonant frequency). 

in both circuits make the operation somewhat 
more complicated than in the simpler circuits just 
considered. Imagine first that the two circuits are 
not coupled and that each is independently tuned 
to the resonant frequency. The impedance of each 
will be purely resistive. If the primary circuit is 
connected to a source of r.f. energy of the resonant 
frequency and the secondary is then loosely 
coupled to the primary, a current will flow in the 

secondary circuit. In flowing through the re-
sistance of the secondary circuit and any load 
that may be connected to it, the current causes a 
power loss. This power must come from the 
energy source through the primary circuit, and 
manifests itself in the primary as an increase in 
the equivalent resistance in series with the pri-
mary coil. Hence the Q and parallel impedance 
of the primary circuit are decreased by the 
coupled secondary. As the coupling is made 
greater (without changing the tuning of either 
circuit) the coupled resistance becomes larger 
and the parallel impedance of the primary con-
tinues to decrease. Also, as the coupling is made 
tighter the amount of power transferred from the 
primary to the secondary will increase to a 
maximum at one value of coupling, called critical 
coupling, but then decreases if the coupling is 
tightened still more ( still without changing the 
tuning). 

Critical coupling is a function of the Qs of the 
two circuits. A higher coefficient of coupling is 
required to reach critical coupling when the Qs 
are low; if the Qs are high, as in receiving appli-
cations, a coupling coefficient of a few per cent 
may give critical coupling. 
With loaded circuits such as are used in trans-

mitters the Q may be too low to give the desired 
power transfer even when the coils are coupled 
as tightly as the physical construction permits. 
In such case, increasing the Q of either circuit 
will be helpful, although it is generally better to 
increase the Q of the lower-Q circuit rather than 
the reverse. The Q of the parallel-tuned primary 
(input) circuit can be increased by decreasing the 
L/C ratio because, as shown in connection with 
Fig. 2-43, this circuit is in effect loaded by a 
parallel resistance ( effect of coupled-in resist-
ance). In the parallel-tuned secondary circuit, 
Fig. 2-48A, the Q can be increased, for a fixed 
value of load resistance, either by decreasing the 
L/C ratio or by tapping the load down ( see Fig. 
2-43). In the series-tuned secondary circuit, Fig. 
2-48B, the Q may be increased by increasing the 
L/C ratio. There will generally be no difficulty in 
securing sufficient coupling, with practicable 
coils, if the product of the Qs of the two tuned 
circuits is 10 or more. A smaller product will 
suffice if the coil construction permits tight cou-
pling. 

Selectivity 

In Fig. 2-47 only one circuit is tuned and the 
selectivity curve will be essentially that of a 
single resonant circuit. As stated, the effective Q 
depends upon the resistance connected to the un-
tuned coil. 

In Fig. 2-48, the selectivity is the same as that 
of a single tuned circuit having a Q equal to the 
product of the Qs of the individual circuits—it 
the coupling is well below critical ( this is not the 
condition for optimum power transfer discussed 
immediately above) and both circuits are tuned 
to resonance. The Qs of the individual circuits 
are affected by the degree of coupling, because 
each couples resistance into the other; the 
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Fig. 2-49—Showing the effect on the output voltage 
from the secondary circuit of changing the coefficient of 
coupling between two resonant circuits independently 
tuned to the some frequency. The voltage applied to 
the primary is held constant in amplitude while the 
frequency is varied, and the output voltage is measured 

across the secondary. 

tighter the coupling, the lower the individual Qs 
and therefore the lower the over-all selectivity. 

If both circuits are independently tuned to 
resonance, the over-all selectivity will vary about 
as shown in Fig. 2-49 as the coupling is varied. 
With loose coupling, A, the output voltage 
(across the secondary circuit) is small and the 
selectivity is high. As the coupling is increased 
the secondary voltage also increases until critical 
coupling, B, is reached. At this point the output 
voltage at the resonant frequency is maximum 
but the selectivity is lower than with looser 
coupling. At still tighter couple, C, the output 
voltage at the resonant frequency decreases, but 
as the frequency is varied either side of resonance 
it is found that there are two "humps" to the 
curve, one on either side of resonance. With very 
tight coupling, D, there is a further decrease in 
the output voltage at resonance and the "humps" 
are farther away from the resonant frequency. 
Curves such as those at C and D are called flat-
topped because the output voltage does not 
change much over an appreciable band of fre-
quencies. 
Note that the off-resonance humps have the 

same maximum value as the resonant output volt-
age at critical coupling. These humps are caused 
by the fact that at frequencies off resonance the 
secondary circuit is reactive and couples reac-
tance as well as resistance into the primary. The 
coupled resistance decreases off resonance, and 
each hump represents a new condition of critical 
coupling at a frequency to which the primary is 
tuned by the additional coupled-in reactance from 
the secondary. 

Fig. 2-50 shows the response curves for various 
degrees of coupling between two circuits tuned 
to a frequency fe. Equals Qs are assumed in both 
circuits, although the curves are representative 
if the Qs differ by ratios up to 1.5 or even 2 to 1. 

In these cases, a value of Q = N,/le, should 
be used. 

Band-Pass Coupling 

Over-coupled resonant circuits are useful where 
substantially uniform output is desired over a 
continuous band of frequencies, without read-
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Fig. 2-50—Relative response for a single tuned circuit 
and for coupled circuits. For inductively-coupled circuits 

(Figs. 2-46A and 2-48A), k — == where M is the 

mutual inductance. For capacitance-coupled circuits 

(Figs. 2-46B and 2-46C), k .‘1C1C2 and k 
:CM CmiCs 

respectively. 

justment of tuning. The width of the flat top of 
the resonance curve depends on the Qs of the two 
circuits as well as the tightness of coupling; the 
frequency separation between the humps will in-
crease, and the curve become more flat-topped, 
as the Qs are lowered. 

Band-pass operation also is secured by tuning 
the two circuits to slightly different frequencies, 
which gives a double-humped resonance curve 
even with loose coupling. This is called stagger 
tuning. To secure adequate power transfer over 
the frequency band it is usually necessary to use 
tight coupling and experimentally adjust the cir-
cuits for the desired performance. 

Link Coupling 

A modification of inductive coupling, called 
link coupling, is shown in Fig. 2-51. This gives 
the effect of inductive coupling between two coils 
that have no mutual inductance; the link is 
simply a means for providing the mutual induct-
ance. The total mutual inductance between two 
coils coupled by a link cannot be made as great 
as if the coils themselves were coupled. This is 
because the coefficient of coupling between air-

Fig. 2-51—Link coupling. The mutual inductances at 
both ends of the link are equivalent to mutual induct-
ance between the tuned circuits, and serve the same 

purpose. 
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core coils is considerably less than 1, and since 
there are two coupling points the over-all cou-
pling coefficient is less than for any pair of coils. 
In practice this need not be disadvantageous be-
cause the power transfer can be made great 
enough by making the tuned circuits sufficiently 
high-Q. Link coupling is convenient when ordi-
nary inductive coupling would be impracticable 
for constructional reasons. 
The link coils usually have a small number of 

turns compared with the resonant-circuit coils. 
The number of turns is not greatly important, 
because the coefficient of coupling is relatively 
independent of the number of turns on either coil; 
it is more important that both link coils should 
have about the same inductance. The length of the 
link between the coils is not critical if it is very 
small compared with the wavelength, but if the 
length is ' more than about one-twentieth of a 
wavelength the link operates more as a transmis-
sion line than as a means for providing mutual 
inductance. In such case it should be treated by 
the methods described in the chapter on Trans-
mission Lines. 

IMPEDANCE-MATCHING CIRCUITS 

The coupling circuits discussed in the preced-
ing section have been based either on inductive 
coupling or on coupling through a common cir-
cuit element between two resonant circuits. These 
are not the only circuits that may be used for 
transferring power from one device to another. 
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(c) 
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Fig. 2-52—Impedance-matching networks adaptable to 

amateur work. (A) L network for transforming to a 

higher value of resistance. ( B) L network for transform-

ing to a lower resistance value. ( C) Pi network. R, is the 

larger of the two resistors; Q is defined as R,/Xci. 

(D) Tapped tuned circuit used in some receiver applica-
tions. The impedance of the tuned circuit is transformed 

to a lower value, Ri,,, by the capacitive divider. 

There is, in fact, a wide variety of such circuits 
available, all of them being classified generally as 
impedance-matching networks. Several net-
works frequently used in amateur equipment are 
shown in Fig. 2-52. 

The L Network 

The L network is the simplest possible im-
pedance-matching circuit. It closely resembles 
an ordinary resonant circuit with the load resist-
ance, R, Fig. 2-52, either in series or parallel. 
The arrangement shown in Fig. 2-52A is used 
when the desired impedance, RIN, is larger than 
the actual load resistance, R, while Fig. 2-52B 
is used in the opposite case. The design equations 
for each case are given in the figure, in terms of 
the circuit reactances. The reactances may be 
converted to inductance and capacitance by 
means of the formulas previously given or taken 
directly from the charts of Figs. 2-44 and 2-45. 
When the impedance transformation ratio is 

large—that is, one of the two impedances is of 
the order of 100 times ( or more) larger than the 
other—the operation of the circuit is exactly 
the same as previously discussed in connection 
with impedance transformation with a simple 
LC resonant circuit. 
The Q of an L network is found in the same 

way as for simple resonant circuits. That is, it is 
equal to XL/R or RIM/Xe in Fig. 2-52A, and to 
XL/RIN or R/Xo in Fig. 2-52B. The value of 
Q is determined by the ratio of the impedances 
to be matched, and cannot be selected inde-
pendently. In the equations of Fig. 2-52 it is as-
sumed that both R and RIN are pure resistances. 

The Pi Network 

The pi network, shown in Fig. 2-52C, offers 
more flexibility than the L since the operating Q 
may be chosen practically at will. The only limi-
tation on the circuit values that may be used is 
that the reactance of the series arm, the inductor 
L in the figure, must not be greater than the 
square root of the product of the two values of 
resistive impedance to be matched. As the circuit 
is applied in amateur equipment, this limiting 
value of reactance would represent a network 
with an undesirably low operating Q, and the cif-
cuit values ordinarily used are well on the safe 
side of the limiting values. 

In its principal application as a "tank" circuit 
matching a transmission line to a power amplifier 
tube, the load R, will generally have a fairly 
low value of resistance (up to a few hundred 
ohms) while Ri, the required load for the tube, 
will be of the order of a few thousand ohms. 
In such a case the Q of the circuit is defined as 

so the choice of a value for the operat-
ing Q immediately sets the value of Xoi and hence 
of C1. The values of Xe, and XL are thei found 
from the equations given in the figure. 

Graphical solutions for practical cases are given 
in the chapter on transmitter design in the dis-
cussion of plate tank circuits. The L and C values 
may be calculated from the reactances or read 
from the charts of Figs. 2-44 and 2-45. 
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Tapped Tuned Circuit 

The tapped tuned circuit of Fig. 2-52C is use-
ful in some receiver applications, where it is de-
sirable to use a high-impedance tuned circuit as 
a lower-impedance load. When the Q of the in-
ductor has been determined, the capacitors can 
be selected to give the desired impedance trans-
formation and the necessary resultant capac-
itance to tune the circuit to resonance. 

FILTERS 
A filter is an electrical circuit configuration 

(network) designed to have specific characteris-
tics with respect to the transmission or attenua-
tion of various frequencies that may be applied to 
it. There are three general types of filters: low-
pass, high-pass, and band-pass. 
A low-pass filter is one that will permit all 

frequencies below a specified one called the cut-
off frequency to be transmitted with little or no 
loss, but that will attenuate all frequencies above 
the cut-off frequency. 
A high-pass filter similarly has a cut-off fre-

quency, above which there is little or no loss in 
transmission, but below which there is consider-
able attenuation. Its behavior is the opposite of 
that of the low-pass filter. 
A band-pass filter is one that will transmit a 

selected band of frequencies with substantially 
no loss, but that will attenuate all frequencies 
either higher or lower than the desired band. 
The pass band of a filter is the frequency spec-

trum that is transmitted with little or no loss. 
The transmission characteristic is not necessarily 
perfectly uniform in the pass band, but the varia-
tions usually are small. 
The stop band is the frequency region in which 

attenuation is desired. The attenuation may vary 
in the stop band, and in a simple filter usually is 
least near the cut-off frequency, rising to high 
values at frequencies considerably removed from 
the cut-off frequency. 

Filters are designed for a specific value of 
purely resistive impedance (the terminating im-
pedance of the filter). When such an impedance 
is connected to the output terminals of the filter, 
the impedance looking into the input terminals 
has essentially the same value, throughout most 
of the pass band. Simple filters do not give per-
fectly uniform performance in this respect, but 
the input impedance of a properly-terminated 
filter can be made fairly constant, as well as 
closer to the design value, over the pass band 
by using m-derived filter sections. 
A discussion of filter design principles is be-

yond the scope of this Handbook, but it is not 
difficult to build satisfactory filters from the cir-
cuits and formulas given in Fig. 2-53. Filter 
circuits are built up from elementary sections as 
shown in the figure. These sections can be used 
alone or, if greater attenuation and sharper cut-
off ( that is, a more rapid rate of rise of attenua-
tion with frequency beyond the cut-off frequency) 
are required, several sections can be connected in 
series. In the low- and high-pass filters, f. repre-

sents the cut-off frequency, the highest (for the 
low-pass) or the lowest (for the high-pass) fre-
quency transmitted without attenuation. In the 
band-pass filter designs, fi is the low-frequency 
cut-off and fs the high-frequency cut-off. The 
units for L, C, R and f are henrys, farads, ohms 
and cycles per second, respectively. 

All of the types shown are "unbalanced" (one 
side grounded). For use in balanced circuits ( e.g., 
300-ohm transmission line, or push-pull audio 
circuits), the series reactances should be equally 
divided between the two legs. Thus the balanced 
constant-k 7r-section low-pass filter would use 
two inductors of a value equal to Lk/2, while the 
balanced constant-k 7r-section high-pass filter 
would use two capacitors each equal to 2C5. 

If several low- (or high-) pass sections are to 
be used, it is advisable to use m-derived end 
sections on either side of a constant-k center sec-
tion, although an m-derived center section can be 
used. The factor m determines the ratio of the 
cut-off frequency, f., to a frequency of high at-
tenuation, f. Where only one m-derived sec-
tion is used, a value of 0.6 is generally used for m, 
although a deviation of 10 or 15 per cent from 
this value is not too serious in amateur work. 
For a value of m = 0.6, f, will be 1.25f. for the 
low-pass filter and 0.81 for the high-pass filter. 
Other values can be found from 

m — ( -tf Y for the low-pass filter and 

m V1 — (f—elfor the high-pass filter. 
fo 

The output sides of the filters shown should be 
terminated in a resistance equal to R, and there 
should be little or no reactive component in the 
termination. 

PIEZOELECTRIC CRYSTALS 
A number of crystalline substances found in 

nature have the ability to transform mechanical 
strain into an electrical charge, and vice versa. 
This property is known as the piezoelectric ef-
fect. A small plate or bar cut in the proper way 
from a quartz crystal and placed between two 
conducting electrodes will be mechanically 
strained when the electrodes are connected to a 
source of voltage. Conversely, if the crystal is 
squeezed between two electrodes a voltage will be 
developed between the electrodes. 

Piezoelectric crystals can be used to transform 
mechanical energy into electrical energy, and vice 
versa. They are used in microphones and phono-
graph pick-ups, where mechanical vibrations are 
transformed into alternating voltages of corres-
ponding frequency. They are also used in head-
sets and loudspeakers, transforming electrical 
energy into mechanical vibration. Crystals of 
Rochelle salts are used for these purposes. 

Crystal Resonators 

Crystalline plates also are mechanical resona-
tors that have natural frequencies of vibration 
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ranging from a few thousand cycles to tens of 
megacycles per second. The vibration frequency 
depends on the kind of crystal, the way the plate 
is cut from the natural crystal, and on the dimen-
sions of the plate. The thing that makes the crys-
tal resonator valuable is that it has extremely 
high Q, ranging from 5 to 10 times the Qs obtain-
able with good LC resonant circuits. 

Analogies can be drawn between various me-
chanical properties of the crystal and the elec-
trical characteristics of a tuned circuit. This 
leads to an "equivalent circuit" for the crystal. 
The electrical coupling to the crystal is through 
the holder plates between which it is sandwiched; 
these plates form, with the crystal as the dielec-
tric, a small capacitator like any other capacitor 
constructed of two plates with a dielectric be-
tween. The crystal itself is equivalent to a series-
resonant circuit, and together with the capaci-
tance of the holder forms the equivalent circuit 
shown in Fig. 2-54. At frequencies of the order of 

Fig. 2-54— Equivalent cir-

cuit of a crystal reso-

nator. L, C and R are the 

electrical equivalents of 

mechanical properties of 

the crystal; Ch is the ca-

pacitance of the holder 

plates with the crystal 

plate between them. 

450 kc., where crystals are widely used as resona-
tors, the equivalent L may be several henrys and 
the equivalent C only a few hundredths of a 
micromicrofarad. Although the equivalent R is 
of the order of a few thousand ohms, the react-
ance at resonance is so high that the Q of the 
crystal likewise is high. 
A circuit of the type shown in Fig. 2-54 has a 

series-resonant frequency, when viewed from the 
circuit terminals indicated by the arrowheads, 
determined by L and C only. At this frequency 
the circuit impedance is simply equal to R, pro-
viding the reactance of Ch is large compared with 
R (this is generally the case). The circuit also 

has a parallel-resonant frequency determined by 
L and the equivalent capacitance of C and Ch 
in series. Since this equivalent capacitance is 
smaller than C alone, the parallel-resonant fre-
quency is higher than the series-resonant fre-
quency. The separation between the two resonant 
frequencies depends on the ratio of Ch to C, and 
when this ratio is large (as in the case of a crystal 
resonator, where Ch will be a few ged. in the 
average case) the two frequencies will be quite 
close together. A separation of a kilocycle or 
less at 455 kc. is typical of a quartz crystal. 

RE,4CrANCE RES/STANCE 

Fig. 2-55--Reactance and resistance vs. frequency of a 
circuit of the type shown in Fig. 2-54. Actual values of 

reactance, resistance and the separation between the 

series- and parallel- resonant frequencies, f, and 

respectively, depend on the circuit constants. 

Fig. 2-55 shows how the resistance and react-
ance of such a circuit vary as the applied fre-
quency is varied. The reactance passes through 
zero at both resonant frequencies, but the resist-
ance rises to a large value at parallel resonance, 
just as in any tuned circuit. 
Quartz crystals may be used either as simple 

resonators for their selective properties or as the 
frequency-controlling elements in oscillators as 
described in later chapters. The series-resonant 
frequency is the one principally used in the former 
case, while the more common forms of oscillator 
circuit use the parallel-resonant 'frequency. 

PRACTICAL CIRCUIT DETAILS 

COMBINED A.C. AND D.C. 

-lost radio circuits are built around vacuum 
tubes, and it is the nature of these tubes to require 
direct current (usually at a fairly high voltage) 
for their operation. They convert the direct cur-
rent into an alternating current (and sometimes 
the reverse) at frequencies varying from well 
down in the audio range to well up in the super-
high range. The conversion process almost in-
variably requires that the direct and alternating 
currents meet somewhere in the circuit. 

In this meeting, the a.c. and d.c. are actually 
combined into a single current that "pulsates" 
(at the a.c. frequency) about an average value 
equal to the direct current. This is shown in Fig. 
2-56. It is convenient to consider that the alter-

Fig. 2-56—Pulsat-

ing d.c., composed 

of an alternating 

current or voltage 

superimposed on a 

steady direct cur-

rent or voltage. 
rime 

nating current is superimposed on the direct cur-
rent, so we may look upon the actual current as 
having two components, one d.c. and the other a.c. 

In an alternating current the positive and nega-
tive alternations have the same average ampli-
tude, so when the wave is superimposed on a 
direct current the latter is alternately increased 
and decreased by the same amount. There is thus 
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no average change in the direct current. If a d.c. 
instrument is being used to read the current, the 
reading will be exactly the same whether or not 
the a.c. is superimposed. 
However, there is actually more power in such 

a combination current than there is in the direct 
current alone. This is because power varies as the 
square of the instantaneous value of the current, 
and when all the instantaneous squared values 
are averaged over a cycle the total power is 
greater than the d.c. power alone. If the a.c. is a 
sine wave having a peak value just equal to the 
d.c., the power in the circuit is 1.5 times the d.c. 
power. An instrument whose readings are pro-
portional to power will show such an increase. 

Series and Parallel Feed 

Fig. 2-57 shows in simplified form how d.c. and 
a.c. may be combined in a vacuum-tube circuit. 
In this case, it is assumed that the a.c. is at 
radio frequency, as suggested by the coil-and-
capacitor tuned circuit. It is also assumed that 
r.f. current can easily flow through the d.c. 
supply; that is, the impedance of the supply at 
radio frequencies is so small as to be negligible. 

In the circuit at the left, the tube, tuned circuit, 
and d.c. supply all are connected in series. The 
direct current flows through the r.f. coil to get to 
the tube; the r.f. current generated by the tube 

Series Feed Parallel Feed 

Fig. 2-57— Illustrating series and parallel feed. 

flows through the d.c. supply to get to the tuned 
circuit. This is series feed. It works because the 
impedance of the d.c. supply at radio frequencies 
is so low that it does not affect the flow of r.f. 
current, and because the d.c. resistance of the coil 
is so low that it does not affect the flow of direct 
current. 

In the circuit at the right the direct current 
does not flow through the r.f. tuned circuit, but 
instead goes to the tube through a second coil, 
RFC (radio-frequency choke). Direct current 
cannot flow through L because a blocking ca-
pacitance, C, is placed in the circuit to prevent 
it. ( Without C, the d.c. supply would be short-
circuited by the low resistance of L.) On the 
other hand, the r.f. current generated by the tube 
can easily flow through C to the tuned circuit be-
cause the capacitance of C is intentionally chosen 
to have low reactance (compared with the im-
pedance of the tuned circuit) at the radio fre-
quency. The r.f. current cannot flow through the 

d.c. supply because the inductance of RFC is in-
tentionally made so large that it has a very high 
reactance at the radio frequency. The resistance 
of RFC, however, is too low to have an appre-
ciable effect on the flow of direct current. The two 
currents are thus in parallel, hence the name 
parallel feed. 

Either type of feed may be used for both a.f. 
and r.f. circuits. In parallel feed there is no d.c. 
voltage on the a.c. circuit, a desirable feature 
from the viewpoint of safety to the operator, be-
cause the voltages applied to tubes—particu-
larly transmitting tubes—are dangerous. On the 
other hand, it is somewhat difficult to make an 
r.f. choke work well over a wide range of fre-
quencies. Series feed is often preferred, therefore, 
because it is relatively easy to keep the impedance 
between the a.c. circuit and the tube low. 

Bypassing 

In the series-feed circuit just discussed, it was 
assumed that the d.c. supply had very low im-
pedance at radio frequencies. This is not likely 
to be true in a practical power supply, partly 
because the normal physical separation between 
the supply and the r.f. circuit would make it 
necessary to use rather long connecting wires or 
leads. At radio frequencies, even a few feet of 
wire can have fairly large reactance—too large 
to be considered a really "low-impedance" con-
nection. 
An actual circuit would be provided with a 

bypass capacitor, as shown in Fig. 2-58. Capaci-
tor C is chosen to have low reactance at the 
operating frequency, and is installed right in the 
circuit where it can be wired to the other parts 
with quite short connecting wires. Hence the r.f. 
current will tend to flow through it rather than 
through the d.c. supply. 
To be effective, the reactance of the bypass 

Fig. 2-58—Typical use 

of a bypass capacitor 

and r.f, choke in a 

series-feed circuit. 

capacitor should not be more than one-tenth of 
the impedance of the bypassed part of the cir-
cuit. Very often the latter impedance is not 
known, in which case it is desirable to use the 
largest capacitance in the bypass that circum-
stances permit. To make doubly sure that r.f. 
current will not flow through a non-r.f. circuit 
such as a power supply, an r.f. choke may be 
connected in the lead to the latter, as shown in 
Fig. 2-58. 
The same type of bypassing is used when audio 

frequencies are present in addition to r.f. Because 
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the reactance of a capacitor changes with fre-
quency, it is readily possible to choose a capaci-
tance that will represent a very low reactance at 
radio frequencies but that will have such high 
reactance at audio frequencies that it is practi-
cally an open circuit. A capacitance of 0.001 µf. 
is practically a short circuit for r.f., for example, 
but is almost an open circuit at audio frequencies. 
(The actual value of capacitance that is usable 
will be modified by the impedances concerned.) 
Bypass capacitors also are used in audio circuits 
to carry the audio frequencies around a d.c. 
supply. 

Distributed Capacitance and Inductance 

In the discussions earlier in this chapter it 
was assumed that a capacitor has only capaci-
tance and that an inductor has only inductance. 
Unfortunately, this is not strictly true. There is 
always a certain amount of inductance in a con-
ductor of any length, and a capacitor is bound 
to have a little inductance in addition to its 
intended capacitance. Also, there is always ca-
pacitance between two conductors or between 
parts of the same conductor, and thus there is 
appreciable capacitance between the turns of an 
inductance coil. 

This distributed inductance in a capacitor and 
the distributed capacitance in an inductor have 
important practical effects. Actually, every ca-
pacitor is a tuned circuit, resonant at the fre-
quency where its capacitance and distributed 
inductance have the same reactance. The same 
thing is true of a coil and its distributed capaci-
tance. At frequencies well below these natural 
resonances, the capacitor will act like a normal 
capacitance and the coil will act like a normal 
inductance. Near the natural resonant points, 
the coil and capacitor act like self-tuned circuits. 
Above resonance, the capacitor acts like an in-
ductor and the inductor acts like a capacitor. 
Thus there is a limit to the amount of capacitance 
that can be used at a given frequency. There is a 
similar limit to the inductance that can be used. 
At audio frequencies, capacitances measured in 
microfarads and inductances measured in henrys 
are practicable. At low and medium radio fre-
quencies, inductances of a few millihenrys and 
capacitances of a few thousand micromicrofarads 
are the largest practicable. At high radio fre-
quencies, usable inductance values drop to a few 
microhenrys and capacitances to a few hundred 
micromicrofarads. 

Distributed capacitance and inductance are 
important not only in r.f. tuned circuits, but in 
bypassing and choking as well. It will be appre-
ciated that a bypass capacitor that actually acts 
like an inductance, or an r.f. choke that acts 
like a low-reactance capacitor, cannot work as 
it is intended they should. 

Grounds 

Throughout this book there are frequent refer-
ences to ground and ground potential. When a 
connection is said to be "grounded" it does not 
necessarily mean that it actually goes to earth. 

What it means is that an actual earth connection 
to that point in the circuit should not disturb the 
operation of the circuit in any way. The term 
also is used to indicate a "common" point in the 
circuit where power supplies and metallic sup-
ports ( such as a metal chassis) are electrically 
tied together. It is general practice, for example, 
to "ground" the negative terminal of a d.c. power 
supply, and to "ground" the filament or heater 
power supplies for vacuum tubes. Since the 
cathode of a vacuum tube is a junction point 
for grid and plate voltage supplies, and since the 
various circuits connected to the tube elements 
have at least one point connected to cathode, 
these points also are "returned to ground." 
Ground is therefore a common reference point 
in the radio circuit. "Ground potential" means 
that there is no "difference of potential"—no 
voltage—between the circuit point and the earth. 

Single-Ended and Balanced Circuits 

With reference to ground, a circuit may be 
either single-ended (unbalanced) or balanced. 
In a single-ended circuit, one side of the circuit 
is connected to ground. In a balanced circuit, the 
electrical midpoint is connected to ground, so 
that the circuit has two ends each at the same 
voltage "above" ground. 

Typical single-ended and balanced circuits are 
shown in Fig. 2-59. R.f. circuits are shown in 
the upper row, while iron-core transformers 

BALANCED 

SINGLE- ENDED BALANCED OUTPUT 

Fig. 2-59—Single-ended and balanced circuits. 

(such as are used in power-supply and audio 
circuits) are shown in the lower row. The r.f. 
circuits may be balanced either by connecting 
the center of the coil to ground or by using a 
"balanced" or "split-stator" capacitor and con-
necting its rotor to ground. In the iron-core 
transformer, one or both windings may be tapped 
at the center of the winding to provide the ground 
connection. 

Shielding 

Two circuits that are physically near each 
other usually will be coupled to each other in 
some degree even though no coupling is intended. 
The metallic parts of the two circuits form a 
small capacitance through which energy can be 
transferred by means of the electric field. Also, 
the magnetic field about the coil or wiring of 
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RESONANT LINES 
In resonant circuits as employed at the lower 

frequencies it is possible to consider each of the 
reactance components as a separate entity. The 
fact that an inductor has a certain amount of 
self-capacitance, as well as some resistance, while 
a capacitor also possesses a small self-inductance, 
can usually be disregarded. 
At the very-high and ultrahigh frequencies it 

is not readily possible to separate these com-
ponents. Also, the connecting leads, which at 
lower frequencies would serve merely to join the 
capacitor and coil, now may have more induct-
ance than the coil itself. The required inductance 
coil may be no more than a single turn of wire, 
yet even this single turn may have dimensions 
comparable to a wavelength at the operating fre-
quency. Thus the energy in the field surrounding 
the "coil" may in part be radiated. At a suffi-
ciently high frequency the loss by radiation may 
represent a major portion of the total energy in 
the circuit. 
For these reasons it is common practice to 

utilize resonant sections of transmission line as 
tuned circuits at frequencies above 100 Mc. or 
so. A quarter-wavelength line, or any odd mul-
tiple thereof, shorted at one end and open at the 
other exhibits large standing waves, as described 
in the section on transmission lines. When a 
voltage of the frequency at which such a line is 
resonant is applied to the open end, the response 
is very similar to that of a parallel resonant cir-
cuit. The equivalent relationships are shown in 
Fig. 2-60. At frequencies off resonance the line 
displays qualities comparable with the inductive 
and capacitive reactances of a conventional tuned 
circuit, so sections of transmission line can be 
used in much the same manner as inductors and 
capacitors. 

one circuit can couple that circuit to a second 
through the latter's coil and wiring. In many 
cases these unwanted couplings must be pre-
vented if the circuits are to work properly. 

Capacitive coupling may readily be prevented 
by enclosing one or both ot the circuits in 
grounded low-resistance metallic containers, 
called shields. The electric field from the circuit 
components does not penetrate the shield. A 
metallic plate, called ebaffle shield, inserted be-
tween two components also may suffice to pre-
vent electrostatic coupling between them. It 
should be large enough to make the components 
invisible to each other. 

Similar metallic shielding is used at radio fre-
quencies to prevent magnetic coupling. The 
shielding effect for magnetic fields increases with 
frequency and with the conductivity and thick-
ness of the shielding material. 
A closed shield is required for good magnetic 

shielding; in some cases separate shields, one 
about each coil, may be required. The baffle shield 
is rather ineffective for magnetic shielding, al-

though it will give partial shielding if placed at 
right angles to the axes of, and between, the coils 
to be shielded from each other. 

Shielding a coil reduces its inductance, because 
part of its field is canceled by the shield. Also, 
there is always a small amount of resistance in 
the shield, and there is therefore an energy loss. 
This loss raises the effective resistance of the 
coil. The decrease in inductance and increase in 
resistance lower the Q of the coil, but the reduc-
tion in inductance and Q will be small if the 
spacing between the sides of the coil and the 
shield is at least half the coil diameter, and if the 
spacing at the ends of the coil is at least equal to 
the coil diameter. The higher the conductivity of 
the shield material, the less the effect on the 
inductance and Q. Copper is the best material, 
but aluminum is quite satisfactory. 
For good magnetic shielding at audio fre-

quencies it is necessary to enclose the coil in a 
container of high-permeability iron or steel. In 
this case the shield can be quite close to the coil 
without harming its performance. 

U.H.F. CIRCUITS 
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Fig. 2-60--Equivalent coupling circuits for parallel-line, 

coaxial- line and conventional resonant circuits. 

To minimize radiation loss the two conductors 
of a parallel-conductor line- should not be more 
than about one-tenth wavelength apart, the spac-
ing being measured between the conductor axes. 
On the other hand, the spacing should not be less 
than about twice the conductor diameter because 
of "proximity effect," which causes eddy currents 
and an increase in loss. Above 300 Mc. it is diffi-
cult to satisfy both these requirements simul-
taneously, and the radiation from an open line 
tends to become excessive, reducing the Q. In 
such case the coaxial type of line is to be pre-
ferred, since it is inherently shielded. 

Representative methods for adjusting coaxial 
lines to resonance are shown in Fig. 2-61. At the 
left, a sliding shorting disk is used to reduce the 
effective length of the line by altering the posi-
tion of the short-circuit. In the center, the same 
effect is accomplished by using a telescoping tube 
in the end of the inner conductor to vary its 
length and thereby the effective length of the line. 
At the right, two possible methods of using 
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Fig. 2-61—Methods of tuning coaxial resonant lines. 

parallel-plate capacitors are illustrated. The ar-
rangement with the loading capacitor at the open 
end of the line has the greatest tuning effect per 
unit of capacitance; the alternative method, which 
is equivalent to tapping the capacitor down on 
the line, has less effect on the Q of the circuit. 
Lines with capacitive "loading" of the sort il-
lustrated will be shorter, physically, than un-
loaded lines resonant at the same frequency. 
Two methods of tuning parallel-conductor 

lines are shown in Fig. 2-62. The sliding short-

t.  

Fig. 2-62--Methods of tuning parallel-type resonant 
lines. 

circuiting strap can be tightened by means of 
screws and nuts to make good electrical con-
tact. The parallel-plate capacitor in the second 
drawing may be placed anywhere along the line, 
the tuning effect becoming less as the capacitor 
is located nearer the shorted end of the line. Al-
though a low-capacitance variable capacitor of 
ordinary construction can be used, the circular-
plate type shown is symmetrical and thus does 
not unbalance the line. It also has the further ad-
vantage that no insulating material is required. 

WAVEGUIDES 

A waveguide is a conducting tube through 
which energy is transmitted in the form of elec-
tromagnetic waves. The tube is not considered 
as carrying a current in the same sense that the 
wires of a two-conductor line do, but rather as a 
boundary which confines the waves to the en-
closed space. Skin effect prevents any electro-
magnetic effects from being evident outside the 
guide. The energy is injected at one end, either 
through capacitive or inductive coupling or by 
radiation, and is received at the other end. The 
waveguide then merely confines the energy of 
the fields, which are propagated through it to 
the receiving end by means of reflections against 
its inner walls. 

Analysis of waveguide operation is based on 
the assumption that the guide material is a per-
fect conductor of electricity. Typical distributions 

of electric and magnetic fields in a rectangular 
guide are shown in Fig. 2-63. It will be observed 
that the intensity of the electric field is greatest 
(as indicated by closer spacing of the lines of 
force) at the center along the x dimension, Fig. 
2-63 ( B), diminishing to zero at the end walls. 
The latter is a necessary condition, since the 
existence of any electric field parallel to the walls 
at the surface would cause an infinite current to 
flow in a perfect conductor. This represents an 
impossible situation. 

Modes of Propagation 

Fig. 2-63 represents a relatively simple dis-
tribution of the electric and magnetic fields. 
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Fig. 2-63—Field distribution in a rectangular wave-
guide. The TE1,0 mode of propagation is depicted. 

There is in general an infinite number of ways 
in which the fields can arrange themselves in a 
guide so long as there is no upper limit to the 
frequency to be transmitted. Each field config-
uration is called a mode. All modes may be 
separated into two general groups. One group, 
designated TM (transverse magnetic), has the 
magnetic field entirely transverse to the direc-
tion of propagation, but has a component of 
electric field in that direction. The other type, 
designated TE (transverse electric) has the 
electric field entirely transverse, but has a com-
ponent of magnetic field in the direction of 
propagation. TM waves are sometimes called 
E waves, and TE waves are sometimes called 
H waves, but the TM and TE designations are 
preferred. 
The particular mode of transmission is iden-

tified by the group letters followed by two sub-
script numerals; for example, TEi.o, TM1.1, etc. 
The number of possible modes increases with 



Waveguides 
frequency for a given size of guide. There is only 
one possible mode (called the dominant mode) 
for the lowest frequency that can be transmitted. 
The dominant mode is the one generally used 
in practical work. 

Waveguide Dimensions 

In the rectangular guide the critical dimension 
is x in Fig. 2-63; this dimension must be more 
than one-half wavelength at the lowest frequency 
to be transmitted. In practice, the y dimension 
usually is made about equal to 1/2 x to avoid the 
possibility of operation at other than the dom-
inant mode. 

Other cross-sectional shapes than the rectangle 
can be used, the most important being the circular 
pipe. Much the same considerations apply as in 
the rectangular case. 
Wavelength formulas for rectangular and cir-

cular guides are given in the following table, 
where x is the width of a rectangular guide and 
r is the radius of a circular guide. All figures are 
in terms of the dominant mode. 

Rectangular Circular 
Cut-off wavelength   2x 3.41r 
Longest wavelength trans-

mitted with little atten-
uation   1.6s 3.2r 

Shortest wavelength before 
next mode becomes pos-
sible   1.1x 2.8r 

Cavity Resonators 

Another kind of circuit particularly applicable 
at wavelengths of the order of centimeters is the 
cavity resonator, which may be looked upon as 
a section of a waveguide with the dimensions 
chosen so that waves of a given length can be 
maintained inside. 

Typical shapes used for resonators are the 
cylinder, the rectangular box and the sphere, as 
shown in Fig. 2-64. The resonant frequency de-
pends upon the dimensions of the cavity and the 
mode of oscillation of the waves (comparable to 
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Fig. 2-64—Forms of cavity resonators. 

the transmission modes in a waveguide). For 
the lowest modes the resonant wavelengths are 
as follows: 

Cylinder   2.61r 
Square box   1.411 
Sphere   2.28r 
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The resonant wavelengths of the cylinder and 

square box are independent of the height when 
the height is less than a half wavelength. In other 
modes of oscillation the height must be a multiple 
of a half wavelength as measured inside the 
cavity. A cylindrical cavity can be tuned by a 
sliding shorting disk when operating in such a 
mode. Other tuning methods include placing ad-
justable tuning paddles or "slugs" inside the 
cavity so that the standing-wave pattern of the 
electric and magnetic fields can be varied. 
A form of cavity resonator in practical use is 

the re-entrant cylindrical type shown in Fig. 2-65. 
In construction it resembles a concentric line 
closed at both ends with capacitive loading at 
the top, but the actual mode of oscillation may 
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Fig. 245—Re-entrant cylindrical cavity resonator. 

differ considerably from that occurring in coaxial 
lines. The resonant frequency of such a cavity 
depends upon the diameters of the two cylinders 
and the distance d between the cylinder ends. 
Compared with ordinary resonant circuits, cav-

ity resonators have extremely high Q. A value 
of Q of the order of 1000 or more is readily ob-
tainable, and Q values of several thousand can 
be secured with good design and construction. 

Coupling to Waveguides and Cavity 
Resonators 

Energy may be introduced into or abstracted 
from a waveguide or resonator by means of 
either the electric or magnetic field. The energy 
transfer frequently is through a coaxial line, two 
methods for coupling to which are shown in Fig. 
2-66. The probe shown at A is simply a short 
extension of the inner conductor of the coaxial 
line, so oriented that it is parallel to the electric 
lines of force. The loop shown at B is arranged 
so that it encloses some of the magnetic lines of 
force. The point at which maximum coupling 
will be secured depends upon the particular mode 
of propagation in the guide or cavity; the 
coupling will be maximum when the coupling 
device is in the most intense field. 

Coupling can be varied by turning the probe or 
loop through a 90-degree angle. When the probe 
is perpendicular to the electric lines the coupling 
will be minimum; similarly, when the plane of the 
loop is parallel to the magnetic lines the coupling 
will have its minimum value. 

(B) (A) 
Fig. 2-66—Coupling to waveguides and resonators. 
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MODULATION, HETERODYNING AND BEATS 
Since one of the most widespread uses of radio 

frequencies is the transmission of speech and 
music, it would be very convenient if the audio 
spectrum to be transmitted could simply be shifted 
up to some radio frequency, transmitted as radio 
waves, and shifted back down to audio at the 
receiving point. Suppose the audio signal to be 
transmitted by radio is a pure 1000-cycle tone, 
and we wish to transmit it at 1 Mc. ( 1,000,000 
cycles per second). One possible way might be 
to add 1.000 Mc. and 1 kc. together, thereby 
obtaining a radio frequency of 1.001 Mc. No 
simple method for doing this directly has been 
devised, although the effect is obtained and used 
in "single-sideband transmission." 
When two different frequencies are present 

simultaneously in an ordinary circuit ( specifi-
cally, one in which Ohm's Law holds) each be-
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Fig. 2-67—Amplitude-vs.-time and amplitude-vs.-fre-

quency plots of various signals. (A) 11/2 cycles of an 
audio signal, assumed to be 1000 c.p.s. in this example. 

(B) A radio-frequency signal, assumed to be 1 Mc.; 

1500 cycles are completed during the some time as the 

11/2 cycles in A, so they cannot be shown accurately. 

(C) The signals of A and B in the same circuit; each 

maintains its own identity. ( D) The signals of A and B 

in a circuit where the amplitude of A can control the 

amplitude of B. The 1-Mc, signal is modulated by the 

1000-cycle signal. 

E, F, G and H show the spectrums for the signals in 

A, B, C and D, respectively. Note the new frequencies 

in H, resulting from the modulation process. 

haves as though the other were not there. The 
total or resultant voltage (or current) in the 
circuit will be the sum of the instantaneous values 
of the two at every instant. This is because there 
can be only one value of current or voltage at 
any single point in a circuit at any instant. Figs. 
2-67A and B show two such frequencies, and C 
shows the resultant. The amplitude of the 1-Mc. 
current is not affected by the presence of the 1-kc. 
current, but the axis is shifted back and forth at 
the 1-kc. rate. An attempt to transmit such a 
combination as a radio wave would result in 
only the radiation of the 1-Mc, frequency, since 
the 1-kc. frequency retains its identity as an 
audio frequency and will not radiate. 
There are devices, however, which make it pos-

sible for one frequency to control the amplitude 
of the other. If, for example, a 1-kc. .tone is used 
to control a 1-Mc, signal, the maximum r.f. out-
put will he obtained when the 1-kc. signal is at 
the peak of one alternation and the minimum will 
occur at the peak of the next alternation. The 
process is called amplitude modulation, and the 
effect is shown in Fig. 2-67D. The resultant 
signal is now entirely at radio frequency, but with 
its amplitude varying at the modulation rate 
(1 kc.). Receiving equipment adjusted to receive 
the 1-Mc. r.f. signal can reproduce these changes 
in amplitude, and reveal what the audio signal is, 
through a process called detection. 

It might be assumed that the only radio fre-
quency present in such a signal is the original 
1.000 Mc., but such is not the case. Two new 
frequencies have appeared. These are the sum 
(1.000 -F .001) and the difference ( 1.000 — .001) 
of the two, and thus the radio frequencies appear-
ing after modulation are 1.001, 1.000 and .999 Mc. 
When an audio frequency is used to control the 

amplitude of a radio frequency, the process is 
generally called "amplitude modulation," as men-
tioned, but when a radio frequency modulates 
another radio frequency it is called heterodyn-
ing. The processes are identical. A general term 
for the sum and difference frequencies generated 
during heterodyning or amplitude modulation is 
"beat frequencies," and a more specific one is 
upper side frequency, for the sum, and lower 
side frequency for the difference. 

In the simple example, the modulating signal 
was assumed to be a pure tone, but the modu-
lating signal can just as well be a band of fre-
quencies making up speech or music. In this case, 
the side frequencies are grouped into the upper 
sideband and the lower sideband. Fig. 2-67H 
shom s the side frequencies appearing as a result 
of the modulation process. 
Amplitude modulation (a.m.) is not the only 

possible type nor is it the only one in use. Such 
signal properties as phase and frequency can 
also be modulated. In every case the modulation 
process leads to the generation of a new set ( or 
sets) of radio frequencies symmetrically disposed 
about the original radio (carrier) frequency. 



Chapter 3 

Vacuum-Tube Principles 

CURRENT IN A VACUUM 

The outstanding difference between the 
vacuum tube and most other electrical devices 
is that the electric current does not flow through 
a conductor but through empty space—a 
vacuum. This is only possible when "free" 
electrons—that is, electrons that are not at-
tached to atoms—are somehow introduced 
into the vacuum. Free electrons in an evacuated 
space will be attracted to a positively charged 
object within the same space, or will be repelled 
by a negatively charged object. The movement 
of the electrons under the attraction or replusion 
of such charged objects constitutes the current 
in the vacuum. 
The most practical way to introduce a suffi-

ciently large number of electrons into the evac-
uated space is by thermionic emission. 

Thermionic Emission 

If a thin wire or filament is heated to in-
candescence in a vacuum, electrons near the sur-
face are given enough energy of motion to fly 
off into the surrounding space. The higher the 
temperature, the greater the number of electrons 
emitted. A more general name for the filament 
is cathode. 

If the cathode is the only thing in the vacuum, 
most of the emitted electrons stay in its imme-
diate vicinity, forming a "cloud" about the cath-

Representative tube types. Transmitting tubes having 

up to 500-watt capability are shown in the back row. 

The tube with the top cap in the middle row is a low-

power transmitting type. Others are receiving tubes, 

with the exception of the one in the center foreground 

which is a v.h.f, transmitting type. 

ode. The reason for this is that the electrons in 
the space, being negative electricity, form a neg-
ative charge (space charge) in the region of the 
cathode. The space charge repels those electrons 
nearest the cathode, tending to make them fall 
back on it. 

HOT 

CAilIODE 

Fig. 3-1—Conduction by thermionic emission in a 

vacuum tube. The A battery is used to heat the fila-

ment to a temperature that will cause it to emit elec-

trons. The B battery makes the plate positive with 

respect to the filament, thereby causing the emitted 

electrons to be attracted to the plate. Electrons cap-

tured by the plate flow back through the B battery to 

the filament. 

Now suppose a second conductor is introduced 
into the vacuum, but not connected to anything 
else inside the tube. If this second conductor is 
given a positive charge by connecting a source 
of e.m.f. between it and the cathode, as indicated 
in Fig. 3-1, electrons emitted by the cathode are 
attracted to the positively charged conductor. 
An electric current then flows through the 
circuit formed by the cathode, the charged con-
ductor, and the source of e.m.f. In Fig. 3-1 this 
e.m.f. is supplied by a battery ("B" battery); 
a second battery ("A" battery) is also indicated 
for heating the cathode or filament to the proper 
operating temperature. 
The positively charged conductor is usually 

a metal plate or cylinder ( surrounding the 
cathode) and is called an anode or plate. Like 
the other working parts of a tube, it is a tube 
element or electrode. The tube shown in Fig. 
3-1 is a two-element or two-electrode tube, 
one element being the cathode or filament and 
the other the anode or plate. 

Since electrons are negative electricity, they 
will be attracted to the plate only when the 
plate is positive with respect to the cathode. 
If the plate is given a negative charge, the 
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CA) as (C) (D) 

Fig. 3-2—Types of cathode construction. Directly heated cath-
odes or filaments ore shown at A, B, and C. The inverted V 
filament is used in small receiving tubes, the M in both receiv-
ing and transmitting tubes. The spiral filament is a transmitting. 
tube type. The indirectly-heated cathodes at D and E show two 
types of heater construction, one a twisted loop and the other 
bunched heater wires. Both types tend to cancel the magnetic 

fields set up by the current through the heater. 

electrons will be repelled back to the cathode 
and no current will flow. The vacuum tube there-
fore can conduct only in one direction. 

Cathodes 

Before electron emission can occur, the cath-
ode must be heated to a high temperature. How-
ever, it is not essential that the heating current 
flow through the actual material that does the 
emitting; the filament or heater can be electri-
cally separate from the emitting cathode. Such a 
cathode is called indirectly heated, while an 
emitting filament is called directly heated. Fig. 
3-2 shows both types in the forms in which they 
are commonly used. 
Much greater electron emission can be ob-

tained, at relative& low temperatures, by using 
special cathode materials rather than pure metals. 
One of these is thoriated tungsten, or tung-
sten in which thorium is dissolved. Still greater 
efficiency is achieved in the oxide-coated cath-
ode, a cathode in which rare-earth oxides form 
a coating over a metal base. 
Although the oxide-coated cathode has much 

the highest efficiency, it can be used successfully 
only in tubes that operate at rather low plate 
voltages. Its use is therefore confined to receiv-
ing-type tubes and to the smaller varieties of 
transmitting tubes. The thoriated filament, on 
the other hand, will operate well in high-voltage 
tubes. 

Plate Current 

If there is only a small positive voltage 
on the plate, the number of electrons 
reaching it will be small because the 
space charge (which is negative) pre-
vents those electrons nearest the cathode 
from being attracted to the plate. As the 
plate voltage is increased, the effect of 
the space charge is increasingly overcome 
and the number of electrons attracted to 
the plate becomes larger. That is, the 
plate current increases with increasing 
plate voltage. 

VACUUM-TUBE PRINCIPLES 

Fig. 3-3 shows a typical plut of plate 
current vs. plate voltage for a two-ele-
ment tube or diode. A curve of this type 
can be obtained with the circuit shown, 
if the plate voltage is increased in small 
steps and a current reading taken ( by 
means of the current-indicating instru-
ment—a milliammeter) at each volt-
age. The plate current is zero with no 
plate voltage and the curve rises until a 
saturation point is reached. This is 

(E) where the positive charge on the plate 
has substantially overcome the space 
charge and almost all the electrons are 
going to the plate. At higher voltages the 
plate current stays at practically the same 
value. 
The plate voltage multiplied by the 

plate current is the power input to the 
tube. In a circuit like that of Fig. 3-3 this 
power is all used in heating the plate. If 

the power input is large, the plate temperature 
may rise to a very high value (the plate may be-
come red or even white hot). The heat developed 
in the plate is radiated to the bulb of the tube, and 
in turn radiated by the bulb to the surrounding 
air. 

RECTIFICATION 

Since current can flow through a tube in only 
one direction, a diode can be used to change al-
ternating current into direct current. It does this 
by permitting current to flow when the plate is 
positive with respect to the cathode, but by shut-
ting off current flow when the plate is negative. 

Fig. 3-4 shows a representative circuit. Al-
ternating voltage from the secondary of the 
transformer, T, is applied to the diode tube in 
series with a load resistor, R. The voltage 
varies as is usual with a.c., but current flows 
through the tube and R only when the plate is 
positive with respect to the cathode—that 
is, during the half-cycle when the upper end of 
the transformer winding is positive. During the 
negative half-cycle there is simply a gap in the 
current flow. This rectified alternating current 
therefore is an intermittent direct current. 
The load resistor, R, represents the actual cir-

cuit in which the rectified alternating current 
does work. All tubes work with a load of one type 
or another; in this respect a tube is much like a 
generator or transformer. A circuit that did not 
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Fig. 3-3—The diode, or two-element tube, and 
showing how the plate current depends upon the 

to the plate. 

a typical curve 
voltage applied 
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provide a load for the tube 
would be like a short-circuit 
across a transformer; no useful 
purpose would be accomplished 
and the only result would be 
the generation of heat in the 
transformer. So it is with vac-
uum tubes; they must cause 
power to be developed in a load 
in order to serve a useful pur-
pose. Also, to be efficient most 
of the power must do useful 
work in the load and not be 
used in heating the plate of the tube. Thus the 
voltage drop across the load should be much 
higher than the drop across the diode. 
With the diode connected as shown in Fig. 3-4, 

TRIODES 

A C. 

Fig. 3-4—Rectification in a diode. 
Current flows only when the plate 

is positive with respect to the cath-

ode, so that only half-cycles of 

current flow through the load re-

sistor, R. 

Voltage 

Current 

n n 
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the polarity of the voltage across the load is as 
indicated. If the diode were reversed, the polarity 
of the voltage developed across the load R would 
be reversed. 

VACUUM-TUBE AMPLIFIERS 

Grid Control 

If a third element—called the control grid, or 
simply grid—is inserted between the cathode 
and plate as in Fig. 3-5, it can be used to control 
the effect of the space charge. If the grid is given 
a positive voltage with respect to the cathode, the 
positive charge will tend to neutralize the nega-
tive space charge. The result is that, at any 

Fig. 3-5—Construction of 

an elementary triode vac-

uum tube, showing the fil-

ament, grid (with an end 

view of the grid wires) 

and plate. The relative 

density of the space 
charge is indicated 

roughly by the dot density. 

selected plate voltage, more electrons will flow to 
the plate than if the grid were not present. On 
the other hand, if the grid is made 
negative with respect to the cathode 
the negative charge on the grid will 
add to the space charge. This will 
reduce the number of electrons that 
can reach the plate at any selected 
plate voltage. 
The grid is inserted in the tube 

to control the space charge and not 
to attract electrons to itself, so it is 
made in the form of a wire mesh or 
spiral. Electrons then can go through 
the open spaces in the grid to reach 
the plate. 

Characteristic Curves 

For any particular tube, the effect 

se 

14 

of the grid voltage on the plate current can be 
shown by a set of characteristic curves. A typi-
cal set of curves is shown in Fig. 3-6, together 
with the circuit that is used for getting them. For 
each value of plate voltage, there is a value of 
negative grid voltage that will reduce the plate 
current to zero; that is, there is a value of nega-
tive grid voltage that will cut off the plate cur-
rent. 
The curves could be extended by making the 

grid voltage positive as well as negative. When 
the grid is negative, it repels electrons and there-
fore none of them reaches it; in other words, no 
current flows in the grid circuit. However, when 
the grid is positive, it attracts electrons and a 
current (grid current) flows, just as current 
flows to the positive plate. Whenever there is 
grid current there is an accompanying power loss 
in the grid circuit, but so long as the grid is neg-
ative no power is used. 

It is obvious that the grid can act as a value to 
control the flow of plate current. Actually, the 
grid has. a much greater effect on plate current 
flow than does the plate voltage. A small change 
in grid voltage is just as effective in bringing 
about a given change in plate current as is a large 
change in plate voltage. 
The fact that a small voltage acting on the grid 

o -25 -50 - 5 -10 -5 
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Fig. 3-6—Grid-voltage-vs.-plate-current curves at various fixed values 

of plate voltage ( E,) for a typical small triode. Characteristic curves of 

this type can be taken by varying the battery voltages in the circuit 

at the right. 
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is equivalent to a large voltage acting on the 
plate indicates the possibility of. amplification 
with the triode tube. The many uses of the elec-
tronic tube nearly all are based upon this ampli-
fying feature. The amplified output is not ob-
tained from the tube itself, but from the source 
of e.m.f. connected between its plate and cathode. 
The tube simply controls the power from this 
source, changing it to the desired form. 
To utilize the controlled power, a load must be 

connected in the plate or "output" circuit, just as 
in the diode case. The load may be either a re-
sistance or an impedance. The term "impedance" 
is frequently used even when the load is purely 
resistive. 

Tube Characteristics 

The physical construction of a triode, deter-
mines the relative effectiveness of the grid and 
plate in controlling the plate current. If a very 
small change in the grid voltage has just as much 
effect on the plate current as a very large change 
in plate voltage, the tube is said to have a high 
amplification factor. Amplification factor is 
commonly designated by the Greek letter it. An 
amplification factor of 20, for example, means 
that if the grid voltage is changed by 1 volt, the 
effect on the plate current will be the same 
as when the plate voltage is changed by 20 volts. 
The amplification factors of triode tubes range 
from 3 to 100 or so. A high-/h tube is one with an 
amplification factor of perhaps 30 or more; 
medium-/h tubes have amplification factors in the 
approximate range 8 to 30, and low-/h tubes in 
the range below 7 or 8. 

It would be natural to think that a tube that 
has a large µ would be the best amplifier, but to 
obtain a high et it is necessary to construct the 
grid with many turns of wire per inch, or in the 
form of a fine mesh. This leaves a relatively 
small open area for electrons to go through to 
reach the plate, so it is difficult for the plate to 
attract large numbers of electrons. Quite a large 
change in the plate voltage must be made to effect 
a given change in plate current. This means that 
the resistance of the plate-cathode path—that is, 
the plate resistance—of the tube is high. Since 
this resistance acts in series with the load, the 
amount of current that can be made to flow 
through the load is relatively small. On the other 
hand, the plate resistance of a low-/h tube is rel-
atively low. 
The best all-around indication of the effective-

ness of the tube as an amplifier is its grid-plate 
transconductance—also called mutual conduct-
ance. This characteristic takes account of both 
amplification factor and plate resistance, and 
therefore is a figure of merit for the tube. Trans-
conductance is the change in plate current divided 
by the change in grid voltage that causes the 
plate-current change ( the plate voltage being 
fixed at a desired value). Since current divided 
by voltage is conductance, transconductance is 
measured in the unit of conductance, the mho. 
Practical values of transconductance are very 
small, so the micromho (one-millionth of a mho) 

VACUUM-TUBE PRINCIPLES 

is the commonly-used unit. Vifferent types of 
tubes have transconductances ranging from a few 
hundred to several thousand. The higher the 
transconductance the greater the possible ampli-
fication. 

AMPLIFICATION 

The way in which a tube amplifies is best 
shown by a type of graph called the dynamic 
characteristic. Such a graph, together with the 
circuit used for obtaining it, is shown in Fig. 3-7. 
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Fig. 3-7—Dynamic characteristics of a small triode with 
various load resistances from 5000 to 100,000 ohms. 
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The curves are taken with the plate-supply volt-
age fixed at the desired operating value. The dif-
ference between this circuit and the one shown in 
Fig. 3-6 is that in Fig. 3-7 a load resistance is 
connected in series with the plate of the tube. Fig. 
3-7 thus shows how the plate current will vary, 
with different grid voltages, when the plate cur-
rent is made to flow through a load and thus do 
useful work. 
The several curves in Fig. 3-7 are for various 

values of load resistance. When the resistance is 
small ( as in the case of the 5000-ohm load) the 
plate current changes rather rapidly with a given 
change in grid voltage. If the load resistance is 
high ( as in the 100,000-ohm curve), the change 
in plate current for the same grid-voltage change 
is relatively small; also, the curve tends to be 
straighter. 

Fig. 3-8 is the same type of curve, but with the 
circuit arranged so that a source of alternating 
voltage (signal) is inserted between the grid and 
the grid battery ("C" battery). The voltage of 
the grid battery is fixed at — 5 volts, and from 
the curve it is seen that the plate current at this 
grid voltage is 2 milliamperes. This current flows 
when the load resistance is 50,000 ohms, as indi-
cated in the circuit diagram. If there is no a.c. 
signal in the grid circuit, the voltage drop in the 
load resistor is 50,000 X 0.002 = 100 volts, leav-
ing 200 volts between the plate and cathode. 
When a sine-wave signal having a peak value 

of 2 volts is applied in series with the bias voltage 
in the grid circuit, the instantaneous voltage at 
the grid will swing to —3 volts at the instant the 
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Fig. 3-8-- Amplifier operation. When the plate current 
various in response to the signal applied to the grid, a 

varying voltage drop appears across the load, R,„ as 

shown by the dashed curve, E,„ I, is the plate current. 

signal reaches its positive peak, and to — 7 volts 
at the instant the signal reaches its negative peak. 
The maximum plate current will occur at the in-
stant the grid voltage is — 3 volts. As shown by 
the graph, it will have a value of 2.65 milliam-
peres. The minimum plate current occurs at the 
instant the grid voltage is — 7 volts, and has a 
value of 1.35 ma. At intermediate values of grid 
voltage, intermediate plate-current values will 
occur. 
The instantaneous voltage between the plate 

and cathode of the tube also is shown on the 
graph. When the plate current is maximum, the 
instantaneous voltage drop in R, is 50,000 X 
0.00265 = 132.5 volts; when the plate current is 
minimum the instantaneous voltage drop in R, is 
50,000 X 0.00135 = 67.5 volts. The actual voltage 
between plate and cathode is the difference be-
tween the plate-supply potential, 300 volts, and 
the voltage drop in the load resistance. The plate-
to-cathode voltage is therefore 167.5 volts at 
maximum plate current and 232.5 volts at mini-
mum plate current. 

This varying plate voltage is an a.c. voltage 
superimposed on the steady plate-cathode poten-
tial of 200 volts (as previously determined for no-
signal conditions). The peak value of this a.c. 
output voltage is the difference between either 
the maximum or minimum plate-cathode voltage 
and the no-signal value of 200 volts. In the il-
lustration this difference is 232.5 — 200 or 200 
— 167.5; that is, 32.5 volts in either case. Since 
the grid signal voltage has a peak value of 2 
volts, the voltage-amplification ratio of the 
amplifier is 32.5/2 or 16.25. That is, approxi-
mately 16 times as much voltage is obtained from 
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the plate circuit as is applied to the grid circuit. 
As shown by the drawings in Fig. 3-8, the 

alternating component of the plate voltage 
swings in the negative direction (with reference 
to the no-signal value of plate-cathode voltage) 
when the grid voltage swings in the positive di-
rection, and vice versa. This means that the alter-
nating component of plate voltage ( that is, the 
amplified signal) is 180 degrees out of phase with 
the signal voltage on the grid. 

Bias 

The fixed negative grid voltage (called grid 
bias) in Fig. 3-8 serves a very useful purpose. 
One object of the type of amplification shown in 
this drawing is to obtain, from the plate circuit, 
an alternating voltage that has the same wave-
shape as the signal voltage applied to the grid. To 
do so, an operating point on the straight part of 
the curve must be selected. The curve must be 
straight in both directions from the operating 
point at least far enough to accommodate the 
maximum value of the signal applied to the grid. 
If the grid signal swings the plate current back 
and forth over a part of the curve that is not 
straight, as in Fig. 3-9, the shape of the a.c. wave 
in the plate circuit will not be the same as the 
shape of the grid-signal wave. In such a case the 
output wave shape will be distorted. 
A second reason for using negative grid bias is 

that any signal whose peak positive voltage does 
not exceed the fixed negative voltage on the grid 
cannot cause grid current to flow. With no cur-
rent flow there is no power consumption, so the 
tube will amplify without taking any power from 
the signal source. ( However, if the positive peak 
of the signal does exceed the negative bias, cur-
rent will flow in the grid circuit during the time 
the grid is positive.) 

Distortion of the output wave shape that results 
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Fig. 3-9— Harmonic distortion resulting from choice of 
an operating point on the curved part of the tube char-

acteristic. The lower half-cycle of plate current does not 

have the some shape as the upper half-cycle. 
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from working over a part of the curve that is not 
straight ( that is, a nonlinear part of the curve) 
has the effect of transforming a sine-wave grid 
signal into a more complex waveform. As 
explained in an earlier chapter, a complex wave 
can be resolved into a fundamental and a series 
of harmonics. In other words, distortion from 
nonlinearity causes the generation of harmonic 
frequencies—frequencies that are not present in 
the signal applied to the grid. Harmonic distor-
tion is undesirable in most amplifiers, although 
there are occasions when harmonics are deliber-
ately generated and used. 

Amplifier Output Circuits 

The useful output of a vacuum-tube amplifier 
is the alternating component of plate current or 
plate voltage. The d.c. voltage on the plate of the 
tube is essential for the tube's operation, but it 
almost invariably would cause difficulties if it 
were applied, along with the a.c. output voltage, 
to the load. The output circuits of vacumm tubes 
are therefore arranged so that the a.c. is trans-
ferred to the load but the d.c. is not. 
Three types of coupling are in common use at 

audio frequencies. These are resistance coupling, 
impedance coupling, and transformer coupling. 
They are shown in Fig. 3-10. In all three cases 
the output is shown coupled to the grid circuit of 
a subsequent amplifier tube, but the same tybes of 
circuits can be used to couple to other devices 
than tubes. 

In the resistance-coupled circuit, the a.c. volt-
age developed across the plate resistor R. (that 
is, the a.c. voltage between the plate and cathode 
of the tube) is applied to a second resistor, R., 
through a coupling capacitor, C„ The capacitor 
"blocks off" the d.c. voltage on the plate of the 
first tube and prevents it from being applied to 
the grid of tube B. The latter tube has negative 
grid bias supplied by the battery shown. No cur-
rent flows on the grid circuit of tube B and there 
is therefore no d.c. voltage drop in R.; in other 
words, the full voltage of the bias battery is 
applied to the grid of tube B. 
The grid resistor, R., usually has a rather high 

value (0.5 to 2 megohms). The reactance of the 
coupling capacitor, C„ must be low enough com-
pared with the resistance of R. so that the a.c. 
voltage drop in C, is negligible at the lowest fre-
quency to be amplified. If R. is at least 0.5 
megohm, a 0.1-pf. capacitor will be amply large 
for the usual range of audio frequencies. 
So far as the alternating component of plate 

voltage is concerned, it will be realized that if the 
voltage drop in C, is negligible then R. and R. 
are effectively in parallel (although they are 
quite separate so far as d.c. is concerned). The 
resultant parallel resistance of the two is there-
fore the actual load resistance for the tube. That 
is why R. is made as high in resistance as possi-
ble; then it will have the least effect on the load 
represented by. R. 
The impedance-coupled circuit differs from 

that using resistance coupling only in the sub-
stitution of a high-inductance coil (usually sev-
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Fig. 3- 10—Three basic forms of coupling between 

vacuum-tube amplifiers. 

eral hundred henrys for audio frequencies) for 
the plate resistor. The advantage of using an in-
ductance rather than a resistor is that its im-
pedance is high for alternating currents, but its 
resistance is relatively low for d.c. It thus per-
mits obtaining a high value of load impedance for 
a.c. without an excessive d.c. voltage drop that 
would use up a good deal of the voltage from the 
plate supply. 
The transformer-coupled amplifier uses a 

transformer with its primary connected in the 
plate circuit of the tube and its secondary con-
nected to the load ( in the circuit shown, a follow-
ing amplifier). There is no direct connection be-
tween the two windings, so the plate voltage on 
tube A is isolated from the grid of tube B. The 
transformer-coupled amplifier has the same ad-
vantage as the impedance-coupled circuit with re-
spect to loss of d.c. voltage from the plate supply. 
Also, if the secondary has more turns than the pri-
mary, the output voltage will be "stepped up" in 
proportion to the turns ratio. 
Resistance coupling is simple, inexpensive, and 

will give the same amount of amplification—or 
voltage gain—over a wide range of frequencies; 
it will give substantially the same amplification 
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at any frequency in the audio range, for example. 
Impedance coupling will give somewhat more 
gain, with the same tube and same plate-supply 
voltage, than resistance coupling. However, it is 
not quite so good over a wide frequency range; 
it tends to "peak," or give maximum gain, over 
a comparatively narrow band of frequencies. 
With a good transformer the gain of a trans-
former-coupled amplifier can be kept fairly con-
stant over the audio-frequency range. On the 
other hand, transformer coupling in voltage 
amplifiers ( see below) is best suited to triodes 
having amplification factors of about 20 or less, 
for the reason that the primary inductance of a 
practicable transformer cannot be made large 
enough to work well with a tube having high 
plate resistance. 

Class A Amplifiers 

An amplifier in which voltage gain is the pri-
mary consideration is called a voltage amplifier. 
Maximum voltage gain is secured when the load 
resistance or impedance is made as high as pos-
sible in comparison with the plate resistance of 
the tube. In such a case, the major portion of the 
voltage generated will appear across the load. 
Voltage amplifiers belong to a group called 

Class A amplifiers. A Class A amplifier is one 
operated so that the wave shape of the output 
voltage is the same as that of the signal voltage 
applied to the grid. If a Class A amplifier is 
biased so that the grid is always negative, even 
with the largest signal to be handled by the grid, 
it is called a Class A1 amplifier. Voltage ampli-
fiers are always Class A1 amplifiers, and their 
primary use is in driving a following Class A1 
amplifier. 

Power Amplifiers 

The end result of any amplification is that the 
amplified signal does some work. For example, 
an audio-frequency amplifier usually drives a 
loudspeaker that in turn produces sound waves. 
The greater the amount of a.f. power supplied to 
the speaker the louder the sound it will produce. 

Fig. 3-11—An elementary power-amplifier circuit in 
which the power-consuming load is coupled to the plate 
circuit through an impedance-matching transformer. 

Fig. 3-11 shows an elementary power-ampli-
fier circuit. It is simply a transformer-coupled 
amplifier with the load connected to the second-
ary. Although the load is shown as a resistor, it 
actually would be some device, such as a loud-
speaker, that employs the power usefully. Every 
power tube requires a specific value of load re-

sistance from plate to cathode, usually some 
thousands of ohms, for optimum operation. The 
resistance of the actual load is rarely the right 
value for "matching" this optimum load resist-
ance, so the transformer turns ratio is chosen to 
reflect the proper value of resistance into the 
primary. The turns ration may be either step-up 
or step-down, depending on whether the actual 
load resistance is higher or lower than the load 
the tube wants. 
The power-amplification ratio of an amplifier 

is the ratio of the power output obtained from 
the plate circuit to the power required from the 
a.c. signal in the grid circuit. There is no power 
lost in the grid circuit of a Class A1 amplifier, 
so such an amplifier has an infinitely large power-
amplification ratio. However, it is quite possible 
to operate a Class A amplifier in such a way that 
current flows in its grid circuit during at least 
part of the cycle. In such a case power is used up 
in the grid circuit and the power amplification 
ratio is not infinite. A tube operated in this fash-
ion is known as a Class A2 amplifier. It is neces-
sary to use a power amplifier to drive a Class A2 
amplifier, because a voltage amplifier cannot de-
liver power without serious distortion of the 
wave shape. 
Another term used in connection with power 

amplifiers is power sensitivity. In the case of a 
Class A1 amplifier, it means the ratio of power 
output to the grid signal voltage that causes it. 
If grid current flows, the term usually means the 
ratio of plate power output to grid power input. 
The a.c. power that i3 delivered to a load by an 

amplifier tube has to be paid for in power taken 
from the source of plate voltage and current. In 
fact, there is always more power going into the 
plate circuit of the tube than is coming out as 
useful output. The difference between the input 
and output power is used up in heating the plate 
of the tube, as explained previously. The ratio of 
useful power output to d.c. plate input is called 
the plate efficiency. The higher the plate effi-
ciency, the greater the amount of power that can 
be taken from a tube having a given plate-
dissipation rating. 

Parallel and Push-Pull 

When it is necessary to obtain more power 
output than one tube is capable of giving, two or 
more similar tubes may be connected in parallel 
In this case the similar elements in all tubes are 
connected together. This method is shown in 
Fig. 3-12 for a transformer-coupled amplifier. 
The power output is in proportion to the number 
of tubes used; the grid signal or exciting voltage 
required, however, is the same as for one tube. 

If the amplifier operates in such a way as to 
consume power in the grid circuit, the grid power 
required is in proportion to the number of tubes 
used. 
An increase in power output also can be se-

cured by connecting two tubes in push-pull. In 
this case the grids and plates of the two tubes 
are connected to opposite ends of a balanced cir-
cuit as shown in Fig. 3-12. At any instant the 
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PARALLEL 

PUSH-PULL 

Fig. 3- 12—Parallel and push-pull a.f. amplifier circuits. 

ends of the secondary winding of the input trans-
former, T1, will be at opposite polarity with 
respect to the cathode connection, so the grid of 
one tube is swung positive at the same instant 
that the grid of the other is swung negative. 
Hence, in any push-pull-connected amplifier the 
voltages and currents of one tube are out of phase 
with those of the other tube. 

In push-pull operation the even-harmonic 
(second, fourth, etc.) distortion is balanced out 
in the plate circuit. This means that for the same 
power output the distortion will be less than with 
parallel operation. 
The exciting voltage measured between the 

two grids must be twice that requieed for one 
tube. If the grids consume power, the driving 
power for the push-pull amplifier is twice that 
taken by either tube alone. 

Cascade Amplifiers 

It is readily possible to take the output of one 
amplifier and apply it as a signal on the grid of 
a second amplifier, then take the second ampli-
fier's output and apply it to a third, and so on. 
Each amplifier is called a stage, and stages used 
successively are said to be in cascade. 

Class B Amplifiers 

Fig 3-13 shows two tubes connected in a push-
pull circuit. If the grid bias is set at the point 
where (when no signal is applied) the plate cur-
rent is just cut off, then a signal can cause 
plate current to flow in either tube only when the 
signal voltage applied to that particular tube is 
positive with respect to the cathode. Since in the 
balanced grid circuit the signal voltages on the 
grids of the two tubes always have opposite po-
larities, plate current flows only in one tube at a 
time. 
The graphs show the operation of such an 

amplifier. The plate current of tube B is drawn 
inverted to show that it flows in the opposite di-
rection, through the primary of the output trans-
former, to the plate current of tube A. Thus each 

half of the output-transformer primary works 
alternately to induce a half-cycle of voltage In 
the secondary. In the secondary of T2, the 
original waveform is restored. This type of oper-
ation is called Class B amplification. 
The Class B amplifier has considerably higher 

plate efficiency than the Class A amplifier. Fur-
thermore, the d.c. plate current of a Class B am-
plifier is proportional to the signal voltage on the 
grids, so the power input is small with small 
signals. The d.c. plate power input to a Class A 
amplifier is the same whether the signal is large, 
small, or absent altogether; therefore the maxi-
mum d.c. plate input that can be applied to a 
Class A amplifier is equal to the rated plate dissi-
pation of the tube or tubes. Two tubes in a Class 
B amplifier can deliver approximately twelve 
time as much audio power as the same two tubes 
in a Class A amplifier. 
A Class B amplifier usually is operated in such 

a way as to secure the maximum possible power 
output. This requires rather large values of plate 
current, and to obtain them the signal voltage 
must completely overcome the grid bias during 
at least part of the cycle, so grid current flows 
and the grid circuit consumes power. While the 
power requirements are fairly low ( as compared 
with the power output), the fact that the grids 
are positive during only part of the cycle means 
that the load on the preceding amplifier or 
driver stage varies in magnitude during the cy-
cle; the effective load resistance is high when the 
grids are not drawing current and relatively low 
when they do take current. This must be allowed 
for when designing the driver. 

Certain types of tubes have been designed 
specifically for Class B service and can be oper-
ated without fixed or other form of grid bias 
(zero-bias tubes). The amplification factor is so 
high that the plate current is small without 
signal. Because there is no fixed bias, the grids 
start drawing current immediately whenever a 
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Fig. 3-13—Class B amplifier operation. 
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signal is applied, so the grid-current flow is 
countinuous throughout the cycle. This makes the 
load on the driver much more constant than is 
the case with tubes of lower µ biased to plate-cur-
rent cut-off. 
Class B amplifiers used at radio frequencies 

are known as linear amplifiers because they are 
adjusted to operate in such a way that the power 
output is proportional to the square of the r.f. 
exciting voltage. This permits amplification of a 
modulated r.f. signal without distortion. Push-
pull is not required in this type of operation; a 
single tube can be used equally well. 

Class AB Amplifiers 

A Class AB amplifier is a push-pull amplifier 
with higher bias than would be normal for pure 
Class A operation, but less than the cut-off bias 
required for Class B. At low signal levels the 
tubes operate practically as Class A amplifiers, 
and the plate current is the same with or without 
signal. At higher signal levels, the plate current 
of one tube is cut off during part of the negative 
cycle of the signal applied to its grid, and the 
plate current of the other tube rises with the 
signal. The plate current for the whole amplifier 
also rises above the no-signal level when a large 
signal is applied. 

In a properly designed Class AB amplifier the 
distortion is as low as with a Class A stage, but 
the efficiency and power output are considerably 
higher than with pure Class A operation. A Class 
AB amplifier can be operated either with or with-
out driving the grids into the positive region. A 
Class ABI amplifier is one in which the grids are 
never positive with respect to the cathode; there-
fore, no driving power is required—only voltage. 
A Class AB2 amplifier is one that has grid-
current flow during part of the cycle if the 
applied signal is large; it takes a small amount of 
driving power. The Class AB2 amplifier will de-
liver somewhat more power (using the same 
tubes) but the Class AB' amplifier avoids the 
problem of designing a driver that will deliver 
power, without distortion, into a load of highly 
variable resistance. 

Operating Angle 

Inspection of Fig. 3-13 shows that either of 
the two tubes actually is working for only half 
the a.c. cycle and idling during the other half. 
It is convenient to describe the amount of time 
during which plate current flows in terms of 
electrical degrees. In Fig. 3-13 each tube has 
"180-degree" excitation, a half-cycle being equal 
to 180 degrees. The number of degrees during 
which plate current flows is called the operating 
angle of the amplifier. From the descriptions 
given above, it should be clear that a Class A 
amplifier has 360-degree excitation, because plate 
current flows during the whole cycle. In a Class 
AB amplifier the operating angle is between 180 
and 360 degrees ( in each tube) depending on 
the particular operating conditions chosen. The 
greater the amount of negative grid bias, the 
smaller the operating angle becomes. 

An operating angle of less than 180 degrees 
leads to a considerable amount of distortion, be-
cause there is no way for the tube to reproduce 
even a half-cycle of the signal on its grid. Using 
two tubes in push-pull, as in Fig 3-13, would 
merely put together two distorted half-cycles. 
An operating angle of less than 180 degrees 
therefore cannot be used if distortionless output 
is wanted. 

Class C Amplifiers 

In power amplifiers operating at radio fre-
quencies distortion of the r.f. wave form is rela-
tively unimportant. For reasons described later 
in this chapter, an r.f. amplifier must be operated 
with tuned circuits, and the selectivity of such 
circuits "filters out" the r.f. harmonics resulting 
from distortion. 
A radio-frequency power amplifier therefore 

can be used with an operating angle of less than 
180 degrees. This is call Class C operation. The 
advantage is the that plate efficiency is increased, 
because the loss in the plate is proportional, 
among other things, to the amount of time during 
which the plate current flows, and this time is 
reduced by decreasing the operating angle. 
Depending on the type of tube, the optimum 

load resistance for a Class C amplifier ranges 
from about 1500 to 5000 ohms. It is usually 
secured by using tuned-circuit arrangements, of 
the type described in the chapter on circuit funda-
mentals, to transform the resistance of the actual 
load to the value required by the tube. The grid 
is driven well into the positive region, so that 
grid current flows and power is consumed in the 
grid circuit. The smaller the operating angle, the 
greater the driving voltage and the larger the 
grid driving power required to develop full out-
put in the load resistance. The best compromise 
between driving power, plate efficiency, and power 
output usually results when the minimum plate 
voltage ( at the peak of the driving cycle, when 
the plate current reaches its highest value) is 
just equal to the peak positive grid voltage. Under 
these conditions the operating angle is usually be-
tween 150 and 180 degrees and the plate efficiency 
lies in the range of 70 to 80 percent. While higher 
plate efficiencies are possible, attaining them re-
quires excessive driving power and grid bias, to-
gether with higher plate voltage than is "normal" 
for the particular tube type. 
With proper design and adjustment, a Class C 

amplifier can be made to operate in such a way 
that the power input and output are proportional 
to the square of the applied plate voltage. This is 
an important consideration when the amplifier is 
to be plate-modulated for radiotelephony, as 
described in the chapter on amplitude modulation. 

FEEDBACK 

It is possible to take a part of the amplified 
energy in the plate circuit of an amplifier and 
insert it into the grid circuit. When this is done 
the amplifier is said to have feedback. 

If the voltage that is inserted in the grid cir-
cuit is 180 degrees out of phase with the signal 
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voltage acting on the grid, the feedback is called 
negative, or degenerative. On the other hand, if 
the voltage is fed back in phase with the grid 
signal, the feedback is called positive, or re-
generative. 

Negative Feedback 

With negative feedback the voltage that is fed 
back opposes the signal voltage. This decreases 
the amplitude of the voltage acting between the 
grid and cathode and thus has the effect of reduc-
ing the voltage amplification. That is, a larger 
exciting voltage is required for obtaining the 
same output voltage from the plate circuit. - 
The greater the amount of negative feedback 

(when properly applied) the more independent 
the amplification becomes of tube characteristics 
and circuit conditions. This tends to make the 
frequency-response characteristic of the amplifier 
flat—that is, the amplification tends to be the 
same at all frequencies within the range for 
which the amplifier is designed. Also, any distor-
tion generated in the plate circuit of the tube 
tends to "buck itself out." Amplifiers with nega-
tive feedback are therefore comparatively free 
from harmonic distortion. These advantages are 
worth while if the amplifier otherwise has enough 
voltage gain for its intended use. 

(A) 

Signal 

(B) 

Fig. 314—Simple circuits for producing feedback. 

In the circuit shown at A in Fig. 3-14 resistor 
Ro is in series with the regular plate resistor, R. 
and thus is a part of the load for the tube. There-
fore, part of the output voltage will appear across 
Ro. However, Ro also is connected in series with 
the grid circuit, and so the output voltage that 
appears across Ro is in series with the signal 
voltage. The output voltage across Ro opposes 
the signal voltage, so the actual a.c. voltage be-
tween the grid and cathode is equal to the 
difference between the two voltages. 
The circuit shown at B in Fig. 3-14 can be used 

to give either negative or positive feedback. The 
secondary of a transformer is connected back 
into the grid circuit to insert a desired amount of 

feedback voltage. Reversing the terminals of 
either transformer winding ( but not both simul-
taneously) will reverse the phase. 

Positive Feedback 

Positive feedback increases the amplification 
because the feedback voltage adds to the original 
signal voltage and the resulting larger voltage on 
the grid causes a larger output voltage. The 
amplification tends to be greatest at one fre-
quency (which depends upon the particular cir-
cuit arrangement) and harmonic distortion is 
increased. If enough energy is fed back, a self-
sustaining oscillation—in which energy at essen-
tially one frequency is generated by the tube 
itself—will be set up. In such case all the signal 
voltage on the grid can be supplied from the 
plate circuit; no external signal is needed because 
any small irregularity in the plate current—and 
there are always some such irregularities—will 
be amplified and thus give the oscillation an 
opportunity to build up. Positive feedback finds 
a major application in such "oscillators," and in 
addition is used for selective amplification at both 
audio and radio frequencies, the feedback being 
kept below the value that causs self-oscillation. 

INTERELECTRODE CAPACITANCES 

Each pair of elements in a tube forms a small 
capacitor, with each element acting as a capac-
itor "plate." There are three such capacitances 
in a triode—that between the grid and cathode, 
that between the grid and plate, and that be-
tween the plate and cathode. The capacitances 
are very small—only a few micromicrofarads at 
most—but they frequently have a very pro-
nounced effect on the operation of an amplifier 
circuit. 

Input Capacitance 

It was explained perviously that the a.c. grid 
voltage and a.c. plate voltage of an amplifier 
having a resistive load are 180 degrees out of 
phase, using the cathode of the tube as a reference 
point. However, these two voltages are in phase 
going around the circuit from plate to grid as 
shown in Fig. 3-15. This means that their sum is 
acting between the grid and plate; that is, across 
the grid-plate capacitance of the tube. 
As a result, a capacitive current flows around 

the circuit, its amplitude being directly propor-
tional to the sum of the a.c. grid and plate 

Fig. 3-15—The a.c, voltage appearing between the 
grid and plate of the amplifier is the sum of the signal 
voltage and the output voltage, as shown by this sim-

plified circuit. Instantaneous polarities are indicated. 
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voltages and to the grid-plate capacitance. The 
source of grid signal must furnish this amount of 
currents in addition to the capacitive current that 
flows in the grid-cathode capacitance. Hence the 
signal source "sees" an effective capacitance that 
is larger than the grid-cathode capacitance. This 
is known as the Miller Effect 
The greater the voltage amplification the 

greater the effective input capacitance. The input 
capacitance of a resistance-coupled amplifier is 
given by the formula 

Ci„., = C„(A -I- 1) 

where C.. is the grid-to-cathode capacitance, 
C., is the grid-to-plate capacitance, and A is the 
voltage amplification. The input capacitance may 
be as much as several hundred micromicrofarads 
when the voltage amplification is large, even 
though the interelectrode capacitances are quite 
small. 

Output Capacitance 

The principal component of the output ca-
pacitance of an amplifier is the actual plate-to-
cathode capacitance of the tube. The output ca-
pacitance usually need not be considered in audio 
amplifiers, but becomes of importance at radio 
frequencies. 

Tube Capacitance at R.F. 

At radio frequencies the reactances of even 
very small interelectrode capacitances drop to 
very low values. A resistance-coupled amplifier 
gives very little amplification at r.f., for example, 
because the reactances of the interlectrode "ca-
pacitors" are so low that they practically short-
circuit the input and output circuits and thus the 
tube is unable to amplify. This is overcome at 
radio frequencies by using tuned circuits for the 
grid and plate, making the tube capacitances part 
of the tuning capacitances. In this way the cir-
cuits can have the high resistive impedances nec-
essary for satisfactory amplification. 
The grid-plate capacitance is important at 

radio frequencies because its reactance, rela-
tively low at r.f., offers a path over which energy 
can be fed back from the plate to the grid. In 
practically every case the feedback is in the right 
phase and of sufficient amplitude to cause self-
oscillation, so the circuit becomes useless as an 
amplifier. 

Special "neutralizing" circuits can be used to 
prevent feedback but they are, in general, not 
too satisfactory when used in radio receivers. 
They are, however, used in transmitters. 

SCREEN-GRID TUBES 

The grid-plate capacitance can be reduced to a 
negligible value by inserting a second grid be-
tween the control grid and the plate, as indicated 
in Fig. 3-16. The second grid, called the screen 
grid, acts as an electrostatic shield to prevent 
capacitive coupling between the control grid and 
plate. It is made in the form of a grid or coarse 
screen so that electrons can pass through it. 
Because of the shielding action of the screen 
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Fig. 3- 16—Representa ive arrangement of elements in 
a screen-grid tetrode, with part of plate and screen cut 
away. This is "single-ended" construction with a button 
base, typical of miniature receiving tubes. To reduce 
capacitance between control grid and plate the leads 
from these elements are brought out at opposite sides; 
actual tubes probably would have additional shielding 

between these leads. 

grid, the positively charged plate cannot attract 
electrons from the cathode as it does in a triode. 
In order to get electrons to the plate, it is 
necessary to apply a positive voltage ( with 
respect to the cathode) to the screen. The screen 
then attracts electrons much as does the plate in 
a triode tube. In traveling toward the screen the 
electrons acquire such velocity that most of them 
shoot between the screen wires and then are 
attracted to the plate. A certain proportion do 
strike the screen, however, with the result that 
some current also flows in the screen-grid circuit. 
To be a good shield, the screen grid must 

be connected to the cathode through a circuit 
that has low impedance at the frequency being 
amplified. A bypass capacitor from screen grid 
to cathode, having a reactance of not more than a 
few hundred ohms, is generally used. 
A tube having a cathode, control grid, screen 

grid and plate ( four elements) is called a tetrode. 

Pentodes 

When an electron traveling at appreciable 
velocity through a tube strikes the plate it dis-
lodges other electrons which "splash" from the 
plate into the interelement space. This is called 
secondary emission. In a triode the negative grid 
repels the secondary electrons back into the plate 
and they cause no disturbance. In the screen-grid 
tube, however, the positively charged screen 
attracts the secondary electrons, causing a re-
verse current to flow between screen and plate. 
To overcome the effects of secondary emission, 

a third grid, called the suppressor grid, may be 
inserted between the screen and plate. This grid 
acts as a shield between the screen grid and plate 
so the secondary electrons cannot be attracted 
by the screen grid. They are hence attracted back 
to the plate without appreciably obstructing the 
regular plate-current flow. A five-element tube 
of this type is called a pentode. 
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Although the screen grid in either the tetrode 
or pentode greatly reduces the influence of the 
plate upon plate-current flow, the control grid 
still can control the plate current in essentially 
the same way that it does in a triode. Conse-
quently, the grid-plate transconductance ( or 
mutual conductance) of a tetrode or pentode will 
be of the same order of value as in a triode of 
corresponding structure. On the other hand, 
since a change in plate voltage has very little 
effect on the plate-current flow, both the ampli-
fication factor and plate resistance of a pentode 
or tetrode are very high. In small receiving 
pentodes the amplification factor is of the order 
of 1000 or higher, while the plate resistance may 
be from 0.5 to 1 or more megohms. Because of 
the high plate resistance, the actual voltage 
amplification possible with a pentode is very 
much less than the large amplification factor 
might indicate. A voltage gain in the vicinity of 
50 to 200 is typical of a pentode stage. 

In practical screen-grid tubes the grid-plate 
capacitance is only a small fraction of a micro-
microfarad. This capacitance is too small to 
cause an appreciable increase in input capaci-
tance as described in the preceding section, so the 
input capacitance of a screen-grid tube is simply 
the sum of its grid-cathode capacitance and con-
trol-grid-to-screen capacitance. The output ca-
pacitance of a screen-grid tube is equal to the 
capacitance between the plate and screen. 

In addition to their applications as radio-
frequency amplifiers, pentodes or tetrodes also 
are used for audio-frequency power amplifica-
tion. In tubes designed for this purpose the chief 
function of the screen is to serve as an accelera-
tor of the electrons, so that large values of plate 
current can be drawn at relatively low plate volt-
ages. Such tubes have quite high power 
sensitivity compared with triodes of the same 
power output, although harmonic distortion is 
somewhat greater. 

Beam Tubes 

A beam tetrode is a four-element screen-grid 
tube constructed in such a way that the electrons 
are formed into concentrated beams on their 
way to the plate. Additional design features 
overcome the effects of secondary emission so 
that a suppressor grid is not needed. The "beam" 
construction makes it possible to draw large 
plate currents at relatively low plate voltages, 
and increases the power sensitivity. 
For power amplification at both audio and 

radio frequencies beam tetrodes have largely 
supplanted the non-beam types because large 
power outputs can be secured with very small 
amounts of grid driving power. 

Variable-p. Tubes 

The mutual conductance of a vacuum tube de-
creases when its grid bias is made more negative, 
assuming that the other electrode voltages are 
held constant. Since the mutual conductance con-
trols the amount of amplification, it is possible 
to adjust the gain of the amplifier by adjusting 

the grid bias. This method of gain control is uni-
versally used in radio-frequency amplifiers de-
signed for receivers. 
The ordinary type of tube has what is known 

as a sharp-cutoff characteristic. The mutual 
conductance decreases at a uniform rate as the 
negative bias is increased. The amount of signal 
voltage that such a tube can handle without 
causing distortion is not sufficient to take care of 
very strong signals. To overcome this, some tubes 
are made with a variable-g characteristic—that 
is, the amplification factor decreases with in-
creasing grid bias. The variable-s tube can han-
dle a much larger signal than the sharp-cutoff 
type before the signal swings either beyond the 
zero grid-bias point or the plate-current cutoff 
point. 

INPUT AND OUTPUT IMPEDANCES 

The input impedance of a vacuum-tube ampli-
fier is the impedance "seen" by the signal source 
when connected to the input terminals of the 
amplifier. In the types of amplifiers previously 
discussed, the input impedance is the impedance 
measured between the grid and cathode of the 
tube with operating voltages applied. At audio 
frequencies the input impedance of a Class AI 
amplifier is for all practical purposes the input 
capacitance of the stage. If the tube is driven into 
the grid-current region there is in addition a re-
sistance component in the input impedance, the 
resistance having an average value equal to E2/P, 
where E is the r.m.s. driving voltage and P is the 
power in watts consumed in the grid. The re-
sistance usually will vary during the a.c. cycle 
because grid current may flow only during part 
of the cycle; also, the grid-voltage/grid-current 
characteristic is seldom linear. 
The output impedance of amplifiers of this 

type consists of the plate resistance of the tube 
shunted by the output capacitance. 
At radio frequencies, when tuned circuits are 

employed, the input and output impedances are 
usually pure resistances; any reactive compo-
nents are "tuned out" in the process of adjust-
ing the circuits to resonance at the operating 
frequency. 

OTHER TYPES OF AMPLIFIERS 

In the amplifier circuits so far discussed, the 
signal has been applied between the grid and 
cathode and the amplified output has been taken 
from the plate-to-cathode circuit. That is, the 
cathode has been the meeting point for the input 
and output circuits. However, it is possible to 
use any one of the three principal elements as the 
common point. This leads to two additional kinds 
of amplifiers, commonly called the grounded-
grid amplifier (or grid-separation circuit) and 
the cathode follower. 
These two circuits are shown in simplified 

form in Fig. 3-17. In both circuits the resistor R 
represents the load into which the amplifier 
works; the actual load may be resistance-capaci-
tance-coupled, transformer-coupled, may be a 
tuned circuit if the amplifier operates at radio 
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Seal 

GROUNDED-GRID AMPLIFIER 

CATHODE FOLLOWER 

frequencies, and so on. Also, in 
batteries that supply grid bias 
are assumed to have such negl 
that they do not enter into the 
circuits. 

Fig. 3-17—In the 
upper circuit, the 
grid is the function 
point between the 
input and output 
circuits. In the lower 
drawing, the plate 
is the junction. In 
either case the out-
put is developed in 
the load resistor, 
R, and may be 
coupled to a fol-
lowing amplifier by 
the usual methods. 

both circuits the 
and plate power 
igible impedance 
operation of the 

Grounded-Grid Amplifier 

In the grounded-grid amplifier the input signal 
is applied between the cathode and grid, and the 
output is taken between the plate and grid. The 
grid is thus the common element. The a.c. com-
ponent of the plate current has to flow through 
the signal source to reach the cathode. The 
source of signal is in series with the load through 
the plate-to-cathode resistance of the tube, so 
some of the power in the load is supplied by the 
signal source. In transmitting applications this 
fed-through power is of the order of 10 per cent 
of the total power output, using tubes suitable 
for grounded-grid service. 
The input impedance of the grounded-grid 

amplifier consists of a capacitance in parallel 
with an equivalent resistance representing the 
power furnished by the driving source of the grid 
and to the load. This resistance is of the order of 
a few hundred ohms. The output impedance, neg-
lecting the interelectrode capacitances, is equal 
to the plate resistance of the tube. This is the 
same as in the case of the grounded-cathode 
amplifier. 
The grounded-grid amplifier is widely used 

at v.h.f. and u.h.f., where the more conventional 
amplifier circuit fails to work prop-
erly. With a triode tube designed for 
this type of operation, an r.f. amplifier 
can be built that is free from the type 
of feedback that causes oscillation. 
This requires that the grid act as a 
shield between the cathode and plate, 
reducing the plate-cathode capacitance 
to a very low value. 

Cathode Follower 

The cathode follower uses the plate 
of the tube as the common element. 
The input signal is applied between 
the grid and plate (assuming negli-
gible impedance in the batteries) and 

GRID 
FtETUR 

the output is taken between cathode and plate. 
This circuit is degenerative; in fact, all of the 
output voltage is fed back into the input circuit 
out of phase with the grid signal. The input signal 
therefore has to be larger than the output volt-
age; that is, the cathode follower gives a loss in 
voltage, although it gives the same power gain as 
other circuits under equivalent operating condi-
tions. 
An important feature of the cathode follower 

is its low output impedance, which is given by 
the formula ( neglecting interelectrode capaci-

Zout rP 
1 -I- et 

tances) where r, is the tube plate resistance and 
µ is the amplification factor. Low output imped-
ance is a valuable characteristic in an amplifier 
designed to cover a wide band of frequencies. 
In addition, the input capacitance is only a frac-
tion of the grid-to-cathode capacitance of the 
tube, a feature of further benefit in a wide-band 
amplifier. The cathode follower is useful as a 
step-down impedance transformer, since the in-
put impedance is high and the output impedance 
is low. 

CATHODE CIRCUITS AND GRID BIAS 

Most of the equipment used by amateurs is 
powered by the a.c. line. This includes the fila-
ments or heaters of vacuum tubes. Although 
supplies for the plate ( and sometimes the grid) 
are usually rectified and filtered to give pure d.c. 
— that is, direct current that is constant and 
without a superimposed a.c. component — the 
relatively large currents required by filaments 
and heaters usually make a rectifier-type d.c. 
supply impracticable. 

Filament Hum 

Alternating current is just as good as direct 
current from the heating standpoint, but some of 
the a.c. voltage is likely to get on the grid and 
cause a low-pitched "a.c. hum" to be superim-
posed on the output. 
Hum troubles are worst with directly-heated 

cathodes or filaments, because with such cath-
odes there has to be a direct connection between 
the source of heating power and the rest of the 
circuit. The hum can be minimized by either of 

GRID 
PLATE RETURN 
RETURN 

PLATE 
RETURN 

Fig. 3-18—Filament center-tapping methods for use with di-
rectly heated tubes. 
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the connections shown in Fig. 3-18. In both cases 
the grid- and plate-return circuits are connected 
to the electrical midpoint (center tap) of the fila-
ment supply. Thus, so far as the grid and. plate 
are concerned, the voltage and current on one 
side of the filament are balanced by an equal and 
opposite voltage and current on the other side. 
The balance is never quite perfect, however, so 
filament-type tubes are never completely hum-
free. For this reason directly-heated filaments 
are employed for the most part in power tubes, 
where the amount of hum introduced is ex-
tremely small in comparison with the power-
output level. 
With indirectly heated cathodes the chief prob-

lem is the magnetic field set up by the heater. 
Occasionally, also, there is leakage between the 
heater and cathode, allowing a small a.c. voltage 
to get to the grid. If hum appears, grounding 
one side of the heater supply usually will help to 
reduce it, although sometimes better results are 
obtained if the heater supply is center-tapped and 
the center-tap grounded, as in Fig. 3-18. 

Cathode Bias 

In the simplified amplifier circuits discussed in 
this chapter, grid bias has been supplied by a bat-
tery. However, in equipment that operates from 
the power line cathode bias is very frequently 
used. 
The cathode-bias method uses a resistor 

(cathode resistor) connected in series with the 
cathode, as shown at R in Fig. 3-19. The direc-
tion of plate-current flow is such that the end of 
the resistor nearest the cathode is positive. The 
voltage drop across R therefore places a negative 
voltage on the grid. This negative bias is ob-
tained from the steady d.c. plate current. 

Signal 

Fig. 3- 19—Cathode biasing. R is the cathode resistor 

and C is the cathode bypass capacitor. 

If the alternating component of plate current 
flows through R when the tube is amplifying, the 
voltage drop caused by the a.c. will be degenera-
tive ( note the similarity between this circuit and 
that of Fig. 3-14A). To prevent this the resistor 
is bypassed by a capacitor, C, that has very low 
reactance compared with the resistance of R. 
Depending on the type of tube and the particular 
kind of operation, R may be between about 100 
and 3000 ohms. For good bypassing at the low 
audio frequencies, C should be 10 to 50 micro-
farads ( electrolytic capacitors are used for this 
purpose). At radio frequencies, capacitances of 
about 100 µµf. to 0.1 µf. are used; the small val-
ues are sufficient at very high frequencies and 
the largest at low and medium frequencies. In 

the range 3 to 30 megacycles a capacitance of 
0.01 etf. is satisfactory. 
The value of cathode resistor for an amplifier 

having negligible d.c. resistance in its plate cir-
cuit ( transformer or impedance coupled) can 
easily be calculated from the known operating 
conditions of the tube. The proper grid bias 
and plate current always are specified by the 
manufacturer. Knowing these, the required re-
sistance can be found by applying Ohm's Law. 

Example: It is found from tube tables that 
the tube to be used should have a negative grid 
bias of 8 volts and that at this bias the plate 
current will be 12 milliamperes ( 0.012 amp.). 
The required cathode resistance is then 

E 8 
R —6.t•: = 667 ohms. 

The nearest standard value, 680 ohms, would 
be close enough. The power used in the re-
sistor is 

P = El = 8 X 0.012 = 0.096 watt. 

A 4-watt or -watt resistor would have 
ample rating. 

The current that flows through R is the total 
cathode current. In an ordinary triode amplifier 
this is the same as the plate current, but in a 
screen-grid tube the cathode current is the sum 
of the plate and screen currents. Hence these 
two currents must be added when calculating the 
value of cathode resistor required for a screen-
grid tube. 

Example: A receiving pentode requires 3 
volts negative bias. At this bias and the rec. 
ommended plate and screen voltages, its plate 
current is 9 ma. and its screen current is 2 ma. 
The cathode current is therefore 11 ma. (0.011 
amp.). The required resistance is 

E 3 
R y  272 ohms. 

A 270-ohm resistor would be satisfactory. The 
power in the resistor is 

P = El = 3 X 0.011 = 0.033 watt. 

The cathode-resistor method of biasing is self-
regulating, because if the tube characteristics 
vary slightly from the published values (as they 
do in practice) the bias will increase if the plate 
current is slightly high, or decrease if it is 
slightly low. This tends to hold the plate current 
at the proper value. 
" Calculation of the cathode resistor for a re-

sistance-coupled amplifier is ordinarily not prac-
ticable by the method described above, because 
the plate current in such an amplifier is usually 
much smaller than the rated value given in the 
tube tables. However, representative data for the 
tubes commonly used as resistance-coupled am-
plifiers are given in the chapter on audio am-
plifiers, including cathode-resistor values. 

"Contact Potential" Bias 

In the absence of any negative bias voltage on 
the grid of a tube, some of the electrons in the 
space charge will have enough velocity to reach 
the grid. This causes a small current (of the 
order of microamperes) to flow in the external 
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circuit between the grid and cathode. If the cur-
rent is made to flow through a high resistance 
—a megohm or so — the resulting voltage drop in 
the resistor will give the grid a negative bias of 
the order of one volt. The bias so obtained is 
called contact-potential bias. 

Contact-potential bias can be used to advan-
tage in circuits operating at low signal levels 
(less than one volt peak) since it eliminates the 
cathode-bias resistor and bypass capacitor. It 
is principally used in low-level resistance-cou-
pled audio amplifiers. The bias resistor is con-
nected directly between grid and cathode, and 
must be isolated from the signal source by a 
blocking capacitor. 

Screen Supply 

In practical circuits using tetrodes and pen-
todes the voltage for the screen frequently is 
taken from the plate supply through a resistor. 
A typical circuit for an r.f. amplifier is shown in 
Fig. 3-20. Resistor R is the screen dropping re-
sistor, and C is the screen bypass capacitor. In 
flowing through R, the screen current causes a 
voltage drop in R that reduces the plate-supply 
voltage to the proper value for the screen. When 
the plate-supply voltage and the screen current 
are known, the value of R can be calculated from 
Ohm's Law. 

Example: An r.f. receiving pentode has a 
rated screen current of 2 milliamperes (0.002 
amp.) at normal operating conditions. The 
rated screen voltage is 100 volts, and the plate 
supply gives 250 volts. To put 100 volts on 
the screen, the drop across R must be equal 
to the difference between the plate-supply 

Signal 

Plate Voltage + 

Fig. 3-20—Screen-voltage supply for a pentode tube 

through a dropping resistor, R. The screen bypass 

capacitor, C, must have low enough reactance to bring 

the screen to ground potential for the frequency or 

frequencies being amplified. 
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voltage and the screen voltage; that is, 
250 — 100 = 150 volts. Then 

E 150 
— 0.002 75,000 ohms. 

The power to be dissipated in the resistor is 

P = El = 150 X 0.002 = 0.3 watt. 

A )4- or 1-watt resistor would be satisfactory. 

The reactance of the screen bypass capacitor, 
C, should be low compared with the screen-to-
cathode impedance. For radio-frequency applica-
tions a capacitance in the vicinity of 001 µf. is 
amply large. 

In some vacuum-tube circuits the screen volt-
age is obtained from a voltage divider connected 
across the plate supply. The design of voltage 
dividers is discussed at length in Chapter 7 on 
Power Supplies. 

OSCILLATORS 

It was mentioned earlier that if there is 
enough positive feedback in an amplifier circuit, 
self-sustaining oscillations will be set up. When 
an amplifier is arranged so that this condition 
exists it is called an oscillator. 

Oscillations normally take place at only one 
frequency, and a desired frequency of oscillation 
can be obtained by using a resonant circuit tuned 
to that frequency. For example, in Fig. 3-21A 
the circuit LC is tuned to the desired frequency 
of oscillation. The cathode of the tube is con-
nected to a tap on coil L and the grid and plate 
are connected to opposite ends of the tuned cir-
cuit. When an r.f. current flows in the tuned 
circuit there is a voltage drop across L that in-
creases progressively along the turns. Thus the 
point at which the tap is connected will be at an 
intermediate potential with respect to the two 
ends of the coil. The amplified current in the 
plate circuit, which flows through the bottom 
section of L, is in phase with the current already 
flowing in the circuit and thus in the proper 
relationship for positive feedback. 
The amount of feedback depends on the posi-

tion of the tap. If the tap is too near the grid end 
the voltage drop between grid and cathode is too 
small to give enough feedback to sustain oscilla-
tion, and if it is too near the plate end the im-

• 

pedance between the cathode and plate is too 
small to permit good amplification. Maximum 

HARTLEY CIRCUIT 

+ ( B) 

Plate Voltage 

COLPITTS CIRCUIT 

Fig. 3-21—Basic oscillator circuits. Feedback voltage is 

obtained by tapping the grid and cathode across a 

portion of the tuned circuit. In the Hartley circuit the 

tap is on the coil, but in the CoIpitts circuit the voltage 

is obtained from the drop across a capacitor. 
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feedback usually is obtained when the tap is 
somewhere near the center of the coil. 
The circuit of Fig. 3-21A is parallel-fed, CD 

being the blocking capacitor. The value of C., 
is not critical so long as its reactance is low 
(not more than a few hundred ohms) at the 
operating frequency. 

Capacitor C, is the grid capacitor. It and R. 
(the grid leak) are used for the purpose of ob-
taining grid bias for the tube. In most oscillator 
circuits the tube generates its own bias. During 
the part of the cycle when the grid is positive 
with respect to the cathode, it attracts electrons. 
These electrons cannot flow through L back to 
the cathode because C. "blocks" direct current. 
They therefore have to flow or "leak" through 
R. to cathode, and in doing so cause a voltage 
drop in R. that places a negative bias on the grid. 
The amount of bias so developed is equal to the 
grid current multiplied by the reistance of Rg 
(Ohm's Law). The value of grid-leak resistance 
required depends upon the kind of tube used and 
the purpose for which the oscillator is intended. 
Values range all the way from a few thousand to 
several hundred thousand ohms. The capacitance 
of C. should be large enough to have low reac-
tance (a few hundred ohms) at the operating 
frequency. 
The circuit shown at B in Fig. 3-21 uses the 

voltage drops across two capacitors in series in 
the tuned circuit to supply the feedback. Other 
than this, the operation is the same as just de-
scribed. The feedback can be varied by varying 
the ratio of the reactance of C. and C. ( that 
is, by varying the ratio of their capacitances). 
Another type of oscillator, called the tuned-

plate tuned-grid circuit, is shown in Fig. 3-22. 

Fig. 3-22—The tuned-plate tuned-grid oscillator. 

Resonant circuits tuned approximately to the 
same frequency are connected between grid and 
cathode and between plate and cathode. The two 
coils, Li and L., are not magnetically coupled. 
The feedback is through the grid-plate capaci-
tance of the tube, and will be in the right phase 
to be positive when the plate circuit, CU.., is 
tuned to a slightly higher frequency than the 
grid circuit, LiCi. The amount of feedback can 
be adjusted by varying the tuning of either cir-
cuit. The frequency of oscillation is determined 
by the tuned circuit that has the higher Q. The 
grid leak and grid capacitor have the same func-
tions as in the other circuits. In this case it is 
convenient to use series feed for the plate circuit, 
so Cg is a bypass capacitor to guide the r.f. 
current around the plate supply. 
There are many oscillator circuits ( examples 

of others will be found in later chapters) but the 
basic feature of all of them is that there is posi-
tive feedback in the proper amplitude and phase 
to sustain oscillation. 

Oscillator Operating Characteristics 

When an oscillator is delivering power to a 
load, the adjustment for proper feedback will 
depend on how heavily the oscillator is loaded 
— that is, how much power is being taken from 
the circuit. If the feedback is not large enough— 
grid excitation too small — a small increase in 
load may tend to throw the circuit out of oscilla-
tion. On the other hand, too much feedback will 
make the grid current excessively high, with the 
result that the power loss in the grid circuit be-
comes larger than necessary. Since the oscillator 
itself supplies this grid power, excessive feed-
back lowers the over-all efficiency because what-
ever power is used in the grid circuit is not 
available as useful output. 
One of the most important considerations in 

oscillator design is frequency stability. The prin-
cipal factors that cause a change in frequency are 
(1) temperature, (2) plate voltage, ( 3) loading, 
(4) mechanical variations of circuit elements. 
Temperature changes will cause vacuum-tube 
elements to expand or contract slightly, thus 
causing variations in the interelectrode capaci-
tances. Since these are unavoidably part of the 
tuned circuit, the frequency will change corres-
pondingly. Temperature changes in the coil or 
the tuning capacitor will alter the inductance or 
capacitance slightly, again causing a shift in the 
resonant frequency. These effects are relatively 
show in operation, and the frequency change 
caused by them is called drift. 
A change in plate voltage usually will cause 

the frequency to change a small amount, an effect 
called dynamic instability. Dynamic instability 
can be reduced by using a tuned circuit of high 
effective Q. The energy taken from the circuit 
to supply grid losses, as well as energy supplied 
to a load, represent an increase in the effective 
resistance of the tuned circuit and thus lower 
its Q. For highest stability, therefore, the cou-
pling between the tuned circuit and the tube and 
load must be kept as loose as possible. Pref-
erably, the oscillator should not be required to 
deliver power to an external circuit, and a high 
value of grid leak resistance should be used since 
this helps to raise the tube grid and plate resist-
ances as seen by the tuned circuit. Loose coupling 
can be effected in a variety of ways — one, for 
example, is by "tapping down" on the tank for 
the connections to the grid and plate. This is 
done in the "series-tuned" Colpitts circuit widely 
used in variable-frequency oscillators for ama-
teur transmitters and described in a later chap-
ter. Alternatively, the LIC ratio may be made 
as small as possible while sustaining stable os-
cillation (high C) with the grid and plate con-
nected to the ends of the circuit as shown in 
Figs. 3-21 and 3-22. Using relatively high plate 
voltage and low plate current also is desirable. 

In general, dynamic stability will be at maxi-
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mum when the feedback is adjusted to the least 
value that permits reliable oscillation. The use 
of a tube having a high value of transconduct-
ance is desirable, since the higher the transcon-
ductance the looser the permissible coupling to 
the tuned circuit and the smaller the feedback re-
quired. 
Load variations act in much the same way as 

plate-voltage variations. A temperature change 
in the load may also result in drift. 

Mechanical variations, usually caused by vi-
bration, cause changes in inductance and/or ca-
pacitance that in turn cause the frequency to 
"wobble" in step with the vibration. 
Methods of minimizing frequency variations in 

oscillators are taken up in detail in later chap-
ters. 

Ground Point 

In the oscillator circuits shown in Figs. 3-21 
and 3-22 the cathode is connected to ground. It 
is not actually essential that the radio-frequency 
circuit should be grounded at the cathode; in 
fact, there are many times when an r.f. ground 
on some other point in the circuit is desirable. 
The r.f. ground can be placed at any point so 
long as proper provisions are made for feeding 
the supply voltages to the tube elements. 

Fig. 3-23 shows the Hartley circuit with the 
plate end of the circuit grounded. No r.f. choke is 
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Fig. 3-23—Showing how the plate may be grounded for 
r.f. in a typical oscillator circuit ( Hartley). 

needed in the plate circuit because the plate al-
ready is at ground potential and there is no r.f. 
to choke off. All that is necessary is a bypass 
capacitor, Ce, across the plate supply. Direct 
current flows to the cathode through the lower 
part of the tuned-circuit coil, L. An advantage of 
such a circuit is that the frame of the tuning 
capacitor can be grounded. 
Tubes having indirectly heated cathodes are 

more easily adaptable to circuits grounded at 
other points than the cathode than are tubes 
having directly heated filaments. With the latter 
tubes special precautions have to be taken to pre-
vent the filament from being bypassed to ground 
by the capacitance of the filament-heating trans-
former. 

CLIPPING CIRCUITS 

Vacuum tubes are readily adaptable to other 
types of operation than ordinary ( without sub-
stantial distortion) amplification and the genera-

SIGNAL OUTPUT 
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Fig. 3-24—Series and shunt 
diode clippers. Typical oper-
ation is shown at the right. 

tion of single-frequency oscillations. Of partic-
ular interest is the clipper or limiter circuit, 
because of its several applications in receiving 
and other equipment. 

Diode Clipper Circuits 

Basic diode clipper circuits are shown in Fig. 
3-24. In the series type a positive d.c. bias volt-
age is applied to the plate of the diode so it is 
normally conducting. When a signal is applied 
the current through the diode will change pro-
portionately during the time the signal voltage is 
positive at the diode plate and for that part of 
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(A) 

Fig. 3-25-- Triode clippers. A—Single triode, using shunt-type 

diode clipping in the grid circuit for the positive peak and 

plate-current cut-off clipping for the negative peak. B— 

Cathode-coupled clipper, using plate-current cut-off clipping 

for both positive and negative peaks. 

Triode Clippers 

The circuit shown at A in Fig. 3-25 is capable 
of clipping both negative and positive signal 
peaks. On positive peaks its operation is similar 
to the shunt diode clipper, the clipping taking 
place when the positive peak of the signal volt-
age is large enough to drive the grid positive. 
The positive-clipped signal is amplified by the 
tube as a resistance-coupled amplifier. Negative 
peak clipping occurs when the negative peak of 
the signal voltage exceeds the fixed grid bias and 
thus cuts off the plate current in the output cir-
cuit. 

In the cathode-coupled clipper shown at B in 
Fig. 3-25 V i is a cathode follower with its out-
put circuit directly connected to the cathode of 

CATHODE -COUPLED 

OUTPUT 

így 

V:, which is a grounded-grid amplifier. The 
tubes are biased by the voltage drop across Ri, 
which carries the d.c. plate currents of both 
tubes. When the negative peak of the signal volt-
age exceeds the d.c. voltage across Ri clipping 
occurs in V,, and when the positive peak exceeds 
the same value of voltage V2's plate current is 
cut off. ( The bias developed in Ri tends to be con-
stant because the plate current of one tube in-
creases when the plate current of the other de-
creases.) Thus the circuit clips both positive and 
negative peaks. The clipping is symmetrical, pro-
viding the d.c. voltage drop in R. is small enough 
so that the operating conditions of the two tubes 
are substantially the same. For signal voltages 
below the clipping level the circuit operates as a 
normal amplifier with low distortion. 

U.H.F. AND MICROWAVE TUBES 

At ultrahigh frequencies, interelectrode capaci-
tances and the inductance of internal leads deter-
mine the highest possible frequency to which a 
vacuum tube can be tuned. The tube usually 
will not oscillate up to this limit, however, be-
cause of dielectric losses, transit time and other 
effects. In low-frequency operation, the actual 
time of flight of electrons between the cathode 
and the anode is negligible in relation to the 
duration of the cycle. At 1000 kc., for example, 
transit time of 0.001 microsecond, which is typi-
cal of conventional tubes, is only 1/1000 cycle. 
But at 100 Mc., this same transit time represents 
%o of p. cycle, and a full cycle at 1000 Mc. These 
limiting factors establish about 3000 Mc. as the 
upper frequency limit for negative-grid tubes. 
With most tubes of conventional design, the 

upper limit of useful operation is around 150 Mc. 
For higher frequencies tubes of special con-
struction are required. About the only means 
available for reducing interelectrode capaci-
tances is to reduce the physical size of the ele-
ments, which is practical only in tubes which do 
not have to handle appreciable power. However, 
it is possible to reduce the internal lead induct-
ance very materially by minimizing the lead 
length and by using two or more leads in parallel 
from an electrode. 

In some types the electrodes are provided with 

up to five separate leads which may be connected 
in parallel externally. In double-lead types the 
plate and grid elements are supported by heavy 
single wires which run entirely through the en-
velope, providing terminals at either end of the 
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Fig. 3-26—Sectional view of the " lighthouse" tube's 

construction. Close electrode spacing reduces transit 

time while the disk electrode connections reduce lead 

inductance. 

bulb. With linear tank circuits the leads become 
a part of the line and have distributed rather than 
lumped constants. 

In "lighthouse" tubes or disk-seal tubes, the 
plate, grid and cathode are assembled in parallel 
planes, as shown in Fig. 3-26, instead of co-
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axially. The disk-seal terminals practically elim-
inate lead inductance. 

Velocity Modulation 

In conventional tube operation the potential on 
the grid tends to reduce the electron velocity 
during the more negative half of the cycle, while 
on the other half cycle the positive potential on 
the grid serves to accelerate the electrons. Thus 
the electrons tend to separate into groups, those 
leaving the cathode during the negative half-
cycle being collectively slowed down, while those 
leaving on the positive half are accelerated. 
After passing into the grid-plate space only a 
part of the electron stream follows the original 
form of the oscillation cycle, the remainder trav-
eling to the plate at differing velocities. Since 
these contribute nothing to the power output at 
the operating frequency, the efficiency is reduced 
in direct proportion to the variation in velocity, 
the output reaching a value of zero when the 
transit time approaches a half-cycle. 

This effect is turned to advantage in velocity-
modulated tubes in that the input signal voltage 
on the grid is used to change the velocity of the 
electrons in a constant-current electron beam, 
rather than to vary the intensity of a constant-
velocity current flow as is the method in ordinary 
tubes. 
The velocity modulation principle may be used 

in a number of ways, leading to several tube de-
signs. The major tube of this type is the "kly-
stron." 

The Klystron 

In the klystron tube the electrons emitted by 
the cathode pass through an electric field estab-
lished by two grids in a cavity resonator called 
the buncher. the high-frequency electric field be-
tween the grids is parallel to the electron stream. 

Ifs V,A C 

Fig. 3-27—Circuit diagram of the klystron oscillator, 

showing the feedback loop coupling the frequency-con-

trolling cavities. 

This field accelerates the electrons at one mo-
ment and retards them at another, in accordance 
with the variations of the r.f. voltage applied. 
The resulting velocity-modulated beam travels 
through a field-free "drift space," where the 
slower-moving electrons are gradually overtaken 
by the faster ones. The electrons emerging from 
the pair of grids therefore are separated into 
groups or "bunched" along the direction of mo-
tion. The velocity-modulated electron stream 
then goes to a catcher cavity where it again 
passes through two parallel grids, and the r.f. 
current created by the bunching of the electron 
beam induces an r.f. voltage between the grids. 
The catcher cavity is made resonant at the fre-
quency of the velocity-modulated electron beam, 
so that an oscillating field is set up within it by 
the passage of the electron bunches through the 
grid aperture. 

If a feedback loop is provided between the two 
cavities, as shown in Fig. 3-27, oscillations will 
occur. The resonant frequncy depends on the 
electrode voltages and on the shape of the cavi-
ties, and may be adjusted by varying the supply 
voltage and altering the dimensions of the 
cavities. Although the bunched beam current is 
rich in harmonics the output wave form is re-
markable pure because the high Q of the catcher 
cavity suppresses the unwanted harmonics.1 

Magnetrons 

A magnetron is fundamentally a diode with 
cylindrical electrodes placed in a uniform mag-
netic field, with the lines of magnetic force par-
allel to the axes of the elements. The simple cy-
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Fig. 3-28—Conventional magnetrons, with equivalent 

schematic symbols at the right. A, simple cylindrical 

magnetron. B, split-anode negative-resistance magne-

tron. 

lindrical magnetron consists of a cathode sur-
rounded by a concentric cylindrical anode. In 
the more efficient split-anode magnetron the cyl-
inder is divided lengthwise. 
Magnetron oscillators are operated in two 

A discussion of the operation of a three-cavity trans-
mitting klystron operating above 1000 Mc. will be found 
in QST for August, 1961 (Badger, "An Introduction to 
the Klystron."). Practical Information on klystron opera-
tion will be found in QST for August, 1960 ( Prechtel, 
"An Experimental Transceiver for 5660 Mc.") and May, 
1959 ( Sharbaugh and Watters, "The World Above 
20,000 Mc."). 
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different ways. Electrically the circuits are simi-
lar, the difference being in the relation between 
electron transit time and the frequency of oscil-
lation. 

In the negative-resistance or dynatron type of 
magnetron oscillator, the element dimensions and 
anode voltage are such that the transit time 
is short compared with the period of the oscil-
lation frequency. Electrons emitted from the 
cathode are driven toward both halves of the 
anode. If the potentials of the two halves are un-
equal, the effect of the magnetic field is such 
that the majority of the electrons travel to the 
half of the anode that is at the lower potential. 
That is, a decrease in the potential of either half 
of the anode results in an increase in the electron 
current flowing to that half. The magnetron con-
sequently exhibits negative-resistance character-
istics. Negative-resistance magnetron oscillators 
are useful between 100 and 1000 Mc. Under the 
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best operating conditions efficiencies of 20 to 25 
per cent may be obtained. 

In the transit-time magnetron the frequency 
is determined primarily by the tube dimensions 
and by the electric and magnetic field intensities 
rather than by the tuning of the tank circuits. 
The intensity of the magnetic field is adjusted so 
that, under static conditions, electrons leaving 
the cathode move in curved paths which just fail 
to reach the anode. All electrons are therefore 
deflected back to the cathode, and the anode cur-
rent is zero. An alternating voltage applied be-
tween the two halves of the anode will cause the 
potentials of these halves to vary about their 

Fig. 3-30—Schematic draw-

ing of a traveling-wave 

amplifier tube. 

It. Meanwhile other electrons gain energy from 
the field and are returned to the cathode. Since 
those electrons that lose energy remain in the 
interelectrode space longer than those that gain 
energy, the net effect is a transfer of energy 
from the electrons to the electric field. This en-
ergy can be used to sustain oscillations in a res-
onant transmission line connected between the 
two halves of the anode. 

Split-anode magnetrons for u.h.f. are con-
structed with a cavity resonator built into the 
tube structure, as illustrated in Fig. 3-29. The 
assembly is a solid block of copper which assists 
in heat dissipation. At extremely high frequen-
cies operation is improved by subdividing the 
anode structure into 4 to 16 or more segments, 
the resonant cavities for each anode being 
coupled to the common cathode region by slots of 
critical dimensions. 
The efficiency of multisegment magnetrons 

reaches 65 or 70 per cent. Slotted-anode mag-
netrons with four segments function up to 30,000 
Mc. ( 1 cm.), delivering up to 100 watts at effi-
ciencies greater than 50 per cent. Using larger 
multiples of anodes and higher-order modes, per-
formance can be attained at 0.2 cm. 

Traveling-Wave Tubes 

Gains as high as 23 db. over a bandwidth of 
800 Mc. at a center frequency of 3600 Mc. have 
been obtained through the use of a traveling-
wave amplifier tube shown schematically in Fig. 
3-30. An electromagnetic wave travels down the 
helix, and an electron beam is shot through the 
helix parallel to its axis, and in the direction 
of propagation of the wave. When the electron 
velocity is about the same as the wave veloc-
ity in the absence of the electrons, turning on the 
electron beam causes a power gain for wave 
propagation in the direction of the electron 
motion. 
The portions of Fig. 3-30 marked "input" and 

"output" are waveguide sections to which the 
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average positive values. If the period (time re-
quired for one cycle) of the alternating voltage 
is made equal to the time required for an electron 
to make one complete rotation in the magnetic 
field, the a.c. component of the anode voltage 
reverses direction twice with each electron rota-
tion. Some electrons will lose energy to the elec-
tric field, with the result that they are unable to 
reach the cathode and continue to rotate about 
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ends of the helix are coupled. In practice two 
electromagnetic focusing coils are used, one 
forming a lens at the electron gun end, and the 
other a solenoid running the length of the helix. 
The outstanding features of the traveling-

wave amplifier tube are its great bandwidth and 
large power gain. However, the efficiency is 
rather low. Typical power output is of the order 
of 200 milliwatts. 



Chapter 4 

Semiconductor 

Devices 

Certain materials whose resistivity is not high 
enough to classify them as good insulators, but 
is still high compared with the resistivity of 
common metals, are known as semiconductors. 
These materials, of which germanium and silicon 
are examples, have an atomic structure that 
normally is associated with insulators. How-
ever, when small amounts of impurities are 
introduced during the manufacture of germa-
nium or silicon crystals, it is possible for free 
electrons to exist and to move through the cry-
stals under the influence of an electric field. It 
is also possible for some of the atoms to be de-
ficient in an electron, and these electron de-
ficiencies or holes can move from atom to 
atom when urged to do so by an applied electric 
force. ( The movement of a hole is actually the 
movement of an electron, the electron becoming 
detached from one atom, making a hole in that 
atom, in order to move into an existing hole in 
another atom.) The holes can be considered to 
be equivalent to particles carrying a positive 
electric charge, while the electrons of course 
have negative charges. Holes and electrons are 
called charge carriers in semiconductors. 

Electron and Hole Conduction 

Material which conducts by virtue of a de-
ficiency in electrons — that is, by hole conduc-
tion — is called p-type material. In n-type ma-
terial, which has an excess of electrons, the con-
duction is termed "electronic." If a piece of p-
type material is joined to a piece of n-type ma-
terial as at A in Fig. 4-1 and a voltage is applied 
to the pair as at B, current will flow across the 
boundary or junction between the two (and also 
in the external circuit) when the battery has 
the polarity indicated. Electrons, indicated by 
the minus symbol, are attracted across the junc-
tion from the n material through the p material 
to the positive terminal of the battery, and holes, 
indicated by the plus symbol, are attracted in the 
opposite direction across the junction by the neg-
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ative potential of the battery. Thus current flows 
through the circuit by means of electrons moving 
one way and holes the other. 

If the battery polarity is reversed, as at C, 
the excess electrons in the n material are at-
tracted away from the junction and the holes in 
the p material are attracted by the negative po-
tential of the battery away from the junction. 
This leaves the junction region without any cur-
rent carriers, consequently there is no conduction. 
In other words, a junction of p- and n-type 

materials constitutes a rectifier. It differs from 
the tube diode rectifier in that there is a measur-
able, although comparatively very small, reverse 
current. The reverse current results from the 
presence of some carriers of the type opposite to 
those which principally characterize the mate-
rial. The principal ones are called majority car-
riers, while the lesser ones are minority carriers. 
The process by which the carriers cross the 

junction is essentially diffusion, and takes place 
comparatively slowly. This, together with the 
fact that the junction forms a capacitor with the 
two plates separated by practically zero spacing 
and hence has relatively high capacitance, places 
a limit on the upper frequency at which semicon-
ductor devices of this construction will operate, 
as compared with vacuum tubes. Also, the Tim-
ber of excess electrons and holes in the material 
depends upon temperature, and since the con-
ductivity in turn depends on the number of ex-
cess holes and electrons, the device is more tem-
perature sensitive than is a vacuum tube. 

Capacitance may be reduced by making the 
contact area very small. This is done by means 
of a point contact, a tiny p-type region being 
formed under the contact point during manu-
facture when n-type material is used for the 
main body of the device. 

SEMICONDUCTOR DIODES 

Diodes of the point-contact type are used for 
many of the same purposes for which tube diodes 

++++ 
Fig. 4-1—A p-n junction (A) and its 

behavior when conducting ( B) and non-

conducting ( C). 
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Fig. 4-2—Construction of a germanium-point-contact 

diode. In the circuit symbol for a contact rectifier the 

arrow points in the direction of minimum resistance 
measured by the conventional method—that is, going 

from the positive terminal of the voltage source 

through the rectifier to the negative terminal of the 
source. The arrow thus corresponds to the plate and 
the bar to the cathode of a tube diode. 

are used. The construction of such a diode is 
shown in Fig. 4-2. Germanium and silicon are 
the most widely used materials, the latter prin-
cipally in the u.h.f. region. 
As compared with the tube diode for r.f. ap-

plications, the crystal diode has the advantages 
of very small size, very low interelectrode ca-
pacitance ( of the order of 1 gd. or less) and 
requires no heater or filament power. 

Characteristic Curves 

The germanium crystal diode is characterized 
by relatively large current flow with small ap-
plied voltages in the "forward" direction, and 
small, although finite, current flow in the reverse 
or "back" direction for much larger applied 
voltages. A typical characteristic curve is shown 
in Fig. 4-3. The dynamic resistance in either the 
forward or back direction is determined by the 
change in current that occurs, at any given point 
on the curve, when the applied voltage is changed 
by a small amount. The forward resistance 
shows some variation in the region of very small 
applied voltages, but the curve is for the most 
part quite straight, indicating fairly constant 
dynamic resistance. For small applied voltages, 
the forward resistance is of the order of 200 
ohms in most such diodes. The back resistance 
shows considerable variation, depending on the 
particular voltage chosen for the measurement. 
It may run from a few hundred thousand ohms 
to over a megohm. In applications such as meter 
rectifiers for r.f. indicating instruments ( r.f. 
voltmeters, wavemeter indicators, and so on) 
where the load resistance may be small and the 
applied voltage of the order of several volts, the 
resistance vary with the value of the applied 
voltage and are considerably lower. 

Junction Diodes 

Junction-type diodes made of germanium or 
silicon are employed principally as power recti-
fiers, in applications similar to those where sele-
nium rectifiers are used. Depending on the 
design of the particular diode, they are capable 
of rectifying currents up to several hundred 
milliamperes. The safe inverse peak voltage of a 
junction is relatively low, so an appropriate 

number of rectifiers must be connected in series 
to operate safely on a given a.c. input voltage. 

Ratings 

Crystal diodes are rated primarily in terms of 
maximum safe inverse voltage and maximum 
average rectified current. Inverse voltage is a 
voltage applied in the direction opposite to that 
which causes maximum current flow. The aver-
age current is that which would be read by a d.c. 
meter connected in the current path. 

It is also customary to specify standards of 
performance with respect to forward and back 
current. A minimum value of forward current is 
usually specified for one volt applied. The volt-
age at which the maximum tolerable back cur-
rent is specified varies with the type of diode. 

Fig. 4-3—Typical point 

contact germanium diode 

characteristic curve. Be-

cause the back current is 

much smaller than the for-

ward current, a different 

scale is used for back 

voltage and current. 
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Zener Diodes 

The "zener diode" is a special type of silicon 
junction diode that has a characteristic similar 
to that shown in Fig. 4-4. The sharp break from 
non-conductance to conductance is called the 
Zener Knee; at applied voltages greater than this 
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Fig. 4-4—Typical characteristic of a zener diode. In 

this example, the voltage drop is substantially constant 
at 30 volts in the (normally) reverse direction. Com-

pare with Fig 4-3. A diode with this characteristic 

would be called a "30-volt zener diode." 
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breakdown point, the voltage drop across the 
diode is essentially constant over a wide range 
of currents. The substantially constant voltage 
drop over a wide range of currents allows this 
semiconductor device to be used as a constant 
voltage reference or control element, in a man-
ner somewhat similar to the gaseous voltage-
regulator tube. Voltages for zener diode action 
range from a few volts to several hundred and 
power ratings run from a fraction of a watt to 50 
watts. 

Zener diodes can be connected in series to ad-
vantage ; the temperature coefficient is improved 
over that of a single diode of equivalent rating 
and the power-handling capability is increased. 
Two zener diodes connected in opposition, Fig. 

4-5, form a simple and highly effective clipper. 

Voltage-Variable Capacitors 

Voltage-variable capacitors are p-n junction 
diodes that behave as capacitors of reasonable Q 
(35 or more) up to 50 Mc. and higher. They are 
useful in many applications because the actual 
capacitance value is dependent upon the d.c. bias 
voltage that is applied. In a typical capacitor the 
capacitance can be varied over a 10-to-1 range 
with a bias change from 0 to — 100 volts. The 
current demand on the bias supply is on the order 
of a few microamperes. 

Typical applications include remote control of 
tuned circuits, automatic frequency control of 

INPUT I OUTPUT 

Fig. 4-5—Full-wave clipping action with two zener 
diodes in opposition. The output level would be at a 
peak-to-peak voltage of twice the zener rating of a 
single diode. R1 should have o resistance value sufficient 

to limit the current to the zener diode rating. 

receiver local oscillators, and simple frequency 
modulators for communications and for sweep-
tuning applications. 

Tunnel Diode 

Much hope is held for the future use of the 
"tunnel diode," a junction semiconductor of spe-
cial construction that has a "negative resistance" 
characteristic at low voltages. This characteris-
tic (decrease of current with increase of volt-
age) permits the diode to be used as an oscillator 
and as an amplifier. Since electrical charges 
move through the diode with the speed of light• 
in contrast to the relatively slow motion of elec-
trical charge carriers in other semiconductors, 
it has been possible to obtain oscillations at 2000 
Mc. and higher. 

TRANSISTORS 

Fig. 4-6 shows a "sandwich" made from two 
layers of p-type semiconductor material with a 
thin layer of n-type between. There are in effect 
two p-n junction diodes back to back. If a 
positive bias is applied to the p-type material at 
the left, current will flow through the left-
hand junction, the holes moving to the right 
and the electrons from the n-type material 
moving to the left. Some of the holes moving 
into the n-type material will combine with the 
electrons there and be neutralized, but some of 
them also will travel to the region of the right-
hand junction. 

If the p-n combination at the right is biased 
negatively, as shown, there would normally be 
no current flow in this circuit ( see Fig. 4-1C). 
However, there are now additional holes avail-
able at the junction to travel to point B and 
electrons can travel toward point A, so a current 

Fig. 4-6— The basic arrangement of a transistor. This 
represents a junction-type p-n-p unit. 

can flow even though this section of the sandwich 
considered alone is biased to prevent conduction. 
Most of the current is between A and B and does 
not flow out through the common connection to 
the n-type material in the sandwich. 
A semiconductor combination of this type is 

called a transistor, and the three sections are 
known as the emitter, base and collector, re-
spectively. The amplitude of the collector current 
depends principally upon the amplitude of the 
emitter current; that is, the collector current is 
controlled by the emitter current. 

Power Amplification 

Because the collector is biased in the back di-
rection the collector-to-base resistance is high. 
On the other hand, the emitter and collector 
cúrrents are substantially equal, so the power in 
the collector circuit is larger than the power in 
the emitter circuit (P = P R, so the powers 
are proportional to the respective resistances, if 
the currents are the same). In practical transis-
tors emitter resistance is of the order of a few 
hundred ohms while the collector resistance is 
hundreds or thousands of times higher, so power 
gains of 20 to 40 db. or even more are possible. 

Types 

The transistor may be one of the several types 
shown in Fig. 4-7. The assembly of p- and n-type 
materials may be reversed, so that p-n-p and 
n-p-n transistors are both possible. 
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Point-Contact Transistors 

The point-contact transistor, shown at the 
left in Fig. 4-7, has two "cat whiskers" placed 
very close together on the surface of a germanium 
wafer. It is principally of historical interest and 
is now superseded by the junction type. It is 
difficult to manufacture, since the two contact 
points must be extremely close together if good 
high-frequency characteristics are to be secured. 

Junction Transistors 

The junction transistor, shown at the center 
in Fig. 4-7, has higher capacitances and higher 
power-handling capacity than the point-contact 
type. The "electrode" areas and thickness of the 
intermediate layer have an important effect on 
the upper frequency limit. Ordinary junction 
transistors may have cut-off frequencies ( see 
next section) up to 50 Mc. or so. The types used 
for audio and low-radio frequencies usually have 
cut-off frequencies ranging from 500 to 1000 kc. 
The upper frequency limit is extended con-

siderably in the drift transistor. This type has a 
particular form of distribution of impurities in 
the base material resulting in the creation of an 
internal electric field that accelerates the car-
riers across the junction. Typical drift transis-
tors have cut-off frequencies of the order of 100 
Mc. 
Another type of transistor useful in high-fre-

quency work is the surface barrier transistor, 
using plated emitter and collector electrodes on 
a wafer of n-type material, as shown at the right 
in Fig. 4-7. Surface-barrier transistors will op-
erate as amplifiers and oscillators at frequencies 
of 250 Mc. or higher. • 

TRANSISTOR CHARACTERISTICS 

An important characteristic of a transistor is 
its current amplification factor, usually desig-
nated by the symbol a. This is the ratio of the 
change in collector current to a small change in 
emitter current, measured in the common-base 
circuit described later, and is comparable with 
the voltage amplification factor (a) of a vacuum 
tube. The current amplification factor is almost, 
but not quite, 1 in a junction transistor. It is 
larger than 1 in the point-contact type, values in 
the neighborhood of 2 being typical. 
The a cut-off frequency is the frequency at 
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which the current amplification drops 3 db. below 
its low-frequency value. Cut-off frequencies 
range from 500 kc. to frequencies in the v.h.f. 
region. The cut-off frequency indicates in a gen-
eral way the frequency spread over which the 
transistor is useful. 
Each of the three elements in the transistor 

has a resistance associated with it. The emitter 
and collector resistances were discussed earlier. 
There is also a certain amount of resistance as-
sociated with the base, a value of a few hundred 
to 1000 ohms being typical of the base resistance. 
The values of all three resistances vary with 

the type of transistor and the operating voltages. 
The collector resistance, in particular, is sensi-
tive to operating conditions. 

Characteristic Curves 

The operating characteristics of transistors 
can be shown by a series of characteristic curves. 
One such set of curves is shown in Fig. 4-8. It 
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Fig. 4-8—A typical collector-current vs. collector-voltage 

characteristic of a junction-type transistor, for various 

emitter-current values. The circuit shows the setup for 

taking such measurements. Since the emitter resistance is 

low, a current-limiting resistor, R, is connected in series 

with the source of current. The emitter current can be set 

at a desired value by adjustment of this resistance. 

shows the collector current vs. collector voltage 
for a number of fixed values of emitter current. 
Practically, the collector current depends almost 
entirely on the emitter current and is independ-
ent of the collector voltage. The separation be-
tween curves representing equal steps of emitter 
current is quite uniform, indicating that almost 
distortionless output can be obtained over the 
useful operating range of the transistor. 
Another type of curve is shown in Fig. 4-9, 

together witn the circuit used for obtaining it. 
This also shows collector current vs. collector 
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voltage, but for a number of different values of 
base current. In this case the emitter element is 
used as the common point in the circuit. The 
collector current is not independent of collector 
voltage with this type of connection, indicating 
that the output resistance of the device is fairly 
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Fig. 4-9—Collector current vs. collector voltage for vari-

ous values of base current, for a junction-type transistor. 

The values are determined by means of the circuit 

shown. 

low. The base current also is quite low, which 
means that the resistance of the base-emitter 
circuit is moderately high with this method of 
connection. This may be contrasted with the 
high values of emitter current shown in Fig. 4-8. 

Ratings 

The principal ratings applied to transistors are 
maximum collector dissipation, maximum col-
lector voltage, maximum collector current, and 
maximum emitter current. The voltage and cur-
rent ratings are self-explanatory. 
The collector dissipation is the power, usually 

expressed in milliwatts, that can safely be dissi-
pated by the transistor as heat. With some types 
of transistors provision is made for transferring 
heat rapidly through the container, and such 
units usually require installation on a heat 
"sink," or mounting that can absorb heat. 
The amount of undistorted output power that 

can be obtained depends on the collector voltage, 
the collector current being practically independ-
ent of the voltage in a given transistor. Increas-
ing the collector voltage extends the range of 
linear operation, but must not be carried beyond 
the point where either the voltage or dissipation 
ratings are exceeded. 

TRANSISTOR AMPLIFIERS 

Amplifier circuits used with transistors fall 
into one of three types, known as the grounded-
base, grounded-emitter, and grounded-collec-
tor circuits. These are shown in Fig. 4-10 in 
elementary form. The three circuits correspond 
approximately to the grounded-grid, grounded-
cathode and cathode-follower circuits, respec-
tively, used with vacuum tubes. 
The important transistor parameters in these 

circuits are the short-circuit current transfer 
ratio, the cut-off frequency, and the input and 
output impedances. The short-circuit current 
transfer ratio is the ratio of a small change in 
output current to the change in input current 
that causes it, the output circuit being short-
circuited. The cut-off frequency is the frequency 

at which the amplification decreases by 3 db. 
from its value at some frequency well below that 
at which frequency effects begin to assume im-
portance. The input and output impedances are, 
respectively, the impedance which a signal source 
working into the transistor would see, and the 
internal output impedance of the transistor 
(corresponding to the plate resistance of a vac-
uum tube, for example). 

Grounded-Base Circuit 

The input circuit of a grounded-base amplifier 
must be designed for low impedance, since the 
emitter-to-base resistance is of the order of 25//. 
ohms, where I. is the emitter current in milli-
amperes. The optimum output load impedance, 
RL, may range from a few thousand ohms to 
100,000, depending upon the requirements. 
The current transfer ratio is a and the cut-off 

frequency is as defined previously. 
In this circuit the phase of the output (collec-

tor) current is the same as that of the input 
(emitter) current. The parts of these currents 
that flow through the base resistance are like-
wise in phase, so the circuit tends to be regenera-
tive and will oscillate if the current amplification 
factor is greater than 1. A junction transistor is 
stable in this circuit since a is less than 1, but 
a point-contact transistor will oscillate. 

Grounded-Emitter Circuit 

The grounded-emitter circuit shown in Fig. 
4-10 corresponds to the ordinary grounded-
cathode vacuum-tube amplifier. As indicated by 
the curves of Fig. 4-9, the base current is small 
and the input impedance is therefore fairly high — 
several thousand ohms in the average case. The 
collector resistance is some tens of thousands of 
ohms, depending on the signal source impedance. 
The current transfer ratio in the common-
emitter circuit is equal to 

a 

1 — a 

Since a is close to 1 (0.98 or higher being repre-
sentative), the short-circuit current gain in the 
grounded-emitter circuit may be 50 or more. 
The cut-off frequency is equal to the a cut-off 
frequency multiplied by ( 1 — a), and therefore 
is relatively low. ( For example a transistor with 
an a cut-off of 1000 kc. and a = 0.98 would 
have a cut-off frequency of 1000 x 0.02 = 20 
kc. in the grounded-emitter circuit.) 
Within its frequency limitations, the grounded-

emitter circuit gives the highest power gain of 
the three. 

In this circuit the phase of the output (col-
lector) current is opposite to that of the input 
(base) current so such feedback as occurs 
through the small emitter resistance is negative 
and the amplifier is stable with either junction or 
point-contact transistors. 

Grounded-Collector Circuit 

Like the vacuum-tube cathode follower, the 
grounded-collector transistor amplifier has high 
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input impedance and low output impedance. The 
latter is approximately equal to the impedance of 
the signal input source multiplied by ( 1 — a). 
The input resistance depends on the load resist-
ance, being approximately equal to the load 
resistance divided by ( 1 — a). The fact that 
input resistance is directly related to the load 
resistance is a disadvantage of this type of am-
plifier if the load is one whose resistance or 
impedance varies with frequency. 
The current transfer ratio with this circuit is 

1 

1 — a 

and the cut-off frequency is the same as in the 
grounded-emitter circuit. The output and input 
currents are in phase. 

Practical Circuit Details 

The transistor is essentially a low-voltage 
device, so the use of a battery power supply 
rather than a rectified-a.c. supply is quite com-
mon. Usually, it is more convenient to employ 
a single battery as a power source in preference 
to the two-battery arrangements shown in Fig. 
4-10, so most circuits are designed for single-
battery operation. Provision must be included, 
therefore, for obtaining proper biasing voltage 
for the emitter-base circuit from the battery that 
supplies the power in the collector circuit. 

SIGNAL 
INPUT 

SIGNAL 
INPUT 

SIGNAL 
INPUT 

+-r  

COMMON COLLECTOR 

COMMON EMITTER 

Fig. 4-10—Basic tran-
sistor amplifier circuits. 
RL, the load resist-
ance, may be an ac-
tual resistor or the pri-
mary of a transformer. 
The input signal may 
be supplied from a 
transformer secondary 
or by resistance-ca-
pacitance coupling. In 
any case it is to be 
understood that a d.c. 
path must exist be-
tween the base and 
emitter. 

P-n-p transistors are 
shown in these circuits. 
If n-p-n types are used 
the battery polarities 
must be reversed. 

Coupling arrangements for introducing the 
input signal into the circuit and for taking out 
the amplified signal are similar to those used 
with vacuum tubes. However, the actual com-
ponent values will in general be quite different 
from those used with tubes. This is because the 
impedances associated with the input and output 
circuits of transistors may differ widely from the 
comparable impedances in tube circuits. Also, d.c. 
voltage drops in resistances may require more 

TRANSFORMER COUPLING 
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INPUT 

RESISTANCE COUPLING 

3,,TPuT 

Fig. 4-11—Practical grounded-emitter circuits using 
transformer and resistance coupling. A combination of 
either also can be used—e.g., resistance-coupled input 
and transformer-coupled output. Tuned transformers 
may be used for r.f. and i.f. circuits. 

With small transistors used for low-level amplification 
the input impedance will be of the order of 1000 ohms 
and the input circuit should be designed for an imped-
ance step-down, if necessary. This can be done by ap-
propriate choice of turns ratio for T1 or, in the case of 
tuned circuits, by tapping the base down on the tuned 
secondary circuit. In the resistance-coupled circuit R2 

should be large compared with the input impedance, 
values of the order of 10,000 ohms being used. 

In low-level circuits 121 will be of the order of 1000 
ohms. R3 should be chosen to bias the transistor to the 
desired no-signal collector current; its value depends on 
Ri and R. (see text). 

careful attention with transistors because of the 
much lower voltage available from the ordinary 
battery power source. Battery economy becomes 
an important factor in circuit design, both with 
respect to voltage required and to overall current 
drain. A bias voltage divider, for example, easily 
may use more power than the transistor with 
which it is associated. 

Typical single-battery grounded-emitter cir-
cuits are shown in Fig. 4-11. RI, in series with 
the emitter, is for the purpose of "swamping 
out" the resistance of the emitter-base diode; this 
swamping helps to stabilize the emitter current. 
The resistance of Ri should be large compared 
with that of the emitter-base diode, which, as 
stated earlier, is approximately equal to 25 
divided by the emitter current in ma. 

Since the current in Ri flows in such a direction 
as to bias the emitter negatively with respect to 
the base (a p-n-p transistor is assumed), a base-
emitter bias slightly greater than the drop in Ri 
must be supplied. The proper operating point is 
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achieved through adjustment of voltage divider 
R2/?,, which is proportioned to give the desired 
value of no-signal collector current. 

In the transformer-coupled circuit, input sig-
nal currents flow through R. and R., and there 
would be a loss of signal power at the base-emitter 
diode if these resistors were not bypassed by C, 
and CI. The capacitors should have low react-
ance compared with the resistances across which 
they are connected. In the resistance-coupled 
circuit R. serves as part of the bias voltage di-
vider and also as part of the load for the signal-
input source. As seen by the signal source, R. is 
in parallel with R. and thus becomes part of the 
input load resistance. C, must have low reactance 
compared with the parallel combination of 12,, R, 
and the base-to-emitter resistance of the transis-
tor. The load impedance will determine the re-
actance of C4. 
The output load resistance in the transformer-

coupled case will be the actual load as reflected 
at the primary of the transformer, and its proper 
value will be determined by the transistor char-
acteristics and the type of operation ( Class A, B, 
etc.). The value of RL in the resistance-coupled 
case is usually such as to permit the maximum 
a.c. voltage swing in the collector circuit without 
undue distortion, since Class A operation is 
usual with this type of amplifier. 

Bias Stabilization 

Transistor currents are sensitive to temperature 
variations, and so the operating point tends to 
shift as the transistor heats. The shift in operating 
point is in such a direction as to increase the heat-
ing, leading to "thermal runaway" and possible 
destruction of the transistor. The heat developed 
depends on the amount of power dissipated in the 
transistor, so it is obviously advantageous in this 
respect to operate with as little internal dissipa-
tion as possible: i.e., the d.c. input should be kept 
to the lowest value that will permit the type of 
operation desired and should never exceed the 
rated value for the particular transistor used. 
A contributing factor to the shift in operating 

point is the collector-to-base leakage current 
(usually designated /,) — that is, the current 
that flows from collector to base with the emitter 
connection open. This current, which is highly 
temperature sensitive, has the effect of increas-
ing the emitter current by an amount much 
larger than I., itself, thus shifting the operating 
point in such a way as to increase the collector 
current. This effect is reduced to the extent that 
I.. can be made to flow out of the base terminal 
rather than through the base-emitter diode. In 
the circuits of Fig. 4-11, bias stabilization is im-
proved by making the resistance of R. as large 
âs possible and both R. and R. as small as possi-
ble, consistent with gain and battery economy. 

TRANSISTOR OSCILLATORS 
Since more power is available from the output 

circuit than is necessary for its generation in the 
input circuit, it is possible to use some of the 
output power to supply the input circuit and thus 
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Fig. 4- 12—Typical transistor oscillator circuits. Com-

ponent values are discussed in the text. 

sustain self-oscillation. Representative oscillator 
circuits are shown in Fig. 4-12. 
The upper frequency limit for oscillation is 

principally a function of the cut-off frequency 
of the transistor used, and oscillation will cease 
at the frequency at which there is insufficient 
amplification to supply the energy required to 
overcome circuit losses. Transistor oscillators 
usually will operate up to, and sometimes well 
beyond, the a cut-off frequency of the particular 
transistor used. 
The approximate oscillation frequency is that 

of the tuned circuit, LAC,. R1, R9 and R. have the 
same functions as in the amplifier circuits given 
in Fig. 4-11. Bypass capacitors C, and C, should 
have low reactances compared with the resist-
ances with which they are associated. 
Feedback in these circuits is adjusted in the 

same way as with tube oscillators: position of 
the tap on L, in the Hartley, turns and coupling 
of L, in the tickler circuit, and ratio of the sec-
tions of C, in the Colpitts. 



Chapter 5 

High-Frequency 

Receivers 

A good receiver in the amateur station makes 
the diffgrence between mediocre contacts and 
solid QS0s, and its importance cannot be over-
emphasized. In the less crowded v.h.f. bands, 
sensitivity (the ability to bring in weak signals) 
is the most important factor in a receiver. In the 
more crowded amateur bands, good sensitivity 
must be combined with selectivity (the ability to 
distinguish between signals separated by only a 
small frequency difference). To receive weak 
signals, the receiver must furnish enough ampli-
fication to amplify the minute signal power de-
livered by the antenna up to a useful amount of 
power that will operate a loudspeaker or set 
of headphones. Before the amplified signal can 
operate the speaker or phones, it must be con-
verted to audio-frequency power by the process 
of detection. The sequence of amplification is not 
too important—some of the amplification can 
take place (and usually does) before detection, 
and some can be used after detection. 
There are major differences between receivers 

for phone reception and for code reception. An 
a.m, phone signal has sidebands that make the 
signal take up about 6 or 8 kc. in the band, and 
the audio quality of the received signal is im-
paired if the bandwidth is less than half of this. 
A code signal occupies only a few hundred cycles 
at the most, and consequently the bandwidth of 
a code receiver can be small. A single-sideband 
phone signal takes up 3 to 4 kc., and the audio 
quality can be impaired if the bandwidth is much 
less than 3 kc. although the intelligibility will 
hold up down to around 2 kc. In any case, if the 
bandwidth of the receiver is more than nec-

essary, signals adjacent to the desired one can be 
heard, and the selectivity of the receiver is less 
than maximum. The detection process delivers 
directly the audio frequencies present as modula-
tion on an a.m. phone signal. There is no modula-
tion on a code signal, and it is necessary to intro-
duce a second radio frequency, differing from the 
signal frequency by a suitable audio frequency, 
into the detector circuit to produce an audible 
beat. The frequency difference, and hence the 
beat note, is generally made on the order of 500 
to 1000 cycles, since these tones are within the 
range of optimum response of both the ear and 
the headset. There is no carrier frequency present 
in an s.s.b. signal, and this frequency must be 
furnished at the receiver before the audio can be 
recovered. The same source that is used in code 
reception can be utilized for the purpose. If the 
source of the locally generated radio frequency is 
a separate oscillator, the system is known as 
heterodyne reception; if the detector is made to 
oscillate and produce the frequency, it is known 
as an autodyne detector. Modern superhetero-
dyne receivers generally use a separate oscillator 
(beat oscillator) to supply the locally generated 
frequency. Summing up the differences, phone 
receivers can't use as much selectivity as code 
receivers, and code and s.s.b. receivers require 
some kind of locally generated frequency to give 
a readable signal. Broadcast receivers can receive 
only a.m, phone signals because no beat oscillator 
is included. Communications receivers include 
beat oscillators and often some means for varying 
the selectivity. With high selectivity they often 
have a slow tuning rate. 

RECEIVER CHARACTERISTICS 

Sensitivity 

In commercial circles "sensitivity" is defined 
as the strength of the signal ( in microvolts) at 
the input of the receiver that is required to pro-
duce a specified audio power output at the speaker 
or headphones. This is a satisfactory definition 
for broadcast and communications receivers 
operating below about 20 Mc., where atmospheric 
and man-made electrical noises normally mask 
any noise generated by the receiver itself. 
Another commercial measure of sensitivity 

defines it as the signal at the input of the re-
ceiver -required to give a signal-plus-noise out-
put some stated ratio ( generally 10 db.) above 
the noise output of the receiver. This is a more 

useful sensitivity measure for the amateur, since 
it indicates how well a weak signal will be heard 
and is not merely a measure of the over-all am-
plification of the receiver. However, it is not an 
absolute method, because the bandwidth of the 
receiver plays a large part in the result. 
The random motion of the molecules in the 

antenna and receiver circuits generates small 
voltages called thermal-agitation noise voltages. 
Thermal-agitation noise is independent of fre-
quency and is proportional to the (absolute) 
temperature, the resistance component of the 
impedance across which the thermal agitation is 
produced, and the bandwidth. Noise is generated 
in vacuum tubes by random irregularities in the 
current flow within them; it is convenient to ex-
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press this shot-effect noise as an equivalent re-
sistance in the grid circuit of a noise-free tube. 
This equivalent noise resistance is the resistance 
(at room temperature) that placed in the grid 
circuit of a noise-free tube will produce plate-
circuit noise equal to that of the actual tube. The 
equivalent noise resistance of a vacuum tube in-
creases with frequency. 
An ideal receiver would generate no noise in its 

tubes and circuits, and the minimum detectable 
signal would be limited only by the thermal noise 
in the antenna. In a practical. receiver, the limit 
is determined by how well the amplified antenna 
noise overrides the other noise in the plate cir-
cuit of the input stage. ( It is assumed that the 
first stage in any good receiver will be the deter-
mining factor; the noise contributions of subse-
quent stages should be insignificant by com-
parison.) At frequencies below 20 or 30 Mc. the 
site noise ( atmospheric and man-made noise) is 
generally the limiting factor. 
The degree to which a practical receiver ap-

proaches the quiet ideal receiver of the same 
bandwidth is given by the noise figure of the 
receiver. Noise figure is defined as the ratio of 
the signal-to-noise power ratio of the ideal re-
ceiver to the signal-to-noise power ratio of the 
actual receiver output. Since the noise figure is a 
ratio, it is usually given in decibels; it runs 
around 5 to 10 db. for a good communications 
receiver below 30 Mc. Although noise figures of 
2 to 4 db. can be obtained, they are of little or no 
use below 30 Mc. except in extremely quiet loca-
tions or when a very small antenna is used. The 
noise figure of a receiver is not modified by 
changes in bandwidth. 

Selectivity 

Selectivity is the ability of a receiver to dis-
criminate against signals of frequencies differing 
from that of the desired signal. The over-all 
selectivity will depend upon the selectivity of the 
individual tuned circuits and the number of such 
circuits. 
The selectivity of a receiver is shown graph-

ically by drawing a curve that gives the ratio of 
signal strength required at various frequencies 
off resonance to the signal strength at resonance, 
to give constant output. A resonance curve of 
this type is shown in Fig. 5-1. The bandwidth is 
the width of the resonance curve ( in cycles or 
kilocycles) of a receiver at a specified ratio; in 
the typical curve of Fig. 5-1 the bandwidths for 
response ratios of 2 and 1000 ( described as "-6 
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Fig. 5- 1—Typical selectivity curve of a modern super-

heterodyne receiver. Relative response is plotted 

against deviations above and below the resonance 
frequency. The scale at the left is in terms of voltage 

ratios, the corresponding decibel steps are shown at 

the right. 

db." and "-60 db.") are 2.4 and 12.2 kc. respec-
tively. 
The bandwidth at 6 db. down must be sufficient 

to pass the signal and its sidebands if faithful 
reproduction of the signal is desired. However, 
in the crowded amateur bands, it is generally 
advisable to sacrifice fidelity for intelligibility. 
The ability to reject adjacent-channel signals 
depends upon the skirt selectivity of the receiver, 
which is determined by the bandwidth at high 
attenuation. In a receiver with excellent skirt 
selectivity, the ratio of the 6-db. bandwidth to the 
60-db, bandwidth will be about 0.25 for code and 
0.5 for phone. The minimum usable bandwidth at 
6 db. down is about 150 cycles for code reception 
and about 2000 cycles for phone. 

Stability 

The stability of a receiver is its ability to "stay 
put" on a signal under varying conditions of gain-
control setting, temperature, supply-voltage 
changes and mechanical shock and distortion. 
The term "unstable" is also applied to a receiver 
that breaks into oscillation or a regenerative con-
dition with some settings of its controls that are not 
specifically intended to control such a condition. 

DETECTION AND DETECTORS 

Detection is the process of recovering the 
modulation from a signal ( see "Modulation, 
Heterodyning and Beats", page 58). Any device 
that is "nonlinear" ( i.e., whose output is not 
exactly proportional to its input) will act as a 
detector. It can be used as a detector if an im-
pedance for the desired modulation frequency is 
connected in the output circuit. 

Detector sensitivity is the ratio of desired de-
tector output to the input. Detector linearity is a 
measure of the ability of the detector to reproduce 
the exact form of the modulation on the incoming 
signal. The resistance or impedance of the de-
tector is the resistance or impedance it presents 
to the circuits it is connected to. The input re-
sistance is important in receiver design, since if 
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it is relatively low it means that the detector 
will consume power, and this power must be 
furnished by the preceding stage. The signal-
handling capability means the ability to accept 
signals of a specified amplitude without overload-
ing or distortion. 

Diode Detectors 

The simplest detector for a.m. is the diode. A 
galena, silicon or germanium crystal is an imper-
fect form of diode (a small current can pass in 
the reverse direction), and the principle of detec-
tion in a crystal is similar to that in a vacuum-
tube diode. 

Circuits for both half-wave and full-wave di-
odes are given in Fig. 5-2. The simplified half-
wave circuit at 5-2A includes the r.f. tuned 
circuit, L.C., a coupling coil, L., from which 
the r.f. energy is fed to L.C., and the diode, D, 

A F OUTPUT 

A F OUTPUT 

A F OUTPUT 

Fig. 5-2—Simplified and practical diode detector cir-
cuits. A, the elementary half-wave diode detector; B, a 
practical circuit, with r.f. filtering and audio output 
coupling; C, full-wave diode detector, with output 
coupling indicated. The circuit, L2Ci, is tuned to the 
signal frequency; typical values for Cs and RI in A and 
C are 250 µµf. and 250,000 ohms, respectively; in B, 
CY and C3 are 100 µµf. each; RI, 50,000 ohms; and R2, 
250,000 ohms. C4 is 0.1 µf. and Ra may be 0.5 to 1 

megohm. 

HIGH-FREQUENCY RECEIVERS 

with its load resistance, R1, and bypass capac-
itor, C.. The flow of rectified r.f. current causes 
a d.c. voltage to develop across the terminals of 
R.. The — and -I- signs show the polarity of the 
voltage. The variation in amplitude of the r.f. 
signal with modulation causes corresponding 
variations in the value of the d.c. voltage across 
R.. In audio work the load resistor, R., is usu-
ally 0.1 megohm or higher, so that a fairly large 
voltage will develop from a small rectified-
curret flow. 
The progress of the signal through the de-

tctor or rectifier is shown in Fig. 5-3. A typi-
cal modulated signal as it exists in the tuned 
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Fig. 5-3—Diagrams showing the detection process. 

circuit is shown at A. When this signal is ap-
plied to the rectifier tube, current will flow only 
during the part of the r.f. cycle when the plate 
is positive with respect to the cathode, so that 
the output of the rectifier consists of half-cycles 
of r.f. These current pulses flow in the load cir-
cuit comprised of R. and C., the resistance of 
R. and the capacity of C. being so proportioned 
that C. charges to the peak value of the rectified 
voltage on each pulse and retains enough charge 
between pulses so that the voltage across R1 is 
smoothed out, as shown in C. C. thus acts as a 
filter for the radio-frequency component of the 
output of the rectifier, leaving à d.c. compo-
ent that varies in the same way as the modulation 
on the original signal. When this varying d.c. 
voltage is applied to a following amplifier through 
a coupling capacitor (C. in Fig. 5-2), only the 
variations in voltage are transferred, so that the 
final output signal is a.c., as shown in D. 

In the circuit at 5-2B, R. and C. have been 
divided for the purpose of providing a more 
effective filter for r.f. It is important to prevent 
the appearance of any r.f. voltage in the output 
of the detector, because it may cause overload-
ing of a succeeding amplifier tube. The audio-
frequency variations can be transferred to 
another circuit through a coupling capacitor, 
Ca, to a load resistor, R., which usually is a 
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(A) 
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Fig. 5-4— Circuits for plate detection. A, triode; B, pen-

tode. The input circuit, 1...C,, is tuned to the signal 

frequency. Typical values for the other components are: 

Com-

ponent Circuit A Circuit 8 

Cs 0.5 µf. or larger. 
Cs 0.001 to 0.002 µf. 

C' 
Cs 

25,000 to 150,000 ohms. 

R5 50,000 to 100,000 ohms. 

RFC 2.5 mh. 

0.1 µf. 

0.5 µf. or larger. 

250 to 500 µµf. 

0.1 µf. 

0.5 ¡if. or larger. 

10,000 to 20,000 ohms. 

100,000 to 250,000 ohms. 

50,000 ohms. 

20,000 ohms. 

2.5 mh. 

Plate voltages from 100 to 250 volts may be used. Ef-

fective screen voltage in B should be about 30 volts. 

' potentiometer "  so that the audio volume can 
be adjusted to a desired level. 

Coupling to the potentiometer (volume con-
trol) through a capacitor also avoids any flow 
of d.c. through the control. The flow of d.c. 
through a high-resistance volume control often 
tends to make the control noisy ( scratchy) after 
a short while. 
The full-wave diode circuit at 5-2C differs 

in operation from the half-wave circuit only in 
that both halves of the r.f. cycle are utilized. 
The full-wave circuit has the advantage that 
r.f. filtering is easier than in the half-wave cir-
cuit. As a result, less attenuation of the higher 
audio frequencies will be obtained for any given 
degree of r.f. filtering. 
The reactance of C. must be small compared 

to the resistance of Ri at the radio frequency 
being rectified, but at audio frequencies must 
be relatively large compared to Ri. If the capac-
ity of C. is too large, response at the higher 
audio frequencies will be lowered. 
Compared with other detectors, the sensitiv-

ity of the diode is low, normally running around 
0.8 in audio work. Since the diode consumes 
power, the Q of the tuned circuit is reduced, 

bringing about a reduction in selectivity. The 
loading effect of the diode is close to one-half the 
load resistance. The detector linearity is good, 
and the signal-handling capability is high. 

Plate Detectors 

The plate detector is arranged so that recti-
fication of the r.f. signal takes place in the plate 
circuit of the tube. Sufficient negative bias is ap-
plied to the grid to bring the plate current nearly 
to the cut-off point, so that application of a sig-
nal to the grid circuit causes an increase in av-
erage plate current. The average plate current 
follows the changes in signal in a fashion similar 
to the rectified current in a diode detector. 

Circuits for triodes and pentodes are given 
in Fig. 5-4. C. is the plate bypass capacitor, and, 
with RFC, prevents r.f. from appearing in the 
output. The cathbde resistor, Ri, provides the 
operating grid bias, and C. is a bypass for both 
radio an audio frequencies. R2 is the plate load 
resistance and C. is the output coupling capacitor. 
In the pentode circuit at B, R. and R. form a 
voltage divider to supply the proper screen po-
tential (about 30 volts), and C. is a bypass ca-
pacitor. C. and C. must have low reactance for 
both radio and audio frequencies. 

In general, transformer coupling from the 
plate circuit of a plate detector is not satisfac-
tory, because the plate impedance of any tube 
is very high when the bias is near the plate-
curret cut-off point. Impedance coupling may 
be used in place of the resistance coupling shown 
in Fig. 5-4. Usually 100 henrys or more induc-
tance is required. 
The plate detector is more sensitive than the 

diode because there is some amplifying action in 
the tube. It will handle large signals, but is not 
so tolerant in this respect as the diode. Linearity, 
with the self-biased circuits, shown, is good. Up 
to the overload point the detector takes no power 
from the tuned circuit, and so does not affect 
its Q and selectivity. 

Infinite-Impedance Detector 

The circuit of Fig. 5-5 combines the high 
signal-handling capabilities of the diode detector 

AF +8 
OUTPUT 

Fig. 5-5—The infinite-impedance detector. The input 

circuit, L2Ci, is tuned to the signal frequency. Typical 

values for the other components are: 

C.-250 etAtf. megohm. 

C9-0.5 Ø. R9-25,000 ohms. 

C9-0.1 Ø. Ra-0.25-megohm volume control. 

A tube having a medium amplification factor (about 

20) should be used. Plate voltage should be 250 volts. 
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with low distortion and, like the plate detector, 
does not load the tuned circuit it connects to. 
The circuit resembles that of the plate detector, 
except that the load resistance, Ri, is 'connected 
between cathode and ground and thus is common 
to both grid and plate circuits, giving negative 
feedback for the audio frequencies. The cathode 
resistor is bypassed for r.f. but not for audio, 
while the plate circuit is bypassed to ground for 
both audio and radio frequencies. An r.f. filter 
can be connected between the cathode and Cé to 
eliminate any r.f. that might otherwise appear 
in the output. 
The plate current is very low at no signal, 

increasing with signal as in the case of the plate 
detector. The voltage drop across Ri conse-
quently increases with signal. Because of this 
and the large initial drop across Ri, the grid usu-
ally cannot be driven positive by the signal, and 
no grid current can be drawn. 

Product Detector 

The product detector circuits of Fig. 5-6 are 
useful in s.s.b. and code reception because they 
minimize intermodulation at the detector. In Fig. 
5-6A, two triodes are used as cathode followers, 
for the signal and for the b.f.o., working into a 
common cathode resistor ( 1000 ohms). The 
third triode also shares this cathode resistor and 
consequently the same signals, but it has an audio 
load in its plate circuit and it operates at a higher 
grid bias ( by virtue of the 2700-ohm resistor in 
its cathode circuit). The signals and the b.f.o. 
mix in this third triode. If the b.f.o. is turned off, 
a modulated signal running through the signal 
cathode follower should yield little or no audio 
output from the detector, up to the overload 
point of the signal cathode follower. Turning on 
the b.f.o. brings in modulation, because now the 
detector output is the product of the two signals. 
The plates of the cathode followers are grounded 
and filtered for the i.f. and the 4700-d. capacitor 
from plate to ground in the output triode 

j_4700 

AF 
AMP 
1 rn.g. 

150V 

+250 

Fig. 5-6—Two versions of the 

"product detector" circuit. In 

the circuit at A separate tubes 

are used for the signal circuit 

cathode follower, the b.f.o. 

cathode follower and the 

mixer tube. In B the mixer 

and b.f.o. follower are com-

bined in one tube, and a low-

pass filter is used in the out-

put. 

furnishes a bypass at the i.f. The b.f.o. voltage 
should be about 2 r.m.s., and the signal should 
not exceed about 0.3 volts r.m.s. 
The circuit in Fig. 5-6B is a simplification re-

quiring one less triode. Its principle of operation 
is substantially the same except that the addi-
tional bias for the output tube is derived from 
rectified b.f.o. voltage across the 100,000-ohm re-
sistor. More elaborate r.f. filtering is shown in 
the plate of the output tube ( 2-mh. choke and 
the 220-pief. capacitors), and the degree of plate 
filtering in either circuit will depend upon the 
frequencies involved. At low intermediate fre-
quencies, more elaborate filtering is required. 

REGENERATIVE DETECTORS 
By providing controllable r.f. feedback ( re-

generation) in a triode or pentode detector cir-
cuit, the incoming signal can be amplified many 
times, thereby greatly increasing the sensitivity 
of the detector. Regeneration also increases the 
effective Q of the circuit and thus the selectivity. 
The grid-leak type of detector is most suitable 
for the purpose. 
The grid-leak detector is a combination diode 

rectifier and audio-frequency amplifier. In the 
circuit of Fig. 5-7A, the grid corresponds to the 
diode plate and the rectifying action is exactly 
the same as in a diode. The d.c. voltage from 
rectified-current flow through the grid leak, Ri, 
biases the grid negatively, and the audio-fre-
quency variations in voltage across Ri are ampli-
fied through the tube as in a normal a.f. amplifier. 
In the plate circuit, R. is the plate load resistance 
and C, and RFC a filter to eliminate r.f. in the 
output circuit. 
A grid-leak detector has considerably greater 

sensitivity than a diode. The sensitivity is fur-
ther increased by using a screen-grid tube 
instead of a triode. The operation is equivalent 
to that of the triode circuit. The screen bypass 
capacitor should have low reactance for both 
radio and audio frequencies. 
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The circuit in Fig. 5-7B is regenerative, the 
feedback being obtained by feeding some signal 
from the plate circuit back to the grid by induc-
tive coupling. The amount of regeneration must 
be controllable, because maximum regenerative 
amplification is secured at the critical point 
where the circuit is just about to oscillate. The 
critical point in turn depends upon circuit condi-
tions, which may vary with the frequency to 
which the detector is tuned. An oscillating de-
tector can be detuned slightly from an incoming 
c.w. signal to give autodyne reception. 
The circuit of Fig. 5-7B uses a variable bypass 

capacitor, C., in the plate circuit to control re-
generation. When the capacitance is small the 
tube does not regenerate, but as it increases 
toward maximum its reactance becomes smaller 
until there is sufficient feedback to cause oscil-
lation. If L2 and L. are wound end-to-end in the 
same direction, the plate connection is to the 
outside of the plate or "tickler" coil, L2, when the 
grid connection is to the outside end of L2. 
Although the regenerative grid-leak detector 

is more sensitive than any other type, its many 
disadvantages commend it for use only in the 
simplest receivers. The linearity is rather poor, 
and the signal-handling capability is limited. The 
signal-handling capability can be improved by 
reducing Ri to 0.1 megohm, but the sensitivity 
will be decreased. The degree of antenna cou-
pling is often critical. 

Tuning 

For c.w. reception, the regeneration control 
is advanced until the detector breaks into a 
"hiss," which indicates that the detector is oscil-
lating. Further advancing the regeneration con-
trol will result in a slight decrease in the hiss. 
The proper adjustment of the regeneration 

control for best reception of code signals is 
where the detector just starts to oscillate. Then 
code signals can be tuned in and will give a tone 
with each signal depending on the setting of the 

Fig. 5-7—(A) Triode grid-leak detector combines diode 
detection with triode amplification. Although shown 
here with resistive plate load, Rs, an audio choke coil 
or transformer could be used. 

(B) Feeding some signal from the plate circuit back 
to the grid makes the circuit regenerative. When feed-
back is sufficient, the circuit will oscillate. Feedback is 
controlled here by varying reactance at Cs; with fixed 
capacitor at that point regeneration could be con-
trolled by varying plate voltage or coupling between 
Ls and 14. 

TO 
AUDIO 
AMR 

tuning control. As the receiver is tuned 
through a signal the tone first will be heard 
as a very high pitch, then will go down 
through "zero beat" and rise again on the 
other side, finally disappearing at a very 
high pitch. This behavior is shown in Fig. 
5-8. A low-pitched beat-note cannot be ob-
tained from a strong signal because the de-
tector :`pulls in" or "blocks"; that is, the 
signal forces the detector to oscillate at the 

signal frequency, even though the circuit may not 
be tuned exactly to the signal. It usually can be 
corrected by advancing the regeneration control 
until the beat-note is heard again, or by reducing 
the input signal. 
The point just after the detector starts oscil-

lating is the most sensitive condition for code 
reception. Further advancing the regeneration 
control makes the receiver less prone to blocking, 
but also less sensitive to weak signals. 

If the detector is in the oscillating condition 
and a phone signal is tuned in, a steady audible 
beat-note will result. While it is possible to lis-
ten to phone if the receiver can be tuned to exact 
zero beat, it is more satisfactory to reduce the 
regeneration to the point just before the receiver 
goes into oscillation. This is also the most sensi-
tive operating point. 

Single-sideband phone signals can be received 
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Fig. 5-8—As the tuning dial of a receiver is turned past 
a code signal, the beat-note varies from a high tone 
down through "zero beat" (no audible frequency dif-
ference) and back up to a high tone, as shown at A, 
and C. The curve is a graphical representation of the 

action. The beat exists past 8000 or 10,000 cycles but 
usually is not heard because of the limitations of the 

audio system. 
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with a regenerative detector by advancing the 
regeneration control to the point used for code 
reception and tuning carefully across the s.s.b. 
signal. The tuning will be very critical, however, 
and the operator must be prepared to just 

"creep" across the signal. A strong signal will 
pull the detector and make reception impossible, 
so either the regeneration must be advanced far 
enough to prevent this condition, or the signal 
must be reduced by using loose antenna coupling. 

TUNING AND BAND-CHANGING METHODS 

Band Changing 

The same coil and tuning capacitor cannot be 
used for, say, 14 Mc. to 3.5 Mc., because of the 
impracticable maximum-to-minimum capacity 
ratio required, and also because the tuning would 
be excessively critical with such a large frequency 
range. It is necessary, therefore, to provide a 
means for changing the circuit constants for vari-
ous frequency bands. As a matter of convenience 
the same tuning capacitor usually is retained, but 
new coils are inserted in the circuit for each band. 
One method of changing inductances is to use 

a switch having an appropriate number of con-
tacts, which connects the desired coil and discon-
nects the others. The unused coils are sometimes 
short-circuited by the switch, to avoid the possi-
bility of undesirable self-resonances in the un-
used coils. This is not necessary if the coils are 
separated from each other by several coil diame-
ters, or are mounted at right angles to each other. 

Another method is to use coils wound on 
forms with contacts ( usually pins) that can be 
plugged in and removed from a socket. These 
plug-in coils are advantageous when space in a 
multiband receiver is at a premium. They are 
also very useful when considerable experimental 
work is involved, because they are easier to 
work on than coils clustered around a switch. 

Bandspreading 

The tuning range of a given coil and variable 
capacitor will depend upon the inductance of the 
coil and the change in tuning capacity. For ease 
of tuning it is desirable to adjust the tuning 

Fig. 5-9— Essentials of 

the three basic band-

spread tuning systems. 

range so that practically the whole dial scale is 
occupied by the band in use. This is called band-
spreading. Because of the varying widths of the 
bands, special tuning methods must Pe devised 
to give the correct maximum-minimum capacity 
ratio on each band. Several of these methods are 
shown in Fig. 5-9. 

In A, a small bandspread capacitor, C2 ( 15-
to 25-/.4. maximum capacity), is used in par-

allel with capacitor, C., which is usually large 
enough ( 100 to 140 1.41.4f.) to cover a 2-to-1 fre-
quency range. The setting of C. will determine 
the minimum capacitance of the circuit, and the 
maximum capacity for bandspread tuning will be 
the maximum capacity of C, plus the setting of C2. 
The inductance of the coil can be adjusted so that 
the maximum-minimum ratio will give adequate 
bandspread. It is almost impossible, because of 
the non-harmonic relation of the various band 
limits, to get full bandspread on all bands with 
the same pair of capacitors. C. is variously called 
the band-setting or main tuning capacitor. It 
must be reset each time the band is changed. 

If the capacitance change of a tuning capacitor 
is known, the approximate total fixed shunt ca-
pacitance ( Fig. 5-9A) for covering an amateur 
band is given by 

where C2 = capacitance change 
C.= total shunt capacitance 
F = low-frequency limit of band 
f = width of band 

Example: What fixed shunt capacitance will allow a 
capacitor with a range of 5 to 15 NIL to tune 6.95 to 
7.35 Mc.? 

(15 — 5) X 7  70 
CI 88 mpf. 

2 X (7.35 — 6.95) .8 

The 5-µµf. minimum of the tuning capacitor, the tube 
capacitance and any stray capacitance must be included 
in the 88 Ace 

The method shown at B makes use of capaci-
tors in series. The tuning capacitor, Ci, may have 
a maximum capacitance of 100 µW. or more. The 
minimum capacitance is determined principally 
by the setting of Cs, which usually has low capaci-
tance, and the maximum capacitance by the set-
ting of C2, which is of the order of 25 to 50 ¡teat 
This method is capable of close adjustment to 
practically any desired degree of bandspread. 
Either C. and C. must be adjusted for each band 
or separate preadjusted capacitors must be 
switched in. 
The circuit at C also gives complete spread 

on each band. C1, the bandspread capacitor, may 
have any convenient value; 50 /LW. is satisfac-
tory. C. may be used for continuous frequency 
coverage ("general coverage") and as a band-
setting capacitor. The effective maximum-mini-
mum capacitance ratio depends upon C2 and the 
point at which Ci is tapped on the coil. The nearer 
the tap to the bottom of the coil, the greater the 
tap, the bandspread will be greater if Cs is set at 
bandspread, and vice versa. For a given coil and 
higher capacitance. C2 may be connected perma-
nently across the individual inductor and preset, 
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if desired. This requires a separate capacitor for 
each band, but eliminates the necessity for reset-
ting C2 each time. 

Ganged Tuning 

The tuning capacitors of the several r.f. cir-
cuits may be coupled together mechanically and 
operated by a single control. However, this oper-
ating convenience involves more complicated con-
struction, both electrically and mechanically. It 
becomes necessary to make the various circuits 
track—that is, tune to the same frequency at 
each setting of the tuning control. 
True tracking can be obtained only when the 

inductance, tuning capacitors, and circuit induc-
tances and minimum and maximum capacities 
are identical in all "ganged" stages. A small trim-
mer or padding capacitor may be connected 
across the coil, so that variations in minimum 
capacity can be compensated. The use of the trim-
mer necessarily increases the minimum circuit 
capacity, but it is a necessity for satisfactory 
tracking. Midget capacitors having maximum ca-
pacities of 15 to 30 wef. are commonly used. 
The same methods are applied to bandspread 

circuits that must be tracked. The circuits are 
identical with those of Fig. 5-9. If both general-
coverage and bandspread tuning are to be avail-

able, an additional trimmer capacitor must be 
connected across the coil in each circuit shown. 
If only amateur-band tuning is desired, however, 
the Ca in Fig. 5-9B, and C2 in Fig. 5--9C, serve 
as trimmers. 
The coil inductance can be adjusted by starting 

with a larger number of turns than necessary 
and removing a turn or fraction of a turn at a 
time until the circuits track satisfactorily. An 
alternative method, provided the inductance is 
reasonably close to the correct value initially, is 
to make the coil so that the last turn is variable 
with respect to the whole coil. 
Another method for trimming the inductance 

is to use an adjustable brass (or copper) or pow-
dered-iron core. The brass core acts like a single 
shorted turn, and the inductance of the coil is 
decreased as the brass core, or "slug," is moved 
into the coil. The powdered-iron core has the 
opposite effect, and increases the inductance as 
it is moved into the coil. The Q of the coil is not 
affected materially by the use of the brass slug, 
provided the brass slug has a clean surface or is 
silverplated. The use of the powdered-iron core 
will raise the Q of a coil, provided the iron is 
suitable for the frequency in use. Good powdered-
iron cores can be obtained for use up to about 50 
Mc. 

THE SUPERHETERODYNE 

For many years (until about 1932) practi-
cally the only type of receiver to be found in 
amateur stations consisted of a regenerative de-
tector and one or more stages of audio amplifi-
cation. Receivers of this type can be made quite 
sensitive but strong signals block them easily 
and, in our present crowded bands, they are sel-
dom used except in emergencies. They have been 
replaced by superheterodyne receivers, generally 
called "superhets." 

The Superheterodyne Principle 

In a superheterodyne receiver, the frequency 
of the incoming signal is heterodyned to a new 
radio frequency, the intermediate frequency 
(abbreviated "i.f."), then amplified, and finally 
detected. The frequency is changed by modu-
lating the output of a tunable oscillator ( the 
high-frequency, or local, oscillator) by the 
incoming signal in a mixer or converter stage 
(first detector) to produce a side frequency equal 
to the intermediate frequency. The other side 
frequency is rejected by selective circuits. The 
audio-frequency signal is obtained at the second 
detector. Code signals are made audible by auto-
dyne or heterodyne reception at the second 
detector. 
As a numerical example, assume that an inter-

mediate frequency of 455 kc. is chosen and that 
the incoming signal is at 7000 kc. Then the high-
frequency oscillator frequency may be set to 
7455 kc., in order that one side frequency ( 7455 
minus 7000) will be 455 kc. The high-frequency 
oscillator could also be set to 6545 kc. and give 

the same difference frequency. To produce an 
audible code signal at the second detector of, say, 
1000 cycles, the autodyning or heterodyning 
oscillator would be set to either 454 or 456 kc. 
The frequency-conversion process permits r.f. 

amplification at a relatively low frequency, the 
if. High selectivity and gain can be obtained at 
this frequency, and this selectivity and gain are 
constant. The separate oscillators can be designed 
for good stability and, since they are working at 
frequencies considerably removed from the sig-
nal frequencies ( percentage-wise), they are not 
normally "pulled" by the incoming signal. 

Images 

Each h.f. oscillator frequency will cause i.f. re-
sponse at two signal frequencies, one higher and 
one lower than the oscillator frequency. If the 
oscillator is set to 7455 kc. to tune to a 7000-kc. 
signal, for example, the receiver can respond also 
to a signal on 7910 kc., which likewise gives a 
455-kc. beat. The undesired signal is called the. 
image. It can cause unnecessary interference if 
it isn't eliminated. 
The radio-frequency circuits of the receiver 

(those used before the signal is heterodyned 
to the i.f.) normally are tuned to the desired 
signal, so that the selectivity of the circuits re-
duces or eliminates the response to the image 
signal. The ratio of the receiver voltage output 
from the desired signal to that from the image is 
called the signal-to-image ratio, or image ratio. 
The image ratio depends upon the selectivity 

of the r.f. tuned circuits preceding the mixer 
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tube. Also, the higher the intermediate fre-
quency, the higher the image ratio, since raising 
the i.f. increases the frequency separation be-
tween the signal and the image and places the 
latter further away from the resonance peak of 
the signal-frequency input circuits. Most re-
ceiver designs represent a compromise between 
economy ( few input tuned circuits) and image 
rejection ( large number of tuned circuits). 

Other Spurious Responses 

In addition to images, other signals to which 
the receiver is not ostensibly tuned may be heard. 
Harmonics of the high-frequency oscillator may 
beat with signals far removed from the desired 
frequency to produce output at the intermediate 
frequency; such spurious responses can be re-
duced by adequate selectivity before the mixer 
stage, and by using sufficient shielding to prevent 
signal pick-up by any means other than the an-
tenna. When a strong signal is received, the har-
monics generated by rectification in the second 
detector may, by stray coupling, be introduced 
into the r.f. or mixer circuit and converted to the 
intermediate frequency, to go through the re-
ceiver in the same way as an ordinary signal. 
These "birdies" appear as a heterodyne beat on 
the desired signal, and are principally bother-
some when the frequency of the incoming signal 
is not greatly different from the intermediate 
frequency. The cure is proper circuit isolation 
and shielding. 
Harmonics of the beat oscillator also may be 

converted in similar fashion and amplified 
through the receiver; these responses can be re-
duced by shielding the beat oscillator and oper-
ating it at a low power level. 

The Double-Conversion Superheterodyne 

At high and very-high frequencies it is diffi-
cult to secure an adequate image ratio when the 
intermediate frequency is of the order of 455 kc. 
To reduce image response the signal frequently 
is cdnverted first to a rather high ( 1500, 5000, 
or even 10,000 kc.) intermediate frequency, and 
then — sometimes after further amplification— 
reconverted to a lower i.f. where higher adja-
cent-channel selectivity can be obtained. Such a 
receiver is called a double-conversion superhet-
erodyne. 

FREQUENCY CONVERTERS 

A circuit tuned to the intermediate frequency 
is placed in the plate circuit of the mixer, to offer 
a high impedance load for the i.f. voltage that is 
developed. The signal- and oscillator-frequency 
voltages appearing in the plate circuit are re-
jected by the selectivity of this circuit. The i.f. 
tuned circuit should have low impedance for 
these frequencies, a condition easily met if they 
do not approach the intermediate frequency. 
The conversion efficiency of the mixer is the 

ratio of i.f. output voltage from the plate circuit 
to r.f. signal voltage applied to the grid. High 
conversion efficiency is desirable. The mixer 
tube noise also should be low if a good signal-to-

noise ratio is wanted, particularly if the mixer is 
the first tube in the receiver. 
A change in oscillator frequency caused by 

tuning of the mixer grid circuit is called pulling. 
Pulling should be minimized, because the stabil-
ity of the whole receiver depends critically upon 
the stability of the h.f. oscillator. Pulling de-
creases with separation of the signal and 
h.f.-oscillator frequencies, being less with high 
intermediate frequencies. Another type of pull-
ing is caused by regulation in the power supply. 
Strong signals cause the voltage to change, 
which in turn shifts the oscillator frequency. 

Circuits 

If the first detector and high-frequency oscilla-
tor are separate tubes, the first detector is called 
a "mixer." If the two are combined in one en-

I F TRANS 
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(C) 
Fig. 5-10—Typical circuits for separately excited mixers. 
Grid injection of a pentode mixer is shown at A, cath-
ode injection at B, and separate excitation of a ponta. 
grid converter is given in C. Typical values for C will 
be found in Table 5.1—the values below are for the 

pentode mixer of A and B. 

C1-10 to 50 µO. 
C2- 5 to 10 Ø. 
Cs, C., C6-0.001 Ø. 
R1-6800 ohms. 

Positive supply voltage can 
150 with a 6AK5. 

R2-1.0 megohm. 
R3- 0.47 megohm. 
R.-1500 ohms. 

be 250 volts with a 6AH6, 
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velope ( as is often done for reasons of economy 
or efficiency), the first detector is called a "con-
verter." In either case the function is the same. 

Typical mixer circuits are shown in Fig. 5-10. 
The variations are chiefly in the way in which 
the oscillator voltage is introduced. In 5-10A, a 
pentode functions as a plate detector; the oscil-
lator voltage is capacity-coupled to the grid of 
the tube through C2. Inductive coupling may be 
used instead. The conversion gain and input se-
lectivity generally are good, so long as the sum 
of the two voltages ( signal and oscillator) im-
pressed on the mixer grid does not exceed the 
grid bias. It is desirable to make the oscillator 
voltage as high as possible without exceeding 
this limitation. The oscillator power required is 
negligible. If the signal frequency is only 5 or 10 
times the i.f., it may be difficult to develop enough 
oscillator voltage at the grid (because of the 
selectivity of the tuned input circuit). However, 
the circuit is a sensitive one and makes a good 
mixer, particularly with high-transconductance 
tubes like the 6AH6, 6AK5 or 6IJ8 ( pentode 
section). Triode tubes can be used as mixers in 
grid-injection circuits, but they are commonly 
used only at 50 Mc. and higher, where mixer 
noise may become a significant factor. The tri-
ode mixer has the lowest inherent noise, the 
pentode is next, and the multigrid converter 
tubes are the noisiest. 
The circuit in Fig. 5-10B shows cathode in-

jection at the mixer. Operation is similar to the 
grid-injection case, and the same considerations 
apply. 

It is difficult to avoid "pulling" in a triode or 
pentode mixer, and a pentagrid mixer tube pro-
vides much better isolation. A typical circuit is 
shown in Fig. 5-10C, and tubes like the 6SA7, 
6BA7 or 6BE6 are commonly used. The oscil-
lator voltage is introduced through an "injec-
tion" grid. Measurement of the rectified current 
flowing in R2 is used as a check for proper oscil-
lator-voltage amplitude. Tuning of the signal-
grid circuit can have little effect on the oscillator 
frequency because the injection grid is isolated 
from the signal grid by a screen grid that is at 
r.f. ground potential. The pentagrid mixer is 
much noisier than a triode or pentode mixer, but 
its isolating characteristics make it a very use-
ful device. 
Many receivers use pentagrid converters, and 

two typical circuits are shown in Fig. 5-11. The 

6K8 

65A7, 68E6 oR 6BA7 1.F. TRANS 

(B) 

I.F. TRANS 

+250 

95 

Fig. 5-11—Typical circuits for triode-hexode (A) and 

pentagrid (B) converters. Values for 121, 122 and R3 can 

be found in Table 5-1; others are given below. 

C1-47 µµf. C3-0.01 Ø. 

C2, C6, C6-0.001 etf. I24-1000 ohms. 

circuit shown in Fig. 5-11A, which is suitable for 
the 6K8, is for a "triode-hexode" converter. A 
triode oscillator tube is mounted in the same 
envelope with a hexode, and the control grid of 
the oscillator portion is connected internally to 
an injection grid in the hexode. The isolation 
between oscillator and converter tube is reason-
ably good, and very little pulling results, except 
on signal frequencies that are quite large com-
pared with the if. 
The pentagrid-converter circuit shown in Fig. 

5-11B can be used with a tube like the 6SA7, 
6BA7 or 6BE6. Generally the only care neces-
sary is to adjust the feedback of the oscillator 
circuit to give the proper oscillator r.f. voltage. 
The condition is checked by measuring the d.c. 
current flowing in grid resistor R2. 
A more stable receiver generally results, par-

TABLE 5-1 

Circuit and Operating Values for Converter Tubes 

Plate voltage = 250 Screen voltage 100, or through specified resistor from 250 volts 

SELF-EXCITED 

Cathode Screen Grid Grid 
Tube Resistor Resistor Leak Current 

6BA71  0 12,000 22,000 0.35 ma. 
6BE6'  0 22,000 22,000 0.5 
6K82   240 27,000 47,000 0.15-0.2 
6SA72   0 18,000 22,000 0.5 

1 Miniature tube Octal base, metal. 

Cathode 
Resistor 

68 
150 

150 

SEPARATE EXCITATION 

Screen Grid 
Resistor Leak 

15,000 22,000 
22,000 22,000 

22,0- 00 18,00- 0 

Grid 
Current 

0.35 ma. 
0.5 

0.5 
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ticularly at the higher frequencies, when separate 
tubes are used for the mixer and oscillator. Prac-
tically the same number of circuit components is 
required whether or not a combination tube is 
used, so that there is very little difference to be 
realized from the cost standpoint. 

Typical circuit constants for converter tubes 
are given in Table 5-I. The grid leak referred 
to is the oscillator grid leak or injection-grid 
return, R2 or Figs. 5-10C and 5-11. 
The effectiveness of converter tubes of the 

type just described becomes less as the signal 
frequency is increased. Some oscillator voltage 
will be coupled to the signal grid through "space-
charge" coupling, an effect that increases with 
frequency. If there is relatively little frequency 
difference between oscillator and signal, as for 
example a 14- or 28-Mc. signal and an i.f. of 455 
kc., this voltage can become considerable because 
the selectivity of the signal circuit will be unable 
to reject it. If the signal grid is not returned 
directly to ground, but instead is returned 
through a resistor or part of an a.v.c. system, 
considerable bias can be developed which will 
cut down the gain. For this reason, and to reduce 
image response, the i.f. following the first con-
verter of a receiver should be not less than 5 or 
10 per cent of the signal frequency, for best re-
sults. 

Transistors in Mixers 

Typical transistor circuitry for a mixer operat-
ing at frequencies below 20 Mc. is shown in Fig. 
5-12. The local oscillator current is injected in 
the emitter circuit by inductive coupling to Li; 
Li should have low reactance at the oscillator 
frequency. The input from the r.f. amplifier 

Fig. 5-12—Typical transistor mixer circuit. 
Li—Low-impedance inductive coupling to oscillator. 
Ti—Transistor i.f. transformer. Primary impedance of 

50,000 ohms, secondary impedance of 800 
ohms (Miller 2066). 

should be at low impedance, obtained by induc-
tive coupling or tapping down on the tuned cir-
cuit. The output transformer T1 has the collector 
connection tapped down on the inductance to 
maintain a high Q in the tuned circuit. 

Audio Converters 

Converter circuits of the type shown in Fig. 
5-11 can be used to advantage in the reception of 
code and single-sideband suppressed-carrier sig-

nals, by introducing the local oscillator on the 
No. 1 grid, the signal on the No. 3 grid, and 
working the tube into an audio load. Its opera-
tion can be visualized as heterodyning the in-
coming signal into the audio range. The use of 
such circuits for audio conversion has been lim-
ited to selective i.f. amplifiers operating below 
500 kc. and usually below 100 kc. An ordinary 
a.m. signal cannot be received on such a detector 
unless the tuning is adjusted to make the local 
oscillator zero-beat with the incoming carrier. 

Since the beat oscillator modulates the elec-
tron stream completely, a large beat-oscillator 
component exists in the plate circuit. To prevent 
overload of the following audio amplifier stages, 
an adequate i.f. filter must be used in the output 
of the converter. 
The "product detector" of Fig. 5-6 is also a 

converter circuit, and the statements above for 
audio converters apply to the product detector. 

THE HIGH-FREQUENCY OSCILLATOR 

Stability of the receiver is dependent chiefly 
upon the stability of the h.f. oscillator, and par-
ticular care should be given this part of the re-
ceiver. The frequency of oscillation should be 
insensitive to mechanical shock and changes in 
voltage and loading. Thermal effects ( slow 
change in frequency because of tube or circuit 
heating) should be minimized. They can be re-
duced by using ceramic instead of bakelite insu-
lation in the r.f. circuits, a large cabinet relative 
to the chassis (to provide for good radiation of 
developed heat), minimizing the number of 
high-wattage resistors in the receiver and put-
ting them in the separate power supply, and not 
mounting the oscillator coils and tuning ca-
pacitor too close to a tube. Propping up the lid 
of a receiver will often reduce drift by lowering 
the terminal temperature of the unit. 

Sensitivity to vibration and shock can be 
minimized by using good mechanical support for 
coils and tuning capacitors, a heavy chassis, and 
by not hanging any of the oscillator-circuit com-
ponents on long leads. Tie-points should be used 
to avoid long leads. Stiff short leads are excellent 
because they can't be made to vibrate. 
Smooth tuning is a great convenience to the 

operator, and can be obtained by taking pains 
with the mounting of the dial and tuning ca-
pacitors. They should have good alignment and 
no back-lash. If the capacitors are mounted off 
the chassis on posts instead of brackets, it is al-
most impossible to avoid some back-lash unless 
the posts have extra-wide bases. The capacitors 
should be selected with good wiping contacts to 
the rotor, since with age the rotor contacts can 
be a source of erratic tuning. All joints in the 
oscillator tuning circuit should be carefully sol-
dered, because a loose connection or "rosin 
joint" can develop trouble that is sometimes hard 
to locate. The chassis and panel materials should 
be heavy and rigid enough so that pressure on the 
tuning dial will not cause torsion and a shift in 
the frequency. 

In addition, the oscillator must be capable of 
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Fig. 5-13—High-frequency oscillator circuits. A, pentode 

grounded-plate oscillator; B, triode grounded-plate 

oscillator; C, triode oscillator with tickler circuit. Cou-

pling to the mixer may be taken from points X and Y. 

In A and B, coupling from Y will reduce pulling effects, 

but gives less voltage than from X; this type is best 

adapted to mixer circuits with small oscillator-voltage 

requirements. Typical values for components are as 

follows: 

Circuit A Circuit B Circuit C 

C1-100 µO. 

C2-0.01 ide 

C2-0.01 0. 
R1-47,000 Ohms. 

R2-47,000 ohms. 

100 ,uµf. 100 110. 
0.01 µf. 0.01 4. 

47,000 ohms. 

10,000 to 

25,000 ohms. 

47,000 ohms. 

10,000 to 

25,000 ohms. 

The plate-supply voltage should be 250 volts. In circuits 

B and C, R., is used to drop the supply voltage to 100-

150 volts; it may be omitted if voltage is obtained from 

a voltage divider in the power supply. 

furnishing sufficient r.f. voltage and power for 
the particular mixer circuit chosen, at all fre-
quencies within the range of the receiver, and its 
harmonic output should be as low as possible to 
reduce the possibility of spurious responses. 
The oscillator plate power should be as low 

as is consistent with adequate output. Low 
plate power will reduce tube heating and thereby 
lower the frequency drift. The oscillator and 
mixer circuits should be well isolated, preferably 
by shielding, since coupling other than by the 
intended means may result in pulling. 

If the h.f.-oscillator frequency is affected by 
changes in plate voltage, a voltage-regulated 
plate supply ( VR tube) can be used. 

Circuits 

Several oscillator circuits are shown in Fig. 
5-13. Circuits A and B will give about the same 
results, and require only one coil. However, in 
these two circuits the cathode is above ground 
potential for r.f., which often is a cause of hum 
modulation of the oscillator output at 14 Mc. and 
higher frequencies when a.c.-heated-cathode 
tubes are used. The circuit of Fig. 5-13C reduces 
hum because the cathode is grounded. It is simple 
to adjust, and it is also the best circuit to use 
with filament-type tubes. With filament-type 

(B) 

(c) 

tubes, the other two circuits would require r.f. 
chokes to keep the filament above r.f. ground. 

Besides the use of a fairly high CIL ratio in 
the tuned circuit, it is necessary to adjust the 
feedback to obtain optimum results. Too much 
feedback may cause "squegging" of the oscillator 
and the generation of several frequencies simul-
taneously; too little feedback will cause the out-
put to be low. In the tapped-coil circuits ( A, 
B), the feedback is increased by moving the tap 
toward the grid end of the coil. In C, more feed-
back is obtained by increasing the number of 
turns on L, or moving L, closer to Li. 

THE INTERMEDIATE-FREQUENCY AMPLIFIER 

One major advantage of the superhet is that 
high gain and selectivity can be obtained by using 
a good i.f. amplifier. This can be a one-stage 
affair in simple receivers, or two or three stages 
in the more elaborate sets. 

Choice of Frequency 

The selection of an intermediate frequency is 
a compromise between conflicting factors. The 
lower the i.f. the higher the selectivity and gain, 
but a low i.f. brings the image nearer the desired 

signal and hence decreases the image ratio. A 
low i.f. also increases pulling of the oscillator 
frequency. On the other hand, a high i.f. is benefi-
cial to both image ratio and pulling, but the gain 
is lowered and selectivity is harder to obtain by 
simple means. 
An i.f. of the order of 455 kc. gives good selec-

tivity and is satisfactory from the standpoint of 
image ratio and oscillator pulling at frequencies 
up to 7 Mc. The image ratio is poor at 14 Mc. 
when the mixer is connected to the antenna, but 
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adequate when there is a tuned r.f. amplifier be-
tween antenna and mixer. At 28 Mc. and on the 
very high frequencies, the image ratio is very 
poor unless several r.f. stages are used. Above 14 
Mc., pulling is likely to be bad without very loose 
coupling between mixer and oscillator. 
With an i.f. of about 1600 kc., satisfactory 

image ratios can be secured on 14, 21 and 28 Mc. 
with one r.f. stage of good design. For frequen-
cies of 28 Mc. and higher, a common solution is 
to use double conversion, choosing one high i.f. 
for image reduction (5 and 10 Mc. are frequently 
used) and a lower one for gain and selectivity. 

In choosing an i.f. it is wise to avoid frequen-
cies on which there is considerable activity by 
the various radio services, since such signals may 
be picked up directly on the i.f. wiring. Shifting 
the i.f. or better shielding are the solutions to 
this interference problem. 

Fidelity; Sideband Cutting 

Modulation of a carrier causes the generation 
of sideband frequencies numerically equal to the 
carrier frequency plus and minus the highest 
modulation frequency present. If the receiver is 
to give a faithful reproduction of modulation that 
contains, for instance, audio frequencies up to 
5000 cycles, it must at least be capable of ampli-
fying equally all frequencies contained in a band 
extending from 5000 cycles above or below the 
carrier frequency. In a superheterodyne, where 
all carrier frequencies are changed to the fixed 
intermediate frequency, the i.f. amplification 
must be uniform over a band 5 kc. wide, when the 
carrier is set at one edge. If the carrier is set 
in the center, a 10-kc. band is required. The sig-
nal-frequency circuits usually do not have 
enough over-all selectivity to affect materially 
the "adjacent-channel" selectivity, so that only 
the i.f.-amplifier selectivity need be considered. 

If the selectivity is too great to permit uni-
form amplification over the band of frequencies 
occupied by the modulated signal, some of the 
sidebands are "cut." While sideband cutting re-
duces fidelity, it is frequently preferable to sac-
rifice naturalness of reproduction in favor of 
communications effectiveness. 
The selectivity of an i.f.-amplifier, and hence 

the tendency to cut sidebands, increases with the 
number of amplifier stages and also is greater 
the lower the intermediate frequency. From the 
standpoint of communication, sideband cutting 
is never serious with two-stage amplifiers at fre-
quencies as low as 455 kc. A two-stage i.f. ampli-

Fig. 5-14—Typical intermediate-fre-
quency amplifier circuit for a super-
heterodyne receiver. Representative 
values for components are as follows: 
CI, C3, C4, C5-0.02 O. at 455 kc; 0.01 

µf. at 1600 kc. and higher. 

RI, R2—See Table 5-11. 
R.% R5- 1500 ohms. 
R5- 0.1 megohm. 

PLATE 

fier at 85 or 100 kc. will be sharp enough to cut 
some of the higher-frequency sidebands, if good 
transformers are used. However, the cutting is 
not at all serious, and the gain in selectivity is 
worthwhile in crowded amateur bands. 

Circuits 

I.f. amplifiers usually consist of one or two 
stages. At 455 kc. two stages generally give all 
the gain usable, and also give suitable selectivity 
for phone reception. 
A typical circuit arrangement is shown in Fig. 

5-14. A second stage would simply duplicate the 
circuit of the first. The i.f. amplifier practically 
always uses a remote cut-off pentode-type tube 
operated as a Class A amplifier. For maximum 
selectivity, double-tuned transformers are used 
for interstage coupling, although single-tuned 
circuits or transformers with untuned primaries 
can be used for coupling, with a consequent loss 
in selectivity. All other things being equal, the 
selectivity of an i.f. amplifier is proportional to 
the number of tuned circuits in it. 

In Fig. 5-14, the gain of the stage is reduced 
by introducing a negative voltage to the lead 
marked "AGC" or a positive voltage to Ri at 
the point marked "manual gain control." In 
either case, the voltage increases the bias on the 
tube and reduces the mutual conductance and 
hence the gain. When two or more stages are 
used, these voltages are generally obtained from 
common sources. The decoupling resistor, R,, 
helps to prevent unwanted interstage coupling. 
C2 and R. are part of the automatic gain-control 
circuit ( described later) ; if no a.g.c. is used, the 
lower end of the i.f.-transformer secondary is 
connected to chassis. 

Tubes for I.F. Amplifiers 

Variable-1z ( remote cut-off) pentodes are al-
most invariably used in i.f. amplifier stages, 
since grid-bias gain control is practically always 
applied to the i.f. amplifier. Tubes with high 
plate resistance will have least effect on the se-
lectivity of the amplifier, and those with high 
mutual conductance will give greatest gain. The 
choice of i.f. tubes normally has no effect on the 
signal-to-noise ratio, since this is determined by 
the preceding mixer and r.f. amplifier. 

Typical values of cathode and screen resistors 
for common tubes are given in Table 5- II. The 
6BA6, 6B J6 and 6BZ6 are recommended for i.f. 
work because they have desirable remote cut-off 
characteristics. The indicated screen resistors 

+250 A.G.C. 

MANUAL 
GAIN 

CONTROL +250 
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TABLE 5.11 

Cathode and Screen-Dropping 

Resistors for R.F. or I.F. Amplifiers 

Tube Plate Screen Cathode Screen 
Volts Volts Resistor Rs Resistor Ri 

6AC71 300 160 62,000 
6AH62 300 150 160 62,000 
6AK5I 180 120 200 27,000 
6AU62 250 150 68 33,000 
6BA62" 250 100 68 33,000 
6BH6e 250 150 100 33,000 
6BJ62• 250 100 82 47,000 
6BZ6e• 200 150 180 20,000 
6CB6 200 150 180 56,000 
6DC63 200 135 18 24,000 
6SG71• 250 125 68 27,000 
6SH71 250 150 68 39,000 
6SJ71 250 100 820 180,000 
6SK71• 250 100 270 56,000 

1 Octal base, metal. 2 Miniature tube 
• Remote eut-off type. 

drop the plate voltage to the correct screen 
voltage, as Rs in Fig. 5-14. 
When two or more stages are used the high 

gain may tend to cause instability and oscillation, 
so that good shielding, bypassing, and careful 
circuit arrangement to prevent stray coupling 
between input and output circuits are necessary. 
When single-ended tubes are used, the plate 

and grid leads should be well separated. With 
these tubes it is advisable to mount the screen 
bypass capacitor directly on the bottom of the 
socket, crosswise between the plate and grid pins, 
to provide additional shielding. If a paper capac-
itor is used, the outside foil should be grounded 
to the chassis. 

I.F. Transformers 

The tuned circuits of i.f. amplifiers are built 
up as transformer units consisting of a metal 
shield container in which the coils and tuning 
capacitors are mounted. Both air-core and pow-
dered iron-core universal-wound coils are used, 
the latter having somewhat higher Qs and hence 
greater selectivity and gain. In universal wind-
ings the coil is wound in layers with each turn 
traversing the length of the coil, back and forth, 
rather than being wound perpendicular to the 
axis as in ordinary single-layer coils. In a 
straight multilayer winding, a fairly large capac-
itance can exist between layers. Universal wind-
ing, with its "criss-crossed" turns, tends to 
reduce distributed-capacity effects. 
For tuning, air-dielectric tuning capacitors are 

preferable to mica compression types because 
their capacity is practically unaffected by 
changes in temperature and humidity. Iron-core 
transformers may be tuned by varying the in-
ductance ( permeability tuning), in which case 
stability comparable to that of variable air-ca-
pacitor tuning can be obtained by use of high-
stability fixed mica or ceramic capacitors. Such 
stability is of great importance, since a circuit 
whose frequency "drifts" with time eventually 
will be tuned to a different frequency than the 
other circuits, thereby reducing the gain and 

selectivity of the amplifier. Typical i.f.-trans-
former construction is shown in Fig. 5-15. 
The normal interstage i.f, transformer is 

loosely coupled, to give good selectivity consist-
ent with adequate gain. A so-called diode trans-
former is similar, but the coupling is tighter, to 
give sufficient transfer when working into the 
finite load presented by a diode detector. Using 
a diode transformer in place of an interstage 
transformer would result in loss of selectivity; 
using an interstage transformer to couple to 
the diode would result in loss of gain. 

Besides the type of i.f. transformer shown in 
Fig. 5-15, special units to give desired selectiv-
ity characteristics are available. For higher-
than-ordinary adjacent-channel selectivity tri-
ple-tuned transformers, with a third tuned 
circuit inserted between the input and output 
windings, are sometimes used. The energy is 
transferred from the input to the output wind-
ings via this tertiary winding, thus adding its 
selectivity to the over-all selectivity of the trans-
former. 
A method of varying the selectivity is to vary 

the coupling between primary and secondary, 
overcoupling being used to broaden the selec-
tivity curve. Special circuits using single tuned 
circuits, coupled in any of several different ways, 
are used in some advanced receivers. 

Variable air 
Capacitors 

Shield 

High-Stability mica 

fixed capacitors 

aniversal-iecana' 
cotls 

itkituVe powdered 
¿ton play 

AIR TUNED PERNEABILITV TUNED 

Fig. 5-15—Representative i.f.-transformer construction. 

Coils are supported on insulating tubing. The shield in 

the air-tuned transformer prevents capacity coupling 

between the tuning capacitors. In the permeability. 

tuned transformer the cores consist of finely-divided 

iron particles supported in an insulating binder, formed 

into cylindrical "plugs." The tuning capacitance is 

fixed, and the inductances of the coils are varied by 

moving the iron plugs in and out. 

Selectivity 

The over-all selectivity of the if. amplifier 
will depend on the frequency and the number of 
stages. The following figures are indicative of 
the bandwidths to be expected with good-quality 
circuits in amplifiers so constructed as to keep 
regeneration at a minimum: 
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Fig. 5- 16—Typical circuit for a two-

stage transistor i.f. amplifier. The 

stages are neutralized by the 5- and 

8.2-amt. capacitors. Unless specified 

otherwise, capacitances are in at. 

T1-50K to 800-ohm secondary (Miller 

2066). 

12-30K to 500-ohm secondary (Miller 

2067). 

T3-20K to 5K secondary (Miller 

2068). 

Tuned 
Circuits 

4 
4 
6 

Circuit Bandwidth, be. 
Frequency Q —6 db. —20 db. —60 db. 

50 kc. 60 0.5 0.95 2.16 
455 kc. 75 3.6 6.9 16 
1600 kc. 90 8.2 15 34 

Transistor I. F. Amplifier 

A typical circuit for a two-stage transistor i.f. 
amplifier is shown in Fig. 5-16. Constants are 
given for a 455-kc. amplifier, but the sanie gen-
eral circuitry applies to an amplifier at any fre-
quency within the operating- range of the tran-
sistors. When high frequencies are used, it is 
generally advisable to neutralize the amplifier to 
avoid overall oscillation; this is done by con-
necting the small capacitors of a few µ1.4f. from 
base to primary, as shown in the diagram. 
Automatic gain control is obtained by using 

TO CONTROLLED 
STAGE.5. 

0- 4  
F TRANS 

(A) 
C2,1 

TO CONTROLLED 
F TRANS STAGES 

',,C4 

GRID 

(C) 

3 

To A F 
AMP 

- y2 V3 

VOLUME 

GRID 

A  
R7 

1000 

• I8X 

the developed d.c. at the 1N34A diode detector 
to modify the emitter bias current on the first 
stage. As the bias current changes, the input and 
output impedances change, and the resultant 
impedance mismatches causes a reduction in 
gain. Such a.g.c. assumes, of course, due the 

amplifier is set up initially in a matched con-
dition. 

THE SECOND DETECTOR AND 
BEAT OSCILLATOR 

Detector Circuits 

The second detector of a superheterodyne re-
ceiver performs the same function as the detector 
in the simple receiver, but usually operates at a 
higher input level because of the relatively great 
amplification ahead of it. Therefore, the ability 

FROM 
4 AGC RECT 

Fig. 5- 17— Delayed automatic gain-control cir-

cuits using a twin diode (A) and a dual-diode 
triode. The circuits are essentially the same and 

differ only in the method of biasing the a.g.c. 

rectifier. The a.g.c. control voltage is applied to 

the controlled stages as in ( C). For these circuits 

typical values are: 

CI, C2, C,-100 aid. 

C2, C, C1, C5-0.01 f. 

C0-5-d. electrolytic. 
121, Rn, R,0-0.1 megohm. 

R2-0.47 megohm. 

megohms. 

IL-0.47 megohm. 

Its, R.—Voltage divider to give 2 to 10 volts bias 

at 1 to 2 ma. drain. 
FL-0.5-megohm volume control. 

R.—Correct bias resistor for triode section of 

dual-diode triode. 
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to handle large signals without distortion is pref-
erable to high sensitivity. Plate detection is used 
to some extent, but the diode detector is most 
popular. It is especially adapted to furnishing 
automatic gain or volume control. The basic 
circuits have been described, although in many 
cases the diode elements are incorporated in a 
multipurpose tube that contains an amplifier sec-
tion in addition to the diode. 
Audio-converter circuits and product detec-

tors are often used for code or s.s.b. detectors. 

The Beat Oscillator 

Any standard oscillator circuit may be used for 
the beat oscillator required for heterodyne re-
ception. Special beat-oscillator transformers are 
available, usually consisting of a tapped coil 
with adjustable tuning; these are most con-
veniently used with the circuits shown in Fig. 
5-13A and B, with the output taken from Y. 
A variable capacitor of about 25-µµf. capacitance 
can be connected between cathode and ground 
to provide fine adjustment of the frequency. The 
beat oscillator usually is coupled to the second-
detector tuned circuit through a fixed capacitor 
of a few µW. 
The beat oscillator should be well shielded, to 

prevent coupling to any part of the receiver ex-
cept the second detector and to prevent its har-
monics from getting into the front end and being 
amplified along with desired signals. The b.f.o. 
power should be as low as is consistent with 
sufficient audio-frequency output on the stron-
gest signals. However, if the beat-oscillator out-
put is too low, strong signals will not give a 
proportionately strong audio signal. Contrary to 
some opinion, a weak b.f.o. is never an advantage. 

AUTOMATIC GAIN CONTROL 

Automatic regulation of the gain of the re-
ceiver in inverse proportion to the signal 
strength is an operating convenience in phone 
reception, since it tends to keep the output level 
of the receiver constant regardless of input-sig-
nal strength. The average rectified d.c. voltage, 
developed by the received signal across a resis-
tance in a detector circuit, is used to vary the 
bias on the r.f. and i.f. amplifier tubes. Since this 
voltage is proportional to the average amplitude 
of the signal, the gain is reduced as the signal 
strength becomes greater. The control will be 
more complete and the output more constant as 
the number of stages to which the a.g.c. bias is 
applied is increased. Control of at least two stages 
is advisable. 

Circuits 

Although some receivers derive the a.g.c. volt-
age from the diode detector, the usual practice 
is to use a separate a.g.c. rectifier. Typical cir-
cuits are shown in Figs. 5-17A and 5-17B. The 
two rectifiers can be combined in one tube, as in 
the 6H6 and 6AL5. In Fig. 5-17A VI is the diode 
detector; the signal is developed across RiR2 and 
coupled to the audio stages through Cs. C1, R1 
and C2 are included for r.f. filtering, to prevent 

a large r.f. component being coupled to the audio 
circuits. The a.g.c. rectifier, V., is coupled to the 
last i.f. transformer through C4, and most of the 
rectified voltage is developed across R,. V, does 
not rectify on weak signals, however; the fixed 
bias at R. must be exceeded before rectification 
can take place. The developed negative a.g.c. bias 
is fed to the controlled stages through R.. 
The circuit of Fig. 5-17B is similar, except 

that a dual-diode triode tube is used. Since this 
has only one common cathode, the circuitry is 
slightly different but the principle is the same. 
The triode stage serves as the first audio stage, 
and its bias is developed in the cathode circuit 
across Re. This same bias is applied to the a.g.c. 
rectifier by returning its load resistor, R2, to 
ground. To avoid placing this bias on the detec-
tor, Vi, its load resistor Rd?, is returned to 
cathode, thus avoiding any bias on the detector 
and permitting it to respond to weak signals. 
The developed negative a.g.c. bias is applied 

to the controlled stages through their grid cir-
cuits, as shown in Fig. 5-17C. CiR. and Gel° 
serve as filters to avoid common coupling and 
possible feedback and oscillator. The a.g.c. is 
disabled by closing switch Si. 
The a.g.c. rectifier bias in Fig. 5-17B is set by 

the bias required for proper operation of VII. If 
less bias for the a.g.c. rectifier is required, R. 
can be tapped up on R. instead of being returned 
to chassis ground. In Fig. 5-17A, proper choice 
of bias at R. depends upon the over-all gain of 
the receiver and the number of controlled stages. 
In general, the bias at R. will be made higher for 
receivers with more gain and more stages. 

Time Constant 

The time constant of the resistor-capacitor 
combinations in the a.g.c. circuit is an important 
part of the system. It must be long enough so 
that the modulation on the signal is completely 
filtered from the d.c. output, leaving only an 
average d.c. component which follows the rela-
tively slow carrier variations with fading. 
Audio-frequency variations in the a.g.c. voltage 
applied to the amplifier grids would reduce the 
percentage of modulation on the incoming sig-
nal. But the time constant must not be too long 
or the a.g.c. will be unable to follow rapid fading. 
The capacitance and resistance values indicated 
in Fig. 5-17 will give a time constant that is 
satisfactory fur average reception. 

C.W. and S.S.B. 

A.g.c. can be used for c.w. and s.s.b. reception 
but the circuit is usually more complicated. The 
a.g.c. voltage must be derived from a rectifier 
that is isolated from the beat-frequency oscil-
lator ( otherwise the rectified b.f.o. voltage will 
reduce the receiver gain even with no signal 
coming through). This is done by using a sepa-
rate a.g.c. channel connected to an i.f. amplifier 
stage ahead of the second detector ( and b.f.o.) 
or by rectifying the audio output of the detector. 
If the selectivity ahead of the a.g.c. rectifier isn't 
good, strong adjacent-channel signals may de-
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velop a.g.c. voltages that will reduce the receiver 
gain while listening to weak signals. When clear 
channels are available, however, c.w. and s.s.b. 
a.g.c. will hold the receiver output constant over 
a wide range of signal inputs. A.g.c. systems de-
signed to work on these signals should have 
fast-attack and slow-decay characteristics to 
work satisfactorily, and often a selection of time 
constants is made available. 
The a.g.c. circuit shown in Fig. 5-18 is appli-

cable to many receivers without too much modi-
fication. Audio from the receiver is amplified in 
Vie and rectified in V2B. The resultant voltage 
is applied to the a.g.c. line through Tize. The 
capacitor Ci charges quickly and will remain 
charged until discharged by V,B. This will 
occur some time after the signal has disappeared, 

HIGH-FREQUENCY RECEIVERS 

Fig. 5- 18--Audio " hang" a.g.c. system. Re-

sistors are 2 watt unless specified otherwise. 
RI—Normal audio volume control in re-

NU) ceiver. 

T1-1:3 step-up audio transformer (Stancor 

A-53 or equiv.) 

The hang time can be adjusted by changing 

the value of the recovery diode load resistor 

(4.7 megohms shown here). The a.g.c. line in 

the receiver must have no d.c. return to 

ground and the receiver should have good 

skirt selectivity for maximum effectiveness of 
+250 

the system. 

because the audio was stepped up through Ti 
and rectified in V.A, and the resultant used to 
charge C2. This voltage holds V18 cut off for an 
appreciable time: until C2 discharges through the 
4.7-megohm resistor. The threshold of compres-
sion is set by adjusting the bias on the diodes 
(changing the value of the 3.3K or 100K re-
sistors). There can be no dc. return to ground 
from the a.g.c. line, because C1 must be dis-
charged only by VIE. Even a v.t.v.m. across the 
a.g.c. line will be too low a resistance, and the 
operation of the system must be observed by the 
action of the S meter. 

Occasionally a strong noise pulse may cause 
the a.g.c. to hang until C2 discharges, but most of 
the time the gain should return very rapidly to 
that set by the signal. A.g.c. of this type is very 
helpful in handling netted s.s.b. signals of widely 
varying strengths. 

NOISE REDUCTION 

Types of Noise 

In addition to tube and circuit noise, much 
of the noise interference experienced in recep-
tion of high-frequency signals is caused by do-
mestic or industrial electrical equipment and by 
automobile ignition systems. The interference is 
of two types in its effects. The first is the "hiss" 
type, consisting of overlapping pulses similar in 
nature to the receiver noise. It is largely reduced 
by high selectivity in the receiver, especially for 
code reception. The second is the "pistol-shot" 
or "machine-gun" type, consisting of separated 
impulses of high amplitude. The "hiss" type of 
interference usually is caused by commutator 
sparking in dc. and series-wound a.c. motors, 
while the "shot" type results from separated 
spark discharges ( a.c. power leaks, switch and 
key clicks, ignition sparks, and the like). 
The only known approach to reducing tube 

and circuit noise is through better "front-end" 
design and through more over-all selectivity. 

Impulse Noise 

Impulse noise, because of the short duration 
of the pulses compared with the time between 
them, must have high amplitude to contain much 
average energy. Hence, noise of this type strong 
enough to cause much interference generally has 

an instantaneous amplitude much higher than 
that of the signal being received. The general 
principles of devices intended to reduce such 
noise is to allow the desired signal to pass 
through the receiver unaffected, but to make the 
receiver inoperative for amplitudes greater than 
that of the signal. The greater the amplitude of 
the pulse compared with its time of duration, the 
more successful the noise reduction. 
Another approach is to "silence" ( render in-

operative) the receiver during the short dura-
tion time of any individual pulse. The listener 
will not hear the "hole" because of its short 
duration, and very effective noise reduction is 
obtained. Such devices are called "silencers" 
rather than "limiters." 

In passing through selective receiver circuits, 
the time duration of the impulses is increased, 
because of the Q of the circuits. Thus the more 
selectivity ahead of the noise-reducing device, 
the more difficult it becomes to secure good 
pulse-type noise suppression. 

Audio Limiting 

A considerable degree of noise reduction in 
code reception can be accomplished by am-
plitude-limiting arrangements applied to the 
audio-output circuit of a receiver. Such limiters 
also maintain the signal output nearly constant 
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during fading. These output-limiter systems are 
simple, and they are readily adaptable to most 
receivers without any modification of the re-
ceiver itself. However, they cannot prevent noise 
peaks from overloading previous stages. 

SECOND-DETECTOR NOISE 
LIMITER CIRCUITS 

Most audio limiting circuits are based on one 
of two principles. In a series limiting circuit, a 
normally conducting element (or elements) is 
connected in the circuit in series and operated 
in such a manner that it becomes non-conductive 
above a given signal level. In a shunt limiting 
circuit, a non-conducting element is connected 
in shunt across the circuit and operated so that 
it becomes conductive above a given signal 
level, thus short-circuiting the signal and pre-
venting its being transmitted to the remainder 
of the amplifier. The usual conducting element 
will be a forward-biased diode, and the usual 
non-conducting element will be a back-biased 
diode. In many applications the value of bias 
is set manually by the operator; usually the 
clipping level will be set at about 5 to 10 volts. 
A full-wave clipping circuit that operates at a 

low level (approximately IA volt) is shown in 
Fig. 5-19. Each diode is biased by its own contact 
potential, developed across the 2.2-megohm re-
sistors. The .001-uf. capacitors become charged 
to close to this value of contact potential. A 
negative-going signal in excess of the bias will 
be shorted to ground by the upper diode; a posi-
tive-going signal will be conducted by the lower 
diode. The conducting resistance of the diodes is 
small by comparison with the 220,000 ohms in 
series with the circuit, and little if any of the 
excessive signal will appear across the 1-megohm 
volume control. In order that the clipping does 
not become excessive and cause distortion, the 
input signal must be held down by a gain control 
ahead of the detector. This circuit finds good 
application following a low-level detector. 
To minimize hum in the receiver output, it is 

desirable to ground the center tap of the heater 
transformer, as shown, instead of the more 
common practice of returning one side of the 
heater circuit to chassis. 

Fig. 5-19—Full-wave shunt limiter using contact-poten-
fial-biased diodes. A low-level limiter (1/2 volt), this 
circuit finds greatest usefulness following a product 

detector. 
C1, Ci— Part of low-pass filter with cutoff below i.f. 
RFC—Part of low-pass filter; see CI. 

Ti—Center-topped heater transformer. 

A circuit for a higher-level audio limiter is 
shown in Fig. 5-20. Because it operates at a 
higher level, it is ideal for use between receiver 
output and headphones, requiring no alteration 
to the receiver. The principle of operation is 
similar to that of the preceding limiter; when 
the signal level exceeds the level of the bias pro-
vided by the flashlight cells, the diodes conduct 
and short-circuit the signal. 

Second-detector noise-limiting circuits that 
automatically adjust themselves to the received 
carrier level are shown in Fig. 5-21. In either 
circuit, V1 is the usual diode second detector, 
R1R2 is the diode load resistor, and C1 is an 
r.f. bypass. A negative voltage proportional to 
the carrier level is developed across C3, and this 
voltage cannot change rapidly because R3 and C2 
are both large. In the circuit at A, diode V, acts 
as a conductor for the audio signal up to the 
point where its anode is negative with respect to 
the cathode. Noise peaks that exceed the maxi-
mum carrier-modulation level will drive the an-
ode negative instantaneously, and during this 
time the diode does not conduct. The long time 
constant of C2R3 prevents any rapid change of 
the reference voltage. In the circuit at B, the 
diode V, is inactive until its cathode voltage ex-
ceeds its anode voltage. This condition will 
obtain under noise peaks and when it does, the 
diode V, short-circuits the signal and no voltage 
is passed on to the audio amplifier. Diode recti-
fiers such as the 6H6 and 6AL5 can be used for 
these types of noise limiters. Neither circuit is 
useful for c.w. or s.s.b. reception, but they are 
both quite effective for a.m. phone work. The 
series circuit (A) is slightly better than the 
shunt circuit. 

Fig. 5-20--Circuit 5-20—Circuit diagram of a simple audio limiter, 

to be plugged into the headphone jack of a receiver. 

The flashlight cells draw very little current ( it depends 

upon the back resistance of the crystal diodes), but it 

is advisable to open S, when the limiter is not in use. 

Crystal diodes can be 1N34As or similar. 
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I.F. NOISE SILENCER 

The i.f, noise silencer circuit shown in Fig. 
5-22 is designed to be used in a receiver as far 
along from the antenna stage as possible but 
ahead of the high- selectivity section of the re-
ceiver. Noise pulses are amplified and rectified, 
and the resulting negative-going d.c. pulses are 
used to cut off an amplifier stage during the 
pulse. A manual "threshold" control is set by the 
operator to a level that only permits rectification 
of the noise pulses that rise above the peak am-
plitude of the desired signal. The clamp diode, 
VIA, short circuits the positive-going pulse 
"overshoots." Running the 6BE6 controlled if. 
amplifier at low screen voltage makes it pos-
sible for the No. 3 grid ( pin 7) to cut off the 
stage at a lower voltage than if the screen were 
operated at the more-normal 100 volts, but it 
also reduces the available gain through the stage. 

MIXER OR 

I.E AMP 

Fig. 5-22—Practical circuit diagram of an i.f, noise si-
lencer. For best results the silencer should be used 
ahead of the high-selectivity portion of the receiver. 

Ti—Interstage i.f. transformer 

HIGH-FREQUENCY RECEIVERS 

Fig. 5-21—Self-adjusting series (A) and 
shunt (B) noise limiters. The functions of V1 
and V2 can be combined in one tube like 

the 6H6 or 6AL5. 

C1-100 µµf. 
µf. 

R1-0.27 meg. in A; 47,000 ohms in B. 
Ro-0.27 meg. in A; 0.15 meg. in B. 
Ra-1.0 megohm. 
R4-0.82 megohm. 
Rs-6800 ohms. 

It is necessary to avoid i.f, feedback around 
the 6BE6 stage, and the closer RFC' can be to 
self-resonant at the i.f, the better will be the fil-
tering. The filtering cannot be improved by in-
creasing the values of the 150-µ,uf. capacitors 
because this will tend to "stretch" the pulses and 
reduce the signal strength when the silencer is 
operative. 

SIGNAL-STRENGTH AND 
TUNING INDICATORS 

The simplest tuning indicator is a milliamme-
ter connected in the d.c. plate lead of an a.g.c.-
controlled r.f. or if, stage. Since the plate cur-
rent is reduced as the age. voltage becomes 
higher with a stronger signal, the plate current 
is a measure of the signal strength. The meter 
can have a 0-1, 0-2 or 0-5 ma. movement, and it 
should be shunted by a 25-ohm rheostat which is 

CONTROLLED I.E 

68E6 STAGES 5 
6 CLAMP 

TO SELECTIVE 

NOISE RECT. 

To—Diode if, transformer. 
R1-33,000 to 68,000 ohms, depending upon gain up 

to this stage. 
RFCI—R.f. choke, preferably self- resonant at i.f. 
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Fig. 5-23—Tuning indicator or S-meter circuits for super-
heterodyne receivers. 

MA-0-1 or 0-2 milliammeter. 121-124—See text. 

used to set the no-signal reading to full scale on 
the meter. If a "forward-reading" meter is de-
sired, the meter can be mounted upside down. 
Two other S-meter circuits are shown in Fig. 

5-23. The system at A uses a milliammeter in a 
bridge circuit, arranged so that the meter read-
ings increase with the a.g.c. voltage and signal 
strength. The meter reads approximately in a 
linear decibel scale and will not be "crowded." 
To adjust the system in Fig. 5-23A, pull the 

tube out of its socket or otherwise break the 
cathode circuit so that no plate current flows, 
and adjust the value of resistor R1 across the 
meter until the scale reading is maximum. The 
value of resistance required will depend on the 
internal resistance of the meter, and must be 
determined by trial and error (the current is 
approximately 2.5 ma.). Then replace the tube, 
allow it to warm up, turn the a.g.c. switch to 
"off" so the grid is shorted to ground, and adjust 
the 3000-ohm variable resistor for zero meter 
current. When the a.g.c. is "on," the meter will 
follow the signal variations up to the point where 
the voltage is high enough to cut off the meter 
tube's plate current. With a 6J5 or 6SN7GT this 
will occur in the neighborhood of 15 volts, a 
high-amplitude signal. 
The circuit of Fig. 5-23B requires no addi-

tional tubes. The resistor R2 is the normal cath-
ode resistor of an a.g.c.-controlled i.f. stage; its 
cathode resistor should be returned to chassis 
and not to the manual gain control. The sum of 
R3 plus R4 should equal the normal cathode re-
sistor for the audio amplifier, and they should be 
proportioned so that the arm of R3 can pick off,a 
voltage equal to the normal cathode voltage for 
the i.f. stage. In some cases it may be necessary 
to interchange the positions of R3 and R4 in the 
circuit. 
The zero-set control R3 should be set for no 

reading of the meter with no incoming signal, 
and the 1500-ohm sensitivity control should be 
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set for a full meter reading with the if. tube 
removed from its socket. 

Neither of these S-meter circuits can be 
"pinned," and only severe misadjustment of the 
zero-set control can injure the meter. 

HEADPHONES AND LOUDSPEAKERS 

There are two basic types of headphones in 
common use, the magnetic and the crystal. A 
magnetic headphone uses a small electromagnet 
that attracts and releases a steel diaphragm in 
accordance with the electrical output of the radio 
receiver; this is similar to the "receiver" por-
tion of the household telephone. A crystal head-
phone uses the piezoelectric properties of a pair 
of Rochelle-salt or other crystals to vibrate a 
diaphragm in accordance with the electrical out-
put of the radio receiver. Magnetic headphones 
can be used in circuits where d.c. is flowing, such 
as the plate circuit of a vacuum tube, provided 
the current is not too heavy to be carried by the 
wire in the coils; the limit is usually a few 
milliamperes. Crystal headphones can be used 
only on a.c. (a steady d.c. voltage will damage 
the crystal unit), and consequently must be 
coupled to a tube through a device, such as a 
capacitor or transformer, that isolates the d.c. 
but passes the a.c. Most modern receivers have 
a.c. coupling to the headphones and hence either 
type of headphone can be used, but it is wise to 
look first at the circuit diagram in the instruc-
tion book and make sure that the headphone jack 
is connected to the secondary of the output 
transformer, as is usually the case. 

In general, crystal headphones will have con-
siderably wider and "flatter" audio response than 
will magnetic headphones ( except those of the 
"hi-fi" type that sell at premium prices). The 
lack of wide response in the magnetic head-
phones is sometimes an advantage in code recep-
tion, since the desired signal can be set on the 
peak and be given a boost in volume over the 
undesired signals at slightly different frequen-
cies. 

Crystal headphones are available only in high-
impedance values around 50,000 ohms or so, 
while magnetic headphones run around 10,000 
to 20,000 ohms, although they can be obtained in 
values as low as 15 ohms. Usually the impedance 
of a headphone set is unimportant because there 
is more than enough power available from the 
radio receiver, but in marginal cases it is possible 
to improve the acoustic output through a better 
match of headphone to output impedance. When 
headphone sets are connected in series or in 
parallel they must be of similar impedance levels 
or one set will "hog" most of the power. 
Loud speakers are practically always of the 

low-impedance permanent-field dynamic variety, 
and the loudspeaker output connections of a 
receiver can connect directly to the voice coil of 
the loudspeaker. Some receivers also provide a 
"500-ohm output" for connection to a long line to 
a remote loudspeaker. A loudspeaker requires 
mounting in a suitable enclosure if full low-
frequency response is to be obtained. 
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IMPROVING RECEIVER SELECTIVITY 

INTERMEDIATE-FREQUENCY 
AMPLIFIERS 

As mentioned earlier in this chapter, one of 
the big advantages of the superheterodyne re-
ceiver is the improved selectivity that is possible. 
This selectivity is obtained in the if. amplifier, 
where the lower frequency allows more selec-
tivity per stage than at the higher signal fre-
quency. For phone reception, the limit to useful 
selectivity in the if. amplifier is the point where 
so many of the sidebands are cut that intelligi-
bility is lost, although it is possible to remove 
completely one full set of sidebands without 
impairing the quality at all. Maximum receiver 
selectivity in phone reception requires good sta-
bility in both transmitter and receiver, so that 
they will both remain "in tune" during the trans-
mission. The limit to useful selectivity in code 
work is around 100 or 200 cycles for hand-key 
speeds, but this much selectivity requires good 
stability in both transmitter and receiver, and a 
slow receiver tuning rate for ease of operation. 

Single-Signal Effect 

In heterodyne c.w. reception with a super-
heterodyne receiver, the beat oscillator is set 
to give a suitable audio-frequency beat note 
when the incoming signal is converted to the 
intermediate frequency. For example, the beat 
oscillator may be set to 454 kc. ( the i.f. being 
455 kc.) to give a 1000-cycle beat note. Now, if 
an interfering signal appears at 453 kc., or 
if the receiver is tuned to heterodyne the in-
coming signal to 453 kc., it will also be hetero-
dyned by the beat oscillator to produce a 1000-
cycle beat. Hence every signal can be tuned 
in at two places that will give a 1000-cycle beat 
(or any other low audio frequency). This audio-
frequency image effect can be reduced if the 
i.f, selectivity is such that the incoming signal, 
when heterodyned to 453 kc., is attenuated to a 
very low level. 
When this is done, tuning through a given 

signal will show a strong response at the desired 
beat note on one side of zero beat only, instead 
of the two beat notes on either side of zero beat 
characteristic of less-selective reception, hence 
the name: single-signal reception. 
The necessary selectivity is not obtained with 

nonregenerative amplifiers using ordinary tuned 
circuits unless a low i.f. or a large number of 
circuits is used. 

Regeneration 

Regeneration can be used to give a single-
signal effect, particularly when the if, is 455 kc. 
or lower. The resonance curve of an i.f. stage at 
critical regeneration (just below the oscillating 
point) is extremely sharp, a bandwidth of 1 kc. 
at 10 times down and 5 kc. at 100 times down 
being obtainable in one stage. The audio-fre-
quency image of a given signal thus can be re-

duced by a factor of nearly 100 for a 1000-cycle 
beat note ( image 2000 cycles from resonance). 

Regeneration is easily introduced into an if. 
amplifier by providing, a small amount of ca-
pacity coupling between grid and plate. Bring-
ing a short length of wire, connected to the grid, 
into the vicinity of the plate lead usually will 
suffice. The feedback may be controlled by the 
regular cathode-resistor gain control. When the 
i.f. is regenerative, it is preferable to operate the 
tube at reduced gain (high bias) and depend on 
regeneration to bring up the signal strength. 
This prevents overloading and increases selec-
tivity. 
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Fig. 5-24—Typical response curve of a crystal filter. 

The notch can be moved to the other side of the re-
sponse peak by adjustment of the " phasing" control. 

With the above curve, setting the b.f.o. at 454 kc. would 

give good single-signal c.w. reception. 

The higher selectivity with regeneration re-
duces the over-all response to noise generated 
in the earlier stages of the receiver, just as does 
high selectivity produced by other means, and 
therefore improves the signal-to-noise ratio. 
However, the regenerative gain varies with sig-
nal strength, being less on strong signals. 

Crystal-Filters; Phasing 

Probably the simplest means for obtaining 
high selectivity is by the use of a piezoelectric 
quartz crystal as a selective filter in the if, ampli-
fier. Compared to a good tuned circuit, the Q of 
such a crystal is extremely high. The crystal is 
ground resonant at the i.f, and used as a selective 
coupler between i.f. stages. 

Fig. 5-24 gives a typical crystal-filter reso-
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nance curve. For single-signal reception, the 
audio-frequency image can be reduced by 50 db. 
or more. Besides practically eliminating the a.f. 
image, the high selectivity of the crystal filter 
provides good discrimination against adjacent 
signals and also reduces the noise. 
Two crystal-filter circuits are shown in Fig. 

5-25. The circuit at A (or a variation) is found 
in many of the current communications receiv-
ers. The crystal is connected in one side of a 
bridge circuit, and a phasing capacitor, C1 is 
connected in the other. When C1 is set to balance 
the crystal-holder capacitance, the resonance 
curve of the filter is practically symmetrical; the 
crystal acts as a series-resonant circuit of very 
high Q and allows signals over a narrow band of 
frequencies to pass through to the following 
tube. More or less capacitance at C1 introduces 
the "rejection notch" of Fig. 5-24 ( at 453.7 kc. 
as drawn). The Q of the load circuit for the filter 
is adjusted by the setting of RI, which in turn 
varies the bandwidth of the filter from "sharp" 
to a bandwidth suitable for phone reception. 
Some of the components of this filter are special 
and not generally available to amateurs. 

BAND-PASS FILTERS 

A single high-Q circuit ( e.g., a quartz crystal 
or regenerative stage) will give adequate single-
signal reception under most circumstances. For 
phone reception, however, either single-sideband 
or a.m., a band-pass characteristic is more de-
sirable. A band-pass filter is one that passes 
without unusual attenuation a desired band of 
frequencies and rejects signals outside this band. 
A good band-pass filter for single-sideband re-
ception might have a bandwidth of 2500 cycles 
at -6 db. and 10 kc. at -60 db.; a filter for a.m. 
would require twice these bandwidths if both 
sidebands were to be accommodated. 
The simplest band-pass crystal filter is one 

using two crystals, as in Fig. 5-25B. The two 
crystals are separated slightly in frequency. If 
the frequencies are only a few hundred cycles 
apart the characteristic is a good one for c.w. 
reception. With crystals about 2 kc. apart, a 
reasonable phone characteristic is obtained. Fig. 
5-1 shows a selectivity characteristic of an am-
plifier with a bandpass (at -6 db.) of 2.4 kc., 
which is typical of what can be expected from a 
two-crystal band-pass filter. Compare this with 
the single-crystal characteristic of Fig. 5-24. 
More elaborate crystal filters, using four and 

six crystals, will give reduced bandwidth at 
-60 db. without decreasing the bandwidth at 
-6 db. The resulting increased "skirt selec-
tivity" gives better rejection of adjacent-chan-
nel signals. "Crystal-lattice" filters of this type 
are available commercially for frequencies up to 
10 Mc. or so, and they have also been built by 
amateurs from inexpensive transmitting-type 
crystals. ( See Vester, "Surplus-Crystal High-
Frequency Filters," QST, January, 1959; 
Healey, "High-Frequency Crystal Filters for 
S.S.B.," QST, October, 1960.) 
"Mechanical" filters can be built at frequen-

Fig. 5-25—A variable-selectivity crystal filter (A) and a 

band-pass crystal filter (B). 

cies below 1 Mc. These are made up of three 
sections: an input transducer, a mechanically-
resonant filter section, and an output transducer. 
The transducers use the principle of magne-
tostriction to convert the electrical signal to 
mechanical energy and back again. The mechani-
cally-resonant section consists of carefully-
machined metal disks supported and coupled by 
thin rods. Each disk has a resonant frequency 
dependent upon the material and its dimensions, 
and the effective Q of a single disk may be in 
excess of 2000. Consequently a mechanical filter 
can be built for either narrow or broad bandpass 
with a nearly rectangular curve. Mechanical fil-
ters are available commercially and are used in 
both receivers and single-sideband transmitters. 
The signal-handling capability of a mechani-

cal filter is limited by the magnetic circuits to 
from 2 to 15 volts r.m.s., a limitation that is 
of no practical importance provided it is recog-
nized and provided for. Crystal filters are lim-
ited in their signal-handling ability only by the 
voltage breakdown limits, which normally would 
not be reached before the preceding amplifier 
tube was overloaded. A more serious practical 
consideration in the use of any high-selectivity 
component is the prevention of coupling "around" 
the filter ( coupling from input to output outside 
the filter), which can only degrade the, action of 
the filter. 
Band-pass filters can also be made by using a 

number of high-Q inductance-and-capacitance 
circuits, but their use is generally restricted to 
frequencies around 100 kc. At higher frequencies 
it is easier to get desirable selectivity by other 
means. 

Q Multiplier 

The "Q Multiplier" is a stable regenerative 
stage that is connected in parallel with one of 
the i.f. stages of a receiver. In one condition it 
narrows the bandwidth and in the other condi-
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tion it produces a sharp "null" or rejection 
notch. A "tuning" adjustment controls the fre-
quency of the peak or null, moving it across the 
normal pass band of the receiver i.f. amplifier. 
The shape of the peak or null is always that of a 
single tuned circuit ( Fig. 2-50) but the effective 
Q is adjustable over a wide range. A Q Multi-
plier is most effective at an i.f. of 500 kc. or 
less; at higher , frequencies the rejection notch 
becomes wide enough (measured in cycles per 
second) to reject a major portion of a phone 
signal. Within its useful range, however, the Q 
Multiplier will reject an interfering carrier 
without degrading the quality of the desired 
signal. 

In the "peak" condition the Q Multiplier can 
be made to oscillate by advancing the "peak" 
(regeneration) control far enough, and in this 
condition it can be made to serve as a beat-
frequency oscillator. However, it cannot be made 
to serve as a selective element and as a b.f.o. 
at the same time. Some inexpensive receivers 
may combine either a Q Multiplier or some other 
form of regeneration with the b.f.o. function, and 
the reader is advised to check carefully any in-
expensive receiver he intends to buy that offers 
a regenerative type of selectivity, in order to 
make sure that the selectivity is available when 
the b.f.o. is turned on. 
Vacuum-tube versions of the Q Multiplier for 

455-kc. i.f. amplifiers are available in kit form; 
a transistorized version is described later in this 
chapter. A Q Multiplier will be of no use on 
c.w. or s.s.b. reception when used with a receiver 
that employs an oscillating if. stage for the b.f.o. 
Some of the inexpensive "communications" re-
ceivers are of this type. 

Tee Notch Filter 

At low intermediate frequencies ( 50 - 100 kc.) 
the T notch filter of Fig. 5-26 will provide a 
sharp tunable null without an extra vacuum tube. 

I MEG. 

1K 

+ 250 

Fig. 5-26—Typical T-notch filter, to provide a sharp 
rejection notch at a low i.f. Adjustment of L changes 
the frequency of the notch; adjustment of R controls 

the depth. 

The inductor L resonates with C at the rejection 
frequency, and when R = 4X,IQ the rejection 
is maximum. (X, is the coil reactance and Q 
is the coil Q). In a typical 50-kc. circuit, C 
might be 3900 ad., making L approximately 
2.6 mh. When R is greater than the maximum-

attenuation value, the circuit still provides some 
rejection, and in use the inductor is detuned or 
shorted out when the rejection is not desired. 
At higher frequencies, the T-notch filter is not 

sharp enough with available components to re-
ject only a narrow band of frequencies. 

Additional I.F. Selectivity 

Many commercial communications receivers, 
and particularly the older ones, do not have 
sufficient selectivity for amateur use, and their 
performance can be improved by additional i.f. 
selectivity. One method is to loosely couple a 
BC-453 aircraft receiver (war surplus, tuning 
190 to 550 kc.) to the front end of the 455-kc. 
i.f. amplifier in the communications receiver 
and use the resultant output of the BC-453. 
The aircraft receiver uses an 85-kc. if. ampli-
fier that is sharp for voice work (6.5 kc. wide 
at -60 db.) and it helps considerably in backing 
up single-crystal filters for improved c.w. re-
ception. 
The BC-453—sometimes called "The Poor 

Man's Q-Fiver"—uses 12-volt heater tubes and 
is designed for 24-volt operation. If a 24-volt 
transformer is available, no wiring changes will 
be necessary. If a 12-volt transformer is avail-
able, the heaters can be rewired. It is usually 
less expensive to obtain the proper transformer 
than it is to buy 6.3-volt tubes for the receiver. 
Any plate-voltage source of 125 to 250 volts at 
40 to 80 ma. will be adequate for the B+ supply. 
A b.f.o. switch and audio and i.f, gain controls 
should be added to the BC-453 before it is used 
with the short-wave receiver. Its performance 
can be checked by tuning in aircraft beacons or 
low-frequency broadcast stations. 
Maximum selectivity will be obtained from 

the BC-453 when the plungers in the i.f. cans, 
accessible by unscrewing the caps, are pulled 
up as far as they will go. 
The BC-453 can be coupled to the receiver 

through a length of shielded wire or small co-
axial line. The inner conductor is connected to 
the antenna post of the BC-453 and the shield 
is connected to the case. The shield should be 
connected at the other end to the short-wave 
receiver chassis, and the inner conductor, suitably 
insulated, should be wrapped once or twice 
around the plate pin of the first i.f. amplifier 
tube in the short-wave receiver. It may require 
a little experimentation before the proper cou-
pling is obtained; the objective is enough cou-
pling so that the short-wave receiVer noise will 
mask any BC-453 noise, but not so much coupling 
that the BC-453 is overloaded. Reports of poor 
performance when using the BC-453 have prac-
tically always reduced to overload of the surplus 
aircraft receiver through too much coupling or 
coupling at a high-level point in the short-wave 
receiver. 

If a BC-453 is not available, one can still enjoy 
the benefits of improved selectivity. It is only 
necessary to heterodyne to a lower frequency the 
455-kc. signal existing in the receiver i.f. ampli-
fier and then rectify it after passing it through 
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the sharp low-frequency amplifier. The J. W. 
Miller Company offers 50-kc. transformers for 
this application. 

RADIO-FREQUENCY AMPLIFIERS 

While selectivity to reduce audio-frequency 
images can be built into the i.f. amplifier, dis-
crimination against radio-frequency images can 
only be obtained in tuned circuits or other selec-
tive elements ahead of the first mixer or con-
verter stage. These tuned circuits are usually 
used as the coupling networks for one or more 
vacuum tubes or transistors, and the combina-
tions of circuits and amplifying devices are called 
radio-frequency amplifiers. The tuned circuits 
contribute to the r.f. image rejection and the 
amplifying device(s) determines the noise figure 
of the receiver. 
Knowing the Q of the coil in each tuned circuit 

between the antenna and the first mixer or con-
verter stage, the image rejection capability can 
be computed by using the chart in Fig. 2-50. The 
Q of the input tuned circuit ( coupled to the an-
tenna) should be taken as about one-half the un-
loaded Q of that circuit, and the Q of any other 
tuned circuit can be assumed to be the unloaded 
Q to a first approximation (the vacuum tubes 
will reduce the circuit Q to some extent, espe-
cially at 14 Mc. and higher). 

In general, receivers with an i.f. of 455 kc. can 
be expected to have some noticeable image re-
sponse at 14 Mc. and higher if there are only two 
tuned circuits ( one r.f. stage) ahead of the mixer 
or converter. Regeneration in the r.f. amplifier 
will reduce image response, but regeneration usu-
ally requires frequent readjustment when tun-
ing across a band. Regeneration is, however, a 
useful device for improving the selectivity of an 
r.f. amplifier without requiring a multiplicity 
of tuned circuits; a practical example will be 
found later in this chapter. 
With three tuned circuits between the antenna 

and the first mixer, and an i.f. of 455 kc., no im-
ages should be encountered up to perhaps 25 Mc. 
Four tuned circuits or more will eliminate any 
images at 28 Mc. when an i.f. of 455 kc. is used. 

Obviously, a better solution to the r.f. selec-
tivity problem (elimination of image response) 
is to use an i.f. higher than 455 kc., and most 
modern receivers use an i.f. of 1600 kc. or higher. 
The owner of a receiver with a 455-kc i.f. am-
plifier can enjoy image-free reception on the 
higher frequencies by using a crystal-controlled 
converter ahead of the receiver and utilizing the 
receiver as a "tunable i.f. amplifier" at 3.5 or 
7.0 Mc. 
For best selectivity r.f. amplifiers should use 

high-Q circuits and tubes with high input and 
output resistance. Variable-st pentodes are prac-
tically always used, although triodes ( neutral-
ized or otherwise connected so that they won't 
oscillate) are often used on the higher frequen-
cies because they introduce less noise. However, 
their lower plate resistance will load the tuned 
circuits. Pentodes are better where maximum im-
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age rejection is desired, because they have less 
loading effect on the tuned circuits. 

Transistor R. F. Amplifier 

A typical r.f. amplifier circuit using a 2N370 
transistor is shown in Fig. 5-27. Since it is de-
sirable to maintain a reasonable Q in the tuned 
circuits, to reduce r.f. image response, the base 
and collector are both tapped down on their 
tuned circuits. An alternative method, using low-
impedance inductive coupling, is shown in Fig. 
5-27B; this method is sometimes easier to adjust 
than the taps illustrated in Fig. 5-27A. The tuned 
circuits, LIC, and L.C2, should resonate at the 
operating frequency, and they should be mounted 
or shielded to eliminate inductive coupling be-
tween each other. 

Fig. 5-27—Transistor r.f, amplifier circuit. The low- im-

pedance connections to the base and collector can be 
(A) taps on the inductors or (B) low-impedance coupling 

links. L,C,, LC,—Resonant at signal frequency. 

FEEDBACK 
Feedback giving rise to regeneration and 

oscillation can occur in a single stage or it may 
appear as an over-all feedback through several 
stages that are on the same frequency. To avoid 
feedback in a single stage, the output must be 
isolated from the input in every way possible, 
with the vacuum tube furnishing the only cou-
pling between the two circuits. An oscillation 
can be obtained in an r.f. or i.f. stage if there is 
any undue capacitive or inductive coupling be-
tween output and input circuits, if there is too 
high an impedance between cathode and ground 
or screen and ground, or if there is any appre-
ciable impedance through which the grid and 
plate currents can flow in common. This means 
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good shielding of coils and tuning capacitors in 
r.f. and i.f. circuits, the use of good bypass 
capacitors (mica or ceramic at r.f., paper or 
ceramic at i.f.), and returning all bypass capaci-
tors (grid, cathode, plate and screen) for a given 
stage with short leads to one spot on the chassis. 
When single-ended tubes are used, the screen or 
cathode bypass capacitor should be mounted 
across the socket, to serve as shield between 
grid and plate pins. Less care is required as the 
frequency is lowered, but in high-impedance cir-
cuits, it is sometimes necessary to shield grid and 
plate leads and to be careful not to run them close 
together. 
To avoid over-all feedback in a multistage 

amplifier, attention must be paid to avoid run-
ning any part of the output circuit back near the 
input circuit without first filtering it carefully. 
Since the signal-carrying parts of the circuit 
(the "hot" grid and plate leads) can't be filtered, 
the best design for any multistage amplifier is a 
straight line, to keep the output as far away 
from the input as possible. For example, an r.f. 
amplifier might run along a chassis in a straight 
line, run into a mixer where the frequency is 
changed, and then the i.f. amplifier could be run 
back parallel to the r.f. amplifier, provided there 
was a very large frequency difference between 
the r.f. and the i.f. amplifiers. However, to avoid 
any possible coupling, it would be better to run 
the i.f, amplifier off at right angles to the r.f.-
amplifier line, just to be on the safe side. Good 
shielding is important in preventing over-all os-
cillation in high-gain-per-stage amplifiers, but it 
becomes less important when the stage gain 
drops to a low value. In a high-gain amplifier, the 
power leads ( including the heater circuit) are 
common to all stages, and they can provide the 
over-all coupling if they aren't properly filtered. 
Good bypassing and the use of series isolating 
resistors will generally eliminate any possibility 
of coupling through the power leads. R.f. chokes, 
instead of resistors, are used in the heater leads 
where necessary. 

CROSS-MODULATION 

Since a one- or two-stage r.f. amplifier will 
have a bandwidth measured in hundreds of kc. 
at 14 Mc. or higher, strong signals will be ampli-
fied through the r.f. amplifier even though it is 
not tuned exactly to them. If these signals are 
strong enough, their amplified magnitude may 
be measurable in volts after passing through 
several r.f. stages. If an undersired signal is 
strong enough after amplification in the r.f. 
stages to shift the operating point of a tube ( by 
driving the grid into the positive region), the 
undesired signal will modulate the desired signal. 
This effect is called cross-modulation, and is of-
ten encountered in receivers with several r.f. 
stages working at high gain. It shows up as a 
superimposed modulation on the signal being 
listened to, and often the effect is that a signal 
can be tuned in at several points. It can be re-
duced or eliminated by greater selectivity in the 
antenna and r.f. stages (difficult to obtain), the 
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use of variable-a tubes in the r.f. amplifier, re-
duced gain in the r.f. amplifier, or reduced 
antenna input to the receiver. The 6BJ6, 6BA6 
and 6DC6 are recommended for r.f. amplifiers 
where cross-modulation may be a problem. 
A receiver designed for minimum cross-modu-

lation will use as little gain as possible ahead 
of the high-selectivity stages, to hold strong un-
wanted signals below the cross-modulation point. 
Cross-modulation often takes place in double-
conversion superheterodynes at the second con-
verter stage because there is insufficient selec-
tivity up to this point and at this point the 
signals have quite appreciable amplitudes. When-
ever interference drops out quite suddenly with 
a reduction in the setting of the gain control, 
cross-modulation should be suspected. Normally, 
of course, the interference would reduce in ampli-
tude in proportion to the desired signal as the 
gain setting is reduced. 

Gain Control 

To avoid cross-modulation and other over-
load effects in the mixer and r.f. stages, the gain 
of the r.f. stages is usually made adjustable. 
This is accomplished by using variable-µ tubes 
and varying the d.c. grid bias, either in the grid 
or cathode circuit. If the gain control is auto-
matic, as in the case of a.g.c., the bias is con-
trolled in the grid circuit. Manual control of r.f. 
gain is generally done in the cathode circuit. A 
typical r.f. amplifier stage with the two types of 
gain control is shown in schematic form in Fig. 
5-28. The a.g.c. control voltage ( negative) is 
derived from rectified carrier or signal at the 
detector before the audio amplifier, or in the case 
of a c.w. or s.s.b. receiver it can be derived from 
rectified audio. The manual gain control voltage 
(positive with respect to chassis) is usually de-
rived from a potentiometer across the B+ supply, 
since the bias can be changed even though little 
plate current is being drawn. 

Tracking 

In a receiver with no r.f. stage, it is no incon-
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Fig. 5-28—Typical radio-frequency amplifier circuit for 

a superheterodyne receiver. Representative values for 

components are as follows: 

Cs to C.-0.01 uf. below 15 Mc., 0.001 uf. at 30 Mc. 

RO—See Table 5- II. 

R3-1 800 ohms. 
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Fig. 5-29—A practical squelch circuit for cutting off the 

receiver output when no signal is present. 

venience to adjust the high-frequency oscillator 
and the mixer circuit independently, because 
the mixer tuning is broad and requires little 
attention over an amateur band. However, when 
r.f. stages are added ahead of the mixer, the r.f. 
stages and mixer will require retuning over an 
entire amateur band. Hence most receivers with 
one or more r.f. stages gang all of the tuning con-
trols to give a single-tuning-control receiver. 
Obviously there must exist a constant difference 
in frequency (the i.f.) between the oscillator and 
the mixer/r.f. circuits, and when this condition 
is achieved the circuits are said to track. 

In amateur-band receivers, tracking is sim-
plified by choosing a bandspread circuit that 
gives practically straight-line-frequency tuning 
(equal frequency change for each dial division), 
and then adjusting the oscillator and mixer tuned 
circuits so that both cover the same total number 
of kilocycles. For example, if the i.f. is 455 kc. 
and the mixer circuit tunes from 7000 to 
7300 kc. between two given points on the dial, 
then the oscillator must tune from 7455 to 7755 
kc. between the same two dial readings. With 

the bandspread arrangement of Fig. 5-9A, the 
tuning will be practically straight-line-frequency 
if C. ( bandset) is 4 times or more the maximum 
capacity of Ci (bandspread), as is usually the 
case for strictly amateur-band coverage. Ci 
(semicircular plates). 

Squelch Circuits 

An audio squelch circuit is one that cuts off the 
receiver output when no signal is coming 
through the receiver. It is useful in mobile or net 
work where the no-signal receiver noise may be 
as loud as the signal, causing undue operator fa-
tigue during no-signal periods. 
A practical squelch circuit is shown in Fig. 

5-29. A dual triode ( 12AX7) is used as an ampli-
fier and as a control tube. When the a.g.c. volt-
age is low or zero, the lower ( control) triode 
draws plate current. The consequent voltage 
drop across the adjustable resistor in the plate 
circuit cuts off the upper ( amplifier) triode 
and no signal or noise is passed. When the 
a.g.c. voltage rises to the cut-off value of the 
control triode, the tube no longer draws cur-
rent and the bias on the amplifier triode is 
now only its normal operating bias, furnished by 
the 1000-ohm resistor in the cathode circuit. 
The tube now functions as an ordinary amplifier 
and passes signals. The relation between the 
a.g.c. voltage and the signal turn-on point is ad-
justed by varying the resistance in the plate 
circuit of the control triode. 
Connections to the receiver consist of two a.f. 

lines ( shielded), the a.g.c. lead, and chassis 
ground. The squelch circuit is normally inserted 
between detector output and the audio volume 
control of the receiver. Since the circuit is used 
in the low-level audio point, its plate supply 
must be free from a.c. or objectionable hum will 
be introduced. 

IMPROVING RECEIVER SENSITIVITY 

The sensitivity ( signal-to-noise ratio) of a re-
ceiver on the higher frequencies above 20 Mc. 
is dependent upon the band width of the receiver 
and the noise contributed by the "front end" of 
the receiver. Neglecting the fact that image re-
jection may be poor, a receiver with no r.f. stage 
is generally satisfactory, from a sensitivity point, 
in the 3.5- and 7-Mc. bands. However, as the 
frequency is increased and the atmospheric noise 
becomes less, the advantage of a good "front 
end" becomes apparent. Hence at 14 Mc. and 
higher it is worth while to use at least one stage 
of r.f. amplification ahead of the first detector 
for best sensitivity as well as image rejection. 
The multigrid converter tubes have very poor 
noise figures, and even the best pentodes and 
triodes are three or four times noisier when used 
as mixers than they are when used as amplifiers. 

If the purpose of an r.f. amplifier is to improve 
the receiver noise figure at 14 Mc. and higher, 
a high-gm pentode or triode should be used. 
Among the pentodes, the best tubes are the 

6AH6, 6AK5 and the 6BZ6, in the order named. 
The 6AK5 takes the lead around 30 Mc. The 
6J4, 6J6, and triode-connected 6AK5 are the best 
of the triodes. For best noise figure, the an-
tenna circuit should be coupled a little heavier 
than optimum. This cannot give best selectivity 
in the antenna circuit, so it is futile to try to 
maximize sensitivity and selectivity in this cir-
cuit. 
When a receiver is satisfactory in every 

respect ( stability and selectivity) except sensi-
tivity on 14 through 30 Mc., the best solution for 
the amateur is to add a preamplifier, a stage of 
r.f. amplification designed expressly to improve 
the sensitivity. If image rejection is lacking in 
the receiver, some selectivity should be built into 
the preamplifier ( it is then called a preselector). 
If, however, the receiver operation is poor on the 
higher frequencies but is satisfactory on the 
lower ones, a "converter" is the best solution. 
Some commercial receivers that appear to lack 

sensitivity on the higher frequencies can be im-
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proved simply by tighter coupling to the antenna. 
This can be accomplished by changing the 
antenna feed line to the right value (as deter-
mined from the receiver instruction book) or by 
using a simple matching device as described 
later in this chapter. Overcoupling the input cir-
cuit will often improve sensitivity but it will, of 
course, always reduce the image-rejection con-
tribution of the antenna circuit. 

Regeneration 

Regeneration in the r.f. stage of a receiver 
(where only one stage exists) will often improve 
the sensitivity because the greater gain it pro-
vides serves to mask more completely the first-
detector noise, and it also provides a measure of 
automatic matching to the antenna through 
tighter coupling. However, accurate ganging be-
comes a problem, because of the increased selec-
tivity of the regenerative r.f. stage, and the re-
ceiver almost invariably becomes a two-handed - 
tuning device. Regeneration should not he 
overlooked as an expedient, however, and ama-
teurs have used it with considerable success 

High-gm tubes are the best as regenerative am-
plifiers, antl the feedback should not be controlled 
by changing the operating voltages (which 
should be the same as for the tube used in a high-
gain amplifier) but by changing the loading or 
the feedback coupling. This is a tricky pro-
cess and another reason why regeneration is not 
too widely used. 

Gain Control 

In a receiver front end designed for best sig-
nal-to-noise ratio, it is advantageous in the re-
ception of weak signals to eliminate the gain 
control from the first r.f. stage and allow it to 
run "wide open" all of the time. If the first stage 
is controlled along with the i.f. ( and other r.f. 
stages, if any), the signal-to-noise ratio of the 
receiver will suffer. As the gain is reduced, the 
qm of the first tube is reduced, and its noise fig-
ure becomes higher. A good receiver might well 
have two gain controls, one for the first r.f. stage 
and another for the i.f. (and any other r.f.) 
stages. The first r.f. stage gain would be re-
duced only for extremely strong signals. 

TUNING A RECEIVER 

C.W. Reception 

For making code signals audible, the beat os-
cillator should be set to a frequency slightly dif-
ferent from the intermediate frequency. To ad-
just the beat-oscillator frequency, first tune in a 
moderately weak but steady carrier with the beat 
oscillator turned off. Adjust the receiver tuning 
for maximum signal strength, as indicated by 
maximum hiss. Then turn on the beat oscillator 
and adjust its frequency ( leaving the receiver 
tuning unchanged) to give a suitable beat note. 
The beat oscillator need not subsequently be 
touched, except for occasional checking to make 
certain the frequency has not drifted from the 
initial setting. The b.f.o. may be set on either the 
high- or low-frequency side of zero beat. 
The best receiver condition for the reception 

of code signals will have the first r.f. stage run-
ning at maximum gain, the following r.f., mixer 
and i.f. stages operating with just enough gain to 
maintain the signal-to-noise ratio, and the audio 
gain set to give comfortable headphone or 
speaker volume. The audio volume should be 
controlled by the audio gain control, not the if. 
gain control. Under the above conditions, the 
selectivity of the receiver is being used to best 
advantage, and cross-modulation is minimized. It 
precludes the use of a receiver in which the gains 
of the r.f. and i.f. stages are controlled simulta-
neously. 

Tuning with the Crystal Filter 

If the receiver is equipped with a crystal filter 
the tuning instructions in the preceding para-
graph still apply, but more care must be used 
both in the initial adjustment of the beat oscil-
lator and in tuning. The beat oscillator is set as 

described above, but with the crystal filter set 
at its sharpest position, if variable selectivity is 
available. The initial adjustment should be made 
with the phasing control in an intermediate posi-
tion. Once adjusted, the beat oscillator should be 
left set and the receiver tuned to the other side 
of zero beat (audio-frequency image) on the 
same signal to give a beat note of the same tone. 
This beat will be considerably weaker than the 
first, and may be "phased out" almost completely 
by careful adjustment of the phasing control. 
This is the adjustment for normal operation; it 
will be found that one side of zero beat has prac-
tically disappeared, leaving maximum response 
on the other. 
An interfering signal having a beat note differ-

ing from that of the a.f. image can be similarly 
phased out, provided its frequency is not too 
near the desired signal. 
Depending upon the filter design, maximum 

selectivity may cause the dots and dashes to 
lengthen out so that they seem to "run together." 
It must be emphasized that, to realize the bene-
fits of the crystal filter in reducing interference, 
it is necessary to do all tuning with it in the cir-
cuit. Its high selectivity often makes it difficult 
to find the desired station quickly, if the filter is 
switched in only when interference is present. 

A.M. Phone Reception 

In reception of a.m, phone signals, the normal 
procedure is to set the r.f. and i.f. gain at maxi-
mum, switch on the a.g.c., and use the audio gain 
control for setting the volume. This insures 
maximum effectiveness of the a.g.c. system in 
compensating for fading and maintaining con-
stant audio output on either strong or weak sig-
nals. On occasion a strong signal close to the 
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frequency of a weaker desired station may take 
control of the a.g.c., in which case the weaker 
station may disappear because of the reduced 
gain. In this case better reception may result if 
the a.g.c. is switched off, using the manual r.f. 
gain control to set the gain at a point that pre-
vents "blocking" by the stronger signal. 
When receiving an a.m. signal on a frequency 

within 5 to 20 kc. from a single-sideband signal 
it may also be necessary to switch off the a.g.c. 
and resort to the use of manual gain control, 
unless the receiver has excellent skirt selectivity. 
No ordinary a.g.c. circuit can handle the syllabic 
bursts of energy from the sideband station, but 
there are special circuits that will. 
A crystal filter will help reduce interference in 

phone reception. Although the high selectivity 
cuts sidebands and reduces the audio output at 
the higher audio frequencies, it is possible to use 
quite high selectivity without destroying intelli-
gibility. As in code reception, it is advisable to do 
all tuning with the filter in the circuit. Variable-
selectivity filters permit a choice of selectivity 
to suit interference conditions. 
An undesired carrier close in frequency to a 

desired carrier will heterodyne with it to pro-
duce a beat note equal to the frequency differ-
ence. Such a heterodyne can be reduced by ad-
justment of the phasing control in the crystal 
filter. 
A tone control often will be of help in reducing 

the effects of high-pitched heterodynes, sideband 
splatter and noise, by cutting off the higher audio 
frequencies. This, like sideband cutting with high 
selectivity circuits, reduces naturalness. 
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Spurious Responses 

Spurious responses can be recognized without 
a great deal of difficulty. Often it is possible to 
identify an image by the nature of the trans-
mitting station, if the frequency assignments 
applying to the frequency to which the receiver 
is tuned are known. However, an image also can 
be recognized by its behavior with tuning. If the 
signal causes a heterodyne beat note with the 
desired signal and is actually on the same fre-
quency, the beat note will not change as the re-
ceiver is tuned through the signal ; but if the in-
terfering signal is an image, the beat will vary in 
pitch as the receiver is tuned. The beat oscillator 
in the receiver must be turned off for this test. 
Using a crystal filter with the beat oscillator on, 
an image will peak on the side of zero beat op-
posite that on which desired signals peak. 
Harmonic response can be recognized by the 

"tuning rate," or movement of the tuning dial 
required to give a specified change in beat note. 
Signals getting into the i.f. via high-frequency 
oscillator harmonics tune more rapidly ( less dial 
movement) through a given change in beat note 
than do signals received by normal means. 
Harmonics of the beat oscillator can be rec-

ognized by the tuning rate of the beat-oscillator 
pitch control. A smaller movement of the control 
will suffice for a given change in beat note than 
that necessary with legitimate signals. In poorly-
designed or inadequately-shielded and -filtered re-
ceivers it is often possible to find b.f.o. har-
monics below 2 Mc., but they should be very 
weak or non-existent at higher frequencies. 

ALIGNMENT AND SERVICING OF SUPERHETERODYNE 

RECEIVERS 

I.F. Alignment 

A calibrated signal generator or test oscillator 
is a useful device for alignment of an i.f. ampli-
fier. Some means for measuring the output of 
the receiver is required. If the receiver has a 
tuning meter, its indications will serve. Lacking 
an S meter, a high-resistance voltmeter or a vac-
uum-tube voltmeter can be connected across the 
second-detector load resistor, if the second de-
tector is a diode. Alternatively, if the signal 
generator is a modulated type, an a.c. voltmeter 
can be connected across the primary of the trans-
former feeding the speaker, or from the plate 
of the last audio amplifier through a 01-µf. 
blocking capacitor to the receiver chassis. Lack-
ing an a.c. voltmeter, the audio output can be 
judged by ear, although this method is not as ac-
curate as the others. If the tuning meter is used 
as an indication, the a.g.c. of the receiver should 
be turned on, but any other indication requires 
that it be turned off. Lacking a test oscillator, a 
steady signal tuned through the input of the re-
ceiver ( if the job is one of just touching up the 

e 
i.f. amplifier) will be suitable. However, with no 
oscillator and tuning an amplifier for the first 
time, one's only recourse is to try to peak the 
i.f. transformers on "noise," a difficult task if 
the transformers are badly off resonance, as they 
are apt to be. Itwould be much better to haywire 
together a simple oscillator for test purposes. 

Initial alignment of a new i.f. amplifier is as 
follows: The test oscillator is set to the correct 
frequency, and its output is coupled through a 
capacitor to the grid of the last i.f. amplifier 
tube. The trimmer capacitors of the transformer 
feeding the second detector are then adjusted 
for maximum output, as shown by the indicating 
device being used. The oscillator output lead is 
then clipped on to the grid of the next-to-the-last 
i.f. amplifier tube, and the second-from-the-last 
transformer trimmer adjustments are peaked for 
maximum output. This process is continued, 
working back from the second detector, until all 
of the i.f. transformers have been aligned. It 
will be necessary to reduce the output of the test 
oscillator as more of the i.f. amplifier is brought 
into use. It is desirable in all cases to use the 
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minimum signal that will give useful output 
readings. The i.f. transformer in the plate circuit 
of the mixer is aligned with the signal introduced 
to the grid of the mixer. Since the tuned circuit 
feeding the mixer grid may have a very low im-
pedance at the i.f., it may be necessary to boost 
the test generator output or to disconnect the 
tuned circuit temporarily from the mixer grid. 

If the i.f. amplifier has a crystal filter, the 
filter should first be switched out and the align-
ment carried out as above, setting the test oscil-
lator as closely as possible to the crystal fre-
quency. When this is completed, the crystal 
should be switched in and the oscillator fre-
quency varied back and forth over a small range 
either side of the crystal frequency to find the 
exact frequency, as indicated by a sharp rise in 
output. Leaving the test oscillator set on the 
crystal peak, the i.f. trimmers should be re-
aligned for maximum output. The necessary 
readjustment should be small. The oscillator fre-
quency should be checked frequently to make 
sure it has not drifted from the crystal peak. 
A modulated signal is not of much value for 

aligning a crystal- filter i.f. amplifier, since the 
high selectivity cuts sidebands and the results 
may be inaccurate if the audio output is used as 
the tuning indication. Lacking the a.g.c. tuning 
meter, the transformers may be conveniently 
aligned by ear, using a weak unmodulated sig-
nal adjusted to the crystal peak. Switch on the 
beat oscillator, adjust to a suitable tone, and 
align the i.f. transformers for maximum audio 
output. 
An amplifier that is only slightly out of align-

ment, as a result of normal drift or aging, can 
be realigned by using any steady signal, such as 
a local broadcast station, instead of the test os-
cillator. One's 100-kc. standard makes an ex-
cellent signal source for "touching up" an i.f. 
amplifier. Allow the receiver to warm up thor-
oughly, tune in the signal, and trim the i.f. for 
maximum output. 

If you bought your receiver instead of making 
it, be sure to read the instruction book carefully 
before attempting to realign the receiver. Most 
instruction books include alignment details, and 
any little special tricks that are peculiar to the 
receiver will also be described in detail. 

R.F. Alignment 

The objective in aligning the r.f. circuits 
of a gang-tuned receiver is to secure adequate 
tracking over each tuning range. The adjust-
ment may be carried out with a test oscillator of 
suitable frequency range, with harmonics from 
your 100-kc. standard or other known oscillator, 
or even on noise or such signals as may be heard. 
First set the tuning dial at the high-frequency 
end of the range in use. Then set the test oscil-
lator to the frequency indicated by the receiver 
dial. The test-oscillator output may be connected 
to the antenna terminals of the receiver for this 
test. Adjust the oscillator trimmer capacitor 
in the receiver to give maximum response on 
the test-oscillator signal, then reset the receiver 

dial to the low-frequency end of the range. Set 
the test-oscillator frequency near the frequency 
indicated by the receiver dial and tune the test 
oscillator until its signal is heard in the receiver. 
If the frequency of the signal as indicated by the 
test-oscillator calibration is higher than that 
indicated by the receiver dial, more inductance 
(or more capacity in the tracking capacitor) is 
needed in the receiver oscillator circuit ; if the 
frequency is lower, less inductance ( less track-
ing capacity) is required in the receiver oscil-
lator. Most commericial receivers provide some 
means for varying the inductance of the coils or 
the capacity of the tracking capacitor, to permit 
aligning the receiver tuning with the dial calibra-
tion. Set the test oscillator to the frequency indi-
cated by the receiver dial, and then adjust the 
tracking capacity or inductance of the receiver 
oscillator coil to obtain maximum response. Af-
ter making this adjustment, recheck the high-
frequency end of the scale as previously 
described. It may be necessary to go back and 
forth between the ends of the range several times 
before the proper combination of inductance and 
capacity is secured. In many cases, better over-
all tracking will result if frequencies near but 
not actually at the ends of the tuning range are 
selected, instead of taking the extreme dial set-
tings. 

After the oscillator range is properly adjusted, 
set the receiver and test oscillator to the high-
frequency end of the range. Adjust the mixer 
trimmer capacitor for maximum hiss or signal, 
then the r.f. trimmers. Reset the tuning dial 
and test oscillator to the low-frequency end of 
the range, and repeat; if the circuits are properly 
designed, no change in trimmer settings should 
be necessary. If it is necessary to increase the 
trimmer capacity in any circuit, more inductance 
is needed; conversely, if less capacity resonates 
the circuit, less inductance is required. 

Tracking seldom is perfect throughout a tun-
ing range, so that a check of alignment at inter-
mediate points in the range may show it to be 
slightly off. Normally the gain variation will be 
small, however, and it will suffice to bring the 
circuits into line at both ends of the range. If 
most reception is in a particular part of the 
range, such as an amateur band, the circuits may 
be aligned for maximum performance in that 
region, even though the ends of the frequency 
range as a whole may be slightly out of align-
ment. 

Oscillation in R.F. or I.F. Amplifiers 

Oscillation in high-frequency amplifier and 
mixer circuits shows up as squeals or "birdies" 
as the tuning is varied, or by complete lack of 
audible output if the oscillation is strong enough 
to cause the a.g.c. system to reduce the receiver 
gain drastically. Oscillation can be caused by 
poor connections in the common ground circuits. 
Inadequate or defective bypass capacitors in 
cathode, plate and screen-grid circuits also can 
cause such oscillation. A metal tube with an un-
grounded shell may cause trouble. Improper 
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screen-grid voltage, resulting from a shorted or 
too-low screen-grid series resistor, also may be 
responsible for such instability. 

Oscillation in the i.f. circuits is independent 
of high-frequency tuning, and is indicated by 
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a continuous squeal that appears when the gain 
is advanced with the c.w. beat oscillator on. It 
can result from defects in i.f.-amplifier circuits. 
Inadequate screen or plate bypass capacitance is 
a common cause of such oscillation. 

IMPROVING THE PERFORMANCE OF RECEIVERS 

Frequently amateurs unjustly criticize a re-
ceiver's performance when actually part of the 
trouble lies with the operator, in his lack of 
knowledge about the receiver's operation or in 
his inability to recognize a readily curable fault. 
The best example of this is a complaint about 
"lack of selectivity" when the receiver contains 
an if. crystal filter and the operator hasn't 
bothered to learn how to use it properly. "Lack 
of sensitivity" may be nothing more than poor 
alignment of the r.f. and mixer tuning. The cures 
for these two complaints are obvious, and the 
details are treated both in this chapter and in the 
receiver instruction book. 
However, many complaints about selectivity, 

sensitivity, and other points are justified. In-
expensive, and most second-hand, receivers can-
not be expected to measure up to the perform-
ance standards of some of the current and top-
priced receivers. Nevertheless, many amateurs 
overlook the possibility of improving the per-
formance of these "bargains" ( they may or may 
not be bargains) by a few simple additions or 
modifications. From time to time articles in QST 
describe improvements for specific receivers, and 
it may repay the owner of a newly-acquired 
second-hand receiver to examine past issues and 
see if an applicable article was published. The 
annual index in each December issue is a help 
in this respect. 
Where no applicable article can be found, a 

few general principles can be laid down. If the 
complaint is the inability to separate stations, 
better i.f. (and occasionally audio) selectivity is 
indicated. The answer is not to be found in 
better bandspread tuning of the dial as is some-
times erroneously concluded. For code reception 
the addition of a "Q Multiplier" to the i.f. 
amplifier is a simple and effective attack; a Q 
Multiplier is at its best in the region 100 to 900 
kc., and higher than this its effectiveness drops 
off. The Selectoject is a selective audio device 
based on similar principles. For phone reception 
the addition of a Q Multiplier will help to reject 
an interfering carrier, and the use of a BC-453 
as a "Q5-er" will add adjacent-channel selectiv-
ity. 
With the addition of more i.f. selectivity, it 

may be found that the receiver's tuning rate 
(number of kc. tuned per dial revolution) is too 
high, and consequently the tuning with good i.f. 
selectivity becomes too critical. If this is the 
case, a 5-to-1 reduction planetary dial drive 
mechanism may be added to make the tuning 
rate more favorable. These drives are sold by 
the larger supply houses and can usually be added 
to the receiver if a suitable mounting bracket is 

made from sheet metal. If there is already some 
backlash in the dial mechanism, the addition of 
the planetary drive will magnify its effect, so it 
is necessary to minimize the backlash before at-
tempting to improve the tuning rate. While 
this is not possible in all cases, it should be in-
vestigated from every angle before giving up. 
Replacing a small tuning knob with a larger one 
will add to ease of tuning; in many cases after 
doing so it will then be desirable or necessary to 
raise the receiver higher above the table. 

If the receiver appears to lack the ability to 
bring in the weak signals, particularly on the 
higher-frequency bands, the performance can of-
ten be improved by the addition of an antenna 
coupler (described elsewhere in this chapter) ; it 
will always be improved by the addition of a pre-
selector (also described elsewhere in this chapter). 

If the receiver shortcoming is inadequate r.f. 
selectivity, as indicated by pl. "images" on the 
higher-frequency bands, a simple antenna coup-
ler will often add sufficient selectivity to cure the 
trouble. However, if the images are severe, it is 
likely that a preselector will be required, pref-
erably of the regenerative type. The preselector 
will also add to the ability of the receiver to 
detect weak signals at 14 Mc. and higher. 

In many of the inexpensive receivers the fre-
quency calibration of the dial is not very accu-
rate. The receiver's usefulness for determining 
band limits will be greatly improved by the ad-
dition of a 100-kc. crystal-controlled frequency 
standard. These units can be built or purchased 
complete at very reasonable prices, and no ama-
teur station worthy of the name should be with-
out one. 
Some receivers that show a considerable fre-

quency drift as they are warming up can be 
improved by the simple expedient of furnishing 
more ventilation, by propping up the lid or by 
drilling extra ventilation holes. In many cases 
the warm-up drift can be cut in half. A 7-watt 
115-volt lamp mounted under the receiver chassis 
and wired so that it is turned on when the re-
ceiver is turned off will maintain the receiver 
temperature above the room temperature and 
will reduce the warm-up drift. The auxiliary heat 
source is also of help in reducing or eliminating 
the ill effects of condensation in the receiver, 
where the receiver is used in a damp location. 
Receivers that show frequency changes with 

line-voltage or gain-control variations can be 
greatly improved by the addition of regulated 
voltage on the oscillators ( high-frequency and 
b.f.o.) and the screen of the mixer tube. There 
is usually room in any receiver for the addition 
of a VR tube of the right rating. 
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THE "SimpIeX Super Mark II" THREE-TUBE RECEIVER 

The name of the receiver shown in.Figs. 5-30 
and 5-33 derives from "simple," "X" for crystal 
(filter) and "super" for superheterodyne; hence 
a "simple crystal-filter superheterodyne." It is 
an improved version of an earlier model (QST, 
December, 1958), hence the "Mark II." For less 
than fifty dollars and a few nights at the work-
bench, this little receiver will allow you to copy 
practically any c.w. or s.s.b. signal in the 40- or 
80-meter band that a much more expensive re-
ceiver might bring in. By the throw of a switch 
you can tune in WWV on 5.0 Mc. for time sig-
nals and standard-frequency transmissions. 

Referring to the circuit diagram in Fig. 5-31, 
the receiver is a superheterodyne with an inter-
mediate frequency of 1700 kc. With the h.f. os-
cillator tuning 5.2. to 5.7 Mc., the 3.5- or 7-Mc. 
amateur bands can be tuned merely by retuning 
the input circuit. Since C. is large enough to hit 
the two bands without a coil change, the band-
changing process consists of turning C. to the 
low- or high-capacitance end of its range. To 
copy WWV at 5 Mc., the oscillator must be 
tuned to 3.3 Mc., and this is done by switching in 
(via S..) a preset capacitor, C., across the os-
cillator circuit. 
The advantage of a two-band receiver of this 

type is that the absence of coil switching makes 
it easy to build a stable high-frequency oscillator, 
and the stability of this oscillator then deter-
mines the stability of the receiver. Higher-
frequency bands ( 14, 21 and 28 Mc.) can be 
listened to by adding a crystal-controlled con-
verter; the construction of such a converter is 
described later in this chapter. 

Selectivity at the i.f. is obtained through the 
use of a single crystal. This, in conjunction with 
the regeneration provided by the detector, is 
sharp enough to provide a fair degee of single-
signal c.w. reception and yet is broad enough for 
copy of an s.s.b. phone signal. 

In the detector stage, the pentode section of a 
6U8A a used as a regenerative detector, and the 
triode section serves as the b.f.o. Stray coupling 
at the socket and in the tube provides adequate 
injection. The regeneration control is not 
mounted on the panel because, once set below the 
threshold of oscillation, it is not touched. The 

regeneration is not essential to good c.w. or s.s.b. 
reception, but it helps considerably on a.m. re-
ception. Audio amplification is obtained from the 
two triode sections of a 6CG7. The primary of a 
small output transformer, Ti, serves as the coup-
ling for high-impedance headphone output, and a 
small loudspeaker or low-impedance headphones 
can be connected to the secondary. 
The power supply uses a small transformer 

and two selenium rectifiers in a full-wave volt-
age-doubling circuit. This is about as inexpen-
sive a power supply as can be built, and it also 
has the advantages of not occupying much space 
and not generating much heat. 
A switch, SIA, at the input of the receiver is 

included so that the receiver can be used to lis-
ten to one's own transmitter without too severe 
blocking. Another section of the same switch, 
SIB, shifts the mixer screen voltage from its 
operating value to zero, to reduce further the 
sensitivity of the receiver while one is transmit-
ting. If it reduces it so much that the receiver 
has too little gain, this section of the switch can 
be omitted from the circuit and the mixer oper-
ated at full screen voltage at all times. 
An 8 x 12 x 3-inch aluminum chassis takes 

all of the parts without crowding, and the loca-
tion of the components can be seen in the photo-
graphs. The receiver is shown with a 7-inch 
high standard relay-rack panel, which leaves 
room at one end of the panel for auxiliary 
equipment or a small transmitter. If desired, a 
shorter panel of es-inch aluminum can be used. 
The panel is held to the chassis by the two 
switches and the headphones jack. The tuning 
capacitor, C., is mounted on a small aluminum 
bracket, and the capacitor is driven by a Jackson 
Brothers Planetary Vernier (Arrow Elec-
tronics, N.Y.C.) via a Millen 39016 coupling. 
Before the bracket is finally fastened to the chas-
sis the capacitor and bracket should be used to 
locate the center for the vernier hole. It pays to 
take care in mounting the tuning capacitor and 
its drive, since a smooth tuning drive is essen-
tial to any receiver. A National HRT knob 
is used to turn the vernier, and a paper scale 
is made as can be seen in one of the photographs. 
Tie points are used liberally throughout the 

Fig. 5:30—The SimpleX Super receiver uses three dual 
tubes and a crystal filter to cover the 80- and 40-meter 
bands, and it can tune to 5 Mc. for copying WWV. 
The dial scale is made from white paper held to the 
panel by block tape; the index is clear plastic. 

Extra panel space is provided for control circuits or 
a small transmitter. 
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C1-3- to 30-µµf. mica compression trimmer. 

Cz-140-140 dual variable ( Hammarlund HFD-140). 

C2-35-µµf. midget variable (Hammarlund HF-35). 

C,- 100-µµf. midget trimmer (Hammarlund MAPC-100). 

C5- 180-pl.d. silver mica in parallel with 150-µµf. mica-

compression trimmer (Arco 424). 

C6-3- to 30-µµf. mica compression trimmer with ad-

justment screw removed. 

C,- 15-µµf. midget variable (Hammarlund HF-15). 

C.-60-µf. 350-v. electrolytic (Mallory TC-68 or equiv.). 

Co-40-40-µf. 150-v. electrolytic, negative not common 

(Mallory TCS-48 or equiv.). 

CRz-50-ma. 130-v. selenium rectifier (Tarxian 50 

or equiv.). 

13 — Phono jack. 

Ja—Phone jack. 

14, L3, L.,,—See Fig. 5-32. 

Lz-18 t. No. 22 enam., closewound on %-diam. form 

(1-watt resistor, 100K or more). 

Lo, to- 105-200 zh. shielded inductor (North Hills SE-

120-H). 

1.7-36-64 µh. shielded inductor ( North Hills SE- 120-F). 

4,-16-henry 50-ma, filter choke (Knight 62G137 or 

equiv.). 

line plug, preferably fused. 

Si—D.p.d.t. toggle. 

Ss—Two-pole 6-position (4 used) rotary switch (Cen-

tralab PA-2003 or equiv.). 

S3- 5.p.s.t. toggle 

RFC, RFCz—l-mh. r.f. choke (Millen J300-1000). 

Ti—Small output transformer, 10K plate to voice coil 

(Stancor A-3879 or equiv.). 

T2- 125-v. 50-ma. and 6.3-v. 2-amp. power transformer 

(Knight 61G411 or equiv.). 

Y,.-1700-kc. crystal ( International Crystal FA-5 or 

equiv.) (All radio stores do not handle all of 

the above components. For prices and names 

of dealers, write to North Hills Electronics Inc., 

Glen Cove, L.I., N.Y.; Knight is handled by 

Allied Radio, 100 N. Western Ave., Chicago 80, 

Ill.) 

X 
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III  
3t. 431. 

GND. GRID 

Tt. 171 

PLATE 13+ GND. GRID 
1.4 

Fig. 5-32—Details of the coil construction. Each one is 

made from B & W 3012 Miniductor or Illumitronic 632 
stock, which is wound 32 t.p.i. and 3(.-inch diameter. 
The separation between coils in L1 is 11/2 turns; the 

separation between coils in L4 is 1 turn. Ls is 43 turns 
of the same stock. 

It is important that the coils be connected as in-
dicated. The coil stock can be cut to the required lengths 

by pushing in a turn, cutting it inside the coil and then 
pushing the newly cut ends through to outside the coil. 
Once outside, the wire can be peeled away with the 

help of long-nose pliers. When sufficient turns have 

been removed, the support bars can be cut with a fine 
saw. 

receiver, as junctions for components and inter-
connecting wires. The coils L3 and Ls are 
mounted on tie points, using short leads, and L1 
is mounted on Si, If the leads from L. are too 
long, the coil will be "floppy" and the receiver 
may be unstable. Fig. 5-32 shows how the coils 
are constructed and connected. The leads from 
Cs are brought through the chassis in insulating 
rubber grommets. The 3- to 30-pef. mica com-
pression trimmer across L1 is soldered to the 
associated section of C.. C2 is mounted on top of 
the chassis and surrounded by a Bud CU-3002-A 
Minibox, which serves as a dust cover. The par-
tition between the two sections of C2 should be 
grounded to the chassis, to prevent capacitive 
coupling between the two sections. The coil L, 
is wound on a high-resistance 1-watt resistor; 
the ends of the coil are soldered to the leads of 
the resistor, and the winding will stay in place 
readily if the resistor is notched at each end be-
fore the winding is started. 
The receiver is wired with shielded wire for 

many of the leads, in an effort to minimize hum 

in the audio and feedthrough around the crystal 
filter. The shielded leads are marked in Fig. 5-31 
where feasible; the simple rule to follow is to 
shield all B+ leads along with those shown 
shielded in Fig. 5-31. For ease of wiring, these 
shielded leads should be installed first or at least 
early in the construction. As the wiring pro-
gresses, a neat-looking unit can be obtained by 
dressing the leads and components in parallel 
lines or at right angles. D.c. and a.c. leads can be 
tucked out of the way along the edges of the 
chassis, while r.f. leads should be as direct as is 
reasonable. 

If this is a first receiver or construction job, 
there are several pitfalls to be avoided. When in-
stalling a tube socket, orient the socket so the grid 
and plate leads will be direct and not cross over 
the socket. 
Another thing is to avoid stranded wire for 

making connections throughout the receiver. 
Where stranded wire must be used, be careful to 
avoid wild strands that stray over to an adjacent 
socket terminal. No. 20 or 22 insulated solid 
tinned copper wire should be used for connections 
wherever no shielding is used. Long bare leads 
from resistors or capacitors should be covered 
with insulating tubing unless they go to chassis 
grounds. 
The final bugaboo is a poorly-soldered con-

nection. If this is first venture, by all means prac-
tice soldering before starting to wire this re-
ceiver. Read an article or two on how to solder, 
or get a friend to demonstrate. A good soldering 
iron is an essential; there have been instances of 
a first venture having been "soldered" with an 
iron that would just barely melt the solder; the 
iron was incapable of heating the solder and 
work to where the solder would flow properly. 
When the wiring has been completed and 

checked once more against the circuit diagram, 
plug in the tubes and the line cord and turn on 
the receiver through .33. The tube heaters should 
light up and nothing should start to smoke or get 
hot. If you have a voltmeter you should measure 
about 270 volts on the B+ line. 
With headphones plugged in the receiver, you 

should be able to hear a little hum when the 
volume control is advanced all the way. If you 
can't hear any hum, touching a screwdriver to 
Pin 2 of Val. should produce hum and a loud 
click. This shows that the detector and audio 
amplifier are working. The 100K regeneration 
control should be set at mid range. 
The next step is to tune Lis, L. and LT to 1700 

kc., the crystal frequency. If you have or can 

Fig. 5-33—Top view of the SimpleX Super. The tube at 
the left is the mixer-oscillator 6U8A; the 6CG7 audio 

omplifier is at the far right, The black knob is on thu 
regeneration control. Toggle switch under the a.c, lino 
cord is the a.c. line switch, S. Phono jack at left is the 

antenna terminal; phono jack at right near volume con-
trol is speaker jack, Ja. 
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borrow a signal generator, put 1700-kc. r.f. in at 
the grid of the 6U8A mixer and peak L. and Le. 
Lacking a signal generator, you may be lucky 
enough to find a strong signal by tuning around 
with Ca, but it isn't likely. Your best bet is to 
tune a broadcast receiver to around 1245 kc.; if 
the receiver has a 455-kc. i.f. the oscillator will 
then be on 1700 kc. Don't depend upon the cali-
bration of the broadcast receiver; make your own 
by checking known stations. The oscillator of the 
broadcast receiver will furnish a steady carrier 
that can be picked up by running a wire tempo-
rarily from the grid of the 6U8A mixer to a point 
near the chassis of the b.c. receiver. Adjust L1 
until you get a beat with the 1700-kc. signal, and 
then peak L. and L.. If the signal gets too loud, 
reduce the signal by moving the wire away from 
the b.c. receiver. Now slowly swing the signal 
frequency back and forth with the b.f.o. turned 
off; a spot should be found where the noise 
rushes up quickly and then drops off. This is the 
crystal frequency, and L. and Le should be 
peaked again on this frequency. 
An antenna connected to the receiver should 

now permit the reception of signals. With C, 
nearly unmeshed, the input tuning will be in the 
region of the 7-Mc, band, and with Ca almost 
completely meshed, the input circuits will be near 
3.5 Mc. Do the tuning with the C. in the oscil-
lator circuit, until a known frequency is found 
(it can be a signal from the station transmitter). 
Let's say the transmitter has a crystal at 3725 kc. 
Set Ca at half capacitance and tune with C. un-
til the transmitter is heard. No antenna should be 
needed on the receiver for this test. Once C. is 
set, put the antenna on the receiver and look 
around for other known signals. (CHU, the 
Canadian standard-frequency station at 7335 kc., 
is a good marker.) With luck the tuning should 
just be able to cover the 80-meter band; if it 
covers one end but not the other, a minor read-
justment of the trimmer is indicated. 
Once the receiver is aligned to receive signals, 

switch S2 so that the b.f.o. is 
turned off. Advance the regen-
eration control (turn arm away 
from grounded end) and a 
point will be found where the 
noise increases and a slight 
"thump" is heard. This is the 
point where the detector oscil-

Fig. 5-34—Shielded wire, used for 
most of the d.c. and 60-cycle leads, 
lends to the clean appearance un-
derneath the chassis. Toggle switch 
at the left shorts the input of the re-
ceiver, and the adjacent rotary 

switch handles the b.f.o. and the 
padding capacitor for WWV. 

The pitch control, C7, is at the right, 
next to the headphone jock. Power 

supply components (Ce, C2 and CR,, 
CR,) are mounted on or near rear 

wall of chassis. 
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lates; just below this is the most sensitive con-
dition for the reception of a.m. phone signals. Set 
the regeneration control at this point. 
Turn the b.f.o. back on and tune in a c.w. sig-

nal. Tuning through the signal with the tuning 
knob on Ca, note that the signal is louder on one 
side of zero beat than on the other. Experiment 
with the setting of the PITCH control until the 
maximum single-signal effect (louder one side 
than the other) is obtained. It may be necessary 
to pull up the plate of C. and to retune 
L. and L. before this is accomplished. After a lit-
tle adjustment, however, the single-signal effect 
should be quite apparent. 

All that remains is to install the dial scale and 
calibrate it. A 100-kc. oscillator is ideal for this 
job; lacking one or the ability to borrow one, 
other signals must be used. If the crystal filter 
is 1700 kc. exactly, the 80- and 40-meter calibra-
tions will coincide as they do on the scale shown 
in Fig. 5-30; if not, the calibration marks will be 
offset on the two bands. 
To find WWV at 5 Mc., set S. so that Ca is 

switched in and the b.f.o. is on and adjust Ca so 
that WWV falls on scale. 

It may be noticed that tuning C2 has a slight 
effect on the tuning of the signal. In other words, 
tuning Ca "pulls" the oscillator slightly. To 
remedy this would have made the receiver more 
complicated, and the simple solution is merely to 
first peak Ca on noise and then tune with Ca. 
If two peaks of noise are found in the 80- or 40-
meter bands, adjust Ci until they coincide. 
This will be found to be a practical receiver in 

every way for the c.w. (or s.s.b.) operator. The 
tuning rate is always the same on 80 or 40, or 15 
with a converter, and 21-Mc. s.s.b. signals tune as 
easily as those on 3.9 Mc. The warm-up drift is 
negligible, and the oscillator is surprisingly in-
sensitive to voltage changes. Whether or not the 
oscillator is insensitive to shock and vibration 
will depend upon the care with which the compo-
nents are anchored to their respective tie points. 
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THE 2X4 + 1 SUPERHETERODYNE 

The receiver shown in Figs. 5-35, 5-37 and 5-38 
is a two-band four-tube (2X4) receiver with a 
transistor (+ 1) 100-kc. frequency standard. 
Other features include the ability to tune to 5 
Mc., for the reception of WWV, and a dual-
cystal filter for single-sideband and single-signal 
c.w. reception. Tuning the 40- and 80-meter ama-
teur bands with good stability and selectivity, 
the receiver can be used on other bands by the 
addition of crystal-controlled converters ahead 
of it. 

Referring to the circuit in Fig. 5-36, the 
pentode section of a 6U8-A is used as a mixer, 
with the triode portion of the same tube serving 
as the oscillator. The i.f. is 1700 kc. and the 
oscillator tunes 5.2 to 5.7 Mc.; tuning the input 
circuit to the 80-meter band brings in 80-meter 
signals, and all that is required to hear 40-meter 
signals is to swing the input tuning, Ci, to the 
low-capacitance end of its range. Although, e.g., 
a 7.05-Mc. ( 5.35 + 1.7) and a 3.65- Mc. ( 5.35 — 
1.7) signal will appear at the same setting of the 
tuning dial, the two signals cannot be received 
simultaneously because the double-tuned circuit, 
CIA, Li, and Cip, L., between antenna and mixer 
grid provides the necessary rejection. Coupling 
between the two circuits is provided by a small 
common inductor, L.. To make the two circuits 
track over the entire range, a 3- to 30-µi.ef trim-
mer is provided to compensate for the input 
capacitance of the mixer. For WWV reception, 
capacitance C. is added to the oscillator circuit 
to bring its frequency to 3.3 Mc. 
The mixer is followed by the dual crystal filter 

at 1700 kc. and a stage of i.f. amplification. I.f. 

gain is manually controlled by a variable bias 
control in the cathode circuit of the 6BA6 i.f. 
amplifier stage. A triode section of a 6CG7, V2s, 
serves as a grid-leak detector, and the other sec-
tion is used as the b.f.o. A two-stage audio 
amplifier follows, providing high-impedance out-
put for headphones or low-impedance output for 
a loudspeaker. The audio power is sufficient to 
give more than enough high-impedance head-
phone volume and quite adequate loudspeaker 
volume in a quiet room. 
The power supply includes a 0C3 to supply 

regulated 105 volts for the two oscillators and 
the screen of the mixer. 
The transistor 100-kc. calibration oscillator 

uses for its power source the 8 volts developed 
across the cathode resistor of V.8. Switch Si 
turns the oscillator on and off and also adds the 
capacitance to the oscillator circuit that permits 
WWV reception. The four positions of Si are 
OFF-W WV ( only ) - CAL ( oscillator only) - BOT H. 

Although the 100-kc. standard as not essential 
to the operation of the receiver, its inclusion will 
be found to be quite valuable. 

Construction 

The receiver is built on an 8 X 12 X 3-inch 
aluminum chassis. A panel can be made from 
.080-inch thick sheet aluminum or from a stand-
ard 83/4 -inch rack panel. While the rack panel 
will be more substantial, it really isn't necessary, 
and the sheet stock will be adequate. The panel 
is held to the chassis by the b.f.o. capacitor, C., 
the line/b.f.o. switch, S2, the dial, and an extra 
pair of 6-32 screws. 

Fig. 5-35—The 2X4 I superheterodyne is a four-tube receiver with 7-tube performance. It tunes the 80- and 40. 

meter amateur bands, and provision is included for receiving WWV on 5 Mc. A built-in crystal oscillator provides 

100-kc. frequency markers throughout the bands. Black knob on the left-hand side controls the calibration oscilla-

tor and the WWV reception. 
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It is worth while to mount the tuning capaci-
tor, C7, as accurately as possible with respect to 
the National ICN dial. For minimum backlash 
and maximum strength, C., is mounted on a three-
sided aluminum housing that is securely fastened 
to the chassis on three sides by 34-inch lips. A 
good flexible insulated coupling should be used 
between dial and capacitor shaft—a Millen 39006 
is shown is the photograph. 
The location of most of the major components 

can be determined by reference to the photo-
graphs. The inductors L1, L. and L4, L. are sup-
ported by suitable tie strips, as are the two 420-

mica compression trimmers, C. and C .3, in 
the crystal filter circuit and the pair of 330-µµf. 
capacitors in the b.f.o. L. should be wired so that 
the outside ends go to antenna and grid, and L., L. 
should be wired with outside ends to plate and 
grid. L. is supported by its leads in a hole in the 
chassis; a rubber grommet prevents a short to 
chassis. 

Since the rotor of Ci must not make contact 
with the panel, a large clearance hole must be 
provided for the shaft bushing, and a pair of ex-
truded fiber washers used to insulate the bushing 
from the panel. A brass screw or bayonet lug 
should be set into the chassis at the shield parti-
tion between the two stators of C1, and the 
shield soldered to this chassis connection. The 

3- to 30-14. compression trimmer across CIA 
can be soldered between rotor and shield parti-
tion. 
Many of the connections are made with 

shielded leads, to minimize hum and chances for 
feedback or feedthrough. The shielded leads are 
indicated in Fig. 5-36. The lead from the antenna 
jack is run in RG-58/U coaxial cable, as is the 
short lead from C. to a 330-p.i.d. capacitor. Heater 
leads to the tubes are made of shielded wire. The 
shielded leads to the dial lamps are not in-
dicated in Fig. 5-36 but they can be seen in Fig. 
5-37. 

Alignment 

The alignment procedure can be simplified if a 
short-wave receiver or a signal generator can be 
borrowed. Lacking these, a grid-dip meter can be 
used to provide a signal source and to check the 
resonances of the tuned circuits. If the 100-kc. 
oscillator can be checked on another receiver, it 
can be used to align the receiver. A broadcast 
receiver will tell if the 100-kc. oscillator is func-
tioning—it should be possible to identify several 
of the oscillator's harmonics at 100-kc. intervals 
in the broadcast band, by the reduction in noise at 
those points. 
The audio amplifier of the receiver can be 

checked by turning on the receiver and listening 

Fig. 5-37—Top view of the 2X4 1 receiver. The dual capacitor at the left tunes the receiver input. The main 
tuning capacitor, rear center, is mounted on a three-sided aluminum bracket for maximum stability. The tube to 
the left of the bracket is the 61.113-A mixer-oscillator stage, and the 6BA6 i.f. stage is in front of the main tuning ca-
pacitor. The remaining tubes in shields are the 6CG7 detector/b.f.o. and the audio 6CG7 (near panel). Metal can 

plugged in socket above antenna jack houses 100-kc. calibrating crystal. 
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to the headphones as the audio gain control is 
advanced. When it is full clockwise a low-pitched 
hum should be just audible in the headphones. 
A further check can be made by bringing a finger 
near the arm of the audio gain control—the hum 
should increase. 

If a means is available for checking the fre-
quency of the b.f.o., it should be turned on at S. 
and set on or about 1700 kc. by means of the slug 
in L.. Do this with C. set at half scale. If a broad-
cast receiver is the only measuring equipment 
you have, a 1700-kc. signal can be derived from 
it by tuning the receiver to 1245 kc., which puts 
its oscillator on 1700 kc. if the standard 455-kc. 
i.f. is used. A wire from around the receiver to 
the 2X4 1 should provide sufficient signal. 
Feeding a 1700-kc. signal into the detector by 
laying the source wire near the grid of the 6BA6 
(i.f. gain arm at ground), it should be possible to 
peak L. for maximum signal and, as the signal 
frequency is changed slightly, a change in pitch 
of the whistle should be heard. With no incoming 
signal, a slight rushing noise should be heard in 
the headphones when the b.f.o. is switched on by 
S.. If this rushing noise is just barely discernible 
increase the capacitance at C. by adding a few 
more twists. 

If the oscillator V1B is operating, a voltmeter 
connected across the 4700-ohm 1-watt resistor in 
its plate lead should show an increase in voltage 

when the stator of C6 or C7 is shorted to ground 
momentarily with a screwdriver or other con-
ductor. Connect the -F lead of the voltmeter to 
the side of the resistor running to 105 and the 
—connection to the .001-d. side. If the oscillator 
doesn't work, it may be because the outside turns 
of L. and L. are not connected to plate and grid 
respectively. With the b.f.o. on and Ci almost 
fully meshed, set the tuning capacitor C, at about 
90 per cent full capacitance. Run C. to full capaci-
tance and slowly reduce capacitance. At one 
point you should hear a loud signal, the second 
harmonic of the b.f.o. at 3400 kc. If the b.f.o. is 
reasonably close to frequency, turning on the 
calibration oscillator should give a weaker sig-
nal nearby ( on the main tuning dial). Tune C, 
to a higher frequency ( less capacitance) and you 
should hear another weaker signal, the 35th har-
monic of the oscillator ( 3500 kc.). Peak C, for 
maximum signal and leave it. Run C, back to 
about 90 per cent full capacitance and then slowly 
reduce capacitance at C. until the 35th harmonic 
of the oscillator is again heard. If a 3500-kc. sig-
nal is available the adjustment can be made in a 
more straightforward manner. 
Once the oscillator trimmer C. has been set to 

give the proper tuning range of the oscillator 
circuit ( 5.2 to 5.7 Mc.), the next problem is that 
of adjusting the crystal filter circuit. With a ca-
pacitance bridge, or a grid-dip meter and an in-

Fig. 5-38—The input inductor Li is supported by a terminal strip on the side of the chassis (upper right), and L3 is 
supported nearby by a terminal strip mounted on the chassis. The coils are at right angles to minimize inductive 
coupling. L2 is supported by the grommet in the chassis. The oscillator inductors, Las, are also supported by a term-
inal strip (top center). A mica compression trimmer to the left of the oscillator inductors is used to center WWV on 

the tuning dial; the pair of compression trimmers below L3 are in the crystal filter circuit. 
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ductance, are set the two capacitors C. and C. at 
the same capacitance ( near maximum compres-
sion) before soldering them in the receiver. The 
actual value of capacitance isn't important. Lack-
ing these instruments, tighten the capacitors to 
full compression and then loosen their screws by 
3/4  turn. Tune in a signal—it can be from the 
100-kc. oscillator or any other steady source— 
and peak L. for maximum response. Tune off 
the signal until it disappears and set the pitch 
control, C., to a point where the background 
noise is reasonably high-pitched. This is easy to 
determine because at the lowest-pitched point 
there will be an increase in hum; make the low-
est-pitched point the center of the knob scale by 
adjustment of L., and then set the pitch control 
to one end of its range. Tune back to the signal 
and "rock" the tuning, C7, as you change the ad-
justment of L.. Look for a condition that gives 
considerably more response on one side of zero 
beat than on the other. It is a good idea to buy 
several extra 1700-kc. crystals and try them in 
different combinations. Small changes in the set-
ting of C2 or C8 will have an effect on the selec-
tivity characteristic, but bear in mind that a 
change in C2 or C3 must be compensated for by 
a readjustment of L.. With a little patience it 
should be possible to obtain a marked difference 
in the output strength on the two sides of zero 
beat. This will "flip over" to the other side if the 
pitch control is set at the other end of its range. 
The remaining alignment job consists of bring-

ing the input circuits into resonance on both 
bands. With a signal tuned in at 40 meters, 
"rock" Ci back and forth to see if there are two 
(close-together) points where the signal peaks. 
If there are, adjust the 3-30-14d. trimmer across 
Li until only one peak is found. Check on 80 
meters in a similar fashion. If for any reason it 
is found that the two-peak condition can be elim-
inated on only one band at a time, it indicates an 
abnormal amount of antenna reactance, and a 
compromise adjustment will have to be made. It 
can also mean that the antenna is not coupled 
tightly enough to 14, which will require increas-
ing the number of turns in the antenna coil. 
The antenna coil on Li is of necessity a com-

promise. The 5 turns specified in Fig. 5-36 is 

correct for an impedance level of about 100 ohms. 
If the antenna used with the receiver has a 50-
or 75-ohm feedline ( coaxial line or Twin-Lead), 
a 3-turn coil is recommended. If the feedline is 
300-ohm Twin-Lead, the antenna coil should be 
11 turns. With a "random" wire for the receiving 
antenna, the 5-turn coil is as good a compromise 
as any. 

In operation, the receiver input control, C1, 
should be set for maximum volume on the in-
coming signal or noise. The i.f. gain should be 
run at close to minimum on all but the weakest 
signals, and the audio gain control should be set 
for comfortable headphone or speaker volume. 
If an antenna changeover relay is used, it may be 
possible to monitor your own transmitter by de-
tuning the input circuit to another band; this 
ability will depend upon the transmitter power 
and field in the vicinity of the receiver. 

Frequency Standard 

No trouble should be encountered with the 
100-kc. oscillator if care is exercised in handling 
the transistor. When soldering its leads in place, 
hold the lead with a pair of pliers; the metal of 
the pliers will absorb heat and prevent injury to 
the transistor. 
To tune the receiver to WWV, set C7 to mid 

scale, set Si at the WWV position, peak Ci on 
noise and slowly tune with C.. On a busy day a 
wide variety of signals will be heard in this region 
look for one with steady tone modulation and 
time ticks. If it can't be found within the range of 
C., set C7 near one end of its range and try again. 
An alternate method is to disconnect the an-
tenna, establish the position on the tuning dial 
(C7) of several 100-kc. harmonics, connect the 
antenna and investigate each one of these fre-
quencies. Depending upon one's geographical 
location, there will be times when WWV cannot 
be heard on 5 Mc., so don't be discouraged by 
failure on the first try. Once WWV has been 
located with good strength, the 50th harmonic of 
the 100-kc. crystal can be brought to zero beat 
with WWV by adjustment of C.. If the harmonics 
are too loud and tend to overload the receiver, 
use a smaller capacitor (10 to 22 ed.) than the 
47 µW. shown in Fig. 5-36. 

ADAPTOR PLUG 

The sketch below shows an exploded view of 
an adaptor plug which adapts a conventional u.h.f. 
series connector for mating with a phono jack. 
To assemble the plug, solder a 1-inch length 
of No. 12 copper wire to the center conductor 
of an SO-239 connector. Next sweat-solder 
the cap end of a phono plug into the small 
end of an 83-1H hood. Slip the hood and plug 
assembly onto the SO-239 connector so that the 
No. 12 wire inserts in the center conductor of 
the phono plug. Attach the hood to the connector 

with machine screws and solder the wire that is 
in the tip of the phono plug. 

—Robert J. larnutowski, K9ITS 

50-239 1- INCH 83-1H 
CONNECTOR LENGTH No.12 HOOD 

PHONO 
PLUG 

Uhf. series-to-phono-plug adaptor. 
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A SELECTIVE CONVERTER FOR 80 AND 40 METERS 

Many inexpensive "communications" receivers 
are lacking in selectivity and bandspread. The 
80- and 40-meter performance of such a receiver 
can be improved considerably by using ahead of 
it the converter shown in Figs. 5-39 and 5-41. 
This converter is not intended to be used ahead 
of a broadcast receiver except for phone recep-
tion, because the b.c. set has no b.f.o. or manual 
gain control, and both of these features are neces-
sary for good c.w. reception. The converter can be 
built for less than $20, and that cost can be cut 

Fig. 5-39— Used ahead of a small receiver that tunes to 

1700 kc., this converter will add tuning ease and selec-

tivity on the 80- and 40-meter bands. The input capacitor 

is the dual section unit at the upper left-hand corner. 

The crystal and the tuning slug for La are near the 

center at the foreground edge. 

7 

AN 

2ND 

6U8 

MIXER 

Fig. 5-40—Circuit diagram of the 80-and 40-meter con-

verter. All capacitances given in ¡Lid. unless otherwise 

noted. 

Ca-365-pad. dual variable, t.r.f. type. 

Ca-3-30-µµf. trimmer. 

Cs- 15-1.4. variable ( Bud 1850, Cardwell ZR-15AS, 

Millen 20015). 

Lx, 12, 14, L, 15 - 13 W No. 3016 Miniductor, 1-inch 

diameter, 32 turns per inch, Na. 22 wire, cut 

as below. 

appreciably if the power can be "borrowed" from 
another source. 
The converter uses the tuning principle em-

ployed in the two-band superheterodynes de-
scribed earlier in this chapter. A double-tuned 
input circuit with large capacitors covers both 80 
and 40 meters without switching, and the oscil-
lator tunes from 5.2 to 5.7 Mc. Consequently with 
an i.f. of 1700 kc. the tuning range of the con-
verter is 3.5 to 4.0 Mc. and 6.9 to 7.4 Mc. 
Which band is being heard will depend upon the 
setting of the input circuit tuning (C, in Fig. 
5-40). The converter output is amplified in the 
receiver, which must of course be set to 1700 kc. 
To add selectivity, a 1700-kc. quartz crystal 
is used in series with the output connection. A 
small power supply is shown with the converter, 
and some expense can be eliminated if 300 volts 
d.c. at 15 ma. and 6.3 volts a.c. at 0.45 ampere 
is available from an existing supply. 

Construction 

The unit is built on a 7 X 11 X 2-inch alumi-
num chassis. The front panel is made from a 
6 x 7-inch piece of aluminum. The power supply 
is mounted to the rear of the chassis and the 
converter components are in the center and front. 
The layout shown in the bottom view should be 
followed, at least for the placement of LI, L2 La 
and L4. 
The input and oscillator coils are made from a 

single length of B & W Miniductor stock, No. 
3016. Count off 31 turns of the coil stock and 

TO 
cooKc RCVR 

Di (-; (0) 
L, 

.01e 

IGH 
50 MA 

-7" /-'1"--,r, 409F es, 
450V 

22K 
IW 6U8 

RECT 

5Y3 

--snen 

II5V 

1.5-8 turns separated from L2 by one turn (see text). 

19, L-19 turns. 

1.4-21 turns separated from is by one turn. 

Ls-8 turns. 

Le-105-20014h. slug-tuned coil (North Hills Electric 

120H). 

La—See text. 

Crystal- 1700 kc. (E. B. Lewis Co. Type EL-3). 
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bend the 32nd turn in toward the axis of the coil. 
Cut the wire at this point and then unwind the 
32nd turn from the support bars. Using a hacksaw 
blade, carefully cut the polystyrene support bars 
and separate the 31-turn coil from the original 
stock. Next, count off 9 turns from the 31-turn 
coil and cut the wire at the 9th turn. At the cut 
unwind a half turn from each coil, and also un-
wind a half turn at the outside ends. This will 
leave two coils on the same support bars, with 
half-turn leads at their ends. One coil has 21 
turns and the other has 8 turns, and they are 
separated by the space of one turn. These coils 
are L. and L5. 
The input coils Li and L. are made up in the 

same manner. Standard bakelite tie points are 
used to mount the coils. Two 4-terminal tie 
points are needed for LiL. and L.L., and a one-
terminal unit is required for L.. The plate load 
inductance Le is a 105-200 gh. variable-inductance 
coil ( North Hills 120H). The coupling coil Li is 
45 turns of No. 32 enam. scramble-wound adja-
cent to L.. If the constructor should have diffi-
culty in obtaining No. 32 wire, any size small 
enough to allow 45 turns on the coil form can 
be substituted. 
The input capacitor, Ci, is a 2-gang t.r.f. 

variable, 365 ¿uf. per section. As both the stators 
and rotor must be insulated from the chassis, ex-
truded fiber washers should be used with the 
screws that hold the unit to the chassis. The 
panel shaft hole should be made large enough to 
clear the rotor shaft. 
A National type 0 dial assembly is used to 

tune C2. One word of advice when drilling the 
holes for the dial assembly: the template fur-
nished with the unit is in error on the 2-inch 
dimension (it is slightly short) so use a ruler to 
measure the hole spacing. 

It is important that the output lead from the 
crystal socket be run in shielded wire. A phono 
jack is mounted on the back of the chassis, and a 
piece of shielded lead connects from the jack to 
the crystal socket terminal. The leads from the 
stators of C2 and C3 are insulated from the chassis 
by means of rubber grommets. 

Testing and Adjustment 

A length of shielded wire is used to connect the 
converter to the receiver: the inner conductor of 
the wire is connected to one antenna terminal; 
the shield is connected to the other terminal and 
grounded to the receiver chassis. The use of 
shielded wire helps to prevent pickup of un-
wanted 1700-kc. signals. Turn on the converter 
and receiver and allow them to warm up. Tune 
the receiver to the 5.2-Mc. region and listen for 
the oscillator of the converter. The b.f.o. in the 
receiver should be turned on. Tune around until 
the oscillator is heard. Once you spot it, tune C3 
to maximum capacitance and the receiver to as 
close to 5.2 Mc. as you can. Adjust the oscillator 
trimmer capacitor, C2, until you hear the oscilla-
tor signal. Put your receiving antenna on the 
converter, set the receiver to 1700 kc., and tune 
the input capacitor, C2, to near maximum capaci-
tance. At one point you'll hear the background 
noise come up. This is the 80-meter tuning. The 
point near minimum capacitance — where the 
noise is loudest — is the 40-meter tuning. 
With the input tuning set to 80 meters, turn 

on your transmitter and tune in the signal. By 
spotting your crystal-controlled frequency you'll 
have one sure calibration point for the dial. By 
listening in the evening when the band is crowded 
you should be able to find the band edges. 

You'll find by experimenting that there is one 
point at or near 1700 kc. on your receiver where 
the background noise is the loudest. Set the re-
ceiver to this point and adjust the slug on L. for 
maximum noise or signal. When you have the 
receiver tuned exactly to the frequency of the 
crystal in the converter, you'll find that you have 
quite a bit of selectivity. Tune in a c.w. signal and 
tune slowly through zero beat. You should notice 
that on one side of zero beat the signal is strong, 
and on the other side you won't hear the signal 
or it will be very weak (if it isn't, off-set the b.f.o. 
a bit). This is single-signal c.w. reception. 
When listening to phone signals, it may be 

found that the use of the quartz crystal destroys 
some of the naturalness of the voice signal. If 

this is the case, the crystal should be 
unplugged and replaced by a 10- or 
20-i212f. capacitor. 

Fig. 5-41— Bottom view of the converter 

showing placement of parts. The coil at 

the lower left is and the input coil, 

LI, is just to the right of L. The oscillator 

coil Las, is at the left near the center. The 
output coil, 1,, is near the top center. 
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A CRYSTAL-CONTROLLED CONVERTER FOR 20, 15 
AND 10 METERS 

The cure for most of the high-frequency ills of 
many receivers is the installation of a good crys-
tal-controlled converter between the antenna and 
the receiver. The converter shown in Figs. 5-42 
and 5-44 is intended to be used ahead of a receiver 
that tunes from 3.5 to 4.0 Mc., although its out-
put range can be modified merely by changing 
the crystal frequencies. Used with a receiver 
tuning the 80-meter band only, the 14- and 21-
Mc. bands are covered with something left over, 
but only 500-kc. segments of the 28-Mc, band can 
be covered without switching crystals. If com-
plete coverage without switching is desired, a 
wider-range receiver can be used; e.g., the BC-
454 surplus receiver, which tunes 3 to 6 Mc. 

Referring to Fig. 5-43, the converter consists 
of an r.f. amplifier, mixer and oscillator stages, 
and an inexpensive power supply. A cathode-
bias control (Ri) on the r.f. stage determines 
the stage gain and prevents overloading on strong 
signals. The signal circuits, tuned by Ci and C2, 
cover 14 to 30 Mc. and are peaked by the opera-
tor for the band in use. The selector switch, S2, 
is used to switch to the required crystal and out-
put circuit; on 10 meters the same output circuit 
is used for several crystals. No tuned output 
from the mixer is included; the tuned circuit ( s) 
of the receiver following the converter being all 
that is necessary. 
The converter is built on a 4 X 7 X 2-inch 

chassis and is housed in a 5 X 9 X 6 grey ham-
mertone aluminum utility cabinet. Although the 
construction is straightforward and should pre-
sent no particular problems, there are places 
where caution should be exercised. For example, 
r.f. leads and bypassing at the 6BZ6 socket should 
be made as short and direct as possible, to mini-
mize the chance for oscillation of this high-gain 
stage. Grounding should be done with soldering 
lugs to the screws that hold the socket to the 
chassis. Generous use of tie points is advisable, so 
that both ends of resistors and capacitors will 
be supported. 

Coils Li and L. are made from a single piece 
of B&W 3011 Miniductor stock. Start with a 
20-turn length of stock. With a pin or knife push 
in the 6th turn from one end and cut it. Push the 
cut ends back out and unwind each approximately 
a half turn to the support bar. Unwind the ends 
to give the specified turns in each coil ( see Fig. 
5-43). The coils arc supported by standard tie-
point strips; on Li the outside ends go to an-
tenna ( small coil) and grid, and on L. the out-
side ends go to plate ( small coil) and grid. When 

Fig. 5-42—A 3-band crystal-controlled converter, to be 
used ahead of a receiver tuning the 80-meter band. 
The converter is shown out of its cabinet. Mixer tuning 
control at right, gain control and line switch at left. 
The tube in the center is the 6U8A mixer-oscillator. 

the coils are mounted, they should be positioned 
at least inch away from the chassis or panel. 
Ceramic or mica capacitors can be used across 

L., L. and L.. The 3-µgf. coupling capacitor be-
tween pins 1 and 2 of the 6U8A can be a small 
ceramic or it can be made from two 1-inch 
lengths of plastic-covered wire twisted together. 
When the wiring has been completed and 

checked, plug the tubes into their sockets and 
turn the adjustment screws of L.8, L. and LS 
until the screws are out of the coil ends as far as 
they will go. Use a length, of coaxial line and 
suitable plugs to connect the output of the con-
verter to the antenna terminals of the receiver, 
and connect an antenna to the antenna terminals 
of the converter. Plug in the line plug ( fused 
with V2-ampere fuses) and turn on Si. The tube 
heaters should light up. With S, switched to the 
20-meter position, screw in the slug of L. as 
the knob of C, is rocked back and forth about 
the maximum-capacitance end of its range. When 
an increase in noise is heard as C: is rocked 
through a particular point, hold up on the adjust-
ment of L. and turn the knob of Ci. Peak CI on 
noise and tune around with the receiver for any 
signals. If for any reason the crystal or oscil-
lator is suspected of not operating properly, it 
can be checked by connecting a voltmeter across 
the 1000-ohm resistor running to the arm of S.,1 
(-I- side of meter to power-supply side). If the 
oscillator is functioning properly, when Yi is re-
moved from its socket the voltage measured 
across the 1000-ohm resistor should increase. 
The slugs in L. and L. are adjusted in a simi-

lar manner, with S, in the proper position. After 
one slug has been adjusted, it may be necessary 
to touch up the others slightly. A compromise 
setting will be found for LIS that allows good 
operation of either Y. or 174. 
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Fig. 5-43—Circuit diagram of the three-band crystal-

controlled converter. Unless indicated otherwise, ca-

pacitances are in µµf., resistors are 1/2 watt. 

C2-75-µ0. variable ( Hammarlund APC-75-B). 

Ca-30-80- if. dual electrolytic, 150-volt, common nega-

tive. 

CR1-50-ma. 130-v. selenium rectifier ( International 

Rectifier 1065). 

Js—Chassis-mounting coaxial connector (S0-239). 
I.2-12 turns No. 20, 16 t.p.i., 34-inch diam. (See 

text). Primary on ti is 3 turns, 4 turns on L. Sep-

aration of 1/16 inch between primary and sec-

ondary. 

1.3-3.1- to 6.8-µh., slug-tuned ( Miller 4405). 

L, 4-1.5- to 3.2-µh., slug-tuned (Miller 4404). 

3 

OUT 
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Pi—Fused plug ( El Menco). 

RI-2000-ohm 1-watt potentiometer, with switch (CTS-
IRC Q11-110 with IRC 76-1 switch). 

Si—Part of Ri, see above. 

S2-2-pole 5- position (4 used) rotary switch (Centralab 

PA-2003). 

RFC,-7 turns No. 20 wound on 47-ohm 1/2 -watt resistor. 
T1-125 v. at 15 ma., 6.3 v. at 0.6 amp. (Allied Radio's 

Knight 61 G 410 or equiv.) 

Y1- 10.5-Mc. crystal ( International Crystal Co., Type 

FA-9). 

Y2- 17.5-Mc. crystal. 

Y2-24.5-Mc. crystal. 

Y.-25.0-Mc. crystal. 

Fairly sharp tuning of Cs and Cs is normal, and 
it may be found that any given settings will suf-
fice for a receiver tuning range of only a portion 
of an amateur band. If the gain control cannot be 
advanced to the maximum-gain position (arm at 
chassis end of Ri) without oscillation, take a 
second look at the wiring of the 6BZ6 socket. 
The grid and plate leads should not be able to 
"see" each other, and the center post of the socket 
should be grounded to the chassis by a short 
length of wire. 
With this converter, the 80-meter receiver is 

serving as a tunable i.f. system. The signal fre-
quency is the indicated receiver frequency plus 
the crystal frequency; e.g., on 20 meters a 14.1-
Mc. signal will appear at 3.6 Mc. ( 3.6 -I- 10.5 = 
14.1) on the receiver. The over-all , system be-
comes a double-conversion superheterodyne with 
a crystal-controlled "front end," a popular ar-
rangement found in many high-priced receivers. 

\ Fig. 5-44—A view underneath the chassis of the three-

band converter. Input tuned circuit at left, oscillator 

coils at center, and band switch and output connector 

at right. The selenium rectifier is hidden by the lip of 

the 4 X 6 X 2-inch chassis. 



Selectoject 

THE "SELECTOJECT" 

The Selectoject is a receiver adjunct that can 
be used as a sharp amplifier or as a single-fre-
quency rejection filter. The frequency of opera-
tion may be set to any point in the audio range 
by turning a single knob. The degree of selectivity 
(or depth of the null) is continuously adjustable 
and is independent of tuning. In phone work, the 
rejection notch can be used to reduce or eliminate 
a heterodyne. In c.w. reception, interfering sig-
nals may be rejected or, alternatively, the desired 
signal may be picked out and amplified. The 
Selectoject may also be operated as a low-distor-
tion variable-frequency audio oscillator suitable 
for amplifier frequency-response measurements, 
modulation tests, and the like, by advancing the 
"selectivity" control far enough in the selective-
amplifier condition. The Selectoject is connected 
in a receiver between the detector and the first 
audio stage. Its power requirements are 4 ma. at 
150 volts and 6.3 volts at 0.6 ampere. For proper 
operation, the 150 volts should be obtained from 
across a VR-150 or from a supply with an output 
capacity of at least 20 ,tf. 
The wiring diagram of the Selectoject is shown 

in Fig. 5-45. Resistors R2 and R., and R. and R2, 
can be within 10 per cent of the nominal value but 

8 

A.F 
INPUT 

PHASE SHIFTER 

150 V. 
(REGULATED) 

CI 
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they should be as close to each other as possible. 
An ohmmeter is quite satisfactory for doing the 
matching. One-watt resistors are used because 
the larger ratings are usually more stable over a 
long period of time. 

If the station receiver has an "accessory 
socket" on it, the cable of the Selectoject can be 
made up to match the connections to the socket, 
and the numbers will not necessarily match those 
shown in Fig. 5-45. The lead between the second 
detector and the receiver gain control should be 
broken and run in shielded leads to the two pins 
of the socket corresponding to those on the plug 
marked "A.F. Input" and "A.F. Output." If the 
receiver has a VR-150 included in it for voltage 
stabilization there will be no problem in getting 
the plate voltage — otherwise a suitable voltage 
divider should be incorporated in the receiver, 
with a 20- to 40-µf, electrolytic capacitor con-
nected from the ± 150-volt tap to ground. 

In operation, overload of the receiver or the 
Selectoject should be avoided, or all of the pos-
sible selectivity may not be realized. 
The Selectoject is useful as a means for obtain-

ing much of the performance for a "Q Mulitplier" 
from a receiver lacking one. 

12AX7 

VIO RI3 

 cr. 

Sie  

R,„ 

S24 

--0A.F. INPUT 

11121314151617 rEgIr 

AF OUTPUT 

Fig. 5-45—Complete schematic 

C1-0.01-0. mica, 400 volts. 

C2, C3-0.1-µf. paper, 200 volts. 

C4, CM-0.0021d. paper, 400 volts. 

C5-0.05-1.d. paper, 400 volts. 

C5-1 150-volt electrolytic. 

C7-0.00021.d. mica. 

121-1 megohm, 1/2 watt. 

R0, R3-1000 ohms, 1 watt, matched as closely as possible 

(see text). 

124,120-2000 ohms, I watt, matched as closely as possible 

(see text). 

Fen v,„ 

AMPLIFIER 

2 

S28 

POSITION I. 
SELECTIVE AMPLIFIER 
AND OSCILLATOR 

POSITION 2* 
REJECTION FILTER 

A. 
OUTPUT 

of Selectoject using I2AX7 tubes. 

R8-20,000 ohms, 1/2 watt. 

12,-2000 ohms, 1/2 watt. 

14-10,000 ohms, I watt. 

R9-6000 ohms, 1/2 watt. 

R10-20,000 ohms, 1/2 watt. 
1211-0.5-megohm 1/2 -watt potentiometer (selectivity). 

Ri0—Ganged 5-megohm potentiometers (tuning control) 

(IRC PQI 1-141 with IRC M11-141.) 

R13-0.12 megohm, 1/2 watt. 

50—D.p.d.t. toggle (can be ganged). 
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ANTENNA COUPLER FOR RECEIVING 

In many instances reception can be improved 
by the addition of an antenna coupler between 
the antenna feedline and the receiver, and in 
all cases the r.f. image rejection will be increased. 
The unit shown on this page consists of one 
series-tuned circuit and one parallel-tuned cir-
cuit; usually its best performance is obtained 
with the parallel-tuned circuit connected to the 
receiver input, as indicated in Fig. 5-46. How-
ever, the coupler should also be tried with the 
connections reversed, to see which gives the better 
results. The desired connection is the one that 
gives the sharper peak or louder signals when 
the circuits are resonated. 
The coupler is built on one section of a 5 X 

4 >< 3-inch Minibox (Bud CU-2105A). Tuning 
capacitors C1 and C2 are mounted directly on the 
Minibox face, since there is no need to insulate 
the rotors. The arrangement of the components 
can be seen in Fig. 5-47. 
The coils L1 and L2 are made from a single 

length of B & W 3011 Miniductor. The wire is 
snipped at the center of the coil and unwound 
in both directions until there are three empty 
spaces on three support bars and two empty 
spaces on the bar from which the snipped ends 
project. These inner ends run to the connectors 
Ji and 12. (Fig. 5-46). Unwind turns at the ends 
of the coils until each coil has a total of 22 turns. 
When soldering the leads to the 3rd, 6th, 8th 
and 12th turns from the inside ends of the coils, 
protect the adjacent turns from solder and flux 
by placing strips of aluminum cooking foil be-
tween the turns. An iron with a sharp point will 
be required for the soldering. 
The "panel" side of the box can be finished 

off with decals indicating the knob functions and 
switch positions. 
The antenna coupler should be mounted within 

a few feet of the receiver, to minimize the length 
of RG-59/U between coupler and receiver. In 
crowded quarters, the use of M-359A right-angle 

Fig. 5-46—Circuit diagram of the receiver antenna coupler. 

Ci, C2-1001.q.d. midget variable (Hammarlund HP- 100). 

Ji, 12—Coaxial cable connector, SO-239. 

L1, 12-22 turns No. 20, 1/4 -inch diameter, 16 t.p.i. Tapped 

3, 6, 8 and 12 turns from inside end. See text 

Fig. 5-47— Receiver antenna coupler, with cover removed 

from case. Unit tunes 6 to 30 Mc. The coil is supported by 

the leads to the capacitors and switches. 

adapters (Amphenol 83-58) and Ji and .12 will 
make it possible to bring out the cables in better 
lines. 
Normally the coupler will be adjusted for 

optimum coupling or maximum image rejection, 
but by detuning the coupler it can be used as an 
auxiliary gain control to reduce the overloading 
effects of strong local signals. The coupler cir-
cuits do not resonate below 6 Mc., but a coupler 
of this type is seldom if ever used in the 80-meter 
band; its major usefulness will be found at the 
higher frequencies. 

on spacing and tapping. 

Si, Si—Single-pole 11-position switch (5 used) rotary 

switch (Centralab PA- 1000). 



Preselector 

A REGENERATIVE PRESELECTOR FOR 7 

The performance of many re-
ceivers begins to drop off at 14 
Mc. and higher. The signal-to-
noise ratio is reduced, and unless 
double conversion is used in the 
receiver there is likely to be in-
creased trouble with r.f. images 
at the higher frequencies. The 
preselector shown in Figs. 5-48 
and 5-49 can be added ahead of 
any receiver without making any 
changes within the receiver, and 
a self-contained power supply 
eliminates the problem of fur-
nishing heater and plate power. 
The poorer the receiver is at the 
higher frequencies, the more it 
will benefit by the addition of the 
preselector. 
A truly good receiver at 28 

Mc. will show little or no 
improvement when the pre-
selector is added, but a mediocre receiver or 
one without an r.f. stage will be improved greatly 
through the use of the preselector. 
A 6CG7 dual triode is used in the preselector, 

one triode as a bandswitched regenerative r.f. 
stage and the other as a cathode follower. A con-
ventional neutralizing circuit is used in the am-
plifier; by upsetting this circuit enough the stage 
can be made to oscillate. Smooth control of regen-
eration up to this point is obtained by varying one 
of the capacitances in the neutralizing circuit. 

If and when it becomes necessary to reduce 
gain (to avoid overloading the receiver), the 
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TO 30 Mc. 

Fig. 5-48—The regenerative preselector covers the range 7 to 30 Mc.; it 

can be used ahead of any receiver to improve gain, image rejection and, 

in many cases, sensitivity. A dual triode 6CG7 is used a r.f. amplifier 

and cathode follower. 

regeneration control can be retarded. One posi-
tion of the bandswitch permits straight-through 
operation, so the preselector unit can be left con-
nected to the receiver even during low-frequency 
reception. 
The preselector is built on a 5 X 10 x 3-inch 

chassis ( Bud AC-404). A 5 x 6V2-inch aluminum 
panel is held to the chassis by the extension-shaft 
bushing for the regeneration-control capacitor, 
C3, and the bushing for the rotary switch. The 
coils, L1 and L2, are supported on a small staging 
of 11/4 x 3-inch clear plastic. ( It can be made 
from the lid of the box that the Sprague 5GA-S1 

Fig. 5-49—The r.f. components are bunched around the 9- pin miniature tube 

socket. Power supply components are supported by screws and tie points. 
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Fig. 5-50—Circuit diagram of the regenerative preselector. Unless otherwise specified, resistors are lh watt, capa-
citors are in µAd., capacitors marked in polarity are electrolytic. 

CI-1401W. midget variable (Hammarlund HF-140). 
C2-3- to 30-µ12f. mica compression trimmer. 
CS-10014. midget variable (Hammarlund MAPC-100-

B). 
CRI-50-ma, selenium rectifier (International Rectifier 

TOSO). 
.I2—Phono jack. 

I.2-19 turns, 7-turn primary. 
I.2-5 turns, 2-turns primary. Coils are 14-inch diameter, 

16 t.p.i., No. 20 Wire (B & W 3011 Miniductor). 

.01-µf, disk ceramic capacitors come in.) All coils 
can be made from a single length of B&W 3011 
Miniductor. They are cemented to the plastic 
staging with Duco cement. 
The rotor of Ci can be insulated from the 

chassis by mounting the capacitor bracket on 
insulating bushings (National XS-6 or Millen 
37201) ; its shaft is extended through the use 
of an insulated extender shaft (Allied Radio No. 
60 H 355). The bandswitch Si is made from the 
specified sections (see Fig. 5-50). 
The first section is spaced ;4 inch from the 

indexing head, there is 1-inch separation be-
tween this and the next section (SIB), and the 
next section (Sic, Sip) is spaced 2 inches from 
S. 
The regeneration control, C3, is mounted on a 

small aluminum bracket. Its shaft does not have 
to be insulated from the chassis, so either an 
insulated or a solid shaft connector can be used. 
The small neutralizing capacitor, C2, is supported 
by soldering one lead of it to a stator bar of C2 and 
running a wire from the other lead to pin 6 of the 
tube socket. The rotor and stator connections 
from Ci are brought through the chassis deck 
through small rubber grommets. 
Power supply components, resistors and ca-

pacitors are supported by suitable lugs and tie 

One-turn spacing between coils and primaries. 
SI—Three-wafer switch. S1A and SDI are 1-pole 12-posi-

tion (4 used) miniature ceramic switch sections 
(Contralab PA- 1); Sic and SID are 2-pole 6-
position (4 used) miniature switch (Centrolab 
PA-3). Sections mounted on Centrolab PA-301 
index assembly. 

TI-125 v. at 15 ma., 6.3 v. at 0.6 amp. (Stancor PS-
8415 or Knight 61G410). 

RFC1-100-µh. r.f. choke (National R-33). 

points. Phono jacks are used for the input and 
output connectors. 

Adjustment 

Assuming that the wiring is correct and that 
the coils have been constructed properly and 
cover the required ranges, the only preliminary 
adjustment is the proper setting of C2. Connect 
an antenna to the input jack and connect the 
receiver to the output jack through a suitable 
length of RG-58/U. Turn on the receiver b.f.o. 
and tune to 28 Mc. with Si in the ON position. 
Now turn Si to the 21- to 30-Mc. range. Swing 
the TUNE capacitor, C1, and listen for a loud 
rough signal which indicates that the preselector 
is oscillating. If nothing is heard, advance the 
regeneration control toward the minimum ca-
pacitance end and repeat. If no oscillation is 
heard, it may be necessary to change the setting 
of C2. Once the oscillating condition has been 
found, set the regeneration control at minimum 
capacitance and slowly adjust C2 until the pre-
selector oscillates only when the regeneration con-
trol is set at minimum capacitance. You can now 
swing the receiver to 21 Mc. and peak the pre-
selector tuning capacitor. It will be found that the 
regeneration capacitance will have to be increased 
to avoid oscillation. 



DCS-500 

Check the performance on the lower range by 
tuning in signals at 14 and 7 Mc. and peaking 
the preselector. It should be possible to set the 
regeneration control in these two ranges to give 
both an oscillating and a non-oscillating condition 
of the preselector. 
A little experience will be required before you 
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can get the best performance out of the preselec-
tor. Learn to set the regeneration control so that 
the preselector is selective, but not so selective 
that it must be retuned every 10 kc. or so. 
Changing to another antenna may modify the best 
regeneration control setting because the loading 
on the preselector is changed. 

DCS-500 DOUBLE-CONVERSION SUPERHETERODYNE 

The receiver shown in Fig. 5-51 was designed 
to meet a need for a better-than-average ham re-
ceiver requiring a minimum of mechanical work 
and using standard and easily obtainable parts. It 
incorporates such features as a 100-kc. calibrator, 
provision for reception on all ham bands from 80 
through 10 meters, adequate selectivity for to-
day's crowded bands, and stability high enough 
for copying s.s.b. signals. Dubbed the DCS-500 
because of its 500-cycle selectivity in the sharpest 
i.f. position, it is a double-conversion super-
heterodyne receiver capable of giving good results 
on either a.m., c.w. or s.s.b. 

The Circuit 

Referring to the circuit diagram, Figs. 5-52 
and 5-53, a 6BA6 r.f., stage is followed by a 
6U8A mixer-oscillator. The 4.5-Mc. mixer output 
is amplified by a 6BA6 and filtered by a two-
stage crystal filter, after which a 6U8A second 
mixer-oscillator, crystal-controlled, heterodynes 
the signal to 50 kc. 
The combination of i.f. amplifiers may appear 

rather unusual at first glance, since one might 
expect that a cascade crystal filter in the high-
frequency i.f. would make further selectivity 
unnecessary. This would be true with highly de-
veloped filters, but two filters are needed if the 
best possible job is to be done on both phone and 
c.w., and such filters are expensive. With inexpen-
sive surplus crystals such as are used in this re-
ceiver it would be difficult, if not impossible, to 
match the performance of the high-class filters; 
in addition, special test equipment and extreme 
care in adjustment would be necessary. The ap-
proach used here is to use the surplus crystals 
without such special adjustment, thereby achiev-
ing a good, if not quite optimum, degree of selec-
tivity against strong signals near the desired one, 
and then to back up the filter by a low-frequency 
i.f. amplifier that will give the "close-in" straight-
sided selectivity needed in present-day operation. 
The over-all result is a high order of protection 
against strong interfering signals at considerably 
less cost, for the entire double-i.f. system, than 
that of two high-performance filters alone. The 

Fig. 5-51—The DCS-500 double-conversion superhetero-
dyne. Left bottom, antenna trimmer, 100.kc. calibrator 
switch; center, left, top to bottom, noise-limiter switch, 
volume control, sensitivity control; center, right, b.f.o. 
switch, a.g.c. speed, selectivity; right, headphone jack, 
b.f.o. pitch control. The dial is a National ICN. Front 
panel is 83,4 inches high; the receiver is mounted in a 

Bud CR-1741 rack cabinet. 

choice of 4.5 Mc., approximately, for the first i.f. 
was based on the availability of surplus crystals 
around this frequency, with due consideration for 
minimizing spurious responses. A second i.f. of 
50 kc. was chosen because it lent itself nicely to 
the utilization of. low-cost TV horizontal-oscil-
lator coils as i.f. transformers. 
The two i.f, amplifiers at 50 kc. contribute the 

necessary adjacent-channel selectivity. Three de-
grees of selectivity are available, depending on 
the degree of capacitive coupling between the 
two windings of each i.f. transformer. The greater 
the number of capacitors switched in parallel — 
that is, the larger the coupling capacitance — the 
lower the coupling between the windings and 
thus the greater the selectivity. 
A standard diode detector develops the audio 

output for all reception modes. The output of the 
detector is simultaneously applied to both the 
first audio amplifier and the audio a.g.c. circuit. 
A series-type noise limiter can be used on a.m. to 
reduce impulse-noise interference, but this type 
is ineffective on c.w. or s.s.b. because of the large 
amplitude of the b.f.o. injection voltage. 
The b.f.o., a Hartley-type oscillator, can be 

tuned from 3 kc. above to 3 kc. below its 50-kc. 
center frequency by the tuning capacitor. 
The first audio stage is a normal Class A volt-

age amplifier with its output either coupled to 
the grid circuit of the audio output tube or to a 
phone jack. High-impedance head-phones (20,000 
ohms a.c. impedance or higher) are required. 
Plugging in the phones automatically discon-
nects the speaker. If low-impedance headphones 
are used, they can be connected to the speaker 
terminals. Capacitances shunting the grid re-
sistors restrict the audio response to an upper 
limit of about 4000 cycles. 
The audio output transformer couples to a low-

impedance (3.2-ohm) speaker. The 47-ohm re-
sistor across the secondary protects the trans-
former in the absence of a speaker load. 
The audio output of the detector is also ampli-

fied separately in the audio a.g.c. circuit and then 
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Fig. 5-52—Front-end circuit of the receiver. Unless otherwise specified, resistors are 1/2 watt; 0.01 and 0.02-µf. ca-

pacitors are disk ceramic, 600 volts; 0.5 capacitors ore tubular paper or Mylar; capacitors below 0.01 µf. are mica; 

capacitors marked with polarities are electrolytic. 

C,-50-µµf. variable ( Hammarlund HF-50). 

C.,—See coil table. 

C3-2-section variable, 5-28.5 µµf. per section, double 

spaced ( Hammarlund HFD-30-X). 

CS-3-30-m.d. ceramic trimmer. 

.1,—Coaxial receptacle, chassis mounting (S0-239). 

L, 13 - See coil table. 

Ls- 18-3614h. slug-tuned (North Hills 120E coil 

mounted in North Hills 5-120 shield can). 

rectified to develop a negative voltage that can 
be used for a.g.c. on c.w. and s.s.b. Two different 
time constants are used in the rectifier filter cir-
cuit, for either fast- or slow-decay age. 
The 100-kc. calibrator employs two 21\1107 

p-n-p transistors, one as the oscillator and the 
second as a 100-kc. amplifier. Its transistors ob-
tain the necessary operating potential from the 
cathode resistor of the audio output tube. Output 
from the 100-kc. unit is capacity-coupled to the 
antenna winding of the r.f. coil. Calibrating sig-
nals at 100-kc. intervals are available on all fre-
quencies covered by the receiver. 
The calibrator unit is constructed in a separate 

Minibox so that it can be plugged into the ac-
cessory socket of the receiver or used as an indi-
vidual unit powered by penlite cells. 
The power supply, Fig. 5-54, is a full-wave rec-

mh. (Miller 6304). 

L--1-2-mh. slug-tuned ( North Hills 120K). 

RFC1, r.f. choke resonant at 4.4 Mc. 

(Miller 70F104A1). 

Si—Single-pole rotary. 

Y,-100 kc. (James Knights H-93). 

Y4-4495 kc. ( surplus). 

Ya, Y5-4490 kc. ( surplus). 

tifier with a choke-input filter. It provides ap-
proximately 250 volts d.c. under load. A 0.25-µf. 
capacitor is shunted across the 10-henry filter 
choke to form a parallel- resonant circuit at 120 
cycles; this provides an increased impedance to 
the ripple component and thus reduces hum in 
the output of the supply. 
The power-supply requirements are 250 volts 

at 110 milliamperes, and 6.3 volts at approxi-
mately 5 amperes. Any transformer-choke com-
bination fulfilling the requirements can be used. 

Front End 

The use of plug-in coils for the front end 
eliminated the mechanical problems of a band-
switching tuner, and also offered the possibility 
of realizing higher-Q tuned circuits. Ganged 
tuning of the r.f. amplifier along with the h.f. 
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Fig. 5-53-1.f. amplifier, detector, a.g.c. and audio circuits. Unless otherwise specified, resistors are 1/2 watt; 0.01. 

and 0.02-µf. capacitors are disk ceramic, 600 volts; 0.5-µf. capacitors are tubular paper or Mylar; capacitors below 

0.01 4. ore mica; capacitors marked with polarities are electrolytic. 

Ce, CO, C8, CO3 C10, C11 - 0.01 mica (Aerovox CM-30B-103). S2—Rotary, 2 section, 1 pole per section, progressively 

Coo-9'180- of. mica compression trimmer. shorting. Switch section Centralab PA- 12, index 

C13 - 5014. variable (Hammarlund HF-50). Centralab PA-302. 

C1.-0.1-µf. paper (Sprague 2TM-P1). S.—Rotary, 1 section, 5 poles per section (4 poles used), 

.12—Phono jack. 3-position rotary switch (Centralab PA-2015). 

.15— Closed-circuit phone jack. So—Rotary, 1 section, 2 poles per section, 2 positions 

L8-125 mh. (Meissner 19-6848). used. (Centralab PA-2003). 

L0-9-18 µh., slug-tuned (North Hills 120D). inc.-50-kc. i.f, transformers made from TV corn-
d.c. milliainnieter (Triplett 227-PL). ponents (Miller 6183); see text. 

Rs-2500-ohm, 4-watt control, wire-wound. To—B.f.o. transformer (Miller 6183); see text. 

Ro-0.5-megohm control, audio taper with push-pull type To—Audio interstage transformer, 1:2 ratio (Thordarson 

switch (Se) (Mallory No. PPS5DT1683). 20A16). 

R3- 1000-ohm, 1-watt control, wire-wound. T:.—Audio output transformer, 5000 to 4 ohms (Stancor 

RFC3-10 mh. (National R-50-1). 3856). 

Si, S3 — Rotary, 1 section, 1 pole, 2 position. Ye-4540 kc. (surplus). 

oscillator and mixer circuits was decided against 
because of the complexities it would cause in coil 
construction and the problem of keeping three 
stages tracking with each other. The r.f. amplifier 
has to be peaked separately by the antenna trim-
mer, but separate peaking insures maximum 
performance at all frequencies. 

Construction 

The receiver is constructed on a 12 X 17 X 
2-inch aluminum chassis with an 8 ; x 19-inch 
aluminum front panel, which permits it to be 

installed in a table-top rack cabinet. The gen-
eral layout of components can be seen in Figs. 
5-55 and 5-57. A good procedure to follow when 
starting to wire the receiver is first to complete 
the power supply and heater wiring, and then 
start wiring from the antenna toward the 
speaker. This allows proceeding in a logical order 
so that the work can be picked up readily at any 
time after an intermission. 

In the front end ( r.f. amplifier and first 
mixer), the use of short leads coupled with good 
quality ceramic tube and coil sockets, is highly 
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recommended. When mounting the sockets orient 
them so that the leads to the various points in 
the circuit will be as short as possible. 

Millen coil shields (80008) are used around 
the plug-in coils in the front end — i.e., the r.f., 
mixer and oscillator — and the shield bases are 
mounted with the same screws that hold the 
ceramic coil sockets. All plug-in coils are wound 
with No. 26 enameled wire on Amphenol poly-
styrene forms, and Hammarlund APC-type air-
padder capacitors are mounted in the recesses at 
the tops of the coil forms. After finishing a coil it 
is a good idea to fasten the winding and the 
trimmer capacitor in place with Duco cement. 
Decal each set of coils for a particular band and 
mount them on small wooden bases that have 
holes to take the pins. Then paint or stain each 
of the coil-set bases. The final result will be a 
neat and convenient arrangement for holding the 
coils for each band (Fig. 5-56). Plug-in coil data 
for each band are given in the coil table. 
The tuning capacitor, Cs, is mounted on the 

chassis and reinforced by a bracket to minimize 
any rocking movement. This bracket is triangular 
in shape with a right-angle flange at the bottom. 
It is drilled to take the front bearing sleeve of the 
tuning capacitor and held firmly to it by the 
capacitor mounting nut and a lock washer, as 
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shown in Fig. 5-55. Flexing of the chassis can be 
minimized by the use of lengths of angle stock 
bolted to the chassis at strategic points through-
out the receiver. Exact alignment of the tuning 
capacitor with the dial shaft is not always pos-
sible, so a flexible coupling (Millen 39016) is used. 
When wiring the crystal filter keep leads as 

short and direct as possible, as this will minimize 
stray coupling between the input and output 
ends, which would deteriorate the performance 
of the crystal-filter circuits. 
The 50-kc. i.f. circuits used Miller 6183 TV 

horizontal-oscillator replacement coils as i.f. 
transformers. These coils must be altered before 
they can be used. As they are supplied, the ter-
minal lugs are brought out at the top of the can; 
these lugs must be reversed before the can is 
mounted. By applying slight pressure to the 
phenolic coil form the assembly will slide out of 
the aluminum shield can and then can be re-
versed. However, before reassembling the unit a 
few slight changes must be made. There are actu-
ally two separate windings; each one will be tuned 
and used either as a primary or secondary for the 
50-kc. i.f. transformer. The tap on the large 
winding must be lifted off the soldering lug C, 
taped, and tucked away, being careful not to 
break it; this leaves just the lead from the small 
winding on terminal C. Terminals A and F repre-
sent the large winding. The small coil is tuned by 
connecting a 680-/.4. mica capacitor between 
terminals C and D; these capacitors should be 

SPKR. 
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fastened on the soldering lugs inside the shield 
can. The can is then slipped back over the coil 
and capacitor, keeping in mind that the lugs 
must come out the bottom, and the assembly is 
ready for mounting on the chassis. 
The b.f.o. coil is also a Miller 6183, and the 

procedure for reversing the assembly before 
mounting is identical to that followed with the 
50-kc. transformers. However, it is not necessary 
to alter any of the wiring in the b.f.o. trans-
former, since only the large winding (A — F) 
and its tap ( C) is used. 

Point-to-point wiring is recommended, along 
with generous use of both insulated tie points and 
ground lugs. Use of shielded wire facilitates rout-
ing wires throughout the receiver as the shields 
can be spot-soldered to ground lugs and to each 
other in bundles. When wiring, mount compo-
nents at right angles to the chassis sides wherever 
possible; this helps give the finished unit a neat 
appearance. In critical circuits, however, do not 
sacrifice short and direct leads for the sake of 
snaking the unit look pretty. 

Placing the receiver iii a rack cabinet and 

Fig. 5-55—The power supply is built along 
the back of the chassis; filter capacitor and 
VR tube are just in back of the filter choke in 
this view. The crystal calibrator unit at right 
is cushioned by rubber bumpers mounted on 
the receiver chassis. C5 is on top of the cali-
brator unit. Front-end coil shields are at the 
top right in this photograph, along with the 
tuning capacitor bracket and flexible cou-
pling. The on-off switch, Se, on rear of the 
audio gain control, is a new push-pull type. 
Filter crystals are grouped behind the vol-

ume control, and the second conversion oscil-

lator crystal is slightly to their left. The 
4.5-Mc. i.f. transformers (in the small shield 

cans) are close to the filter crystals. The b.f.o. 
coil is at the extreme left in this view; all 
other large cans contain the 50-kc. if. trans-
formers. Connections on the back chassis 
wall, left to right, are the muting terminals, 

B-plus output for auxiliary use, speaker term-
inals, i.f. output (phono jack), and antenna 

input connector. 
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Fig. 5-54—Power-supply circuit. 
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S.—See Rs, Fig. 5-55. 
Ti,—Power transformer, 700 v. c.t., 120 ma.; 5 v., 3 amp.; 

6.3 v., 4.7 amp. (Knight 62 G 044). 

marking all controls on the front panel with de-
cals also helps in giving the finished receiver a 
neat and "commercial" appearance. 

The Calibrator 

The 100-kc. calibrator is built in a separate 
4 X 4 x 2-inch aluminum box and plugs into the 
accessory socket at the left rear of the receiver 
chassis. Fig. 5-58 shows the internal construction. 
The accessory socket provides the necessary 
operating voltage for the transistors and offers 
a convenient means for coupling the 100-kc. har-
monics out of the calibrator into the receiver. If 
the calibrator is to be used as a self-contained 
unit it must be supplied with 7 to 10 volts. 

I.F. Alignment 

Before starting alignment of the receiver, first 
determine whether the audio stages are function-
ing correctly. An audio signal should be coupled 
to the top end of the volume control, and varying 
the control should change the output level of the 
audio signal. If an audio signal is not available, 
the 60-cycle heater voltage will provide a con-
venient audio signal for checking. 
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DCS-500 COIL TABLE 

All coils wound with No. 26 enameled wire on 1,4-inch diameter polystyrene forms. R.f. coil 
forms are four-prong (Amphenol 24-4P) ; mixer and oscillator coils are five-prong (Amphenol 
24-5P). C, and C. are Hammarlund APC-50 except on 3.5 Mc., which takes APC-75. Taps are 
counted from ground end. Primaries and ticklers are close-wound in the same direction as the 
main coil at bottom of coil form; grid and plate (or antenna) connections at outside ends. 

Band Secondary Primary or Tickler 

Ls, 45% turns close-wound. 10 3/4  turns, 3/4 -inch spacing from secondary. 
3.5 Mc. Ls, 3644 turns close-wound, tapped at 26 3/4  turns. 11 3/4  turns, '4-inch spacing from secondary. 

Ls, 28 3/4 turns close-wound, tapped at 19 turns. 73/4 turns, '4-inch spacing from secondary. 

7 Mc. 
Ls, 26% turns, close-wound. 
Ls, 1844 turns spaced to 1 inch. Tapped at 944 turns. 
La, 1734 turns spaced to 3/4  inch. Tapped at 444 turns. 

73/4 turns, '%-inch spacing from secondary. 
644 turns, 3/4 -inch spacing from secondary. 
744 turns, 3/4 -inch spacing from secondary. 

14 Mc. 
Ls, 13% turns spaced to 3/4  inch. 
La, 1044 turns spaced to 1 inch. Tapped at 3 turns. 
Ls, 544 turns spaced to 14,16 inch. Tapped at 13/4 turns. 

644 turns, %6-inch spacing from secondary. 
53/4  turns, 3/4 -inch spacing from secondary. 
33/4  turns, 3/4 -inch spacing from secondary. 

21 Mc. 
Li, 9% turns spaced to 3/4 inch. 
Ls, 744 turns spaced to 13/4 inches. Tapped at 2 turns. 
Ls, 644 turns spaced to 1% inch. Tapped at 2 turns. 

63/4 turns, 3/4 6-inch spacing from secondary. 
53/4  turns, 3/4 -inch spacing from secondary. 
344 turns, 3/4 -inch spacing from secondary. 

28 Mc. 
Ls, 6% turns spaced to 7/16-inch. 
Ls, 53/4 turns spaced to 134 inches. Tapped at 2 turns. 
Ls, 43/4 turns spaced to et inch. Tapped at 1Vs turns. 

544 turns, 3/4 -inch spacing from secondary. 
444 turns, 3/4 -inch spacing from secondary. 
244 turns, g -inch spacing from secondary. 

Fig. 5-56—Each set of coils is provided with a wooden 

base for storage. CS and C., are mounted in the recesses 

at the tops of the oscillator and mixer coil forms. 

+4, «NA 

Fig. 5-57—The potentiometer for S-meter adjustment and the audio output transformer are on the right chassis 

wall in this view. The 50-kc. i.f, trap is located just above the power transformer in the lower right-hand corner. 

The antenna trimmer is located at extreme life center. The crystal filter sockets are at top center, and to their 

left on the front wall is the calibrator switch Si. To the right of the calibrator switch is the sensitivity control, fol-

lowed to the right by the selectivity switch 50 and the b.f.o. pitch-control capacitor. The octal accessory socket for 

the calibrator is at the lower left. As shown, shielded wire spot-soldered together in bundles can be routed conven-
iently to various points in the receiver. Ceramic sockets are used throughout the front end (center left). Mounting 

components parallel with the chassis sides helps give the finished unit a neat appearance. 
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There are various ways to approach the align-
ment problem. A 50-kc. signal generator can be 
used; however, these are hard to come by. Some 
of the better audio oscillators go as high as 50 kc. 
and can be used for alignment purposes. A second, 
and possibly superior, method is to use any of 
the numerous signal generators which will deliver 
4.5-Mc. output; fed into the first i.f. amplifier 
grid, the 4.5-Mc. signal will beat against the 
second conversion oscillator to produce a 50-kc. 
i.f. signal which then can be used for alignment. 
This method also insures that the first i.f. signal 
will fall within the crystal filter bandpass in case 
the crystal frequencies are not exact. When align-
ing, connect a d.c. voltmeter (preferably a 
v.t.v.m.) across the detector load resistor (point 
D of T. and chassis), set S. for high selectivity, 
(all capacitors in), turn the i.f. gain control 
about three-quarters open, and tune both the 
plate circuit of the second conversion oscillator 
and the 50-kc. i.f. transformers for maximum out-
put, as indicated on the meter. The output of the 
signal generator should not be modulated, and at 
the start will most likely be "wide open." How-
ever, as alignment progresses the output of the 
generator will have to be progressively decreased. 
When aligning the i.f. transformers there should 
be a definite peak in output as each circuit is 
brought through resonance. If a particular coil 
does not peak, that coil and its associated circuits 
should be checked. After peaking one winding of 
a transformer, recheck the other; it may need 
touching up. After alignment of all the 50-kc. 
coils is completed, go back and "rock" each coil 
slug to be sure it is peaked for maximum output. 
This completes the 50-kc. alignment. 
Leave the signal generator on, set the b.f.o. 

pitch control at half capacitance, turn the b.f.o. 
on, and adjust its coil slug for zero beat with the 
50-kc. i.f. signal. Varying the pitch control over 
its range should produce a tone with a maximum 
frequency of 3 kc. either side of zero beat. 

Next, the 50-kc. trap on the output of the 
detector should be adjusted. Connect the vertical 
input terminals of an oscilloscope between the 
plate of the first audio amplifier and chassis, turn 
on the b.f.o., and adjust Cis for minimum 50-kc. 
signal on the scope. This trap, made up of C12 and 
Ls, attenuates any 50-kc. feed-through. 
The first-i.f. coils at 4.5-Mc, should next be 

adjusted. Couple the signal generator to the grid 
of the first mixer and peak L. and L. for maxi-
mum deflection of the v.t.v.m. at the detector. The 
i.f. system is then completely aligned. 

Front-End Alignment 

To adjust the front end, plug in a set of coils 
and check the oscillator frequency range either 
with a calibrated g.d.o. or on a calibrated gen-
eral-coverage receiver, the latter being preferable. 
Keep in mind that the oscillator works 4.5 
Mc. above the signal on 80, 40 and 20 meters, and 
4.5 Mc. below the signal frequency on the 15- and 
10-meter bands. This means that on 15 and 10 
meters the oscillator trimmer capacitor, Cs, must 
be at the larger-capacitance setting of the two 
that bring in signals. After establishing the cor-
rect frequency range of the oscillator, inject a 
signal at the low end of the band into the antenna 
terminals and peak the mixer capacitor, Cs, and 
the antenna trimmer, Cs, for maximum signal. 
Then move the test signal to the high end of the 
band and recheck the mixer trimmer capacitor 
(the antenna trimmer also will have to be re-
peaked ) for correct tracking. If Cs has to be 
readjusted, spread the mixer coil turns apart or 
compress them together until the signal strength 
is uniform at both ends of the band, without read-
justment of Cs. If the mixer trimmer capacitance 
had to be increased at the high-frequency end of 
the band to maintain tracking, the coil tap is too 
far up the coil and the turns below the tap must 
be spread apart or the tap itself must be moved 
down. If the trimmer capacitance has to be de-
creased the tap is too low. Coil specifications 
might possibly have to be altered slightly from 
those given in the table, particularly on the higher 
frequencies, because of variations in strays from 
one receiver to another. 

General 

Adjustment of the calibrator is relatively 
straightforward, and should present no problems. 
Turn on the calibrator and you should hear the 
100-kc. harmonics on whatever band you happen 
to be using. Once it is determined that the unit is 
working correctly, the only adjustment necessary 
is to set the frequency of the calibrator exactly. 
The usual reference is WWV or any broadcast 
station that is on a frequency which is a whole-
number multiple of 100 kc. The frequency tol-
erance for standard broadcast stations is 20 
cycles, thus b.c. stations represent a source for 
accurate frequency determination. 
Using a general-coverage or b.c. receiver, tune 

in either W WV or a known broadcast station and 
adjust the calibrator trimmer Cs for zero beat. 
The calibrator will then provide accurate 100-kc. 

Fig. 5-58—Inside view of the calibrator unit. The 100-kc. 
oscillator coil, Lys, is at the right, the oscillator transistor, 
Cht, is in the foreground mounted to the crystal socket, 
and the amplifier transistor, Qi, is mounted at the right 
on a terminal strip. The 100-kc. crystal is mounted 
horizontally between the plate and the octal plug. The 
plug can be mounted on 2-inch screws as shown in the 
photograph, or on the bottom plate of the Minibox, 
with flexible leads to the circuit. If the calibrator is to 
be used as a self-contained unit (see text) the octal plug 

is not necessary. 
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signals that can be used for frequency determina-
tion and band-edge marking. 
The first intermediate frequency can be altered 

slightly to facilitate the use of particular sets of 
crystals available. However, if the deviation is 
more than 20 kc. or so, slight changes may be 
needed in the h.f. oscillator coil specifications to 
maintain the proper bandspread. 

If the receiver is to be worked in a rack cabinet 
as shown in Fig. 5-51, or if a cover plate is at-
tached to the bottom of the receiver chassis, 
minor alignment touch-up may be necessary. 

Spraying the receiver chassis with a light coat 
of clear plastic lacquer before mounting any of 

the components will prevent fingerprints and 
oxidation of the chassis. 
The audio output stage has adequate power to 

drive a 5- or 6-inch speaker, which may be 
mounted in a small open-back metal utility box. 
The i.f. output jack at the rear provides a 

convenient way of attaching accessory devices 
such as an oscilloscope for modulation checking. 
A side-by-side comparison of the finished re-

ceiver with some of the better-quality commer-
cial units will show that this receiver can hold 
its own in sensitivity, selectivity and stability. 
Needless to say, the more care taken in construc-
tion, wiring and alignment the better the results. 

A TRANSISTORIZED Q MULTIPLIER 

A "Q multiplier" is an electronic device that 
boosts the Q of a tuned circuit many times beyond 
its normal value. In this condition the single 
tuned circuit has much greater selectivity than 
normal, and it can be utilized to reject or amplify 
a narrow band of frequencies. There are vacuum-
tube versions of the Q-multiplier circuit, but the 
transistorized Q multiplier to be described has 
the advantage that it eliminates a power-supply 
problem and is very compact. 

Circuit and Theory 

Parallel-tuned circuits have been used for years 
as "suck-out" trap circuits. Properly coupling a 
parallel-tuned circuit loosely to a vacuum-tube 
amplifier stage, it will be found that the amplifier 
stage has no gain at the frequency to which the 
trap circuit is tuned. The additional tuned circuit 
puts a "notch" in the response of the amplifier. 
The principle is used in TV and other amplifiers 
to minimize response to a narrow band of fre-
quencies. Increasing the Q of the trap circuit 
reduces the width of the rejection notch. 
The transistorized Q multiplier makes use of 

the above effect for its operation. A tuned circuit 
is made regenerative to increase its Q and is 
coupled into the i.f. stage of a receiver. By chang-
ing the frequency of the regenerative circuit, the 
sharp notch can be moved about across the pass-
band of the receiver. The width of the notch is 
changed by controlling the amount of regen-
eration. 

Fig. 5-59—Circuit diagram of 
the 455-kc. transistorized Q 
multiplier. Unless otherwise in-
dicated, capacitances are in 
µµf., resistances are in ohms, 

resistors are 1,  watt. 

TO 
MIXER 
PLATE 

Cs-15- id. variable capacitor (Hammarlund HF-15). 
14-1000-2000-gh. slug-tuned coil ( North Hills 120-K. 

North Hills Electric Co., Mineola, N Y.). 
1.2-500-1000-µh. slug-tuned coil (North Hills 120-J). 
Qs—CK768 PNP ¡unction transistor. 
51—Part of RI. 
WI—Three-foot length of RG-58/U cable. 

Although it seems paradoxical, the transistor-
ized Q multiplier with no change in circuitry will 
also permit "peaking" an incoming signal the 
way a vacuum-tube Q multiplier does. The mode 
of operation is selected by adjustment of the re-
generation control, and this then usually re-
quires a slight readjustment of the frequency 
control. The peaking effect is not quite as pro-
nounced as the notch, but it is still adequate to 
give fairly good single-signal c.w. reception with 
a receiver of otherwise inadequate selectivity. 
The regenerative circuit builds up the signal 

and feeds it back to the amplifier at a higher level 
and in the proper phase to add to the original 
signal. The notch effect described earlier works 
in a similar manner except that the tuning of the 
regenerative circuit is such that it feeds back the 
signal out of phase. 
The schematic diagram of the Q multiplier is 

shown in Fig. 5-59. The inductor Li furnishes 
coupling from the receiver to the Q multiplier, 
and C. is required to prevent short-circuiting 
the receiver's plate supply. The multiplier proper 
consists of the tunable circuit CiCaL, connected 
to a transistor in the collector-tuned common-
base oscillator circuit using capacitive feedback 
via C2. Regeneration is controlled by varying the 
d.c. operating voltage through dropping resistor 
RI. 

Layout 

The unit and power supply are built in a small 

C2 

I5K I5K 
REGENERATION 

Inst. 
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aluminum "Minibox" measuring 5 X 2% X 2% 
inches (Bud CU-3004) and the operating controls 
are mounted on a lucite or aluminum subpanel. 
All parts of the unit are built on one half of the 
box. This feature not only simplifies construction 
but makes a battery change a simple job, even if 
this is required only a couple of times a year. 

All major components, such as the two slug-
tuned coils, tie point, battery holder, regenera-
tion and tuning controls, are mounted directly on 
the box and subpanel. The remaining resistors, 
capacitors and the single transistor are sup-
ported by their connections to the above parts. 
The two slug-tuned coils, L1 and Li, are cen-

tered on the box and spaced one inch apart on 
centers. Operating controls C1 and Ri are placed 
1% inches from the ends of the subpanel and 
centered. The tie point mounts directly behind 
tuning control C1. 
Power for the unit is supplied by four penlight 

cells (type 912) which are mounted in the battery 
holder ( Lafayette Radio Co. Stock No. MS-170) 
directly behind regeneration control Ri. Total 
drain on the battery never exceeds 0.2 ma. 

Connection to the receiver is made with a three-
foot length of RG-58/U cable brought through 
the rear wall of the Minibox. A rubber grommet 
should be placed in the hole to prevent chafing of 
the cable insulation. 
When soldering the transistor in place, be sure 

to take the usual precautions against heat damage. 

Alignment 

After completing the m. iring (and double-check-
ing it) connect the open end of the three-foot 
cable to the plate circuit of the receiver mixer 
tube. This can be done in a permanent fashion 
by soldering the inner conductor of the cable to 
the plate pin on the tube socket or any point that 
is connected directly to this pin, and by soldering 
the shield to any convenient nearby ground point. 
If you are one of those people who is afraid to 
take the bottom plate off his receiver, and you 
have a receiver with octal tubes, a "chicken con-
nection" can be made by removing the mixer 
tube and wrapping a short piece of small wire 
around the plate pin. Reinsert the tube in its 
socket and solder the center conductor of the 
coax to the small wire coming from the plate pin. 
Now ground the coax shield to the receiver 
chassis. It is important to keep the lead from the 
tube pin to the coax as short as possible, to pre-
vent stray pickup. 
Check the schematic diagram of the receiver 

for help in locating the above receiver connec-
tions. 
Turn on the receiver and tune in a signal 

strong enough to give an S-meter reading. Any 
decent signal on the broadcast band will do. 
Next, tune the slug on Li until the signal peaks 
up. You are tuning out the reactance of the con-
necting cable, and effectively peaking up the i.f. 
If the receiver has no S meter, use an a.c. volt-
meter across the audio output. When this step 
has been successfully completed the Q multiplier 
is properly connected to the receiver and when 

Fig. 5-60—View of the Q multiplier showing its single 
connecting cable to the receiver. The box con be placed 

in any convenient spot on or around the receiver. 

switched to "off" (Si opened) will not affect nor-
mal receiver operation. 
The next step is to bring the multiplier into 

oscillation, and to adjust its frequency to a useful 
range. Set the tuning control to half capacity and 
advance the regeneration control to about half 
open. This latter movement also turns the power 
on. Tune the receiver to a clear spot and set the 
receiver b.f.o. to the center of the pass-band. 
Now adjust the slug of La. The multiplier should 
be oscillating, and somewhere in the adjustment 
of L9 a beat note will be heard from the receiver. 
This indicates the frequency of oscillation is 
somewhere on or near the i.f. Swing this into zero 
beat with the b.f.o. 

Final Adjustment 

One of the best ways to make final alignment 
is to simulate an unwanted heterodyne in the 
receiver and adjust the Q multiplier for maximum 

Fig. 5-61—The Q multiplier and its battery supply are 
combined in one small Minibox. The single transistor is 

visible near the top right corner. 

• 
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attenuation of the unwanted signal. To do this, 
tune in a moderately weak signal with the b.f.o. 
on. A broadcast station received with the antenna 
disconnected will do. The b.f.o. will beat with the 
incoming signal, producing an audio tone. Adjust 
the b.f.o. for a tone of about 1 kc. or so. 
Back off on control Ri until the oscillator be-

comes regenerative. By alternately adjusting the 
tuning control, Ci, and the regeneration control, 
RI, a point can be found where the audio tone 
disappears, or at least is attenuated. Some slight 
retouching of L, may have to be done in the 
above alignment, since the movement of any one 
control tends to "pull" the others. The optimum 
situation is to have the tuning control Ci set at 

about half capacity when the notch is in the 
center of the passband. 

If you happen to get a super active transistor 
and the regeneration control does not have the 
range to stop oscillator action, increase the value 
of the series resistor R,. Conversely, if the unit 
fails to oscillate, reduce the value of Rile 
Note that the audio tone can be peaked as well 

as nulled. If it can not be peaked, a little more 
practice with the controls should produce this con-
dition. In the unit shown here, the best null was 
produced with the regeneration control turned 
only a few degrees. Optimum peak position was 
obtained with the regeneration control almost at 
the point of oscillation. 

CONELRAD 

Effective January 2, 1957, the "Conelrad" 
rules became part of the amateur regulations. 
Essentially, compliance with the rules consists of 
monitoring a broadcast station — standard band, 
f.m. or TV — either continuously or at intervals 
not exceeding ten minutes, during periods in 
which the amateur transmitter is in use. On re-
ceipt of a Conelrad Alert all transmitting must 
cease, except as authorized in 12.193 and 12.194 
of the FCC regulations. 
The existence of an Alert may be determined 

as outlined in 12.192(b)(3). Operation during 

Fig. 5-62—Converter circuit for monitoring broadcast 
stations in connection with a communications re-
ceiver. Capacitances are in µµf. 

C1.13—Two-gang broadcast capacitor, oscillator sec-
tion according to i.f. to be used. 

Li—Loop stick. 
Ti—B.c. oscillator transformer (for i.f. to be used). 
Ts—I.f. coil and trimmer. This can be taken from an if. 

transformer, or the transformer can be used in-
tact, the output being taken from the secondary. 

Note: If only one broadcast station is to be monitored 
CIA and C1, can be padder-type capacitors (or a com-
bination of padding and fixed capacitance as required) 
adjusted for the desired station and intermediate fre-
quencies. Other types of tubes may be used. Power can 
be taken from the receiver. 

hours when local broadcast stations are not on 
the air will require tuning through the standard 
broadcast band to determine if operation appears 
to be normal. The presence of any U. S. broadcast 
stations on frequencies other than 640 and 1240 
kc. indicates normal operation. 

Perhaps the simplest form of compliance is by 
means of a simple converter working into the i.f. 
amplifier of the regular station receiver. A typical 
circuit is shown in Fig. 5-62. The converter can 
be built in a small metal case and mounted at a 
convenient spot on the receiver to that Si can be 
closed at regular intervals for checking the 
broadcast station. As an alternative, the con-
verter can be mounted out of the way at the rear 
of the receiver and the switch leads brought out 
to a convenient spot. 

A "FAIL-PROOF" CONELRAD ALARM 

The conelrad alarm shown in Fig. 5-63 uses a 
small b.c. receiver to furnish both audible and 
visible indications of a Conelrad Alert ( the re-
ceiver may still be used for normal reception). 
With the receiver tuned to a broadcast carrier 

and the alarm circuit in operation, a green "safe" 
light indicates that all is well on the broadcast 
band. When the broadcast carrier goes off, as it 
will in a Conelrad Radio Alert, the green light 
goes out, a red "danger" light comes on, a buzzer 
sounds, and the 115-volt a.c. line to thé trans-
mitter is opened up. In other words, the device 
puts you off the air! The audible and visible 
warnings also are given in the event of a com-
ponent failure in either the control receiver or 
the alarm. Even the disappearance of the 115-
volt supply will not go unnoticed, since in that 
case the green "safe" light will go out, indicating 
that the alarm is inoperative. 
The alarm requires a minimum of 0.7 volts 

(negative) from the receiver's a.g.c. (automatic 
gain control) circuit for dependable operation. 
Receivers having one stage of i.f. amplification 
will develop at least this much a.g.c. voltage 
when tuned to a signal of reasonable strength. 
But watch out for the "superhets" that do not 
have an i.f. stage; they are of little value as a 
source of control voltage for the alarm. You 
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CONELRAD ALARM CIRCUIT 
CAT7 

V. 

11-6-volt a.c. buzzer (Edwards 725). 

IS, pilot lamp. No. 47. 

Ki—D.p.d.t. sensitive relay, 5000-ohm coll. 

Its-5-megohm potentiometer. 

Fig. 5-63—Circuit of the Conelrad alarm (B) connected to the a.v.c. 

circuit (A) of a typical a.c.-d.c. broadcast receiver. Resistors are Va watt 

unless otherwise specified. C,, R, and 1", are components in the broad-

cast receiver. 

can usually find out if the receiver has an i.f. 
stage by looking at the tube list pasted on either 
the chassis or the inside of the cabinet. 
The circuit of the alarm is shown in section B, 

Fig. 5-63. Section A is a typical a.g.c.-detector-
first audio stage of an a.c.-d.c. receiver, and shows 
how the alarm circuit is tied into a receiver. 
Although a 12AV6 is shown as the detector, 

other tubes may be used in some receivers. How-
ever, the basic circuit will be much the same. 

Finding the a.g.c. (a.v.c.) line in the jumble 
beneath the chassis of the ordinary a.c.-d.c. re-
ceiver is not always easy. Here are a few hints: 
Using section A, Fig. 5-63, as a guide, locate 

the detector tube socket. Trace out the leads go-
ing to the secondary of the last i.f. transformer, 
T. This transformer usually will be adjacent to 
the detector tube. The lower end of the secondary 
winding will be connected to several different re-
sistors, one of these being the diode-load filter 
resistor ( approximately 50K in most circuits) 
and another the a.g.c. filter resistor, R.. The value 
of the latter resistor is ordinarily above one meg-
ohm. Trace through R, in the direction of the 
arrow ( Fig. 5-63), until you locate the fairly high 
value (0.05 µf. or so) a.g.c. filter capacitor, CI. 
Now you have the a.g.c. line clearly identified 
and the tap for the alarm circuit may be made. 

Notice that the cathode of V. and the cold side 
of C. are both returned to a common bus or —B 
line, not directly to the chassis. Also observe that 
the return for the alarm circuit is made to the 
common bus in the receiver, not to the chassis of 

R.E1ROTE }CONTROL 
OF A.C. TO 
)04TFL 

(CONNECT ACftOSS) OF ON-OFF SW.T04 
115v. ON SET SIDE 

IN S.C. RcvR. 

Ss.—S.p.s.t. rotary switch. 

S,—Momentary-contact switch ( Switchcraft 101). 

Tu—Replacement-type power transformer, 150 volts, 25 

ma.; 6.3 volts, 0.5 amp. (Merit P-3046). 

the set. Do not ground this lead to the chassis or 
connect it to any exposed metal parts. If there is 
any difficulty in locating the common bus in the 
vicinity of the detector stage, check back from 
the negative side of the power-supply filter ca-
pacitors, as this point is always attached to the 
common bus. 
The monitor should be built in an insulated 

box of some kind and not in a metal case. The 
box can be made of plywood, or a bakelite in-
strument case. The bakelite case is ideal for the 
application, but it must be handled with care 
during construction to avoid scratching, chipping, 
or breakage. Be especially careful when drilling 
large holes such as those used in mounting the 
pilot-lamp assemblies and switches, because a 
large drill tends to bind and crack the case. 
The chances are pretty good that right after 

the receiver and the monitor have been turned on 
the red lamp will light and — if you haven't had 
the foresight to open S, to prevent the noise — 
the buzzer will sound. Tune the receiver to a 
broadcast station and see if the red light goes out 
and the green light comes on. If this happens, 
close Ss and you're all set for conelrad compli-
ance. If the "safe" light does not come on, tune 
around for a signal strong enough to actuate the 
alarm. Should the signal of greatest apparent 
strength fail to trigger the monitor, leave the re-
ceiver tuned to this signal and then momentarily 
press S,. The alarm should now lock on "safe," 
provided the a.g.c. circuit delivers 0.7 volt or 
more to Vu. 



Chapter 6 

High-Frequency 

Transmitters 

The principal requirements to be met in c.w. 
transmitters for the amateur bands between 1.8 
and 30 Mc. are that the frequency must be as 
stable as good practice permits, the output signal 
must be free from modulation and that harmonics 
and other spurious emissions must be eliminated 
or reduced to the point where they do not cause 
interference to other stations. 
The over-all design depends primarily upon the 

bands in which operation is desired, and the 
power output. A simple oscillator with satisfac-
tory frequency stability may be used as a trans-
mitter at the lower frequencies, as indicated in 
Fig. 6-1A, but the power output obtainable is 
small. As a general rule, the output of the oscil-
lator is fed into one or more amplifiers to bring 
the power fed to the antenna up to the desired 
level, as shown in B. 
An amplifier whose output frequency is the 

same as the input frequency is called a straight 
amplifier. A buffer amplifier is the term some-
times applied to an amplifier stage to indicate 
that its primary purpose is one of isolation, 
rather than power gain. 

Because it becomes increasingly difficult to 
maintain oscillator frequency stability as the 
frequency is increased, it is most usual prac-
tice in working at the higher frequencies to 
operate the oscillator at a low frequency and 
follow it with one or more frequency multi-
pliers as required to arrive at the desired out-
put frequency. A frequency multiplier is an 
amplifier that delivers output at a multiple 
of the exciting frequency. A doubler is a mul-
tiplier that gives output at twice the exciting 
frequency; a tripler multiplies the exciting fre-
quency by three, etc. From the viewpoint of any 
particular stage in a transmitter, the preceding 
stage is its driver. 
As a general rule, frequency multipliers should 

not be used to feed the antenna system directly, 
but should feed a straight amplifier which, in 
turn, feeds the antenna system, as shown in 
Fig. 1-C, D and E. As the diagrams indicate, it is 
often possible to operate more than one stage 
from a single power supply. 
Good frequency stability is most easily ob-

tained through the use of a crystal-controlled 
oscillator, although a different crystal is needed 
for each frequency desired ( or multiples of that 
frequency). A self-controlled oscillator or 
v.f.o. (variable-frequency oscillator) may be 
tuned to any frequency with a dial in the 
manner of a receiver, but requires great care in 

design and construction if its stability is to com-
pare with that of a crystal oscillator. 

In all types of transmitter stages, screen-grid 
tubes have the advantage over triodes that they 
require less driving power. With a lower-power 
exciter, the problem of harmonic reduction is 
made easier. Most satisfactory oscillator circuits 
use a screen-grid tube. 

(A) 

OSC DBLR 

—7 — 

PWR 

OSC DBLR 

P,AR 

OSC 

PWR 

(5) 

—.1 AMP 

(c) 

(D) 

PWR 

AMP 

PWR 

AMP 

PWR 

DBLR DBLR AMP 

P,,vR 

(E) 

PwR 

Fig. 6- 1—Block diagrams showing typical combinations 

of oscillator and amplifiers and power-supply arrange-

ments for transmitters. A wide selection is possible, 

depending upon the number of bands in which opera-

tion is desired and the power output. 
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CRYSTAL OSCILLATORS 

The frequency of a crystal-controlled oscil-
lator is held constant to a high degree of accu-
racy by the use of a quartz crystal. The frequency 
depends almost entirely on the dimensions of the 
crystal ( essentially its thickness) ; other circuit 
values have comparatively negligible effect. 
However, the power obtainable is limited by the 
heat the crystal will stand without fracturing. 
The amount of heating is dependent upon the 
r.f. crystal current which, in turn, is a function 
of the amount of feedback required to provide 
proper excitation. Crystal heating short of the 
danger point results in frequency drift to an 
extent depending upon the way the crystal is 
cut. Excitation should always be adjusted to the 
minimum necessary for proper operation. 

Crystal-Oscillator Circuits 

The simplest crystal-oscillator circuit is shown 
in Fig. 6-2A. An equivalent circuit is shown 
in Fig. 6-2B, where C4 represents the grid-
cathode capacitance and Cg indicates the plate-
cathode, or output capacitance. The ratio of 
these capacitors controls the excitation for the 
oscillator, and good practice generally requires 
that both of these capacitances be augmented 

(B) (A) 

factorily minimized by proper choice of the oscil-
lator tube. 
The circuit of Fig. 6-3A is known as the Tri-

tet. The oscillator circuit is that of Fig. 6-2C. 
Excitation is controlled by adjustment of the 
tank L1C1, which should have a low L/C ratio, 
and be tuned considerably to the high-frequency 
side of the crystal frequency ( approximately 5 
Mc. for a 3.5-Mc, crystal) to prevent over-ex-
citation and high crystal current. Once the proper 
adjustment for average crystals has been found, 
C1 may be replaced with a fixed capacitor of 
equal value. 
The oscillator circuit of Fig. 6-3B is that of 

Fig. 6-2A. Excitation is controlled by Cg. 
The oscillator of the grid-plate circuit of Fig. 

6-3C is the same as that of Fig. 6-3B, except that 
the ground point has been moved from the cath-
ode to the plate of the oscillator (in other words, 
to the screen of the tube). Excitation is adjusted 
by proper proportioning of C6 and C7. 

When most types of tubes are used in the cir-
cuits of Fig. 6-3, oscillation will stop when the 
output plate circuit is tuned to the crystal fre-
quency, and it is necessary to operate with the 
plate tank circuit critically deturted for maxi-
mum output with stability. However, when the 
6AG7, 5763, or the lower-power 6AH6 is used 

Fig. 6- 2— Simple crystal oscillator circuits. A— Pierce. B— Equivalent of circuit A. C— Simple triode oscillator. C, 

is a plate blocking capacitor, C., an output coupling capacitor, and C, a plate bypass. C., and C5 are discussed in 

the text. C, and Lx should tune to the crystal fundamental frequency. Rx is the grid leak. 

by external capacitors, to provide better control 
of the excitation. 
The circuit shown in Fig. 6-2C is the equiva-

lent of the tuned-grid tuned-plate circuit dis-
cussed in the chapter on vacuum-tube principles, 
the crystal replacing the tuned grid circuit. 
The most commonly used crystal-oscillator cir-

cuits are based on one or the other of these two 
simple types, and are shown in Fig. 6-3. Although 
these circuits are somewhat more complicated, 
they combine the functions of oscillator and am-
plifier or frequency multiplier in a single tube. In 
all of these circuits, the screen of a tetrode or 
pentode is used as the plate in a triode oscillator. 
Power output is taken from a separate tuned 
tank circuit in the actual plate circuit. Although 
the oscillator itself is not entirely independent of 
adjustments made in the plate tank circuit when 
the latter is tuned near the fundamental fre-
quency of the crystal, the effects can be satis-

with proper adjustment of excitation, it is possi-
ble to tune to the crystal frequency without 
stopping oscillation. The plate tuning character-
istic should then be similar to Fig. 6-4. These 
tubes also operate with less crystal current than 
most other types for a given power output, and 
less frequency change occurs when the plate 
circuit is tuned through the crystal frequency 
(less than 25 cycles at 3.5 Mc.). 
Crystal current may be estimated by observing 

the relative brilliance of a 60-ma, dial lamp con-
nected in series with the crystal. Current should 
be held to the minimum for satisfactory output 
by careful adjustment of excitation. With the 
operating voltages shown, satisfactory output 
should be obtained with crystal currents of 40 
ma. or less. 

In these circuits, output may be obtained at 
multiples of the crystal frequency by tuning the 
plate tank circuit to the desired harmonic, the 
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output dropping off, of course, at the higher har-
monics. Especially for harmonic operation, a 
low-C plate tank circuit is desirable. 

+150 TO 300 
(A) TRI -TET 

(B) MODIFIED 
PI ERCE +150 TO 300 

6AG7 

7 RFC, 

(C) GRID- PLATE +150 TO 300 

C4 

Fig. 6-3—Commonly used crystal- controlled oscillator 

circuits. Values are those recommended for a 6AG7 or 

5763 tube. (See reference in text for other tubes.) 

C,— Feedback-control capacitor- 3.5-Mc. crystals—ap-

prox. 220-µµf. mica-7-Mc. crystals—approx. 

150-µµf. mica. 

CR— Output tank capacitor- 100-µµf. variable for sin-

gle-band tank; 250-µµf. variable for two-

band tank. 

CS—Screen bypass-0.001-µf. disk ceramic. 

bypass-0.00140. disk ceramic. 

Cs— Output coupling capacitor-50 to 100 µµf. 

Cs— Excitation-control capacitor-30-µµf. trimmer. 

C,—Excitation capacitor-220-µµf. mica for 6AG7; 

100-,aµf. for 5763. 

Cs—D.c. blocking capacitor-0.001-µf. mica. 

C—Excitation- control capacitor- 220-µµf. mica. 

12—Grid leak-0.1 megohm, Y2 watt. 

R—Screen resistor-47,000 ohms, 1 watt. 

1,—Excitation- control inductance-3.5-Mc. crystals—ap-

prox. 4 µh.; 7-Mc. crystals—approx. 2 µh. 

Li—Output-circuit coil— single band,-3.5 Mc.- 17 PK; 

7 Mc.-8 µh.; 14 Mc.-2.5 µh.; 28 Mc.-1 

Two-band operation: 3.5 & 7 Mc.-7.5 µh.; 7 

& 14 Mc.-2.5 µh. 

RFC,-2.5-mh. 50-ma. r.f. choke. 

For best performance with a 6AG7 or 5763, 
the values given under Fig. 6-3 should be fol-
lowed closely. 

VARIABLE-FREQUENCY OSCILLATORS 

The frequency of a v.f.o, depends entirely on 
the values of inductance and capacitance in the 
circuit. Therefore, it is necessary to take careful 
steps to minimize changes in these values not 
under the control of the operator. As examples, 
even the minute changes of dimensions with 
temperature, particularly those of the coil, may 
result in a slow but noticeable change in f re-
quency called drift. The effective input capaci-
tance of the oscillator tube, which must be 
connected across the circuit, changes with vari-
ations in electrode voltages. This, in turn, causes 
a change in the frequency of the oscillator. To 
make use of the power from the oscillator, a load, 
usually in the form of an amplifier, must be 
coupled to the oscillator, and variations in the 
load may reflect on the frequency. Very slight 
mechanical movement of the components may 
result in a shift in frequency, and vibration can 
cause modulation. 

V.F.O. Circuits 

Fig. 6-5 shows the most commonly used cir-
cuits. They are all designed to minimize the 
effects mentioned above. All are similar to the 
crystal oscillators of Fig. 6-3 in that the screen 
of a tetrode or pentode is used as the oscillator 
plate. The oscillating circuits in Figs. 6-5A 
and B are the Hartley type; those in C and D are 
Colpitts circuits. ( See chapter on vacuum-tube 
principles.) In the circuits of A, B and C, all of 
the above-mentioned effects, except changes in 
inductance, are minimized by the use of a high-Q 
tank circuit obtained through the use of large 
tank capacitances. Any uncontrolled changes in 
capacitance thus become a very small percentage 
of the total circuit capacitance. 

In the series-tuned Colpitts circuit of Fig. 
6-5D ( sometimes called the Clapp circuit), a 
high-Q circuit is obtained in a different manner. 
The tube is tapped across only a small portion 
of the oscillating tank circuit, resulting in very 
loose coupling between tube and circuit. The 
taps are provided by a series of three capacitors 
across the coil. In addition, the tube capacitances 
are shunted by large capacitors, so the effects of 
the tube — changes in electrode voltages and 
loading — are still further reduced. In contrast 
to the preceding circuits, the resulting tank 
circuit has a high L/C ratio and therefore the 
tank current is much lower than in the circuits 
using high-C tanks. As a result, it will usually 

Load 

Unloaded 

rUN/NG CAPACVTY 

Fig. 6- 4— Plate tuning 

characteristic of circuits 

of Fig. 6-3 with preferred 

types ( see text). The 

plate- current dip at res-

onance broadens and is 

less pronounced when 

the circuit is loaded. 
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be found that, other things being equal, drift 
will be less with the low-C circuit. 

For best stability, the ratio of C12 or C13 
(which are usually equal) to C10 4- C11 should 
be as high as possible without stopping oscilla-
tion. The permissible ratio will be higher the 
higher the Q of the coil and the mutual conduct-
ance of the tube. If the circuit does not oscillate 
over the desired range, a coil of higher Q must 
be used or the capacitance of C12 and C13 re-
duced. 

Load Isolation 

In spite of the precautions already discussed, 
the tuning of the output plate circuit will cause a 
noticeable change in frequency, particularly in 
the region around resonance. This effect can be 

+ 75 T0 50 + 15010300 

(A) HARTLEY 

+ 75 TO 150 + 150 TO 300 

COLPITTS 

reduced considerably by designing the oscillator 
for half the desired frequency and doubling fre-
quency in the output circuit. 

It is desirable, although not a strict necessity 
if detuning is recognized and taken into account, 
to approach as closely as possible the condition 
where the adjustment of tuning controls in the 
transmitter, beyond the v.f.o. frequency control, 
will llave negligible effect on the frequency. This 
can be done by substituting a fixed-tuned circuit 
in the output of the oscillator, and adding 
isolating stages whose tuning is fixed between the 
oscillator and the first tunable amplifier stage in 
the transmitter. Fig. 6-6 shows such an arrange-
ment that gives good isolation. In the first stage, 
a 6C4 is connected as a cathode follower. This 

+ 75 TO 150 +150 TO 300 

(B) HARTLEY — UNTUNED OUTPUT 

+7510150 + 15070300 

(D) SERIES — TUNED COLPITTS 

Fig. 6-5—V.f.o. circuits. Approximate values for 3.5-4.0-Mc, output are given below. Grid circuits are tuned to 

half frequency 

Ca—Oscillator bandspread tuning capacitor-200-PA 

variable. 

Cs — Output -circuit tank capacitor-47-µµf. 

CS — Oscillator tank capacitor-600-/41f. zero-tempera-

ture- coefficient mica. 

C4 — Grid coupling capacitor- 100-µµf. zero-tempera-

ture- coefficient mica. 

CS — Screen bypass-0.001-µf. disk ceramic. 

Co— Plate bypass-0.001-µf. disk ceramic. 

CS—Output coupling capacitor-50 to 100-Aid- mica. 

Cs— Oscillator tank capacitor-750-µµf. zero-tempera-

ture- coefficient mica. 

Co—Oscillator tank capacitor-0.0033-µf. zero-temper-

ature- coefficient mica. 

Cao—Oscillator bandspread padder-100-µµf. variable 

air. 

(1.75 Mc.). 

Cu—Oscillator bandspread tuning capacitor-50-µµf. 

variable. 

Cn, Cu—Tube-coupling capacitor-0.002-°f. zero-tem-

perature-coefficient mica. 

Pa-47,000 ohms, 1/2  watt. 

La—Oscillator tank coil- 10 µh., tapped about one-

third-way from grounded end. 

La—Output- circuit tank coil- 20-40 µh., adjustable. 

La—Oscillator tank coil- 10 µh. 

La— Oscillator tank coil- 10 µh. 

1.,— Oscillator tank coil-70 µh. 

IS — Output coil- 100-140 µh., adjustable. 

RFC- 100 µh. r.f. choke. 

V1-6AG7, 5763 or 6AH6 preferred; other types 

usable. 

Va- 6AG7, 5763 or 6AH6 required for feedback ca-

pacitances shown. 
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drives a 5763 buffer amplifier whose input 
circuit is fixed-tuned to the approximate band of 
the v.f.o. output. For best isolation, it is impor-
tant that the 6C4 does not draw grid current. 
The output of the v.f.o., or the cathode resistor 
of the 6C4 should be adjusted until the voltage 
across the cathode resistor of the 6C4 ( as meas-
uéed with a high-resistance d.c. voltmeter with 
an r.f. choke in the positive lead) is the same with 
or without excitation from the v.f.o. L1 should 
be adjusted for most constant output from the 
5763 over the band. 

Chirp 

In all of the circuits shown there will be some 
change of frequency with changes in screen and 
plate voltages, and the use of regulated voltages 
for both usually is necessary. One of the most 
serious results of voltage instability occurs if 
the oscillator is keyed, as it often is for break-in 
operation. Although voltage regulation will 
supply a steady voltage from the power supply 
and therefore is still desirable, it cannot alter 
the fact that the voltage on the tube must rise 
from zero when the key is open, to full voltage 
when the key is closed, and must fall back again 
to zero when the key is opened. The result is a 
chirp each time the key is opened or closed, 
unless the time con-
stant in the keying 
circuit is reduced 
to the point where 
the chirp takes 
place so rapidly 
that the receiving 
operator's ear can-
not detect it. Un-
fortunately, as ex-
plained in the chap-
ter on keying, a 
certain minimum 
time constant is 
necessary if key 
clicks are to be 
minimized. There-
fore it is evident 
that the measures 
necessary for the 
reduction of chirp and clicks are in opposition, 
and a compromise is necessary. For best keying 
characteristics, the oscillator should be allowed 
to run continuously while a subsequent amplifier 
is keyed. However, a keyed amplifier represents 
a widely variable load and unless sufficient isola-
tion is provided between the oscillator and the 
keyed amplifier, the keying characteristics may 
be little better than when the oscillator itself is 
keyed. ( See keying chapter for other methods of 
break-in keying.) 

Frequency Drift 

Frequency drift is further reduced most easily 
by limiting the power input as much as possible 
and by mqunting the components of the tuned 
circuit in a separate shielded compartment, so 
that they will be isolated from the direct heat 

V.F. O. 

from tubes and resistors. The shielding also will 
eliminate changes in frequency caused by move-
ment of nearby objects, such as the operator's 
hand when tuning the v.f.o. The circuit of Fig. 
6-5D lends itself well to this arrangement, since 
relatively long leads between the tube and the 
tank circuit have negligible effect on frequency 
because of the large shunting capacitances. The 
grid, cathode and ground leads to the tube can 
be bunched in a cable up to several feet long. 

Variable capacitors should have ceramic in-
sulation, good bearing contacts and should pref-
erably be of the double-bearing type, and fixed 
capacitors should have zero temperature coeffi-
cient. The tube socket also should have ceramic 
insulation and special attention should be paid to 
the selection of the coil in the oscillating section. 

Oscillator Coils 

The Q of the tank coil used in the oscillating 
portion of any of the circuits under discussion 
should be as high as circumstances ( usually 
space) permit, since the losses, and therefore 
the heating, will be less. With recommended care 
in regard to other factors mentioned previously, 
most of the drift will originate in the coil. The 
coil should be well spaced from shielding and 
other large metal surfaces, and be of a type that 
radiates heat well, such as a commercial air-

CATH. FOLLOWER 
6C4 1000 

1130K 
+350 

BUFFER 
5763 

3 

10K whaf 
1w. L, 

22K 
.001 

220 

6 

01 

.001 22K 

100,h 

1--"° 

RFC, 

01 

+ 350 

Fig. 6-6—Circuit of an isolating amplifier for use between v.f.o. and first tunable 

stage. Unless otherwise specified, all capacitances are in µf., all resistors are 1/2 watt. 
1.1, for the 3.5-Mc, band, consists of 100-140 µh. adjustable inductor. RFCi is 100 µh. 

All capacitors are disk ceramic. 

wound type, or should be wound tightly on a 
threaded ceramic form so that the dimensions will 
not change readily with temperature. The wire 
with which the coil is wound should be as large 
as practicable, especially in the high-C circuits. 

Mechanical Vibration 

To eliminate mechanical vibration, components 
should be mounted securely. Particularly in the 
circuit of Fig. 6-5D, the capacitor should pref-
erably have small, thick plates and the coil 
braced, if necessary, to prevent the slightest me-
chanical movement. Wire connections between 
tank-circuit components should be as short as 
possible and flexible wire will have less tendency 
to vibrate than solid wire. It is advisable to cush-
ion the entire oscillator unit by mounting on 
sponge rubber or other shock mounting. 
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Tuning Characteristic 

If the circuit is oscillating, touching the grid of 
the tube or any part of the circuit connected to it 
will show a change in plate current. In tuning the 
plate output circuit without load, the plate cur-
rent will be relatively high until it is tuned near 
resonance where the plate current will dip to a 
low value, as illustrated in Fig. 6-4. When the 
output circuit is loaded, the dip should still be 
found, but broader and much less pronounced as 
indicated by the dashed line. The circuit should 
not be loaded beyond the point where the dip is 
still recognizable. 

Checking V.F.O. Stability 

A v.f.o. should be checked thoroughly before 
it is placed in regular operation on the air. Since 
succeeding amplifier stages may affect the signal 
characteristics, final tests should be made with 
the complete transmitter in operation. Almost 
any v.f.o. will show signals of good quality and 
stability when it is running free and not con-
nected to a load. A well-isolated monitor is a 
necessity. Perhaps the most convenient, as well 
as one of the most satisfactory, well-shielded 
monitoring arrangements is a receiver combined 
with a crystal oscillator, as shown in Fig. 6-7. 
(See "Crystal Oscillators," this chapter.) The 
crystal frequency should lie in the band of the 
lowest frequency to be checked and in the fre-
quency range where its harmonics will fall in the 
higher- frequency bands. The receiver b.f.o. is 
turned off and the v.f.o. signal is tuned to beat 
with the signal from the crystal oscillator in-
stead. In this way any receiver instability caused 
by overloading of the input circuits, which may 
result in "pulling" of the h.f. oscillator in the 
receiver, or by a change in line voltage to the 
receiver when the transmitter is keyed, will not 

R.F. POWER-AMPLIFIER 

In the remainder of this chapter the vacuum 
tubes will be shown, for the most part, with in-
directly-heated cathodes. However, many trans-
mitting tubes used directly-heated filaments for 
the cathodes; when this is done the filament 
"center-tap" connection will be used, as shown 
in Fig. 6-8. 

PLATE TANK Q 

R.f. power amplifiers used in amateur trans-
mitters are operated under Class-C or -AB 
conditions (see chapter on tube fundamentals). 
The main objective, of course, is to deliver as 
much fundamental power as possible into a load, 
R, without exceeding the tube ratings. The load 
resistance R may be in the form of a transmis-
sion line to an antenna, or the grid circuit of an-
other amplifier. A further objective is to mini-
mize the harmonic energy ( always generated by 
a Class C amplifier) fed into the load circuit. In 
attaining these objectives, the Q of the tank cir-
cuit is of importance. When a load is coupled in-
ductively, as in Fig. 6-10, the Q of the tank circuit 

affect the reliability of the check. Most crystals 
have a sufficiently low temperature coefficient 
to give a check on drift as well as on chirp and 
signal quality if they are not overloaded. 
Harmonics of the crystal may be used to beat 

with the transmitter signal when monitoring at 
the higher frequencies. Since any chirp at the 
lower frequencies will be magnified at the higher 
frequencies, accurate checking can best be done 
by monitoring at a harmonic. 
The distance between the crystal oscillator and 

receiver should be adjusted to give a good beat 
between the crystal oscillator and the transmitter 
signal. When using harmonics of the crystal 
oscillator, it may be necessary to attach a piece 

RECEIVER- BFO OFF 

o  

IN 
VFO 

XTAL 
OSC 

Fig. 6-7—Setup for checking v.f.o. stability. The re-

ceiver should be tuned preferably to a harmonic of 

the v.f.o. frequency. The crystal oscillator may oper-

ate somewhere in the band in which the v.f.o. is 

operating. The receiver b.f.o. should be turned off. 

of wire to the oscillator as an antenna to give 
sufficient signal in the receiver. Checks may 
show that the stability is sufficiently good to 
permit oscillator keying at the lower frequencies, 
where break-in operation is of greater value, 
but that chirp becomes objectionable at the 
higher frequencies. If further improvement does 
not seem possible, it would be logical in this case 
to use oscillator keying at the lower frequencies 
and amplified keying at the higher frequencies. 

TANKS AND COUPLING 
will have an effect on the coefficient of coupling 
necessary for proper loading of the amplifier. 
In respect to all of these factors, a tank Q of 10 to 
20 is usually considered optimum. A much lower 
Q will result in less efficient operation of the am-
plifier tube, greater harmonic output, and greater 
difficulty in coupling inductively to a load. A 
much higher Q will result in higher tank current 
with increased loss in the tank coil. 
The Q is determined ( see chapter on electrical 

Fig. 6-8—Filament center-tap con-

nections to be substituted in place 

of cathode connections shown in 

diagrams when filament-type tubes 

are substituted. T, is the filament 

transformer. Filament bypasses, 

should be 0.01 -pf, disk ceramic 

capacitors. If a self- biasing (cath-

ode) resistor is used, it should be 

placed between the center tap 

and ground. 115M AC 
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Fig. 6-9—Chart showing plate tank capacitance re-

quired for a Q of 10. Divide the tube plate voltage 

by the plate current in milliamperes. Select the ver-

tical line corresponding to the answer obtained. Fol-

low this vertical line to the diagonal line for the 

band in question, and thence horizontally to the left 

to read the capacitance. For a given ratio of plate-
voltage/plate current, doubling the capacitance shown 

doubles the Q, etc. When a split-stator capacitor is 

used in a balanced circuit, the capacitance of each 

section may be one half of the value given by the 

chart. 

laws and circuits) by the L/C ratio and the load 
resistance at which the tube is operated. The tube 
load resistance is related, in approximation, to 
the ratio of the d.c. plate voltage to d.c. plate 
current at which the tube is operated. 
The amount of C that will give a Q of 10 for 

various ratios is shown in Fig. 6-9. For a given 
plate-voltage/plate-current ratio, the Q will vary 
directly as the tank capacitance, twice the 
capacitance doubles the Q, etc. For the same Q, 
the capacitance of each section of a split-stator 
capacitor in a balanced circuit should be half 
the value shown. 
These values of capacitance include the output 

capacitance of the amplifier tube, the input capac-
itance of a following amplifier tube if it is cou-
pled capacitively, and all other stray capaci-
tances. At the higher plate-voltage/plate-current 
ratios, the chart may show values of capacitance, 

for the higher frequencies, smaller than those 
attainable in practice. In such a case, a tank Q 
higher than 10 is unavoidable. 

In low-power exciter stages, where capacitive 
coupling is used, very low-Q circuits, tuned only 
by the tube and stray circuit capacitances are 
sometimes used for the purpose of "broadband-
ing" to avoid the necessity for retuning a stage 
across a band. Higher-order harmonics gener-
ated in such a stage can usually be attenuated in 
the tank circuit of the final amplifier. 

INDUCTIVE-LINK COUPLING 

Coupling to Flat Coaxial Lines 

When the load R in Fig. 6-10 is located for 
convenience at some distance from the amplifier, 
or when maximum harmonic reduction is de-
sired, it is advisable to feed the power to the 
load through a low-impedance coaxial cable. 
The shielded construction of the cable prevents 
radiation and makes it possible to install the line 
in any convenient manner without danger of 
unwanted coupling to other circuits. 

If the line is more than a small fraction of a 
wavelength long, the load resistance at its output 
end should be adjusted, by a matching circuit if 
necessary, to match the impedance of the cable. 
This reduces losses in the cable and makes the 
coupling adjustments at the transmitter inde-
pendent of the cable length. Matching circuits 
for use between the cable and another transmis-
sion line are discussed in the chapter on trans-
mission lines, while the matching adjustments 
when the load is the grid circuit of a following 

— BIAS +S.G. +H.V. 

Fig. 6- 10— Inductive-link output coupling circuits. 

Ci—Plate tank capacitor—see text and Fig. 6-9 for 

capacitance, Fig. 6-33 for voltage rating. 

Cs—Screen bypass—voltage rating depends on 

method of screen supply. See paragraphs on 

screen considerations. Voltage rating same 

as plate voltage will be safe under any con-

dition. 

CS— Plate bypass-0.001-isf. disk ceramic or mica. 

Voltage rating same as Ci, plus safety factor. 

Ls—To resonate at operating frequency with CI. See 
LC chart and inductance formula in electrical-

laws chapter, or use ARRL Lightning Calcula-

tor. 

L,—Reactance equal to line impedance. See reactance 

chart and inductance formula in electrical-

laws chapter, or use ARRL Lightning Calcula-

tor. 

R—Representing load. 



Coupling 

(E) 
ALTERNATIVE FOR USE 
WITH SMALL LINKS 

(A) 

C' 
COAXIAL LINE 

(C) 

Fig. 6- 11—With flat transmission lines, power transfer 

is obtained with looser coupling if the line input is 

tuned to resonance. C, and L, should resonate at the 

operating frequency. See table for maximum usable 

value of C,. If circuit does not resonate with maxi-

mum CI or less, inductance of LI must be increased, 

or added in series at 1.5. 

amplifier are described elsewhere in this chapter. 
Assuming that the cable is properly terminated, 

proper loading of the amplifier, will be assured, 
using the circuit of Fig. 6-11A, if 

1) The plate tank circuit has reasonably high 
value of Q. A value of 10 is usually sufficient. 

2) The inductance of the pick-up or link coil 
is close to the optimum value for the frequency 
and type of line used. The optimum coil is one 
whose self-inductance is such that its reactance 
at the operating frequency is equal to the charac-
teristic impedance, Zo, of the line. 

3) It is possible to make the coupling between 
the tank and pick-up coils very tight. 
The second in this list is often hard to meet. 

Few manufactured link coils have adequate in-
ductance even for coupling to a 50-ohm line at 
low frequencies. 

Capacitance in µO. Required for Coupling to 

Flat Coaxial Lines with Tuned Coupling Circuit 

Frequency Characteristic Impedance of Line 
Band 52 75 
Mc. ohms' ohms, 
3.5 450 300 
7 230 150 

14 115 75 
21 80 50 
28 60 40 

1 Capacitance values are maximum usable. 

Note: Inductance in circuit must be adjusted to 
resonate at operating frequency. 

151 
If the line is operating with a low s.w.r., the 

system shown in Fig. 6-11A will require tight 
coupling between the two coils. Since the sec-
ondary ( pick-up coil) circuit is not resonant, the 
leakage reactance of the pick-up coil will cause 
some detuning of the amplifier tank circuit. This 
detuning effect increases with increasing cou-
pling, but is usually not serious. However, the 
amplifier tuning must be adjusted to resonance, 
as indicated by the plate-current dip, each time 
the coupling is changed. 

Tuned Coupling 

The design difficulties of using "untuned" 
pick-up coils, mentioned above, can be avoided 
by using a coupling circuit tuned to the operat-
ing frequency. This contributes additional se-
lectivity as well, and hence aids in the suppres-
sion of spurious radiations. 

If the line is flat the input impedance will be 
essentially resistive and equal to the Zo of the 
line. With coaxial cable, a circuit of reasonable 
Q can be obtained with practicable values of in-
ductance and capacitance connected in series with 
the line's input terminals. Suitable circuits are 
given in Fig. 6-11 at B and C. The Q of the cou-
pling circuit often may be as low as 2, without 
running into difficulty in getting adequate cou-
pling to a tank circuit of proper design. Larger 
values of Q can be used and will result in in-
creased ease of coupling, but as the Q is in-
creased the frequency range over which the cir-
cuit will operate without readjustment becomes 
smaller. It is usually good practice, therefore, to 
use a coupling-circuit Q just low enough to per-
mit operation, over as much of a band as is nor-
mally used for a particular type of communica-
tion, without requiring retuning. 

Capacitance values for a Q of 2 and line 
impedances of 52 and 75 ohms are given in the 
accompanying table. These are the maximum 
values that should be used. The inductance in the 
circuit should be adjusted to give resonance at 
the operating frequency. If the link coil used for 
a particular band does not have enough induc-
tance to resonate, the additional inductance may 
be connected in series as shown in Fig. 6-11C. 

Characteristics 

In practice, the amount of inductance in the 
circuit should be chosen so that, with somewhat 
loose coupling between L1 and the amplifier tank 
coil, the amplifier plate current will increase 
when the variable capacitor, CI is tuned through 
the value of capacitance given by the table. The 
coupling between the two coils should then be 
increased until the amplifier loads normally, 
without changing the setting of C1. If the trans-
mission line is flat over the entire frequency band 
under consideration, it should not be necessary to 
readjust C1 when changing frequency, if the 
values given in the table are used. However, it is 
unlikely that the line actually will be flat over 
such a range, so some readjustment of C1 may be 
needed to compensate for changes in the input 
impedance of the line. If the input impedance 
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variations are not large, C1 may be used as a PI-NETWORK DESIGN CHARTS FOR FEEDING 52-

loading control, no changes in the coupling be- OR 72-OHM COAXIAL TRANSMISSION LINES 

tween L1 and the tank coil being necessary. 
The degree of coupling between L1 and the 600 

amplifier tank coil will depend on the coupling-
circuit Q. With a Q of 2, the coupling should be 
tight — comparable with the coupling that is 7:isoo 
typical of "fixed-link" manufactured coils. With 
a swinging link it may be necessary to increase kezeo 
the Q of the coupling circuit in order to get suffi-
cient power transfer. This can be done by in-
creasing the L/C ratio. ,.5300 

¡.st 200 

10 

PI-SECTION OUTPUT TANK 

A pi-section tank circuit may also be used in 
coupling to an antenna or transmission line, as 
shown in Fig. 6-12. The optimum values of ca-
pacitance for C1 and C2, and inductance for L1 
are dependent upon values of tube power input 
and output load resistance. 

1- SG. 1-H.V. 

Fig. 6- 12— Pi- section output tank circuit. 

CI— Input or plate tuning capacitor. See text or Fig. 

6-13 for reactance. Voltage rating equal to 

d.c. plate voltage; twice this for plate modu-

lation. 

Ca—Output or loading capacitor. See text or Fig. 

6-15 for reactance. See text for voltage rat-

ing. 

Cs—Screen bypass. See Fig. 6-10. 

C.— Plate bypass. See Fig. 6-10. 

CS—Plate blocking capacitor-0.001-12f. disk ceramic 

or mica. Voltage rating same as C1. 

Li—See text or Fig. 6-14 for reactance. 

RFC;—See later paragraph on r.f. chokes. 

RFC2-2.5-mh. receiving type (to reduce peak voltage 

across both C1 and C2 and to blow plate 

power supply fuse if Cs fails). 

Values of reactance for C1, L1 and C2 may be 
taken directly from the charts of Figs. 6-13, 6-14 
and 6-15 if the output load resistance is the usual 
52 or 72 ohms. It should be borne in mind that 
these values apply only where the output load is 
resistive, i.e., where the antenna and line have 
been matched. 

Output-Capacitor Ratings 

The voltage rating of the output capacitor will 
depend upon the s.w.r. If the load is resistive, 
receiving-type air capacitors should be adequate 
for amplifier input powers up to 1 kw. with 
plate modulation when feeding 52- or 72-ohm 
loads. In obtaining the larger capacitances re-

Plo e Voltage  
Ratio 

Plate Current ( ma.) 

Fig. 6- 13— Reactance of input capacitor, C,, as a 

function the ratio of plate voltage to plate current. 
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Fig. 6- 14— Reactance of tank coil, I, as a function 

of plate voltage and current, for pi networks. 
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Fig. 6- 15— Reactance of loading capacitor, C2, as a 

function of plate voltage and current, for pi networks. 
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Fig. 6-16—Multiband tuner circuits. In the unbal-

anced circuit of A, C, and C, are sections of a single 

split- stator capacitor. In the balanced circuit of D, 

the two split- stator capacitors are ganged to a single 

control with an insulated shaft coupling between the 

two. In D, the two sections of L, are wound on the 

same form, with the inner ends connected to C,. In 

A, each section of the capacitor should have a volt-

age rating the same as Fig. 6-33A. In D, C, should 

have a rating the some as Fig. 6-33H (or Fig. 6-33E 

if the feed system corresponds). C. may have the 

rating of Fig. 6-33E so long as the rotor is not 

grounded or bypassed to ground. 

quired for the lower frequencies, it is common 
practice to switch fixed capacitors in parallel 
with the variable air capacitor. While the voltage 
rating of a mica or ceramic capacitor may not be 
exceeded in a particular case, capacitors of these 
types are limited in current-carrying capacity. 
Postage-stamp silver-mica capacitors should be 
adequate for amplifier inputs over the range from 
about 70 watts at 28 Mc. to 400 watts at 14 Mc. 
and lower. The larger mica capacitors (CM-45 
case) having voltage ratings of 1200 and 2500 
volts are usually satisfactory for inputs varying 
from about 350 watts at 28 Mc. to 1 kw. at 14 Mc. 
and lower. Because of these current limitations, 
particularly at the higher frequencies, it is ad-
visable to use as large an air capacitor as prac-
ticable, using the micas only at the lower frequen-
cies. Broadcast-receiver replacement-type capaci-
tors can be obtained very reasonably. They are 
available in triple units totaling about 1100 »pf., 
or dual units totaling about 900 Ppf. Their insu-
lation should be sufficient for inputs of 500 watts 
or more. Air capacitors have the additional ad-
vantage that they are seldom permanently dam-
aged by a voltage break-down. 

Neutralizing with Pi Network 

Screen-grid amplifiers using a pi-network out-
put circuit may be neutralized by the system 
shown in Figs. 6-23 B and C. 

MULTIBAND TANK CIRCUITS 

Multiband tank circuits provide a convenient 
means of covering several bands without the need 
for changing coils. Tuners of this type consist 
essentially of two tank circuits, tuned simultane-
ously with a single control. In a tuner designed 
to cover 80 through 10 meters, each circuit has a 
sufficiently large capacitance variation to assure 
an approximately 2-to-1 frequency range. Thus, 
one circuit is designed so that it covers 3.5 
through 7.3 Mc., while the other covers 14 
through 29.7 Mc. 
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A single-ended, or unbalanced, circuit of this 
type is shown in Fig. 6-16A. In principle, the 
reactance of the high- frequency coil, L2, is small 
enough at the lower frequencies so that it can be 
largely neglected, and C1 and C2 are in parallel 
across LI. Then the circuit for low frequencies 
becomes that shown in Fig. 6-16B. At the high 
frequencies, the reactance of L1 is high, so that 
it may be considered simply as a choke shunting 
C1. The high-frequency circuit is essentially that 
of Fig. 6-16C, L2 being tuned by C1 and C2 in 
series. 

In practice, the effect of one circuit on the 
other cannot be neglected entirely. L2 tends to 
increase the effective capacitance of C2, while 
L1 tends to decrease the effective capacitance of 
C1. This effect, however, is relatively small. 
Each circuit must cover somewhat more than a 
2-to-1 frequency range to permit staggering the 
two ranges sufficiently to avoid simultaneous 
responses to a frequency in the low-frequency 
range, and one of its harmonics lying in the range 
of the high-frequency circuit. 

In any circuit covering a frequency range as 
great as 2 to 1 by capacitance alone, the circuit 
Q must vary rather widely. If the circuit is de-
signed for a Q of 12 at 80, the Q will be 6 at 40, 
24 at 20, 18 at 15, and 12 at 10 meters. The in-
crease in tank current as a result of the increase 
in Q toward the low-frequency end of the high-
f requency range may make it necessary to design 
the high-frequency coil with care to minimize 
loss in this portion of the tuning range. It is 
generally found desirable to provide separate 
output coupling coils for each circuit. 

Fig. 6-16D shows a similar tank for balanced 
circuits. The same principles apply. 

Series or parallel feed may be used with either 
balanced or unbalanced circuits. In the balanced 
circuit of Fig. 6-16D, the series feed point would 
be at the center of LI, with an r.f. choke in 
series. 

(For further discussion see QST, July, 1954.) 

R.F. AMPLIFIER-TUBE OPERATING CONDITIONS 

In addition to proper tank and output-coupling 
circuits discussed in the preceding sections, an 
r.f. amplifier must be provided with suitable 
electrode voltages and an r.f. driving or excita-
tion voltage (see vacuum-tube chapter). 

All r.f. amplifier tubes require a voltage to 
operate the filament or heater ( a.c. is usually 
permissible), and a positive d.c. voltage between 
the plate and filament or cathode (plate voltage). 
Most tubes also require a negative d.c. voltage 
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(biasing voltage) between control grid (Grid 
No. 1) and filament or cathode. Screen-grid 
tubes require in addition a positive voltage 
(screen voltage or Grid No. 2 voltage) between 
screen and filament or cathode. 

Biasing and plate voltages may be fed to the 
tube either in series with or in parallel with the 
associated r.f. tank circuit as discussed in the 
chapter on electrical laws and circuits. 

It is important to remember that true plate, 
screen or biasing voltage is the voltage between 
the particular electrode and filament or cathode. 
Only when the cathode is directly grounded to 
the chassis may the electrode-to-chassis voltage 
be taken as the true voltage. 
The required r.f. driving voltage is applied 

between grid and cathode. 

Power Input and Plate Dissipation 

Plate power input is the d.c. power input to 
the plate circuit (d.c. plate voltage X d.c. plate 
current).—Screen power input likewise is the 
d.c. screen voltage x the d.c. screen current. 

Plate dissipation is the difference between the 
r.f. power delivered by the tube to its loaded 
plate tank circuit and the d.c. plate power input. 
The screen, on the other hand, does not deliver 
any output power, and therefore its dissipation 
is the same as the screen power input. 

TRANSMITTING-TUBE RATINGS 

Tube manufacturers specify the maximum 
values that should be applied to the tubes they 
produce. They also publish sets of typical oper-
ating values that should result in good efficiency 
and normal tube life. 
Maximum values for all of the most popular 

transmitting tubes will be found in the tables of 
transmitting tubes in the last chapter. Also in-
cluded are as many sets of typical operating 
values as space permits. However, it is recom-
mended that the amateur secure a transmitting-
tube manual from the manufacturer of the tube 
or tubes he plans to use. 

CCS and ICAS Ratings 

The same transmitting tube may have differ-
ent ratings depending upon the manner in which 
the tube is to be operated, and the service in 
which it is to be used. These different ratings are 
based primarily upon the heat that the tube can 
safely dissipate. Some types of operation, such as 
with grid or screen modulation, are less efficient 
than others, meaning that the tube must dissipate 
more heat. Other types of operation, such as c.w. 
or single-sideband phone are intermittent in na-
ture, resulting in less average heating than in 
other modes where there is a continuous power 
input to the tube during transmissions. There are 
also different ratings for tubes used in transmit-
ters that are in almost constant use ( CCS — 
Continuous Commercial Service), and for tubes 
that are to be used in transmitters that average 
only a few hours of daily operation ( ICAS — 
Intermittent Commercial and Amateur Service). 
The latter are the ratings used by amateurs who 

wish to obtain maximum output with reasonable 
tube life. 

Maximum Ratings 

Maximum ratings, where they differ from the 
values given under typical operating values, are 
not normally of significance to the amateur ex-
cept in special applications. No single maximum 
value should be used unless all other ratings can 
simultaneously be held within the maximum 
values. As an example, a tube may have a max-
imum plate-voltage rating of 2000, a maximum 
plate-current rating of 300 ma., and a maximum 
plate-power-input rating of 400 watts. There-
fore, if the maximum plate voltage of 2000 is 
used, the plate current should be limited to 
200 ma. ( instead of 300 ma.) to stay within the 
maximum power-input rating of 400 watts. 

SOURCES OF ELECTRODE VOLTAGES 

Filament or Heater Voltage 

The filament voltage for the indirectly heated 
cathode-type tubes found in low-power classifi-
cations may vary 10 per cent above or below 
rating without seriously reducing the life of the 
tube. But the voltage of the higher-power fila-
ment-type tubes should be held closely between 
the rated voltage as a minimum and 5 per cent 
above rating as a maximum. Make sure that the 
plate power drawn from the power line does not 
cause a drop in filament voltage below the proper 
value when plate power is applied. 

Thoriated-type filaments lose emission when 
the tube is overloaded appreciably. If the over-
load has not been too prolonged, emission some-
times may be restored by operating the filament 
at rated voltage with all other voltages removed 
for a period of 10 minutes, or at 20 per cent 
above rated voltage for a few minutes. 

Plate Voltage 

D.c. plate voltage for the operation of r.f. am-
plifiers is most often obtained from a trans-
former-rectifier- filter system ( see power-supply 
chapter) designed to deliver the required plate 
voltage at the required current. However, bat-
teries or other d.c.-generating devices are some-
times used in certain types of operation ( see 
portable-mobile chapter). 

Bias and Tube Protection 

Several methods of obtaining bias are shown 
in Fig. 6-17. In A, bias is obtained by the voltage 
drop across a resistor in the grid d.c. return 
circuit when rectified grid current flows. The 
proper value of resistance may be determined by 
dividing the required biasing voltage by the d.c. 
grid current at which the tube will be operated. 
Then, so long as the r.f. driving voltage is ad-
justed so that the d.c. grid current is the recom-
mended value, the biasing voltage will be the 
proper value. The tube is biased only when ex-
citation is applied, since the voltage drop across 
the resistor depends upon grid-current flow. 
When excitation is removed, the bias falls to 
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Fig. 6- 17- Various systems for obtaining protective and operating bias for r.f. amplifiers. A-Grid- leak. 

B-Battery. C-Combination battery and grid leak. D- Grid leak and adjusted-voltage bias pack. E- Combi-

nation grid leak and voltage- regulated pack. F-Cathode bias. 

zero. At zero bias most tubes draw power far in 
excess of the plate-dissipation rating. So it is 
advisable to make provision for protecting the 
tube when excitation fails by accident, or by in-
tent as it does when a preceding stage in a c.w. 
transmitter is keyed. 

If the maximum c.w. ratings shown in the tube 
tables are to be used, the input should be cut to 
zero when the key is open. Aside from this, it is 
not necessary that plate current be cut off com-
pletely but only to the point where the rated 
dissipation is not exceeded. In this case plate-
modulated phone ratings should be used for c.w. 
operation, however. 
With triodes this protection can be supplied 

by obtaining all bias from a source of fixed volt-
age, as shown in Fig. 6-17B. It is preferable, 
however, to use only sufficient fixed bias to pro-
tect the tube and obtain the balance needed for 
operating bias from a grid leak, as in C. The 
grid-leak resistance is calculated as above, except 
that the fixed voltage is subtracted first. 
Fixed bias may be obtained from dry batteries 

or from a power pack ( see power-supply chap-
ter). If dry batteries are used, they should be 
checked periodically, since even though they may 
show normal voltage, they eventually develop a 
high internal resistance. Grid-current flow 
through this battery resistance may increase the 
bias considerably above that anticipated. The life 
of batteries in bias service will be approximately 
the same as though they were subject to a drain 
equal to the grid current, despite the fact that the 

grid-current flow is in such a direction as to 
charge the battery, rather than to discharge it. 

In Fig. 6-17F, bias is obtained from the volt-
age drop across a resistor in the cathode (or 
filament center-tap) lead. Protective bias is ob-
tained by the voltage drop across R5 as a result 
of plate ( and screen) current flow. Since plate 
current must flow to obtain a voltage drop across 
the resistor, it is obvious that cut-off protective 
bias cannot be obtained. When excitation is ap-
plied, plate ( and screen) current increases and 
the grid current also contributes to the drop 
across R5, thereby increasing the bias to the op-
erating value. Since the voltage between plate 
and cathode is reduced by the amount of the volt-
age drop across R5, the over-all supply voltage 
must be the sum of the plate and operating-bias 
voltages. For this reason, the use of cathode bias 
usually is limited to low-voltage tubes when the 
extra voltage is not difficult to obtain. 
The resistance of the cathode biasing resistor 

R5 should be adjusted to the value which will 
give the correct operating bias voltage with rated 
grid, plate and screen currents flowing with the 
amplifier loaded to rated input. When excitation 
is removed, the input to most types of tubes will 
fall to a value that will prevent damage to the 
tube, at least for the period of time required to 
remove plate voltage. A disadvantage of this 
biasing system is that the cathode r.f. connection 
to ground depends upon a bypass capacitor. From 
the consideration of v.h.f. harmonics and sta-
bility with high-perveance tubes, it is preferable 
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to make the cathode-to-ground impedance as 
close to zero as possible. 

Screen Voltage 

For c.w. operation, and under certain condi-
tions of phone operation (see amplitude-modula-
tion chapter), the screen may be operated from 
a power supply of the same type used for plate 
supply, except that voltage and current ratings 
should be appropriate for screen requirements. 
The screen may also be operated through a series 
resistor or voltage-divider from a source of 
higher voltage, such as the plate-voltage supply, 
thus making a separate supply for the screen 
unnecessary. Certain precautions are necessary, 
depending upon the method used. 

It should be kept in mind that screen current 
varies widely with both excitation and loading. 
If the screen is operated from a fixed-voltage 
source, the tube should never be operated with-
out plate voltage and load, otherwise the screen 
may be damaged within a short time. Supplying 
the screen through a series dropping resistor 
from a higher-voltage source, such as the plate 
supply, affords a measure of protection, since the 
resistor causes the screen voltage to drop as the 
current increases, thereby limiting the power 
drawn by the screen. However, with a resistor, 
the screen voltage may vary considerably with 
excitation, making it necessary to check the volt-
age at the screen terminal under actual operating 
conditions to make sure that the screen voltage 
is normal. Reducing excitation will cause the 
screen current to drop, increasing the voltage; 
increasing excitation will have the opposite ef-
fect. These changes are in addition to those 
caused by changes in bias and plate loading, so 
if a screen-grid tube is operated from a series 
resistor or a voltage divider, its voltage should 
be checked as one of the final adjustments after 
excitation and loading have been set. 
An approximate value for the screen-voltage 

dropping resistor may be obtained by dividing 
the voltage drop required from the supply volt-
age ( difference between the supply voltage and 
rated screen voltage) by the rated screen current 
in decimal parts of an ampere. Some further ad-
justment may be necessary, as mentioned above, 
so an adjustable resistor with a total resistance 
above that calculated should be provided. 

Protecting Screen-Grid Tubes 

Screen-grid tubes cannot be cut off with bias 
unless the screen is operated from a fixed-voltage 
supply. In this case the cut-off bias is approxi-
mately the screen voltage divided by the amplifi-
cation factor of the screen. This figure is not 
always shown in tube-data sheets, but cut-off 
voltage may be determined from an inspection of 
tube curves, or by experiment. 
When the screen is supplied from a series 

dropping resistor, the tube can be protected by 
the use of a clamper tube, as shown in Fig. 6-18. 
The grid-leak bias of the amplifier tube with 
excitation is supplied also to the grid of the 
clamper tube. This is usually sufficient to cut off 

TO AMP. 
GR D 

AMP 
GRID 
LEAK 

SCREEN 
RESISTOR 

Fig. 6- 18— Screen clamper circuit for protecting 

screen- grid power tubes. The VR tube is needed only 

for complete cut-off. 

the clamper tube. However, when excitation is 
removed, the clamper-tube bias falls to zero and 
it draws enough current through the screen drop-
ping resistor usually to limit the input to the 
amplifier to a safe value. If complete screen-
voltage cut-off is desired, a VR tube may be in-
serted in the screen lead as shown. The VR-tube 
voltage rating should be high enough so that it 
will extinguish when excitation is removed. 

FEEDING EXCITATION TO THE GRID 

The required r.f. driving voltage is supplied 
by an oscillator generating a voltage at the de-
sired frequency, either directly or through inter-
mediate amplifiers or frequency multipliers. 
As explained in the chapter on vacuum-tube 

fundamentals, the grid of an amplifier operating 
under Class C conditions must have an exciting 
voltage whose peak value exceeds the negative 
biasing voltage over a portion of the excitation 
cycle. During this portion of the cycle, current 
will flow in the grid-cathode circuit as it does in 
a diode circuit when the plate of the diode is 
positive in respect to the cathode. This requires 
that the r.f. driver supply power. The power re-
quired to develop the required peak driving 
voltage across the grid-cathode impedance of 
the amplifier is the r.f. driving power. 
The tube tables give approximate figures for 

the grid driving power required for each tube 
under various operating conditions. These fig-
ures, however, do not include circuit losses. In 
general, the driver stage for any Class C ampli-
fier should be capable of supplying at least three 
times the driving power shown for typical oper-
ating conditions at frequencies up to 30 Mc., 
and from three to ten times at higher frequencies. 

Since the d.c. grid current relative to the bias-
ing voltage is related to the peak driving voltage, 
the d.c. grid current is commonly used as a con-
venient indicator of driving conditions. A driver 
adjustment that results in rated d.c. grid current 
when the d.c. bias is at its rated value, indicates 
proper excitation to the amplifier when it is 
fully loaded. 

In coupling the grid input circuit of an ampli-
fier to the output circuit of a driving stage the 
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Fig. 6- 19—Coupling excita-

tion to the grid of an r.f. 

power amplifier by means 

of o low-impedance coaxial 

line. 

Cs, C3, 1,, Ls—See corresponding components in Fig. 6-10. 

Cs—Amplifier grid tank capacitor—see text and Fig. 6-20 for capacitance, Fig. 6-34 for voltage rating. 

C.-0.001-µf. disk ceramic. 

Ls—To resonate at operating frequency with C2. See LC chart inductance formula in electrical- laws chapter, or 

use ARRL Lightning Calculator. 

L.—Reactance equal to line impedance—see reactance chart and inductance formula in electrical-laws chapter, 

or use ARRL Lightning Calculator. 

R is used to simulate grid impedance of the amplifier when a low-power s.w.r. indicator, such as a resist-

ance bridge, is used. See formula in text for calculating value. Standing-wave indicator SWR is 

inserted only while line is made flat. 

objective is to load the driver plate circuit so that 
the desired amplifier grid excitation is obtained 
without exceeding the plate-input ratings of the 
driver tube. 

Driving Impedance 

The grid-current flow that results when the 
grid is driven positive in respect to the cathode 
over a portion of the excitation cycle represents 
an average resistance across which the exciting 
voltage must be developed by the driver. In 
other words, this is the load resistance into which 
the driver plate circuit must be coupled. The ap-
proximate grid input resistance is given by: 

Input impedance (ohms) 

driving power (watts)  
X 620,000 

▪ d.c. grid current (ma.)2 

For normal operation, the driving power and grid 
current may be taken from the tube tables. 

Since the grid input resistance is a matter of a 
few thousand ohms, an impedance step-down is 
necessary if the grid is to be fed from a low-
impedance transmission line. This can be done 
by the use of a tank as an impedance-transform-
ing device in the grid circuit of the amplifier as 
shown in Fig. 6-19. This coupling system may be 
considered either as simply a means of obtaining 
mutual inductance between the two tank coils, or 
as a low-impedance transmission line. If the line 
is longer than a small fraction of a wave length, 
and if a s.w.r. bridge is available, the line is more 
easily handled by adjusting it as a matched trans-
mission line. 

Inductive Link Coupling with Flat Line 

In adjusting this type of line, the object is to 
make the s.w.r. on the line as low as possible 
over as wide a band of frequencies as possible so 
that power can be transferred over this range 
without retuning. It is assumed that the output 
coupling considerations discussed earlier have 
been observed in connection with the driver plate 

circuit. So far as the amplifier grid circuit is 
concerned, the controlling factors are the Q of 
the tuned grid circuit, L2C2, (see Fig. 6-20) the 
inductance of the coupling coil, L4, and the de-
gree of coupling between L2 and L4. Variable 
coupling between the coils is convenient, but not 
strictly necessary if one or both of the other 
factors can be varied. An s.w.r. indicator (shown 
as "SWR" in the drawing) is essential. An indi-
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Fig. 6-20—Chart showing required grid tank capaci-

tance for a Q of 12. To use, divide the driving power 

in watts by the square of the d.c. grid current in 

milliamperes and proceed as described under Fig-

6-9. Driving power and grid current may be taken 

from the tube tables. When a split- stator capacitor 

is used in a balanced grid circuit, the capacitance 

of each section may be half that shown. 
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catar such as the "Micromatch" (a commercially 
available instrument) may be connected as shown 
and the adjustments made under actual operating 
conditions; that is, with full power applied to 
the amplifier grid. 
Assuming that the coupling is adjustable, start 

with a trial position of L4 with respect to L2, and 
adjust C2 for the lowest s.w.r. Then change the 
coupling slightly and repeat. Continue until the 
s.w.r. is as low as possible; if the circuit con-
stants are in the right region is should not be 
difficult to get the s.w.r. down to 1 to 1. The Q 
of the tuned grid circuit should be designed to 
be at least 10, and if it is not possible to get a 
very low s.w.r. with such a grid circuit the prob-
able reason is that L4 is too small. Maximum 
coupling, for a given degree of physical coupling 
will occur when the inductance of L4 is such that 
its reactance at the operating frequency is equal 
to the characteristic impedance of the link line. 
The reactance can be calculated as described in 
the chapter on electrical fundamentals if the 
inductance is known; the inductance can either 
be calculated from the formula in the same 
chapter or measured as described in the chapter 
on measurements. 
Once the s.w.r. has been brought down to 1 to 

1, the frequency should be shifted over the band 
so that the variation in s.w.r. can be observed, 
without changing C2 or the coupling between L2 
and L4. If the s.w.r. rises rapidly on either side of 
the original frequency the circuit can be made 
"flatter" by reducing the Q of the tuned grid cir-
cuit. This may be done by decreasing C2 and cor-
respondingly increasing L2 to maintain reso-
nance, and by tightening the coupling between L2 
and L4, going through the same adjustment 
process again. It is possible to set up the system 
so that the s.w.r. will not exceed 1.5 to 1 over, for 
example, the entire 7-Mc. band and proportion-
ately on other bands. Under these circumstances 
a single setting will serve for work anywhere in 
the band, with essentially constant power trans-
fer from the line to the power-amplifier grids. 

If the coupling between L2 and L4 is not ad-
justable the same result may be secured by vary-
ing the L/C ratio of the tuned grid circuit — that 
is, by varying its Q. If any difficulty is encoun-
tered it can be overcome by changing the number 
of turns in L4 until a match is secured. The two 
coils should be tightly coupled. 
When a resistance-bridge type s.w.r. indicator 

(see measurements chapter) is used it is not 
possible to put the full power through the line 
when making adjustments. In such case the oper-
ating conditions in the amplified grid circuit can 
be simulated by using a carbon resistor (V2 or 
1 watt size) of the same value as the calculated 
amplifier grid impedance, connected as indicated 
by the arrows in Fig. 6-19. In this case the ampli-
fier tube must be operated "cold"— without fila-
ment or heater power. The adjustment process 
is the same as described above, but with the 
driver power reduced to a value suitable for 
operating the s.w.r. bridge. 
When the grid coupling system has been ad-

justed so that the s.w.r. is close to 1 to 1 over the 
desired frequency range, it is certain that the 
power put into the link line will be delivered to 
the grid circuit. Coupling will be facilitated if the 
line is tuned as described under the earlier sec-
tion on output coupling systems. 

Link Feed with Unmatched Line 

When the system is to be treated without re-
gard to transmission-line effects, the link line 
must not offer appreciable reactance at the oper-
ating frequency. Any appreciable reactance will 
in effect reduce the coupling, making it impos-
sible to transfer sufficient power from the driver 
to the amplifier grid circuit. Coaxial cables es-
pecially have considerable capacitance for even 
short lengths and it may be more desirable to 
use a spaced line, such as Twin-Lead, if the 
radiation can be tolerated. 
The reactance of the line can be nullified only 

by making the link resonant. This may require 
changing the number of turns in the link coils, 
the length of the line, or the insertion of a tun-
ing capacitanèe. Since the s.w.r. on the link line 
may be quite high, the line losses increase be-
cause of the greater current, the voltage increase 
may be sufficient to cause a breakdown in the in-
sulation of the cable and the added tuned circuit 
makes adjustment more critical with relatively 
small changes in frequency. 
These troubles may not be encountered if the 

link line is kept very short for the highest fre-
quency. A length of 5 feet or more may be tol-
erable at 3.5 Mc., but a length of a foot at 28 Mc. 
may be enough to cause serious effects on the 
functioning of the system. 
Adjusting the coupling in such a system must 

necessarily be largely a matter of cut and try. 
If the line is short enough so as to have negligi-
ble reactance, the coupling between the two tank 
circuits will increase within limits by adding 
turns to the link coils, or by coupling the link 
coils more tightly, if possible, to the tank coils. 
If it is impossible to change either of these, a 
variable capacitor of 300 pg. may be connected 
in series with or in parallel with the link coil at 
the driver end of the line, depending upon which 
connection is the most effective. 

If coaxial line is used, the capacitor should be 
connected in series with the inner conductor. If 
the line is long enough to have appreciable react-
ance, the variable capacitor is used to resonate 
the entire link circuit. 
The size of the link coils and the length of the 

line, as well as the size of the capacitor, will 
affect the resonant frequency, and it may take an 
adjustment of all three before the capacitor will 
show a pronounced effect on the coupling. 
When the system has been made resonant, 

coupling may be adjusted by varying the link 
capacitor. 

Simple Capacitive Interstage Coupling 

The capacitive system of Fig. 6-21A is the 
simplest of all coupling systems. In this circuit, 
the plate tank circuit of the driver, CiLi, serves 
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Fig. 6-21—Capacitive-coupled amplifiers. 

A—Simple capacitive coupling. B— Pi-sec-

flan coupling. 

C,— Driver plate tank capacitor—see text and Fig. 6-9 for capacitance. Fig. 6-33 for voltage rating. 

— Coupling capacitor-50 to 150 µµ1. mica, os necessary for desired coupling. Voltage rating sum of driver 

plate and amplifier biasing voltages, plus safety factor. 

CS— Driver plate bypass capacitor-0.001-µf. disk ceramic or mica. Voltage rating same as plate voltage. 

Cs—Grid bypass-0.001-µf. disk ceramic. 

CS— Heater bypass-0.001-µf. disk ceramic. 

CS— Driver plate blocking capacitor-0.001-µf. disk ceramic or mica. Voltage rating same as C,. 

Cs— Pi- section input capacitor—see text referring to Fig. 6-12 for capacitance. Voltage rating—see Fig. 6-33A. 

Cs —Pi-section output capacitor- 100-µµf. mica. Voltage rating same as driver plate voltage plus safety factor. 

11—To resonate at operating frequency with C,. See LC chart and inductance formula in electrical-laws chapter, 

or use AM. Lightning Calculator. 

1,—Pi-section inductor—See Fig. 6-12. Approx. same as Li. 

RFC,— Grid r.f. choke-2.5-mh. 

RFC,— Driver plate r.f. choke- 2.5 mh. 

also as the grid tank of the amplifier. Although it 
is used more frequently than any other system, 
it is less flexible and has certain limitations that 
must be taken into consideration. 
The two stages cannot be separated physically 

any appreciable distance without involving loss 
in transferred power, radiation from the cou-
pling lead and the danger of feedback from this 
lead. Since both the output capacitance of the 
driver tube and the input capacitance of the 
amplifier are across the single circuit, it is some-
times difficult to obtain a tank circuit with a 
sufficiently low Q to provide an efficient circuit 
at the higher frequencies. The coupling can be 
varied by altering the capacitance of the coupling 
capacitor, C2. The driver load impedance is the 
sum of the amplifier grid resistance and the 
reactance of the coupling capacitor in series, the 
coupling capacitor serving simply as a series 
reactor. The driver load resistance increases with 
a decrease in the capacitance of the coupling 
capacitor. 
When the amplifier grid impedance is lower 

than the optimum load resistance for the driver, 
a transforming action is possible by tapping the 
grid down on the tank coil, but this is not recom-

mended because it invariably causes an increase 
in v.h.f. harmonics and sometimes sets up a para-
sitic circuit. 
So far as coupling is concerned, the Q of the 

circuit is of little significance. However, the other 
considerations discussed earlier in connection 
with tank-circuit Q should be observed. 

Pi-Network Interstage Coupling 

A pi-section tank circuit, as shown in Fig. 
6-21B, may be used as a coupling device between 
screen-grid amplifier stages. The circuit can also 
be considered a coupling arrangement with the 
grid of the amplifier tapped down on the circuit 
by means of a capacitive divider. In contrast to 
the tapped-coil method mentioned previously, this 
system will be very effective in reducing v.h.f. 
harmonics, because the output capacitor, C8, pro-
vides a direct capacitive shunt for harmonics 
across the amplifier grid circuit. 
To be most effective in reducing v.h.f. har-

monics, C8 should be a mica capacitor connected 
directly across the tube-socket terminals. Tap-
ping down on the circuit in this manner also 
helps to stabilize the amplifier at the operating 
frequency because of the grid-circuit loading 
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provided by Cg. For the purposes both of sta-
bility and harmonic reduction, experience has 
shown that a value of 100 uf. for C. usually is 
sufficient. In general, C7 and L2 should have 
values approximating the capacitance and in-
ductance used in a conventional tank circuit. 
A reduction in the inductance of L2 results in an 
increase in coupling because C7 must be in-
creased to retune the circuit to resonance. This 
changes the ratio of C7 to Cg and has the effect of 

moving the grid tap up on the circuit. Since the 
coupling to the grid is comparatively loose under 
any condition, it may be found that it is impos-
sible to utilize the full power capability of the 
driver stage. If sufficient excitation cannot be ob-
tained, it may be necessary to raise the plate volt-
age of the driver, if this is permissible. Other-
wise a larger driver tube may be required. As 
shown in Fig. 6-21B, parallel driver plate feed 
and amplifier grid feed are necessary. 

R.F. POWER AMPLIFIER CIRCUITRY 

STABILIZING AMPLIFIERS 

A straight amplifier operates with its input and 
output circuits tuned to the same frequency. 
Therefore, unless the coupling between these two 
circuits is brought to the necessary minimum, the 
amplifier will oscillate as a tuned-plate tuned-grid 
circuit. Care should be used in arranging com-
ponents and wiring of the two circuits so that 
there will be negligible opportunity for coupling 
external to the tube itself. Complete shielding 
between input and output circuits usually is re-
quired. All r.f. leads should be kept as short as 
possible and particular attention should be paid 
to the r.f. return paths from plate and grid tank 
circuits to cathode. In general, the best arrange-
ment is one in which the cathode connection to 
ground, and the plate tank circuit are on the same 
side of the chassis or other shielding. The "hot" 
lead from the grid tank (or driver plate tank) 
should be brought to the socket through a hole 
in the shielding. Then when the grid tank capaci-
tor or bypass is grounded, a return path through 
the hole to cathode will be encouraged, since 
transmission-line characteristics are simulated. 
A check on external coupling between input 

and output circuits can be made with a sensitive 
indicating device, such as the one diagrammed in 
Fig. 6-22. The amplifier tube is removed from 
its socket and if the plate terminal is at the 

XTAL 

LINK 

ci 

Fig. 6-22—Circuit of sensitive neutralizing indicator. 

Xtal is a 1N34 crystal detector, MA a 0-1 direct-

current milliammeter and C o 0.001-µf. mica bypass 

capacitor. 

socket, it should be disconnected. With the driver 
stage running and tuned to resonance, the indi-
cator should be coupled to the output tank coil 
and the output tank capacitor tuned for any in-
dication of r.f. feedthrough. Experiment with 
shielding and rearrangement of parts will show 
whether the isolation can be improved. 

Screen-Grid Tube Neutralizing Circuits 

The plate-grid capacitance of screen-grid tubes 

DRIVER 

AMP 

+ BIAS - (C) SG - + HV 

Fig. 6-23—Screen-grid neutralizing circuits. A— Induc-

tive neutralizing. B-C—Capacitive neutraliz-

ing. 

CI—Grid bypass capacitor—approx. 0.001-Af. mica. 

Voltage rating some as biasing voltage in 
B, some as driver plate voltage in C. 

C2—Neutralizing capacitor—approx. 2 to 10 µµf.— 

see text. Voltage rating some as amplifier 

plate voltage for c.w., twice this value for 

plate modulation. 

1,, 12—Neutralizing link— usually a turn or two will be 

sufficient. 
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is reduced to a fraction of a micromicrofarad by 
the interposed grounded screen. Nevertheless, 
the power sensitivity of these tubes is so great 
that only a very small amount of feedback is 
necessary to start oscillation. To assure a stable 
amplifier, it is usually necessary to load the grid 
circuit, or to use a neutralizing circuit. 

Fig. 6-23A shows how a screen-grid amplifier 
may be neutralized by the use of an inductive link 
line coupling the input and output tank circuits 
in proper phase. If the initial connection proves 
to be incorrect, connections to one of the link 
coils should be reversed. Neutralizing is ad-
justed by changing the distance between the 
link coils and the tank coils. In the case of ca-
pacitive coupling between stages, one of the link 
coils will be coupled to the plate tank coil of the 
driver stage. 
A capacitive neutralizing system for screen-

grid tubes is shown in Fig. 6-23B. C2 is the 
neutralizing capacitor. The capacitance should 
be chosen so that at some adjustment of C2, 

C1 Tube grid-plate capacitance (or C5p)  
— Tube input capacitance (or CD,) 

The tube interelectrode capacitances C., and 
GIN are given in the tube tables in the last chapter. 
The grid-cathode capacitance must include all 
strays directly across the tube capacitance, in-
cluding the capacitance of the tuning-capacitor 
stator to ground. This may amount to 5 to 20 
Aid. In the case of capacitance coupling, as 
shown in Fig. 6-23C, the output capacitance of 
the driver tube must be added to the grid-
cathode capacitance of the amplifier in arriving 
at the value of C2. If C2 works out to an im-
practically large or small value, C1 can be 
changed to compensate by using combinations of 
fixed mica capacitors in parallel. 

Neutralizing Adjustment 

The procedure in neutralizing is essentially 
the same for all types of tubes and circuits. The 
filament of the amplifier tube should be lighted 
and excitation from the preceding stage fed to 
the grid circuit. Both screen and plate voltages 
should be disconnected at the transmitter ter-
minals. 
The immediate objective of the neutralizing 

process is reducing to a minimum the r.f. driver 
voltage fed from the input of the amplifier to 
its output circuit through the grid-plate capac-
itance of the tube. This is done by adjusting 
carefully, bit by bit, the neutralizing capacitor 
or link coils until an r.f. indicator in the output 
circuit reads minimum. 
The device shown in Fig. 6-22 makes a sensitive 

neutralizing indicator. The link should be coupled 
to the output tank coil at the low-potential or 
"ground" point. Care should be taken to make 
sure that the coupling is loose enough at all 
times to prevent burning out the meter or the 
rectifier. The plate tank capacitor should be re-
adjusted for maximum reading after each change 
in neutralizing. 

The grid-current meter may also be used as a 
neutralizing indicator. With plate and screen 
voltages removed as described above, there will 
be a change in grid current as the plate tank 
circuit is tuned through resonance. The neutral-
izing capacitor should be adjusted until this de-
flection is brought to a minimum. As a final ad-
justment, plate and screen voltages should be 
applied and the neutralizing capacitance adjusted 
to the point where minimum plate current, maxi-
mum grid current and maximum screen current 
occur simultaneously. An increase in grid current 
when the plate tank circuit is tuned slightly on 
the high-frequency side of resonance indicates 
that the neutralizing capacitance is too small. If 
the increase is on the low- frequency side, the 
neutralizing capacitance is too large. When neu-
tralization is complete, there should be a slight 
decrease in grid current on either side of res-
onance. 

Grid Loading 

The use of a neutralizing circuit may often be 
avoided by loading the grid circuit if the driving 
stage has some power capability to spare. Load-
ing by tapping the grid down on the grid tank 
coil ( or the plate tank coil of the driver in the 
case of capacitive coupling), or by a resistor 
from grid to cathode is effective in stabilizing an 
amplifier, but either device may increase v.h.f. 
harmonics. The best loading system is the use of 
a pi-section filter, as shown in Fig. 6-21B. This 
circuit places a capacitance directly between grid 
and cathode. This not only provides the desirable 
loading, but also a very effective capacitive short 
for v.h.f. harmonics. A 100-iipf. mica capacitor 
for C8, wired directly between tube terminals, 
will usually provide sufficient loading to stabilize 
the amplifier. 

V.H.F. Parasitic Oscillation 

Parasitic oscillation in the v.h.f. range will 
take place in almost every r.f. power amplifier. 
To test for v.h.f. parasitic oscillation, the grid 
tank coil (or driver tank coil in the case of ca-

Fig. 6- 24—A—Usual parasitic circuit. B —Resistive load-

ing of parasitic circuit. C— Inductive coupling of 

loading resistance into parasitic circuit. 
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pacitive coupling) should be short-circuited with 
a clip lead. This is to prevent any possible t.g.t.p. 
oscillation at the operating frequency which 
might lead to confusion in identifying the para-
sitic. Any fixed bias should be replaced with a 
grid leak of 10,000 to 20,000 ohms. All load on 
the output of the amplifier should be discon-
nected. Plate and screen voltages should be re-
duced to the point where the rated dissipation is 
not exceeded. If a Variac is not available, volt-
age may be reduced by a 115-volt lamp in series 
with the primary of the plate transformer. 
With power applied only to the amplifier under 

test, a search should be made by adjusting the 
input capacitor to several settings, including 
minimum and maximum, and turning the plate 
capacitor through its range for each of the grid-
capacitor settings. Any grid current, or any dip 
or flicker in plate current at any point, indi-
cates oscillation. This can be confirmed by an 
indicating absorption wavemeter tuned to the 
frequency of the parasitic and held close to the 
plate lead of the tube. 
The heavy lines of Fig. 6-24A show the usual 

parasitic tank circuit, which resonates, in most 
cases, between 150 and 200 Mc. For each type of 
tetrode, there is a region, usually below the para-
sitic frequency, in which the tube will be self-
neutralized. By adding the right amount of in-
ductance to the parasitic circuit, its resonant 
frequency can be brought down to the frequency 
at which the tube is self-neutralized. However, 
the resonant frequency should not be brought 
down so low that it falls close to TV Channel 6 
(88 Mc.). From the consideration of TVI, the 
circuit may be loaded down to a frequency not 
lower than 100 Mc. If the self-neutralizing fre-
quency is below 100 Mc., the circuit should be 
loaded down to somewhere between 100 and 120 
Mc. with inductance. Then the parasitic can be 
suppressed by loading with resistance, as shown 
in Fig. 6-24B. A coil of 4 or 5 turns, Vs inch in 
diameter, is a good starting size. With the tank 
capacitor turned to maximum capacitance, the 
circuit should be checked with a g.d.o. to make 
sure the resonance is above 100 Mc. Then, with 
the shortest possible leads, a noninductive 100-
ohm 1-watt resistor should be connected across 
the entire coil. The amplifier should be tuned up 
to its highest- frequency band and operated at 
low voltage. The tap should be moved a little at 
a time to find the minimum number of turns re-
quired to suppress the parasitic. Then voltage 
should be increased until the resistor begins to 
feel warm after several minutes of operation, 
and the power input noted. This input should be 
compared with the normal input and the power 
rating of the resistor increased by this propor-
tion; i.e., if the power is half normal, the wattage 
rating should be doubled. This increase is best 
made by connecting 1-watt carbon resistors in 
parallel to give a resultant of about 100 ohms. 
As power input is increased, the parasitic may 
start up again, so power should be applied only 
momentarily until it is made certain that the 
parasitic is still suppressed. If the parasitic starts 

up again when voltage is raised, the tap must be 
moved to include more turns. So long as the 
parasitic is suppressed, the resistors will heat up 
only from the operating- frequency current. 

Since the resistor can be placed across only 
that portion of the parasitic circuit represented 
by 1.9, the latter should form as large a portion 
of the circuit as possible. Therefore, the tank 
and bypass capacitors should have the lowest 
possible inductance and the leads shown in heavy 
lines should be as short as possible and of the 
heaviest practical conductor. This will permit L, 
to be of maximum size without tuning the cir-
cuit below the 100-Mc. limit. 
Another arrangement that has been used suc-

cessfully is shown in Fig. 6-24C. A small turn 
or two is inserted in place of L, and this is cou-
pled to a circuit tuned to the parasitic frequency 
and loaded with resistance. The heavy-line circuit 
should first be checked with a g.d.o. Then the 
loaded circuit should be tuned to the same fre-
quency and coupled in to the point where the 
parasitic ceases. The two coils can be wound oh 
the same form and the coupling varied by sliding 
one of them. Slight retuning of the loaded circuit 
may be required after coupling. Start out with 
low power as before, until the parasitic is sup-
pressed. Since the loaded circuit in this case car-
ries much less operating- frequency current, a 
single 100-ohm 1-watt resistor will often be suf-
ficient and a 30-µitf. mica trimmer should serve 
as the tuning capacitor, Cp. 

Low-Frequency Parasitic Oscillation 

The screening of most transmitting screen-grid 
tubes is sufficient to prevent low-frequency para-
sitic oscillation caused by resonant circuits set up 
by r.f. chokes in grid and plate circuits. Should 
this type of oscillation ( usually between 200 and 
1200 kc.) occur, see paragraph under triode am-
plifiers. 

PARALLEL-TUBE AMPLIFIERS 

The circuits for parallel-tube amplifiers are the 
same as for a single tube, similar terminals of 
the tubes being connected together. The grid im-
pedance of two tubes in parallel is half that of a 
single tube. This means that twice the grid tank 
capacitance shown in Fig. 6-20 should be used 
for the same Q. 
The plate load resistance is halved so that the 

plate tank capacitance for a single tube ( Fig. 
6-10) also should be doubled. The total grid cur-
rent will be doubled, so to maintain the same grid 
bias, the grid-leak resistance should be half that 
used for a single tube. The required driving 
power is doubled. The capacitance of a neutral-
izing capacitor, if used, should be doubled and 
the value of the screen dropping resistor should 
be cut in half. 

In treating parasitic oscillation, it is often 
necessary to use a choke in each plate lead, 
rather than one in the common lead to avoid 
building in a push-pull type of v.h.f. circuit, a 
factor in obtaining efficient operation at higher 
frequencies. 
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Fig. 6-25—When a pi-network output circuit is used 

with a triode, a balanced grid circuit must be pro-

vided for neutralizing. A— Inductive- link input. 8— 

Capacitive input coupling. 
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PUSH-PULL AMPLIFIERS 

Basic push-pull circuits are shown in Fig. 
6-26C and D. Amplifiers using this circuit are 
cumbersome to bandswitch and consequently are 
not very popular below 30 Mc. However, since 
the push-pull configuration places tube input 
and output capacitances in series, the circuit is 
widely used at 50 Mc. and higher. 

TRIODE AMPLIFIERS 

Circuits for triode amplifiers are shown in 
Fig. 6-26. Neglecting references to the screen, 
all of the foregoing information applies equally 
well to triodes. All triode straight amplifiers 
must be neutralized, as Fig. 6-26 indicates. From 
the tube tables, it will be seen that triodes require 
considerably more driving power than screen-
grid tubes. However, they also have less power 
sensitivity, so that greater feedback can be tol-
erated without the danger of instability. 

Low-Frequency Parasitic Oscillation 

When r.f. chokes are used in both grid and 
plate circuits of a triode amplifier, the split-
stator tank capacitors combine with the r.f. 
chokes to form a low- frequency parasitic circuit, 
unless the amplifier circuit is arranged to prevent 
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Fig. 6-26—Triode amplifier circuits. A— Link coupling, single tube. B—Capacitive coupling, single tube. C— Link 

coupling, push-pull. D—Capacitive coupling, push-pull. Aside from the neutralizing circuits, which are manda-
tory with triodes, the circuits are the same as for screen-grid tubes, and should have the same values through-

out. The neutralizing capacitor, C,, should have a capacitance somewhat greater than the grid- plate capaci-
tance of the tube. Voltage rating should be twice the d.c. plate voltage for c.w., or four times for plate 

modulation, plus safety factor. The resistance R, should be at least 100 ohms and it may consist of part or 

preferably all of the grid leak. For other component values, see similar screen-grid diagrams. 
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Fig. 6- 27—A—Grounded- grid triode input circuit. B—Tetrode input circuit with grid and screen directly in 

parallel. C—Tetrode circuit with d.c. voltage applied to the screen. Plate circuits are conventional. 

it. In the circuit of Fig. 6-26B, the amplifier grid 
is series fed and the driver plate is parallel fed. 
For low frequencies, the r.f. choke in the driver 
plate circuit is shorted to ground through the 
tank coil. In Figs. 6-26C and D, a resistor is sub-
stituted for the grid r.f. choke. This resistance 
should be at least 100 ohms. If any grid-leak re-
sistance is used for biasing, it should be substi-
tuted for the 100-ohm resistor. 

Triode Amplifiers with Pi-Network Output 

Pi-network output tanks, designed as de-
scribed earlier for screen-grid tubes, may also be 
used with triodes. However, in this case, a bal-
anced input circuit must be provided for neu-
tralizing. Fig. 6-25A shows the circuit when 
inductive-link input coupling is used, while B 
shows the circuit to be used when the amplifier 
is coupled capacitively to the driver. Pi-network 
circuits cannot be used in both input and output ` 
circuits, since no means is provided for neu-
tralizing. 

GROUNDED-GRID AMPLIFIERS 

Fig. 6-27A shcm s the input circuit of a grounded-
grid triode amplifier. In configuration it is sim-
ilar to the conventional grounded-cathode circuit 
except that the grid, instead of the cathode, is at 
ground potential. An amplifier of this type is 
characterized by a comparatively low input im-
pedance and a relatively high driver-power re-
quirement. The additional driver power is not 
consumed in the amplifier but is "fed through" 
to the plate circuit where it combines with the 
normal plate output power. The total r.f. power 
output is the sum of the driver and amplifier out-
put powers less the power normally required to 
drive the tube in a grounded-cathode circuit. 

Positive feedback is from plate to cathode 
through the plate-cathode, or plate-filament, 
capacitance of the tube. Since the grounded grid 
is interposed between the plate and cathode, this 
capacitance is very small, and neutralization 
usually is not necessary. 
A disadvantage of the grounded-grid circuit is 

that the cathode must be isolated for r.f. from 
ground. This presents a practical difficulty espe-
cially in the case of a filament-type tube whose 
filament current is large. Another disadvantage 
in plate-modulated phone operation is that the 
driver power fed through to the output is not 
modulated. 

The chief application for grounded-grid ampli-
fiers in amateur work at frequencies below 30 
Mc. is in the case where the available driving 
power far exceeds the power that can be used in 
driving a conventional grounded-cathode am-
plifier. 

D.c. electrode voltages and currents in 
grounded-grid triode-amplifier operation are the 
same as for grounded-cathode operation. Ap-
proximate values of driving power, driving im-
pedance, and total power output in Class C 
operation can be calculated as follows, using in-
formation normally provided in tube data sheets. 
R.m.s. values are of the fundamental components: 

E, = r.m.s. value of r.f. plate voltage 

d.c. plate volts + d.c. bias volts — 
peak r.f. grid volts  

1.41 

Ig = r.m.s. value of r.f. plate current 

rated power output watts 
ED 

Eg r.m.s. value of grid driving voltage 

peak r.f. grid volts  
1.41 

Ig r.m.s. value of r.f. grid current 

rated driving power watts 

1= 

Eg 
Then, 

Driving power (watts) = Eg (Ip Ig) 

Eg  
Driving impedance (ohms) — 

Ig 

Power fed through from driver stage (watts)=EgIg 

Total power output (watts) -= Ip (Eg Ep) 

Screen-grid tubes are also used sometimes in 
grounded-grid amplifiers. In some cases, the 
screen is simply connected in parallel with the 
grid, as in Fig. 6-27B, and the tube operates as a 
high-ti triode. In other cases, the screen is by-
passed to ground and operated at the usual d.c. 
potential, as shown at C. Since the screen is still 
in parallel with the grid for r.f., operation is very 
much like that of a triode except that the positive 
voltage on the screen reduces driver-power re-
quirements. Since the information usually fur-
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15,1.01. 

50 
INPUT 

—BIAS 
(A) 

nished in tube-data sheets does not apply to 
triode-type operation, operating conditions are 
usually determined experimentally. In general, 
the bias is adjusted to produce maximum output 
(within the tube's dissipation rating) with the 
driving power available. 

Fig. 6-28 shows two methods of coupling a 
grounded-grid amplifier to the 50-ohm output of 
an existing transmitter. At A an L network is 
used, while a conventional link-coupled tank is 
shown at B. The values shown will be approxi-
mately correct for most triode amplifiers oper-
ating at 3.5 Mc. Values should be cut in half each 
time frequency is doubled, i.e., 250 µµf. and 7.5 

for 7 Mc., etc. 

Filament Isolation 

Since the filament or cathode of the grounded-
grid amplifier tube operates at some r.f. potential 
above ground, it is necessary to isolate the fila-
ment from the power line. In the case of low-
power tubes with indirectly heated cathodes, it is 
sometimes feasible to depend on the small capaci-
tance existing between the heater and cathode, 
although it is preferable to provide additional 
isolation. 

In Fig. 6-29A, isolation is provided by a special 
low-capacitance filament transformer. RFC1 car-
ries only the cathode current. However, since 
transformers of this type are not generally avail-
able, other means must usually be employed. 

In Fig. 6-29B, chokes are used to isolate the 
filament from the filament transformer. The re-
actance of the chokes should be several times the 
input impedance of the amplifier and must be 
wound with conductor of sufficient size to carry 
the filament current. It is usually necessary to use 
a transformer delivering more than the rated 
filament voltage to compensate the voltage drop 
across the chokes. In Fig. 6-29C, r.f. chokes are 
placed in the primary side of the transformer. 
This reduces the current that the chokes must 
handle, but the filament transformer must be 
mounted so that it is spaced from the chassis and 
other grounded metal to minimize the capaci-
tance of the transformer to ground. RFC1 car-
ries cathode current only. 

In the case of the input circuit of Fig. 6-28B, 
it is sometimes feasible to wind the tank inductor 
with two conductors in parallel, and feed the fila-
ment voltage to the tube through the two con-
ductors, as shown in Fig. 6-29D. This arrange-
ment does not lend itself well to bandchanging, 
however. 

—BIAS 
(B) 

Fig. 6-28—Two 

methods of cou-

pling a low-imped-

ance driver to a 

grounded-grid in-

put. A—L network. 

B — Link - coupled 

tank circuit. 

Fig. 6-29—Methods of isolating filament from ground. 

A—Special low-capacitance filament transformer. B— 

R.f. chokes in filament circuit. C—R.f. chokes in 

transformer primary. D— Filament fed through input 

tank inductor. 
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FREQUENCY MULTIPLIERS 

Si ngle-Tube Multiplier 

Output at a multiple of the frequency at 
which it is being driven may be obtained from 
an amplifier stage if the output circuit is tuned 
to a harmonic of the exciting frequency instead 
of to the fundamental. Thus, when the fre-
quency at the grid is 3.5 Mc., output at 7 Mc., 
10.5 Mc., 14 Mc., etc., may be obtained by tuning 
the plate tank circuit to one of these frequencies. 
The circuit otherwise remains the same as that 
for a straight amplifier, although some of the 
values and operating conditions may require 
change for maximum multiplier efficiency. 

Efficiency in a single- or parallel-tube multi-
plier comparable with the efficiency obtainable 
when operating the same tube as a straight am-
plifier involves decreasing the operating angle in 
proportion to the increase in the order of fre-
quency multiplication. Obtaining output com-
parable with that possible from the same tube 
as a straight amplifier involves greatly increas-
ing the plate voltage. A practical limit as to 
efficiency and output within normal tube ratings 
is reached when the multiplier is operated at 
maximum permissible plate voltage and maxi-
mum permissible grid current. The plate current 
should be reduced as necessary to limit the dissi-
pation to the rated value by increasing the bias. 
High efficiency in multipliers is not often re-
quired in practice, since the purpose is usually 
served if the frequency multiplication is ob-
tained without an appreciable gain in power in 
the stage. 

Multiplications of four or five sometimes are 
used to reach the bands above 28 Mc. from a 
lower-frequency crystal, but in the majority of 
lower-frequency transmitters, multiplication in 
a single stage is limited to a factor of two or 
three, because of the rapid decline in practi-
cably obtainable efficiency as the multiplication 
factor is increased. Screen-grid tubes make the 
best frequency multipliers because their high 
power-sensitivity makes them easier to drive 
properly than triodes. 

Since the input and output circuits are not 
tuned close to the same frequency, neutralization 
usually will not be required. Instances may be 
encountered with tubes of high trans-conduct-
ance, however, when a doubler will oscillate in 
t.g.t.p. fashion, requiring neutralization. The link 
neutralizing system of Fig. 6-23A is convenient 
in such a contingency. 

Push-Push Multipliers 

A two- tube circuit which works ‘+. ell at even 
harmonics, but not at the fundamental or odd 
harmonics, is shown in Fig. 6-30. It is known as 
the push-push circuit. The grids are connected 
in push-pull while the plates are connected in 
parallel. The efficiency of a doubler using this 
circuit may approach that of a straight ampli-
fier, because there is a plate-current pulse for 
each cycle of the output frequency. 

This arrangement has an advantage in some 
applications. If the heater of one tube is turned 
off, its grid-plate capacitance, being the same as 
that of the remaining tube, serves to neutralize 

INPUT 

-BIAS tHV 

OUTPUT 

Fig. 6-30—Circuit of a push-push frequency multiplier 

for even harmonics. 

Cat and C21.2—See text. 

Cg—Plate bypass-0.001-AL disk ceramic or mica. 

Voltage rating equal to plate voltage plus safety 

factor. 

RFC-2.5-mh. r.f. choke. 

the circuit. Thus provision is made for either 
straight amplification at the fundamental with a 
single tube, or doubling frequency with two tubes 
as desired. 
The grid tank circuit is tuned to the frequency 

of the driving stage and should have the same 
constants as indicated in Fig. 6-20 for balanced 
grid circuits. The plate tank circuit is tuned to 
an even multiple of the exciting frequency, and 
should have the same values as a straight ampli-
fier for the harmonic frequency ( see Fig. 6-10), 
bearing in mind that the total plate current of 
both tubes determines the C to be used. 

Push-Pull Multiplier 

A single- or parallel-tube multiplier will deliver 
output at either even or odd multiples of the 
exciting frequency. A push-pull multiplier does 
not work satisfactorily at even multiples because 
even harmonics are largely canceled in the out-
put. On the other hand, amplifiers of this type 
work well as tripiers or at other odd harmonics. 
The operating requirements are similar to those 
for single-tube multipliers, the plate tank circuit 
being tuned, of course, to the desired odd har-
monic frequency. 

METERING 

Fig. 6-31 shows how a voltmeter and milliam-
meter should be connected to read various volt-
ages and currents. Voltmeters are seldom in-
stalled permanently, since their principal use is in 
preliminary checking. Also, milliammeters are 
not normally installed permanently in all of the 
positions shown. Those most often used are the 
ones reading grid current and plate current, or 
grid current and cathode current. 

Milliammeters come in various current ranges. 
Current values to be expected can be taken from 
the tube tables and the meter ranges selected 
accordingly. To take care of normal overloads 
and pointer swing, a meter having a current 
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Fig. 6-31— Diagrams showing placement of voltmeter 

and milliammeter to obtain desired measurements. 

A—Series grid feed, parallel plate feed and series 

screen voltage-dropping resistor. B— Parallel grid 

feed, series plate feed and screen voltage divider. 

range of about twice the normal current to be 
expected should be selected. 

Meter Installation 

Grid-current meters connected as shown in 
Fig. 6-31 and meters connected in the cathode 
circuit need no special precautions in mounting 
on the transmitter panel so far as safety is con-
cerned. However, milliammeters having zero-
adjusting screws on the face of the meter should 
be recessed behind the panel so that accidental 
contact with the adjusting screw is not possible, 
if the meter is connected in any of the other posi-
tions shown in Fig. 6-31. The meter can be 
mounted on a small subpanel attached to the 
front panel with long screws and spacers. The 
meter opening should be covered with glass or 
celluloid. Illuminated meters make reading 
easier. Reference should also be made to the TVI 
chapter of this Handbook in regard to wiring and 
shielding of meters to suppress TVI. 

Meter Switching 

Milliammeters are expensive items and there-
fore it is seldom feasible to provide even grid-
current and plate-current meters for all stages. 
The exciter stages in a multistage transmitter 
often do not require metering after initial ad-
justments. It is common practice to provide a 
meter-switching system by which a single milli-
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ammeter may be switched to read currents in as 
many circuits as desired. Such a meter-switching 
circuit is shown in Fig. 6-32. The resistors, R, are 
connected in the various circuits in place of the 
milliammeters shown in Fig. 6-31. Since the re-
sistance of R is several times the internal resist-
ance of the milliammeter, it will have no prac-
tical effect upon the reading of the meter. 
When the meter must read currents of widely 

differing values, a meter with a range sufficiently 
low to accommodate the lowest values of current 
to be measured may be selected. In the circuits in 
which the current will be above the scale of the 
meter, the resistance of R can be adjusted to a 
lower value which will give the meter reading a 
multiplying factor. ( See chapter on Measure-
ments.) Care should be taken to observe proper 
polarity in making the connections between the 
resistors and the switch. 
A variation of the foregoing method uses the 

low-current meter as a voltmeter to measure the 
voltage drop across various low resistances 
placed in the lines where the currents are to be 
measured. Both the line resistor and the higher 
resistance running to the meter ( corresponding 
to a normal voltmeter multiplier) can be varied, 
to give a wide range for the single meter. Stand-
ard values of resistors can usually be found for 
any desired range. 

AMPLIFIER ADJUSTMENT 

Earlier sections in this chapter have dealt with 
the design and adjustment of input ( grid) and 
output ( plate) coupling systems, the stabilization 
of amplifiers, and the methods of obtaining the 

C KT I 
_ 

CKT 2 Oa 3 
•A it- • 

CKT 4 .CKT 
- •A P1- +4 

Fig. 6-32—Switching a single milliammeter. The re-

sistors, R, should be 10 to 20 times the internal re-

sistance of the meter; 47 ohms will usually be sat-

isfactory. S, is a 2- section rotary switch. Its insulation 

should be ceramic for high voltages, and an insulat-

ing coupling should always be used between shaft 

and control. 
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required electrode voltages. Reference to these 
sections should be made as necessary in follow-
ing a procedure of amplifier adjustment. 
The objective in the adjustment of an inter-

mediate amplifier stage is to secure adequate 
excitation to the following stage. In the case of 
the output or final amplifier, the objective is to 
obtain maximum power output to the antenna. 
In both cases, the adjustment must be consistent 
with the tube ratings as to voltage, current and 
dissipating ratings. 
Adequate drive to a following amplifier is 

normally indicated when rated grid current in the 
following stage is obtained with the stage operat-
ing at rated bias, the stage loaded to rated plate 
current, and the driver stage tuned to resonance. 
In a final amplifier, maximum output is normally 
indicated when the output coupling is adjusted 
so that the amplifier tube draws rated plate 
current when it is tuned to resonance. 
Resonance in the plate circuit is normally 

indicated by the dip in plate-current reading 
as the plate tank capacitor is tuned through its 
range. When the stage 
is unloaded, or lightly 
loaded, this dip in plate 
current will be quite pro-
nounced. As the loading 
is increased, the dip will 
become less noticeable. 
See Fig. 6-4. However, in 
the base of a screen-grid 
tube whose screen is fed 
through a series resistor, 
maximum output may not 
be simultaneous with the 
dip in plate current. The 
reason for this is that the 
screen current varies 
widely as the plate circuit 
is tuned through resonance. 
This variation in screen 
current causes a corre-
sponding variation in the 
voltage drop across the 
screen resistor. In this 
case, maximum output 
may occur at an adjust-
ment that results in an 
optimum combination of 
screen voltage and near-
ness to resonance. This 
effect will seldom be ob-
served when the screen is 
operated from a fixed-
voltage source. 
The first step in the adjustment of an amplifier 

is to stabilize it, both at the operating frequency 
by neutralizing it if necessary, and at parasitic 
frequencies by introducing suppression circuits. 

If "flat" transmission-line coupling is used, the 
output end of the line should be matched, as de-
scribed in the chapter for the case where the 
amplifier is to feed the grid of a following stage, 
or in the transmission-line chapter if the ampli-
fier is to feed an antenna system. After proper 

-etiv 
(A) 

'He (D) 

(G) 

match has been obtained, all adjustments in cou-
pling should be made at the input end of the line. 

Until preliminary adjustments of excitation 
have been made, the amplifier should be operated 
with filament voltage on and fixed bias, if it is 
required, but screen and plate voltages off. With 
the exciter coupled to the amplifier, the coupling 
to the driver should be adjusted until the ampli-
fier draws rated grid current, or somewhat above 
the rated value. Then a load ( the antenna grid 
of the following stage, or a dummy load) should 
be coupled to the amplifier. 
With screen and plate voltages ( preferably re-

duced) applied, the plate tank capacitor should 
be adjusted to resonance as indicated by a dip 
in plate current. Then, with full screen and plate 
voltages applied, the coupling to the load should 
be adjusted until the amplifier draws rated plate 
current. Changing the coupling to the load will 
usually detune the tank circuit, so that it will be 
necessary to readjust for resonance each time a 
change in coupling is made. An amplifier should 
not be operated with its plate circuit off reso-

(B) 

(H) 

(C) 

+Hy 
(E) Fig. 6-33—Diagrams showing the 

peak voltage for which the plate 
lank capacitor should be rated for 
c.w. operation with various circuit 
arrangements. E is equal to the 
d.c. plate voltage. The values 
should be doubled for plate mod-

RFC ulation. The circuit is assumed to 
be fully loaded. Circuits A, C and 
E require that the tank capacitor 

+Hy be insulated from chassis or 
ground, and from the control. 

nance for any except the briefest necessary time, 
since the plate dissipation increases greatly when 
the plate circuit is not at resonance. Also, a 
screen-grid tube should not be operated without 
normal load for any appreciable length of time, 
since the screen dissipation increases. 

It is normal for the grid current to decrease 
when the plate voltage is applied, and to decrease 
again as the amplifier is loaded more heavily. As 
the grid current falls off, the coupling to the 
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driver should be increased to maintain the grid 
current at its rated value. 

COMPONENT RATINGS AND 
INSTALLATION 

Plate Tank-Capacitor Voltage 

In selecting a tank capacitor with a spacing 
between plates sufficient to prevent voltage 
breakdown, the peak r.f. voltage across a tank 
circuit under load, but without modulation, may 
be taken conservatively as equal to the d.c. plate 
voltage. If the d.c. plate voltage also appears 
across the tank capacitor, this must be added to 
the peak r.f. voltage, making the total peak volt-
age twice the d.c. plate voltage. If the amplifier 
is to be plate-modulated, this last value must be 
doubled to make it four times the d.c. plate 
voltage, because both d.c. and r.f. voltages 
double with 100-per-cent plate modulation. At 
the higher plate voltages, it is desirable to 
choose a tank circuit in which the d.c. and modu-
lation voltages do not appear across the tank 
capacitor, to permit the use of a smaller capac-
itor with less plate spacing. Fig. 6-33 shows the 
peak voltage, in terms of d.c. plate voltage, to be 
expected across the tank capacitor in various 
circuit arrangements. These peak-voltage values 
are given assuming that the amplifier is loaded 
to rated plate current. Without load, the peak 
r.f. voltage will run much higher. 
The plate spacing to be used for a given peak 

voltage will depend upon the design of the varia-
ble capacitor, influencing factors being the me-
chanical construction of the unit, the insulation 
used and its placement in respect to intense 
fields, and the capacitor plate shape and degree 
of polish. Capacitor manufacturers usually rate 
their products in terms of the peak voltage 
between plates. Typical plate spacings are shown 
in the following table. 

Typical Tank-Capacitor Plate Spacings 

Spacing Peak Spacing Peak 
(In.) Voltage (In.) Voltage 

Spacing Peak 
(In.) Voltage 

0.015 
0.02 
0.03 
0.05 

1000 0.07 
1200 0.08 
1500 0.125 
2000 0.15 

3000 
3500 
4500 
6000 

0.175 7000 
0.25 9000 
0.35 11000 
0.5 13000 

Plate tank capacitors should be mounted as 
close to the tube as temperature considerations 
will permit, to make possible the shortest capaci-
tive path from plate to cathode. Especially at the 
higher frequencies where minimum circuit ca-
pacitance becomes important, the capacitor 
should be mounted with its stator plates well 
spaced from the chassis or other shielding. In 
circuits where the rotor must be insulated from 
ground, the capacitor should be mounted on 
ceramic insulators of size commensurate with the 
plate voltage involved and— most important of 
all, from the viewpoint of safety to the operator 
— a well-insulated coupling should be used be-
tween the capacitor shaft and the dial. The sec-

—BIAS 

(A) 

Fig. 6- 34— The voltage rating of the grid tank capaci-

tor in A should be equal to the biasing voltage plus 

about 20 per cent of the plate voltage. 

tion of the shaft attached to the dial should be 
well grounded. This can be done conveniently 
through the use of panel shaft-bearing units. 

Grid Tank Capacitors 

In the circuit of Fig. 6-34A, the grid tank ca-
pacitor should have a voltage rating approxi-
mately equal to the biasing voltage plus 20 per 
cent of the plate voltage. In the balanced circuit 
of B, the voltage rating of each section of the 
capacitor should be this same value. 
The grid tank capacitor is preferably mounted 

with shielding between it and the tube socket for 
isolation purposes. It should, however, be 
mounted close to the socket so that a short lead 
can be passed through a hole to the socket. The 
rotor ground lead or bypass lead should be run 
directly to the nearest point on the chassis or 
other shielding. In the circuit of Fig. 6-MA, the 
same insulating precautions mentioned in connec-
tion with the plate tank capacitor should be used. 

Plate Tank Coils 

The inductance of a manufactured coil usu-
ally is based upon the highest plate-voltage/ 
plate-current ratio likely to be used at the 
maximum power level for which the coil is de-
signed. Therefore in the majority of cases, the 
capacitance shown by Figs. 6-9 and 6-20 will be 
greater than that for which the coil is designed 
and turns must be removed if a Q of 10 or more 
is needed. At 28 Mc., and sometimes 21 Mc., the 
value of capacitance shown by the chart for a 
high plate-voltage/plate-current ratio may be 
lower than that attainable in practice with the 
components available. The design of manufac-
tured coils usually takes this into consideration 
also and it may be found that values of capaci-
tance greater than those shown ( if stray capaci-
tance is included) are required to tune these 
coils to the band. 
Manufactured coils are rated according to the 

plate-power input to the tube or tubes when the 
stage is loaded. Since the circulating tank current 
is much greater when the amplifier is unloaded, 
care should be taken to operate the amplifier 
conservatively when unloaded to prevent damage 
to the coil as a result of excessive heating. 
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Tank coils should be mounted at least their 
diameter away from shielding to prevent a 
marked loss in Q. Except perhaps at 28 Mc., it is 
not important that the coil be mounted quite 
close to the tank capacitor. Leads up to 6 or 8 
inches are permissible. It is more important to 
keep the tank capacitor as well as other compo-
nents out of the immediate field of the coil. For 
this reason, it is preferable to mount the coil so 
that its axis is parallel to the capacitor shaft, 
either alongside the capacitor or above it. 
There are many factors that must be taken 

into consideration in determining the size of wire 
that should be used in winding a tank coil. The 
considerations of form factor and wire size that 
will produce a coil of minimum loss are often of 
less importance in practice than the coil size that 
will fit into available space or that will handle the 
required power without excessive heating. This 
is particularly true in the case of screen-grid 
tubes where the relatively small driving power 
required can be easily obtained even if the losses 
in the driver are quite high. It may be considered 
preferable to take the power loss if the physical 
size of the exciter can be kept down by making 
the coils small. 
The accompanying table shows typical con-

ductor sizes that are usually found to be adequate 
for various power levels. For powers under 25 
watts, the minimum wire sizes shown are largely 
a matter of obtaining a coil of reasonable Q. So 
far as the power is concerned, smaller wire could 
be used. 

Wire Sizes for Transmitting Coils 

Power Input ( Watts) Band (Mc.) Wire Size 

28-21 6 
1000 14-7 8 

3.5-1.8 10 

28-21 8 
500 14-7 12 

3.5-1.8 14 

28-21 12 
150 14-7 14 

3.5-1.8 18 

28-21 14 
75 14-7 18 

3.5-1.8 22 

28-21 18 
25 or less' 14-7 24 

3.5-1.8 28 

*Wire size limited prinepally by consideration of Q. 

Space-winding the turns invariably will result 
in a coil of higher Q, especially at frequencies 
above 7 Mc., and a form factor in which the 
turns spacing results in a coil length between 1 
and 2 times the diameter is usually considered 
satisfactory. Space winding is especially desir-
able at the higher power levels because the heat 
developed is dissipated more readily. The power 
lost in a tank coil that develops appreciable heat 

at the higher-power levels does not usually rep-
resent a serious loss percentageWise. A more 
serious consequence, especially at the higher fre-
quencies, is that coils of the popular "air-wound" 
type supported on plastic strips may deform. In 
this case, it may be necessary to use wire (or 
copper tubing) of sufficient size to make the coil 
self-supporting. Coils wound on tubular forms 
of ceramic or mica-filled bakelite will also stand 
higher temperatures. 

Plate-Blocking and Bypass Capacitors 

Plate-blocking and bypass capacitors should 
have low inductance. Between 3.5 and 30 Mc. a 
capacitance of 0.001 1.4f. is commonly used. The 
voltage rating should be 50% above the peak sup-
ply voltage. 

Disk ceramic capacitors are to be preferred as 
bypass capacitors, since when they are applied 
correctly (see TVI chapter), they are series 
resonant in the TV range and thus very useful in 
filtering power leads. 

R. F. Chokes 

The characteristics of any r.f. choke will vary 
with frequency, from characteristics resembling 
those of a parallel-resonant circuit, of high im-
pedance, to those of a series-resonant circuit, 
where the impedance is lowest. In between these 
extremes, the choke will show varying amounts 
of inductive or capacitive reactance. 

In series-feed circuits, these characteristics are 
of relatively small importance because the r.f. 
voltage across the choke is negligible. In a 
parallel-feed circuit, however, the choke is 
shunted across the tank circuit, and is subject to 
the full tank r.f. voltage. If the choke does not 
present a sufficiently high impedance, enough 
power will be absorbed by the choke to cause it to 
burn out. 
To avoid this, the choke must have a suffi-

ciently high reactance to be effective at the low-
est frequency, and yet have no series resonances 
near the higher-frequency bands. 

Universal pie-wound chokes of the "receiver" 
type (2.5 mh., 125 ma.) are usually satisfactory 
if the plate voltage does not exceed 750. For 
higher voltages, a single-layer solenoid-type 
choke of correct design has been found satisfac-
tory. The National type R-175A and Raypar 
RL-100, RL-101 and RL-102 are representative 
manufactured types. 

Since the characteristics of a choke will be 
affected by any metal in its field, it should be 
checked when mounted in the position in which 
it is to be used, or in a temporary set-up simu-
lating the same conditions. The plate end of the 
choke should not be connected, but the power-
supply end should be connected directly, or by-
passed, to the chassis. The g.d.o. should be cou-
pled as close to the ground end of the choke as 
possible. Series resonances, indicating the f re-
quencies of greatest loss, should be checked with 
the choke short-circuited with a short piece of 
wire. Parallel resonances, indicating frequencies 
of least loss, are checked with the short removed. 
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A THREE-BAND OSCILLATOR TRANSMITTER FOR THE NOVICE 

The novice transmitter shown in Figs. 6-35-
6-38, inclusive, is easy to build and get working. 
It is a crystal-controlled, one-tube oscillator 
capable of running at 30 watts input on the 3.5-, 
7-, and 21-Mc. Novice bands. A special feature 
of the transmitter is a built-in keying monitor 
which permits the operator to listen to his own 
sending. 
Regulated voltage is used on the screen of the 

oscillator. This minimizes frequency shift of the 
oscillator with keying, which is the cause of 
chirp. In addition, a small amount of cathode 
bias (R4) is used on the oscillator. This also 
tends to improve the keying characteristics in a 
cathode-keyed simple-oscillator transmitter. 

Circuit Details 

The oscillator circuit used is the grid-plate 
type, and the tube is a 6DQ6A pentode. The 
power output is taken from the plate circuit of 
the tube. On 80 meters, an 80-meter crystal is 
needed. On 40, either 80- or 40-meter crystals 
can be used, although slightly more output will 
be obtained by using 40-meter crystals. To oper-
ate on 15 meters, a 40-meter crystal is used. 
The tank circuit is a pi network. The plate 

tank capacitor is the variable Cg, and the tank 
inductance is L21.3. Cg is a two-section variable, 
approximately 365 ed. per section, with the 
stators connected together to give a total capaci-
tance of about 730 µgf. This range of capacitance 
is adequate for coupling to 50 or 75 ohms on 7 
and 21 Mc. When operating on 3.5 Mc., an addi-
tional 1000 ilesf. ( C7) is added to furnish the 
needed range of capacitance. L1 and R2 are essen-
tial for suppressing v.h.f. parasitic oscillations. 
The keying-monitor circuit uses a neon bulb 

(type NE-2) audio-frequency oscillator con-
nected to the cathode of the 6DQ6A at the key 
jack, J. The headphones are plugged into 12, a 
jack mounted on the back of the transmitter 
chassis. Another jack, /3, is used as a terminal 
for the leads that go to the headphone jack on 
the receiver. 

Fig. 6-35—This 30-watt three-band 

Novice transmitter is enclosed in a 

7 X 9 X 15-inch aluminum box. A 

group of 3/4 -inch-diameter holes should 

be drilled in the top of the box over 

the oscillator tube, as shown, to pro-

vide ventilation. A similar set of holes 

should be drilled in the bock cover 

behind the oscillator circuit. 

Power Supply 

The power supply uses a 5U4G in a full-wave 
circuit. A capacitor-input filter is used and the 
output voltage is approximately 370 volts with 
a cathode current of 90 milliamperes. A 0-150 
milliammeter reads cathode current. The screen 
and grid currents are approximately 4 ma. when 
the oscillator is loaded. 

Construction 

All of the components, including the power 
supply, are mounted on a 2 X 7 X 13-inch 
aluminum chassis that is in turn enclosed in a 
7 X 9 X 15-inch aluminum box. (Premier AC-
1597). One of the removable covers of the box is 
used as the front panel, as shown in Fig. 6-35. 
The box has a 1A-inch lip around both openings, 
so the bottom edge of the chassis should be 
placed one inch from the bottom of the panel. 
The sides of the chassis are also one inch from 
the sides of the panel. The chassis is held to the 
panel by S2, /1, and the mounting screws for 
the crystal socket, so both the front edge of the 
chassis and the panel must be drilled alike for 
these components. Si, at the left in the front 
view, is one inch from the edge of the chassis 
(that is, two inches from the edge of the panel) 
and centered vertically on the chasis edge. Thus 
it is one inch from the bottom of the chassis 
edge and two inches from the bottom edge of the 
panel. The hole for /1 is centered on the chassis 
edge and the holes for the crystal socket are 
drilled at the right-hand end of the chassis to 
correspond with the position of S1 at the left. 
There is nothing critical about the placement 

of the meter or the shafts for Cg, Cg and S1. As 
shown in Fig. 6-38, Cg is mounted directly above 
/1 and approximately two inches from the top 
of the panel. Cg similarly is above the crystal 
socket and on the same horizontal line as Cg. 
Si is about at the middle of the square formed 
by these four components. 

we. 
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• - 41111. 
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Fig. 6-36—Circuit diagram of the three-band transmitter. Unless otherwise specified, capacitances are in It1if. 

Resistances are in ohms (K = 1000). 

Cs-3-30-141f. trimmer. 12-6 turns No. 16 wire, 8 turns per inch, 11/4 inches 
Cs- 100-µµf. mica. diam. (B & W 3018). 

C3, CA, Clo, Coo, Co5, Cle-0.001-µf. disk ceramic. 13-23 turns No. 16 wire, 8 turns per inch, 11/, inches 

C-s, CA-0.001-AL 1600-volt disk ceramic. diam. (B & W 3018). The 7-Mc, tap is 18 

C4_365-ff. variable capacitor, single section, broad- turns from the junction of I.2 and 1.1. 

cast- replacement type. L- 8-h. 150-ma, filter choke (Thordarson 20054). 

Co-0.001-µf. 600- volt mica. M:-0-150 ma (Shunte 950). 

C8-365-µµf. variable capacitor, dual section, broad- R,—R, inc.—As specified. 

cast- replacement type. RFC,, RFC2, RFC,-2.5-mh. r.f. choke (National R-50 

C12-500-µlif. mica or ceramic, or similar). 

Coo-0.014d. disk ceramic. Ss—Single-pole 3- position switch (Centralab 1461). 

C,,- 8/8- if. 450-volt dual electrolytic capacitor. Ss—Single- pole single-throw toggle switch. 

.1s, 12— Open-circuit phone jack. Ts— Power transformer: 360-0-360 volts, 120 ma.; 6.3 

JO— Phono jack, RCA type. volts, 3.5 amp.; 5 volts, 3 amp. (Stancor PM-

J,—Coaxial chassis connector, SO- 239. 8410). 

Ls- 10 turns No. 18 wire space-wound on Rs. Ys—Crystal (see text). 

The holes on the rear edge of the chassis for 
the coaxial connector /4, phone jack /2, receiver 
connector /3, and for the a.c. cord are drilled 
at the same height as those on the front edge. 
Access holes should be cut in the rear cover of 
the box at the corresponding positions; these 
holes may be large enough to clear the com-
ponents, but not larger than is necessary for 
this purpose. The cover fits tightly against the 
rear edge of the chassis and thus maintains the 
shielding for preventing radiation of harmonics 
in the television bands. However, it is advisable 
to fasten the cover to the chassis edge with a few 
sheet-metal screws, in order to insure good elec-
trical contact. 
There are several different types of broadcast-

replacement variable capacitors on the market. 

Some of these have holes tapped in the front of 
the frame, and this type can be mounted directly 
on the panel using machine screws and spacers. 
Others have mounting holes only in the bottom. 
In this case, the capacitor can be mounted on a 
pair of L-shaped brackets made from strips of 
aluminum. 
Both L2 and L3 are supported by their leads. 

One end of L3 is connected to the stator of Cg 
and the other end is connected to a junction on 
top of a one-inch-long steatite stand-off insulator. 
L2 has one end connected to the stator of Cg and 
the other end to one of the terminals on S1. 
The voltage-dividing network consisting of 

Rg and R7 provides the correct voltage for oper-
ating the keying monitor, Rg is 1.65 megohms, a 
value obtained by using two 3.3-megolim 1-watt 

IS V. 
A.C. 
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'110 

Fig. 6-37—Rear view of the transmitter showing the placement of components above chassis. The loading capacitor, 

is at the left, I, is the vertical coil and L the horizontal one. Rubber grommets are used to prevent chafing and 

to furnish additional insulation on the leads coming from below chassis. 

resistors in parallel. These resistors and other 
small components may be mounted on standard 
bakelite tie points. 

Adjustment and Testing 

When the unit is ready for testing, a 15- or 
25-watt electric light will serve as a dummy load. 
One side of the lamp should be connected to the 
output lead and the other side to chassis ground. 
A crystal appropriate for the band to be used 
should be plugged into the crystal socket, and a 
key connected to the key jack. S1 should be set 
to the proper band. S2 may then be closed and 
the transmitter allowed to warm up. 

Set Cg at maximum capacitance ( plates com-
pletely meshed) and close the key. Quickly tune 
Cg to resonance, as indicated by a dip in the 
cathode-current reading. Gradually decrease the 
capacitance of Cg, while retouching the tuning 
of C6 as the loading increases. Increased loading 
will be indicated by increasing lamp brightness 
and by larger values of cathode current. Tune 

Fig. 6-38—Below-chas-

sis view. Power-supply 

components are 
mounted in the left-

hand side and the os-

cillator section is at the 

right-hand side. 

Mounted on the back 

wall of the chassis is 

the keying monitor. 

Although not visible in 

this view, the monitor 

components are 

mounted on a four-

terminal tie point. 

for maximum lamp brilliance. The cathode cur-
rent should read between 90 and 100 milliam-
peres when the oscillator is fully loaded. 

C1 should be adjusted for the best keying 
characteristics consistent with reasonably good 
power output. It is not advisable to attempt to 
adjust C1 with a lamp dummy load, since the 
lamp resistance will change during the heating 
and cooling that take place during keying, and 
this will affect the keying characteristic of the 
oscillator. Use a regular antenna, with or without 
an antenna coupler or matching network as the 
antenna system may require, and listen to the 
keying on the station receiver. Remove the 
antenna from the receiver tp prevent overload-
ing, and adjust the r.f. gain control for a signal 
level comparable with that at which signals on 
that band are normally heard. Further details on 
checking keying will be found in the chapter on 
keying and break-in. 

(Originally described in QST December, 
1957.) 
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AN INEXPENSIVE 75-WATT FIVE-BAND TRANSMITTER 

The transmitter shown in Figs. 6-39 and 6-41 
combines the efficiency and flexibility of plug-in 
coils with good shielding for T VI prevention. 
It is a two-stage transmitter using a 6AG7 crys-
tal oscillator and an inexpensive 1625 tetrode 
amplifier. The latter tube is quite inexpensive in 
surplus and probably represents the least "dol-
lars per watt" of any available tube. Provision 
is included for crystal-controlled operation, and 
terminals are provided for connecting v.f.o. 

Referring to the circuit diagram of the trans-
mitter, Fig. 6-40, a 6AG7 grid-plate type crystal-
controlled oscillator is used. The output can be 
tuned to the crystal frequency or to multiples of 
it, depending upon the coil plugged in at Li. 

Both 80- and 40-meter crystals are used; for 
80-meter operation a 3.5-Mc, crystal is used 
(L1 is not required on this band because 
RFC2 serves the purpose.) The same crystal will 
furnish adequate drive on 40 meters, with the 
oscillator stage working as a doubler, and it can 
even be stretched to 20 meters by quadrupling in 
the oscillator. A 40-meter crystal can be used for 
7-Mc, work, and it can be used on 20 by doubling 
in the oscillator, on 21 Mc. by tripling and on 
28 Mc, by quadrupling. With some crystals it 
will not be possible to get adequate drive by 
quadrupling to 28 Mc., and in these cases both 
oscillator and amplifier should be operated as 
doubler stages. The small trimmer, Ci, in the 
grid circuit is an excitation control, and is set 
at a position that gives best keying (when the 
oscillator is keyed) consistent with adequate 
drive. 
The amplifier tank circuit is a pi network de-

signed primarily for working into a low imped-
ance ( 50 to 75 ohms) load. A 140-µµf. capacitor, 
C., is used for plate tuning on all bands; on 80 
meters it is shunted by an additional 100 µIli'. 
This is done automatically by a jumper con-
nection in the coil. The loading capacitor is a 
midget two-section capacitor designed for use 
in small receivers, but by connecting the two 
stators in parallel a 500-µµf. variable is ob-

tained at low cost. On 80 meters it is shunted by 
a 1000-µµf. fixed capacitor. RFC. and the as-
sociated 100-ohm resistor in the plate lead of the 
1625 are for suppressing parasitic oscillations. 
Two methods of keying are provided. The 

oscillator and amplifier can be keyed simulta-
neously, by using the connections of Fig. 6-43A, 
or the amplifier only can be keyed, with the os-
cillator running all the time during transmit-
ting, by using the connections of Fig. 6-43C. 
The latter keying system should be used 

if reports of a chirpy signal are obtained. Al-
though it is not shown, it is possible to incor-
porate a "spotting" switch with the system of 
Fig. 6-43A; S. will serve that purpose in Fig. 
6-43C. 
A 0-5 milliammeter is used to meter the grid 

and cathode circuits of the 1625 amplifier stage. 
When the meter is switched to the grid circuit, 
it reads directly (0 to 5 ma.), but when it is 
switched across RFC3 in the cathode circuit, 
the 0.1-ohm resistance of the choke serves as a 
shunt to convert the full-scale reading of the 
meter to 375 ma. 

Construction Details 

Before drilling any holes fur the components, 
it would be wise to study the arrangement of 
parts on the 10x 12X3-inch aluminum chassis. 
While the location of components is not critical, 
some initial planning will permit leads to be 
made direct and as short as possible. 
The only unusual construction in the trans-

mitter will be the bracket that holds the 1625 
socket and the installation of the shield around 
the meter. The bracket is made from a piece of 
aluminum that can be bent in a vise. It is cut in 
the shape of a symmetrical trapezoid, and a 
1/2 -inch wide lip is first bent along the long side. 
Notches are then cut in the lip to permit the 
sides to be bent in, to form the bracket as shown 
in Fig. 6-41. The platform the socket is mounted 
on measures 21/2  x2Y4 inches, and the sides taper 
from nothing to 1 inch. 
The shield around the meter is a 24 

X2q Xl3/43-inch "Minibox" (Bud CU-3000A). 

Fig. 6-39—An inexpensive 75-watt transmitter using 
plug-in coils and an "economy" power supply. The 
oscillator ( left) is a 6AG7; the 1625 output tube is 
mounted underneath the chassis. Shield cans are 
baking-powder tins painted gray; the can for the out-
put coil ( right) is ventilated for better cooling, as is 
the chassis behind the can. 

Complete transmitter is built on 10X12X3-inch alu-
minum chassis. At the rear of the chassis, from left 
to right: power transformer, 51.14-GB, 6DE4s, 150-ma. 
choke, 12.6-volt filament transformer. 
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Fig 6-40—Circuit diagram of the inexpensive 75-watt t 

I/2 watt, all resistances are in ohms, all capacitances are 

mica capacitors are marked with *, other fixed capacit 

C.-3- to 30-µp.f. mica compression trimmer. 

C2-100-.0. midget variable ( Hammarlund APC-100B). 

C1-140-µµf. midget variable ( Hammarlund APC-140B). 

C.—Midget superhet two-gang variable, 365 and 135 

µO., sections connected in parallel (Allied 

Radio, Chicago, 61 H 008). 

Cs, Cs-1500-Auf. feedthrough capacitor (Centralab 

FT- 1500). 

.1,, .12—Octal tube sockets. 

is—Coaxial receptacle (S0-239). 

LI, 12—See coil table. 

Ls-81/2 -h. 50-ma, filter choke ( Knight 62 G 136). 

150-ma. choke (Stancor C-1710). 

MA,-0-5 milliammeter, 1%-inch square (Micronta). 

The section with the lips has a clearance hole 
for the meter drilled in it, and it is held to the 
front of the chassis by the meter mounting 
screws. The other section of the Minibox has 
two 1500-ggf. feedthrough capacitors mounted in 
it. At assembly flexible leads from the meter are 
soldered to the inner ends of the capacitors, and 
when assembly is completed, the external con-
nections to the meter can be made at the pro-
truding capacitor leads. 
No other special construction is required, 

since all of the components can be mounted with 
accompanying hardware or by means of 6-32 
screws and nuts. Reference to Fig. 6-41 will 
show how multiple tie points have been pro-
vided at every opportunity for the support of 

RFC 3 
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16p1  
450V. 

L2 

F.-<<T r ry_ 

I4C031 1100 1000i 
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r 
 Q,;cosi_ 

Cs 

5011 
IOW 

1625 6AG7 

OUTPUT 

ransmitter. Unless indicated otherwise, all resistors are 

in µµf. Electrolytic capacitors are marked with polarity, 

ors are ceramic. 

PI—Fused line plug, 11/2 -amp. fuses. 
RFC., RFC., RFC,-2.5-mh. 100-ma. ( National R-50). 

RFC2-100 µh. r.f. choke (Millen 34300-100). 

RFC2-0.82-µh. r.f. choke, 0.1 ohms (Millen 34300-0.82). 

RFCs-8 turns No. 18 enam. wound on 100-ohm 

(Sprague 5KT1015) resistor. 

RFC,, RFC,- 16 turns No. 18 enam., self-supporting, 

wound on 3/8-inch diam. form before removing 
and spacing to occupy % inch length. 

SI—D.p.d.t. toggle. 

S2—S.p.s.t. slide or toggle switch. 
T.-800-v.c.t. power transformer, 5 v. at 3 a., 6.3 v. at 

5 a. (Thordarson 24R07-U or Knight 61 G 414). 

T2-12.6 v. at 2.0 amp. (Knight 61 G 420). 

resistors, r.f. choke coils, filter capacitors and 
other components. RFC, and RFC8 are sup-
ported between tie points that also serve as ter-
minals for the line cord and associated 0.01-µf. 
capacitors. These r.f. choke coils are first wound 
on a Y8-inch diameter form (a drill is excel-
ent) and then removed and stretched slightly. 
RFC. is wound directly over the associated 
100-ohm resistor and its ends are soldered to the 
leads of the resistor. 
The two shield cans for L, and L. are made 

from baking-powder ( Calumet) tins that have 
clearance holes for the ceramic tube sockets 
punched in their covers. To dress them up a bit, 
the cans may be sprayed with gray paint. The can 
for L. was drilled in a few spots to provide ven-
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tilation, since the coil may get warm on 80 me-
ters. To provide for the addition of extra 
capacitors at L2 in the 80-meter range, a 5-pin 
socket is used at L2 and a 4-pin socket at Li. A 
hood (Amphenol 83-765) is used at the back of 
/8 to maintain the shielding. 

Information on the plug-in coils is given in 
the coil table. The coils are mounted inside 
the polystyrene forms. When cutting the coils 
from the original stock allow a few extra turns 
for the leads that are run down through the coil-
form pins. An easy way to cut the coils from the 
original stock is to heat a razor blade and use 
it to slice through the polystyrene bars. Ventila-
tion holes are included in the base of the 
80-meter coil. Before soldering to the pins of 
the coil forms, clean the inside of the pins with 
a drill or Swiss file; it will make soldering a lot 
easier. When soldering, hold the pin with a pair 
of pliers, to prevent too much heat from reaching 
the coil form proper and softening the poly-
styrene. After the solder has cooled, clean off any 
rosin with a knife or some alcohol. The coils can 
be finished off by sliding an identification slip 
between the coil and the form. 

Tune-Up Procedure 

For the initial testing, a 60-watt lamp bulb 
will make a suitable dummy load. Connect it at 
/8 through a short length of cable or wires and 
a plug. Plug in an 80-meter crystal at Pins 1 and 
3 or 1 and 7 at 1i, and connect the telegraph key 
to Pins 5 and 7 of .12. Set C2 at minimum capaci-
tance, and unscrew the adjustment on Ci until 
the plates just begin to separate visibly. Plug in 
the 80-meter L2 and the tubes and rectifiers. 
With S2 in the "off" position, plug Pi ( prop-

erly fused) into a wall outlet and turn on Si. 
The pilot lamp should light and the cathodes of 
the rectifiers should warm up. After a half min-
ute or so, close the telegraph key and on a 
warmed-up receiver tuned to the crystal fre-
quency listen for the oscillator. If you find the 
oscillator isn't working, check the wiring for er-
rors. 
When the oscillator has been checked and is 

working properly, turn off the transmitter and 
connect a jumper between Pins 5 and 6 in the 
plug in 12. Now when the key is closed both the 
oscillator and amplifier will be keyed. Set C. 

Fig. 6-41—View underneath the chassis of the 75-watt transmitter. The 1625 amplifier tube is mounted hori-
zontally; the tube socket is supported by an aluminum bracket (center). The string of NE-2 neon bulbs, sup-
ported by their leads on a multiple tie point, is to the left of the bracket. 

At the upper left-hand corner, the panel socket, Ji, is duplicated by the side socket, J2, mounted nearby. The 
panel socket is used for a crystal socket or for v.f.o. input, and the side socket is for keying and control cir-
cuits. Note at the top center that the meter is shielded by the small Minibox. 

The a.c. line cord is brought in at the rear of the chassis through a rubber grommet, and the associated 
0.01-µf. capacitors and RFC. and RFC,/ are mounted at this point. The r.f. output jack, J3, is at the lower right. 
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Coil Table for 75-Watt Transmitter 

All coils except 10-meter L, are made 
from 1-inch diameter 16 t.p.i. No. 20 wire 
stock (B&W 3015 or Illumitronics 816). 
Li coils are mounted inside 4-pin polysty-
rene form ( Allied Radio 71 H 713) and L, 
coils are mounted inside 5-pin polystyrene 
form ( Allied Radio 71 H 714). 10-meter 
L, stock is 3/4 -inch diameter 8 t.p.i. No. 18 
wire stock (B&W 3010 or Illumitronics 
608). 

Band 

80 m. none 30 turns * 
40 m. 21 turns 20,A turns 
20 m. 10 turns 102 turns 
15 m. 52 turns turns 
10 m. Same as 20 m. 7 turns 

• With jumpers to connect auxiliary capacitors; 
see Fig. 6-40. Six 54-inch diameter ventilation 
holes drilled near bottom of coil form. 

and C. at about three-fourths fully meshed and 
turn on the transmitter again. When the tubes 
have warmed up, close the telegraph key and 
tune C. between half and fully meshed. A point 
should be found where the dummy load will show 
some light. Open the key and switch Si to read 
grid current if it isn't there already. Close the 
key and observe the grid current; it should be 
about 3 ma. If it is more it can be reduced by 
adjustment of C.. Switching Si to read cathode 
current, it should read about 1.6 ma. on the me-
ter, corresponding to a cathode current of 120 
ma. ( The full-scale reading of the meter in this 
condition is 375 ma.; thus 1.0 = 75 ma., 
2.0 = 150 ma., and so on.) If the cathode current 
at resonance ( dip in current as C. is tuned) is 
higher than 1.6 on the meter, the loading can be 
reduced by turning C. in the direction of more 
capacitance (plates meshed further). Since the 

Fig. 6-43—When crystal control is used, 
the crystal is plugged into the No. 1 and 
No. 3 hole of .11, -as shown in A and C 
at the right. Octal plugs (Amphenol 86-
PM8) are used to make the connections 
for control circuits and/or a v.f.o. The 
external switch, Ss, for turning on the 
6AG7 stage when the 1625 only is keyed, 
can be a toggle switch or it might be an 
auxiliary switch or an antenna change-
over relay. 

Fig.  6-42—All coils are mounted in ( or on) polystyrene 
plug-in coil forms. The 7-Mc, coils are shown here. 

plate voltage runs about 670 volts with this sup-
ply, the proper cathode-current reading for 75 
watts input is 1.6 ( 120 ma., allowing 11 ma. for 
grid and screen-grid currents). 
When the transmitter has been checked on 80 

meters, the coils for 40 meters can be plugged in 
and the checking process can be repeated. In this 
case, and in all others except the 80-meter case, 
the oscillator tuning C. will be relatively sharp. 
When setting C2 on the higher ranges (20, 15 
and .10 meters), the output should be carefully 
checked to insure that a wrong harmonic of the 
crystal is not selected. Use a receiver to check 
or, better yet, an absorption wavemeter or other 
selective device. 
When a certain familiarity has been obtained 

with the operation of the transmitter, plug in a 
7-Mc. crystal and tune up the transmitter on 15 
meters. Then adjust Ci so that the aniplifier 
grid current is no more than 3 ma. with C9 
peaked for maximum reading. This adjustment 
need not be changed after it has been set, with 
crystals of ordinary activity. 

CRYSTAL CONTROL, 6AG7 AND A. 
1625 KEYED 

8. 
V.FO. CONTROL, 6AG7 AND 

1625 KEYED 

CRYSTAL CONTROL, 1625 
C. KEYED 

D. 
V.F.0 CONTROL, 1625 

KEYED 

PLUG IN J1 
(PANEL) 

I 

I=1 

1_ 3 

FROM V.F0 

FROM V,F0. 

PLUG IN J2 
(SIDE/ 
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A 75-WATT 6DQ5 TRANSMITTER 

The transmitter shown in Fig. 6-44 is designed 
to satisfy the requirements of either a Novice 
or General Class licensee. As described here it is 
capable of running the full 75 watts limit in the 
80-, 40- and 15-meter Novice bands, with band 
switching, crystal switching and other operating 
features. The General license holder can use the 
transmitter in any band 80 through 10 meters, 
and he can add v.f.o. control or amplitude modu-
lation at any time without modifying the 6DQ5 
transmitter. Crystal switching is a convenience 
for rapidly shifting frequency within a band to 
dodge QRM, and a SPOT position on the operate 
switch permits identifying one's frequency rela-
tive to others in a band. An accessory socket, 
XI furnishes a convenient point for borrowing 
power for a v.f.o. or for controlling the oscillator 
by an external switch. 
Referring to Fig. 6-45, the circuit diagram of 

the transmitter, the crystal selector switch, Si, 
is used to choose the desired crystal. For crystal-
controlled operation crystals would be plugged 
in pins 1 and 3 and 5 and 7 of socket Xi. Similar 
sockets (not shown in the diagram) are used to 
hold the other crystals. When v.f.o. operation is 
desired, the v.f.o. output is connected to 
the plug Pi is inserted in socket X1 and the 
former 6AG7 crystal oscillator stage becomes an 
amplifier or multiplier stage when switch Si is 
turned to position 1. 

Since the output of the 6AG7 stage will vary 
considerably with the bands in use, an excitation 
control, R1, is included to allow for proper adjust-
ment of the drive to the 6DQ5 amplifier. The 
6DQ5, a highly sensitive tube, is neutralized to 
avoid oscillation; the small variable capacitor C2 
and the 390-ppf. mica capacitor form the neutral-
izing circuit. Screen or screen and plate modula-
tion power can be introduced at socket X2; for 
radiotelegraph operation these connections are 
completed by P2. Grid or plate current of the 
6DQ5 can be read by proper positioning of S5; 

the 0-15 milliammeter reads 0-15 ma. in the grid-
current position and 0-300 ma. in the plate-
current position. 
The transmitter is keyed at /3, and a key-

click filter ( 100-ohm resistor and C5) is included 
to give substantially click-free keying. The v.f.o. 
jack, J4, allows a v.f.o. to be keyed along with 
the transmitter for full break-in operation. 

Construction 

A 10 X 17 X 3-inch aluminum chassis is used 
as the base of the transmitter, with a standard 
834-inch aluminum relay rack panel held in 
place by the bushings of the pilot light, excitation 
control and other components common to the 
chassis and panel. The panel was cut down to 
17 inches in length so that the unit would take a 
minimum of room on the operating table. A 
good idea of the relative location of the parts 
can be obtained from the photographs. The sup-
port for the r.f. portion housing is made by fas-
tening strips of 1-inch aluminum angle stock 
(Reynolds aluminum, available in many hardware 
stores) to the panel and to a sheet of aluminum 

inches long that is held to the rear chassis 
apron by screws and the key jack, .13. A piece of 
aluminum angle must also be cut to mount on 
the chassis and hold the cane-metal ( Reynolds 
aluminum) housing. Fig. 6-47 shows the three 
clearance holes for the screws that hold this lat-
ter angle to the chassis after the cane metal is in 
place. Build the cane-metal housing as though the 
holes weren't there and the box has to hold 
water; this will minimize electrical leakage and 
the chances for TVI. To insure good electrical 
contact between panel and angle stock, remove 
the paint where necessary by heavy applications 
of varnish remover, with the rest of the panel 
masked off. The paint will blister and be easy 
to remove; wash the panel and then drill the 
holes for the components and screws. ( If the 
holes are drilled first, the remover may leak 

Fig. 6-44—This 75-watt crystal-con-

trolled transmitter has provision for 

the addition of v.f.o. control. A 

6AG7 oscillator drives a 6005 am-

plifier on 80 through 15 meters. 

As a precaution against electrical 

shock, the meter switch, to the im-

mediate right of the meter, is pro-
tected by o cane-metal housing. The 

switch to the right of the meter 

switch handles the spot-operate func-

tion, and the switch at the far top 

right is the plate-circuit band switch. 

Along the bottom, from left to 

right: pilot light, excitation control, 

crystal switch, grid circuit band 

switch, and grid circuit tuning. 
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Fig. 6-45-Circuit diagram of the 75-watt 6DQ5 trans-

mitter. Unless specified otherwise, capacitance is in 

µµf., resistance is in ohms, resistors are 1/2 watt. 

C.-100-Mlf, midget variable (Hammarlund HF-100). 

C4-15-14,afd. midget variable, .025 inch spacing 

(Johnson 15112). 

C,-325-µ,uf. variable (Hammarlund MC-325-M). 

C4-Dual 450-p4. broadcast replacement variable, 

two sections connected in parallel. (Allied 

Radio 61H059). 

Cs- 1-pi. 400-volt tubular. 

C4, C5- 16-µf. 700-volt electrolytic (Aerovox PRS). 

I,-6- volt pilot lamp. 

J.-Phono jack. 

.14-Coaxial connector, chassis mounting, type SO-239. 

.13, J.- Open-circuit phone jack. 

14-7 1/2  t. No. 18, 5/8 inch diam., 8 t.p.i., tapped 51/2  

turns from grid end (B&W 3006). 
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12-38 t. No. 32, 1 inch diam., 32 t.p.i., tapped 23 

and 31 turns up (B&W 3016). 

13-5 turns No. 14, 1- inch diam., 4 t.p.i., self-support-

ing, tapped 31/2 turns from plate end. 

14-15 turns No. 14, 154 inch diam., 4 t.p.i., tapped 

61/4 and 10 1/4 from output end (B&W 3021). 

Ls -10-henry 200- ma, filter choke (Triad C- 16A). 

P,- Octal plug (Amphenol 86-PM8). 

P,-4- pin plug (Amphenol 86-PM4). 

P5-Fused line plug. 

11,- 25,000-ohm 4-watt potentiometer ( Mallory 

M25MPK). 

RFC., RFC,-750-µh. 100-ma, r.f. choke (National 

R-33). 
RFC,-3 turns No. 14 around 68-ohm 1-watt composi-

tion resistor. 

RFC,-1-mh. r.f. choke, 500 ma. (Johnson 102-752). 

RFC4-2.5-mh. r.f. choke (National R- 100S). 
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S,- 1- pole 11- position rotary ceramic switch Cen-

tralab Y section on P-121 index assembly). 

S4-Single-pole 11-position (3 used) non-shorting 

rotary switch (Centralab PA- 1001). 

Sr-Single-pole 12- position (5 used) rotary ceramic 

switch (Centralab PA-1 on PA-301 index as-

sembly). 

54-2- pole 5- position rotary ceramic switch (Centralab 

2505). 

Ss- 2- pole 6- position (3 used) non-shorting ceramic 

rotary switch (Centralab PA-2003). 

56-S.p.s.t. toggle. 
T.-800 v.c.t. 200-ma, power transformer (Triad R- 121-

A). 

X.-Octal tube socket. 

X4-4- pin tube socket. 

X4- 5- pin tube socket. 
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through and spoil the paint on the front of the 
panel.) 
From a suitable piece of cane metal, make the 

four-sided 214 X X 21/1-inch box that cov-
ers S5, and fasten it to the utility-box cover with 
sheet-metal screws. Don't forget J1 on the side 
of the box. 
The self-supporting coil, L4, can be wound on 

the envelope of the 6AG7 and then pulled apart 
to give the correct winding length. 

Installation of the electrical components should 
present no problems. To insulate it from the 
chassis, capacitor C1 is mounted on a small 
ceramic cone insulator (Johnson 135-500 or 
National GS- 10). The socket for the 6DQ5 
is mounted above the chassis on a pair of el-
inch sleeves, with a large clearance hole under the 
socket for the several leads running from under 
the chassis. Cathode and screen bypass capacitors 
for the 6DQ5 connect to the chassis at soldering 
lugs under the sleeves. 
Taps on L2 are readily made by first pushing 

the wire on either side of the desired turn toward 
the center of the coil. 
Note that shielded wire is used for many of the 

a.c. and d.c. ( but not r.f.) power leads; this is 
done to minimize the chances for stray radiation 
and it also contributes to the stability of the 
transmitter. 

Adjustment 

When the wiring is completed and checked, 

disable the amplifier stage by removing P2, plug 
in P3 and turn on S5. The tube heaters and fila-
ments should light up. If a voltmeter is available 
and connected across Cs, it should indicate over 
500 volts. Later on, with full loading, the plate 
voltage will run around 400. 
With S1 switched to an 80-meter crystal, S3 

switched to 80 or 40 and S5 switched tb GRID, 
flip S2 IO SPOT and tune Ci through its range. 
If the crystal is oscillating the meter should give 
an indication at some setting of C1. The grid 
current reading should vary with the setting of 
Ci (maximum at resonance) and with the setting 
of R1 ( maximum with arm at 20K end). If a key 
is plugged in at /3 and S2 is set to OPER, the grid 
current should appear only when the key is 
closed. Listen to the signal on a receiver (no 
antenna) ; if the signal is chirpy try adjusting the 
3-30 Nil. compression trimmer between grid 
and cathode of the 6AG7. 
With a 40-meter crystal switched in, check 

for grid current at 14 and 21 Mc., by switching 
S3 to the desired band and tuning with C1. These 
settings should be checked with an absorption-
type wavemeter, since it is possible in some cases 
to find more than one harmonic in the range of 
C1. The 28- Mc, range can also be checked, but 
the 4th harmonic of the 7-Mc, crystal will yield 
only about 1 ma. of grid current. 
Next check the neutralization on the 15-meter 

band. With 21-Mc. grid current indicating, switch 
S4 to 15, set C4 at half scale, and swing C3 

Fig. 6-46—Top view of the 61)00.5 transmitter with cane-metal cover removed. A 

3 X 4 X 5- inch utility box (upper right) serves as a shield for the crystals; the 

cane-metal protection for the meter switch is fastened to the box cover. Phono 

jack mounted on the meter- side of the box receives v.f.o. output; short length 

of Twin- Lead from this jack to octal plug brings v.f.o. output to crystal socket. 

For protection against high voltage, meter terminals are covered by ceramic 

tube plate caps (Millen 36001). 
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Fig. 6-47— Group of six octal sockets (upper left) serves as crystal sockets. Socket at 

center of chassis holds 6AG7 oscillator tube; the 3-30-µ,uf. mica compression trimmer 
mounted alongside is excitation control for oscillator stage. Small midget capacitor 

above coil is neutralizing capacitor adjusted from above chassis; this capacitor and 
grid tuning capacitor to right must be insulated from chassis. 

through its range. Watch closely for a flicker in 
grid current. If one is observed, try a different 
setting of C2. Work carefully until the flicker 
is a minimum. A more sensitive indication of 
neutralization can be obtained by using a germa-
nium diode and a 0-1 milliammeter in the output 
at /2; adjust C2 for minimum meter indication. 
If using this sensitive test, it is wise to start out 
with R1 set at half range or less, until it has been 
determined that the meter will not swing off 
scale. Under no circumstances use this test with 
P2 in place; the 6DQ5 output is quite likely to 
destroy the crystal diode. 
When the amplifier has been neutralized, con-

nect a dummy load (a 60-watt lamp will do) 
at h and replace P2. Set $3 to PLATE and send 
a few dots as C3 is tuned through its range. At 
resonance the lamp should light up and the plate 
current should dip. The plate current can be 
made to increase, along with the lamp brilliance, 
by decreasing the capacitance at C4. The 6DQ5 
plate current can be run up to 180 ma. (9 ma. 
on the meter) for Novice work; the grid current 
should be held at 2 to 4 ma. Crystals in the 3.5-
to 4.0-Mc. range should be used for 80- and 40-
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meter operation, and 7-Mc, crystals should be 
used on 40, 20 and 15 meters. For 10-meter 
operation, it is recommended that a v.f.o. with 
20-meter output be used to drive the 6AG7; 
trying to drive the 6DQ5 with the 4th harmonic 
of a 7-Mc. crystal is too marginal for all but the 
most experienced operators. With v.f.o. control, 
always frequency multiply (double or triple) 
in the 6AG7 stage to the desired band. 
Because the 6DQ5 is capable of drawing high 

values of plate current when not tuned properly, 
it will pay to take care in learning how to adjust 
the transmitter. Once the controls have been 
"calibrated" and the approximate settings for 
each band become known, it should no longer 
be necessary to tune up with the "series-of-dots" 
technique mentioned above. However, in the 
early stages of familiarization with the trans-
mitter, the dots, or a fast hand on the key, may 
save a tube or power supply. The fact that the 
6DQ5 can draw such heavy currents at low plate 
voltages makes it an excellent tube for an effec-
tive inexpensive transmitter, but the tube is 
not as tolerant of careless tuning habits as are 
some other tubes. 
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A 90-WATT ALL-PURPOSE AMPLIFIER 

The amplifier shown in Figs. 6-48 through 
6-51 will serve as a Class-ABi linear amplifier 
or as a Class-C power amplifier with no changes 
other than the proper adjustment of excitation 
and loading. To accomplish this, a stabilized 
bias supply provides proper Class-ABi bias; the 
bias increases to the correct value for Class-C 
operation when the excitation is brought up to 
the point that yields normal grid current. A stabi-
lized screen supply is included to insure good 
linear operation. 

Referring to the amplifier circuit in Fig. 6-50, 
excitation on the desired band is introduced at 
/1. The grid circuit is a commercial assembly, 
Z1, that can be switched to the correct band by 
Si and tuned by C1. A pi-network coupler is used 
in the output, switched by S. and tuned by C3. 
Proper loading is obtained by adjustment of C4; 
to provide sufficient output capacitance in the 
80-meter band an additional 680 µAL is added. 
A neutralizing circuit, C2 and a 680-gpf. capaci-
tor, adds to the fundamental stability at the 
higher frequencies. Parasitic suppressors were 
found to be necessary in the grid and plate circuits. 
Overload protection is provided by a 250-ma. 

fuse in the cathode circuit. The grid, plate or 
screen current can be metered by a suitable 
setting of 53; with the resistances shown the 
meter provides a full-scale reading 5 ma. on 
grid current, 25 ma. on screen current, and 250 
ma. on plate current. 

If it is desired to plate- or screen-modulate the 
amplifier for a.m. operation, the necessary audio 
power can be introduced at /3. 

Fig. 6-48— Front view of the 6146 all-purpose ampli-

fier. The upper panel is part of an 8 X 6 X 31/2 -

inch Minibox (Bud CU- 2109); the ventilated shielding 

of Reynolds Aluminium cane metal is fastened to the 

Minibox and base with sheet- metal screws. 

Plate- circuit tuning controls and switch are mount-

ed on the Minibox, and the grid- circuit controls, 

power switches and meter are mounted on the end 

of the 8 X 12 X 3- inch aluminum chassis that serves 

as a base. 

The power-supply circuit is shown separately 
(Fig. 6-52) for convenience only, since the ampli-
fier and power supply are all built on the same 

8 x 12 x 3-inch chassis. High volt-
age for the plate of the 6146 is provided 
by a bridge rectifier using a 51:4-GB 
and two 6DE4 rectifiers; stabilized 
screen voltage is obtained from the 
same supply and two voltage-regulator 
tubes. 

Fig. 6-49— Rear view of the 90-watt all-

purpose amplifier with the cane-metal 

cover removed. One voltage-regulator tube 

has been removed from its socket (right 

edge of transformer) to allow the neutral-

izing capacitor and plate blocking capa-

citor to be seen. The plate r.f. choke (RFC3 

in Fig. 6-50) is mounted on one side wall, 

and the load capacitor and safety choke 

(C, and RFC, in Fig. 6 50) arc mounted on 

the far side wall. 

The rear apron of the chassis (fore-

ground) carries the input and output coax-

ial- connector jacks, the 6146 cathode 

fuse, and the socket for the a.m, modula-

tor connections. A shorting plug is shown 

in the socket. 
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Fig. 6-50-Circuit diagram of the all-purpose amplifier and its bias supply. Unless otherwise indicated, resistors are 1/2 watt. 

C1-1401.4. midget variable ( Hammarlund APC-140-B). 

C2-10-,uµf. midget variable (Hammarlund HF-15X with one 

stator plate removed). 

C3-250-µ,uf. variable ( Hammarlund MC-250M). 

C.-730- of. variable ( Broadcast receiver replacement, 365 

µIA. each section, connected in parallel). 

CR,-20-ma. 130-volt selenium rectifier. 

.12-Coaxial cable connector, SO-239. 

.13-4-pin tube socket. 

1..-334 turns No. 18 at grid end of 12, tapped 2 turns from 

ground end. 

La--50 turns Na. 24, 1% inches long on 3%-inch diameter 

threaded ceramic form. Tapped at 5, 8, 13 and 25 

turns from grid end. 

L3-414 turns No. 14, 1'16 diam., % inch long. 

4-18 turns Na. 16, 2-inch diameter, 10 t.p.i. Tapped at 11/a, 

51/a and 11 1/a turns from plate end. (B&W 3907-1). 

11,-4-prong plug, with jumper connections as shown. 

RFC,-2.5-mh. 100-ma. r.f. choke ( National R-50). 

RFC2-5 turns No. 16 wire, wound on 100-ohm 1-watt resistor. 

RFC3-1-mh. 500-ma. r.f. choke (Johnson 102-752). 

RFC.-2.5-mh. 125-ma. r.f. choke ( National R- 100S). 

6-position (5 used) miniature ceramic switch (Cen-

tralab PA-2002). 

So- I-pole 6-position (5 used) ceramic switch (Centralab 2501). 

S3- 2- pole 6-position (5 used) non-shorting miniature ceramic 

switch. (Centralab PA-2003). Alternate contacts used 
only, to increase voltage rating. 

S.-S.p.s.t. toggle switch. 

TI-6.3-volt filament transformer (Stancor P-6134). 

Z1, comprising C,, L2 and S1, is Harrington Electronics GP-

20L unit. Capacitors showing polarity are electrolytic; 680-ggf. 
capacitors are silver mica, .001-4. are ceramic. 
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hardware stores, and it is an easy matter to bend 
a piece of it to form the cover. Make the cover 
with lips on the vertical portion that slip tightly 
over the sides of the Minibox, and with a bend 
at the bottom that can be fastened to the chassis. 
Another piece of cane metal should be cut to 
serve as a bottom cover; mounting the chassis on 
rubber feet lifts it above the table and permits 
good air circulation through the unit. 
The self-supported inductor L3 can be wound 

on the envelope of one of the 6DE4 rectifiers, 
removed and pulled apart slightly to give the 
specified winding length. The taps on L4 are 
made by first bending inward the wire on either 
side of the turn to be tapped, then looping the 
tap wire around the turn and soldering it securely 
in place. Both L3 and L4 are supported only by 
their leads. 

Testing and Adjustment 

With all tubes in their sockets except the 6146, 
the line cord should be plugged in and the power 
switch turned on. The bias-supply 0A3 should 
glow immediately and the rectifier filament and 

heaters should light up. The screen-supply regu-
lators should glow. If a voltmeter is available, the 
high-voltage supply should show first around 400 
volts, and then rise slowly to about 950 volts. 
Switch off the power; the plate supply voltage 
should decay to less than 100 in under 20 seconds, 
indicating that the 40,000-ohm resistors are 
"bleeding" the supply. Note also how long it 
takes for the voltage to reach a value of only a 
few volts: this will demonstrate forcefully how 
long it takes to discharge a high-capacitance 
filter. 
When the power supply has discharged, plug in 

the 6146, connect the plate cap, and set S4 to 
STAND BY. Set the neutralizing capacitor C2 at 
half capacitance and the band switches on 80 
meters. Turn on the power and set the meter 
switch, S3, to read plate current. The 6146 
heater should warm up. Now flip S4 to operate; 
the meter should read 10-20 ma. (.2—.4 on the 
scale). Switching to read screen current, the 
meter should show under 1 ma. (2 divisions on 
the meter). There should be no grid current. 
Turn off the power and remove the three 

Fig. 6-51—Bottom view of 

the all-purpose amplifier. 

The 150-ma. filter choke is 

mounted on the left-hand 

wall; the smaller filter 

choke, the small filament 

transformer in rig. 6 50) 

and the felenium rectifier 

are mounted on the right-

hand wall. The strap of alu-

minum, visible below the 

meter at the top right, pro-

vides additional support for 

the length of RG-58/11 cable 

that runs to the output coax-

ial connector. All power 

leads except the high volt-

age to the plate are run in 

shielded wire. 
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.60E4 6DE4 

- 71t 

Fig. 6-52—Power supply section of the all-purpose amplifier. 

I.,-7-henry 150-ma. choke (Stancor C-1710). 

14-81/2 -henry 50-ma. choke (Stancor C-1279). 

Ps—Fused line plug, 3-ampere fuses. 

Si—S.p.s.t. toggle. 
T1-800 v.c.t. at 200 ma., 6.3 v. at 5 amp., 5 v. at 3 amp. (Allied Radio Knight 62 G 033). 

rectifier tubes. Connect at /1 the driver or excita-
tion source to be used — less than a watt is re-
quired for linear operation, and only a shade 
more for Class C. Use the drive at a high fre-
quency, such as 21 or 28 Mc. Turn on the ampli-
fier and switch the band switches to the band 
corresponding to the excitation-source frequency. 
Adjust the grid tuning capacitor for a show of 
grid current; peak the tuning and ( if necessary) 
adjust the excitation for a half-scale reading of 
grid current. With the loading capacitor C4 set 
at half scale, swing the tuning capacitor C3 

through its range. Watch carefully for a slight 
flicker in grid current. If one is found, adjust 
the neutralizing capacitor C2 until the flicker is 
minimized. The amplifier is now neutralized. 
Alternatively, a sensitive detector of r.f. can be 
coupled at the output connector, /2, and used 
instead of the grid-current flicker. Adjust C2 
for minimum r.f. in the output when the plate 
circuit is tuned through resonance. Turn off 
the power switch and disconnect the excitation 
source. 
Remove the sensitive detector, if used, and 

replace the rectifier tubes. Turn on the power 
and switch the meter to read plate current. With 
the grid and plate circuits switched to the same 
band ( 10, 15, 20 or 40) it should be possible to 
swing the grid and plate tuning to any combina-
tion of settings with no change in plate current 
reading. This indicates that the amplifier is stable 
and free from oscillation. (The amplifier can be 
made to oscillate on 80 meters with no grid or 
plate loading, but in loaded operation it will be 
stable.) 
The antenna and excitation can now be con-

nected and the amplifier used in normal fashion. 
Used as a linear amplifier, the excitation should 
be adjusted just below the level that would kick 
the grid-current indication on signal peaks. 
Proper loading will be obtained when a steady 
carrier just under the grid-current level is used 
for drive and the loading at resonance is set for 

about 100 ma. plate current. Under these condi-
tions of loading, a sideband signal will kick the 
plate current to about 40 or 50 ma. on peaks. 
Measured p.e.p. input before clipping should be 
60 to 70 watts. 
When used as a Class-C amplifier, the drive 

should be increased to where about 2 to 3 ma. 
grid current is drawn, and the loading to where 
the 6146 draws about 125 ma. If the amplifier is 
plate modulated, the plate current should be re-
duced to 95 ma., to stay within the tube ratings. 

Since the amplifier uses a fixed and "stiff" 
screen supply, it is good practice always to bring 
up the excitation and loading together, while 
checking to see that the screen current never 
exceeds about 15 ma. In normal Class-C opera-
tion the screen current will run around 10 ma. 

6-32 

BRAID 

TO C4 
STATOR 

TOP PLATE 

CHASSIS 

m-4—ARCH 

Oa, 

RG -58/U 

Fig. 6-53— Exploded view of the cable clamp used to 

hold the coaxial cable running to J. The top plate 

is a 11/2 -inch square of sheet aluminum with holes at 

the four corners for 6-32 screws. The arch is a 

inch wire strap that mounts diagonally under the 

chassis. When tightened, the top plate clamps the 

cable braid to the chassis; the arch lends support to 

the cable. 
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A SELF-CONTAINED 500-WATT TRANSMITTER 

Figs. 6-54 through 6-59 show the details of a 
500-watt c.w. transmitter, completely self-con-
tained except for the external remote v.f.o. tun-
ing box shown in Figs. 6-58 and 6-59. Provision 
is made for introducing s.s.b. input at the grid of 
the driver stage. While plate modulation can be 
applied to the final amplifier in the usual manner, 
ratings of the plate power supply limit the safe 
input to about 250 watts. 
The circuit is shown in Fig. 6-57. Switch S2 

permits either v.f.o. or crystal-controlled opera-
tion using a 6AH6 oscillator. Either 80- or 40-
meter crystals may be used. The v.f.o. circuit is 
in the 80-meter band and S1 selects either of two 
frequency ranges — 3.5 to 4 Mc. for complete 
coverage of all bands, and 3.5 to 3.6 Mc. for 
greater bandspread over the low-frequency ends 
of the wider bands. The plate circuit of the oscil-
lator is on 40 meters for all output bands except 
80 meters where it is non-resonant. 
A 6CL6 buffer separates the oscillator and the 

first keyed stage. This stage doubles to 20 meters 
for 20- and 10-meter output and triples to 15 
meters. The driver is a 2E26 which doubles to 
10 meters and works straight through on all 
other bands. This stage is neutralized and a 
potentiometer in its screen circuit serves as an 
excitation control. 
The final is a 7094, also neutralized, with a 

pi-network output circuit using a B&W 851 
band-switching inductor unit. 
A differential break-in keying system using a 

12AU7 is included. Both the final amplifier and 
driver are keyed by the grid-block method. 
The differential is adjusted by R1. Clicks are 
prevented by envelope-shaping circuits which in-
clude C7, C11 and the grid-leak resistances. 
The 100-ohm meter shunts give a full-scale 

reading of 50 ma., the 51-ohm shunts a full-
scale reading of 100 ma., and the 10-ohm resistor 
in the negative high-voltage lead provides a 500-
ma. scale. 

Power Supply 

The plate transformer in the high-voltage 
supply uses a transformer designed for a con-

ventional full-wave rectifier circuit with an 
ICAS d.c. output rating of 300 ma. at 750 
volts. A bridge rectifier is used with this 
transformer so that an output voltage of 1500 
is obtained. The short duty cycle of c.w. or s.s.b. 
operation makes it possible to draw up to the 
rated maximum of the 7094 ( 330 ma.) through 
a choke-input filter without a prohibitive rise in 
transformer temperature. 
The low-voltage supply has two rectifiers. A 

full-wave rectifier with a capacitive-input filter 
provides 400 volts for the plate of the driver and 
the screen of the final amplifier. A tap on a volt-
age divider across 400 volts provides 300 volts 
for the plates of the oscillator, buffer and keyer 
tubes. A half-wave rectifier with a choke-input 
filter supplies 250 volts of bias for the keyer and 
fixed bias for the 2E26 and 7094 when they are 
operating as Class ABi linear amplifiers. 

Control Circuits 

S7 is the main power switch. It turns on the 
low-voltage, filament and bias supplies. Until 
it has been closed, the high-voltage supply can-
not be turned on. In addition to turning on the 
high-voltage supply, S8 operates the relay K1 
which applies screen voltage to the final ampli-
fier. Thus, to protect the screen, screen voltage 
cannot be applied without applying plate voltage 
simultaneously. /8 is in parallel with S8 so that 
the high-voltage supply can be controlled re-
motely from an external switch. Also, in parallel 
with the primary of the high-voltage trans-
former is another jack, J7, which permits control 
of an antenna relay or other device by Ss if 
desired. 
The v.f.o.-set switch S5 turns on the exciter 

and grounds the screen of the final amplifier. 
S2 has three positions. One is for crystal con-

trol, the second for v.f.o. operation, and the third 
position is for operating the last two stages of 
the transmitter as linear amplifiers with an ex-
ternal s.s.b. exciter. In addition to shifting the 
input of the driver stage from the buffer ampli-
fier to an s.s.b. input connector, fixed bias is 
provided for ABi operation of both stages. 

Construction 

The transmitter is assembled on a 17 X 13 X 

Fig. 6-54—A 500-watt transmitter. Power supplies and 

a differential keyer are included. It operates with 

the external v.f.o. tuner shown in Fig. 6-59. Controls 

along the bottom, from left to right, are for low. 

voltage power, v.f.o./crystals/s.s.b. switch, driver 

tank switch, driver tank capacitor, final loading, 

v.f.o, set switch, and high-voltage. Above, from left 

to right, are controls for excitation, final tank switch, 

final tank capacitor and meter switch. The bond. 

switch pointer is made by cutting down the metal 

skirt of a dial similar to the one to the right. 

All dials are Johnson. 



Fig. 6- 55— The only shielding required on 

top of the chassis is the amplifler enclo-

sure shown. A perforated cover for the 

enclosure is not shown. 

4-inch aluminum chassis with a 19 X 
121,4-inch panel. The amplifier enclo-
sure measures 8/2 inches wide, sq 
inches deep and 7,/2 inches high. The 
three permanent sides shown in Fig. 
6-55 can be bent up from a single sheet 
of solid aluminum stock. The top and 
back ( not shown) are made from a sin-
gle piece of Reynolds perforated sheet aluminum. 
The tube socket is mounted on Y.4-inch ce-

ramic cones over a large hole cut in the chassis 
and covered with a patch of perforated sheet. 
The tank capacitor C15 is mounted on metal 
spacers to bring its shaft level up to that of the 
switch on the I3&W inductor which is mounted 
directly on the chassis. The two shafts are spaced 
4 inches. 

4.> 9 w 4" 

Exciter 

A 4 X 5 X 6-inch aluminum box is used as 
the foundation for the exciter. The driver tank 
capacitor is centered on the chassis with its cen-
ter approximately 3 inches back from the front 
edge of the chassis. The capacitor specified has 
an insulated mounting. If an uninsulated ca-
pacitor is substituted, an insulating mounting 
must be provided. The shafts of S2 and 53 are 
spaced 2,/2 inches and centered on the front end 
of the box. On the side of the box toward the 
tuning capacitor, the oscillator tube, the buffer 
tube, the low- frequency section ( L0) of the 
driver tank coil, and the 2E26 are lined up so as 
to clear the tank capacitor and its shaft. The 
latter is fitted with an insulated cou-
pling and a panel-bearing unit. The 
slug-tuned coils are mounted in holes 
near the bottom edge of the box. Neu-
tralizing capacitor Cg is mounted at the 
rear end of the box, close to the 2E26 
socket. The high- frequency section 
(L5) of the tank coil is suspended be-

Fig. 6.56—The exciter Is assembled using 

a .tandard aluminum box as the founda-

tion. The perforated cover has been re-

moved. The bottom of the chassis should also 

have a perforated metal cover. 

tween the outer end of the low-frequency section 
and the plate cap of the 2E26. Coil-tap leads run 
through small feed-through points or grom-
meted clearance holes in the side of the box. 
The loading capacitor C15 is placed so that its 

shaft is symmetrical wills the shaft of S3, and 55 
is spaced from it to balance S2 at the other end. 

The V.F.O. Tuner 

The v.f.o. tuner is assembled in a 5 X 6 X 
9-inch aluminum box ( Premier AC-596). The 
dual tuning capacitor C2 has 7 plates, 4 rotor and 
3 stationary, in each section. In the front section, 
which is used to cover the entire 80-meter band, 
the two rotor plates nearest the front should be 
removed. This leaves two rotor plates and two 
active stator plates, the front stator plate being 
inactive. In the rear section, the front rotor plate 
and the last two rotor plates are removed. This 
leaves one rotor plate riding between two stators. 
The capacitor is mounted on a bracket fas-

tened against the bottons of the box, although it 
could be mounted from the front cover with 
spacers to clear the hub of the Millen 10035 dial. 
The shaft of the capacitor should be central on 

••••11111. 
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Fig. 6-57—Circuit of the 500-watt self-contained transmitter. Capacitance less than 

0.001 µf. are in of. Fixed capacitors of capacitance greater than 100 µO. should 

be disk ceramic, except as noted below. Fixed capacitors of 100 µµf. and 220 

µkJ. should be mica. Capacitors marked with polarity are electrolytic. Resistors not 

otherwise marked are 1/2 watt. R.f. chokes in µh. unless otherwise marked. 

B,—Blower (Allied 72P715). 

C1, C3- 100-µµf. air trimmer (Hammarlund APC-100-

B). 

Cs—Midget dual variable, 25 µPC per section (John-

son 167-51 altered as described in the text). 
C4, C5-0.001-µf. silver mica. 

C8-30-µµf. mica trimmer (National M-30). 

C1, Cn-0.1-14. paper (keyer shaping). 

C5-30-µµf. miniature variable (Johnson 160-130). 

C.- 100-µµf. midget variable (Johnson 167-11). 

C,0-330-µµf. mica. 

C.-10-APf. neutralizing capacitor (Johnson 159-125). 

C,1-0.001-µf. 3000-volt disk ceramic. 

C14-0.001-µf. 5000-volt ceramic (CRI 858S). 

C45-250-Pµf. 2000-volt variable (Johnson 154-1). 

C26—Triple-gang broadcast variable, 365 pm, or more 

per section, sections connected in parallel. 

II, 12—One-inch 115-volt panel lamp. 

Jz, Jz—Cable connector for RG-22/U (Amphenol 83-

22R, UG-103/U). 

12—Crystal socket (Millen 33102). 

.14, 15—Coaxial receptacle (S0-239). 

16—Key jack, open circuit. 

.12, .18— Chassis-mounting a.c. receptacle (Amphenol 

61-F). 

Ki—S.p.s.t. 115- volt a.c. relay (Advance GHA/1C/ 

115VA or similar). 

Lz-35 µh.-32 turns No. 18, 2 inches diameter, 2 

inches long (Airdux 1.616). 

Ls—Approx. 10 µh.-65 turns No. 26 enam., on 3/8-

inch iron- slug form (Waters CSA-1011-3). 

La—Approx. 2 gh.-16 turns No. 26 enam., close-

wound at center of form similar to L2. 

14—Approx. 1 µh.-13 turns Na. 26 enam., 1/2  inch 

long at center of form similar to Lz. 

10-16 turns No. 20, 3/4 inch diameter, 1 inch long, 

tapped at 10 turns and 13 turns from Le 

end (Airdux 616). 

14-40 turns No. 16, 11/4 inches diameter, 23/4 inches 

long, tapped at mid point and at 1.5 end 

(Airdux 1016). 

1,-3 turns No. 14, 1/2 inch diameter, 34 inch long. 

L5-4 turns 31'8 X 1 8-inch copper strip, 13/8 inches 

diameter, 21/8 inches long (part of B&W 851 

coil unit). 

14-4 34 turns No. 8, 2 1/2 inches diameter, 134 inches 

long, tapped at 134 turns from I, end, plus 

91/2 turns No. 12, 21/2  inches diameter, 11/2 

inches long, tapped at 6 turns from output 

end (part of B&W 851 coil unit). 

—15 
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DRIVER 
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300 144. 

25 vC T 

816 

IC 

816 

5.5-28 Me. 
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I2AU7 6X5 6AH6 6CL6 2626 -7094 

Lo-7-hy. 150- ma. filter choke (Stancor C-1710). 

1.-15-hy. 75- ma, filter choke (Stancor C-1002). 

La-5/25-hy. 300-ma. swinging filter choke (Triad 

C-33A). 

K—Shielded 0- 5- ma. d.c. milliammeter, 

rectangular ( Phaostron). 

P2— Plug for RG-22/11 cable (Amphenol 83-22SP). 

R:- 100,000-ohm potentiometer. 

R3. R3, 12,-100 ohms, 5%. 

R.,-20,000-ohm 4-watt potentiometer (Mallory M20-

MPK). 

F(5,1,24-51 ohms, 1 watt, 5%. 
Ro—Two 10,000-ohm 2-watt resistors in series. 

14—Three 100-ohm 1-watt noninductive resistors in 

parallel. 

R:0-25,000 ohms, 25 watts with slider. 

Rm-15,000 ohms, 20 watts, with slider. 

R:2-4700 ohms, 1 watt. 

R:3-2200 ohms, 1 watt. 

14.-10 ohms (Five 51-ohm 1-watt 5% 

parallel). 

R44-1000 ohms, 1/2 watt 5%. 

31/2 -inch 

resistors in 

1000 

2.5 KV. 

10 
5w. 

>E   

c,2 

4i500 

80 1 4 12 5K 

450 V. I 204. 

821,p 

450v I 204 

actaf. 125K 

450 V TL 204 

125K 

450V I 2044 

,0 80 
450v 204. 

12 5K 

OUTPUT 

Imh. 

RFC, RFC2, RFCa, RFC4, RFC8-750 r.f. choke (Na-

tional R-33). 

RFC, r.f. choke (National R-100). 

RFC,- 120 µh. r.f. choke (Raypar RI- 101). 

RFC,-2.5-mh. r.f. choke (National R-100). 

Si—Single- pole ceramic rotary switch (Centralab 2000, 

2 of 12 positions used). 

52—Two-water ceramic rotary switch (Centralab PA-

300 index, PA-4 wafers. 52.5 and S2n are on 

one wafer, 52C, nd .53c on second wafer). 

53—Three-wafer ceramic rotary switch (Centralab PA-

301 index, wafers PA-0, 5 positions used). 

54— Part of B&W 851 coil unit. 

53-2- pole 3- position ceramic rotary switch (Centralab 

2003, two positions used). 

Si—Double-pole ceramic rotary switch (Centralab 

2003). 

So, 58—S.p.s.t. toggle switch. 
Ti—Power transformer: 750 v.a.c., c.t., 150 ma.; 5 

volts 3 amps.; 6.3 volts, 4.7 amps. (Thordar-

son 22R06). 

T2, T3— Filament transformer: 2:5 volts, c.t., 3 amps. 

(Triad F- ix). 

T4—Plate transformer: 1780 volts, c.t., 310 ma., center 

tap not used (Triad P- 14A). 

Ts—Filament transformer: 5 volts, c.t., 3 amps. (Triad 

F-7X). 
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the front cover. The coil is suspended between a 
pair of 2V2-inch ceramic pillars ( Millen 31002). 
It is placed immediately to the rear of the tuning 
capacitor. The two air trimmers, C1 and C3, are 
mounted on the top side of the box with their 
shafts protruding so that they can be adjusted 
from the top. The bandspread switch is mounted 
in one end of the box and the cable connector at 
the other end. 
The unit is housed in a standard cabinet ( Bud 

C-1781) having an 8 X 10-inch panel. The dial 
should be fastened to the panel, making sure 
that the hub of the dial lines up accurately with 
the shaft of the tuning capacitor. Then the box 
is inserted in the cabinet through the front open-
ing. The switch shaft goes out through a hole 
drilled in the side of the cabinet, and the cable 

Fig. 6- 58--The remote v.f.o. tuning unit is housed in 

a standard metal cabinet. The cable at the right 

plugs into the main chassis. 

goes through a hole in the opposite end to the 
cable connector. The dial should be set to read 
zero at maximum capacitance of the tuning ca-
pacitor. The box should be supported on spacers. 

Adjustment 

With all tubes except the rectifiers out of their 
sockets, the power supplies should be checked 
first to be sure that they are functioning prop-
erly. The voltage output of the low-voltage sup-
ply should be in excess of 400 volts, the biasing 
voltage 300 or more and the high voltage above 
1500. The slider on the low-voltage bleeder 
should be set at approximately three quarters 
of the way from ground. The slider on the bias-
supply bleeder should be set for a reading of 
—250 volts to ground. 
Plug in the oscillator and buffer tubes and an 

80-meter crystal if one is available; otherwise 
connect the v.f.o. tuner. With the low-voltage 
supply turned on, the 0A2 should glow. When 
the key is closed, the OAZ should dim but stay 
ignited. If it does not, the value of the 10K VR 
resistor should be reduced. 
The v.f.o. can now be adjusted to frequency. 

Set C2 at maximum capacitance. Set S1 to the 
80-meter position. Adjust the 80-meter trimmer 
until a signal is heard at 3500 kc. on a calibrated 

...tomfixamemnikimu. 

• , 

1111.111111p-

Fig. 6-59— Interior of the v.f.o, tuning box showing 

the mounting of the coil and other components. 

receiver. Then set the receiver to 4000 kc. and 
tune the v.f.o. until the signal is heard. If the 
signal is not close to 100 on the dial, carefully 
bend the rear rotor plate of the 80-meter section 
of C2 outward a little at a time to get the desired 
bandspread. Each time this adjustment is made, 
the trimmer should be reset to bring 3500 kc. at 
zero on the dial. 
The satne procedure should be followed in ad-

justing for the other v.f.o. range, aiming for 3600 
kc. (or above if desired) at 100 on the dial. 
The 2E26 should now be plugged in and the 

excitation control R4 set at the ground end ( zero 
screen voltage). S9 should be set in the v.f.o. 
position. With low voltage on and the key closed, 
a 2E26 grid-current reading should be obtained 
with the band switch in the 80-meter position. 
With the switch in the 40-meter position, the 
slug of L2 should be adjusted for maximum grid 
current to the 2E26. With the band switch in the 
20-meter position, L3 should be adjusted for 
maximum grid current, and then the slug of L4 
should be adjusted for maximum grid current 
with the band switch in thé 15-meter position. 
Now insert the 7094 in its socket and neutral-

ize the 2E26 as described earlier in this chapter. 
Testing of the final amplifier requires a load 

applied to the output connector. Two 150-watt 
lamps connected in parallel should serve the 
purpose. Turning on the high voltage will also 
apply screen voltage through the relay IC1. With 
both band switches set to 10 meters, and C16 set 
at about half capacitance, quickly tune the out-
put circuit to resonance as indicated by the 
plate-current dip. The load lamp should show 
an indication of output. Switch the meter to 
read grid current and neutralize as described 
earlier in this chapter. After neutralization the 
amplifier can be loaded to rated plate current. 
If it is above the rated maximum value, increase 
C16 and retune to resonance, or decrease C16 if 
the plate current is below the rated value. 
With the final adjusted and the entire trans-

mitter operating, make a final check on the volt-
age at the tap on the low-voltage supply, adjust-
ing the slider if necessary to bring the voltage to 
300 with the key closed. Be sure to turn off all 
voltages each time an adjustment is made. 
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The last adjustment is in the keyer. Adjust the 
potentiometer R1 to the point where the oscil-

AN 

lator cannot be heard between dots and dashes 
at normal keying speed. 

ALL-PURPOSE 813 AMPLIFIER 
Figs. 6-60 through 6-63 show the circuit and 

photographs of an 813 amplifier designed for 
c.w., am., or s.s.b. operation. Provision has been 
made for convenient changing from one mode 
to another as well as to any of the bands from 
80 through 10 meters. 
The circuit is shown in 6-61. A turret-type 

grid circuit is used and the output circuit is a 
pi network designed to work into coax cable. 
The inductor is the rotary-type variable. Provi-
sion for neutralizing is included. R1 is a parasitic 
suppressor. 

For Class-C c.w. or phone operation, Sg is 
open. The 90 volts of fixed bias, furnished by a 
small bias supply and regulated by the VR90, is 
augmented by a drop of about 50 volts across the 
grid-leak resistor R2 at a normal grid current of 
15 ma. This brings the total bias to 140 volts. 
With Sg closed, the grid leak is short-circuited 
and the 90 volts of fixed bias alone remains for 
AB2 s.s.b. operation. ( An advantage in AB2 for 
c.w. operation is that it preserves the keying 
characteristics of the exciter better than with 
Class-C operation.) R3 should be adjusted so 
that the VR90 just ignites with no excitation. 

Screen voltage is regulated at 750 volts by a 
string of five 0A2s for s.s.b. operation. When the 
grid drive is increased for Class-C operation, the 
screen current increases, increasing the drop 
across the screen resistor R5, and the screen volt-
age falls to 400. The regulators then lose control 
and the amplifier is ready for plate-screen modu-
lation. 
The screen is protected against excessive in-

put, should the load or plate voltage be removed, 
by the overload relay Kl. The tripping point is 
set at 40 ma. by the variable shunt resistor Rg. If 
the relay trips, current through Re will hold the 
screen circuit open until plate voltage is re-
moved. One meter, M1, measures cathode cur-

Fig. 6-60—W4SUD's all-purpose 813 

amplifier. The output-capacitor 

switch (coarse loading) is above the 

turns counter for the variable in-

ductor. Dials near the center are 

for the plate tank capacitor CS 

(above) and the grid tank capacitor 

Ci (below). To the right of the dials 

are the controls for the plate pod-

der switch S. (above) and the grid 

band switch SI (below). The toggle 
switch below the meters is the 

mode switch SS with the meter 

switch S5 to the left. Ventilating 

holes are drilled in the cover in 

the area above the tube. The out-

put connector is on the left-hand 

wall of the shielding box. 

rent, while the other meter, M2, may be switched 
to read either grid current or screen current. 

Forced-air ventilation is always advisable for 
a medium- or high-power amplifier if it is but-
toned up tight to suppress TVI. A surplus 100 
c.f.m. blower does the job more than adequately. 

Construction 

The amplifier is built on a 13 X 17 X 4-inch 
aluminum chassis fastened to a standard 1234 X 
19-inch rack panel. The r.f. output portion is 
enclosed in a 122 X 13 X 8-inch box made of 
aluminum angle and sheet. The VR tubes, relay, 
blower and meters are mounted external to the 
box. 
The grid tank-circuit components are mounted 

underneath the chassis and are shielded with a 
5 X 7 X 3-inch aluminum box. A standard 
chassis of these dimensions might be substituted. 
The bias and filament transformers are in a sec-
ond box measuring 6 by 3 by 3 inches. This type 
of construction, together with the use of shielded 
wire for all power circuits, was followed to re-
duce TVI to a minimum. Each wire was by-
passed at both ends with 0.001-e. ceramic disk 
capacitors. Lg can be adjusted to series resonate 
with the 600-µµf. capacitor at the frequency of 
the most troublesome channel. A Bud low-pass 
filter completes the TV! treatment. As a result, 
the amplifier is completely free of TVI on all 
channels even in most fringe areas. 

Adjustment 

In the pi network, the output capacitors are 
fixed. However, the adjustment of the network 
is similar to that of the more conventional ar-
rangement using a variable portion of the output 
capacitance. The only difference is that the 
"fine" loading adjustment is done with the vari-
able inductor. 
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8:—Ventilating blower, 100 c.f.m. (surplus). 

C:-250-P/if. variable (Hammarlund MC-250-M). 

C.— 1000-m4 mica. 

Ca—Neutralizing capacitor, 10 Aid. maximum (John-

son 159-250). 

C.:-150-figf. 6000-volt variable (Johnson 153-12). 

C.- 100-µ:uf. 5000-volt fixed capacitor ( surplus vac-

uum Amperex VC- 100, or two 200-µ,af. 5000-

volt micas in series). 

CR:-130- volt 50- ma, selenium rectifier. 

J:, .1,—Coaxial receptacle (SO-239). 

K:—Screen overload relay, 2500 ohms, 7 ma. ( Potter 

& Brumfield KCP5). 

L-3.5 Mc.-32 turns No. 20, 1- inch diam., 2 inches 

long, 5-turn link (B&W 3015 or Airdux 816). 

—7 Mc.- 18 turns No. 20, 3/4-inch diam., 11/8 inches 

long, 3-turn link (B&W 3011 or Airdux 616). 

—14 Mc.- 10 turns No. 18, 3/4-inch diam., 

inches long, 2- turn link (B&W 3006 or Air-

dux 508). 

—21 Mc.-7 turns No. 18, %-inch diam., 7/8 inch 

long, 1-turn link (B&W 3006 or Airdux 508). 

—28 Mc.-5 turns No. 18, %- inch diam., % inch 

long, 1-turn link (B&W 3006 or Airdux 508). 

I.2-3 turns 6-inch copper tubing, 1- inch diam., 13/4 

inches long. 

L.- 15-µh. variable inductor (B&W 3852). 

1,—See text. 

M:, M,-31/2 -inch d.c. milliammeter. 

12,-39 ohms, 1/2 -watt carbon. 

R,-3300 ohms, 2 watts. 

12,-15,000 ohms, 10 watts with slider. 

R,-2000-ohm 4-watt variable resistor (Mallory M2-

MPK). 

RFC, RFC.-2.5-mh. r.f. choke (National R-50 or simi-

lar). 

r--

115V. A.G. +2000 - 2500V. 

AC B D 

RFC,— Plate r.f. choke (National R- 175-A). 

RFC:—V.h.f. choke (National R-60). 

S,— Rotary switch: 3 wafers, 3 poles, 11 positions per 

pole, 5 positions used (Centralab PA-0 

wafers, PA-301 index). 

52— Rotary switch: single pole, 10 positions, pro-

gressively shorting, 6 positions used (Cen-

tralab PA- 2042). 

52—Rotary switch: s.p.s.t., ceramic (antenna link 

switch from BC-375 tuning unit, or Com-

munications Products Model 65). 

54—S.p.s.t. toggle switch. 

S.—D.p.d.t. rotary switch (Centralab 1405). 

T.— Filament transformer: 10 volts, 5 amp. (Thordar-

son 21F18). 

T2—Bias transformer: 120 volts, 50 ma.; 6.3 volts, 2 

amp., filament winding not used; could be 

used for pilot light (Merit P-3045). 
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Fig. 6-62—This view 

shows the placement 

of components on the 

chassis. The 813 sock-

et is mounted on 

spacers over a large 

clearance hole in the 

chassis. The several 

mica output capaci-

tors are assembled in 

a stack on a thread-

ed rod fastened to 

the left-hand wall of 

the shielding box. 

The neutralizing ca-

pacitor and the 80-

mcttr plate padder 

are to the right of 

the tank capacitor. 

To the right of the 

box are the five 

0A2s (the front one 

hidden), the screen 

overload relay and 

the VR90, the blower 

and meters. 

The inductor is fitted with a Groth turns 
counter, making it easy to return to the proper 
setting for each band. Until the settings for each 
band have been found, S3 should be turned so 
that all of the output capacitance is in circuit. 
The inductor should be set near maximum for 
80, and approximately half maximum for 40. On 
the higher- frequency bands, the inductor should 
be set so that the circuit resonates with the tank 
capacitor near minimum capacitance. Loading 

Fig. 6-63 -Bottom view of 

the all-purpose 813 ampli-

fier. The grid tank- circuit 

components within dashed 

lines in Fig. 6-62 are en-

closed in the box at lower 

center. Input links are wound 

over ground ends of grid 

coils. Filament and bias 

transformers are in the sec-

ond box. The large resistor 

to the left of the grid box 

is the screen resistor. The 

variable resistor in the up-

per left-hand corner is the 

relay shunt 12,. The seleni-

um bias rectifier is fastened 

against the left-hand wall 

of the chassis. 

should increase as the output capacitance is de-
creased. A change in output capacitance requires 
a readjustment of C4 for resonance. When the 
loading is near the desired point, final adjustment 
can be made by altering the inductance slightly. 
A 20-A or similar exciter is well suited as a 

driver for this amplifier on all modes. The 813 
runs cool at 500 watts input on c.w. and at a little 
over 500 watts p.e.p. on s.s.b. ( Originally de-
scribed in QST for August, 1958.) 
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ONE-BAND KILOWATT AMPLIFIERS 

Separate kilowatt amplifiers on each of the 
bands 80 through 10 meters has always been the 
ne plus ultra of transmitter construction. How-
ever, space limitations and cost are the two key 
factors that have prevented many from realizing 
this goal. The amplifiers to be described are com-
pact and are constructed economically; the 
builder may wish to construct one amplifier for 
his favorite band or the group of five for versa-
tile all-band operation. Advantages of the sep-
arate-amplifier philosophy include optimum cir-
cuit Q for every band, simplified construction 
and band switching, less chance for tube failure 
because each amplifier is pretuned, and fast band 
changing for the contest-minded. The supply 
voltages remain on all the amplifiers; only the 
filament and excitation power are switched to the 
desired final amplifier. 
The availability and proven dependability of 

the 813 make a pair of them the logical choice for 
the kilowatt amplifier. A shrewd amateur should 
have no trouble procuring the tubes through 
surplus channels or by bartering with local hams. 

Referring to the circuit diagram, Fig. 6-65, the 

Fig. 6-64—Individual kilowatt amplifiers for two bands 

plus complete metering and all control circuits and 

power supplies (except plate) fit handily into a table 

rack. Anil,lifiers for five bands plus the plate supply 

will mount in floor rack. Band switch at lower left 

(Ss in Fig. 6-65) switches filament supply, excitation 

and output connections to all amplifiers in use; 

screen and plate supplies are connected to all 

amplifiers at all times. 

amplifier control unit contains the filament, bias 
and screen supplies. A 3-position mode switch, 
SI selects the bias for either Class ABI or C 
operation, and in the third position grounds the 
screen grids, to limit the plate current during 
initial tuning. Another 3-position switch, St, 
allows the total or individual screen currents to 
be read. The latter position is useful in matching 
tubes. The high-voltage supply should furnish 
from 1750 to 2250 volts. 

Construction 

Each amplifier is assembled on a 13 X 17-inch 
aluminum bottom plate. Two 5 X 13 X 3-inch 
aluminum chassis are used as the sides of the 
enclosure. The paint is removed from the back 
of a 7-inch aluminum rack panel, and a piece of 
Reynolds cane metal is sandwiched between the 
panel and the two chassis. A rectangular window 
in the panel provides additional ventilation and 
a means for inspecting the color of the tube 
plates. The top and back of the enclosure are 
formed from a single piece of cane metal, bent to 
fit the chassis rear and top. Three lengths of 
1 X 1 X 1A-inch aluminum angle stock are used 
in the corners of the enclosure, as can be seen 
in Figs. 6-67 and 6-68. 
The variable tank capacitors, C4, are mounted 

on 1-inch stand-off insulators, to bring the shafts 
to the proper panel height. In the 10-meter am-
plifier the capacitor shaft must remain above 
r.f. ground, and a suitable insulated shaft cou-
pling is used. On the other bands, the rotors of 
the capacitors are grounded to the chassis 
through metal straps. 
On 20, 15 and 10 meters the tank coils are 

wound self-supporting of /4-inch diameter soft-
drawn copper tubing, and they are supported by 
their leads. On 80 and 40 the coils are lengths of 
Air-Dux stock, and they arc supported by small 
ceramic insulators. 
The special plate r.f. chokes, RFC2, are con-

structed by close-winding No. 24 enameled wire 
on 34-inch diameter ceramic insulators. Four-inch 
long insulators ( National GS-4) are used on the 
80- and 40-meter bands, and 2-inch long insula-
tors ( National GS-3) are used on the other 
bands. In each case the original base of the in-
sulator is removed and Lite insulator is mounted 
on a stand-off (Johnson 135-20). The high-
voltage lead and the "told" end of the choke 
are connected to a soldering lug mounted be-
tween the two insulators. 

Bridge neutralization is included in the 20-, 
15- and 10-meter amplifiers. The neutralizing ca-
pacitors are made from two V2-inch wide alumi-
num strips 5 inches long. One strip is connected 
directly to the plate lead at C3 and the other is 
supported by a ceramic feed-through insulator 
that connects to the rotor of C1. The amplifiers 
are neutralized by adjusting the spacing between 
the aluminum strips. 
The metal ring surrounding the base of the 813 
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Fig. 6-65—Circuit diagram of a single parallel-813s amplifier and the control section. Diagram 

115V. of each amplifier is similar, except as noted below. Unless specified otherwise, capacitances are 

capacitors marked with polarity are electrolytic, fixed capacitors are ceramic, resistances are in ohms. 

J2 

Cs—Not used on 80 or 40 meters; see text. 

CS—Two 500-EL/if. 20-kv. ceramic (Centralab TV-207) 

in parallel on 80 m.; single 500-IL/If. 20-kv. 

ceramic on other bands. 

C7-0.001-µf. 1-kv, ceramic on 80 and 40 m.; 240-PAL 

silver mica on other bands. 

I, 13-115-v. pilot lamp. 

.1,, 12 — Coaxial cable receptacle. 

Ki—S.p.d.t. relay, 115-v. a.c. coil. 

14 — Not required on 80 or 40 m.; 6 turns No. 14 

on 1/4-inch diam. 

Ri-10,000 ohms, 2 watts, composition (not wire. 

wound). 

R3-50,000 ohms, 4 watts (Mallory M5OMPK). 

RFC,-2.5-mh. 75-ma. r.f. choke. 

RFC,—See text. 

RFC-2.5-mh. 300-ma. r.f. choke. 

5,—Two-pole 3- position rotary switch, shorting type. 

52—Two-pole 3-position rotary switch, non-shorting type. 

53—S.p.s.t. lock switch (AHN 81715-L). 

S,,—Time delay relay (Amperite 115N060). 

57 — H ea vy duty d.p.s.t. toggle. 

Ti-10-volt 10-ampere filament transformer (Thordar-

son 21F19). 

T,-250-volt 25-ma. transformer (Stancor PS- 8416). 

Ta-800-v.c.t. 200-ma., 5- and 6.3-v. heater windings. 
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Fig. 6- 66--View of the 40- meter amplifier with its cane-metal covering removed. As in each 

amplifier, the chassis is made from two 5 X 13 X 3-inch chassis and a 13 X 17- inch base 

plate. Input and low-voltage leads make up to terminals and jack in center foreground. 

should be grounded to the chassis. A piece of 
Eimac Finger Stock or a homemade contact can 
be used for the purpose. 

All power wiring is done with shielded wire 
and bypassed as described in Chapter Twenty-
Three. The filament leads should be made from 
No. 14 ( or heavier) shielded wire. 
The screen and bias supplies plus station con-

trol circuits are built on a rack-mounting chassis 
(Bud CB-1373) behind a 7-inch panel. In the 

Class-C position of Sz, +400 volts is applied to 
the screens and —150 is connected to the grids. 
In the Class AB' position, the screen voltage is 
increased to 700 and the grid bias is dropped to a 
value determined by the setting of R2. This latter 
setting should be one that gives best linearity 
without exceeding a no-signal plate input of 150 
watts for the two 813s; it depends on the plate 
voltage available. A heavy bleed on the screen 
supply helps the regulation. 

Coil and Capacitor Table 

Band 80 40 20 

50 pd. 
(Johnson 50L15) 

15 10 

Cs 
100 pa. 

(Johnson 100L15) 
100 /id. 

(Johnson 100L15) 
50 isgf. 

(Johnson 50L15) 
50 $5,5f. 

(Johnson SOLIS) 

C4 

C5 

150 pd. 
(Johnson 150E45) 

150 M. 
(Johnson 150E45) 

35 gid. 
(Johnson 35E45) 

35 szeif. 
(Johnson 35E45) 

50 std. 
(Hammarlund 
MC-513-MS) 

710 ispf. 
(2-gang 365 sig.) 

325 µIa. 
(Hammarlund 
MC-325-M) 

325 µAL 
(Hammarlund 
MC-325-M) 

325 iti5f. 
(Hammarlund 
MC-325-M) 

325 µid. 
(Hammarlund 
MC-325-M) 

Co 

Ls 

La 

L. 

500 ge. 
(Centralab TV-207) 

100 µed. 
(CRL 850 S-100N) - 

___ ____ 

4 t. No. 2r 3 t. No. 22* 2 t. No. 22 

8 t.p.i No. 18 
134 inch long, 1 inch 
diam. (B&W 3014) 

1 t. No. 22* 1 t. No. 22* 

32 t.p.i. No. 24, 
1 inch long, 1 inch 
diam. (B&W 3016) 

16 t.p.i. No. 20 
114 inch long, 1 inch 
diam. (B&W 3015) 

8 t.p.i. No. 18 
4 inch long 1 inch 
diam. (B&W 3014) 

2 t.p.i. 4-inch 
Copper tubing 3 
inch long, 21/2 i.d. 

8 t.p.i. No. 18 
1/2 inch long, I inch 
diam. (B&W 3014) 

6 t.p.i. No. 12, 
3 inch long, 3 inch 
diam. (Air Dux 

2406) 

4 t.p.i. No. 12, 
34 inch long, 21/2 
inch diam. (Air 

Dux 2004) 

2 t.p.i. 4-inch 
copper tubing, 41/2 
inch long, 21/2 id. 

2 t.p.i. 4-inch 
copper tubing, 2 inch 
long, 24 i.d. C. tap 

2 turns. 

• Insulated hookup wire, wound over C7 end of L.2. 
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The unit shown in Fig. 6-65 uses an Ohmite 

Model 111 switch at 58. This is ganged with an-
tenna and excitation switches to permit one-
control bandswitching. The relay K1 is actuated 

when the plate supply is turned on; when the re-
lay is open a high bias is applied to the 813s to 
reduce the plate current to 0 ma. and eliminate 
receiver noise caused by static plate current. 

Fig. 6-67—Top view of the 15- meter amplifier. The neutralizing capacitor consists of 

two strips of aluminum, supported by the plate- blocking capacitor and a feedthrough 

insulator. It is mounted over the r.f. choke between the two 813 tubes. 

Fig. 6-68—As in the other amplifiers, the 10-meter final uses shielded wires in the filament, 

screen, and grid- return circuits. For tuning this amplifier uses a small variable capacitor 

connected across half of the plate coil, to maintain a favorable L/C ratio. 
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A GROUNDED-GRID HALF KILOWATT 

The amplifier shown in Figs. 6-69, 6-71 and 
6-72 will run at about 500 watts input on c.w.— 
or p.e.p. input as an s.s.b. linear— on all bands 
from 80 through 10 meters. The unit is small 
enough to sit on the operating table right along 
with the rest of the station equipment; no need 
for big racks here. 
Using a pair of 811As in parallel in the 

grounded-grid circuit, this rig is a good one to 
use following transmitters such as the Viking 
Ranger, DX-40, Globe Scout, and others of sim-
ilar power class, for a worth-while increase in 
power output on c.w. As a linear amplifier fol-
lowing an s.s.b. exciter it requires no swamping 
because the 811A grids provide a fairly constant 
load in themselves, and also the fed-through 
power with grounded-grid presents an additional 
constant load to the driver. The total driving 
power needed on any band is less than 20 watts. 
An additional useful feature is a built-in direc-

tional coupler using a version of the "Mickey 
Match." Besides its obvious application for 
checking the s.w.r. on the transmission line to 
the antenna or for help in tuning up a coax-
coupled antenna coupler, it is practically indis-
pensable as an indicator of relative power output 
in tuning the amplifier. 

The Circuit 

A number of tube types could be used in an 
amplifier of this power class, but the 811As are 
a good choice because they do not need a bias 
supply and are not expensive. ( Surplus 811s can 
be used; the ratings are not quite as high but they 
can be pushed a bit in intermittent service such as 
c.w. and s.s.b.) 
The complete circuit is shown in Fig. 6-70. To 

save trouble and work, standard components are 
used throughout — the only special construction 
is the shielding and a few simple r.f. chokes. 
The tube filaments are driven directly from coax 
input from the driver; no tuning is used or is 
needed in this circuit. The filaments are kept 
above ground by the B & W type FC15 choke. 

The plate tank is the familiar pi network, using 
a B & W type 851 tapped coil and band-switch 
assembly. This assembly has been modified 
slightly in two respects: First, the copper-strip 
10-meter coil normally mounted at the top of the 
rear plate is taken off and moved so that it is 
supported between the tank assembly and the 
stator of the tank tuning capacitor as shown in 
Fig. 6-71. A short length of copper strip is bolted 
between the free end of the coil and the right-
hand stator connection of the tuning capacitor, 
to support the free end. This change is made 
in order to avoid the long lead that would have 
to be run from the capacitor to the regular input 
terminal on the tank assembly, since this termi-
nal is at the right-hand side of the assembly as 
viewed from the top. The turns of the 10-meter 
coil are also squeezed together a bit to increase 
the inductance, because it was found that a 
rather large amount of capacitance had to be 
used to tune the circuit to the band with the 
coil at its original length. The length is now 15¡ 
inches between mounting holes. 
The second modification is the addition of a 

pair of switch contacts on the rear switch plate 
of the tank assembly. There is an extra position 
on this plate with holes already provided for con-
tacts, and the additional set of contacts is used 
to switch in fixed output loading capacitance on 
80 meters, where a large output capacitance is 
needed. The variable loading capacitor, C3, with 
the five fixed mica capacitors, C5 to Cg inclusive, 
give continuous variation of capacitance up to 
1275 eteif. on all bands, including the regular 
switch position for the 80-meter band. However, 
if the switch is turned to the extra position an 
additional 1000-µµf. mica capacitor is connected 
in parallel, so that continuous variation of ca-
pacitance to over 2200 pg. is possible on 80. 
This takes care of cases where the load resistance 
happens to be unusually low or reactive.' 

I These contacts can be obtained directly from the 
manufacturer of the tank assembly. To secure a set of 
contacts with mounting hardware, send one dollar to 

Fig. 6-69—This amplifier operates at a plate 

input of approximately 500 watts, uses a pair 

of 811As in grounded-grid, and is complete 

with power supply on a 13 X 17 X 4-inch 

chassis. The rack panel is 101/2 by 19 inches. 

Front- panel controls include the plate tuning 

capacitor and band switch in the center, fila-

ment and plate power switches with their pilot 

lights at the lower left, sensitivity control and 

forward- reflected power switch for the direc-

tional coupler at the lower right, variable 

loading capdIor and auxiliary loading-

capacitor switch underneath the 0-1 milliam-

meter at the right, and the grid-cathode mil-

liammeter with its switch at the upper left. The 

filter choke, 866As and plate transformer oc-

cupy the rear section of the chassis. 
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A 500-ma. d.c. meter is used for reading either 

total cathode current or grid current alone. The 

Barker & Williamson, Beaver Dam and Canal, Bristol, 
Penna., specifying the type of tank assembly for which 
they are wanted. The contacts are not catalog items 
and are not available through dealers. 
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cathode current is read in preference to plate 
current because of safety considerations. Putting 
the meter in the hot d.c. plate lead leaves nothing 
but a little plastic insulation between the high 
voltage and the meter adjusting screw. It is a 
bit of a nuisance to have to subtract the grid 

AMPLIFIER 

50K 
25W 

SOK 
251.Y. 

SOO 
20KV. 

DECIMAL VALUES OF CAPACITANCE ARE 119114 
OTHERS ARE IN,p/A. EXCEPT AS INDICATED. 

3.5-28 
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2KV. 
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Fig. 6-70-Circuit diagram of the parallel-811A grounded-grid 

capacitors are disk ceramic, 600-volt rating. 

C;-500 µµf., 20,000 volts (TV "doorknob" type). 

C2-250-140. variable, 2000 volts (Johnson 250E20). 

C3-325-ffl. variable, receiving type (Hammarlund) 

MC-325-M). 

C4-Co, inc.-1200-volt mica, case style CM-45. 

12-6.3-volt dial lamp, 150-ma. (No. 47). 

is, 12-Coax connector, chassis mounting. 

Ja-Closed-circuit phone jack. 

.14, 16- 115-volt male connector, chassis mounting (Am-

phenol 61-M1). 

Ls, 12, Si-5-bond pi- network coil-switch assembly; see 

text (B & W 851). 

Li-Swinging choke, 4-20 henrys, 300 ma. (UTC S-34). 

1.4-Section of coax line with extra conductor inserted; 

see measurements chapter for construction 

references. 

Ms, M2-Milliammeter, 31/2-inch plastic case (Triplett 

327- PL). 

R;-20,000-ohm composition control, linear taper. 

RECI-Filament-choke assembly, to carry 8 amp. (8 & 

W FC15). 

RFC2, RFC3-2 µh. (National R-60). 

MAX. 

POWER SUPPLY 

DIR. COUR 

866A 

J2 
 < R.E our 

amplifier. Unless otherwise specif led, fixed 

REC.-90 µh.; 4343-inch winding of No. 26, 40 t.p.i., 

on 34-inch ceramic form (B & W 800). 

RFC-2.5 mh., any type. 

RFC6-RFC,, Incl.-18 turns No. 14 enam., close-wound, 

yo-inch diam., self-supporting. 

Ss-4-pole 2-position rotary, nonshorting (Mallory 

3242J or Centralab 1450). 

Sy-Part of tank assembly; see L1 Li. 

Si-Miniature ceramic rotary, 1 section, 1 pole, 6 

positions used, progressive shorting (Cen-

tralab 2042). 

St-Miniature ceramic rotary, 1 section, 2 poles, 2 

positions used, nonshorting (Centralob 2003). 

Ss, Sa-S.p.s.t. toggle. 

71-Filament transformer, 6.3 volts, 8 amp. min. (UTC 

S-61). 

Ty-Filament transformer, 2.5 volts, 10 amp. (UTC 

S-57). 

Ty- Plate transformer, 3000 volts center-tapped, 300 

ma. d.c. (UTC S-47). 

Is, Z2-2Y2 t. No. 16 1/2 -inch diam., over 100-ohm 2. 

watt carbon resistor. 
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current from the cathode current in order to find 
the plate current, but it isn't serious. The d.c. 
grid circuit has a jack, 13, for introducing exter-
nal bias either for blocked-grid keying or for 
cutting off the plate current during receiving, and 
a four-pole switch, S1, is therefore needed for 
handling the meter switching while keeping all 
circuits functioning normally. 
The power supply uses 866As with a plate 

transformer giving 1500 volts each side of the 
center tap, and working into a single-section 
choke-input filter. The filter capacitor consists 
of four 80-pf. electrolytics connected in series to 
handle the voltage, giving an effective filter ca-
pacitance of 20 pf. This supply is running well 
below its capabilities in the intermittent type of 
operation represented by c.w. and s.s.b., and the 
amplifier is somewhat "over-powered" in this 
respect. A lighter plate transformer can be used 
since the average current in regular operation is 
only about half the maximum tube rating of 350 
ma. for the pair. 
The a.c. inputs to both filaments and plates 

have TVI filters installed right at the a.c. con-
nectors. The chokes in these filters, RFC6 to 
RFC9 inclusive, are homemade by winding 18 
turns of No. 14 enameled wire close-wound on 
a half-inch dowel or drill. 

Construction 

The only space available for the filament trans-
formers is below chassis, so these are mounted on 
the front wall of the chassis as shown in Fig. 6-72. 
There is plenty of room for all other power-supply 
parts below chassis, and the photographs make 
any further comment on this section unnecessary. 
The r.f. layout shown in Fig. 6-71 is almost 

an exact copy of the circuit layout as given in 
Fig. 6-70. The plate blocking capacitor, Ci, is 
mounted on a small right-angle bracket fastened 
to the left-hand stator connection of the tank 
capacitor, C2. The tube plates are connected to 
C1 through individual parasitic-suppressor as-
semblies, Z1 and Z2. The hot end of the plate 

choke, RFC4, also connects to this same point. 
The tank capacitor is mounted on 3d-inch ceramic 
pillars to bring its shaft to the same height as 
the switch shaft on the tank-coil assembly. The 
capacitor is grounded by connecting the bottom 
of its frame through a half-inch wide strip of 
aluminum to essentially the same point at which 
the plate-choke bypass capacitor, a 0.001-pf. 
2000-volt disk, is grounded. The ground end of 
the aluminum strip actually is under the bottom 
of the plate choke, and the ground lug for the 
bypass capacitor is just to the left. This strip, 
plus short leads in the circuit from the tube plates 
through the tank capacitor to ground, keep the 
resonant frequency of the loop thus formed well 
up in the v.h.f. region; this is important because 
it permits using low-inductance parasitic chokes 
in shunt with the suppressor resistors, and thus 
tends to keep the r.f. plate current at the regular 
operating frequencies out of the resistors. With 
other tank grounding arrangements originally 
tried, larger parasitic chokes had to be used and 
it was impossible to prevent the resisters from 
burning up when operating on 10, 15 and even 20 
meters. Now they do not overheat on any fre-
quency, and v.h.f. parasitics are nonexistent — 
although without the suppressors the parasitics 
are only too much in evidence. 
The output loading capacitors, C3 through 

Co, are mounted toward the rear so the leads 
from the tank coil can be kept as short as pos-
sible. A length of copper strip is used between 
the coil and the stator of C3; originally this lead-
was No. 14 wire but on 10 meters the tank cur-
rent was enough to heat it to the point of dis-
coloration. The ground lead from the fixed units, 
made to the rear bearing connection of C3, is 
also copper strip. C3 and S3 are operated through 
extension shafts, using Millen flexible couplings 
to simplify the alignment problem. 
Underneath the chassis, each 811A grid is 

bypassed directly to the socket-mounting screw 
nearest the plate choke ( right-hand side of the 
socket in Fig. 6-72). The d.c. leads have small 

Fig. 6-71—The r.f. section 

with the shield cover re-

moved. Components here 

are readily identifiable by 

reference to the circuit di-

agram. The meters are en-

closed in rectangular boxes 

made from thin aluminum 

sheet, formed to be fas-

tened by The meter mount-

ing screws. The back covers 

on these boxes are made 

from perforated aluminum, 

folded over at the edges 

and held on the boxes by 

sheet- metal screws. The 

switch for shifting the 0-500 

milliammeter (left) from grid 

to cathode is concealed by 

the box which encloses 

the meter. 
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chokes, RFC2 and RFC8, with additional by-
passes for good r.f. filtering, particularly at vhf. 
since grid rectification generates harmonics in the 
TV bands. The filament choke, RFC1, is mounted 
so that the filament side is close to the filament 
terminals on the tube sockets; the other end is 
bypassed directly to the chassis. 
The shielding around the amplifier consists of 

two pieces of sheet aluminum and a perforated 
aluminum ("do-it-yourself" type) cover having 
the shape of an inverted U. Fig. 6-71 shows how 
the rear wall is made. Its edges are bent to pro-
vide flanges for fastening the cover with sheet-
metal screws, and there is a similar flange pro-
jecting to the rear at the bottom for fastening 
the wall to the chassis. The front piece extends 
the full height of the panel and is identically 
drilled and cut out for meters and controls. It 
has flanges at the top and extending down the 
sides from the top to the chassis. The cover itself 
extends down over the sides of the chassis for 
about one inch. Numerous screws hold down the 
cover, to prevent leakage of harmonics. 
The shields over the meters are made as de-

scribed in the caption for the inside top view. 
Meter leads are bypassed to the shield boxes 
where they emerge. 

Construction of the directional coupler par-
allels that given for the antenna coupler in 
Chapter Thirteen. 

Operating Conditions and Tuning 

The voltage delivered by the power supply is 
approximately 1500 volts with no drive and with 
the tubes taking only the no-bias static plate 
current, which is about 60 ma. At the full load 
of 350 ma. the voltage is slightly under 1400. 
Optimum operating conditions for 1400 volts at 
350 ma. peak-envelope power input as an s.s.b. 
linear call for a peak-envelope grid current of 60 
ma. The peak-envelope tube power output is close 

Fig. 6-72—In this be-

low-chass;s view, the 

two filament trans-

formers ore at the 

top, mounted on the 

chassis wall. The 

BHA sockets are at 

the upper left. The 

rectangular box on 

the left-hand wall 

contains the FC15 

filament- choke as-

sembly. The "Mickey 

Match" directional 

coupler is at the up-

per right. Filter ca-

pacitors and the 

bleeder resistors are 

in the lower section. 

A.c. inlets, fuse holder, 

bias jack, and the 115-

volt line TVI filters are 

on the bottom chassis 

wall. 
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to 350 watts under these conditions. The same 
conditions are also about optimum for c.w. 
The behavior of the cathode current when 

tuning a grounded-grid triode amplifier is some-
what confusing, and the meter is principally use-
ful as a check on operating conditions rather 
than as a tuning indicator. The best indicator of 
proper tuning of the plate tank capacitor is the 
forward-power reading of the directional coupler. 
For any trial setting of the loading controls and 
driving power, always set the plate tank capaci-
tor control at the point which results in a maxi-
mum reading on the power-output indicator. 
The power indications are only relative, of 

course, and the sensitivity control should be set 
to give a reading in the upper half of the scale 
of the meter. 
The objective in adjusting loading and drive 

is to arrive at maximum power output simul-
taneously with a plate current of 350 ma. and a 
grid current of 60 ma. — that is, a total cathode 
current of 410 ma. when the grid current read-
ing is 60 ma. The loading is critical. If the am-
plifier is not loaded heavily enough the grid 
current will be too high and the right value of 
total cathode current either will not be reached 
or, if reached, the amplifier will be operating in 
the "flattening" region as an s.s.b. linear. ( It can 
be operated this way on c.w., however, since lin-
earity is unimportant here.) If the loading is 
too heavy, the grid current will be low when the 
cathode current reaches the proper value, but 
the efficiency will be low. Getting the knack of 
tuning takes practice, but when done right the 
tubes will run cool on all bands in regular opera-
tion. Running key-down over a period of time 
may show just a trace of dark red color on the 
plates since the input and dissipation are some-
what over ratings under these operating condi-
tions, although perfectly satisfactory with keying 
or s.s.b. voice. 
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A KILOWATT GROUNDED-GRID AMPLIFIER 

The amplifier shown in Figs. 6-73, 6-75 and 
6-76 is built around the Penta PL-6580, a high-µ 
triode designed especially for grounded-grid 
Class-B r.f. amplifier service. With a plate volt-
age of from 3000 to 4000, from 700 to 900 watts 
p.e.p. output can be obtained with about 75 watts 
driving power. A stabilized bias supply is in-
cluded that will provide the correct bias for any 
operating plate voltage between 2500 and 4000. 

Referring to the circuit diagram, Fig. 6-74, the 
cathode ( filament) is maintained above ground 
by the filament chokes RFC1 and RFC2. An L 
network, tuned by C1, provides voltage step-up 
to the cathode. On 80 meters the capacitor C1, 
together with fixed capacitor C2, tunes the fila-
ment chokes. On the other bands the fixed ca-
pacitor is removed and the proper inductance is 
shunted across the chokes. 
To insure good r.f. grounding of the grid, three 

0.001-µf. disk ceramic capacitors are used be-
tween the grid pins and the chassis. The bias 
supply uses a high-current low-si 6080 twin 
triode to stabilize the bias, in conjunction with 
the 6AU6 control tube and the 0A2 voltage-
reference tubes. The bias voltage is set by the 
position of the arm of R1. 
The plate circuit of the amplifier departs from 

more conventional practice in several ways. The 
output capacitance in the 80-meter condition is 
relatively small; this is a result of using a low 
capacitance at C3, which in turn lowers the cir-
cuit Q and requires a lower output capacitance 
for proper loading. If a low plate voltage (2500) 
is to be used, it would be better to increase the 
capacitance value of C3 and the capacitance 
switched across the output on 80 meters. On all 
of the other frequency ranges the capacitances 
are more in line with normal Q values. On 15 

and 10 meters S2B shorts part of L4, to break up 
a resonance in the unused coil. 
Although the PL-6580 requires 5 volts on the 

filament, a 6.3-volt filament transformer is used. 
The resistance of RFC1 and RFC2 is sufficient to 
drop the voltage to the correct value. The 6080 
regulator and the 6X4 rectifier heaters are also 
connected to the filament transformer, 7.1. 

Construction 

Referring to Figs. 6-75 and 6-76, the amplifier 
is built on a 12 X 17 X 3-inch chassis, with a 
standard 1014 X 19-inch relay rack panel. Alu-
minum angle stock is used to form a framework 
for the perforated-metal sides (not shown in the 
photographs). To cool the PL-6580, a blower is 
mounted on the chassis so that the air is pulled 
in through a perforated-metal side and blown 
down under the chassis. The chassis, sealed off 
with an aluminum bottom plate, can only ex-
haust the air past the tube and, to facilitate this, 
the tube socket is mounted in a 3Y2-inch-diam-
eter hole. The combination of the large hole, the 
ventilated socket (Johnson 122-275) and the 
glass chimney ( Penta PL-C1) gives sufficient 
cooling with any blower of 50 c.f.m. or more. 
The plate-circuit band switch, S2, is mounted 

on the chassis and controlled via a right-angle 
drive. Leads from the switch to L3 and L4 are 
best made with copper tubing or strap. Various 
500-µµf. 5-kv, capacitors in the plate and output 
circuit are high-voltage ceramic ( Centralab 
858S-500), mounted on the tuning capacitors or 
on metal straps. 
While meters with integral metal shields ( Phao-

stron Co., Pasadena, Calif.) are shown in Fig. 
6-76, an alternative is to use regular meters and 
small aluminum boxes, as described in Chapter 23. 

Fig. 6-73—A ground-

ed grid amplifier 

using the PL-6580 

triode. Able to 
handle a kilowatt 

p.e.p. input with 

3000 volts on the 
plate, and even 

more with a higher 

plate voltage, a 

chimney surrounds 

the tube to improve 

the forced ventila-

tion. In this view 

the side and top 

cane-metal panels 

have been removed. 
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Fig. 6-74—Circuit diagram of the kilowatt grounded-grid linear amplifier. Unless indicated oherwise, capaci-

tances are in Pf., resistances are in ohms, resistors are 1/2 watt. Capacitors marked with polarity are electro-

lytic, capacitors marked • are mica. 

82—Ventilating blower, at least 50 c.f.m. ( surplus). 

C-200-,agf. variable (Johnson 200L15). 

C5-200-µµf. variable, locked at full capacitance 

(Johnson 200115). 

Ca- 10044d. variable, 0.175-inch spacing (Johnson 

100D70). 

C4-350-Ma. variable, 0.075- inch spacing (Johnson 

350E30). 

C5, C5-0.1-gf. feedthrough, 600 volts (Sprague 80P3). 

is, J2-50-239 coaxial jack. 

1.2-201/4  turns No. 18, 8 t.p.i., 1-inch diam. Tapped 

at 21/4 , 41/2  and 91/2 turns from ground end 

(B&W 3014). 

1.2-5 turns No. 12, 7/5 diam., 11/4 long, wound around 

(but not touching) 10-ohm 25-watt resistor. 

Ly —13 3/4 turns (E,- inch copper tubing, 41/2  1.1,•i, 11/2 

inch i.d., silver plated. Tapped at 43/4 and 

Adjustment 

The bias voltage should be set, with 1?1, to give 
a no-signal plate input of 150 to 160 watts. The 
maximum-signal grid current should be about 95 
ma. for 2500 volts on the plate to 65 ma. at 4000 

73/4 turns from plate end. 

14-19 1/2 turns No. 12, 6 t.p.i., 3 inch diam., 40-meter 

tap 81/2 turns from plate end, anti- resonance 

tap 3 turns from plate end ( Illumitronic 2406). 

RFC, RFC,-34 turns No. 14 enam., closewound on 

some diam. phenolic tubing. 

RFC3-2-mh. 400-ma. r.f. choke (Miller 4550). 

RFC.- 225-ph. r.f. choke, 800-ma. (National R- 175A). 

RFC5-28 turns No. 20, 16 t.p.i., % diom. (B&W 

3007). 

S2-5-position single- pole rotary ceramic, non-shorting 

(Centralab 2550). 

S5-5- position 2- pole rotary ceramic (two sections 

Communications Products Model 88). 

T2-6.3 v., 20-amp, filament transformer (Triad F- 22A) 

T2-650 v.c.t., 40-ma, power transformer (Stonca]. 

PC-8406, 5-v. secondary not used). 

plate volts. The input limit is 875 watts at 2500 
volts to 1200 watts at 4000 volts. 

It is desirable to tune up with an output indi-
cator of some kind. The description of the lower-
powered amplifier earlier in this chapter carries 
details of the tune-up procedure. 
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Fig. 6-75—Another view of the grounded-grid amplifier, showing the large switch used in the plate circuit. 

Tubes visible in the upper right are used in a regulated grid- bias supply. Metal shields on the two panel 

meters minimize radiation. 
High voltage for the plate is brought to the jack on the stand-off insulator at the lower right; the a.c. 

line is connected to the filter terminals to the right of the insulator. 

• 
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Fig. 6-76—A view under the chassis shows the filament choke between the two variable capacitors, with the 

input tuning coil mounted on the input band switch. The small shield compartment at the top surrounds a 

filter in the B+ lead. 

Air from the blower is forced through the hole at the upper right, and it finds its way past the socket 
and up the chimney as a result of the cut-out area around the socket. The three grid connections on the 

socket are connected together by a copper strap and bypassed to chassis at three places. An r.f. choke in the 

grid lead mounts on the socket. 

A right-angle drive (National RAD) turns the large band switch mounted above the chassis. 



A Kilowatt Amplifier 

A KILOWATT 4-400A AMPLIFIER 

Any transmitter delivering about ten watts 
will drive the amplifier shown in Figs. 6-77 
through 6-82. When used as a Class ABi linear 
for sideband, a peak driving voltage of about 
150 is required. The plate tank circuit of the 
amplifier is homemade from readily available 
parts. 
Referring to Fig. 6-78, the amplifier uses the 

conventional neutralized grounded-cathode am-
plifier circuit. Switch SiB shorts out the unused 
part of grid coil L2, and Su  modifies the input 
link coupling. A Harrington Electronics GP-20L 
subassembly is shown, but an equivalent circuit 
can be built from standard parts. The output 
circuit is a shunt-fed pi network for the amateur 
bands 3.5 to 30 Mc. The smaller tuning capacitor, 
C10, is used on 20, 15 and 10 meters, and the 
larger C11 is added for tuning on 40 and 80 
meters. Having two tuning capacitors allows the 
optimum L/C ratio to be maintained on all bands 
without resorting to an expensive vacuum 
variable. 
A 17-c.f.m. blower supplies adequate forced air 

cooling for the 4-400A base and plate seals. The 
blower is connected across the 4-400A filament 
transformer primary and operates whenever the 
filament is energized. 

All required control and metering circuits are 
mounted on a separate chassis. Meters are pro-
vided for amplifier grid current, screen current, 
cathode current and plate voltage, to comply 
with the FCC rule regarding measurement of 
input powers over 900 watts. 
The amplifier is fixed biased at —225 volts for 

Class C and —150 volts for Class A131 operation. 
The full-wave rectifiers in the bias supply are 
silicon diodes, with no warm-up time, and full 
operating bias is applied as soon as the power 
switch, So, is closed. Time-delay relay Ki oper-
ates K2, which is in series with the screen supply 
primary. Thus there is a 60-second delay before 
screen potential can be applied to the amplifier 
tube. 
The accessory a.c. socket, Is, and the high-

voltage filament transformer socket, Jg, are 
energized as soon as power switch Si is closed. 
The h.v. plate transformer is turned on by a 
relay plugged into /10 and controlled by the time-
delay relay. With this arrangement, it is impos-
sible to apply a.c. to the h.v. rectifier plates 
before their filaments have had a chance to 
warm up. 
A variable autotransformer in series with the 

screen-supply primary allows the screen voltage 
to be adjusted from zero to about 800 volts under 
load. This makes a convenient arrangement for 
setting the screen voltage when changing from 
Class C to Class A131 or vice versa, and for ad-
justing the power input of the amplifier. 
A screen overload protection circuit is in-

cluded. If excessive screen current flows, K3 is 
energized and is kept energized by the current 
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through Rg. To reset the relay the screen voltage 
must be momentarily disconnected so that the 
relay will return to its unenergized condition. 
This can be done by opening S7. The current at 
which the overload relay throws is set with shunt 
resistor R7; maximum allowable screen dissipa-
tion is 35 watts. 

Contruction 

The amplifier is built on a 4 X 13 X 17-inch 
chassis and uses a 14-inch rack panel. All major 
components are visible in the photographs. The 
Harrington grid circuit, output loading capacitors 
and switch, and filament transformer are all 
below the chassis. 
An insulated coupling must be used between 

the rotor of Ci and the shaft going to the grid 
tuning knob. Leads from the grid circuit are 
brought out through the 3 X 5-inch aluminum 
back plate via a feed-through capacitor and bush-
ings. The input link is connected to the coax 
receptacle through a length of RG-58/U. The 
flanged cover of a 5 X 4 X 3-inch Minibox is 
slipped over the grid assembly, and this cover is 
secured to the back plate with four self-tapping 
screws and to the main chassis with four 6-32 
spade bolts. 
The ganged loading capacitors (C12) are 

mounted off the chassis on 1-inch spacers. Con-
nections in the output circuit are made with 

e 

Fig. 6-77—The kilowatt 4-400A amplifier and its con-

trol unit are mounted in a 21- inch gray hammer. 

tone rack cabinet (Bud CR-1727). Shelf brackets (Bud 

SA- 1350) are mounted on both sides of the cabinet 

to hold the amplifier chassis. Below the meters, from 

left to right: filament pilot light, key- type a.c. switch, 

Class AB,' C bias switch, screen autotransformer, 

plate switch and plate pilot light. 
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Fig. 6-78—Circuit diagram of the 4-400A amplifier (above the dashed line) and power supply/control unit. 

Resistances are in ohms, and resistors are 1/2 -watt unless otherwise indicated. Capacitors not listed 

are 600-volt disk ceramic except for those marked with polarity, which are electrolytic. 
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copper or brass strapping to provide low-induct-
ance leads. 
The blower is mounted on the rear apron of 

the chassis by four 6-32 spade lugs attached to 
the walls of the blower output housing. A 1 X 
P/8-inch hole cut in the rear apron of the chassis 
accommodates the blower; a cork gasket is used 
between the plastic blower housing and the am-
plifier chassis. 
The chassis should be as airtight as possible to 

provide maximum air flow to the 4-400A tube, 
and any small holes should be sealed by covering 
them with tape. 

Plate Tank and Enclosure 

The plate tank coil, 1.4, band switch, S3, and 
plate tuning capacitor switch, 52, are mounted 
on two Lucite plates in the center of the chassis. 
The tank coil comes prewound on one Lucite 
plate which is positioned 3/2 inches above the 
chassis on ceramic spacers. Hard rubber washers 
(the type used for packing faucets) are inserted 
between the ceramic spacers and the Lucite plates 
to provide a tight fit. 
Counting from the blocking capacitor end, the 

B.-Blower- motor assembly, 17 c.f.m. ( Ripley, Inc., 

Middletown, Conn., type 8433). 

C.- 140-µpf. midget variable (Hammarlund APC-
140-B). Part of Harrington Electronics GP-20L. 

0,-10.64/µf. neutralizing (Johnson N250). 

Ca-500-volt mica. 
C.-0.001-µf. feed-through (Centralab FT- 1000). 

Cs, CO, C17, C.-0.001-µf., 3000- volt disk ceramic 

Centralab DD30-120). 

C7, CO, 0,-500-µµf., 20,000- volt ceramic (Centralab 

TV- 207). 
C.0-30-plif. variable, 0.25-inch spacing (Barker & 

Williamson CX-45-C butterfly, one section 

used), or Johnson 50090 with two stator 

plates removed). 

C.- ISO-Mph variable, 0.25- inch spacing (Johnson 

150D90). 

C.-650-,oµf. variable (two Hammarlund MC-325M 

ganged and paralleled). 

CIO, C14, C.- 2500-volt mica (Aerovox 16521). 

C.- 200-volt molded paper. 

CR, CR.,-500-ma. 600-volt peak inverse silicon diode 

(Sarkes Tarzian F-6). 

J., 1-Coaxial receptacle, chassis mounting (S0-239). 

Ja, 10- 2- contact socket (Cinch-Jones S-202-B). 

.1, J.- 115-volt plug, chassis mounting (Amphenol 61-

M1). 

inch- 115-volt socket (Amphenol 61-F1). 

K5-115-volt 60-second time-delay, normally open 

(Amperite 115N060). 

KO-S.p.d.t. relay, 115-volt a.c. coil (Potter & Brum-

field KA5AY). 

KO-S.p.d.t. relay, 2500-ohm 7.2-ma. coil (Advance 

GHE,IC/2500). 

L.-3 3/4 turns No. 18 insulated wire on cold end of 

tapped 2 turns from ground end. 

Ls -50 turns No. 24 tinned, 13/4 inches long on 3/4 
inch diam. ceramic form; tapped 5, 8, 13 
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Fig. 6-79-This view of the amplifier shows the band-

switch trap door, air-exhaust port and hole for ad-

justing neutralization, all in the top of the shielding 

enclosure. The large knob on the left of the panel 

is for the 20/15/10-meter plate tuning capacitor, and 

the matching knob adjusts the capacitor used on 80 
and 40. Farther down, from left to right: grid band 

switch, grid tuning control, variable loading adjust-
ment and loading switch. 

and 25 turns from grid end. (Part of Har-

rington GP- 20L). 

14-3 turns No. 10 tinned, 3/4 -inch diam., 1 inch long, 

mounted on R,. 

L.- Pi- network coil assembly (Air Dux 195-2 available 

from Illumitronics Engineering, Sunnydale, 

Calif.); see text. 

P,- 2-contact plug (Cinch-Jones P- 202-CCT). 

R.-50-ohm 5-watt noninductive wire-wound (Sprague 

SKI). 

R6, F27- 10-watt adjustable. 

129- 200-watt adjustable; set tap at midpoint. 

RFC.-10-mh. r.f. choke (National R-50-I). 
RFC,- 120-µh. plate r.f. choke (Raypar RI- 101). 

RFC,-4-µh. r.f. choke (National R-60). 

RFC.- 2.5 mh. r.f. choke (National R-50). 

SI-Miniature ceramic rotary, 2 poles, 6 positions, 1 
section, shorting, 5 positions used (Centralab 

PA-2002). Part of GP-20L. 

Sa-Homemade, see text and Fig. 6-82. 

St-Ceramic rotary, 9 positions, 1 section, progres-

sively shorting, 4 positions used (Centralab 

PISD section and p-270 index assembly). 

Sy -S.p.d.t. microswitch (Unimax 2HBW-1). 

Se - S.p.s.t. lock switch (Arrow-Hart & Hegeman 81715-

1). 

S7-S.p.s.t. toggle. 
T.- Filament transformer, 5.2 volts, c.t., 24 amp. (Triad 

F-1111). 

TO-Power transformer, 460 volts, c.t., 50 ma. (Stanco 

PC-8418). 

To-Filament transformer, 5 volts c.t., 3 amp. (Thord-

arson 21F03). 

Tt-Power transformer, 1200 volts, c.t., 200 ma. (Thor-

darson 22R36). 

T.-Variable autotransformer, 0-132 volts, 1.75 amp. 

(Superior 10B). 
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plate coil is tapped at 4 turns ( 0.4 µh.) for 10 
meters; 7.5 turns ( 1 µh.) for 15 meters; 10.5 turns 
(2.33 µh.) for 20 meters, 14 turns ( 5.2 µh.) for 40 
meters, and 24 turns ( 16.4 µh.) for 80 meters. 
(All the figures include the 4-turn coil made of 
34-inch strap.) The lugs provided with thé tank 
coil assembly should be securely soldered to the 
coil at these points. Strapping should then be 
run from these taps to the appropriate band-
switch terminals. It should be noted that the 

Fig. 6-80—Top view of the 

control unit. The voltmeter 

multiplier resistors are 

housed in a cane- metal pro-

tective shield (upper left). 

Resistors R, and Ru are 

mounted under the sets of 

ventilation holes (center 

near panel). 

band-switch terminals do not progress in con-
secutive order, but are arranged to provide the 
shortest possible lead lengths. 
Be sure no iron or steel hardware is used in the 

band-switch assembly, or for that matter, any-
where in the plate tank circuitry of the amplifier. 
Each piece of hardware should be checked first 
with a magnet to insure that it is neither iron nor 
steel before being used in the plate circuit. 

In order to get to the band switch and capacitor 

Fig. 6-81—Most of the en-

closure has been removed 

to show the low- and high. 

frequency plate tuning ca-

pacitors, the coil and band-

switch assembly ( center) 

and the 4-400A in its glass 

chimney (Eimac SK-406). The 

neutralizing capacitor is be-

hind the tube in this view. 

A cork gasket is used be-

tween chimney and chassis. 

Across the rear apron: out-

put jack, filament a.c. plug, 

cathode and ground termi-

nals, high-voltage connector, 

ground post and blower. 

The blower hides another 

terminal strip (for bias and 

screen connections) and the 

input jack. The band switch 

Is made from a 41/2  X 8-

inch strip of 1/2 -inch thick 

Lucite and Johnson 108-760 

jacks and 108-770 plugs. 

The plugs arc mounted on 

two 31/8-inch utility handles 

(Bud UH-71A) strengthened 

by straps of aluminum. 



Fig. 6-82—Bottom view of the amplifier. The 
Minibox shield has been removed from the grid 

circuit ( lower right). Loading capacitors, switch 

and ".safety" choke are at the left. The filament 

transformer is in the center. Amplifier tube 

socket is mounted on four tabs spaced evenly 

around the circular cutout. 

switch, a trap door is provided in the top of the 
enclosure. Microswitch S5 is installed so that it is 
actuated by the trap door. The leads from S5 are 
brought out to a jack, /3, located on the back 
wall of the enclosure, and from there to 16 on 
the control unit. The trap door measures 64 
by 7 inches and the rectangular cutout in the top 
of the enclosure is 444 by 61/4 inches. This pro-
vides adequate overlap to prevent any leakage 
of r.f. 

Adjustment and Operation 

First, determine that the control unit is oper-
ating correctly. Apply 115 volts to 15, insert the 
tubes, and turn on the key switch, S. The green 
filament pilot light should go on immediately. 
There should also be power at receptacles 17, 18 
and /9. 17 and /9 are for the amplifier and plate 
supply filament transformers; 18, an accessory 
socket, is provided so that external equipment 
such as the station receiver can be controlled by 
Se. There should be no power at ho, the plate 
transformer control socket. 

Next, adjust Rg until the VR tubes just begin 
to glow. Be sure the standby terminal jumper 
from Pin 5 of V3 to ground is in place. Turning 
S5 should change the bias from —150 volts in the 
Class AB' position to —225 volts for Class C 
in the other. With S5 in the linear position (AB), 
and leaving a voltmeter on the output of the bias 
supply, temporarily lift the standby jumper from 
ground. The output voltage should rise from 
—150 to approximately —300 volts. The standby 
terminals provide a convenient way to bias the 
4-400A beyond cutoff during standby and re-
ceiving periods. This will prevent any annoying 
diode noise generation. 
Open S6 and again connect an a.c. voltmeter to 

ho. Put a temporary jumper between the two 
contacts of Jo. Close S6 and S7, and after 60 
seconds there should be power at /10 and the 
red plate pilot lamp should light. Replace the 
jumper across /6 with the leads from the micro-
switch interlock. Lifting the trap door should 

deenergize /10, and the plate pilot bulb should 
extinguish. 

Next, connect a d.c. voltmeter to the output 
of the screen supply. By adjusting Ts it should 
be possible to vary the output from 0 to approxi-
mately 850 volts. Finally, adjust R7 so that K3 
trips when 40 ma. is drawn from the screen sup-
ply. This can be checked by connecting a resistor 
(620 ohms or less, 1 watt) across the supply 
output and running the voltage up from zero 
until the drain is 40 ma. This completes the 
testing of the control unit. 
The amplifier must now be neutralized. Set the 

grid and plate band switches for 28 Mc., and 
disconnect the screen and plate leads at the 
amplifier terminals. Couple a sensitive indicating 
wavemeter to the output end of the plate tank 
circuit and apply the required —225 volts of 
bias. Apply drive, resonate the grid circuit and 
adjust the output of the exciter for rated 4-400A 
grid current. Neutralizing capacitor C2 should 
then be adjusted for minimum r.f. in the plate 
tank circuit. The plate tuning capacitor should 
be retuned for maximum wavemeter reading 
after each change of C2. After rated plate and 
screen voltages have been applied and the ampli-
fier loaded, the neutralizing capacitor should be 
touched up so that minimum plate current and 
maximum grid and screen currents occur simul-
taneously as the plate tank is tuned through 
resonance. 

If the amplifier is to be used for s.s.b., the h.v. 
power supply should have a minimum output 
capacitance of 8 µf. For best voltage regulation 
the plate transformer should have a 220-volt 
primary. The output of the h.v. power supply 
should include a -ampere fuse to protect the 
supply from excessive overloads. 

If the amplifier is to be plate modulated, a 
choke, approximately 10 hy. at 50 or 100 ma., 
should be inserted in series with the screen lead 
of the 4-400A. An external switch can be used 
to short out the choke when using the amplifier 
for c.w. or s.s.b. 
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A TWO-BAND V.F.O. WITH DIFFERENTIAL KEYER 

The v.f.o shown in Figs 6-83, 6-85 and 6-86 
is intended to replace the 3.5- and 7-Mc, crystals 
used in many transmitters. It will deliver 30 to 
50 volts on these two bands, sufficient to drive 
any normal crystal-oscillator stage as an ampli-
fier or frequency multiplier. To simplify the ad-
dition of this v.f.o. to an existing transmitter, the 
v.f.o. includes a differential keying circuit that 
can be applied to any subsequent transmitter 
without modification. When used as a substitute 
for 80-meter crystals, the output of the v.f.o. 
unit is 3.5 to 40 Mc. When used as a substitute 
for 40-meter crystals, the output is 7.0 to 7.43 
Mc. 

Referring to the circuit diagram, Fig. 6-84, 
the oscillator uses a 12AT7 triode in the series-
tuned Colpitts circuit. Actually two oscillators 
are included, one operating on 1.8 Mc. and the 
other on 3.5 Mc. Each triode and its associated 
tuning circuit is permanently connected, and the 
one to be used is switched on in the cathode cir-
cuit by switch SlA. Another section of the 
switch, Si», shifts the differential keying lead 
to the active triode. The oscillator is followed by 
a cathode follower, ViA, the triode section of a 
6CX8. The cathode follower works with reduced 
plate voltage ( 200) obtained from a voltage di-
vider that serves as a bleeder for the power 

supply and also drops the screen voltage for the 
output stage. The output stage is the pentode 
section of the 6CX8. The bandswitch, Si, shorts 
out part of the output tuning coil for 40-meter 
operation. 
The differential-keying circuit uses a d.p.d.t. 

relay. One arm of the relay keys the following 
transmitter in a normal manner, via 12 and a 
length of cable. The other arm of the relay, KlA, 
turns on the oscillator immediately the relay 
closes, but it doesn't turn off the oscillator im-
mediately when the relay opens because the os-
cillator blocking bias, developed across a 10K 
resistor, is not available until the 0A3 conducts. 
The 0A3 does not conduct until the voltage 
across the 0.5-µf. capacitor has charged to about 
-100 volts, and it takes an appreciable fraction of 
a second for the capacitor to charge through the 
100K resistor. Negative voltage for the circuit 
is obtained from a half-wave rectifier circuit 
using two small silicon rectifiers in series. The 
plate-voltage supply is conventional and uses a 
5V4-GA rectifier and capacitor-input filter to 
deliver about 425 volts. A d.c. supply for the 
keying relay is obtained from the heater voltage 
and a half-wave rectifier. A d.c. relay was used 
for keying because it was found among the in-
expensive relays that were tested, the d.c. relays 

• 
e 

Fig. 6-83—The two-band v.f.o. provides suitable output to drive a former crystal-oscillator stage on 80 or 40 
meters. A differential-keying circuit is included that requires no modification of the transmitter following the v.f.o. 

The drive is a British planetary drive, with a plastic pointer added. The dial is paper, held in place by black 
electrical Scotch tape. Lower controls, from left to right, are frequency-spotting switch, band switch, and out-
put peaking. 
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Fig. 6-84—Circuit diagram of the two-band v.f.o. Unless specified otherwise, resistances are in ohms, resistors 

are 1/2 watt, capacitances are in µµf. Fixed capacitors associated with V1 are silvered mica, all decimal capaci-

tors are ceramic, capacitors marked with polarity are electrolytic. 

100-µ,uf. per section dual variable (John-

son 167-53). C33 section modified to have 7 

stator and 6 rotor plates; Cut section modified to 

have 4 stator and 4 rotor plates. 

C2- 140-µµf. midget variable (Hammarlund APC-I40). 

C3- 100-p4. midget variable (Hammarlund APC-100). 

C.,-75-µµf. midget variable (Hammarlund APC-75-B). 

C12, CR.,-400 p.i.v. 200-ma, silicon rectifier ( Inter-

national Rectifier 2E4 or equiv.). 

CR3-25-v. 250-ma, selenium rectifier ( International 

Rectifier C1H). 

J2, 13— Phono jack. 
Ki—D.p.d.t. relay, 6-v.d.c. coil ( Potter & Brumfield KA-

I 10). Numbers on the leads correspond to socket 

(not shown) pin numbers. 

keyed faster than the a.c.-actuated ones. The re-
lay is mounted external to the v.f.o. proper, to 
reduce noise and vibration. No a.c. switch is 
included because it is assumed that the v.f.o. 
will obtain its a.c. from a source switched some-
where else. The power supply is fused in the line 
plug. 

Construction 

The v.f.o. is built on a 10 X 12 X 3-inch alu-
minum chassis. Since the aluminum from which 
the chassis is built is somewhat flexible, a 
strengthening rib of 1-inch aluminum angle is 
bolted across the 10-inch wide front of the chas-
sis ( see Fig. 6-85). The chassis is also strength-
ened by the 6 X 9 x 5-inch aluminum utility 
cabinet ( Bud U-1040) that serves as the shield 
compartment for the tuning capacitor, C2, and 

1.1-94 turns No. 24, 32 t.p.i., 1-inch diam. (B & W 

3016). 

L2-47 turns No. 20, 16 t.p.i., 1-inch diam. (B & W 

3015). 

L3- 36 turns No. 24, 32 t.p.i., 1-inch diam. (B & W 

3016). Tapped 14 turns from plate end. 

11- 101/2-henry 110-ma. choke ( Knight 62 G 139). 

P,—Fused ( 11/2 amp.) line plug. 

RFC,-2.5 mh. 

S1—Two-section rotary switch, each section is 2-pole 6- 

position (2 used) steatite, total of 3 poles used 

(Centralab PA-301 index assembly with 2 PA-3 

sections). 

S2—S.p.s.t. toggle switch. 

T1-700 v.c.t. at 90 ma., 5 v. at 3 a., 6.3 v. at 3.5 a. 

(Knight 61 G 429). 

the associated capacitors and inductors. A spare 
side of the utility box furnishes aluminum for 
several small brackets. 
Care in construction of the v.f.o. will be re-

warded by maximum stability. Of prime impor-
tance is the support of the tuning capacitor, C1. 
As can be seen in Fig. 6-86, the capacitor is sup-
ported above the chassis at each end by a suit-
able aluminum bracket. The front bracket is a 
shallow U-shaped one; one side of the U is the 
lip fastened to the chassis, and the other side of 
the U is a lip that supports C2 and C.. The front 
of the capacitor is held to the bracket by the 
single-hole mounting provision of the capacitor. 
The rear bracket for the capacitor is bolted to 
the capacitor at two points, and a clearance hole 
is provided for the back bearing of the capacitor. 
The rotor of the capacitor is electrically con-

• 600V. 

CR 3 
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nected to the chassis via the front bracket only, 
and all connections to the chassis from the ca-
pacitors and lengths of coaxial cable ( see Fig. 
6-84) are made to the front rotor terminal of C.. 
The drive for C. is a planetary reduction unit 

(Jackson Bros. Precision Planetary, available 
from Arrow Electronics, New York) ; a short 
length of V4-inch diameter rod and an insulated 
coupling ( Millen 39016) connect the drive to the 
capacitor. Care spent in aligning the capacitor 
and the drive will be repaid by smooth operation 
and no backlash. Before installation, check the 
capacitor and make sure that it turns with rea-
sonable torque. If it binds or is tight, free it by 
working, loosening the rear bearing slightly, or 
by oiling ( rear bearing only!). 
The mica capacitors across each tuned circuit 

are mounted on multiple tie points that are sol-
dered to the stator supports of C.. Coils Li and 
1.8 are supported by sliding strips of sheet poly-
styrene into the coils and then cementing the 
strips to the insulating material in the coils. The 
strips are then supported 1 inch above the chas-
sis by ceramic iniulators ( Johnson 135-501). 

The location of the other components is not 
too critical, and a little study of Fig. 6-85 will 
show their location. Switch Si is mounted on an 
aluminum bracket, and the rectifier CR8 is 
mounted on a ceramic standoff insulator. The 
inductor 1.8 is mounted in the same manner as 
Li and L2, and the tap is made prior to final in-
stallation by pushing in two turns each side of 
the desired turn, thus leaving room for soldering 
a wire to the turn. Capacitor C. is supported by 
an aluminum bracket; its shaft is at plate d.c. 
potential and must be insulated from the chassis. 
The relay Ki is mounted on foam rubber in a 

small "Minibox." The stud of the relay is held 
to the rubber by a washer and nut, and the rub-
ber is held to the box by screws at the corners. 
The stud of the relay, or any other part of the 
relay, must not touch the box. Flexible leads 
from the relay and its coil run through a rubber 
grommet to an octal plug ( Amphenol 86-CP8 
with 3-13 cap), which in turn is plugged into an 
octal socket at the rear of the v.f.o. In Fig. 6-84, 
numbers on the leads to the relay correspond to 
the pin numbers of the plug and socket. 

Fig. 6-85—Under the chassis of the two-band v.f.o. Fixed capacitors at the upper right are filter capacitors for 
the power supply and a 0.5-0. capacitor used in the differential keying circuit. The socket for the relay connec-
tions mounted on the back wall of the chassis ( right in this view), and the filter capacitor for the negative sup. 
ply is at the bottom right. The lengths of coaxial cable running to the oscillator tube socket ( seen below ceramic 
switch at center) are pieces of RG-58/U coming from the oscillator tuning compartment above the chassis. Their 
outer conductors are grounded to the chassis near the tube socket. 
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Adjustment 

If the unit is properly wired, the only adjust-
ment necessary will be that of C2 and Ca to bring 
the circuits into proper range. With C2 fully 
meshed, set C, and C, so that the signal falls 5 
to 10 kc. lower than 3.5 and 7.0 Mc. respectively. 
At the high ends ( C2 at minimum capacitance) 
the signal should be slightly higher than 4.0 and 
7.425 Mc. The measurements should be made with 
the cover in place, although whether the cover is 
on or off should have very little effect on the 
frequency. The presence of the cover, securely 
fastened with sheet metal screws, does contribute 
to the over-all rigidity of the unit, however. 
With nothing connected to Ji, the output cir-

cuit should tune 3.5 and 7.0 Mc. with C. almost 
fully meshed. When a foot or two of coaxial line 
is used between Ji and the transmitter to be 
driven, the setting of C. will be changed by the 
capacitance of the connecting line. If of neces-
sity a long line must be used, it will be neces-
sary to compensate by modification of the in-
ductance of L,. RG-59/U has a capacitance of 
21 /./.f. per foot. 
For an example of how the usual crystal-

oscillator circuit can be modified for use with 

this v.f.o., see the 75-watt transmitter earlier in 
this chapter. 

Keying 

When the v.f.o. is connected to a subsequent 
amplifier, the keying can be checked by opening 
S., to allow the v.f.o. to run steadily. The, key-
ing can then be monitored and tested by the 
methods outlined in Chapter Eight. If the keying 
has strong key clicks, they should be reduced to a 
satisfactory level by the methods outlined. If a 
chirp is detected, it is a fault of the v.f.o. unit, 
and is probably caused by a severe line-voltage 
change or too much "pulling" through the 6CX8 
stage. However, if the v.f.o. has been built care-
fully, it should be possible to swing C. through 
resonance without changing the frequency of the 
v.f.o., and this test will show that the buffer ef-
fect is adequate. 
Once the keyed signal of the subsequent am-

plifier is satisfactory with S. open, the check for 
good differential keying can be made with Sz 
closed. The keying should sound the same with 
S, open or closed, except that when Sz is open 
a "back wave" will be heard locally. If the sub-
sequent amplifier has more than one stage and 
two or more stages are keyed, no back wave 
should be heard in either position of S2. 

Fig. 6-86—Close-up view of the oscillator tuning compartment. Multiple tie points soldered to the tuning ca-
pacitor (center) provide rigid support for the silvered-mica capacitors. All ground (chassis) connections within 
this compartment are made to the front rotor connection; this includes the outer conductors of the coaxial line. 
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CONVERTING SURPLUS TRANSMITTERS FOR NOVICE USE 

War-surplus radio equipment, available in 
many radio stores, is a good source of radio 
parts. Some of the transmitters and receivers can 
be made to operate in the amateur bands with 
little or no modification. It would be hard to find 
a more economical way for a Novice to get 
started on 40 or 80 meters than by adapting a 
normally-v.f.o.-controlled surplus "Command 
Set" to crystal control. 
The "Command Sets" are parts of the SCR-

274N and AN/ARC-5 equipments, transmitters 
and receivers designed for use in military air-
craft. The two series are substantially identical in 
circuit and construction. Of the transmitters, two 
are of particular interest to the Novice. These 
are the BC-696 ( part of 274N) or T19 ( ARC-5) 
covering 3 to 4 Mc., and the BC-459 or T22, 
7 to 9.1 Mc. The transmitter circuit consists of a 
1626 triode variable- frequency oscillator that 
drives a pair of 1625s in parallel, which for 
Novice use can be run at 75 watts input. In addi-
tion to the 1626 and 1625s the transmitters in-
clude a 1629 magic-eye tube, which was used as a 
resonance indicator with a crystal for checking 
the dial calibration. The tubes have 12-volt heat-
ers connected in series-parallel for 24-volt bat-
tery operation. The BC-696 and 459 are avail-
able from surplus dealers at prices ranging from 
five to fifteen dollars each, depending on condition. 

Several methods have been described for con-
verting the transmitters to crystal control for 
Novice use, but most of them didn't take into 
consideration the reconversion required to change 
back to v.f.o. when the Novice became a Gen-
eral-Class license holder. 

In the modification to be described, the Novice 

requirement for crystal control is met by using 
a separate crystal-controlled oscillator. The out-
put of the external oscillator is fed into the trans-
mitter through a plug that fits into the 1626 
oscillator socket. The 1626 is not used. The trans-
mitter modifications are such that when it is 
desired to restore the transmitter to v.f.o. opera-
tion the external oscillator is unplugged and the 
1626 is put back in its socket. No wiring changes 
are needed to go from crystal control to v.f.o. 

In addition to the external oscillator, a power 
supply is required for the oscillator and trans-
mitter ( Fig. 6-88), and certain wiring changes 
are needed to make the transmitter itself suitable 
for amateur use. These changes consist primarily 
of removing two relays, changing the tube heater 
circuit for operation on 12 volts instead of 24 
volts, and the addition of a power plug. 

Transmitter Modifications 

The 80- and 40-meter transmitters are prac-
tically identical except for frequency range, and 
the modifications are the same in both. Remove 
the top cover and bottom plate. Remove the tubes 
and crystal from their sockets so there will be no 
danger of breaking them as you work on the 
transmitter. If the sockets are not marked by 
tube types, mark them yourself so you'll know 
which tube goes where. 
The following modifications are required: 
1) Remove the antenna relay ( front panel) and 

control relay ( side of chassis) and unsolder and 
remove all wires that were connected to the re-
lays with the exception of the wire going to 
Pin 4 on the oscillator socket. 
2) Remove the wire-wound resistor mounted 

on the rear wall of the transmitter. 
3) Unsolder the wire from Pin 7 of the 1629 

socket and move it to Pin 2. Ground Pin 7. 
4) Unsolder the wires from Pin 1 of the 1625 

closest to the drive shaft for the variable capaci-
tors and solder the wires to Pin 7. Run a lead 
from the same Pin 1 to the nearest chassis ground. 

5) Unsolder all leads from the power socket 
at the rear of the chassis and remove the socket. 
The socket can be pried off with a screwdriver. 
6) Unsolder the end of the 20-ohm resistor 

(red-black-black) that is connected to Pin 4 on 
the oscillator socket and connect it to Pin 6 

Fig. 6-87—The complete Novice setup, in this case 

using the 80-meter (BC-696) transmitter. Note the 

key jack at the lower-left corner of the transmitter 
panel. The crystal oscillator is connected to the trans-

mitter oscillator-tube socket with o short length of 

cable terminating in an octal plug. A small notch 
should be cut in the transmitter cover to provide 

clearance for the cable when the cover is installed. 

The power transformer, rectifier, and choke are 

mounted on top of the power-supply chassis at the 

rear, and the control switches are mounted on the wall 

as shown. Remaining components are underneath. 
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of the calibration crystal socket. There is also a 
lead on Pin 4 that was connected to the keying 
relay; connect this lead to the nearest chassis 
ground point. 

7) Mount an octal socket ( Amphenol 78-RS8) 
in the hole formerly occupied by the power 
socket. Install a solder lug under one of the nuts 
holding the socket mounting. 
8) Wire the octal socket as shown in Fig. 6-88. 

One of the leads unsoldered from the original 
power socket is red with a white tracer. This is 
the B+ lead for the 1625s. The yellow lead is the 
screen lead for the 1625s and the white lead is 
the heater lead. Although the manuals covering 
this equipment specify these colors, it's safer 
not to take them for granted; check where each 
lead actually goes before connecting it to the new 
power socket. The lead from Pin 1 on the power 
socket to Pin 6 on the calibration-crystal socket 
is the oscillator plate-voltage lead. The leads 
from Pins 7 and 8 on the power plug to Pins 1 
and 6 on the oscillator socket are new leads to 
carry power to the external crystal-controlled 
oscillator. The lead from Pin 4 of the power 
socket to Pin 2 on the 1629 ( resonance indicator) 
socket is the 12-volt heater lead. 

9) Mount a closed-circuit phone jack at the 
lower left-hand corner of the front panel. Con-
nect a lead from the ungrounded phone jack ter-
minal to Pin 6 (cathode) of either of the 1625 
sockets. This completes the modification. 

Crystal-Controlled Oscillator Details 

The external crystal-controlled oscillator cir-
cuit, shown in Fig. 6-89, uses a 6AG7 in the grid-
plate oscillator circuit. Either 80- or 40-meter 
crystals are required, depending on the band in 

115 V.A.C. 

POWER 

ON 

SI 

use. A tuned plate circuit is not required in the 
oscillator; it was found that more than adequate 
grid drive could be obtained with the setup as 
shown. 
Output from the oscillator is fed to the trans-

mitter through an 8-inch length of RG-58 coax 
cable. The cable is terminated in an octal plug, 
P2, which is plugged into the oscillator tube 
socket in the transmitter. Power for the external 
oscillator is obtained through this socket. 
The crystal-controlled oscillator is built in and 

on a 4 X 2 X 2X-inch aluminum box. The tube 
and crystal sockets are mounted on top of the 
box and the remaining components inside. Lay-
out of parts is not particularly critical but the 
general arrangement shown in Figs. 6-87 and 6-90 
should be followed to insure good results. 

In the completed setup, oscillator and ampli-
fier, the cathodes of the 1625s are keyed and the 
crystal oscillator runs continuously during trans-
missions. It is thus necessary to turn the oscilla-
tor off during standby periods, and this is accom-
plished by opening the B-plus switch on the 
power supply. This method is used in preference 
to keying the oscillator and amplifier simultane-
ously because keying the oscillator is likely to 
make the signal chirpy. With amplifier keying 
the signal is a real T9X. 

Power Supply 

Fig. 6-88 shows the circuit of the power sup-
ply, which uses a 5U4G rectifier and a capacitor-
input filter. The power transformer, T1, is a type 
made by several manufacturers. To obtain the 
necessary 12.6 volts for the heaters, a 6.3-volt 
filament transformer is connected in series with 
the 6.3-volt winding on Tj. This setup also will 
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Fig. 6-88—Circuit diagram of power socket and 

power supply. 

CI, C2-16-µf., 600-volt electrolytic (Sprague TVA-

1965, Aerovox PRS). 

.1,— Octal socket (Amphenol 78-RS8). 

Lx- 1- to 2-hy., 200-ma, filter choke, TV replacement 

type (Stancor C2325 or C2327, or equivalent). 

PI—Octal cable plug (Amphenol 86-PM8). 

R,-25,000 ohms, 25 watts, with slider. 

SI, 55—Single- pale, single-throw toggle switch. 

TI— Power transformer, 800 volts center-tapped, 200 

ma.; 5 volts, 3 amp.; 6.3 volts, 6 amp. (Knight 

61G414, Triad R- 21A, or equivalent). 

1 

2 

3 
4 

5 

6 

7 

  PIN 6, CRYSTAL SOCKET (OSC. 8+). 

  PIN 5 1625 SOCKET (SCREEN ). 

  PLATE LEAD OF 1625E 

  PIN 2 1629 SOCKET (12.6 V.A.C.) 

  CHASSIS GROUND. 

  NO CONNECTION. 

  PIN 6 1626 SOCKET ( 6.3 YAC.). 

 2.. PIN I 1626 SOCKET ( XTALOSC.6+1. 

CONNECTIONS TO 
POWER SOCKET ON TRANSMITTER. 

3 

2 

e 
4 

7 

5 

Pi 

72—Filament transformer, 6.3 volts, 3 amp. (Triad 

F- 16X, Knight 62-G-031, or equivalent). 
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XTALOSC. RG-58/U 
6AG7 

DECIMAL VALUES OF CAPACITANCE ARE IN/A., 

OTHERS ARE irdi.opt EXCEPT AS INDICATED. 

o 
p, j 

0-250 

(B) 

TO 1626 
SOCKET IN 

X MIR. 

Fig. 6-89—(A) Circuit diagram of external crystal-controlled oscillator. Unless otherwise specified, resistances 

are in ohms, resistors are 1/2 watt. The 0.01- and 0.001- id. capacitors are disk ceramic. (B) Method of connect-

ing the milliammeter in series with the key. 

C,-3-30-Allf. trimmer. 

C2- 220-12µf. fixed mica. 

M,-0-250 d.c. milliammeter. 

Ps—Octal plug, male (Amphenol 86-PM8). 

provide 6.3 volts for the heater of the 6AG7. 
Current requirement for the 6AG7 heater is 0.65 
amp. and for the 1625s, 0.9 amp. total. 
To turn off the plate voltages on the transmit-

ter during stand-by periods, the center tap of T1 
is opened. This can be done in two ways; by S2, 
or by a remotely-mounted switch whose leads 
are connected in parallel with S2. A two-terminal 
strip is mounted on the power-supply chassis, the 
terminals being connected to 52 which is also 
on the chassis. The remotely-mounted switch 
can be installed in any convenient location at the 
operating position. A single-pole, single-throw 
switch can be used for this purpose or, if desired, 
a multicontact switch can be used to perform 
simultaneously this and other functions, such as 
controlling an antenna-changeover relay. 
The high-voltage and heater leads are brought 

out in a cable to an octal plug, P1, that connects 
to /1 on the transmitter. The length of the cable 
will, of course, depend on where you want to 
install the power supply. Some amateurs prefer 
to have the supply on the floor under the operat-
ing desk rather than have it take up room at the 
operating position. 
The supply shown here was constructed on a 

3 X 6 X 10-inch chassis. The layout is not crit-
ical, nor are there any special precautions to take 
during construction other than to observe polar-
ity in wiring the electrolytic capacitors and to 
see that the power leads are properly insulated. 
Never have P1 unplugged from J1 when the power 
supply is turned on; there is danger of electrical 
shock at several pins of P1. Interchanging the 
inserts of P1 and J1 will remove this hazard. 
When wiring P1 don't connect the B-plus lines 

to Pins 2 or 3, the amplifier plates and screens, 
at first. It is more convenient to test the oscil-
lator without plate and screen voltages on the 
amplifier. 
When the supply is completed, check between 

P,— Phone plug. 

RFC,, RFC,-1-mh. r.f. chokes. 

Y,-3.5- or 7-Mc. Novice-band crystal, as required. 

chassis ground and the 12.6-volt lead with an a.c. 
voltmeter to see if the two 6.3-volt windings are 
connected correctly. If you find that the voltage 
is zero, reverse one of the windings. If you don't 
have an a.c. meter you can check by observing 
the heaters in the 1625s. They will light up if you 
have the windings connected correctly. Inciden-
tally, leave B plus off, by opening Sz, for this 
check. 

Next, set the slider on the bleeder resistor, RI, 
at about one-quarter of the total resistor length, 
measured from the B-plus end of the bleeder. 
Be sure to turn off the power when making this 
adjustment. With the tap set about one-quarter 
of the way from the B-plus end of the bleeder 
the oscillator plate and amplifier screen voltages 
will be approximately 250 volts. 

Testing the Transmitter 

A key and meter connected as shown in Fig. 
6-89 are needed for checking the transmitter. 
When P3 is plugged into the jack in the transmit-
ter it will measure the cathode current of the 
1625s. The cathode current is the sum of the 
plate, screen and control-grid currents. Some 
amateurs prefer to install the meter in the plate 
lead so it reads plate current only. This can be 
done by opening the B-plus line at the point 
marked "X" in Fig. 6-88, and inserting the meter 
in series with the line. However, unless more 
than one meter is available, don't install it in the 
power supply setup in this way until after the 
tests described below have been made. 

Insert the external oscillator plug, P2, into the 
1626 socket and connect P1 to the transmitter. 
Plug P1 into the key jack on the front panel of 
the transmitter. With S2 open, turn on the power 
and allow a minute or two for the tubes to warm 
up. Next, close the center-tap connection, S2, on 
the power transformer. Set the transmitter dial 
to the same frequency as that of the crystal in 
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use and close the key. A slight indication of 
grid current should show on the meter. There is 
no plate or screen current because there are 
no screen or plate voltages on the amplifier. If 
no grid current is obtained, adjust Ci until grid 
current shows, or try another crystal. 
The next step is to peak the amplifier grid 

circuit — that is, the 1626 v.f.o tank — for 
maximum grid-current reading. The v.f.o. trim-
mer capacitor is in an aluminum box on the 
top of the chassis at the rear. There is a 1 -inch 
diameter hole in the side of the box; loosen the 
small screw visible through this hole, thus un-
locking the rotor shaft of the trimmer capacitor. 
Move the rotor-arm shaft in either direction, 
observing the meter reading, and find the posi-
tion that gives the highest reading. This should 
be something more than 10 ma. 
Now connect the plate and screen voltage leads 

to Pi. Be sure to turn off the power supply be-
fore making the connections! 
The first test of the rig should be with a dummy 

load; a 115-volt, 60-watt light bulb can be used 
for this purpose. The lamp should be connected 
between the antenna terminal and chassis ground. 
However, to make the lamp take power it may 
be necessary to add capacitance in parallel with 
it. A receiving-type variable capacitor having 
250 NIL or more maximum capacitance will be 
adequate for the job. 
Turn on the power and allow the tubes to 

warm up, but leave the key open. Set the antenna 
coupling control on the transmitter to 7 or 8, 
and set the variable capacitor connected across 
the dummy load to about maximum capacitance. 
Next, close the key and adjust the antenna in-
ductance control for an increase in cathode cur-
rent. Turn the frequency control for a dip in 
current reading. The indicated frequency will 
probably differ from that of the crystal in use, 
but don't worry about it. 
Adjust the three transmitter controls, antenna 

inductance, antenna coupling, and frequency, 
along with the variable capacitor across the lamp 
load, until the lamp lights up to apparently full 
brilliance. The cathode current should be between 
150 and 200 ma. With the transmitter fully 
loaded, adjust Ci in the crystal oscillator so that 
the lamp brilliance just starts to decrease. This 
is the optimum setting for Ci and no further ad-
justments are required. 

If a d.c. voltmeter is available, check the differ-
ent voltages in the setup. Using the power supply 
shown here, the plate voltage on the 1625s is 
approximately 400 with the amplifier fully 
loaded. With the plate voltage on the oscillator 
and screen voltage on the 1625s adjusted to 250 
volts ( tap on R1), the oscillator screen voltage is 
160 volts. The oscillator takes approximately 30 
ma. and the 1625 amplifier screens about 10 ma. 
when the amplifier is fully loaded. 

Getting on the Air 

To put the transmitter on the air it is necessary 
only to connect an antenna to the antenna post 
and connect a ground lead from the transmitter 
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chassis to a water-pipe ground or to a metal 
stake driven in the ground. Almost any length 
of antenna will work, but for best results the 
minimum length should not be less than about 

wavelength for the band in use. This is ap-
proximately 33 feet for 80 meters and 16 feet 
for 40 meters. It is of course better to make the 
antenna longer — and to be sure to get the far 
end as high as possible. 
An output indicator will prove to be a handy 

device for knowing when power is actually going 
into the antenna. For this purpose use a 6.3-volt, 
150-ma. dial lamp. Connect two leads, each about 
one foot long, to the shell and base of the bulb, 
respectively. Clip one lead to the antenna post 
and the other lead on the antenna wire two feet 
from antenna post. A small amount of power 
will go through the bulb and this will provide a 
visual indication of output. Follow the same 
tuning procedure as outlined above for the 
dummy antenna. If the bulb gets so bright that it 
is in danger of burning out, move the leads closer 
together to reduce the pickup. 

It may be found that certain antenna lengths 
won't work — that is, the amplifier won't load — 
no matter where the antenna coupling and in-
ductance are set. In such a case, connect a varia-
ble capacitor — like the one used with the lamp 
dummy — between the antenna post and the 
transmitter chassis. Adjust the capacitor and 
antenna inductance for maximum brilliance of 
the output indicator. 
A superior antenna system uses a two-wire 

feeder system and an antenna coupler; examples 
are given in Chapters 13 and 14. If a coupler is 
used, the transmitter and coupler should be con-
nected together with coax line. The inner con-
ductor of the coax should be connected to the 
antenna terminal and the outer braid to the 
transmitter case, as close to the antenna terminal 
as possible. If desired, the antenna terminal can 
be removed and a coax fitting substituted. 
When the coveted General Class ticket is ob-

tained, it is only necessary to unplug the crystal 
oscillator, put the original tube back in the rig, 
and move out of the Novice band. 

Fig. 6-90—This bottom view of the crystal oscillator 

shows the arrangement of components. Terminal 

strips are used for the cable connections and also 

as a support for C, the feedback capacitor. 



Chapter 7 

Power Supplies 

Essentially pure direct-current plate supply 
is required to prevent serious hum in the output 
of receivers, speech amplifiers, modulators and 
transmitters. In the case of transmitters, pure d.c. 
plate supply is also dictated by government regu-
lation. 
The filaments of tubes in a trans-

mitter or modulator usually may be 
operated from a.c. However, the fila-
ment power for tubes in a receiver 
(excepting power audio tubes), or 
those in a speech amplifier may be a.c. 
only if the tubes are of the indirectly-
heated-cathode type, if hum is to be 
avoided. 
Wherever commercial a.c. lines are 

available, high-voltage d.c. plate sup-
ply is most cheaply and conveniently 
obtained by the use of a transformer-
rectifier-filter system. A typical power 
supply is shown in Fig. 7-1. 

In this system, the plate trans-
former, Ti, steps up the a.c. line 
voltage to the required high voltage. 
The a.c. is changed to pulsating d.c. by the 
rectifiers, Vi and V2. Pulsations in the d.c. appear-
ing at the output of the rectifier (points A and B) 
are smoothed out by the filter composed of Li 
and Ci. Ri is a bleeder resistor. Its chief function 
is to discharge C., as a safety measure, after the 
supply is turned off. By proper selection of value, 

Ri also helps to minimize changes in output 
voltage with changes in the amount of current 
drawn from the supply. T, is a step-down trans-
former to provide filament voltage for the recti-
fier tubes. It must have sufficient insulation be-
tween the filament winding and the core and pri-

Fig. 7-1--A typical C.C. 

power-supply system. 

In this instance the d.c. 

is obtained from a 

full-wave rectifier and 

a choke-input filter. 

mary winding to withstand the peak value of the 
rectified voltage. Ta is a similar transformer to 
supply the filaments or heaters of the tubes in the 
equipment operating from the supply. Frequently 
these three transformers are combined in a single 
unit having the 115-volt primary winding and the 
three secondary windings on one core. 

RECTIFIER CIRCUITS 

Half-Wave Rectifier 

Fig. 7-2 shows three rectifier circuits cover-
ing most of the common applications in amateur 
equipment. Fig. 7-2A is the circuit of a half-wave 
rectifier. During that half of the a.c. cycle when 
the rectifier plate is positive with respect to the 
cathode (or filament), current will flow through 
the rectifier and load. But during the other half 
of the cycle, when the plate is negative with re-
spect to the cathode, no current can flow. The 
shape of the output wave is shown in (A) at the 
right. It shows that the current always flows in 
the same direction but that the flow of current is 
not continuous and is pulsating in amplitude. 
The average output voltage—the voltage read 

by the usual d.c. voltmeter—with this circuit is 
0.45 times the r.m.s. value of the a.c. voltage de-
livered by the transformer secondary. Because 
the frequency of the pulses in the output wave is 
relatively low (one pulsation per cycle), consid-

erable filtering is required to provide adequately 
smooth d.c. output, and for this reason this cir-
cuit is usually limited to applications where the 
current involved is small, such as in supplies for 
cathode-ray tubes and for protective bias in a 
transmitter. 
Another disadvantage of the half-wave rectifier 

circuit is that the transformer must have a con-
.siderably higher primary volt-ampere rating (ap-
proximately 40 per cent greater), for the same 
d.c. power output, than in other rectifier circuits. 

Full-Wave Center-Tap Rectifier 

The most universally used rectifier circuit is 
shown in Fig. 7-2B. Being essentially an arrange-
ment in which the outputs of two half-wave rec-
tifiers are combined, it makes use of both halves 
of the a.c. cycle. A transformer with a center-
tapped secondary is required with the circuit. 
When the plate of Vi is positive, current flows 
through the load to the center tap. Current can-
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not flow through T72 because 
at this instant its cathode (or 
filament) is positive in re-
spect to its plate. When the 
polarity reverses, V9 conducts 
and current again flows 
through the load to the 
center-tap, this time through 

The average output voltage 
is 0.45 times the r.m.s. volt-
age of the entire transformer-
secondary, or 0.9 times the 
voltage across half of the 
transformer secondary. For 
the same total secondary volt-
age, the average output volt-
age is the same as that deliv-
ered with a half-wave recti-
fier. However, as can be seen 
from the sketches of the out-
put wave form in (B) to the 
right, the frequency of the 
output pulses is twice that of 
the half-wave rectifier. There-
fore much less filtering is re-
quired. Since the rectifiers 
work alternately, each han-
dles half of the average load 
current. Therefore the load-
current rating of each recti-
fier need be only half the total 
load current drawn from the 
supply. 
Two separate transformers, with their primar-

ies connected in parallel and secondaries con-
nected in series (with the proper polarity) may 
be used in this circuit. However, if this substi-
tution is made, the primary volt-ampere rating 
must be reduced to about 40 per cent less than 
twice the rating of one transformer. 

Full-Wave Bridge Rectifier 

Another full-wave rectifier circuit is shown in 
Fig. 7-2C. In this arrangement, two rectifiers 
operate in series on each half of the cycle, one 
rectifier being in the lead to the load, the other 
being in the return lead. Over that portion of the 
cycle when the upper end of the transformer 
secondary is positive with respect to the other 
end, current flows through Vi, through the load 
and thence through V,. During this period cur-
rent cannot flow through rectifier Va because its 
plate is negative with respect to its cathode (or 
filament). Over the other half of the cycle, cur-
rent flows through 1/8, through the load and 
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Fig. 7-2—Fundamental vacuum-tube rectifier circuits. A—Half-wave. B—Full-
wave. C—Full-wave bridge. A.c.-input and pulsating-d.c. output wave forms are 
shown at the right. Output-voltage values indicated do not include rectifier 

drops. Other types of rectifiers may be substituted. 

thence through Va. Three filament windings are 
needed—one for V, and 178 and one each for 
V, and V4. The output wave shape (C), to 
the right, is the same as that from the simple 
center-tap rectifier circuit. The output voltage 
obtainable with this circuit is 0.9 times the r.m.s. 
voltage delivered by the transformer secondary. 
For the same total transformer-secondary volt-
age, the average output voltage when using the 
bridge rectifier will be twice that obtainable with 
the center-tap rectifier circuit. However, when 
comparing rectifier circuits for use with the same 
transformer, it should be remembered that the 
power which a given transformer will handle re-
mains the same regardless of the rectifier circuit 
used. If the output voltage is doubled by substi-
tuting the bridge circuit for the center-tap recti-
fier circuit, only half the rated load current can 
be taken from the transformer without exceeding 
its normal rating. Each rectifier in a bridge cir-
cuit should have a minimum load-current rating 
of one half the total load current to be drawn 
from the supply. 

Rectifiers 

High-Vacuum Rectifiers 

High-vacuum rectifiers depend entirely upon 
the thermionic emission from a heated filament 
and are characterized by a relatively high 
internal resistance. For this reason, their applica-

tion usually is limited to low power, although 
there are a few types designed for medium and 
high power in cases where the relatively high 
internal voltage drop may be tolerated. This high 
internal resistance make them less susceptible to 
damage from temporary overload and they are 
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free from the bothersome electrical noise some-
times associated with other types of rectifiers. 
Some rectifiers of the high-vacuum full-wave 

type in the so-called receiver-tube class will han-
dle up to 275 ma. at 400 to 500 volts d.c. output. 
Those in the higher-power class can be used to 
handle up to 500 ma. at 2000 volts d.c. in full-
wave circuits. Most low-power high-vacuum rec-
tifiers are produced in the full-wave type, while 
those for greater power are invariably of the half-
wave type, two tubes being required for a full-
wave rectifier circuit. A few of the lower-voltage 
types have indirectly heated cathodes, but are 
limited in heater-to-cathode voltage rating. 

Mercury-Vapor Rectifiers 

The voltage drop through a mercury-vapor 
rectifier is practically constant at approximately 
15 volts regardless of the load current. For high 
power they have the advantage of cheapness. 
Rectifiers of this type, however, have a tendency 
toward a type of oscillation which produces noise 
in nearby receivers, sometimes difficult to elimi-
nate. R.f. filtering in the primary circuit and at 
the rectifier plates as well as shielding may be 
required. As with high-vacuum rectifiers, full-
wave types are available in the lower-power rat-
ings only. For higher power, two tubes are 
required in a full-wave circuit. 

Selenium and Other Semiconductor Rectifiers 

Selenium, germanium and silicon rectifiers are 
finding increasing application in power supplies 
for amateur equipment. These units have the ad-
vantages of compactness, low internal voltage 
drop (about 5 volts per unit) and low operating 
temperature. Also, no filament transformers are 
required. 

Individual units of all three types are available 
with input ratings of 130 volts r.m.s. Selenium 
units are rated at up to 1000 ma. or more d.c. 
load current; germanium units have ratings up 
to 400 ma., and silicon units up to several am-
peres. In full-wave circuits these load-current 
figures can be doubled. 
The extreme compactness of silicon types 

makes feasible the stacking of several units in 
series for higher voltages. Standard stacks are 
available that will handle up to 2000 volts r.m.s. 
input at a d.c. load current of 325 ma. Two of 
these stacks in a full-wave circuit will handle 650 
ma., although they are comparatively expensive. 

Semiconductor rectifiers may be substituted 
in any of the basic circuits shown in Fig. 7-2, 
the terminal marked "+" or "cathode" corre-
sponding to the filament connection. Advantage 
may be taken of the voltage-multiplying circuits 
discussed in a later section of this chapter in 
adapting rectifiers of this type. 

Rectifier Ratings 

All rectifiers are subject to limitations as to 
breakdown voltage and current-handling capa-
bility. Some tube types are rated in terms of the 
maximum r.m.s. voltage that should be applied to 
the rectifier plate. This is sometimes dependent 

on whether a choke- or capacitive-input filter is 
used. Others, particularly mercury-vapor and 
semiconductor types, are rated according to max-
imum peak inverse voltage (p.i.v.)—the peak 
voltage between anode and cathode while the 
rectifier is not conducting. In the circuits of Fig. 
7-2, the p.i.v. across each rectifier is 1.4 times the 
r.m.s. value of the voltage delivered by the entire 
transformer secondary, except that if a capaci-
tive-input filter is•used with the half-wave recti-
fier circuit of Fig. 7-2A, the multiplying factor 
becomes 2.8. 

Rectifiers are rated also as to maximum d.c. 
load current, and some may carry peak-current 
ratings in addition. To assure normal life, all 
ratings should be carefully observed. Staying 
within their ratings, rectifiers will deliver more 
current at a given output voltage with a choke-
input filter than with capacitor input. However 
a higher a.c. voltage is required when the choke-
input filter is used. 

Operation of Rectifiers 

In operating rectifiers requiring filament or 
cathode heating, care should be taken to provide 
the correct filament voltage at the tube terminals. 
Low filament voltage can cause excessive voltage 
drop in high-vacuum rectifiers and a consider-
able reduction in the inverse peak-voltage rating 
of a mercury-vapor tube. Filament connections to 
the rectifier socket should be firmly soldered, 
particularly in the case of the larger mercury-
vapor tubes whose filaments operate at low volt-
age and high current. The socket should be 
selected with care, not only as to contact surface 
but also as to insulation, since the filament usu-
ally is at full output voltage to ground. Bakelite 
sockets will serve at voltages up to 500 or so, but 
ceramic sockets, well spaced from the chassis, 
always should be used at the higher voltages. 
Special filament transformers with high-voltage 
insulation between primary and secondary are 
required for rectifiers operating at potentials in 
excess of 1000 volts inverse peak. 
The rectifier tubes should be placed in the 

equipment with adequate space surrounding them 
to provide for ventilation. When mercury-vapor 
tubes are first placed in service, and each time 
after the mercury has been disturbed, as by re-
moval from the socket to a horizontal position, 
they should be run with filament voltage only for 
30 minutes before applying high voltage. After 
that, a delay of 30 seconds is recommended each 
time the filament is turned on. 

Rectifiers may be connected in parallel for cur-
rent higher than the rated current of a single 

Fig. 7-3—Connecting mer-
cury-vapor rectifiers in 
parallel for heavier cur-
rents. R1 and Rs should 
have the same value, be-
tween 50 and 100 ohms, 
and corresponding fila-
ment terminals should be 

connected together. 
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unit. This includes the use of the sections of a 
double diode for this purpose. With mercury-
vapor types, equalizing resistors of 50 to 100 ohms 

should be connected in series with each plate, as 
shown in Fig. 7-3, to help maintain an equal divi-
sion of current between the two rectifiers. 

FILTERS 

The pulsating d.c. waves from the rectifiers 
shown in Fig. 7-2 are not sufficiently constant in 
amplitude to prevent hum corresponding to the 
pulsations. Filters consisting of capacitances and 
inductances are required between the rectifier 
and the load to smooth out the pulsations to an 
essentially constant d.c. voltage. Also, upon the 
design of the filter depends to a large extent the 
d.c. voltage output, the voltage regulation of the 
power supply and the maximum load current that 
can be drawn from the supply without exceeding 
the peak-current rating of the rectifier. 

Power-supply filters fall into two classifica-
tions, depending upon whether the first filter ele-
ment following the rectifier is a capacitor or a 
choke. Capacitive-input filters are characterized 
by relatively high output voltage in respect to the 
transformer voltage, but poor voltage regulation. 
Choke-input filters result in much better regula-
tion, when properly designed, but the output 
voltage is less than would be obtained with a 
capacitive-input filter from the same transformer. 

Voltage Regulation 

The output voltage of a power supply always 
decreases as more current is drawn, not only be-
cause of increased voltage drops on the trans-
former, filter chokes and the rectifier ( if high-
vacuum rectifiers are used) but also because the 
output voltage at light loads tends to soar to the 
peak value of the transformer voltage as a result 
of charging the first capacitor. By proper filter 
design the latter effect can be eliminated. The 
change in output voltage with load is called volt-
age regulation and is expressed as a percentage. 

100 (E1 — E2)  
Per cent regulation 

E2 
Example: No-load voltage 1550 volts. 
Full-load voltage E2 1230 volts. 

100 ( 1550 — 1230) 
Percentage regulation 

1230 

32.000 
26 per cent. 

1230 

Regulation may be as great as 100% or more with 
a capacitive-input filter, but by proper design can 
be held to 20% or less with a choke-input filter. 
Good regulation is desirable if the load current 

varies during operation, as in a keyed stage or a 
Class B modulator, because a large change in 
voltage may increase the tendency toward key 
clicks in the former case or distortion in the 
latter. On the other hand, a steady load, such as 
is represented by a receiver, speech amplifier or 
unkeyed stages in a transmitter, does not require 
good regulation so long as the proper voltage is 
obtained under load conditions. Another consid-
eration that makes good voltage regulation de-
sirable is that the filter capacitors must have a 
voltage rating safe for the highest value to which 

the voltage will soar when the external load is 
removed. 
When essentially constant voltage, regardless 

of current variation is required (for stabilizing 
an oscillator, for example), special voltage-regu-
lating circuits described elsewhere in this chapter 
are used. 

Load Resistance 

In discussing the performance of power-supply 
filters, it is sometimes convenient to express the 
load connected to the output terminals of the 
supply in terms of resistance. The load resistance 
is equal to the output voltage divided by the 
total current drawn, including the current drawn 
by the bleeder resistor. 

Input Resistance 

The sum of the transformer impedance and the 
rectifier resistance is called the input resistance. 
The approximate transformer impedance is 
given by 

ZTR = N IRPR1 + Reno 

where N is the transformer turns ratio, primary 
to secondary ( primary to secondary in the case 
of a full-wave rectifier), and RPRI and R8190 are 
the primary and secondary resistances respec-
tively. RBICO will be the resistance of half of the 
secondary in the case of a full-wave circuit. 

Bleeder 

A bleeder resistor is a resistance connected 
across the output terminals of the power supply 
(see Fig. 7-7). Its functions are to discharge the 
filter capacitors as a safety measure when the 
power is turned off and to improve voltage regu-
lation by providing a minimum load resistance. 
When voltage regulation is not of importance, 
the resistance may be as high as 100 ohms per 
volt. The resistance value to be used for voltage-
regulating purposes is discussed in later sections. 
From the consideration of safety, the power rat-
ing of the resistor should be as conservative as 
possible, since a burned-out bleeder resistor is 
more dangerous than none at all I 

Ripple Frequency and Voltage 

The pulsations in the output of the rectifier 
can be considered to be the resultant of an alter-
nating current superimposed upon a steady direct 
current. From this viewpoint, the filter may be 
considered to consist of shunting capacitors 
which short-circuit the a.c. component while not 
interfering with the flow of the d.c. component, 
and series chokes which pass d.c. readily but 
which impede the flow of the a.c. component. 
The alternating component is called the ripple. 

The effectiveness of the filter can be expressed in 
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terms of per cent ripple, which is the ratio of the 
r.m.s. value of the ripple to the d.c. value in terms 
of percentage. For c.w. transmitters, the output 
ripple from the power supply should not exceed 
5 per cent. The ripple in the ouput of supplies 
for voice transmitters should not exceed 1 per 
cent. Class B modulators require a ripple reduc-
tion to about 0.25%, while v.f.o.'s, high-gain 
speech amplifiers, and receivers may require a 
reduction in ripple to 0.01%. 

Ripple frequency is the frequency of the pulsa-
tions in the rectifier output wave—the number of 
pulsations per second. The frequency of the rip-
ple with half-wave rectifiers is the same as the 
frequency of the line supply-60 cycles with 60-
cycle supply. Since the output pulses are doubled 
with a full-wave rectifier, the ripple frequency is 
doubled—to 120 cycles with 60-cycle supply. 
The amount of filtering ( values of inductance 

and capacitance) required to give adequate 
smoothing depends upon the ripple frequency, 
more filtering being required as the ripple fre-
quency is lowered. 

CAPACITIVE-INPUT FILTERS 

Capacitive-input filter systems are shown in 
Fig. 7-4. Disregarding voltage drops in the 
chokes, all have the same characteristics except 

(A) 

(B) 

Fig. 7-4—Capacitive-input filter circuits. A—Simple ca-

pacitive. 13— Single-section. C—Double-section. 

in respect to ripple. Better ripple reduction will 
be obtained when LC sections are added, as 
shown in Figs. 7-4B and C. 

Output Voltage 

To determine the approximate d.c. voltage out-
put when a capacitive-input filter is used, refer-
ence should be made to the graph of Fig. 7-5. 
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Fig. 7-5—Chart showing approximate ratio of d.c. out-

put voltage across filter input capacitor to transformer 

r.m.s. secondary voltage for different load and input 

resistances. 

Example: 
Transformer r.m.s. voltage — 350 
Input resistance — 200 ohms 
Maximum load current, including bleeder 

current — 175 ma. 

350 
Load resistance = 0.1= 2000 ohms approx. 

75 

From Fig. 7-5, for a load resistance of 2000 
ohms and an input resistance of 200 ohms, the 
d.c. output voltage is given as slightly over 1 
times the transformer r.m.s. voltage, or about 350 
volts. 

Regulation 

If a bleeder resistance of 50,000 ohms is used, 
the d.c. output voltage, as shown in Fig. 7-5, will 
rise to about 1.35 times the transformer r.m.s. 
value, or about 470 volts, when the external load 
is removed. For greater accuracy, the voltage 
drops through the input resistance and the 
resistance of the chokes should be subtracted 
from the values determined above. For best reg-
ulation with a capacitive-input filter, the bleeder 
resistance should be as low as possible without 
exceeding the transformer, rectifier or choke 
ratings when the external load is connected. 

Maximum Rectifier Current 

The maximum current that can be drawn from 
a supply with a capacitive-input filter without 
exceeding the peak-current rating of the rectifier 
may be estimated from the graph of Fig. 7-6. 
Using values from the preceding example, the 
ratio of peak rectifier current to d.c. load current 
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Fig. 7-6—Graph showing the relationship between the 

d.c. load current and the rectifier peak plate current 

with capacitive input for various values of load and 

input resistance. 

for 2000 ohms, as shown in Fig. 7-6 is 3. There-
fore, the maximum load current that can be 
drawn without exceeding the rectifier rating is 1/2  
the peak rating of the rectifier. For a load cur-
rent of 175 ma., as above, the rectifier peak cur-
rent rating should be at least 3 X 175 = 525 ma. 
With bleeder current only, Fig. 7-6 shows that 

the ratio will increase to over 8. But since the 
bleeder draws less than 10 ma. d.c., the rectifier 
peak current will be only 90 ma. or less. 
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Ripple Filtering 

The approximate ripple percentage after the 
simple capacitive filter of Fig. 7-4A may be deter-
mined from Fig. 7-7. With a load resistance of 
2000 ohms, for instance, the ripple will be ap-
proximately 10% with an 8-µf. capacitor or 
20% with a 4-d. capacitor. For other capaci-
tances, the ripple will be in inverse proportion to 
the capacitance, e.g., 5% with 16 tuf., 40% with 
2 eif., and so forth. 
The ripple can be reduced further by the addi-

tion of LC sections as shown in Figs. 7-4B and C. 
Fig. 7-8 shows the factor by which the ripple 
from any preceding section is reduced depending 
on the product of the capacitance and inductance 
added. For instance, if a section composed of a 
choke of 5 h. and a capacitor of 4 tuf. were to be 
added to the simple capacitor of Fig. 7-4A, the 
product is 4 x 5 = 20. Fig. 7-8 shows that the 
original ripple ( 10% as above with 8 µf. for ex-
ample) will be reduced by a factor of about 0.09. 
Therefore the ripple percentage after the new 
section will be approximately 0.09 x 10 = 0.9%. 
If another section is added to the filter, its reduc-
tion factor from Fig. 7-8 will be applied to the 
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0.9% from the preceding section; 0.9 X 0.09 = 
0.081% ( if the second section has the same LC 
product as the first). 

CHOKE-INPUT FILTERS 

Much better voltage regulation results when a 
choke-input filter, as shown in Fig. 7-9, is used. 
Choke input also permits better utilization of the 
rectifier, since a higher load current usually can 
be drawn without exceeding the peak current 
rating of the rectifier. 

Minimum Choke Inductance 

A choke-input filter will tend to act as a capaci-
tive-input filter unless the input choke has at 

4 
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(A) 

(B) 
Fig. 7-9—Choke-input filter circuits. A—Single-section. 

B—Double-section. 

least a certain minimum value of inductance 
called the critical value. This critical value is 
given by 

Evours 
.=• 

where E is the output voltage of the supply, and 
I is the current being drawn from the supply. 

If the choke has at least the critical value, the 
output voltage will be limited to the average 
value of the rectified wave at the input to the 
choke ( see Fig. 7-2) when the current drawn 
from the supply is small. This is in contrast to the 
capacitive-input filter in which the output volt-
age tends to soar toward the peak value of the 
rectified wave at light loads. Also, if the input 
choke has at least the critical value, the rectifier 
peak plate current will be limited to about twice 
the d.c. current drawn from the supply. Most 
rectifier tubes have peak-current ratings of three 
to four times their maximum d.c. output-current 
ratings. Therefore, with an input choke of at 
least critical inductance, current up to the maxi-
mum output-current rating of the rectifier may 
be drawn from the supply without exceeding the 
peak-current rating of the rectifier. 

Minimum-Load— Bleeder Resistance 

From the formula above for critical inductance, 
it is obvious that if no current is drawn from the 
supply, the critical inductance will be infinite. So 
that a practical value of inductance may be used, 
some current must be drawn from the supply at 
all times the supply is in use. From the formula 
we find that this minimum value of current is 

EvoLTs 
Li, 

Thus, if the choke has an inductance of 20 h., 
and the output voltage is 2000, the minimum load 
current should be 100 ma. This load may be pro-
vided, for example, by transmitter stages that 
draw current continuously ( stages that are not 
keyed). However, in the majority of cases it will 
be most convenient to adjust the bleeder resist-
ance so that the bleeder will draw the required 
minimum current. In the above example, the 
bleeder resistance should be 2000/0.1 = 20,000 
ohms. 

From the formula for critical inductance, it is 
seen that when more current is drawn from the 
supply, the critical inductance becomes less. 
Thus, as an example, when the total current, in-
cluding the 100 ma. drawn by the bleeder rises to 
400 ma., the choke need have an inductance of 
only 5 h. to maintain the critical value. This is 
fortunate, because chokes having the required in-
ductance for the bleeder load only and that will 
maintain this value of inductance for much larger 
currents are very expensive. 

Swinging Chokes 

Less costly chokes are available that will main-
tain at least critical value of inductance over the 
range of current likely to be drawn from practi-
cal supplies. These chokes are called swinging 
chokes. As an example, a swinging choke may 
have an inductance rating of 5/25 h. and a cur-
rent rating of 225 ma. If the supply delivers 1000 
volts, the minimum load current should be 
1000/25 = 40 ma. When the full load current of 
225 ma. is drawn from the supply, the inductance 
will drop to 5 h. The critical inductance for 225 
ma. at 1000 volts is 1000/225 = 4.5 h. Therefore 
the 5/25-h. choke maintains at least the critical 
inductance at the full current rating of 225 ma. 
At all load currents between 40 ma. and 225 ma., 
the choke will adjust its inductance to at least 
the approximate critical value. 

Table 7-I shows the maximum supply output 
voltage that can be used with commonly-avail-
able swinging chokes to maintain critical induct-
ance at the maximum current rating of the 
choke. These chokes will also maintain critical 
inductance for any lower values of voltage, or 
current down to the required minimum drawn by 
a proper bleeder as discussed above. 

In the case of supplies for higher voltages in 
particular, the limitation on maximum load re-

TABLE 7-1 

L, 
Max. 
,no. 

Max. 
volts 

Max. 
R1 

Min. 
ma.2 

3.5/13.5 150 525 13.5K 39 

5/25 175 875 25K 35 

2/12 200 400 12K 33 

5/25 200 1000 25K, 40 

5/25 225 1125 25K 45 

2/12 250 500 12K 42 

4/20 300 1200 20K 60 

5/25 300 1500 25K 60 

3/17 400 1200 17K 71 

4/20 400 1600 20K 80 

5/25 400 2000 25K 80 

4/16 500 2000 16K 125 

5/25 500 2500 25K 100 

5/25 550 2750 25K 110 

2 Maximum bleeder resistance for cr'tical in-
ductance. 

2 Minimum current (bleeder) for critical in-
ductance. 
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sistance may result in the wasting of an appreci-
able portion of the transformer power capacity in 
the bleeder resistance. Two input chokes in series 
will permit the use of a bleeder of twice the 
resistance, cutting the wasted current in half. 
Another alternative that can be used in a c.w. 
transmitter is to use a very high-resistance 
bleeder for protective purposes and only suf-
ficient fixed bias on the tubes operating from the 
supply to bring the total current drawn from the 
supply, when the key is open, to the value of 
current that the required bleeder resistance 
should draw from the supply. Operating bias is 
brought back up to normal by increasing the 
grid-leak resistance. Thus the entire current ca-
pacity of the supply (with the exception of the 
small drain of the protective bleeder) can be 
used in operating the transmitter stages. With 
this system, it is advisable to operate the tubes 
at phone, rather than c.w., rating, since the av-
erage dissipation is increased. 

Output Voltage 

Provided the input-choke inductance is at least 
the critical value, the output voltage may be cal-
culated quite closely by the following equation: 

E. = 0.9E3 — (/B -I- IL) (E1 +Es) — 

where E. is the output voltage; Et is the r.m.s. 
voltage applied to the rectifier (r.m.s. voltage 
between center-tap and one end of the second-
ary in the case of the center-tap rectifier) ; is 
and /3. are the bleeder and load currents, respec-
tively, in amperes; Ri and R, are the resistances 
of the first and second filter chokes; and Ei is the 
drop between rectifier plate and cathode. The 
various voltage drops are shown in Fig. 7-12. At 
no load Ii. is zero, hence the no-load voltage may 
be calculated on the basis of bleeder current only. 
The voltage regulation may be determined from 
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Fig. 7- 10—Graph showing combinations of inductance 

and capacitance that may be used to reduce ripple with 

a single-section choke- input filter. 

the no-load and full-load voltages using the 
formula previously given. 

Ripple with Choke Input 

The percentage ripple output from a single-
section filter ( Fig. 7-9A) tnay be determined to 
a close approximation, for a ripple frequency of 
120 cycles, from Fig. 7-10. 

Example: L = 5 h., C = 4 µf., LC = 20. 
From Fig. 7-10, percentage ripple = 7 per cent. 

Example: L = 5 h. What capacitance is 
needed to reduce the ripple to 1 per cent? Fol-
lowing the 1-per-cent line to the right to its 
intersection with the diagonal, thence down-
ward to the LC scale, read LC = 120. 120/5 
= 24 µf. 

In selecting values for the first filter section, the 
inductance of the choke should be determined by 
the considerations discussed previously. Then the 
capacitor should be selected that when combined 
with the choke inductance (minimum inductance 
in the case of a swinging choke) will bring the 
ripple down to the desired value. If it is found 
impossible to bring the ripple down to the de-
sired figure with practical values in a single sec-
tion, a second section can be added, as shown 
in Fig. 7-9B and the reduction factor from Fig. 
7-8 applied as discussed under capacitive-input 
filters. The second choke should not be of the 
swinging type, but one having a more or less 
constant inductance with changes in current 
(smoothing choke). 

OUTPUT CAPACITOR 
If the supply is intended for use with an audio-

frequency amplifier, the reactance of the last 
filter capacitor should be small ( 20 per cent or 
less) compared with the other audio-frequency 
resistance or impedance in the circuit, usually the 
tube plate resistance and load resistance. On the 
basis of a lower a.f. limit of 100 cycles for speech 
amplification, this condition usually is satisfied 
when the output capacitance ( last filter capacitor) 
of the filter has a capacitance of 4 to 8 ed., the 
higher value of capacitance being used in the case 
of lower tube and load resistances. 

RESONANCE 

Resonance effects in the series circuit across 
the output of the rectifier which is formed by 
the first choke (Li) and first filter capacitor 
(CO must be avoided, since the ripple voltage 
would build up to large values. This not only is 
the opposite action to that for which the filter is 
intended, but also may cause excessive rectifier 
peak currents and abnormally high inverse peak 
voltages. For full-wave rectification the ripple 
frequency will be 120 cycles for a 60-cycle supply, 
and resonance will occur when the product of 
choke inductance in henrys times capacitor 
capacitance in microfarads is equal to 1.77. 
The corresponding figure for 50-cycle supply 
(100-cycle ripple frequency) is 2.53, and for 25-
cycle supply ( 50-cycle ripple frequency) 13.5. At 
least twice these products of inductance and ca-
pacitance should be used to ensure against reso-
nance effects. With a swinging choke, the mini-
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mum rated inductance of the choke should be 
used. 

RATINGS OF FILTER COMPONENTS 

Although filter capacitors in a choke-input 
filter are subjected to smaller variations in d.c. 
voltage than in the capacitive-input filter, it is 
advisable to use capacitors rated for the peak 
transformer voltage in case the bleeder resistor 
should burn out when there is no load on the 
power supply, since the voltage then will rise to 
the same maximum value as it would with a 
filter of the capacitive-input type. 

In a capacitive-input filter, the capacitors 
should have a working-voltage rating at least 
as high, and preferably somewhat higher, than 
the peak-voltage rating of the transformer. 
Thus, in the case of a center-tap rectifier having 
a transformer delivering 550 volts each side of 
the center-tap, the minimum safe capacitor 
voltage rating will be 550 X 1.41 or 775 volts. 
An 800-volt capacitor should be used, or pref-
erably a 1000-volt unit. 

Filter Capacitors in Series 

Filter capacitors are made in several different 
types. Electrolytic capacitors, which are avail-
able for peak voltages up to about 800, combine 
high capacitance with small size, since the dielec-
tric is an extremely thin film of oxide on alumi-
num foil. Capacitors of this type may be con-
nected in series for higher voltages, although the 
filtering capacitance will be reduced to the re-
sultant of the two capacitances in series. If this 
arrangement is used, it is important that each of 
the capacitors be shunted with a resistor of about 
100 ohms per volt of supply voltage, with a power 
rating adequate for the total resistor current at 
that voltage. These resistors may serve as all or 
part of the bleeder resistance ( see choke-input 
filters). Capacitors with higher-voltage ratings 
usually are made with a dielectric of thin paper 
impregnated with oil. The working voltage of a 
capacitor is the voltage that it will withstand 
continuously. 

Filter Chokes 

The input choke may be of the swinging type, 
the required minimum no-load and full-load in-
ductance values being calculated as described 
above. For the second choke (smoothing 
choke) values of 4 to 20 henrys ordinarily are 
used. When filter chokes are placed in the posi-
tive leads, the negative being grounded, the wind-
ings should be insulated from the core to with-
stand the full d.c. output voltage of the supply 
and be_capable of handling the required load cur-
rent. 

Fig. 7-11—In most applications, the filter chokes may 
be placed in the negative instead of the positive side of 
the circuit. This reduces the danger of a voltage break-

down between the choke winding and core. 

Filter chokes or inductances are wound on 
iron cores, with a small gap in the core to pre-
vent magnetic saturation of the iron at high cur-
rents. When the iron becomes saturated its per-
meability decreases, consequently the inductance 
also decreases. Despite the air gap, the induct-
ance of a choke usualy varies to some extent 
with the direct current flowing in the winding; 
hence it is necessary to specify the inductance at 
the current which the choke is intended to carry. 
Its inductance with little or no direct current 
flowing in the winding may be considerably higher 
than the value when full load current is flowing. 

NEGATIVE-LEAD FILTERING 

For many years it has been almost universal 
practice to place filter chokes in the positive leads 
of plate power supplies. This means that the 
insulation between the choke winding and its core 
(which should be grounded to chassis as a safety 
measure) must be adequate to withstand the out-
put voltage of the supply. This voltage require-
ment is removed if the chokes are placed in the 
negative lead as shown in Fig. 7-11. With this 
connection, the capacitance of the transformer 
secondary to ground appears in parallel with the 
filter chokes tending to bypass the chokes. How-
ever, this effect will be negligible in practical 
application except in cases where the output rip-
ple must be reduced to a very low figure. Such 
applications are usually limited to low-voltage 
devices such as receivers, speech amplifiers and 
v.f.o.'s where insulation is no problem and the 
chokes may be placed in the positive side in the 
conventional manner. In higher-voltage applica-
tions, there is no reason why the filter chokes 
should not be placed in the negative lead to reduce 
insulation requirements. Choke terminals, nega-
tive capacitor terminals and the transformer 
center-tap terminal should be well protected 
against accidental contact, since these will assume 
full supply voltage to chassis should a choke burn 
out or the chassis connection fail. 

PLATE AND FILAMENT TRANSFORMERS 

Output Voltage 

The output voltage which the plate trans-
former must deliver depends upon the required 

d.c. load voltage and the type of filter circuit. 
With a choke-input filter, the required r.m.s. 

secondary voltage (each side of center-tap for a 
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Fig. 7- 12—Diagram showing various 

voltage drops that must be taken into 

consideration in determining the re-

quired transformer voltage to deliver 

the desired output voltage. 

center-tap rectifier) can be calculated by the 
equation: 

Et 1.1[E,, + + R2) + E] 

where E. is the required d.c. output voltage, I 
is the load current (including bleeder current) 
in amperes, Ri and R. are the d.c. resistances of 
the chokes, and E, is the voltage drop in the 
rectifier. Et is the full-load r.m.s. secondary volt-
age; the open-circuit voltage usually will be 5 to 
10 per cent higher than the full-load value. 
The approximate transformer output voltage 

required to give a desired d.c. output voltage with 
a given load with a capacitive-input filter system 
can be calculated with Fig. 7-12. 

Example: 
Required d.c. output volts — 500 
Load current to be drawn — 100 ma. (0.1 
amp) 

500 
Load resistance -- 5000 ohms. 

0.1 

If the rectifier resistance is 200 ohms, Fig. 
7-5 shows that the ratio of d.c. volts to the 
required transformer r.m.s. voltage is ap-
proximately 1.15. 
The required transformer terminal voltage 

under load with chokes of 200 and 300 ohms is 

1.15 

▪ 500 -I- 0.1 (200 + 300 + 200) 

1.15 
570 

▪ — 495 volts. 
1.15 

Volt-Ampere Rating 

The volt-ampere rating of the transformer 
depends upon the type of filter (capacitive or 
choke input). With a capacitive-input filter the 
heating effect in the secondary is higher because 
of the high ratio of peak to average current, con-
sequently the volt-amperes handled by the trans-
former may be several times the watts delivered 
to the load. With a choke-input filter, provided 
the input choke has at least the critical induct-
ance, the secondary volt-amperes can be calcu-
lated quite closely by the equation: 

Sec. V.A. = 0.00075E/ 

where E is the total r.m.s. voltage of the sec-
ondary (between the outside ends in the case of a 
center-tapped winding) and I is the d.c. output 
current in milliamperes (load current plus bleeder 

current). The primary volt-amperes will be 10 
to 20 per cent higher because of transformer 
losses. 

Broadcast & Television Replacement Trans-
formers in Amateur Transmitter Service 

Small power transformers of the type sold for 
replacement in broadcast and television receivers 
are usually designed for service in terms of use 
for several hours continuously with capacitor-
input filters. In the usual type of amateur trans-
mitter service, where most of the power is drawn 
intermittently for periods of several minutes with 
equivalent intervals in between, the published 
ratings can be exceeded without excessive trans-
former heating. 
With capacitor input, it should be safe to draw 

20 to 30 per cent more current than the rated 
value. With a choke-input filter, an increase in 
current of about 50 per cent is permissible. If a 
bridge rectifier is used (with a choke-input filter) 
the output voltage will be approximately doubled. 
In this case, it should be possible in amateur 
transmitter service to draw the rated current, 
thus obtaining about twice the rated output 
power from the transformer. 

This does not apply, of course, to amateur 
transmitter plate transformers which are usually 
already rated for intermittent service. 

Filament Supply 

Except for tubes designed for battery opera-
tion, the filaments or heaters of vacuum tubes 
used in both transmitters and receivers are uni-
versally operated on alternating current obtained 
from the power line through a step-down trans-
former delivering a secondary voltage equal to 
the rated voltage of the tubes used. The trans-
former should be designed to carry the current 
taken by the number of tubes which may be con-
nected in parallel across it. The filament or heater 
transformer generally is center-tapped, to provide 
a balanced circuit for eliminating hum. 
For medium- and high-power r.f. stages of 

transmitters, and for high-power audio stages, 
it is desirable to use a separate filament trans-
former for each section of the transmitter, in-
stalled near the tube sockets. This avoids the 
necessity for abnormally large wires to carry 
the total filament current for all stages without 
appreciable voltage drop. Maintenance of rated 
filament voltage is highly important, especially 
with thoriated-filament tubes, since under- or 
over-voltage may reduce filament life. 
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6.3V 
115VAC 

 o 
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TYPICAL POWER SUPPLIES 
Figs. 7-13 and 7-14 show typical power-supply 

circuits. Fig. 7-13 is for use with transformers 
commonly listed as broadcast or television re-
placement power transformers. In addition to the 
high-voltage winding for plate supply, these 
transformers have windings that supply filament 
voltages for both the rectifier tube and the 6.3-
volt tubes in the receiver or low-power transmit-
ter or exciter. Transformers of this type may be 
obtained in ratings up to 1200 volts r.m.s. center-
tapped, 200 d.c. ma. output. 

Fig. 7-13 shows a two-section filter with ca-
pacitor input. However, depending upon the 
maximum hum level that may be allowable for a 
particular application, the last capacitor and 
choke may not be needed. In some low-current 
applications, the first capacitor alone may pro-
vide adequate filtering. Table 7-II shows the 

Fig. 7.13—Typical a.c. power. 

supply circuit for receivers, ex-

citers, or low-power transmit-

ters. Representative values 

will be found in Table 7-11. 

The 5-volt winding of T1 should 

have a current rating of at 

least 2 amp. for types 5Y3-GT 

and 5V4-GA, and 3 amp. for 

5U4-GB. 

approximate full-load and bleeder-load output 
voltages and a.c. ripple percentages for several 
representative sets of components. Voltage and 
ripple values are given for three points in the 
circuit—Point A ( first capacitor only used), 
Point B ( last capacitor and choke omitted), and 
Point C (complete two-section filter in use). 
In each case, the bleeder resistor R should be 
used across the output. 

Table 7-II also shows approximate output volt-
ages and ripple percentages for choke-input filters 
(first filter capacitor omitted), for Point B (last 
capacitor and choke omitted), and Point C (com-
plete two-section filter, first capacitor omitted). 

Actual full-load output voltages may be some-
what lower than those shown in the table, since 
the voltage drop through the resistance of the 
transformer secondary has not been included. 

TABLE 7-11 

Capacitor-Input Power Supplies 

Ti Ra ing 
Vi 

Tube 

Type 

C L R 

Approximate 
Ful -load d.c. 

Volts at 

Approximate 
Ripple % A PPree* 

at Output 
Volts 

Useful 
Output 

Ma.• 
Total 
Volts 

., 
'''''''' 
D.C. id. Volts H. Ohms Ohms Watts ABC A B 

Bleeder 
C Load 

650 40 5Y3-GT 8 600 8 400 90K 5 375 360 345 2.5 0.08 0.002 450 36 

650 40 5V4-GA 8 600 8 400 90K 5 410 395 375 2.5 0.08 0.002 450 36 

700 90 5Y3-GT 8 600 10 225 46K 10 370 350 330 6 0.1 0.002 460 82 

700 90 5V4-GA 8 600 10 225 46K 10 410 390 370 6 0.1 0.002 460 82 

750 150 5U4-GB 8 700 8 145 25K 10 375 350 330 9 0.2 0.006 500 136 

750 150 5V4-GA 8 700 8 145 25K 10 425 400 380 9 0.2 0.006 500 136 

800 200 5U4-GB 8 700 8 120 22K 20 375 350 325 12 0.3 0.008 550 184 

650 40 5Y3-GT 8 450 15 

Choke 

420 

-Input 

18K 

Power 

10 

Supplies 

— 240 225 — 0.8 0.01 265 25 

650 40 5V4-GA 8 450 15 420 18K 10 — 255 240 — 0.8 0.01 280 25 

700 90 5Y3-GT 8 450 10 225 11K 10 — 240 220 — 1.25 0.02 250 68 

700 90 5V4-GA 8 450 10 225 11K 10 — 270 250 — 1.25 0.02 280 68 

750 150 5Y3-GT 8 450 12 150 13e 20 — 265 245 — 1 0.015 325 125 

750 150 5V4-GA 8 450 12 150 13K 20 — 280 260 — 1 0.015 340 125 

800 200 5U4-GB 8 450 12 140 14K 20 — 275 250 — 1 0.015 350 175 

• Balance of transformer current capacity consumed by bleeder resistor. 
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Fig. 7-14 shows the conventional circuit of a 
transmitter plate supply for higher powers. A 
full-wave rectifier circuit, half-wave rectifier 
tubes, and separate transformers for high voltage, 
rectifier filaments and transmitter filaments are 

Fig. 7-14—Conventional power. 
supply circuit for higher-power 

transmitters. 
CI, C1-4 µf. for approximately 
0.5% output ripple; 2 µf. for 
approximately 1.5% output rip-
ple. CS should be 4 Af. if supply 
is for modulator. 
R-25,000 ohms. 
Li—Swinging choke: 5/25 h., 

current rating same as 
Ts. 

Li—Smoothing choke: current 
rating same as Ts. 

T1-2.5 volts, 4 amp., 2500-v. 
ins, for type 816; 2.5 
volts, 10 amp., 10,000-v. 
Ins, for 866A. 

Ts—D.c. voltage rating same as output voltage. 
Ts—Voltage and current rating to suit transmitter-tube 

requirements. 

on commonly available 
components. Trans-
former voltages shown 
are representative for 
units with dual-volt-
age secondaries. The 
bleeder-load voltages 
shown may be some-
what lower than actu-
ally found in practice. 
Ripple at the output of 
the first filter section 
will be approximately 
5 per cent with a 4-if. 
capacitor, or 10 per 
cent with a 2-id. capac-
itor. Transformers 
made for amateur serv-
ice are designed for 
choke-input. If a capac-
itor-input is used rat-
ing should be reduced 
about 30%. 

used. The high-voltage transformers used in this 
circuit are usually rated directly in terms of d.c. 
output voltage, assuming rectifiers and filters of 
the type shown in Fig. 7-14. Table 7-III shows 
typical values for representative supplies, based 

V1—Type 816 for 400/500-volt supply; 866A for others 
shown in Table 7-111. 

See Table 7-111 for other values. 

TABLE 7-111 

Approx. D.C. Ts Approx. 
Output Rating 

Ls 
Voltage 

R Bleeder-

11. 
Rating 

W atts Load 
Approx. Cs, Cs Output 

Volts Ma. i V.R.M.S. Ma. Volts 

400/500 230 520/615 250 4 700 20 440/540 

600/750 260 750/950 300 8 1000 50 650/800 

1250/1500 240 1500/1750 300 8 2000 150 1300/1600 

1250/1500 440 1500/1750 SOO 6 2000 150 1315/1615 

2000/2500 200 2400/2900 300 0 8 3000 320 0 2050/2550 

2000/2500 400 2400/2900 500 6 3000 320 0 2065/2565 

2500/3000 380 2500/3450 500 8 6 4000 500 8 2565/3065 

1 Balance of transformer current rating consumed by bleeder resistor. 
2 Use two 160-watt, 2,500-ohm units in series. 
s Use five 00-watt, 5000-ohm units in series. 
8 Regulation will be somewhat better with a 400- or 500-ma. choke. 
8 Regulation will be somewhat better with a 550-ma. choke. 

VOLTAGE DROPPING 

Series Voltage-Dropping Resistor 

Certain plates and screens of the various 
tubes in a transmitter or receiver often require 
a variety of operating voltages differing from 
the output voltage of an available power supply. 
In most cases, it is not economically feasible to 
provide a separate power supply for each of the 
required voltages. If the current drawn by an 
electrode, or combination of electrodes operating 
at the saine voltage, is reasonably constant under 

normal operating conditions, the required voltage 
may be obtained from a supply of higher voltage 
by means of a voltage-dropping resistor in series, 
as shown in Fig. 7-15A. The value of the series, 
resistor, Ri, may be obtained from Ohm's Law, 

E where Ed is the voltage drop required 

from the supply voltage to the desired voltage 
and I is the total rated current of the load. 

Example: The plate of the tube in one stage 
and the screens of the tubes in two other stages 
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TO LOAD 

(A) 
Fig. 7-15—A —A series voltage-dropping resistor. 

B—Simple voltage divider. 

E — 
Ra = 

11 +19 • 
la must be assumed. 
C—Multiple divider circuit. 

E2 EI-Ea 
Is 12+ 15 R1=  

o 

require an operating voltage of 250. The near-
est available supply voltage is 400 and the 
total of the rated plate and screen currents 
is 75 ma. The required resistance is 

R=400 — 250 150 
•75 ..2000 ohms. 0.075 0.0 

The power rating of the resistor is obtained 
from P (watts) = I2R = (0.075) 2 (2000) = 
11.2 watts. A 20-watt resistor is the nearest 
safe rating to be used. 

Voltage Dividers 

The regulation of the voltage obtained in this 
manner obviously is poor, since any change in 
current through the resistor will cause a di-
rectly proportional change in the voltage drop 
across the resistor. The regulation can be im-
proved somewhat by connecting a second resistor 
from the low-voltage end of the first to the nega-
tive power-supply terminal, as shown in Fig. 7-
15B. Such an arrangement constitutes a voltage 
divider. The second resistor, /25, acts as a con-
stant load for the first, Ri, so that any variation 
in current from the tap becomes a smaller per-
centage of the total current through Ri. The heav-
ier the current drawn by the resistors when they 
alone are connected across the supply, the better 
will be the voltage regulation at the tap. 

FROM 
POWER 
SUPPLY 

FROM 
POWER 
SUPPLY 

Such a voltage divider may have more than a 
single tap for the purpose of obtaining more than 
one value of voltage. A typical arrangement is 
shown in Fig. 7-15C. The terminal voltage is E, 
and two taps are provided to give power voltages, 
Ei and E2, at currents II and Is respectively. The 
smaller the resistance between taps in proportion 
to the total resistance, the smaller the voltage 
between the taps. For convenience, the voltage 
divider in the figure is considered to be made up 
of separate resistances RI, R2, Rs, between taps. 
Rs carries only the bleeder current, Is; R2 carries 

in addition to 18; Ri carries II, 19 and le To 
calculate the resistances required, a bleeder cur-
rent, Is, must be assumed; generally it is low 
compared with the total load current ( 10 per 
cent or so). Then the required values can be 
calculated as shown in the caption of Fig. 7-15C, 
I being in decimal parts of an ampere. 
The method may be extended to any desired 

number of taps, each resistance section being 
calculated by Ohm's Law using the needed volt-
age drop across it and the total current through 
it. The power dissipated by each section may be 
calculated either by multiplying / and E or /' 
and R. 

VOLTAGE STABILIZATION 

Gaseous Regulator Tubes 

There is frequent need for maintaining the 
voltage applied to a low-voltage low-current cir-
cuit at a practically constant value, regardless 
of the voltage regulation of the power supply or 
variations in load current. Ii such applications, 

FROM POWER-
SUPPLY OUTPUT 

UNREG UNREG 

FROM 

POWER-
SUPPLY 
OUTPUT 

(A) (R) 

Fig. 7- 16—Voltage-stabilizing circuits using VR tubes. 

gaseous regulator tubes (0C3/VR105, OD3/ 
VR150, etc.) can be used to good advantage. The 
voltage drop across such tubes is constant over a 
moderately wide current range. Tubes are avail-
able for regulated voltages near 150, 105, 90 and 
75 volts. 
The fundamental circuit for a gaseous regu-

lator is shown in Fig. 7-16A. The tube is con-
nected in series with a limiting resistor, Ri, 
across a source of voltage that must be higher 
than the starting voltage. The starting voltage 
is about 30 to 40 per cent higher than the oper-
ating voltage. The lbad is connected in parallel 
with the tube. For stable operation, a minimum 
tube current of 5 to 10 ma. is required. The 
maximum permissible current with most types 
is 40 ma.; consequently, the load current cannot 
exceed 30 to 35 ma. if the voltage is to be stabi-
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lized over a range from zero to maximum load 
current. 
The value of the limiting resistor must lie 

between that which just permits minimum tube 
current to flow and that which just passes the 
maximum permissible tube current when there is 
no load current. The latter value is generally 
used. It is given by the equation: 

(E.—E,)  

where R is the limiting resistance in ohms, Es 
is the voltage of the source across which the tube 
and resistor are connected, E, is the rated voltage 
drop across the regulator tube, and I is the maxi-
mum tube current in amperes, ( usually 40 ma., 
or 0.04 amp.). 

Fig. 7-16B shows how two tubes may be used 

115 

Fig. 7-18—Circuit diagram of 
an electronically-regulated 
power supply rated at 300 

volts max., 150 ma. max. 

CI, Ce, C5-16-f. 600-volt electrolytic. 
Cp-0.015-0. paper. 
C4-0.1 1.4f . paper. 
R1-0.3 megohm, 1/2 watt. 
122, R3-100 ohms, Y2 watt. 
R4-510 ohms, 1/2 watt. 
118, R8-30,000 ohms, 2 watts. 
Re-0.24 megohm, 1/2 watt. 
Rr-0.15 megohm, Y2 watt. 

Fig. 7-17—Electronic voltage-regu-
lator circuit. Resistors are 1/2 watt un-

leu specified otherwise. 

in series to give a higher regulated voltage than 
is obtainable with one, and also to give two values 
of regulated voltage. The limiting resistor may 
be calculated as above, using the sum of the volt-
age drops across the two tubes for E. Since the 
upper tube must carry more current than the 
lower, the load connected to the low-voltage tap 
must take small current. The total current taken 
by the loads on both the high and low taps should 
riot exceed 30 to 35 milliamperes. 

Voltage regulation of the order of 1 per cent 
can be obtained with these regulator circuits. 
A single VR tube may also be used to regulate 

the voltage to a load current of almost any value 
so long as the variation in the current does not 
exceed 30 to 35 ma. If, for example, the average 
load current is 100 ma., a VR tube may be used 
to hold the voltage constant provided the cur-

Re-9100 ohms, 1 watt. 
Rio-0.1-megohm potentiometer. 
R11-43,000 ohms, 1/2 watt. 
1.1-8-hy., 40-ma, filter choke. 
51-5.p.s.t. toggle. 
Ti—Power transformer: 375-375 voltsr.m.s., 160 ma.; 

6.3 volts, 3 amps.; 5 volts, 3 amps. 
(Thor. 22R33). 
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115 V. 

rent does not fall below 85 ma. or rise above 115 
ma. In this case, the resistance should be calcu-
lated to drop the voltage to the VR-tube rating 
at the maximum load current to be expected plus 
about 5 ma. If the load resistance is constant, the 
effects of variations in line voltage may be elimi-
nated by basing the resistance on the load cur-
rent plus 15 ma. Voltage-regulator tubes may 
also be connected in parallel as described later 
in this chapter. 

Electronic Voltage Regulation 

Several circuits have been developed for regu-
lating the voltage output of a power supply elec-
tronically. While more complicated than the VR-
tube circuits, they will handle higher voltages 
currents and the output voltage may be varied 
continuously over a wide range. In the circuit of 
Fig. 7-17, the 0C3 regulator tube supplies a refer-
ence of approximately + 105 volts for the 6AU6 
control tube. When the load connected across the 
output terminals increases, the output voltage 
tends to decrease. This makes the voltage on the 
control grid of the 6AU6 less positive, causing 
the tube to draw less current through the 2-
megohm plate resistor. As a consequence the grid 
voltage on the 807 series regulator becomes more 
positive and the voltage drop across the 807 de-
creases, compensating for the reduction in out-
put voltage. With the values shown, adjustment 
of Ri will give a regulated output from 150 to 
250 volts, at up to 60 or 70 ma. A 6L6-GB can be 
substituted for the type 807; the available out-
put current can be increased by adding tubes in 
parallel with the series regulator tube. When this 
is done, 100-ohm resistors should be wired to 

.. 

Table of Performance for Circuit of Fig. 7-18 

I II Ill Output voltage — 300 
450 v. 22 ma. 3 mv. 150 ma. 2.3 mv. 
425 v. 45 ma. 4 mv. 125 ma. 2.8 mv. 
400 v. 72 ma. 6 mv. 100 ma. 2.6 mv. 
375 v. 97 ma. 8 mv. 75 ma. 2.5 mv. 
350 v. 122 ma. 9.5 mv. 50 ma. 3.0 mv. 
325 v. 150 ma. 3 mu. 25 ma. 3.0 mv. 
300 v. 150 ma. 2.3 mv. 10 ma. 2.5 mv. 

each control grid and plate terminal, to reduce 
the chances for parasitic oscillations. 
Another similar regulator circuit is shown in 

Fig. 7-18. The principal difference is that screen-
grid regulator tubes are used. The fact that a 
screen-grid tube is relatively insensitive to 
changes in plate voltage makes it possible to ob-
tain a reduction in ripple voltage adequate for 
many purposes simply by supplying filtered d.c. 
to the screens with a consequent saving in weight 
and cost. The accompanying table shows the 
performance of the circuit of Fig. 7-18. Column I 
shows various output voltages, while Column II 
shows the maximum current that can be drawn at 
that voltage with negligible variation in output 
voltage. Column III shows the measured ripple 
at the maximum current. The second part of the 
table shows the variation in ripple with load cur-
rent at 300 volts output. 

High-Voltage Regulators 

Regulated screen voltage is required for screen-
grid tubes used as linear amplifiers in single-side-
band operation. Figs. 7-19 through 7-22 show 
various different circuits for supplying regulated 
voltages up to 1200 volts or more. 

Fig. 7-19—High-voltage regulator circuit by W4PRM. Resistors are 1 watt unless indicated otherwise. 
C2-4-0. paper, voltage rating above peak-voltage RI-50,000-ohm, 4-watt potentiometer. 

output of Ts. Rs—Bleeder resistor, 50,000 to 100,000 ohms, 25 watts 
Cs-0.1.Ø. paper, 600 Volts. (not needed if equalizing resistors mentioned 
Cs-12-0. electroyltic, 450 volts, above are used). 
Cs-40 0., voltage rating above d.c. output voltage. Ts—See text. 

Can be made up of a combination of electro- Ts—Filament transformer; 5 volts, 2 amp. 
lytics in series, with equalizing resistor. (See sec- Ts—Filament transformer; 6.3 volts, 1.2 amp. 
tion on ratings of filter components.) Vs, Vs, VS—See text. 

Ce-4-µf. paper, voltage rating above voltage rating of 
VR string. 
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211 or 

+1800 
TO 2000 V.D.G 

In the circuit of Fig. 7-19, gas-filled regulator 
tubes are used to establish a fixed reference volt-
age to which is added an electronically regulated 
variable voltage. The design can be modified to 
give any voltage from 225 volts to 1200 volts, 
with each design-center voltage variable by plus 
or minus 60 volts. 
The output voltage will depend upon the num-

ber and voltage ratings of the VR tubes in the 
string between the 991 and ground. The total 
VR-tube voltage rating needed can be determined 
by subtracting 250 volts from the desired output 
voltage. As examples, if the desired output volt-
age is 350, the total VR-tube voltage rating 
should be 350 — 250 = 100 volts. In this case, a 
VR-105 would be used. For an output voltage of 
1000, the VR-tube voltage rating should be 
1000 — 250 = 750 volts. In this case, five VR-150s 
would be used in series. 
The maximum voltage output that can be ob-

tained is approximately equal to 0.7 times the 
r.m.s. voltage of the transformer Ti. The current 
rating of the transformer must be somewhat 

TO T, 

+500 TO 
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Fig. 7-20—Screen regulator circuit de-
signed by W9OKA. Resistances are in 

ohms (K = 1000). 

R1-6000 ohms for 211; 2300 ohms 

for 812A, 20 watts. 

R2-25,000 ohms, 10 watts. 

R3- Output voltage control, 0.1-meg-

ohm, 2-watt potentiometer. 

Ti—Filament transformer: 10 volts, 

3.25 amp. for 211; 6.3 volts, 

4 amp. for 812A. 

Ts—Filament transformer: 6.3 volts, 

1 amp. 

above the load current to take care of the voltage 
dividers and bleeder resistances. 
A single 6L6 will handle 90 ma. For larger 

currents, 6L6s may be added in parallel. 
The heater circuit supplying the 6L6 and 

6SJ7 should not be grounded. The shaft of 
should be grounded. When the output voltage is 
above 300 or 400, the potentiometer should be 
provided with an insulating mounting, and should 
be controlled from the panel by an extension shaft 
with an insulated coupling and grounded control. 

In some cases where the plate transformer has 

Fig. 7-21—This regulator circuit used by W1SUN oper-

ates from the plate supply and requires no VR string. 

A small supply provides screen voltage and reference 

bias for the control tube. 

Unless otherwise marked, resistances are in ohms. 

(K = 1000). Capacitors are electrolytic. 

121-50,000-ohm, 50-watt adjustable resistor. 

122-0.1-megohm 2-watt potentiometer. 

R3 — 4 . 7 megohms, 2 watts. 

R — . 1 megohm, 1/2 watt. 
T1—Power transformer: 470 volts center tapped, 40 ma.; 

5 volts, 2 amps.; 6.3 volts, 2 amps. 

Ts—Filament transformer: 7.5 volts, 3.25 amp. (for 

V-700). 

 o 
+850 TO 

1500 1L REG. 
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sufficient current-handling capacity, it may be 
desirable to operate a screen regulator from the 
plate supply, rather than from a separate supply. 
This can be done if a regulator tube is used that 
can take the required voltage drop. In Fig. 7-20, 
a type 211 or 812A is used, the control tube 
being a 6AQ5. With an input voltage of 1800 to 
2000, an output voltage of 500 to 700 can be 
obtained with a regulation better than 1 per cent 
over a current range of 0 to 100 ma. 

In the circuit of Fig. 7-21, a V-70D (or 8005) 
is used as the regulator, and the control tube is 
an 807 which can take the full output voltage, 
making it unnecessary to raise it above ground 
with VR tubes. If taps are switched on RI, the 
output voltage can be varied over a wide range. 
Increasing the screen voltage decreases the out-
put voltage. For each position of the tap on RI, 
decreasing the value of R. will lower the mini-
mum output voltage as R, is varied, and decreas-
ing the value of R. will raise the maximum output 
voltage. However, if these values are made too 
small, the 807 will lose control. 
At 850 volts output, the variation over a cur-

rent change of 20 to 80 ma. should be negligible. 
At 1500 volts output with the same current 
change, the variation in output voltage should be 
less than three per cent. Up to 88 volts of grid 
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Fig. 7-22—Shunt screen regulator used by 

W2AZW. Resistances are in ohms (K = 

1000). 

C1-0.01 µf., 400 volts if needed to suppress 

oscillation. 

Mr—See text. 

R.—Adjustable wire-wound resistor, resist-

ance and wattage as required. 

bias for a Class A or Class ABi amplifier may 
be taken from the potentiometer across the refer-
ence-voltage source. This bias cannot, of course, 
be used for biasing a stage that is drawing grid 
current. 
A somewhat different type of regulator is the 

shunt regulator shown in Fig. 7-22. The VR tubes 
and R, in series are across the output. Since the 
voltage drop across the VR tubes is constant, 
any change in output voltage appears across Re 
This causes a change in grid bias on the 811-A 
grid, causing it to draw more or less current in 
inverse proportion to the current being drawn by 
the amplifier screen. This provides a constant 
load for the series resistor Ri. 
The output voltage is equal to the sum of the 

VR drops plus the grid-to-ground voltage of the 
811-A. This varies from 5 to 20 volts between 
full load and no load. The initial adjustment is 
made by placing a milliammeter in the filament 
center-tap lead, as shown, and adjusting R, for 
a reading of 15 to 20 ma. higher than the mormal 
peak screen current. This adjustment should be 
made with the amplifier connected but with no 
excitation, so that the amplifier draws idling cur-
rent. After the adjustment is complete, the meter 
may be removed from the circuit and the fila-
ment center tap connected directly to ground. 
Adjustment of the tap on R, should, of course, 
be made with the high voltage turned off. 
Any number of VR tubes may be used to pro-

vide a regulated voltage near the desired value. 
The maximum current through the 811-A should 
be limited to the maximum plate-current rating 
of the tube. If larger currents are necessary, two 
811-As may be connected in parallel. Over a 
current range of 5 to 60 ma., the regulator holds 
the output voltage constant within 10 or 15 volts. 

BIAS SUPPLIES 

As discussed in Chapter 6 on high-frequency 
transmitters, the chief function of a bias supply 
for the r.f. stages of a transmitter is that of pro-
viding protective bias, although under certain 
circumstances, a bias supply, or pack, as it is 
sometimes called, can provide the operating bias 
if desired. 

Simple Bias Packs 

Fig. 7-23A shows the diagram of a simple bias 
supply. R, should be the recommended grid leak 
for the amplifier tube. No grid leak should be 
used in the transmitter with this type of supply. 
The output voltage of the supply, when amplifier 
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PRI 

(A) 

(3) 

p 

PR7 
o 1 

(C) 
Fig. 7-23—Simple bias-supply circuits. In A, the peak 
transformer voltage must not exceed the operating value 
of bias. The circuits of B (half-wave) and C (full-wave) 
may be used to reduce transformer voltage to the recti-

fier. R1 is the recommended grid-leak resistance. 

FROM BIAS VR 
SUPPLY 

(A) 

BIAS 

FROM BIAS 
SUPPLY 

(B) 

VR 

VR 

(C) 

BIAS 

Fig. 7-24—Illustrating the use of VR tubes in stabilizing 
protective-bias supplies. R, is a resistor whose value is 
adjusted to limit the current through each VR tube to 
5 ma. before amplifier excitation is applied. R and R9 
are current-equalizing resistors of 50 to 1000 ohms. 

(D) 

(E) 
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grid current is not flowing, should be some value 
between the bias required for plate-current cut-
off and the recommended operating bias for the 
amplifier tube. The transformer peak voltage ( 1.4 
times the r.m.s. value) should not exceed the rec-
ommended operating-bias value, otherwise the 
output voltage of the pack will soar above the 
operating-bias value with rated grid current. 

This soaring can be reduced to a considerable 
extent by the use of a voltage divider across 
the transformer secondary, as shown at B. Such 
a system can be used when the transformer volt-
age is higher than the operating-bias value. The 
tap on R2 should be adjusted to give amplifier 
cut-off bias at the output terminals. The lower 
the total value of R., the less the soaring will be 
when grid current flows. 
A full-wave circuit is shown in Fig. 7-23C. R. 

and R. should have the same total resistance and 
the taps should be adjusted symmetrically. In 
all cases, the transformer must be designed to 
furnish the current drawn by these resistors plus 
the current drawn by Ri. 

Regulated Bias Supplies 

The inconvenience of the circuits shown in 
Fig. 7-23 and the difficulty of predicting values 
in practical application can be avoided in most 
cases by the use of gaseous voltage-regulator 
tubes across the output of the bias supply, as 
shown in Fig. 7-24A. A VR tube with a voltage 
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Fig. 7-25—Circuit diagram of 

C1-20-0. 450-volt electrolytic. 

C5-20-0. 150-volt electrolytic. 
R1-5000 ohms, 25 watts. 

R5-22,000 ohms, 1/2  watt. 

R8-68,000 ohms, 1/2 watt. 

14-0.27 megohm, 1/2 watt. 

R5-3000 ohms, 5 watts. 

R8- 0.12 megohm, 1/2  watt. 

an electronically- regulated bias supply. 

127-0.1-megohm potentiometer. 

R8-27,000 ohms, 12 watt. 

1.1-20-hy. 50-ma. filter choke. 

Ts—Power transformer: 350 volts r.m.s. 

each side of center 50 ma.; 5 volts, 

2 amp.; 6.3 volts, 3 amp. 

1.2-2.5-volt filament transformer 

(Thordarson 21F00). 

rating anywhere between the biasing-voltage 
value which will reduce the input to the amplifier 
to a safe level when excitation is removed, and 
the operating value of bias, should be chosen. R5 
is adjusted, without amplifier excitation, until 
the VR tube ignites and draws about 5 ma. Addi-
tional voltage to bring the bias up to the operating 
value when excitation is applied can be obtained 
from a grid leak resistor, as discussed in the 
transmitter chapter. 
Each VR tube will handle 40 ma. of grid cur-

rent. If the grid current exceeds this value under 
any condition, similar VR tubes should be added 
in parallel, as shown in Fig. 7-24B, for each 40 
ma., or less, of additional grid current. The re-
sistors R9 are for the purpose of helping to main-
tain equal currents through each VR tube, and 
should have a value of 50 to 1000 ohms or more. 

If the voltage rating of a single VR tube is 
not sufficiently high for the purpose, other VR 
tubes may be used in series ( or series-parallel if 
required to satisfy grid-current requirements) as 
shown in the diagrams of Fig. 7-24C and D. 

If a single value of fixed bias will serve for 
more than one stage, the biasing terminal of each 
such stage may be connected to a single supply 
of this type, provided only that the total grid 
current of all stages so connected does not ex-
ceed the current rating of the VR tube or tubes. 
Alternatively, other separate VR-tube branches 
may be added in any desired combination to the 
same supply, as in Fig. 7-24E, to adapt them to 
the needs of each stage. 

Providing the VR-tube current rating is not 
exceeded, a series arrangement may be tapped 
for lower voltage, as shown at F. 
The circuit diagram of an electronically 

regulated bias-supply is shown in Fig. 7-25. The 
output voltage may be adjusted to any value be-
tween 40 volts and 80 volts and the unit will 
handle grid currents up to 35 ma. over the range 
of 50 to 80 volts, and 25 ma. over the remainder 

of the range. If higher current-handling capacity 
is required, more 2A3s can be connected in par-
allel with V.. The regulation will hold to about 
0.01 volt per milliampere of grid current. The 
regulator operates as follows: Since the voltage 
drop across Ve and V. is in parallel with the 
voltage drop across Vi and R., any change in 
voltage across V. will appear across R. because 
the voltage drops across both VR tubes remain 
constant. R. is a cathode biasing resistor for 17,, 
so any voltage change across it appears as a grid-
voltage change on V.. This charige in grid voltage 
is amplified by V, and appears across R. which 
is connected to the plate of V, and the grids of 
Vs. This change in voltage swings the grids of V. 

(B) 

Fig. 7-26—Convenient means of obtaining biasing volt-

age. A—From a low-voltage plate supply. B—From 

spare filament winding. T, is a filament transformer, of 

a voltage output similar to that of the spare filament 

winding, connected in reverse to give 115 volts r.m.s. 

output. If cold-cathode or selenium rectifiers are used, 

no additional filament supply is required. 
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more positive or negative, and thus varies the 
internal resistance fo V., maintaining the voltage 
drop across Va practically constant. 

Other Sources of Biasing Voltage 

In some cases, it may be convenient to ob-
tain the biasing voltage from a source other than 
a separate supply. A half-wave rectifier may be 
connected with reversed polarization to obtain 
biasing voltage from a low-voltage plate supply, 
as shown in Fig. 7-26A. In another arrangement, 
shown at B, a spare filament winding can be used 
to operate a filament transformer of similar volt-
age rating in reverse to obtain a voltage of about 
130 from the winding that is customarily the 
primary. This will be sufficient to operate a VR75 
or VR90 regulator tube. 
A bias supply of any of the types discussed 

requires relatively little filtering, if the output-
terminal peak voltage does not approach the oper-
ating-bias value, because the effect of the supply 
is entirely or largely "washed out" when grid 
current flows. 

VOLTAGE-MULTIPLYING CIRCUITS 

Although vacuum-tube rectifiers can be used 
in voltage-multiplying circuits, the more common 
application is with selenium, silicon and germa-
nium diodes. The choice of diodes is based on the 
voltage, and current requirements; selenium is 

1. 
1.4 Erms 

Fig. 7-27—If the current demand is ow, a simple half. 
wave rectifier will deliver a slight voltage increase. 
Typical values, for Enm. = 117 and a load current of 
75 ma.: 
C1-5014., 150-v. electrolytic. 
E..tput-130 volts. 
81-22 ohms. 

normally used up to a source voltage of 130, and 
above that it becomes necessary to use silicon. 
A simple half-wave rectifier circuit is shown 

in Fig. 7-27. Strictly speaking this is not a 
voltage-multiplying circuit. However, if the cur-
rent demand is low ( a milliampere or so), the 
d.c. output voltage will be close to the peak volt-
age of the source, or A typical applica-
tion of the circuit would be to obtain a low bias 
voltage from a heater winding; the side of the 
output can be grounded by reversing the polar-
ity of the rectifier and capacitor. As with all half-
wave rectifiers, the output voltage drops quickly 
with increased current demand. 
The resistor Ri in Fig. 7-27 is included to limit 

the current through the rectifier, in accordance 
with the manufacturer's rating for the diode. If 
the resistance of the transformer winding is suf-
ficient, Ri can be omitted. 
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Fig. 7-28—Voltage-doubling circuits. Typical values, for 
= 117 and a load current of 75 ma.: 

C1-50-0. 150-v. electrolytic. 
C2-50-4. 250-v. electrolytic. 
Lutp.t-245 volts. 
R1-22 ohms. 

Voltage-doubling circuits are shown in Fig. 
7-28. If the current demand is extremely low, 
the output voltage will be higher than indicated, 

AC 
IN 

(B) 

3 Erms 

4 

Fig. 7-29—(A) Voltage-tripling and (B, C) voltage. 
quadrupling circuits. Typical values, for E.... = 117 
and a load current of 75 ma.: 
C1-50-0. 150-v. electrolytic. 
C2-50-µf. 250-v. electrolytic. 
Cs, C4-50-1.a. 450-v. electrolytic. 
Ri-22 ohms. 
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but with any reasonable current drain the output 
voltage will be slightly over twice the a.c. input. 
In Fig. 7-28A, Ci charges through CR1 during 
one half of the a.c. cycle; CR2 is nonconductive 
at this time. During the other half of the cycle 
CRs conducts and C2 becomes charged; they see 
as the source the transformer plus the charge in 
CI. By reversing the polarities of the capacitors 
and diodes, as shown in Fig. 7-28B, the -I- side 
of the output can be grounded. 
The circuit in Fig. 7-28C is a full-wave voltage-

doubling circuit that has several advantages over 
most other circuits. For a given output voltage, 
compared to the usual full-wave rectifier circuit 
(Fig. 7-2B) the full-wave doubler rectifiers re-
quire only half the p.i.v. rating. Again for a 
given output voltage, compared to a full-wave 
bridge circuit ( Fig. 7-2C) only half as many 
rectifiers ( of the same p.i.v. rating) are required. 
A voltage-tripling circuit is shown in Fig. 7-

29A. On one half of the a.c. cycle CRs conducts 
and Ci is charged to the source voltage. On the 
opposite half of the cycle CR2 conducts and C2 is 
charged to twice the source voltage, because it 
sees the transformer plus the charge in Ci as the 
source. At the same time CR,, conducts and, with 
the transformer and the charge in Cs as the 

source, Ca is charged to three times the trans-
former voltage. The -F side of the output can be 
grounded if the polarities of all of the capacitors 
and diodes are reversed. 
A voltage-quadrupling circuit is shown in 

Fig. 7-29B. On the negative half of the a.c. cycle, 
when Es.... is negative with respect to ground, 
C1 charges through CR1. On the positive half of 
the cycle, C2 charges through CR2 to twice 
seeing and C1 as the source. On the negative 
half of the cycle, Cs charges through CRs to 
3Erms, seeing Er.. and C2 as the source. On the 
positive half of the cycle the output capacitance, 
C., charges to 4E,.. through CR., seeing Er„,. 
and Ca as the source. The variation in Fig. 7-29C 
is similar, except that the output capacitor is 
made up of the two C, in series. The lower C1 
serves the function of Cf, in Fig. 7-29B. The po-
larity of the output can be reversed, to permit 
grounding of the -F terminal, by reversing the po-
larities of all diodes and capacitors. 
The values of capacitance given for the 

voltage-multiplying circuits are what might be 
required for Er... = 115 and a load of 75 ma. 
Larger values will improve the voltage regula-

tion, and smaller values may be used at a sacrifice 
in regulation. 

POWER-LINE CONSIDERATIONS 

POWER LINE CONNECTIONS 

If the transmitter is rated at much more than 
100 watts, special consideration should be given 
to the a.c. line running into the station. In some 
residential systems, three wires are brought in 
from the outside to the distribution board, while 
in other systems there are only two wires. In the 
three-wire system, the third wire is the neutral 
which is grounded. The voltage between the 
other two wires normally is 230, while half of 
this voltage ( 115) appears between each of these 
wires and neutral, as indicated in Fig. 7-30A. In 
systems of this type, usually it will be found that 
the 115-volt household load is divided as evenly 
as possible between the two sides of the circuit, 
half of the load being connected between one 
wire and the neutral, while the other half of 
the load is connected between the other wire and 

NO FUSE 
OR Swircli 

(B) (C) 

neutral. Heavy appliances, such as electric stoves 
and heaters, normally are designed for 230-volt 
operation antl therefore are connected across the 
two ungrounded wires. While both ungrounded 
wires should be fused, a fuse should never be used 
in the wire to the neutral, nor should a switch 
be used in this side of the line. The reason for 
this is that opening the neutral wire does not 
disconnect the equipment. It simply leaves the 
equipment on one side of the 230-volt circuit in 
series with whatever load may be across the 
other side of the circuit, as shown in Fig. 7-30B. 
Furthermore, with the neutral open, the volt-
age will then be divided between the two sides 
in inverse proportion to the load resistance, 
the voltage on one side dropping below normal, 
while it soars on the other side, unless the loads 
happen to be equal. 
The usual line running to baseboard outlets 

(D) 

Fig. 7-30—Three-wire power- line circuits. A—Normal 3-wire- line termination. No fuse should be used in the gounded 

(neutral) line. B—Showing that a switch in the neutral does not remove voltage from either side of the line. C— 

Connections for both 115- and 230-volt transformers. D—Operating a 115-volt plate transformer from the 230-

volt line to avoid light blinking. T1 is a 2-to- 1 step-down transformer. 
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is rated at 15 amperes. Considering the power 
consumed by filaments, lamps, modulator, re-
ceiver and other auxiliary equipment, it is not 
unusual to find this 15-ampere rating exceeded 
by the requirements of a station of only mod-
erate power. It must also be kept in mind that 
the same branch may be in use for other house-
hold purposes through another outlet. For this 
reason, and to minimize light blinking when key-
ing or modulating the transmitter, a separate 
heavier line should be run from the distribution 
board to the station whenever possible. (A three-
volt drop in line voltage will cause noticeable 
light blinking.) 

If the system is of the three-wire type, the 
three wires should be brought into the station 
so that the load can be distributed to keep the 
line balanced. The voltage across a fixed load 
on one side of the circuit will increase as the 
load current on the other side is increased. The 
rate of increase will depend upon the resistance 
introduced by the neutral wire. If the resistance 
of the neutral is low, the increase will be corre-
spondingly small. When the currents in the two 
circuits are balanced, no current flows in the 
neutral wire and the system is operating at maxi-
mum efficiency. 

Light blinking can be minimized by using 
transformers with 230-volt primaries in the power 
supplies for the keyed or intermittent part of the 
load, connecting them across the two ungrounded 
wires with no connection to the neutral, as shown 
in Fig. 7-30C. The same can be accomplished by 
the insertion of a step-down transformer whose 
primary operates at 230 volts and whose sec-
ondary delivers 115 volts. Conventional 115-volt 
transformers may be operated from the secondary 
of the step-down transformer (see Fig. 7-30D). 
When a special heavy-duty line is to be in-

stalled, the local power company should be con-
sulted as to local requirements. In some local-
ities it is necessary to have such a job done by a 
licensed electrician, and there may be special 
requirements to be met in regard to fittings and 
the manner of installation. Some amateurs termi-
nate the special line to the station at a switch box, 
while others may use electric-stove receptacles 
as the termination. The power is then distributed 
around the station by means of conventional out-
ets at convenient points. All circuits should be 
properly fused. 

Fusing 

All transformer primary circuits should be 
properly fused. To determine the approximate 
current rating of the fuse to be used, multiply 
each current being drawn from the supply in 
amperes by the voltage at which the current is 
being drawn. Include the current taken by 
bleeder resistances and voltage dividers. In the 
case of series resistors, use the source voltage, 
not the voltage at the equipment end of the 
resistor. Include filament power if the transformer 
is supplying filaments. After multiplying the 
various voltages and currents, add the individual 
products. Then divide by the line voltage and 

TO • TO 
TRANS • TRANS 

(A) (B) 

Fig. 7-31—Two methods of transformer primary control. 

At A is a tapped toy transformer which may be con-

nected so as to boost or buck the line voltage as re-
quired. At B is indicated a variable transformer or auto-

transformer (Variac) which feeds the transformer 

primaries. 

add 10 or 20 per cent. Use a fuse with the nearest 
larger current rating. 

LINE-VOLTAGE ADJUSTMENT 

In certain communities trouble is sometimes 
experienced from fluctuations in line voltage. 
Usually these fluctuations are caused by a vari-
ation in the load on the line and, since most 
of the variation comes at certain fixed times of 
the day or night, such as the times when lights 
are turned on at evening, they may be taken 
care of by the use of a manually operated com-
pensating device. A simple arrangement is shown 
in Fig. 7-31A. A toy transformer is used to 
boost or buck the line voltage as required. The 
transformer should have a tapped secondary 
varying between 6 and 20 volts in steps of 2 
or 3 volts and its secondary should be capable 
of carrying the full load current of the entire 
transmitter, or that portion of it fed by the toy 
transformer. 

05V AC 

Fn. FIL FIL 

PLATE TRANS 

Fig. 7-32—With this circuit, a single adjustment 

of the tap switch S, places the correct primary 

voltage on all transformers in the transmitter. 
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The secondary is connected in series with the 

line voltage and, if the phasing of the windings 
is correct, the voltage applied to the primaries 
of the transmitter transformers can be brought 
up to the rated 115 volts by setting the toy-trans-
former tap switch on the right tap. If the phas-
ing of the two windings of the toy transformer 
happens to be reversed, the voltage will be re-
duced instead of increased. This connection may 
be used in cases where the line voltage may be 
above 115 volts. This method is preferable to 
using a resistor in the primary of a power trans-
former since it does not affect the voltage regu-
lation as seriously. The circuit of 7-31B illus-
trates the use of a variable autotransformer 
(Variac) for adjusting line voltage. 
Another scheme by which the primary volt-

age of each transformer in the transmitter may 
be adjusted to give a desired secondary voltage, 
with a master control for compensating for 
changes in line voltage, is shown in the auto-
transformer circuit of Fig. 7-32. 

This arrangement has the following features: 
1) Adjustment of the switch Si to make the 

voltmeter read 105 volts automatically adjusts 

all transformer primaries to the predetermined 
correct voltage. 

2) The necessity for having all primaries 
work at the same voltage is eliminated. Thus, 
110 volts can be applied to the primary of one 
transformer, 115 to another, etc., as required to 
obtain the desired output voltage. 

3) Independent control of the plate trans-
former is afforded by the tap switch S.. This 
permits power-input control and does not re-
quire an extra autotransformer. 

Constant-Voltage Transformers 

Although comparatively expensive, special 
transformers called constant-voltage trans-
formers are available for use in cases where it 
is necessary to hold line voltage and/or filament 
voltage constant with fluctuating supply-line 
voltage. They are rated over a range of 17 v.a. 
at 6.3 volts output, for small tube-heater de-
mands, up to several thousand volt-amperes at 
115 or 230 volts. In average figures, such trans-
formers will hold their output voltages within 
one per cent under an input-voltage variation 
of 30 per cent 

CONSTRUCTION OF POWER SUPPLIES 

The length of most leads in a power supply 
is unimportant, so that the arrangement of com-
ponents from this consideration is not a factor 
in construction. More important are the points 
of good high-voltage insulation, adequate con-
ductor size for filament wiring, proper ventila-
tion for rectifier tubes and — most important of 
all — safety to the operator. Exposed high-. 
voltage terminals or wiring which might be 
bumped into accidentally should not be per-
mitted to exist. They should be covered with 
adequate insulation or placed inaccessible to con-
tact during normal operation and adjustment of 
the transmitter. Power-supply units should be 
fused individually. All negative terminals of 
plate supplies and positive terminals of bias sup-

Fig. 7-33—A typical low-voltage power supply. The 
two a.c. connectors permit independent control of fila-

ment and high voltage. 

plies should be securely grounded to the chassis, 
and the chassis connected to a waterpipe or radia-
tor ground. All transformer, choke, and capacitor 
cases should also be grounded to the chassis. A.c. 
power cords and chassis connectors should be 
arranged so that exposed contacts are never 
"live." Starting at the conventional a.c. wall out-
let which is female, one end of the cord should 
be fitted with a male plug. The other end of the 
cord should have a female receptacle. The input 
connector of the power supply should have a male 
receptacle to fit the female receptacle of the 
cord. The power-output connector on the power 
supply should be a female socket. A male plug 
to fit this socket should be connected to the cable 
going to the equipment. The opposite end of the 
cable should be fitted with a female connector, 
and the series should terminate with a male con-
nector oh the equipment. If connections are made 
in this manner, there should be no "live" exposed 

Fig. 7-34. A bottom view of the low-voltage power 
supply. The separate filament transformer is mounted 
against the lower wall of the chassis. The electrolytic fil-
ter capacitors are mounted on terminal strips. Rubber 
grommets are used where wires pass through the chassis. 
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Fig. 7-35—A typical high-voltage 
supply. The sockets for the 866A 

mercury-vopor rectifier tubes are 
spaced from the metal chassis by 
small cone insulators. Note the 
insulated tube plate connectors, 
the safety high-voltage output 

terminal and the fuse. 

contacts at any point, regardless of where a dis-
connection may be made. 

Rectifier filament leads should be kept short 
to assure proper voltage at the rectifier socket. 
Through a metal chassis, grommet-lined clear-
ance holes will serve for voltages up to 500 or 
750, but ceramic feed-through insulators should 
be used for higher voltages. Bleeder and voltage-
dropping resistors should be placed where they 
are open to air circulation. Placing them in con-
fined space reduces the rating. 

It is highly preferable from the standpoint 
of operating convenience to have separate fila-
ment transformers for the rectifier tubes, rather 
than to use combination filament and plate 
transformers, such as those used in receivers. 
This permits the transmitter plate voltage to 
be switched on without the necessity for wait-
ing for rectifier filaments to come up to tempera-
ture after each time the high voltage has been 
turned off. When using a combination power 
transformer, high voltage may be turned off 

Fig. 7-36—Bottom 
view of the high. 
voltage supply. 
The electrolytic ca-
pacitors ( con-
nected in series) 
are mounted on 
an insulating 
board. Voltage-
equalizing resis-
tors are connected 
across each capaci-
tor. Separate input 
connectors are pro-
vided for filament 
and plate power. 
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without turning the filaments off by using a 
switch between the transformer center tap and 
chassis. The switch should be of the rotary type 
with good insulation between contacts. The shaft 
of the sw itch must be grounded. 

SAFETY PRECAUTIONS 

All power supplies in an installation should 
be fed through a single main power-line switch 
so that all power may be cut off quickly, either 
before working on the equipment, or in case of 
an accident. Spring-operated switches or relays 
are not sufficiently reliable for this important 
service. Foolproof devices for cutting off all 
power to the transmitter and other equipment are 
shown in Fig. 7-37. The arrangements shown in 
Fig. 7-37A and B are similar circuits for two-
wire ( 115-volt) and three-wire (230-volt) sys-
tems. S is an enclosed double-throw knife switch 
of the sort usually used as the entrance switch in 
house installations. J is a standard a.c. outlet and 
P a shorted plug to fit the outlet. The switch 
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POWER I IS 

LINE •-•••11.,0  

POWER TO 
LINE D i  

EQUIP 

EQUIP 

(A) 

(C) 
Fig. 7-37—Reliable arrangements for cutting off all 

power to the transmitter. S is an enclosed double-pole 

knife-type switch, J a standard a.c. outlet. P a shorted 

plug to fit the outlet and I a red lamp. 

A is for a two-wire 115-volt line, B for a three-wire 

230-volt system, and C a simplified arrangement for 

low-power stations. 

should be located prominently in plain sight and 
members of the household should be instructed 
in its location and use. I is a red lamp located 
alongside the switch. Its purpose is not so much 
to serve as a warning that the power is on as it is 
to help in identifying and quickly locating the 
switch should it become necessary for someone 
else to cut the power off in an emergency. 
The outlet J should be placed in some corner 

out of sight where it will not be a temptation for 
children or others to play with. The shorting plug 
can be removed to open the power circuit if there 
are others around who might inadvertently throw 

s . 

Selenium-Rectifier Table 

All types listed below are rated as follows: Max. 
input r.m.s. volts — 130, Max. peak inverse volts 
— 380. Series resistors of 47 ohms are recommended 
for units rated at less than 65 ma., 22 ohms for 75' 
and 100-ma. units, 15 ohms for 150-ma, units, and 5 
ohms for all higher-current units. 

D.C. 
Ma. 

Manufacturer 

Output A B C D E F 

20 1159 

65 1002A RS65 6S65 8J1 65 NA-5 
75 1003A RS75 6S75 5M4 75 NB-5 

100 1004A RS100 6S100 5M1 100 NC-5 
150 1005A RS150 6S150 5P1 150 ND-5 
200 1006A RS200 6S200 5R1 200 NE-5 
250 1028A RS250 6S250 5QI 250 NF-5 
300 1090A RS300 6S300 6Q4 300 .... 
350 1023 RS350 6S350 5QS1 ... NK-5 
400 1130 RS400 6S400 5S2 400 NH-5 
450 .... RS450 6S450 .... ... NJ-5 
500 1179 RS500 6S500 5S1 500 .... 
600 .... .... .... .... 600 .... 

A — Federal. B — In ernational. C— Mallory 
D — Radio Receptor. E — Sarkes-Tarzian. F — 
Sylvania. 

the switch while the operator is working on the 
rig. If the operator takes the plug with him, it 
will prevent someone from turning on the power 
in his absence and either injuring themselves or 
the equipment or perhaps starting a fire. Of ut-
most importance is the fact that the outlet J must 
be placed in the ungrounded side of the line. 
Those who are operating low power and feel 

that the expense or complication of the switch 
isn't warranted can use the shorted-plug idea as 
the main power switch. In this case, the outlet 
should be located prominently and identified by 
a signal light, as shown in Fig. 7-37C. 
The test bench ought to be fed through the 

main power switch, or a similar arrangement at 
the bench, if the bench is located remote from 
the transmitter. 
A bleeder resistor with a power rating giving 

a considerable margin of safety should be used 
across the output of all transmitter power sup-
plies so that the filter capacitors will be dis-
charged when the high-voltage transformer is 
turned off. 

Or 

Silicon Rectifier Table 

The types listed below are a small sampling of available rectifiers. They are rated at 750 ma. to a 
resistive or inductive load, 550 ma. to a capacitive load. \TAMS is halved with capacitive-input filter. 

P.I.V. Vases 
Manufacturer 

A D E 
200 
400 
600 
800 

140 
280 
420 
560 

1N441B 
1N443B 
1N547 

1N538 
1N540 
1N547 

1N3193 
1N3194 
1N3195 
1N3196 

1N2485/20H 
1 N2487/40H 
1N2489/60H 

1N2069 
1N2070 
1N2071 

A— General Electric, 50° C. 
B — International Rectifier, 50 C. 
C— RCA, 75° C. 
D — Sarkes-Tarzian, 100° C. 
E — Sylvania. 



Chapter 8 

Keying and Break-In 

Section 12.133 of the FCC regulations says 
"...The frequency of the emitted...wave shall 
be as constant as the state of the art permits." 
It also says ". . . spurious radiation shall not be 
of sufficient intensity to cause interference in 
receiving equipment of good engineering design 
including adequate selectivity characteristics, 
which is tuned to a frequency or frequencies 
outside the frequency band of emission normally 
required for the type of emission being employed 
by the amateur station." 
There are four factors that have to be consid-

ered in the keying of a transmitter. They are en-
velope shape, r.f. clicks, chirp and backwave. 

Envelope Shape 

The key clicks that go out on the air with the 
signal are controlled by the shape of the envelope 
of the signal. The envelope is the outline of the 
oscilloscope pattern of your transmitter output, 
but an oscilloscope isn't needed to observe the 
effects. Fig. 8-1 shows representative scope pat-

RISE   

A 

DECAY 

Fig. 8-1—Typical oscilloscope displays of a code trans-
mitter. The rectangular-shaped dots or dashes (A) have 
serious key clicks extending many kc. either side of the 

transmitter frequency. Using proper shaping circuits in-
creases the rise and decay times to give signals with the 

envelope form of B. This signal would have practically 
no key clicks. Carrying the shaping process too far, as in 
C, results in a signal that is too "soft" and is not easy 

to copy. 
Oscilloscope displays of this type are obtained by 

coupling the transmitter r.f. to the vertical plates (Chap-
ter 21) and using a slow sweep speed synchronized to 

the dot or dash speed of an automatic key. 

terns that might be obtained with a given trans-
mitter under various conditions. 

It must be emphasized that the on-the-air 
clicks are determined by the shaping, while the 
r.f. clicks caused by the spark at the key can only 
be heard in the station receiver and possibly a 
broadcast receiver in the same house or apart-
ment. 

R.F. Clicks 

When any circuit carrying d.c. or a.c. is closed 
or broken, the small or large spark (depending 
upon the voltage and current) generates r.f. dur-
ing the instant of make or break. This r.f. covers 
a frequency range of many megacycles. When a 
transmitter is keyed, the spark at the key (and 
relay, if used) causes a click in the receiver. This 
click has no effect on the transmitted signal. 
Since it occurs at the same time that a click ( if 
any) appears on the transmitter output, it must be 
removed if one is to listen critically to his own 
signal within the shack. A small r.f. filter is re-
quired at the contacts of the key (and relay) ; 
typical circuits and values are shown in Fig. 8-2. 

A 

Tc' 

IC, 

To Key Jack or 
Keyed Stage 

grounded Side 

RFC1 
To Key Jack or 
Keyed Stage 

grounded Side 

Fig. 8-2—Typical filter circuits to apply at the key (and 
relay, if used) to minimize r.f. clicks. The simplest cir-

cuit (A) is a small capacitor mounted at the key. If this 
proves insufficient, an r.f. choke can be added to the un-
grounded lead ( 8). The value of C1 is .001 to .01 µf., 

RFC, can be 0.5 to 2.5 mh., with a current-carrying 
ability sufficient for the current in the keyed circuit. In 
difficult cases another small capacitor may be required 
on the other side of the r.f. choke. In all cases the r.f. 
filter should be mounted right at the key or relay term-
inals; sometimes the filter can be concealed under the 
key. When cathode or center-tap keying is used, the 

resistance of the r.f. choke or chokes will add cathode 
bias to the keyed stage, and in this case at high-
current low-resistance choke may be required, or com-
pensating reduction of the grid-leak bias (if it is used) 
may be needed. Shielded wire or coaxial cable makes a 
good keying lead. 
A visible spark on "make" can often be reduced by 

the addition of a small ( 10 to 100 ohms) resistor in 

series with CI (inserted at point "x"). Too high a value 
of resistor reduces the arc-suppressing effect on "break." 

To check the effectiveness of the r.f. filter, listen 
on a lower-frequency band than the transmitter 
is tuned to, with a short antenna and the receiver 
gain backed off. 
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A 

Chirp 

The frequency-stability reference in the open-
ing paragraph refers to the "chirp" observed on 
many signals. This is caused by a change in fre-
quency of the signal during a single dot or dash. 

A 

BLOCKING VOLTAGE 

BLOCKING VOLTAGE 

To Cathode 
or keyea'stage 

lb transmitter 
chassis 

TO key 

Fig. 8-4—The basic circuit for blocked-grid keying is shown at A. 
Ri is the normal grid leak, and the blocking voltage must be at 

least several times the normal grid bias. The click on make can be 
reduced by making CI larger, and the click on break can be re-
duced by making R2 larger. Usually the value of R2 will be 5 to 20 

times the resistance of Ri. The power supply current requirement 
depends upon the value of R2, since closing the key circuit places 
R2 across the blocking voltage supply. 

An allied circuit is the vacuum-tube keyer of B. The tube Vi is 
connected in the cathode circuit of the stage to be keyed. The 

values of CI, RI and R2 determine the keying envelope in the same 
way that they do for blocked-grid keying. Values to start with 
might be 0.47 megohm for RI, 4.7 megohm for R2 and 0.0047 µf. 
for Ci. 

The blocking voltage supply must deliver several hundred volts, 

but the current drain is very low. The 2A3 or other low plate. 
resistance triode is suitable for V,. To increase the current-carrying 
ability of a tube keyer, several tubes can be connected in parallel. 
A vacuum-tube keyer adds cathode bias and drops the supply 

voltages to the keyed stage and will reduce the output of the stage. 
In oscillator keying it may be impossible to use a v.t. keyer without 

changing the oscillator d.c. grid return from ground to cathode. 

Fig. 8-3—The basic cathode (A) and center-tap ( B) key-
ing circuits. In either case Ci is the r.f. return to ground, 
shunted by a larger capacitor, C2, for shaping. Voltage 
ratings at least equal to the cut-off voltage of the tube 
are required. Ti is the normal filament transformer. Ci 
and CS can be about 0.01 ;J. 

The shaping of the signal is controlled by the values 
of Li and C2. Increased capacitance at C2 will make the 
signal softer on break; increased inductance at Li will 
make the signal softer on make. In many cases tire make 
will be satisfactory without any inductance. 

Values at C2 will range from 0.5 to 4 µf., depending 
upon the tube type and operating conditions. The value 
of Li will also vary with tube type and conditions, and 
may range from a fraction of a henry to several henrys. 
When tetrodes or pentodes are keyed in this manner, a 
smaller value can sometimes be used at C2 if the screen-
voltage supply is fixed and not obtained from the plate 
supply through a dropping resistor. 

Oscillators keyed in the cathode circuit cannot be soft-
ened on break indefinitely by increasing the value of C2 
because the grid-circuit time constant enters into the 
action. 

Chirp is an easy thing to detect if you know how 
to listen for it, although it is amazing how some 
operators will listen to a signal and say it has 
no chirp when it actually has. The easiest way 
to detect chirp is to tune in the code signal at 

a low beat note and listen for any 
change in frequency during a dash. The 
lower the beat note, the easier it is to 
detect the frequency change. Listening 
to a harmonic of the signal will accentu-
ate the frequency change. 
The main reason for minimizing 

chirp, aside from complying with the 
letter of the regulations, is one of pride, 
since a properly shaped chirp-free sig-
nal is a pleasure to copy and is likely 
to attract attention by its rarity. Chirps 
cannot be observed on an oscilloscope 
pattern of the envelope. 

Backwave 

The last factor is "backwave," a sig-
nal during key-up conditions from some 
amplifier-keyed transmitters. Some op-
erators listening in the shack to their 
own signals and hearing a backwave 
think that the backwave can be heard 
on the air. It isn't necessarily so, and 
the best way to check is with an amateur 
a mile or more away. If he can't hear a 
backwave on the S9 + signal, you can 
be sure that it isn't there when the sig-
nal is weaker. Backwave is undesirable 
because it makes a signal harder to copy, 
even with acceptable shaping and no 
chirp. 

Amplifier Keying 

Many two-, three- and even four-
stage transmitters are utterly incapable 
of completely chirp-free amplifier key-
ing because keying the output stage has 
an effect on the oscillator frequency 
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Fig. 8-5—When the driver stage plate voltage is roughly 
the same as the screen voltage of a tetrode final ampli-
fier, combined screen and driver keying is an excellent 
system. The envelope shaping is determined by the 
values of 1.1, C., and Rs, although the r.f. bypass capaci-
tors C1, C2 and C3 also have a slight effect. Ri serves as 
an excitation control for the final amplifier, by control-

ling the screen voltage of the driver stage. If a triode 
driver is used, its plate voltage can be varied for excita-
tion control. 

The inductor L1 will not be too critical, and the sec-
ondary of a spare filament transformer can be used if a 
low-inductance choke is not available. The values of 
C4 and Rs will depend upon the inductance and the 
voltage and current levels, but good starting values are 
0.1 µf. and 50 ohms. 

To minimize the possibility of electrical shock, it is 
recommended that a keying relay be used in this cir-
cuit, since both sides of the circuit are "hot." As in any 
transmitter, the signal will be chirp-free only if keying 
the driver stage has no effect on the oscillator frequency. 

(The Sigma 41FZ-35-ACS-SIL 6-volt a.c. relay is well-
suited for keying applications.) 

and "pulls" through the several stages. This is 
particularly true when the oscillator stage is on 
the same frequency as the keyed output stage, but 
it can also happen when frequency multiplying 
is involved. Another source of reaction is the 
variation in oscillator supply voltage under key-
ing conditions, although this can usually be 
handled by stabilizing the oscillator supply with 
a VR tube. If the objective is a completely 
chirp-free transmitter, the first step is to make 
sure that keying the amplifier stage ( or stages) 
has no effect on the oscillator frequency. This 
can be checked by listening on the oscillator 
frequency while the amplifier stage is keyed. 
Listen for chirp on either side of zero beat to 
eliminate the possible effect of a chirpy receiver 

caused by line-voltage changes or pulling If no 
chirp of the steadily running oscillator can be 
chirp in the stage or stages used for the test. 
detected, the transmitter can be keyed without 
This is no assurance that the transmitter can be 
keyed without chirp in an earlier stage until the 
same test is passed by the earlier stage. 
An amplifier can be keyed by any method that 

reduces the output to zero. Neutralized stages 
can be keyed in the cathode circuit, although 
where powers over 50 or 75 watts are involved it 
is often desirable to use a keying relay or vacuum 
tube keyer, to minimize the chances for electrical 
shock. Tube keying drops the supply voltages 
and adds cathode bias, points to be considered 
where maximum output is required. Blocked-grid 
keying is applicable to many neutralized stages, 
but it presents problems in high-powered ampli-
fiers and requires a source of negative voltage. 
Output stages that aren't neutralized such as 
many of the tetrodes and pentodes in widespread 
use, will usually leak a little and show some 
backwave regardless of how they are keyed. In a 
case like this it may be necessary to key two 
stages to eliminate backwave. They can be keyed 
in the cathodes, with blocked-grid keying, or in 
the screens. When screen keying is used, it is not 
always sufficient to reduce the screen voltage to 
zero; it may have to be pulled to some negative 
value to bring the key-up plate current to zero, 
unless fixed negative control-grid bias is used. It 
should be apparent that where two stages are 
keyed, keying the earlier stage must have no 
effect on the oscillator frequency if completely 
chirp-free output is the goal. 

Shaping of the keying is obtained in several 
ways. Blocked-grid and vacuum-tube keyers get 
suitable shaping with proper choice of resistor 
and capacitor values, while cathode and screen-
grid keying can be shaped by using inductors 
and capacitors. Sample circuits are shown in 
Figs. 8-3, 8-4 and 8-5, together with instructions 
for their adjustment. There is no "best" adjust-
ment, since this is a matter of personal prefer-
ence and what you want your signal to sound like. 
Most operators seem to like the make to be heav-
ier than the break. All of the circuits shown here 
are capable of a wide range of adjustment. 

If the negative supply in a grid-block keyed 
stage fails, the tube will draw excessive key-up 
current. To protect against tube damage in this 
eventuality, an overload relay can be used or, 
more simply, a fast-acting fuse can be included in 
the cathode circuit. 

VACUUM-TUBE KEYERS 

The practical tube-keyer circuit of Fig. 8-6 can 
be used for keying any stage of any transmitter. 
Depending upon the power level of the keyed 
stage, or more or fewer Type 2A3 tubes can be 
connected in parallel to handle the necessary cur-
rent. The voltage drop through a single 2A3 
varies from about 70 volts at 50 ma. to 40 volts at 
20 ma. Tubes added in parallel will reduce the 
drop in proportion to the number of tubes used. 

When connecting the output terminals of the 
keyer to the circuit to be keyed, the grounded 
output terminal of the keyer must be connected 
to the transmitter ground. Thus the keyer can be 
used only in negative-lead or cathode keying. 
When used in cathode keying, it will introduce 
cathode bias to the stage and reduce the output. 
This can be compensated for by a reduction in 
the grid-leak bias of the stage. If an oscillator 
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Fig. 8-6—Wiring diagram of a practical vacuum-tube keyer. 

stage is keyed, the keyer should be connected in 
the negative lead, not the cathode. 
The negative-voltage supply can be eliminated 

if a negative voltage is available from some other 
source, such as a bias supply. A simplified version 
of this circuit could eliminate the switches and 

2A3 
 o KEYED 

/717CIRCUIT 

associated resistors and capacitors, since they are 
incorporated only to allow the operator to select 
the combination he prefers. But once the values 
have been selected, they can be soldered perman-
ently in place. Adjustment of the keying char-
acteristic is the same as with blocked-grid keying. 

OSCILLATOR KEYING 

One may wonder why oscillator keying hasn't 
been mentioned earlier, since it is widely used. 
A sad fact of life is that excellent oscillator key-
ing is infinitely more difficult to obtain than is 
excellent amplifier keying. If the objective is no 
detectable chirp, it is probably impossible to ob-
tain with oscillator keying, particularly on the 
higher frequencies. The reasons are simple. Any 
keyed-oscillator transmitter requires shaping at 
the oscillator, which involves changing the oper-
ating conditions of the oscillator over a signifi-
cant period of time. The output of the oscillator 
doesn't rise to full value immediately so the drive 
on the following stage is changing, which in turn 
may reflect a variable load on the oscillator. No 
oscillator has been devised that has .no change 
in frequency over its entire operating voltage 
range and with a changing load. Furthermore, 
the shaping of the keyed-oscillator envelope 
usually has to be exaggerated, because the follow-
ing stages will tend to sharpen up the keying and 
introduce clicks unless they are operated as linear 
amplifiers. 

Acceptable oscillator keying can be obtained 
on the lower-frequency bands, and the methods 
used to key amplifiers can be used, but chirp-
free clickless oscillator keying is probably not 
possible at the higher frequencies. Often some 
additional shaping of the signal will be intro-
duced on "make" through the use of a clamp tube 
in the output amplifier stage, because the time 
constant of the screen bypass capacitor plus 
screen dropping resistor increases the screen-
voltage rise time, but it is of no help on the 
"break" portion of the signal. 

Break-In Keying 

The usual argument for oscillator keying is 
that it permits break-in operation, which is true. 
If break-in operation is not contemplated and as 
near perfect keying as possible is the objective, 

then keying an amplifier or two by the methods 
outlined earlier is the solution. For operating 
convenience, an automatic transmitter "turner-
onner" (see Campbell, QST, Aug., 1956), which 
will turn on the power supplies and switch an-
tenna relays and receiver muting devices, can be 
used. The station switches over to the complete 
"transmit" condition where the first dot is sent, 
and it holds in for a length of time dependent 
ppon the setting of the delay. It is equivalent to 
voice-operated phone of the type commonly used 
by s.s.b. stations. It does not permit hearing the 
other station whenever the key is up, as does full 
break-in. 

Full break-in with excellent keying is not easy 
to come by, but it is easier than many amateurs 
think. Many use oscillator keying and put up 
with a second-best signal. 

Differential Keying 

The principle behind "di fferential" keying is to 
turn the oscillator on fast before a keyed ampli-
fier stage can pass any signal and turn off the 
oscillator fast after the keyed amplifier stage has 
cut off. A number of circuits have been devised 
for accomplishing the action. One of the simplest 
can be applied to any grid-block keyed amplifier 
or tube-keyed stage by the addition of a triode 
and a VR tube, as in Fig. 8-7. Using this keying 
system for break-in, the keying will be chirp-
free if it is chirp-free with the VR tube removed 
from its 'socket, to permit the oscillator to run all 
of the time. If the transmitter can't pass this test, 
it indicates that more isolation is required be-
tween keyed stage and oscillator. 
4nother VR-tube differential keying circuit, 

useful when the screen-grid circuit of an amplifier 
is keyed, is shown in Fig. 8-8. The normal screen 
keying circuit is made up of the shaping capacitor 
Ci, the keying relay (to remove dangerous volt-
ages from the key), and the resistors R. and R2. 
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Fig. 8-7—When satisfactory blocked-grid or tube key-
ing of on amplifier stage has been obtained, this VR-
tube break-in circuit can be applied to the transmitter 
to furnish differential keying. The constants shown here 
are suitable for blocked-grid keying of a 6146 amplifier; 
with a tube keyer the 615 and VR tube circuitry would 
be the same. 

With the key up, sufficient current flows through Rs 
to give a voltage that will cut off the oscillator tube. 
When the key is closed, the cathode voltage of the 6J5 
becomes close to ground potential, extinguishing the 
VR tube and permitting the oscillator to operate. Too 
much shunt capacity on the leads to the VR tube, and 
too large a value of grid capacitor in the oscillator, may 
slow down this action, and best performance will be 
obtained when the oscillator (turned on and off this 
way) sounds "clicky." The output envelope shaping is 
obtained in the amplifier, and it can be made softer by 
increasing the value of Cs. If the keyed amplifier is a 
tetrode or pentode, the screen voltage should be ob-
tained from a fixed voltage source or stiff voltage di-
vider, not from the plate supply through a dropping 
resistor. 

The + supply should be 50 to 100 volts higher 
than the normal screen voltage, and the — voltage 
should be sufficient to ignite the VR tube, Vi, 
through the drop in R. and Rs. Current through 
R. will be determined by voltage required to cut 
off oscillator ; if 10 volts will do it the current 
will be 1 ma. For a desirable keying character-
istic, R. will usually have a higher value than R.. 
Increasing the value of C. will soften both "make" 
and "break." 
The tube used at Vi will depend upon the 

available negative supply voltage. If it is between 
120 and 150, a 0A3/VR75 is recommended. 
Above this a 0C3/VR105 can be used. The diode, 
V1, can be any diode operated within ratings. A 
6AL5 will suffice with screen voltages under 250 
and bleeder currents under 5 ma. For maximum 
life a separate heater transformer should be used 
for the diode, with the cathode connected to one 
side of the heater winding. 

Clicks in Later Stages 

It was mentioned earlier that key clicks can be 
generated in amplifier stages following the keyed 
stage or stages. This can be a puzzling problem 
to an operator who has spent considerable time 
adjusting the keying in his exciter unit for click-
less keying, only to find that the clicks are bad 
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when the amplifier unit is added. There are two 
possible causes for the clicks: low-frequency 
parasitic oscillations and amplifier "clipping." 
Under some conditions an amplifier will be 

momentarily triggered into low-frequency para-
sitic oscillations, and clicks will be generated 
when the amplifier is driven by a keyed exciter. 
If these clicks are the result of low-frequency 
parasitic oscillations, they will be found in 
"groups" of clicks occurring at 50- to 150-kc. 
intervals either side of the transmitter frequency. 
Of course low-frequency parasitic oscillations 
can be generated in a keyed stage, and the op-
erator should listen carefully to make sure that 
the output of the exciter is clean before he blames 
a later amplifier. Low-frequency parasitic oscilla-
tions are usually caused by poor choice in r.f. 
choke values, and the use of more inductance in 
the plate choke than in the grid choke for the 
same stage is recommended. 
When the clicks introduced by the addition of 

an amplifier stage are found only near the trans-
mitter frequency, amplifier "clipping" is indi-
cated. It is quite common when fixed bias is used 
on the amplifier and the bias is well past the 
"cut-off" value. The effect can usually be mini-
mized by using a combination of fixed and grid-
leak bias for the amplifier stage. The fixed bias 
should be sufficient to hold the key-up plate cur-
rent only to a low level and not to zero. 
A linear amplifier ( Class AB., All or B) will 

amplify the excitation without adding any clicks, 
and if clicks show up a low-frequency parasitic 
oscillation is probably the reason. 
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Fig. 8-8—VR-tube differential keying in an amplifier 
screen circuit. 

With key up and current flowing through Vs and Vo, 
the oscillator is cut off by the drop through R3. The 
keyed stage draws no current because its screen grid is 
negative. Cs is charged negatively to the value of the — 

source. When the relay is energized, Cs charges through 

Rs to a + value. Before reaching zero (on its way -I-) 
there is insufficient voltage to maintain ionization in Vs, 
and the current is broken in Rs, turning on the oscillator 
stage. As the screen voltage goes positive, the VR tube, 
Vs, cannot reignite because the diode, Vs, will not con-
duct in that direction. The oscillator and keyed stage 
remain on as long as the relay is closed. When the relay 

opens, the voltage across Cs must be sufficiently negative 
for V2 to ionize before any bleeder current will pass 
through Ro. By this time the screen of the keyed stage is 
so far negative that the tube has stopped conducting. 

(See Fig. 8-5 for suitable relay.) 
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TESTING YOUR KEYING 

The choice of a keying circuit is not as im-
portant as its testing. Any of the circuits shown 
in this chapter can be made to give satisfactory 
keying, but must be adjusted properly. 
The easiest way to find out what your keyed 

signal sounds like on the air is to trade stations 
with a near-by ham friend some evening for a 
short QSO. If he is a half mile or so away, 
that's fine, but any distance where the signals are 
still S9 will be satisfactory. 
After you have found out how to work his 

rig, make contact and then have him send slow 
dashes, with dash spacing. (The letter "T" at 
about 5 w.p.m.) With minimum selectivity, cut 
the r.f. gain back just enough to avoid receiver 
overloading (the condition where you get crisp 
signals instead of mushy ones) and tune slowly 
from out of beat-note range on one side of the 
signal through to zero and out the other side. 
Knowing the tempo of the dashes, you can 
readily identify any clicks in the vicinity as yours 
or someone else's. A good signal will have a 
thump on "make" that is perceptible only where 
you can also hear the beat note, and the click on 
"break" should be practically negligible at any 
point. If your signal is like that, it will sound 
good, provided there are no chirps. Then have him 
run off a string of fast dots with the bug — if 
they are easy to copy, your signal has no "tails" 
worth worrying about and is a good one for any 
speed up to the limit of manual keying. Make one 
last check with the selectivity in, to see that the 
clicks off the signal are negligible even at high 
signal level. 

If you don't have any convenient friends with 
whom to trade stations, you can still check your 
keying, although you have to be a little more 
careful. The first step is to get rid of the r.f. 
click at the key, as described earlier. 
So far you haven't done a thing for your 

signal on the air and you still don't know what 
it sounds like, but you may have cleaned up some 
clicks in the broadcast set. Now disconnect the 
antenna from your receiver and short the antenna 

terminals with a short piece of wire. Tune in 
your own signal and reduce the r.f. gain to the 
point where your receiver doesn't overload. De-
tune any antenna trimmer the receiver may have. 
If you can't avoid overload within the r.f. gain-
control range, pull out the r.f. amplifier tube and 
try again. If you still can't avoid overload, listen 
to the second harmonic as a last resort. An over-
loaded receiver can generate clicks. 

Describing the volume level at which you 
should set your receiver for these "shack" tests 
is a little difficult. The r.f. filter should be effec-
tive with the receiver running wide open and 
with an antenna connected. When you turn on 
the transmitter and take the other steps men-
tioned to reduce the signal in the receiver, run 
the audio up and the r.f. down to the point where 
you can just hear a little "rushing" sound with the 
b.f.o. off and the receiver tuned to the signal. This 
is with the selectivity in. At this level, a properly 
adjusted keying circuit will show no clicks off the 
rushing-sound range. With the b.f.o. on the same 
gain setting, there should be no clicks outside the 
beat-note range. When observing clicks, make the 
slow-dash and fast dot tests outlined previously. 
Now you know how your signal sounds on the 

air, with one possible exception. If keying your 
transmitter makes the lights blink, you may not 
be able to tell too accurately about the chirp 
on your signal. However, if you are satisfied with 
the absence of chirp when tuning either side of 
zero beat, it is safe to assume that your receiver 
isn't chirping with the light flicker and that the 
observed signal is a true representation. No chirp 
either side of zero beat is fine. Don't try to make 
these tests without first getting rid of the r.f. 
click at the key, because clicks can mask a chirp. 
The least satisfactory way to check your key-

ing is to ask another ham on the air how your 
keying sounds. It is the least satisfactory because 
most hams are reluctant to be highly critical of 
another amateur's signal. In a great many cases 
they don't actually know what to look for or how 
to describe any aberrations they may observe. 

MONITORING OF KEYING 

In general, there are two common methods for 
monitoring one's "fist" and signal. The first, and 
perhaps less common type, involves the use of an 
audio oscillator that is keyed simultaneously with 
the transmitter. 
The second method is one that permits receiv-

ing the signal through one's receiver, and this 
generally requires that the receiver be tuned to 

the transmitter (not always convenient unless 
working on the same frequency) and that some 
method be provided for preventing overloading 
of the receiver, so that a good replica of the trans-
mitted signal will be received. Except where 
quite low power is used, this usually involves a 
relay for simultaneously shorting the receiver 
input terminals and reducing the receiver gain. 

BREAK-IN OPERATION 

Break-in operation is most easily obtained with 
a separate receiving antenna, since none of the 
available antenna change-over relays is fast 
enough to follow keying. The receiving antenna 

should be installed as far as possible from the 
transmitting antenna. It should be mounted at 
right angles to the transmitting antenna and fed 
with low pick-up lead-in material such as co-
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axial cable or 300-ohm Twin-Lead, to minimize 
pick-up. 

If a low-powered transmitter is used, it is 
often quite satisfactory to use no special equip-
ment for break-in operation other than the sep-
arate receiving antenna, since the transmitter will 
not block the receiver too seriously. Even if the 
transmitter keys without clicks, some clicks will 
be heard when the receiver is tuned to the trans-
mitter frequency because of overload in the re-
ceiver. An output limiter, as described in Chapter 
Five, will wash out these clicks and permit good 
break-in operation even on your transmitter 
frequency. 
When powers above 25 or 50 watts are used, 

special treatment is required for quiet break-in 
on the transmitter frequency. A means should 
be provided for shorting the input of the receiver 
when the code characters are sent, and a means 
for reducing the gain of the receiver at the same 
time is often necessary. The system shown in Fig. 
8-9 permits quiet break-in operation for higher-
powered stations. It requires a simple operation 
on the receiver but otherwise is perfectly 
straightforward. R1 is the regular receiver r.f. 
and i.f. gain control. The ground lead is lifted on 
this control and run to a rheostat, /22, that goes 
to ground. A wire from the junction runs outside 
the receiver to the keying relay, Ki. When the key 
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is up, the ground side of R1 is connected to ground 
through the relay arm, and the receiver is in its 
normal operating condition. When the key is 
closed, the relay closes, which breaks the ground 
connection from R1 and applies additional bias to 
the tubes in the receiver. This bias is controlled 
by R.. When the relay closes, it also closes the 
circuit to the transmitter oscillator. A filter at 
the key suppresses the clicks caused by the relay 
current. 
The keying relay should be mounted on the 

receiver as close to the antenna terminals as 
possible, and the leads shown heavy in the dia-
gram should be kept short, since long leads will 
allow too much signal to get through into the 
receiver. Use a good high-speed keying relay. 
A few of the recent communications receivers 

bring the return lead from the r.f. gain control 
to a normally shorted terminal at the rear of 
the receiver. The preceding break-in system can 
be readily applied to a receiver of this type, and 
it will repay the receiver owner to study the 
instruction book and determine if his receiver 
already has this connection made in it. Other 
receivers have provision for reducing the gain or 
for blanking the receiver; one popular model has 
provision for bringing in negative bias from a 
transmitter grid leak to cut off an audio stage 
during transmit periods. 
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Fig. 8-9—Wiring diagram for 

smooth break-in operation. 
The lead shown as a heavy 

line and the lead from bottom 

relay contact to ANT post on 
receiver should be kept as 

short as possible for minimum 

pickup of transmitter signal. 

12—Receiver manual gain con-

trol. 

R2- 5000- or 10,000-ohm 

wire-wound potentiometer. 

K—S.p.d.t. keying relay. 

(Sigma 41 FL-35-ACS-SIL 

or equiv.) Although bat-

tery and d.c. relay are 

shown, any suitable a.c. 

or d.c. relay and power 

source can be used. 

RECEIVER MUTING AND GRID-BLOCK KEYING 

The muting system shown in Fig. 8-10 can be 
used with any grid-block or tube-keyed trans-
mitter, and it is particularly applicable to the 
VR-tube differential keying circuit of Fig 8-7. 
Referring to Fig. 8-10, Ri, R. and C1 have the same 
values and functions that the similarly designated 
components in Figs. 8-4 and 8-7 have. When the 
key is open, a small current will flow through Rs, 
the 0A2 and R., and the voltage drop across R3 
will be sufficient to cut off the 6C4. With the 6C4 
cut off, there is no current through R. and con-
sequently no voltage appearing across R.. The 
voltage of the receiver a.g.c. bus is zero with 
respect to ground. 

When the key is closed, there is insufficient 
voltage across the 0A2 to maintain conduction, 
and consequently there is no current flow through 
R.. With zero voltage between grid and cathode, 
the 6C4 passes current. The drop across R., and 
thus the negative voltage applied to the a.g.c. line 
in the receiver, is determined by the value of R.. 
Thus the key-down gain of the receiver can be 
adjusted to permit listening to one's own signal, 
by increasing the value of R. until the receiver 
output level is a comfortable one. To utilize the 
same antenna for transmitting and receiving, and 
thus benefit during receiving from any directional 
properties of the antenna, an electronic transmit-
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Fig. 8- 10—Circuit diagram of a receiver muter for 
with grid-block or tube keying. 
CI—Shaping capacitor, see text. 

12:"—Shaping resistors, see text. 
RS-0.1 megohm. 
R4- 15,000-ohm 2-watt potentiometer. 
RFC,-1 mh. or less. 

use 

receive switch can be used ( see later in this 
chapter). 
The receiver a.g.c. bus can be located by refer-

ence to the receiver instruction manual, and con-
nection be made to it through a length of shielded 
wire. The a.g.c. switch in the receiver must be 
turned to ON for the muter to be effective. 

If desired, the muting circuit can be built into 
the transmitter, or it can be mounted on a shelf 
or small chassis behind the receiver. The two 
negative voltages can be furnished by one supply 
and a reasonably heavy voltage divider; the main 
requirement of the supply is that the nominal 
—125 volts remain below the normal voltage 
drop of the 0A2 ( 150 volts). Installation of the 
muting circuits should have little or no effect on 
the keying characteristic of the transmitter; if it 
does the characteristic can be restored by proper 
values for Ri, R9 and C.. 

THE "MATCHTONE" 

The "Matchtone" is a c.w. tone-generating 
monitor using a transistor audio oscillator. A 
diode rectifier in the antenna circuit or the d.c. 
from a "Monimatch" ( see Chap. 13) serves as the 
keyed source of d.c. power. In addition to the 
usual function it can be used by the sightless 
amateur as an audible transmitter-antenna tuning 
indicator. 
While direct monitoring of c.w. transmissions 

via the receiver is a preferred method because it 
can reveal much about the keying characteristics, 
transmissions offset from the receiving frequency 
call for a separate monitor. The self-powered 
transistorized monitor fills the bill nicely. The 
use of the r.f bridge, already connected in the 
r.f. transmission line, as a source of power for the 
monitor is a logical choice. 
The circuit of the Matchtone and the connec-

tions to the Monimatch and the receiver are 
shown in Fig. 8-11. A small 2- or 3-to-1 push-pull 
grid-to-plate audio interstage transformer is used 
for feedback as well as for coupling to the 
receiver. If a transformer having a p.p. grid wind-
ing is not available from the junk box, the audio 
coupling to the receiver can be obtained by con-
necting C. to the ungrounded end of Ri. While use 
of a low value of capacitance for C. is necessary 
to avoid excessive shunting of the high impedance 
receiver audio circuit, the value shown will pro-
vide sufficient coupling for a good audio tone level 
from the monitor. A third possibility for the audio 
out-put connection from the monitor is to substi-
tute the headphones for R,, together with a single-
pole double-throw switch or relay to switch 
the phones between the monitor and the re-
ceiver. The on-off switch, Si, can be made a part 
of R, by use of a volume control switch attach-
ment. 
The value shown for C. gives an audio pitch 

in the 500-1000 cycle range, depending somewhat 
on the particular transformer, the setting of R2 
and the transmitter output power. Other values 
of C. can be used to adjust the pitch to the 
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Fig. 8- 11—Circuit of the Matchtone. Section enclosed in 
dashed line is the Monimatch and its indicating circuit; a 
simple r.f. rectifier will also serve as the d.c. source. 
Braid of shielded lead to audio grid should connect to 
receiver chassis. 
CI—Paper. 
CS— Mica or ceramic. 
Q1-2N109, CR722 or similar. 
R1-1000 ohms, 1/2  watt. 
122-0.25-megohm volume control. 
Si—S.p.s.t. toggle. 

interstage audio transformer, 2:1 or 3:1 
total grid to plate. 
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operator's individual preference. Rs may be ad-
justed to compensate for the changes in the d.c. 
current from the rectifier or Monimatch caused 
by a change in transmitter frequency band or 
power. Using either a 2N109 or a CK722 tran-
sistor, the circuit should oscillate with usable 
audio level with as little as 0.1 ma. d.c. flowing to 
ground through the monitor. Other low-cost 
transistors such as the 2N107 and the 2N170 
should work equally well. 

Because the pitch of the audio tone is to some 
degree dependent upon the d.c. voltage obtained 
from the source, the pitch gives a reasonably 
accurate indication of correct final amplifier plate 
circuit tuning (maximum power output) and, if 
an antenna tuner is used, will also indicate res-
onance of the tuner to the transmitter output 
frequency. This characteristic of the Matchtone 
should be of considerable aid to sightless ama-
teurs. ( From QST, January, 1958.) 

SPEED KEYS 

The average operator finds that a speed of 20 
to 25 words per minute is the limit of his ability 
with a straight hand key. However, he can in-
crease his speed to 30 to 40 w.p.m. by the use of a 
"speed key." The mechanical speed keys, avail-
able in most radio stores, give additional speed by 
making strings of dots when the key lever is 
pushed to the right; dashes are made manually 
by closing the key to the left. After practicing 
with the speed key, the operator obtains the cor-
rect "feel" for the key, which allows him to re-
lease the dot lever at exactly the right time to 
make the required number of dots. A speed key 
can deliver practically perfect code characters 

m. hen used by an operator who knows what good 
code sounds like; however, one will not com-
pensate for an operator's poor code ability. 
An electronic speed key will not compensate 

for an operator's poor sending ability, either. 
However, the electronic speed key has the fea-
ture that it makes strings of both dots and of 
dashes, by proper manipulation of the key lever, 
and in current designs the dashes are self-com-
pleting. This means that it is impossible to send 
anything but the correct length of dash when the 
key lever is closed on the dash side. It is, of 
course, possible to send an incorrect number of 
dashes through poor operator timing. 

KEYING SPEEDS 

In radio telegraphy the basic code element is 
the dot, or unit pulse. A dot and space is two unit 
pulses, and a dash is three unit pulses long. The 
space between letters is three unit pulses, and the 
space between words is seven unit pulses. A 
speed of one baud is one pulse per second. 
Assuming that a speed key is adjusted to give 

the proper dot, space and dash values mentioned 
above, the code speed can be found from 

dots/min.  
Speed (w.p.m.) 

25 
E.g.: A properly adjusted electronic key gives a string 

of dots that counts to 10 dots per second. Speed = (60 X 
10) ÷ 25 = 24 w.p.m. 

AN ELECTRONIC SPEED KEY 

The unit shown in Figs. 8-12 and 8-14 repre-
sents one of the simpler designs of an electronic 
key. The total cost of the key, in dollars and 
construction time, is quite low. The keying lever 
is made from parts taken from two straight tele-
graph keys; these are available at less than a 
dollar each in the war-surplus version (J-38). A 
more elegant keying lever can be built from a 
(more-expensive) war-surplus mechanical speed 
key. 

Referring to Fig. 8-13, the timing of the key is 
provided by the oscillator V... When the key is 
closed, a sawtooth wave is generated by the fast 
charge and slow discharge of the .25-µf. capaci-
tor in the cathode circuit. The rate of discharge 
is set by-the total resistance across the capacitor, 
and the voltage to which the capacitor is charged 
is determined by the setting of Rs. The sawtooth 
wave, applied to the grid of VIA, cannot drive the 
grid very positive because the 3.3-megohm re-
sistor limits the current; the effect is to "clip 
the tops" of the sawtooth cycles. The voltage 
at which Vs. passes enough current to close 

Fig. 8- 12—This electrronic speed key has a range of 

approximately 8 to 35 w.p.m., set by the speed control 

at top center. It has relay output and can be used with 

any transmitter that can be keyed by a hand key. The 

key ( left) is made from two telegraph keys and a pair 

of 1,é-inch thick sheet plastic paddles. 
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KEY 100K 
I 0,4 

PI 
  TO TRANSMITTER 

13300 

RRAri° 1 MEG 

OSCILLATOR 
VI A 

- 12AU7 
V2,4 

Iii I 

200V 

3.3 MEG. 
330E 3 

ptr.r SPEED .25  

1 MEG. T 4°0v. 
R2 

the relay is set by the position of the arm of R.. 
Except for the tubes, the keyer circuit is housed 

in a grey Hammertone 6 X 5 X 4-inch Minibox 
(Bud CU-2107), as shown in Fig. 8-14. The tube 
sockets are mounted so that the two tubes pro-
ject outside at the rear of the unit. The power 
transformer is mounted on the rear wall, and the 
toggle switch and the three controls are mounted 
on the "front" panel. The power line to P., the 
two-wire cable to P1, and the three-wire cable to 
the key leave the cabinet at the rear through 
individual rubber grommets. Use multiple tie 
points generously for the support of the fixed re-
sistors and capacitors. 
To make the key, first remove the keys from 

their bases and strip the bases of their remaining 
hardware. The four support legs for the key are 
formed from the original tie strips and shorting 
switch arms. At the front they bolt to the key 
frame at the countersunk holes; at the rear they 
make up to the binding posts. The three-wire 
cable connects to two binding posts and a sup-
porting leg. A heavy base of 1/2 -inch thich steel 
adds weight to the structure, and rubber or cork 
feet glued to the steel prevent its scratching the 
table. 

Adjustment of Electronic Speed Key 

In operation, the three controls will serve as 
their labels indicate. There is a unique ( but not 
highly critical) combination of settings of the 
weight and ratio controls that will give automatic 
dots and dashes at the same speed; this setting 
can only be determined by ear and will be de-
pendent on how well the operator can recognize 
good code. If the operator taps his foot to count 
groups of four dots or two dashes, the dots and 
dashes will have the same speed when the beat is 

470 K 

WEIGHT 
100K 
R3 

47K 

Fig. 8- 13—Circuit diagram of the electronic 
speed key. Unless otherwise specified, resis-
tors are 1/2 watt. Polarity-marked capacitors 
are electrolytic, others are tubular paper. 
IC-5000-ohm 3-ma. relay (Sigma 41F-

50005-SIL). 
Pi—Phone plug. 
Pi—A.c. line plug. 

Rs-100,000-ohm potentiometer, linear 
taper. 

Rs-1-megohm potentiometer, linear taper. 
Si—S.p.s.t. toggle. 
Ts-5-watt 25,000-to-4-ohm output trans-

former, secondary not used (Stancor 
A-3857). 

Ti- 125-v. 15-ma. and 6.3-v. 0.6-amp. trans-
former (Stancor PS-8415 or similar). 

the same. It is easy to determine whether dots or 
dashes are too heavy or too light. Connect an 
ohmmeter to Pi; holding the dot lever closed 
should make the ohmmeter needle hover around 
half scale, and holding the dash lever closed 
should make the ohmmeter hover around 75 per 
cent of the short-circuit reading. Lacking an 
ohmmeter, the transmitter plate milliammeter can 
be used; dots and dashes should give 50 per cent 
and 75 per cent of the key-down value when the 
keyer controls have been properly adjusted. 
QST articles describing other types of elec-

tronic speed keys include: 
Bartlett, "Compact Automatic Key Design," Dec., 1951. 

Old "Transistorized Electronic Key and Monitor," May, 

1959. 

Kanda, "The 'Ultimatie-Transistorized," Sept., Oct., 
1960. 

Fig. 8-14—Components for the electronic speed key are 
mounted on the three walls of a Minibox section, with 
the tubes projecting out the back. Keep wires away from 
screw holes, to prevent short circuits when the box is 
assembled. 

ELECTRONIC TRANSMIT-RECEIVE SWITCHES 
No antenna relay is fast enough to switch an at normal keying speeds. As a consequence, when 

antenna from transmitter to receiver and back it is desired to use the same antenna for trans-
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mitting and receiving ( a "must" when directional 
antennas are used) and to operate c.w. break-in 
or voice-controlled sideband, and electronic switch 
is used in the antenna. The word "switch" is a 
misnomer in this case; the transmitter is con-
nected to the antenna at all times and the t.r. 
"switch" is a device for preventing burn-out of 
the receiver by the transmitter. 
One of the simplest approaches is the circuit 

shown in Fig. 8-15. The 6C4 cathode follower 
couples the incoming signal on the line to the 
receiver input with only a slight reduction in 
gain. When the transmitter is "on," the grid of 
the 6C4 is driven positive and the rectified cur-
rent biases the 6C4 so that it can pass very little 
power on to the receiver. The factors that limit 
the r.f voltage the circuit can handle are the 
voltage break-down rating of the 47-µµf. capaci-

Fig. 8-15—Schematic diagram of cathode-follower t.r. 
switch. Resistors are 1/2-watt. The unit should be as-
sembled in a small chassis or shield can and mounted on 
or very close to the receiver antenna terminals. The 
transmitter transmission line can be connected at the 
coaxial jack with an M-358 Tee adapter. 

The heater and plate power can be "borrowed" from 
the receiver in most cases. 

SELF-CONTAINED 

AMIN. 

tor and the voltage that may be safely applied 
between the grid and cathode of the tube. 
To avoid stray pick-up on the lead between 

the cathode and the antenna terminal of the re-
ceiver, this lead should be kept as short as pos-
sible. The entire unit should be shielded and 
mounted on the receiver near the antenna ter-
minals. In wiring the tube socket, input and out-
put circuit components and wiring should be sep-
arated to reduce feed-through by stray coupling. 
The switch should be connected to the trans-

mitter by as short a length of coaxial cable as 
possible, particularly if the higher-frequency 
bands ( 21 and 28 Mc.) are commonly used. If 
this rule is not observed, there may be conditions 
where a loss of received signal will be noticed, 
caused by resonant conditions in the cable and 
the transmitter output circuit. 

TRANS. 
LINE 

6.3 V. 

+.150 TO 250 K 
2.2K 

.otuf. RECEIVER 
r _ _ _ ___i 

520 i I GANNDT: m il 
l 

i% I  

I 
e 'T' 

ALL-BAND ELECTRONIC T.R. SWITCH 

The t.r. switch shown in Fig. 8-16 differs in 
several ways from the preceding example. It con-
tains its own power supply and consequently can 
be used with any transmitter/receiver combina-
tion without "borrowing" power. It will add gain 
and front-end selectivity to the receiver. A com-
mercial switch-coil-capacitor combination is 
shown in the unit, although the constructor could 
build his own if desired. 

Referring to the circuit diagram in Fig. 8-17, 
one triode of a 12AU7 is used as an amplifier 
stage, followed by the other triode as a cathode-
follower stage to couple between the tuned cir-
cuit and the receiver. As in the simpler switch, 
the triodes are biased during transmission periods 
by rectified grid current, and insufficient power is 
passed along to the receiver to injure its input 
circuit. 
The t.r. switch is intended to mount behind the 

transmitter near its output terminal, so that the 
connecting cable is short. The lead from the t.r. 
switch to the receiver can be any reasonable 
length. Components are mounted on the sides and 
walls of the chassis, although a small bracket will 
be needed to support the tube socket and another 
is required to hold the far end of the coil LI. The 
single coil bracket, aided by panel bushings for 

Fig. 8- 16—The electronic t.r. switch is built in a 5 X 9 
X 21/2-inch chassis; the bottom plate has been removed 
to show the placement of parts. Although two receiver 
outlets are shown on the near face (a phono jack and 
a coaxial receptacle), only one is required, depending 
upon one's choice of cable termination. 
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1I5V. 

AMP. FOLLOWER 
100,49.4É 

3 

220 

47,u,ue 

12XU7 

1K 

V, 5 12.4U7 
7 

220 
RG - 511,41 

2.51«. 

Fig. 8-17—Circuit diagram of the electronic t.r. switch. 
Unless otherwise specified, resistances are in ohms, re-

sistors are 1/2 watt, capacitances are in µf. 
Ci-140-30. variable (part of Harrington GP-20 tuner). 
CR1-200-ma. 360-p.i.v. silicon rectifier ( Sarkes Tarzian 

K-200). 

.L—Coaxial receptacle and tee fitting (S0-239 and 

M-358). 

is—Coaxial receptacle or phono jack. 

the switch and capacitor C1 shafts, is sufficient 
support for the coil-and-capacitor assembly. In 
wiring the switch, a length of RG-58/U should 
be used between the cathode-follower load ( re-
sistor and r.f. choke) and the output jack J., to 
minimize "feedthrough" around the tube. A pair 
of 0.01 AL disk ceramic capacitors across the a.c. 
line where it enters the chassis helps to hold 
down the r.f. that might otherwise ride in on the 
a.c. line. 

In operation, it is only necessary to switch the 
unit to the band in use and peak capacitor Ci for 

TO 
RCVIt 

1.1-52 turns No. 24 on 3/4 -inch diam. form, 28 t.p.i. 

Tapped at 51/2 , 131/2, 13 and 24 turns from 

grounded end. ( Part of Harrington GP-20 tuner). 

TI-125-v. 15-ma., 6-v. 0.6-amp. transformer (Stancor 

PS-8415) (GP-20 tuner available from Harring-

ton Electronics, Box 189, Topsfield, Mass.). 

maximum signal or background noise. A signifi-
cant increase in signal or background noise 
should be observed on any band within the range 
of the coil/capacitor combination. 

TVI and T.R. Switches 

The preceding t.r. switches generate harmonics 
when their grid circuits are driven positive, and 
these harmonics can cause TVI if steps are not 
taken to prevent it. Either switch should be well-
shielded and used in the antenna transmission 
line between transmitter and low-pass filter. 



Chapter 9 

Speech Amplifiers 

and Modulators 

The audio amplifiers used in radiotelephone 
transmitters operate on the principles outlined 
earlier in this book in the chapter on vacuum 
tubes. The design requirements are determined 
principally by the type of modulation system to 
be used and by the type of microphone to be 
employed. It is necessary to have a clear under-
standing of modulation principles before the 
problem of laying out a speech system can be 
approached successfully. Those principles are 
discussed under appropriate chapter headings. 
The present chapter deals with the design of 

audio amplifier systems for communication pur-
poses. In voice communication the primary ob-
jective is to obtain the most effective transmis-
sion; i.e., to make the message be understood at 
the receiving point in spite of adverse conditions 
created by noise and interference. The methods 
used to accomplish this do not necessarily coin-
cide with the methods used for other purposes, 

such as the reproduction of music or other pro-
gram material. In other words, "naturalness" in 
reproduction is distinctly secondary to intelli-
gibility. 
The fact that satisfactory intelligibility can be 

maintained in a relatively narrow band of fre-
quencies is particularly fortunate, because the 
width of the channel occupied by a phone trans-
mitter is directly proportional to the width of the 
audio-frequency band. If the channel width is 
reduced, more stations can occupy a given band 
of frequencies without mutual interference. 

In speech transmission, amplitude distortion of 
the voice wave has very little effect on intelligi-
bility. The importance of such distortion in com-
munication lies almost wholly in the fact that 
many of the audio-frequency harmonics caused 
by it lie outside the channel needed for intelli-
gible speech, and thus will create unnecessary 
interference to other stations. 

SPEECH EQUIPMENT 
In designing speech equipment it is necessary 

to know ( 1) the amount of audio power the 
modulation system must furnish and (2) the out-
put voltage developed by the microphone when 
it is spoken into from normal distance (a few 
inches) with ordinary loudness. It then becomes 
possible to choose the number and type of ampli-
fier stages needed to generate the required audio 
power without overloading or undue distortion 
anywhere in the system. 

MICROPHONES 
The level of a microphone is its electrical out-

put for a given sound intensity. Level varies 
greatly with microphones of different types, and 
depends on the distance of the speaker's lips 
from the microphone. Only approximate values 
based on averages of "normal" speaking voices 
can be given. The values given later are based on 
close talking; that is, with the microphone about 
an inch from the speaker's lips. 
The frequency response or fidelity of a mi-

crophone is its relative ability to convert sounds 
of different frequencies into alternating current. 
For understandable speech transmission only a 
limited frequency range is necessary, and intelli-
gible speech can be obtained if the output of the 
microphone does not vary more than a few deci-
bels at any frequency within a range of about 
200 to 2500 cycles. When the variation expressed 
in terms of decibels is small between two fre-

quency limits, the microphone is said to be flat 
between those limits. 

Carbon Microphones 

The carbon microphone consists of a metal 
diaphragm placed against an insulating cup con-
taining loosely-packed carbon granules (micro-
phone button). When used with a vacuum-tube 
amplifier, the microphone is connected in the 
cathode circuit of a medium-s triode, as shown in 
Fig. 9-1A. 
Sound waves striking the diaphragm cause it 

to vibrate in accordance with the sound, and the 
pressure on the granules alternately increases 
and decreases, causing a corresponding decrease 
and increase in the electrical resistance of the 
microphone. The instantaneous value of this re-
sistance determines the instantaneous value of 
plate current through the tube, and as a conse-
quent the voltage drop across the plate load re-
sistor increases and decreases with the increases 
and decreases in granule pressure. 
The carbon microphone finds its major ama-

teur application in mobile and portable work; a 
good microphone in the circuit of Fig. 9-1A will 
deliver 20 to 30 volts peak output. 

Piezo-electric Microphones 

The crystal microphone makes use of the 
piezoelectric properties of Rochelle salts crystals. 
This type of microphone requires no battery or 
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transformer and can be connected directly to the 
grid of an amplifier tube. It is a popular type 
of microphone among amateurs, for these rea-
sons as well as the fact that it has good fre-
quency response and is available in inexpensive 
models. The input circuit for the crystal micro-
phone is shown in Fig. 9-1B. 
Although the level of crystal microphones 

varies with different models, an output of 0.03 
volt or so is representative for communication 
types. The level is affected by the length of the 
cable connecting the microphone to the first am-
plifier stage; the above figure is for lengths of 
6 or 7 feet. The frequency characteristic is unaf-
fected by the cable, but the load resistance 
(amplifier grid resistor) does affect it; the lower 
frequencies are attenuated as the value of load 
resistance is lowered. A grid-resistor value of at 
least 1 megohm should be used for reasonably 
fiat response, 5 megohms being a customary 
figure. 
The ceramic microphone utilizes the piezo-

electric effect in certain types of ceramic ma-
terials to achieve performance very similar to 
that of the crystal microphone. It is less affected 
by temperature and humidity. Output levels are 
similar to those of crystal microphones for the 
same type of frequency response. 

Velocity and Dynamic Microphones 

In a velocity or "ribbon" microphone, the 
element acted upon by the sound waves is a thin 
corrugated metallic ribbon suspended between 
the poles of a magnet. 

Velocity microphones are built in two types, 
high impedance and low impedance, the former 
being used in most applications. A high-imped-
ance microphone can be directly connected to 
the grid of an amplifier tube, shunted by a resist-
ance of 0.5 to 5 megohms ( Fig. 9-1C). Low-
impedance microphones are used when a long 
connecting cable ( 75 feet or more) must be em-
ployed. In such a case the output of the micro-
phone is coupled to the first amplifier stage 
through a suitable step-up transformer, as shown 
in Fig. 9-1D. 
The level of the velocity microphone is about 

0.03 to 0.05 volt. This figure applies directly to 
the high-impedance type, and to the low-imped-
ance type when the voltage is measured across 
the secondary of the coupling transformer. 
The dynamic microphone somewhat resem-

bles a dynamic loud-speaker. A lightweight voice 
coil is rigidly attached to a diaphragm, the coil 
being suspended between the poles of a perma-
nent magnet. Sound causes the diaphragm to vi-
brate, thus moving the coil back and forth 
between the magnet poles and generating an al-
ternating voltage. 
The dynamic microphone usually is built with 

high-impedance output, suitable for working 
directly into the grid of an amplifier tube. If the 
connecting cable must be unusually long, a low-
impedance type should be used, with a step-up 
transformer at the end of the cable. 
In general, the dynamic microphones have the 

smoothest peak-free response and widest fre-
quency range, and they are also the least sus-
ceptible to damage from shock and extremes of 
temperature and humidity. 

THE SPEECH AMPLIFIER 

The audio-frequency amplifier stage that 
causes the r.f. carrier output to be varied is called 
the modulator, and all the amplifier stages pre-
ceding it comprise the speech amplifier. De-
pending on the modulator used, the speech 
amplifier may be called upon to deliver a power 
output ranging from practically zero (only volt-
age required) to 20 or 30 watts. 

(A) S. B. CARBON 

HI-Z 
(C) MAGNETIC 

M IC -TO - LIN E-TO-
LINE TRANS GRID TRANS 

(D) LO - Z MAGNETIC 

Fig. 9- 1—Speech input circuits used with various types 

of microphones. 

Before starting the design of a speech ampli-
fier, therefore, it is necessary to have selected a 
suitable modulator for the transmitter. This se-
lection must be based on the power required to 
modulate the transmitter, and this power in turn 
depends on the type of modulation system se-
lected, as described in Chapter 10. With the 
modulator picked out, its driving-power require-
ments ( audio power required to excite the mod-
ulator to full output) can be determined from the 
tube tables in a later chapter. Generally speak-
ing, it is advisable to choose a tube or tubes for 
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FOLLOWING STAGE 

Fig. 9-2—Resistance-coupled voltage-amplifier cir-

cuits. A, pentode; B, triode. Designations are as 

follows: 

C.—Cathode bypass capacitor. 

CS— Plate bypass capacitor. 

Cs—Output coupling capacitor (blocking capacitor). 

C.—Screen bypass capacitor. 

R.—Cathode resistor. 

RS—Grid resistor. 

R.— Plate resistor. 

R.—Next-stage grid resistor. 

RS—Plate decoupling resistor. 

Ro—Screen resistor. 

Values for suitable tubes are given in Table 9-1. 

Values in the decoupling circuit, C.:Rs are not critical. 
RS may be about 10% of R.,; an 8- or 10-µf. electro-

lytic capacitor is usually large enough at CS. 

the last stage of the speech amplifier that will 
be capable of developing at least 50 per cent more 
power than the rated driving power of .the mod-
ulator. This will provide a factor of safety so 
that losses in coupling transformers, etc., will 
not upset the calculations. 

Voltage Amplifiers 

If the last stage in the speech amplifier is a 
Class AB2 or Class B amplifier, the stage ahead 
of it must be capable of sufficient power output 
to drive it. However, if the last stage is a Class 
ABI or Class A amplifier the preceding stage 
can be simply a voltage amplifier. From there on 
back to the microphone, all stages are voltage 
amplifiers. 
The important characteristics of a voltage am-

plifier are its voltage gain, maximum undistorted 
output voltage, and its frequency response. 
The voltage gain is the voltage-amplification 
ratio of the stage. The output voltage is the 
maximum a.f. voltage that can be secured from 
the stage without distortion. The amplifier fre-
quency response should be adequate for voice 
reproduction; this requirement is easily satisfied. 
The voltage gain and maximum undistorted 

output voltage depend on the operating condi-
fions of the amplifier. Data on the popular types 
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of tubes used in speech amplifiers are given in 
Table 9-I, for resistance-coupled amplification. 
The output voltage is in terms of peak voltage 
rather than r.m.s.; this makes the rating inde-
pendent of the waveform. Exceeding the peak 
value causes the amplifier to distort, so it is more 
useful to consider only peak values in working 
with amplifiers. 

Resistance Coupling 

Resistance coupling generally is used in volt-
age-amplifier stages. It is relatively inexpensive, 
good frequency response can be secured, and 
there is little danger of hum pick-up from stray 
magnetic fields associated with heater wiring. It 
is the most satisfactory type of coupling for the 
output circuits of pentodes and high-IL triodes, 
because with transformers a sufficiently high 
load impedance cannot be obtained without con-
siderable frequency distortion. Typical circuits 
are given in Fig. 9-2 and design data in Table 9-I. 

Transformer Coupling 

Transformer coupling between stages ordi-
narily is used only when power is to be trans-
ferred ( in such a case resistance coupling is very 
inefficient), or when it is necessary to couple be-
tween a single-ended and a push-pull stage. Tri-
odes having an amplification factor of 20 or less 
are used in transformer-coupled voltage ampli-
fiers. With transformer coupling, tubes should 
be operated under the Class A conditions given 
in the tube tables at the end of this book. 

Representative circuits for coupling single-
ended to push-pull stages are shown in Fig. 9-3. 

(3) 

Fig. 9-3—Transformer-coupled amplifier circuits for 

driving a push-pull amplifier. A is for resistance-

transformer coupling; B for transformer coupling. 

Designations correspond to those in Fig. 9-2. In A, 

values can be taken from Table 9-1. In B, the cathode 

resistor is calculated from the rated plate current 

and grid bias as given in the tube tables for the 

particular type of tube used. 
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TABLE 9-I-RESISTANCE-COUPLED VOLTAGE-AMPLIFIER DATA 

Data ore given for a plate supply of 300 volts. Departures of as much as 50 per cent from this supply voltage will not 
materially change the operating conditions or the voltage gain, but the output voltage will be in proportion to the ratio of 
the new voltage to 300 volts. Voltage gain is measured at 400 cycles. Capacitor values given are based on 100-cycle 
cutoff. For increased low-frequency response, all capacitors may be mode larger than specified ( cut-off frequency in 
inverse proportion to capacitor values provided all ore changed in the some proportion . A variation of 10 per cent in the 
values given has negligible effect on the performance. 

Plate 
Resistor 
Megohms 

Next-Stage 
Grid 

Resistor 
Megohms 

Screen 
Resistor 
Megohms 

Cathode 
Resistor 
Ohms 

Screen 
Bypass 
pf. 

Cathode 
Bypass 

cf. 

Blocking 
Capacitor 

pc 

Output 
Volts 

(Peak) 1 
Voltage 
Gain 2 

0.1 0.35 500 0.10 11.6 0.019 72 67 
0.1 0.25 0.37 530 0.09 10.9 0.016 96 98 

0.5 0.47 590 0.09 9.9 0.007 101 104 

0.25 0.89 850 0.07 8.5 0.011 79 139 
6SJ7, 12517 0.25 0.5 1.10 860 0.06 7.4 0.004 88 167 

1.0 1.18 910 0.06 6.9 0.003 98 185 

0.5 2.0 1300 0.06 6.0 0.004 64 200 
0.5 1.0 2.2 1410 0.05 5.8 0.002 79 238 

2.0 2.5 1530 0.04 5.2 0.0015 89 263 

0.1 0.44 500 0.07 8.5 0.02 55 61 
0.1 0.25 0.5 450 0.07 8.3 0.01 81 82 

0.5 0.53 600 0.06 8.0 0.006 96 94 

6.17 7C7 , , 0.25 
0.25 
0.5 

1.18 
1.18 

1100 
1200 

0.04 
0.04 

5.5 
5.4 

0.008 
0.005 

81 
104 

104 
140 

12J7-GT 1.0 1.45 1300 0.05 5.8 0.005 110 185 

0.5 2.45 1700 0.04 4.2 0.005 75 161 
0.5 LO 2.9 2200 0.04 4.1 0.003 97 200 

2.0 2.95 2300 0.04 4.0 0.0025 100 230 

0.1 0.2 500 0.13 18.0 0.019 76 109 
0.1 0.22 0.24 600 0.11 16.4 0.011 103 145 

0.47 0.26 700 0.11 15.3 0 006 129 168 

6AU6 6SH7 
12AU 125117,, 6,  

0.22 
0.22 
0.47 
1.0 

0.42 
0.5 
0.55 

1000 
1000 
1100 

0.1 
0.098 
0.09 

12.4 
12.0 
11.0 

0.009 
0.007 
0.003 

92 
108 
122 

164 
230 
262 

0.47 1.0 1800 0.075 8.0 0.0045 94 248 
0.47 1.0 1.1 1900 0.065 7.6 0.0028 105 318 

2.2 1.2 2100 0.06 7.3 0.0018 122 371 

0.1 - 1500 4.4 0.027 40 34 

6AQ6, 6AQ7, 
6AT6, 607, 
6517-GT 

0.1 0.22 
0.47 

- 1800 
2100 

- 3.6 
3.0 

0.014 
0.0065 

54 
63 

38 
41 

0.22 2600 2.5 0.013 51 42 
618-A, 12A16, 

1207-GT, 
12517-GT 

0.22 0.47 
1.0 

3200 
3700 

- 
- 

1.9 
1.6 

0.0065 
0.0035 

65 
77 

46 
48 

0.47 5200 1.2 0.006 61 48 
(one triode) 0.47 1.0 - 6300 - 1.0 0.0035 74 50 

2.2 - 7200 - 0.9 0.002 85 51 

0.1 - 1300 4.6 0.027 43 45 

0.1 0.22 - 1500 - 4.0 0.013 57 52 
0.47 - 1700 - 3.6 0.006 66 57 

6AV6, 12AV6, 
12AX7 0.22 

0.22 
0.47 

- 
- 

2200 
2800 

- 
- 

3.0 
2.3 

0.013 
0.006 

54 
69 

59 
65 

(one triode) 1.0 - 3100 - 2.1 0.003 79 68 

0.47 4300 1.6 0.006 62 69 
0.47 1.0 - 5200 - 1.3 0.003 77 73 

2.2 - 5900 - 1.1 0.002 92 75 

0.1 750 0.033 35 29 
0.1 0.25 - 930 - - 0.014 50 34 

0.5 - 1040 - - 0.007 54 36 

6.5C7,  3 12SC7 3 
0.25 

0.25 
0.5 

- 
- 

1400 
1680 - - 

0.012 
0.006 

45 
55 

39 
42 

(one triode) 1.0 - 1840 0.003 64 45 

0.5 - 2330 0.006 50 45 
0.5 1.0 2980 - - 0.003 62 48 

2.0 3280 - 0.002 72 49 

0.047 1300 3.6 0.061 59 14 
0.047 0.1 - 1580 - 3.0 0.032 73 15 

6CG7, 615, 0.22 1800 - 2.5 0.015 83 16 
7A4, 7N7, 0.1 2500 1.9 0.031 68 16 
65N7-GTB, 
12.15-GT, 

0.1 0.22 
 0.47 

- 3130 
3900 

- 
- 

1.4 
1.2 

0.014 
0.0065 

82 
96 

16 
16 

12SN7-G1 
(one triode) 0.22 4800 0.95 0.015 68 16 

0.22 0.47 - 6500 - 0.69 0.0065 85 16 
1.0 - 7800 - 0.58 0.0035 96 16 

0.047 870 4.1 0.065 38 12 
0.047 0.1 - 1200 - 3.0 0.034 52 12 

0.22 - 1500 - 2.4 0.016 68 12 

6C4, 0.1 1900 1.9 0.032 44 12 
12AU7-A 0.1 0.22 - 3000 - 1.3 0.016 68 12 

(one triode) 0.47 4000 1.1 0.007 80 12 

0.22 - 5300 0.9 0.015 57 12 
0.22 0.47 - 8800 - 0.52 0.007 82 12 

1.0 - L 11000 - 0.46 0.0035 92 12 

tvoltage across next-stage grid res stor at grid-current point. 
2 At 5 volts r.m.s. output. 
8 Cathode-resistor values are for phase-inverter service. 



Designing the Speech Amplifier 
The circuit at A combines resistance and trans-
former coupling, and may be used for exciting 
the grids of a Class A or ABi following stage. 
The resistance coupling is used to keep the d.c. 
plate current from flowing through the trans-
former primary, thereby preventing a reduction in 
primary inductance below its no-current value; 
this improves the low-frequency response. With 
medium-µ triodes (6C5, 6J5, etc.), the gain is 
equal to that with resistance coupling multiplied 
by the secondary-to-primary turns ratio of the 
transformer. 

In B the transformer primary is in series with 
the plate of the tube, and thus must carry the 
tube plate current. When the following amplifier 
operates without grid current, the voltage gain 
of the stage is practically equal to the ià of the 
tube multiplied by the transformer ratio. This 
circuit also is suitable for transferring power 

Fig. 9-4—Self-balancing phase-inverter circuits. Vi 

and V, may be a double triode such as the 12AU7 

or 12AX7. V, may be any of the triodes listed in 

Table 9-1, or one section of a double triode. 

R1—Grid resistor (1 megohm or less). 

R2—Cathode resistor; use one-half value given in 

Table 9-1 for tube and operating conditions 

chosen. 

R., R,—Plate resistor; select from Table 9-1. 

12,, Re—Following-stage grid resistor (0.22 to 0.47 

megohm). 

R7-0.22 megohm. 

Re—Cathode resistor; select from Table 9-1. 

Re, R,,—Each one-half of plate load resistor given in 

Table 9-1. 

C1- 10-µf. electrolytic. 

C., C.-0.01- to 0.1-µf. paper. 
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(within the capabilities of the tube) to a f ollow-
ing Class AB2 or Class B stage. 

Phase Inversion 

Push-pull output may be secured with resist-
ance coupling by using phase-inverter or phase-
splitter circuits as shown in Fig. 9-4. 
The circuits shown in Fig. 9-4 are of the "self-

balancing" type. In A, the amplified voltage 
from Vi appears across R5 and R7 in series. The 
drop across R7 is applied to the grid of V2, and 
the amplified voltage from V2 appears across Re 
and R7 in series. This voltage is 180 degrees out 
of phase with the voltage from V1, thus giving 
push-pull output. The part that appears across 
R7 from V2 opposes the voltage from Vi across 
R7, thus reducing the signal applied to the grid 
of V2. The negative feedback so obtained tends 
to regulate the voltage applied to the phase-
inverter tube so that the output voltages from 
both tubes are substantially equal. The gain is 
slightly less than twice the gain of a single-tube 
amplifier using the same operating conditions. 

In the single-tube circuit shown in Fig. 9-4B 
the plate load resistor is divided into two equal 
parts, R9 and Rio, one being connected to the 
plate in the normal way and the other between 
cathode and ground. Since the voltages at the 
plate and cathode are 180 degrees out of phase, 
the grids of the following tubes are fed equal a.f. 
voltages in push-pull. The grid return of V3 is 
made to the junction of R8 and Rio so normal 
bias will be applied to the grid. This circuit is 
highly degenerative because of the way Rio is 
connected. The voltage gain is less than 2 even 
when a high-µ triode is used at Vg. 

Gain Control 

A means for varying the over-all gain of the 
amplifier is necessary for keeping the final output 
at the proper level for modulating the transmit-
ter. The common method of gain control is to 
adjust the value of a.c. voltage applied to the 
grid of one of the amplifiers by means of a volt-
age divider or potentiometer. 
The gain-control potentiometer should be near 

the input end of the amplifier, at a point where 
the signal voltage level is so low there is no 
danger that the stages ahead of the gain control 
will be overloaded by the full microphone out-
put. With carbon microphones the gain control 
may be placed directly across the microphone-
transformer secondary. With other types of 
microphones, however, the gain control usually 
will affect the frequency response of the micro-
phone when connected directly across it. Also, in 
a high-gain amplifier it is better to operate the 
first tube at maximum gain, since this gives the 
best signal-to-hum ratio. The control therefore 
is usually placed in the grid circuit of the second 
stage. 

DESIGNING THE SPEECH AMPLIFIER 

The steps in designing a speech amplifier are 
as follows: 

1) Determine the power needed to modulate 
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the transmitter and select the modulator. In the 
case of plate modulation, a Class B amplifier may 
be required. Select a suitable tube type and de-
termine from the tube tables at the end of this 
book the grid driving power required, if any. 

2) As a safety factor, multiply the required 
driver power by at least 1.5. 

3) Select a tube, or pair of tubes, that will 
deliver the power determined in the second step. 
This is the last or output stage of the speech-
amplifier. Receiver-type power tubes can be used 
(beam tubes such as the 6L6 may be needed in 
some cases) as determined from the receiving-
tube tables. If the speech amplifier is to drive a 
Class B modulator, use a Class A or ABi am-
plifier. 

4) If the speech-amplifier output stage is also 
the modulator and must operate Class AB2 to 
develop the required power output, use a low-
or medium-µ triode to drive it. If more power is 
needed than can be obtained from one tube, use 
two in push-pull, in the driver. In either case 
transformer coupling will have to be used, and 
transformer manufacturers' catalogs should be 
consulted for a suitable type. 

5) If the speech-amplifier output stage oper-
ates Class A or A131, it may be driven by a volt-
age amplifier. If the output stage is push-pull, the 
driver may be a single tube coupled through a 
transformer with a balanced secondary, or may 
be a dual-triode phase inverter. Determine the 
signal voltage required for full output from the 
last stage. If the last stage is a single-tube Class 
A amplifier, the peak signal is equal to the grid-
bias voltage; if push-pull Class A, the peak-to-
peak signal voltage is equal to twice the grid 
bias; if Class ABi, twice the bias voltage when 
fixed bias is used; if cathode bias is used, twice 
the bias figured from the cathode resistance and 
the maximum-signal cathode current. 

6) From Table 9-1, select a tube capable of 
giving the required output voltage and note its 
rated voltage gain. A double-triode phase in-
verter ( Fig. 9-4A) will have approximately 
twice the output voltage and twice the gain of 
one triode operating as an ordinary amplifier. If 
the driver is to be transformer-coupled to the 
last stage, select a medium-µ triode and calculate 
the gain and output voltage as described earlier 
in this chapter. 

7) Divide the voltage required to drive the 
output stage by the gain of the preceding stage. 
This gives the peak voltage required at the grid 
of the next-to-the-last stage. 

8) Find the output voltage, under ordinary 
conditions, of the microphone to be used. This 
information should be obtained from the manu-
facturer's catalog. If not available, the figures 
given in the section on microphones in this 
chapter will serve. 

9) Divide the voltage found in (7) by the out-
put voltage of the microphone. The result is the 
over-all gain required from the microphone to 
the grid of the next-to-the-last stage. To be on 
the safe side, double or triple this figure. 

10) From Table 9-I, select a combination of 

tubes whose gams, when multiplied together, 
give approximately the figure arrived at in ( 9). 
These amplifiers will be used in cascade. If high 
gain is required, a pentode may be used for the 
first speech-amplifier stage, but it is not advis-
able to use a second pentode because of the 
possibility of feedback and self-oscillation. In 
most cases a triode will give enough gain, as a 
second stage, to make up the total gain required. 
If not, a medium-µ triode may be used as a third 
stage. 

high-µ double triode with the sections in 
cascade makes a good low-level amplifier, and 
will give somewhat greater gain than a pentode 
followed by a medium-µ triode. With resistance-
coupled input to the first section the cathode of 
that section may be grounded ( contact potential 
bias), which is helpful in reducing hum. 

SPEECH-AMPLIFIER CONSTRUCTION 
Once a suitable circuit has been selected for 

a speech amplifier, the construction problem 
resolves itself into avoiding two difficulties — 
excessive hum, and unwanted feedback. For 
reasonably humless operation, the hum voltage 
should not exceed about 1 per cent of the maxi-
mum audio output voltage — that is, the hum 
and noise should be at least 40 db. below the 
output level. 
Unwanted feedback, if negative, will reduce 

the gain below the calculated value; if positive, is 
likely to cause self-oscillation or "howls." Feed-
back can be minimized by isolating each stage 
with decoupling resistors and capacitors, by 
avoiding layouts that bring the first and last 
stages near each other, and by shielding of "hot" 
points in the circuit, such as grid leads in low-
level stages. 

Speech-amplifier equipment, especially voltage 
amplifiers, should be constructed on steel chassis, 
with all wiring kept below the chassis to take ad-
vantage of the shielding afforded. Exposed leads, 
particularly to the grids of low-level high-gain 
tubes, are likely to pick up hum from the electric 
field that usually exists in the vicinity of house 
wiring. Even with the chassis, additional shield-
ing of the input circuit of the first tube in a high-
gain amplifier usually is necessary. In addition, 
such circuits should be separated as much as 
possible from power-supply transformers and 
chokes and also from any audio transformers 
that operate at fairly high power levels; this will 
minimize magnetic coupling to the grid circuit 
and thus reduce hum or audio-frequency feed-
back. It is always safe, although not absolutely 
necessary, to separate the speech amplifier and 
its power supply, building them on separate 
chassis. 

If a low-level microphone such as the crystal 
type is used, the microphone, its connecting cable, 
and the plug or connector by which it is attached 
to the speech amplifier, all should be shielded. 
The microphone and cable usually are con-
structed with suitable shielding; this should be 
connected to the speech-amplifier chassis, and it 
is advisable — as well as necessary — to connect 
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the chassis to a ground such as a water pipe. 
With the top-cap tubes, complete shielding of the 
grid lead and grid cap is a necessity. 
Heater wiring should be kept as far as possi-

ble from grid leads, and either the center-tap or 
one side of the heater-transformer secondary 
winding should be connected to the chassis. If 
the center-tap is grounded, the heater leads to 
each tube should be twisted together to reduce 
the magnetic field from the heater current. With 
either type of connection; it is advisable to 
lay heater leads in the corner formed by a fold 
in the chassis, bringing them out from the cor-
ner to the tube socket by the shortest possible 
path. 
When metal tubes are used, always ground the 

shell connection to the chassis. Glass tubes used 
in the low-level stages of high-gain amplifiers 

must be shielded; tube shields are obtainable for 
that purpose. It is a good plan to enclose the en-
tire amplifier in a metal box, or at least provide 
it with a cane-metal cover, to avoid feedback 
difficulties caused by the r.f. field of the trans-
mitter. R.f. picked up on exposed wiring, leads 
or tube elements causes overloading, distortion, 
and self-oscillation of the amplifier. 
When using paper capacitors as bypasses, be 

sure that the terminal marked "outside foil" is 
connected to ground. This utilizes the outside foil 
of the capacitor as a shield around the "hot" 
foil. When paper capacitors are used for cou-
pling between stages, always connect the outside 
foil terminal to the side of the circuit having 
the lowest impedance to ground. Usually, this 
will be the plate side rather than the following-
grid side. 

MODULATORS AND DRIVERS 

CLASS AB AND B MODULATORS 
Class AB or B modulator circuits are basically 

identical no matter what the power output of the 
modulator. The diagrams of Fig. 9-5 therefore 
will serve for any modulator of this type that the 
amateur may elect to build. The triode circuit is 
given at A and the circuit for tetrodes at B. 
When small tubes with indirectly heated cath-

()RIVER PLATES 
OR LINE 

(B) 
PIL 

TRANS 

II5VAC -Hv +SO 440D+HV 

AJ'a ets« 

Fig. 9-5—Modulator circuit diagrams. Tubes and cir-

cuit considerations are discussed in the text. 

odes are used, the cathodes should be connected 
to ground. 

Modulator Tubes 

The audio ratings of various types of trans-
mitting tubes are given in the chapter containing 
the tube tables. Choose a pair of tubes that is 
capable of delivering sine-wave audio power 
equal to somewhat more than half the d.c. input 

to the modulated Class C amplifier. It is 
sometimes convenient to use tubes that 
will operate at the same plate voltage 
as that applied to the Class C stage, 
because one power supply of adequate 
current capacity may then suffice for 
both stages. 

In estimating the output of the modu-
lator, remember that the figures given 
in the tables are for the tube output 
only, and do not include output-trans-
former losses. To be adequate for modu-
lating the transmitter, the modulator 
should have a theoretical power capa-
bility 15 to 25 per cent greater than the 
actual power needed for modulation. 

Matching to Load 

In giving audio ratings on power 
tubes, manufacturers specify the plate-
to-plate load impedance into which the 
tubes must operate to deliver the rated 
audio power output. This load imped-
ance seldom is the same as the modu-
lating impedance of the Class C r.f. 
stage, so a match must be brought 
about by adjusting the turns ratio of 
the coupling transformer. The required 
turns ratio, primary to secondary, is 

N  
Z. 

where N = Turns ratio, primary to 
secondary 

= Modulating impedance of 
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Class C r.f. amplifier 

Plate-to-plate load imped-
ance for Class B tubes 

Example: The modulated r.f. amplifier is 
to operate at 1250 volts and 250 ma. The 
power input is 

P = El 1250 X 0.25 = 312 watts 

so the modulating power required is 312/2 = 
156 watts. Increasing this by 25% to allow 
for losses and a reasonable operating margin 
gives 156 X 1.25 = 195 watts. The modu-
lating impedance of the Class C stage is 

E 1250 
5000 ohms. 

From the tube tables a pair of Class B tubes 
is selected that will give 200 watts output 
when working into a 6900-ohm load, plate-
to-plate. The primary-to-secondary turns ra-
tio of the modulation transformer therefore 
should be 

Z ,Ni6900 /— 
N — 'V 1.38 1.175:1. 

Z. 5000 

The required transformer ratios for the ordinary 
range of impedances are shown graphically in 
Fig. 9-6. 
Many modulation transformers are provided 

with primary and secondary taps, so that various 
turns ratios can be obtained to meet the require-
ments of particular tube combinations. How-
ever, it may be that the exact turns ratio re-
quired cannot be secured, even with a tapped 
modulation transformer. Small departures from 
the proper turns ratio will have no serious effect 
if the modulator is operating well within its capa-
bilities; if the actual turns ratio is within 10 per 
cent of the ideal value, the system will operate 
satisfactorily. Where the discrepancy is larger, 
it is usually possible to choose a new set of 
operating conditions for the Class C stage to 
give a modulating impedance that can be 
matched by the turns ratio of the available 
transformer. This may require operating the 
Class C amplifier at higher voltage and less plate 
current, if the modulating impedance must be 
increased, or at lower voltage and higher current 
if the modulating impedance must be decreased. 
However, this process cannot be carried very far 
without exceeding the ratings of the Class C 
tubes for either plate voltage or plate current, 
even though the power input is kept at the same 
figure. 

Suppressing Audio Harmonics 

Distortion in either the driver or Class B mod-
ulator will cause a.f. harmonics that may lie out-
side the frequency band needed for intelligible 
speech transmission. While it is almost impossi-
ble to avoid some distortion, it is possible to cut 
down the amplitude of the higher-frequency 
harmonics. 
The purpose of capacitors C1 and C2 across 

the primary and secondary, respectively, of the 
Class B output transformer in Fig. 9-5 is to re-
duce the strength of harmonics and unnecessary 
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Modulating Impedance of R.E Amplifier 

Fig. 9-6—Transformer ratios for matching a Class C 

modulating impedance to the required plate-to-plate 

load for the Class B modulator. The ratios given on 

the curves are from total primary to secondary. Re-

sistance values are in kilohms. 

high-frequency components existing in the mod-
ulation. The capacitors act with the leakage 
inductance of the transformer winding to form 
a rudimentary low-pass filter. The values of 
capacitance required will depend on the load 
resistance ( modulating impedance of the Class 
C amplifier) and the leakage inductance of the 
particular transformer used. In general, capaci-
tances between about 0.001 and 0.01 will be 
required; the larger values are necessary with 
the lower values of load resistance. The voltage 
rating of each capacitor should at least be equal 
to the d.c. voltage at the transformer winding 
with which it is associated. In the case of C2, 
part of the total capacitance required will be 
supplied by the plate bypass or blocking capacitor 
in the modulated amplifier. 
A still better arrangement is to use a low-pass 

filter as shown later, even though clipping is not 
deliberately employed. 

Grid Bias 

Certain triodes designed for Class B audio 
work can be operated without grid bias. Besides 
eliminating the grid-bias supply, the fact that 
grid current flows over the whole audio cycle 
means that the load resistance for the driver is 
fairly constant. With these tubes the grid-return 
lead from the center-tap of the input trans-
former secondary is simply connected to the fila-
ment center-tap or cathode. 
When the modulator tubes require bias, it 

should always be supplied from a fixed voltage 
source. Cathode bias or grid-leak bias cannot be 
used with a Class-B amplifier. When only a small 
amount of bias is required it can be obtained 
conveniently from a few dry cells. The battery 
is charged by the grid current rather than dis-
charged, but nevertheless it will deteriorate with 
time. It should be replaced if the voltage meas-
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ured across it varies with the signal by more than 
10 per cent or so. 
As an alternative to batteries, a regulated bias 

supply may be used. This type of supply is de-
scribed in the power supply chapter. 

Plate Supply 

In addition to adequate filtering, the voltage 
regulation of the plate supply should be as good 
as it can be made. If the d.c. output voltage of 
the supply varies with the load current, the volt-
age at maximum current determines the amount 
of power that can be taken from the modulator 
without distortion. A supply whose voltage drops 
from 1500 at no load to 1250 at the full modulator 
plate current is a 1250-volt supply, so far as the 
modulator is concerned, and any estimate of the 
power output available should be based on the 
lower figure. 
Good dynamic regulation—i.e., with suddenly 

applied loads—is equally as important as good 
regulation under steady loads, since an instanta-
neous drop in voltage on voice peaks also will limit 
the output and cause distortion. The output ca-
pacitor of the supply should have 
as much capacitance as conditions 
permit. A value of at least 10 d. 
should be used, and still larger 
values are desirable. It is better to 
use all the available capacitance 
in a single-section filter rather 
than to distribute it between two 
sections. 

It is particularly important, 
in the case of a tetrode Class B 
stage, that the screen-voltage 
power-supply source have excel-
lent regulation, to prevent dis-
tortion. The screen voltage 
should be set as exactly as pos-
sible to the recommended value 
for the tube. The audio imped-
ance between screen and cath-
ode also must be low. 

Overexcitation 

When a Class B amplifier is 
overdriven in an attempt to se-
cure more than the rated power, 
distortion increases rapidly. The 
high-frequency harmonics which 
result from the distortion modu-
late the transmitter, producing 
spurious sidebands which can 
cause serious interference over a 
band of frequencies several times 
the channel width required for 
speech. ( This can happen even 
though the modulation percent-
age, as defined in the chapter on 
amplitude modulation, is less than 
100 per cent, if the modulator is 
incapable of delivering the audio 
power required to modulate the 
transmitter.) 
As shown later, such a condi-

tion may be reached by delib-
erate design, in case the modu-

+B 
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lator is to be adjusted for peak clipping. But 
whether it happens by accident or intention, the 
splatter and spurious sidebands can be eliminated 
by inserting a low-pass filter (Fig. 9-13) be-
tween the modulator and the modulated ampli-
fier, and then taking care to see that the actual 
modulation of the r.f. amplifier does not exceed 
100 per cent. 

Operation Without Load 

Excitation should never be applied to a Class 
B modulator until after the Class C amplifier is 
turned on and is drawing the value of plate cur-
rent required to present the rated load to the 
modulator. With no load to absorb the power, 
the primary impedance of the transformer rises 
to a high value and excessive audio voltages may 
be developed in the primary — frequently high 
enough to break down the transformer insulation. 

DRIVERS FOR CLASS-B 
MODULATORS 

Class A132 and Class B amplifiers are driven 
into the grid-current region, so power is con-

CLASS-8 
B,„,, GRIDS 

CLASS-8 
GRIDS 

Fig. 9-7--Triode driver circuits for Class B modulators. A, resistance 

coupling to grids; B, transformer coupling. R, in A is the plate 

resistor for the preceding stage, value determined by the type of 

tube and operating conditions as given in Table 9-1. C and R, 

are the coupling capacitor and grid resistor, respectively; values 

also may be taken from Table 9-1. 

In both circuits the output transformer, (T‘T.,,) should have the proper 

turns ratio to couple between the driver tubes and the Class B 

grids. T, in B is usually a 2:1 transformer, secondary to primary. R, 

the cathode resistor, should be calculated for the particular tubes 

used. The value of C, the cathode bypass, is determined as de-

scribed in the text. 
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SPEECH AMPLIFER POWER AMP. 

Fig. 9-8—Speech-amp ¡fier driver for 10-15 watts output. Capacitances are in Pf. Resistors are 1/2  watt un-

less specified otherwi e. Capacitors with polarity indicated are electrolytic; others may be paper or ceramic. 

CBI—Selenium rectifier, 20 ma. 

1h-50,000-ohm potentiometer, preferably wire wound. 

Ti—Interstage audio transformer, single plate to push-
pull grids, turns ratio 2 to 1 or 3 to 1, total 

secondary to primary. 

—Class-B driver transformer, 3000 ohms plate-to-

plate; secondary impedance as required by 

sumed in the grid circuit. The preceding stage or 
driver must be capable of supplying this power at 
the required peak audio- frequency grid-to-grid 
voltage. Both of these quantities are given in the 
manufacturer's tube ratings. The grids of the 
Class B tubes represent a varying load resistance 
over the audio-frequency cycle, because the grid 
current does not increase directly with the grid 
voltage. To prevent distortion, therefore, it is 
necessary to have a driving source that will main-
tain the wave form of the signal without distor-
tion even though the load varies. That is, the 
driver stage must have good regulation. To this 
end, it should be capable of delivering somewhat 
more power than is consumed by the Class B 
grids, as previously described in the discussion 
on speech amplifiers. 

Driver Tubes 

To secure good voltage regulation the internal 
impedance of the driver, as seen by the modula-
tor grids, must be low. The principal component 
of this impedance is the plate resistance of the 
driver tube or tubes as reflected through the 
driver transformer. Hence for low driving-
source impedance the effective plate resistance of 
the driver tubes should be low and the turns ratio 
of the driver transformer, primary to secondary, 
should be as large as possible. The maximum 

Class-B tubes used; 15 watt rating. 

TS— Power transformer, 700 volts c.t., 110 ma.; 5 volts, 

3 amp.; 6.3 volts, 4 amp. 

Tt—Power transformer, 125 volts, 20 ma.; 6.3 volts, 

0.6 amp. 

Ts-2.5-volt 5-ampere filament transformer (Thordar-

son 21F00). 

turns ratio that can be used is that value which 
just permits developing the modulator grid-to-
grid a.f. voltage required for the desired power 
output. The rated tube output as shown by the 
tube tables should be reduced by about 20 per 
cent to allow for losses in the Class B input 
transformer. 
Low-ti triodes such as the 2A3 have low plate 

resistance and are therefore good tubes to use 
as drivers for Class AB2 or Class B modulators. 
Tetrodes such as the 6V6 and 6L6 make very 
poor drivers in this respect when used without 
negative feedback, but with such feedback the 
effective plate resistance can be reduced to a 
value comparable with low-is triodes. 

Fig. 9-7 shows representative circuits for a 
push-pull triode driver using cathode bias. If the 
amplifier operates Class A the cathode resistor 
need not be bypassed, because the a.f. currents 
from each tube flowing in the cathode resistor 
are out of phase and cancel each other. However, 
in Class AB operation this is not true; consider-
able distortion will be generated at high signal 
levels if the cathode resistor is not bypassed. 
The bypass capacitance required can be calcu-
lated by a simple rule: the cathode resistance in 
ohms multiplied by the bypass capacitance in 
microfarads should equal at least 25,000. The 
voltage rating of the capacitor should be equal 
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to the maximum bias voltage. This can be found 
from the maximum-signal plate current and the 
cathode resistance. 

Example: A pair of 2A3s is to be used in 
Class Al31. self-biased. From the tube tables, 
the cathode resistance should be 780 ohms 
and the maximum-signal plate current 100 
ma. From Ohm's Law, 

E = RI = 780 X 0.10 =- 78.6 volts 

From the rule mentioned previously, the by-
pass capacitance required is 

C = 25,000/R = 25,000/780 = 32 ed. 

A 40- or 50-id. 100-volt electrolytic capacitor 
would be satisfactory. 

Fig. 9-8 is a typical circuit for a speech ampli-
fier suitable for use as a driver for a Class AB2 
or Class B modulator. An output of about 13 
watts can be realized with the power supply 
circuit shown (or any similar well-filtered supply 
delivering 300 voles under load). This is sufficient 
for driving any of the power triodes commonly 
used as modulators. The 2A3s in the output 
stage are operated Class ABi. The circuit pro-
vides several times the voltage gain needed for 
communications-type crystal or ceramic micro-
phones. 
The two sections of a 12AX7 tube are used in 

the first two stages of the amplifier. These are 
resistance coupled, the gain control being in the 
grid circuit of the second stage. Although the 
cathode of the first stage is grounded and there 
is no separate bias supply for the grid, the grid 

(A) 

Fig. 9-9— Negative-feedback circuits for drivers for Class B 

modulators. A— Single-ended beam-tetrode driver. If V, and V, 

are a 6J5 and 6V6, respectively, or one section of a 6CG7 and 

a 6AQ5, the following values are suggested: R,, 47,000 ohms; 

R2, 0.47 megohm; 250 ohms; R,, 12,, 22,000 ohms; C,, 0.01 

Pf.; C,, 50 Pf. 

B— Push-pull beam-tetrode driver. If V, is a 615 or 6CG7 and 

V, and V, 6L6s, the following values are suggested: R,, 0.1 

megohm; R2, 22,000 ohms; F23, 250 ohms; C,, 0.1 µf.; C,, 100 Pf. 
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bias actually is about one volt because of "con-
tact potential." 
The third stage uses a medium-µ triode which 

is coupled to the 2A3 grids through a trans-
former having a push-pull secondary. The ratio 
may be of the order of 2 to 1 ( total secondary to 
primary) or higher; it is not critical since the 
gain is sufficient without a high step-up ratio. 
The output transformer, T2, should be selected 

to couple between push-pull 2A3s and the grids 
of the particular modulator tubes used. 
The power supply has a capacitor-input filter 

the output of which is applied to the 2A3 plates 
through T2. For the lower-level stages, addi-
tional filtering is provided by successive RC 
filters which also serve to prevent audio feed-
back through the plate supply. 

Grid bias for the 2A3s is furnished by a sep-
arate supply using a small selenium rectifier 
and a TV "booster" transformer, T4. The bias 
may be adjusted by means of R1, and should be 
set to —62 volts or to obtain'a total plate current 
of 80 ma. ( as measured in the lead to the pri-
mary center tap of T2) for the 2A3s. 

In building an amplifier of this type the con-
structional precautions outlined earlier should 
be observed. The Class ABi modulators de-
scribed subsequently in this chapter are repre-
sentative of good constructional practice. 

Negative Feedback 

Whenever tetrodes or pentodes are used as 
drivers for Class B modulators, 
negative feedback should be used 
in the driver stage, for the reason 
already discussed. 

Suitable circuits for single-ended 
and push-pull tetrodes are shown in 
Fig. 9-9. Fig. 9-9A shows resistance 
coupling between the preceding 
stage and a single tetrode, such as 
the 6V6, that operates at the same 
plate voltage as the preceding stage. 
Part of the a.f. voltage across the 
primary of the output transformer 
is fed back to the grid of the tet-
rode, V2, through the plate resistor 
of the preceding tube, V1. The total 
resistance of R4 and R5 in series 
should be ten or more times the 
rated load resistance of V2. Instead 
of the voltage divider, a tap on the 
transformer primary can be used to 
supply the feedback voltage, if 
such a tap is available. 
The amount of feedback voltage 

that appears at the grid of tube 172 
is determined by RI, R2 and the 
plate resistance of VI, as well as by 
the relationship between R4 and R5. 
Circuit values for typical tube 
combinations are given in detail in 
Fig. 9-9. 
The push-pull circuit in Fig. 9-9B 

requires an audio transformer with 
a split secondary. The feedback 
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voltage is obtained from the plate of each out-
put tube by means of the voltage divider, RI, R2. 

The blocking capacitor, C1, prevents the d.c. 
plate voltage from being applied to R1, R2 ; the 
reactance of this capacitor should be low, com-
pared with the sum of R1 and R2, at the lowest 
audio frequency to be amplified. Also, the sum 
of R1 and R2 should be high ( ten times or 
more) compared with the rated load resistance 
for V2 and VI 

In this circuit the feedback voltage that is 
developed across R2 appears at the grid of V2 
(or V3) through the transformer secondary and 
grid-cathode circuit of the tube, provided the 
tubes are not driven to grid current. The per cent 
feedback is 

R2  
n R1 + Rs X WO 

where n is the feedback percentage, and R1 and 

R2 are connected as shown in the diagram. The 
higher the feedback percentage, the lower the 
effective plate resistance. However, if the per-
centage is made too high the preceding tube, VI, 
may not be able to develop enough voltage, 
through T1, to drive the push-pull stage to maxi-
mum output without itself generating harmonic 
distortion. Distortion in V1 is not compensated 
for by the feedback circuit. 

If V2 and 1/3 are 6L6s operated self-biased in 
Class ABi with a load resistance of 9000 ohms, 
V1 is a 6J5 or similar triode, and T1 has a turns 
ratio of 2-to-1, total secondary to primary, it is 
possible to use over 30 per cent feedback without 
going beyond the output-voltage capabilities of 
the triode. Twenty per cent feedback will reduce 
the effective plate resistance to the point where 
the output voltage regulation is better than that 
of 2A3s without feedback. The power output 
under these conditions is about 20 watts. 

INCREASING THE EFFECTIVENESS OF THE PHONE TRANSMITTER 
The effectiveness of an amateur phone trans-

mitter can be increased to a considerable extent 
by taking advantage of speech characteristics. 
Measures that may be taken to make the modula-
tion more effective include band compression 
(filtering), volume compression, and speech 
clipping. 

Compressing the Frequency Band 

Most of the intelligibility in speech is con-
tained in the medium band of frequencies; that 
is, between about 500 and 2500 cycles. On the 
other hand, a large portion of speech power is 
normally found below 500 cycles. If these low 
frequencies are attenuated, the frequencies that 
carry most of the actual communication can be 
increased in amplitude without exceeding 100-
per cent modulation, and the effectiveness of the 
transmitter is correspondingly increased. 
One simple way to reduce low-frequency re-

sponse is to use small values of coupling capad-
tance between resistance-coupled stages, as 
shown in Fig. 9-10A. A time constant of 0.0005 
second for the coupling capacitor and following-
stage grid resistor will have little effect on the 
amplification at 500 cycles, but will practically 
halve it at 100 cycles. In two cascaded stages the 
gain will be down about 5 db. at 200 cycles and 
10 db. at 100 cycles. When the grid resistor is 
megohm a coupling capacitor of 0.001 AL will 
give the required time constant. 
The high-frequency response can be reduced 

by using "tone control" methods, utilizing a ca-
pacitor in series with a variable resistor con-
nected across an audio impedance at some point 
in the speech amplifier. The best spot for the tone 
control is across the primary of the output trans-
former of the speech amplifier, as in Fig. 9-10B. 
The capacitor should have a reactance at 1000 
cycles about equal to the load resistance required 
by the amplifier tube or tubes, while the variable 
resistor in series may have a value equal to four 

or five times the load resistance. The control can 
be adjusted while listening to the amplifier, the 
object being to cut the high-frequency response 
without unduly sacrificing intelligibility. 

Restricting the frequency response not only 
puts more modulation power in the optimum fre-
quency band but also reduces hum, because the 
low-frequency response is reduced, and helps re-
duce the width of the channel occupied by the 
transmission, because of the reduction in the 
amplitude of the high audio frequencies. 

Volume Compression 

Although it is obviously desirable to modulate 
the transmitter as completely as possible, it is 

Fig. 9-10—A, use of a small coupling capacitor to re-

duce low-frequency response; B, tone-control circuits 
for reducing high-frequency response. Values for C 

and R are discussed in the text; 0.01 and 25,000 

ohms are typical. 
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difficult to maintain constant voice intensity when 
speaking into the microphone. To overcome this 
variable output level, it is possible to use auto-
matic gain control that follows the average (not 
instantaneous) variations in speech amplitude. 
This can be done by rectifying and filtering some 
of the audio output and applying the rectified 
and filtered d.c. to a control electrode in an 
early stage in the amplifier. 
A practical circuit for this purpose is shown 

in Fig. 9-11. 171, a medium-is triode, has its grid 
connected in parallel with the grid of the last 
speech amplifier tube ( the stage preceding the 
power stage) through the gain control R1. The 
amplified output is coupled to a full-wave recti-
fier, V2. The rectified audio output develops a 
negative d.c. voltage across CiR3, which has a 
sufficiently long time constant to hold the voltage 
at a reasonably steady value between syllables 
and words. The negative d.c. voltage is applied as 
control bias to the suppressor grid of the first 
tube in the speech amplifier (this circuit requires a 
pentode first stage), effecting a reduction in gain. 
The gain reduction is substantially proportional 
to the average microphone output and thus tends 
to hold the amplifier output at a constant level. 

I K 
••• 00F11 

GRID OF 
LAST 

SP AMP 

82K R2 
+250 2< 

Fig. 9- 11—Speech-amplifier output compression cir-

cuit. 

‘1/-6C4, 6C5, 6CG7, 6J5, 12AU7, etc. 

V5-6H6, 6AL5, etc. 
L—Interstage audio, single plate to p.p. grids. 

An adjustable bias is applied to the cathodes of 
V2 to cut off the tube at low levels and thus 
prevent rectification until a desired output level 
is reached. R2 is the "threshold control" which 
sets this level. R1, the gain control, determines 
the rate at which the gain is reduced with in-
creasing signal level. 
The hold-in time can be increased by increas-

ing the resistance of R3. C2 and R4 may not be 
necessary in all cases; their function is to prevent 
too-rapid gain reduction on a sudden voice peak. 
The "rise time" of this circuit can be increased 
by increasing C2 or R4, or both. 
The over-all gain of the system must be high 

enough so that full output can be secured at a 
moderately lo‘‘ voice level. 

Speech Clipping and Filtering 

In speech wave forms the average power con-
tent is considerably less than in a sine wave of 
the same peak amplitude. Since modulation per-

centage is based on peak values, the modulation 
or sideband power in a transmitter modulated 
100 per cent by an ordinary voice wave form will 
be considerably less than the sideband power in 
the same transmitter modulated 100 per cent by 
a sine wave. In other words, the modulation per-
centage with voice wave forms is determined by 
peaks having relatively low average power con-
tent. 

If the low-energy peaks are clipped off, the 
remaining wave form will have a considerably 
higher ratio of average power to peak amplitude. 
More sideband power will result, therefore, when 
such a clipped wave is used to modulate the 
transmitter 100 per cent. Although clipping dis-
torts the wave form and the result therefore does 
not sound exactly like the original, it is possible 
to secure a worth-while increase in modulation 
power without sacrificing intelligibility. Once 
the system is properly adjusted it will be impos-
sible to overmodulate the transmitter because the 
maximum output amplitude is fixed. 
By itself, clipping generates the same high-

order harmonics that overmodulation does, and 
therefore will cause splatter. To prevent this, 
the audio frequencies above those needed for 
intelligible speech must be filtered out, after clip-
ping and before modulation. The filter required 
for this purpose should have relatively little at-
tenuation at frequencies below about 2500 cycles, 
but high attenuation for all frequencies above 
3000 cycles. 

It is possible to use as much as 25 db. of clip-
ping before intelligibility suffers; that is, if the 
original peak amplitude is 10 volts, the signal can 
be clipped to such an extent that the resulting 
maximum amplitude is less than one volt. If the 
original 10-volt signal represented the amplitude 
that caused 100-per-cent modulation on peaks, 
the clipped and filtered signal can then be ampli-
fied up to the same 10-volt peak level for modu-
lating the transmitter. 
There is a loss in naturalness with "deep" clip-

ping, even though the voice is highly intelligible. 
With moderate clipping levels (6 to 12 db.) there 
is almost no change in "quality" but the voice 
power is increased considerably. 
Before drastic clipping can be used, the speech 

signal must be amplified several times more than 
is necessary for normal modulation. Also, the 
hum and noise must be much lower than the 
tolerable level in ordinary amplification, because 
the noise in the output of the amplifier increases 
in proportion to the gain. 
One type of clipper-filter system is shown in 

Fig. 9-12. The clipper is a peak-limiting rectifier 
of the same general type that is used in receiver 
noise limiters. It must clip both positive and 
negative peaks. The gain or clipping control sets 
the amplitude at which clipping starts. Follow-
ing the low-pass filter for eliminating the har-
monic distortion frequencies is a second gain 
control, the "level" or modulation control. This 
control is set initially so that the, amplitude-
limited output of the clipper-filter cannot cause 
more than 100 per cent modulation. 
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It should be noted that the peak amplitude of 
the audio wave form actually applied to the mod-
ulated stage in the transmitter is not necessarily 
held at the same relative level as the peak am-
plitude of the signal coming out of the clipper 
stage. When the clipped signal goes through the 
filter, the relative phases of the various fre-
quency components that pass through the filter 
are shifted, particularly those components near 
the cut-off frequency. This may cause the peak 
amplitude out of the filter to exceed the peak 
amplitude of the clipped signal applied to the 
filter input terminals. Similar phase shifts can 
occur in amplifiers following the filter, especially 
if these amplifiers, including the modulator, do 
not have good low-frequency response. With 
poor low- frequency response the more-or-less 
"square" waves resulting from clipping tend to 
be changed into triangular waves having higher 
peak amplitude. Best practice is to cut the low-
f requency response before clipping and to make 
all amplifiers following the clipper-filter as flat 
and distortion-free as possible. 
The best way to set the modulation control 

in such a system is to check the actual modula-
tion percentage with an oscilloscope connected 
as described in the section on modulation. With 
the gain control set to give a desired clipping 
level with normal voice intensity, the level con-
trol should be adjusted so that the maximum 
modulation does not exceed 100 per cent no mat-
ter how much sound is applied to the microphone. 
The practical clipper-filter circuit shown in 

Fig. 9-12 may be inserted between two speech-
amplifier stages (but after the one having the 
gain control) where the level is normally a few 
volts. The cathode-coupled clipper circuit gives 
some over-all voltage gain in addition to perform-
ing the clipping function. The filter constants 
are such as to give a cut-off characteristic that 
combines reasonably good fidelity with adequate 
high-frequency suppression. 

High-Level Clipping and Filtering 

Clipping and filtering also can be done at high 
level — that is, at the point where the modulation 
is applied to the r.f. amplifier — insfead of in the 
lowlevel stages of the speech amplifier. In one 
rather simple but effective arrangement of this 
type the clipping takes place in the Class-B modu-
lator itself. This is accomplished by carefully ad-
justing the plate-to-plate load resistance for the 

Fig. 9- 12—Practical speech clipper circuit 

with low-pass filter. Capacitances below 

0.001 uf, are in iuf. Resistors are 12 watt. 

1,-20 henrys, 900 ohms (Stancor C-1515). 
.S—D.p.d.t. toggle or rotary. 

modulator tubes so that they saturate or clip 
peaks at the amplitude level that represents 100 
per cent modulation. The load adjustment can be 
made by choice of output transformer ratio or by 
adjusting the plate-voltage/plate-current ratio of 
the modulated r.f. amplifier. It is best done by 
examining the output wave form with an oscillo-
scope. 
The filter for such a system consists of a choke 

coil and capacitors as shown in Fig. 9-13. The 
values of L and C should be chosen to form a 
low-pass filter section having a cut-off frequency 
of about 2500 cycles, using the modulating im-
pedance of the r.f. amplifier as the load resistance. 
For this cut-off frequency the formulas are 

63.6 
— and CI C2 
7850 

where R is in ohms, L1 in henrys, and C1 and C2 
in microfarads. For example, with a plate-modu-
lated amplifier operating at 1500 volts and 200 
ma. ( modulating impedance 7500 ohms) L1 
would be 7500/7850 =- 0.96 henry and C1 or 
C2 would be 63.6/7500 = 0.0085 µf. Bypass ca-
pacitors in the plate circuit of the r.f. amplifier 
should be included in C2. Voltage ratings for C1 
and C2 when connected as shown must be the 
same as for the plate blocking capacitor — i.e., at 
least twice the d.c. voltage applied to the plate of 
the modulated amplifier. L and C values can vary 
10 per cent or so without seriously affecting the 
operation of the filter. 

Besides simplicity, the high-level system has 
the advantage that high-frequency components 

To 
Plate of 
Modulated 
Amplifiee 

2 

Fig. 9- 13— Splatter- suppression filter for use at high 

level, shown here connected between a Class B mod-
ulator and plate- modulated r.f. amplifier. Values for 

and C, are determined as described in the text. 
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of the audio signal fed to the modulator grids, 
whether present legitimately or as a result of 
amplitude distortion in lower-level stages, are 
suppressed along with the distortion components 
that arise in clipping. Also, the undesirable effects 
of poor low-frequency response following clip-
ping and filtering, mentioned in the preceding 

A LOW-POWER 

A modulator suitable for plate modulation of 
low-power transmitters or for screen or control-
grid modulation of high-power amplifiers is pic-
tured in Figs. 9-14 and 9-16. As shown in Fig. 
9-15, it uses a pair of Class A1 6AQ5's in push-
pull in the output stage. These are driven by a 
6C4 phase inverter. A two-stage preamplifier us-
ing a 12AX7 brings the output voltage of a 
crystal or ceramic microphone up to the proper 
level for the 6C4 grid. A power supply is in-
cluded on the same chassis. 
The undistorted audio output of the amplifier 

is 7-8 watts. This is sufficient for modulating the 
plate of an r.f. amplifier running 10 to 15 watts 
input, or for modulating the control grids or 
screens of r.f. amplifiers using tubes having 
plate-dissipation ratings up to 250 watts. When 
screen modulation is used the screen power for 
the modulated amplifier (up to 250 volts) can be 
taken from the modulator power supply. The 
wiring shown in Fig. 9-15 provides for this, 
through an adjustable tap on the 25,000-ohm 
bleeder resistor, R5, in the power supply. If a 
separate screen supply is used, or if the modu-
lator is used for grid-bias or plate modulation of 
an r.f. amplifier, the d.c. circuit should be opened 
at point "X" in Fig. 9-15. 
The amplifier uses resistance coupling up to 

the output-stage grids. The first section, VIA, of 
the 12AX7 has "contact-potential" bias. The gain 
control, RI, is in the grid circuit of the second 
section, Via, of the 12AX7. Negative feedback 
from the secondary of the output transformer, 
T1, is introduced at the cathode of this tube sec-
tion. The feedback voltage is dependent on the 

Fig. 9- 14—Speech amplifier and low-power modulator 

suitable for screen or control-grid modulation of 

high-power amplifiers, or for plate modulation of 

an r.f. stage with up to 15 watts plate input. D 

assembled on a 7 X 9 X 2-inch steel chassis, with 

the power supply occupying the left-hand section and 

the audio circuits the right. The 12AX7 preamplifier 
Is at the lower right-hand corner, the 6C4 phase 

inverter is to its left, and the 6AQ5 power amplifiers 

are behind the two. Controls along the chassis edge 

are, left to right, the power switch, send-receive 
switch, gain control, and microphone jack. 

section, are avoided. Phase shifts can still occur 
in the high-level filter, however, so adjustments 
preferably should be made by using an oscillo-
scope to check the actual modulation percentage 
under all conditions of speech intensity. ( For 
further discussion see Bruene, "High-Level Clip-
ping and Filtering," QST, November, 1951.) 

MODULATOR 
ratio of R2 to Rs, approximately, and with the 
constants given is sufficient to result in a con-
siderable reduction in distortion along with im-
proved regulation of the audio output voltage. 
The latter is important when the unit is used for 
modulating a screen or control grid, as described 
in the chapter on amplitude modulation. 
The phase inverter is of the split-load type 

described earlier in this chapter. It drives the 
push-pull 6AQ5's in the power amplifier. The 
output transformer used in the power stage is a 
multitap modulation transformer suitable for 
any of the types of modulation mentioned above. 

Capacitor Ci across the secondary of the out-
put transformer, T1, is used to reduce the high-
f requency response of the amplifier. Without it, 
self-oscillation is likely to occur at a high audio 
frequency (usually above audibility) because 
phase shift in the output transformer at the end 
of its useful frequency range causes the feedback 
to become positive. 
The power supply uses a replacement-type 

transformer and choke with a capacitor-input 
filter. Voltage under the modulator and speech-
amplifier load is 250. The decoupling resistance-
capacitance networks in the plate circuits of Vu 
and Vu contribute additional smoothing of the 
d.c. for these low-level stages. 
The unit includes provision for send-receive 

switching, S1 being used for that purpose. Sis 
can be used to control the r.f. section — for ex-
ample, by being connected in parallel with the 
key used for c.w. operation. Simultaneously Su 
short-circuits the secondary of T1 so the trans-
former will not be damaged by being left without 
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PHASE INV 

Fig. 9- 15—Circuit of the speech amplifier and modulator. All capacitances are in 
AL; capacitors with polarities marked are electrolytic, others are ceramic. Resistors 

are 1/2 watt except as noted below. Voltages measured to chassis with v.t. voltmeter. 

J1—Microphone connector (Amphenol 75-PC1M). 

1.1-10 henrys, 90 ma. (Triad C-7X). 

SI—D.p.d.t. toggle. 

S2—S.p.s.t. toggle. 
Ts—Modulation transformer, tapped secondary, pri-

mary 10,000 ohms plate to plate (Thordar-

load. If SDI is connected across the transmitter 
.key, Si. also can be used as a phone-c.w. switch, 
being left in the "R" position for c.w. operation. 
The terminals marked "B Switch" should be 

short circuited ( indicated by the dashed line) if 
S1 is used as a send-receive switch. If a switch 
on the transmitter is used for send-receive, these 
terminals may be used for turning the plate volt-
age in the modulator on and off through an extra 
pair of contacts on the transmitter send-receive 

MODULATOR 

son 21M68). 

Is— Power transformer, 525 v.c.t., 90 ma.; 6.3 v., 5 

amp.; 5 v., 2 amp. (Triad R- 10A). 
Ri-1500 ohms, 1/2 watt. 
R..—App. 200 ohms, 2 watts (two 390-ohm 1-watt re-

sistors in parallel). 

switch. In that case S1 should be left in the 
"send" position for phone operation. 

The proper secondary taps to use on T1 will 
depend on the impedance of the load to which 
the amplifier is connected. Methods for deter-
mining the modulating impedance with various 
types of modulation are given in the section on 
amplitude modulation, together with information 
on connecting the modulator to the r.f. stage. 

Fig. 9-16—Below-chassis 

view of the modulator. 

The rectifier tube socket 

and electrolytic filter ca-

pacitors ara at the right 

in this view. The 12AX7 

socket is at the lower left. 

Bleeder resistor R is at 

the upper left, near the 

6-terminal connection strip 

on the rear edge of the 

chassis. Placement of com-

ponents is not critical, but 

the leads in the first two 

stages should be kept 

short and close to the 

chassis to minimize hum 

troubles. 
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, A 25-WATT MODULATOR USING PUSH-PULL 6606GTs 

The speech amplifier-modulator shown in Figs. 
9-17 to 9-19, inclusive, can be used for plate 
modulation of low-power transmitters running 
25 to 50 watts input to the final stage. The circuit 
as shown is capable of an audio output of 25 
watts, but this can be increased to 30 watts by a 
simple modification. The 6BQ6s in the output 
stage are operated in Class ABi. Inexpensive 
receiver-type replacement components are used 
throughout, except for the modulation trans-
former. 

Circuit 

The speech amplifier uses a pentode first stage 
resistance-coupled to a triode second stage. This 
combination gives sufficient gain for a crystal 
microphone. The pentode and triode are the two 
sections of a dual tube, the 6AN8. Transformer 
coupling is used between the triode and the mod-
ulator tubes, in order to get push-pull voltage 
for the 6BQ6GT grids. Cathode bias is used on 
the final stage. 
The coupling capacitance between the first and 

second stages is purposely made small to reduce 
the low-frequency response, and the primary of 
the output transformer is shunted by C2 to re-
duce the amplification at the high-frequency end. 

on the first stage, also tends to reduce high-
f requency response in addition to bypassing any 
r.f. that might be picked up on the microphone 
cord. These measures confine the frequency re-
sponse to the most useful portion of the voice 
range. 
S2 is the "send-receive" switch. One section 

opens the power transformer center tap, thus 
cutting off the plate voltage during receiving 
periods. The other section can be connected to 
the key terminals on the transmitter, as indicated 
in the circuit diagram, to turn the transmitter 
on and off along with the modulator. If the 
transmitter is one in which the oscillator is not 
keyed, S2B may be used to control the trans-

Fig. 9-17—A modulator for transmitters 

operating at plate inputs up to 50 

watts. The speech amplifier and mod-

ulator are at the left in this view; 

power supply components are at the 

right. The chassis is 7 X 11 X 2 

inches. 

mitter plate voltage, usually by being connected 
in the 115-volt circuit to the plate-supply trans-
former. 
The "phone-c.w." switch, S3, short-circuits the 

secondary of the modulation transformer, T3, 
when the transmitter is to be keyed, and also 
opens the center-tap of T1 so plate voltage can-
not be applied to the modulator. 
The power supply uses a receiver replacement-

type transformer with a capacitor-input filter. 
Additional filtering for the speech-amplifier 
stages is provided by the 10-µf. capacitors and 
the series resistors in the plate circuits. Hum is 
also reduced by the VR-150 used to regulate the 
modulator screen voltage. Note that the regula-
tor tube is connected between the screens and 
cathodes so that the actual screen voltage is 150 
and is not reduced by the drop in the cathode 
bias resistor. Maintaining full screen voltage is 
important if the rated output is to be secured. 

Operating 

The 6BQ6GT amplifier requires a plate-to-
plate load of 4000 ohms, and the output trans-
former ratio must be chosen to reflect this load 
to the plates (see later section on matching a 
modulator to its load). For most small trans-
mitters running 30 to 50 watts input to the final 
stage a 1-to-1 transformer ratio will be satisfac-
tory, since the modulating impedance of such 
transmitters usually is in the neighborhood of 
4000 ohms. The secondary of T3 is connected in 
series with the d.c. lead to the plate ( and screen, 
if a screen-grid tube) of the Class C amplifier to 
be modulated. For further details, see the chapter 
on amplitude modulation. 
For checking the modulator operation a milli-

ammeter (0-200 range satisfactory) may be 
connected in the lead to the center-tap of the 
primary of T3. Without voice input to the micro-
phone the plate current should be approximately 
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MODULATOR 

SPEECH AMPLIFIER 

POWER SUPPLY 

6AN8 6806s 

4(,5 2 ? n 

1.1-8 henrys, 150 ma. 

S,—S.p.s.t. toggle. 

S:—D.p.d.t. toggle. 

Sa-2-pole 2-position rotary (Centrolob PA-2003). 

50 ma. When modulating the transmitter, the 
current should "kick" to 60 or 70 ma.; this will 
usually represent 100 per cent modulation. If the 
amplifier can be tested with a single-tone signal 
replacing the microphone, the plate current will 
be about 165 ma. at full output. 
The audio power output can be increased to 

about 30 watts, sufficient for modulating an 807 

4S7:774"(EY sl(JACK ON 
TRANS. 

o 

Fig. 9- 18—Circuit diagram of the 25-watt modulator. 

Capacitances below 0.001 µf. are in µµ1. Capacitors up 

to 0.01 µf. are ceramic. Resistors are 1/2 watt unless 
otherwise specified. 

TI—Power transformer, 650 volts c.t., 150 ma. 5 volts 

3 amp.; 6.3 volts, 5 amp. 

T2—Interstage audio, single plate to p.p. grids, pri, 

to total sec. ratio 1 to 3. 

Ts— Modulation transformer, multimatch type (UTC S-19). 

at its full phone rating, if the 6BQ6GT cathodes 
are grounded and bias of about 30 volts from a 
fixed source such as a small battery is applied to 
the grids. The battery may be substituted for the 
cathode resistor if the ground connection is 
moved from the center tap of the secondary of 
T2 to the cathodes of the 6BQ6GTs. 
(From QST, December, 1955.) 

ill- it -111. Fig. 9- 19— Under-

chassis view of the 

68Q6GT modulator. 

The two large ca-

pacitors at the right 

are the filter capaci-

tors in the power 

supply. The modula-

tor bias resistor and 

bypass capacitor 

(R,Cs) are at lower 

left. Leads from the 

modulation trans-

former go through 

the three holes in 

the chassis. Shielded 

wire is used for 

heater, microphone 

input, and gain. 

control leads. 
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A 50-WATT CLASS 
Four type 1625 tubes were used in the output 

stage of the modulator shown in Figs. 9-20 and 
9-22 for several good reasons. These tubes, 12-
volt heater versions of the popular 807, are 
widely available on the surplus market at attrac-
tive prices. With the economical power supply 
shown here, four 1625s will deliver up to 50 
watts of audio, sufficient to modulate a 100-watt 
transmitter. At higher plate voltages, four 1625s 
in Class ABI will furnish up to 140 watts ( at 750 
plate volts), sufficient to modulate a 280-watt 
transmitter. 
Referring to the circuit diagram, the speech 

amplifier consists of a 6AV6 triode and the two 
triodes of a 6CG7. Transformer coupling be-
tween ViB and the modulator tubes gives ade-
quate signal for the 1625s at any rated plate volt-
age. A built-in bias supply, using a voltage-
tripling circuit and selenium rectifiers CR1, CR2 
and CR3, furnishes operating bias that can be set 
to the proper value by R2. During standby condi-
tions, the modulator is turned off by opening the 
circuit at h or by adding additional bias through 

AB, MODULATOR 
J. Since connecting four tetrodes in push-pull 
parallel can often yield parasitic oscillations, re-
sistors are connected in both control and screen 
grid circuits of the modulator tubes. With these 
resistors present, there should be no instabilities 
of any kind. The low- and high-frequency re-
sponses are restricted to good communications 
levels by proper proportioning of the coupling 
capacitors and the shunt capacitors. The 0.004-e. 
capacitor across the secondary of T2 will have a 
greater effect on restricting high-frequency re-
sponse if a high-voltage low-current amplifier is 
being modulated than if a low-voltage high-
current r.f. stage is used. The 0.004-µf. value was 
selected for use with a 400-volt 200-ma. amplifier. 
Provision for connecting an external modula-

tion monitor ( see Chapter 10) is included, as 
well as a power outlet, .15, for the monitor or 
other auxiliary equipment. 

Construction 

The modulator is built on a 17 X 10 X 3-inch 
steel chassis, although an aluminum chassis would 

Fig. 9-20—A 50-watt modulator, using four 1625-type tubes in Class AB,. With higher plate voltage and a 

larger modulation transformer, the tubes can deliver up to 140 watts of audio power. 
Speech amplifier tubes and coupling transformer are at the right, in front of the four 1625s. The two 

voltage-regulator tubes in the center, in front of the modulation transformer, stabilize the screen voltage 

on the 1625s. 
Power-supply filter choke is at the upper left-hand corner, and the small choke to the immediate right 

is connected in the screen circuit if a screen-grid r.f. amplifier is used. If desired, a cane-metal housing can 
be used over the modulator, but the use of high-voltage wire and insulated plate caps practically eliminates 

the danger of electrical shock when the unit is in its normal position. 
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SPEECH AMPLIFIER DRIVER 

. .01 01 
6AV6 

HIC. 02 

450 V. 

13 

115V. 

ACCESSORY 

Fig. 9-21—Circuit diagram of 

6CG7 1 

GAIN 

47K 

VIA 6 6CG 7 
Vitt 

85k  
RECTIFIER , 200 m A. 
5U4- GB L2   

TTTl 

400-0 
400V. 
GONA. 

12.6V 1625 25:V.•-' Crt i CR, 

14cR3 T 

MODULATOR 
1625 

47K 

50V. 

47K 

H 
SOMA. 

MOD. 
NON. 

Et 

a 
rt---0E3 

EXT. 
SWITCH 

EXT. 
BIAS 

the 50-watt modulator. Unless specified otherwise, capacitances are in lg., re-

sistances are in ohms, resistors are 1/2 watt. 

C.-0.004 /of., but subject to modification. See text. 
CR., CR,, CR,,-20-ma. 130-v. selenium rectifier. 

E, Es—Nylon tip jocks (Johnson 105-601, 105-602 

105-603). 
Is-6.3-volt pilot lamp. 

1—Microphone connector (Amphenol 75-PC1M). 

1.-4-prong tube socket. 

J3, 13- 2- pin chassis-mounting c.c. receptacle (Am-
phenol 61-F1). 

J.—Phono jack. 

Li—Screen choke, used when modulating tetrode am-
plifier. 

probably be almost as strong and would be 
definitely easier to drill and punch. The com-
ponents were arranged to keep a.c. leads a rea-
sonable distance away from the speech-amplifier 
circuits, and the heater leads to the 6AV6 and 
6CG7 were run in shielded wire. These shielded 
leads, and the shielded leads carrying 115 v. a. c., 
were run along the folded corners of the chassis. 
Another precaution in wiring the modulator is to 
keep the leads to and from T2 away from the 
speech-amplifier portion of the modulator, to 
reduce the chances for feedback and consequent 
audio oscillation. The leads to and from T2 

should be made with well-insulated wire, and 
wherever they pass through the chassis rubber 
grommets should be used. 
The connections to T2 will depend upon the 

voltage-to-current ratio of the d.c. input to the 

1.s- 8.5- henry 200-ma, filter choke (Knight 61 G 409 
or equiv.). 

P,—A.c. line plug. 

R.—Volume control, audio toper. 

R2-2-watt wire-wound control, linear taper. 
SI—S.p.s.t. toggle switch. 

T.-1:3 ratio interstage transformer (Triad A-31X). 

T.-60-watt modulation transformer (Stancor A-3893). 

T3-400-0-400 v, at 200 ma., 5 V. at 3 a., 6.3 v. at 
5 a (Knight 61 G 414 or equiv.). 

T4-1 2.6 v. at 2 a. (Knight 61 G 420 or equiv.). 

modulated stage. With the power supply shown, 
the modulator is well suited to work with the 
75-watt 6DQ5 transmitter and the 90-watt all-
purpose amplifier described in Chapter Six. The 
proper load for the four 1625s, with 450 volts 
on the plates, is 3800 ohms, rising to 6000 ohms 
with 750 volts on the plates. An instruction sheet 
is furnished with the transformer; to determine 
the transformer taps to be used, first measure the 
plate voltage and current of the modulated stage. 
Divide the voltage by the current in amperes, to 
determine the secondary load, and from the in-
struction sheet select the connections that come 
closest to matching the secondary load to 3800 
ohms. Although it is not likely that an exact 
match will be possible, it is of little or no con-
sequence. The ratio of the impedance is the im-
portant consideration. 
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Operation 

When the modulator is completed, connect a 
key or other external switch temporarily at /3, 
and short-circuit 14. Plug Pi into an a.c. outlet, 
plug in the 5U4-GB and the OD3s, and turn on 
Si. The filament of the 5U4-GB should glow. 
Close the key or switch at 13; the OD3s should 
light. Open the external switch and plug in the 
speech amplifier tubes. After allowing time for 
the 6AV6 and 6CG7 to warm up, as indicated 
by the heater glow, turn on the external switch 
and turn off Si. Allow a half minute for the filter 
capacitors to be discharged by the speech ampli-
fier tubes, and then check with a voltmeter that 
no charge is left in the filter. Open the external 
switch, plug in the 1625s, and close Si. After the 
heaters warm up, set the arm of R2 to give a 
voltage of —32 between arm and chassis. Con-
nect the transmitter or a dummy load to the 
modulator output ( never operate the modulator 
without a load; the modulation transformer in-
sulation may break down). Set the volume con-
trol at minimum (arm of Ri at chassis end) and 
close /3. With a microphone connected at /1, 
speaking into the mike and slowly opening Ri 
should deliver audio output from the modulator. 

To obtain more power from the four 1625s, it 
is necessary to use a higher-powered modulation 
transformer at T2 and to raise the plate voltage 
and grid bias. At 750 volts on the plates, the bias 
should be — 35 volts. 
The modulator should be turned on and off 

with the transmitter, so that a load is always 
furnished for the transformer. The modulator 
can be placed on standby by opening the circuit 
at /3, or by adding additional negative voltage 
at 14, depending upon the basic station control 
circuitry. 

If a number of 1625s are available, it is de-
sirable to select four that have substantially the 
same plate current ( 28 rim.) for the —32 volts 
bias. The plate currents of the individual tubes 
can be measured between insulating plate cap 
and the tube plate cap, connecting the termi-
nal of the milliamtneter to the transformer lead. 
Turn off the equipment between measurements 
to avoid the possibility of a dangerous electrical 
shock. 
As with any modulator using an output trans-

former, the secondary winding should be short-
circuited ( or the modulator disconnected) when 
the r.f. amplifier is used for c.w. or as a linear 
amplifier. 

1 ri 

Fig. 9-22—Under the chassis of the 50-watt modulator. Three selenium rectifiers in the bias supply are mount-

ed on the left-hand wall of the chassis. Associated components are grouped around the speech-amplifier 

sockets (upper right). 
Components mounted on the rear apron of the chassis, from left to right, are bias potentiometer, audio 

power socket J, external bias connection .14, external switch connection Ji, modulation monitor terminals 

E, and E,, and the accessory socket .15. 
Shielded wire is used on 60-cycle a.c. leads in the power transformer primaries and secondaries to reduce 

the possibility of hum pick-up in the speech amplifier section. 
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A 6146 MODULATOR AND SPEECH AMPLIFIER 
The modulator shown in Figs. 9-23 to 9-25, 

inclusive, uses a pair of 6146s in ABi, and is 
complete with power and bias supplies on a 
10 X 17 X 3-inch chassis. The modulator also is 
equipped with an audio take-off for scope 
monitoring. 
The audio power that can be obtained (based 

on measurements) is as follows: 

Nominal 
Plate Voltage 

500 volts 
600 volts 
750 volts 

Power Output 

75 watts 
95 watts 

120 watts 

Plate-to-Plate 
Load Resistance 

4200 ohms 
5200 ohms 
6700 ohms 

Suitable sets of components for all three of the 
voltages listed above are readily available, so the 
power level can be selected to suit the Class C 
amplifier to be modulated. The modulator shown 
in the photographs is set up for 750-volt opera-
tion, but aside from the power and modulation 
transformers all components are the same re-
gardless of the voltage level. 

Audio Circuits 

As shown in the circuit diagram, Fig. 9-24, 
the audio system consists of a 12AX7 preampli-
fier with the two tube sections in cascade, fol-
lowed by a 6C4 voltage amplifier which is trans-
former-coupled to the grids of the Class ABi 
modulator tubes. The combination provides am-
ple gain for a communications-type crystal, 
ceramic, or dynamic microphone. 
The first stage of the amplifier is "contact-

potential" biased, and is resistance-coupled to 
the second stage. The gain control, R1, is in the 
grid circuit of the second stage. Decoupling 
resistors and capacitors are included in the plate-
supply circuits of these two stages; these de-
coupling circuits also provide additional plate-
supply hum filtering for the two low-level stages. 
The secondary of T1, the transformer coupling 

the third speech stage to the modulator grids, is 
shunted by a 470-µµf. capacitor to reduce high-

Fig. 9-23—Class-AB, modulator us-

ing 6146s, complete with speech 

amplifier and power supply. The 

relay-rack panel is 101/2 -inches 
high. Plate- and filament-supply 

primary switches, each with its own 
pilot lamp, are near the lower edge 

of the panel. The gain control is at 

lower center. Along the front of 

the chassis, just behind the panel, 

are the plate power transformer, 

filter choke, and modulation trans-

former, going from left to right. The 

tubes at the left are the 816 rectifiers, 

with the 6146s at the right. Along the 

rear edge are the two voltage. 

regulator tubes, the 12AX7 and 6C4 

speech amplifier tubes, and the inter. 

stage audio transformer, Ti. 

frequency response. The optimum value of ca-
pacitance will depend on the particular type of 
audio transformer selected, as well as on the 
high-frequency characteristics of the micro-
phone employed. Different values should be tried, 
to reduce the high-frequency response as much as 
possible, consistent with intelligibility. 
The modulation transformer is of the multi-

match type, and the taps should be selected to 
reflect the proper plate-to-plate load impedance, 
as given earlier, for the desired power output. 
The impedance ratio, secondary to primary, will 
depend on the modulating impedance of the mod-
ulated r.f. amplifier, as described earlier in this 
chapter. The secondary of the modulation trans-
former is shunted by C1 to reduce output at the 
higher audio frequencies, particularly for attenu-
ating high-frequency harmonics that might be 
generated in the modulator at high output levels. 
The value suggested ( 0.005 pf.) is an average 
figure and should be modified according to the 
modulating impedance of the Class-C stage as 
discussed earlier in this chapter. 

Power Supply 

Plate power for all tubes in the unit is supplied 
by a single power transformer. Mercury-vapor 
rectifiers are used because good voltage regula-
tion is desirable. The filter is a single section 
with choke input and a large ( over 25 pf.) out-
put capacitance. The filter capacitor consists of 
three 80-µf. 450-volt electrolytic capacitors in 
series for 750-volt d.c. output. If the output volt-
age is 600 or less only two capacitors in series 
will be needed. These capacitors are shunted by 
0.1-megohm resistors to help equalize the d.c. 
voltages across them. 
The 200-volt ( approximately) supply for the 

6146 screens and the plates of the speech-ampli-
fier tubes is taken from the main supply through 
a dropping resistor, and is regulated by two OB2 
voltage-regulator tubes in series. A 20-µf, ca-
pacitor is connected across the VR tubes to im-
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CR 

Fig. 9-24—Circuit diagram of the 6146 modulator and 

otherwise; capacitors marked with polarity are electrol 
Resistances are in ohms; resistors 

C.—See text. 
CRI—Selenium rectifier, 20 ma. or higher, 130 volts. 

1,- 6.3-volt pilot lamp. 

12—Neon lamp, NE-51. 
.1,—Microphone connector (Amphenol 75-PC1M). 

.12—Phono jack. 
J., J.- 115-volt chassis-mounting plug (Amphenol 61-

M1). 

K,—Antenna changeover relay, 115-volt coil (Advance 

AH/2C/115VA; type AM also suitable). 

L.— Filter choke, 10 henrys, 300 ma. (Triad C- 19A). 

121-0.5-megohm control, audio taper. 

R2-50,000-ohm wire-wound control, 4 watts. 

R3- 15,000-ohm adjustable, 50 watts. 

S2—S.p.s.t. toggle. 

S.—S.p.i.t. mounted on RI. 

prove the dynamic regulation in the 6146 screen 
circuit, since the peak instantaneous screen cur-
rent exceeds the regulating capacity ( 30 ma.) of 
the VR tubes when the modulator is driven to 
maximum output. 

Fixed bias for the 6146 grids is taken from a 
built-in bias supply using a TV "booster" trans-
former with a selenium rectifier. This bias is 

MODULATOR 

6146 

1MEG. 
1W. 

10H. 

+ 
ssov. - 

+210V. 

5 052 

2 

100K 
1W. 100K 

I W. 

AUDIO 
OUTPUT 

+Km) 

.05 
1600V. 

1 MEG 
1W. 

 0+ 
H.V. OUT 

100K 
1W 

80 100K 
4.50i1 1W 

052 

power supply. Capacitances are in ¡if. unless indicated 

ytic, others may be paper or ceramic as convenient. 

are 1/2 watt except as indicated. 

TI—Interstage audio, single plate to p.p. grids, 3-to-1 

secondary-to- primary ratio (Stancor A-63-C). 

T2—Multimatch modulation transformer, 125 watts 

(Triad M- 12A1). 

Ts— Filament transformer, 6.3 volts at 4 amp. (Triad 

F-53 X). 

T4— Power transformer, 117 volts at 20 ma.; 6.3-volt 

winding unused (Thordarson 26R32). 

T5—Plate transformer. For 500 volts d.c.: 1235 volts 

c.f., 310 ma. (Triad P-7A); for 600 volts d.c.: 

1455 volts c.t., 310 ma (Triad P-1 1A). Trans-

former shown is for either 600 or 750 volts 

d.c. output at 310 ma.; sec. voltage 1780 c.t. 

for 750 volts (Triad P- 14A). 

To—Filament transformer, 5 volts at 3 amp., 2500-volt 

insulation (Stancor P-4088). 

adjustable by means of R2. The bias supply and 
filament transformer are on the same a.c. circuit 
so that bias is applied to the modulator grids 
whenever the tube heaters are energized. 

Control and Auxiliary Circuits 

The modulator includes an oscilloscope take-
off circuit consisting of the 0.05-µf. capacitor and 
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Fig. 9-25—Below-chassis view of the 6146 modulator. The 816 sockets and filament transformer (74 are at 

the lower left. The chassis wall at the bottom has on it, left to right, the 115-volt a.c. plugs, fuse holders, 

bias control (R,), microphone input connector (Jib scope take-off connector (.1,) and a three- terminal strip 

(Millen 37303) for audio output and positive high voltage connections. The high-voltage filter capacitor 

bank is in the center, mounted on a plate of plastic insulation which is supported away from the chassis 

on small pillars. The 6.3-volt transformer (7.) is to the right of the capacitors. The antenna changeover relay 

used for shorting the modulation-transformer secondary is on the right-hand chassis wall. 

three 1-megohm resistors in series. This can be 
used for horizontal deflection of a c.r. tube to 
give the trapezoidal modulation pattern ( see 
chapter on amplitude modulation). Usually, it 
will be necessary to use an external control for 
adjusting the amplitude of the sweep voltage so 
obtained. If desired, a 1-megohm control can be 
substituted for the fixed resistor at the bottom 
of the string, thus avoiding the necessity for an 
external control. 
The normally closed contacts of an antenna-

type relay, K1, are used to short-circuit the sec-
ondary of the modulation transformer when the 
transmitter is to be used for c.w. work. The 
switch, $3, that controls the relay is mounted on 
the gain control, R1, so that when the gain is 
turned all the way off, thus opening the switch, 
the relay contacts close. This insures that the 
modulator is inoperative and cannot be driven 
by accidental voice input ( which would result in 
excessive plate current) when the transformer 
secondary is short-circuited. 

Separate a.c. inputs are provided for the fila-
ment-bias and plate power circuits. The plate 
supply can thus be controlled by an external 
switch without disturbing the operation of the 
filament circuits or requiring a modification of 
the 115-volt wiring. 
Terminals are provided for taking out high-

voltage d.c. for an external unit. The power-
supply equipment has more capacity than is 
needed by the modulator unit itself ( the rating 

for amateur-type service is somewhat over 300 
ma.) and may in some cases be sufficient for op-
eration of the modulated r.f. amplifier as well. 
At least 200 ma. should be available for this pur-
pose, since the average plate-supply current in 
the modulator unit alone is less than 100 ma., in-
cluding the speech-amplifier and VR-tube drain. 

Operating Data 

The dropping resistor in the screen-supply cir-
cuit should be adjusted so that the current 
through OB2s is 30 ma. with the bias on the 
6146 grids adjusted so that the no-signal plate 
current is approximately 50 ma. The current 
through the VR tubes may be measured by open-
ing the lead to the upper OB2 at pin 5 and insert-
ing a milliammeter of appropriate range. 

If a sine-wave signal is used for testing the 
modulator, full output should be secured with 
a modulator plate current of approximately 240 
ma. This value will be the same for all plate 
voltages, provided the screen voltage is main-
tained at approximately 200 volts and the values 
of plate-to-plate load resistance as specified 
earlier are used. With voice input the plate cur-
rent will kick up to about 100 ma. on peaks, de-
pending on the characteristics of the speaker's 
voice and those of the microphone used. This 
peak value should be determined, under actual 
operating conditions with an oscilloscope, after 
which the plate millianuneter can be used as a 
modulation indicator. 



A Class B Modulator 

CLASS B MODULATOR WITH FILTER 

Representative Class B modulator construc-
tion is illustrated by the unit shown in Figs. 9-26 
and 9-28. This modulator includes a splatter 

Fig. 9-26—A typical Class B modulator arrangement. 

This unit uses a pair of 811As, capable of an audio 

power output of 340 watts, and includes a splatter 

filter. The modulation transformer is at the left and 

the splatter choke at the right. All high-voltage ter-

minals are covered so they cannot be touched 

accidentally. 

filter, CiC2L1 in the circuit diagram, Fig. 9-27, 
and also has provision for short-circuiting the 
modulation transformer secondary when c.w. is 
to be used. 
The audio input transformer is not built into 

I. 

INPlfr 

115 V. 

TO. PLATE 
OF Re AMR 

N.V. 

nr°«. 

115 V. FROM 
CONTROL UNIT 

115v. TO MOO. 
PLATE SUPPLY 

Fig. 9-27—Circuit diagram of the Class B modulator. 

Cs, C2, 1,—See text. (LI is Chicago Transformer type 

SR-300). 

Ki—D.p.d.t. relay, high-voltage insulation (Advance 

type 400). 

M-0-500 d.c. milliammeter, bakelite case. 
Ti—Variable-ratio modulation transformer (Chicago 

Transformer type CMS- 1). 

T2—Filament transformer, 6.3 v., 8 amp. 

I,--6.3-volt pilot light. 

X2—Chassis-type 115-volt plugs, male. 

Xs—Chassis-type 115-volt receptacle, female. 

Si—S.p.s.t. toggle. 
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this unit, it being assumed that this transformer 
will be included in the driver assembly as is cus-
tomary. If the modulator and speech amplifier-
driver are mounted in the same rack or cabinet, 
the length of leads from the driver to the modu-
lator grids presents no problem. The bias re-
quired by the modulator tubes at their higher 
plate-voltage ratings should be fed through the 
center tap on the secondary of the 'driver trans-
former. At a plate voltage of 1250 or less no bias 
is needed and the center-tap connection on the 
transformer can be grounded. 
The values of C1, C2 and L1 depend on the 

modulating impedance of the Class C r.f. ampli-
fier. They can be determined from the formulas 
given in this chapter in the section on high-level 
clipping and filtering. The splatter filter will be 
effective regardless of whether the modulator 
operating conditions are chosen to give high-level 
clipping, but it is worth while to design the sys-
tem for clipping at 100 per cent modulation if 
the tube curves are available for that purpose. 
The voltage ratings for C1 and C2 should at 
least equal the d.c. voltage applied to the modu-
lated r.f. amplifier. 
A relay with high-voltage insulation is used 

to short-circuit the secondary of T1 when the 

L 

«A B 

- 

111 

L 

Fig. 9-28—The relay and filament transformer ore 

mounted below the chassis. C,, C, and t< are mounted 

on small stand-off insulators. 

relay coil is not energized. A normally closed 
contact is used for this purpose. The other arm 
is used to close the primary circuit of the modu-
lator plate supply when the relay is energized. 
Shorting the transformer secondary is necessary 
when the r.f. amplifier is keyed, to prevent an 
inductive discharge from the transformer wind-
ing that would put "tails" on the keyed charac-
ters and, with cathode keying of the amplifier, 
would cause excessive sparking at the key con-
tacts. The control circuit should be arranged in 
such a way that K1 is not energized during c.w. 
operation but is energized by the send-receive 
switch during phone operation. 

Careful attention should be paid to insulation 
since the instantaneous voltages in the secondary 
circuit of the transformer will be at least twice 
the d.c. voltage on the r.f. amplifier. If a "hi-fi" 
amplifier of 10 watts or more output is avail-
able, it can be used as the driver for the 811As 
by coupling as shown in Fig. 9-29. 
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811A 

Fig. 9-29—A "hi-fi" audio amplifier will drive a 

Class-B modulator; a suitable coupling transformer 

is required. The connections shown here are for a 

pair of 811As. The amplifier should have an output 

rating of at least 10 watts. 

Ti-1O-watt line-to-voice-coil transformer (Stancor 

A-8104). 

CHECKING AMPLIFIER OPERATION 

An adequate job of checking speech equipment 
can be done with equipment that is neither 
elaborate nor expensive. A typical setup is shown 
in Fig. 9-30. The construction of a simple audio 
oscillator is described in the chapter on measure-
ments. The audio-frequency voltmeter can be 
either a vacuum-tube voltmeter or a multirange 
volt-ohm-milliammeter that has a rectifier-type 
a.c. range. The headset is included for aural 
checking of the amplifier performance. 
An audio oscillator usually will have an out-

put control, but if the maximum output voltage 
is in excess of a volt or so the output setting may 
be rather critical when a high-gain speech ampli-
fier is being tested. In such cases an attenuator 
such as is shown in Fig. 9-30 is a convenience. 

AT TENUATOR 
r-

Fig. 9-30—Simple oscillator-attenuator test setup for 

checking a speech amplifier. It is not necessary that 

the frequency range of the audio oscillator be con-

tinuously variable; one or more " spot frequencies" 

will be satisfactory. Suitable resistor values are: 

and 123, 10,000 ohms; fe, and 114, 1000 ohms. 

Each of the two voltage dividers reduces the 
voltage by a factor of roughly 10 to 1, so that the 
over-all attenuation is about 100 to 1. The rela-
tively low value of resistance, R4, connected 
across the input terminals also will minimize 
stray hum pickup on the connecting leads. 
The output of a power amplifier such as a 

modulator or driver for a Class B stage may be 
checked by using a resistance load of the rated 
value for the amplifier. A useful circuit arrange-
ment is shown in Fig. 9-31. The load resistance, 
R1, may be a single adjustable unit of appropri-
ate power rating or may be made up of several 
resistors in series or parallel to give the required 
resistance. If measurement of the resistance is 
necessary an ohmmeter will be sufficiently accu-
rate. In the case of a multimatch output trans-
former the taps should be those that will actually 
be used with the Class C amplifier with which 
the modulator is intended to work. R1 then 
should have a value equal to the modulating im-
pedance of the r.f. amplifier. 

POWER AMPLIFIER 

Fig. 9-31—Circuit for measuring power and making 

qualitative checks of the amplifier output. Values to 

be used for R, and R2 are discussed in the text. The 

secondary winding of the output transformer in the 

amplifier should be disconnected from any d.c. 

source in the unit and one end connected to chassis 

as shown. An earth ground should be used on the 

system. 

If an audio oscillator generating a good sine 
wave is used as the signal source the output 
power of the amplifier may be measured by an 
audio-frequency voltmeter as indicated by V. 
Either a vacuum-tube voltmeter on its a.c. scale 
or a rectifier-type a.c. voltmeter will be satisfac-
tory, the principal requirements being relatively 
high impedance ( 1000 ohms per volt or more) 
and a reasonably accurate calibration. The power 
output will be equal to E2/Ri, where E is the 
r.m.s. value of the voltage across the resistor 
(a.c. instruments usually are calibrated in r.m.s. 
values). This assumes that the distortion gen-
erated in the amplifier is small; if distortion is 
high, the voltmeter reading will be inaccurate. 

If the amplifier is a driver for a Class B modu-
lator, the value of R1 should be calculated from 
R/N2, where N is the turns ratio, primary to 
total secondary, of the class B input transformer, 
and R is the rated plate-to-plate load for the 
driver tube or tubes. R1 should of course be con-
nected across the total secondary in this case. 
For a qualitative check on distortion, provi-

sion is made in Fig. 9-31 for monitoring the out-
put of the amplifier. R2 should be a wire-wound 
potentiometer having a resistance of 10 or 20 
ohms. A headset may be connected to the 
"Monitor" terminals. Using the audio oscillator 
as a signal source, start with the gain control 
at minimum and then advance it slowly while 
listening carefully to the tone signal in the head-
set. When it begins to sound like a musical octave 
instead of a single tone, or when higher harmon-
ically related tones can be heard along with the 
desired one, distortion is starting to become ap-
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preciable. This effect usually will be detectable, 
but not serious, at full output of the amplifier 
as indicated by the voltmeter reading. Keep the 
signal in the headset at a moderate level by ad-
justing R2 when necessary. If the amplifier 
passes the distortion test satisfactorily, reduce 
the audio input to zero and note whether any hum 
is audible in the headset. There should be none, 
if the tone level in the headset at full sine-wave 
output was no more than moderately high. 

After - completing these checks with satisfac-
tory results, substitute the microphone for the 
oscillator input to the amplifier and have some-
one speak into it at a moderate level. The headset 
will serve to indicate the speech quality at vari-
ous output levels. A tape recorder, if available, 
is useful at this stage since it can be substituted 
for the headset and will provide a means for 
comparing the effect of changes and adjustments 
in the amplifier as well as giving a better over-all 
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in which it is occurring can be located by work-
ing from the last stage toward the front end of 
the amplifier, applying a signal to each grid in 
turn from the audio oscillator and adjusting the 
signal voltage for maximum output. In the case 
of push-pull stages, the signal may be applied to 
the primary of the interstage transformer—after 
disconnecting it from the plate-voltage source 
and the amplifier tube. Assuming that normal 
design principles have been followed and that all 
stages are theoretically working within their 
capabilities, the probable causes of distortion are 
wiring errors ( such as accidental short-circuit 
of a cathode resistor), defective components, or 
use of wrong values of resistance in cathode and 
plate circuits. 

Using the Oscilloscope 

Speech-amplifier checking is facilitated con-
siderably if an oscilloscope of the type having 

ATTENU-
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Fig. 9-32—Test setup using the oscilloscope to check for distortion. These connections will result In the type 
of pattern shown in Fig. 9-33, the horizontal sweep being provided by the audio input signal. For wave-

form patterns, omit the connection between the audio oscillator and the horizontal amplifier in the scope, 
and use the horizontal linear sweep. 

check on speech quality than the average head-
set. The effect of measures taken to attenuate 
high- or low-frequency response in the amplifier 
is readily observed by comparing recordings 
made before and after changes. The output qual-
ity of the amplifier also can be compared with 
the original output of the microphone as regis-
tered on the recorder. In using a recorder care 
must be taken to set R2 so that the first stage in 
the recorder amplifier is not overloaded. Use the 
normal gain setting of the recorder and adjust 
R2 to give normal level indications. 

Amplifier Troubles 

If the hum level is too high, the amplifier stage 
that is causing the trouble can be located by 
temporarily short-circuiting the grid of each tube 
to ground, starting with the output amplifier. 
When shorting a particular grid makes a marked 
decrease in hum, the hum presumably is coming 
from a preceding stage, although it is possible 
that it is getting its start in that particular grid 
circuit. If shorting a grid does not decrease the 
hum, the hum is originating either in the plate 
circuit of that tube or the grid circuit of the next. 
Aside from wiring errors, a defective tube, or 
inadequate plate-supply filtering, objectionable 
hum usually originates in the first stage of the 
amplifier. 

If distortion occurs below the point at which 
the expected power output is secured the stage 

amplifiers and a linear sweep circuit is available. 
A typical setup for using the oscilloscope is 
shown in Fig. 9-32. With the connections shown, 
the sweep circuit is not required but horizontal 
and vertical amplifiers are necessary. Audio volt-
age from the oscillator is fed directly to one 
oscilloscope amplifier (horizontal in this case) 
and the output of the speech amplifier is con-
nected to the other. The scope amplifier gains 
should be adjusted so that each signal gives the 
same line length with the other signal shut off. 
Under these conditions, when the input and 

output signals are applied simultaneously they 
are compared directly. If the speech amplifier is 
distortion-free and introduces no phase shift, the 
resulting pattern is simply a straight line, as 
shown at the upper left in Fig. 9-33, making an 
angle of about 45 degrees with the horizontal and 
vertical axes. If there is no distortion but there 
is phase shift, the pattern will be a smooth 
ellipse, as shown at the upper right. The greater 
the phase shift the greater the tendency of the 
ellipse to grow into a circle. When there is even-
harmonic distortion in the amplifier one end of 
the line or ellipse becomes curved, as shown in 
the second row in Fig. 9-33. With odd-harmonic 
distortion such as is characteristic of overdriven 
push-pull stages, the line or ellipse is curved at 
both ends. 

Patterns such as these will be obtained when 
the input signal is a fairly good sine wave. They 
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will tend to become complicated if the input 
wave form is complex and the speech amplifier 
introduces appreciable phase shifts. It is there-
fore advisable to test for distortion with an input 
signal that is as nearly as possible a sine wave. 
Also, it is best to use a frequency in the 500-1000 
cycle range, since improper phase shift in the 
amplifier is usually least in this region. Phase 
shift in itself is not of great importance in an 
audio amplifier of ordinary design because it 
does not change the character of speech so far as 
the ear is concerned. However, if a complex sig-
nal is used for testing, phase shift may make it 
difficult to detect distortion in the oscilloscope 
pattern. 

Since the oscilloscope amplifiers themselves 
may introduce phase shift and possibly distortion 
as well, it is advisable to check the scope before 
attempting to make checks on the speech ampli-
fier. Apply the signal from the audio oscillator 
simultaneously to the horizontal and vertical am-
plifier input terminals. If both amplifiers have 
the same phase characteristics and negligible 
distortion the pattern, after suitable adjustment 
of the gains, will be a straight line as shown at 
the upper left in Fig. 9-33. If distortion is visi-
ble, note whether it changes when the scope gain 
controls are reduced; if not, the signal voltage 
from the audio oscillator is too great and should 
be reduced to the point where the input ampli-
fiers are not overloaded. After finding the proper 
settings for signal input and scope gains, leave 
the latter alone in making checks on the speech 
equipment and adjust the input to the scope by 
means of R2 and the output of the audio oscil-
lator. Phase shift in the scope itself is not serious 
since the presence of distortion in the speech 
amplifier can be detected by the patterns shown 
at the right in Fig. 9-33. 

In amplifiers having negative feedback, ex-
cessive phase shift within the feed-back loop 
may cause self-oscillation, since the signal fed 
back may arrive at the grid in phase with the 
applied signal voltage instead of out of phase 
with it. Such a phase shift is most likely to be 
associated with the output transformer. Oscilla-
tion usually occurs at some frequency above 
10,000 cycles, although occasionally it will occur 
at a very low frequency. If the pass band in the 
stage in which the phase shift occurs is deliber-
ately restricted to the optimum voice range, as 
described earlier, the gain at both very high and 
very low frequencies will be so low that self-
oscillation is unlikely, even with large amounts 
of feedback. 

Generally speaking, it is easier to detect small 
amounts of distortion with the type of pattern 
shown in Fig. 9-33 than it is with the wave-form 
pattern obtained by feeding the output signal to 
the vertical plates and making use of the linear 
sweep in the scope. However, the wave-form 
pattern can be used satisfactorily if the signal 
from the audio oscillator is a reasonably good 
sine wave. One simple method is to examine the 
output of the oscillator alone and trace the pat-
tern on a sheet of transparent paper. The pattern 
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Fig. 9-33—Typical patterns obtained with the connec-

tions shown in Fig. 9-32. Depending on the number 

of stages in the amplifier, the pattern may slope 

upward to the right, as shown, or upward to the left. 

Also, depending on where the distortion originates, 

the curvature in the second row may appear either 

at the top or bottom of the line or ellipse. 

given by the output of the amplifier can then be 
compared with the "standard" pattern by ad-
justing the oscilloscope gains to make the two 
patterns coincide as closely as possible. The pat-
tern discrepancies are a measure of the distor-
tion. 

In using the oscilloscope care must be taken to 
avoid introducing hum voltages that will upset 
the measurements. Hum pickup on the scope 
leads or other exposed parts such as the ampli-
fier load resistor or the voltmeter can be detected 
by shutting off the audio oscillator and speech 
amplifier and connecting first one and then the 
other to the vertical plates of the scope, setting 
the internal horizontal sweep to an appropriate 
width. The trace should be a straight horizontal 
line when the vertical gain control is set at the 
position used in the actual measurements. Wavi-
ness in the line indicates hum. If the hum is not 
in the scope itself (check by disconnecting the 
leads at the instrument) make sure that there is 
a good ground connection on all the equipment 
and, if necessary, shield the hot leads. 
The oscilloscope can be used to good advantage 

in stage-by-stage testing to check wave forms at 
the grid and plate of each stage and thus to de-
termine rapidly where a source of trouble may be 
located. When the scope is connected to circuits 
that are not at ground potential for d.c., a ca-
pacitor of about 0.1 pf. should be connected in 
series with the hot oscilloscope lead. The probe 
lead should be shielded to prevent huna pickup. 



Chapter 10 

Amplitude Modulation 

As described in the chapter on circuit funda-
mentals, the process of modulation sets up groups 
of frequencies called sidebands, which appear 
symmetrically above and below the frequency of 
the unmodulated signal or carrier. If the instan-
taneous values of the amplitudes of all these sep-
arate frequencies are added together, the result 
is called the modulation envelope. In ampli-
tude modulation (a.m.) the modulation enve-
lope follows the amplitude variations of the 
audio-frequency signal that is being used to 
modulate the wave. 
For example, modulation by a 1000-cycle tone 

will result in a modulation envelope that varies 
in amplitude at a 1000-cycle rate. The actual r.f. 
signal that produces such an envelope consists 
of three frequencies — the carrier, a side fre-
quency 1000 cycles higher, and a side frequency 
1000 cycles lower than the carrier. These three 
frequencies easily can be separated by a receiver 
having high selectivity. In order to reproduce 
the original modulation the receiver must have 
enough bandwidth to accept the carrier and the 
sidebands simultaneously. This is because an a.m. 
detector responds to. the modulation envelope 
rather than to the individual signal components, 
and the envelope will be distorted in the receiver 
unless all the frequency components in the signal 
go through without change in their relative am-
plitudes. 

In the simple case of tone modulation the two 
side frequencies and the carrier are constant in 
amplitude — it is only the envelope amplitude 
that varies at the modulation rate. With more 
complex modulation such as voice or music the 
amplitudes and frequencies of the side f requen-
cies vary from instant to instant. The amplitude 
of the modulation envelope varies from instant 
to instant in the same way as the complex audio-
frequency signal causing the modulation. Never-
theless, even in this case the carrier amplitude 
is constant if the transmitter is properly modu-
lated. 

A.M. Sidebands and Channel Width 

Speech can be electrically reproduced, with 
high intelligibility, in a band of frequencies lying 
between approximately 100 and 3000 cycles. 
When these frequencies are combined with a 
radio-frequency carrier, the sidebands occupy the 
frequency spectrum from about 3000 cycles below 
the carrier frequency to 3000 cycles above — 
a total band or channel of about 6 kilocycles. 

Actual speech frequencies extend up to 10,000 
cycles or more, so it is possible to occupy a 20-kc. 

channel if no provision is made for reducing its 
width. For communication purposes such a chan-
nel width represents a waste of valuable spec-
trum space, since a 6-kc. channel is fully adequate 
for intelligibility. Occupying more than the min-
imum channel creates unnecessary interference. 
Thus speech equipment design and transmitter 
adjustment and operation should be pointed 
toward maintaining the channel width at the 
minimum. 

THE MODULATION ENVELOPE 

In Fig. 10-1 the drawing at A shows the un-
modulated r.f. signal, assumed to be a sine wave 
of the desired radio frequency. The graph can 
be taken to represent either voltage or current. 

In B, the signal is assumed to be modulated by 
the audio frequency shown in the small drawing 
above. This frequency is much lower than the 
carrier frequency, a necessary condition for good 
modulation. When the modulating voltage is 
"positive" ( above its axis) the envelope ampli-
tude is increased above its unmodulated ampli-
tude; when the modulating voltage is "negative" 
the envelope amplitude is decreased. Thus the 
envelope grows larger and smaller with the po-
larity and amplitude of the modulating voltage. 
The drawings at C shows what happens with 

stronger modulation. The envelope amplitude is 
doubled at the instant the modulating voltage 
reaches its positive peak. On the negative peak 
of the modulating voltage the envelope amplitude 
just reaches zero; in other words, the signal is 
completely modulated. 

Percentage of Modulation 

When a modulated signal is detected in a re-
ceiver, the detector output follows the modula-
tion envelope. The stronger the modulation, 
therefore, the greater is the useful receiver out-
put. Obviously, it is desirable to make the modu-
lation as strong or "heavy" as possible. A wave 
modulated as in Fig. 10-1C would produce con-
siderably more useful audio output than the one 
shown at B. 
The "depth" of the modulation is expressed 

as a percentage of the unmodulated carrier am-
plitude. In either B or C, Fig. 10-1, X represents 
the unmodulated carrier amplitude, Y is the max-
imum envelope amplitude on the modulation up-
peak, and Z is the minimum envelope amplitude 
on the modulation downpeak. 

In a properly operating modulation system the 
modulation envelope is an accurate reproduction 
of the modulating wave, as can be seen in Fig. 
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Fig. 10-1—Graphica representat•on of (A) r.f. outeut 

unmodulated, ( B) modulated 50%, (C) modulated 

100%. The modulation envelope is shown by the 

thin outline on the modulated wave. 

10-1 at B and C by comparing one side of the 
outline with the shape of the modulating wave. 
(The lower outline duplicates the upper, but 
simply appears upside down in the drawing.) 
The percentage of modulation is 

Y — X 
% Mod. — X 100 ( upward modulation), or 

X 

% Mod. — X — Z x X 100 (downward modulation) 

If the wave shape of the modulation is such that 
its peak positive and negative amplitudes are 
equal, then the modulation percentage will be 
the same both up and down. If the two percent-
ages differ, the larger of the two is customarily 
specified. 

Power in Modulated Wave 

The amplitude values shown in Fig. 10-1 cor-
respond to current or voltage, so the drawings 
may be taken to represent instantaneous values 
of either. The power in the wave varies as the 
square of either the current or voltage, so at the 
peak of the modulation up-swing the instantane-
ous power in the envelope of Fig. 10-1C is four 
times the unmodulated carrier power ( because 
the current and voltage both are doubled). At 
the peak of the down-swing the power is zero, 
since the amplitude is zero. These statements are 
true of 100 per cent modulation no matter what 
the wave form of the modulation. The instan-
taneous envelope power in the modulated signal 
is proportional to the square of its envelope am-
plitude at every instant. This fact is highly im-
portant in the operation of every method of am-
plitude modulation. 

It is convenient, and customary, to describe 
the operation of modulation systems in terms of 
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sine-wave modulation. Although this wave shape 
is seldom actually used in practice ( voice wave 
shapes depart very considerably from the sine 
form) it lends itself to simple calculations and 
its use as a standard permits comparison between 
systems on a common basis. With sine-wave 
modulation the average power in the modulated 
signal over any number of full cycles of the 
modulation frequency is found to be PA times 
the power in the unmodulated carrier. In other 
words, the power output increases 50 per cent 
with 100 per cent modulation by a sine wave. 
This relationship is very useful in the design 

of modulation systems and modulators, because 
any such system that is capable of increasing the 
average power output by 50 per cent with sine-
wave modulation automatically fulfills the re-
quirement that the instantaneous power at the 
modulation up-peak be four times the carrier 
power. Consequently, systems in which the addi-
tional power is supplied from outside the modu-
lated r.f. stage ( e.g., plate modulation) usually 
are designed on a sine-wave basis as a matter of 
convenience. Modulation systems in which the 
additional power is secured from the modulated 
r.f. amplifier ( e.g., grid modulation) usually are 
more conveniently designed on the basis of peak 
envelope power rather than average power. 
The extra power that is contained in a modu-

lated signal goes entirely into the sidebands, half 
in the upper sideband and half into the lower. As 
a numerical example, full modulation of a 100-
watt carrier by a sine wave will add 50 watts of 
sideband power, 25 in the lower and 25 in the 
upper sideband. Supplying this additional power 
for the sidebands is the object of all of the vari-
ous systems devised for amplitude modulation. 
No such simple relationship exists with com-

plex wave forms. Complex wave forms such as 
speech do not, as a rule, contain as much average 
power as a sine wave. Ordinary speech wave 
forms have about half as much average power as 
a sine wave, for the same peak amplitude in 
both wave forms. Thus for the same modulation 
percentage, the sideband power with ordinary 
speech will average only about half the power 
with sine-wave modulation, since it is the peak 
envelope amplitude, not the average power, that 
determines the percentage of modulation. 

Unsymmetrical Modulation 

In an ordinary electric circuit it is possible to 
increase the amplitude of current flow indefi-
nitely, up to the limit of the power-handling 
capability of the components, but it cannot very 
well be decreased to less than zero. The same 
thing is true of the amplitude of an r.f. signal; it 
can be modulated upward to any desired extent, 
but it cannot be modulated downward more than 
100 per cent. 
When the modulating wave form is unsymmet-

rical it is possible for the upward and down-
ward modulation percentages to be different. A 
simple case is shown in Fig. 10-2. The positive 
peak of the modulating signal is about 3 times 
the amplitude of the negative peak. If, as shown 



The Modulation Envelope 
in the drawing, the modulating amplitude is ad-
justed so that the peak downward modulation 
is just 100 per cent (Z = 0) the peak upward 
modulation is 300 per cent ( Y = 4X). The car-
rier amplitude is represented by X, as in Fig. 
10-1. The modulation envelope reproduces the 
wave form of the modulating signal accurately, 
hence there is no distortion. In such a modulated 
signal the increase in power output with modu-
lation is considerably greater than it is when the 
modulation is symmetrical and therefore has to 
be limited to 100 per cent both up and down. 

J\ Morey" of ç Modulating Voltage 

Fig. 10- 2— Modulation by an unsymmetrical wave 

form. This drawing shows 100% downward modula-

tion along with 300% upward modulation. There 

is no distortion, since the modulation envelope is an 

accurate reproduction of the wave form of the 

modulating voltage. 

In Fig. 10-2 the peak envelope amplitude, Y, is 
four times the carrier amplitude, X, so the peak-
envelope power is 16 times the carrier power. 
When the upward modulation is more than 100 
per cent the power capacity of the modulating 
system obviously must be increased sufficiently 
to take care of the much larger peak amplitudes. 

Overmodulation 

If the amplitude of the modulation on the 

f\J Waveshape of Modulating Voltage 

Fig. 10- 3—An overmodulated signal. The modulation 

envelope is not an accurate reproduction of the wave 

form of the modulating voltage. This or any type of 

distortion occurring during the modulation process 

generates spurious sidebands or " splatter." 
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downward swing becomes too great, there will 
be a period of time during which the r.f. output 
is entirely cut off. This is shown in' Fig. 10-3. The 
shape of the downward half of the modulating 
wave is no longer accurately reproduced by the 
modulation envelope, consequently the modula-
tion is distorted. Operation of this type is called 
overmodulation. The distortion of the modula-
tion envelope causes new frequencies ( harmonics 
of the modulating frequency) to be generated. 
These combine with the carrier to form new side 
frequencies that widen the channel occupied by 
the modulated signal. These spurious frequencies 
are commonly called "splatter." 

It is important to realize that the channel 
occupied by an amplitude-modulated signal is 
dependent on the shape of the modulation en-
velope. If this wave shape is complex and can be 
resolved into a wide band of audio frequencies, 
then the channel occupied will be correspond-
ingly large. An overmodulated signal splatters 
and occupies a much wider channel than is neces-
sary because the "clipping" of the modulating 
wave that occurs at the zero axis changes the 
envelope wave shape to one that contains high-
order harmonics of the original modulating fre-
quency. These harmonics appear as side frequen-
cies separated by, in some cases, many kilocycles 
from the carrier frequency. 
Because of this clipping action at the zero axis, 

it is important that care be taken to prevent 
applying too large a modulating signal in the 
downward direction. Overmodulation downward 
results in more splatter than is caused by most 
other types of distortion in a phone transmitter. 

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS 

For proper operation of an amplitude-modu-
lated transmitter there are a few general require-
ments that must be met no matter what particular 
method of modulation may be used. Failure to 
meet these requirements is accompanied by dis-
tortion of the modulation envelope. This in turn 
increases the channel width as compared with 
that required by the legitimate frequencies con-
tained in the original modulating wave. 

Frequency Stability 

For satisfactory amplitude modulation, the car-
rier frequency must be entirely unaffected by 
modulation. If the application of modulation 
causes a change in the carrier frequency, the fre-
quency will wobble back and forth with the mod-
ulation. This causes distortion and widens the 
channel taken by the signal. Thus unnecessary 
interference is caused to other transmissions. 

In practice, this undesirable frequency modu-
lation is prevented by applying the modulation 
to an r.f. amplifier stage that is isolated from 
the frequency-controlling oscillator by a buffer 
amplifier. Amplitude modulation applied di-
rectly to an oscillator always is accompanied by 
frequency modulation. Under existing FCC reg-
ulations amplitude modulation of an oscillator is 
permitted only on frequencies above 144 Mc. 
Below that frequency the regulations require that 
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Fig. 10-4—The modulation characteristic shows the 

relationship between the instantaneous envelope am-

plitude of the r.f. output (or voltage and the instan-

taneous amplitude of the modulating voltage. The 

ideal characteristic is a straight line, as shown by 

curve A. 

an amplitude-modulated transmitter be com-
pletely free from frequency modulation. 

Linearity 

At least up to the limit of 100 per cent upward 
modulation, the amplitude of the r.f. output 
should be directly proportional to the amplitude 
of the modulating wave. Fig. 10-4 is a graph of 
an ideal modulation characteristic, or curve 
showing the relationship between r.f. output am-
plitude and instantaneous modulation amplitude. 
The modulation swings the r.f. amplitude back 
and forth along the curve A, as the modulating 
voltage alternately swings positive and negative. 
Assuming that the negative peak of the modulat-
ing wave is just sufficient to reduce the r.f. out-
put to zero ( modulating voltage equal to — 1 in 
the drawing), the same modulating voltage peak 
in the positive direction ( + 1) should cause the 
r.f. amplitude to reach twice its unmodulated 
value. The ideal is a straight line, as shown by 
curve A. Such a modulation characteristic is per-
fectly linear. 
A nonlinear characteristic is shown by curve 

B. The r.f. amplitude does not reach twice the 
unmodulated carrier amplitude when the modu-

lating voltage reaches its positive peak. A mod-
ulation characteristic of this type gives a 
modulation envelope that is "flattened" on the up-
peak; in other words, the modulation envelope is 
not an exact reproduction of the modulating 
wave. It is therefore distorted and harmonics 
are generated, causing the transmitted signal to 
occupy a wider channel than is necessary. A 
nonlinear modulation characteristic can easily 
result when a transmitter is not properly de-
signed or is misadjusted. 
The modulation capability of the transmitter 

is the maximum percentage of modulation that 
is possible without objectionable distortion from 
nonlinearity. The maximum capability can never 
exceed 100 per cent on the down-peak, but it is 
possible for it to be higher on the up-peak. The 
modulation capability should be as close to 100 
per cent as possible, so that the most effective 
signal can be transmitted. 

• 
Plate Power Supply 

The d.c. power supply for the plate or plates 
of the modulated amplifier should be well fil-
tered; if it is not, plate-supply ripple will modu-
late the carrier and cause annoying hum. The 
ripple voltage should not be more than about 1 
per cent of the d.c. output voltage. 

In amplitude modulation the plate current of 
the modulated r.f. amplifier varies at an audio-
frequency rate; in other words, an alternating 
current is superimposed on the d.c. plate cur-
rent. The output filter capacitor in the plate 
supply must have low reactance, at the lowest 
audio frequency in the modulation, if the trans-
mitter is to modulate equally well at all audio 
frequencies. The capacitance required depends 
on the ratio of d.c. plate current to plate voltage 
in the modulated amplifier. The requirements 
will be met satisfactorily if the capacitance of the 
output capacitor is at least equal to 

C 25 — 
E 

where C = Capacitance of output capacitor in 
f 

I = D.c. plate current of modulated am-
plifier in milliamperes 

E = Plate voltage of modulated amplifier 

Example: A modulated amplifier operates at 1250 
volts and 275 ma. The capacitance of the output capaci-
tor in the plate-supply filter should be at least 

2 
C 23--= 25 X 750—  25 X 0.22 = 5.5 uf. 

E 125 

AMPLITUDE MODULATION METHODS 

MODULATION SYSTEMS 

As explained in the preceding section, ampli-
tude modulation of a carrier is accompanied by 
an increase in power output, the additional power 
being the "useful" or "talk power" in the side-
bands. This additional power may be supplied 
from an external source in the form of audio-

frequency power. It is then added to the un-
modulated power input to the amplifier to be 
modulated, after which the combined power is 
converted to r.f. This is the method used in 
plate modulation. It has the advantage that the 
r.f. power is generated at the high efficiency 
characteristic of Class C amplifiers — of the or-
der of 65 to 75 per cent — but has the accom-
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Fig. 10- 5-- Plate modulation of a Class C r.f. ampli-

fier. The r.f, plate bypass capacitor, C, in the am-

plifier stage should have reasonably high reactance 

at audio frequencies. A value of the order of 0.001 

¡if. to 0.005 ¡if. is satisfactory in practically all cases. 

(See chapter on modulators.) 

panying disadvantage that generating the audio-
f requency power :s rather expensive. 
An alternative that does not require relatively 

large amounts of audio- frequency power makes 
use of the fact that the power output of an am-
plifier can be controlled by varying the potential 
of a tube element — such as a control grid or a 
screen grid — that does not, in itself, consume 
appreciable power. In this case the additional 
power during modulation is secured by sacrific-
ing carrier power; in other words, a tube is 
capable of delivering only so much total power 
within its ratings, and if more must be delivered 
at full modulation, then less is available for the 
unmodulated carrier. Systems of this type must 
of necessity work at rather low efficiency at the 
unmodulated carrier level. As a practical work-
ing rule, the efficiency of the modulated r.f. am-
plifier is of the order of 30 to 35 per cent, and 
the unmodulated carrier power output obtainable 
with such a system is only about one-fourth to 
one-third that obtainable from the same ampli-
fier with plate modulation. 

It is well to appreciate that no simple modula-
tion scheme that purports to get around this 
limitation of grid modulation ever has actually 
done so. Methods have been devised that have 
resulted in modulation at high over-all efficiency, 
without requiring audio power, by obtaining the 
necessary additional power from an auxiliary r.f. 
amplifier. This leads to circuit and operating 
complexities that make the systems unsuitable 
for amateur work, where rapid frequency change 

and simplicity of operation are almost always 
essential. 
The method discussed in this section are the 

basic ones. Variants that from time to time attain 
passing popularity can readily be appraised on 
the basis of the preceding paragraphs. A simple 
grid modulation system that claims high effi-
ciency should be looked upon with suspicion, 
since it is almost certain that the high efficiency, 
if actually achieved, is obtained by sacrificing 
the linear relationship between modulating signal 
and modulation envelope that is the first essential 
of a good modulation method. 

PLATE MODULATION 

Fig. 10-5 shows the most widely used system 
of plate modulation, in this case with a tpiode r.f. 
tube. A balanced ( push-pull Class A, Class AB 
or Class B) modulator is transformer-coupled 
to the plate circuit of the modulated r.f. ampli-
fier. The audio- frequency power generated by 
the modulator is combined with the d.c. power in 
the modulated-amplifier plate circuit by transfer 
through the coupling transfos mer, T. For 100 
per cent modulation the audio-frequency power 
output of the modulator and the turns ratio of 
the coupling transformer must be such that the 
voltage at the plate of the modulated amplifier 
varies between zero and twice the d.c. operating 
plate voltage, thus causing corresponding varia-
tions in the amplitude of the r.f. output. 

Audio Power 

As stated earlier, the average power output 
of the modulated stage must increase during 
modulation. The modulator must be capable of 
supplying to the modulated r.f. stage sine-wave 
audio power equal to 50 per cent of the d.c. plate 
input. For example, if the d.c. plate power input 
to the r.f. stage is 100 watts, the sine-wave audio 
power output of the modulator must be 50 watts. 

Modulating Impedance; Linearity 

The modulating impedance, or load resist-
ance presented to the modulator by the modulated 
r.f. amplifier, is equal to 

Eb 
Zm = X 1000 ohms 

where Et, = D.c. plate voltage 
D.c. plate current (ma.) 

Eh and I, are measured without modulation. 
The power output of the r.f. amplifier must 

vary as the square of the instantaneous plate 
voltage ( the r.f. output voltage must be propor-
tional to the plate voltage) for the modulation to 
be linear. This will be the case when the ampli-
fier operates under Class C conditions. The lin-
earity depends upon having sufficient grid excita-
tion and proper bias, and upon the adjustment of 
circuit constants to the proper values. 

Adjustment of Plate-Modulated Amplifiers 

The general operating conditions for Class C 
operation are described in the chapter on trans-
mitters. The grid bias and grid current required 
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Fig. 10-6— Plate and screen modulation of a Class C 

r.f. amplifier using a screen-grid tube. The plate r.f. 

bypass capacitor, C,, should have reasonably high 

reactance at all audio frequencies; a value of 0.001 

to 0.005 AL is generally satisfactory. The screen 

bypass, C2, should not exceed 0.002 µf. in the usual 

case. 

When the modulated amplifier is a beam tetrode 

the suppressor connection shown in this diagram may 

be ignored. If a base terminal is provided on the 

tube for the beam-forming plates, it should be con-

nected as recommended by the tube manufacturer. 

for plate modulation usually are given in the 
operating data supplied by the tube manufac-
turer; in general, the bias should be such as to 
give an operating angle of about 120 degrees at 
the d.c. plate voltage used, and the grid excita-
tion should be great enough so that the ampli-
fier's plate efficiency will stay constant when the 
plate voltage is varied over the range from zero 
to twice the unmodulated value. For best linear-
ity, the grid bias should be obtained from a fixed-
bias source of about the cut-off value, supple-
mented by enough grid-leak bias to bring the 
total up to the required operating bias. 
The maximum permissible d.c. plate power 

input for 100 per cent modulation is twice the 
sine-wave audio- frequency power output avail-
able from the modulator. This input is obtained 
by varying the loading on the amplifier (keeping 
its tank circuit tuned to resonance) until the 
product of d.c. plate voltage and plate current is 
the desired power. The modulating impedance 
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Fig. 10-7— Plate modulation of a beam tetrode, using 

an audio impedance in the screen circuit. The value 

of 1.1 discussed in the text. See Fig. 10-6 for data 

on bypass capacitors C, and C2. 

under these conditions must be transformed to 
the proper value for the modulator by using the 
correct output-transformer turns ratio. This 
point is considered in detail in the chapter on 
modulator design. 

Neutralization, when triodes are used, should 
be as nearly perfect as possible, since regenera-
tion may cause nonlinearity. The amplifier also 
must be completely free from parasitic oscilla-
tions. 
Although the total power input ( d.c. plus 

audio- frequency a.c.) increases with modulation, 
the d.c. plate current of a plate-modulated am-
plifier should not change when the stage is modu-
lated. This is because each increase in plate volt-
age and plate current is balanced by an equiva-
lent decrease in voltage and current on the next 
half-cycle of the modulating wave. D.c. instru-
ments cannot follow the a.f. variations, and since 
the average d.c. plate current and plate voltage 
of a properly operated amplifier do not change, 
neither do the meter readings. A change in plate 
current with modulation indicates nonlinearity. 
On the other hand, a thermocouple r.f. ammeter 
connected in the antenna or transmission line 
will show an increase in r.f. current with modu-
lation, because instruments of this type respond 
to power rather than to current or voltage. 

Screen-Grid Amplifiers 

Screen-grid tubes of the pentode or beam-
tetrode type can be used as Class C plate-modu-
lated amplifiers by applying the modulation to 
both the plate and screen grid. The usual method 
of feeding the screen grid with the necessary d.c. 
and modulation voltages is shown in Fig. 10-6. 
The dropping resistor, R, should be of the proper 
value to apply normal d.c. voltage to the screen 
under steady carrier conditions. Its value can be 
calculated by taking the difference between plate 
and screen voltages and dividing it by the rated 
screen current. 
The modulating impedance is found by divid-

ing the d.c. plate voltage by the sum of the plate 
and screen currents. The plate voltage multiplied 
by the sum of the two currents gives the power 
input to be used as the basis for determining the 
audio power required from the modulator. 

Modulation of the screen along with the plate 
is necessary because the screen voltage has a 
much greater effect on the plate current than the 
plate voltage does. The modulation characteristic 
is nonlinear if the plate alone is modulated. How-
ever, some beam tetrodes can be modulated satis-
factorily by applying the modulating power to 
the plate circuit alone, provided the screen is con-
nected to its d.c. supply through an audio im-
pedance. Under these conditions the screen be-
comes self-modulating, because of the variations 
in screen current that occur when the plate volt-
age is varied. The circuit is shown in Fig. 10-7. 
The choke coil L1 is the audio impedance in the 
screen circuit; its inductance should be large 
enough to have a reactance ( at the lowest de-
sired audio frequency) that is not less than the 
impedance of the screen. The screen impedance 
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can be taken to be approximately equal to the 
d.c. screen voltage divided by the d.c. screen 
current in amperes. 

Choke-Coupled Modulator 

The choke-coupled Class A modulator is shown 
in Fig. 10-8. Because of the relatively low power 
output and plate efficiency of a Class A ampli-
fier, this method is seldom used except for a 
few special applications. There is considerably 
less freedom in adjustment, since no transformer 
is available for matching impedances. 
The modulating impedance of the r.f. amplifier 

must be adjusted to the value of load impedance 
required by the particular modulator tube used, 
and the power input to the r.f. stage should not 
exceed twice the rated a.f. power output of the 
modulator for 100 per cent modulation. The 
plate voltage on the modulator must be higher 
than the plate voltage on the r.f. amplifier, for 
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Fig. 10-8—Choke-coupled Class A modulator. The cath-

ode resistor, R2, should have the normal value for 

operation of the modulator tube as a Class A power 

amplifier. The modulation choke, I, should be 5 

henrys or more. A value of 0.001 to 0.005 µf. is 

satisfactory at C2, the r.f. amplifier plate bypass ca-

pacitor. See text for discussion of CI and 

100 per cent modulation, because the a.f. voltage 
developed by the modulator cannot swing to zero 
without a great deal of distortion. R1 provides 
the necessary d.c. voltage drop between the mod-
ulator and r.f. amplifier. The d.c. voltage drop 
through R1 must equal the minimum instantane-
ous plate voltage on the modulator tube under 
normal operating conditions. C1, an audio-f re-
quency bypass across RI, should have a capaci-
tance such that its reactance at 100 cycles is not 
more than about one-tenth the resistance of 
R1. Without RiCi the percentage of modulation 
is limited to 70 to 80 per cent in the average case. 

GRID MODULATION 

The principal disadvantage of plate modula-
tion is that a considerable amount of audio power 
is necessary. This requirement can be avoided by 
applying the modulation to a grid element in the 
modulated amplifier. However, serious disadvan-
tages of grid modulation are the reduction in 
the carrier power output obtainable from a given 
r.f. amplifier tube and the more rigorous op-
erating requirements and more complicated 
adj ustment. 
The term "grid modulation" as used here ap-

plies to all types — control grid, screen, or sup-
pressor — since the operating principles are ex-
actly the same no matter which grid is actually 
modulated. With grid modulation the plate volt-
age is constant, and the increase in power output 
with modulation is obtained by making both the 
plate current and plate efficiency vary with the 
modulating signal as shown in Fig. 10-9. For 
100 per cent modulation, both plate current and 
efficiency must, at the peak of the modulation 
up-swing, be twice their carrier values. Thus at 
the modulation-envelope peak the power input 
is doubled, and since the plate efficiency also is 
doubled at the same instant the peak envelope 
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Fig. 10-9— In a perfect grid- modulated amplifier both 

plate current and plate efficiency would vary with 

the instantaneous modulating voltage as shown. 

When this is so the modulation characteristic is as 

given by curve A in Fig. 10-4, and the peak envelope 

output power is four times the unmodulated carrier 

power. The variations in plate current with modula-

tion, indicated above, do not register on a d.c. 

meter, so the plate meter shows no change when the 

signal is modulated. 

output power will be four times the carrier 
power. The efficiency obtainable at the envelope 
peak depends on how carefully the modulated 
amplifier is adjusted, and sometimes can be as 
high as 80 per cent. It is generally less when the 
amplifier is adjusted for good linearity, and un-
der average conditions a round figure of %, or 66 
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per cent, is representative. The efficiency without 
modulation is only half the peak efficiency, or 
about 33 per cent. This low average efficiency 
reduces the permissible carrier output to about 
one-fourth the power obtainable from the same 
tube in c.w. operation, and to about one-third the 
carrier output obtainable from the tube with 
plate modulation. 
The modulator is required to furnish only the 

audio power dissipated in the modulated grid 
under the operating conditions chosen. A speech 
amplifier capable of delivering 3 to 10 watts is 
usually sufficient. 

Grid modulation does not give quite as linear a 
modulation characteristic as plate modulation, 
even under optimum operating conditions. When 
misadjusted the nonlinearity may be severe, re-
sulting in bad distortion and splatter. 

Plate-Circuit Operating Conditions 

The d.c. plate power input to the grid-modu-
lated amplifier, assuming a round figure of 1/2  ( 33 
per cent) for the plate efficiency, should not ex-
ceed 11/2 times the plate dissipation rating of the 
tube or tubes used in the modulated stage. Use 
the maximum plate voltage permitted by the 
manufacturer's ratings, because the optimum 
operating conditions are more easily achieved 
with high plate voltage and the linearity also 
is improved. 

Example: Two tubes having plate dissipation 
ratings of 55 watts each are to be used with grid 
modulation. 
The maximum permissible power input, at 33% 
efficiency, is 
P = 1.5 X (2 X 55) = 1.5 X 110 = 165 watts 
The maximum recommended plate voltage for 
these tubes is 1500 volts. Using this figure, the 
average plate current for the two tubes will be 

/ — 1500P — • 165 0 11 amp. 110 ma. 
E  

At 33% efficiency, the carrier output to be ex-
pected is 55 watts. 
The plate-voltage/plate-current ratio at twice carrier 
plate current is 

1500 
6 220 .8 

The tank-circuit L/C ratio should be chosen 
on the basis of tivice the average or carrier plate 
current. If the L/C ratio is based on the plate 
voltage/plate current ratio under carrier condi-
tions the Q may be too low for good coupling to 
the output circuit. 

Screen Grid Modulation 

Screen modulation is probably the simplest 
form of grid modulation and the least critical of 
adjustment. The most satisfactory way to apply 
the modulating voltage to the screen is through 
a transformer, as shown in Fig. 10-10. With 
practical tubes it is necessary to drive the screen 
somewhat negative with respect to the cathode 
to get complete cut-off of r.f. output. For this 
reason the peak modulating voltage required for 
100 per cent modulation is usually 10 per cent or 
so greater than the d.c. screen voltage. The latter, 
in turn, is approximately half the rated screen 
voltage recommended by the manufacturer under 
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Fig. 10- 10— Screen- grid modulation of beam tetrode. 

Capacitor C is an r.f, bypass capacitor and should 

have high reactance at audio frequencies. A value 

of 0.002 ,uf. is satisfactory. The grid leak can have 

the same value that is used for c.w. Operation of 

the tube. 

maximum ratings for radiotelegraph operation. 
The audio power required for 100 per cent 

modulation is approximately one-fourth the d.c. 
power input to the screen in c.w. operation, but 
varies somewhat with the operating conditions. 
A receiving-type audio power amplifier will suf-
fice as the modulator for most transmitting tubes. 
The relationship between screen voltage and 
screen current is not linear, which means that 
the load on the modulator varies over the audio-
f requency cycle. It is therefore highly advisable 
to use negative feedback in the modulator circuit. 
If excess audio power is available, it is also 
advisable to load the modulator with a resistance 
(R in Fig. 10-10) its value being adjusted to 
dissipate the excess power. There is no simple 
way to determine the proper resistance except 
experimentally, by observing its effect on the 
modulation envelope with the aid of an oscillo-
scope. 
On the assumption that the modulator will be 

fully loaded by the screen plus the additional 
load resistor R, the turns ratio required in the 
coupling transformer may be calculated as fol-
lows: 

N 
Ed 

= 2.5VPRL 
where N is the turns ratio, secondary to primary; 
Ed is the rated screen voltage for c.w. operation; 
P is the rated audio power output of the modu-
lator; and RL is the rated load resistance for the 
modulator. 

Adjustment 

A screen-modulated amplifier should be ad-
justed with the aid of an oscilloscope connected 
to give a trapezoid pattern ( see later in chapter). 
A tone source for modulating the transmitter is 
a convenience, since a steady tone will give a 
steady pattern on the oscilloscope. A steady pat-
tern is easier to study than one that flickers with 
voice modulation. 
Having determined the permissible carrier 

plate current as previously described, apply r.f. 
excitation and d.c. plate and screen voltages. 
Without modulation, adjust the plate loading to 
give the required plate current, keeping the plate 
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tank circuit tuned to resonance. Next, apply 
modulation and increase the modulating voltage 
until the modulation characteristic shows curva-
ture ( see later in this chapter for use of the os-
cilloscope). If curvature occurs well below 100 
per cent modulation, the plate efficiency is too 
high at the carrier level. Increase the plate 
loading slightly and readjust the r.f. grid excita-
tion to maintain the same plate current; then 
apply modulation and check the characteristic 
again. Continue until the characteristic is as 
linear as possible from zero to twice the carrier 
amplitude. 

In general, the amplifier should be heavily 
loaded. Under proper operating conditions the 
plate-current dip as the amplifier plate circuit is 
tuned through resonance will be little more than 
just discernible. Operate with the grid current as 
low as possible, since this reduces the screen cur-
rent and thus reduces the amount of power re-
quired from the modulator. 
With proper adjustment the linearity is good 

up to about 90 per cent modulation. When the 
screen is driven negative for 100 per cent modu-
lation there is a kink in the modulation charac-
teristic at the zero-voltage point. This introduces 
a small amount of envelope distortion. The kink 
can be removed and the over-all linearity im-
proved by applying a small amount of modulat-
ing voltage to the control grid simultaneously 
with screen modulation. 

In an alternative adjustment method not re-
quiring an oscilloscope the r.f. amplifier is first 
tuned up for maximum output without modula-
tion and the rated d.c. screen voltage ( from a 
fixed-voltage supply) for c.w. operation applied. 
Use heavy loading and reduce the grid excitation 
until the output just starts to fall off, at which 
point the resonance dip in plate current should 
be small. Note the plate current and, if possible, 
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Fig. 10-11—Screen modulation by a "clamp" tube. 
The grid leak is the normal value for c.w. operation 
and C2 should be 0.002 µf. or less. See text for dis-

cussion of CI, R., R2 and R.. R3 should have the proper 
value for Class A operation of the modulator tube, 

but cannot be calculated unless triode curves for 

the tube are available. 

the r.f. output current, and then reduce the d.c. 
screen voltage until the plate current is one-half 
its previous value. The r.f. output current should 
also be one-half its previous value at this screen 
voltage. The amplifier is then ready for modula-
tion, and the modulating voltage may be in-
creased until the plate current just starts to shift 
upward, which indicates that the amplifier is 
modulated 100 per cent. With voice modulation 
the plate current should remain steady, or show 
just an occasional small upward kick on intermit-
tent peaks. 

"Clamp-Tube" Modulation 

A method of screen-grid modulation that is 
convenient in transmitters provided with a screen 
protective tube ("clamp" tube) is shown in Fig. 
10-11. An audio-frequency signal is applied to the 
grid of the clamp tube, which then becomes a 
modulator. The simplicity of the circuit is some-
what deceptive, since it is considerably more 
difficult from a design standpoint than the trans-
former-coupled arrangement of Fig. 10-10. 
For proper modulation the clamp tube must be 

operated as a triode Class A amplifier; the 
method is essentially identical with the choke-
coupled Class A plate modulator of Fig. 10-8 ex-
cept that a resistance, R2, is substituted for the 
choke. R2, in the usual case, is the screen drop-
ping resistor normally used for c.w. operation. 
Its value should be at least two or three times 
the load resistance required by the Class A mod-
ulator tube for optimum audio-frequency output. 

Like the choke-coupled modulator, the clamp-
tube modulator is incapable of modulating the r.f. 
stage 100 per cent unless the dropping resistor, 
R1, and audio bypass, C1, are incorporated in the 
circuit. The same design considerations hold, 
with the addition of the fact that the screen must 
be driven negative, not just to zero voltage, for 
100 per cent modulation. The modulator tube 
must thus be operated at a voltage ranging from 
20 to 40 per cent higher than the modulated 
screen. 
Adjustment with this system, once the design 

voltages have been determined, is carried out in 
the same way as with transformer-coupled screen 
modulation, preferably with the oscilloscope. 
Without the oscilloscope, the amplifier may first 
be adjusted for c.w. operation as described ear-
lier, but with the modulator tube removed from 
its socket. The modulator is then replaced, and 
the cathode resistance, R3, adjusted to reduce the 
amplifier plate current to one-half its c.w. value. 
The amplifier plate current should remain con-
stant with modulation, or show just a small up-
ward flicker on occasional voice peaks. 

Controlled Carrier 

As explained earlier, a limit is placed on the 
output obtainable from a grid-modulation system 
by the low r.f. amplifier plate efficiency ( approxi-
mately 33 per cent) under unmodulated carrier 
conditions. The plate efficiency increases with 
modulation, since the output increases while the 
d.c. input remains constant, and reaches a maxi-
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Fig. 10- 12—Circuit for carrier control with screen 

modulation. A small triode such as the 6C4 can be 

used as the control amplifier and a 6Y6G is suitable 

as a carrier- control tube. T, is an interstage audio 

transformer having a 1- to- 1 or larger turns ratio. R., 

is a 0.5-megohm volume control and also serves as 

the grid resistor for the modulator. A germanium 

crystal may be used as the rectifier. Other values 

are discussed in the text. 

mum in the neighborhood of 50 per cent with 100 
per cent sine-wave modulation. If the power in-
put to the amplifier can be reduced during periods 
when there is little or no modulation, thus reduc-
ing the plate loss, advantage can be taken of the 
higher efficiency at full modulation to obtain 
higher effective output. This can be done by 
varying the d.c. power input to the modulated 
stage in accordance with average variations in 
voice intensity, in such a way as to maintain just 
sufficient carrier power to keep the modulation 
high, but not exceeding 100 per cent, under all 
conditions. Thus the carrier amplitude is con-
trolled by the average voice intensity. Properly 
utilized, controlled carrier permits increasing the 
carrier output at maximum level to a value about 
equal to the rated plate dissipation of the tube, 
twice the output obtainable with constant carrier. 

It is desirable to control the power input just 
enough so that the plate loss, without modula-
tion, is safely below the tube rating. Excessive 
control is disadvantageous because the distant 
receiver's a.v.c. system must continually follow 
the variations in average signal level. The circuit 
of Fig. 10-12 permits adjustment of both the 
maximum and minimum power input, and al-
though somewhat more complicated than some 
circuits that have been used is actually simpler to 
operate because it separates the functions of 
modulation and carrier control. A portion of the 
audio voltage at the modulator grid is applied to 
a Class A "control amplifier" which drives a 
rectifier circuit to produce a d.c. voltage negative 
with respect to ground. C1 filters out the audio 
variations, leaving a d.c. voltage proportional to 
the average voice level. This voltage is applied 
to the grid of a "clamp" tube to control the d.c. 
screen voltage and thus the r.f. carrier level. 
Maximum output is obtained when the carrier-

Fig. 10- 13—Suppressor-grid modulation of an r.f. 

amplifier using a pentode-type tube. The suppressor-

grid r.f, bypass capacitor, C, should be the some 

as the grid bypass capacitor in control-grid 

modulation. 

control tube grid is driven to cut-off, the voice 
level at which this occurs being determined by 
the setting of Rg. The input without modulation 
is set to the desired level ( usually about equal 
to the plate dissipation rating of the modulated 
stage) by adjusting R2. R3 may be the normal 
screen-dropping resistor for the modulated beam 
tetrode, but in case a separate screen supply is 
used the resistance need be just large enough to 
give sufficient voltage drop to reduce the no-
modulation power input to the desired value. 
CiRi and C2R3 should have a time constant 

of about 0.1 second. An oscilloscope is required 
for proper adjustment. 

Suppressor Modulation 

Pentode-type tubes do not, in general, modu-
late well when the modulating voltage is applied 
to the screen grid. However, a satisfactory mod-
ulation characteristic can be obtained by apply-
ing the modulation to the suppressor grid. The 
circuit arrangement for suppressor-grid modula-
tion of a pentode tube is shown in Fig. 10-13. 
The method of adjustment closely resembles 

that used with screen-grid modulation. If an 
oscilloscope is not available, the amplifier is first 
adjusted for optimum c.w. output with zero bias 
on the suppressor grid. Sufficient negative bias is 
then applied to the suppressor to drop the plate 
current and r.f. output current to half their 
original values. The amplifier is then ready for 
modulation. 

Since the suppressor is always negatively 
biased, the modulator is not required to furnish 
any power and a voltage amplifier can be used. 
The suppressor bias will vary with the type of 
pentode and the operating conditions, but usually 
will be of the order of — 100 volts. The peak a.f. 
voltage required from the modulator is equal to 
the suppressor bias. 

Control-Grid Modulation 

Although control-grid modulation may be 
used with any type of r.f. amplifier tube, it is 
seldom used with tetrodes and pentodes because 
screen or suppressor modulation is generally 
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Fig. 10- 14—Control- grid modulation of a Class C 

amplifier. The r.f. grid bypass capacitor, C, should 

have high reactance at audio frequencies (0.005 µf. 

or less). 

simpler to adjust. However, control-grid modu-
lation is the only form of grid modulation that 
is applicable to triode amplifiers. A typical triode 
circuit is given in Fig. 10-14. 

In control-grid modulation the d.c. grid bias is 
the same as in normal Class C amplifier service, 
but the r.f. grid excitation is somewhat smaller. 
The audio voltage superimposed on the d.c. bias 
changes the instantaneous grid bias at an audio 
rate, thus varying the operating conditions in the 
grid circuit and controlling the output and effi-
ciency of the amplifier. 
The change in instantaneous bias voltage with 

modulation causes the rectified grid current of 
the amplifier to vary, which places a variable 
load on the modulator. To reduce distortion, re-
sistor R in Fig. 10-14 is connected in the output 
circuit of the modulator as a constant load, so 
that the over-all load variations will be mini-
mized. This resistor should be equal to or some-
what higher than the load into which the 
modulator tube is rated to work at normal audio 
output. It is also recommended that the modu-
lator circuit incorporate as much negative feed-
back as possible, as a further aid in reducing the 
internal resistance of the modulator and thus 
improving the "regulation"—that is, reducing the 
effect of load variations on the audio output volt-
age. The turns ratio of transformer T should be 
about 1 to 1 in most cases. 
The load on the r.f. driving stage also varies 

with modulation. This in turn will cause the ex-
citation voltage to vary and may cause the 
modulation characteristic to be nonlinear. To 
overcome it, the driver should be capable of two 
or three times the r.f. power output actually re-
quired to drive the amplifier. The excess power 
may be dissipated in a dummy load ( such as an 
incandescent lamp of appropriate power rating) 
that then performs the same function in the r.f. 

°---) I R F 
Excitation 

fle 

LGERAIDK 

MOD 

CLASS C 
AMP 
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115 VAX. 

Fig. 1015—Circuit arrangement for cathode modulo-

tion of a Class C r.f. amplifier. Values of bypass ca-

pacitors in the r.f. circuits should be the some as 
for other modulation methods. 

circuit that resistor R does in the audio circuit. 
The d.c. bias source in this system should have 

low internal resistance. Batteries or a voltage-
regulated supply are suitable. Grid-leak bias 
should not be used. 

Satisfactory adjustment of a control-grid mod-
ulated amplifier requires an oscilloscope. The 
scope connections are similar to those for screen-
grid modulation, with audio from the modula-
tor's output transformer secondary applied to the 
horizontal plates through a blocking capacitor 
and volume control, and with r.f. from the plate 
tank circuits coupled to the vertical plates. The 
adjustment procedure follows that for screen 
modulation as previously described. 
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Fig. 10- 16—Cathode-modulation performance curves, 

in terms of percentage of plate modulation plotted 

against percentage of Class C telephony tube ratings. 

D.c. plate input watts in terms of percentage of 

plate-modulation rating. 

W.—Carrier output watts in per cent of plate-mod-

ulation rating (based on plate efficiency of 

77.5%). 
W. —Audio power in per cent of d.c. watts input. 

Np —Plate efficiency of the amplifier in percentage. 
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CATHODE MODULATION 
Circuit 

The fundamental circuit for cathode modula-
tion is shown in Fig. 10-15. It is a combination of 
the plate and grid methods, and permits a carrier 
efficiency midway between the two. Audio power 
is introduced in the cathode circuit, and both 
grid bias and plate voltage are modulated. 

Because part of the modulation is by the 
control-grid method, the plate efficiency of the 
modulated amplifier must vary during modu-
lation. The carrier efficiency therefore must be 
lower than the efficiency at the modulation peak. 
The required reduction in efficiency depends 
upon the proportion of grid modulation to 
plate modulation; the higher the percentage of 
plate modulation, the higher the permissible 
carrier efficiency, and vice versa. The audio 
power required from the modulator also varies 
with the percentage of plate modulation, being 
greater as this percentage is increased. 
The way in which the various quantities 

vary is illustrated by the curves of Fig. 10-16. 
In these curves the performance of the cath-
ode-modulated r.f. amplifier is plotted in terms 
of the tube ratings for plate-modulated telephony, 
with the percentage of plate modulation as a base. 
As the percentage of plate modulation is de-
creased, it is assumed that the grid modulation is 
increased to make the over-all modulation reach 
100 per cent. The limiting condition, 100 per cent 
plate modulation and no grid modulation, is at 
the right (A); pure grid modulation is repre-
sented by the left-hand ordinate (B and C). 

Modulating Impedance 

The modulating impedance of a cathode-
modulated amplifier is approximately equal to 

Lb 

Ib 

where m = Percentage of plate modulation (ex-
pressed as a decimal) 

Lb = D.c. plate voltage on modulated 
amplifier 

Ib = D.c. plate current of modulated 
amplifier 

The modulating impedance is the load into 
which the modulator must work, just as in the 
case of pure plate modulation. This load must be 
matched to the load required by the modulator 
tube's by proper choice of the turns ratio of the 
modulation transformer. 

Conditions for Linearity 

R.f. excitation requirements for the cathode-
modulated amplifier are midway between those 
for plate modulation and control-grid modula-
tion. More excitation is required as the per-
centage of plate modulation is increased. Grid 
bias should be considerably beyond cut-off; fixed 
bias from a supbly having good voltage regula-
tion is preferred, especially when the percentage 

of plate modulation is small and the amplifier is 
operating more nearly like a grid-bias modulated 
stage. At the higher percentages of plate modu-
lation a combination of fixed and grid-leak bias 
can be used, since the variation in rectified grid 
current is smaller. The grid leak should be by-
passed for audio frequencies. The percentage of 
grid modulation may be regulated by choice of a 
suitable tap on the modulation-transformer 
secondary. 
The cathode circuit of the modulated stage 

must be independent of other stages in the trans-
mitter. When directly heated tubes are modu-
lated their filaments must be supplied from a 
separate transformer. The filament bypass capac-
itors should not be larger than about 0.002 ¡if., 
to avoid bypassing the a.f. modulation. 

Adjustment of Cathode-Modulated 
Amplifiers 

In most respects, the adjustment procedure 
is similar to that for grid-bias modulation. The 
critical adjustments are antenna loading, grid 
bias, and excitation. 
Adjustments should be made with the aid of 

an oscilloscope connected in the same way as for 
grid-bias modulation. With proper antenna load-
ing and excitation, the normal wedge-shaped pat-
tern will be obtained at 100 per cent modulation. 
As in the case of grid-bias modulation, too light 
antenna loading will cause flattening of the up-
ward peaks of modulation as also will too high 
excitation. The cathode current will be practi-
cally constant with or without modulation when 
the proper operating conditions have been es-
tablished. 

LINEAR AMPLIFIERS 

If a signal is to be amplified after modulation 
has taken place, the shape of the modulation 
envelope must be preserved if distortion is to be 
avoided. This requires the use of a linear ampli-
fier — that is, one that will reproduce, in its 
output circuit, the exact form of the signal en-
velope applied to its grid. 
The amplitude-modulated driving signal for a 

linear amplifier can at no time be permitted to 
swing below cutoff on the modulation down-
peaks. To do so would mean that the part of the 
modulation envelope near the zero axis ( see Fig. 
10-1C) would be clipped, since there would be 
times when the instantaneous signal voltage 
would be below the minimum value that would 
cause plate-current flow ( see Fig. 10-3). 
However, the grid bias may be set at any value 

less than cutoff. Usually, such amplifiers are op-
erated at or near the Class B condition — that is, 
with the grid bias at or somewhat less than cut-
off. Although Class B operation results in con-
siderable distortion of the individual r.f. cycles 
applied to the grid, the modulation envelope is 
not distorted if the operating conditions are 
chosen properly. The r.f. distortion produces 
only r.f. harmonics, and these can be eliminated 
by the selectivity of the output tank circuit. 
A linear amplifier used for a.m. has the same 
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disadvantages with respect to efficiency that grid 
modulation does. The reason also is much the 
same: since the amplifier must handle a peak-
envelope power four times as great as the un-
modulated carrier power, it cannot be operated 
at its full capabilities when it is amplifying only 
the unmodulated carrier. The plate efficiency of 
the amplifier varies with the instantaneous value 
of the modulation envelope ( Fig. 10-9). The 
efficiency at the unmodulated carrier level is only 
of the order of 30-35 per cent. 

Because of this low efficiency, linear amplifiers 
have not had much application in amateur trans-
mitters, especially since equivalent efficiency can 

be obtained with grid modulation, along with a 
less critical adjustment procedure. Recently there 
has been some increase in use of a.m. linears, 
particularly at v.h.f., as a means of stepping up 
the modulated power output of very low power 
transmitters with a minimum of complication in 
over-all equipment and operation. To obtain a 
useful increase in power output by this means the 
linear amplifier must use a tube or. tubes capable 
of relatively large plate dissipation, since about 
two-thirds of the d.c. power input to the ampli-
fier is consumed in heating the plate and only 
about one-third is converted to useful carrier 
output. 

CHECKING A.M. PHONE OPERATION 

USING THE OSCILLOSCOPE 

Proper adjustment of a phone transmitter is 
aided immeasurably by the oscilloscope. The 
scope will give more information, more accu-
rately, than almost any collection of other instru-
ments that might be named. Furthermore, an 
oscilloscope that is entirely satisfactory for the 
purpose is not necessarily an expensive instru-
ment; the cathode-ray tube and its power supply 
are about all that are needed. Amplifiers and 
linear sweep circuits are by no means necessary. 

In the simplest scope circuit, radio-frequency 
voltage from the modulated amplifier is applied 
to the vertical deflection plates of the tube, usu-
ally through blocking capacitors as shown in the 
oscilloscope circuit in the chapter on measure-
ments, and audio-frequency voltage from the 
modulator is applied to the horizontal deflection 
plates. As the instantaneous amplitude of the 
audio signal varies, the r.f. output of the trans-
mitter likewise varies, and this produces a 
wedge-shaped pattern or trapezoid on the screen. 
If the oscilloscope has a built-in horizontal 
sweep, the r.f. voltage can be applied to the 
vertical plates as before ( never through an am-
plifier) and the sweep will produce a pattern that 
follows the modulation envelope of the transmit-
ter output, provided the sweep frequency is lower 
than the modulation frequency. This produces a 
wave-envelope modulation pattern. 

The Wave-Envelope Pattern 

The connections for the wave-envelope pattern 
are shown in Fig. 10-17A. The vertical deflection 
plates are coupled to the amplifier tank coil (or 
an antenna coil) through a low-impedance ( coax, 
twisted pair, etc.) line and pick-up coil. As shown 
in the alternative drawing, a resonant circuit 
tuned to the operating frequency may be con-
nected to the vertical plates, using link coupling 
between it and the transmitter. This will elimi-
nate r.f. harmonics, and the tuning control is a 
means for adjustment of the pattern height. 

If it is inconvenient to couple to the final tank 
coil, as may be the case if the transmitter is 
tightly shielded, the pick-up loop may be coupled 
to the tuned tank of a matching circuit or an-

(A) 

Alternate Input Connections 

(B) 

Ant. Circuit 

Ant Circuit 

pLOop 

( I 1 ED 

To Mod Amp. 

To 
Verticat 
Plates 

To 
Horizontal 
 Plata 

Fig. 10-17—Methods of connecting the oscilloscope for 
modulation checking. A—connections for wave-en-

velope pattern with any modulation method; B—con-

nections for trapezoidal pattern with plate or screen 

modulation. 

tenna coupler. Any method (even a short antenna 
coupled to the tuned circuit shown in the "alter-
nate input connections" of Fig. 10-17A) that 
will pick up enough r.f. to give a suitable pattern 
height may be used. 
The position of the pick-up coil should be 

varied until an unmodulated carrier pattern, Fig. 
10-18B, of suitable height is obtained. The hori-
zontal sweep voltage should be adjusted to make 
the width of the pattern somewhat more than 
half the diameter of the screen. When voice 
modulation is applied, a rapidly changing pattern 
of varying height will be obtained. When the 
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Fig. 10- 18—Wave-envelope and trapezoidal patterns 

representing different conditions of modulation. 

maximum height of this pattern is just twice that 
of the carrier alone, the wave is being modulated 
100 per cent. This is illustrated by Fig. 18-18D, 
where the point X represents the horizontal 
sweep line ( reference line) alone, YZ is the car-
rier height, and PQ is the maximum height of 
the modulated wave. 

If the height is greater than the distance PQ, 
as illustrated in E, the wave is overmodulated in 
the upward direction. Overmodulation in the 
downward direction is indicated by a gap in the 
pattern at the reference axis, where a single 
bright line appears on the screen. Overmodula-
tion in either direction may take place even 
when the modulation in the other direction is 
less than 100 per cent. 

The Trapezoidal Pattern 

Connections for the trapezoid or wedge pat-
tern as used for checking a.m. are shown in Fig. 
10-17B. The vertical plates of the c.r. tube are 
coupled to the transmitter tank through a pick-up 
loop, preferably using a tuned circuit, as shown 
in the upper drawing, adjustable to the operat-
ing frequency. Audio voltage from the modu-
lator is applied to the horizontal plates through 
a voltage divider, RiR2. This voltage should be 

adjustable so a suitable pattern width can be 
obtained; a 0.25-megohm volume control can be 
used at R2 for this purpose. 
The resistance required at R1 will depend on 

the d.c. voltage on the modulated element. The 
total resistance of R1 and R2 in series should 
be about 0.25 megohm for each 100 volts. For 
example, if a plate-modulated amplifier operates 
at 1500 volts, the total resistance should be 3.75 
megohms, 0.25 megohm at R2 and the remainder, 
3.5 megohms, in R1. R1 should be composed of 
individual resistors not larger than 0.5 megohm 
each, in which case 1-watt resistors will be satis-
factory. 
For adequate coupling at 100 cycles the capaci-

tance, in microfarads, of the blocking capacitor, 
C, should be at least 0.05/R, where R is the total 
resistance (R1 R2) in megohms. In the ex-
ample above, where R is 3.75 megohms, the ca-
pacitance should be 0.05/3.75 = 0.013 µf. or 

Fig. 10- 19—Top—A typical trapezoidal pattern ob-

tained with screen modulation adjusted for optimum 
conditions. The sudden change in slope near the 

point of the wedge occurs when the screen voltage 
passes through zero. Center— If there is no audio 

distortion, the unmodulated carrier will have the 

height and position shown by the white line super-

imposed on the sine-wave modulation pattern. Bot-

tom— Even- harmonic distortion in the audio system, 
when the audio signal applied to the speech ampli-

fier is a sine wave, is indicated by the fact that the 

modulation pattern does not extend equal horizontal 

distances on both sides of the unmodulated carrier. 
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more. The voltage rating of the capacitor should 
be at least twice the d.c. voltage applied to the 
modulated element. 
Trapezoidal patterns for various conditions of 

modulation are shown in Fig. 10-18 at F to J, 
each alongside the corresponding wave-envelope 
pattern. With no signal, only the cathode-ray 
spot appears on the screen. When the unmodu-
lated carrier is applied, a vertical line appears; 
the length of the line should be adjusted, by 
means of the pick-up coil coupling, to a con-
venient value. When the carrier is modulated, 
the wedge-shaped pattern appears; the higher 
the modulation percentage, the wider and more 
pointed the wedge becomes. At 100 per cent 
modulation it just makes a point on the axis, X, 
at one end, and the height, PQ, at the other end 
is equal to twice the carrier height, YZ. Over-
modulation in the upward direction is indicated 
by increased height over PQ, and downward by 
an extension along the axis X at the pointed end. 

CHECKING TRANSMITTER 
PERFORMANCE 

The trapezoidal pattern is generally more use-
ful than the wave-envelope pattern for check-
ing the operation of a phone transmitter. How-
ever, both types of patterns have their special 
virtues, and the best test setup is one that makes 
both available. The trapezoidal pattern is better 
adapted to showing the performance of a modu-
lated amplifier from the standpoint of inherent 
linearity, without regard to the wave form of the 
audio modulating signal, than is the wave-enve-
lope pattern. Distortion in the audio signal also 
can be detected in the trapezoidal pattern, al-
though experience in analyzing scope patterns 
is required to recognize it. 

If the wave-envelope pattern is used with a 
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sine-wave audio modulating signal, distortion in 
the modulation envelope is easily recognizable; 
however, it is difficult to determine whether the 
distortion is caused by lack of linearity of the 
r.f. stage or by a.f. distortion in the modulator. 
If the trapezoidal pattern shows good linearity 
in such a case the trouble obviously is in the 
audio system. It is possible, of course, for both 
defects to be present simultaneously. If they 
are, the r.f. amplifier should be made linear first; 
then any distortion in the modulation envelope 
will be the result of improper operation in the 
speech amplifier or modulator, or in coupling 
the modulator to the modulated r.f. stage. 

R. F. Linearity 

The trapezoidal pattern is a graph of the mod-
ulation characteristic of the modulated amplifier. 
The sloping sides of the wedge show the r.f. 
amplitude for every value of instantaneous mod-
ulating voltage, exactly the type of curve plotted 
in Fig. 10-4. If these sides are perfectly straight 
lines, as drawn in Fig. 10-18 at H and I, the mod-
ulation characteristic is linear. If the sides show 
curvature, the characteristic is nonlinear to an 
extent shown by the degree to which the sides 
depart from perfect straightness. This is true 
regardless of the modulating wave form. 

Audio Distortion 

If the speech system can be driven by a good 
audio sine-wave signal instead of a microphone, 
the trapezoidal pattern also will show the pres-
ence of even-harmonic distortion ( the most com-
mon type, especially when the modulator is over-
loaded) in the speech amplifier or modulator. If 
there is no distortion in the audio system, the 
trapezoid will extend horizontally equal distances 
on each side of the vertical line representing the 

\ex 
Unmodulated carrier. Approximately 50 per cent modulation. 100 per cent modulation. 

Fig. 10- 20— Oscilloscope patterns showing proper modulation of a plate- and- screen modulated tetrode r.f. 

amplifier. Upper row, trapezoidal patterns; lower row, corresponding wave-envelope patterns. In the latter 

a linear sweep having a frequency one-third that of the sine-wave audio modulating frequency was used, 

so that three cycles of the modulation envelope show in the pattern. 
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Modulation over 100 per cent. Improper screen- circuit time constant. Insufficient audio power. 

Fig. 10-21— Improper operation or design. These pictures are to the some scale as those in Fig. 20-20, on 

the same transmitter and with the same test setup. 

unmodulated carrier. If there is even-harmonic 
distortion the trapezoid will extend farther to 
one side of the unmodulated-carrier position than 
to the other. This is shown in Fig. 10-19. The 
probable cause is inadequate power output from 
the modulator, or incorrect load on the modu-
lator. 
An audio oscillator having reasonably good 

sine-wave output is highly desirable for testing 
both speech equipment and the phone transmit-
ter as a whole. With an oscillator and the scope, 
the pattern is steady and can be studied closely 
to determine the effects of adjustments. 

In the case of the wave-envelope pattern, dis-
tortion in the audio system will show up in the 
modulation envelope ( with a sine-wave input 
signal) as a departure from the sine-wave form, 
and may be checked by comparing the envelope 
with a drawing of a sine-wave. Attributing any 
such distortion to the audio system assumes, of 
course, that a check has been made on the linear-
ity of the modulated r.f. amplifier, preferably by 
use of the trapezoidal pattern. 

Typical Patterns 

Figs. 10-19, 10-20 and 10-21 show some typical 
scope patterns of modulated signals for different 
conditions of operation. The screen-modulation 
patterns, Fig. 10-19, also show how the presence 
of even-harmonic audio distortion can be de-
tected in the trapezoidal pattern. The pattern to 
be sought in adjusting the transmitter is the 
one at the top in Fig. 10-20, where the top and 
bottom edges of the pattern continue in straight 
lines up to the point representing 100 per cent 
modulation. If these edges tend to bend over 
toward the horizontal at the maximum height of 
the wedge the amplifier is "flattening" on the 
modulation up-peaks. This is usually caused by 
attempting to get too large a carrier output, and 
can be corrected by tighter coupling to the an-

tenna or by a decrease in the d.c. screen voltage. 
Fig. 10-20 shows patterns indicating proper 

operation of a plate-and-screen modulated tet-
rode r.f. amplifier. The slight "tailing off" at the 
modulation down peak ( point of the wedge) can 
be minimized by careful adjustment of excitation 
and plate loading. 

Several types of improper operation are shown 
in Fig. 10-21. In the photos at the left the linear-
ity of the r.f. stage is good but the amplifier is 
being modulated over 100 per cent. This is 
shown by the maximum height of the pattern 
(compare with the unmodulated carrier of Fig. 
10-20) and by the bright line extending from the 
point of the wedge (or between sections of the 
envelope). 
The patterns in the center, Fig. 10-21, show 

the effect of a too-long time constant in the 
screen circuit, in an amplifier getting its screen 
voltage through a dropping resistor, both plate 
and screen being modulated. The "double-edged" 
pattern is the result of audio phase shift in the 
screen circuit combined with varying screen-to-
cathode resistance during modulation. The over-
all effect is to delay the rise in output amplitude 
during the up-sweep of the modulation cycle, 
slightly distorting the modulation envelope as 
shown in the wave-envelope pattern. This effect, 
which becomes more pronounced as the audio 
modulating frequency is increased, is usually ab-
sent at low modulation percentages but develops 
rapidly as the modulation approaches 100 per 
cent. It can be reduced by reducing the screen 
bypass capacitance, and also by connecting re-
sistance ( to be determined experimentally, but 
of the same order as the screen dropping resist-
ance) between screen and cathode. 
The right-hand pictures in Fig. 10-21 show the 

effect of insufficient audio power. Although the 
trapezoidal pattern shows good linearity in the 
r.f. amplifier, the wave-envelope pattern shows 
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Fig. 10- 22— Upper photo— Audio phase shift in cou-

pling circuit between transmitter and horizontal de-

flection plates. Lower photo—Hum on 

vertical deflection plates. 

flattened peaks ( both positive and negative) in 
the modulation envelope even though the audio 
signal applied to the amplifier was a sine wave. 
More speech-amplifier gain merely increases the 
flattening without increasing the modulation per-
centage in such a case. The remedy is to use a 
larger modulator or less input to the modulated 
r.f. stage. In some cases the trouble may be 
caused by an incorrect modulation-transformer 
turns ratio, causing the modulator to be over-
loaded before its maximum power output capa-
bilities are reached. 

Faulty Patterns 

The pattern defects shown in Fig. 10-21 are 
only a few out of many that might be observed 
in the testing of a phone transmitter, all capable 
of being interpreted in terms of improper opera-
tion in some part of the transmitter. However, 
it is not always the transmitter that is at fault 
when the scope shows an unusual pattern. The 
trouble may be in some defect in the test setup. 

Patterns representative of two common faults 
of this nature are shown in Fig. 10-22. The upper 
picture shows the trapezoidal pattern when the 
audio voltage applied to the horizontal plates of 
the cr. tube is not exactly in phase with the 
modulation envelope. The normal straight edges 
of the wedge are transformed into ellipses which 
in the case of 100 per cent modulation ( shown) 
touch at the horizontal axis and reach maximum 
heights equal to the height of the normal wedge 
at the modulation up-peak. Such a phase shift 
can occur ( and usually will) if the audio voltage 
applied to the c.r. tube deflection plates is taken 
from any point in the audio system other than 
where it is applied to the modulated r.f. stage. 
The coupling capacitor shown in Fig. 10-17 must 
have very low reactance compared with the re-
sistance of R1 and R2 in series — not larger than 
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a few per cent of the sum of the two resistances. 
The wave-envelope pattern in Fig. 10-22 shows 

the effect of hum on the vertical deflection plates. 
This may actually be on the carrier or may be 
introduced in some way from the a.c. line 
through stray coupling between the scope and the 
line or because of poor grounding of the scope, 
transmitter or modulator. 

It is important that r.f. from the modulated 
stage only be coupled to the oscilloscope, and 
then only to the vertical plates. If r.f. is present 
also on the horizontal plates, the pattern will 
lean to one side instead of being upright. If the 
oscilloscope cannot be moved to a position where 
the unwanted pick-up disappears, a small bypass 
capacitor ( 10 µAL or more) should be connected 
across the horizontal plates as close to the 
cathode-ray tube as possible. An r.f. choke (2.5 
mh. or smaller) may also be connected in series 
with the ungrounded horizontal plate. 

MODULATION CHECKING WITH 
THE PLATE METER 

The plate milliammeter of the modulated am-
plifier provides a simple and fairly reliable means 
for checking the performance of a phone trans-
mitter, although it does not give nearly as definite 
information as the oscilloscope does. If the mod-
ulated amplifier is perfectly linear, its plate cur-
rent will not change when modulation is applied if 

1) the upward modulation percentage does 
not exceed the modulation capability of the 
amplifier, 

2) the downward modulation does not exceed 
100 per cent, and 

3) there is no change in the d.c. operating 
voltages on the transmitter. 
The plate current should be constant, ideally, 

with any of the methods of modulation discussed 
in this chapter, with the single exception of the 
controlled-carrier system. The plate meter can-
not give a reliable check on the performance of 
the latter system because the plate current in-
creases with the intensity of modulation. 

Plate Modulation 

With plate modulation, a downward shift in 
plate current may indicate one or more of the 
following: 

1) Insufficient excitation. 
2) Insufficient grid bias. 
3) R.f. amplifier not loaded properly. 
4) Insufficient output capacitance in the filter 

of the modulated-amplifier plate supply. 
5) Excessive d.c. input to the r.f. amplifier, 

under carrier conditions. Alternately, the 
cathode emission of the amplifier tubes may 
be low. 

6) In plate-and-screen modulation of tetrodes 
or pentodes, the screen is not being suffi-
ciently modulated along with the plate. If 
the d.c. screen voltage is obtained through 
a dropping resistor, a dip in plate current 
may occur if the screen bypass capacitance 
is large enough to bypass audio frequencies. 

7) Poor voltage regulation of the modulated-
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amplifier plate supply. It is readily checked 
by measuring the voltage with and without 
modulation. Poor line regulation will be 
shown by a drop in filament voltage with 
modulation. 

Any of the following may cause an upward 
shift in plate current: 

1) Overmodulation ( excessive audio power, 
audio gain too high). 

2) Incomplete neutralization of the modu-
lated amplifier. 

3) Parasitic oscillation in the modulated am-
plifier. 

Grid Modulation 

With any type of grid modulation, any of the 
following may cause a downward shift in modu-
lated-amplifier plate current: 

1) Too much r.f. excitation. 
2) Insufficient grid bias with control-grid 

modulation. Grid bias is usually not critical 
with screen and suppressor modulation. 

3) With control-grid modulation, excessive 
resistance in the bias supply. 

4) Insufficient output capacitance in plate-
supply filter. 

5) Amplifier is not loaded heavily enough. 
Because grid modulation is not perfectly linear, 

(always less so than plate modulation) an am-
plifier that is properly designed and operated 
may show a small upward plate-current shift 
with modulation, 10 per cent or less with sine-
wave modulation and amounting to an occasional 
upward flicker with voice. An upward plate cur-
rent shift in excess of this may be caused by 

1) Overmodulation ( excessive modulating 
voltage). 

2) Regeneration ( incomplete neutralization). 
3) With control-grid or suppressor modula-

tion, bias too great. 
4) With screen modulation, d.c. screen voltage 

too low. 
5) Audio distortion in modulator. 
In grid-modulation systems the modulator is 

not necessarily operating linearly if the plate 
current stays constant with or without modula-
tion. It is readily possible to arrive at a set of 
operating conditions in which flattening of the 
up-peaks is just balanced by overmodulation 
downward. The oscilloscope provides the only 
certain check on grid modulation. 

COMMON TROUBLES IN THE 
PHONE TRANSMITTER 

Noise and Hum on Carrier 

Noise and hum may be detected by listening to 
the signal on a receiver, provided the receiver is 
far enough away from the transmitter to avoid 
overloading. The hum level should be low com-
pared with the voice at 100 per cent modulation. 
Hum may come either from the speech amplifier 
and modulator or from the r.f. section of the 
transmitter. Hum from the r.f. section can be 
detected by completely shutting off the modu-
lator; if hum remains, the power-supply filters 
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for one or more of the r.f. stages have insuffi-
cient smoothing. With a hum-free carrier, hum 
introduced by the modulator can be checked by 
turning on the modulator but leaving the speech 
amplifier off; power-supply filtering is the likely 
source of such hum. If carrier and modulator are 
both clean, connect the speech amplifier and ob-
serve the increase in hum level. If the hum dis-
appears with the gain control at minimum, the 
hum is being introduced in the stage or stages 
preceding the gain control. The microphone also 
may pick up hum, a condition that can be checked 
by removing the microphone from the circuit 
but leaving the first speech-amplifier grid circuit 
otherwise unchanged. A good ground ( to a cold 
water pipe, for éxample) on the microphone 
and speech system usually is essential to hum-
f ree operation. 

Spurious Sidebands 

A superheterodyne receiver having good selec-
tivity (bandwidth of less than 1 kc.) is needed 
for checking spurious sidebands outside the nor-
mal communication channel. The r.f. input to the 
receiver must be kept low enough, by removing 
the antenna or by adequate separation from the 
transmitter, to avoid overloading and consequent 
spurious receiver responses. An "S"-meter read-
ing of about half scale is satisfactory. With the 
selectivity at its sharpest, tune through the re-
gion outside the normal channel limits (3 to 4 
kilocycles each side of the carrier) while an-
other person talks into the microphone. Spurious 
sidebands will be observed as intermittent 
"clicks" or crackles well away from the carrier 
frequency. Sidebands more than 3 to 4 kc. from 
the carrier should be of negligible strength, com-
pared with the carrier, in a properly modulated 
phone transmitter. The causes are overmodula-
tion or nonlinear operation. 
With sine-wave modulation the relative inten-

sities of sidebands can be observed if a tone of 
1000 cycles or so is used. The "S"-meter will 
show how the spurious side frequencies ( those 
spaced more than the modulating frequency 
from the carrier) compare with the carrier itself. 
Without an "S"-meter, the a.v.c. should be 
turned off and the b.f.o. turned on ; then the r.f. 
gain should be set to give a moderately strong 
beat note with the carrier. The intensity of the side 
frequencies can be estimated from their relative 
strengths as the receiver is tuned through them. 
Receivers having steep-sided band-pass filters 

for single-sideband reception can be used, but 
the technique is more difficult. If the band pass 
is, say, 3 kc., the signal should first be tuned in 
with the carrier placed at one edge of the pass 
band. If it is placed at the low edge, for example, 
the receiver should then be tuned 3 kc. higher 
so its response will be in the region just outside 
the normal spectrum space occupied by one side-
band. Any "crackles" heard in this region repre-
sent the results of nonlinearity of over-modula-
tion. This assumes that the precautions men-
tioned above with respect to receiver over-
loading have been carefully observed. 
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R.F. in Speech Amplifier 

A small amount of r.f. current in the speech 
amplifier — particularly in the first stage, which 
is most susceptible to such r.f. pickup — will 
cause overloading and distortion in the low-level 
stages. Frequently also there is a regenerative 
effect which causes an audio- frequency oscilla-
tion or "howl" to be set up in the audio system. 
In such cases the gain control cannot be advanced 
very far before the howl builds up, even though 
the amplifier may be perfectly stable when the 
r.f. section of the transmitter is not turned on. 
Complete shielding of the microphone, micro-

phone cord, and speech amplifier is necessary to 

MODULATION 

It is always desirable to modulate as fully as 
possible, but 100 per cent modulation should 
not be exceeded — particularly in the downward 
direction — because harmonic distortion will be 
generated and the channel width increased. This 
causes unnecessary interference to .other stations. 
The oscilloscope is the best instrument for con-
tinuously checking the modulation. However, 
simpler indicators may be used for the purpose, 
once calibrated. 
A convenient indicator, when a Class B modu-

lator is used, is the plate milliammeter in the 
Class B stage, since the plate current of the mod-
ulator fluctuates with the voice intensity. Using 
the oscilloscope, determine the gain-control set-
ting and voice intensity that give 100 per cent 
modulation on voice peaks, and simultaneously 
observe the maximum Class B plate-milliam-
meter reading on the peaks. When this maximum 
reading is obtained, it will suffice to adjust the 
gain so that it is not exceeded. 
A high-resistance ( 1000-ohms-per-volt or 

more) rectifier-type voltmeter ( copper-oxide or 
germanium type) also can be used for modula-
tion monitoring. It should be connected across 
the output circuit of an audio driver stage where 
the power level is a few watts, and similarly cali-
brated against the oscilloscope to determine the 
reading that represents 100 per cent modulation. 
The plate milliammeter of the modulated r.f. 

stage also is of value as an indicator of over-
modulation, as explained earlier. 

A. M. MODULATION MONITOR 

The modulation monitor shown in Figs. 10-23 
and 10-25 uses two magic-eye tubes and a dual 
diode. One eye closes whenever the modulation 
reaches 50 per cent or more, and the second eye 
closes when the modulation hits 85 per cent or 
more. In operation, the operator controls his 
speech to close the "50%" eye much of the time 
without closing the "85%" eye except on rare 
occasions. No adjustment of the monitor is re-
quired other than the setting of two intensity 
controls for the ambient light condition. The 
monitor, with the constants to be described, will 
work with any plate-modulated amplifier at volt-

prevent r.f. pickup, and a ground connection 
separate from that to which the transmitter is 
connected is advisable. 

If the transmitter is "hot" with r.f., the cause 
usually is to be found in the method of coupling 
to the antenna. Any form of coupling that in-
volves either a direct or capacitive connection 
between the transmitter and the transmission line 
is likely to cause the transmitter chassis to as-
sume an r.f. potential above ground because of 
"parallel" type currents on the line. An earth 
connection to the transmitter does not always 
help in such a case. The best remedy is to use 
inductive coupling between the transmitter and 
line. 

MONITORING 

ages between 300 and 500; with a slight modi-
fication it can be extended to 750 volts. 
The circuit diagram is shown in Fig. 10-24. A 

voltage divider, consisting of R1, R2 plus R3, and 
Rg, is connected across the plate supply of the 
modulated stage. The cathodes of two diodes are 
connected to the modulated voltage applied to the 
r.f. amplifier, and the anodes of the two diodes 
are connected through 100K resistors to the 
jvnctions on the voltage divider. The voltage 
divider is proportioned so that the cathode of Vi 
is at approximately 50 per cent of the plate sup-
ply voltage and the cathode of V2 is at 15 per 
cent of the voltage. When the instantaneous 
voltage is 50 per cent or less of the idling plate 
voltage, as during the negative portion of a mod-
ulation cycle, the upper diode of V3 will conduct 
and the voltage drop across the associated 100K 
resistor will close the eye of Vi. If during the 
negative portion of the cycle the instantaneous 

Fig. 10-23—An a.m. modulation indicator using two 

inexpensive magic eye tubes. It is to be connected 

to the plate supply and modulation transformer of 

the plate- modulated transmitter stage. The monitor 

is built in one half of a Minibox and the entire as. 

sembly is supported by a cane-metal housing. Heater 

transformers hang down from the Minibox, inside 

the housing. 
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voltage goes as low as 15 per cent of the supply 
voltage, the lower diode of V3 will conduct and 
the drop across the associated 100K resistor will 
close the eye of V2. Capacitors at the grids of 
VI and V2 make the edges of the closing eyes 
readily visible. 
Type 1629 magic eye tubes are used because 

they are common tubes in radio surplus stores 
and are quite inexpensive. Because they have a 
limited cathode-to-heater voltage rating, it is 
necessary to use a separate heater transformer 
with its center tap connected to a midpoint on 
the voltage divider. For similar insulation rea-
sons, a separate heater transformer is used for 
the twin diode, V3. 

Construction 

With the exception of the transformers, all 
components are mounted inside a 5 X 7 X 3-inch 
Minibox. A supporting housing for the chassis 
is made from a small piece of Reynolds No. 33 
aluminum mesh, available in many hardware 
stores. A h-inch lip bent in on the bottom edge 
provides greater rigidity for the structure and a 
surface to which four rubber feet can be at-
tached. The monitor is built within one half of 
the Minibox and the two transformers are 
mounted on the other side of this half. Two 
Amphenol 58-MEA8 assemblies are used to sup-
port the magic eye tubes; these include the 
mounting brackets, the sockets and wires, the 
light shields and the metal escutcheons. The 6H6 
socket is supported off the chassis by two 34-inch 
ceramic insulators. 

Operation 

When using the monitor with a transmitter, 
the only adjustment necessary is that of the two 
100K intensity controls. The "50%" eye will 
start to close at about 50 per cent modulation 
and will be completely closed at around 70 per 
cent. The "85%" eye will start to close at about 

T1 fry)," (*Try,  ; 
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Fig. 10-24—Circuit diagram of the modulation monitor. 

Unless specified otherwise, resistors are 1/2 watt, re-

sistances are in ohms, capacitances are in µf. 

CI, Cs— Disk ceramic. 

EI, E. ES—Insulated tip jacks (Johnson 105-601, —602, 

—603) 

Ti-12.6-v. 2-a. transformer (Knight 61 G 420) 

TR-6.3-v. 0.6-a. transformer (Knight 61 G 416) 

85 per cent and be completely closed at 100 per 
cent modulation. 

Higher Voltages 

If the monitor is to be used at supply voltages 
between 500 and 750, several alterations are re-
quired. Either the "50%" eye must be elimi-
nated or a second 12.6-volt transformer must be 
added ( so that each 1629 has its own heater sup-
ply). At the higher voltage, additional 47K 
2-watt resistors should be connected in series 
with the intensity controls. The voltage divider 
R1 through R4 must be modified for the higher 
dissipation. 

Fig. 10-25—Modulation monitor with housing and case 

removed. Tie strips and adequately-insulated wire are 
required. Cable clamps hold the wires from the magic. 

eye sockets, to avoid strain on the tubes. Transformers 

cannot be seen in this view because they are on the 

other side of the assembly. Note ventilation holes at 

right-hand corner. 



Chapter 11 

Suppressed-Carrier and 

Single-Sideband Techniques 

A fully modulated a.m. signal has two-thirds 
of its power in the carrier and only one-third 
in the sidebands. The sidebands carry the in-
telligence to be transmitted; the carrier "goes 
along for the ride" and serves only to demodu-
late the signal at the receiver. By eliminating 
the carrier and transmitting only the sidebands 
or just one sideband, the available transmitter 
power is used to greater advantage. The carrier 
must be reinserted at the receiver, but this is 
no great problem, as explained later under 
"Receiving Suppressed-Carrier Signals." 
Assuming that the same final-amplifier tube 

or tubes are used either for normal a.m, or for 
single sideband, carrier suppressed, it can be 
shown that the use of s.s.b. can give an effective 
gain of up to 9 db. over a.m. — equivalent to 
increasing the transmitter power 8 times. Elimi-
nating the carrier also eliminates the heterodyne 
interference that so often spoils communication 
in congested phone bands. 

DOUBLE-SIDEBAND GENERATORS 

The carrier can be suppressed or nearly elimi-
nated by an extremely sharp filter or by using a 
balanced modulator. The basic principle in any 
balanced modulator is to introduce the carrier 
in such a way that it does not appear in the out-
put but so that the sidebands will. This require-
ment is satisfied by introducing the audio in 
push-pull and the r.f. drive in parallel, and con-
necting the output in push-pull. Balanced modu-
lators can also be connected with the r.f. drive 
and audio inputs in push-pull and the output in 
parallel with equal effectiveness. The choice of 
a balanced modulator circuit is generally deter-
mined by constructional considerations and the 
method of modulation preferred by the builder. 
Vacuum-tube balanced modulators can be oper-
ated at high power levels and the double- side-
band output can be used directly into the an-
tenna. A d.s.b. signal can be copied by the same 
methods that are used for single-sideband sig-
nals, provided the receiver has sufficient selec-
tivity to reject one of the sidebands. 

In any balanced-modulator circuit there will 
be no output with no audio signal. When audio 
is applied, the balance is upset, and one branch 
will conduct more than the other. Since any 
modulation process is the same as "mixing" 
in receivers, sum and difference frequencies 
(sidebands) will be generated. The modulator 
is not balanced for the sidebands, and they will 
appear in the output. 

In the rectifier-type balanced modulators 
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TO01 
330 330 

ETAI21 ( B ) 

1552 CARRIER 

Fig. 11-1—Typical rectifier-type balanced modulators. 
The circuit at A is called a "bridge" balanced mod-

ulator and has been widely used in commercial work. 

The balanced modulator at B is shown with constants 

suitable for operation at 450 kc. It is useful for work-

ing into a crystal bandpass filter. T. is a transformer 

designed to work from the audio source into a 600-ohm 

load, and T2 is an ordinary i.f. transformer with the 

trimmer reconnected in series with a 0.001-µf, capacitor, 

for impedance-matching purposes from the modulator. 

The capacitor CI is for carrier balance and may be 

found unnecessary in some instances—it should be tried 
connected on either side of the carrier input circuit and 

used where it is more effective. The 250-ohm potentio-

meter is normally all that is required for carrier bal-

ance. The carrier input should be sufficient to develop 

several volts across the resistor string. 

The circuit at C is shown with constants suitable for 

operation at 3.9 Mc. T. is a step-down output trans-

former (Stancor A3250, 10,000 to 200 ohms), shunt-fed 

to eliminate d.c. from the windings. LI can be a small 

coupling coil wound on the "cold" end of the carrier-

oscillator tank coil, with sufficient coupling to give two 

or three volts of r.f. across its output. L2 is a slug-tuned 

coil that resonates to the carrier frequency with the 

effective 0.001 id. across it. The 1000-ohm potentio-

meter is for carrier balance. 
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Fig. 11-2—A twin-diode balanced-modulator circuit. 
This is essentially the same as the circuit in Fig. 11-1C, 
and differs only in that a twin diode is used instead of 
dry rectifiers. The heater circuit for the twin diode can 
be connected in the usual way (one side grounded or 

center tap grounded). 

shown in Fig. 11-1, the diode rectifiers are con-
nected in such a manner that, if they have equal 
forward resistances, no r.f. can pass from the 
carrier source to the output circuit via either of 
the two possible paths. The net effect is that no 
r.f. energy appears in the output. When audio is 
applied, it unbalances the circuit by biasing the 
diode (or diodes) in one path, depending upon 
the instantaneous polarity of the audio, and 
hence some r.f. will appear in the output. The 
r.f. in the output will appear as a double-side-
band suppressed-carrier signal. ( For a more 
complete description of diode-modulator opera-

' tion, see "Diode Modulators," QST, April, 1953, 
p. 39.) 

In any diode modulator, the r.f. voltage 
should be at least 6 or 8 times the peak audio 
voltage, for minimum distortion. The usual 
operation involves a fraction of a volt of audio 
and several volts of r.f. The diodes should be 
matched as closely as possible — ohmmeter 
measurements of their forward resistances is 
the usual test. 

(The circuit of Fig. 11-1B is described more 
fully in Weaver and Brown, "Crystal Lattice 
Filters for Transmitting and Receiving," QST, 
August, 1951. The circuit of Fig. 11-1C is suit-
able for use in a double-balanced-modulator 
circuit and is so described in "SSB, Jr.," Gen-
eral Electric Hans News, September, 1950.) 
Vacuum-tube diodes can also be used in the 

two- and four-diode balanced-modulator cir-
cuits, and many operators consider them superior 
to the dry rectifier circuits. A typical balanced 
modulator circuit using a twin diode (6AL5, 
6H6, etc.) is shown in Fig. 11-2. In phasing-type 
s.s.b. generators (described later) two of these 
modulators are required, and they are usually 
worked into a common output circuit. ( For a 
description of a complete s.s.b. exciter using 
6AL5 balanced modulators, see Vitale, "Cheap 
and Easy S.S.B.," QST, March, 1956, and May, 
1958.) 
Another form of balanced modulator uses 

the type 7360 "beam-deflection" tube, and it is 
capable of a high order of carrier suppression 
(60 db.) with good output (4 volts peak-to-
peak) and low distortion (45 db.). A typical 

SIDEBAND 

application is shown in the s.s.b. generators 
described later in this chapter. 

SINGLE-SIDEBAND GENERATORS 

Two basic systems for generating s.s.b. sig-
nals are shown in Fig. 11-3. One involves the 
use of a bandpass filter having sufficient selec-
tivity to pass one sideband and reject the other. 
Filters having such characteristics can only be 
constructed for relatively low frequencies, and 
most filters used by amateurs are designed to 
work somewhere around 500 kc. Good sideband 
filtering can be done at frequencies as high as 5 
Mc. by using multiple-crystal filters. The low-
frequency oscillator output is combined with 
the audio output of a speech amplifier in a bal-
anced modulator, and only the upper and lower 
sidebands appear in the output. One of the side-
bands is passed by the filter and the other re-
jected, so that an s.s.b. signal is fed to the 
mixer. The signal is there mixed with the out-
put of a high-frequency r.f. oscillator to pro-
duce the desired output frequency. For addi-
tional amplification a linear r.f. amplifier ( Class 
A or Class B) must be used. When the s.s.b. 
signal is generated around 500 kc. it may be 
necessary to convert twice to reach the oper-
ating frequency, since this simplifies the prob-
lem of rejecting the "image" frequencies result-
ing from the heterodyne process. The problem 
of image frequencies in the frequency conver-
sions of s.s.b. signals differs from the problem 
in receivers because the beating-oscillator fre-
quency becomes important. Either balanced 
modulators or sufficient selectivity must be used 
to attenuate these frequencies in the output and 
hence minimize the possibility of unwanted 
radiations. (Examples of filter-type exciters 
can be found in QST for Jtine, 1958, and Janu-
ary, 1956.) 
The second system is based on the phase 

relationships between the carrier and sidebands 
in a modulated signal. As shown in the diagram, 
the audio signal is split into two components 
that are identical except for a phase difference 
of 90 degrees. The output of the r.f. oscillator 
(which may be at the operating frequency, if 
desired) is likewise split into two separate com-
ponents having a 90-degree phase difference. 
One r.f. and one audio component are combined 
in each of two separate balanced modulators. 
The carrier is suppressed in the modulators, 
and the relative phases of the sidebands are 
such that one sideband is balanced out and the 
other is augmented in the combined output. If 
the output from the balanced modulators is high 
enough, such an s.s.b. exciter can work directly 
into the antenna, or the power level can be in-
creased in a following amplifier. 

Properly adjusted, either system is capable of 
good results. Arguments in favor of the filter 
system are that it is somewhat easier to adjust 
without an oscilloscope, since it requires only a 
receiver and a v.t.v.m. for alignment, and it is 
more likely to remain in adjustment over a long 
period of time. The chief argument against it, 
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from the amateur viewpoint, is that it requires 
quite a few stages and at least one frequency 
conversion after modulation. The phasing sys-
tem requires fewer stages and can be designed 
to require no frequency conversion, but its 
alignment and adjustment are often considered 
to be a little "trickier" than that of the filter 
system. This probably stems from lack of 
familiarity with the system rather than any 
actual difficulty, and now that commercial pre-
adjusted audio-phasing networks are available, 
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Fig. 11-3—Two basic systems for gener-

ating single-sideband suppressed-carrier 

signals. Representations of a typical en-

velope picture (as seen on an oscillo-

scope) and spectrum picture (as seen on 

a very selective panoramic receiver) are 

shown above and below the connecting 

links. 

most of the alignment difficulty has been elimi-
nated. In most cases the phasing system will 
cost less to apply to an existing transmitter. 

Regardless of the method used to generate a 
s.s.b. signal of 5 or 10 watts, the minimum cost 
will be found to be higher than for an a.m. 
transmitter of the same low power. However, 
as the power level is increased, the s.s.b. trans-
mitter becomes more economical than the a.m. 
rig, both initially and from an operating stand-
point. 

FILTER-TYPE S.S.B. EXCITERS 

The basic configuration of a filter-type s.s.b. 
exciter was shown in Fig. 11-3. Suitable filters, 
sharp enough to reject the unwanted side fre-
quencies a few hundred cycles and above from 
the carrier frequency, can be built in the range 
20 kc. to 10 Mc. The low-frequency filters gen-
erally use iron-cored inductors, and the new 
toroid forms find considerable favor at fre-
quencies up to 50 or 60 kc. These filters are of 
normal band-pass constant-k and m-derived 
configuration. In the range 450 to 500 kc., either 
crystal-lattice or electro-mechanical filters are 
used. Low-frequency filters are manufactured 
by Barker & Williamson and by Burnell & Co., 
and electro-mechanical filters are made by the 
Collins Radio Co. Crystal filters are available 
from Hermes Electronics and McCoy Elec-
tronics in the megacycles range; homemade 

filters generally utilize war-surplus crystals. 
The frequency of the filter determines how 

many conversions must be made before the op-
erating frequency is reached. If the filter fre-
quency is 30 kc. or so, it is wise to convert first 
to 500 or 600 kc. and then convert to the 3.9-Mc. 
band, to avoid the image that would almost 
surely result if the conversion from 30 to 3900 
kc. were made without the intermediate step. 
When a filter at 500 kc. is used, only one con-
version is necessary to operate in the 3.9-Mc. 
band, but 14-Mc, and higher-frequency opera-
tion would require at least two conversions to 
hold down the images (and local-oscillator sig-
nals if balanced mixers aren't used) and make 
them easy to eliminate. 
The choice of converter circuit depends 

largely on the frequencies involved and the im-
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pedance level. At low frequencies (up to 500 
kc.) and low impedances, rectifier-type balanced 
modulators are often used for mixers, because 
the balanced modulator does not show the local-
oscillator frequency in its output and one source 
of spurious signal is minimized. At high im-
pedance levels, and at the higher frequencies, 
vacuum tubes are generally used, in straight 
converter or balanced-modulator circuits, de-
pending upon the need for minimizing the local-
oscillator frequency in the output. 

Sideband filters in the 30- to 50-kc. range are 
usually low-impedance devices, and rectifier-
type balanced modulators are common practice. 
Sideband filters in the i.f. range are higher-im-
pedance circuits and vacuum-tube balanced 
modulators are the rule in this case. An ex-
ample of one that can be used with the high-
impedance ( 15,000 ohms) mechanical filter is 
shown in Fig. 11-4. The filter can be followed 
by a converter or amplifier tube, depending 
upon the signal level. Some models of the me-
chanical filters have a 23-db. insertion loss, while 
otlws have only 10. 

Crystal-lattice filters are also used to reject 
the unwanted sideband. These filters can be 
made from crystals in the i.f. range — many of 
these are still available from stores selling mili-
tary surplus. A popular configuration is the 
"cascaded half lattice" shown in Fig. 11-5. The 
crystals used in this filter can be obtained at 
frequencies in the i.f. range, and ones that are 
within the ranges of the modified i.f. trans-
formers will be satisfactory. Two 100-14d. 
capacitors are connected across the secondary 
winding of two of the transformers to give 
push-pull output. The crystals should be ob-
tained in pairs 1.8 kc. apart. The if. trans-
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MODULATOR 

AMPLIFIER OR 

CONVERTER 
Fig. 11-4—One type of bal-
anced-modulator circuit that 
can be used with a mechanical 
Alter (Collins F455-31 or F500-

31 series) in the i.f. range. The 
filters are furnished in various 
types of mountings, and the 
values of CI and C2 will de-
pend upon the type of filter 

selected. 
Ti—Plate- to- push - pull grids 
audio transformer. 

formers can be either capacitor-tuned as shown, 
or they can be slug-tuned. 
A variable-frequency signal generator of 

some kind is required for alignment of the filter, 
but this can be nothing more elaborate than a 
shielded b.f.o. unit. The signal should be intro-
duced at the balanced modulator, and an output 
indicator connected to the plate circuit of the 
vacuum tube following the filter. With the 
crystals out of the circuit, the transformers can 
be brought close to frequency by plugging in 
small capacitors (2 to 5 µAL) in one crystal 
socket in each stage and then tuning the trans-
formers for peak output at one of the two 
crystal frequencies. The small capacitors can 
then be removed and the crystals replaced in 
their sockets. 
Tuning the signal source slowly across the 

pass band of the filter and watching the output 
indicator will show the selectivity characteristic 
of the filter. The objective is a fairly flat 
response for about two kc. and a rapid drop-off 
outside this range. It will be found that small 
changes in the tuning of the transformers will 
change the shape of the selectivity character-
istic, so it is wise to make a small adjustment of 
one trimmer, swing the frequency across the 
band, and observe the characteristic. After a 
little experimenting it will be found which way 
the trimmers must be moved to compensate for 
the peaks that will rise when the filter is out 
of adjustment. 
The ( suppressed) carrier frequency must be 

adjusted so that it falls properly on the slope of 
the filter characteristic. If it is too close to the 
filter mid-frequency the sideband rejection will 
be poor; if it is too far away there will be a 
lack of "lows" in the signal. 

T3 

AMPL ¡ FIER 

OR 

CONVERTER 

Fig. 11-5—A cascaded half- lattice crystal filter that can be used for sideband 

selection. The crystals are surplus type of FT-243A holders. Y. and Y should be 

the same frequency and Y•., and Y, should be 1.8 kc. higher. T1, L. Li —450-kc. if. 
transformers. 
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A HIGH-FREQUENCY CRYSTAL-FILTER SIDEBAND EXCITER 

When a sideband signal is generated at 500 kc. 
or below, several frequency conversions are usu-
ally required to move the signal to the 14-Mc. 
band without danger of "image" signals. By 
generating the sideband signal at a high fre-
quency, only one frequency conversion is re-
quired. The sideband transmitter shown in Figs. 
11-6 through 11-9 is built around a commercial 
9-Mc. crystal filter and, with a 6DQ5 in the out-
put stage, it will deliver 50 watts p.e.p. on 75, 40 
and 20 meters. The crystal filter is furnished with 
two matching crystals for the oscillator, so that 
upper or lower sideband can be obtained by shift-
ing the ( suppressed) carrier frequency to one 
side or the other of the crystal-filter pass band. 
To facilitate construction and adjustment, the 

exciter has none of the "frills" to be found in 
some commercial equipment, although they can 
of course be added by the experienced amateur. 
Plug-in coils and crystal control are used, al-
though there is provision for "pulling" the crystal 
frequency by means of a "VXO" circuit. Voice-
controlled break-in has been omitted in the in-
terests of simplicity (and perhaps a better type 
of operation), and the transmitter is turned on 
or off by a foot switch or key. No operating 
conveniences have been omitted, however, other 
than the ability to make sudden large frequency 
changes. A "Calibrate" position of the mode 
switch permits accurate setting of one's frequency 
at a level that does not block the receiver, and in 
the "standby" condition a bias voltage of —100 
is available to be applied to any subsequent 
amplifier that might generate undesirable diode 
noise without the additional bias. 

Fig. 11-6—This single-sideband ex-
citer unit uses a 9-Mc, crystal filter 
and a choice of oscillator frequencies 
to obtain the upper or lower side-
band. The output tube ( right) is a 
6DQ5. For simplicity, plug-in coils 
are used, and two of them are 
shielded by grocery-store products 
painted gray (center). 
One side has been removed for 

the photograph; the top plate is 
"plug on" at the four corners through 
jacks mounted on the four corners 
of the top plate. 

The frequency control for the unit 
is a "VXO," a crystal-controlled os-
cillator that can be pulled several 
kc. by a panel control (large knob 
under meter). The crystal in use is 
plugged in at the lower right, just 
above a small CAL control knob that sets the signal level into the receiver when the function switch left, below 
VXO control) is on "Calibrate." Small knob at lower left is sideband-selector switch. Switch to left of meter 
switches meter to grid or cathode of output tube or to r.f. voltmeter on output line; knob just below adjusts sen-

sitivity of r.f. voltmeter. 

Referring to the wiring diagram in Fig. 11-7, 
the two triode sections of a 6CG7 are used in 
cascade for the speech amplifier, to bring the 
voice signal up to the desired level of about 1 
volt. This is used to modulate the beam of the 
7360 balanced-modulator stage. The 7360 is also 
used as the ( suppressed) carrier oscillator, by 
raising its cathode above r.f. ground and con-
necting the carrier-frequency crystal between 
control grid and ground. Two crystals are fur-
nished with the crystal filter; in this case they 
have nominal frequencies of 8.998500 and 
9.001500 Mc. The 12-14. adjustable ceramic 
capacitors ( Centralab 827-B) in shunt with the 
crystals are used to pull the frequencies into 
correct relationship to the filter pass band. Since 
the good linearity of the 7360 is destroyed if the 
grid is driven positive, a 1N34A diode is used to 
provide bias in addition to that produced by the 
cathode resistor. Carrier balance is obtained 
through adjustment of the relative positive biases 
(about +20 volts) on the deflection plates, and 
also through the capacitive balance made possible 
by the range of Ci. Upsetting the balance by 
changing the bias on one deflection plate provides 
a "calibration" signal or, by changing the un-
balance still more by closing .32, sufficient carrier 
for c.w. operation. 
The 9-Mc, crystal filter, FLi, is a low-imped-

ance device ( 560 ohms), and the double-sideband 
signal appearing in LA is coupled to FLA through 
a low-impedance winding. A suitable termination 
for the filter is obtained by the properly-trans-
formed self impedance of the circuit made up of 
L2 and the 47-µµf. capacitor; since the correct 
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determination of the coupling is a job for an 
impedance bridge, it is suggested that the builder 
use the coil specified for L9 unless he has facili-
ties for designing his own. 
The single-sideband signal from the filter is 

heterodyned to the operating frequency in a 
6BA7 mixer stage operating in the normal ma-
ner. The local oscillator (heterodyning) signal 
is obtained from the 6AU6 VXO* stage in which 
a variable capacitor is used to pull the crystal 
frequency lower with an increase in capacitance. 
Since the value of inductance has some effect on 
the degree of effectiveness of the pulling, L, is 
made plug-in and is changed with (wide) 
changes in crystal frequencies. If v.f.o. opera-
tion is desired, the circuit can be modified to 
accept a v.f.o. signal by eliminating C2, L7y Yi and 
the 47,000-ohm resistor across L,, and moving 
the 0.001-µf. capacitor to Pin 6. A 100-ohm cath-
ode resistor would be required, and the v.f.o. 
signal would be introduced between grid and 
ground. 
The output from the 6BA7 mixer is coupled to 

the 6CL6 driver through one or two tuned cir-

•Shall, "VXO—A Variable Crystal Oscillator," gST, 
Jan., 1958. 
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1000 
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cuits, depending upon the band. On 3.9 and 7.2 
Mc. only one tuned circuit is necessary, and a 
jumper in the plug-in coil form connects the 
plate lead of L9 to the pin connected to the 0.001-
ILL coupling capacitor. On 14 Mc., where the 3rd 
harmonic from the VXO is fairly close in fre-
quency to the desired signal frequency, two tuned 
circuits are used, connected as shown in Fig. 
11-7. The plate circuit of the 6CL6 driver stage 
is tuned by C., which is ganged to C3 to facilitate 
adjustment and to reduce clutter on the front 
panel. 
The output stage is a 6DQ5 operated in Class 

ABi. The stage is neutralized to obtain good 
stability with high gain, and a pi circuit is used 
to couple to any low-impedance load. Since the 
loading capacitor, C8, does not have sufficient 
capacitance for correct loading on some bands, 
the additional capacitance is mounted in the L. 
plug-in form. As a measure of the output, an r.f. 
voltmeter is connected across the output, deriving 
its signal from the 10-10-pg. capacitance divider. 

Metering is provided for in the output stage 
grid and cathode, and the r.f. voltmeter just men-
tioned. 
In the power supply, an 800-v. c.t. transformer 
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Fig. 11-7-Circuit diagram of the crystal-filter sideband 

in ¡Lid., decimal capacitances are in id., resistors ore 1/2 

polarity are 

CI-1514H. differential capacitor (Johnson 160-308). 

Cs-Dual 50-µ4. variable (Johnson 167-52). 

CS- DUCII 50-µ/uf. variable ( Hammarlund HFD-50). Each 

section has 30-141.f, mica compression trim-

mer in parallel. 

C4 - 50-µg. miniature variable (Hammarlund APC-508). 

C5- 1112 µf. variable (Johnson 167-1). 

Ce-100-µµf. variable (Hammarlund HFA-100A). 

Cs-Mounted in 16 form. See coil table. 

Cs-3651.4. midget variable (Allied Radio 61 H 009 

or Lafayette Radio MS-261). 

CRI-CRx3-400 p.i.v. 500-ma. silicon (Lafayette Radio 

SP- 196). 

FLI-9.0-Mc. crystal filter (McCoy Electronics 32 B1). 

11-Microphone jack (Amphenol 75 PC-1M). 

12- Coaxial receptacle (S0-239). 

Ja- Phono jack. 

.14-Open-circuit phone jack. 

provides 700 volts for the output stage, 300 volts 
for the low-level stages, and regulated 150 volts 
for the oscillators. Inexpensive silicon rectifiers 
are used in a combination circuit that provides a 
basic 700 and 300 volts under load. A small fila-
ment transformer, T2, is connected to the ( other-
wise) unused 5-volt winding of the power tran-
former, and the resulting 90 volts at the sec-
ondary is rectified to furnish the bias voltage for 
the output stage. 
The mode switch, S., turns on the power sup-

ply, and places the transmitter in readiness to be 
controlled at 14. In its third position, S. unbal-
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100K 
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OUTPUT 

generator. Unless specified otherwise, capacitances are 

watt, resistances are in ohms. Capacitors marked with 

electrolytic. 

Li, L2-3.1-6.84511. variable inductor (Miller M-4405). 

Coupling coil is 4 t. No. 22 enam. close. 

wound over "cold" end. 

La-Ls-See coil table, next page. 

L-5-henry 100-ma. choke (Stancor C-2305). 

1,,- 2-henry 200-ma. choke (Stancor C-2325). 

Px-Line plug, preferably fused, 11/2 amp. 

RFC,-5 t. No. 22 spacewound on 100-ohm 1-watt 

resistor. 

6-position (2 used) rotary switch (Centralab 

PA-2003). 

S2-S.p.s.t. toggle. 

SS-4-pole 5- position (4 used) 2-section rotary switch 

(Centralab PA- 1013). 

T1-800 v.c.t. 200-ma, power transformer with 6.3- and 

5-v. filament windings (Knight 61 G 414). 

fil. transformer (Knight 61 G 416). 

Ys-See coil table, next page. 

ançes the balanced modulator but keeps the 
output stage biased off, for calibration purposes, 
and in the fourth position it unbalances the 
modulator and turns on the final, for tune-up 
purposes. 

Construction 

The transmitter is built on a 10 X 14 X 3-inch 
aluminum chassis, with front and rear panels 
made of sturdy sheet aluminum 9 inches high. 
The cane-metal sides are bolted to aluminum 
angle stock that is bolted to the panels; this can 
be seen in Figs. 11-6 and 11-8. A lip bent inward 

10 
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on the bottom of each side plate of cane metal 
rests on the chassis; see Fig. 11-8. The top plate 
of cane metal has a banana jack set in each 
corner, which engages a corresponding banana 
plug mounted on the angle stock ( see Fig. 11-6). 
The placement of most of the major compo-

nents can be seen in the several photographs The 
7360 beam-deflection modulator tube should be 
mounted well away from transformers or chokes 
that might be surrounded by an a.c. field, because 
the tube is sensitive to these a.c. fields and low-
frequency sidebands can be generated by these 
stray fields. Aluminum brackets made of scrap 
sheet material will be required to mount Ce and 
Cs, C3 and C., and the tie-point strips supporting 
CR1 through CRia. The bracket supporting C3 
has two National TPB feedthrough bushings 
mounted on the side to shorten the leads be-
tween stators and related tube sockets. The 
neutralizing capacitor, Ca, must be insulated from 
the chassis, and another National TPB feed-
through is used from the rotor terminal to the 
underside of the chassis. 
The coil shield cans are made from baking-

powder ( Calumet) cans emptied and sprayed on 
the outside with grey lacquer. A hole is cut in 

SIDEBAND 

the cover and the cover is held to the chassis by 
the same screws that secure the socket. The two 
black tube shields visible in one of the pictures 
are ordinary tube shields sprayed with flat black. 

Alignment 

During the first stages of testing the trans-
mitter, it is suggested that the 10- and 5100-ohm 
resistors be disconnected from Pin 3 of the 6DQ5 
socket. This will open the cathode circuit for d.c. 
and the tube will be inactive in the socket. At the 
same time, open the lead from L. to the rectifiers. 
With the tubes in place, and coils and crystals 

for a band plugged in, the unit should first be 
tuned as a c.w. transmitter. First checks for out-
put and resonance can be made with S3 in the 
"calibrate" position, using the 500,000-ohm Cali-
brate Level control as an excitation control. A 
useful tool at this point is a pick-up loop and a 
shielded lead to a receiver ( see Fig. 11-14). 
Checking at L. should show r.f. of the desired 
frequency that is controllable in amplitude by the 
setting of the Calibrate Level control. With an 
insulated screwdriver on the padder across Caa, 
adjust the ganged shafts of Ca and C. and the 
screwdriver on the padder for maximum output 

Band (Mc.) 3.8-4.0 7.2-7.3 14.2-14.35 

Crystal Y1 5.2-5.0 16.2-16.3 5.2-5.35 
L3 
Shunt 

46 t.* 

10,000 ohms 

22 t." 

10.000 ohms 

10 t.** 

None 

1.4 None None 
inch from Ls 

L3 
Shunt 

46 t.* 

4700 ohms 

22 t.** 

4700 ohms 

10 0* 

47.000 ohms 

Le 46 t.** 24 t.** 12 t.*** 

L7 72 t.* 20 t.** Same as 3.8 Mc. 

C7 (ue) 1000 330 — 

*No. 24, 32 t.p.i., 1-inch diam. (B&W 3016). 
**No. 20, 16 t.p.i., 1-inch diam. (B&W 3015)• 
***No. 18, 8 t.p.i., 1-inch diam. (B&W 3014). 
Coils are mounted in 1u-inch o.d. polystyrene plug-in coil forms (Allied Radio 24-4P and 24-5P). 
Shunt resistors are 3-watt except 4700 ohms, which are I-watt. 

Fig. 11-8—Another view of the top of the 

filter sideband exciter. The variable capaci-

tor in the VXO circuit is under the meter; the 
small box to the right of this capacitor is the 

crystal filter, and the two matched oscillator 
crystals supplied with the filter are near the 
panel. The 7360 beam-deflection modulator 

is in the black tube shield near the filter; a 

grommet on the shaft ( next to the 7360) of 

the balance potentiometer serves as a knob. 
Tubes in the foreground, from left to right, 

are 6AU6 VXO, 68A7 mixer, 6CL6 (block 
shield) amplifier and 6DQ5 output stage. The 

long extension shafts behind the tubes con-

trol plate tuning and output loading ca-
pacitors. 
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as indicated by the receiver. The object is to set 
the padder so that its capacitance is equal to the 
circuit capacitance across L., thus enabling the 
circuits to track. If this alignment is done on 20 
meters ( preferable), the padder across C313 will 
also have to be adjusted at the same time. 

If Si is set to the position for measuring the 
r.f. output, resonating the output circuit may 
show a slight amount of r.f. even though the 
cathode circuit is open. If r.f. is indicated, the 
stage can be roughly neutralized by setting CS 
for minimum output under these conditions. The 
receiver, connected at Js or coupled to L., is a 
much more sensitive neutralization indicator, 
however. 

Switching now to "operate", it should be found 
that there is a setting of the 5000-ohm "balance" 
control that gives very low output. Test this first 
with C1 set at equal capacitances; after finding 
the minimum setting for the potentiometer try 
adjusting the capacitor. If the wiring is reason-
ably symmetrical, it may be found that Ci has 
little effect, but this is nothing to worry about. 
If the tone of the ( apparently) suppressed carrier 
suddenly changes as the potentiometer reaches 
the null point, it indicates the presence of 60- or 
120-cycle residual sidebands, stemming from a.c. 
at the deflection plates or a magnetic field around 
the tube. 

If the two crystals in the 7360 balanced modu-
lator had exactly the same activity, it might be 
possible to set their frequencies by adjusting the 
trimmers across the crystals until, in the testing 
in the "calibrate" setting of S., exactly the same 
output was obtained for either setting of Si. 
Since this equal-output condition is not neces-
sarily the case, it becomes necessary to adjust 
the two trimmers, until, judging by ear, the side-
band signal sounds the same for either setting of 
Si (and proper tuning of the receiver). A more 
sophisticated and accurate approach is to borrow 
an audio oscillator ( if one is lacking) and meas-
ure the relative outputs at various audio fre-
quencies for the two settings of Si. The output 
should start to fall off fast below about 400 cycles 
and above about 3000; the exact figures will be 
determined by the filter characteristics and by 
personal preferences of the operator. 
When an acceptable sideband signal can be ob-

tained, the transmitter can be turned off long 
enough to reconnect L. and also the resistors in 
the 6DQ5 cathode circuit. Before turning on the 
power, a dummy load should be connected at .11 

Fig. 11-9—Underneath the chassis of the sideband ex-
citer. The twelve silicon rectifiers of the power supply 
are hung between tie points mounted on an aluminum 

bracket (upper right). The ganged capacitors, C3, Ct 

that tune the excitation stages are mounted on an 
aluminum bracket (lower left center); the shaft of 

C4 is insulated to keep it above ground potential. 
Controls and outlets along the back panel (top) are, 

left to right: St, output jack, microphone jack, key jack, 
bias control, remote jack Ja, and the a.c. line con-

nection. 

and the 25,000-ohm bias control should be set to 
give maximum bias (arm closest to capacitor 
side). Set S4 to read cathode current (full scale 
is 200 ma.) and turn on the transmitter. With a 
key plugged in at J., close the key and turn the 
bias potentiometer arm until a cathode current 
of about 30 ma. (reading of 0.15) is obtained. 
Swinging Cs around should give no change in 
cathode current; if the cathode current suddenly 
kicks up it means the stage is not completely 
neutralized and needs touching up. 

Switching to the "tune" position and using the 
"calibrate level" control for an excitation con-
trol, it should be possible to drive the 6DQ5 into 
grid current on any of the three bands. With the 
excitation backed off just below the point of grid 
current, the output stage should be loaded to 
draw about 120 ma. cathode current. Switching 
to "operate" and speaking into the microphone, 
the gain should be set to where voice peaks kick 
the cathode current to peaks of 50 ma. (0.25) or 
so. A much finer adjustment of loading condi-
tions and a better control of speech level before 
distortion can be obtained by using an oscillo-
scope to observe the effects of tuning, loading 
and level. 
No values are given for 10- and 15-meter 

operation because full output cannot be obtained 
on these bands without an additional stage of 
amplification. 
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A PHASED SINGLE-SIDEBAND EXCITER 

The sideband generator shown in Figs. 11-10 
and 11-11 uses the phasing principle outlined 
earlier ( Fig. 11-3B) to produce an upper or 
lower single-sideband signal. It will also gen-
erate a double-sideband signal, with or without 
carrier. The generator features the new beam-
deflection 7360 tube in the balanced modulator 
portion of the circuit, and it is complete ( with 
power supply) except for the frequency-con-
trolling source. A watt or two of r.f. from a 
v.f.o. or crystal-controlled oscillator is sufficient 
for the unit. 

Referring to the circuit diagram in Fig. 11-12, 
a 12AT7 twin triode serves as the speech am-
plifier. An audio phase-shift network ( Barker 
& Williamson Model 350 2Q4) plugs in the octal 
socket h. This preadjusted network has the 
property of delivering two audio signals differ-
ing in phase by 90 degrees -.I- 1.5 degrees over 
the range 300 to 3000 cycles. The audio network 
is protected against low- and high- frequency 
components outside this range by the coupling-
capacitance values and the low-pass filter 
CIC.L1/4. The two audio signals from the net-
work are equalized by the PHASE control and 
amplified by V2e and 172B and applied to the de-
flection plates of the 7360 balanced modulators. 
The r.f. introduced at J4 is split and shifted 

and — 45 degrees in the r.f. phase-shift network 
to give a net difference of 90 degrees. 
The output of the balanced modulators is 

amplified by a Class-A 6CL6, which has suffi-
cient output to drive two or three 6146s in Class 
AB, The tube complement and power supply 
shown in the circuit diagram are such that the 
6CL6 can be overdriven on 75, 40 and 20 meters 
(but Class-A operation demands that the tube 
never be driven into grid current). On 15 and 
10 meters this reserve gain is lacking, and con-
sequently inductor and phase-shift values for 
these bands are not given. 
For ease of adjustment the grid, screen and 

plate currents of the 6CL6 can be measured, by 
proper settings of S4. Further, the input and 
output r.f. voltages can be metered, for con-
venience in setting the excitation and the output 
tuning. 
To simplify the construction and adjustment, 

plug-in coils and r.f. phase-shift networks are 
used ( Fig. 11-13). The r.f. network is made up 
of 100-ohm resistors and suitable capacitors 
(100-ohms reactance at the operating fre-
quency) ; once adjusted it will hold sufficiently 
over an amateur band. 
The mode switch, S1, shifts from one side-

band output to another by shifting the deflection 

Fig. 11- 10—This phasing-type single (and double) sideband generator features the 7360 beam-deflection tube 

in the balanced-modulator section. The 6CL6 output amplifier (behind meter) delivers sufficient output to drive 

one or more 6146 amplifier tubes in Class AB,. Plug-in coils are used to simplify construction. 

The r.f. phase-shift network ( coil form at extreme left, with two capacitor shafts visible) is plug-in for each 

band. The audio phase-shift network ( B & W Type 2Q4 No. 350) is housed in the tube envelope in front of 
the audio transformer at rear left. The unshielded tube at rear center is a voltage- regulator tube; two black 

knobs in front of the VR tube are on the carrier balance controls. 

Toggle switches on the panel, left to right, are transmit-receive, power and spotting (carrier insert). Two 

knobs at left, above the microphone jack, turn the mode (lower) and the tune-operate switches. Knob under the 
meter is on the 5-position meter switch. 
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Fig. 11- 11—View underneath the chassis of the sideband generator. Tuning capacitors are mounted close under 

the sockets for the associated plug-in coils. At rear of the chassis ( bottom in this view), two terminals are used for 

bias measurement, and the 4-terminal barrier strip is for making connection to remote control and v.f.o, on-off 

circuits. Two inductors, part of the low-pass audio filter that protects the audio phase-shift network, are mounted 

near the r.f. input jack ( lower left). 

plate to which the audio is applied in one of the 
balanced modulators. A third position of the 
switch disables one of the balanced modulators, 
resulting in double-sideband output from the 
generator. A spotting switch, S., is used to mo-
mentarily unbalance a balanced modulator and 
allow r.f. to feed through in an amount suffi-
cient to be heard in the receiver. The amount of 
unbalance is determined by the setting of the 
SPOT LEVEL resistor. A second circuit of S. is 
available to turn on the external oscillator at 
the same time. The TUNE-OPERATE switch, Ss, is 
used to ground the 6CL6 screen during tune-up 
procedures. 
The power supply includes a bias supply for 

the 6CL6 amplifier stage. When switch S. is 
closed, normal operating bias is applied to the 
6CL6, but when it is opened the bias will rise to 
the power-supply level and reduce the 6CL6 
plate current to zero. This is useful if the 6CL6 
generates "diode noise" on standby that is 
audible in the receiver. REMOTE connections 
allow the same bias to be applied to a following 
amplifier during standby, or they can be used to 
open and close the circuit normally controlled 
by Se. 

Construction 

The physical arrangement of the major com-
ponents is shown in Figs. 11-10 and 11-11. The 
generator is built on an 8 X 17 x 3-inch alumi-
num chassis, with a 7-inch high relay rack panel 
held to it by the components along the bottom 
front. Millen 80008 2%-inch diameter aluminum 
shields are used at the sockets for L., L5 and 
the r.f. phase-shift network. A minor departure 

from convention is the location of the AUDIO 
GAIN control on the chassis instead of the front 
panel, but the control is used so seldom that the 
location is justified. 
No special considerations are required in wir-

ing the audio section other than the usual pre-
cautions against hum pickup. Before installing 
Li and L2 they should be set to their correct 
value of 25 mh. An impedance bridge or Q 
meter can be used for the purpose, if available. 
If not, they can be set with an audio oscillator 
and v.t.v.m. ( or oscilloscope). Connect an in-
ductor in parallel with one of the 0.1-pf. capac-
itors, and connect the combination to the audio 
oscillator output through a high resistance 
(100K or so). Connect the v.t.v.m. (or 'scope) 
across the parallel tuned circuit, and adjust the 
inductor for maximum voltage across the com-
bination when the audio oscillator is set at 3200 
cycles. Repeat for the other inductor and capac-
itor, and do not change the slug settings again. 
The filter will have a cut-off frequency of 3200 
cycles. 

R.f. wiring should be made short and direct 
wherever possible. Input and output are run to 
jacks h and J. in RG-58/U coaxial cable. Try 
to maintain symmetry of leads in the balanced-
modulator portion of the circuit. 

Coil and r.f. phase-shift network dimensions 
are given in the coil table. 1.5 is a manufactured 
product used as is; L. and L. are made from 
coil stock and mounted inside the polystyrene 
plug-in coil forms. The L. form also carries 
padding capacitors for C7 ( these aren't shown 
in Fig. 11-12). A 39- uf. padder for C., used 
only on 75 meters, can be connected to a spare 
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Fig. 11- 12—Schematic diagram of the sideband generator. Unless specified otherwise, resistors are 1/2 -watt, .01-
and .002-µf. capacitors are disk ceramic, 600 volts; . 1- and .2-µf. capacitors are tubular paper, 400 volts; 

capacitors marked with polarities are electrolytic. 

C2- 0.1-0. 200-v. paper ± 10 per cent (Sprague 
2TM-P1). 

Co—Dual 100-µµf. variable (Hammarlund HFD-100). 
C.-15-µ,af. variable ( Hammarlund MAPC-15). 

Co- 100-µµf. variable (Hammarlund APC-100B). 

C6- 100-Izitf. variable ( Hammarlund HFA-100A). 

CS— Dual 365-µµf. variable, stators in parallel (broad-

cast replacement type). 

C8, CIO — See coil table. 

C9, CM - 32 -M. variable (Johnson 30M8 160-130). 

CR.-360 p.i.v. 200-ma. silicon (Sarkes-Tarzian K-200). 

I.-6.3-v. panel light. 

J.—Microphone connector (Amphenol 75-PC1M). 

Jo— Octal tube socket, for phase-shift network. 

pin on the socket for L5, with the other capac-
itor terminal connected to the chassis. A jumper 
in the 75-meter L5 will then connect the padder 
across C.. 
By cutting a small notch in each side of the 

coil form, the two trimmer capacitors C. and 
can be mounted side by side in the coil form. 

JO, is—Coaxial-plug receptacle (S0-239). 

L, mh. slug-tuned coil (Miller 6315) adjusted 
to 25 mh. See text. 

Ls, L,, U—See coil table. 

10- 10-henry 110-ma. filter choke (Knight 62G139). 

P.—Fuse plug. 

S,-3-pole 3-position rotary switch. 

So—D.p.d.t. toggle. 

So—Single-pole 2-position non-shorting rotary switch. 
Si—Two-pole 5- position rotary switch, non-shorting. 
S0, So—S.p.s.t. toggle. 

L-20,000-to-600 ohms tube-to-line transformer (Thor-

darson 22591). 

To-520 v.c.t. at 90 ma., 5 v., 6.3 v. ( Knight 61G412). 

Since the rotor terminals of C. and C,i would 
normally touch each other when the two capaci-
tors are in place, each terminal must be snipped 
off close to the ceramic. A piece of tinned wire 
is then soldered to the remaining portion of the 
terminal and led across the ceramic and up 
through the hole that will be farther from the 
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other trimmer capacitor when the two are in 
place. The connections to Ce, CB, and the two 
100-ohm 1-watt (composition, not wirewound) 
resistors must be made before the wires are 
snaked through the coil-form pins and soldered. 
Before soldering to the coil-form pins, the 
lengths of leads to the stators of C. and C.. can 
be measured and soldered. The leads to the 
rotors from the coil-form pins are long leads 
that are led up from the pins through the holes 
in the ceramic end supports. When these long 
leads have been soldered to the leads from the 
rotors they will serve to hold C. and C11 in 
place. Any surplus length should be snipped off. 
See Fig. 11-13. When soldering to the pins of 
the polystyrene coil forms, hold the pin in pliers 
or a vise, to prevent heat from reaching the 
polystyrene. 

Adjustment 

An audio oscillator or other source of low-
distortion single-tone audio is a necessity in the 
preliminary adjustment of the sideband genera-
tor. An oscilloscope is also very useful, but it is 

Cy 
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possible to adjust the generator with 
only the source of single-tone a.f., a 
selective receiver and a v.t.v.m. The 
basic arrangement for aligning the side-
band generator, or any sideband gen-
erator using the phasing method, is 
shown in Fig. 11-14. 
To align the generator just described, 

TO 
connect an audio oscillator to the micro-

CONTROL, phone jack, .14 through an attenuator 
as shown in Fig. 11-14. Open the 500K 
AUDIO GAIN control in the generator 
about half way and apply a 1000-cycle 
audio tone. Adjust the input level for 

approximately 1 volt a.c. at the plates of V. and 
Ve$, with the 500-ohm BALANCE control set at 
half resistance. It will he found that the PHASE 
control will be offset under these conditions; this 
is perfectly natural since the attenuations through 
the two channels of the audio phase-shift net-
work are not equal. If a good oscilloscope is 
available ( identical phase shifts through ver-
tical and horizontal amplifiers), the outputs 
from V.4 and V.B should give a circle on the 
scope face when the vertical and horizontal 
gains are equalized. 
Apply r.f. from the v.f.o. or crystal-controlled 

oscillator at 14, and increase its amplitude until 
the meter shows full scale with S4 turned full 
clockwise. A full-scale reading will be close 
to 10 volts r.m.s. at the No. 3 pins of the 7360 
balanced-modulator tubes. With SI in the TUNE 
position, and S. switched to read the grid cur-
rent of the 6CL6, it should be possible to tune 
C3 and C. and get an indication of grid current. 
Turn off the generator by pulling the line plug 
and temporarily open one side of the 10-ohm 
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resistor in the plate-voltage lead to the 6CL6. 
The 6CL6 stage can now be neutralized, using 
for an indicator a receiver connected to the out-
put jack ./s. Use a length of coaxial cable from 
h to the receiver, and install an attenuator net-
work at the receiver antenna terminals, as 
shown in Fig. 11-14. Adjust the neutralizing 
capacitor for minimum signal at the receiver, 
with all circuits resonated, Sa on TUNE, and the 
signal backed off below the grid-current level. 
Turn off the power, reconnect the 10-ohm re-

sistor, and connect a dummy load to the output 
of the sideband generator. Couple the scope 
and/or receiver to the dummy load or L., as 
shown in Fig. 11-14. When connecting to an 
oscilloscope, a tuned circuit is required, and the 
r.f. voltage developed across the tuned circuit is 
applied directly to the vertical deflection plates. 
The receiver is connected by coupling loosely 
through a loop and length of shielded cable; 
when further attenuation is required it is 
obtained through the use of resistors at the 
receiver input terminals. 
With the oscillator running, tune the balanced 

Fig. 11- 13— Plug-in coils and 

r.f, phase-shift networks for 

the sideband generator. 

Output tank coils ( right) 

include additional padding 

capacitor for C5, as given 

in the coil table. Polysty-

rene coil forms are 4- pin 

(Allied Radio 24-4P) and 

5- pin ( Allied Radio 24- BP). 

modulator and 6CL6 circuits for maximum out-
put — this resonates these circuits. Next adjust 
the 5K BALANCE potentiometers for minimum 
output. Then introduce a single audio tone of 
around 1000 cycles at the microphone terminal. 
Here again it may be necessary to use a resist-
ance voltage divider to hold the signal down and 
prevent overload. Advance the gain control and 
look at or listen to the output signal from the 
6CL6. It is most likely to be a heavily modu-
lated signal. Try various settings of C. and Cu 
until the modulation is minimized, and experi-
ment as well with slight touches on the BALANCE 
and PHASE controls. S. should be in the OPERATE 
positions during these adjustments. With the 
v.t.v.m. check the r.f. voltages at the No. 3 pins 
of the 7360s — they should be the same within 
a few per cent. If not, they can be brought into 
this condition by readjustment of C. and Cu, 
consistent with minimum modulation on the 
output signal. 
The s.s.b. signal with single-tone audio input 

is a steady unmodulated signal. While it may 
not be possible to eliminate the modulation en-

SIDEBAND GENERATOR COIL TABLE 

Band 
(meters) Ls L4 Ls C7 pad" CP C,0' • • 

75 
47 t. No. 24, 32 t.p.i., 
114 diam.; 3 turn link 
(B & W 80 MCL) 

41 turns* 27 turns" 910 Aigf. 390 µid. 

40 
25 t. No. 22, 16 t.o.i., 
154 diam.; 3 turn link 
(B & W 40 MCL) 

20 turns* 19 turns* 470 p.µ f. 200 if. 

20 
13 t. No. 18, 8 t.p.i., 
154 diam.; 2 turn link 
(B & W 10 MCL) 

17 turns** 16 turns** 270 if. 91 isa. 

*32 t.p.i. No. 24, I inch diam. (B & W 3016 Miniductor). 
••16 t.p.i. No. 20, ;,/.s inch diam. (B & W 3011 Miniductor). 
•"Silver mica, 7..4-_ 5 per cent tolerance. 
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Fig. 11-14—Fundamental arrangement for using an oscilloscope and/or receiver when testing an s.s.b. exciter or 

transmitter. An audio oscillator is required to furnish the audio signal, and its output is best controlled by the 
external control 121. The audio volume control in the s.s.b. exciter should not be turned on too far, or it should 
be set at the normal position if you know that position, and all volume controlling should then be done with R1 

and the output attenuator of the audio oscillator. This will reduce the chances of overloading the audio and other 

amplifier stages in the exciter, a common cause of distortion. 
The oscilloscope is coupled to the dummy load through a loop, length of coaxial line, and an L-C circuit tuned 

to the operating frequency. It is necessary to go directly to the vertical deflection plates of the oscilloscope 

rather than through the vertical amplifier. 
The receiver is coupled to the dummy load through a loop and a length of shielded line. If too much signal is 

obtained this way, an attenuator, fld23, can be added to the input terminals of the receiver. Small values of R 
and large values of Ra give the most attenuation: in some cases R2 might be merely a few inches of solid wire. 

tirely, it will be possible to get it down to a 
satisfactorily low level. Conditions that will pre-
vent this are improper r.f. phasing, lack of 
carrier balance ( suppression), distortion in the 
audio signal ( at the source or through overload 
in the speech amplifier), and lack of audio bal-
ance at the 12AT7 audio amplifier. Of these, 
the r.f. phasing and the audio balance are per-
haps the most critical. 
A final check on the signal can be made with 

the receiver in its most selective condition. The 
spectrum testing described below cannot be 
done with a broad receiver. Examining the 
spectrum near the signal, the side signals other 
than the main one ( carrier, unwanted sidebands, 
and sidebands from audio harmonics) should be 
at least 30 db. down from the desired signal. 
This checking can be done with the S-meter 

AMPLIFICATION 

When an s.s.b. signal is generated at some 
frequency other than the operating frequency, it 

and the a.g.c. on—in the earlier tests the a.g.c. 
should be off but the r.f. gain reduced low 
enough to avoid receiver overload. 
Examples of the proper and improper scope 

patterns are shown in Fig. 11-15. 
The bias potentiometer for the 6CL6 ampli-

fier should be set initially for a bias of about 
—3 volts, which should correspond to plate 
and screen currents of about 30 and 7 ma., 
respectively. Under maximum-signal conditions, 
just short of running into grid current, the 
plate current will kick up slightly. The best 
indicator of proper modulation level is the out-
put meter. 

(For an extensive treatment of the alignment 
of commercial phasing-type s.s.b. exciters, see 
Ehrlich, "How to Adjust Phasing-Type S.S.B. 
Exciters," QST, November, 1956.) 

OF S.S.B. SIGNALS 

is necessary to change frequency by heterodyne 
methods. These are exactly the same as those 

(A) (B) (c) (D) 
Fig. 11-15—Sketches of 

shows the substantially 
fed to the audio input. 
modulators. (C) shows 

proper 

the oscilloscope face showing different conditions of adjustment of the exciter unit. (A) 
clean carrier obtained when all adjustments are at optimum and a sine-wave signal is 
(B) shows improper r.f, phase and unbalance between the outputs of the two balanced 
improper r.f. phasing but outputs of the two balanced modulators equal. (D) shows 

r.f. phasing but unbalance between outputs of two balanced modulators. 
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used in receivers, and any of the normal mixer 
or converter circuits can be used. One exception 
to this is the case where the heterodyning oscil-
lator frequency is close to the desired output 
frequency. In this case, a balanced mixer should 
be used, to eliminate the heterodyning oscillator 
frequency in the output. 
To increase the power level of an s.s.b. signal, 

a linear amplifier must be used. A linear ampli-
fier is one that operates with low distortion, 
and the low distortion is obtained by the proper 
choice of tube and operating conditions. Physi-
cally there is little or no difference between a 
linear amplifier and any other type of r.f. ampli-
fier stage. The circuit diagram of a tetrode r.f. 
amplifier is shown in Fig. 11-16; it is no dif-
ferent basically than the similar ones in Chapter 
Six. The practical differences can be found in 
the supply voltages for the tube and their spe-
cial requirements. The proper voltages for a 
number of suitable tubes can be found in Table 
11-I; filament-type tubes will require the addi-
tion of the filament bypass capacitors C2 and C., 
and the completion of the filament circuit by 
grounding the filament-transformer center tap. 
The grid bias, Ei, is furnished through an r.f. 
choke, although a resistor can be used if the 
tube is operated in Class ABi (no grid current). 
The screen voltage, E2, must be supplied from a 
"stiff" source ( little or no voltage change with 
current change) which eliminates the use of a 
dropping resistor from the plate supply unless 
a voltage-regulator tube is used to stabilize the 
screen voltage. 
Any r.f. amplifier circuit can be adapted to 

linear operation through the proper choice of 
operating conditions. For example, the circuit in 
Fig. 11-16 can be modified by the use of dif-
by the use of another neutralizing scheme, and 
the resultant amplifier will still be linear if the 
proper operating conditions are observed. A 
triode or pentode amplifier circuit will differ in 

Fig. 11-16--Circuit diagram of a tetrode linear am-
plifier using link-coupled input tuning and pi net-
work output coupling. The grid, screen and plate 
voltages (Es E2 and E3) are given in Table 11-1 for 
a number of tubes. Although the circuit is shown for 
an indirectly-heated cathode tube, the only change 
required when a filament type tube is used is the 
addition of the filament bypass capacitors Ce and 

C10. 
Minimum voltage ratings for the capacitors are 
given in terms of the power supply voltages. 

C,—Grid tuning capacitor, 3Es. 
C.:— Neutralizing capacitor, 2E3. 
C3— Grid-circuit bypass capacitor, part of neutralizing 

circuit, 3E. 
C,— Plate tuning capacitor, 1.5E3. 
Cs—Output loading capacitor, 0.015 spacing for kilo-

watt peak. 
Co— Plate coupling capacitor, 2E3. 
C7—Screen bypass capacitor, 2E2. 

detail; typical circuits can be found in Chapter 
Six. 
The simplest form of linear amplifier is the 

Class A amplifier, which is used almost with-
out exception throughout receivers and low-
level speech equipment. ( See Chapter Three for 
an explanation of the classes of amplifier opera-
tion.) While its linearity can be made relatively 
good, it is inefficient. The theoretical limit of 
efficiency is 50 per cent, and most practical 
amplifiers run 25-35 per cent efficient at full 
output. 
At low levels this is not worth worrying about, 

but when the 2- to 10-watt level is exceeded some-
thing else must be done to improve this efficiency 
and reduce tube, power-supply and operating 
costs. 

Class Al3i amplifiers make excellent linear 
amplifiers if suitable tubes are selected. Primary 
advantages of Class AB' amplifiers are that 
they give much greater output than straight 
Class A amplifiers using the same tubes, and 
they do not require any grid driving power (no 
grid current drawn at any time). 
Although triodes can be used for Class ABi 

operation, tetrodes or pentodes are usually to be 
preferred, since Class ABi operation requires high 
peak plate current without grid current, and this 
is easier to obtain in tetrodes and pentodes than 
in most triodes. 
To obtain maximum output from tetrodes, 

pentodes and most triodes, it is necessary to op-
erate them in Class AB2. Although this produces 
maximum peak output, it increases the driving-
power requirements and, what is more important, 
requires that the driver regulation (ability to 
maintain wave form under varying load) be good 
or excellent. The usual method to improve the 
driver regulation is to connect a fixed resistor, 
Ri, across the grid circuit of the driven stage, to 
offer a load to the driver that is modified only 
slightly by the additional load of the tube when 

Cs—H.v. bypass capacitor, 2Es. 
CO, C10—Filament bypass capacitor. 
14—Grid inductor. 
12—Plate inductor. 
RI—Grid circuit swamping resistor, required for AB.. 

See text. 
RFC,—Grid-circuit r.f. choke. 
RFC.,—Plate r.f. choke. 
73—Filament transformer. 



TABLE 11-I— LINEAR-AMPLIFIER TUBE-OPERATION DATA FOR SINGLE SIDEBAND—GROUNDED-CATHODE CIRCUIT 

Unless otherwise noted, ratings are manufacturers' for audio operation. Values given are for one tube. Driving powers represent tube losses only—circuit losses will increase the figures. 

Tube Class 
Plate 

Voltage 
Screen 
Voltage 

D.C. Grid 
Voltage' 

Zero-Sig. 
D.C. Plate 
Current 

Max.-Sig. 
D.C. Plate 
Current 

45 

Zero-Sig. 
D.C. Screen 
Current 

Max.-Sig. 
D.C. Screen 
Current 

Peak R.F. 
Grid 

Voltage 

Max.-Sig. 
D.C. Grid 
Current 

Max.-Sig. 
Driving 
Power 

Max.-Rated 
Screen 

Dissipation  

2.5 

Max.-Rated 
Grid 

Dissipation 

Avg. Plato 
Dj„jp.,jc,„ 

Max.-Sig. 
Useful Power 

Output 

2E26 AB, 500 200 — 25 9 — 10 25 0 0  

0 
0 

— — 15 

6146 
6883 AB, 600 

750 
200 
195 

— 50 
— 50 

14 
12 

115 
110 

.5 

.5 
14 
13 

50 
50 

0 
0 

3 
3 

— 
— 

25 
25 

47 
60 

807 
1625 M t 600 

750 
300 
300 

— 34 
— 35 

18 
15 

70 
70 

.3 

.3  
— 
— 
—  

— 
— 
— 
— 

8 
8 

34 
35 

— 
— 

0 
0  
3.8 
3.0 
2.2  
— 
— 
— 
— 

3.5 
3.5 

— 
— 

25 
30 

28 
36 

811-A B 
1000 
1250 
1500 

— 
— 
— 

0 
0 

— 4.5 

22 
27 
16 

175 
175 
157 

— 
— 
— 

93 
88 
85 

— 
13 
—  

— 
— 
— 
—  
0 
0 

— 
— 
— 

— 
— 
— 

65 
65 
65 

124 
155 
170 

4-65A, AlIs 

1500 
2000 
2500 
3000 

500 
500 
400 
400 

— 90 
—105 
— 85 
— 90 

30 
20 
15 
15 

83 
75 
66 
60 

5 
3 
3 
3 

70 
80 
77 
77 

10 
10 
10 
10 

— 
— 
— 
—  
— 
— 

— 
— 
— 
— 

60 
85 

100 
120 

P1.- 177A1 AB, 1500 
2000 

600 
600 

—110 
—115 

30 
25 

175 
175 

0 
0 

8 
7 

108 
112 

0 
0 

10 
10 

110 
125 

140 
210 

7094 Alit 2000 400 — 50 30 200 — 35 44  

90 
0  

0 

4, 20 — —  
— 

250 

813 

Alli 2500 750, — 95 25 145 — 27 0 — — 245 

AB, 2250 
2500 

750, 
750, 

— 90 
— 95 

23 
18 

158 
180 

.8 

.6 
29 
28 

115 
118 

— 
— 

.1 

.2  
0 
0 
0 

22 
22 

— 
— 

100 
125 

258 
325 

4-125A 

Ms 
2000 
2500 
3000 

615 
555 
510 

—105 
—100 
— 95  
— 41 
— 45 
— 43 

40 
35 
30 

135 ( 100), 
120 (85) 
105 (75), 

— 
— 
— 

14 (4.0)4 
10 (3.0), 
6.0 ( 1.5)4 

105 
100 
95 

0 
0 
0 

20 
20 
20 

— 
— 
— 

— 
— 
— 

150 
180 
200 

Age 
1500 
2000 
2500 

350 
350 
350 

44 
36 
47 

200 
150 
130 

0 
0 
0 

17 
3 
3 

141 
105 
89 

9 
7 
6 

1.25 
.7 
.5 

20 
20 
20 

5 
5 
5 

125 
125 
122 

175 
175 
200 

7034/ 

4X150A 
AB, 

1000 
1500 
1800 

300 
300 
300 

— 50 
— 50 
— 50 

50 
50 
50 

225 
225 
225  

230 ( 170), 
210 ( 150), 
185 ( 130)' 
165 ( 115), 

0 
0 
0 
— 
— 
— 
— 
0 
0 
0 
0  

— 
— 
— 
—  
1 
1 
1 

11 
11 
11 

50 
50 
50 

0 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 

12 
12 
12  

35 
35 
35 
35 

— 
— 
—  
— 
— 
— 
— 

— 
— 
— 

115 
200 
250 

4-250A 

AB, 

2500 
3000 
3500 
4000 

600 
600 
555 
510 

—115 
—110 
—105 
—100 

65 
55 
45 
40 

15 (3.5)6 
12 (2.5), 
9.5 ( 2.0), 
7.5 ( 1.5), 

115 
110 
105 
100 

0 
0 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 

— 
— 
— 
— 

335 
400 
425 
450 

Agt 

1500 
2000 
2500 
3000 

300 
300 
300 
300 

— 48 
— 48 
— 51 
— 53 

50 
60 
60 
63 

243 
255 
250 
237 

17 
13 
12 
17 

96 
99 
100 
99 

11 
12 
11 
10 

1.1 
1.2 
1.1 
1  

0 
0 
0 
0 

35 
35 
35 
35 

10 
10 
10 
10 

150 
185 
205 
190 

214 
325 
420 
520 

304TL Mt 

1500 
2000 
2500 
3000 

— 
— 
— 
— 

—118 
—170 
—230 
—290 

135 
100 
80 
65 

286 
273 
242 
222 

— 
— 
— 
—  
35 
29 
24  

48 
43 
41 

118 
170 
230 
290  
143 
150 
160 

0 
0 
0 
0  
0 
0 
0 

— 

— 
— 

— 
— 
— 
— 

— 
— 
— 
— 

128 
245 
305 
365 

PL-175A6 Alb 
2500 
3000 
3500 

750 
750 
750 

—143 
—150 
—160 

100 
80 
75 

350 
350 
350 

0 
0 
0  

0 
0 
0  
0 
0 

25 
25 
25 

— 
— 
— 

265 
305 
345 

570 
680 
790 

PL- 172 Alb 
2000 
2500 
3000 

5006 
5006 
5006 

—110 
—110 
—115 

200 
220 
220 

800 
800 
780 

9 
9 
9 

110 
110 
110  

60 
60 

0 
0 
0  
— 
— 

35 
35 
35 

— 
— 
— 

— 
— 
—  

— 
— 

1020 
1280 
1540 

4CX1000A Alit 2000 
3000 

325 
325 

— 60 
— 60 

250 
250 

1000 
900 

—2 
—2 

35 
35 

12 
12 

0 
0 

1020 
1680 

'Approximate adjust to give stated zero-signal plate current. ,60 Mc. 10 v. suppressor grid 
,Single-sideband suppressed-carrier ratings, voice signal. Wolues in parentheses are with two-tone test signal. 4+75 v. suppresser grid. 
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it is driven into the grid-current region. This in-
creases the driver's output-power requirements. 
Further, it is desirable to make the grid circuit 
of the Class AB2 stage a high-C circuit, to im-
prove regulation and simplify coupling to the 
driver. A "stiff" bias source is also required, 
since it is important that the bias remain con-
stant, whether or not grid current is drawn. 

Class B amplifiers are theoretically capable of 
78.5 per cent efficiency at full output, and practi-
cal amplifiers run at 60-70 per cent efficiency at 
full output. Triodes normally designed for Class 
B audio work can be used in r.f. linear amplifiers 
and will operate at the same power rating and 
efficiency provided, of course, that the tube is 
capable of operation at the radio frequency. The 
operating conditions for r.f. are substantially the 
same as for audio work — the only difference is 
that the input and output transformers are re-
placed by suitable r.f. tank circuits. Further, in 
r.f. circuits it is readily possible to operate only 
one tube if only half the power is wanted — push-
pull is not a necessity in Class B r.f. work. 
However, the r.f. harmonics may be higher in 
the case of the single-ended amplifier, and this 
should be taken into consideration if TVI is a 
problem. 
For proper operation of Class AB2 and B am-

plifiers, and to reduce harmonics and facilitate 
coupling, the input and output circuits should 
not have a low C-to-L ratio. A good guide to the 
proper size of tuning capacitor will be found in 
Chapter Six; use the voltage-to-current ratio 
existing under p.e.p. conditions. When zero-bias 
tubes are used, it may not be necessary to add 
much "swamping" resistance across the grid 
circuit, because the grids of the tubes load the 
circuit at all times. However, in AB2 operation, 
the swamping resistor should be such that it dis-
sipates from five to ten times the power required 
by the grids of the tubes, insuring an almost con-
stant load on the driver stage and good regula-
tion of the r.f. grid voltage. In turn this means 
that at least five to ten times more driving power 
will be required than is indicated in Table 11-I. 
Where an excess of driving power is available, it 
is generally better to increase the loading ( de-
crease the resistance of the swamping resistor) to 
the point where the maximum available driver 
power is utilized on peaks. 

Before going into detail on the adjustment and 
loading of the linear amplifier, a few general con-
siderations should be kept in mind. If proper 
operation is expected, it is essential that the 
amplifier be so constructed, wired and neutral-
ized that no trace of regeneration or parasitic 
instability remains. Needless to say, this also ap-
plies to the stages ahead of it. 
The bias supply to the Class AB2 or B linear 

amplifier should be quite stiff, such as batteries 
or some form of voltage regulator. If nonlinearity 
is noticed when testing the unit, the bias supply 
may be checked by means of a large electrolytic 
capacitor. Simply shunt the supply with 100 pf. 
or so of capacity and see if the linearity improves. 
If so, rebuild the bias supply for better regula-
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tion. Do not rely alone on using a large capacitor. 
Where tetrodes or pentodes are used, the screen 

supply should have good regulation and its 
voltage should remain constant under the varying 
current demands. If the maximum screen current 
does not exceed 30 or 35 ma., a string of VR tubes 
in series can be used to regulate the screen volt-
age. If the current demand is higher, it may be 
necessary to use an electronically regulated 
power supply or a heavily bled power supply 
with a current capacity of several times the cur-
rent demand of the screen circuit. 
Where VR tubes are used to regulate the 

screen supply, they should be selected to give a 
regulated voltage as close as possible to the tube's 
rated voltage, but it does not have to be exact. 
Minor differences in idling plate current can be 
made up by readjusting the grid bias. 
The plate voltage applied to the linear ampli-

fier should be held as constant as possible under 
the varying current-demand conditions. This con-
dition can be met by using low-resistance trans-
formers and inductors and by using a large value 
of output capacitor in the power-supply filter. 
An output capacitor value three or four times the 
minimum required for normal filtering ( Chap-
ter Seven) is reasonable. Although some slight 
improvement can be obtained by using still 
higher values of capacitance, the problem of turn-
ing on the supply without blowing fuses (on the 
initial surge) starts to become significant. 
One should bear in mind that the same ampli-

fier can be operated in several classes of operation 
by merely changing the operating conditions 
(bias, loading, drive, screen voltage, etc.). How-
ever, when the power sensitivity of an amplifier 
is increased, as by changing the operation from 
Class AB. to Class AB., the stability require-
ments for the amplifier become stringent. 
From the standpoint of ease of adjustment and 

availability of proper operating voltages, a linear 
amplifier with Class AB1 tetrodes or pentodes or 
one with zero-bias Class B triodes would be first 
choice. The Class B amplifier would require more 
driving power. (For examples of Class AB1 tet-
rode amplifiers, see Russ, "The 'Little Fire-
cracker' Linear Amplifier," QST, Sept., 1953; 
Eckhardt, "The Single Side-Saddle Linear," 
QST, Nov., 1953; Wolfe and Romander, "A 4X-
250B Linear," QST, Nov., 1956; Muir, "Ground-
ed-Grid Tetrode Kilowatt," QST, April, 1957; 
and Rinaudo, "Compact AB. Kilowatt," QST, 
Nov., 1957.) 

Tables 11-I and 11-II list a few of the more 

popular tubes commonly used for s.s.b. linear-
amplifier operation. Except where otherwise 
noted, these ratings are those given by the manu-
facturer for audio work and as such are based on 
a sine-wave signal. These ratings are adequate 
ones for use in s.s.b. amplifier design, but they 
are conservative for such work and hence do not 
necessarily represent the maximum powers that 
can be obtained from the tubes in voice-signal 
s.s.b. service. In no case should the average plate 
dissipation be exceeded for any considerable 
length of time, but the nature of a s.s.b. signal is 
such that the average plate dissipation of the tube 
will run well below the peak plate dissipation. 

Getting the most out of a linear amplifier is 
done by increasing the peak power without ex-
ceeding the average plate dissipation over any 
appreciable length of time. This can be done by 
raising the plate voltage or the peak current (or 
both), provided the tube can withstand the 
increase. However, the manufacturers have not 
released any data on such operation, and any ex-
trapolation of the audio ratings is at the risk of 
the amateur. A 35- to 50-per cent increase above 
plate-voltage ratings should be perfectly safe in 
most cases. In a tetrode or pentode, the peak plate 
current can be boosted some by raising the screen 
voltage. 
When running a linear amplifier at consider-

ably higher than the audio ratings, the "two-tone 
test signal" (described later) should never be 
applied at full amplitude for more than a few 
seconds at any one time. The above statements 
about working tubes above ratings apply only 
when a voice signal is used — a prolonged whistle 
or two-tone test signal may damage the tube. 
(For a method of adjusting amplifiers safely at 
high input, see Goodman, "Linear Amplifiers and 
Power Ratings," QST, August, 1957.) 
Linear amplifiers are rated in "p.e.p. input" or 

"p.e.p. output." The "p.e.p." stands for peak 
envelope power. P.e.p. input is not indicated by 
the maximum reading the plate milliammeter 
kicks to ( see "Adjustment of Amplifiers" be-
low) ; it is the input that would be indicated by 
the plate milliammeter and voltmeter if the 
amplifier were driven continuously by a single 
r.f. signal of the peak amplitude the amplifier 
can handle within its allowable distortion limits. 
The p.e.p. output is the r.f. output under these 
same conditions. As implied in the preceding 
paragraph, it may be impossible to measure the 
p.e.p. input or output directly without injuring 
the tube or tubes. 

GROUNDED-GRID AMPLIFIERS WITH FILAMENT-TYPE TUBES 

It is not necessary to use indirectly heated 
cathode type tubes in grounded-grid circuits, 
and filament-type tubes can be used just as effec-
tively. However, it is necessary to raise the fila-
ment above r.f. ground, and one way is shown in 
Fig. 11-17. Here filament chokes are used be-
tween the filament transformers and the tube 

socket. The inductance of the r.f. chokes does not 
have to be very high, and 5 to 10 ph. will usually 
suffice from 80 meters on down. The current-
carrying capacities of the r.f. chokes must be 
adequate for the tube or tubes in use, and if the 
resistance of the chokes is too high the filament 
voltage at the tube socket may be too low and the 
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tube life will be endangered. In such a case, a 
higher-voltage filament transformer can be used, 
with its primary voltage cut down until the volt-
age at the tube socket is within the proper limits. 

Filament chokes can be wound on ceramic or 
wooden forms, using a wire size large enough to 
carry the filament current without undue heat-
ing. Large cylindrical ceramic antenna insulators 
can be used for the forms. If enameled wire is 
used, it should be spaced from half the diameter 
to the diameter of the wire; heavy string can be 
used for this purpose. The separate chokes indi-
cated in Fig. 11-17 are not essential; the two 
windings can be wound in parallel. In this case 
it is not necessary to space all windings; the two 
parallel wires can be treated as one wire, winding 
them together with a single piece of string to 
space the turns. Enameled wire can be used be-
cause the enamel is sufficient insulation to handle 
the filament voltage. 
When considerable power is available for driv-

ing the grounded-grid stage, the matching be-
tween driver stage and the amplifier is not too 
important. However, when the driving power is 
marginal or when the driver and amplifier are to 
be connected by a long length of coaxial cable, a 
pi network matching circuit can be used in the 
input of the grounded-grid amplifier. The input 
impedance of a grounded-grid amplifier is in the 
range of 100 to 400 ohms, depending upon the 
tube or tubes and their operating conditions. 

INPUT 

Fig. 11- 17—When filament-type tubes are used in a 

grounded-grid circuit, it is necessary to use filament 

chokes to keep the filament above r.f. ground. In the 

portion of a typical circuit shown here, the filament 

chokes. RFC and RFC_, can be a manufactured unit 

(e.g, B&W FC15 and FC30) or homemade as described 

in the text. Total plate and grid current can be read 

on a milliammeter inserted at x. 

When data for grounded-grid operation is avail-
able ( see Table 11-II), the input impedance can 
be computed from 

(peak r.f. driving voltage)2 
Z 

2 X driving power 

From this and the equations for a pi network, a 
suitable network can be devised. 

ADJUSTMENT OF AMPLIFIERS 

One of the more important features of the 
linear amplifier is that the ordinary plate and 
grid meters are at best only a poor indicator of 
what is going on. As the meters bounce back and 
forth, even a person who is thoroughly familiar 
with this kind of amplifier would be hard put to 
sense whether the input power registered is 
attributable to ( a) overdrive and underload, 
which yield distortion, splatter, TVI, etc., or ( b) 
underdrive and too-heavy loading, resulting in 
inefficiency and loss of output. 
The simplest and best way to get the whole 

story is to make a linearity test; that is, to send 
through the amplifier a signal whose amplitude 
varies from zero up to the peak level in a certain 
known manner and then observe, by means of an 
oscilloscope, whether this same waveform comes 
out of the amplifier at maximum ratings. 

Test Equipment 

Even the simplest type of cathode-ray oscil-
loscope can be used for linearity tests, so long as 
it has the regular internal sweep circuit. If this 
instrument is not already part of the regular sta-
tion equipment, it might be well to purchase one 
of the several inexpensive kits now on the market, 
so that it will be on hand not only to make initial 
tests but also as a permanent monitor during 
all operation. Barring a purchase, it is recom-
mended at least that a scope be borrowed to 
make the line-up checks, whereupon the regular 

plate and grid meters can serve thereafter to 
indicate roughly changes in operating conditions. 

All linearity tests require that the vertical 
plates of the scope be supplied with r.f. from 
the amplifier output. To avoid interaction within 
the instrument, it is usually best to connect di-
rectly to the cathode-ray tube terminals at the 
back of the cabinet. A pick-up device and its con-
nections to the oscilloscope are shown in Fig. 
11-14. Normally, the pick-up loop should be 
coupled to the dummy load, antenna tuner, or 
transmission line; i.e., to a point in the system 
beyond where any tuning adjustments are to be 
made. 
The only other piece of test equipment will 

be an audio oscillator. Since only one frequency 

2.2 
MEG 

Fig. 11- 18— Fixed-frequency audio oscillator having 

good output waveform. The frequency can be varied 

by changing the values of C and C. 

1,—Small speaker output transformer, secondary not 

used. 
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is needed, the simple circuit of Fig. 11-18 works 
quite well. Some equipment has a circuit similar 
to this one built right into the exciter audio 
system. 

Two-Tone Test 

The two-tone test involves sending through 
the amplifier or thç system a pair of r.f. signals 
of equal amplitude and a thousand cycles or so 
apart in frequency. The combined envelope of 
two such signals looks like two sine waves folded 
on one another. If this waveform comes out of 
the final, well and good; if not, there is work to 
do. 
There are two commonly used ways to generate 

the two-tone signal, and the choice of which to 
use depends on the particular type of exciter 
available. 

Method A — for Filter or Phasing Exciters: 

1) Turn up the carrier insertion until a carrier 
is obtained at about half the expected output 
amplitude. 

2) Connect an audio oscillator to the micro-
phone input and advance audio gain until ( when 
the carrier and the one sideband are equal) the 
scope pattern takes on the appearance of full 
modulation; i.e., the cusps just meet at the 
center line. See Fig. 11-19, photo No. 1. 

3) To change the drive through the system, 
increase or decrease the carrier and audio set-
tings together, maintaining equality of the two 
signals. 

Method B — for Pluming Exciters: 

1) Disable the audio input to one balanced 
modulator, by removing a tube or by tempo-
rarily short-circuiting an audio transformer. 

2) Connect the audio oscillator and advance 
audio gain to get the desired drive. Note that 
with one balanced modulator rut out, the re-
sultant signal will be double-sideband with no 
carrier, hence two equal r.f. signals. 

Double-Trapezoid Test 

When Method B can be used with phasing 
exciters, it is possible to derive a somewhat more 
informative pattern by making a connection 
from the exciter audio system to the horizontal 
signal input of the oscilloscope and using this 
audio signal, instead of the regular internal 
sweep, to cause the horizontal deflection. Those 
who are familiar with the regular trapezoid test 
for a.m. transmitters will recognize this set-up 
as being the same, except that instead of one 
trapezoid, this test produces two triangles point-
ing toward each other. 
Each individual triangle is subject to the same 

analysis as the regular trapezoid pattern; i.e., 
the sloping sides of the pattern should be straight 
lines for proper operation. Since it is much easier 
to tell whether a line is straight or not than to 
judge the correctness of a sine curve, the double 
trapezoid has the advantage of being somewhat 
more positive and sensitive to slight departures 
from linearity than is the regular two-tone pat-
tern. 
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(2) 

(3) 
Fig. 11- 19—Correct Patterns. 1— Desired two-tone test 

pattern. 2— Desired double-trapezoid test pattern. 
3—Typical voice pattern in a correctly adjusted am-

plifier, scope set for 30-cycle sweep. Note that peaks 

are clean and sharp. 

If the audio can be picked off at the plate of 
the audio modulator tube that is still working, 
the input signal need not be a pure sine wave; 
merely whistling or talking into the microphone 
should produce the appropriate pattern. If, be-
cause of the exciter layout, it is necessary to pick 
up the audio signal ahead of the phase-shift 
network, it will then be necessary to use a good 
sine-wave audio oscillator as before. Also, with 
the latter set-up, the pattern will probably have 
a loopy appearance at first, and phase correction 
will be needed to make the figure close up. This 
can be done either by varying the audio fre-
quency or by putting a phaser in series with the 
horizontal input to the scope, as shown in Fig. 
11-20. 
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Fig. 11-20—"Phaser" circuit for the oscilloscope. 

Ratings 

Before proceeding with linearity tests, it is 
well to have in mind the current and power 
levels to expect. A suppressed-carrier signal is 
exactly like an audio signal, except for its fre-
quency, so the audio ratings for any tube are 

(4) (8) 

(5) (9) 

(7) (II) 

(6) 

Fig. 11-22—Improper Amplifier Operation. 4—Over-

drive, indicated by flattening of peaks. 5—Same as 4, 

double-trapezoid test. 6—Too much bias, causing cross-

over to become pinched together rather than cutting 

straight across center line. 7—Same as 6, double-trap-

ezoid test. 8—Two-tone test with vhf. parasitics. Note 

fuzzy halo or fringe. In milder cases the fuzziness will 

appear just at the peaks. 9—Two-tone test with funda-

mental frequency parasitics, accompanied by overdrive. 

10—Severe overdrive and parasitics. 11—Voice pattern 
showing flattening of peaks due to overdrive. When 

flattening is apparent on the voice pattern, the case is 

a severe one. 

d c 

1 2 

1 0 
0 .1 2 .3 u .5 .6 7 Al .9 1.0 

10 

Fig. 11-21—When the two-tone test signal is used for 

checking the linearity of an amplifier, the peak current 

is higher than the current indicated by the plate meter. 
The ratio of these values depends upon the ratio of the 

idling ( no-signal) current to the indicated current. 

The graph shows the relationship. 

lo = no-signal (idling) current, 

Id° = meter reading with two-tone test signal, 

le = actual peak current. 

perfectly applicable for linear r.f. service where 
no carrier is involved. On the other hand, the 
ratings sometimes shown for Class B r.f. tele-
phony are not what is wanted, because they are 
for conventional a.m. transmission with carrier. 

If audio ratings are not given for the desired 
tube type, it will be safe to assume that the 
maximum-signal input for Class B or AB2 serv-
ice is about 10 per cent less than the key-down 
Class C c.w. conditions. The input will have to 
be held somewhat lower in Class AB' operation 
because the average efficiency is lower and, also, 
the tube can draw only a limited amount of cur-
rent at zero grid voltage. 
The maximum-signal conditions determined 

from tube data correspond in s.s.b. work to the 
very peak of the r.f. envelope; when a two-tone 
test signal ( or voice) is used, the plate milliam-
meter does not indicate the peak plate current. 
The relationship between peak current and indi-
cated current is variable with voice signals, but 
with the two-tone test signal applied there is a 
definite relationship between indicated ( d.c.) 
current and peak current. This relationship is 
plotted in Fig. 11-21. Knowing the ratio of the 
idling current to the plate current with the two-
tone test signal, /.//d„ one can find the factor 
that can be applied to give the peak current. 
For example, an amplifier draws 50 ma. with no 
signal and 250 ma. (before flattening) with the 
two-tone test signal. /.//dc = 0.2, and /p2//d. = 
1.45, from Fig. 11-21. Thus le = 1.45 X 250 = 
363 ma. 
Should the resulting peak input ( 0.363 X 

plate voltage) be different than the design value 
for the particular amplifier tube, the drive and 
loading adjustments can be changed in the 
proper directions (always adjusting the loading 
so that the peaks of the envelope are on the verge 
of flattening) and the proper value reached. 
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Using the Linearity Tests 

The photos ( Figs. 11-19, 11-22 and 11-23) have 

been taken to show many of the typical patterns 

that may be encountered with either of the test 
arrangements described previously. They are 

classified separately as to those representing 
correct conditions ( Fig. 11-19), faulty operation 

of the r.f. amplifier ( Fig. 11-22), and various 

other patterns that look irregular but which 

really represent a peculiarity in the test set-up or 
the exciter but not in the final ( Fig. 11-23). 

Aside from the problem of parasitics, which 
may or may not be a difficult one, it should be 
possible without much difficulty to achieve the 
correct linearity pattern by taking action as in-
dicated by the captions accompanying the 

photos. It can then be assumed that the am-
plifier is not contributing any distortion to the 

signal so long as the peak power level indicated 
by the test is not exceeded. It is entirely pos-
sible, however, that good linearity will be ob-

tained only by holding the power down to a 
level considerably below what is expected, or 
conversely that there will be signs of excessive 

plate dissipation at a level that the tubes should 
handle quite easily. In such cases, some atten-

tion should be given to the plate loading, as 
discussed below. 
The several patterns of Fig. 11-24 show how 

loading affects the output and efficiency of a 
linear amplifier. In the first two, loading is rela-
tively light and limiting takes place in the final 
plate circuit. Reserve power is still available in 

the driver, evidenced by the fact that heavier 
loading on the final allows the peak output to 
increase up to the optimum level of the third 
pattern. With still heavier loading the output 
ceases to increase but in fact drops somewhat; 
even though the input power goes up all the 
time, the efficiency goes down rapidly. In the 
last two patterns, the driver is the limiting 
element in the system, and the extra power-
handling capability of the final, due to heavier 
loading, is wasted by inability of the driver to 
do it justice. 

1) For good efficiency, the final itself must be 
the limiting element in the power-handling ca-
pability of the system. 

2) If the final is not being driven to its limit, 
it should be loaded less heavily until such is the 
case. 

3) If the power level obtained above is less 
than should be expected, more driving power is 
needed. 

There are several ways to tell whether or not 
the final is being driven to its limit. One way is 

to advance the drive until peak limiting is ap-
parent in the output, then move the oscilloscope 

coupling link over to the driver plate tank and 
see whether or not the same limiting appears 
there. Another way is to decrease or increase the 

final loading slightly and note whether the limit-
ing output level increases or decreases corre-

spondingly. If it does not, the final is not con-
trolling the system. Still another but similar 

(16) (12) 

(13) 
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›44 
(17) 

(14) (18) 

(15) (19) 

Fig. 11-23—Improper Test Setup. 12—Two r.f. signals 
unequal. In Method A, caused by improper settings of 
either carrier or audio control. Method B, either carrier 

leakage through disabled modulator or unequal side. 
bands due to selective action of some high-Q circuit off 
resonance. 13—Same as 12, double-trapezoid test 

(Method B). 14—Distorted audio. A clue to this defect 
is that successive waves are not identical. 15—Same dis-
tortion as 14, but switched to double trapezoid test 
pattern. Note that correct pattern prevails regardless of 
poor audio signal. 16—Carrier leakage through working 
modulator (Method B only). 17—Same as 16, double 
trapezoid. 18—(Note tilt to left.) Caused by incomplete 
suppression of unwanted sideband (Method A) or by 
r.f. leakage into horizontal circuits of scope. 19—Double 

trapezoid with audio phase shift in test setup. 

method is to detune the final slightly while 
limiting is apparent, and if proper drive condi-

tions prevail the pattern will improve when the 
amplifier plate is detuned. 
The intermediate and driver stages will follow 

the same laws, except that what is called "load-
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(20) (21) 

(23) (24) 

ing" on a final is often referred to as "impedance 
matching" when going between tubes. More 
often than not, an apparent lack of power trans-
fer from a driver to its succeeding stage is due 
to a poor match. In Class AB. or B service, a 
step-down type of coupling is required between 
power stages, and a person accustomed to the 
conventional plate-to-grid coupling capacitor 
technique will be surprised to find how effective 
it is to tap the driven stage down on its tank — 
or otherwise to decouple the system. For ex-
ample, an 807 driving a pair of 811s requires a 
voltage step-down of about 3 or 4 to 1 from 
plate to each grid. 

Dummy Load 

For the sake of everyone concerned, linearity 
tests should be kept off the air as much as possi-
ble. They make quite a racket and spurious 
signals are plentiful in earlier stages of misad-
justment. Ordinary lamp bulbs make a fine dum-
my load so long as it is recognized that their 
impedance is not exactly the same as the an-
tenna and that this impedance changes some-
what as the bulbs light up. These factors can 
be taken into account by making careful note of 
plate and grid currents after the transmitter has 

(22) 

Fig. 11-24—Amplifier Loading Char-
acteristics. Two-tone patterns taken 
at the output of a Class B linear 
amplifier with constant drive and 
successively heavier loading. Meas-
ured input power: 20-90 watts; 21 

—135 watts; 22 250 watts; 23-
330 watts; 24-400 watts. 

been adjusted and is operating with a linearity 
test signal at maximum linear output into the 
lamp load. Then, having reconnected the regular 
antenna, the same loading conditions for the 
final will be reproduced by adjusting its tuning 
and loading until the identical combination of 
plate and grid currents can be obtained. This 
process will require only a few moments of on-
the-air operation. 
When the final on-the-air checks are made, it 

will be convenient to make a few reference 
marks on the oscilloscope screen to indicate the 
peak height of the pattern. The scope will then 
serve as a permanent output monitor for all 
operations. For best results the sweep should be 
set for about 30 cycles, in which case the voice 
patterns will stand out clearly and can easily be 
kept just within the reference lines. Incidentally, 
the pattern is really fascinating to watch. 

Don't be a "meter bender." Input power isn't 
everything. If you have to cut your input in 
half to avoid overload, the fellow at the other 
end will hardly notice the difference in level. 
At the same time, your neighbors, both those 
on the ham band and those next door trying 
to watch TV, will appreciate the difference 
right away. 

FREQUENCY CONVERSION 

The preferred s.s.b. transmitter is probably 
one that generates the s.s.b. signal at some suit-
able frequency and then heterodynes the signal 
into the desired amateur bands, although a few 
designs exist that generate the s.s.b. signal at 
the operating frequency and consequently elimi-
nate the need for heterodyning. When the het-
erodyning is done at low level ( involving an 
s.s.b. signal of not more than a few volts), 
standard receiving techniques are satisfactory. 
Normal receiver converter tubes run at manu-

facturer's ratings leave little to be desired. 
When high-level heterodyning is required, as 

when an exciter delivering. from 5 to 20 watts 
on a single band is available and multiband 
operation is desired, a high-level converter is 
used. Since the efficiency of a converter is only 
about one-fourth that of the same tube or 
tubes used in Class AB., using a converter stage 
as the output stage is not very economical, and 
the high-level converter is generally used to 
drive the output stage. 
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Fig. 11-25—Two examples of "high-level" mixer cir-

cuits. The circuit at A has been used with 6V6, 616, 
6AQ5 and 6Y6 type tubes. With 300 volts on the plate 

the idling current is about 15 ma., kicking as high as 
30 ma. with the s.s.b. signal. 

The circuit in B operates with a positive screen volt-
age and some cathode bias, and is capable of some-

what more output than the circuit shown in A. 
In either case the output circuit, C11.2, is tuned to the 

sum or difference frequency of the oscillator and s.s.b. 

signal. Coupling coils Li and 14 will usually be three 
or four turns coupled to their respective driving sources. 

Reference to tube manuals will disclose no 
information of the operation of small transmit-
ting tubes as mixers. However, it has been 
found that most of the tetrodes in the 15- to 35-
watt plate-dissipation class make acceptable 
mixers, and tubes like the 6V6, 6L6, 807 and 
6146 have been used successfully. The usual 
procedure is to feed one of the signals (oscil-
lator or s.s.b.) to the control grid and the other 
to the cathode or screen grid. Typical circuits 
are shown in Fig. 11-25. 

(Suggestions for converting to and operating 
in the 50- and 144-Mc. bands can be found in 
Tilton, "Single-Sideband Ideas for the V.H.F. 
Man," QST, May, 1957.) 

VOICE-CONTROLLED BREAK-IN 

Although it is possible for two s.s.b. stations 
operating on widely different frequencies to 
work "duplex" if the carrier suppression is 
great enough (inadequate carrier suppression 
would be a violation of the FCC rules), most 
s.s.b. operators prefer to use voice-controlled 
break-in and operate on the same frequency. 
This overcomes any possibility of violating the 
FCC rules and permits "round table" operation. 
Many various systems of voice-controlled 

break-in are in use, but they are all basically the 
same. Some of the audio from the speech ampli-

fier is amplified and rectified, and the resultant 
d.c. signal is used to key an oscillator and one 
or more stages in the s.s.b. transmitter and 
"blank" the receiver at the time that the trans-
mitter is on. Thus the transmitter is on at any 
and all times that the operator is speaking but is 
off during the intervals between sentences. The 
voice-control circuit must have a small amount 
of "hold" built into it, so that it will hold in 
between words, but it should be made to turn on 
rapidly at the slightest voice signal coming 
through the speech amplifier. Both tube and 
relay keyers have been used with good success. 
Some voice-control systems require the use of 
headphones by the operator, but a loudspeaker 
can be used with the proper circuit. ( See 
Nowak, "Voice-Controlled Break-In . . . and 
a Loudspeaker," QST, May, 1951, and Hunter, 
"Simplified Voice Control with a Loudspeaker," 
QST, October, 1953.) 

If an antenna relay is used to switch the 
antenna from the receiver to the transmitter 
and back again, it is often possible to operate 
the output linear amplifier stage with some 
idling current and experience no difficulty with 
the "diode noise" generated by the amplifier 
plate current. However, when the receiver, 
transmitter and antenna are always connected 
together, as when an electronic transmit-receive 
switch is used ( see Chapter Eight), weak sig-
nals will not be heard through the diode noise 
of the transmitter. To overcome this difficulty, 
the idling current of the amplifier must be re-
duced to zero during listening periods. This can 
be accomplished through the use of the circuit 
in Fig. 11-26. Here IC1 is a relay controlled by 

Fig. 11-26— Bias-switching circuit for use with a Class 
Al?. linear amplifier and an electronic t.r. switch. 

11,-4700 ohms, 1 watt. 
R2-100,000 ohms, 2 watts. 
K,—VOX relay or relay controlled by VOX circuit. 

V5-0A2 or OB2, depending upon amplifier require-
ments. 

the voice-controlled break-in circuit. When the 
relay is closed, the operating bias Ei for the 
linear amplifier is determined by the setting of 
the arm on R2. When the relay is open, the grid 
bias jumps to the value E, which should be high 
enough to cut off the amplifier stage. The volt-
age regulator tube should be one with a nominal 
voltage drop in excess of the normal bias for the 
amplifier tube, and the negative supply voltage 
E should be at least 25 per cent higher than the 


